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FOREWORD
The legacy of a research organization is the written history of its findings, whether the results were
expected or unexpected, whether the predictions were valid or not.
The search for understanding and the advancement of ideas to technology is often a non-linear path.
Ideas beget ideas, and data changes the reference point. Without written evidence of this progress, the
map ends. Future explorers may have to retrace and relearn at great time and cost.
I am pleased to have the bibliography of technical publications of the NASA Dryden Flight Research
Center published for future researchers to have. The first entries in this document deal with transonic and
supersonic flight research at the dawn of the high speed aircraft era at Muroc. The latter entries deal with
tailless flight, hypersonic flight, and civil transport safety.
The technical publications of the Dryden Flight Research Center are a reflection of the progress made in
NASA's aeronautics research and technology program. They show what teams of people believed could
fly or be flown. They document the claims, hopes, and aspirations of designers from across the country.
These reports document the real and the imagined, the overlooked, and the unexpected, as
Dr. Hugh L. Dryden would say.
I hereby dedicate this annotated bibliography of technical publications of the Dryden Flight Research
Center to the memory of Dr. Hugh L. Dryden, scientist, engineer, manager, father, and technical author.
His own research provided some of the foundation of the transonic flight exploration which spawned
what is now the Dryden Flight Research Center.
I acknowledge the outstanding work of Mr. David Fisher, a research engineer at Dryden, to produce this
bibliography.
Kenneth J. Szalai
NASA Dryden Flight Research Center Director 1994--1998
Fifty Years of Flight Research:
An Annotated Bibliography of Technical Publications of
NASA Dryden Flight Research Center, 1946-1996
David F. Fisher
NASA Dryden Flight Research Center
Edwards, California 93523-0273
ABSTRACT
Titles, authors, report numbers, and abstracts are given for more than 2200 unclassified and unrestricted
technical reports and papers published from September 1946 to December 1996 by NASA Dryden Flight
Research Center and its predecessor organizations. These technical reports and papers describe and give
the results of 50 years of flight research performed by the NACA and NASA, from the X-1 and other
early X-airplanes, to the X-15, Space Shuttle, X-29 Forward Swept Wing, and X-31 aircraft. Some of the
other research airplanes tested were the D-558, phase 1 and 2; M-2, HL-10 and X-24 lifting bodies;
Digital Fly-By-Wire and Supercritical Wing F-8; XB-70; YF-12; AFTI F-111 TACT and MAW; F-15
HiDEC; F-18 High Alpha Research Vehicle, and F-18 Systems Research Aircraft. The citations of reports
and papers are listed in chronological order, with author and aircraft indices. In addition, in the
appendices, citations of 233 contractor reports, more than 200 UCLA Flight System Research Center
reports and 25 video tapes are included.
INTRODUCTION
In September of 1946, a small band of engineers and technicians came to Muroc Army Air Field in
southern California from the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) Langley Memorial
Aeronautical Laboratory at Hampton, Virginia. These people were to assist in a supersonic flight research
program involving the Bell XS-1 aircraft. The following year, the small group, which became known as
the NACA Muroc Flight Test Unit, were key participants in the first known supersonic flight of an
airplane on October 14, 1947. In 1949, they became the NACA High-Speed Flight Research Station
(HSFRS), a division of the Langley laboratory and during 1950, they published 19 technical reports on
various aspects of pioneering flight research. In 1954, the HSFRS became the NACA High-Speed Flight
Station and moved from the south base location shared with the Air Force to the present location north of
the base flight line. In 1959, after the creation of the National Aeronautic and Space Administration
(NASA), the center was designated NASA Flight Research Center (FRC). On March 26, 1976, the center
was redesignated Hugh L. Dryden Flight Research Center, in honor of the American aerospace pioneer,
former Director of NACA and the first Deputy Director of NASA. In 1981, the center became a facility as
part of Ames Research Center. In 1994, the facility became an independent NASA Center again as the
Hugh L. Dryden Flight Research Center.
This document attempts to capture all the unrestricted reports, papers, and journal articles published by
authors while they were employed by the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center and its predecessor
organizations from September 1946 to December 1996. Also included are NASA Contractor Reports that
were sponsored by DFRC. Reports from the UCLA Flight Systems Research Center under NASA
Dryden Grant NCC2-374 are included in Appendix B. Many of the citations are from NASA CASI
RECONand RECONplusdatabases,the NASA Drydencardcatalog,aswell as information from the
authorsthat wasnot includedin the databases.The authorregretsanydocumentsthat may havebeen
inadvertentlyleft out.
Someof the highlights of the first 50 yearsof what is now known as the Hugh L. Dryden Flight
ResearchCenterareasfollows:
Sept.30, 1946 Five NACA engineers,headedby WalterWilliams, arriveatMuroc Army Air Base,
California (now EdwardsAFB) by this datefrom Langley Memorial Aeronautical
Laboratory (now NASA Langley ResearchCenter,Virginia), to preparefor X-1
supersonicresearchflights in ajoint NACA-Army Air Forcesprogram.First NACA-
NASA presenceisestablishedat theMojaveDesertsite.(Note:Somesourcesreport
thearrival of 13individuals,but anearlychronologyshowsthat 13werenotpresent
at Murocuntil December.)
Dec.9, 1946 Bell pilot ChalmersGoodlinflies thefirst successfulrocket-poweredflight of theX-1
(thendesignatedXS-1).
Aug. 20, 1947 D-558-1setsaworld speedrecordof 640.7mph.
Sept.7, 1947 TheNACA MurocFlightTestUnit receivespermanentstatusfrom HughL. Dryden,
the NACA Director of Research.The staff now includes 27 people with Walt
Williams asHead.
Oct. 14,1947 X-1 exceedsthe speedof soundin history's first supersonicflight flown by then -
Maj. CharlesE.Yeager,attainingmaximumMachnumberof 1.057.
Nov. 25, 1947 HowardC.Lilly is first NACA pilot to fly thejet-poweredD-558-1Skystreak.
Mar. 10,1948 HerbHooverbecomesfirst NACA pilot andfirst civilian to fly supersonicin theX-1.
Nov. 14,1949 The NACA Muroc unit, with about100people,is designatedNACA High-Speed
Flight ResearchStation(HSFRS),with Walt Williams remainingasdirector.
Sept.25, 1950 JohnGriffith is first NACA pilot to fly theX-4 aircraft,studyingflying qualitiesof
taillessvehicles.
Mar. 4, 1952 JoeWalkeris first to fly thevariable-swept-wingX-5 to afull 60-degreeangle.This
conceptis usedtodayonF-14,F-111,andB-1 aircraft.
Apr. 9, 1953 TheNACA first flight of XF-92A, a delta-wingaircraftusedto studytheproblemof
pitchingupduringmaneuveringcausedby thedeltaconfiguration.
Oct. 14,1953 Last flight of XF-92A by the NACA. The flight researchwith this aircraft, the
D-588-2andtheX-15, showedthedesirabilityof low horizontaltail surface.Thatlow
horizontaltail configurationwaslaterusedonsuchsupersonicswept-wingfightersas
theF-100SuperSaberandF8U Crusader.
Nov. 20, 1953 TheNACA pilot ScottCrossfield,inarocket-poweredD-558-2Skyrocket,is thefirst
to fly attwice thespeedof sound,Mach2.005.
Jun.26,1954 TheNACA personnelmovefrom theold southbasesite to new facilities that make
up theoriginal coreof today'sDrydencomplex.Thecostto build the newfacilities
was$3.8million. Personnelon thisdatenumbermorethan200.
Jul. 1, 1954 TheNACA HSFRSis redesignatedtheNACA High-SpeedFlight Station.
Aug. 23,1954 JoeWalkermakesthefirst of 20NACA researchflights in theX-3 "'Flying Stiletto"
supersonicprogram.
Aug. 27,1956 TheNACA researchpilot JoeWalkermakesthefirst flight by NACA of anF-104A
aircraft (theseventhF-104aircraftoff theassemblyline).
Sept.27,1956 Air ForceCapt.Milburn G. Apt flies theX-2 to Mach 3.2 in the first flight of an
aircraft beyond3 times the speedof sound.Unfortunately,he subsequentlyloses
control of the airplane due to inertial coupling, and it crashes,killing him and
destroyingthevehicle.TheNACA neverflew theX-2 butdid assistheprogramwith
adviceanddataanalysis.
Oct. 1, 1958 National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) becomes National
AeronauticsandSpaceAdministration(NASA).
Oct. 15,1958 First of threeX-15 rocketresearchaircraftarriveat NASA High-SpeedFlight Station
aspreparationsmoveaheadfor thehighlysuccessfulNASA-Air Force-Navyprogram
thatlasts10yearsto investigatehypersonicflight.
Nov. 7,1958 JohnMcKay makeslast flight in theX-1E, final modelflown of theX-1 series.This
aircraftis now displayedin frontof Drydenheadquartersbuilding.
Jun.8,1959 First unpoweredglideflight of theX-15 is flown, withScottCrossfieldatthecontrols,
is madefrom NASA's "003," B-52 launchaircraft.
Sept.15, 1959 PaulF.Bikle succeedsWaltWilliamsasdirectorof NASA High-SpeedFlight Station.
Sept.27,1959 NASA High-SpeedFlight StationatEdwardsis redesignatedNASA Flight Research
Center.NASA personnelnumberabout340.
Mar. 25, 1960 First NASA X-15 aircraft flight is made,pilotedby JoeWalker.
Mar. 7,1961 First piloted flight aboveMach4 is made;Mach4.43is achievedby X-15 flown by
USAF Capt.RobertM. White.
Jun.23,1961 First piloted flight aboveMach5 is made;Mach5.27is achievedby X-15 flown by
USAF Capt.RobertM. White.
Nov. 9,1961 First piloted flight aboveMach6 is made;Mach6.04is achievedby X-15 flown by
USAF Capt.RobertM. White.
Early 1962 Flight testsbeginwith theParagliderResearchVehicle(Parasev).Developedto study
waysof returningGemini andApollo spacecrafto Earthusing a hang-glider-type
wing. Pilot is Milt Thompson.
Apr. 5,1963 M2-F 1lightweightlifting bodyis towedinto theair overRogersDry Lakefor thefirst
timeby aPontiacconvertibletow vehiclewith Milt Thompsonaspilot. Setsthestage
for researchwith severalifting bodydesignstostudyatmosphericreentryof avehicle
like aSpaceShuttle.
Aug. 22, 1963 JoeWalkerfliesX-15 to unofficialworld altituderecordof 354,200ft.
Oct. 30, 1964
Mar. 11, 1966
Jul. 12, 1966
Apr. 25, 1967
Oct. 3, 1967
Oct. 24, 1968
Dec. 17, 1968
May 9, 1969
Mar. 5,1970
Jun. 2,1970
Oct. 14,1970
Mar. 9,1971
Oct. 14,1971
May25,1972
Aug. 1974
Joe Walker pilots the first flight of the Lunar Landing Research Vehicle (LLRV),
"Flying Bedstead." LLRV used to develop techniques of landing a spacecraft on the
moon' s surface.
High Temperature Loads Laboratory is formally accepted. With this facility, a
complete YF-12 would be heated and loaded to simulate a high-speed flight.
First flight of a heavyweight lifting body, the M2-F2, piloted by
Milton O. Thompson.
First NASA flight of the XB-70A with Air Force Col. Joe Cotton and NASA research
pilot Fitz Fulton at the controls. The XB-70 flights investigated the stability and
handling qualities of large, delta-wing aircraft flying at high rates of speed.
X-15 sets world's absolute speed record for winged aircraft---4520 mph or
Mach 6.72--with Air Force Maj. William Knight as the pilot.
Last X-15 flight, 199th mission, is piloted by NASA pilot Bill Dana. World's first
hypersonic aircraft is most successful research aircraft to date.
Last research flight of XB-70 is flown by Fitz Fulton and Air Force Lt. Col. Ted
Sturmthal, reaching Mach 2.53. Program produced data on sonic booms, flight
dynamics, and handling qualities associated with large supersonic aircraft. Flight is
on 65th anniversary of Wright Brothers flight at Kitty Hawk, North Carolina.
HL-10 becomes first lifting body to fly supersonic. John Manke, later to become
Dryden site manager, is pilot.
First NASA checkout flight of YF-12A, with Fitz Fulton as pilot.
First flight of the M2-F3 lifting body is made by Bill Dana.
NASA research pilots Tom McMurtry and Hugh Jackson reach a Dryden single-day
record of six missions flown, in an F-104B while deployed to obtain data for the "Big
Boom" experiments that sought to focus the energy from a sonic boom over a limited
area.
First flight of supercritical wing flown by NASA pilot Tom McMurtry. Unusual wing
profile, tested on a modified F-8, increases flight efficiency and lowers fuel usage.
This concept is now used widely on commercial and military aircraft.
A Piper PA-30 Twin Commanche becomes testbed to develop remotely piloted
aircraft techniques from a ground-based cockpit. This concept leads to successful
projects such as three-eighths-scale F-15 spin research vehicle, HiMAT, and Boeing
720 jetliner purposely flown to a controlled crash landing in FAA test of anti-mist fuel
additive.
First flight of aircraft with all-electric fly-by-wire flight control system, the NASA
F-8 Digital Fly-By-Wire research aircraft, with Gary Krier as pilot. This concept is
now used in many aircraft, including Space Shuttles.
The Boeing 747 shuttle carrier aircraft is used in wake vortex research program to
study ways of reducing clear air turbulence trailing behind large aircraft.
Aug. 5,1975
Mar. 26,1976
Aug. 12,1977
Oct. 26,1977
Oct. 31,1979
Dec.21,1979
Apr. 14,1981
Oct. 1, 1981
Jul.4,1982
Sept.22,1983
Oct. 30,1984
Dec.1, 1984
Apr. 2,1985
Sept.9, 1985
NASA pilot JohnMankelandsX-24B lifting bodyonEdwardsrunway,showingthat
a spaceshuttle-like vehicle can be landedsafely on a designatedrunway after
returningfrom orbit.
NASA Flight ResearchCenteris dedicatedin honor of the late Hugh L. Dryden.
NASA personnelnumbermorethan560.
First free-flight of thespaceshuttleEnterprisefrom thetopof theBoeing747 shuttle
careeraircraft.Enterprisepilotedby FredHaiseandGordonFullerton.The747SCA
waspilotedby Fitz FultonandTomMcMurtry, Vic HortonandLewis (Skip)Guidry
weretheflight engineers.
Last of 13 captive and free-flight testswith spaceshuttle prototype Enterprise,
proving theshuttleglideandlandingcharacteristics.
Last researchflight of theNASA YF-12researchprogram,with Fitz Fultonaspilot
andVictor Hortonflight testengineeronaYF-12A,oneof threeY'F-12sflown during
the program.Nearly 300researchflights exploredhigh-speed,high-altitudeflight,
andyieldedinformationon thermalstress,aerodynamics,high-altitudeenvironment,
andpropulsionandflight controlsystems.
AD-1 first flight is flown by NASA researchpilot ThomasC. McMurtry.
Threehundredand twenty thousandpeopleat EdwardswatchColumbia,the first
orbital spaceshuttle,land.DrydenVIPsnumber20,000,and300,000areat theEast
Shorepublic viewing site.
Dryden is consolidatedwith AmesResearchCenter,Moffett Field, California, to
becomethe Ames-DrydenFlight ResearchFacility. Positionof Drydendirector is
renamedsite managerand JohnManke is selectedfor the post. NASA personnel
number491.
PresidentRonaldReaganheadslist of 45,000guestsat Drydenwatchingthe fourth
spaceshuttlelanding.Crowdof 500,000watchesfrom EastShorepublicviewing site.
A modifiedSchweizerSGS1-36sailplaneis flown in controlled,stabilizedflight at
72degreesangleof attackby researchpilot EinarEnevoldson.
NASA Drydenretiresits oldestaircraft,theC-47that towedtheM2-F1lifting body
aloft duringthatprogram'searlydaysandwasusedto supportmanyotherprojects.
A remotely-pilotedBoeing720testaircraftusedin thejoint FAA/NASA Controlled
ImpactDemonstrationeruptsin flamesasit slidesthroughtheimpact siteon thedry
lakebed,demonstratingthat, contraryto expectations,ananti-misting fuel additive
did not substantiallyinhibit fuel fires.
SteveIshmaelis first NASA pilot to fly the X-29 researchaircraft investigating
forward-swept wings, composite construction concepts, and integrated flight
controls.
Data Analysis Facility opensas new home for generalcomputerand associated
engineeringsupportandflight dataoperations.
Jul. 10,1986
Dec.1, 1987
Sept.18,1989
Dec. 18,1989
Feb.15,1990
Apr. 5, 1990
May3,1990
Oct.25,1990
Dec.3,1990
May 15,1991
Ju1.12,1991
F-111MissionAdaptiveWing researchaircraft flies Mach 1 for the first time, with
RogersSmithpartof two-personcrew.Thisprogramtestedthewing with noailerons,
flaps, or slats.Camberchangedmechanicallyin flight basedon performanceand
mission.
Groundbreaking held for $16.1 million Integrated Test Facility featuring
interdependentsystemstesting, systemstroubleshooting,and rapid pre-andpost-
flight systemscheckoutonseveralaircraftsimultaneously.
Ed Schneiderflies the 100thmissionin the F-18 High Angle of Attack Research
aircraft in Phase1of thethree-phaseprograminvestigatingthehigh angle-of-attack,
"alpha," regime.
First self-repairingflight control systemdemonstratedon the F-15 HiDEC (Highly
IntegratedDigital ElectronicControl) aircraft, with Jim Smolka as pilot. System
identifies control surfacefailures or damagethen automaticallyrepositionsother
control surfacesto allow thepilot to continuethemissionor land safely.
First of threeSR-7ls arriveatDrydenfor aprogramto investigateahostof disciplines
to help developmentof futurehigh-speedcivil andmilitary aircraft.(ThreeYF-12s,
prototypesfor afighter-interceptorversionof theSR-71,wereflown atDrydenfrom
1969to 1979in anearlierhigh-speedprogram.)
Pegasus® spaceboosteris successfullyair-launchedfrom theNASA B-52 in oneof
thefirst successfulflights of acommerciallydevelopedspacelaunchvehicleplacing
a payloadinto earthorbit. Thelaunchwasoff the California coast,with a NASA-
Navypayloadplacedin apolarorbit 320mileshigh.
First flight in NASA's first programto investigatelaminarflow control at supersonic
speeds.Programusesthe only two F-16XL prototypesto investigatepassiveand
activemethodsof reducingturbulenceonwing surfacesat high speeds.
Final testin a seriesof eight usingB-52No. 008 to validatedragchutedeployment
systemfor useonspaceshuttleto improvetheirlandingefficiency.Thetestswith 008
wereon thelakebedandmainrunway.
Position of Dryden site managerredesignatedas director in reorganizationthat
strengthensDryden'srole asanationalflight researchinstallation,with KenSzalai,
chief of Dryden'sResearchEngineeringDivision, namedto new position.Dryden
personnelnumber430.
Full-scaleX-30structuraltestcomponent,representingawingcontrolsurface,arrives
atDryden'sThermostructuralResearchLaboratoryfor loadsandtemperaturetesting.
First flight of F-18 High Alpha (Angle-of-Attack)ResearchVehicle (HARV) with
thrustvectoringsystemengagedto enhancecontrol andmaneuveringat high angles
of attack; 104thflight of the HARV, which arrived at Dryden Oct. 22, 1984,and
initially flew aseriesof missionswithout thrustvectoringto obtainexperiencewith
aerodynamicmeasurementsathighanglesof attackandto developtheflight research
techniquesneededfor thismeasurement.
®PegasusisaregisteredtrademarkofOrbitalSciencesCorporation,Fairfield,Virginia.
Aug. 14,1991
Sept.30,1991
Oct. 3,1991
Nov. 1,1991
Dec. 12,1991
Apr. 23,1992
May16,1992
Jul. 1, 1992
Oct. 24,1992
Dec.22,1992
Jan.4,1993
Mar. 9,1993
Apr. 21, 1993
First all-NASA SR-71flight with researchpilots SteveIshmaelandRogersSmith in
the cockpit. It was thefirst Mach3 missionflown at Drydensincethe final YF-12
flight Oct.31, 1979.
Seven-year X-29 Advanced Technology Demonstrator program ends after
362researchmissionswith the two forward-sweptwing aircraft. No. 1 aircraftwas
flown 242 timesto validatedesign concepts. X-29 No. 2 was flown 120 times in
high-angle-of-attack studies. Joint USAF/NASA program later flies No. 2 in vortex
control study.
Dryden aeronautical engineer Marta Bohn-Meyer becomes first female crewmember
to fly in an SR-71.
Tests of pressure-sensitive luminescent paint end, opening door for a new method of
measuring surface pressures on aircraft.
F-18 high-angle-of-attack research aircraft, with pilot Ed Schneider, achieves design
point of roughly 70 degrees angle of attack.
First flight of an X-31 aircraft from Dryden following relocation of X-31 International
Test Organization from Air Force Plant 42 in Palmdale, in a DOD study of thrust
vectoring for air combat at high angles of attack.
Maiden landing of the space shuttle Endeavour, built to replace Challenger. Landing
is viewed by an estimated 125,000 people, including 2,500 school students.
Single-day Dryden record of six missions tied by X-29 No. 2 after the aircraft returns
to flight for a 60-flight USAF/NASA study using vortex flow controls on nose to
study improved control at high angles of attack.
Integrated Test Facility (ITF) officially opens, giving Dryden a unique capability to
carry out interdependent systems testing, systems troubleshooting, and rapid pre-and
post-flight systems checks on several aircraft simultaneously.
Flights begin with Dryden's CV-990 Landing Systems Research Aircraft, equipped
with a space shuttle landing gear fixture that later led to increased orbiter cross wind
landing limits at the Kennedy Space Center, and aided in the decision to resurface the
Kennedy runway.
Judy Janisse Child Development Center is dedicated. The $700,000 facility is named
after a former NASA employee, killed in a commercial airline accident, who was
instrumental in the development of the center.
NASA SR-71 flies on first science mission, taking a JPL ultraviolet camera to
85,000 feet for night photo studies. Flight was also first SR-71 night mission.
The F-15 Highly Integrated Digital Electronic Control (HiDEC) is landed using only
engine power to turn, climb, and descend. Gordon Fullerton is pilot on milestone
event.
Apr. 29,1993 The thrust-vectored X-31 executes a minimum radius 180-degree turn--the "Herbst
Maneuver"--while flying at more than 70-degrees angle of attack, well beyond the
aerodynamic limits of any other aircraft.
May 21, 1993
Jun.15,1993
Jun.24,1993
Nov. 1,1993
Dec.21,1993
Feb.3,1994
Mar. l, 1994
Mar. 18,1994
Jul.20,1994
Aug. 3,1994
Aug.4,1994
Oct. 1,1994
May 13,1995
Jun.11,1995
First researchflight with Dryden's F-18 SystemsResearchAircraft checksout an
electricactuatorthatmonitorsandcontrolsoneof theaircraft'sailerons,andbecomes
atestbedfor advancedelectricandfiberopticscomponents.
Modified F-15 called ACTIVE--Advanced Control Technology for Integrated
Vehicles--replacestheHiDECasDryden'sintegratedsystemsaircraft.TheACTIVE
F-15featuresforwardcanardsandwill be fittedwith thrust-vectoringnozzlesto study
their usefor pitchandyawcontrol.
Replica of X-15 rocket researchaircraft, displayedat the comer of Lilly and
LakeshoreDrives,is dedicated.
The spaceshuttleColumbia,on missionSTS-58,landsat 7:06a.m. (PST), the last
plannedlandingof ashuttleatEdwards.Nearly35,000people,includingabout5000
Drydenguests,view theevent.
ThePerseusremotelypilotedaircraft flies for the first time in a projectto develop
technologiesto be used to constructand fly unpiloted vehicles on high-altitude
sciencemissions.
Finalflight of anF-104atDryden,asymbolicfarewellwith NASA 826,is pilotedby
Tom McMurtry, Chief,Flight OperationsDivision.First acquiredin 1956,11F-104s
flew at Drydenover a 38-yearperiodaschaseandresearchaircraft. Last research
missionwith NASA 826wasJan.31, 1994.TheotherremainingF-104,NASA 825,
wasflown on its last researchmissionJan.24, 1994.
Dryden nameda NASA Center again.Transitionperiod to institute independent
administrativefunctionsendsSept.30, 1994.
Ten thousandth research mission is logged by Dryden's Western Aeronautical Test
Range, a flight with the F-18 HARV. Facility was developed in the 1950s to support
the X- 15 program.
Twenty-fifth anniversary of Apollo 11 features salute to Dryden's Lunar Landing
Research Vehicle (LLRV), used to develop moon-landing training techniques.
Sixth and last Pegasus ® mission using NASA B-52 No. 008 as the launch vehicle is
successful. Future airborne launches to be with an L-1011 owned and operated by
Pegasus developer, Orbital Sciences Corp.
X-31 logs 438th flight, new record for experimental aircraft. Record holder had been
X-29, set on its last flight in 1992.
Dryden assumes full Center status, as NASA's Center of Excellence in Flight
Research. NASA personnel number 465.
X-31 completes final research flights, making a total of 555 for the program.
The NASA B-52, No. 008, tums 40 years old. Based at Dryden since mid-1959, it is
the oldest B-52 still flying.
Aug. 11,1995 CV-990LandingSystemsResearchAircraft completesstudyof space shuttle landing
gear, with a total of 155 research flights. Final tests subjected orbiter wheels to total
failure modes on lakebed surface and concrete runway.
Aug. 29,1995 Aided by NASA-developed propulsion controlled aircraft (PCA) system, an MD- 11
makes first-ever, safe landings of an actual transport aircraft using only engine power
for control.
Sept. 11, 1995 Pathfinder sets new altitude record for solar-powered aircraft. The remotely
controlled, unpiloted prototype attained an altitude 50,500 ft during a nearly 12-hour
flight. Solar cells on the top surface of the all-wing aircraft power six electric,
propeller-turning motors for propulsion. Pathfinder is part of the NASA
Environmental Research Aircraft and Sensor Technology (ERAST) Program.
Oct. 13,1995 First flight of the F- 16XL with the active glove installed. The two-seat F- 16 XL was
piloted by Dana Purifoy, and begins a program researching laminar flow at supersonic
speeds using a suction panel that covers 60 percent of the wing chord. Previous
studies with the single-seat F-16XL used a glove that covered only 20 percent of the
chord.
Nov. 17,1995 Center Director Ken Szalai renames the Integrated Test Facility as the
Walter C. Williams Research Aircraft Integration Facility.
Nov. 30,1995 Improved software enables an MD- 11 to make a final landing at Edwards without the
need for the pilot to manipulate the flight controls while using only engine power for
control.
Jul. 2, 1996 NASA announces award of X-33 contract to Lockheed Martin Corp. to design, build,
and fly a vehicle that will demonstrate advanced technologies to dramatically increase
reliability and lower the cost of putting a pound of payload in space. The test vehicle
was projected to fly from DFRC in the year 2000.
Sept. 6,1996 F-18 High Alpha Research Vehicle (HARV) makes final flight in 385-flight research
program that investigated improved maneuverability of tactical aircraft at high angles
of attack.
Nov. l, 1996 F-15 ACTIVE research aircraft conductsf_stthrust vectoring of engine exhaust
speeds approaching Mach 2.
Nov. 24,1996 First flight of Tu-144LL flying laboratory inaugurates year-long flight test program
in support of NASA' s High-Speed Research program.
Nov. 26,1996 Year-long Supersonic Laminar-Flow Control program concludes with 45th flight on
highly modified F-16XL research aircraft. Program proved that laminar-or
smooth-airflow could be obtained over a significant portion of an aircraft wing's
chord at speeds of Mach 2 by use of a suction system pulling turbulent boundary-layer
air through tiny holes in the wing skin.
More information on the history of Dryden Flight Research Center can be found in the references 1
through 9 on the following page.
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AAS
AASE
ACTIVE
AEDC
AFB
AFFTC
AFWAL
AGARD
AHS
AIAA
AICHE
AIR
AIST
ARC
ARS
ASCE
ASEE
ASME
BuAero
CAI
CASI
CP
CR
DGLR
ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
American Astronautical Society, Washington, D. C.
Department of Aerophysics and Aerospace Engineering, Mississippi State University,
Starkville, Mississippi
Advanced Control Technology for Integrated Vehicles-a NASA Dryden test program
Arnold Engineering Development Center, Arnold Air Force Base, Tennessee
Air Force Base
Air Force Flight Test Center, Edwards, California
Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratory, Dayton, Ohio
Advisory Group for Aeronautical Research & Development, Paris, France
American Helicopter Society, Alexandria, Virginia
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Washington, D. C.
American Institute of Chemical Engineers, New York, New York
Aerospace Information Report-a military report
Agency of Industrial Science and Technology, Japan
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California
American Rocket Society-became AIAA in 1963 with IAS
American Society of Civil Engineers, Washington, D. C.
American Society for Engineering Education, Washington, D. C.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, New York, New York
Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of the Navy, 1921-1959
Canadian Aeronautical Institute, Ottawa, Ontario
NASA Center for Aerospace and Scientific Information, Hanover, Maryland
Conference Proceedings, NASA report
Contractor Report, NASA report
Deutsche Gesellschaft fuer Luft-und Raumfahrt, Germany
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DOD
DTIC
ERAST
FAA
FED
FRC
HARV
HiDEC
HSCT
HSFRS
IAA
IAS
ICAS
ICASE
ICASSP
IEEE
IES
IFAC
ISA
ITC
ITEA
ITF
IUTAM
JPL
JSASS
Department of Defense, Washington, D. C.
Defense Technical Information Center, Ft. Belvoir, Virginia
Environmental Research Aircraft and Sensor Technology program--a NASA Dryden test
program
Federal Aviation Agency / Administration, Washington, D. C.
Fluids Engineering Division (ASME), New York, New York
Flight Research Center, NASA facility at Edwards AFB 1959-1976
F-18 high alpha research vehicle
F-15 highly integrated digital electronic control
High speed civil transport
High-Speed Flight Research Station
International Aerospace Abstracts-a monthly publication of recent international and AIAA
Conference information in abstract form, AIAA, New York, New York
Institute of Aeronautical Sciences, Inc.--became AIAA in 1963 with ARS
International Council of Aeronautical Sciences, Les Mureaux Cedex, France
Institute for Computer Applications in Science and Engineering, Hampton, Virginia
International Conference on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, New York, New York
Institute of Environmental Sciences, Mount Prospect, Illinois
International Federation of Automatic Control, Uppsala, Sweden
Instrument Society of America, Triangle Park, North Carolina
International Telemetering Conference
International Test and Evaluation Association, Fairfax, Virginia
Integrated Test Facility, at Dryden since 1987
International Union of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, Stuttgart, Germany
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Califomia
Japan Society for Aeronautical and Space Sciences, Japan
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LLRV
MIT
NACA
NASA
NIWC
NTIS
PCA
RAE
RECON
RECONplus
RM
RP
SAE
SCA
SETP
SFTE
SIAM
SP
SPIE
TM
TN
TP
USAF
USN
USN/NAWC
lunar landingresearchvehicle
MassachusettsInstituteof Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics-a NASA Precursor
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington, D. C.
National Institute of Materials and Chemical Research, Japan
National Technical Information Service, Springfield, Virginia
propulsion controlled aircraft
Royal Aircraft Establishment, England
A CASI database to archive scientific and technical reports
A CASI database to archive scientific and technical reports
Research Memo, a NACA report
Reference Publication, NASA Report
Society of Automotive Engineers, Warrendale, Pennsylvania
shuttle carrier aircraft
Society of Experimental Test Pilots, Lancaster, California
Society of Flight Test Engineers, Lancaster, California
Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Special Publication, a NASA report
The International Society for Optical Engineering, Bellingham, Washington
Technical Memorandum, a NASA report
Technical Note, a NACA or NASA report
Technical Paper, a NACA or NASA report
United States Air Force
United States Navy
United States Navy/Naval Air Warfare Center
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ORDERING INFORMATION
Ordering sources for the different types of materials given below:
Sources Types of material Accession number examples:
Document Delivery/AIAA
Dispatch
800-662-1545
816-926-8794 FAX
dispatch @lhl.lib.mo.us
http://www.lhl.lib.mo.us/pubserv/
AIAA/dispatch.htm
National Technical Information
Service (NTIS)
703-487-4650
703-321-8547 FAX
orders @ntis.fedworld.gov
http://ntis.gov
NASA Center for Aerospace
Information (CASI)
301-621-0390
301-621-0134 FAX
help@sti.nasa.gov
http://www.sti.nasa.gov
Defense Technical Information
Center (DTIC)
800-225-3842
703-767-8228 FAX
help@dtic.mil
http://dticam.dtic.mil/
NASA libraries or NASA CASI
Libraries
AIAA papers and worldwide
literature from conferences and
periodicals available through
AIAA.
Report literature having no
distribution limitations.
Report literature having no
distribution limitations.
Report literature with some type
of distribution limitation.
Report literature from U. S.
Government Agency or
AGARD.
Pre-1962 reports and papers.
Books
A90-12345
90A12345
AIAApaper no. 97-1234
N95-12345
95N12345
19970012345
AD-A123456
N95-12345
95N12345
19970012345
X97-12345
97X12345
AD-A123456
87H12345
93R12345
TL123.C66.D7
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KEY TO CITATIONS
Typical Citation and Abstract
(_1993._urcham, Frank W., Jr.; Maine, Trindel; and
Wolf, Thomas.(_Flight Testing and Simulation of an F-
15 Airplane Using Throttles for Flight Control.
(_NASA TM-104255_)H-1826_)NAS 1.15:104255,t2)AIAA
Paper 92-4109®Presented at the AIAA Flight Test
Conference, Hilton Head, SC, 24 Aug. 1992.®_
1992792N32864?#_see also 2004).
Flight tests and simulation studies using the throttles of
an F-15 airplane for emergency flight control have been
conducted at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center.
The airplane and the simulation are capable of extended
up-and-away flight, using only throttles for flight path
control. Initial simulation results showed that runway
landings using manual throttles-only control were
difficult, but possible with practice. Manual approaches
flown in the airplane were much more difficult,
indicating a significant discrepancy between flight and
simulation. Analysis of flight data and development of
improved simulation models that resolve the
discrepancy are discussed. An augmented throttle-only
control system that controls bank angle and flight path
with appropriate feedback parameters has also been
developed, evaluated in simulations, and is planned for
flight in the F- 15.
1 Chronological
number of citation
2 Author(s)
3 Title
4 NASA publication number
5 NASA Dryden production
number
6 GPO number
7 Assigned conference
publication number
8 Conference name,
place, and date
9 Date of publication
(underlined)
10 Accession number
11 Available on microfiche (#)
12 Chronological number of
cross-reference citation
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
1947 Technical Publications
1. Beeler, De E.; and Gerard, George: Wake
Measurements Behind a Wing Section of a Fighter
Airplane in Fast Dives. NACA TN 1190, March 1, 1947,
93R11438.
Wake measurements made in a vertical plane behind a wing-
section of a fighter airplane are presented for a range of Mach
number up to 0.78. Since evidences of reverse flow were
found in a large part of the surveys--possibly because of
interference of the rake support--the computed profile-drag
coefficients are considered to be only qualitative. The results
showed that the large increase in drag coefficient beyond
critical Mach number indicated by wind-tunnel tests was also
obtained under flight conditions and that the wake width was
extended sharply when shock was encountered. The wake
extension occurred first at the upper surface since the highest
local velocity was obtained on that surface. The large increase
in drag coefficient for the wing section tested did not occur
until after the critical Mach-number had been exceeded by
approximately 0.05. Comparison of the profile-drag
measurements with total airplane drag measurements showed
that the large increases in drag in both cases started to occur
at the same value of Mach number. The results further
indicated that wake measurements made in three
dimensional-flow after shock had occurred cannot, in general,
be interpreted in terms of section profile-drag coefficient
because of the existence of the strong lateral flow indicated by
tuft behavior in the dead-air region behind the shock.
2. Beeler, De E.: Air-Flow Behavior Over the
Wing of an XP-51 Airplane as Indicated by Wing-
Surface Tufts at Subcritieal and Supercritical Speeds.
NACA RM L6L03, April 24. 1947. 86H23988.
Results are presented in this report of the air-flow behavior
over the wing of an XP-51 airplane including photographs of
tuft attached to the wing surface and chordwise pressure
distributions. A comparison of tuft studied is made of the
flight results with those obtained from wind-tunnel tests. The
results indicate that steady flow is obtained over the wing
until the critical speed has been exceeded by about 0.04 to
0.05 in Mach numbers. At higher Mach numbers the flow is
unsteady and becomes very rough and turbulent over the rear
50 percent of the chord after the limit maximum pressure
coefficient has been reached. Observation of surface tufts
alone without benefit of prevailing pressure distributions may
indicate separated flow before separation actually occurs.
Comparisons made of the flight and wind-tunnel data show a
similar tuft behavior throughout the Mach number range.
1948 Technical Publications
3. Beeler, De E.; and Mayer, John P.: Measurements
of the Wing and Tail Loads During the Acceptance Tests
of the Bell XS-1 Research Airplane. NACA RM L7L12,
April 1948, 87H24183.
During the acceptance tests of the XS- 1 airplane, strain-gage
measurements were made of wing and tail loads up to a Mach
number of 0.80. The maximum lift and buffet boundaries
were also determined. The loads encountered were well
within the design loads and showed fairly good agreement
with wind-tunnel and calculated data.
EC72-3431
XS-1 (X-l) Airplane
4. Williams, Walter C.; and Beeler, De Elroy: Results
of Preliminary Flight Tests of the XS-1 Airplane
(8-Percent Wing) to a Mach Number of 1.25.
NACA RM L8A23A, April 6, 1948, 86H18960.
The data obtained in flight with the XS-1 airplane with
8-percent-thick wing up to and beyond the speed of sound at
an altitude of 37,000 feet and above show that most of the
trim and force changes expected in the transonic range have
been experienced. Although conditions are not normal, the
airplane can be flown under control through a Mach number
of 1 at altitudes of 37,000 feet and above. In detail, the
following has been noted: (1) Buffeting has been experienced
in level flight but has been mild. The horizontal-tail loads
associated with the buffeting have been small. (2) The
airplane has experienced longitudinal trim changes in the
speed range from 0.8 up to 1.25. The largest control force
associated with these trim changes was 25 pounds. The pilot
has been able to control the airplane. The relatively small
magnitude of the control force may be attributed to the small
size of the elevator and the high altitude of the flight. (3) The
elevator effectiveness has decreased more than 50 percent in
going from a Mach number of 0.7 to 0.87. There is evidence
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of furthereductioni elevatoreffectivenessaboveaMach
numberof 0.87.This lossin elevatoreffectivenesshas
affectedthemagnitudeofthetrimchangesasnotedbythe
pilotbuttheactualtrimchangesforthemostparthavebeen
causedby changesin thewing-fuselagemoment.(4)No
aileron buzz or associatedphenomenahave been
experienced.Theairplanebecomesrightwingheavywith
increasingMachnumberuptoaMachnumberof 1.10,but
canbetrimmedwiththeailerons.
5. McLaughlin, Milton D.; and Clift, Dorothy C.:
Results Obtained During a Dive Recovery of the Bell XS-1
Airplane to High Lift Coefficients at a Mach Number
Greater Than 1.0. NACA RM L8C23A, April 6. 1948,
86H31136.
Measured quantities are presented which were obtained on
the Bell XS-1 airplane with an 8-percent-thick wing and a
6-percent-thick horizontal tail during a dive recovery at a
Mach number greater than 1.0. The data obtained show that it
is possible to obtain fairly high load factors with the airplane
at Mach numbers greater than 1.0 if the stabilizer is used for
longitudinal control. Lift coefficients approaching low-speed
maximum-lift values have been obtained at a Mach number of
1.1 with no indication that these values are the maximum
obtainable for the airplane. At the Mach number and lift
coefficient reported, there was little or no buffeting.
6. Drake, Hubert M.; McLaughiin, Milton D.; and
Goodman, Harold R.: Results Obtained During
Accelerated Transonic Tests of the Bell XS-1 Airplane in
Flights to a Mach Number of 0.92. NACA RM L8AO5A,
April 19. 1948. 86H18537.
An accelerated flight program using the Bell XS-1 airplane
has been undertaken to explore the transonic-speed range.
The flying was done by an Air Force pilot, and the data
reduction and analysis were made from NACA
instrumentation by NACA personnel. This paper presents the
results of tests obtained up to a Mach number of 0.92 at
altitudes around 30,000 feet. The data obtained show that the
airplane has experienced most of the difficulties expected in
the transonic range, but that it can be flown satisfactorily to a
Mach number of at least 0.92 at altitude above 30,000 feet.
Longitudinal trim changes have been experienced but the
forces involved have been small. The elevator effectiveness
decreased about one-half with increase of Mach number from
0.70 to 0.87. Buffeting has been experienced in level flight but
it has been mild and the associated tail loads have been small.
No aileron buzz or other flutter phenomena have been noted.
7. Williams, Walter C.; Forsyth, Charles M.; and
Brown, Beverly P.: General Handling-Qualifies Results
Obtained During Acceptance Flight Tests of the Bell XS-1
Airplane. NACA RM L8A09, April 19. 1948.86H18538.
During the acceptance tests conducted by the Bell Aircraft
Corporation on the Bell XS-1 transonic research airplane,
NACA instruments were installed to measure the stability and
control characteristics and the aerodynamic loads. Tests were
made in gliding flight and in powered flight. Two Bell XS-1
airplanes were used during the program: one airplane had
wing and tail thicknesses of 10 percent and 8 percent of the
chord, respectively, and the other airplane had wing and tail
thicknesses of 8 percent and 6 percent of the chord,
respectively. The results for the stability and control
measurements are presented in this paper.
8. Williams, Walter C.: Limited Measurements of
Static Longitudinal Stability in Flight of Douglas D-558-1
Airplane (BuAero No. 37971). NACA RM L8E14,
June 24. 1948.86H17021.
During airspeed calibration flights of the D-558-1 airplane
being used by NACA for high-speed-flight research, some
measurements were obtained of the static longitudinal
stability up to a Mach number of 0.85. These data showed that
the airplane possessed positive static longitudinal stability up
to a Mach number of 0.80. A trim change in the nose-down
direction occurred for Mach numbers above 0.82.
E49-090
D-558-1 Airplane
9. Beeler, De E.; McLaughlin, Milton D.; and Clift,
Dorothy C.: Measurements of the Chordwise Pressure
Distributions Over the Wing of the XS-1 Research
Airplane in Flight. NACA RM L8G21, August 4. 1948.
86H25805.
Measurements of the chordwise pressure distribution over the
8-percent-thick wing of the XS-1 research airplane have been
made at a section near the midspan of the left wing. Data
presented are for a Mach number range of 0.75 to 1.25 at a
normal-force coefficient of about 0.33 and for normal-force
coefficients up to 0.93 at a Mach number of approximately
1.16. The results show that there is a rearward shift of section
center of load with an increase in Mach number due to the
rearward movement of shock with a corresponding extension
of the region of supersonic flow. The load center moves from
about 25 to 51 percent of the chord as the Mach number is
increased for 0.75 to 1.25. During the rearward movement of
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loadfromtheforwardtorearwardlimit position,thereisa
rapidandlargeshiftofthecenterofloadwithintheselimits
foraMachnumberrangeof0.82to0.88.It isexpectedthat
largechangesin trim,withcorresponding large changes in
load factor at low altitude, may occur within this Mach
number range.
coefficients due to the wing camber, the wing lift, and the lift
of the stabilizer are all in a nose-down direction, and as the
Mach number increases, these pitching-moment coefficients
apparently decrease less rapidly than the elevator
effectiveness.
10. Drake, Hubert M.; Goodman, Harold R.; and
Hoover, Herbert H.: Preliminary Results of NACA
Transonic Flights of the XS-I Airplane With 10-Percent-
Thick Wing and 8-Percent-Thick Horizontal Tail.
NACA RM L8129, October 13, 1948, 87H24234.
Contains results of exploratory flights at altitudes of about
40,000 feet to a maximum Mach number of 1.06. Data are
presented showing the longitudinal trim changes, elevator
effectiveness in producing acceleration, and rudder
effectiveness as a function of Mach number. Data on lateral
oscillations are also presented.
11. Goodman, Harold R.; and Drake,' Hubert M.:
Results Obtained During Extension of U.S. Air
Force Transonic-Flight Tests of XS-1 Airplane.
NACA RM L8128, November 16, 1948, 86H18957.
Limited data covering extension of the U.S. Air Force
transonic-flight tests of the XS-1 airplane are presented.
These data show that successful flight to a Mach number of
1.35 has been achieved at altitudes above 40,000 feet.
Longitudinal trim changes were experienced to the highest
Mach numbers attained, with the wheel forces remaining
small and the pilot able to control the airplane with ease. The
airplane becomes right-wing heavy above a Mach number of
0.8 but can be trimmed with the aileron. No aileron buzz or
flutter phenomena have been encountered. Buffeting has been
light, when encountered in the range of Mach number and lift
coefficient covered by these data.
1949 Technical Publications
13. Drake, Hubert M.: Stability and Control Data
Obtained From First Flight of X-4 Airplane.
NACA RM L9A31, February 7, 1949, 86H17466.
NACA instrumentation has been installed in the
X-4 airplanes to obtain stability and control data during the
Northrop conducted acceptance tests. The results of the first
flight of the X-4 number 1 airplane are presented in this
report. These data were obtained for a center-of-gravity
position of about 22 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord.
A maximum indicated airspeed and pressure altitude of
290 miles per hour and 11,000 feet, respectively, were
obtained during the flight. Results of the flight indicated that
the airplane is slightly unstable, stick fixed, in gear-up, flaps-
up configuration for a center-of-gravity position at
21.4 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord. The pilot
reported that it was difficult to maintain steady flight in this
configuration. There was no indication of a snaking or lateral
oscillation for the speed range covered. For gear-down
configuration at low lift coefficients with the center of gravity
at 22.4 and 21.6 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord the
airplane was longitudinally stable; however, at high lift
coefficients, it was indicated that the airplane was
longitudinally unstable. The rudder effectiveness appeared to
be low in the gear-down, low-speed condition. The maximum
rate of rudder motion of 25 degrees per second available with
the present control system was considered by the pilot to be
too slow.
12. Matthews, James T., Jr.: Effect of Downwash on
the Estimated Elevator Deflection Required for
Trim of the XS-1 Airplane at Supersonic Speeds.
NACA RM L8H06A, November 1948.
This report contains the results of an investigation to
determine from linearized theory, which has recently become
available, the downwash at supersonic speeds at the tail of the
XS- 1 airplane and the effect of the downwash on the elevator
deflection required for trim. The results are presented in the
form of curves showing the variation of downwash angle with
angle of attack and elevator deflection required for trim
plotted against Mach number. The calculations indicate that
increasing up-elevator deflection is required with increasing
Mach number (unstable variation) in level flight between
Mach numbers of 1.1 and 1.6. A slight reduction in up-
elevator deflection occurs between Mach numbers of 1.6 and
2.0. The stabilizer angle has a similar variation, that is,
unstable up to a Mach number of about 1.6 and then
becoming slightly stable up to a Mach number of 2.0. The
reduction of downwash with increasing Mach number is not
the main cause of the increase in up-elevator deflection. The
main reasons for this trend are that the pitching-moment
X-4 Airplane
E-359
14. Williams, Walter C.: Flight Measurement of the
Stability Characteristics of the Douglas D-558-1 Airplane
(BuAero No. 37971) in Sideslips. NACA RM L8E14A,
April 18, 1949, 86H17022.
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Measurementshavebeenmadeofthestabilitycharacteristics
of theD-558-1airplanein steadilyincreasingsideslipsat
variousMachnumbersfrom0.50to 0.80at 10,000feet
altitudeandatMachnumbersfrom0.50to0.84at30,000feet
altitude.Theresultsof thesetestsshowthattheapparent
directionalstability of the airplane is high and increases with
increasing Mach number and dynamic pressure. The dihedral
effect is positive at all speeds, there is little or no change in
pitching moment with sideslip, and the cross-wind force is
positive.
15. Barlow, William H.; and Lilly, Howard C.: Stability
Results Obtained With Douglas D-558-1 Airplane
(BuAero No. 37971) in Flight Up to a Mach Number of
0.89. NACA RM L8K03, April 22, 1949, 86H17024.
Measurements have been made of some of the high-speed
characteristics of the D-558-1 airplane up to a Mach number
of 0.89. The results of these tests showed that the stabilizer
incidence drastically affected the longitudinal trim
characteristics above a Mach number of 0.80. With a
stabilizer incidence of 2.3 degrees, the airplane became nose
heavy above a Mach number of 0.8. With a stabilizer
incidence of 1.4 degrees, the airplane became tail heavy
above a Mach number of 0.83. The airplane also became
right-wing heavy above a Mach number of 0.84 and the
airplane felt uncertain laterally to the pilot. The longitudinal
stability in accelerated flight was positive throughout the
speed range from a Mach number of 0.50 to 0.80 and
increased above a Mach number of 0.675. The buffet
boundary was defined up to a Mach number of 0.84 and was
similar to that for the Bell XS-1 airplane with the same wing
section, 65-110.
16. Drake, Hubert M.: Measurement of the Dynamic
Lateral Stability of the Douglas D-558-1 Airplane
(BuAero No. 37971) in Rudder Kicks at a Mach Number
of 0.72. NACA RM L9D06A, May 31. 1949, 86H17025.
Contains results of flight measurements of the dynamic
lateral stability of the Douglas D-558-1 airplane at a Mach
number of 0.72 and a pressure altitude of 8500 feet.
D-558-1 Airplane
EA9-059
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17. Drake, Hubert M.: Measured Characteristics of
the Douglas D-558-1 Airplane (BuAero No. 37971) in Two
Landings. NACA RM L9D20A, June 3, 1949, 86H18900.
Records were obtained of two landings of the Douglas
D-558-1 airplane made during the stability and control
investigation. These two records show that the maximum
normal-force coefficient used during the landings, 0.95, was
considerably below the maximum, 1.2, estimated to be
available. The approaches were made at 150 percent of the
possible minimum speed, and the actual contacts were at
about 115 percent of minimum speed. The rate of descent in
the approach was 1200 to 1800 feet per minute at the start of
the landing flare.
18. Drake, Hubert M.: Measurements of Aileron
Effectiveness of Bell X-1 Airplane Up to a Mach Number
of 0.82. NACA RM L9D13, June 20, 1949, 86H27619.
Abrupt, rudder-fixed aileron rolls have been made with the
Bell X-1 airplane having a 10-percent-thick wing in glides to
a Mach number of 0.82 at about 30,000 feet pressure altitude.
Aileron movements were between one-fourth and one-half of
full deflection. These aileron roils indicate that Mach number
has little effect on the aileron effectiveness up to a Mach
number of 0.82.
19. Williams, Walter C.: Results Obtained From
Second Flight of X-4 Airplane (USAF No. 46-676).
NACA RM L9F21, July 18, 1949, 86H 17468.
NACA instrumentation has been installed in the X-4
airplanes to obtain stability and control data during the
Northrop-conducted acceptance tests. The results of the
second flight of the X-4 number 1 airplane are presented in
this report. This flight was made with the center of gravity at
19.7 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord and with the
rudder-boost system removed. The results of the flight
showed that the longitudinal stability was positive in the clean
condition and in the gear-down, flaps-up condition. Records
taken during landing approach and in a steady run at
170 miles per hour showed that the lateral oscillation is
poorly damped. The pilot reported that the rudder control was
adequate.
20. Drake, Hubert M.; and Wall, Helen L.: Preliminary
Theoretical and Flight Investigation of the Lateral
Oscillation of the X-1 Airplane. NACARML9F07,
July 19. 1949. 86H17642, 87H24281.
A small-amplitude, undamped, lateral oscillation has been
encountered in flight tests of the X- 1 airplane. The oscillation
occurs in subsonic and supersonic flight, in maneuvers, and
power on and off. The calculations indicate that a change, in
the positive direction, of the inclination of the principal axis
with respect to the flight path should have a considerable
stabilizing effect.
21. Goodman, Harold R.; and Yancey, Roxanah B.: The
Static-Pressure Error of Wing and Fuselage Airspeed
Installations of the X-1 Airplanes in Transonic Flight.
NACA RM L9G22, July 22, 1949, 86H63671.
Measurements were made in the transonic speed ranges of the
static-pressure position error at a distance of 0.96 chord ahead
of the wing tip of both the 8-percent-thick-wing and the
10-percent-thick-wing X-1 airplanes, and at a point 0.6
maximum fuselage diameter ahead of the fuselage nose of the
X-I airplanes.
22. Drake, Hubert M.: Measurements of Aileron
Effectiveness of the Bell X-1 Airplane at Mach
Numbers Between 0.9 and 1.06. NACARML9G19A,
August 4, 1949, 87H24295.
Presents results of flight measurements of aileron
effectiveness of the X-1 airplane up to a Mach number of
0.94. The data indicate a 75 percent loss of aileron
effectiveness between M = 0.82 and M = 0.94.
23. Valentine, George M.: Stability and Control Data
Obtained From Fourth and Fifth Flights of the
Northrop X-4 Airplane (USAF No. 46-676). NACA
RM L9G25A, August 4, 1949, 86H17473.
NACA instrumentation has been installed in the Northrop
X-4 airplane to obtain stability and control data during the
Northrop-conducted acceptance tests. The results of the
fourth and fifth flights of the Northrop X-4 number 1 airplane
are presented in this paper. These data were obtained for a
center-of-gravity position of approximately 19.5 percent of
the mean aerodynamic chord. The results of this flight
showed that the directional stability as measured in steadily
increasing sideslips was positive and high and that the
effective dihedral was positive. The results also show the
airplane to be longitudinally stable, stick fixed, with the
center of gravity at 19.5 percent of the mean aerodynamic
chord.
24. Sjoberg, Sigurd A.: Preliminary Measurements of
the Dynamic Lateral Stability Characteristics of the
Douglas D-558-II (BuAero No. 37974) Airplane.
NACA RM LgG18, August 18, 1949, 86H17031.
This paper presents some data on the dynamic lateral stability
characteristics of the Douglas D-558-II (BuAero No. 37974)
airplane. For the airplane in the clean condition, the lateral
oscillations are lightly damped. In the landing condition, the
airplane performs a constant-amplitude lateral oscillation.
E-1441
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25. Williams, Walter C.: Results Obtained from Third
Flight of Northrop X-4 Airplane (USAF No. 46-676).
NACA RM L9G20A, September 9, 1949, 86H17471.
NACA instrumentation has been installed in the Northrop
X-4 airplane to obtain stability and control data during the
Northrop-conducted acceptance tests. The results of the third
flight of the X-4 number I airplane are presented in this paper.
The results of this flight showed that the directional stability
as measured in steadily increasing sideslips was positive and
high and that the lateral stability was positive.
26. Goodman, Harold R.: The Static-Pressure Error
of a Wing Airspeed Installation of the McDonnell
XF-88 Airplane in Dives to Transonic Speeds.
NACA RM SL9112, September 23, 1949.
Measurements were made, in dives to transonic speeds, of the
static-pressure position error at a distance of one chord ahead
of the wing tip of the McDonnell XF-88 airplane. The
airplane incorporates a wing which is swept back 35 ° along
the 0.25-chord line and utilizes a 65-series airfoil with a
9-percent-thick section perpendicular to the 0.25-chord line.
The section in the stream direction is approximately 8 percent
thick. Data up to a Mach number of about 0.97 were obtained
within an airplane normal-force-coefficient range from about
0.05 to about 0.68. Data at Mach numbers above about 0.97
were obtained within an airplane normal-force-coefficient
range from about 0.05 to about 0.38.
27. Sjoberg, S. A.; and Champine, R. A.: Preliminary
Flight Measurements of the Static Longitudinal
Stability and Stalling Characteristics of the Douglas
D-558-II Research Airplane (BuAero No. 37974).
NACA RM L9H31A, October 18, 1949, 86H17086.
Contains results of brief flight measurements of the static
longitudinal stability and stalling characteristics of the
Douglas D-558-II (BuAero No. 37974) research airplane.
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28. Matthews, James T.: Results Obtained During
Flights 1 to 6 of the Northrop X-4 Airplane (USAF No.
46-677). NACA RM L9K22, January 12. 1950. 86H17475.
NACA instruments were installed in the Northrop X-4
number 2 airplane (A.E No. 46-677) to obtain stability and
control data during the acceptance tests conducted by the
Northrop Company. The results of flights 1 to 6 are presented
in this report. These data were obtained for a center-of-
gravity position of about 19.5 to 20.0 percent of the mean
aerodynamic chord. The data presented include a time history
of a complete pull-up, time histories of several level and
accelerated flight runs, and the effect of dive-brake extension
on the longitudinal and lateral trim. The pilot reports the
mechanical trim device to be unsatisfactory for any stick-free
or dynamic stability and control analysis because the stick
force cannot be trimmed to zero sufficiently well Io permit the
stick to be released during a maneuver without the airplane
performing a divergence. In addition, the trim device is
inoperative when more than 8.0 degrees up elevon angle is
required for trim. A short-period longitudinal oscillation with
relatively poor damping was present, but this oscillation was
not objectionable to the pilot. The airplane has a stable
variation of longitudinal-control angle with normal-force
coefficient for the indicated airspeed ranges of 180 to
300 miles per hour at about 30,000-foot pressure altitude.
Extension of the dive brakes up to _+30 degrees has no
appreciable effect on the longitudinal trim at indicated
airspeeds of 160 miles per hour with landing gear down, and
at airspeeds of 300 miles per hour with the landing gear up, at
altitudes of 8,500 and 10,000 feet, respectively. A slight
tendency to roll to the left was indicated in the landing-gear-
down case.
29. Sadoff, Melvin; and Sisk, Thomas R.: Stall
Characteristics Obtained From Flight 10 of Northrop
X-4 No. 2 Airplane (USAF No. 46-677). NACA
RM A50A04, Fel_ruary 27, 1950, 86H30240.
NACA instrumentation has been installed in the X-4
airplanes to obtain stability and control data during the
acceptance tests conducted by the Northrop Aircraft
Corporation. This report presents data obtained on the stalling
characteristics of the airplane in the clean and gear-down
configurations. The center of gravity was located at
approximately 18 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord
during the tests. The results indicated that the airplane was
not completely stalled when stall was gradually approached
during nominally unaccelerated flight but that it was
completely stalled during a more abruptly approached stall in
accelerated flight. The stall in accelerated flight was relatively
mild, and this was attributed to the nature of the variation of
lift with angle of attack for the 0010-64 airfoil section, the
plan form of the wing, and to the fact that the initial sideslip
at the stall produced (as shown by wind-tunnel tests of a
model of the airplane) a more symmetrical stall pattern.
30. Sjoberg, S. A.: Flight Measurements With the
Douglas D-558-II (BuAero No. 37974) Research Airplane.
Static Lateral and Directional Stability Characteristics as
Measured in Sideslips at Mach Numbers Up to 0.87.
NACA RM L50C14, May 19. 1950, 86H17088.
Flight measurements were made in sideslips of the static
lateral and directional stability characteristics of the Douglas
D-558-II (BuAero No. 37974) research airplane. The
directional stability of the airplane was positive in both the
clean and landing conditions at all test speeds. About
2 degrees of rudder deflection were required to produce
1 degree of sideslip in both the clean and landing conditions.
There was no decrease in the effectiveness of the rudder in
producing sideslip up to the highest Mach number reached
(0.87).
31. Thompson, Jim Rogers; Roden, William S.; and
Eggleston, John M.: Flight Investigation of the Aileron
Characteristics of the Douglas D-558-I Airplane (BuAero
No. 37972) at Mach Numbers Between 0.6 and 0.89.
NACA RM L50D20, May 26, 1950, 86H27648.
Abrupt, rudder-fixed aileron rolls have been made with the
Douglas D-558-I airplane (BuAero No. 37972) at Mach
numbers between 0.6 and 0.89. Rolls were made at aileron
deflections between one-eighth and one-half the maximum
available deflection. The results obtained indicate that the
aileron effectiveness is independent of Mach number and
deflection within the range investigated. Limited information
on the lateral trim and handling qualities of the airplane at
high Mach numbers is presented.
32. Sadoff, Melvin; and Sisk, Thomas R.:
Longitudinal-Stability Characteristics of the Northrop
X-4 Airplane (U.S.A.F. No. 46-677). NACA RM A50D27,
June 29, 1950, 86H48899, 86H17213.
The results obtained from several recent flights on the
Northrop X-4 No. 2 airplane are presented. Information is
included on the longitudinal-stability characteristics in
straight flight over a Mach number range of 0.38 to about
0.63, the longitudinal-stability characteristics in accelerated
flight over a Mach number range of 0.43 to about 0.79, and
the short-period longitudinal-oscillation characteristics at
Mach numbers of 0.49 and 0.78. It was shown that the stick-
fixed and s0ck-free static longitudinal stability, as measured
in straight flight, were positive over the test speed range with
the center of gravity located at about 18.0 percent of the mean
aerodynamic chord. During the longitudinal-stability tests in
accelerated flight an inadvertent pitch-up of the airplane
occurred at a Mach number of about 0.79 and a normal-force
coefficient of about 0.45 (normal acceleration factor, the ratio
of the net aerodynamic force along the airplane Z axis to the
weight of the airplane = 5), in which the acceleration built up
rapidly to the ratio of the net aerodynamic force along the
airplane Z axis to the weight of the airplane = 6.2 (which was
in excess of the load factor, 5.2, required for demonstration of
the airplane) before recovery could be initiated. A
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comparisonf theexperimentallydeterminedlevonangles
requiredfor balanceandtheelevon-anglegradientswith
valuesestimatedfromlimitedwind-tunneldatashowedfairly
goodagreement.Wind-tunneldata,however,werenot
availableintheregionwherethepitch-upoccurredsothatan
evaluationi thisregardwasnotpossible.Theshort-period
oscillationwaslightlydampedanddidnotmeettheAirForce
requirementsfor satisfactoryhandlingqualities.Thepilot,
however,didnotobjecttothelowdampingcharacteristicsof
this airplanefor small-amplitudeoscillations.Theory
predictedthe periodof the short-periodlongitudinal
oscillationfairlywell;however,thedampingevaluatedfrom
thetheoryindicatedconsiderablygreaterdampingthanwas
actuallymeasuredin flight,especiallyatthehigherMach
numbers.
33. Mayer,JohnP.;Valentine,GeorgeM.;andMayer,
GeraldineC.: Flight Measurements with the Douglas
D-558-II (BuAero No. 37974) Research Airplane.
Determination of the Aerodynamic Center and Zero-Lift
Pitching-Moment Coefficient of the Wing-Fuselage
Combination by Means of Tail-Load Measurements
in the Mach Number Range From 0.37 to 0.87.
NACA RNI L50D10, July 11. 1950, 86H18984.
Determination of the aerodynamic center and zero-lift
pitching-moment coefficient of the wing-fuselage
combination by means of tail-load measurements in the Mach
number range from 0.37 to 0.87.
34. Wilmerding, J. V.; Stillwe11, W. H.; and Sjoberg, S.
A. Flight Measurements with the Douglas D-558-II
(BuAero No. 37974) Research Airplane: Lateral
Control Characteristics as Measured in Abrupt
Aileron Rolls at Mach Numbers Up to 0.86.
NACA RM L50E17, July 20, 1950, 93R15435.
Flight measurements were made of the lateral control
characteristics of the Douglas D-558-II airplane in abrupt
rudder-fixed aileron roils. In the Mach number range from
0.50 to 0.86 the aileron rolling effectiveness is substantially
constant and the rate of change of the maximum wing-tip
helix angle with total aileron deflection (rate of change of
maximum wing-tip helix angle with total aileron deflection,
radians per degree) has a value of 0.0027 radian per degree.
Extrapolated data indicate that in this Mach number range full
aileron deflection of 30 degrees will produce a maximum
wing-tip helix angle pb/2V of about 0.08 radian. As the speed
is reduced below a mach number of 0.50 a marked decrease
occurs in the maximum value of pb/2V obtainable with a
given aileron deflection. This decrease pb/2V occurs because
the dihedral effect increases with decrease in speed and the
adverse sideslip angles reached in the rolls at low speed are
larger. At an indicated airspeed of 150 miles per hour in the
landing condition, full aileron deflection will produce a
maximum pb/2V of 0.04 radian, which for standard sea-level
conditions corresponds to a rolling velocity of 40 degrees per
second. In the opinion of the pilots this rolling velocity is
sufficiently high for the landing condition with this airplane.
It is the opinion of several NACA pilots that the maximum
usable rolling velocity is on the order of 2.5 radians per
second. In the Mach number range from 0.42 to 0.86 at an
altitude of 15,000 feet rolling velocities greater than
2.5 radians per second can be obtained with less than full
aileron deflection. The data indicate that in going from high
to low lift coefficient the yawing moment due to rolling
changes direction. At high lift coefficients the sideslip due to
roll is in the same direction as the roll (right roll produces
right sideslip), but at low lift coefficients the opposite
tendency is present.
35. Gates, Ordway B.; and Sternfield, Leonard: Effect
of an Autopilot Sensitive to Yawing Velocity on the
Lateral Stability of the Douglas D-558-II Airplane.
NACA RM L50F22, August 17, 1950.
A theoretical investigation has been made to determine the
effect on the lateral stability of the Douglas D-558-II airplane
of an autopilot sensitive to yawing velocity. The effects of
inclination of the gyro spin axis to the flight path and of time
lag in the autopilot were also determined. The flight
conditions investigated included landing at sea level,
approach condition at 12,000 feet, and cruising at 12,000 feet
at Mach numbers of 0.80 and 1.2. The results of the
investigation indicated that the lateral stability characteristics
of the D-558-II airplane for the flight condition discussed
should satisfy the Air Force - Navy period-damping criterion
when the proposed autopilot is installed. Airplane motions in
sideslip subsequent to a disturbance in sideslip are presented
for several representative flight conditions in which a time lag
in the autopilot of 0.10 second was assumed.
36. Mayer, John P.; and Valentine, George M.: Flight
Measurements With the Douglas D-558-H BuAero
No. 37974 Research Airplane. Measurements of the
Buffet Boundary and Peak Airplane Normal Force
Coefficients at Mach Numbers Up to 0.90. NACA
RM L50E31, August 28, 1950, 86H91836.
Measurements of the buffet boundary and peak airplane
normal force coefficients at Mach numbers up to 0.90.
37. Stillwell, W. H.; Wilmerding, J. V.; and Champine,
R. A.: Flight Measurements With the Douglas D-558-II
BuAero No. 37974 Research Airplane. Low-Speed
Stalling and Lift Characteristics. NACARML50G10,
September 5. 1950, 86H92789.
The low-speed stalling and lift characteristics of the D-558-II
airplane were measured in a series of 1-g stalls in four
different airplane configurations. With the slats locked closed
and the flaps up or down, the airplane was unstable at angles
of attack greater than about 9 degrees. With the flaps up this
corresponds to a normal-force coefficient of about 0.8 and
with the flaps down, about 1.07. Because of this instability,
the airplane tended to pitch to high angles of attack; at these
high angles of attack, violent rolling and yawing motions
sometimes occurred. In one case with the flaps down and the
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slatslockedtheairplanewentintoaspinafterpitchingupto
highanglesof attack.Thepilotsconsideredthestalling
characteristicsoftheairplanewiththeslatslockedtobevery
objectionable.Nodataarepresentedin thispaperonthe
stallingcharacteristicsnmaneuveringfli ht,butthepilots
consideredthe longitudinal instability particularly
objectionableinmaneuveringfli ht.Withtheslatsunlocked
andtheflapsupordowntheairplanewasunstableatangles
of attackgreaterthanabout23degrees.Uncontrolled-for
rollingandyawingmotionsduetostallingwerepresentwhen
theairplanewasunstablein thehighangle-of-attackrange.
Withtheslatsunlockedandtheflapsandlandingearupor
down,therewasadequatestallwarningin theformof
buffetingandlateraloscillationsoftheairplane.Withtheslats
locked,slightbuffetingoftheairplaneoccurredatanormal-
force coefficientslightly less than the normal-force
coefficientat whichtheairplanebecamelongitudinally
unstable.Withtheflapsupandtheslatslocked,thehighest
normal-forcecoefficientobtainedwas1.13atanangleof
attackof about17.5degrees.Thehighestnormal-force
coefficientobtainedwiththeflapsupandtheslatsunlocked
was1.46atanangleofattackof36degrees,andintheangle-
of-attackrangefrom23degreesto 30degreesthenormal-
forcecoefficienthadasubstantiallyconstantvalueof 1.32.At
theloweranglesofattackwiththeslatslockedorunlocked
deflectingtheflapsproducedanincrementinnormal-force
coefficientata givenangleof attackof about0.26.The
highestnormal-forceoeffÉcientobtainedwiththeflapsdown
andtheslatslockedorunlockedwasabout1.65.Thisvalue
wasattainedatanangleofattackofabout35.5degreeswith
theslatslockedandatanangleofattackofabout38degrees
withtheslatsunlocked.However,intheangle-of-attackrange
from12degreesto32degreesconsiderablygreaternormal-
forcecoefficientswereobtainedwiththeslatsunlockedthan
withtheslatslocked.
38. Carner,H. Arthur; and Knapp, Ronald J.: Flight
Measurements of the Pressure Distribution on the Wing
of the X-1 Airplane (10-Percent-Thick Wing) Over a
Chordwise Station Near the Midspan, in Level Flight at
Mach Numbers from 0.79 to 1.00 and in a Pull-Up
at a Mach Number of 0.96. NACA RM L50H04,
September 12, 1950, 86H89804.
surface. The first indication of a shock on the lower surface
occurs at a Mach number of about 0.84. At Mach numbers
above 0.95 the shocks on both surfaces occur near the trailing
edge and the pressure distribution over both surfaces is quite
similar. An increase in the normal-force coefficient at a Mach
number of approximately 0.96 causes a slight increase in the
section stability at the higher normal-force coefficients.
39. Carner, H. Arthur; and Payne, Mary M.: Tabulated
Pressure Coefficients and Aerodynamic Characteristics
Measured on the Wing of the Bell X-1 Airplane in Level
Flight at Mach Numbers from 0.79 to 1.00 and in a Pull-
Up at Mach Number of 0.96. NACARML50H25,
September 18, 1950, 86H91513.
Tabulated pressure coefficients and aerodynamic
characteristics are presented for six spanwise stations on the
left wing of the Bell X-1 research airplane. The data were
obtained in level flight at Mach numbers from 0.79 to 1.00
and in a pull-up to an airplane normal-force coefficient of
0.91 at a Mach number of approximately 0.96.
40. Drake, Hubert M.; and Carden, John R.: Elevator-
Stabilizer Effectiveness and Trim of the X-1 Airplane
to a Mach Number of 1.06. NACARML50G20,
November 1, 1950, 87H24582.
The relative elevator-stabilizer effectiveness of the X-1 has
been determined to decrease from a value of 0.25 at a Mach
number of 0.78 to a value of 0.05 at a Mach number of 1.0. At
supersonic speeds the effectiveness increases. The various
stabilizer settings are caused by the variation in effectiveness
and the fact that the effectiveness is nonlinear at Mach
numbers between 0.94 and 0.97. It was found that, with the
elevator fixed at zero, only about 0.5 degrees of stabilizer
movement would be required to trim through the Mach
number range from 0.78 to 1.02.
41. Knapp, Ronald J.; and Wilken, Gertrude V.:
Tabulated Pressure Coefficients and Aerodynamic
Characteristics Measured on the Wing of the Bell X-1
Airplane in Pull-Ups at Mach Numbers From 0.53 to 0.99.
NACA RaM L50t-L28, November 1. 1950, 86H93182.
Measurements of the chordwise pressure distribution over the
10-percent-thick wing of the X-1 research airplane have been
made at a section near the midspan of the left wing. Data
presented are for a Mach number range from 0.79 to 1.00 at a
section normal-force coefficient of about 0.32 and for section
normal-force coefficients up to 1.00 at a Mach number of
approximately 0.96. The results show that the section center
of load moves aft from about 32 percent chord at Mach
number 0.79 to 40 percent chord at Mach number 0.84, and
then forward to 18 percent chord at Mach number 0.89. The
section center of load moves aft to 45 percent chord at Mach
number 0.95 and then remains approximately constant at
Mach numbers up to 1.00. At a section normal-force
coefficient of 0.32 a shock exists on the upper surface at the
lowest test Mach number of 0.79 and supersonic flow exists
over approximately 50 percent of the chord on the upper
Tabulated pressure coefficients and aerodynamic
characteristics are presented for six spanwise stations on the
left wing of the Bell X-1 research airplane. The data were
obtained in 10 pull-ups at Mach numbers from 0.53 to 0.99.
42. Angle, Ellwyn; and Holleman, Euclid C.:
Determination of Longitudinal Stability of the Bell X-1
Airplane From Transient Responses at Mach Numbers
Up to 1.12 at Lift Coefficients of 0.3 and 0.6.
NACA RM L50106A, November 7, 1950, 86H91094.
A number of free-flight transient responses resulting from
small stabilizer movements were obtained during flight tests
of the Bell X-1 airplane (8-percent-thick wing and 6-percent-
thick tail). Responses were analyzed to obtain a measure of
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thelongitudinalstabilitycharacteristicsoftheairplaneover
theMachnumberrangefrom0.72to1.12atlift coefficients
of0.3and0.6.Thedatapresentedindicatethreesignificant
features:(1)ThedampingvariesgreatlywithMachnumber,
maximumdampingoccurringatMachnumbersof0.82and
1.08anda minimumdampingat about0.93;(2) some
uncertaintyof dampingbetweenMachnumbersof 0.91to
0.95appearsalthoughgoodagreementwithmodeltestsexists
throughouttheMachnumberrangecovered;and(3)thestatic
stabilityof theairplaneincreaseswithMachnumberto a
Machnumberof about0.93anddecreaseswith further
increasingMachnumber.DataaboveaMachnumberof0.90
indicatesomelift-coefficienteffects.Agreementofthefull-
scaleflightdataandmodeldataovertheMachnumberrange
isgood.
43. Drake, Hubert M.: Effects on the Lateral
Oscillation of Fixing the Rudder and Reflexing the Flaps
on the Bell X-1 Airplane. NACA RM L50105,
December 11. 1950, 86H93173.
Flight tests have been made on the Bell X-I airplane having
the 10-percent-thick wing and the 8-percent-thick tail to
evaluate the effects of fixing the rudder and changing the
inclination of the principal axes of inertia by reflexing the
landing flaps on the snaking which has been encountered over
practically the entire range of Mach number and normal-force
coefficient. The data were obtained during power-offglides at
altitudes between 32,000 and 16,000 feet. The results showed
that fixing the rudder reduced the amplitude of snaking, but
did not eliminate it at a Mach number of 0.84. It was also
found that reflexing the flaps to change the inclination of the
principal axis of inertia 1 and 3/4 nose up increased the
dynamic lateral stability, but had only a small effect on the
snaking oscillation at a Mach number of 0.85.
44. Sadoff, Melvin; and Sisk, Thomas R.: Summary
Report of Results Obtained During Demonstration Tests
of the Northrop X-4 Airplanes. NACA RM A50101,
December 13, 1950, 86H93149.
Results obtained during the demonstration flight tests of the
Northrop X-4 No. 1 and No. 2 airplanes are presented.
Information is included on the static and dynamic
longitudinal- and lateral-stability characteristics, the stalling
characteristics, and the buffet boundary. The data indicated
that the airplane was almost neutrally stable in straight flight
at low Mach numbers with the center of gravity located at
about 21.4 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord for the
clean configuration. In accelerated flight over a Mach number
range of about 0.44 to 0.84 the airplane was longitudinally
stable up to a normal-force coefficient of about 0.4. At higher
values of normal-force coefficient and at the higher
(approximately Mach 0.8) Mach numbers a longitudinal
instability was experienced. The X-4 airplane does not satisfy
the Air Force specifications for damping of the short-period
longitudinal oscillation. The pilot, however, did not consider
the low damping characteristics of the airplane objectionable
for small disturbances. An objectionable undamped
oscillation about all three axes was experienced, however, at
the highest test Mach number of 0.88. Theory predicted the
period of the short-period longitudinal oscillation fairly well,
while, in general, the theoretical damping indicated a higher
degree of stability than was actually experienced. This
discrepancy was traced to a considerable error in the
estimation of the rotational damping factor. The directional
stability of the X-4 airplane as measured in steady sideslips
was high and essentially constant over the speed range
covered, while the dihedral effect decreased considerably
with an increase in airspeed. The damping of the lateral
oscillation does not meet the Air Force requirements for
satisfactory handling qualities over the Mach number range
covered. The data indicated decreased damping as the flight
Mach number was increased above about 0.5, and at high
Mach numbers (M>0.8) and at high altitudes the X-4, in
common with other transonic research airplanes, experienced
a small amplitude undamped lateral oscillation. The dynamic
lateral-stability characteristics were estimated fairly well by
theory at low Mach numbers and at a pressure altitude of
10,000 feet. At 30,000 feet, however, at Mach numbers above
about 0.6, the theory again indicated a higher degree of
stability than was actually obtained. For the conditions
covered in these tests the stalling characteristics of the X-4
airplane, as measured in stall approaches in straight flight and
in an accelerated stall to about 1.6g, were, in general,
satisfactory. Both the stall approaches and the stall were
characterized by a roll-off to the right. The X-4 buffet
boundary showed a sharp drop-off in the normal-force
coefficient for the onset of buffeting as the flight Mach
number exceeded 0.8. The boundary was almost identical to
that obtained for the D-558-II research airplane at
comparable Mach numbers.
45. Keener, Earl R.; and Pierce, Mary: Tabulated
Pressure Coefficients and Aerodynamic Characteristics
Measured in Flight on the Wing of the Douglas D-558-I
Airplane for a 1-G Stall, a Speed Run to a Mach Number
of 0.90, and a Wind-Up Turn at a Mach Number of 0.86.
NACA RM L50JI0, December 15. 1950. 86H91866.
Tabulated pressure coefficients and aerodynamic
characteristics are presented unanalyzed for six spanwise
stations on the right wing of the Douglas D-558-I research
airplane (BuAero No. 37972). The data were obtained in a 1 g
stall at subcritical Mach numbers, in a speed run to a Mach
number of 0.90 and in a wind-up turn at a Mach number of
0.86.
46. Mayer, John P.; Valentine, George M.; and
Swanson, Beverly J.: Flight Measurements With the
Douglas D-558-II (BuAero No. 37974) Research Airplane:
Measurements of Wing Loads at Mach Numbers Up to
0.87. NACA RM L50H16, December 26, 1950, 86H91869.
Measurements of wing loads at Mach numbers up to 0.87.
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47. Drake, Hubert M.; and Clagett, Harry P.: Effects on
the Snaking Oscillation of the Bell X-I Airplane of a
Trailing-Edge Bulb on the Rudder. NACA RM L50K01A,
January. 16, 1951, 86H94153.
A rudder bulb was installed on the trailing edge of the rudder
of the Bell X-1 airplane having the 8-percent-thick wing and
6-percent-thick tail. Several flights were made to investigate
the effects of the bulb on the snaking oscillation at Mach
numbers between 0.75 and 1.0. It was found that the rudder
bulb had no noticeable effect on the snaking oscillation over
the Mach number range tested.
48. Sjoberg, S. A.; Peele, James R.; and Griffith,
John H.: Flight Measurements With the Douglas D-558-II
(BuAero No. 37974) Research Airplane: Static
Longitudinal Stability and Control Characteristics at
Mach Numbers Up to 0.87. NACA RM L50K13,
January 17, 1951, 86H94865.
The paper presents the results of flight measurements of the
longitudinal stability and control characteristics of the
Douglas D-558-II research airplane. Data are presented in the
speed range from the stalling speed of the airplane up to a
maximum Mach number of 0.87.
49. Mayer, John P.; and Valentine, George M.: Flight
Measurements With the Douglas D-558-H (BuAero
No. 37974) Research Airplane: Measurements of the
Distribution of the Aerodynamic Load Among the Wing,
Fuselage, and Horizontal Tail at Mach Numbers Up
to0.87. NACA RM L50J13, January_ 19, 1951, 86H91625,
93R15887.
Flight measurements of the aerodynamic wing and tail loads
have been made on the Douglas D-558-II airplane from
which the distribution of the aerodynamic load among the
wing, fuselage, and horizontal tail has been determined at
Mach numbers up to 0.87. These measurements indicate that,
for normal-force coefficients less than 0.7, the distribution of
air load among the airplane components does not change
appreciably with Mach number at Mach numbers up to 0.87.
The measurements also indicate that, for all flight
configurations, the increase in airplane normal-force
coefficient above the angle of attack at which the wing
reaches its maximum normal-force coefficient is due
principally to the contribution of the fuselage to the airplane
normal-force coefficient.
50. Keener, Earl R.; Peele, James R.; and Woodbridge,
Julia B.: Tabulated Pressure Coefficients and
Aerodynamic Characteristics Measured in Flight on the
Wing of the Douglas D-558-I Airplane Throughout the
Normal-Force-Coefficient Range at Mach Numbers of
0.67, 0.74, 0.78, and 0.82. NACA RM L50L12A,
January 29. 1951, 86H92973.
Tabulated pressure coefficients and aerodynamic
characteristics measured in flight are presented for six
spanwise stations on the right wing of the D-558-I research
airplane (BuAero No. 37972). The data were obtained
throughout the normal-force-coefficient range at Mach
numbers of 0.67, 0.74, 0.78, and 0.82. This paper
supplements similar tabulated data which have been
presented in NACA RM L50J10. (See also 45.)
51. Carman, L. Robert; and Carden, John R.: Lift and
Drag Coefficients for the Bell X-1 Airplane (8-Percent-
Thick Wing) in Power-Off Transonic Flight. NACA RM
L51E08, June 1951, 87H24264, 86H96412.
Drag coefficients have been determined by the accelerometer
method for the Bell X-1 airplane with 8-percent-thick wing
and 6-percent-thick tail in power-off flight over a Mach
number range of 0.64 to 1.14 and at lift coefficients from 0.1
to 1.2.
52. Stillwell, W. H.; and Wilmerding, J. V.: Flight
Measurements With the Douglas D-558-II (BuAero No.
37974) Research Airplane: Dynamic Lateral Stability.
NACA RM L51C23, June 18, 1951, 87H24199, 86H96642.
The paper presents flight measurements of the dynamic
lateral stability of the D-558-II (BuAero No. 37974) research
airplane. Data are presented for a range of calibrated airspeed
from 167 miles per hour to 474 miles per hour.
53. Smith, Lawrence A.: Tabulated Pressure
Coefficients and Aerodynamic Characteristics Measured
on the Wing of the Bell X-1 Airplane in an Unaccelerated
Stall and in Pull-Ups at Mach Numbers of 0.74, 0.75, 0.94,
and 0.97. NACA RM L51B23, June 19, 1951, 87H24185.
Presents tabulated pressure coefficients and aerodynamic
characteristics measured on the wing of the Bell X-1 research
airplane in an unaccelerated stall and in pull-ups at Mach
numbers of approximately 0.74, 0.75, 0.94, and 0.97.
54. Sadoff, Melvin; Roden, William S.; and Eggleston,
John M.: Flight Investigation of the Longitudinal Stability
and Control Characteristics of the Douglas D-558-I
Airplane (BuAero No. 37972) at Mach Numbers Up to
0.89. NACA RM L51D18, June 1951, 87H24220,
86H97408.
Results and analysis pertaining to the longitudinal stability
and control characteristics of the Douglas D-558-I airplane
(BuAero No. 37972) axe presented. The results indicated that
large and rapid changes in elevator deflection and force were
required for balance above a Mach number of 0.84. Analysis
indicated that a major part of these changes were due to a loss
in elevator effectiveness. A large increase in the apparent
stick-fixed stability parameter d delta (sub) e/dC (sub) N was
25
alsonotedueto alossin elevatoreffectivenesscombined
withanincreaseinairplane stability.
Presents tabulated pressure coefficients and aerodynamic
characteristics measured on the wing of the Bell X- 1 research
airplane in an unaccelerated low-speed stall, in push-overs at
Mach numbers of 0.83 and 0.99, and in a pull-up at a Mach
number of 1.16.
D-558-I Airplane, Three-View Drawing
55. Keener, Earl R.; and Bandish, Rozalia M.:
Tabulated Pressure Coefficients and Aerodynamic
Characteristics Measured in Flight on the Wing of the
D-558-I Research Airplane Through a Mach Number
Range of 0.80 to 0.89 and Throughout the Normal-Force-
Coefficient Range at Mach Numbers of 0.61, 0.70, 0.855,
and 0.88. NACA RM L51F12, August 1951. 87H24327,
86H98165.
Presents tabulated pressure coefficients and aerodynamic
characteristics obtained in flight from pressure distributions
over six chordwise rows of orifices on a wing of the Douglas
D-558-I research airplane (BuAero No. 37972). It includes
data obtained throughout a Mach number range of 0.80 to
0.89 and throughout the normal-force-coefficient range at
M = 0.61, 0.70, 0.855, and 0.88.
56. Beeler, De E.; Bellman, Donald R.; and Griffith,
John H.: Flight Determination of the Effects of Wing
Vortex Generators on the Aerodynamic Characteristics
of the Douglas D-558-I Airplane. NACA RM L51A23,
August 1951, 87H24172, 86H93919.
Tests were made to determine the effects of wing vortex
generators on the handling and buffeting characteristics of the
Douglas D-558-I airplane. Measurements of the chordwise
pressure distribution over one section of the wing, the total-
head losses in a portion of the wing wake, the total airplane
drag, and the buffeting and handling characteristics were
made with the basic configuration and with vortex generators
of an arbitrary size, shape, and location installed on the wing.
57. Knapp, Ronald J.: Tabulated Pressure
Coefficients and Aerodynamic Characteristics Measured
on the Wing of the Bell X-1 Airplane in an Unaccelerated
Low-Speed Stall, in Push-Overs at Mach Numbers of 0.83
and 0.99, and in a Pull-Up at a Mach Number of 1.16.
NACA RM L51F25, September 1951, 87H24339.
58. Drake, Hubert M.; Carden, John R.; and Clagett,
Harry P.: Analysis of Longitudinal Stability and Trim of
the Bell X-1 Airplane at a Lift Coefficient of 0.3 to Mach
Numbers Near 1.05. NACA RM L51H01, October 1951,
87H24599.
An analysis has been made of the flight test data obtained
with two X-1 airplane shaving 10-percent-thick wings and an
8-percent-thick tail and 8-percent-thick wings and a
6-percent-thick tail. The variation with Mach number of the
rate of change of downwash angle of attack, the static
stability, and the airplane trim were obtained at a lift
coefficient of 0.3.
59. Sadoff, Melvin; Ankenbruck, Herman O.; and
O'Hare, William: Stability and Control Measurements
Obtained During USAF-NACA Cooperative Flight-Test
Program on the X-4 Airplane (USAF No. 46-677). NACA
RM A51H09, October 26. 1951.93R16101.
Results obtained during the Air Force testing of the Northrop
X-4 airplane are presented. Information is included on the
stalling characteristics, the static and dynamic longitudinal-
and lateral-stability characteristics, and the lateral-control
characteristics. The data indicated that the stalling
characteristics of the X-4 airplane in straight flight and in
accelerated flight at low Mach numbers were satisfactory, but
that at Mach numbers above 0.68, the airplane became
longitudinally unstable at moderate lift coefficients.
tl ! : • D
X-4 Airplane, Three-View Drawing
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60. Williams,W.C.;andCrossfield,A. S.:Handling
Qualities of High-Speed Airplanes. NACA Conference on
High-Speed Airplane Aerodynamics, Langley Field,
Virginia, December 4-5, 1951, pp. 171-188.
This paper discusses the handling qualities and stability of the
X-I, D-558-I, D-558-II, X-4, F-86A, and XF-92 airplanes.
61. Drake, H. M.; and Stillwell, W. H.: Landing
Experience With Transonic Research Airplanes. NACA
Conference on High-Speed Airplane Aerodynamics, Langley
Field, Virginia, December 4-5, 1951, pp. 269-280.
This paper discusses landing experiences with the D-558-I
and the X-4 airplanes.
62. *Soule, Hartley A.; and Beeler, De. E.: Review of
High-Speed Buffeting Problems. NACA Conference on
High-Speed Airplane Aerodynamics, Langley Field,
Virginia., December 4-5, 1951, pp. 327-340.
*NACA - Langley Aeronautical Laboratory.
This paper discusses buffeting results from the X-1, D-558-II,
X-4, and XF-92A airplanes.
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63. Williams, W. C.; and Crossfield, A. S.: Handling
Qualities of High-Speed Airplanes. NACA RM L52A08,
January_ 1952, 87H24815.
Because there have been such drastic changes in the speed
range and the configuration of airplanes in the past decade it
becomes necessary to re-examine the requirements for
satisfactory handling qualities as proposed by Gilruth in
E-842
NACA High Speed Flight Station Research Aircraft, circa 1952 (clockwise from front center), Northrop X-4, Douglas
D-558-I, Douglas D-558-II, Convair XF-92A, Bell X-5, and Bell X-l-2
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1940.Thispaperdoesnotattempttodescribecompletelythe
handlingqualitiesof all theresearchairplanesbutdoes
attempto describetheobjectionablecharacteristicsand
thosewhichindicatereviewoftherequirements.Theresearch
airplanesdiscussedaretheX-l, D-558-1,D-558-2,X-4,
F-86A,andtheXF-92A.
Horizontal-tailloadmeasurementsweremadeduringtheBell
acceptancetestsofatransonicspeedresearchairplanehaving
wingsvariablein flightbetween20degreesand60degrees
sweepback.Loadmeasurementsweremadeduringsweep
changesinlevelflightfromMachnumbersof0.5to0.85,and
duringpull-upsataMachnumberof0.83atsweepanglesof
20degrees,45degrees,and59degrees.
F-86 Sabre Airplane
64. Angle, Ellwyn E.; and Holleman, Euclid C.:
Longitudinal Frequency-Response Characteristics of the
Douglas D-558-I Airplane as Determined From
Experimental Transient-Response Histories to a Mach
Number of 0.90. NACA RM L51K28, Febru0yy 1952,
87H24557.
Transient responses from elevator pulses of the Douglas
D-558-I research airplane are analyzed by the Fourier
transform to give the longitudinal frequency response of the
airplane to a Mach number of 0.90 at altitudes between
30,000 and 37,000 feet.
65. Huss, Carl R.; Andrews, William H.; and Hamer,
Harold A.: Time-History Data of Maneuvers Performed
by a McDonnell F2H-2 Airplane During Squadron
Operational Training. NACA RM L52B29, May 1952,
87H24976.
Preliminary results of 276 maneuvers of all types performed
by an F2H-2 jet fighter airplane during normal operational
training are presented in time history form and are
summarized as plots of load factors and angular accelerations
against indicated airspeed.
66. Rogers, John T.; and Dunn, Angel H.: Preliminary
Results of Horizontal-Tail Load Measurements of the
Bell X-5 Research Airplane. NACA RM L52G14,
August 15, 1952, 87H24757.
E-810
X-5 Airplane
67. Holleman, Euclid C.: Longitudinal Frequency-
Response and Stability Characteristics of the Douglas
D-558-II Airplane as Determined From Transient
Response to a Mach Number of 0.96. NACA RM L52E02,
September 1952.87H25163.
By an application of the Fourier transformation to transient-
flight data the longitudinal frequency response of the Douglas
D-558-II airplane has been determined over a Mach number
range of 0.62 to 0.96 at altitudes between 21,000 and
43,000 feet; however, the results have been reduced to
airplane stability derivatives which are presented as functions
of Mach number.
68. Sisk, Thomas R.: Flight Investigation of the
Aileron Effectiveness of the Republic XF-91 Airplane
Over a Mach Number Range From 0.40. NACA RM
L52E07A, September 1952, 87H25188.
A flight investigation has been conducted to determine the
aileron effectiveness of the Republic XF-91 airplane. The
tests were conducted over a Mach number range from 0.40 to
28
0.91 at approximatealtitudesof 13,000,24,000,and
32,000feet.
temperaturesthatwereobtainedforthepositionsmeasured
werenotgreatenoughtocauselossinstructuralstrength.
E,-475
XF-91 Airplane
69. Day, Richard E.; and Stillwell, Wendell H.: First
Landing of Bell X-2 Research Airplane. NACA RM
L52111, October 1. 1952, 93R16608.
The Bell X-2 supersonic research airplane is equipped with a
skid main landing gear and a nose wheel. Pending completion
of the rocket engine, glide flights are being performed to
determine low-speed handling qualities of the airplane and
the landing characteristics with the ski type landing gear. The
present paper presents data obtained during the approach and
landing of X-2 airplane on its first flight.
X-2 Airplane
E-2822
70. Jones, Ira P. Jr.: Measurements of Aerodynamic
Heating Obtained During Demonstration Flight Tests of
the Douglas D-558-II Airplane. NACA RM L52126A,
November 1952, 87H24932.
Measurements of transient skin and canopy-glass
temperature and stagnation temperature were made on the
Douglas D-558-II research airplane up to a Mach number of
1.89 and to an altitude of about 77,000 feet. The maximum
29
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71. Knapp, Ronald J.; and Johnson, Wallace E.: Flight
Measurements of Pressures on Base and Rear Part of
Fuselage of the Bell X-1 Research Airplane at Transonic
Speeds, Including Power Effects. NACA RM L52L01,
January_ 1953, 87H24836.
Flight measurements of the pressure distribution over the
base and rear portion of fuselage of the Bell X-1 rocket-
propelled airplane at transonic speeds, including power
effects, are presented.
72. Childs, Joan M.: Flight Measurements of the
Stability Characteristics of the Bell X-5 Research
Airplane in Sideslips at 59-Degree Sweepback. NACA RM
L52K13B, February_ 1953.87H24781.
Flight measurements of the stability characteristics of the
Bell X-5 research airplane were made in steady sideslips at
59 degree sweepback at Mach numbers from 0.62 to 0.97 at
altitudes varying from 35,000 to 40,000 feet.
73. Finch, Thomas W.; and Briggs, Donald W.:
Preliminary Results of Stability and Control
Investigation of the Bell X-5 Research Airplane. NACA
RM L52K18B, February_ 1953, 87H24804.
Results obtained during the acceptance tests of the X-5
airplane are presented. Information on the stalling
characteristics, static longitudinal stability characteristics,
and lateral control characteristics at various sweep angles is
included.
74. Finch, Thomas W.; and Walker, Joseph A.: Flight
Determination of the Static Longitudinal Stability
Boundaries of the Bell X-5 Research Airplane With
59-Degree Sweepback. NACA RM L53A09B,
February_ 1953, 87H24925.
Results obtained during flights of the Bell X-5 airplane with
59 degree sweepback are presented showing the variation
with Mach number of the normal-force coefficient at the
longitudinal reduction in stability. Results are given for a
Mach number range of 0.67 to 0.98.
75. Bellman, Donald R.: Lift and Drag
Characteristics of the Bell X-5 Research Airplane at
59-Degree Sweepback for Mach Numbers From 0.60 to
1.03. NACA RM L53A09C, February. 1953, 87H24926.
Lift and drag coefficients for the 59-degree sweptback
configuration of the Bell X-5 airplane were determined from
flight tests covering the Mach number range 0.60 to 1.03. A
brief comparisonis madebetweenthe 20-degreeand
59-degreesweptbackonfiguration.
76. Ankenbruck,HermanO.;andDahlen,TheodoreE.:
SomeMeasurementsof Flying Qualities of a Douglas
D-558-II Research Airplane During Flights to Supersonic
Speeds. NACA RM L53A06, March 1953, 87H24908.
Results of measurements of lateral and longitudinal flying
qualities of the Douglas D-558-II research airplane in flight to
a Mach number of 1.87 and an altitude of 67,000 feet are
presented.
77. Sisk, Thomas R.; and Mooney, John M.:
Preliminary Measurements of Static Longitudinal
Stability and Trim for the XF-92A Delta-Wing Research
Airplane in Subsonic and Transonic Flight. NACA RM
L53B06, March 1953, 87H24972.
Preliminary longitudinal-trim and static longitudinal stability
measurements were made on the XF-92A delta-wing research
airplane from Mach number of 0.18 to 0.97 at altitudes from
11,000 to 40,000 feet.
E-953
XF-92A Airplane
coefficient at which the stability decreases and pitch-up starts
have been determined for both airplane configurations at
Mach numbers up to about 0.94.
The results of transonic flight measurements of the
longitudinal stability characteristics of the Douglas D-558-II
research the wings are presented. The levels of normal-force
79. Dahlen, Theodore E.: Maximum Altitude and
Maximum Mach Number Obtained With the Modified
Douglas D-558-II Research Airplane During
Demonstration Flights. NACA RM L53B24, April 1953,
87H24989.
The maximum values of Mach number and altitude obtained
with the Douglas D-558-II all-rocket research airplane and
determined by the radar-phototheodolite method are
presented in this paper.
80. Baker, Thomas F.: Some Measurements of the
Buffet Region of a Swept-Wing Research Airplane
During Flights to Supersonic Mach Numbers. NACA RM
L53D06, May 1953, 87H25036.
Limited measurements have been made of the region in which
buffeting has been experienced by the swept-wing Douglas
D-558-II research airplane during flights to supersonic Mach
numbers. Buffet intensities and frequencies are given.
81. Johnson, H. I.: The Background of Flying or
Handling Qualifies. Presented to the Flight Test Panel of
AGARD, May 1953, 65N88424.
82. Holleman, Euclid C.; Evans, John H.; and Triplett,
William C.: Preliminary Flight Measurements of the
Dynamic Longitudinal Stability Characteristics of the
Convair XF-92A Delta-Wing Airplane. NACA RM
L53E14, June 1953, 87H26860.
Longitudinal airplane oscillations obtained during U.S. Air
Force performance tests of the Convair XF-92A airplane have
been analyzed to give limited static stability and damping
measurements for a Mach number range of 0.59 to 0.94.
83. Knapp, Ronald J., and Jordan, Gareth H.: Flight-
Determined Pressure Distributions Over the Wing of the
Bell X-1 Research Airplane (10-Percent-Thick Wing) at
Subsonic and Transonic Speeds. NACA RM L53D20,
June 1953, 87H25070.
Aerodynamic section characteristics for various span
78. Fischel, Jack; and Nugent, Jack: Flight locations, as determined by pressure distribution
Determination of the Longitudinal Stability in measurements in flight to high lift at Mach numbers between
Accelerated Maneuvers at Transonic Speeds for the 0.30 and 1.19, are presented for the 10-percent-thick wing of
Douglas D-558-II Research Airplane Including the
the Bell X-1 research airplane.
Effects of an Outboard Wing Fence. NACA RM L53A16,
March 1953, 87H24937.
84. Drake, Hubert M.; and McKay, John B.: Aileron
and Elevator Hinge Moments of the Bell X-1 Airplane
Measured in Transonic Flight. NACA RM L53E04,
June 1953, 87H26857.
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Hingemomentshavebeenmeasuredon theaileronand
elevatoroftheBellX-1airplanehavingthe10-percent-thick
wingand8-percent-thicktail. The aileron measurements
were made by means of strain gages and pressure
distributions while the elevator measurements were made by
means of the wheel-force strain gases. The elevator hinge-
moment characteristics were determined to a Mach number
of 1.18 and the aileron hinge moments to a Mach number of
1.13.
85. Drake, Hubert M.; Robinson, Glenn H.; and Kuhl,
Albert E.: Loads Experienced in Flights of Two Swept-
Wing Research Airplanes in the Angle-of-Attack Range
or Reduced Stability. NACA RM L53D16, June 1953.
87H25066.
Loads imposed upon the Bell X-5 and Douglas D-558-II
swept-wing research airplanes during flights in which
reductions of longitudinal stability followed attempted
moderate-lift maneuvers are discussed. Information
regarding horizontal- and vertical-tail loads, wing loads, and
normal-force coefficients obtained during the high-angle-of-
attack, unstable portions of the flights are presented.
86. Day, Richard E.: Measurements Obtained During
the Glide-Flight Program of the Bell X-2 Research
Airplane. NACA RM L53G03a, July 30. 1953.93R17091.
Results obtained during the glide-flight program of the Bell
X-2 research airplane are presented. Landing characteristics
and limited data evaluating static longitudinal stability at low
speeds are included.
87. Martin, James A.: Longitudinal Flight
Characteristics of the Bell X-5 Research Airplane at
59-Degree Sweepback With Modified Wing Roots. NACA
RM L53E28, August 10. 1953.87H26865, 93R16939.
In an attempt to improve the longitudinal stability
characteristics of the Bell X-5 research airplane at 59-degrees
sweepback the wing-root leading edge was modified, the
original 52.5-degrees sweptback leading-edge fillets being
replaced by rounded leading-edge fillets. The two fillet
configurations are compared in this paper on the basis of
results obtained from maneuvers into the region of reduced
stability at pressure altitudes from 28,000 to 40,000 feet and
in the Mach number range from that for stall approach in the
clean condition to a Mach number of 0.97.
88. Baker, Thomas F.: Results of Measurements of
Maximum Lift and Buffeting Intensities Obtained During
Flight Investigation of the Northrop X-4 Research
Airplane. NACA RM L53G06, August 1953, 87H26873.
with data obtained with the swept-wing Douglas D-558-II
airplane.
89. Peele, James R.: Transonic Flight Measurements
of the Aerodynamic Load on the Extended Slat of the
Douglas D-558-II Research Airplane. NACA RM L53F29,
August 1953, 87H24933.
The results of transonic flight measurements of the
aerodynamic load encountered over a partial-span leading-
edge slat on the 35-degrees sweptback wing of the Douglas
D-558-II research airplane are presented for the lift range at
Mach numbers from 0.45 to 0.98.
90. Saltzman, Edwin J.: Flight Measurements of Lift
and Drag for the Bell X-1 Research Airplane Having a
10-Percent-Thick Wing. NACA RM L53F08, September
1953, 87H24842.
Lift and drag results have been obtained from power-off flight
tests of the Bell X-1 (10-percent-thick wing) airplane for
Mach numbers 0.68 to 1.01. Comparisons of drag are made
with 8-percent-thick-wing flight tests and 10-percent-thick-
wing wind tunnel results.
91. Rogers, John T.: Horizontal-Tail Load
Measurements at Transonic Speeds of the Bell X-1
Research Airplane. NACA RNI L53F30, September 1953,
87H26871.
Flight measurements of aerodynamic tail loads have been
made on the Bell X-1 research airplane from which the
balancing tail loads, the static-longitudinal stability
parameter (dC sub M/dC sub L) WF, wing-fuselage
aerodynamic center, and zero-lift wing-fuselage combination
pitching moment coefficient have been determined from a
Mach number of 0.7 to a Mach number greater than 1.0. A
comparison was made of measured tail loads and loads
calculated using available wing-tunnel data.
92. Baker, Thomas F.: Some Measurements of
Buffeting Encountered by a Douglas D-558-II Research
Airplane in the Maeh Number Range From 0.5 to 0.95.
NACA RM L53117, NQveml_r 1953, 87H24978.
Measurements of the intensity of buffeting were made with a
swept-wing Douglas D-558-II research airplane at subsonic
speeds. The variation of buffet intensity with lift, angle of
attack, and Mach number is presented. The results are
compared with similar measurements made with another
Douglas D-558-II airplane at high subsonic and supersonic
speeds.
The variation of the intensity of buffeting experienced
throughout the operational region of the semitailless
Northrop X-4 airplane and the values of maximum and peak
normal-force coefficients in the Mach number range from
0.42 to 0.92 have been determined. The results are compared
93. Knapp, Ronald J.; and Jordan, Gareth H.: Wing
Loads on the Bell X-1 Research Airplane (10-Percent-
Thick Wing) as Determined by Pressure-Distribution
Measurements in Flight at Subsonic and Transonic
Speeds. NACA RM L53G14, November 1953, 87H26874.
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Thewing loads(includingsomewing-to-fuselageload
carryover)and someaerodynamicharacteristicsa
determinedbypressure-distributionmeasurementsi flighto
high lift at Machnumbersfrom 0.50to 1.19for the
10-percent-thickwingof theBellX-1researchairplaneare
presented.
94. Knapp, Ronald J.; Jordan, Gareth H.; and Johnson,
Wallace E.: Fuselage Pressures Measured on the Bell X-1
Research Airplane in Transonic Flight. NACA RM
L53115, November 1953, 87H24970.
Fuselage pressure distributions and integrated normal load on
the fuselage of the Bell X-1 research airplane
(10-percent-thick wing) in flight during pull-ups to near
maximum lift at Mach numbers of about 0.78, 0.85, 0.88, and
1.02 are presented.
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95. Bellman, Donald R.; and Sisk, Thomas R.:
Preliminary Drag Measurements of the Consolidated
Vultee XF-92A Delta-Wing Airplane in Flight Tests to a
Mach Number of 1.01. NACA RM L53J23, January_ 1954,
87H25168.
Lift and drag data for the Consolidated Vultee XF-92A delta-
wing airplane were obtained for Mach numbers from 0.63 to
0.90. The drag coefficients for a lift coefficient of 0.08 are
extended to a Mach number of 1.01.
96. Baker, Thomas F.: Measured Data Pertaining to
Buffeting at Supersonic Speeds of the Douglas D-558-II
Research Airplane. NACA RM L53L10, February 1954,
87H25252.
Data pertaining to buffeting have been measured at
supersonic speed and high lift with the Douglas D-558-II
airplane. Buffeting was encountered at normal-force
coefficients greater than about 0.7 in the Mach number range
from 0.96 to 1.27 but at a Mach number of 1.57, a peak
normal-force coefficient of 0.80 was attained with no
indication of buffeting. Buffet intensities at normal-force
coefficients up to 1.5 are given for low supersonic Mach
numbers. Sample records of flight in rough air at supersonic
speed are included.
97. Ankenbruck, Herman O.: Determination of
Longitudinal Stability in Supersonic Accelerated
Maneuvers for the Douglas D-558-II Research Airplane.
NACA RM L53J20, February 1954, 87H25139.
Flight tests were performed with the Douglas D-558-II
research airplane to investigate the longitudinal stability of
the airplane in accelerated flight at supersonic speeds to a
Mach number of 1.67. This paper shows the conditions where
instability occurs at supersonic speeds.
98. Fischel, Jack: Effect of Wing Slats and Inboard
Wing Fences on the Longitudinal Stability
Characteristics of the Douglas D-558-II Research
Airplane in Accelerated Maneuvers at Subsonic and
Transonic Speeds. NACA RM L53L16, February_ 1954,
87H25262.
The results of subsonic and transonic flight measurements of
the longitudinal stability characteristics of the Douglas
D-558-II research airplane for several wing-slat and inboard
wing-fence configurations are presented at Mach numbers up
to 1.0. The improvement provided by fully extended slats,
compared to the stability characteristics of the slats-retracted
configuration, is shown; and the effects of inboard wing
fences on the stability characteristics with slats fully extended
are also discussed. Limited data obtained with slats half
extended indicated the similarity of this configuration to the
slats-retracted configuration. The effects of a bungee (which
improved the stick-free stability characteristics) in alleviating
the stability changes apparent to the pilot are also discussed.
99. Peele, James R.: Flight.Determined Pressure
Measurements Over the Wing of the Douglas D-558-1I
Research Airplane at Mach Numbers Up to 1.14. NACA
RM L54A07, March 12, 1954, 93R17395.
A flight investigation of the section and panel characteristics
and loads obtained from pressure measurements over a
35-degrees sweptback wing at level-flight lifts has been made
through the Mach number range of 0.65 to 1.14. The section
pressure distributions at the root, midspan, and tip stations
varied from a subsonic type of distribution at a Mach number
of 0.65 to a supersonic type of distribution at Mach numbers
above 1.0.
100. Crossfield, A. Scott: Subjective Experiences and
Reactions During Flight Testing in the Transonic Region.
4th General Assembly of AGARD, Schevenigen, The
Netherlands, M_y 3-7. 1954. (See excerpts in Aerospace
Engineering Review, Vol. 13, No. 9, Sept. 1954, pp. 49
and 87.)
101. Briggs, Donald W.: Flight Determination of the
Buffeting Characteristics of the Bell X-5 Research
Airplane at 58.7-Degrees Sweepback. NACA RM L54C17,
May 24. 1954, 93R17481.
Flight measurements were made of the buffeting
characteristics of the Bell X-5 research airplane at
58.7-degrees sweepback in the Mach number range from 0.65
to approximately 1.03 at altitudes from 37,000 to 43,000 feet.
Maximum airplane normal-force coefficients were attained
for Mach numbers up to 0.96.
102. Finch, Thomas W.: A Flight Investigation of the
Effects of Inclination of the Principal Axis of Inertia on
the Dynamic Lateral Stability of the Republic XF-91
Airplane. NACA RM L53128, July 1954, 87H25044.
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A flightinvestigationhasbeenconductedto determinethe
effectofvariablewingincidenceangleonthedynamiclateral
stabilityof theRepublicXF-91airplane.Thetestswere
conductedoveraMachnumberrangeof0.3to0.9ataltitudes
of 10,000,20,000,30,000and37,500feetatwingincidence
anglesof-2 degrees,2degrees,4degrees,and5.65degrees.
103. Sadoff, Melvin; and Crossfield, A. Scott: A Flight
Evaluation of the Stability and Control of the X-4 Swept-
Wing Semitailless Airplane. NACA RM H54G16,
August 1954, 87H24527.
A flight evaluation of the handling qualities of the swept-wing
semitallless X-4 airplane was made. Static and dynamic
stability and control investigation covered a speed range from
stall to Mach numbers of 0.92. Typical swept-wing instability
at moderate lifts was encountered. Unsatisfactory and
dangerous self-excited dynamic motions occurred at the high-
speed end of the range investigated.
104. Nugent, Jack: Lift and Drag Characteristics of the
Douglas D-558-II Research Airplane Obtained in
Exploratory Flights to a Mach Number of 2.0. NACA RM
L54F03, August 4. 1954. 93R17490.
A flight investigation was made of the Douglas D-558-II
swept-wing airplane in the slats-retracted configuration. Lift
and drag were determined for Mach numbers up to 2.0. The
lift-coefficient range extended from below 0.1 to about 0.7.
105. Keener, Earl R.: Wing Pressure Distribution at
Low Lift for the XF-92A Delta-Wing Airplane at
Transonic Speeds. NACA RM H54H06, October 1954,
87H24530.
Wing pressure distribution from dives at transonic speeds for
the Convair XF-92A delta-wing airplane are presented. The
data were obtained from five chordwise rows of orifices on
the left wing throughout the Mach number range of 0.74 to
1.01 at an airplane normal-force coefficient of about 0.09, for
which the left deflection was about 2 degrees up.
106. Fischel, Jack; and Brunn, Cyril D.: Longitudinal
Stability Characteristics in Accelerated Maneuvers at
Subsonic and Transonic Speeds of the Douglas D-558-II
Research Airplane Equipped With a Leading-Edge Wing
Chord-Extension. NACA RM H54HI6, October 1954,
87H24531.
On the basis of improved longitudinal stability characteristics
exhibited in wind-tunnel model tests, the Douglas D-558-II
research airplane was modified to include wing at Mach
numbers up to about 1.0. The results of subsonic and
transonic flight measurements of the longitudinal stability
characteristics of the airplane are presented. The levels of
normal-force coefficient at which the stick-fixed stability
decays and pitch-up starts have been determined through
speed range tested as have the variation of the stability
parameters d delta (sub) e/dC (sub) N (sub) A, dF (sub) e/dn,
and dC (sub) N (sub) A/d sigma with Mach number.
Comparisons of these data with comparable data for the
unmodified airplane are also presented.
107. Crossfield, A. Scott: Flying Techniques With the
Research Airplanes. Preprint 497, Inst. Aero. Sci., 1954,
CAI-IAS International Meeting, Montreal, Canada,
October 14-15. 1954 (see also in Aerospace Engineering
Review, Vol. 14, No. 1, Jan. 1955, pp. 56-59).
108. Ankenbruck, Herman O.: Determination of
Longitudinal Handling Qualities of the D-558-II Research
Airplane at Transonic and Supersonic Speeds to a Mach
Number of About 2.0. NACA RM H54G29A,
November 1954, 87H24529.
Flight tests were performed with the Douglas D-558-II
research airplane to investigate the longitudinal handling
qualities and trim characteristics at transonic and supersonic
speeds. This paper describes the changes with Mach number
of the lift, maneuvering, and trim characteristics with elevator
and stabilizer to a Mach number of about 2.0.
109. Bellman, Donald R.; and Murphy, Edward D.: Lift
and Drag Characteristics of the Douglas X-3 Research
Airplane Obtained During Demonstration Flight to a
Mach Number of 1.20. NACA RM H54I 17,
December 1954, 87H24532.
Lift and drag data for the Douglas X-3 airplane were obtained
during some of the demonstration flights. The data extend
over the Mach number range from 0.82 to 1.20 and for certain
constant Mach numbers the lift coefficient range from 0 to 1.0
is covered. A comparison of the flight data with wind-tunnel
and rocket-model tests shows that the model tests
satisfactorily predict the performance of the airplane.
E55 -01994
X-3 Airplane
110. Ankenbruck, Herman O.; and Wolowicz, Chester
H.: Lateral Motions Encountered With the Douglas
33
D-558-H All-Rocket Research Airplane During
Exploratory Flights to a Mach Number of 2.0. NACA
H54127, December 1954, 87H24533.
Flight tests were performed with the Douglas D-558-II
research airplane to investigate the lateral motions obtained
during exploratory flights at supersonic speeds. This paper
describes the effects of Mach number and angle of attack on
the lateral handling qualities during oscillations at supersonic
speeds. Some calculations of period and damping are
included. Also shown are the results of some measurements
of the variation of rudder hinge moments with sideslip and the
effects of power on the variation.
1955 Technical Publications
111. McKay, John B.: Rolling Performance of the
Republic YF-84F Airplane as Measured in Flight. NACA
RM H54G20A, January_ 1955.87H24528.
Flight measurements of the rolling performance of the
Republic YF-84F airplane were made at altitudes of 10,000,
25,000, and 40,000 feet. The tests were conducted over a
Mach number range from 0.35 to 0.95.
(Photo courtesy of Langley Research Center) L-84926
YF-84F Airplane
112. Johnson, Clinton T.; and Kuhl, Albert E.: Flight
Measurements of Elevon Hinge Moments on the XF-92A
Delta-Wing Airplane. NACA RM H54J25A, January_ 1955.
87H24534.
Elevon hinge-moment measurements were made during flight
tests of the Convair XF-92A delta-wing airplane over the
Mach number range from 0.70 to 0.95. Hinge moments were
measured during longitudinal elevon pulses, aileron roils, and
wind-up turns. Data are presented giving the variation of
C (sub) h (sub) delta and C (sub) h (sub) alpha as determined
from these tests.
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113. Holleman, Euclid C.; and Triplett, William C.:
Flight Measurements of the Dynamic Longitudinal
Stability and Frequency-Response Characteristics of the
XF-92A Delta-Wing Airplane. NACA RM H54J26A,
January_ 1955, 87H24535.
Results of dynamic longitudinal flight test conducted with the
XF-92A delta-wing airplane over a Mach number range of
0.42 to 0.94 at an altitude of about 30,000 feet are presented.
The data were analyzed by measuring the airplane oscillatory
characteristics, by matching the airplane system with an
analog computer, and by determining the frequency-response
characteristics of the airplane. Wherever possible, stability
derivatives were computed and are presented as a function of
Mach number.
114. Saltzman, Edwin J.: The Effect of the Blunt-
Trailing-Edge Eievons on the Longitudinal and Lateral
Handling Qualities of the X-4 Semitailless Airplane.
NACA RM H54K03, January 1955, 87H24537.
The effects of thickening the trailing edges of the elevons on
the static longitudinal stability and control, lateral control for
the X*4, a swept-wing semitailless airplane, are presented.
The results of this study are compared with similar tests for
the X-4 with conventional elevon trailing edges.
115. Sisk, Thomas R.; and Muhleman, Duane 0.:
Longitudinal Stability Characteristics in Maneuvering
Flight of the Convair XF-92A Delta-Wing Airplane
Including the Effects of Wing Fences. NACA RM H54J27,
January_ 1955.87H24536.
The longitudinal maneuvering stability characteristics are
evaluated on the Convair F-92A delta-wing airplane in wind-
up turns over the Mach number range from 0.70 to 0.95 at
altitudesbetween22,000and39,000feet.A longitudinal
stabilityreductionevidencedasapitch-upencounteredover
theMachnumberrangetestedisevaluatedalongwiththe
airplanebehaviorintheregionofreducedstability.Twowing
fenceconfigurationsareevaluatedandcomparedwiththe
basicairplaneconfigurationcharacteristics.
116. Stillwell, Wendell H.: Results of Measurements
Made During the Approach and Landing of Seven High-
Speed Research Airplanes. NACA RM H54K24,
1955, 87H24267.
Measurements made during the approach and landing of the
X-l, X-3, X-4, X-5, D-558-I, D-558-II, and XF-92A research
airplanes are presented. Data are also presented for the effect
of lift drag ratio on the landing characteristics of the X-4
airplane.
117. Anon.: Flight Experience With Two High-Speed
Airplanes Having Violent Lateral-Longitudinal Coupling
in Aileron Rolls. NACA RM H55A13, February 4, 1955,
93R17938.
During flight tests of two high-speed airplane configurations,
violent cross-coupled lateral and longitudinal motions were
encountered following abrupt rudder-fixed aileron rolls. The
speeds involved ranged from a Mach number of 0.7 to 1.05.
The motions were characterized by extreme variations in
angles of attack and sideslip which resulted in load factors as
large as 6.7g (negative) and 7g (positive) normal acceleration
and 2g transverse acceleration.
118. Robinson, Glenn H.; Cothren, George E.; and
Pembo, Chris: Wing-Load Measurements at Supersonic
Speeds of the Douglas D-558-II Research Airplane.
NACA RM H54L27, March 1955, 87H24539.
Flight measurement of the aerodynamic wing loads on the
D-558-II airplane have been made in the Mach number range
from 1.0 to 2.0. Results of measurements of the wing-panel
normal-force, bending moment, and pitching-moment
coefficients, normal-force-curve slope, lateral center of
pressure, and chordwise center of pressure are presented.
D-558-II Airplane, Top View
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119. Jordan, Gareth H.; and Keener, Earl R.: Flight-
Determined Pressure Distributions Over a Section of the
35-Degree Swept Wing of the Douglas D-558-II Research
Airplane at Mach Numbers Up to 2.0. NACA RM
H55A03, March 1955, 87H24287.
Presented are pressure distributions and section
characteristics for a wing-midsemispan station perpendicular
to the 30-degree common-chord line of the 35-degree
sweptback wing of the Douglas D-558-II research airplane at
Mach numbers from 1.17 to 2.00.
120. *Gates, O. B., Jr.; Weil, J.; and *Woodling, C. H.:
Effect of Automatic Stabilization on the Sideslip and
Angle of Attack Disturbances in Rolling Maneuvers. In
NACA Conf. on Aurora. Stability and Control of Aircraft,
March 30, 1955, pp. 25--41, (see N72-73193 12-99),
72N73195.
Time histories are presented that illustrate the large motions
which have been encountered in flight tests of some of the
present-day fighter airplanes. Results of some analog studies
are discussed which indicate that variations in certain of the
airplane stability derivatives could have an appreciable effect
on these undesirable motions.
*Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, Hampton, Virginia.
121. Cole, H. A., Jr.; Brown, S. C.; and Holleman, E. C.:
Effects of Flexibility on the Longitudinal and Lateral
Dynamic Response of a Large Airplane. NACA RM
A55D14, NACA Conf. on Aurora. Stability and Control of
Aircraft, March 1955, pp. 57-70, (see N72-73193 12-99),
72N73197.
In recent years the desire to increase the range and speed of
large airplanes has led to sweptback wings of high aspect
ratio, thin airfoils, and fuselages of high fineness ratio. The
dynamic effects are especially important in the design of
automatic control systems because structural modes may
introduce instabilities which would not arise with a rigid
airplane. It is important for the automatic-control designer to
consider the effects of flexibility on control systems.
122. Jordan, Gareth H.; and Hutchins, C. Kenneth:
Preliminary Flight-Determined Pressure Distribution
Over the Wing of the Douglas X-3 Research Airplane at
Subsonic and Transonic Mach Numbers. NACA RM
H55A10, April 1955, 87H24540.
Preliminary flight-measured chordwise pressure distributions
have been obtained at a wing midsemispan station of the
Douglas X-3 research airplane through an angle-of-attack
range at Mach numbers of 0.61, 0.78, 0.94, and 1.10. The
results of the investigation indicate that the maximum section
normal-force coefficient increased from about 0.7 at the lower
Mach numbers to about 1.2 at a Mach number of 1.10. The
pressure distributions at Mach numbers of about 0.61, 0.78,
and 0.94 showed good agreement with wind-tunnel results.
35
AtMachnumbersof0.94and1.10leading-edgeflapnormal-
forceandhinge-mountcoefficientsincreasedwithincreasein
angleof attackthroughouttheangle-of-attackrangetested
and resultedin high normal-forceand hinge-moment
coefficientsatthehigheranglesofattack.
0 (,)
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123. Banner, Richard D.; Reed, Robert D.; and Marcy,
William L.: Wing.Load Measurements of the Bell X-5
Research Airplane at a Sweep Angle of 58.7 Degrees.
NACA RM H55A11, April 1955, 87H24541.
A flight investigation has been made over an altitude and lift
range to determine the wing loads of the Bell X-5 research
airplane at a sweep angle of 58.7 degrees at subsonic and
transonic Mach numbers. The wing loads were nonlinear over
the angle-of-attack range from zero to maximum wing lift.
The nonlinear trends were more pronounced at angles of
attack above the "pitch-up" where there is a reduction in the
wing lift and an inboard and forward movement in the center
of load. No apparent effects of altitude on the wing loads were
evident from the data obtained in these tests.
124. Baker, Thomas F.; and Johnson, Wallace E.: Flight
Measurements at Transonic Speeds of the Buffeting
Characteristics of the XF-92A Delta-Wing Research
Airplane. NACA RM H54L03, April 1955, 87H24538.
Measurements were made on the XF-92A delta-wing
airplane of buffet-induced fluctuations in normal acceleration
at the airplane center of gravity and of fluctuations in wing
structural shear load in the Mach number range from 0.6 to
0.96 at altitudes from 25,000 to 38,000 feet. Airplane normal
force coefficients in the order of 0.7 were attained at Mach
numbers less than 0.9. Buffet frequencies and the variations
with Mach number, lift, and angle of attack of buffet intensity
are given.
125. Sisk, Thomas R.; and Muhleman, Duane O.:
Lateral Stability and Control Characteristics of the
Convair XF-92A Delta-Wing Airplane as Measured in
Flight. NACA RM H55A17, May 1955, 87H24299.
The lateral stability and control characteristics of the Convair
XF-92A delta-wing airplane are determined for sideslips,
aileron rolls, and rudder pulses. A limited amount of data with
wing fences installed at 60 percent of the wing semispan is
presented for comparison with the basic airplane
configuration.
126. Finch, Thomas W.: Flight Determination of the
Longitudinal Stability and Control Characteristics of the
Bell X-5 Research Airplane at 58.7 Degrees Sweepback.
NACA RM H55C07, May 1955.87H24301.
Hight tests were performed with the Bell X-5 research
airplane at 58.7 degrees sweepback to measure the
longitudinal stability control characteristics from elevator and
stabilizer maneuvers at 40,000 feet and elevator maneuvers at
25,000 feet and 15,000 feet. Results are presented for Mach
numbers up to 1.0 and include trim characteristics, apparent
stability parameters, relative control effectiveness, stick-force
gradient, normal-force-curve slope, and effect of dynamic
pressure and engine power. Comparison is made with wind-
tunnel data.
127. Kuhl, Albert E.; and Johnson, Clinton T.: Flight
Measurements of Wing Loads on the Convair XF-92A
Delta-Wing Airplane. NACA RM H55D12, May 1955,
87H24304.
Aerodynamic loads were obtained from strain-gage
measurements during the NACA flight test program of the
XF-92A research airplane. Wing-panel loads were measured
during longitudinal pulses and wind-up turns over the mach
number rang from 0.43 to 0.95. The wing-panel loads due to
elevon deflection and angle of attack were determined for the
Mach number range of these tests.
128. Cooney, T. V.; Andrews, William H.; and
McGowan, William A.: Preliminary Results From Flight
Measurements in Gradual-Turn Maneuvers of the Wing
Loads and the Distribution of Load Among the
Components of a Boeing B-47A Airplane. NACA RM
L55B02, June 27. 1955, 93R17884.
129. Day, Richard E.; and Fischel, Jack: Stability and
Control Characteristics Obtained During Demonstration
of the Douglas X-3 Research Airplane. NACA RM
H55E16, July 1955, 87H24543.
Results obtained from flights of the manufacturer's
demonstration program and from U.S. Air Force evaluation
flights of the Douglas X-3 research airplane are presented.
Data evaluation includes static longitudinal directional, and
lateral stability and control for Mach numbers up to 1.21 at
pressure altitudes from 12,800 feet to 34,000 feet.
Comparisons are made with wind-tunnel and rocket-model
tests.
130. Weil, Joseph; Gates, Ordway B.; Banner, Richard
D.; and Kuhl, Albert E.: Flight Experience of Inertia
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Couplingin Roiling Maneuvers. NACA RM H55E17B,
July 1955, 87H24318.
A brief discussion is presented of the flight tests of two
airplanes which have exhibited strong coupling between their
lateral and longitudinal motions. Results are presented which
indicate the effect of directional stability and vertical tail size
on the tail shear loads encountered in rolling maneuvers.
131. Reed, Robert D.: Flight Measurements of
Horizontal-Tail Loads on the Bell X-5 Research Airplane
at a Sweep Angle of 58.7 Degrees. NACA RM H55E20A,
July 1955, 87H24544.
Flight measurements of the horizontal tail loads on the Bell
X-5 research airplane have been made in accelerated
maneuvers at Mach numbers from 0.61 to 1.00 at an altitude
of 40,000 feet. At this altitude the aerodynamic and balancing
tail loads were determined at all normal-force coefficients up
to near maximum lift. Comparisons were made with flight
and wind-tunnel data obtained at 25,000 feet and 15,000 feet
over a limited lift range.
132. Fischel, Jack; and Reisert, Donald: Effect of
Several Wing Modifications on the Low Speed Stalling
Characteristics of the Douglas D-558-II Research
Airplane. NACA RM H55E31A, July 1955, 87H24545.
The low-speed stalling and lift characteristics of the Douglas-
D-558-II research airplane were measured in a series of lg
stalls performed with several wing modifications designed to
alleviate swept-wing instability and pitch-up. The various
configurations investigated include the basic wing
configurations and two wing-fence configurations in
combination with retracted free-floating, or extended slats,
and a wing leading-edge chord extension configuration. All
configurations were investigated with flaps and landing gear
retracted and extended.
133. HoUeman, Euclid C.: Flight Measurements of the
Lateral Response Characteristics of the Convair XF-92A
Delta-Wing Airplane. NACA RM H55E26, August 1955,
87H24323.
Rudder pulse maneuvers were performed with the XF-92A
60 degrees delta-wing airplane at 30,000 feet over a Mach
number range of 0.52 to 0.92. Tests were conducted with and
without a wing fence. Representative data were analyzed to
give airplane stability derivatives and frequency responses.
134. Drake, Hubert M.; and Stillwell, Wendell H.:
Behavior of the Bell X-1A Research Airplane During
Exploratory Flights at Mach Numbers Near 2.0 and at
Extreme Altitudes. NACA RM H55G25, September 1955,
93R18135.
A flight program has been conducted by the U. S. Air Force
consisting of exploratory flights to determine the Mach
number and altitude capabilities of the Bell X-1A research
airplane. On two flights of the X-1A airplane, one reaching a
Mach number of about 2.44, the other a geometric altitude of
about 90,000 feet, lateral stability difficulties were
encountered which resulted in uncontrolled rolling motions
of the airplane at Mach numbers near 2.0. Analysis indicates
that this behavior apparently results from a combination of
low directional stability and damping in roll and may be
aggravated by high control friction and rocket motor
misalignment. The deterioration of directional stability with
increasing Mach number can lead to severe longitudinal-
lateral coupling at low roll rates. The misalignment of the
rocket motor could induce sufficiently high roll velocities to
excite these coupled motions. Adequate control of these
motions was virtually impossible because of the high control
friction. In the absence of rolling, poor lateral behavior might
be expected at somewhat higher Mach numbers because
wind-tunnel data indicate neutral directional stability at about
M = 2.35.
X-1A Airplane
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135. Drake, Hubert M.; Finch, Thomas W.; and Peele,
James R.: Flight Measurements of Directional Stability to
a Mach Number of 1.48 for an Airplane Tested With
Three Different Vertical Tail Configurations. NACA RM
H55G26, October 1955, 87H24547.
Directional stability characteristics have been determined
from the measured period and damping of a fighter-type
airplane over the Mach number range from 0.72 to 1.48 at
altitudes of 40,000 feet and 30.000 feet. Three different
vertical tails of varying aspect ratio or area, or both, were
employed.
136. Sisk, Thomas R.; and Andrews, William H.: Flight
Experience With a Delta-Wing Airplane Having Violent
Lateral-Longitudinal Coupling in Aileron Rolls. NACA
RM H55H03, October 1955, 87H24548.
37
A time-historypresentationis madeof aileronrolls
performedby a high-speeddelta-wingairplanebetween
Machnumbersof0.7and0.8includingaone-halfdeflection
aileronrollataMachnumberof 0.75whereviolentcross-
coupledlateralandlongitudinalmotionswereexperienced.
137. Videan, Edward N.: Flight Measurements of the
Dynamic Lateral and Longitudinal Stability of the Bell
X-5 Research Airplane at 58.7 Degrees Sweepback.
NACA RM H55H10, October 1955, 87H24549.
Longitudinal and lateral dynamic-response characteristics to
elevator and rudder pulse deflections have been measured on
the Bell X-5 research airplane at 58.7 degrees sweepback.
Flight records were obtained at altitudes of 40,000 feet and
25,000 feet. Period and damping, including nonlinear
damping effects, are presented, and comparison is made with
U.S. military lateral dynamic stability criteria. Engine
gyroscopic coupling effects are discussed, and frequency
response calculations are presented.
/ l
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138. Johnson, Clinton T.: Flight Measurements of the
Vertical-Tail Loads on the Convair XF-92A Delta-Wing
Airplane. NACA RM H55H25, October 1955, 87H24551.
Vertical-tail loads as obtained from strain-gage
measurements during the NACA flight test program of the
Convair XF-92A research airplane were measured during
rudder pulses rudder-fixed oscillations, and gradually
increasing sideslips over the Mach number range from 0.50 to
0.87. The vertical-tail loads resulting from rudder deflection
and sideslip angle were determined for the Mach number
range of the these tests.
139. Williams, Walter C.: Flight Research at High
Altitudes and High Speeds With Rocket-Propelled
Research Airplanes. SAE Paper 601, October 1955,
87H28633.
140. Thompson, Jim Rogers; Bray, Richard S.; and
Cooper, George E.: Flight Calibration of Four Airspeed
Systems on a Swept-Wing Airplane at Mach Numbers Up
to 1.04 by the NACA Radar-Phototheodolite Method.
NACA TN 3526, November 1955, 93R13513.
The calibrations of four airspeed systems installed in a North
American F-86A airplane have been determined in flight at
Mach numbers up to 1.04 by the NACA radar-
phototheodolite method. The variation of the static-pressure
error per unit indicated impact pressure is presented for three
systems typical of those currently in use in flight research, a
nose boom and two different wing-tip booms, and for the
standard service system installed in the airplane. A limited
amount of information on the effect of airplane normal-force
coefficient on the static-pressure error is included. The results
are compared with available theory and with results from
wind-tunnel tests of the airspeed heads alone. Of the systems
investigated, a nose-boom installation was found to be most
suitable for research use at transonic and low supersonic
speeds because it provided the greatest sensitivity of the
indicated Mach number to a unit change in true Mach number
at very high subsonic speeds, and because it was least
sensitive to changes in airplane normal-force coefficient. The
static-pressure error of the nose-boom system was small and
constant above a Mach number of 1.03 after passage of the
fuselage bow shock wave over the airspeed head.
141. Keener, Earl R.; and Jordan, Gareth H.: Wing
Pressure Distributions Over the Lift Range of the
Convair XF-92A Delta-Wing Airplane at Subsonic and
Transonic Speeds. NACA RM H55G07, November 1955,
87H24546.
Chordwise and spanwise pressure distributions are presented
for the left wing of the Convair XF-92A delta-wing airplane
at Mach numbers from 0.30 to 0.93. Reynolds number based
on the mean aerodynamic chord of the wing varied between
22 x 10 to the 6 power and 49 x 10 to the 6 power. The data
cover the lift range from level flight to near-maximum lift.
Effects of wing section stall upon the elevon-section loads are
included.
1956 Technical Publications
142. Williams, Walter C.; and Phillips, William H.:
Some Recent Research on the Handling Qualities of
Airplanes. NACA RM H55L29A, February_ 1956,
87H24556.
Results of recent research on the handling qualities of
airplanes axe reviewed. Among the subjects considered are
38
dynamiclongitudinalstability,transonictrimchanges,pitch-
updueto decreasingairspeed,ynamiclateralstability,
aileroncontrol,andmechanicalcharacteristicsof power
controlsystems.
143. Brunn,CyrilD.;andStillwell,WendellH.:Mach
Number Measurements and Calibrations During Flight
at High Speeds and at High Altitudes Including Data for
the D-558-H Research Airplane. NACA RM H55J18,
March 1956, 87H24552.
This paper contains data concerning research equipment and
techniques pertaining to measurements of airspeed and
altitude, with particular reference to high Mach number and
altitude. Computations are presented for errors in
determining Mach number for altitudes of 40,000 feet to
140,000 feet. Illustrative examples are included for maximum
Mach number and altitude flights of the Douglas D-558-II
research airplane.
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number range of 0.73 to 1.39 at altitudes of 40,000 feet and
30,000 feet with three different vertical tails of varying aspect
ratio or area, or both. Increasing the tail area 27 percent and
the tail aspect ratio 32 percent greatly improved the rolling
behavior. The adverse sideslip during the roils decreased with
increasing speeds to negligible values near Mach numbers of
1.00 to 1.05, then increased in the favorable direction at
higher speeds. Stabilizer motion during the rolls greatly
affected the rolling behavior.
147. Stephenson, Harriet J.: Flight Measurements of
Horizontal-Tall Loads on the Douglas X-3 Research
Airplane. NACA RM H56A23, April 1956, 87H24562.
Horizontal-tail loads were obtained from strain-gage
measurements during flight tests of the Douglas X-3 research
airplane over a Mach number range of 0.65 to 1.16. The
horizontal-tail-panel lift-curve slope was obtained from
stabilizer pulses. Balancing-tail loads, downwash, and total
airplane pitching moment were obtained from wind-up turns
and pull-ups.
148. Weil, Joseph; and Day, Richard E.: An Analog
Study of the Relative Importance of Various Factors
Affecting Roll Coupling. NACA RM H56A06, April 1956,
87H24558.
An analog study of the roll coupling problem has been made
for a representative swept-wing and a tailless delta-wing
configuration. The investigation, conducted primarily for
subsonic flight conditions, included determination of the
effects of wide variations in many of the pertinent
aerodynamic derivatives on the motions developed in rolling
maneuvers. The influence of large changes in principal axis
inclination and mass distribution was also considered.
149. Weil, Joseph; Campbell, George S.; and Diederich,
Margaret S.: An Analysis of Estimated and Experimental
Transonic Downwash Characteristics as Affected by Plan
Form and Thickness for Wing and Wing-Fuselage
Confgurafions. NACA TN 3628, April 1956. 87H24920.
144. Weil, Joseph: A Brief Review of NACA Flight
Research Relating to Roll Coupling. Symposium on Roll
Coupling, Dayton, Ohio, March 1, 1956.
145. Bellman, Donald R.; and Kleinknecht, Kenneth S.:
Operational Experience With Rocket Propelled
Airplanes. IAS-F'/5-038, l lth Annual Flight Propulsion
Meeting of IAS, Cleveland, Ohio, March 9. 1956, 87H28957.
146. Finch, Thomas W.; Peele, James R.; and Day,
Richard E.: Flight Investigation of the Effect of Vertical
Tail Size on the Rolling Behavior of a Swept-Wing
Airplane Having Lateral-Longitudinal Coupling. NACA
RM H55L28A, April 1956, 87H24554.
The rolling behavior of a swept-wing airplane having lateral
longitudinal coupling has been determined over a Mach
This paper presents a summary of the effects of changes in
wing plan form and thickness ratio on the downwash
characteristics of wing and wing-fuselage configurations in
the Mach number range between 0.6 and 1.1. Data obtained
by the transonic-bump technique at two tail heights have been
compared with theoretical estimations made in the subsonic
and supersonic Mach number range.
150. Finch, Thomas W.; and Walker, Joseph A.: Flight
Determination of the Lateral Handling Qualities of the
Bell X-5 Research Airplane at 58.7 Degrees Sweepback.
NACA RM H56C29, May 1956, 87H24570, 93R19517.
Flight tests were performed with the Bell X-5 research
airplane at 58.7 degrees sweepback to measure the lateral
handling qualities over a Mach number range up to 0.97 at
altitudes of 40,000, 25,000, and 15,000 feet. The dynamic
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characteristicswereinfluencedbyaerodynamicandengine
gyroscopiccoupling,andthedampingwasnonlineartthe
higherMachnumbers.Thepositiveapparentdirectional
stabilityandthehighapparenteffectivedihedralincreased
rapidly at higher Mach numbers.The low aileron
effectivenesswasadverselyaffectedby thehigheffective
dihedral.Directionaldivergenceandaileronoverbalance
occurredat highlifts.An abruptwing-droppingtendency
existedandsingle-degree-of-freedomflutteroccurredonthe
rudderatlowsupersonicMachnumbers.
151. Wolowicz, Chester H.: Time.Vector-Determined
Lateral Derivatives of a Swept-Wing Fighter Type
Airplane With Three Different Vertical Tails at Mach
Numbers Between 0.70 and 1.48. NACA RM H56C20,
June 1956, 87H24567.
The time-vector method was used to obtain the lateral
stability derivatives C (sub) Y (sub) beta, C (sub) n (sub) beta,
C (sub) iota (sub) beta, C (sub) iota (sub) p, (C sub n sub r -
C sub n sub beta) of a swept-wing fighter-type airplane. The
airplane was tested over a Mach number range of 0.71 to 1.48
at altitudes extending from 30,000 to 43,000 feet to obtain
static and dynamic lateral stability characteristics. Four
configurations were employed: three different vertical tails
and an extended wing. Available wind-tunnel data and
theoretical calculations were used for comparison purposes.
152. Fischel, Jack; and Reisert, Donald: Effect of
Several Wing Modifications on the Subsonic and
Transonic Longitudinal Handling Qualities of the
Douglas D-558-II Research Airplane. NACA RM H56C30,
June 1956, 87H24575, 93R19515.
The subsonic and transonic longitudinal handling qualities of
the Douglas D-558-II research airplane were measured with
several wing modifications designed to alleviate swept-wing
instability and pitch-up. Airplane configurations investigated
include the basic wing configuration and two wing-fence
configurations in configurations in combination with
retracted, free-floating, or extended slats, and a wing leading-
edge chord-extension configuration. Results indicated that
the comparative effects of these wing modifications on
airplane pitch-up and trim-stability and on the stability
parameters d delta (sub) e/dC (sub) N, dFe/da (sub) n, and C
(sub) N (sub) sigma were essentially negligible. The various
modifications had some measurable effect on airplane
buffeting characteristics.
153. Nugent, Jack: Lift and Drag of the Bell X-5
Research Airplane in the 45-Degrees Sweptback
Configuration at Transonic Speeds. NACA RM H56E02,
July 1956. 87H24585.
Lift and drag coefficients for the 45-degrees sweptback
configuration of the Bell X-5 research airplane were
determined from flight tests covering the Mach number range
from 0.61 to 1.01 and were compared to data obtained with
the 59-degree sweptback configuration. Below the drag rise
the 45-degree configuration had a zero lift drag coefficient of
0.020 as compared with 0.0175 for the 59-degree sweptback
configuration. The lift-drag ratio for the 45-degree
configuration exceeded that for the 59-degree configuration
for a Mach number range from 0.61 to 0.88 with a maximum
difference of about 0.7 at a Mach number of 0.82.
154. Saltzman, Edwin J.; Bellman, Donald R.; and
Musialowski, Norman T.: Flight-Determined Transonic
Lift and Drag Characteristics of the YF-102 Airplane
with Two Wing Configurations. NACA RM H56E08,
July 1956, 87H24588.
The flight lift and drag characteristics of the YF- 102 airplane,
a 60-degree delta-wing interceptor, were determined for a
symmetrical wing configuration and for a configuration with
cambered wing and reflexed tips. The Mach number range
extended from 0.6 to 1.17 and altitude varied from 25,000 feet
to 50,000 feet. The cambered wing configuration experienced
a considerable reduction of drag-due-to-lift, resulting in
about 0.01 lower drag coefficient at about 0.3 lift coefficient
and an increase of about 20 percent in lift-drag ratio.
Comparable wing-tunnel data are included.
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155. Beeler, De E.; Bellman, Donald R.; and Saltzman,
Edwin J.: Flight Techniques for Determining Airplane
Drag at High Mach Numbers. NACA TN 3821, AGARD
Report #84, presented to the Flight Test Panel of Advisory
Group for Aeronautical Research and Development,
Brussels, Belgium, August 27-31, 1956, August 1956,
93R13811.
The accelerometer method has proven to be the most
satisfactory method for the flight measurement of total
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airplanedragduringresearchinvestigationsof high-speed
airplanesby theNACAHigh-SpeedFlightStation.The
methodrequiresspecialinstrumentationa dmeasuring
techniqueswhichare describedin detail.Methodfor
separatingthe flight measuredoveralldraginto drag
componentsandfor comparingtheflightdatawithwind-
tunnel-modeldataarepresented.
156. Williams,WalterC.;Drake,HubertM.;andFischel,
Jack: Comparison of Flight and Wind-Tunnel
Measurements of High-Speed-Airplane Stability and
Control Characteristics. NACA TN 3859, August 1956,
93R 13946.
Comparisons of wind-tunnel and flight-measured values of
stability and control characteristics are of considerable
interest to the designer, since the wind-tunnel method of
testing is one of the prime sources upon which estimates of
the characteristics of a new configuration are based. In this
paper comparisons are made of some of the more important
stability and control characteristics of three swept-wing
airplanes as measured in flight and in wind tunnels. Wind-
tunnel data from high-speed closed-throat tunnels, a slotted-
throat transonic tunnel, and a supersonic tunnel are used. The
comparisons show that, generally speaking, the wind tunnels
predict all trends of characteristics reasonably well. There
are, however, differences in exact values of parameters, which
could be attributed somewhat to differences in the model
caused by the method of support. The small size of the models
may have some effect on measurements of flap effectiveness.
When nonlinearities in derivatives occur during wind-tunnel
tests, additional data should be obtained in the region of the
nonlinearities in order to predict more accurately the flight
characteristics. Also, nonlinearities in static derivatives must
be analyzed on the basis of dynamic motions of the airplane.
Aeroelastic corrections must be made to wind-tunnel data for
models of airplanes which have thin surfaces and are to be
flown at high dynamic pressures. Inlet effects can exert an
influence on the characteristics, depending upon air
requirements of the engine and location of the inlets.
157. Williams, Walter C.; Drake, Hubert M.; and Fischel,
Jack: Some Correlations of Flight-Measured and Wind-
Tunnel Measured Stability and Control Characteristics
of High-Speed Airplanes. NACA RM H56AG62,
August 19_6, 87H29107, (also AGARD Report 62).
Comparisons of wind-tunnel and flight-measured values of
stability and control characteristics are of considerable
interest to the designer, since the wind-tunnel method of
testing is one of the prime sources upon which estimates of
the characteristics of a new configuration are based. In this
paper comparisons are made of some of the more important
stability and control characteristics of three swept-wing
airplanes as measured in flight and in wind tunnels. Wind-
tunnel data are used from high-speed dosed-throat tunnels, a
slotted-throat transonic tunnel, and a supersonic tunnel. The
comparison shows that, generally speaking, the wind tunnels
predict all trends of characteristics reasonably well. There
are, however, differences in exact values of parameters, which
could be attributed somewhat to differences in the model
caused by the method of support. The small size of the models
may have some effect on measurements of flap effectiveness.
When non-linearities in derivatives occur during wind-tunnel
tests, additional data should be obtained in the region of the
non-linearities. Also, non-linearities in static derivatives must
be analyzed on the basis of dynamic motions of the airplane.
Aeroelastic corrections must be made to the wind-tunnel data
for models of airplanes which have thin surfaces and are to be
flown at high dynamic pressures. Inlet effects can exert an
influence on the characteristics, depending upon air
requirements of the engine and location of the inlets.
158. Weil, Joseph; and Day, Richard E.: Correlation of
Flight and Analog Investigations of Roll Coupling. NACA
RM H56F08, September 1956, 87H24591,93R19575.
A brief review of NACA flight experience relating to the roll-
coupling problem is presented. Conditions rated by pilots and
intolerable, marginal, and good are discussed and correlated
with calculated results. A suggested flight test procedure for
roll-coupling investigations and a discussion of several other
items of general interest are also presented.
159. Drake, Hubert M.: Flight Experience With
Present Research Airplanes. Research-Airplane-
Committee Report on Conference on the Progress of the X-15
Project, Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, Langley Field,
Virginia, October 26. 1956, 93R21716. Declassified per
NASA ccn 14, dated 25 April 1967.
The North American X-15 airplane is being designed for
speeds and altitudes considerably greater than those presently
being encountered by airplanes. This paper explores the
status of flight research with the current research airplanes to
see what experience and planned research are pertinent to the
X-15 project.
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160. Banner,RichardD.;andMalvestuto,FrankS.,Jr.:
Skin and Structural Temperature Measurements on
Research Airplanes at Supersonic Speeds. Research-
Airplane-Committee Report on Conference on the Progress
of the X-15 Project, Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
Langley Field, Virginia, October 26, 1956, 93R21723.
Declassified per NASA ccn 14, dated 25 April 1967.
Skin and structural temperatures of airplanes in flight at
supersonic speeds have been determined by use of
thermocouples and temperature resistance gages installed on
various research airplanes. Such data have recently been
obtained on two research airplanes, the Bell X-2 and the Bell
X-lB. The object of this paper is to show some of the actual
magnitudes and trends in the structural temperatures that
exist in an airplane experiencing the effects of aerodynamic
heating.
162. Taback, I.; and Truszynski, G. M.:
Instrumentation for the X-15. Research-Airplane-
Committee Report on Conference on the Progress of the X- 15
Project, Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, Langley Field,
Virginia, October 26, 1956, 93R21729. Declassified per
NASA ccn 14, dated 25 April 1967.
The development of a research airplane which extends
manned flight into regions where extremes of temperature
and pressure are reached requires the simultaneous
development of new instrumentation technique not only to
ensure safe operation of the aircraft but also to derive a
maximum of research data throughout the operational range
of the aircraft. The instrumentation required for the North
American X- 15 airplane project consists of ground range and
for research measurements. This paper outlines a plan for a
ground range, which is based upon developed equipment
already in use, and also discusses the airborne
instrumentation and some of the special airborne devices
which are made necessary by the extended performance
capabilities of this airplane.
163. Marcy, William L.; Stephenson, Harriet J.; and
Cooney, Thomas V.: Analysis of the Vertical-Tall Loads
Measured During a Hight Investigation at Transonic
Speeds of the Douglas X-3 Research Airplane. NACA RM
H56H08, November 1956, 87H24605.
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161. Stillwell, Wendell H.: Control Studies. Part B:
Studies of Reaction Controls. Research-Airplane-
Committee Report on Conference on the Progress of the X- 15
Project, Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, Langley Field,
Virginia, October 26, 1956, 93R21728. Declassified per
NASA ccn 14, dated 25 April 1967.
The attitude-control method selected for the North American
X-15 for flight at extremely low and zero dynamic pressures
utilizes the reaction forces developed by small-rocket units
located on the airplane to produce rolling, pitching, and
yawing moments. An investigation of reaction control similar
to those selected for the X-15 has shown that unique control
problems exist for flight at the low dynamic pressures where
this type of control is used. Although the Bell X-1B
configuration was utilized for this investigation, a range of
variables was covered to determine the significant effects of
various factors on flight with reaction controls. It was also of
interest to determine fuel requirements for the rocket units.
The investigation consisted of analog-computer studies and
ground-simulator tests. The significant results of this
investigation is discussed in this paper.
An analysis of the vertical-tail loads obtained from strain-
gage measurements during a flight investigation of the
Douglas X-3 research airplane in the transonic speed range is
presented. Data from rudder pulses, gradually increasing
sideslips, and rudder-fixed aileron rolls were used to obtain
rudder effectiveness and the effective lift-curve slope of the
vertical tail. The variation of airplane yawing-moment
coefficient with sideslip as determined from the measured
vertical-tail loads is also presented.
164. Weil, Joseph: Review of Recent Rate of Roll
Investigations at the NACA High-Speed Flight Station.
Symposium on Roll Requirements, November 14, 1956,
87H29700.
165. Keener, Earl R.; and Jordan, Gareth H.: Wing
Loads and Load Distributions Throughout the Lift Range
of the Douglas X-3 Research Airplane at Transonic
Speeds. NACA RM H56G13, December 1956, 87H24598.
Wing loads and load distributions were obtained in flight by
differential-pressure measurements between the upper and
lower surfaces of the left wing of the Douglas X-3 research
airplane. The effects of angle of attack and Mach number on
the wing characteristics at transonic Mach numbers are
shown. The wing has an aspect ratio of 3.09 and a modified
4.5 percent-thick hexagonal section. Data cover the range
from near-zero lift to maximum lift, over a Mach number
range of 0.71 to 1.15. Reynolds number based on the mean
aerodynamic chord of the wing varied between 16 x 10 to the
6 power and 26 x 10 to the 6 power.
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166. Andrews, William H.; Sisk, Thomas R.; and
Darville, Robert W.: Longitudinal Stability
Characteristics of the Convair YF-102 Airplane
Determined From Flight Tests. NACA RM H56117,
December 1956, 87H26846.
The longitudinal stability and trim characteristics for the
cambered-wing configuration of the Convair YF-102 airplane
are determined up to M = 1.18 at altitudes of 25,000, 40,000,
and 50,000 feet from level-flight speed runs, stall approaches,
wind-up turns, and elevator pulses. Trim data are also
included for the symmetrical-wing version. The trim
characteristics are conventional. The static stability more than
double between M = 0.60 and 1.16 and there is a loss of
50 percent in control effectiveness between M = 0.90 and 1.0.
No severe pitch-up was exhibited except in cases resulting
from speed change in the trim region. A preliminary analysis
of the artificial-feel system was made as a result of the poor
stick-force characteristics exhibited around 1.5g and 2.0g.
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167. Sisk, Thomas R.; Andrews, William H.; and
Darville, Robert W.: Flight Evaluation of the Lateral
Stability and Control Characteristics of the Convair
YF-102 Airplane. NACA RM H56Gll, January 1957,
87H24594.
The lateral stability and control characteristics of the Convair
YF-102 delta-wing airplane with cambered-reflexed wings
are determined from side-slips, aileron roils, rudder pulses,
trim runs, and wind-up turns. Violent inertial coupling has
been encountered on this airplane and a summary of the
rolling and sideslip characteristics is presented. The relation
of the reciprocal of the cycles to damp to one-half amplitude
with phi/Ve (Military Specification) varies from
unsatisfactory to marginally satisfactory. Comparison is
shown between the pilot's rating of the rudder pulse
E-2889
NACA High Speed Flight Station Research Aircraft, circa 1957 (clockwise from lower left), Bell X-1A, Douglas
D-558-I, Convair XF-92A, Bell X-5, Douglas D-558-H, Northrop X-4, and Douglas X-3 (center)
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maneuvers and the military requirement. A directional
divergence that was encountered at high lift coefficient
(alpha = 20 degrees) is presented.
168. Larson, Terry J.; Stillwell, Wendell H.; and
Armistead, Katharine H.: Static Pressure Error
Calibrations for Nose-Boom Airspeed Installation of
17 Airplanes. NACA RM H57A02, March 1957, 87H26847.
Static-pressure error calibrations made for nose-boom
airspeed installations of 17 airplanes are presented. The
calibrations are given in the form of true Mach number
against indicated Mach number, Mach number error, and
static-pressure error per recorded impact pressure. Static-
pressure errors are compared and are shown to be dependent
on nose-boom length, fuselage diameter, and nose fineness
ratio. Information is presented to provide a useful means for
predicting the static-pressure errors for similar airspeed
installation. Designation Airplane A, D-558-I; B, F-86A;
C, F-86F; D, X-5; E, F-100A; F, XF-92A; G, YF-102;
H,X-4; I, F-89; J, F-89; K, X-l; L, X-I; M, X-1A;
N, D-558-II; O, D-558-II; P, X-3; and Q, B-47A.
F-100A Super Sabre Airplane
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169. Matranga, Gene J.; and Peele, James R.: Flight-
Determined Static Lateral Stability and Control
Characteristics of a Swept-Wing Fighter Airplane to a
Mach Number of 1.39. NACA RM H57A16, March 1957,
87H26848.
Flight tests were performed with a swept-wing fighter-type
airplane at an altitude of 40,000 feet over a Mach number
range from 0.72 to 1.39 to determine the lateral stability and
control characteristics. Results are presented for three
different vertical tails and two different wing areas, and
include plots of lateral stability derivatives against Mach
number.
170. Wolowicz, Chester H.: Dynamic Longitudinal
Stability Characteristics of a Swept-Wing Fighter Type
Airplane at Mach Numbers Between 0.36 and 1.45.
NACA RM H56H03, April 1957, 87H24602.
Longitudinal pulse maneuvers were conducted on a swept-
wing fighter-type airplane for an original-wing and an
extended wing-tip configuration at altitudes from 10,000 to
40,000 feet over a Mach number range from 0.36 to 1.45.
Variations of the period, damping and the derivatives C (sub)
L (sub) sigma, C (sub) m (sub) sigma, and (C sub m sub q +
C sub m sub sigma) are presented as functions of Mach
number. Comparisons are made with wind-tunnel data. Some
consideration is given to pilot opinion in regard to the
dynamic longitudinal behavior of the airplane during
simulated combat maneuvers.
171. McGowan, William A.; and Cooney, T. V.: An
Analysis of Vertical-Tail Loads Measured in Flight on a
Swept-Wing Bomber Airplane. NACA RM L57B19,
May 7. 1957, 93R18908.
An analysis is presented of vertical-tail loads measured on a
swept-wing bomber airplane at altitudes to 35,000 feet and
Mach numbers to 0.82. Flight data obtained from rudder-step,
rudder-pulse, aileronroll, and steady-sideslip maneuvers were
used in the analysis to determine lift-curve slopes, centers of
pressure, and wing-fuselage, tail, and airplane static-
directional-stability parameters. Results are compared, where
possible, with values used in design and with theoretical
values. Theoretical values of the lift-curve slopes were in
agreement with flight values when fuselage flexibility was
considered.
172. Saltzman, Edwin J.: Flight-Determined Induction-
System and Surge Characteristics of the YF-102 Airplane
With a Two-Spool Turbojet Engine. NACA RM H57C22,
June 1957, 87H29841.
Total-pressure recovery and distortion at the compressor face
have been recorded for a twin-side inlet, two-spool turbojet
engine combination during turns, sideslips, and speed runs at
altitudes between 33,000 and 50,000 feet. In addition,
conditions prior to several compressor surges have been
recorded. The Mach number range covered extends from
about 0.6 to 1.1. The investigation showed that engine surge
as experienced is not related to distortion at the compressor
face. Mismatching existed for most flight conditions.
173. Jordan, Gareth H.; Keener, Earl R.; and Butchart,
Stanley P.: Airplane Motions and Loads Induced by
Flying Through the Flow Field Generated by an Airplane
at Low Supersonic Speeds. NACA RM H57D17A,
June 1957, 87H24646.
Data are presented for the maximum sideslip angles and
vertical-tall loads induced on a swept wing fighter-type
airplane as a result of flying through the flow field generated
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byasimilarairplane at low supersonic Mach numbers. These
data were obtained during side-by-side passes at various
passing rates (5 fps to 50 fps) and interval separation
distances. Significant airplane sideslip angles and vertical-tail
loads were obtained during close-proximity passes at a
passing rate near the natural period of the airplane in yaw.
174. Banner, Richard D.: Hight Measurements of
Airplane Structural Temperatures at Supersonic Speeds.
NACA RM H57D18B, June 1957, 93R19049.
Skin and structural temperature distributions were obtained
during transient supersonic flights of the X-1B and X-1E
airplanes at Mach numbers up to approximately 2.0.
Extensive temperature measurements were obtained on the
X-lB. No critical temperatures were experienced over the
range of the test. The measured temperatures were compared
with simplified calculations.
X-1E Airplane
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175. Malvestuto, Frank S.; Cooney, Thomas V.; and
Keener, Earl R.: Flight Measurements and Calculations of
Wing Loads and Load Distributions at Subsonic,
Transonic, and Supersonic Speeds. NACA RM H57E01,
J_ly 1957, 87H24650.
Presented in this report is a summary of local and net angle-
of-attack wing-panel loads measured in flight on six
airplanes. In addition, a comparison of these loads measured
in flight with calculations based on simple theory is
presented.
176. Nugent, Jack: Effect of Wing-Mounted External
Stores on the Lift and Drag of the Douglas D-558-II
Research Airplane at Transonic Speeds. NACA RM
H57E15A, July 1957, 87H24654, 93R19584.
Lift and drag measurements were made during a flight
investigation with the Douglas D-558-II(145) airplane in the
basic and 150-gallon DAC store configurations over a
Mach number range from 0.48 to 1.03. The addition of stores
increased the drag at all Mach numbers tested. Below the drag
rise the increase was of about the same magnitude as the
increase in wetted area caused by the addition of the stores.
The peak lift-drag ratio was reduced by about 14 percent, and
for lift coefficients of 0.2 and 0.4 a reduction in drag-rise
Mach number was noted. Little change in lift-curve slope was
observed for Mach numbers less than about 0.8.
177. Saltzman, Edwin J.; and Asher, William P.:
Transonic Flight Evaluation of the Effects of Fuselage
Extension and Indentation on the Drag of a 60 Degrees
Delta-Wing Interceptor Airplane. NACA RM H57E29,
September 1957, 87H26849, 71N72659.
The flight lift and drag characteristics of a 60 degrees delta
wing interceptor airplane incorporating fuselage extension
and indentation were determined over the Mach number
range from 0.7 to 1.15 and the altitude range from 25,000 to
50,000 feet. Comparison is made with a similar airplane
which did not utilize fuselage extension or indentation. The
results indicate that the modifications (extension and
indentation) reduced the transonic drag coefficient about
50 drag counts (0.0050) at a Mach number of about 1.1. Three
sets of comparable low Reynolds number data are included
which indicate reductions in transonic drag coefficient
ranging from about 0.0025 to 0.0045 at a Mach number of
about 1.1.
178. Fischel, Jack; Darville, Robert W.; and Reisert,
Donald: Effects of Wing-Mounted External Stores on the
Longitudinal and Lateral Handling Qualities of the
Douglas D-558-H Research Airplane, NACA RM H57H 12,
October 1957, 87H24664.
The subsonic and transonic handling qualities of the Douglas
D-558-II research airplane were investigated with several
configuration of midsemispan external stores in the altitude
region between 20,000 and 40,000 feet. The configurations
tested consisted of an underslung pylon on each wing, pylons
plus simulated DAC (Douglas Aircraft Co.) 1,000-pound
bombs, and pylons plus DAC 150-gallon-fuel tanks.
Comparisons of the results obtained were made with
comparable data from the clean airplane. The trends exhibited
in the characteristics measured with each configuration were
generally the same as for the clean airplane; however,
significant changes in the magnitude of the parameters
measured with the pylon-tank configuration were sometimes
apparent, particularly at the higher speeds tested.
179. Baker, Thomas F.; Martin, James A.; and Scott,
Betty J.: Flight Data Pertinent to Buffeting and Maximum
Normal-Force Coefficient of the Douglas X-3 Research
Airplane. NACA RM H57H09, November 1957, 87H26850.
The X-3 airplane, which has a straight, 4.5-percent-thick
wing, was flown to maximum wing lift at Mach numbers
from 0.7 to 1.1 at an average altitude of 30,000 feet. Airplane
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and wing maximum normal-force coefficients and buffeting
characteristics were determined. Wing maximum normal-
force coefficients at low supersonic speeds were almost twice
the values at subsonic speed (M nearly equal to 0.8). At
transonic speeds the buffet boundary abruptly increased,
rather than decreased, with Mach number. The buffeting
encountered did not constitute either an operational or a
structural problem. The effective longitudinal
maneuverability limit was defined by maximum wing lift.
Limited data at subsonic speeds on the effects on lift and
buffeting of deflecting the wing leading edge flaps 7 degrees
are included.
180. Drake, Hubert M.; and Kincheloe, Iven C.: Flight
Research at High Altitude. SLN: 63423, November 8. 1957,
87I-I29332.
In the past ten years the Air Force, Navy, and the NACA, in
the research airplane program have obtained considerable
experience in flight research at high altitude. The present
paper details some of this experience, discusses some of the
problems encountered and being investigated, and a quick
look into future is taken.
181. Fischel, Jack; Holleman, Euclid C.; and Tremant,
Robert A.: Flight Investigation of the Transonic
Longitudinal and Lateral Handling Qualities of the
Douglas X-3 Research Airplane. NACA RM H57105,
December 1957, 87H26851.
A flight investigation was performed to determine the
longitudinal and lateral handling qualities of the Douglas X-3
research airplane in the clean configuration and with wing
leading-edge flaps deflected. Static and dynamic stability and
control characteristics were determined during trimmed and
maneuvering flight at an average altitude of 30,000 feet over
a Mach number range from 0.7 to 1.16. Statically and
dynamically determined stability and control derivatives are
presented, as well as pilot evaluation of the airplane.
182. Sahzman, Edwin J.: In-Flight Gains Realized by
Modifying a Twin Side-Inlet Induction System. NACA
RM H57J09, December 1957, 87H24669.
The effects of modifying a twin side-inlet duct system have
been recorded and analyzed over an altitude range from about
25,000 to 51,000 feet and throughout the transonic region to
a Mach number of about 1.2. The modification consisted
primarily of redesigning the inlet lip, increasing the cross-
sectional area of the inlet and diffuser, and adding a region of
duct contraction ahead of the engine. These changes greatly
improved the pressure-recovery characteristics and provided
a 50-percent reduction in compressor-face distortion
(pressure-profile variation).
183. Drake, H. M.: Flight Research at High Altitude,
Part 1. AGARD Proceedings of the Seventh AGARD
General Assembly, 1957, pp. 74-75, (see N82-73409 12-01),
82N73414, #.
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AerodynamicproblemsassociatedwithflightathighMach
numbersand/orlowdynamicpressuresincludereductionor
directionalstability,poordynamicstability,low control
effectiveness,andaerodynamicheating,andinstrumentation
problems.Thesearebrieflyindicated.Someof thehigh-
altitudeinvestigationsontheX-1Baircraftarediscussed.
Including preliminary studies on an analogue computer used
as a simulation.
184. Williams, Walter C.; and Drake, Hubert M.: The
Research Airplane---Past, Present, and Future. IAS
Summer Meeting, June 18. 1957, Preprint 750, 1957,
87H29153.
This paper discusses briefly the problems that have been
studied by the NACA during the past ten years using research
airplanes.
185. Beeler, De Elroy: Flight Loads Measurements on
NACA Research Airplanes. AGARD Report 109,
Structures and Materials Panel, 1957, 87H29112.
Summarizes results from flight loads investigations
conducted primarily for the purpose of confirming wind-
tunnel results by comparing full-scale results with
comparable wind-tunnel results. Data have been selected
from three research aircraft having a wide range of
configuration. (X-l, X-5, & XF-92A). Flight loads were
determined by use of calibrated strain gauges. Pressure
distribution measurements were also made of fuselage &
wing of the X- 1.
186. Cole, Henry Ambrose; Brown, Stuart C.; and
Holleman, Euclid C.: The Effects of Flexibility on the
Longitudinal Dynamic Response of the B-47 Airplane.
Preprint IAS 678, 1957, 87H29016. (See also 121.)
The frequency response of the B-47 to elevator control is
presented for ranges of frequencies including the airplane
oscillatory short period mode, the wing first-bending mode.
Comparisons are made between response measured in flight
and those predicted by pseudostatic analysis and by
dynamical analysis. In the application of pseudostatic
analysis, the importance of mass distribution is emphasized.
Selection of dynamic degrees of freedom and the apparent
disappearance of modes under forced oscillation is discussed.
The frequency response at various points on the airplane is
measured and calculated to find optimum locations for
automatic control pickups. The points of low response to
structural vibrations determined in flight are compared with
those predicted by dynamical analysis and those measured in
ground vibration tests.
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187. Banner, R. D.: Flight Measurements of Airplane
Structural Temperatures at Supersonic Speeds. In NACA
Conference on Aircraft Loads, Structures, and Flutter, 1957,
(see N71-75382), 71N75404.
188. Jordan, Gareth H.; Keener, Earl R.; and Butchart,
Stanley P.: Airplane Motions and Loads Induced by
Flying Through the Flow Field Generated by an Airplane
at Low Supersonic Speeds. NACA Conference on Aircraft
Loads, Structures, and Flutter, 1957, (see N71-75382),
71N75394.
An exploratory flight investigation was conducted to
determine the disturbances to an airplane while flying in
formation with another airplane at low supersonic speeds.
The most significant motions were encountered as a result of
flying through the flow field of the lead airplane. Several of
these supersonic passes were made using two sweptwing
fighter-type airplanes in order to evaluate the gross effects of
time to pass through the flow field, lateral distance, and
altitude within a Mach number range from 1.2 to 1.3.
189. Malvestuto, Frank S.; Cooney, Thomas V.; and
Keener, Earl R.: Flight Measurements and Calculations of
Wing Loads and Load Distribution at Subsonic,
Transonic, and Supersonic Speeds. NACA Conference on
Aircraft Loads, Structures, and Flutter, 1957, (see
N71-75382), 71N75385.
1958 Technical Publications
190. Holleman, Euclid C.; and Boslaugh, David L.: A
Simulator Investigation of Factors Affecting the Design
and Utilization of a Stick Pusher for the Prevention of
Airplane Pitch-Up. NACA RM H57J30, January 1958,
87H26852.
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Presentedaretheresultsof asimulatorstudyof the factors
affecting the design of a device, a stick pusher, for preventing
a representative supersonic airplane from entering the pitch-
up region. The effects of varying the stick-pusher-activation
boundaries, sensing parameters, and magnitude of stick-
pusher force on the controllability of the airplane pitch-up
were investigated. The possible tactical importance of the loss
in available supersonic maneuverability caused by
angle-of-attack limiting in turns and zoom maneuvers is also
discussed.
191. Williams, Walter C.; and Drake, Hubert M.: The
Research Airplane---Past, Present, and Future.
Aeronautical Engineering Review, Vol. 36, January_ 1958.
192. Marcy, William L.: High-Speed Landing Loads
Measured on the Douglas X-3 Research Airplane. NACA
RM H57L06, February_ 1958.87H24675.
Measured loads are shown for several landings of the Douglas
X-3 at speeds from about 310 to 420 feet per second. Sinking
speeds were between 2 and 5 feet per second. Some loads
during taxiing and turning are also shown.
193. Matranga, Gene J., and Armistead, Katharine H.:
Flight Evaluation of the Effects of Leading-Edge-Slat
Span on the Stability and Control Characteristics of a
Sweptwing Fighter-Type Airplane During Accelerated
Longitudinal Maneuvers at Transonic Speeds. NACA RM
H58A03A, March 1958, 87H26853.
Accelerated longitudinal maneuvers were performed at
transonic speeds with a swept-wing fighter-type airplane
having several slat-span configurations. The effects of these
slat-span configurations on the stability and control
characteristics of the airplane are discussed and compared
with existing wind-tunnel data.
194. Drake, Hubert M.; Bellman, Donald R.; and
Walker, Joseph A.: Operational Problems of Manned
Orbital Vehicles. NACA Conference on High Speed
Aerodynamics, March 18-20. 1958. pp. 89-102,
(see N71-75285), 7 IN75292.
195. Banner, R. D.; McTigue, J. G.; and Petty, G., Jr.:
Boundary-Layer Transition in Full-Scale Flight. NACA
Conference on High-Speed Aerodynamics, March 18-20.
1958, pp. 467-475, (see N71-75285), 71N75319.
Because of greatly increased need for knowledge of full-scale
boundary-layer transition and the difficulty of simulating
actual flight conditions, a program has been initiated to
provide a better understanding of the boundary-layer flow as
it exists in supersonic flight. This paper shows the results
obtained in the early flight tests which determined the content
of laminar flow that could be obtained with practical wing-
surface conditions.
196. Taillon, Norman V.: An Analysis of Surface
Pressures and Aerodynamic Load Distribution Over the
Swept Wing of the Douglas D-558-II Research Airplane at
Mach Numbers From 0.73 to 1.73. NACA RM H58A30,
April 1958.87H26196, 87H24678.
The variation of the measured pressures and loads with lift is
presented, covering the speed range at airplane normal-force
coefficients from about 0 to 0.8. Spanwise load distributions
are compared with theory at subsonic and supersonic Mach
numbers. The wing is swept back 35 degrees, has a stream-
wise thickness ratio varying from 8.7 percent at the root to
10.4 percent at the tip, an aspect ratio of 3.57, and 3 degrees
incidence.
197. Kuhl, A. E.; Little, M. V.; and Rogers, J. T.:
Analysis of Flight-Determined and Predicted Effects of
Flexibility on the Steady-State Wing Loads of the B-52
Airplane. NACA R_M H57C25, April 23, 1958, 87H26193,
87H24615, 66N39617, #.
An analysis is made of the steady-state wing loads measured
during a flight investigation conducted on the Boeing B-52
airplane. The investigation covers the speed range of the
airplane up to a Mach number of 0.90. The measured loads
are analyzed in terms of the effects of Mach number, lift, and
dynamic pressure. In addition, the measured loads are
compared with predicted loads and the effects of varying
some of the structural and aerodynamic properties in the
predictions are presented.
198. McLeod, Norman J.; and Jordan, Gareth H.:
Preliminary Flight Survey of Fuselage and Boundary-
Layer Sound-Pressure Levels. NACA RM H58Bll,
May 1958, 87H26854, 87H26199.
Presented are the results of a preliminary flight investigation
of noise inside fuselages and in the fuselage boundary layer.
The overall noise and frequency spectrum are presented for
the B-47A at subsonic speeds. Measurements were made
internally at three longitudinal locations and in the fuselage
boundary layer at one location. The overall noise level is
presented for one internal location of the D-558-II at subsonic
and low supersonic speeds. The relative importance of engine
noise and aerodynamic noise due to the boundary layer at
various airspeeds and engine operating conditions is
discussed for the locations at which measurements were
made.
199. Johnson, Clinton T.: Flight Investigation of the
Aerodynamic Forces on a Wing-Mounted External-Store
Installation on the Douglas D-558-H Research Airplane.
NACA RM H58B24, May 1958, 87H26203, 87H24680.
Aerodynamic forces have been measured on an external-store
arrangement on the Douglas D-558-11 research airplane.
Aerodynamic loads on the store-pylon combination and the
pylon alone were determined from angle-of-attack and
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angle-of-sideslipmaneuversovertheMachnumberrange
from0.50to 1.03.Wing-panelaerodynamicloadshavealso
beendeterminedforthestoreconfigurationa dtheclean-
wingconfiguration.A briefdiscussionis presentedforthe
measuredloadsonthefinsoftheexternalstore.
200. Larson,TerryJ.;Thomas,GeorgeM.;andBellman,
DonaldR.:InductionSystem Characteristics and Engine
Surge Occurrence for Two Fighter-Type Airplanes.
NACA RM H58C14, May 1958, 87H26206, 87H24681,
71N70251.
Total-pressure recovery and distortion at the compressor face
are presented as variations of angle of attack and mass-flow
ratio for two fighter-type airplanes with similar two-spool
turbojet engines, but with dissimilar inlets. One airplane has
a normal-shock nose inlet, and the other has two engines and
triangular-shaped inlets located in the wing roots. In addition,
data are presented for engine surge occurrences of these two
airplanes and also for a third single-engine airplane having
two semicircular-shaped side inlets.
201. Pembo, Chris; and Matranga, Gene J.: Control
Deflections, Airplane Response, and Tail Loads
Measured on an F-100A Airplane in Service Operational
Hying. NACA RM H58C26, June 1958, 87H26211,
87H24682.
Results are presented from 20 hours of service operational
flying of an instrumented North American F-100A fighter
airplane. Air Force pilots at Nellis Air Force Base, Nev.,
performed air-to-air gunnery, simulated air-to-ground
attacks, air-combat maneuvering, acrobatics, and transition-
type flights to altitudes slightly in excess of 50,000 feet and at
Mach numbers up to 1.22. Measurements of pilot control
deflections, throttle movement, airplane motions, and tail
loads are presented primarily as envelope curves of maximum
recorded values. An overall comparison of these results with
results from earlier investigations with other airplanes is
made. A limited analysis of the factors affecting horizontal-
and vertical-tail loads is included.
202. Drake, Hubert M.; Bellman, Donald R.; and Walker,
Joseph A.: Operational Problems of Manned Orbital
Vehicles. NACA RM H58D21, July 1958, 87H26216,
87H24686.
Some of the operational problems of escape, piloting, orbit
selection, flight termination, and range requirements are
considered, including the effects of configuration. It is
indicated that configuration materially affects operations, that
survival considerations may preclude optimum procedures,
and that use of the pilot can considerably simplify design and
increase reliability.
203. Holleman, Euclid C.; and Stillwell, Wendell H.:
Simulator Investigation of Command Reaction Controls.
NACA RM H58D22, July 1958, 87H26855, 87H26220.
Reaction controls that command velocity and attitude have
been investigated and are compared to controls that command
acceleration. Velocity and attitude command systems
facilitated the task of orientation and stabilization and
minimized the effects of dynamic pressure. The simulation of
an entry maneuver by dynamic-pressure buildup showed that
successful entry could be made with any of the three systems,
but the task was easier with the velocity or the attitude
system.
204. Holleman, E. C.; and Stillwell, W. H.: Simulator
Investigation of Command Reaction Controls. In NACA
Conference on High-Speed Aerodynamics, 1958,
pp. 157-165, (see N71-75285), 71N75297. (See also 203.)
205. Keener, Earl R.; McLeod, Norman J.; and Taillon,
Norman V.: Effect of Leading-Edge-Flap Deflection on the
Wing Loads, Load Distributions, and Flap Hinge
Moments of the Douglas X-3 Research Airplane at
Transonic Speeds. NACA RM H58D29, July 1958,
87H26221, 87H24690.
Data were obtained in flight by differential-pressure
measurements between the upper and lower surfaces of the
wing, covering the range from near-zero lift to maximum lift
over the Mach number range of 0.5 to 1.15 with flap
undeflected and 0.5 to 0.9 with flap deflected. The unswept
wing has an aspect ratio of 3.09, a taper ratio of 0.39, and a
modified 4.5-percent-thick hexagonal section. The plain,
constant-chord leading-edge flap extends from the wing root
to the wing tip. Reynolds number based on the mean
aerodynamic chord of the wing varied between 16 X 10 sup 6
and 26 X 10 sup 6. A brief comparison with wind-tunnel
results is included.
206. Banner, Richard D.; McTigue, John G.; and Petty,
Gilbert: Boundary-Layer-Transition Measurements in
Full-Scale Flight. NACA RM H58E28, July 1958,
78N78570, 87H26856, 87H26226. (See NASA TM-79863).
Chemical sublimation employed for boundary-layer flow
visualization on the wings of a supersonic fighter airplane in
level flight near a Mach number of 2.0 has shown that laminar
flow can be obtained over extensive areas with practical wing
surface conditions. Heated temperature resistance gages
installed in a Fiberglas "glove" installation on one wing
continuously monitored the conditions of the boundary layer.
Tests were conducted at speeds from a Mach number of 1.2 to
a Mach number of 2.0, at altitudes from 35,000 feet to
56,000 feet. Data obtained at all angles of attack, from near
0 degrees to near 10 degrees have shown that the maximum
transition Reynolds number on the upper surface of the wing
varies from about 2.5 x 10 to the 6 power at a Mach number
of 1.2 to about 4 x 10 to the 6 power at a Mach number of 2.0.
On the lower surface, the maximum transition Reynolds
number varies from about 2 x 10 to the 6 power at a Mach
number of 1.2 to about 8 x 10 to the 6 power at a Mach
number of 2.0.
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207. Fischel,Jack;Cooney,ThomasV.; andBellman,
DonaldR.: Flight-TestingTechniquesof Manned
Hypersonicand SatelliteVehicles.IAS, Los Angeles,
California, July 10-11, 1958, 87H29821.
The desire of man to fly at ever increasing speeds and
altitudes has resulted in a constantly accelerating
performance growth. The technology has advanced at such a
rate that future flight vehicles are planned not for small
incremental performance increases as in the past, but rather,
in multiples of present performance. With these increases in
performance it is the problem of the flight test engineer to
assure that his methodology is compatible with the vehicle. It
is well, then, to take the case of a boost-glide vehicle capable
of speed up to that required for orbital flight, examine its
characteristics and problems, and outline the approach to the
flight test of such a vehicle.
208. *Finch, Thomas W.; *Matranga, Gene J.; *Walker,
Joseph A.; and *Armstrong, Neil A.: Flight and Analog
Studies of Landing Techniques. This paper is from the
Research-Airplane-Committee Report on Conference on the
Progress of the X-15 Project held at the IAS Building, Los
Angeles, California on July 28-30, 1958, NACA-CONF-
30-Jul-58, July 30, 1958, pp. 83-93, 93R21698. Declassified
per NASA ccn 14, 29 Nov. 1966.
The approach and landing operation of unpowered rocket
airplanes has always required considerable pilot
concentration but has been completed without undue
demands on piloting technique. The X-15 airplane will land
in a range of lift-drag ratio 1/d markedly lower than previous
rocket airplanes have used. This paper presents the results of
a flight and analog study of landing to assess the potential
difficulty of landing the X-15 at low I/d and to determine
whether different techniques would be required in the landing
maneuver.
*NACA High Speed Flight Station, Edwards, California.
209. *Rowen, Bun.: Aeromedical Support of the X-15
Program. Research-Airplane-Committee Report from
Conference on the Progress of the X-15 project held at the
IAS building, Los Angeles, California on July 28-30. 1958,
NACA-CONF-30-Jul-58, July 30, 1958, pp. 129-146,
93R21680. Declassified per NASA ccn 14, 29 Nov. 1966.
Report describes the human factors or aeromedical support
program for the X-15. The overall objective is to obtain
quantitative physiological data and to make the pilot's actual
flight task a realistic continuation of previous experience and
training. During the flight phase of the X-15 aircraft,
physiological data will be telemetered so that a flight surgeon
observing the ground read-out can tell when the pilot is
approaching the limit of his physiological tolerance.
*Air Force Flight Test Center, Edwards AFB, California.
210. Truszynski, G. M.; and Mace, W. D.: Status of
High-Range and Flow-Direction Sensor. Research-
Airplane-Committee Report from Conference on the
Progress of the X-15 project held at the IAS building, Los
Angeles, California on July 28-30. 1958, NACA-CONF-
30-Jul-58, July 30, 1958, pp. 151-158, 93R21682.
Declassified per NASA ccn 14, 29 Nov. 1966.
This paper describes the two systems used to provide certain
research measurements for the X-15 aircraft. These systems
are: (1) a probe and associated system that will be capable of
operating throughout the extreme temperature environment
encountered on reentry to provide a measure of the angle of
attack and sideslip to the pilot, and (2) an instrumented
ground range capable of monitoring the flight of the airplane
throughout its entire trajectory.
211. *Beeler, De E.: X-15 Research Objectives.
Research-Airplane-Committee Report from Conference on
the Progress of the X-15 project held at the IAS building, Los
Angeles, California on July 28-30, 1958, NACA-CONF-30-
Jul-58,July 30, 1958, pp. 327-338, 93R21697. Declassified
per NASA ccn 14, 29 Nov. 1966.
Paper presents the areas of research interest for the most
important and urgent problems at the present time.
Indications are given of other types of data that will be
obtained, as well as possible additional research uses of the
X-15. In the course of conducting the flight research for the
X-15, the emphasis will change from one area to another and
problems of new and different significance will result. Those
problems that are found to be real will be better understood as
a result of the flight investigations and those problems that
have been imagined will be replaced with unexpected or
overlooked problems.
*NACA High Speed Flight Station, Edwards, California.
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212. Wolowicz, Chester H.; and Rediess, Herman A.:
Effects of Jet Exhaust on Flight-Determined Longitudinal
and Lateral Dynamic Stability Characteristics of the
Douglas D-558-II Research Airplane. NACA RM H57G09,
August 1958, 87H24659.
A flight investigation over a Mach number range from 0.67 to
1.61 was made to determine the longitudinal and lateral
stability characteristics of the D-558-II airplane with
particular reference to the jet exhaust effects of the rocket
engine. Longitudinal stability was not affected because of the
high horizontal tail. The rudder-fixed lateral stability was
adversely affected in the supersonic region. Rudder-free
lateral stability during power-on supersonic yawed flight was
better than for rudder-fixed conditions.
213. Cooney, Thomas V.: The Service Pilot as a Test
Pilot. SETP Quarterly Review, Summer 1958.
214. Stillwell, Wendell H.; and Drake, Hubert M.:
Simulator Studies of Jet Reaction Controls for Use at
High Altitude. NACA RM H58G18A, September 1958,
87H26229, 87H24697, 93R19525.
An investigation has been made of the use of pilot-controlled
jet reaction forces for vehicle attitude control in regions of
extremely low dynamic pressure. The effects of various
control configurations, control magnitudes, control
techniques, dynamic pressure, and aerodynamic stability
were investigated. The results of analog computer studies and
mechanical simulator tests indicate that control techniques
are somewhat different from those used with aerodynamic
controls at normal flight speeds and that constant attention to
the control task is required. Because of the ease of
overcontrolling with large control powers, much lower
control power than that required for aerodynamic controls
was preferred. Moderate values of effective dihedral
produced a noticeable increase in the amount of roll control
required to maintain trim at dynamic pressures up to
20 pounds per square foot.
215. Wolowicz, Chester H.; and Holleman, Euclid C.:
Stability-Derivative Determination From Flight Data.
Presented to AGARD Flight Test Panel, Copenhagen,
Denmark, October 20-25. 1958. Report 224 OTP-1958,
October 1958, 87H29966, 87H29964.
A comprehensive discussion of the various factors affecting
the determination of stability and control derivatives from
flight data is presented based on the experience of the NASA
High-Speed Flight Station. Factors relating to test techniques,
determination of mass characteristics, instrumentation, and
methods of analysis are discussed.
216. Fischel, Jack; Butchart, Stanley P.; Robinson, Glenn
H.; and Tremant, Robert A.: Flight Studies of Problems
Pertinent to Low-Speed Operation of Jet Transports.
NASA Conference on Some Problems Related to Aircraft
Operations, November 5-6, 1958.
217. Cooney, Thomas V.: Motions and Vertical-Tail
Loads Experienced by Jet Transport Aircraft in Rough
Air. NASA Conference on Some Problems Related to
Aircraft Operations, November 5--6, 1958.
218. Jordan, Gareth H.; and McLeod, Norman J.:
Boundary-Layer Noise at Subsonic and Supersonic
Speeds. NASA Conference on Some Problems Related to
Aircraft Operations, November 5-6, 1958, 87H29996.
Presents results of flight surveys of boundary-layer and
engine noise levels in an attempt to establish the contribution
and relative importance of boundary-layer and engine noise
on the noise environment of aircraft in flight. The two
airplanes used were the B-47A and the Douglas 558-2.
219. Armstrong, Neil A.: Future Range and Flight Test
Area Needs for Hypersonic and Orbital Vehicles. Society
of Experimental Test Pilots, Vol. 3 No. 2, (see F70-0705),
Winter 1959.
This paper points out some of the desirable and mandatory
area and control requirements for the flight testing of such
vehicles up to and including those of orbital velocity with
indications of the needs of operational military and air carrier
organizations.
E-2578
Iron Cross Reaction Controls Simulator
1959 Technical Publications
220. Nugent, Jack: Lift and Drag of a Swept-Wing
Fighter Airplane at Transonic and Supersonic Speeds.
NASA Memo 10-1-58H, January 1959, 87H25781.
Lift and drag measurements were made during a flight
investigation of a swept-wing fighter airplane in the basic
configuration and in a slats-locked-closed configuration over
a Mach number range from about 0.63 to about 1.44.
Negligible drag-coefficient difference existed between the
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basiconfigurationa dtheslats-locked-closedconfiguration
overacomparabletestrange.Forthebasiconfigurationat
zerolift thesupersonicdrag-coefficientlevelwasaboutthree
timesasgreatasthesubsonicdrag-coefficientlevel,which
wasabout0.01.
221. Matranga,GeneJ.:Roll Utilization of an F-100A
Airplane During Service Operational Flying. NASA
Memo 12-1-58H, January_ 1959, 87H25787.
An instrumented North American F-100A fighter airplane
was flown by Air Force pilots at Nellis Air Force Base, Nev.,
during 20 hours of service operational flying which included
air-to-air gunnery, air-to-ground gunnery and bombing,
aircraft combat maneuvering, and acrobatic-type maneuvers.
During this investigation altitudes up to 50,000 feet and Mach
numbers up to 1.22 were realized. In this paper the roll
utilization for the various maneuvers performed and the roll
utilization at supersonic speeds are analyzed.
222. Walker, Joseph A.: Outline of the X-15 Project.
Presented at the IAS Meeting, San Francisco, California,
January_ 15. 1959.
This paper presents a brief discussion of the following phases
of this project: history, cost, research objectives, protection
and escape of the pilot, description of the aircraft, industry
participation, flight-test range, role of the pilots, and flight
testing.
223. Williams, Walter C.: X-15 Airplane as a Research
Tool. Presented at the IAS 20th Annual Meeting, New York,
January_ 26-29, 1959, IAS Report, pp. 59-79.
224. Messing, Wesley E.: Residual Fuel Expulsion
From a Simulated 50,000.Pound-Thrust Liquid-
Propellant Rocket Engine Having a Continuous Rocket-
Type Igniter. NASA Memo 2-1-59H, February 1959,
87H25790.
Tests were conducted to determine the starting characteristics
of a simulated 50,000-pound-thrust rocket engine with a
quantity of fuel lying dormant in the main thrust chamber.
Ignition was alcohol-water and anhydrous ammonia was used
as the residual fuel. The igniter successfully expelled the
maximum amount of residual fuel (3 1/2 gal) in 2.9 seconds
when the igniter was equipped with a sonic discharge nozzle.
When the igniter was equipped with a supersonic exhaust
nozzle, a slightly less effective expulsion rate was
encountered.
225. Weil, Joseph: Summary of Planned X-15
Entry Research. NASA Conference on Review of NASA
Research Related to Control Guidance and Navigation
of Space Vehicles, NASA Ames Research Center,
February 25-27. 1959.
226. Drake, Hubert M.: Energy Management
Requirements of Entry Vehicles. NASA Conference on
Review of NASA Research Related to Control Guidance and
Navigation of Space Vehicles, NASA Ames Research
Center, February_ 25-27, 1959.
227. Finch, Thomas W.: Flight and Analog Studies of
Approach and Landing Characteristics of Low L/D
Configurations. NASA Conference on Review of NASA
Research Related to Control Guidance and Navigation
of Space Vehicles, NASA Ames Research Center,
February 25-27, 1959.
228. Fischel, Jack: Use of Air-Launched Techniques in
Space Research. NASA Conference on Review of NASA
Research Related to Control Guidance and Navigation of
Space Vehicles, NASA Ames Research Center,
February. 25-27. 1959.
229. Holleman, Euclid C.: Utilization of Pilot During
the Boost Stage of Multistaged Vehicles. NASA
Conference on Review of NASA Research Related to
Control Guidance and Navigation of Space Vehicles, NASA
Ames Research Center, February_ 25-27, 1959.
230. Boslaugh, David L.: Investigation of
Precise Attitude Control---Simulator Program. NASA
Conference on Review of NASA Research Related to Control
Guidance and Navigation of Space Vehicles, NASA Ames
Research Center, February_ 25-27. 1959.
231. Funk, Jack; and Cooney, T. V.: Some Effects of
Yaw Damping on Airplane Motions and Vertical-Tall
Loads in Turbulent Air. NASA Memo 2-17-59L,
March 1959.
Results of analytical and flight studies are presented to
indicate the effect of yaw damping on the airplane motions
and vertical-tail loads in rough air. The analytical studies
indicate a rapid reduction in the airplane motions and the
loads on the vertical tail as the damping is increased up to the
point of damping the lateral motions to 1/2 amplitude in one
cycle. Flight measurements indicate that a yaw damper
reduces the loads on the vertical tail due to turbulent air and
that the pilot could provide a significant amount of lateral
damping.
232. McKay, J. B.: Problems Associated with High-
Speed Hight. NASA TM X-56245. Presented at the Air
Force Academy Instructors Workshop, Moore AFB, Mission,
Texas, 18 March 1959, 1959, 65N83273.
233. Armstrong, Neil A.: Test Pilot's View on Space
Ventures. American Society of Mechanical Engineers
Meeting in Los Angeles, California, March 11, 1959.
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234. Andrews,WilliamH.; andRediess,HermanA.:
Flight-DeterminedStability and Control Derivatives of a
Supersonic Airplane With a Low-Aspect-Ratio Unswept
Wing and a Tee-Tall. NASA Memo 2-2-59H, April 1959,
87H25794.
The longitudinal and lateral directional stability and control
derivatives have been determined in the trim angle-of-attack
range between Mach numbers of 0.88 and 2.08. The static and
dynamic lateral directional derivatives were determined by
the time-vector method, modified by using yawing velocity as
a reference instead of sideslip angle. Generally, the flight data
compared favorably with existing published and unpublished
wind-tunnel data.
235. Fischel, Jack; Butchart, Stanley P.; Robinson, Glenn
H.; and Tremant, Robert A.: Flight Studies of Problems
Pertinent to Low-Speed Operation of Jet Transports.
NASA Memo 3-1-59H, April 1959, 87H25799.
The specific areas investigated include those of the take-off
and landing, and relation of these maneuvers to the 1 g stall
speed and stalling characteristics. The take-off studies
included evaluation of the factors affecting the take-off speed
and attitude, including the effects of premature rotation and of
overrotation on ground run required. The approach and
landing studies pertained to such factors as: desirable
lateral-directional damping characteristics; lateral-control
requirements; space-positioning limitations during approach
under VFR or IFR conditions and requirements for glide-path
controls; and evaluation of factors affecting the pilot's choice
of landing speeds. Specific recommendations and some
indication of desirable characteristics for the jet transports are
advanced to alleviate possible operational difficulties or to
improve operational performance in the low-speed range.
236. Butchart, Stanley P.; Fischel, Jack; Tremant, Robert
A.; and Robinson, Glenn H.: Flight Studies of Problems
Pertinent to High-Speed Operation of Jet Transports.
NASA Memo 3-2-59H, April 1959, 87H25803.
Some of the specific areas investigated include: (1) an overall
evaluation of longitudinal stability and control characteristics
at transonic speeds, with an assessment of pitch-up
characteristics, (2) the effect of buffeting on airplane
operational speeds and maneuvering, (3) the desirable lateral-
directional damping characteristics, (4) the desirable lateral-
control characteristics, (5) an assessment of overspeed and
speed-spread requirements, including the upset maneuver,
and (6) an assessment of techniques and airplane
characteristics for rapid descent and slow-down. The results
presented include pilot's evaluation of the various problem
areas and specific recommendations for possible
improvement of jet-transport operations in the cruising speed
range.
237. Bellman, Donald R.: A Summary of Flight-
Determined Transonic Lift and Drag Characteristics
of Several Research Airplane Configurations. NASA
Memo 3-3-59H, April 1959, 87H25804.
Flight-determined lift and drag data from transonic flights of
seven research airplane configurations of widely varying
characteristics are presented and compared with wind-tunnel
and rocket-model data. The effects of some of the basic
configuration differences on the lift and drag characteristics
are demonstrated.
238. Williams, Walter C.: Pilot Considerations in
the X-15 Research Airplane Program. Presented at the
Annual Meeting of the American Psychiatric Association,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, April 29, 1959.
This report briefly discusses the aircraft, the pilots working
space and environment, the pilots selected for flights,
simulator programs, and the monitoring of the pilot's physical
condition during flight.
239. Taillon, Norman V.: Flow Characteristics About
Two Thin Wings of Low Aspect Ratio Determined From
Surface Pressure Measurements Obtained in Flight at
Mach Numbers from 0.73 to 1.90. NASA Memo 5-1-59H,
May 1959, 87H25805.
The effects of Mach number and angle of attack on the flow
about the X-3 wing (4.5-percent thickness ratio, aspect ratio
3.09) and the X-1E wing (4-percent thickness ratio, aspect
ratio 4.0) as determined from surface pressure measurements
are presented. The effect of the flow behavior on the section
normal-force and moment coefficients of the two wings is
also discussed. The detailed survey of pressures from which
the data were selected is available in tabular form from the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
240. Martin, James A.: Determination of Local Skin
Friction by Means of Surface Total-Pressure Probes.
OTP-1959, May 1959, 87H30092.
Work by J. F. Naleid has further extended the method of
Preston to the case of compressible flow with adverse
pressure gradient and zero heat transfer. Tests were
performed at M = 2.
241. Finch, Thomas W.: Results of the First X-15
Flight. Presented at the IAS Summer Meeting, Los Angeles,
California, June 17. 1959.
242. McTigue, J. G.; Overton, J. D.; and Petty, G., Jr.:
Two Techniques for Detecting Boundary-Layer
Transition in Flight at Supersonic Speeds and at Altitudes
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Above20,000Feet. NASA TN D-18, August 1959,
78N78571, 87H26761.
The location of transition was measured on a supersonic
fighter-type airplane by resistance-thermometer and
sublimation techniques. Application of these techniques
required the use of only the external surface without
disturbing the internal structure. Agreement between the two
methods as achieved throughout this program is discussed.
Also presented are possible extensions of the program to
higher Mach numbers.
243. Matranga, Gene J.; and Armstrong, Neil A.:
Approach and Landing Investigation at Lift-Drag Ratios
of 2 to 4 Utilizing a Straight-Wing Fighter Airplane.
NASA TM X-31, August 1959, 87H25161, 62N71855.
A series of landings were performed with a straight-wing
fighter airplane to evaluate the effect of low lift-drag ratios on
landing. Landings with peak lift-drag ratios as low as 3 were
achieved by altering the airplane configuration (extending
speed brakes, flaps, and gear and reducing throttle setting).
244. McKay, James M.: Measurements of Ground-
Reaction Forces and Vertical Acceleration at theCenter
of Gravity of a Transport Airplane Taxiing Over
Obstacles. NASA TN D-22, September 1959, 89N70669,
87H26775.
Results are presented of the effects of ground speed and
obstacle width on the vertical and rearward drag ground-
reaction forces, the vertical acceleration at the center of
gravity of the airplane, the shock-strut displacement, and the
dynamic response of the upper mass of the airplane structure.
The obstacles were 3.0 inches in height and 1 and 4 feet in
width, and the investigation covered a range of ground speeds
from 12 to 86 knots.
245. Saltzman, Edwin J.: Flight Investigation of the
Effect of Distributed Roughness of Skin Drag of a Full-
Scale Airplane. NASA TM X-36, September 1959,
87H25176.
The change in drag caused by the addition of two sizes of
distributed sand-type roughness to the wings and tail surfaces
of a delta-wing airplane has been measured at Mach numbers
near 0.8 and 1.1. The largest roughness, 0.006-inch mean
effective diameter, caused an increase in drag comparable to
the increase predicted by the low-speed drag law for a rough
plate. The increase in drag caused by the addition of the
smallest roughness, 0.002-inch mean effective diameter, was
less than half that predicted by the low-speed drag law for a
rough plate.
246. Day, Richard E.; and Reisert, Donald: Flight
Behavior of the X-2 Research Airplane to a Mach
Number of 3.20 and a Geometric Altitude of 126,200 Feet.
NASA TM X-137, September 1959, 87H25418.
Flight-test data obtained with the X-2 research airplane are
presented for the maximum performance flights. An analysis
is made of the instability leading to the loss of the airplane.
247. Finch, Thomas W.; and Matranga, Gene J.: Launch,
Low-Speed, and Landing Characteristics Determined
from the First Flight of the North American X-15
Research Airplane. NASA TM X-195, September 1959,
62N72019, 87H25292.
The primary areas of emphasis in the results of the first flight
of the X-15 research airplane are the launch and landing
characteristics. The launch characteristics were satisfactory
and, in general, were qualitatively predicted by wind-tunnel
studies. The landing characteristics were predicted
qualitatively by analog and flight program, and the
recommended technique of extending the flaps and gear at a
minimum altitude appears to be a satisfactory method of
landing the X-15 airplane.
248. Marcy, W. L.: Flight Investigation of Loads on a
Tee-Tail at Transonic and Supersonic Speeds. NASA
TM X-57, September 1959, 71N73446, 87H25224
Horizontal- and vertical-tail loads were measured on a
supersonic fighter airplane. Lift-curve slopes, spanwise
centers of load, and interference effects are shown for Mach
numbers from 0.81 to 2.06 at altitudes from 20,000 to
55,000 feet. Flight results agreed well with wind-tunnel
data and theoretical calculations. It was concluded that
calculations of a preliminary-design type are adequate for the
prediction of loads on tee-tails at small angles of attack and
sideslip up to a Mach number of 2.
249. Jordan, Gareth H.: Some Aspects of Shock-Wave
Generation by Supersonic Airplanes. AGARD Report 251,
Flight Test Panel of AGARD, Aachen, Germany,
September 21-25. 1959.
250. Keener, Earl R.: Pressure Measurements
Obtained in Flight at Transonic Speeds for a Conically
Cambered Delta Wing. NASA TM X-48, October 1959,
87H25203, 65N 12688.
Pressures were obtained over the wing of the Convair
JF-102A airplane at Mach numbers up to 1.19. The wing has
aspect and taper ratios of 2.08 and 0.023, respectively, and
incorporates two fences, a reflexed tip, and an elevon-control
surface. Wing Reynolds number varied between 23 X 10 sup
6 and 58 X 10 sup 6. The results are analyzed with regard to
the effects of camber on the distribution of leading-edge
pressures, on the span-load distribution, and on the flow-
separation characteristics. Tabulated data are available upon
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requestfrom the NationalAeronauticsand Space
Administration.
JF-102A Airplane
E-2551
251. Nugent, Jack: Interaction of Nonsteady Twin-
Inlet Flow and Airplane Directional Motions at a Mach
Number of Approximately 1.9. NASA TM X-54,
October 1959, 87H25217, 71N73436.
Flight tests of a twin-duct propulsion system performed at a
Mach number of about 1.9 have indicated a direct interaction
between an asymmetric shock configuration at the inlets
and airplane directional motion. The asymmetric shock
configuration was produced at reduced mass flows and was
aggravated by sideslip angle. Installation of a duct splitter
plate at the engine face alleviated, but did not eliminate, the
interaction phenomenon.
252. Matranga, Gene J.; and Menard, Joseph A.:
Approach and Landing Investigation at Lift-Drag Ratios
of 3 to 4 Utilizing a Delta-Wing Interceptor Airplane.
NASA TM X-125, October 1959, 87H25396.
A series of landings was performed with a delta-wing
interceptor airplane, having an average test wing loading of
35 pounds per square foot, to evaluate the effect of landing at
low lift-drag ratios. Landings with peak effective lift-drag
ratios as low as 3.75 were achieved by altering the airplane
configuration. The reduction in lift-drag ratio resulted in an
increase in the pertinent flare parameters. The pilot also flew
several calculated landing patterns which he reported were
easy and comfortable to fly.
253. McKay, James M.: Measurements Obtained
During the First Landing of the X-15 Research Airplane.
NASA TM X-207, October 1959, 87H25342, 62N72031
One purpose of the first glide first of the X-15 research
airplane was to evaluate the effectiveness of the landing-gear
system. Some results are presented of the landing-approach
characteristics, the impact period, and the runout phase of the
landing maneuver.
254. Walker, Joseph A.: Some Concepts of Pilot's
Presentation. Presented at the SETP Symposium,
October 8-10. 1959, OTP-1959, CC-H-149, 1959, 87H30656.
Contents include a discussion of the pilot's instrument
presentation and control system. The X-15 is used as an
example.
255. Finch, Thomas W.: X-15 Flight Test Program and
Significant Flight Results. Scientific Advisory Board Panel
on Aerospace Sciences, October 23. 1959.
256. Day, Richard E.: Training Considerations During
the X-15 Development. Presented to the National Security
Industrial Association Training Advisory Committee
Meeting, Los Angeles, California, November 17, 1959,
NASA CC-H-157 OTP-1959, 1959.
This paper reviews briefly some of the early uses of pilot
training aids in research investigations. A pertinent flight
trajectory of the X-15 research airplane is summarized and
the various training aids that have been, and are being, used
in preparing the pilot for flying this trajectory are indicated.
257. Campbell, George S.; and Weil, Joseph: The
Interpretation of Nonlinear Pitching Moments in
Relation to the Pitch-Up Problem. NASA TN D-193,
December 1959, 89N70901, 87H26510.
Equations are presented for calculating the dynamic behavior
of airplanes having arbitrarily nonlinear aerodynamic
characteristics. Application of the methods derived is directed
toward a study of some of the factors affecting the severity of
pitch-up motions encountered by airplanes having regions of
reduced stability: pitching-moment shape, control movement,
dynamic pressure, airplane moment of inertia, and
aerodynamic damping. Brief consideration is also given to
the effectiveness of automatic stabilization devices in
reducing pitch-up severity.
258. Love, James E.; and Stillwell, Wendell H.: The
Hydrogen-Peroxide Rocket Reaction-Control System for
the X-1B Research Airplane. NASA TN D-185,
December 1959, 89N70595, 87H26473.
A fixed-thrust on-off H202-rocket reaction-control system
was installed in the X-1B research airplane as a means of
control at high altitude. The design considerations,
fabrication, installation, and ground testing of this system are
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described.The operational characteristics and some problems
associated with system operations are discussed.
259. Beeler, De Elroy: The Supersonic Transport. A
Technical Summary. OTP-1959, 1959.
Contents: State of the art - performance. Some noise
problems of the supersonic transport. Structures and
materials problems associated with supersonic transports.
Structural loads on supersonic transports. Flying qualities of
supersonic transports. Runway and braking requirements.
Airway traffic control and operations. Variable geometry for
transports. Effect of variable sweep on structural weight.
Possible performance improvements. Proposed ground-
simulation studies and flight investigation pertinent to the
supersonic transport.
260. Walker, Joseph A.: Piloting Research Aircraft.
OTP-1959, 1959, 87H29770.
This paper cites some examples of control problems gained
from the experience of the author in flying advanced research
and production aircraft at the NACA High-Speed Flight
Station.
1960 Technical Publications
261. Anon.: Aerodynamic and Landing
Measurements Obtained During the First Powered Fright
of the North American X-15 Research Airplane. NASA
TM X-269, 2anuary 1960, 62N72093.
The first powered flight of the North American X-15 research
airplane was performed on September 17, 1959. A Mach
number of 2.1 and an altitude of 52,000 feet were attained.
Static and dynamic maneuvers were performed to evaluate
the characteristics of the airplane as subsonic and supersonic
speeds. Data from these maneuvers as well as from the launch
and landing phases are presented, discussed, and compared
with predicted values.
262. Larson, Terry J.; and Washington, Harold P.:
Summary of Rawinsonde Measurements of
Temperatures, Pressure Heights, and Winds Above
50,000 Feet Along a Flight-Test Range in the
Southwestern United States. NASA TN D- 192,
January 1960, 89N70968, 87H26504
Yearly, seasonal, diurnal, and 24-hour variations of
temperatures, pressure heights, and winds in the 100-millibar
to 2-millibar pressure range from rawinsonde data of four
stations along a flight-test range in the southwestern United
States are presented. This range, referred to as High Range,
extends from Edwards, Calif., to Wendover, Utah, to
accommodate flight operations of the X-15 and other high-
performance craft. Comparisons of average temperatures and
pressure heights are made with those of the U.S. Extension to
the ICAO Standard Atmosphere.
263. Reed, Robert D.: Vertical-Tail Loads Measured in
Flight on Four Airplane Configurations at Transonic and
Supersonic Speeds. NASA TN D-215, February_ 1960,
89N70902, 87H26629.
Aerodynamic loads were obtained from the X-5 airplane, an
F-100 with a small vertical tail, F-100 with a large vertical
tail, and the X-1E airplane. Effects of sideslip angle, rudder
deflection, and Mach number are presented for trim flight at
altitudes from 40,000 feet to 70,000 feet and at Mach
numbers from 0.70 to 2.08. Comparisons are made with
simple theoretical methods of estimating the loads. Also, the
total directional stability for each airplane as calculated by
use of vertical-tail loads is shown.
264. Walker, Joseph A.: A Pilot's Look at the X-15
Program. Presented at the I_AS, Texas Section, Dallas,
Texas, April 28-30, 1960. OTP-1960
265. Armstrong, N. A.: X-15 Operations: Electronics
and the Pilot. Astronautics, vol. 5, no. 5, May 1960,
pp. 42--43, 76--78.
Electronic equipment figures prominently in X-15 flight and
ground systems, but this hypersonic vehicle is an instrument
of the pilot, depending on him for control and flight success.
266. Bellman, Donald R.; and Toil, Thomas A.:
Aeronautical Operating Problems---Supersonic
Transport. Presented at the NASA Conference, June 2-3,
1960.
267. Weil, Joseph; and Matranga, Gene J.: Review of
Techniques Applicable to the Recovery of Lifting
Hypervelocity Vehicles. NASA TM X-67563. Presented at
the Joint Conference on Lifting Manned Hypervelocity and
Reentry Vehicles, Part 1, pp. 313-328. Langley Research
Center, April 11-14, 1960. Also Scientific Advisory Board,
Boeing, Seattle, Washington, and IAS Symposium on
Recovery of Space Vehicles, Los Angeles, California,
August 31-September 1, 1960, (see N72-70963 06-99),
72N70983.
268. Walker, Harold J.; and Wolowicz, Chester H.:
Theoretical Stability Derivatives for the X-15 Research
Airplane at Supersonic and Hypersonic Speeds Including
a Comparison With Wind-Tunnel Results. NASA
TM X-287, August 1960, 87H25655, 65N24060, #.
The hypersonic small-disturbance theory for lifting surfaces
and the second-order shock-expansion method for bodies of
revolution are employed in conjunction with the results from
slender-body and linear theory to predict the longitudinal and
lateral-directional stability and control derivatives for angles
of attack from 0 degrees to 25 degrees and for Mach numbers
extending well beyond the airplane design limit. The results
are compared with available wind-tunnel data at Mach
numbers from approximately 2 to 7 and with the limiting
values given by Newtonian theory. Good agreement is
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obtainedforthemostpart,butseveralnotabledifferencesare
foundamongthelateral-directionalderivativesathighangles
ofattack.
269. Holleman, E. C.; and Sadoff, M.: Simulation
Requirements for the Development of Advanced Manned
Military Aircraft. NASA TM X-54672, Presented at the IAS
National Meeting, San Diego, California, August 3_ 1960,
75N72588.
The present state of the art of the piloted flight simulator
leaves no major deterrent to the mechanization of required
simulators for the design of present or future manned
military airplanes. The fixed-base simulator with adequate
presentation and controls is completely satisfactory for the
investigation of a wide range of airplane problems. However,
there are some areas which require some form of motion
stimulus. Other areas remain where simulator requirements
are not yet resolved, but work is continuing to better define
these simulator requirements.
270. Fischel, Jack: The X-15 Flight Research Program
in Relation to the Development of Advance Military
Aircraft. Presented at the IAS National Meeting, San Diego,
California, August 1-3. 1960.
271. Bikle, Paul F.: Initial Remarks About the X-15
Flight Research Program. Presented at the 3rd Annual West
Coast Meeting of American Astronautics Society, Seattle,
Washington, August 9. 1960.
272. Day, Richard E.: Training Aspects of the X-15
Program. In The Training of Astronauts, Report of a
Working Group Conference: Panel on Psychology, Armed
Forces-NRC Committee on Bit-Astronautics, Woods Hole,
Massachusetts, August 29-30. 1960. pp. 5-14, 62N12371.
Various training aids in the development of the X-15 program
are presented. Future flight data obtained in more critical
control areas will afford the unique opportunity to assess the
true value of these training aids for the X-15 and to establish
training requirements for future vehicles.
273. Baker, Thomas F. Dyna-Soar ImFlight-Data
Objectives. Presented at the I.AS Symposium on Recovery of
Space Vehicles, Los Angeles, California, August 31-
September 1. 1960.
274. Nugent, Jack; and Powers, Bruce G.: Flight Tests of
a Twin-Duct Induction System for a Mach Number
Range of 0.78 to 2.07. NASA TM X-281, September 1960,
87H25628.
Time histories of several airplane, engine, and induction-
system parameters are presented for maneuvers made at
altitude of 26,000 feet, 40,000 feet, and 55,000 feet over a
Mach number range of 0.78 to 2.07. A time history of a push-
down-turn maneuver at 40,000 feet is also presented.
Comparisons of the data were made to show the effects of
angle of attack. Mach number, altitude, and duct bypass area
on the induction system parameters.
275. Weil, Joseph; and Matranga, Gene J.: Review of
Techniques Applicable to the Recovery of Lifting
Hypervelocity Vehicles. NASA TM X-334,
September 1960. 87H26028.
A general review of piloting problems concerned with the
recovery phase of lifting hypervelocity vehicles is presented.
A short discussion is offered pertinent to the maneuvering
capabilities and piloting techniques applicable to the initial
approach phase of gliders with low lift-drag ratios. The
principal emphasis concerns factors affecting the final
approach and landing operation of these gliders. The results
of general flight studies as well as recent experience obtained
in the approach and landing of the X-15 research airplane are
reviewed. Finally, a definition of the limits of piloted flared
landings is developed.
276. Tambor, Ronald: Flight Investigation of the Lift
and Drag Characteristics of a Swept-Wing, Multijet,
Transport-Type Airplane. NASA TN-D-30, (Corrected
Copy), September 1960.
The lift and drag characteristics of a Boeing KC-135 airplane
were determined during maneuvering flight over the Mach
number range from 0.70 to 0.85 for the airplane in the clean
configuration at an altitude of 26,000 feet. Data were also
obtained over the speed range of 130 knots to 160 knots at
9,000 feet for various flap deflections with gear down.
277. Stillwell, W. H.; and Larson, T. J.: Measurement of
the Maximum Speed Attained by the X-15 Airplane
Powered With Interim Rocket Engines. NASA TN D-615
September 1960, 62N71189, 87H27079.
On August 4, 1960 a flight was made with the X-15 airplane
to achieve the maximum speed possible with two interim
engines. Presented are the details of the techniques utilized to
determine the maximum Mach number (3.31 plus or minus
0.04) and speed (2,196 mph plus or minus 35) attained.
278. Wolowicz, C. H.; Drake, H. M.; Videan, E. N.;
Morris, G. J.; and Stickle, J. W.: Simulator Investigation of
Controls and Display Required for Terminal Phase of
Coplanar, Orbital Rendezvous. NASA TN D-511,
October 1960, 62N71085, 87H27353.
A simulator study was made of presentations and control
requirements for a manned astrovehicle employed for the
interception of artificial satellites during the terminal phase of
an orbital rendezvous. Two oscilloscope and one direct-
visual-observation presentation and three control modes were
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investigated.Thestudywasconsideredintermsofamanned
interceptorhavinga homeberthatamannedspacestation
whichis in circularorbit 500milesabovethe earth.
Interceptionswererestrictedtocoplanarconditions.
279. Stillwell,W.H.;andLarson,T.J.:Measurementof
theMaximumAltitudeAttainedby theX-15Airplane
PoweredWithInterimRocketEngines. NASA TN D-623,
October 1960, 62N71197, 87H27097.
On August 12, 1960, an X-15 flight was made to achieve
essentially the maximum altitude expected to be possible
with the interim rocket engines. Presented are the details of
the techniques utilized to determine the maximum geometric
altitude of this flight (136,500 ft plus or minus 600).
280. Beeler, De E.: The X-15 Research Program.
AGARD Report 289, Tenth Annual General Assembly of
AGARD, Istanbul, Turkey, October 3-8. 1960.
Brief summary of the research program which led to the X- 15
aircraft, and some of the early flight tests. Includes flight
regimes, mission, research areas, shock-wave patterns at
hypersonic speeds, simulator support, stability derivatives,
control effectiveness derivatives, drag characteristics power-
off, heat transfer, wing temperature station, wing pressure
distribution midspan station, wing loads, maximum speed
and altitude, and damping.
281. White, R. M.; and Walker, Joseph A.: X-15
Program Status Report, Parts 1 and 2. Proceedings from
SETP Annual Symposium, Vol. 5, No. 2, October 7. 1960.
Contains a brief resume of four flights leading to, and
including, the maximum speed flight of the X-15 with the
interim engine, then discusses some of the results to date, and
concludes with a summary of the intended flight program
with the design XLR-99 engine.
282. Johnson, Clinton T.: Investigation of the
Characteristics of 6-Foot Drogue-Stabilization Ribbon
Parachutes at High Altitudes and Low Supersonic
Speeds. NASA TM X-448, November 1960, 87H25617.
Performance data are presented for two types of ribbon
parachutes. The parachutes were forcibly deployed from an
air-launched test vehicle at altitudes from 55,000 feet to
70,000 feet and at Mach numbers between 0.92 and 1.52.
Opening shock, steady-state drag performance, and canopy-
porosity effects are evaluated with respect to Mach number
and dynamic pressure.
283. Smith, Harriet J.: Experimental and Calculated
Flow Fields Produced by Airplanes Flying at Supersonic
Speeds. NASA TN D-621, November 1960, 62N71195,
87H27094.
Results are presented of a flight investigation conducted to
survey the flow field generated by airplanes flying at
supersonic speeds. The pressure signatures of an F-100, an
F-104, and a B-58 airplane, representing widely varying
configurations, at distances from 120 to 425 feet from the
generating aircraft and at Mach numbers from 1.2 to 1.8 are
shown. Calculations made by using Whitham's method gave
good agreement with experimental results. A procedure for
calculating the F(y) function used in Whitham's method is
also given.
284. Andrews, W. H.; and Holleman, E. C.: Experience
With a Three-Axis Side-Located Controller During a
Static and Centrifuge Simulation of the Piloted Launch of
a Manned Multistage Vehicle. NASA TN D-546,
November 1960, 62N71120, 87H26912.
The control problems associated with piloting multistaged
vehicles to orbital conditions were investigated with static
and dynamic simulators. A three-axis controller was used for
primary control. Presented are design details of the controller,
pilot opinions concerning its operation, and other data
pertinent to the design and use of a controller of this type.
285. Saltzman, Edwin J.: Preliminary Full-Scale
Power-Off Drag of the X-15 Airplane for Mach Numbers
From 0.7 to 3.1. NASA TM X-430, December 1960,
87H25514, 62N72254.
These drag data provide preliminary means of appraising
present methods of extrapolating wind-tunnel drag results to
full scale at Mach numbers up to 3. Estimated drag values
based on wind-tunnel measurements are included. Free-
stream Reynolds numbers range from 13.9 x 10 (sup) 6 to
28 x 10 (sup) 6, based on the mean aerodynamic chord.
286. Holleman, E. C.: Utilization of the Pilot During
Boost Phase of the Step 1 Mission. In its Joint Conference
on Lifting Manned Hypervelocity and Reentry Vehicles,
Part2 1960, pp. 261-272, (see N72-71002 06-99),
72N71021.
287. Baker, T. F.; Russell, H. G.; and Schofield, B. L.:
Dyna-Soar Step 1 Flight Test Program. In Joint
Conference on Lifting Manned Hypervelocity and Reentry
Vehicles, Part 2, 1960, pp. 311-324, (see N72-71002 06-99),
72N71025.
288. Truszynski, G. M.; and Lindfors, P. O.:
Instrumentation and Communications Considerations. In
its Joint Conference on Lifting Manned Hypervelocity and
Reentry Vehicles, Part 2, 1960, pp. 325-334, (see N72-71002
06-99), 72N71026.
289. Holleman, Euclid C.; Armstrong, Neil A.; and
Andrews, William H.: Utilization of the Pilot in the Launch
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and Injection of a Multistage Orbital Vehicle. Presented at
the IAS 28th Annual Meeting, New York, New York,
January_ 25--27, 1960, 87H30992.
The Flight Research Center has conducted fixed-base and
centrifuge simulator programs to investigate the capabilities
of the pilot in providing control and guidance during launch.
For the centrifuge program an attempt was made to minimize
the adverse effects of acceleration on the pilot by designing a
molded seat and three-axis controller that were functionally
independent of acceleration. The effects of staging
acceleration environment on the pilot's performance were
determined to 15g, and the control task associated with two-
and four-stage vehicle launches were investigated.
290. Thompson, Milton O.: Piloting Aspect of Project
ALSOR. For publication in SETP newsletter, 1960.
The ALSOR program is inclined toward providing current
information in a reliable and efficient manner to support the
X- 15 program.
1961 Technical Publications
291. Reed, Robert D.; and Watts, Joe D.: Skin and
Structural Temperatures Measured on theX-15 Airplane
During a Flight to a Mach Number of 3.3. NASA
TM X-468, January_ 1961, 87H25738.
A survey of skin and structural temperatures was obtained on
the X-15 airplane during a flight to a Mach number of 3.3.
Fuselage, wing, horizontal-tail, and vertical-tail temperatures
are presented to show temperature variations on the external
surfaces and temperature differences between the skin and
internal structure. The maximum temperature recorded was
440 °F on an unsupported skin area on the lower vertical tail.
Temperature differences of 400 °F were recorded between the
external skin and internal spar webs on the wing. Local
external temperature differences caused by the heat-sink
effect of the supporting structure were as great as 220 °E
Temperature indicating paint aided in identifying the location
of areas of concentrated heating on the lower surface of the
wing.
292. Matranga, Gene J.: Launch Characteristics of the
X-15 Research Airplane as Determined in Flight. NASA
TN D-723, February. 1961, 62N71297, 87H27349.
The first 16 air launches of the X-15 airplane demonstrated
the feasibility of air launch from an asymmetric position
under the wing of the B-52 carder airplane. Use of the
stability augmentation system markedly reduced the launch
transients. Reasonable agreement exists between flight and
predicted data.
E-4942
X-15 Launch From a B-52 Airplane
293. Holleman, Euclid C.; and Reisert, Donald:
Controllability of the X-15 Research Airplane With
Interim Engines During High-Altitude Flights. NASA
TM X-514, March 1961, 87H25871.
A peak geometric altitude of 136,500 feet with a minimum
dynamic pressure of 10.6 lb/sq, ft. was attained with only the
aerodynamic controls available to the pilot for controlling and
stabilizing the airplane. Aerodynamic control was adequate
throughout the flight, but at minimum dynamic pressure the
airplane was lightly damped, which made precise control
difficult. Because of the transient nature of the trajectory and
the negligible load factors associated with the airplane
oscillation, the pilot did not object to the poor dynamic
characteristics of the airplane under these conditions and
could satisfactory control the airplane along the trajectory.
294. McKay, J. M.; and Scott, B. J.: Landing-Gear
Behavior During Touchdown and Runout for
17Landings of the X-15 Research Airplane. NASA
TM X-518, March 1961, 63N12563, #.
Data are presented for the pretouchdown conditions, the
impact period, and the runout phase of the landing for vertical
velocities up to 9.5 feet per second and true ground speeds
between 145 knots and 238 knots. The dynamic response of
the airplane during the impact period is presented in the form
of time histories of shock strut force and displacement, main-
gear and nose-gear drag forces, upper-mass acceleration,
horizontal-tail setting, horizontal-tail load, airplane angle of
attack, and pitching velocity. Also included is the variation of
the coefficient of friction of the main-gear skid with ground
speed during the runout of a typical landing.
295. Day, Richard E.: X-15 Simulation and the X-15
Flight Program. Presented to the National Academy of
Sciences, Panel on Acceleration Stress, ARC, March I I,
1961.
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A general discussion of the role played by various simulators
in the development of the X- 15 program.
296. Banner, R. D.; and *Kinsler, M. R.: Status of X-15
Aerodynamic-Heating Studies. ARS Paper-1629-61.
Presented at the ARS Missile and Space Vehicle Testing
Conference, Los Angeles, California, March 13-16, 1961,
63N15312.
One of the primary purposes of the X-15 program is to obtain
full-scale aerodynamic-heating information that can be used
to establish the adequacy of current theoretical methods and
model tests. In conjunction with this purpose, a special flight
was performed which maximized the heating rates and
minimized the transient flight conditions. This flight reached
a Mach number of 3.1. Results indicated a reasonable
agreement between measured heat transfer data and simple
theoretical predictions. Boundary-layer-transition data were
obtained which pointed out a continuing problem of
prediction that should probably be treated with conservatism
until more detailed information is obtained.
*North American Aviation, Downey, California.
297. Reisert, Donald; and Adkins, Elmor J.: Flight and
Operational Experiences With Pilot-Operated Reaction
Controls. ARS Paper- 1674-61. Presented at the ARS Missile
and Space Vehicle Testing Conference, Los Angeles,
California, March 13-16. 1961.
298. Finch, Thomas W.: X-15 Flight Program.
Presented at The ARS Missile and Space Vehicle Testing
Conference, Los Angeles, California, March 13-16. 1961.
This paper discusses a number of program phases that have
been completed, including the contractor's flight program and
the Government research program utilizing an interim-engine
configuration giving an indication of its experiences and a
description of future program plans.
299. Taylor, Lawrence W., Jr.; and Smith, John W.: An
Analytical Approach to the Design of an Automatic
Discontinuous Control System. NASA TN D-630,
April 1961, 62N71204, 87H27116.
The design of a attitude-stabilization system for a vehicle
experiencing negligible external moments is investigated
analytically. A discontinuous control system employing a
linear switching function and having a neutral zone and time
delays is studied and equations are developed to generalize
and optimize the system's transient and limit-cycle
performance. Example systems which can minimize power
required, attitude error, and angular-velocity error within a
specified period of operation are included
300. Kordes, Eldon E.; and Noll, Richard B.: Flight
Experience of Panel Flutter. ARS Lifting Reentry Vehicles,
Structures, Materials, and Design Conference, Palm Springs,
California, April 4-6, 1961.
Presents X-15 panel flutter data and compares with flutter
boundary established by wind tunnel tests.
301. Well, Joseph: Application of Analytical
Techniques to Flight Evaluations in Critical Control
Areas. AGARD Report No. 369, AGARD Specialist
Meeting on Aircraft Stability and Control, Brussels, Belgium.
April 10-14, 1961.
Flight data can be dangerously misleading in the absence of
careful interpretation. This report discusses test results
pertinent to a variety of typical flight-control problem areas of
the current generation of airplanes. The results presented
were obtained from flight investigations of many research and
operational aircraft at the NASA Flight Research Center over
the past 10 years. The report considers basic stability
problems such as pitch-up, roll coupling, and marginal
directional stability. Development of augmentation systems
and control system evaluations are also discussed in some
detail. Throughout the report, the importance of coordinating
flight and similar results are very much stressed and it is
shown that in many areas even the most painstaking
interpretation of flight data can lead to possible disaster if
flight tests are not adequately supported by simulator studies
using realistic stability and control derivatives.
302. Well, Joseph; and Adkins, E. J.: Review of Selected
X-15 Development and Operating Experiences. Presented
at the ISA Aero-Space Instrumentation Symposium, Dallas,
Texas, April 30-May 4, 1961.
This paper reviews the flight-control simulation experiences
of X-15 systems and components. The roll of simulators and
auxiliary aircraft is discussed, with emphasis on pilot training
and the development of flight procedures necessary to obtain
the maximum research return on the investment.
303. Well, Joseph; and Adkins, E. J.: Utilization of
Aircraft as Systems and Flight Control Test Beds.
Presented at the ISA Aero-Space Instrumentation
Symposium, Dallas, Texas, May 4. 1961.
304. Taylor, Lawrence W., Jr.; and Day, Richard E.:
Flight Controllability Limits and Related Human
Transfer Functions as Determined From Simulator and
Flight Tests. NASA TN D-746, May 1961, 87H27401.
A simulator study and limited flight tests were performed to
determine the levels of static stability and damping necessary
for pilot control of the pitch, roll, and yaw attitudes of a
vehicle for a the pilot to control the airplane at conditions that
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were otherwiseuncontrollable.The influenceon the
controllabilitylimitsof themoreimportantaerodynamic
coefficientsand other factors,suchas learningand
interruptionof thepilot'sdisplay,wasalsoinvestigated.
Informationconcerninghumantransferfunctionsapplicable
tomarginallycontrollabletasksispresentedwhichshouldaid
inassessingthecontrollabilityofanyspecificonfiguration.
305. Matranga, Gene J.: Analysis of X-15 Landing
Approach and Flare Characteristics Determined From
the First 30 Rights. NASA TN D-1057, July 1961,
62N71631, 87H27661.
This paper presents lift, drag, and angle-of-attack data for
various approach and landing configurations. The conditions
and problems encountered during the approach pattern and
the flare to touchdown are discussed. The value of flight
simulations of the approach and flare maneuvers is assessed.
306. Saltzman, Edwin J.: Preliminary Base Pressures
Obtained From the X-15 Airplane at Mach Numbers
From 1.1 to 3.2, NASA TN D-I056, August 1961,
62N71630, 87H27659.
Base pressure measurements have been made on the fuselage,
10 degrees-wedge vertical fin, and side fairing of the X-15
airplane. Data are presented for Mach numbers between 1.1
and 3.2 for both powered and unpowered flight. Comparisons
are made with data for small-scale-model tests,
semiempirical estimates, and theory.
307. Jordan, G. H.; McLeod, N. J.; and Ryan, B. M.:
Review of Flight Measurements of Sonic Booms and
Effects of Shock Waves on Other Aircraft. Presented at 5th
Annual Symposium of the Society of Experimental Test
Pilots, Beverly Hills, California, September 29-30. 1961,
63N81390.
308. Andrews, William H.; Cooney, Thomas V.; and
Fischel, Jack: Contributions from the X-15 Flight Test
Program Relating to Design and Development of the
Supersonic Transport. SETP 62-9686. Presented at 5th
Annual Symposium of the Society of Experimental Test
Pilots, Beverly Hills, California, September 29-30. 1961.
Discussion of information and experience gained with the
X-15 which is applicable to supersonic transport design, and
of means by which future data may be provided. Extensive
treatment is given to (1) structural heating, including
temperature, temperature gradients, and temperature
effects on structures; (2) structural dynamics, including
a brief resume of flutter experience with the X-15; and
(3) augmentation systems, including fundamental problems
experienced and the reliability of the system. The air-data-
sensing systems employed in the X-15 and the related
system-measurement accuracies obtained are covered. The
reliability of the subsystems and the maintenance of
such items as the environmental control system and the
hydraulic system are discussed. Future programs involving
fundamental studies requiting specialized instrumentation
not presently installed in the X-15 are considered.
309. Taylor, Lawrence W., Jr.: Analysis of a Pilot-
Airplane Lateral Instability Experienced With the X-15
Airplane. NASA TN D-1059, November 1961, 62N71633,
87H27667.
By using an experimentally developed human transfer
function for the pilot and system-analysis methods, the pilot-
airplane lateral instability observed with the X-15 airplane is
analyzed. The methods used adequately explain the lateral-
control problem and can be used to predict the problem. The
calculated area of lateral-control difficulty agreed with that
determined on the X-15 piloted flight simulator and with
flight data.
310. Beeler, De E.: Recent X-15 Flight Results. Flight
Mechanics Panel, Paris, France, November 21-24. 1961.
311. Anon.: Research-Airplane-Committee Report on
Conference on the Progress of the X-15 Project. NASA
TM X-57072, 1961, (see N71-75444), 71N75443.
This document is a compilation of the papers presented at the
Conference on the Progress of the X-15 Project held at the
NASA Flight Research Center, Edwards Air Force Base,
California, November 20-21, 196 i. This conference was held
by the Research Airplane Committee of the U.S. Air Force,
the U.S. Navy, and the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration to report on the technical status of this
research airplane. The papers were presented by members of
the staffs of North American Aviation, Inc.; Aeronautical
Systems Division, U.S. Air Force; Air Force Hight Test
Center; and National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
312. Beeler, D. E.; and Toll, T. A.: Status of X-15
Research Program. Research-Airplane-Committee Report
on Conference on the Progress of the X-15 Project, Edwards
AFB, California, November 20-21. 1961, pp. 1-10,
71 N-75444.
313. Banner, R. D.; Kuhl, A. E.; and Quinn, R. D.:
Preliminary Results of Aerodynamic Heating Studies on
the X-15. Research-Airplane-Committee Report on
Conference on the Progress of the X-15 Project, 1961,
pp. 11-28, (see N71-75443), 71N75445. (See also 341.)
The results of the preliminary flight heat-transfer studies on
the X-15 airplane are presented, together with a discussion of
the manner in which the data have been obtained, a
comparison of measured and calculated turbulent heat-
transfer coefficients, a correlation of the model test results
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andthe flight resultsfor turbulentheattransfer;some
informationonboundary-layertransition,andacomparison
of measuredandcalculatedskintemperaturesat several
locationsontheairplane.
314. Kordes,EldonE.;Reed,RobertD.;and*Dawdy,
Alpha L.: Structural Heating Experiences of the X-15.
Research-Airplane-Committee Report on Conference on the
Progress of the X-15 Project, 1961, pp. 29--45,
(see N71-75443), 71N75446.
The expected structural temperatures and their effect on the
development and design of the X-15 airplane structure have
been described in previous conferences, and Banner, Kuhl,
and Quinn (paper no. 2) have discussed in detail the many
factors affecting the heat input to the structure. The purpose
of the present paper is to show the magnitude of structural
temperatures measured during the flight program and to
describe structural problems that have developed due to
structural heating.
*North American Aviation, Inc., Downey, California.
315. Jordan, G. H.; McLeod, N. J.; and *Guy, L. D.:
Structural Dynamic Experiences of the X-15Research-
Airplane-Committee Report on Conference on the Progress of
the X-15 Project, 1961, pp. 47-59, (see N71-75443),
71 N75447.
This paper reviews the structural dynamics problems that
influenced the design of the structure and discusses the
experiences that have been encountered during the flight
tests.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
316. McKay, J. M.; and Kordes, E. E.: Landing Loads
and Dynamics of the X-15 Airplane. Research-Airplane-
Committee Report on Conference on the Progress of the X-15
Project, 1961, pp. 61-71, (see N71-75443), 71N75448. (See
also 342.)
Because the landing-gear configuration represents a marked
departure from previously used configurations, the present
paper has been prepared to report on the landing loads
experience of the X-15 A further purpose of this paper is to
review the dynamics of landing and to present results of a
recent theoretical study of the effects of various parameters
on the landing loads.
317. Keener, E. R.; and Pembo, C.: Aerodynamic
Forces on Components of the X-15. Research-Airplane-
Committee Report on Conference on the Progress of the X- 15
Project, 1961, pp. 73-82, (see N71-75443), 71N75449. (See
also 343.)
An attempt has been made in the flight research program to
verify some of the force measurements with both pressure
and strain-gage measurements. This paper presents a
summary of the flight force data obtained to date. The data are
compared with the wind-tunnel results and with some of the
more familiar theoretical methods and approximations.
318. *Hopkins, E. J.; **Fetterman, D. E., Jr.; and
Saltzman, E. J.: A Comparison of Full-Scale X-15 Lift and
Drag Characteristics with Wind-Tunnel Results and
Theory. Research-Airplane-Committee Report on Conference
on the Progress of the X-15 Project, 1961, pp. 83-98, (see
N71-75443), 71N75450. (See also 344.)
Data on the lift and drag characteristics of the X-15 airplane
obtained in flight are shown to be in agreement with wind-
tunnel-model data for Mach numbers up to 5. Existing
theoretical methods are indicated to be adequate for
estimating the X-15 minimum drag but underestimated the
drag due to lift and overestimated the maximum lift-drag
ratio. Two-dimensional theory is shown to be adequate for
predicting the base pressures behind surfaces having very
blunt trailing edges) such as those on the vertical tail of the
X-15.
*NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California.
**NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
319. Walker, H. J.; and Wolowicz, C. H.: Stability and
Control Derivative Characteristics of the X-15. Research-
Airplane-Committee Report on Conference on the Progress of
the X-15 Project, 1961, pp. 99-112, (see N71-75443),
71N75451. (See also 345.)
The flight-determined derivative characteristics are compared
with the predictions from wind-tunnel tests and theory for
Mach numbers extending to 5.5 and angles of attack up to
17 degrees. With few exceptions, the predictions were found
generally to be in good agreement with the flight data. Areas
of deficient stability and control are briefly discussed.
320. White, R. M.; Robinson, G. H.; and Matranga, G. J.:
Resume of X-15 Handling Qualities. Research-Airplane-
Committee Report on Conference on the Progress of the X-15
Project, 1961, pp. 113-130, (see N71-75443), 71N75452.
(See also 346)
The handling qualities of the X-15 research airplane have
been assessed from pilot's opinions, with verification in many
cases by data acquired during flights. Areas of interest
covered are the launch, climbout, ballistic, reentry, and
landing phases of flights made to date.
321. Petersen, F. S.; Rediess, H. A.; and Weil, J.: Lateral
Directional Control Characteristics. Research-Airplane-
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CommitteeReportonConferenceontheProgressoftheX-15
Project,1961,pp.131-154,(seeN71-75443),71N75453.(Seealso347.)
Thedeteriorationof lateraldirectionalcontrollabilitywith
rolldamperoffandthepilotperformingalateralcontroltask
isexplained.Theproblemareawasdefinedbyfixed-baseand
airbornesimulatorsandverifiedbyclosed-loopanalysisin
whicha humantransferfunctionrepresentsthepilot.A
parameterwhichwill predicttheproblemareafortheX-15
airplaneisdeveloped.Themeansconsideredtoalleviatethe
controlproblemintheX-15airplanearealsodiscussed.
322. Hoey, R. G.; and Day, R. E.: X-15 Mission
Planning and Operational Procedures. Research-Airplane-
Committee Report on Conference on the Progress of the X-15
Project, 1961, pp. 155-169, (see N71-75443), 71N75454.
The philosophy of the X-15 flight-test program thus far has
been to expand the flight envelope to the maximum speed and
design altitude as rapidly as practical and simultaneously to
obtain as much detailed research data on the hypersonic
environment as possible. The envelope expansion program
has been performed on an incremental performance basis;
that is, each successive flight is designed to go to a slightly
higher speed or altitude than the previous flight, thus
permitting a reasonable extrapolation of flight-test data from
one flight to the next and also building a backlog of pilot
experience. The mission planning and operational procedures
associated with the program are discussed in this paper. The
effect on flight planning of systems reliability, stability
limitations, and ranging considerations are also discussed.
General piloting techniques and pilot training are mentioned.
323. Taylor, L. W., Jr.; and Merrick, G. B.: X-15
Stability Augmentation System. Research-Airplane-
Committee Report on Conference on the Progress of the X-15
Project, 1961, pp. 171-182, (see N71-75443), 71N75455.
This paper describes the basic damper system currently
installed in the X-15, discusses some of the problems
encountered during its development and flight testing, and
reviews briefly the system reliability.
324. *Johannes, R. P.; Armstrong, N. A.; and Hays, T.
C.: Development of X-15 Self-Adaptive Flight-Control
System. Research-Airplane-Committee Report on Conference
on the Progress of the X-15 Project, 1961, pp. 183-194,
(see N71-75443), 71N75456.
In-house studies conducted at Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base in 1956 convinced the Flight Control Laboratory,
Aeronautical Systems Division, of the theoretical feasibility
of designing a self-adaptive flight-control system. As the
name implies, such a system would automatically adapt itself
in order to provide essentially constant damping and
frequency of the aircraft in combination with the control
system as the vehicle encountered flight conditions of
varying aerodynamic control-surface effectiveness. To this
end a number of study contracts were awarded in 1957 which
soon led to flight-test programs testing adaptive concepts in
F-94 airplanes by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and the Minneapolis Honeywell Regulator Company.
Minneapolis-Honeywell continued this effort with a
company funded flight-test program for testing the system in
an F- 101A airplane.
*Aeronautical Systems Division, U.S. Air Force.
325. *Mace, W. D.; and Ball, J. L.: Flight
Characteristics of X-15 Hypersonic Flow-Direction
Sensor. Research-Airplane-Committee Report on Conference
on the Progress of the X-15 Project, 1961, pp. 195-201,
(see N71-75443), 71N75457.
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the experience that has
been obtained through the use of the nulling ball-nose flow
direction sensor during flight testing of the airplane.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
326. *Leiby, R. G.; Bellman, D. R.; and DeMar, N. E.:
XLR99 Engine Operating Experience. Research-Airplane-
Committee Report on Conference on the Progress of the X- 15
Project, 1961, pp. 215-226, (see N71-75443), 71N75459.
XLR99-RM- 1 rocket engine, which was developed
specifically for the X-15 airplane, is the largest rocket engine
designed from the outset for use in a manned vehicle to be
completely controlled by the crew. In order to provide the
desired safety and controllability required by the X-15
mission, many unique features were included in the design.
Delays in the development of the engine required that the
initial X- 15 flights be made with an interim engine. However,
the ftrst flight with the XLR99 was made in November 1960,
and the engine has been used in government flight operations
since February 1961. Since the first flight, fifteen flights have
been made with the XLR99. This paper summarizes the
XLR99 operating experience during the flight program.
*Air Force Flight Test Center, Edwards AFB, California.
327. *Rowen, B.; *Richardson, R. N.; and Layton, G. P.,
Jr.: Bioastronantics Support of the X-15 Program.
Research-Airplane-Committee Report on Conference on the
Progress of the X-15 Project, 1961, pp. 255-264,
(see N71-75443), 71N75461.
The techniques of air-to-ground telemetry have been used in
research aircraft testing since the start of the X-1 program in
1946. It became apparent during the development of the
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X-typeresearchaircraftthat personnelresponsiblefor
aerospacemedicalsupportofthepilotwerenottakingfull
advantageoftheprogressintelemetrys stemstomonitorfor
medicalpurposesthepilotandhisenvironmentduringflight.
Oneof theresearchobjectivesof theX-15programis to
obtainthepilot'sphysiologicalresponsetoflightatincreased
speedandaltitude.Thisobjectiveisaccomplishedwiththe
pilotwearingafullpressuresuit;therefore,thisgarmentand
biomedicaldataacquisitionequipment,techniques,and
resultsarediscussedin thispaper.
*AirForceFlightTestCenter,EdwardsAFB,California.
328. Love, J. E.; and Palmer, J. R.: Operational
Reliability Experiences with the X-15 Aircraft. Research-
Airplane-Committee Report on Conference on the Progress of
the X-15 Project, 1961, pp. 277-287, (see N71-75443),
71N75463.
It is the purpose of this paper to describe a comprehensive
picture of X-15 operational reliability. The curves and text
presented are based on actual parts failure records, flight logs,
and the daily repair work sheets. It is therefore not only a
picture of the reliability with regard to safety in flight, but also
in view of ground preparation time and cost. Repeated system
and component failures have resulted in many costly delays.
329. Walker, J. A.: A Pilot's Impression of the X-15
Program. Research-Airplane-Committee Report on
Conference on the Progress of the X-15 Project, 1961,
pp. 303-312, (see N71-75443), 71N75465.
It is the intent of this paper to be critical of the X-15 because
of its deficiencies or problems. It should rather be kept in
mind that many compromises had to be accepted in the design
of the X-15 to get on the job, and rightly so, because there are
some questions which still have not been resolved.
330. Bikle, P. F.; and *Pezda, E. F.: Future Plans for the
X-15. Research-Airplane-Committee Report on Conference
on the Progress of the X-15 Project, 1961, pp. 329-333,
(see N71-75443), 71N75467.
This third X-15 conference has given us an opportunity to
review and evaluate, in considerable detail, the progress that
has been achieved in the flight research program to date.
Figures I and 2 have been selected as a summary of the areas
thus far explored. Similar results have been discussed in
detail in the papers presented. Although it is not possible, in
any one or two figures, to show the desired information for all
the varied areas of interest in the program, these plots of
altitude and angle of attack against velocity do represent two
of the many parameters of interest, and the shaded areas
demonstrate roughly the progress that has been made. It
appears that most of the work originally planned is nearly
completed, with perhaps 50 percent of the aerodynamics,
structures, heating, and bioastronautics information already
obtained.
*Aeronautical Systems Division, U.S. Air Force.
1962 Technical Publications
331. Yancey, R. B.; Rediess, H. A.; and Robinson, G. H.:
Aerodynamic-Derivative Characteristics of the X-15
Research Airplane as Determined From Flight Tests for
Mach Numbers from 0.6 to 3.4. Wolowicz, C. H.:
Appendix A-Approximate Equations for Determining
Cn[_,Ci[_, and (Cnr- Cn). NASA TN D-1060,
January 1962, 62N10089, #, 87H27669.
Lateral, directional, and longitudinal stability and control
derivatives are determined from flight tests of the X-15
airplane with the low-power LR11 rocket engine.
Approximate relationships are developed for determining the
derivatives C sub n sub Beta, C sub I sub Beta, and (C sub n
sub r - C sub n sub derivative of Beta) and for isolating the
effects of stability augmentation. Wind-tunnel predictions are
compared with the flight-determined derivatives.
332. Kordes, Eldon E.; and Noll, Richard B.: Theoretical
Flutter Analysis of Flat Rectangular Panels in Uniform
Coplanar Flow with Arbitrary Direction. NASA
TN D-1156, January. 1962.62N10092, #, 87H27601.
Numerical calculations show that small variations in flow
direction have a marked effect on the flutter of simply
supported rectangular panels. The results of the calculations
also show that the critical flutter mode changes at small flow
angles when the length-width ratio is less than 1. Flutter
conditions for a given panel at different flow angles can be
compared on a common basis by use of a dynamic-pressure-
parameter ratio referenced to flow conditions of an aligned
panel.
333. Roman, James A.: Biomedical Monitoring In-
Flight. Lectures in Aerospace Medicine, School of
Aerospace Medicine, Aerospace Medical Division, Brooks
AFB, Texas, January_ 8-12. 1962, pp. 97-114, 62N14203.
334. Kordes, Eldon E.; and Noll, Richard B.: Flight
Flutter Results for Flat Rectangular Panels. NASA
"IN D-1058, February_ 1962, 62N10043, #, 87H27664.
Panel-flutter data obtained from several different aircraft
during supersonic flight are presented and compared with a
previously established flutter boundary based on results from
wind-tunnel tests. The flight data were obtained for
rectangular panels aligned with the flow and for rectangular
panels swept at 52 degrees. Some results of a flutter analysis
of swept, fiat, rectangular panels are presented and used to
compare the flight results with the flutter boundary for
aligned panels.
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335. Bellman,DonaldR.;andWashington,HaroldP.:
Preliminary Performance Analysis of Air Launching
Manned Orbital Vehicles. NASA TMX-636, H-229,
February_ 1962, 72N71616, 87H26325.
A preliminary performance analysis was made to determine
the capability of large subsonic and supersonic bombers for
air launching manned hypersonic and satellite vehicles. The
bombers considered now exist or are being developed in the
United States. Four booster configurations were used in the
calculations, with a winged vehicle of the Dyna-Soar type as
the payload. Comparisons were made on the basis of vacuum
specific impulse, burnout velocity, ratio of payload weight to
launch-package gross weight, and structural weight.
336. Taylor, Lawrence W., Jr.; and *Merrick, G. B.:
X-15 Airplane Stability Augmentation System. NASA
TN D-1157, March 1962, 62N10587, 87H27604, #.
The basic damper system currently installed in the airplane is
described. Some of the problems encountered during the
development and flight testing of the system are discussed,
and the reliability of the system is reviewed briefly.
*North American Aviation, Inc., Inglewood, California.
337. Jordan, Gareth H.; McLeod, Norman J.; and Guy,
Lawrence D.: Structural Dynamics Experiences of the
X-15 Airplane. NASA TN D-1158, March 1962, 62N10586,
87H27606, #.
The structural dynamic problems anticipated during the
design of the X-15 airplane are reviewed briefly, and the
actual flight experiences with the airplane are described. The
noise environment, acoustic fatigue problems, and panel-
flutter experiences are discussed. Where these problems led
to structural modifications, the modifications are described.
338. Hoey, Robert G.; and Day, Richard E.: Mission
Planning and Operational Procedures for the X-15
Airplane. NASA TN D-1159, March 1962, 62N10585,
87H27608, #.
Mission-planning methods and techniques used for the X-15
airplane envelope-expansion flight-test program are
discussed. Use of the six-degree-of-freedom, ground-based
simulator is indicated for prediction of performance, stability
and controllability; development of piloting techniques and
pilot training; evaluation of, and practice for, all possible
emergency conditions; and energy management
development. Other pilot-training devices and the role of the
ground-monitoring station are also described. Predicted
trajectory data and actual flight results are compared. The
initial reasons and the final justifications for conducting the
X-15 envelope expansion by performance increment are
presented.
339. McLeod, Norman J.: Flight-Determined
Aerodynamic-Noise Environment of an Airplane Nose
Cone Up to a Macb Number of 2. NASA TN D-1160,
March 1962, 62N10644, 87H27611, #.
The aerodynamic-noise environment was measured at one
point on the surface of a 24.5 degrees included-angle cone
and at three internal positions. The data were obtained in
flight for Mach numbers from 0.8 to 2, free-stream dynamic
pressures from approximately 200 lb sq ft to 1,000 lb sq ft,
and at altitudes of about 26,000 feet and 40,000 feet. The
over-all noise levels and spectrum analysis of representative
selected data are presented.
340. Matranga, Gene J.; Dana, William H.; and Arm-
strong, Neil A.: Flight Simulated Off-the-Pad Escape and
Landing Maneuvers for a Vertically Launched Hyperson-
ic Glider. NASA TMX-637, March 1962, 66N33330,
87H26328, #.
A series of subsonic maneuvers was flown with an airplane
having a maximum lift-drag ratio of 4.7. No particularly
difficult piloting or maneuvering problems were
encountered. A reduction of the pilot's visibility from the
cockpit did not appreciably impair his navigation capabilities,
but did adversely affect his performance of the escape and
landing maneuvers.
341. Banner, Richard D.; Kuhl, Albert E.; and Quinn,
Robert D.: Preliminary Results of Aerodynamic Heating
Studies on the X-15 Airplane. NASA TM X-638,
March 1962, 66N29468, 87H26332, #. (See also 313.)
The results of the preliminary flight heat-transfer studies on
the X- 15 airplane are presented, together with a discussion of
the manner in which the data have been obtained, a
comparison of measured and calculated turbulent heat-
transfer coefficients, a correlation of the model test results
and the flight results for turbulent heat transfer, some
information on boundary-layer transition, and a comparison
of measured and calculated skin temperatures at several
locations on the airplane.
342. McKay, James M.; and Kordes, Eldon E.: Landing
Loads and Dynamics of the X-15 Airplane. NASA
TMX-639, March 1962, 63N12564, 87H26336, #. (See
also 313.)
The loads, accelerations, and displacements of the X-15
airplane and landing-gear system measured during landing
impact are discussed. The measured quantities are related to
the initial touchdown conditions and are compared with data
from a theoretical analysis to determine the effects of
variations in such parameters as elevator position, skid
coefficient of friction, main-gear location, and initial
touchdown conditions beyond the range of the experimental
data.
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343. Keener, Earl R.; and Pembo, Chris: Aerodynamic
Forces on Components of the X-15 Airplane. NASA
TM X-712, March 1962, 65N23920, 87H25526, #. (See
also 317.)
Aerodynamic force data on the components of the X-15
airplane have been obtained by both pressure and strain-gage
measurements in flights covering a Mach number range up to
6.04, altitudes up to about 217,000 feet, and angles of attack
up to 15 degrees. Comparison of the flight data with wind-
tunnel data shows generally good agreement for the flight
conditions covered.
344. Hopkins, Edward J.; Fetterman, David E. Jr.; and
Saltzman, Edwin J.: Comparison of Full-Scale Lift and
Drag Characteristics of the X-15 Airplane With
Wind-Tunnel Results and Theory. NASA TM X-713,
March 1962, 65N23921, 87H25527. (See also 318.)
Comparisons are made between the minimum drag
characteristics of the full-scale X-15 airplane and wind-
tunnel model data and theory extrapolated to flight Reynolds
numbers for Mach numbers of 2.5 and 3.0. Similar
comparisons are made for drag due to lift and maximum lift-
drag ratio for Mach numbers up to about 5. Speed-brake drag
and base-drag results are presented up to Mach numbers of
5.5 and 6, respectively.
345. Walker, Harold J.; and Wolowicz, Chester H.:
Stability and Control Derivative Characteristics of the
X-15 Airplane. NASA TM X-714, March 1962, 65N23922,
87H25529, #. (See also 319.)
NASA TM X-726, March 1962, 65N23924, 87H25533, #.
(See also 321.)
The deterioration of lateral-directional controllability with
roll damper off and the pilot performing a lateral-control task
is discussed. The problem area was defined by fixed-base and
airborne simulators and verified by closed-loop analysis in
which a human transfer function represents the pilot. A
parameter which predicts the problem area for the X-15
airplane is developed. The means considered to alleviate the
control problem in the X-15 airplane are also discussed.
348. Taylor, Lawrence W., Jr.; Samuels, James L.; and
Smith, John W.: Simulator Investigation of the Control
Requirements of a Typical Hypersonic Glider. NASA
TM X-635, H-226, March 1962, 72N71506, 87H26322.
The handling qualities of a typical hypersonic glider were
investigated with a flight simulator at Mach numbers of 0.26,
1.0, 3.5, 8, and 20 over an angle-of-attack range of 0 ° to 50 °.
Inasmuch as flight conditions influencing the control of the
glider can be expected to change relatively slowly, a five-
degree-of-freedom mechanization was used. Pilots assessed
the controllability of the glider without augmentation with
fixed gain dampers, and with on adaptive control system. The
investigation was limited to aerodynamic control.
349. Kordes, Eldon E.; Reed, Robert D.; and Dawdy,
Alpha L.: Structural Heating Experiences on the X-15
Airplanes. NASA TM X-711. Prepared in cooperation with
North American Aviation, Inc., Inglewood, California,
March 1962, 71N75350, 87H25525.
The flight-determined derivative characteristics are
compared with the predictions from wind-tunnel tests and
theory for Mach numbers extending to 5.5 and angles of
attack up to 17 degrees. With few exceptions, the predictions
were found generally to be in good agreement with the flight
data. Areas of deficient stability and control are briefly
discussed.
346. *White, Robert M.; Robinson, Glenn H.; and
Matranga, Gene J.: Resume of Handling Qualities of the
X-15 Airplane. NASA TM X-715, March 1962, 65N23923,
87H25530, #. (See also 320.)
A summary of handling qualities is presented as assessed
from pilot opinion and flight data. Segments of the flight
profile which were evaluated include the launch, climbout,
semiballistic flight, atmosphere entry, and landing.
Longitudinal controllability is compared with results from
current studies of reentry-type vehicles.
*Air Force Flight Test Center, Edwards AFB, California,
347. Petersen, Forrest S.; Rediess, Herman A.; and Weil,
Joseph: Lateral-Directional Control of the X-15 Airplane.
A survey of maximum structural temperatures measured on
the X-15 airplane during speed flights up to a Mach number
of 6 is presented. Structural problems caused by local hot
spots and discontinuities are described. Structural
modifications in the affected areas to eliminate the problems
are discussed.
350. Walker, J. A.: The X-15 Program. Presented at The
Institute of Aerospace Sciences meeting, St. Louis, Missouri,
April 30-May 2. 1962. 62N12923, #.
The high-temperature structural design approach utilized for
the X-15 configuration has been successful; no major design
deficiencies were encountered nor major modifications
required. With but few exceptions, the local thermal
problems encountered have not affected primary structural
areas. In general, the aerodynamic derivatives extracted from
flight-test data have confirmed the estimated derivatives
obtained from wind-tunnel evaluations at hypersonic speeds.
The aerodynamic flight control system and the simple
stability augmentation system of the X-15 airplane have
proved to be good technical designs. The airplane can be
flown with satisfactory handling qualities through the range
of dynamic pressures from about 1,500 lb/sq ft to below
100 lb/sq ft through the range of Mach numbers from 6.0 to
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subsoniclandingconditions.Althoughonlylimitedflight
experiencehasbeengainedwiththereactioncontrolsystem,
itsbasicdesignappearstobecompletelyadequate.Thistype
of systemapparentlyprovidesanadequatemeansofattitude
controlfor futurespacevehicles.Pilot transitionfrom
aerodynamicontrolsto reactioncontrolshas been
accomplishedwithoutproblems.
351. Drake,H.M.:CrewSafety and Survival Aspects
of the Lunar-Landing Mission. Presented at IAS Meeting
on Man's Progress in the Conquest of Space, St. Louis,
Missouri, April 30-May 2. 1962, 62N12866, #.
Some of the safety and survival aspects of the manned lunar-
landing mission are examined. The conditions requiring abort
to the earth, lunar orbit, and lunar surface are determined.
Some of the possible design requirements to permit abort to
lunar orbit or surface are indicated. Lunar orbital and surface
survival kits are described, and the stationing of such kits in
lunar orbit and at the intended landing site is proposed.
352. Weil, Joseph: Review of the X-15 Program. NASA
TN D-1278, June 1962, 62N13289, 87H27936, #.
The X-15 project is reviewed from its inception in 1954
through 1961. Some of the more important historical aspects
of the program are noted, but major emphasis is placed on the
significant research results.
353. Fichter, W. B.; and Kordes, E. E.: Response of
Multiweb Beams to Static and Dynamic Loading. NASA
TN D-1258, May 1962, 62N11650, #.
354. Drake, H. M.: Survey of FRC Recovery Research
Presented to Meeting on Space Vehicle Landing and
Recovery Research and Technology, (see N73-70937 04-99),
July 11. 1962, 73N70943.
355. Horton, V. W.: Manned Paroglider Flight Tests.
Presented to Meeting on Space Vehicle Landing and
Recovery Research and Technology, (see N73-70937 04-99),
July 11, 1962, 73N70944.
356. Armstrong, Neil A.; and Holleman, Euclid C.: A
Review of In-Flight Simulation Pertinent to Piloted Space
Vehicles. AGARD Report 403, 21st Flight Mechanics Panel
Meeting, Paris, France, July 9-11. 1962.
This paper shows how the environment of actual flight may
be used to simulate many phase of manned space exploration.
A number of simulations using conventional, modified, and
specially built aircraft are discussed in relation to the portion
of space flight to which they are generally applicable, that is,
the launch, orbital, entry, or the landing approach phase.
357. Holleman, Euclid C.; and Armstrong, Neil A.: Pilot
Utilization During Boost. Presented at the Inter-Center
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Technical Conference on Control Guidance and Navigation
Research for Manned Lunar Missions, Ames Research
Center, Moffett Field, California, July 24-25, 1962,
63X14567.
The capabilities of the pilot as the controller of an aircraft
have been well documented, but relatively few investigators
have considered the use of the pilot as the primary controller
of a vertical launch vehicle. This role in the launch of a
multistage vehicle has received increased interest recently.
Figure 1summarizes the studies in this area made to date. Of
necessity, these programs utilized simulators to represent the
launch vehicle. Some investigators used a human centrifuge
to simulate the acceleration representative of these vehicles.
358. Taylor, Lawrence W., Jr.; and Adkins, Elmor J.:
Recent X-15 Flight Test Experience With the MH-96
Adaptive Control System. Presented at the Inter-Center
Technical Conference on Control Guidance and Navigation
Research for Manned Lunar Missions, Ames Research
Center, Moffett Field, California, July 24-25. 1962.
359. Matranga, Gene J.; and Bellman, Donald R.:
Concept of a Free-Flying Lunar Landing and Take-Off
Research Vehicle. Presented at the Inter-Center Technical
Conference on Control Guidance and Navigation Research
for Manned Lunar Missions, Ames Research Center, Moffett
Field, California, July 24-25, 1962.
360. Layton, Garrison P.; and Thompson, Milton O.:
Summary of Low-Speed Paraglider Flight Investigations.
Part 1, Performance and Control Characteristics, Part 2,
Flare and Landing. Presented at the Inter-Center Technical
Conference on Control Guidance and Navigation Research
for Manned Lunar Missions, Ames Research Center,
July 24-25, 1962.
361. Kordes, Eldon E.: Experience With the X-15
Airplane in Relation to Problems of Reentry Vehicles.
3rd Congress of the International Council of the Aeronautical
Sciences, Stockholm, Sweden, August 27-September l,
1962.62N12630.
This paper discusses some of the results obtained from the
flight program of the X-15 research airplane that have
application to the design philosophy of future glide reentry
vehicles. Experiences in the areas of panel flutter, landing
dynamics, flight control systems, and aerodynamic and
structural heating are described; and some of the problems
that have developed are discussed briefly. A bibliography of
papers published on the X-15 flight program is included.
362. Walker, J. A.: I Fly the X-15. National Geographic,
Vol. 122, No. 3, September 1962, pp. 428-450.
363. Armstrong, N. A.; Walker, J. A.; Petersen, F. S.; and
White, R. M.: The X-15 Flight Program. NASA Proceedings
oftheSecondNationalConferenceonthePeacefulUsesof
Space, Seattle, Washington, May 8-10, 1962,
November 1962, pp. 263-271, 63N11158.
This paper reviews the philosophy of the X-15 airplane,
describes its concept in operation, and prophesies its future.
The X-15 was the first design to require rocket reaction
control within its design envelope. The flight and landing of
the X-15 are reviewed. Some of the follow-on uses of the
X-15 include guidance-instrument experiments, precise
determination of atmospheric density at extreme altitude,
measurement of size and quantity of micrometeorites in near
space, and determination of the intensity of ultraviolet and
infrared rays in near space.
364. Veatch, Donald W.: X-20 Instrumentation
Sensors. Paper for the X-20A (Dyna-Soar) Symposium,
November 5-7. 1962.
1
365. Martin, J. A.: The Record-Setting Research
Airplanes. Reproduced from Aerospace Engineering,
Vol. 21, No. 12, December 1962, pp. 49-54, 63N13571.
The first compilation of all available data on the unofficial
records of the rocket airplanes is presented. The maximum
Mach number, true velocity, and the altitude obtained by the
X-l-I, D-558-II, X-1A, X-2, and X-15 airplanes are given in
tabular form. Also, the physical characteristics of these
airplanes are given and include wing spans, wing sweep,
launch weight, and landing weight.
366. Tremant, R. A.: Operational Experiences and
Characteristics of the X-15 Flight Control System. NASA
TN D-1402, December 1962. 63N11123, #.
X- 15 flight and simulator experiences with the manual flight
control and stability augmentation system for the period from
December 1958 to January 1962 are presented. The flight
data extend to a Mach number of 6.04 and an altitude of
217,000 feet, and the simulator data cover the design flight
envelope. The characteristics of the manual flight control
system and the stability augmentation system are discussed,
in conjunction with pilot evaluation, operational problems,
modifications, and reliability. Pertinent X-15 flight history is
included.
1963 Technical Publications
367. Horton, V. W.; and Messing, W. E.: Some
Operational Aspects of Using a High-Performance
Airplane as a First-Stage Booster for Air-Launching
Solid-Fuel Sounding Rockets. NASA TN D-1279,
January_ 1963, 63N12192, #.
Five test vehicles were air-launched from an F- 104A airplane
to investigate some of the operational aspects and the
practicability of using the energy input of the airplane as a
first-stage booster for sounding rockets. A launch maneuver
and launcher system were developed and matched to the
airplane' s capabilities so that suitable repeatability of launch
parameters was attained.
368. Larson, T. J.; and Webb, L. D.: Calibrations and
Comparisons of Pressure.Airspeed-Altitude Systems of
the X-15 Airplane From Subsonic to High Supersonic
Speeds. NASA TN D-1724, February_ 1963, 63N12951, #.
The X-15 flight calibration data to define static-pressure
position errors are presented for two types of pressure-
sensing configurations: a standard NACA pitot-static tube
attached to a nose boom, and two manifolded flush static-
pressure ports on the ogive nose. The position-error
calibrations are presented up to M = 3.31 for the standard
nose boom installation and up to M = 4 for the flush static
system. Presented also are stagnation-pressure errors sensed
by a pitot probe ahead of the canopy. Methods used to
determine the position errors are described. The nose-boom
configuration is shown to be superior from the standpoint of
position error and ease of calibration for the available data
range.
369. Holleman, Euclid C.; and Wilson, Warren, S.:
Flight-Simulator Requirements for High-Performance
Aircraft Based on X-15 Experience. ASME Paper
63-AHGT-81, ASME Aviation and Space, Hydraulics, and
Gas Turbine Conference and Products Show, Los Angeles,
California, March 3-7. 1963, 63A17579.
Review of the simulation experience acquired during the
design and flight testing of the X-15 research airplane.
Discussed are the problems encountered and the use of
simulators in their solution, with particular reference to the
X-15 fixed-base simulator. Simulator techniques which may
be used in the supersonic-transport program, such as a
variable-stability airborne simulator, are suggested.
370. Row, Perry V.; and Fischel, Jack: Operational
Flight-Test Experience With the X-15 Airplane. AIAA
Paper 63-075, AIAA Space Flight Testing Conference,
Cocoa Beach, Florida, March 18-20, 1963, 63A15995.
Review of the experience of the NASA Flight Research
Center in coping with the problems of component and system
checkout and operational flight procedures in an advanced
flight research program. The operational evolution of the
most troublesome and the most important systems on the
North American X-15 is discussed, and operational and
research data are presented. Procedures now being utilized
and those that will be applied to newer systems are also
discussed. The use of a flight simulator to check out several
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flight systemsand to practicenormalandemergency
operationalproceduresi assessed.Finally,the flight
operationaltechniquesevolvedfor groundmonitoringof
flight systemsdataand flight-trajectoryinformationto
providepilot backupsupportaredescribed.Evidenceis
introducedtoshowhowthesetechniqueshavefacilitatedthe
rapidexpansionof theflightenvelopeandhaveaidedin
achievementofresearchobjectives.
vehiclewith flight-testresultsshowsthatthetheoretical
analysisof theslideoutcanadequatelypredictheslideout
distance,thedirectionof lateraldisplacement,andthe
approximatelateraldisplacement.A numericalstudyofthe
slideoutequationsindicatesthatthevelocityat whichthe
aerodynamicinfluenceonthevehiclebecomesnegligiblecan
bepredicted.
374. Ferguson, T. J.: Flight Research Center
371. Layton, G. P., Jr.; and Thompson, M. O.: Instrumentation Program. NASA Goddard Space Flight
Preliminary Flight Evaluation of Two Unpowered Center Proceedings of the Optical Communications and
Manned ParagUders. NASA TN D-1826, April 1963, Tracking Symposium, (see N68-84351), June 1963,
63N 14429, #. 68N84355.
Towed and free-flight tests were made with unpowered,
manned paragliders to study the performance, stability, and
control characteristics of a typical paraglider. The paragliders
used had maximum lift-drag ratios greater than 3.5 and wing
loadings of approximately 4.0 Ib/sq ft. The airspeed range
was limited by the rearward center-of-pressure shift at angles
of attack above and below trim angle of attack. Performance
data obtained from flight tests are presented and compared
with analytical results. Center-of-gravity shift, accomplished
by tilting the wing relative to the fuselage, was used for
control. This method of control was adequate for towed and
free flight as well as for flare and landing. The pilot's
evaluation of the vehicle's handling qualities, and a
discussion of development problems are presented.
372. Walker, J. A.; and Weil, J.: The X-15 Program.
Proceedings of AIAA 2nd Manned Space Flight Meeting,
AD-400711, April 22-24, 1963, pp. 295-307, 63A19019,
63N23237.
Review of the important operational problems encountered in
the flights of the North American X-15 aircraft. The history
of the project is considered, outlining the design development
and the flight tests, including aerodynamic configurations,
mode of operation, flight program, and performance.
Summarized is the operational experience, such as the
structural and thermostructural problems, and the rocket
engines, auxiliary-power-unit, and the control and guidance
systems experience. The piloting aspects of the X-15 mission
are described, including the boost, entry, and landing
techniques.
373. Noll, R. B.; and Halasey, R. L.: Theoretical
Investigation of the Slideout Dynamics of a Vehicle
Equipped With a Tricycle Skid-Landing-Gear System.
NASA "IN D-1828, May 1963, 63N16298, #.
The equations-of-motion for the slideout of a vehicle
equipped with a tricycle skid-type landing-gear system are
presented and reduced to three degrees of freedom. A
comparison of the results of numerical calculations for the
three-degree-of-freedom slideout of the X-15 research
375. Row, Perry V.; and Fischel, Jack: X-15 Flight
Experience. Astronautics and Aerospace Engineering,
Vol. 1, June 1963, pp. 25-32, 63A17556.
Survey of the operational aspects of the X-15 aircraft
development program. Discussed are the major structural
problems encountered, such as landing-gear overloading,
panel flutter, side-fairing buckling, wing leading-edge skin
buckling, windshield heat damage, and internal heat damage.
It is shown how the X-15 was made operational for the
simplest of tasks and was then built up to the maximum
demands in discrete progressive steps. Accidents in the
program, and their causes, are examined.
376. Matranga, G. J.; Washington, H. P.; Chenoweth,
P.L.; and Young, W. R.: Handling Qualities and
Trajectory Requirements for Terminal Lunar Landing,
as Determined From Analog Simulation. NASA
TN D-1921, August 1963, 63N19606, #.
A six-degree-of-freedom analog study was performed to aid
in defining handling qualities and trajectory potential for
terminal lunar landing. Results showed that, for a
maneuvering task in the pitch mode and a random-motion-
correction task in the roll and yaw modes, the pilots preferred
rate or attitude command with control accelerations of about
10 deg/sec and reasonable artificial damping. Also, to
consistently perform successful landings, the pilots generally
used thrust-to-weight ratios throttled between a minimum
value of 0.8 lunar g and maximum value of 1.8 lunar g.
377. Watts, J. D.; and Banas, R. P.: X-15 Structural
Temperature Measurements and Calculations for Flights
to Maximum Mach Numbers of Approximately 4, 5,
and 6. NASA TM X-883, H-315, August 1963, 72N73396.
Structural temperatures on the X-15 airplane were measured
continuously during three performance-envelope expansion
flights to maximum Mach numbers of approximately 4, 5,
and 6. Tabulations of temperature time histories, representing
all surfaces and some wing internal structure, are presented
for these flights. Methods of predicting surface temperature
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levelsand gradientsare described,and the resulting
calculationsarecomparedwithmeasuredtemperatures.
EC88-0180- I
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378. Videan, Edward N.; Banner, Richard D.; and Smith,
John P.: The Application of Analog and Digital Computer
Techniques in the X-15 Flight Research Program.
Presented at the International Symposium on Analog and
Digital Techniques Applied to Aeronautics, Liege, Belgium,
September 9-12, 1963.
This paper is limited, however, to the particular area of
computer application to research flight planning and system
implementation. Two systems are described, one analog and
one digital, which support the flight planning and system
implementation. Today, because of changing flight test
requirements, a relatively sophisticated and complete
simulation system is considered necessary to carry on a flight
research program.
379. Thompson, Milton O.: Preliminary Results of the
Lifting-Body Flight Program. NASA TM X-56005.
Presented at the 7th Annual SETP Symposium, Beverly Hills,
California, September 27-28, 1963.
This paper covers the design, construction, preflight, and
initial flight testing of the NASA Flight Research Center's
M-2 lifting-body vehicle. The paper also discusses the
concept of lifting-body utilization and the reasons for
construction of a lightweight vehicle.
380. Noll, R. B.; Jarvis, C. R.; Pembo, C.; Lock, W. P.;
and Scott, B. J.: Aerodynamic and Control-System
Contributions to the X-15 Airplane Landing-Gear Loads.
NASA TN D-2090, October 1963, 63N22117, #.
The effects of the X-15 manual flight control and stability
augmentation systems on the horizontal-tail load, and the
effect of wing-flap position on the wing load during
touchdown are investigated. Methods for significantly
reducing the maximum total load on the main gear during
landings are described. Data from typical X-15 landings and
from landings in which modified touchdown techniques were
used are presented and compared.
381. Weil, Joseph: Piloted Flight Simulation at the
NASA Hight Research Center. Presented at IEEE 10th
Annual East Coast Conference on Aerospace and Navigation
Electronics, Baltimore, Maryland, October 21-23, 1963.
382. Nugent, Jack: The X-15 Advanced Air-Breathing
Engine Program. Presented at Bumblebee Composite
Design Research Panel, November 1963.
383. Horton, V. W.; Layton, G. P., Jr.; and Thompson,
M.O.: Exploratory Flight Tests of Advanced Piloted
Spacecraft Concepts. NASA TM X-51360. Presented at the
AIAA, AFFTC, and NASA FRC Testing of Manned Flight
Systems Conference, Edwards, California, December 4--6,
1963, 65N89037.
384. Sisk, T. R.; and Andrews, W. H.: Utilization of
Existing Aircraft in Support of Supersonic-Transport
Research Programs. NASA TM X-51360. Presented at the
AIAA, AFFTC, and NASA FRC Testing of Manned Flight
Systems Conference, Edwards, California, December 4--6,
1963, pp. 67-76, 64N12881.
The supersonic transport will not necessarily be derivative of
a previous military airplane, as are the current family of jet
transports. Therefore, full-scale test data and operational
experience for this vehicle will be limited, and in some areas
nonexistent. In an attempt to fill this void, the NASA Flight
Research Center has initiated several programs utilizing
existing high-performance aircraft to investigate some of the
problems predicted in the supersonic-transport operational
environment. This paper discusses three of these programs: a
minimum-flight-speed investigation utilizing an F5D aircraft,
and Air Traffic Control (ATC) compatibility program
utilizing an A-5A aircraft, and specific vehicle research on
the XB-70 aircraft.
385. Rediess, H. A.; and Deets, D. A.: An Advanced
Method for Airborne Simulation. NASA TM X-51360.
Presented at the AIAA, AFFTC, and NASA FRC Testing of
Manned Flight Systems Conference, Edwards, California,
December 4---6. 1963. pp. 33-39, 64N12880. (See also 406.)
The NASA Flight Research Center has conducted and
sponsored studies leading to the design and developments of
a general-purpose airborne simulator (GPAS) to support the
supersonic-transport program and to perform general
research. This paper presents some of the results of these
studies. The response feedback, and the model-control
concepts for an airborne simulator are discussed and
evaluated. The model-following performance of the system
designed for the GPAS, and, other results believed generally
applicable are also presented.
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386. Larson,T.J.;andMontoya,E.J.:Stratosphereand
MesosphereDensity-Height Profiles Obtained With the
X-15 Airplane. NASA TM X-51734, 1963, 65N33708, #.
Density-height profiles in the stratosphere and mesosphere
were obtained from impact-pressure, velocity,, and altitude
measurements made on six X-15 research airplane flights. A
form of the Rayleigh pilot formula was used for density
computations. Because of pressure-instrumentation
limitations and pressure lag, the maximum altitude for
reasonably accurate density determination was considered to
be about 65 km. Good agreement was obtained between
temperatures calculated from faired density-height profiles of
two X-15 flights and temperatures measured by rocketsondes
launched near the times of flight from the Pacific Missile
Range, Point Mugu, California.
1964 Technical Publications
387. Pyle, J. S.: Comparison of Flight Pressure
Measurements With Wind-Tunnel Data and Theory for
the Forward Fuselage of the X-15 Airplane at Mach
Numbers From 0.8 to 6.0. NASA TN D-2241, Jan.n___u___u___u_
1964, 64N12961, #.
The results of flight pressure measurements on the forward
fuselage of the X-15 airplane are presented for angles of
attack from O degrees to 15 degrees and Mach numbers from
0.8 to 6.0. Comparisons of flight and wind-tunnel data
showed good agreement, and theoretical calculations
predicted flight pressure measurements reasonably well.
ranging for landing; however, the pilots indicated that faster-
acting speed brakes would allow more flexible operation.
389. Holleman, E. C.; and Adkins, E. J.: Contributions
of the X-15 Program to Lifting Entry Technology. AIAA
Paper 64-17, January_ 1964. 64N15273. (See also 388.)
390. Drake, H. M.: Aerodynamic Testing Using
Special Aircraft. NASA TM X-51605. Presented at
AIAA Aerodynamic Testing Conference, Washington,
D.C., March 9-10, 1964, 65N88557, 65N35225, #. (See
also 391.)
In this paper some of the recent applications of special
aircraft to aerodynamic testing are reviewed and something
of the complementary relationship such testing bears to
theory and to research in ground facilities is indicated. Some
of the primary reasons for flight research are to verify theory,
ground facilities, and design. Encounter new or overlooked
problems. Investigate flight in the true environment.
Establish crew-vehicle integration and requirements. Study
the atmosphere, earth, and space.
391. Drake, H. M.: Aerodynamic Testing Using Special
Aircraft. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
Aerodynamics Testing Conference, March 10, 1964, pp. 78-
188, 64N17019. (See also 390.)
392. Quinn, R. D.; and Kuhl, A. E.: Comparison of
Flight-Measured and Calculated Turbulent Heat
Transfer on the X-15 Airplane at Mach Numbers From
2.5 to 6.0 at Low Angles of Attack. NASA TM X-939,
H-332, March 1964, 72N73498.
388. Holleman, E. C.; and Adldns, E. J.: Contributions
of the X-15 Program to Lifting Entry Technology. NASA
TM X-51359. Presented at the AIAA Aerospace Sciences
Meeting, New York, January_ 20-24, 1964, 65N89079. (See
also 389.)
Entries from altitudes greater than 350,000 ft with the X-15
airplane have provided piloting experience and verification
of predicted control characteristics and operational
techniques. The airplane re-enters as a glider and duplicates
several phases in the recovery of higher-performance
vehicles, for example, transition from near-zero dynamic
pressure to aerodynamic flight, and the terminal-area ranging
and landing. During entries, reaction controls have been used
to surprisingly high dynamic pressures. Rate command
control provided satisfactory control, and hold modes were
appreciated by the pilots for secondary control modes. With
conservatively planned flights, the pilots have had no
problem controlling range to base with contact navigation.
Landmarks have been observed from above 300,000 ft and
160 miles range. The approach and landing of the low-lift-
drag-ratio X-15 airplane has become routine, with relatively
small dispersion in touchdown and slideout distance. The
speed brakes have been an important control for regulation of
Turbulent heat-transfer data obtained on the X-15 airplane for
a flight to a Mach number of 6.0 are presented and compared
with calculated values. Calculated boundary-layer
thicknesses and Mach number profiles in the shear layer are
also presented. Comparisons between measured and
calculated heat-transfer coefficients show that the calculated
heat-transfer coefficients are from 30 to 60 percent higher
than the measured values when bluntness effects are included
in estimates of the local Mach number at the edge of the
boundary layer.
393. Fischel, Jack; and Toll, Thomas A.: The X-15
Project: Results and New Research. Astronautics &
Aeronautics, March 1964, pp. 20-28.
394. Chenoweth, P. L.; and Dana, W. H.: Flight
Evaluation of Wide-Angle Overlapping Monoculars for
Providing Pilot's Field of Vision. NASA TN D-2265,
April 1964, 64N17753, #.
A qualitative evaluation was made of the effectiveness of
wide-angle, overlapping monoculars as the sole source of
outside visual reference during takeoffs, aerial maneuvers,
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visualnavigation,andapproachesandlandingsin a light
observationaircraft. The evaluation was made during the day
and at night and in air conditions which varied from no
turbulence to severe turbulence.
395. Holleman, E. C.: Piloting Performance During the
Boost of the X-15 Airplane to High Altitude. NASA
TN D-2289, April 1964. 64N19002, #.
396. Gray, W. E., Jr.: NASA Flight Research Center
Handling-Qualities Program on General-Aviation
Aircraft. NASA TM X-56004, April 21. 1964, 65N35235, #.
397. Jarvis, C. R.; and Adkins, E. J.: Operational
Experience With X-15 Reaction Controls. NASA
TM X-56002. Presented at the SAE-ASME Symposium on
Position, Attitude and Thrust Vector Control, April 21. 1964,
64N20683, #.
The four reaction-control-system configurations investigated
during the X-15 program include a proportional acceleration
command system, on-off proportional rate command and
attitude hold systems, and a rate-sensing on-off stability
augmentation system. Each of the systems is described
briefly, and development problems encountered in hardware
design, component compatibility, and systems integration are
discussed. The practical aspects of system design and
operation are emphasized. Flight experience with each
system is also discussed. Flight data showing the results of
open-loop and closed-loop control during critical X-15
reentry maneuvers are presented.
398. Sanderson, K. C.: The X-15 Flight Test
Instrumentation. NASA TM X-56000. Flight Test
Instrumentation, Vol. 3, pp. 267-290, proceedings of the
Third International Symposium, (see TL 671.7 I54 V. 3),
April 21, 1964, 1964, 64N19899, #.
The basic instrumentation philosophy for the X-15 program
was dictated primarily by two factors. First, if the X-15 were
to successfully fulfill its mission of providing timely research
data, it had to be built and instrumented quickly. Second, the
instrumentation had to be accurate and reliable. The
philosophy adopted was as follows: Onboard recording
would be used, selected parameters would be telemetered and
displayed to ground monitors in real time, continuous ground
radar tracking provided instrumentation system would have
to be flexible, maximum use of off-the-shelf instrumentation
components and systems.
399. Wall, D. E.: A Study of Hypersonic Aircraft.
NASA TM X-56001, April 24, 1964, 64N20549, #. (See
also 400.)
A study is being made at the NASA Flight Research Center
to determine the gross characteristics of future hypersonic
aircraft, without the refinement of configuration
optimization. The characteristics defined by this study are to
be used as a guide in assessing the need for future hypersonic
flight research.
400. Wall, D. E.: A Study of Hypersonic Aircraft.
NASA TM X-51641, 1964, 65N35263, #. (See also 399.)
401. Taylor, L. W., Jr.; and Adkins, E. J.: Adaptive
Flight Control Systems--Pro and Con. NASA
TM X-56008. Presented at the AIAA Specialists Meeting,
Los Angeles, California, April 28, 1964, 64N27261, #.
In light of difficulties posed by the X-15, the adaptive flight
control system was developed and has been most successful.
Although several problems were encountered during the
development of the MH-96 adaptive system, and emphasis on
them in this paper tends to paint a dark picture, these
problems were solved on the ground before the first flight,
except for some insignificant details which affected only the
periphery functions of the MH-96 even during the early
flights. There is a saying that "a bird in hand is worth two in
the bush." For adaptive flight control system concepts, we
would put the ratio at about 10. An adaptive control system
which has been successfully demonstrated in the X-15 is
worth about 10 proposed new adaptive concepts which have
not been exposed to the idiosyncrasies of control-system
hardware.
402. Kordes, E. E.; and Tanner, C. S.: Preliminary
Results of Boundary-Layer Noise Measured on the X-15
Airplane. NASA TM X-56003, May 1. 1964, 65N35284, #.
In order to provide detailed information on boundary-layer
noise over a wide range of controlled flight conditions, the
NASA Flight Research Center is conducting a boundary-
layer-noise research program with the X-15 airplane. This
paper describes the program and presents some of the
preliminary results.
403. Thompson, M. O.: Aerospace Medical and
Bioengineering Considerations in Lifting-Body and
Research-Aircraft Operations. NASA TM X-56005.
Presented at the 35th Aerospace Medical Association
Annual Meeting, Miami Beach, Florida, May 11-14, 1964,
64N22440, #.
The lifting-body vehicle we have flown at the Flight Research
Center is the M-2 rather than the M-I; thus, it is this vehicle I
shall discuss. For those who may not be familiar with the M-2
or the lifting-body concept, I shall describe it briefly. As the
name implies, a lifting body is a vehicle with a body shape,
rather than wings, which generates lift at an angle or attack.
The only irregularities or protuberances in the body shape are
the surfaces required for aerodynamic control. Figure 1
compares the advantages or the three configurations having
reentry capability, that is, the ballistic or semiballistic, the
lifting body, and the winged vehicle. The energy footprints or
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thevehicles,or landing areas available to each, can be
estimated. For operational usage, a lifting reentry vehicle
appears to be highly desirable because of its versatility for
reentry from a number of orbit planes or the capability for
recovery at a number of landing sites within the United
States.
404. Maher, J. F., Jr.; Ottinger, C. W.; and Capasso,
V.N., Jr.: YLR99-RM-1 Rocket Engine Operating
Experience in the X-15 AircrafL NASA TN D-2391,
July 1964, 64N25810, #.
This paper describes the unique operating experience
obtained during the first 50 government flights with the
YLR99 engine installed in the X-15 aircraft, with emphasis
on problem areas of the engine and their effects on the X-15
program.
405. Powers, B. G.; and Matheny, N. W.: Flight
Evaluation of Three Techniques of Demonstrating the
Minimum Hying Speed of a Delta-Wing Airplane. NASA
TN D-2337, July 1964, 64N24966, #.
A flight test program was conducted with an F5D airplane
to evaluate three techniques for demonstrating the
minimum flying speed of a delta-wing aircraft: The Civil
Air Regulations stall-speed demonstration, the 1 g
demonstration, and the constant-rate-of-climb demonstration.
The Civil Air Regulation stall-speed demonstration currently
used for civil transport aircraft was found to be inadequate for
demonstrating the minimum speed of a delta-wing airplane,
because this type of airplane does not have a well-defined
stall point near maximum lift coefficient. The 1 g minimum
speed, which is based on maintaining a constant 1 g normal
acceleration, was difficult to determine precisely, especially
when buffeting was present. The constant-rate-of-climb
minimum-speed maneuvers, which are based on the ability to
maintain a constant rate of climb, were reasonably easy to
perform and were unaffected by the aircraft buffet
characteristics. The level-flight minimum speed obtained
from the constant-rate-of-climb techniques was found to be
the most rational minimum speed for a delta-wing aircraft.
The applicability of these techniques to other types of aircraft
was shown in limited tests on a sweptwing airplane.
406. Rediess, H. A.; and Deets, D. A.: An Advanced
Method for Airborne Simulation. NASA RP 337.
Reprinted from J. Aircraft, Vol. 1, No. 4, July-August 1964,
pp. 185-190. Presented at the AIAA, AFFTC, and NASA
FRC Testing of Manned Flight Systems Conference,
Edwards AFB, California, December 4--6, 1963, 64N31214.
(See also 385.)
In a general discussion of airborne simulation, it is observed
that the motion of a specific aircraft cannot be matched
completely with an airborne simulator, except at certain
specific conditions, if the number of independent control
devices for angular and linear motion is less than the number
of corresponding degrees of freedom to be stimulated.
However, airborne simulators can be valuable research and
pilot-training tools through proper choice of the motion
parameters to be matched and by tailoring the program to the
particular simulator used.
407. Fischel, J.; and Webb, L. D.: Flight-Informational
Sensors, Display, and Space Control of the X-15 Airplane
for Atmospheric and Near-Space Flight Missions. NASA
TN D-2407, August 1964, 64N26629, #.
This paper presents pertinent information obtained during the
X- 15 program and discusses its use by the pilot in performing
a variety of atmospheric and near-space flight missions.
408. Saltzman, Edwin J.: Base Pressure Coefficients
Obtained From the X-15 Airplane for Mach Numbers Up
to 6. NASA TN D-2420, August 1964, 64N27122, #.
Base pressure measurements were made on the vertical fin,
side fairing, fuselage, and wing trailing edge of the X-15.
Data are presented between Mach numbers of 0.8 and 6.
Power-off and power-on data are included and compared
with wind-tunnel measurements and theory.
409. Hughes, D. L.; Powers, B. G.; and Dana, W. H.:
Hight Evaluation of Some Effects of the Present Air
Traffic Control System on Operation of a Simulated
Supersonic Transport. NASA TN D-2219,
November 1964, 64N33082, #.
An exploratory flight program was conducted to investigate
the effect of the present Air Traffic Control system on the
operation of a simulated supersonic transport in the Los
Angeles terminal area. The climb and descent portions of a
representative supersonic transport flight profile were flown
with an A-5A airplane. In addition, en route problems were
explored within the speed and altitude data were obtained, as
well as flight-crew opinions and ground-personnel
comments.
410. Yancey, R. B.: Hight Measurements of Stability
and Control Derivatives of the X-15 Research Airplane to
a Mach Number of 6.02 and an Angle of Attack of
25 Degrees NASA TN D-2532, November 1964, 65N10638, #.
Flight tests of the X-15 airplane provided data from
which longitudinal, lateral, and directional stability and
control derivations were determined over a Mach number
range from 0.60 to 6.02 and over an angle-of-attack range
from -2.7 degrees to 25 degrees. The data were obtained with
the lower rudder on and off, speed brakes open and closed,
and power on and off. The longitudinal derivatives show the
expected trends of increasing levels through the transonic
region and diminishing levels as the Mach number increases
in the supersonic region. A high level of longitudinal stability
is indicated by the flight data.
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411. Holleman, E. C.; and Adkins, E. J.: Contributions
of the X-15 Program to Lifting Entry Technology.
J. Aircraft, Vol. 1, No. 6, November-December 1964.
Entries from altitudes greater than 350,000 ft with the X-15
airplane have provided piloting experience and verification
of predicted control characteristics and operational
techniques. The airplane re-enters as a glider and duplicates
several phases in the recovery of higher-performance
vehicles, for example, transition from near-zero dynamic
pressure to aerodynamic flight, and the terminal-area ranging
and landing. During entries, reaction controls have been used
to surprisingly high dynamic pressures. Rate command
control provided satisfactory control, and hold modes were
appreciated by the pilots for secondary control modes. With
conservatively planned flights, the pilots have had no
problem controlling range to base with contact navigation.
Landmarks have been observed from above 300,000 ft and
160 miles range. The approach and landing of the low-lift-
drag-ratio X-15 airplane has become routine, with relatively
small dispersion in touchdown and slideout distance. The
speed brakes have been an important control for regulation of
ranging for landing; however, the pilots indicated that faster-
acting speed brakes would allow more flexible operation.
412. Thompson, M. O.: General Review of Piloting
Problems Encountered During Simulationand Flightsof
the X-15.NASA TM X-56884, SocietyofExperimentalTest
PilotsNinth Annual Report. Presented at the SETP
Symposium, BeverlyHills,California,1964,66N83857.
413. Fischel, J.; and Toll, T. A.: The X-15 Project--
Results and New Research. NASA RP 186, 1964,
64N22066.
414. Fischel, J.; and Toll, T. A.: The X-15 Research
Aircraft--Research Accomplished and Planned. NASA
TM X-51485, 1964, 65N89070.
415. Winglade, R. L.: Current Research on Advanced
Cockpit Display Systems. NASA TMX-56010, 1964,
65N20814, #.
Current cockpit-display philosophy is discussed in terms of
the pilot's informational requirements. Pilots scan patterns
obtained through the use of an eye-position camera and a
ground-based simulator are depicted for a conventional
display system and for two advanced concepts. Preliminary
results of some flight-test and ground-simulation evaluations
of advanced concepts, such as totally integrated displays and
indirect pilot viewing systems, are discussed.
416. Montoya, Earl J.; and Larson, Terry J.:
Stratosphere and Mesosphere Densities Measured With
the X-15 Airplane. NASA RP 499, NASA TM X-56009,
1964. (See also Geophysical Research, Vol. 69, No. 4,
pp. 5123-5130, 1964.)
Density-height profiles in the stratosphere and mesosphere
were obtained from measurements of impact pressure,
velocity, and altitude on six X-15 research airplane flights. A
form of the Rayleigh pilot formula was used for density
computations. Because of pressure-instrumentation
limitations and pressure lag, the maximum altitude for
reasonably accurate density determination was considered to
be about 65 km. Temperatures calculated from faired density-
height profiles of two X-15 flights agreed well with
temperatures measured by rocketsondes launched near the
times of flight from the Pacific Missile Range, Point Mugu,
California.
1965 Technical Publications
417. Pyle, J. S.: Flight-Measured Wing Surface
Pressures and Loads for the X-15 Airplane at Mach
Numbers From 1.2 to 6.0. NASA TN D-2602,
January_ 1965, 65N14854, #.
418. Roman, James: Long.Range Program to Develop
Medical Monitoring In FlightmThe Flight Research
Program-I. Aerospace Medicine, Vol. 36, No. 6, June 1965.
NASA's Flight Research Center is conducting a long-range
program designed to advance the state of the art in biomedical
monitoring. Better knowledge of the physiological
parameters used in monitoring the crew is one of major aims
of the program. An instrumentation-development phase and a
phase involving development of computer techniques for
handling medical flight data both contribute to the overall
program. The physiological-parameters-research phase and
the instrumentation-development phase have yielded
significant results after one year of operation.
419. Jarvis, C. R.; and Lock, W. P.: Operational
Experience With the X-15 Reaction Control and Reaction
Augmentation Systems. NASA TN D-2864, June 1965,
65N25725, #.
This paper describes the X-15 reaction control system and
discusses the system characteristics, operational experiences,
and development problems. Data are presented from X-15
high-altitude flights during which both the manual control
and reaction augmentation systems were operated.
420. Cary, J. P.; and Keener, E. R.: Flight Evaluation of
the X-15 Ball-Nose Flow-Direction Sensor as an Air-Data
System. NASA TN D-2923, July 1965, 65N27945, #.
This paper assesses the suitability of the modified ball-nose
system for obtaining Mach number and pressure altitude from
pressure measurements at Mach numbers up to 5.3, altitudes
up to 130,000 feet, and Reynolds number from 0.1 to 1.6 × 10
to the 6th per foot. The results are compared with
experimental and theoretical results for spheres.
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421. Pyle, J. S.: Flight Pressure Distributions on the
Vertical Stabilizers and Speed Brakes of the X-15
Airplane at Mach Numbers From 1 to 6. NASA
TN D-3048, September 1965, 65N34437, #.
This paper, the third in series on the X-15 surface-pressure
distributions, presents flight-measured pressure distributions
for the upper and lower vertical stabilizers with the speed
brakes opened and closed. Data are shown for Mach numbers
from 1 to 6 and angles of attack from 0 degree to 15 degree.
Comparisons are made with wind-tunnel data and theory.
422. Smith, H. J.: Evaluation of the Lateral-
Directional Stability and Control Characteristics of the
Lightweight M2-F1 Lifting Body at Low Speeds. NASA
TN D-3022, September 1965, 65N33839, #.
This paper summarizes the lateral-directional stability and
control characteristics investigated during the flight tests and
compares some wind-tunnel data with the flight values.
Performance data from the tests are reported.
Research Vehicle. NASA TN D-3023, September 1965,
65N33549, #.
This paper represents the significant technical details and
research capabilities of a free-flight lunar-landing simulator
as they existed at the time of the initial flights of the vehicle.
The lunar-landing research vehicle (LLRV) consists of a
pyramid-shaped structural frame with four truss-type legs. A
pilot's platform extends forward between two legs, and an
electronics platform is similarly located, extending rearward.
A jet engine is mounted vertically in a gimbal ring at the
center of the vehicle. The LLRV is instrumented for research
purposes. The data obtained are converted to digital form
transmitted to a ground tape recorder by means of an
80-channel pulse-code-modulation type (PCM) telemetry
system. Each channel can be read every 0.005 second, if
desired.
ECN-535
Lunar Landing Research Vehicle (LLRV)
EC-64-404
M2-F1 Lifting Body Vehicle
423. Horton, V. W.; Eldredge, R. C.; and Klein, R. E.:
Flight-Determined Low-Speed Lift and Drag
Characteristics of the Lightweight M2-F1 Lifting Body.
NASA TN D-3021, September 1965, 65N33357, #.
The low-speed lift and drag characteristics of a manned,
lightweight M-2 lifting-body vehicle were determined in
unpowered free-ffight tests at angles of attack from 0 degrees
to 22 degrees (0.38 radian) and at calibrated airspeeds from
61 knots to 113 knots (31.38 to 58.13 meters/second). Flight
data are compared with results from full-scale wind-tunnel
tests of the same vehicle.
424. Bellman, D. R.; and Matranga, G. J.: Design and
Operational Characteristics of a Lunar-Landing
425. Banas, R. P.: Comparison of Measured and
Calculated Turbulent Heat Transfer in a Uniform and
Nonuniform Flow Field on the X-15 Upper Vertical Fin at
Mach Numbers of 4.2 and 5.3. NASA TM X-1136, H-382,
September 1965, 72N73703.
Turbulent heat-transfer coefficients and measured local static
pressures were obtained in flight on the X-15 upper vertic,'.l
fin with both a sharp and a blunt leading edge. The data are.
compared with calculated values. Calculated and measured
Mach number profiles in the shear layer are also presented.
Heat-transfer coefficients were obtained from measured skb,
temperatures at free-stream Mach numbers of approximatel'/
4.2 and 5.3 and free-stream Reynolds numbers betwee_t
1.8 x 10(6) and 2.5 x 10(6) per foot. Comparisons of measure:t
and calculated heat-transfer coefficients obtained in both a
uniform flow field and a nonuniform flow field show that the
heat-transfer coefficients calculated by Eckert's reference.
temperature method were from 32 percent to 57 percc=t
higher than the measured values.
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426. Anon: Progress of the X-15 Research Airplane
Program. NASA-SP-90, USAF, USN, and NASA
Conference on Progress of the X-15 Research Airplane
Program, Edwards AFB, California October 7. 1965,
73N71303.
427. Love, J. E.; and Fischel, J.: Status of X-15
Program. NASA SP-90, (see N73-71303 05-99), 1965,
pp. 1-15, 73N71304.
This paper briefly reviews the significant activities and
present status of the project in order to aid you in properly
relating the information presented during this conference to
the total X-15 program. A comprehensive bibliography of
information related to the X- 15 program is included at the end
of this paper.
428. Banner, R. D.; and Kuhl, A. E.: A Summary of
X-15 Heat Transfer and Skin Friction Measurements.
NASA SP-90, (see N73-71303 05-99), 1965, pp. 17-26,
73N71305. (See also 449.)
429. Lewis, T. L.; and McLeod, N. J.: Flight
Measurements of Boundary Layer Noise on the X-15.
NASA SP-90, (see N73-71303 05-99), 1965, pp. 27-33,
73N71306. (See also 451.)
Boundary-layer-noise data measured in flight over a Mach
number range from 1.0 to 5.4 and at altitudes from
45,000 feet to 105,000 feet are presented. The data were
obtained at four locations on the X-15 (selected to provide
varied boundary-layer conditions). The highest recorded
noise level was 150 decibels. Boundary-layer parameters
were measured at one location and are used to present the
noise data in a nondimensional form for comparison with data
from fiat-plate wind-tunnel studies by other experimenters.
430. McKay, J. M.; and Noll, R. B.: A Summary of the
X-15 Landing Loads. NASA SP-90, (see N73-71303
05-99), 1965, pp. 35--43, 73N71307. (See also 447.)
The purpose of this paper is to review the present status of the
X-15 landing-gear loads, to discuss the parameters which
affect these loads, and to show additional modifications that
might be made to improve the landing gear system.
431. Taylor, L. W., Jr.; Robinson, G. H.; and Iliff, K. W.:
A Review of Lateral Directional Handling Qualities
Criteria as Applied to the X-15. NASA SP-90, (see
N73-71303 05-99), 1965, pp. 45-60,73N71308.
The lateral-directional handling qualities of the X-15 have
been extensively surveyed in terms of pilot ratings and
vehicle response characteristics throughout the operational
envelope of the airplane. Results are reviewed for two
vertical-tail configurations as well as for dampers on and off,
and significant problem areas are discussed in relation to the
basic stability and control parameters and the influence of the
pilot's control. These results are used to assess the validity
and limitations of some of the lateral-directional handling-
qualities design criteria currently in use. Finally, a new and
more generally applicable criterion recently proposed by the
NASA Flight Research Center is described and similarly
assessed against a broad range of test conditions available
with the X-15 vehicles.
432. Holleman, E. C.: Control Experiences of the X-15
Pertinent to Lifting Entry. NASA SP-90, (see N73-71303
05-99), 1965, pp. 61-73, 73N71309. (See also 448.)
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the flight experiences
obtained in recovering the X-15 airplanes from high altitude
with conventional and adaptive controls, and to place these
experiences in proper perspective relative to future lifting
entry programs.
433. Burke, M. E.; and Basso, R. J.: Resume of X-15
Experience Related to Flight Guidance Research. NASA
SP-90, (see N73-71303 05-99), 1965, pp. 75-84, 73N71310.
The purpose of this paper is twofold. The first is to present a
resume of the experience gained to date in using these two
systems, and the second is to discuss a planned guidance
research program that will be implemented in the near future
on the X-15.
434. Adkins, E. J.; and Armstrong, J. G.: Development
and Status of the X-15-2 Airplane. NASA SP-90,
(see N73-71303 05-99), 1965, pp. 103-115, 73N71313.
The original X-15-2 airplane has been extensively modified
to provide a Mach 8 configuration. The modifications
included jettisonable tanks for additional propellants which
would provide the increased performance and consequently
would provide a realistic environment for the development
and evaluation of a hypersonic air-breathing propulsion
system. This paper summarizes the development and initial
evaluation of the modified airplane.
435. Watts, J. D.; Cary, J. P.; and *Dow, M. B.:
Advanced X-15-2 Thermal Protection System. NASA
SP-90, (see N73-71303 05-99), 1965, pp. 117-125,
73N71314.
The use of silicone-based elastomeric ablative material for
the advanced X-15-2 thermal protection system is discussed
and results of candidate ablator evaluation tests in arc
facilities and on X- 15 flights at Mach 5 are presented.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
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436. Bilde,P.F.;and*McCollom,J.S.:X-15Research
AccomplishmentsandFuturePlans.NASASP-90,(see
N73-7130305-99),1965, pp. 133-139, 73N71316.
The purpose of this paper is twofold: first to review the
overall achievements of the X-15 project with proper
emphasis on the highlight of the papers presented and second,
to indicate future X-15 plans, both the definitely planned and
approved programs and several proposals that are not
presently approved but are believed to offer the potential of
an excellent return on investment.
*U.S. Air Force, Aeronautical Systems Division.
437. Matranga, G. J.; and Walker, J. A.: An
Investigation of Terminal Lunar Landing With the Lunar
Landing Research Vehicle. NASA TM X-74475. Presented
at AIAA Manned Space Flight Meeting, St. Louis, Missouri,
October 11-13,1965, 77N74066.
438. Wolowicz, C. H.; and Gossett, T. D.: Operational
and Performance Characteristics of the X-15 Spherical,
Hypersonic Flow-Direction Sensor. NASA TN D-3070,
November 1965, 66N10603, #.
The basic design concepts, operational experiences
(malfunctions, system characteristics, and system
improvements), and flight-data measurements of the sensor
are discussed and analyzed. The accuracy of the sensor in
measuring angle of attack and angle of sideslip is assessed on
the basis of an analysis of flight data and comparisons of
these data with X-15 flight data determined from vane-type
nose-boom installations and X-15 wind-tunnel data. Some
practical limitations in the use of the sensor for extreme
altitude applications are also considered.
439. Love, J. E.; and Young, W. R.: Component
Performance and Flight Operations of the X-15 Research
Airplane Program. NASA TM X-74527. Presented at the
Annual Symposium on Reliability, San Francisco, California,
January 25-27, 1966, November 1965, 77N74609.
This paper discusses and analyzes the system and component
failures that have occurred during the X-15 program.
Component performance is expressed in terms of its effect
upon the entire operation, that is, as a failure rate per flight.
Three representative systems are discussed: the engine
system, the auxiliary power system, and the propellant
system. Failures of shelf-stock components prior to their
installation on the flight vehicles are also examined.
440. McTigue, J. G.; and Thompson, M. O.:
Lifting-Body Research Vehicles in a Low-Speed Flight
Test Program. NASA TM X-57412. Presented at ASSET/
Advanced Lifting Reentry Technological Symposium,
Miami, Florida, 14-16 December 1965, December 1965,
76N70924.
The lightweight M-2 flight test program has demonstrated the
capability of a pilot to control lightweight lifting body during
approach, flare, and landing. Further investigation is needed,
however. Areas that are important, and that being
investigated, include the use of optical landing systems, night
and instrument capability, and thrust-augmented flare. A
serious effort is required to reduce the complexity of the
aerodynamic control system to prevent the lifting reentry
vehicle from being seriously compromised in weight.
441. Stillwell, Wendell H.: X-15 Research Results With
a Selected Bibliography, NASA-SP-60, 1965, 65N20162, #.
Contents include X-15 aircraft development concept, flight
research, aerodynamic characteristics of supersonic-
hypersonic flight, hypersonic structure, flying laboratory, and
bibliography.
442. Sisk, T. R.; Irwin, K. S.; and McKay, J. M.: Review
of the XB-70 Flight Program. NASA SP-83, NASA
Conference on Aircraft Operating Problems, May 10-12,
1965, 1965, 65N31120.
Although the major NASA research effort is directed toward
XB-70-2, which will not enter its flight program until the
summer of 1965, a limited amount of information is available
from the early flights of the XB-70-1 airplane. Initial take-off
and landing performance data have generally substantiated
predictions and indicate no unforeseen problems for this class
of vehicle. Vertical velocities at impact are of the same order
of magnitude as those being experienced by present-day
subsonic jets. The XB-70 distances from brake release to lift-
off graphically illustrate the advantage of the increased
thrust-weight ratio of the supersonic cruise vehicle. The
landing loads are well within the design limits up to the
highest vertical velocities encountered to date, and recorded
data show the response at the pilot station to be somewhat
greater than that recorded at the center of gravity. Persistent
shaking has been encountered in flight at subsonic speed. The
cause of the excitation is not known at present but the
oscillation does not appear to be conventional buffeting. The
oscillation occurrence drops off appreciably at supersonic
speeds and can be correlated with atmospheric turbulence.
The stability and control characteristics at subsonic speeds
appear satisfactory with stability augmentation on and off. A
longitudinal trim discrepancy from predictions has been
noted in the transonic region which appears to be decreasing
with increasing supersonic speed. The supersonic handling
qualities are considered adequate with stability augmentation
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off;however,sensitivelateralcontrolhasresultedin small
pilot-inducedoscillations.
Conferenceat JPL,JetPropulsionLaboratory,Pasadena,
California,November 8-% 1965.
445. Tanner, C. S.; and McLeod, N. J.: Preliminary
Measurements of Take-Off and Landing Noise From a
New Instrumented Range. 1965, 65N31110.
This paper describes the NASA noise-survey instrumentation
system presently in use at Edwards Air Force Base,
California, and presents preliminary noise data from an
F-104 airplane. Also presented are noise measurements of the
XB-70 and 707-131B airplanes obtained with essentially the
same equipment at another location. The difference between
measured noise levels for the XB-70 and 707 is illustrated
and comparisons of perceived noise levels are made. The
adequacy of noise predictions is discussed briefly.
XB-70A Airplane
EC-16695
443. Andrews, W. H.; Butchart, S. P.; Sisk, T. R.; and
Hughes, D. L.: Flight Tests Related to Jet-Transport Upset
and Turbulent-Air Penetration. NASA SP-83, NASA
Conference on Aircraft Operating Problems, May 10-12,
1965, 1965, 65N31114.
A flight program, utilizing a Convair 880 and a Boeing 720
airplane, was conducted in conjunction with wind-tunnel and
simulator programs to study problems related to jet-transport
upsets and operation in a turbulent environment. During the
handling-qualities portion of the program the basic static
stability of the airplanes was considered to be satisfactory and
the lateral-directional damping was considered to be
marginal without damper augmentation. An evaluation of the
longitudinal control system indicated that this system can
become marginal in effectiveness in the high Mach number
and high dynamic-pressure range of the flight envelope. From
the upset and recovery phase of the program it was apparent
that retrimming the stabilizer and spoiler deployment were
valuable tools in effecting a positive recovery; however, if
these devices are to be used safely, it appears that a suitable
g-meter should be provided in the cockpit because the high
control forces in recovery tend to reduce the pilot's sensitivity
to the actual acceleration loads. During the turbulence
penetrations the pilot noted that the measured vibrations of
4 to 6 cps in the cockpit considerably disrupted their normal
scan pattern and suggested that an improvement should be
made in the seat cushion and restraint system. Also it was
observed that the indicator needles on the flight instruments
were quite stable in the turbulent environment.
444. Beeler, De E.: NASA Flight Research Center
Technical Programs. NASA-Western University
1966 Technical Publications
446. Jenkins, J. M.; and Seflc, W. J.: Experimental
Investigation of Thermal-Buckling Characteristics of
Flanged, Thin-Shell Leading Edges. NASA TN D-3243,
January 1966, 66N15493, #.
The thermal-buckling behavior of a wide range of flanged,
thin-shell leading-edge specimens was investigated.
Specimens of varying geometry were subjected to
temperature-rise up to 50 degrees F per sec (27.7 degrees per
sec) and maximum heating rates up to 19.6 Btu/ft 2-sec
(222.4 kW/m2). The specimens investigated were
constructed of 2024-T3 aluminum, SAE 4130 steel, or
Inconel X-750. Regions of stable structural behavior were
established on the basis of leading-edge dimensional and
thermal-load parameters. Two types buckling were observed
in the flanges of most of the specimens. The results of the
experiments provide thermal-buckling information from
which a variety of flanged, thin-shell leading-edge
geometries may be selected that are free of unstable structural
behavior while under the influence of severe thermal
loadings.
447. McKay, J. M.; and Noll, R. B.: A Summary of the
X-15 Landing Loads. NASA TN D-3263, February. 1966,
66N15644, #. (See also 430.)
The dynamic response of the X-15 airplane at touchdown is
reviewed briefly to show the unusual landing characteristics
resulting from the airplane configuration. The effect of
sinking speed is discussed, as well as the influence of the
horizontal-stabilizer load, wing, lift, and increased landing
weight on the landing characteristics. Consideration is given
to some factors providing solutions to these problems, such as
cutout of the stability augmentation damper at gear contact,
pilot manipulation of the stabilizer, the use of a stick pusher
at touchdown, and a proposed third skid installed in the
unjettisoned portion of the lower ventral fin. Studies to
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determinetheeffecton themain-landing-gearloadsof
relocatingtheX-15nosegeararediscussed.
448. Holleman,E.C.:Control Experiences of the X-15
Pertinent to Lifting Entry. NASA TN D-3262,
February_ 1966, 66N15643, #. (See also 432.)
In the program to expand the flight envelope of the
X-15 airplane, flights to and entries from altitudes up to
350,000 feet have been accomplished. During these entries,
flight-control experience was obtained with four different
control-system configurations having varying degrees of
complexity. The high steady acceleration and rapidly
changing aerodynamic environment did not affect the pilot's
capability to control the entry. All the control systems
evaluated were judged by the pilots to be satisfactory for the
control of the X-15 entry from the design altitude. Entries
have been made that presented more severe control problems
than predicted for entries of advanced vehicles at higher
velocities.
449. Banner, R. D.; and Kuhl, A. E.: A Summary of
X-15 Heat Transfer and Skin Friction Measurements.
NASA TM X-1210, Second Annual NASA-University
Conference on Manual Control, M.I.T., Cambridge,
Massachusetts, February 28-March 2, 1966, February_ 1966,
71N72665. (See also 428.)
Measured local Mach numbers and heat transfer obtained on
the lower surface of the X-15 wing and bottom centerline of
the fuselage at angles of attack up to 18° and on the vertical
fin with both a sharp and a blunt leading edge are summarized
and compared with calculations using Eckert's reference-
temperature method. Direct measurements of skin friction on
the surface of the sharp-leading-edge vertical fin are also
presented. It is shown that both the heat-transfer and skin-
friction data can be predicted by neglecting the effect of wall
temperature in the calculation of the reference temperature by
Eckert's method. Uncertainties in level and trend of Reynolds
analogy factor with Mach number are discussed, and a
planned flight investigation is described.
450. Smith, Harriet J.: Human Describing Functions
Measured in Flight and on Simulators. NASA SP-128,
Second Annual NASA-University Conference on Manual
Control, M.I.T., Cambridge, Massachusetts, February_ 28-
March 2. 1966. (See also 476, 507.)
Comparisons have been made between human describing
functions measured in flight and on the ground using two
different types of ground simulators. A T-33 variable-
stability airplane was used for the in-flight measurements.
The ground tests were conducted in the T-33 airplane on the
ground with simulated instrument flight and also on a
general-purpose analog computer in conjunction with a
contact analog display. For this study a multiple-degree-of-
freedom controlled element was used in a single-loop
compensatory tracking task. The input disturbance in each
case consisted of the sum of 10 sine waves with a cutoff
frequency of 1.5 radians per second. The results of this
investigation indicate no significant difference between the
average describing functions measured in flight and those
measured in a fixed-base simulator. However, the variance
was found to be considerably higher in the flight data. The
system open-loop describing functions measured in the fixed-
base simulator agreed well with the results of an investigation
by McRuer in which the tracking task was similar, although
the controlled-element dynamics were different. The average
linear coherence was also close to the values found in this
same investigation. Contrary to the results of previous
investigations, the linear-correlation functions p were always
equal to 1.
451. Lewis, T. L.; and McLeod, N. J.: Flight
Measurements of Boundary-Layer Noise on the X-15.
NASA TN D-3364, March 1966, 66N19602, #. (See
also 429.)
This paper was included in a classified report entitled "Fourth
Conference on Progress of the X-15 Research Airplane
Program," Flight Research Center, Oct. 7, 1965. NASA
SP-90, 1965 [see chronological numbers 425 through 435].
An appendix has been added to describe the instrumentation,
and its frequency response, that was used in obtaining the
data.
452. Saltzman, E. J.; and Gamnger, D. J.: Summary of
Full-Scale Lift and Drag Characteristics of the X-15
Airplane. NASA TN D-3343, March 1966, 66N19345, #.
Full-scale power-off flight lift and drag characteristics of the
X-15 airplane are summarized for Mach numbers from 0.65
to 6.0 and for free-stream Reynolds numbers from 0.2 x 106
to 2.8 x 106 per foot. Comparisons are made between flight
results and the wind-tunnel data that most nearly simulate the
full-scale flight conditions. The apparent effect of a sting
support on the base pressure of an X-15 wind-tunnel model
was propagated onto the vertical-fin base at least one sting
diameter above and about one-half sting diameter forward of
the sting-model intercept at Mach numbers between 2.5 and
3.5. For the X-15, the effect amounts to from 8 to 15 percent
of the base drag between these Mach numbers. For some
future vehicles and missions, proper accounting of this
interference effect may be necessary to adequately predict the
full-scale transonic and supersonic performance. Specifically
conducted wind-tunnel-model drag studies, when
extrapolated to full-scale Reynolds numbers by the T'
(reference temperature) method, accurately predicted the
full-scale zero-lift drag minus base drag of the X-15 at Mach
numbers of 2.5 and 3.0.
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453. Wilson, R. J.: Drag and Wear Characteristics of
Various Skid Materials on Dissimilar Lakebed Surfaces
During the Slideout of the X-15 Airplane. NASA
TN D-3331, March 1966, 66N18172, #.
An investigation was made to determine the coefficients of
friction and the wear characteristics for X-15 landing gear
skids of various materials. Data are presented for skids made
of 4130 steel, with and without cermet coating, and Inconel X
for several lakebed-surface conditions. The mean coefficient
of friction on a dry-hard surface was found to be 0.30 for
4130 steel skids, 0.36 for 4130 steel skids with cermet
coating, and 0.35 for Inconel X surface was 0.46; for Inconel
skids on a damp surface the mean value was 0.25. Flight data
are compared with experimental ground-tow test data on
natural and simulated lakebed surfaces. Also included is the
variation of skid wear with slideout distance.
r
454. Wolowicz, C. H.: Analysis of an Emergency
Deceleration and Descent of the XB-70-1 Airplane Due to
Engine Damage Resulting From Structural Failure.
NASA TM X-1195, March 1966, 66N21099, #.
An emergency on flight 12 of the XB-70-1 airplane at a Mach
number of 2.6 and a pressure altitude of 63,000 feet provided
unusual operational, handling qualities, and stability and
control data of interest to the supersonic-transport designer.
Failure of the wing apex, its ingestion into the right inlet duct,
and subsequent damage to the engines produced a steadily
deteriorating propulsion situation, which led to resonant
vibrations in the relatively flexible fuselage and subsequent
stability and control problems in attempting to deal with the
vibrations. The results of an analysis of this emergency may
be useful in developing adequate operational margins and
procedures in the design of the supersonic transport.
455. Barber, Marvin R.; Haise, Fred W.; and Jones,
Charles K.: An Evaluation of General Aviation Aircraft
Flying Qualities. SAE-Paper-660219, Business Aircraft
Conference, Wichita, Kansas, March 30-April 1, 1966.
456. Holleman, E. C.: Summary of High-Altitude and
Entry Flight Control Experience With the X-15 Airplane.
NASA TN D-3386, April 1966, 66N21041, #.
This paper summarizes the high-altitude X-15 flight
experience, which culminated in a flight to an altitude of
354,200 feet. Discussed are the basis stability, control, and
handling characteristics of the airplane, the cockpit displays,
and the operational techniques that enabled it to be
successfully flown to and recovered from high altitudes
without special piloting aids other than stability
augmentation. Flight experience to moderately high altitude
with the airplane equipped with interim rocket engines is
discussed.
457. Taylor, L. W., Jr.; and Iliff, K. W.: Recent
Research Directed Toward the Prediction of Lateral-
Directional Handling Qualities. NASA TMX-59621,
AGARD paper R-531 presented at AGARD 28th Meeting of
the Flight Mechanics Panel, Paris, France, May 10-11, 1966,
May 1966, 67N23242, #.
A survey of lateral-directional handling qualities has been
made for the purpose of developing; a technique for
predicting pilot ratings. This survey was made by obtaining
pilot ratings of lateral control on a fixed-base simulator in
conjunction with a color contact analog display. The effect of
five lateral-directional handling qualities parameters were
studied by systematically varying them over a wide range.
Forty-five charts comprise the results of this survey. However
these have been condensed into three charts to provide a rapid
means for hand computing the pilot ratings. For more
accurate predictions a digital computer program was written
which incorporated the data from all 45 charts.
458. Berry, D. T.; and Deets, D. A.: Design,
Development, and Utilization of a General Purpose
Airborne Simulator. NASA TM X-74543, AGARD
Paper 529. Presented at AGARD 28th Flight Mechanics
Panel, Paris, France, May 10-11 1966. May 1966,
77N74646.
459. Patten, C. W.; Ramme, F. B.; and Roman, J. A.: Dry
Electrodes for Physiological Monitoring. NASA
TN D-3414, May 1966, 66N25548, #.
A method for very rapid application of electrocardiogram
electrodes by spraying a conductive mixture is described. The
electrodes are also suitable for electroencephalograms. All
required equipment and the application procedure are
described in detail. The finished electrode is dry and is less
than 0.01-inch thick. Electrical and operational factors are not
considered.
460. Sadoff, Melvin; Bray, Richard S.; and Andrews,
William H.: Summary of NASA Research on Jet
Transport Control Problems in Severe Turbulence.
Journal of Aircraft, Vol. 3, No. 3, May-June 1966.
461. Andrews, W. H.: Summary of Preliminary Data
Derived From the XB-70 Airplanes. NASA TM X-1240,
Washington, NASA, June 1966. 66N28013, #.
Preliminary data obtained during the initial flight-envelope
expansion of the XB-70 airplanes are presented in the areas
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of stabilityandcontrol,generalperformance,propulsion-
systeminletoperation,structuralthermalresponse,internal
noise,runwaynoise,andsonicboom.
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462. Palitz, M.: Measured and Calculated Flow
Conditions on the Forward Fuselage of the X-15 Airplane
and Model at Mach Numbers From 3.0 to 8.0. NASA
TN D-3447, June 1966, 66N26849, #.
Early analyses of X-15 flight heat-transfer data were based on
calculated values of the local-flow conditions. The resultant
differences between measured and predicted heat transfer
were thought to be partially due to an incomplete knowledge
of the local fluid properties. Subsequently, a flight
investigation was made to determine the extent and character
of the local flow on the X-15 airplane in order to aid in the
interpretation of the measured heat-transfer data. The results
of the flow-field investigation on the forebody of the X-15 are
presented and analyzed in this paper.
463. Larson, Terry J.; and Covington, Alan: A
Technique for Measuring Mesospheric Densities With the
X-15 Research Airplane. Presented at the Fourth Aerospace
Sciences Meeting, Los Angeles, California, June 27-29,
1966.
Atmospheric-density measurements for altitudes between
30 kilometers and 74 kilometers were obtained during flights
with the X-15 research airplane in the southwestern United
States. The pilot-pressure method used to derive the densities
is discussed in terms of its applicability to X-15 trajectory and
instrumentation characteristics. The use of radar tracking to
derive X-15 velocity and altitude is described, as well as the
manner in which rawinsonde and rocketsonde data are
applied. Flow-angularity effects were avoided by measuring
stagnation pressures on a spherical flow-direction sensor,
which maintains continuous alignment of the pilot-pressure
port with the local flow vector. The quality of the data was
further enhanced by applying semiempirical lag corrections
to the pressure measurements. The measured density and
derived temperature data from the X-15 agree well with
rawinsonde data at low altitudes and with Arcas rocketsonde
data at higher altitudes.
464. Jenkins, J. M.: A Pretensioning Concept for Relief
of Critical Leading-Edge Thermal Stress. NASA
TN D-3507, July 1966.66N30079, #.
This paper introduces an analytical concept designed to
relieve problems arising from the chordwise temperature
gradients by reducing the magnitude of critical compressive
stress in a leading edge. The reduction is accomplished by
adding an internal column that applies an internal load to the
ends of the leading edge. Equations that define the behavior
of a pretensioned leading edge are developed and applied to
a mathematical model to demonstrate the mechanics of using
the concept.
465. Powers, B. G.: A Parametric Study of Factors
Influencing the Deep-Stall Pitch-Up Characteristics of
T-Tail Transport Aircraft. NASA TN D-3370,
August 1966, 66N32326, #.
This paper presents the results of the program, in which the
transport-type aircraft were investigated. A series of stall
maneuvers was made with deceleration rates into the stall of
1, 3, and 5 knots per second, with recovery initiated over a
range of angle attack. The relative effects of the shape of the
pitching-moment curves in the deep-stall region as well as in
the initial-stall region were determined in terms of angle-of-
attack overshoot and altitude losses during recovery.
466. Roman, James: Flight Research Program-HI
High Impedance Electrode Techniques. Aerospace
Medicine, Vol. 37, No. 8, August 1966.
This paper describes electrode techniques designed for large-
scale flight physiological data collection on a routine basis.
Large-scale data collection requires both smaller demands on
crew time and less interference with crew comfort than could
be achieved by former methods. The resistive components of
electrode impedance appears to be related primarily to the
extent of skin preparation. For any one method of skin
preparation, both resistance and capacitance appear to be
primarily a function of electrode area. Motion artifacts are not
caused by changes in electrode impedance. Dry electrodes
showing a resistive component in excess of 50,000 ohms can
be used to obtain tracings of quality comparable, and in some
cases superior to those obtained with larger wet electrodes.
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467. Quinn, R. D.; and Palitz, M.: Comparison of
Measured and Calculated Turbulent Heat Transfer on
the X-15 Airplane at Angles of Attack Up to 19.0 Degrees.
NASA TM X-1291, September 1966, 73N70599.
468. Barber, Marvin R.; and Haise, Fred W., Jr.:
Handling Qualities Evaluation of Seven General Aviation
Aircraft. Symposium Proceedings, Society of Experimental
Test Pilots, Vol. 8, No. 2, September 23-24, 1966.
469. Mallick, Donald L.; Kluever, Emil E.; and
Matranga, Gene J.: Flight Results With a Non-
Aerodynamic, Variable Stability, Flying Platform.
Symposium Proceedings, Society of Experimental Test Pilots,
Vol. 8, No. 2, September 23-24, 1966.
470. Thompson, Milton O.; Peterson, Bruce A.; and
*Gentry, J. R.: Manned Lifting-Body Flight Testing.
NASA TM X-59042. Presented at the SETP 10th
Symposium, Los Angeles, California, September 1966.
*Air Force Flight Test Center, Edwards, California.
This paper describes the Joint NASA-Air Force lifting-body
flight test program and the three research vehicles, the
M2-F2, the HL-10 and the SV-5P. These three vehicles are
representative of manned maneuverable reentry spacecraft
capable of horizontal landing.
471. Jarvis, C. R.: Operational Experience With the
Electronic Flight Control Systems of a Lunar-Landing
Research Vehicle. NASA TN D-3689, October 1966,
66N39536, #.
Two research vehicles were delivered to the NASA Flight
Research Center in the Spring of 1964. After delivery, several
months were devoted to checking systems and installing
research instrumentation. During this period, many problems
were encountered which required extensive modifications to
the vehicle and its systems. Subsequent development flight
testing disclosed additional problems and resulted in further
modifications. This paper discusses the nature of these
problems and the performance of the flight control systems
during the early flights.
472. Layton, G. P., Jr.; and Dana, W. H.: Flight Tests of
a Wide-Angle, Indirect Optical Viewing System in a
High-Performance Jet Aircraft. NASA TN D-3690,
October 1966, 66N38800, #.
A wide-angle, indirect optical viewing system was
qualitatively evaluated in an F-104B aircraft as a means of
providing visual reference to the pilot. Safe and acceptable
performance using the indirect viewing system was
demonstrated for all phases of daytime visual flight. Landings
were performed in both the conventional and low lift-drag-
ratio configurations. When the horizon was in the field of
view, aircraft attitude sensing with the optics was satisfactory
about all axes except pitch attitude in climbing flight. This
degraded pitch-attitude sensing was due to the poor
resolution at the bottom of the field and the lack of view to the
sides. A night flight was also performed. The system, in its
present form, was considered unacceptable for this use
because of large light losses and degraded resolution. It was
evident in the study that additional view directly to the side is
required for performing circling approaches.
473. Love, J. E.; and Young, W. R.: Survey of
Operation and Cost Experience of the X-15 Airplane as a
Reusable Space Vehicle. NASA TN D-3732, November
1966, 67N11328, #.
The X-15 airplane has been flown more than 150 times in an
environment similar to that anticipated for many of the
reusable space vehicles being studied. Data are presented on
X-15 development and operational costs, turnaround time,
and refurbishment cycles, based upon actual operation of the
aircraft. For example, 27 flights were accomplished in 1964
at a total cost of $16,268,000, or an average cost of more than
$602,000 per flight. It is believed that information from the
X-15 program will be helpful in feasibility studies of the
reusable-vehicle concept, inasmuch as the X-15 operation is
more directly comparable than any other operational program
to the reusable systems being considered.
474. Barber, M. R.; Jones, C. K.; Sisk, T. R.; and Haise,
F. W.: An Evaluation of the Handling Qualities of Seven
General-Aviation Aircraft. NASA TN D-3726, November
1966, 66N39905, #.
A review of existing criteria indicated that the criteria have
not kept pace with aircraft development in the areas of dutch
roll, adverse yaw, effective dihedral, and allowable trim
changes with gear, flaps, and power. This study indicated that
criteria should be specified for control-system friction and
control-surface float. Furthermore, this program suggests a
method of quantitatively evaluating the handling qualities of
aircraft by the use of a pilot-workload factor.
475. Roman, James; and *Brigden, Wayne H.: Flight
Research Program: V. Mass Spectrometer in Medical
Monitoring. Aerospace Medicine, Vol. 37, No. 12,
December 1966.
Mass spectrometers, traditionally large and complicated
instruments, have been miniaturized and greatly simplified
for the National Space Program. This recent development
opens new areas to medicine and to space medicine in
particular. The principles of operation of mass spectrometers
will soon be important to those engaged in physiological
research or in medical monitoring. They are discussed in this
paper. A summary of flight test data obtained with a small
mass spectrometer in a jet aircraft is presented.
*Volt Technical Corporation, NASA Field Team, Edwards,
California.
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476. Smith, H. J.: Human Describing Functions pertinent information. It is a greatly expanded version of
Measured in Flight and on Simulators. Manual Control, AGARD 224, Stability-Derivative Determination From
(see N67-15859), 1966, pp. 279-290, 67N15871. (See Flight Data, by Chester H. Wolowicz and Euclid C.
also 450, 507.) Holleman.
477. Smith, R. H.; and Schweikhard, W. G.: Initial
Flight Experience With the XB-70 Air-Induction System.
NASA SP-124, (see N75-71754 05-98), 1966, pp. 185-194,
75N71767.
The preliminary results and developmental problems from
flight tests of the XB-70 air-induction system are briefly
reviewed. The system is generally satisfactory, is adequately
matched to the engine flow requirements, and can be
controlled for the various flight ranges. Inlet unstarts at cruise
Mach number constitute a new problem for high supersonic
aircraft seriously affecting the dynamics of the inlet and
airframe.
478. *Rolls, L. S.; *Snyder, C. T.; and Schweikhard, W.
G.: Flight Studies of Ground Effects on Airplanes With
Low-Aspect-Ratio Wings. NASA SP- 124, (see N75-71754
05-98), 1966, pp. 285-295, 75N71774.
The ground effects on two aircraft with low-aspect-ratio delta
wings, the F5D-1 and the XB-70A, were measured in flight
tests. In a companion program, both small and full-scale
models and several wind tunnels were used to document the
ground effects for the F5D-1. These flight tests indicated
ground effects were not a problem in landing either of these
vehicles. The limited wind-tunnel program indicated that
scale effects were not of f'n-st-order importance in defining
ground effects, and that wind-tunnel tests provide reasonable
agreement with the values in flight. A simulation study, using
a fixed-cockpit projection-type simulator, performed in
conjunction with these studies indicated levels of moment
and lift changes which would be unsatisfactory from the
pilot's viewpoint; however, some possible alleviating
features were noted.
*Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California.
479. Wolowicz, Chester H.: Considerations in the
Determination of Stability and Control Derivatives and
Dynamic Characteristics From Right Data. AGARD
Report 549, Part I, 1966.
This report is the handbook on the determination of stability
and control characteristics from flight test. It describes
several axis systems, axis transformations, the equations of
motions and their limitations, techniques used to determine
the mass characteristics of the airplane, the installation and
behavior of flight instrumentation, flight test techniques, and
the theory and limitations of techniques used to determine the
stability and control characteristics from flight data. This
report brings all the factors together in the determination of
stability and control and provide a ready reference of
1967 Technical Publications
480. Wilson, R. J.: Statistical Analysis of Landing
Contact Conditions of the X-15 Airplane. NASA
TN D-3801, January_ 1967, 67N14935, #.
The landing contact conditions and slideout distances for 135
landings of the X-15 research airplane are discussed. The
conditions are similar to those that might he experienced by
future lifting-body reentry vehicles or other flight vehicles
with low lift-drag ratios. Results are presented in the form of
histograms for frequency distributions, and Pearson Type III
probability curves for the landing contact conditions of
vertical velocity, calibrated airspeed, true ground speed,
rolling velocity, roll angle, distance from intended
touchdown point, and slideout distance.
481. Garringer, D. J.; and Saltzman, E. J.: Flight
Demonstration of a Skin-Friction Gage to a Local Math
Number of 4.9. NASA TN D-3830, February 1967, Feb_g_b.___.a_
1967, 67N17173.
A small, commercially available skin-friction gage was flight
tested on the X-15 airplane. The Reynolds number range
investigated extended from 3.8 × 106 to 10 x 106, and local
Mach numbers ranged from 0.7 to 4.9. The ratio of wall-to-
recovery temperature varied from about 0.4 to 1.4. The gage,
its cooling system, and the supporting instrumentation
performed well. Turbulent skin-friction values measured in
flight for a wide range of wall-to-recovery temperature ratios
are similar in level to adiabatic flat-plate and wind tunnel
results for corresponding Mach numbers and Reynolds
numbers. Thus, for the present tests the influence of wall-to-
recovery temperature ratio appears to be less than estimated
by turbulent theory.
482. Jarvis, Calvin R.: Fly-By-Wire Control System
Experience With a Free-Flight Lunar-Landing Research
Vehicle. AIAA Paper 67-273, AIAA Flight Test,
Simulation, and Support Conference, Cocoa Beach, Florida,
February_ 6--8, 1967.
483. Matranga, Gene J.; Mallick, Donald L.; and
Kluever, Emil E.: An Assessment of Ground and Flight
Simulators for the Examination of Manned Lunar
Landing. AIAA Paper 67-238, AIAA Flight Test,
Simulation, and Support Conference, Cocoa Beach, Florida,
February_ 6-8, 1967.
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484. Roman,James,Perry,JohnJ.;Carpenter,LewisR.;
and*Awni,Shiban:FlightResearchProgram:VI. Heart
RateandLandingError in RestrictedFieldof View
Landing.Aerospace Medicine, Vol. 38, No. 3, Feb_Eg_b____.a_
1967.
Two pilots were instrumented for electrocardiogram in a
T-33 jet aircraft in the course of eleven flights in which pilot
horizontal field of view was varied from 360 degrees to
5.7 degrees. Landing error was recorded in terms of distance
from the desired touchdown point. A high degree of
correlation was found to exist between heart rate and landing
error. There was no significant correlation between heart rate
and field of view, nor was there significant correlation
between field of view and landing error for the fields of view
tested. At the 5.7 degree field of view the monocular fields of
view did not overlap, so that only one eye could be used.
Landing error did not increase significantly when only one
eye was used. This finding has implications with respect to
aeromedical standards.
*Computing and Software, Incorporated, Panorama City,
California.
485. Roman, James; *Older, Harry; and **Jones, Walton
L.: Flight Research Program: VII. Medical Monitoring of
Navy Carrier Pilots in Combat. Aerospace Medicine,
Vol. 38, No. 2, February_ 1967.
The feasibility of medical monitoring in combat was
demonstrated by instrumenting ten dive-bombing missions
from a Navy attack aircraft carrier operating in the Gulf of
Tonkin. Nine missions suitable for data analysis were
obtained. The results were remarkable primarily for the low
heart rates seen on these opposed missions. The overall heart
rate for 18 hours of data was 87.6 beats per minute. The heart
rates at launch and recovery were substantially higher than
the bombing heart rates, in spite of the significant normal
acceleration experienced during the bomb runs. The
difference between launch or recovery, and bombing was
statistically highly significant. Comparisons between the first
and the second combat missions of the day for the same pilots
on the same day showed heart rate to be substantially lower
on the second mission. The difference was statistically
significant. The pilots were of an unusually high experience
level, and the data presented could not be considered
representative for a pilot group of average combat
experience, or average carrier operations experience.
*Consultant to NASA, Washington, D. C.
**NASA Headquarters, Washington, D. C.
486. Gord, P. R.: Measured and Calculated Structural
Temperature Data From Two X-15 Airplane Flights With
Extreme Aerodynamic Heating Conditions. NASA
TM X-1358, H-442, March 1967, 74N71363.
This paper presents structural temperature data from two
flights of the X-15 airplane in which extreme aerodynamic-
heating conditions were experienced. These flights, shown on
the X-15 flight envelope represent the extremes of maximum
dynamic pressure and maximum altitude achieved during
X-15 flights to date. The temperature data recorded are
presented in tabulated form for 103 locations of the airplane.
487. Taylor, L. W., Jr.: A Comparison of Human
Response Modeling in the Time and Frequency Domains.
NASA TMX-59750. Presented at the USC and NASA
Conference on Manual Control, Los Angeles, California,
March 1-3 1967, (previously announced as N68-25276),
1967, 68N37735. (See also 511.)
Frequency and time domain methods of analyzing human
control response while performing compensatory tracking
tasks are reviewed. Sample linear model results using these
methods are compared and discussed. The inherent
requirement of constraining the freedom of the form of the
pilot models is also discussed. The constraint in the frequency
domain consists of smoothing with respect to frequency;
whereas, the constraint for the time domain model is more
natural and meaningful in that it consists simply of limiting
the memory of the pilot model. The linear models determined
by both methods were almost identical.
488. Jarvis, C. R.: Flight-Test Evaluation of an On-Off
Rate Command Attitude Control System of a Manned
Lunar-Landing Research Vehicle. NASA TN D-3903,
April 1967, 67N23293, #.
This paper deals specifically with the evaluation of the
capability of an on-off rate command attitude control system
to provide satisfactory control for maneuvering a vehicle in a
lunar-gravity environment. Control boundaries, based on
pilot ratings, are established from fixed-base simulator
studies that define satisfactory valued of rate dead band,
controller sensitivity, and angular acceleration. These
boundaries are then compared to flight results obtained with
the LLRV. Results are presented for both Earth and lunar-
oriented operation.
489. Adkins, Elmor J.: X-15 Research Program
Accomplishments and Plans. Presented at the AIAA
Symposium of Hypersonic Flight, Los Angeles, California,
April 27, 1967.
490. Saltzman, Edwin J.; and Hintz, John: Flight
Evaluation of Splitter-Plate Effectiveness in Reducing
Base Drag at Mach Numbers From 0.65 to 0.90. NASA
TM X-1376, May 1967, 67N26558, #.
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An experimenthasbeenconductedto determinethe
effectivenessof a splitterplatein reducingbasedragat
subsonicspeeds.Thetestconfigurationwasa "fin-like"
shapemountedontheunderbellyofaF-104whichmaybe
representativeof blunt-trailing-edgestabilizingsurfacesof
futurehypersonicaircraftorreentryvehicles.Thetestchord
Reynoldsnumbers,up to 36.2x 106,arebelievedto be
representativeofchordReynoldsnumbersfortheterminal,
subsonicphaseof a lifting-bodyreentry.Thesplitterplate
whichextendedintothewakeadistanceof 1basewidth,
reducedthenegativebasepressurecoefficientsbetween
30percentand40percent.Thisincrementinbasepressure
coefficientwasaslargeasobtainedonatwo-dimensional
wind-tunnelmodelatthehighercomparableMachnumbers
andabout12percentloweratthelowercomparableMach
numbers,eventhoughtheflightresultsrepresentedhigher
Reynoldsnumbersand containedoutboardend(three-
dimensional)effects.
491. Szalai, K. J.: The Influence of Response Feedback
Loops on the Lateral-Directional Dynamics of a Variable-
Stability Transport Aircraft. NASA TN D-3966,
Washington, NASA, May 1967, Refs, May 1967, 67N26545.
Several response feedback loops are analyzed to determine
their effects on the lateral-directional dynamics of a variable-
stability transport aircraft. The response feedback system
feeds back response variables such as sideslip angle or roll
rate as rudder or aileron commands, or both, thus altering the
various transfer functions which describe the dynamic
characteristics of the aircraft. The range of the feedback gain
for which approximate expressions are valid describing the
effect of a particular loop is noted. The root-locus method is
used to show the dutch roll, roll, and spiral modes are
influenced as a function of feedback gain. Expressions are
developed which directly relate feedback gains to some
response parameter, such as dutch roll frequency, damping
ratio, or roll and spiral mode time constants. The expansion
to multiloop systems is discussed, along with limitations of
the response feedback system from the standpoint of
operating a variable-stability aircraft.
for each profile. The data were subjected to both parametric
and nonparametric statistical analysis.
493. Love, James E.; and Young, William, R.:
Operational Experience of the X-15 Airplane as a
Reusable Vehicle System. Presented at SAE 2nd Annual
Space Technology Conference, Palo Alto, California,
May 9-11, 1967.
494. Wilson, R. J.; and Larson, R. R.: Statistical
Analysis of Landing-Contact Conditions for the XB-70
Airplane. NASA TN D-4007, June 1967, 67N27617, #.
Landing-contact conditions for 71 landings of the XB-70
airplanes are analyzed. Some of the conditions are similar to
those that may be experienced by future supersonic vehicles.
Results are presented as frequency histograms and
cumulative frequency distributions in terms of probability.
The landing-contact parameters examined include vertical
velocity; indicated airspeed; angles of roll, pitch, attack, and
sideslip; and rolling and pitching velocities.
495. Perry, J. J.; Dana, W. H.; and Bacon, D. C., Jr.:
Flight Investigation of the Landing Task in a Jet Trainer
With Restricted Fields of View. NASA TN D-4018, June
1967, 67N27294, #.
A total of 155 landings were made in a T-33A jet aircraft in
order to determine the relationship between the pilot's field of
view and his performance of the landing maneuver. The field
of view was reduced from unrestricted to a minimum of
0.10radian (5.7 degrees) horizontal and 0.52 radian
(30 degrees) vertical. The pilot' s task was to fly a 180 power-
on pattern and final approach and land the aircraft on a
predetermined point on the runway. Also, power-off
360degrees overhead and straight-in approaches were
performed by one of the pilots. The quality of the
performance of the power-on task was measured by recording
touchdown error. Pilot comments were obtained for all
flights.
492. Lytton, L. E.: Evaluation of a Vertical-Scale,
Fixed-Index Instrument Display Panel for the X-15
Airplane. NASA TN D 3967, May 1967, 67N25037,#.
A comparative evaluation was performed on an analog
simulator to compare pilot performance when using the
operational X-15 instrument panel and a panel incorporating
vertical-scale, fixed-index flight instruments. The purpose of
the evaluation was to provide experiential evidence to
complement pilot opinion concerning the acceptability of the
vertical-scale panel for use in the X-15 airplane. This
evidence was obtained in the form of a wide variety of
performance measures for 16 subjects, for two different
representative mission profiles, and over three trials or runs
496. Lewis, Charles E., Jr.; Jones, Walton L.; *Austin,
Frank; and Roman, James: Flight Research Program: IX.
Medical Monitoring of Carrier Pilots in Combat - II.
Aerospace Medicine, Vol. 38, No. 6, June 1967.
Cardiorespiratory functioning in flight was monitored on
Naval aviators flying bombing missions against heavily
defended targets in North Vietnam. Thirty-one missions
suitable for data analysis were obtained. Continuous records
of ECG, respiratory rate, acceleration and voice were
recorded in flight. Both day and night missions were
monitored. The pilots studied were of an unusually high
experience level, averaging 1,952 total flying hours and
104 combat missions per man. The overall combat heart rate
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was94.9bpm.Overallbombingheartratewas112.3bpm,
includingdayandnightbombing;frequentlyinbadweather.
Overallrespiratoryatewas22.9breathsperminute.In a
comparisonstudyonMarinereservepilots,gravitational
stresswasdeterminedtobeof importanceinelevatingthe
bombingheartrateobservedin thiscombatstudy.The
stressesof combatflying,particularlytheelementofrisk,is
clearlyshownto beineffectualin evokingcardiovascular
responseinthegroupstudied.
*Capt.,U.S.MarineCorps.
497. Taylor,L. W., Jr.; and Balakrishnan, A. V.:
Identification of Human Response Models in Manual
Control Systems. NASA TM X-60204. Presented at the
IFAC Symposium on the Probl. of Identification of
Automatic Control Systems, Prague, June 12-17, 1967, 1967,
68N25712, #.
Frequency domain and time domain methods of analysis are
reviewed with their regard to their application toward
identifying pilot models. The models would subsequently be
used to study the stability and performance of a man-machine
system in which the human controller performs a
compensatory tracking task. Sample linear model results are
compared and discussed. The inherent requirement
constraining the freedom of the form of the pilot model is also
discussed.
498. Noll, R. B.; and McKay, J. M.: Theoretical
Dynamic Analysis of the Landing Loads on a Vehicle
With a Tricycle Landing Gear. NASA TN D-4075,
August 1967, 67N32394, #.
A theoretical analysis is presented for the landing dynamics
of a vehicle equipped with a tricycle landing-gear system.
The equations are simplified in order to provide a more
convenient yet adequate analysis for most vehicles. The
adequacy of the simplified analysis for simulating the landing
dynamics and loads of a vehicle is illustrated by comparing
results of calculations with flight-test data from the X-15
research airplane. The feasibility of using the modified
analysis for investigating off-design landing contingencies is
demonstrated by examples of studies performed for the X-15.
499. Pyle, J. S.; and Swanson, R. H.: Lift and Drag
Characteristics of the M2-F2 Lifting Body During
Subsonic Gliding Flight. NASA TM X-1431, August 1967,
71N70184.
The subsonic flight lift and drag characteristics of the M2-F2
lifting-body configuration are presented at angles of attack
from --4 degrees to 16 degrees. Flight results are compared
with data obtained from full-scale wind-tunnel tests on the
flight vehicle and with M2-F1 flight results.
ECN-1088
M2-F2 Lifting Body
500. Beeler, De E.: Optimization of Aircraft
Performance and Mission Completion Through Research
on the Pilot and Aircraft as an Overall System. Aerospace
Proceedings 1966, Royal Aeronautical Society, Centenary
Congress and International Council of the Aeronautical
Sciences, Congress, 5th, London, England, September 12-
16, 1966, Vol. 2, (see A66-42492), 1967, pp. 909-930,
68A19806.
The philosophies and findings of the research aeroplane
programme are in many respects directly applicable to the
requirements for the development of successful future high-
performance aircraft. One of the lessons could be the
importance of an experimental or prototype aircraft as a basic
requirement to the successful development of proposed
aircraft of the future.
501. Gaidsick, H. G.; Layton, G. P., Jr.; and Dana, W. H.:
Indirect Pilot Viewing for Reentry Vehicles and SSTs.
Space/Aeronautics, Vol. 48, September 1967, pp. 118-121,
68A14761.
Indirect pilot viewing systems for reentry vehicles and SST,
discussing overlapping monoculars and panoramic display.
502. *McDonald, R. T.; and Roman, J.: Development
of Respiration-Rate Transducers for Aircraft
Environments. NASA TN D-4217, November 1967,
67N39753, #.
Two types of sensors for monitoring respiration rate in
aircraft environments have been developed: a low-pressure
pneumotachometer designed to monitor the pilot's
respiration rate in aircraft that have a low-pressure breathing-
oxygen supply, and a high-pressure pneumotachometer
designed to monitor the pilot's respiration rate in aircraft with
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a high-pressurebreathing-oxygensupply. For both
pneumotachometers,he ensorisplacedinserieswiththe
oxygensupplylineandthepilots oxygenline.Thesensor
detectsgasflowthataccompaniesn piration.
*NorthropCorporation,Hawthorne,California.
503. Kordes, E. E.; and Love, B. J.: Preliminary
Evaluation of XB-70 Airplane Encounters With High-
Altitude Turbulence. NASA TN D-4209, November 1967,
67N39719, #.
Measurements of airplane response to clear-air turbulence
were obtained during supersonic flights of the XB-70
airplanes to an altitude of 74,000 feet (22,555 meters) over
the Western United States. In general, the results for
75,757miles (121,919 kilometers) of operation above
40,000 feet (12,192 meters) altitude show that turbulence was
encountered an average of 7.2 percent of the miles flown
between 40,000feet (12,192 meters) and 65,000feet
(19,812 meters) and an average of 3.3 percent of the miles
flown above 65,000 feet (19,812 meters) with less than
l percent of the turbulent areas exceeding 100miles
(160.93 kilometers) in length. Power-spectral-density
estimates of the acceleration response to turbulence show that
the structural modes contribute an appreciable amount to the
total response.
computer-reduced, permitting correction of the data for the
nonlinearity of the calibration curve. The power drain is
96 milliwatts, which is small enough to be drawn from the
battery supplies of most self-contained miniature tape
recorders.
506. Taylor, L. W., Jr.; and Smith, J. W.: An Analysis of
the Limit-Cycle and Structural-Resonance
Characteristics of the X-15 Stability Augmentation
System. NASA TN D-4287, December 1967, 68N11545, #.
This paper considers in some detail the limit-cycle and
structural-resonance problems by using nonlinear
mathematical models in the analysis of the system stability.
The results of the analysis are compared with results obtained
from ground flight tests. Limit cycle calculations involved
multiple, nonseparable, nonlinear elements which
demonstrate the use of describing functions.
507. Smith, H. J.: Human Describing Functions
Measured in Flight and on Simulators. IEEE Transactions
on Human Factors in Electronics, Vol. HFE-8,
December 1967, pp. 264-268, 68A20662. (See also 450,
476.)
Human describing functions measured in flight and on
simulators, noting difference in variances.
504. Montoya, E. J.; and Palitz, M.: Wind-Tunnel
Investigation of the Flow Field Beneath the Fuselage of
the X-15 Airplane at Mach Numbers From 4 to 8. NASA
TM X-1469, Novcml_er 1967, 68N11147, #.
Wind-tunnel data were obtained on the local flow field
beneath the fuselage of a model of the X-15 airplane
approximately 5 to 8 fuselage diameters aft of the model
nose from the model surface to the bow shock. Multiple-
tube rakes, model surface pressure orifices, and a cone
probe were used to survey the flow field. The cone probe
was used to obtain Mach numbers in the flow field up to a
free-stream Mach number of 6 and to obtain flow angularity
up to a Mach number of 8. Test results were obtained at
free-stream Mach numbers from 4 to 8 and angles of attack
from -3 degrees to 20 degrees and were compared with
theory and flight data.
505. Roman, J.; and Sato, R. N.: A Useful Modification
of the Wright Spirometer. NASA TN D-4234, NASA,
November 1967, 68N10057, #.
508. Thompson, M. O.; Weil, J.; and Holleman, E. C.: An
Assessment of Lifting Reentry Flight Control
Requirements During Abort, Terminal Glide, and
Approach and Landing Situations. NASA TM X-59119.
Presented at Specialists meeting on Stability and Control,
Cambridge, England, September 20-23, 1966, 1967,
68N27404.
The results of the X-15 research airplane and M-2 lifting
body flight programs and various simulation programs are
summarized for pertinence to the control requirements for
manned lifting reentry. Piloted reentries have been
successfully accomplished with several degrees of control-
system sophistication and at a variety of reentry conditions
some more severe than expected during orbital reentry.
509. Walker, H. J.; and Thompson, M. O.: Handling
Qualities of Hypersonic Cruise Aircraft. Conference on
Hypersonic Aircraft Technology, 1967, pp. 155-169,
74N73060.
The Wright spirometer is a useful gas flowmeter for
physiological use, in that it is small and reliable. However,
data collected with this device must be reduced manually, and
the calibration curve is nonlinear at low flow values. The
instrument was modified by fitting the output shaft with a
spooked wheel that interrupts the light beam between a
low-power light source and a photonsensor. This
modification provides a digital electrical output that can be
510. Reed, R. D.: Flight Testing of Advanced
Spacecraft Recovery Concepts Using the Aeromodeler's
Approach. NASA Langley Research Center Inter-Agency
Flexible Wing Technology Meeting, 1967, 86N72377. (See
also 522.)
Model flight investigations are being conducted at the NASA
Flight Research Center to explore various spacecraft
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terminal-landingconcepts.Modern model-airplane
equipmentand procedureshavecontributedto many
successfulflightsonradio-controlledxperimentalgliding
parachutemodelslaunchedfroma largeradio-controlled
launchmodel.In addition,threeflightsof a similarlarge-
scaleparachutemodelweremadewiththeaidofahelicopter.
Launchestookplaceapproximately1000feetabovethe
groundwiththeradio-controlledlaunchmodeland4000feet
abovethegroundwiththehelicopter.Studiesweremadeof
parawingdeploymenttransients,steeringcontrol,andmodel
landingimpact.Experimentswithparawingsincombination
with the aerodynamicallystablelifting-bodypayloads
revealedpotentialdirectional-couplingcharacteristicsatfull-
scaleconditions.Also,approximately20testsonadvanced
variable-geometryfree-flightandradio-controlledbodies
providedsomeinsightintolow-speedstabilityandcontrol
characteristicswith conventionalwings"stowed"and
"extended."The informationobtainedwas primarily
qualitative,basedonmoviesoftheflightests.Controlinputs
wererecordedtoprovidesomequantitativedataonparawing
turningratesasafunctionofcontrolinput.
511. Taylor, L. W., Jr.: A Comparison of Human
Response Modeling in the Time and Frequency Domains.
Three-D Annual NASA University Conference on Manual
Control, 1967, pp. 137-153, (see N68-15901 06-05),
68N15910, #. (See also 487.)
Frequency and time-domain methods of analyzing human
control response while performing compensatory tracking
tasks are reviewed. Sample linear model results using these
methods are compared and discussed. The inherent
requirement of constraining the freedom of the form of the
pilot models is also discussed. The constraint in the frequency
domain consists of smoothing with respect to frequency;
whereas, the constraint for the time domain model is more
natural and meaningful in that it consists simply of limiting
the memory of the pilot model. The linear models determined
by both methods were almost identical.
512. Taylor, L. W., Jr.: Relationships Between Fourier
and Spectral Analyses. Three-D Annual NASA University
Conference on Manual Control, 1967, pp. 183-186,
(see N68-15901 06-05), 68N15913, #.
About 2-1/2 years ago the Flight Research Center was
preparing to analyze human response data for a joint NASA-
USAF-Cornell program using a ground based simulator and
the variable-stability T-33 airplane. A decision to use
expressions of the cross- and power-spectral density
functions involving Fourier transforms instead of the cross-
and auto-correlation functions led to certain simplifications
which raised some questions.
513. Fischel, J.; and Gee, S. W.: Aeronautical Flight-
Control Systems Research. NASA SP-154, 1967, (see
N68-33169 20-30), pp. 245-259, 68N33186.
The primary flight control system configuration now being
used, an electromechanical-hydraulic combination, has
proved to be fairly reliable; however, this system is complex
and has several inherent undesirable features and attendant
problems. The increasing complexity of flight control
systems resulting from the increased performance of future
aircraft can be best resolved electrically by a fly-by-wire
system. Consideration should be given to the integration and
simplification of display parameters to alleviate pilot effort
and for the display of new parameters providing essential
information for improved flight control by the pilot. When
this is accomplished, we can look toward completely
automatic control and, possibly, remote control.
514. Gee, S. W.: A Review of Avionics Requirements
for General Aviation. NASA SP-154, Aerospace Electronic
Systems Technology, 1967, (see N68-33169 20-30), pp. 261-
272, 68N33187, #.
1968 Technical Publications
515. Taylor, L. W., Jr.: Nonlinear, Time-Domain
Models of Human Controllers. NASA TMX-60996.
Presented at Hawaii International Conference on System
Sciences, Honolulu, Hawaii, January 29-30, 1968, Jan__ALaaaaaa__
1968, also Journal of Optimization Theory and Applications,
January 1968, 68N28920, #.
This paper presents results of analyses and discusses the
method of selecting maximum memory time and order of the
nonlinear model. In addition, there was discussion and results
of orthogonal expansion of the weighting functions for
reasons for data compression and reduced computation.
516. Dana, W. H.: From the Pilot's Seat. Science News,
February_ 24. 1968. pp. 188-189.
517. Thompson, M. O.; and Dana, W. H.: Flight
Simulation of Night Landings of Lifting Entry Vehicles.
AIAA Paper 68-259. Presented at the 2nd AIAA Flight Test,
Simulation and Support Conference, Los Angeles,
California, March 25-27, 1968, March 1968, 68A23680, #.
As part of an evaluation of the operational capabilities of
lifting entry vehicles, night approaches and landings were
performed in fighter aircraft configured to provide a
maximum L/D ratio of approximately 3.0. These approaches
were performed to a lighted runway and to a dry lake bed
illuminated by airborne parachute flares. Approach patterns
were 270 degree overhead patterns begun at altitudes of
30,000 to 45,000 ft. Approach pattern control was
accomplished by the pilot. Moonlight varied from full moon
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to nomoon.Eachnightflightwaspairedwithanidentical
flight flowntheprecedingafternoon.Theapproachesare
comparedwith one anotherand with their daytime
counterpartsu ingradartrackingplotsandtouch-downmiss
distanceasevaluationcriteria.Landing-sitecomparison(runwayor lakebed)is by pilot comment.Effectsof
moonlightonpatterncontrolarediscussed.Spotlandingmiss
distancesfortheentireprogramarepresentedasevidenceof
thefeasibilityofnightlandingsinliftingentryvehicles.
518. Bogue, R. K.; and Webb, L. D.: Advanced Air Data
Sensing Techniques. NASA TM X-61115, 1968,
68N37326, #. (See also 519.)
Determination of the feasibility of using a fluidic-type
temperature sensor for measuring total temperature on an
aircraft traveling at hypersonic speeds within the atmosphere.
Problem areas that do not severely limit the application but do
require further study to assess the total effect of each problem
in the system operation were revealed. A partial total-
temperature time history of X-15 flight 53 (Oct. 3, 1967) up to
peak Mach number is shown, together with radar
measurements of the X-15 Mach number and altitude, in
addition to the data obtained from the shielded thermocouple
sensor and the fluidic sensor.
lateral-directional parameters were chosen to represent a
sample of dynamic characteristics typical of reentry-vehicle
configurations. The evaluations were made by using a three-
degree-of-freedom fixed-base simulator with a pseudo-
outside world visual display (contact analog). The
investigation showed that the pilots preferred the ratio of the
roll transfer function numerator frequency to the dutch roll
frequency to be unity, independent of the magnitude of bank
angle to sideslip angle ratio. They objected to an excessive
amount of sideslip angle excitation with ailerons when the
ratio of the roll transfer function numerator frequency to the
dutch roll frequency differed from unity, the bank angle to
sideslip angle ratio was low, and the yawing moment due to
aileron was large.
522. Reed, R. D.: Flight Testing of Advanced
Spacecraft Recovery Concepts Using the Aeromodeler's
Approach. AIAA Paper 68-242. Presented at the 2nd
AIAA and Flight Test Simulation and Support Conference,
Los Angeles, California, March 25-27, 1968, March 1968,
68A23665, #. (See also 510.)
523. Lasagna, P. L.; and McLeod, N. J.: Preliminary
Measured and Predicted XB-70 Engine Noise. NASA
TM X-1565, April 1968.68N21834, #.
519. Bogue, R. K.; and Webb, L. D.: Advanced Air Data
Sensing Techniques. Presented at the International
Aerospace Instrumentation Symposium, 5th, Cranfield,
Beds., England, March 25-28, 1968, Proceedings, 14 refs.,
(A69-16747 05-14), 1968, pp. 66-75, 69A16755, #. (See
also 518.)
520. Taillon, N. V.: A Method for the Surface
Installation and Fairing of Static-Pressure Orifices on a
Large Supersonic-Cruise Airplane. NASA TM X-1530,
March 1968, 68N19341, #.
A method for installing and fairing static-pressure orifices on
the wing surface of a supersonic airplane without penetrating
the skin is described. Orifice discs were fixed to pressure
tubes which were, in turn, attached to the ferrous skin by
welded straps. The assembly was faired over with a
temperature-resistant aerodynamic smoothing compound
hand-milled flush with the orifices. Some deviation from the
mold line is inherent in the method; however, analytical
estimates indicate that the effect on local aerodynamic
pressures is negligible for this installation. The smoothing
compound has been found to be operationally suitable at a
Mach number of 3.
521. Van Leynseele, F. J.: Evaluation of Lateral-
Directional Handling Qualities of Piloted Reentry
Vehicles Utilizing a Fixed Base Shnulation. NASA
TN D-4410, March 1968. 68N19226, #.
This paper presents measured and predicted noise levels and
computed perceived noise levels for the XB-70 airplane
during takeoffs, a landing, and a flyby at Edwards Air Force
Base, Calif. The SAE jet-noise prediction method was used to
predict noise levels for comparison with measured values.
524. Carpenter, R.; and Roman, J.: Recording and
Signal-Conditioning Techniques and Equipment Used in
a 1,000-Flight Biomedical Study. NASA TN D-4487,
1968, 68N21538, #.
The NASA Flight Research Center recently concluded a
biomedical monitoring program involving 1,000 flights in
high-performance aircraft by students of the USAF
Aerospace Research Pilot School and by NASA aerospace
research pilots. To permit accurate and reliable data
acquisition of electrocardiogram (ECG), respiration rate, and
normal acceleration, it was necessary to design and develop a
means of reliably recording and transcribing flight medical
data in a format compatible with computer reduction. Signal
conditioners and interconnecting harnesses were designed
and fabricated, and guidelines were established for the
construction of a five-channel analog tape recorder to record
these data while the recorder is being carried on the pilot with
minimum interference or discomfort. The equipment
operated reliably and enabled satisfactory data acquisition of
biomedical information both in extended biomedical
instrumentation studies and in remote-site medical
monitoring.
A simulator investigation was conducted to evaluate the
lateral-directional handling qualities of piloted vehicles. The
525. Carpenter, R.; and Roman, J.: FM Handing and
Analog-to-Digital Conversion of Biomedical Data From a
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1,000-Flight Study. NASA TN D-4488, April 1968,
68N21537.
To collect, process, and analyze FM-recorded biomedical
data from 1,000 flights in high-performance aircraft and test
vehicles, it was necessary to devise a handling facility that
would prepare these data in a standard format for high-speed-
computer processing. The handling system designed
maintains the very high signal-to-noise radio inherent in the
original data-acquisition equipment, provides push-button
control for converting the medical information into a standard
format for digital processing at either four or eight times
faster than the original record speed, and provides an
effective number of quality-control checkpoints. The system
is described in detail, and system design considerations are
discussed in relation to preventing data degradation in both
FM handling and digital conversion.
526. Ehernberger, L. J.: Meteorological Aspects of
High-Altitude Turbulence Encountered by the XB-70
Airplane. NASA TM X-61114, 1968, 68N37298, #. (See
also 527.)
This paper discusses the preliminary results of a study of
meteorological features associated with turbulence
encountered by the XB-70 airplane at flight levels above
40,000 feet (12,200 meters). Also, three of the larger
temperature transients encountered during level flight at high
altitudes are described. This study was conducted at the
NASA Flight Research Center, Edwards, California, and
covers X:B-70 airplane flights made between April 1965 and
March 1966 over the Western United States.
527. Ehernberger, L. J.: Meteorological Aspects of
High-Altitude Turbulence Encountered by the XB-70
Airplane. Proceedings, 3rd National Conference On
Aerospace Meteorology, New Orleans, Louisiana, May 6-9,
1968, (A68-35067 17-20), pp. 515-522. Boston,
Massachusetts, American Meteorological Society,
Conference Sponsored by the American Meteorological
Society, the American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, and the Institute of Environmental Sciences,
1968, 68A35132, #. (See also 526.)
528. Wolowicz, C. H.; Strutz, L. W.; Gilyard, G. B.; and
Matheny, N. W.: Preliminary Flight Evaluation of the
Stability and Control Derivatives and Dynamic
Characteristics of the Unaugmented XB-70-1 Airplane
Including Comparisons With Predictions. NASA
TN D-4578, May 1968, 68N24498, #.
Stability and control characteristics of the XB-70-1 airplane
were evaluated from data obtained during the early phases of
the flight-test program at Mach numbers extending to 2.56
and altitudes to 64,700 feet (19,700 meters). This report
summarizes the results of the evaluation and compares the
flight-determined derivatives with those obtained from wind-
tunnel tests and with estimated effects of aeroelasticity.
529. Powers, B. G.: A Review of Transport Handling-
Qualities Criteria in Terms of Preliminary XB-70 Flight
Experience. NASA TM X-1584, May 1968, 68N23901, #.
A preliminary flight evaluation of handling qualities of the
unaugmented XB-70 airplane was made during the initial
flight test and envelope-expansion program. The evaluations
consisted of pilot ratings and comments on the longitudinal
and lateral-directional characteristics. The pilot ratings were
compared with several current handling-qualities criteria for
transport aircraft to establish the applicability of these criteria
to this class of airplane.
530. Sisk, T. R.; Matheny, N. W.; KJer, D. A.; and
Manke, J. A.: A Preliminary Flying-Qualifies Evaluation
of a Variable-Sweep Fighter-Type Aircraft. NASA
TM X-1583, H-5tY), May 1968.75N70035.
An evaluation of F-111A airplane number 6 (S/N 63-9771)
consisting of 9 pilot-familiarization flights and 14 data-
acquisition flights extending to Mach numbers approaching
1.9 at 47,500 feet (14,478 meters) altitude and 1.1 at
10,000 feet (3048 meters) altitude were completed. This
preliminary evaluation allowed the assessment of flight-
control-system and airplane response characteristics as
various wing sweeps over the normal operating envelope of
the aircraft with stability augmentation on and off.
Augmentation-off flight is considered to be outside the
normal flight environment of an operational aircraft and to be
an emergency condition.
531. Watts, Joe D.; and Olinger, Frank V.: Heat
Transfer Effects of Surface Protuberances on the X-15
Airplane. NASA TM X- 1566, H-507, May 1968,
75N70033.
Heat-transfer effects of separated flow were investigated in
flight tests of two protuberance configurations on the X-15
airplane. The 0.20-inch forward-and-aft-facing step and the
0.20-inch-amplitude sine-wave oriented at a right angle to the
stream direction resulted in local heat-transfer variation of
0.09 to 2.23 and 0.34 to 2.03 times the smooth surface value,
respectively.
532. Webb, L. D.: Characteristics and Use of X-15
Air-Data Sensors. NASA TN D-4597, June 1968,
68N25317, #.
The uses, techniques of correlation, and analysis of flight-
guidance and air-data sensors that have been flown on the
X-15 airplane are examined. Methods by which
meteorological balloons and high altitude rocketsondes were
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usedto definetheatmosphericenvelopearoundtheX-15
airplanearediscussed.Theapplicationof onboardsensor
data,meteorologicaldata,andradarin obtainingaltitude,
velocity,Machnumber,anddynamicpressureisexplained.
534. Wolowicz, Chester H.; and Wykes, John H.:
Stability Derivatives of an Elastic Airplane From Flight
Test. 1968 Seminar on Elastic Airplane Stability, Control,
and Response, University of Kansas, June 12, 1968.
533. Holleman, E. C.: Stability and Control
Characteristics of the M2-F2 Lifting Body Measured
During 16 Glide Flights. NASA TM X-1593, June 1968,
70N78443.
Sixteen glide flights with the M2-F2 lifting-body research
vehicle were analyzed to obtain a measure of some of the
static and dynamic stability and control and handling
characteristics for a Mach number range of 0.4 to 0.7. The
vehicle was statically and dynamically stable in the regions in
which it was predicted to be stable. The upper flap was about
twice as effective as the lower flap as a pitch control. The
flight stability and control results agreed reasonably well with
the wind-tunnel predicted characteristics. The M2-F2
handling qualities with dampers on and rudder-to-aileron
interconnect operative were rated satisfactory for the M2-F2
research mission by the four pilots in the program. The
predicted unacceptable handling characteristics of the basic
vehicle were observed in flight. Various handling-qualities
criteria predicted handling that was in general agreement with
the actual pilot evaluation for the M2-F2 vehicle. The vehicle
has the lift capability and maneuverability for satisfactory
approach and landing as a glider at a selected landing site.
The approach and landing piloting task was demanding and
required detailed preparation and practice for the flight and
complete concentration during the maneuver.
© ©
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M2-F2 Lifting Body Three-View Drawing
535. Smith, R. H.; Bellman, D. R.; and Hughes, D. L.:
Preliminary Flight Investigation of Dyn.amic Phenomena
Within Air Breathing Propulsion Systems of Supersonic
Aircraft. AIAA Paper 68-593. Presented at the 4th AIAA
Propulsion Joint Specialist Conference, Cleveland, Ohio,
June 10-14, 1968, June 1968, 68A33790, #.
Many of the aerodynamic conditions that contribute to the
propulsion system problems of aircraft are dynamic and
require higher response instrumentation than is generally
used for flight-test work. Such problems become increasingly
prominent as aircraft advance into the supersonic speed
region where the function and control of the inlet and engine
become more critical. At the NASA Flight Research Center,
the F-111A airplane and the XB-70A airplane, both capable
of flying at Mach numbers greater than 2, have been
instrumented to measure pressure fluctuations in the
propulsion-system airstream at frequencies as high as
200 hertz. This paper presents design and development
details of the two instrumentation systems as well as their
characteristics as shown by laboratory tests. Temperature
effects on the pressure transducers and means for their
compensation and correction are discussed. XB-70A flight
results for compressor-face pressures are included.
536. Beaulieu, W.; Campbell, R.; and Burcham, W.:
Measurement of the XB-70A Propulsion Performance
Incorporating the Gas Generator Method. AIAA
Paper68-594, Propulsion Joint Specialist Conference,
Cleveland, Ohio, June 10-14, 1968, June 1968, 68A33791.
(See also 578.)
Propulsion performance of XB-70A aircraft calculated by gas
generator method.
537. Burke, M. E.: X-15 Analog and Digital Inertial
Systems Flight Experience. NASA TN D-4642, July 1968.
68N29404, #.
Two different types of inertial flight data systems, an analog
system and a digital system, have been used during the X-15
program to provide primary flight information for the X-15
pilot. This use has afforded an opportunity to compare the
two mechanization concepts in the same operating
environment. The two systems, although having basically
different computers, use similar inertial measurement units.
Equation mechanization is different primarily because of the
difference in computers. The development problems on the
analog system were considerably more complex than those
with the digital system, inasmuch as the analog it could be
refined. These development problems ultimately brought
about the redesign of analog system and utilization of the
digital system.
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538. Burcham, F. W., Jr.: Wind.Tunnel Calibration of
a 40 Deg Conical Pressure Probe at Mach Numbers From
3.5 to 7.4. NASA TN D-4678, July 1968, 68N28801, #.
A wind-tunnel calibration of a 40 ° included-angle flow-field
cone probe was made over a Mach number range of 3.5 to 7.4.
The cone probe was designed and fabricated by the NASA
Flight Research Center to obtain flow-field data on the X-15
airplane. Estimated accuracy of the calibration was
_+2percent in Mach number and _+0.2 degree in flow
angularity at a Mach number of 7.4. Reynolds number effects
were negligible over the test range of 0.65 million to
3.25 million per foot (0.20 million to 1.0 million per meter).
A rake designed for flight on the X- 15 was used to mount two
cone probes. Slightly different calibrations resulted for the
two cones because of differences in the cone afterbody
configurations.
539. Carpenter, L. R.; Lewis, C. E., Jr.; and McDonald,
R. T.: Electrocardiograph Transmitted by RF and
Telephone Links in Emergency Situations. FRC-10031,
July 1968, 68B 10233.
540. Roman, J.; Larmie, F. M.; and Figarola, T. R.: A
Simple Laboratory Method for Reduction of Rhytlun and
Rate in Large-Scale Monitoring of Electrocardiogram.
NASA TN D-4751, August 1968, 68N32100, #.
A laboratory system for rapid reduction of large amounts of
continuously recorded ECG information has been developed.
The system consists of a 60-times-real-time playback device
which generates one pulse for each cardiac cycle, appropriate
signal conditioning and logic circuitry, and a counting and
printing system. Practical means for culling out noisy
information, at 60 times real time, are provided.
541. McLain, L. J.; and Palitz, M.: Flow-Field
Investigations on the X-15 Airplane and Model Up to
Hypersonic Speeds. NASA TN D-4813, September 1968,
68N35173, #.
Flight-measured impact pressures and local Mach numbers
near the surface of the rear-lower-fuselage centerline, wing
lower surface, and upper vertical tail of the X-15 airplane are
presented and compared with calculated results and wind-
tunnel data. In addition, wind-tunnel-derived total pressures
in the rear-lower-fuselage flow field are presented. The flight
measurements are presented over a free-stream Mach number
range of 1 to 5.7 and an angle-of-attack range of 0 degree to
20 degrees. The wind-tunnel measurements cover a Mach
number range of 4.0 to 8.0.
542. Ehernberger, L. J.: Atmospheric Conditions
Associated With Turbulence Encountered by the XB-70
Airplane Above 40,000 Feet Altitude. NASA TN D-4768,
September 1968, 68N33416, #.
High altitude atmospheric turbulence has been encountered
by the XB-70 airplane during flight tests over the Western
United States. The encounters from 36 flights were used to
obtain a preliminary assessment of the meteorological
features associated with high altitude turbulence. This study
used data from an NACA VGH recorder carried on the
airplane and from rawinsonde observations made near
turbulence encounters at altitudes above 40,000 feet
(12,200meters). These data showed that turbulence of
significant intensity at high altitudes is related to wind
velocity, vertical and wind shear, and the vertical temperature
gradient. These findings are in general agreement with
various turbulence-generating disturbances suggested
previously in the literature. It is also indicated that the
disturbances causing high-altitude turbulence can originate in
both the lower atmosphere and the stratosphere.
543. Saltzman, Edwin J.; Goecke, Sheryll A.; and
Pembo, Chris: Base Pressure Measurements on the XB-70
Airplane at Mach Numbers From 0.4 to 3.0. NASA
TM X-1612, September 1968, 71N17132, #.
Full-scale flight base pressure coefficients obtained from the
XB-70 propulsion package are compared with predicted
values based on a combination of cold jet flow wind tunnel
models and data from a two-engine side-by-side jet, full-scale
aircraft. At cruise mach numbers the base pressures of the
full-scale aircraft were higher than predicted, resulting in a
favorable increment of about 2 percent in terms of lift-drag
ratio. At low supersonic speeds near a Mach number of 1.2,
the negative base pressure coefficients were about three times
larger than predicted, which would result in a significant lift-
drag-ratio decrement. The investigation showed that the net
calculated effect of underestimating the base drag a low
supersonic climbout speeds, even though overestimating the
base drag at cruise, can seriously reduce the range potential
of the aircraft, depending on several operational factor that
can influence transonic excess thrust. The trend of this range
decrement (with respect to the transonic excess thrust)
emphasizes the need for a base drag prediction based on
models with a higher degree of similitude throughout the
transonic and supersonic range.
544. Taylor, Lawrence W.; and Iliff, Kenneth W.: A
Modified Newton-Raphson Method for Determining
Stability Derivatives From Flight Data. Second
International Conference on Computing Methods in
Optimization Problems, San Remo, Italy, September 9-13,
1968.
This paper presents the formulation of least squares and the
Newton-Raphson method. The results are compared and
discussed. The work reported was done jointly by the authors
and Dr. A. V. Balakrishnan of the University of California at
Los Angeles. Example solutions are included that show not
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onlythequalityofthefittedsolutionbutalsoacomparisonf
theestimatedcoefficientswithvaluesobtainedby other
techniques.
545. Kordes, Eldon E.: Status of Structural-Response
and Modal-Suppression Programs on the XB-70. Langley
Meeting on Aircraft Response to Turbulence, NASA Langley
Research Center, Hampton, Virginia, September 24-25.
196_.
The XB-70 flight program has provided an excellent
opportunity to study the dynamic response of a large flexible
aircraft under full-scale conditions up to a Mach number of 3
at 70,000 feet altitude The purpose of this paper is to describe
some of the research being carried out on the XB-70 in the
area of turbulence, turbulence encountered, and airplane
response and to present some preliminary results obtained
50 far in the program.
546. Mallick, Donald L.; Kluever, Emil E.; and
Matranga, Gene J.: Flight Results Obtained With a Non-
Aerodynamic, Variable Stability, Flying Platform. NASA
TM X-59039. Presented at 10th Symposium and Banquet,
Los Angeles, California, September 23. 1968.
547. Wilson, R. J.; and McKay, J. M.: Landing Loads
and Accelerations of the XB-70-1 Airplane. NASA
TN D-4836, October 1968.68N36073, #.
Data are presented on landing-contact conditions for the first
48 landings of the XB-70-1 airplane. Landing weights varied
from 419, 800 pounds (190,400 kilograms) to
274,600 pounds (124,600 kilograms), Vertical velocities at
touchdown ranged from 5.26 feet/second (1.603 meters/
second) to 1.49 feet/second (0.454 meter/second). Maximum
indicated airspeed was 195.0 knots, with a minimum of
167.3 knots.
548. Watts, Joe D.: Flight Experience With Shock
Impingement and Interference Heating on the X-15-2
Research Airplane. NASA TM X-1669, October 1968.
92N70863, #.
Severe structural melting damage due to complex shock
impingement and interference effects on local aerodynamic
heating was experienced on a flight of the X-15-2 research
airplane to a maximum Mach number of 6.7. Measured flight
temperature data and observed structural damage resulting
from shock impingement and interference heating on the
airplane and its ablative coating were analyzed in the light of
hypersonic wind-tunnel results. The best approximations of
the flight results were made by increasing the undisturbed
pylon leading-edge heat-transfer coefficient by a factor of 9
and the undisturbed heat-transfer coefficient in the two
interference zones by a factor of 7. The calculated effect of
increased heat transfer due to interference in radiation-
equilibrium temperature is presented for selected hypersonic
cruise conditions.
549. Fulton, F. L., Jr.: Lessons From the XB-70 as
Applied to the Supersonic Transport. NASA TM X-56014.
Presented at the 21st Annual International Air Safety
Seminar, Anaheim, California, October 7-11, 1968. 1968,
68N35734, #.
The lessons from the XB-70A program that have been
selected for discussion are only a few of the things that have
been learned during the program. These things will certainly
apply to the supersonic transport (SST). In some cases they
will apply to any large airplane, and in a few cases they will
apply to almost any airplane. The XB-70 is a very valuable
research airplane; there is no other airplane in the world of
similar size that can fly in the same speed environment. Many
of its design features were pushing the state of the art;
therefore, both positive and negative results were obtained,
providing validation or correlation of design prediction
techniques. It also provided information on operational
factors applicable to a large supersonic aircraft The program
has been expensive in money, time, and personal sacrifice,
but if the knowledge gained from the XB-70A test program
makes it possible to avoid even one catastrophic SST
accident, the program will more than pay for itself.
550. Richardson, R. B.; and Harney, P. F.: Flight and
Laboratory Testing of a Double Sideband FM Telemetry
System. NASA TM X-56015. Proceedings of the
International Telemetering Conference, Los Angeles,
California, October 8-11, 1968, 1968, pp. 581-596,
69A19132.
Double sideband suppressed carrier FM telemetry system as
airborne data recorder, discussing noise, environmental
conditions, laboratory and flight tests.
551. Kordes, Eldon E.: XB-70 Contributions to
Environmental Technology of the Supersonic Transport.
Presented at the 1968 ASME Transportation Engineering
Conference, Washington, D.C., October 27-30. 1968.
552. Wilson, E. J.: Use of Strain Gages for
Measurements of Flight Loads in a High-Temperature
Environment. Proceedings, Instrument Society Of America,
5th Annual Test Measurement Symposium, New York, New
York, October 28-31, 1968. 1968, pp. 555 1 to 555 5,
69A31277.
Strain gages to measure flight loads in high temperature
environment, discussing selection, calibration techniques and
performance characteristics.
553. Reed, R. D.: Can the R/C'er Contribute to
Aeronautical Research? R/C Modeler, Vol. 5, No. 10,
Qctober 1968. pp. 28-35.
554. Taylor, Lawrence W., Jr.; Iliff, Kenneth W.; and
Powers, Bruce G.: A Comparison of Newton-Raphson and
Other Methods for Determining Stability Derivatives
From Flight Data. Third Technical Workshop on Dynamic
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StabilityProblems,AmesResearchCenter,MoffettField,
California,November 4-7, 1968. (See also 562.)
This paper presents the formulation of least squares,
Shinbrot, and Newton-Raphson methods as applied to the
problem of determining stability derivatives from flight data.
The results are compared and discussed. The work reported
was done jointly by the authors and Dr. A. V. Balakrishnan of
the University of California at Los Angeles. Example
solutions are included that show not only the quality of the
fitted solution but also a comparison of the estimated
coefficients with values obtained by other methods.
555. McTigue, J. G.; and Ryan, B. M.: Lifting-Body
Research Vehicles in a Low-Speed Flight Test Program.
New York Academy of Sciences, International Congress on
Subsonic Aeronautics, New York, New York, April 3-6,
1967, New York Academy of Sciences, Annals, Vol. 154,
November 1968, pp. 1014-1032, 69A15571.
The potential advantages offered by the lifting-body concept
for entry and landing prompted the NASA Flight Research
Center at Edwards, Calif., to initiate a multiphased flight
study to determine the handling qualities and maneuvering
required to flare and land this class of vehicles. This paper
discusses the background of the program, the objectives, and
the results obtained to date.
556. Kock, B. M.; and Painter, W. D.: Investigation of
the Controllability of the M2-F2 Lifting-Body Launch
From the B-52 Carrier Airplane. NASA TMX-1713,
December 1968, 71N15004, #.
The launch characteristics of the M2-F2 lifting body after
release from the B-52 carrier airplane were studied by using
analytical methods and simulators to predict launch safety
and to determine the piloting requirements during launch.
The predicted launch characteristics and the flight results are
compared.
557. Jenkins, J. M.; Tang, M. H.; and Pearson, G. P. E.:
Vertical-Taft Loads and Control-Surface Hinge-Moment
Measurements on the M2-F2 Lifting Body During Initial
Subsonic Flight Tests. NASA TM X-1712, December 1968.
71N15003, #.
Subsonic aerodynamic load characteristics are presented for
the right vertical tail and the control surfaces on the M2-F2
lifting-body vehicle. The effects of vehicle attitude and
control-surface deflection on the vertical-tail loads are
determined. Coefficients defining the effects of angle of
attack, angle of sideslip, upper-flap deflection, and rudder
deflection on flight-measured vertical-tail loads are presented
in terms of linear equations. Portions of two maneuver time
histories are included to illustrate the magnitude of each of
these effects. The effects of angle of attack and control-
surface deflection on the flight-measured rudder, upper-flap,
and lower flap hinge moments are discussed. The measured
loads data are presented in aerodynamic-coefficient form.
Large vertical-tail loads were measured during flight tests.
Flight-measured control-surface hinge-moment data are
compared with wind-tunnel data obtained from full-scale
vehicle tests.
558. McLeod, N. J.; Lasagna, P. L.; and Putnam, T. W.:
Predicted and Measured XB-70 Ground-To-Ground
Engine Noise. NASA SP-189. Presented in program of
NASA Research Relating to Noise Alleviation of Large
Subsonic Jet Aircraft, 1968, pp. 423--434, 69N11569, #.
Measurements have been made of XB-70 engine noise during
ground runs. The effect of engine power settings and engine
spacing on the noise spectra during the ground runs is
presented. Some of the data obtained during the ground runs
were analyzed to determine the amplitude variation, and the
effect of averaging time was determined. The SAE method
was used to predict the noise levels for various test
conditions, and comparisons of predicted and measured
spectra are presented. Tests indicate some limitations for the
SAE prediction method. During ground operation of the
XB-70 airplane, the amplitude variations in the acoustic data
during quasi-stable engine thrust indicate that similar
variations might occur when flyover noise spectra are being
measured. Atmospheric attenuation predictions were greater
than the measured attenuation for the high-frequency octave
bands at the specific conditions of these tests.
1969 Technical Publications
559. Taylor, L. W., Jr.; Smith, H. J.; and Iliff, K. W.:
Experience Using Balakrishnan's Epsilon Technique to
Compute Optimum Flight Profdes. AIAA Paper 69-75.
Presented at the 7th AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting, New
York, New York, Janus3'_ 20-22, 1969, 70A28088,
69A18058. (See also 589, 605.)
A technique for computing optimum profiles is developed
which differs from the classical gradient method in that a
term representing the constraint of satisfying the equations of
motion is included in the cost function to be minimized.
Although the number of unknown independent functions is
increased to include the state variables, the dimensionally of
the gradient of the modified cost is greatly reduced, resulting
in considerable savings in complexity and time. The
unknown control and state variables are expressed in s
functional expansion to facilitate solution by means of
Newton's method. The effects of weighting terms and the
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numberof functionson theconvergencepropertiesare
discussed.Comparisonsaremadeof solutionsusingthe
classicalgradientmethod,dynamicprogramming,and
Balakrishnan'sepsilontechnique.
560. *Newell, F. D.; and Smith, H. J.: Human Transfer
Characteristics in Flight and Ground Simulation for a
Roll Tracking Task. NASA TN D-5007, February_ 1969,
69N17814.
Pilot transfer characteristics for three pilots have been
measured in flight and in ground-based simulators for a
compensatory roll tracking task with small bank-angle
disturbances. The forcing function, in each case, consisted
of the sum-of-ten-sine-waves with a bandwidth of 15 radians
per second. A variable-stability T-33 airplane was used to
obtain the flight measurements. Ground-based simulator
measurements were obtained with both the T-33 airplane
and a general-purpose simulator which used a contact-
analog color display. Three different controlled elements
were used, two of which were simple single-degree-of-
freedom controlled elements that had been studied
previously. The third was a multiple-degree-of-freedom
element representative of an airplane with good handling
qualities and was considered and controlled as a single-
degree-of-freedom configuration in roll.
*Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc., Buffalo, New York.
561. Montoya, E. J.; and Nugent, J.: Wind-Tunnel
Force and Pressure Tests of Rocket-Engine Nozzle
Extensions on the 0.0667-Scale X-15-2 Model at
Supersonic and Hypersonic Speeds. NASA TM X-1759,
March 1969, 69N20873, #.
Wind-tunnel force and pressure test results of nozzle
extensions on the 0.0667-scale X-15-2 model over the free-
stream Mach number range from 2.3 to 8.0 at angles of attack
from -5 degree to 18 degree and Reynolds numbers of
2.0 × 10 (to the 6th) per foot and 3.4 × 10 (to the 6th) per foot
(1.12 × 107 per meter) are presented. The effects of the
presence of an aft-mounted ramjet shape and control-surface
deflections are shown.
562. Taylor, L. W., Jr.; Iliff, K. W.; and Powers, B. G.: A
Comparison of Newton-Raphson and Other Methods for
Determining Stability Derivatives From Flight Data.
AIAA Paper 69-315, 3rd AIAA and FTSS Conference,
Houston, Texas, March 10-12, 1969, 69A22379, #. (See
also 554.)
A new technique of determining stability derivatives from
flight data is formulated and compared with the simple
equations, analog matching, least squares, and Shinbrot
methods of analysis. It is shown that the new technique,
termed Newton-Raphson, is superior to the others whether
flight data or a statistical model is used. Although the new
method uses the Newton-Raphson technique, it is also similar
to quasilinearization. The Newton-Raphson technique has
been developed to enable the use of a priori (wind tunnel)
information and to automatically adjust bias terms and initial
conditions to compensate for errors. The technique has been
successfully applied to the X-15, XB-70, F-111, and HL-10
vehicles and has application to many other system
identification problems.
563. Quinn, Robert D.; and Olinger, Frank V.: Heat-
Transfer Measurements Obtained on the X-15 Airplane
Including Correlations With Wind-Tunnel Results.
NASA TMX-1705, NAS 1.15:X-1705, March 1969.
92N70607.
Heat transfer measurements were obtained on the X-15
airplane from two flights under quasi-steady conditions at a
freestream Mach number of 5.1 and an angle of attack of
2.0 degrees, and a freestream Mach number of 4.98 and an
angle of attack of 16.3 degrees. These measurements were
made at corresponding freestream Reynolds numbers of
2.45 × 10 (exp 6) and 1.31 × 10 (exp 6) per foot.
Experimental heat transfer coefficients derived from
temperatures obtained from 200 recording thermocouples on
the skin of the airplane are tabulated. Correlations with wind
tunnel results show that the wind tunnel data are in fair to
good agreement with the flight data obtained on the wing,
ventral tail, and vertical tail at low angles of attack but are
generally in poor agreement with high angle of attack data
and the low angle of attack fuselage data.
564. Wagner, C. A.: Visual Simulation Image
Generation Using a Flying-Spot Scanner. NASA
TN D-5151, April 1969, 69N23194, #.
This paper analyzes the flying-spot scanner television camera
used as a video signal generator for visual flight simulation.
A description of the technique is included as well as a detailed
theoretical analysis of the quality of the video that can be
produced. A commercially available flying-spot scanner
designed for flight simulation was tested, and its capabilities
are presented. Discussion is limited to the television camera;
display devices such as monitors are not discussed. The
flying-spot scanner was found to be a low-cost device which
can simulate all motions of an aircraft except roll. Large
excursions at high rates are easily achieved. It is limited to a
relatively small field of view, a fixed forward visibility, and
simulation of flat terrain. The quality of the video is adequate
over a moderate range of altitudes; a very high and very low
altitudes result in poor performance. Possible approaches to
increasing the useful altitude range are discussed.
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565. Mallick, D. L.; and Fulton, F. L., Jr.: Flight Crew
Preparation and Training for the Operation of Large
Supersonic Aircraft. FAUSST VII Meeting, Paris, France,
March 3-7, 1969.
566. Bellman, D. R.; and Hughes, D. L.: The Flight
Investigation of Pressure Phenomena in the Air Intake of
an F-111A Airplane. AIAA Paper 69-488. Presented at the
5th AIAA Propulsion Joint Specialist Conference, U. S.
Airforce Academy, Colorado Springs, Colorado, June 9-13,
1969, June 1969, 69A32706, #.
Balakrishnan's epsilon technique is used to compute
minimum time profiles for the F-104 airplane. This technique
differs from the classical gradient method in that a quadratic
penalty on the error in satisfying the equations of motion is
included in the cost function to be minimized as a means of
eliminating the requirement of satisfying the equations of
motion. Although the number of unknown independent
functions is increased to include the state variables, the
evaluation of the gradient of the modified cost is simplified,
resulting in considerable computational savings. The
unknown control and state variables are approximated by a
functional expansion with unspecified coefficients which are
determined by means of Newton's method. Typically 8 to
10 iterations are required for convergence when using the
epsilon technique. Comparisons are made of solutions
obtained by using this technique and the energy method.
ECN-2092
F-111A Aardvark Airplane
567. Painter, W. D.; and Kock, B. M.: Operational
Experiences and Characteristics of the M2-F2 Lifting
Body Flight Control System. NASA TM X-1809,
June 1969. 71N14526, #.
Flights of the M2-F2 lifting body demonstrated that the
manual control system and the stability augmentation system
met the operational flight control requirements for the test
vehicle. The regions of pilot-induced oscillation predicted
from ground simulation were encountered in flight. The pilots
considered the control system to be adequate for the M2-F2
flight envelope flown. Limit-cycle data obtained during
ground tests agreed with flight results. Structural frequencies
of the vehicle control surfaces were never sustained in flight
as a result of filtering in the stability augmentation system.
568. Taylor, Lawrence W., Jr.; Smith, Harriet J.: and Iliff,
Kenneth W.: A Comparison of Minimum Time Proffies for
the F-104 Using Balakrishnan's Epsilon Technique and
the Energy Method. Presented by Dr. A. V. Balakrishnan at
Symposium on Optimization, Nice, France, June 29-July 5,
1969. (See also 649.)
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569. Lock, W. P.; and Gee, S. W.: Flight Investigation
of a Fluidic Autopflot System. NASA TN D-5298,
July 1969, 69N30946, #.
A flight investigation was made of an experimental fluidic
flight control system capable of various modes of operation,
including altitude hold, heading hold, wings leveler and turn
control. The fluidic control system was tested in each mode
at two flight conditions: cruise at 5000 feet, and cruise at
10,000 feet. Although stability problems were encountered
early in the program, stable performance was achieved in
each control mode for the flight conditions tested. High
reliability was demonstrated, in that there were no failures
with fluidic elements themselves. Failures were experienced,
however, with the mechanical portion of the mechanical
fluidic components.
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570. Gaidsick,H.G.;Dana,W.H.;andMcCracken,R.
C.:EvaluationofanIndirectViewingSystemforLifting-
Body Terminal-Area Navigation and Landing Tasks.
NASA TN D-5299, July 1969, 69N29730, #.
A short-eyed-relief optical system, consisting of two
monocular periscopes with overlapping fields of view, was
mounted in an F-104B airplane to evaluate the feasibility of
using this type of indirect viewing system in place of normal
vision for performing simulated lifting-body approaches and
landings. Three approach techniques were used in the study.
Performance was evaluated by measuring touchdown
distance from a marked touchdown point and rate of sink and
airspeed at touchdown. Results obtained with the optics
system were compared with normal-vision results. The
ability of the pilots to perform the simulated lifting-body
tasks was not noticeably reduced with the optics system. The
workload and other pilot acceptance factors, however,
indicated that this particular system required improvement in
design, even though the pilots could readily adapt to its use.
571. Swaroop, R.; West, K. A.; and Lewis, C. E., Jr.: A
Simple Technique for Automatic Computer Editing of
Biodata. NASA TN D-5275, July 1969, 69N29592, #.
Before any data are statistically analyzed, it is always
necessary to edit the data to some extent. Furthermore, when
large quantities of data are collected, the editing must
performed by automatic means. One common task in the
editing process is the identification of observations which
deviate markedly from the rest of the sample, commonly
known outliers. A simple statistical technique for identifying
the outliers and the necessary computer program is presented
in this report. The program requires as input only the data set,
sample size, and preselected levels of significance which
outliers are to be identified. It is assumed that the data set is a
random sample of size larger than two from a normal
population. Two examples are presented to illustrate
applications of the described technique.
572. Layton, Garrison P., Jr.: Interim Results of the
Lifting-Body Flight-Test Program. NASA TMX-1827.
Presented at AIAA Entry Vehicle Systems and Technology
Meeting, Hampton, Virginia, December 3-5, 1968.
July 1969, 71N14527, #.
The significant results of the joint NASA/U. S. Air Force
lifting-body flight-test program are presented in general
terms, based on 16 M2-F2 glide flights, 14 HL-10 flights and
wind-tunnel tests of the X-24A flight vehicle. The lifting-
body flight-test program has demonstrated that lifting reentry
vehicles can be maneuvered to an unpowered landing from
initial conditions representing the entry of the terminal area
for a reentry vehicle.
980548
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573. Borek, R. W.; and Richardson, R. B.: Flight and
Laboratory Tests of an "L-Band" Telemetry RF System.
Telemetry Journal, Vol. 4, July 1969, pp. 21-24, 69A35996.
Laboratory and flight tests of airborne solid state UHF
telemetry transmitter, discussing miniaturized coaxial
hardware from RF power conservation viewpoint.
574. Taylor, L. W., Jr.; and Iliff, K. W.: Fixed-Base
Simulator Pilot Rating Surveys for Predicting Lateral-
Directional Handling Qualifies and Pilot Rating
Variability. NASA TN D-5358, August 1969, 69N35762, #.
Pilot ratings of lateral-directional handling qualities were
collected for a wide range of simplified aircraft
characteristics through the use of a simple fixed-base
simulator with a color contact analog display. The results of
the general survey were obtained with an engineer as the
subject and are contained in 45 plots involving five
parameters. The survey results show that the handling
qualities for the specific simulations used were, in general,
optimum. The results of the general survey are used in an
empirical method for predicting lateral-directional pilot
ratings for most airplane configurations and flight conditions.
In another survey, utilizing the same simulation, ratings were
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obtainedfrommanypilotsinordertostudythevariabilityin
pilotratingsamongpilotsandthedifferencesinpilotrating
thatresultfromchangesinmission.Thestandarddeviationof
individualpilotratingsrangedfrom1.0atthe"good"endof
thescaleto2.0inthemiddleofthescale.Ratingsforspecific
missionsweregenerallynumericallyhigher(moreadverse)
thanthosefor thegeneralmissionfor thesamevehicle
characteristic.
575. Jenkins, J. M.; DeAngelis, V. M.; Friend, E. L.; and
Monaghan, R. C.: Flight Measurements of Canard Loads,
Canard Buffeting, and Elevon and Wing Tip Hinge
Moments on the XB-70 Aircraft Including Comparisons
With Predictions. NASA TN D-5359, August1969,
69N32284, #.
During a flight-test program with the XB-70 airplane, canard,
elevon, and wingtip flight load measurements were made in
the Mach number range from 0.40 to 3.00. The data are
compared with the manufacturer's rigid and aeroelastic
predictions, wind-tunnel airfoil data, or results obtained from
flight tests of other applicable aircraft. The magnitudes of the
flight loads and the variation of surface loads with angle of
attack or surface deflection corresponded generally with
predictions. Canard buffeting was experienced at subsonic
speeds. The characteristics of this effect are examined on the
basis of the results of in-flight tuft studies and the analysis of
flight-measured bending-moment data.
576. Kotfilia, R. P.; and Painter, W. D.: Design,
Development, and Flight Test Experience With Lifting
Body Stability Augmentation Systems. AIAA
Paper 69-887. Presented at the AIAA Guidance, Control
and Flight Mechanics Conference, Princeton, New Jersey,
August 18-20. 1969, 69A39413, #.
The aerodynamic characteristics of lifting body research
vehicles tested thus far require stability augmentation
systems (SAS) to improve the handling qualities of the
vehicles in some areas of the flight envelope. The design
goals for such a system are performance, reliability, and ease
of testing. Validation of these goals requires realistic test
criteria that establish vehicle-SAS performance based on
ground tests. This paper describes the design of the SAS for
the X-24A vehicle and the ground test techniques that were
used for this validation. Test criteria and procedures are
established for various ground tests, such as frequency
response, limb cycle, and structura] resonance. Ground tesz
results are compared with subsequent flight test data obtained
in the joint NASA-USAF lifting body flight research
program.
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577. Rediess, H. A.; and *Whitaker, H. P.: A New Model
Performance Index for the Engineering Design of Flight
Control Systems. AIAA Paper 69-885. Presented at the
AIAA Guidance, Control, and Flight Mechanics Conference,
Princeton, Jew Jersey, August 18-20, 1969, 69A39410, #.
The theory and application of a new performance index, the
Model PI, that brings engineering design specifications into
the analytical design process is presented. A parameter
optimization design procedure is established that starts with
practical engineering specifications and uses the Model PI as
a synthesis tool to obtain a satisfactory design. The Model P1
represents a new criterion for approximating one dynamical
system by another, based on a novel geometrical
representation of linear autonomous systems. It is shown to
be an effective performance index in designing practical
systems and to be substantially more efficient to use than a
comparable model-referenced integral squared error
performance index. The design procedure is demonstrated by
designing a lateral-directional stability augmentation system
for the X- 15 aircraft.
*Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
Massachusetts.
578. Beaulieu, W.; Campbell, R.; and Burcham, W.:
Measurement of XB-70 Propulsion Performance
Incorporating the Gas Generator Method. J. Aircraft,
Vol. 6, No. 4, July-August 1969, 9A37152. (See also 536.)
Propulsion performance of XB-70A aircraft calculated by gas
generator method.
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579. Sefic, W. J.; and Anderson, K. F.: NASA High
Temperature Loads Calibration Laboratory. NASA
TM X-1868, September 1969, 69N36224, #.
The NASA High Temperature Loads Calibration Laboratory
and the equipment it contains for simulating the loading and
heating of aircraft or their components are described.
Particular emphasis is placed on various fail-safe devices
which are built into the equipment to minimize the possibility
of damage to flight vehicles. The data-acquisition system is
described. This system involves on-site pickup of data and
signal conditioning coupled with conversion from analog to
digital data and transmission to a central area for recording on
magnetic tape and distribution to real-time displays.
Instrumentation available in the facility for measuring load,
position, and strain is also discussed.
580. Fields, R. A.; and Vano, A.: Evaluation of an
Infrared Heating Simulation of a Mach 4.63 Flight on an
X-15 Horizontal Stabilizer. NASA TN D-5403,
September 1969, 69N35949, #.
Temperatures recorded on the X-15 horizontal stabilizer
during a Mach 4.63 flight were simulated in the laboratory. A
liquid-nitrogen evaporative cooler was used to cool the
structure to a prelaunch condition; the heating was provided
by an infrared heating system with closed-loop control. The
simulated flight produced temperatures from approximately -
50 degrees F (228 degrees K) to 750 degrees F
(672 degrees K). The simulation was evaluated by comparing
flight-measured temperatures with those measured during the
simulation.
581. Lewis, C. E., Jr.; and Krier, G. E.: Flight Research
Program: XIVnLanding Performance in Jet Aircraft
After the Loss of Binocular Vision. Aerospace Medicine,
Vol. 40, September 1969, pp. 957-963, 69A41675.
Landing performance in T-33A aircraft with loss of binocular
vision is compared to performance with both eyes.
582. *Lipana, J. G.; *Fletcher, J.; *Brown, W.; and
*Cohen, G.: Effects of Varions Respiratory Maneuvers on
the Physiological Response to Angular Acceleration.
Aerospace Medicine, Vol. 40, September 1969, pp. 976-980,
69A41679.
The effects of breath holding, MI, Valsalva and Mueller's
maneuvers were studied on healthy males during static
condition at various postures and during pure axis rotations.
The subject was seated inside a hollow spherical simulator
(ARTS). Rotation was at the rate of 6 rpm with the axis of
rotation through the body. Heart rates, EGG, blood pressures,
respiratory rates, voice and TV were monitored via telemetry.
*Systems Research Laboratories, Inc., City, State.
583. Adkins, E. J.; McLeod, N. J.; and Lasagna, P. L.:
Variation in Engine Noise for Two Landing-Approach
Configurations of a Jet Transport Aircraft. NASA
TM X-1896, October 1969, 69N38104, #.
A limited flight investigation was conducted to determine the
effect of reduced flap deflections on power required and the
resulting engine noise for a subsonic jet transport aircraft.
Noise levels were measured during level flight at an altitude
of 400 feet (122 meters) at approach speeds. Data were
obtained during flybys with flap deflections of 50 degrees and
36 degree. The maximum overall sound pressure level
(OASPL) from flybys with 36 degree of flap deflection
averaged 3 decibels (ref. 0.00002 newtons/meter _) lower than
for flybys with 50 degree of flap deflection. Buffet intensity
was reduced by the use of lower-flap deflections.
584. Fisher, D. F.: Flight-Measured Aerodynamic
Drag of Two Large External Tanks Attached to the
X-15-2 Airplane at Mach Numbers of 1.6 to 2.3. NASA
TM X-1895, October 1969, 69N38065, #.
Full-scale power-on flight lift and drag measurements were
made on the X-15-2 airplane just before and just after two
large external fuel tanks were ejected. By subtracting the drag
of the airplane after the tank ejection from the drag of the
airplane before tank ejection, the incremental drag due to the
tanks was determined. Analysis of the data showed that the
percentage increase of incremental drag due to the tanks was
almost equal to the percentage increase in cross-sectional
area caused by the tanks. A buildup drag estimate based on
free-stream conditions agreed well with the flight data;
whereas, the wind tunnel data, although they had the same
general trend of the tank drag coefficient with Mach number,
were lower than both the estimate and the flight data.
XB-70 and X-15-2 on Ramp
E-17242
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585. Irwin,K. S.;andAndrews,W.H.: Summary of
XB-70 Airplane Cockpit Environmental Data. NASA
TN D-5449, October 1969, 69N38010, #.
Thermal, acoustical, and acceleration environmental data
were obtained for the crew compartment of the XB-70
airplane during the 186-flight-hour airworthiness test
program. More than 20 hours were flown at Mach numbers
greater than 2.5. Temperature levels, gradients, and time
histories are presented for the cockpit walls, floor, and
windshields. Heat transfer through the walls and along the
floor produced no crew discomfort. Thermal radiation from
the hot inner windshield would have been objectionable to the
crew if they had not been protected by insulated flight suits
and helmets with faceplates. The acoustical environment of
the crew compartment was similar to that of other military
turbojet bomber aircraft. At Mach 3 the sound-pressure level
in the XB-70 cockpit, primarily generated by onboard
electrical and environmental equipment, was 90 decibels,
which is about 10 decibels higher than that measured on a
present subsonic jet transport. SubsonicaUy, the cockpit noise
levels exceeded military specification limits by as much as
10decibels at frequencies above 400 hertz. At cruise
conditions the cockpit noise levels exceeded the supersonic
transport internal-noise-level design criteria in the frequency
range above 300 hertz. Acceleration data for the XB-70 crew
compartment and center of gravity are presented for taxi,
takeoff, subsonic buffet, and atmospheric-turbulence
conditions. The long, flexible fuselage produced unpleasant
ride characteristics in the crew compartment under
vibrational situations. However, flight control was always
maintained, even in heavy turbulence.
586. McTigue, J. G.; and Layton, G. P., Jr.: Lifting Body
Flight Tests and Analysis. SAE Paper 69-0662. Presented at
the Society of Automotive Engineers, National Aeronautic
and Space Engineering and Manufacturing Meeting,
Los Angeles, California, October 6-10, 1969, 70A15840.
Reusable lifting entry vehicle flight tests, investigating
handling qualities and subsonic-transonic aerodynamics of
M2-F2, M2-F3, HL-10 and X-24A.
ECN-2353
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587. Tang, M. H.; and DeAngelis, V. M.: Fin Loads and
Control-Surface Hinge Moments Measured in Full-Scale
Wind-Tunnel Tests on the X-24A Flight Vehicle. NASA
TM X-1922, H-580, November 1969, 71N14501, #.
Tests were conducted on the full-scale X-24A lifting-body in
the 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel at the NASA Ames
Research Center. One purpose of the tests was to measure
aerodynamic loads on the stabilizing fins and hinge moments
on all the control surfaces. The tests were conducted at
dynamic pressures of 60, 80, and 100 lb/ft 2 (2870, 3830, and
4790 N/m2). The effects of variations in rudder deflections,
flap deflection, and angles of attack and sideslip were studied.
Also, limited tests were performed with a simulated ablative
surface on the aerodynamic characteristics. Detailed results
of the wind-tunnel tests are given in the form of load
coefficients and hinge-moment coefficients. The results are
compared with data from tests performed in other wind
tunnels on small-scale models.
588. Quinn, Robert D.; and Olinger, Frank V.: Flight-
Measured Heat Transfer and Skin Friction at a Mach
Number of 5.25 and at Low Wall Temperatures. NASA
TM X-1921, H-579, NAS 1.15:X-1921, November 1969,
92N70606, #.
Turbulent skin friction and heat transfer coefficients were
measured simultaneously on a test panel installed on the
sharp leading edge upper vertical tail of the X-15 airplane at
wall to recovery temperature ratios of 0.218 to 0.333 and at a
nominal free stream Reynolds number of 1.54 x 10(exp 6) per
foot. The data were obtained from one flight at a nominal free
stream Mach number of 5.25. Reynolds analogy factors were
derived from skin friction and heat transfer measurements.
The measured data are compared with values predicted by
various theories.
589. Taylor, Lawrence W., Jr.; Smith, Harriet J.; and Iliff,
Kenneth W.: Experiences Using Balakrisiman's Epsiion
Technique to Compute Optimum Flight Profiles. Fourth
NASA Inter-Center Control Systems Conference, Boston,
Massachusetts, November 4-5. 1969. (See also 559, 605.)
A technique for computing optimum profiles is developed
which differs from the classical gradient method in that a
term representing the constraint of satisfying the equations of
motion is included in the cost function to be minimized.
Although the number of unknown independent functions is
increased to include the state variables, the dimensionally of
the gradient of the modified cost is greatly reduced, resulting
in considerable savings in complexity and time. The
unknown control and state variables are expressed in s
functional expansion to facilitate solution by means of
Newton's method. The effects of weighting terms and the
number of functions on the convergence properties are
discussed. Comparisons are made of solutions using the
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classicalgradientmethod,dynamicprogramming,and Approach. NASA TN D-5676, H-587, February. 1970,
Balakrishnan's epsilon technique. 70N 19804, #.
590. Deets, Dwain A.: Optimal Regulator of
Conventional Setup Techniques for a Model Following
Simulator Control System. Fourth NASA Inter-Center
Control Systems Conference, Boston, Massachusetts,
November 4--5, 1969. (See also 969.)
This paper compares the optimal regulator technique for
determining simulator control system gains with the
conventional servo analysis approach. Practical
considerations associated with airborne motion simulation
using a model-following system provided the basis for
comparison. The simulation fidelity specifications selected
were important in evaluating the relative advantages of the
two methods. Frequency responses for a JetStar aircraft
following a roll mode model were calculated digitally to
illustrate the various cases. A technique for generating
forward loop lead in the optimal regulator model-following
problem was developed which increases the flexibility of that
approach. In this study it appeared to be the only way in
which the optimal regulator method could meet the fidelity
specifications.
591. Rediess, Herman A.: Linear Optimal Control Via
a Model Performance Index. Fourth NASA Inter-Center
Control Systems Conference, Boston, Massachusetts,
November 4--5. 1969.
592. Iliff, K. W.; and Taylor, L. W., Jr.: A Modified
Newton-Raphson Method for Determining Stability
Derivatives From Flight Data. Computing Methods in
Optimization Problems--2, Proceedings of the Second
International Conference, San Remo, Italy, September 9-13,
1968, 1969, pp. 353-364, 70A19272.
1970 Technical Publications
593. Thompson, M. O.; and Welsh, J. R.: Flight Test
Experience With Adaptive Control Systems. AGARD-
CP-58, Paper 11. Advanced Control System Concepts.
January_ 1970, pp. 139--147, 70N23037, #.
594. Taylor, L. W., Jr.: Nonlinear Time-Domain
Models of Human Controllers. Journal of Optimization
Theory and Applications, Vol. 5, January_ 1970, pp. 23-38,
70A26396.
Human controllers nonlinear time domain mathematical
model for analyzing compensatory tracking task data.
595. Berry, D. T.; and Powers, B. G.: Handling
Qualities of the XB-70 Airplane in the Landing
Approaches and landings during the XB-70 program were
performed at various approach speeds, glide-slope angles,
gross weights, runway offsets, and operational conditions.
Representative time histories, pilot comments, and pilot
ratings were obtained from these maneuvers. Stability and
control data and limited correlations with predictions and
handling-qualities criteria were also obtained. The XB-70
flight experience indicated that the height of the cockpit
above the runway in combination with nose-high landing
attitudes and high approach speeds made the landing task
more difficult than that for current subsonic jet transports.
Three-degree glide slopes were considered unsatisfactory at
the 200-knot indicated airspeed approaches required by the
XB-70 The high rate of descent reduced the time available to
accomplish the flare and, therefore, increased the possibility
of a hard landing. Large changes_in lift due to elevon
deflection were satisfactory because of the high control
effectiveness. Laterally, the aircraft was sensitive to
turbulence. Lateral-offset maneuvers simulating breakout
from an overcast were not difficult; however, because of the
higher approach speeds, excessive runway distances would
be covered prior to touchdown and the adverse yaw
accompanying aileron deflection was considered excessive.
Sidestep maneuvering performance was adequately predicted
by a simple technique.
596. Burcham, F. W., Jr.; and Nugent, J.: Local Flow
Field Around a Pylon-Mounted Dummy Ramjet Engine
on the X-15-2 Airplane for Mach Numbers From 2.0 to
6.7. NASA TN D-5638, H-566, February_ 1970, 70N18035, #.
The flow field around a pylon-mounted dummy ramjet
engine on the X-15-2 airplane was surveyed at Mach numbers
from 2.0 to 6.7 in preparation for flight tests of a hydrogen-
burning hypersonic ramjet engine. Impact pressures, local
Mach number, and flow angularity were determined and
compared with wind-tunnel data and theoretical calculations.
The wing, camera fairing, ' and side fairing of the X-15-2
generated shock waves which impinged on the dummy ramjet
and pylon. However, a region free of significant shock-wave
impingement on the ramjet inlet existed for flight at a free-
stream angle of attack of 5 degree or less for free-stream
Mach numbers from 3. 0 to 8.0. In flight regions free of
shock-wave impingement, impact pressure, local Mach
number, and angle of attack generally showed good
agreement with wind-tunnel data. Shock-wave locations
determined from impact-pressure data and wind-tunnel
schlieren photograph data showed good agreement. Strong
flow-interference effects occurred at the pylon-fuselage
intersection. The separated-flow region and the resulting
separation shock wave remained within 10 inches
(25.4 centimeters) of the fuselage surface in front of the pylon
for all flight conditions. The extent of separated flow was
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sensitivetoangleof attack and extremely sensitive to small
deviations from 0 degree in angle of sideslip.
EC88-180- 2
X-15 Airplane With Dummy Ramjet
597. Gee, S. W.; Kock, B. M.; and Schofield, B. L.:
Operational Experiences With Unpowered Terminal
Area Instrument Approaches. Proceedings, Inst. of
Navigation, National Space Meeting on Space Navigation -
Theory and Practice in the Post Apollo Era, NASA Ames
Research Center, Moffett Field, California, February 17-19,
1970, 1970, pp. 211-223, 70A30465, #.
598. Putnam, T. W.; and Smith, R. H.: XB-70
Compressor-Noise Reduction and Propulsion-System
Performance for Choked Inlet Flow. NASA TN D-5692,
H-578, March 1970, 70N20484, #.
An investigation was conducted with the XB-70 airplane
attached to a thrust stand to observe compressor-radiated
noise and propulsion-system performance as the inlet throat
area was reduced to form an aerodynamically choked flow.
The anticipated compressor-noise reduction was not
experienced. Tests at constant engine speed settings disclosed
only minor noise reductions as a result of choking the inlet.
Additional tests were performed with the inlet fixed full open
and the engines set at successively higher speeds from
60-percent to 57-percent rpm. These tests disclosed
considerable noise reduction (10 decibels) in the compressor-
blade passing frequencies at engine settings above 80-percent
rpm. Thus, it was concluded that most of the noise reduction
expected for the throat-closing tests, which were done at
engine settings of 87-percent rpm and higher, had already
occurred and that only slight additional suppression could he
expected when the throat area was decreased to choke the
flow. Choking the flow resulted in thrust losses due to
decreased total-pressure recovery and airflow in the inlet.
These test results suggest that major noise reduction may be
obtained without a full-choked flow and the concurrent
propulsion-system performance loss.
599. Wykes, J. H.; and Kordes, E. E.: Analytical Design
and Flight Tests of a Modal Suppression System on the
XB-70 Airplane: Part 1 - Design Analysis, Part 2 - Flight
Tests. AGARD-CP-46, Paper 22. Aeroelastic Effects From a
Flight Mech. Standpoint, March 1970, (see N70-29401
15-02), 70N29423, #.
A control system designed to damp the structural motion of
flexible airframes was flight tested on the XB-70 airplane, a
flexible, low-aspect-ratio supersonic configuration. Even
though the system--known as ILAF (Identical Location of
Accelerometer and Force)---was an exploratory device and
was not developed as an optimum system, the flight tests
provided valuable information applicable to aircraft of the
supersonic-transport type. This paper reviews the design
processes and presents some preliminary results obtained
from flight data.
600. Szalai, K. J.; and Deets, D. A.: An Airborne
Simulator Program to Determine If Roll-Mode
Simulation Should Be a Moving Experience. AIAA
Paper 70-351. Presented at the AIAA Visual and Motion
Simulation Technology Conference, Cape Canaveral,
Florida, March 16-18, 1970, 70A24202, #.
Motion and visual cue influences on pilot performance and
opinion in roll motion tasks were investigated in an airborne
simulator flight program. Human describing functions were
obtained from a compensatory tracking task for three roll
damping conditions (low, medium, and high) for each of
three simulator configurations (fixed base, IFR; moving base,
IFR; and moving base, VFR). In addition, the pilots made
handling qualities evaluations of the nine different cases. The
gross effects of motion and visual stimuli, as determined by
pilot comments and ratings, were compared with the
conclusions drawn from compensatory tracking task results.
The quantitative results from the tracking task experiment
showed definite motion cue influences. However, the
handling qualities experiment indicated that motion was not
necessary to obtain valid results. It was concluded that the
quantitative results from tracking task are not adequate to
establish the need for motion in a handling qualities research
simulator.
601. Sisk, Thomas R.; Enevoldson, Einar K.; and Krier,
Gary E.: Factors Affecting Tracking Precision. Presented
at AIAA Fighter Airplane Conference, St. Louis, Missouri,
March 5-7, 1970.
A tracking study conducted at the Flight Research Center on
three aircraft has demonstrated that the degradation in
tracking precision due solely to buffet intensity is on the order
of 5 to 6 mils for buffet intensity levels to 0.2, and it is
believed that these trends are generally applicable to other
fighter aircraft. Also, the results of th/s study indicate that
only a portion of the buffet-free normal-force coefficient
attained with maneuver flaps on the F-104 aircraft may be
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utilizedif trackingprecisionistobemaintainedbecauseof
the introductionof wing rock. Finally,it has been
demonstratedthatcertainstabilityandcontrolorhandling-
qualifiesfactorscandegradetrackingprecisiontoanequalor
greaterdegreethanbuffetintensity.
602. Evans, Robert D., Jr.: Development and Testing of
a Triaxial Angular Accelerometer for High.Performance
Aerospace Vehicles. Presented at the 6th International
Aerospace Instrumentation Symposium, Cranfield, England,
March 23-26, 1970.
603. Fields, R. A.: A Study of the Accuracy of a Flight-
Heating Simulation and Its Effect on Load Measurement.
NASA TN D-5741, H-597, April 1970, 70N24320, #.
A series of laboratory heating tests simulating the flight
heating on an X-15 horizontal stabilizer was conducted. The
initial test simulated, as nearly as reasonably possible, the
temperatures that were recorded during an X-15 flight to a
Mach number of 4.63. Ten additional heating tests were
conducted during which inaccuracies were introduced into
the flight-heating simulation. The objective of these tests was
to establish the effect of the inaccuracies on the strain-gage
responses and ensuing load measurements. Strain-gage-
bridge responses from all tests were reviewed and compared
with those calculated for a stabilizer load of 6000 pounds
force (26,700 newtons). The tests were shown to be useful for
selecting bridges for use in load-equation derivations and for
selecting the equations that yield load measurements with the
lowest overall error.
604. Andrews, W. H.; Robinson, G. H.; Krier, G. E.; and
Drinkwater, F. J., III: Flight-Test Evaluation of the Wing
Vortex Wake Generated by Large Jet-Transport
Aircraft. FAA Comp. of Work Papers Concerning Wake
Turbulence Tests, (see N70-40911 23-02), April 1970,
70N40912, #.
605. Taylor, L. W., Jr.; Smith, H. J.; and Iliff, K. W.:
Experience Using Balakrishnan's Epsflon Technique to
Compute Optimum Flight Profiles. AIAA Paper 69-75.
Presented at the 7th AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting, New
York, New York, January 20-22, 1969. Journal of Aircraft,
Vol. 7, No. 2, March-April 1970, (see A69-18058),
1970, pp. 182-187, 70A28088, #. (See also 559, 589.)
A technique for computing optimum profiles is developed
which differs from the classical gradient method in that a
term representing the constraint of satisfying the equations of
motion is included in the cost function to be minimized.
Although the number of unknown independent functions is
increased to include the state variables, the dimensionally of
the gradient of the modified cost is greatly reduced, resulting
in considerable savings in complexity and time. The
unknown control and state variables are expressed in a
functional expansion to facilitate solution by means of
Newton's method. The effects of weighting terms and the
number of functions on the convergence properties are
discussed. Comparisons are made of solutions using the
classical gradient method, dynamic programming, and
Balakrishnan's epsilon technique.
606. Berry, D. T.; and Powers, B. G.: Flying Qualities of
a Large, Supersonic Aircraft in Cruise and Landing
Approach. AIAA Paper 70-566. Presented at the AIAA
Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference, Tullahoma,
Tennessee, May 13-15, 1970, 70A29031, #.
XB-70 handling-qualities flight-test experience is reviewed
and its implications for handling qualities criteria are
analyzed. Pilot ratings, pilot comments, and flight-
determined handling qualifies parameters are presented.
Results throughout the entire flight envelope are considered,
but emphasis is placed on high-speed supersonic cruise and
landing approach.
607. Fischel, Jack; and Friend, Edward L.: Preliminary
Assessment of Effects of Wing Flaps on High Subsonic
Flight Buffet Characteristics on Three Airplanes.
Presented at the American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference,
Tullahoma, Tennessee, May 13-15, 1970.
608. Lane, James W.; and Evans, Robert D.: A High
Altitude Altimeter Utilizing a Vibrating Diaphragm
Transducer. Presented at the ISA 16th National Aeronautics
Institute Symposium, Seattle, Washington, May 11-13.
1970.
609. Saltzman, Edwin J.; and Fisher, David F.: Some
Turbulent Boundary-Layer Measurements Obtained
From the Forebody of an Airplane at Maeh Numbers Up
to 1.72. NASA TN D-5838, H-567, June 1970, 70N29908, #.
Boundary-layer-profile data were obtained from the smooth
undersurface of the A-5A airplane fuselage during the
demonstration of sensors for measuring boundary-layer
characteristics. The data represent Mach numbers from 0.51
to 1.72. angles of attack up to 7 °, and Reynolds numbers up
to 74 million. The data are interpreted in terms of local skin
friction and momentum thickness, and the velocity profiles
from which these data are derived are tabulated. Local
transformed friction coefficients obtained from a Clauser
type of determination from velocity profiles were close to the
incompressible values of Kannan-Schoenherr when
presented as a function of momentum thickness Reynolds
number. Turbulent momentum thickness values were
significantly influenced by angle of attack. The flight values
of momentum thickness for angles of attack near 6° and 7 °
were lower than the fiat plate values, approaching the level
for slender cones. At angles of attack near 0° and 1°,
momentum thickness from flight was higher than flat plate
values. The aircraft nose boom and the protuberances on the
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boomarebelievedto bemajorreasonsfor theadditional
thicknessatlowanglesofattack.
simulationprogramwasusedtodeterminethereactionofthe
startedinletoverarangeofperformancelevelstofree-stream
temperaturegradientsin smoothair and in clear-air
turbulence.Atmospheric-temperaturevariationswerefound
tobenearlyassignificantassevereturbulenceforoperation
of thattypeof inlet.Unstartmarginsfor themanually
controlledXB-70inletin thepresenceofthesedisturbances
wereobtainedthoroughuseofthesimulationprogram.
612. Martin,R.A.:Dynamic Analysis of XB-70-1 Inlet
Pressure Fluctuations During Takeoff and Prior to a
Compressor Stall at Mach 2.5. NASA TN D-5826, H-595,
June 1970, 70N28273, #.
A-5A Vigilante Airplane
ECN-231
610. Kier, D. A.: Flight Comparison of Several
Techniques for Determining the Minimum Flying Speed
for a Large, Subsonic Jet Transport. NASA TN D-5806,
H-590, June 1970, 70N28674, #.
A flight investigation was conducted to define the minimum
flying speed for a large, subsonic jet transport by using three
techniques: (1) the Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) Part
25 demonstration technique; (2) a flight-path 1-g-break
technique; and (3) a constant-rate-of-climb technique. The
effect of thrust on minimum speed is analyzed. Results
indicate that the flight-path 1-g-break technique was the best
overall technique. The constant-rate-of-climb technique, or
minimum level-flight speed, though highly affected by the
deceleration dynamics of the maneuver, was found to be an
acceptable alternate for the l-g-break technique. The FAR
demonstration technique, when analyzed by two current
analysis methods, was found to yield the least conservative
results. However, if the analysis were based on actual
airplane maximum lift capability, the technique would yield
acceptable results.
611. Gallagher, R. J.: Investigation of a Digital
Simulation of the XB-70 Inlet and Its Application to
Flight.Experienced Free-Stream Disturbances at Mach
Numbers of 2.4 to 2.6. NASA TN D-5827, H-585,
June 1970, 70N28343, #.
The capability of a digital inlet simulation program to predict
both the performance of the started XB-70 inlet system at
free-stream Mach numbers of 2.4 to 2.6 and the dynamic
aspects of an inlet unstart at these Mach numbers was
analyzed. The simulation-predicted performance was
compared with flight measurements, and reasonable
agreement was obtained for started and unstarting inlet
modes. The agreement between empty-fill (buzz) simulations
and flight data was less precise. This was attributed to the
need for additional information on the boundary-layer-
separation process during this mode of inlet operation. The
Instrumentation in the left inlet of the XB-70-1 airplane was
used to record high-response total- and static-pressure data
from 0 to 200 hertz during takeoff and immediately prior to a
compressor stall at Mach 2.5 and an altitude of 63,100 feet
(19,200 meters). Since the statistical assumptions of
stationarity, randomness, and normality were found to be
approximately valid for the inlet pressure data, random data-
analysis techniques were applied. Values of mean turbulence
parameter as high as 12 percent were obtained during takeoff
and from 14 percent to as high as 31 percent prior to stall. The
flight inlet turbulence-producing mechanism, namely,
normal-shock boundary-layer interaction, can he simulated
successfully in ground test facilities up to at least 40 hertz as
evident in the pressure-wave power spectra; however, higher
turbulence values were experienced in flight than in model
tests by an engine compressor prior to stall.
613. Rediess, Herman A.: Is Modern Control Theory
Relevant to Flight Control Systems? D A Design
Challenge. Presented at the Joint Automatic Control
Conference, Atlanta, Georgia, June 22-23, 1970.
614. Burcham, F. W., Jr.; and Hughes, D. L.: Analysis of
In-Flight Pressure Fluctuations Leading to Engine
Compressor Surge in an F-111A Airplane for Mach
Numbers to 2.17. AIAA Paper 70-624. Presented at the 6th
AIAA Propulsion Joint Specialist Conference, San Diego,
California, June 15-19, 1970, 70A33543, #.
615. Jarvis, C. R.; Loschke, P. C.; and Enevoldson, E. K.:
Evaluation of the Effect of a Yaw-Rate Damper on the
Flying Qualities of a Light Twin-Engine Airplane. NASA
TN D-5890, H-584, July 1970. 70N32770, #.
A flight-test program was conducted with a light twin-engine
airplane to determine the effect of a parallel yaw damper and
aileron-to-rudder interconnect on the flying qualities of this
class of aircraft. Both quantitative and qualitative results are
presented for several flight tasks and conditions, including
flight in turbulence. Airplane handling qualities and ride
qualities are summarized. The effect of the yaw damper on
the stall and post-stall motions of the test airplane and the
motions resulting from sudden engine failure are also
discussed.
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616. Kordes, E. E.: Secondary Structures and
Mechanisms m Design Trouble Area for the Space
Shuttle. TM X-52876, Space Transportation System
Technology Symposium, Vol. 3, July 1970, pp. 93-99,
70N42983, #.
The design of secondary structures and mechanisms for a
reusable space shuttle can produce problems as serious as
those involved in designing the primary structure and thermal
protection system. Several events involving failure of
secondary structures during the X-15 flight program have
been selected to illustrate potential problem areas. Similar
problems may be expected on future reusable vehicles until
additional research provided adequate design information in
these areas.
617. Capasso, V. N., Jr.: Space Shuttle Related
Maintenance Experience With the X-15 Aircraft. NASA
TM X-52876. Proceedings, Space Transportation System
Technology Symposium, Vol. 5, July 1970, pp. 33-44,
70N39605, #.
ablative coating over the entire wetted area. Data were
obtained at Mach numbers from 0. 5 to 6.7 and free-stream
Reynolds numbers from approximately 1.7 × 10 (to the 8th)
to 3.6 × 10 (to the 7th) based on fuselage length. Angle of
attack ranged from 0 degree to 11 degrees, dynamic pressure
from about 300 lb/ft 2 (14,364 N/m E) to 770 lb/ft 2 (36,868 N/
m square), and altitude from approximately 3000 ft (914 m)
to 102.000 fl (31,090 m). Supersonic flight results showed an
increase in drag coefficient caused by the ablative coating of
0.008 at a lift coefficient of 0 and 0.022 at a lift coefficient of
0.3. At subsonic speeds the average increase in drag
coefficient was about 0.013 for lift coefficients of 0.3 and 0.4.
The flight incremental increase in drag coefficient due to the
ablative coating showed good agreement with compressible
predicted values at low lift coefficients. The average
incremental increase in drag coefficient caused by the lower
ventral fin and dummy ramjet was about 0.010 at subsonic
speeds at a lift coefficient of about 0.3. The flight incremental
increase in drag coefficient of the lower ventral fin between
Mach 3.8 and 4.9 was about 0.006 at a lift coefficient of 0.1
and 0.014 at a lift coefficient of 0.3.
This paper discusses the maintenance activity between X-15
flights and the number and types of repair items which would
be related to space shuttle requirements. The increased size
and complexity of the shuttle systems will magnify the
number of repair items, making the required turnaround time
difficult or impossible to achieve unless careful consideration
is given to problem prevention and access for system repair
and maintainability.
618. Schofield, B. L.; Gaidsick, H. G.; and Gee, S. W.:
Experience With Unpowered Terminal-Area Instrument
Approaches. NASA TM X-52876. Proceedings, Space
Transportation System Technology Symposium, Vol. 6,
1970, (see N70-40951 23-31), pp. 133-147, 70N40960.
The first part of this paper will discuss a terminal-area
guidance technique recently developed by the Air Force
Flight Test Center around the F-IlIA inertial navigation
system. The results of flying under instrument flight rules
using this guidance scheme will be reported as will the results
of ground controlled approaches (GCA) using an NB-52B
airplane in an unpowered, low L/D configuration. The latter
portion of this paper will discuss a circular approach guidance
scheme under development at the NASA Flight Research
Center.
619. Thompson, M. O.: Lifting-Body Progress Report.
NASA TM X-66712. Presented at the ELDO/NASA Space
Transportation Systems Briefing, Bonn, July 7-8. 1970,
71N18428, #.
620. Montoya, L. C.: Drag Characteristics Obtained
From Several Configurations of the Modified X-15-2
Airplane Up to Mach 6.7. NASA TM X-2056, H-598,
August 1970. 70N35693, #.
Flight tests were made with and without the lower ventral fin,
dummy ramjet (including the modified fixed ventral fin), and
[ II 3-
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X-15-2 Airplane, Three-View Drawing
621. Holleman, E. C.: Flight Investigation of the Roll
Requirements for Transport Airplanes in Cruising
Flight. NASA TN D-5957, H-616, September1970,
70N38625, #.
An airborne simulator provided a wide range of maximum
roll control power (0.05 to 3.5 rad/sec square) and time
constants (0.1 to 10 sec) for pilot evaluation and rating. Roll
criteria were developed and compared favorably with
previously reported criteria. Maximum roll angular
acceleration, maximum roll rate, roll time constant, time to
bank. and bank-angle change in a given time all appear to be
effective roll-criteria parameters. Steady-state roll rates of
about 20 deg/sec and roll time constants of 1.8 seconds or less
were required for satisfactory pilot ratings. With experienced
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testpilots,validevaluationof single-degree-of-freedomroll
responseranbeobtainedwithafixed-basesimulator.
622. Andrews, W. H.: Flight-Test Evaluation of the
Wing Vortex Wake Generated by Large Jet-Transport
Aircraft. Presented at the Wake Turbulence Meeting,
Seattle, Washington, September 1-3, 1970. (See Aircraft
Wake Turbulence and Its Detection, Plenum Press, 1971.)
623. Lewis, C. E., Jr.; and Rezek, T. W.: A Miniature
Respiratory Minute Volume Sensor for the Flight
Environment. Space Life Sciences, Vol. 2, September 1970,
pp. 206-218, 70A44840.
624. Carpenter, Richard: Description of an Energy
Absorbing Seat Designed for Medium-Velocity Impacts.
Presented at Annual Safety and Risk Management
Conference, Lewis Research Center, September 30-
October 1, 1970.
625. Baker, P. A.; Schweikhard, W. G.; and
Young, W. R.: Flight Evaluation of Ground Effect on
Several Low-Aspect-Ratio Airplanes. NASA TN D-6053,
H-550, October 1970, 70N42738, #.
A constant-angle-of-attack-approach technique was used to
measure ground effect on several low-aspect-ratio aircraft.
The flight results were compared with results from constant-
altitude flybys, wind-tunnel studies, and theoretical
prediction data. It was found that the constant-angle of-attack
technique provided data that were consistent with data
obtained from constant-altitude flybys and required fewer
runs to obtain the same amount of data. The test results from
an F5D-1 airplane modified with an ogee wing, a prototype
F5D-1 airplane, two XB-70 airplanes, and an F-104A
airplane indicate that theory and wind-tunnel results
adequately predict the trends caused by ground effect as a
function of height and aspect ratio. However, the magnitude
of these predictions did not always agree with the flight-
measured results. In addition, there was consistent evidence
that the aircraft encountered ground effect at a height above
one wing span.
626. Wagner, C. A.: Frequency Responses and Other
Characteristics of Six Fast-Decay Phosphors Applicable
to Flying-Spot Scanners. NASA TN D-6036, H-609,
October 1970, 70N42118, #.
Several tests were conducted on six fast-decay phosphors to
measure their characteristics applicable to flying-spot
scanners. P-16, P-24, P-36, P-37, and P-SP phosphors are
currently available in production cathode-ray tubes; P-X42 is
an experimental phosphor. A pulse test measured rise and
decay times, and two scanning tests measured frequency
responses. Screen noise, burn and aging resistance, and
variation of light output as a function of electron beam dwell
time were also measured. The frequency responses of P-16,
P-37, and P-SP phosphors did not vary during the tests. The
frequency response of P-36 phosphor varied with electron
beam dwell time, and the frequency response of P-24
phosphor varied with both dwell time and beam current. The
bandwidths (frequencies at which the gain is 0.1) were as
follows: P-16, 22 megahertz; P-24, 12 megahertz; P-36,
12 megahertz; P-37, 34 megahertz; P-SP, 21 megahertz. The
bandwidth of P-X42 phosphor, too high to measure with the
equipment used, was estimated to be in excess of
100 megahertz. However, this phosphor produced relatively
little light and had a screen that was too noisy to be useful in
flying-spot scanners.
627. Anon.: Flight Test Results Pertaining to the
Space Shuttlecraft Symposium Papers. NASA
TM X-2101, October 1970, 7IN10101, #.
This compilation consists of papers presented at the NASA
Symposium on Flight Test Results Pertaining to the Space
Shuttlecraft, held at the NASA Flight Research Center,
Edwards, Calif, on June 30, 1970. The symposium was
divided into the following sessions: Lifting Body Flight Test
Results and Additional Space Shuttle Oriented Studies.
Papers were presented by representatives from the NASA
Flight Research Center and the U. S. Air Force Flight Test
Center. A list of attendees is included.
628. McTigue, J. G.: Background and Current Status
of the Lifting Body Program. NASA TM X-2101,
October 1970, pp. 1-10, 71N10102, #.
The purpose of this paper is to present the results from the
flight-test program and the correlations of these data with
predictions. Evaluations and impressions of the lifting body
vehicles' overall handling qualities will also be presented by
several of the pilots in the program. Finally, future plans for
the lifting body flight program will be discussed.
629. Kempel, R. W.; Strutz, L. W.; and *Kirsten, P.:
Stability and Control Derivatives of the Lifting Body
Vehicles. NASA TM X-2101, October 1970, pp. 11-27,
71N10103, #.
In this paper the more important longitudinal and lateral-
directional aerodynamic stability and control derivatives
obtained from flight are compared with small- and full-scale
wind-tunnel results where applicable. Significant trends and
important differences are pointed out, and the implications
discussed.
*Air Force Flight Test Center, Edwards, California.
630. Manke, J. A.; *Retelle, J. P.; and Kempel, R. W.:
Assessment of Lifting Body Vehicle Handling Qualities.
NASA TM X-2101, October 1970, pp. 29--41, 71N10104, #.
(See also 659.)
Handling qualities have always been vitally important to
the pilot. Before the current series of lifting body flight
tests, there was speculation and concern about how this
class of wingless vehicle would handle. The general
behavior of the three lifting bodies in flight is described in
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broadtermsin thispaper,andsomespecificexamplesof
behaviorthatmaybeof specialinterestfromthepilot's
viewpointarepresented.Inaddition,commentsareoffered
concerningsimulationrequirements.
*AirForceFlightTestCenter,Edwards,California.
Thissummarypaperwillpointoutresultsoftheliftingbody
programthathaveabearingonthedesignof a largespace
shuttlevehicle.Theinitialprogramobjectives,theprimary
programresults,andthepertinenceof theseresultsto the
shuttlewill beoutlined,aswill thefuturedirectionof the
program.
631. Pyle, J. S.; and *Ash, L. G.: Performance 635. Kock, B. M.; and Fulton, F. L., Jr.: Approach and
Characteristics of the Lifting Body Vehicle. NASA Landing Studies. NASA TM X-2101, October 1970,
TM X-2101, October 1970, pp. 43-58, 71N10105, #. pp. 99-108, 71N10109, #.
Flight and wind-tunnel lift and drag data obtained on three
lifting body vehicles has been compared. With the exception
of the drag-due-to-lift factor, the flight and small-scale wind-
tunnel results generally agree; however, it is extremely
important that the model contours match the flight vehicle
and the flow on the model be carefully observed, because
minor separation problems on the model may become severe
on the full-scale vehicle in flight. The full-scale wind-tunnel
results obtained with the flight vehicle generally predicted
higher zero-lift drag coefficients and lower drag-due-to-lift
factors than were observed during the flight tests.
*Air Force Flight Test Center, Edwards, California.
632. Tang, M. H.: Correlation of Flight-Test Loads
With Wind-Tunnel Predicted Loads on Three Lifting
Body Vehicles. NASA TM X-2101, October 1970.
pp. 59-72, 71N10106, #.
An essential area of research with the unique M2-F2, HL-10,
and X-24A lifting body configurations is the assessment of
the ability to predict flight loads from wind-tunnel tests.
Flight measurements and correlation with predictions are
necessary in verifying the structural integrity of existing
vehicles and establishing the groundwork for weight savings
on future vehicles of similar shapes. As part of the overall
lifting body flight investigation at the Flight Research Center,
detailed aerodynamic-load studies are being made on each of
the three vehicles. This paper presents the preliminary results
from these studies.
633. Dana, W. H.; and *Gentry, J. R.: Pilot Impressions
of Lifting Body Vehicles. NASA TM X-2101,
October 1970, pp. 73-88, 71N10107, #.
Piloting aspects of the lifting body vehicles are discussed in
this paper by two of the pilots assigned to the flight program.
Subjects discussed include: approach, landing, and energy
management considerations; field of view requirements;
stability considerations; and vehicle riding qualities,
including the effects of turbulence. Remarks pertinent to the
various subject areas are made by each pilot.
*Air Force Flight Test Center, Edwards, California.
634. Layton, G. P., Jr.: Summary of Primary Results of
the Lifting Body Program. NASA TM X-2101,
October 1970, pp. 89-97, 71N10108, #.
This paper will discuss the application of recent approach and
landing studies to the proposed space shuttle. These studies
were conducted basically in two areas: powered approaches
with the HL-10 lifting body, and unpowered types of
approaches with shuttle-size vehicles, the B-52 and CV-990
airplanes.
636. Holleman, E. C.: Rationale for Proposed Flying-
Qualities Specifications. NASA TM X-2101, October 1970,
pp. 127-145, 71N10111, #.
The NASA Flight Research Center is reviewing the
applicability of flying-qualities experience to the shuttle
mission for the purpose of preparing a shuttle flying-qualities
specification. This paper is a progress report on this review;
the result presented are, of course, preliminary.
637. Thompson, M. O.: Flight Test Results Pertaining
to the Space Shuttlecraft -- Final Remarks and Future
Plans. NASA TM X-2101, October 1970, pp. 147-151,
71N10112, #.
This paper sums up the flight test results pertaining to the
space shuttlecraft symposium held at the Flight Research
Center. Additional remarks by the author discuss future plans
to continue work on unpowered approach and landing
techniques and the feasibility of a lifting entry.
638. Carpenter, Lewis R.: Biotechnology Problems
Relative to the Space Shuttle Vehicle. Presented at AIAA
7th Annual Meeting and Technology Display, Houston,
Texas, October 19-22. 1970.
639. Egger, R. L.; and Wilson, E. J.: Design and
Operation of a 1500 F Thermal-Null Strain Gage.
Instrument Society of America, Annual Conference, 25th,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Oct. 26-29, 1970, Proceedings:
Part 2, 1970, pp. 631.1-631.6, 71A22721.
High temperature thermal null strain gage with sensing unit
and electronic control unit to measure mechanical strain in
terms of induced thermal strain.
640. Roman, J.; Lewis, C. E., Jr.; and Allen, W. H.:
Hazards of the G-Suit in Lower Extremity
Thrombophlebitis. Aerospace Medicine, Vol. 41,
October 1970, pp. 1198-1199, 70A45347.
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Traumais widelyacceptedasanetiologicfactorinvenous
thrombosisandthrombophlebitisof thelowerextremities.
Becauseof thefrequentparticipationof militarypilotsand
testpilotsin athleticactivities,the incidenceof venous
thrombosisof the extremitiesmaybe expectedto be
significantinthispopulation.Thisgroupislikelytofly high
performancev hiclesand,therefore,likelytousetheg-suit.
Ontheoreticalgrounds,useoftheg-suitinthefaceofrecent
venousthrombosisin the lowerextremitieshouldbe
hazardous.Thisproblemisconsideredinthispaper.
641. Thompson, M. O.: A Progress Report on the
Lifting Body Flight Test Program. Proceedings, Space
Technology and Earth Problems, American Astronautical
Society, Symposium, Las Cruces, New Mexico, October 23-
25, 1969, 1970, pp. 23-27, 71A14819.
642. Wilson, E. J.: Installation and Testing of Strain
Gages for High-Temperature Aircraft Applications.
Presented at the Society for Experimental Stress Analysis,
Fall Meeting, Boston, Massachusetts, October 18-22, 1970,
71A13781, #.
643. Burke, M. E.: Flight Research Experience With
Guidance and Control Computers Related to General
Applications. NASA TM X-66491, November 1970.
71N12610, #.
Several guidance and control research programs involving
the X-15 and F-104 airplanes are discussed, with the
discussion oriented toward airborne digital computer
utilization. An analog and a digital systems mechanization
are compared, and the performance advantages of the digital
system are pointed out. The flexibility of the digital computer
as a research tool is indicated, as are advantages of
decentralized computers. Application of a general purpose
computer to the solution of strapdown system equations was
successful in the laboratory in preparation for a flight
program. The effects of input-output mechanizations on
software complexity are discussed. The utility of a general
purpose digital computer is shown by its flexibility in being
used for various research tasks. This utility is degraded,
however, by the effort required to write programs in machine
language for real-time applications.
644. Arnaiz, H. H.; and Schweikhard, W. G.: Validation
of the Gas Generator Method of Calculating Jet-Engine
Thrust and Evaluation of XB-70-1 Airplane Engine
Performance at Ground Static Conditions. NASA
TN D-7028, H-596, December 1970, 71N13419, #.
Deficiencies in established techniques of measuring aircraft
thrust in flight led to the application of the gas generator
method of calculating engine thrust to the XB-70-1 airplane.
A series of tests on a ground static-thrust stand was
performed on the airplane to establish at ground static
conditions the accuracy of this method, to measure the
installed thrust of the YJ93-GE-3 engine, and to determine
the effect of instrumentation errors and nonuniform flows at
the engine compressor face on the thrust calculation. Tests
with an aerodynamically choked inlet, an opened inlet-bypass
system, and varying combinations of operating engines were
also conducted. Results showed that the accuracy of the gas
generator method was +_2 percent for the normal operation of
the XB-70-1 airplane at ground static conditions and for the
upper 70 percent of the engine's throttle range. They also
showed that the effect of individual instrument errors on the
thrust calculation was reduced because of the large number of
measurements and that abnormally high inlet flow distortion
.affects the thrust calculation. When corrected for inlet losses,
the installed thrust of the YJ93-GE-3 engine agreed favorably
with the engine manufacturer's uninstalled estimated thrust
for all power settings except those at the low end.
645. Rediess, H. A.; and Whitaker, H. P.: A New
Model Performance Index for Engineering Design of
Flight Control Systems. AIAA Paper 69-885, presented at
AIAA Guidance, Control, and Flight Mechanics
Conference, Princeton, New Jersey, August 18-20, 1969,
71A12682, #. (Also J. Aircraft, Vol. 7, No. 21, December
1970, pp. 542-549, A69-39410.)
Model performance index /Pi/ providing criterion for
approximating one dynamic flight control system by another
based on geometrical representation of linear autonomous
systems.
646. *Allison, R. D.; Lewis, C. E.; and Rezek, T. W.:
Vascular Dynamics m Impedance Plethysmograph Study
During a Standardized Tilt Table Procedure. Space Life
Sciences, Vol. 2, December 1970. pp. 361-393, 71A17958.
A study, using the four-electrode impedance plethysmograph
system, was completed to evaluate simultaneous variations in
conduction of upper and lower body segments relative to
displacement of blood volume during change in body
position. Measurements of cardiac output were compared
with simultaneous results by dye dilution methods as a means
of ascending the use of impedance technique to determine
cardiac output during tilt table studies. Two groups, 48
healthy private pilots and 22 patients with diabetes mellitus,
were tested and the results were compared.
*Scott and White Clinic, Temple, Texas.
647. Dana, W. H.; and Gentry, G.: Flying the Lifting
Bodies. Flight International, Vol. 98, December 31. 1970,
pp. 1016-1020, 71A16680.
648. Taylor, L. W., Jr.: Nonlinear Time-Domain
Models of Human Controllers. NASA SP-215, 1970,
pp. 49-65, 70N30880.
This paper presents some of the results of subsequent
analyses and discusses the method of selecting the maximum
memory time and the order of the non-linear model. In
addition, some results of orthogonal expansion of the
weighting functions for reasons of data compression and
reduction computation are presented and discussed.
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649. Taylor,L. W., Jr.; Smith, H. J.; and Iliff, K. W.:
A Comparison of Minimum Time Profiles for the F-104
Using Balakhrishnan's Epsilon Technique and the
Energy Method. Proceedings, International Federation
For Information Processing, Symposium On Optimization,
Nice, France, June 29-July 5, 1969, 1970, pp. 327-335,
71A28831. (See also 568.)
Balakrishnan's epsilon technique is used to compute
minimum time profiles for the F- 104 airplane. This technique
differs from the classical gradient method in that a quadratic
penalty on the error in satisfying the equations of motion is
included in the coat function to be minimized as a means of
eliminating the requirement of satisfying the equation of
motion. Although the number of unknown independent
functions is increased to include the state variables, the
evaluation of the gradient of the modified cost is simplified,
resulting in considerable computational savings. The
unknown control and state variables are approximated by 3
functional expansion with unspecified coefficients which are
determined by means of Newton's Method. Typically 8 to 10
iterations are required for convergence when using the
epsilon technique. Comparisons are made of solutions
obtained by using this technique and the energy method.
F-104 Airplane
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1971 Technical Publications
650. Lasagna, P. L.; and Putnam, T. W.: Engine Exhaust
Noise During Ground Operation of the XB-70 Airplane.
NASA TN D-7043, H-599, January_ 1971, 71N15820, #.
XB-70 engine noise was measured from 90 to 1600 from the
airplane heading at a radius of 500 feet (152 meters). Overall
sound pressure levels, perceived noise levels, and normalized
spectra are presented for jet exhaust velocities up to
3300feet/second (1006 meters/second), various engine
spacings, and various numbers of adjacent engines operating.
The direction of propagation of maximum noise levels moved
from 135 degree to 120 degree as either the jet velocity was
increased or the number of adjacent engines operating was
increased. As the distance between two operating engines
became greater, the overall sound pressure level increased as
the angle between the microphone position and the exhaust
axis decreased. The overall sound pressure level agreed best
with the SAE prediction levels at an angle of 120 degree for
exhaust velocities between 1500 feet/second (457 meters/
second) and 3000 feet/second (914 meters/second). The SAE
method adequately estimated the noise spectrum of the
XB-70 airplane for subsonic exhaust flow and
underestimated the high-frequency spectral levels for
supersonic flow. Some shielding of the high frequencies was
observed when two or more adjacent engines were operating
in supersonic exhaust flow conditions. The noise spectrum
shape was independent of jet exhaust velocity for the XB-70
engines with supersonic flow.
651. Carpenter, R.; Thompson, M. O.; and *Bowers, J.
H.: Instrumentation and Drop-Testing Techniques for
Investigating Hight Vehicles and Personnel Protective
Systems. NASA TM X-2149, H-621, January 1971,
71N14780, #.
A vehicle and flight systems dynamic impact laboratory, with
appropriate instrumentation, was constructed recently at the
NASA Flight Research Center. The purpose of the laboratory
is to investigate energy-absorbing characteristics of various
flight vehicle configurations and personnel protection and
restraint systems during low-energy impacting. The
laboratory was designed to permit investigation of a large
range of horizontal and vertical impact velocities that would
occur in low-level crash situations. It has provided
acquisition of dynamic structural data on both vehicle
configurations and personnel restraint systems.
*Northrop Corporation, Field Teams at Flight Research
Center, Edwards, California.
652. Rediess, Herman A.; Mallick, Donald L.; and Berry,
Donald T.: Recent Flight Test Results on Minimum
Longitudinal Handling Qualities for Transport Aircraft.
Presented at FAUSST VIII Meeting, Washington, D.C.,
January_ 1971.
653. Pecoraro, Joseph N.; and Carpenter, Lewis R.:
Shuttle: Life Support, Protective Systems, and Crew
Systems Interface Technology. Astronautics and
Aeronautics, Vol. 9, February 1971, pp. 58-63.
654. Pyle, J. S.: Lift and Drag Characteristics of the
HL-10 Lifting Body During Subsonic Gliding Flight.
NASA TN D-6263, March 1971, 71N18867, #.
Subsonic lift and drag data obtained during the HL-10 lifting
body glide flight program are presented for four
configurations for angles of attack from 5.0 to 26.0 and Mach
numbers from 0.35 to 0.62. These flight data, where
applicable, are compared with results from small-scale wind-
tunnel tests of an HL-10 model, full-scale wind-tunnel
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resultsobtainedwiththeflightvehicle,andflightresultsfor
theM2-F2lifting body.Thelift anddragcharacteristics
obtainedfromtheHL-10flightresultshowedthatasevere
flowproblemexistedontheuppersurfaceof thevehicle
duringthefirstflighttest.Thisproblemwascorrectedby
modifyingtheleadingedgesof thetip fins.Thevehicle
attainedlift-dragratiosashighas4.0duringthelandingflare(performedwith the landinggear up), which is
approximately14percenthigherthandemonstratedbythe
M2-F2vehicleinsimilarmaneuvers.
HL-10 Lifting Body With B-52 Flyover
655. Larson, T. J.; and Schweikhard, W. G.: Verification
of Takeoff Performance Predictions for the XB-70
Airplane. NASA TM X-2215, H-574, March 1971.
71N18509, #.
XB-70 airplane standardized takeoff data are compared with
simple predictions based on aerodynamic and engine
estimates. Effects of atmospheric and aircraft variables on
takeoff distance are evaluated. Although experimentation
with various techniques for aircraft rotation to lift-off
attitudes was limited, the effect of the pilot techniques used
are discussed and compared. Predictions of distance from
brake release to initiation of rotation as 5 functions of
velocity were found to he accurate to approximately 100 feet
(30 meters). Because of the significant drag at the high
aircraft attitudes required for takeoff, the standardized ground
roll distance for a given velocity was increased nominally by
400 feet (120 meters) over the distance which would occur
with no increase in drag. Standardized performance during
climb from lift-off to a height of 35 feet (10.7 meters) with all
engines operating was marginal because of low longitudinal
accelerations, resulting from high induced drag at lift-off
attitude. Additional work is required to include rotation
variables in standardizing test data and in more fully defining
the rotation effects on performance from a limited number of
takeoff tests.
656. Staff of the Flight Research Center: Experience
With the X-15 Adaptive Flight Control System. NASA
TN D-6208, H-618, March 1971, 71N18422, #.
The X-15 adaptive flight control system is briefly described,
and system development and flight-test experiences in the
X-15 research airplane are discussed. Airplane handling
qualities with the system and system reliability are also
discussed.
657. McLeod, N. J.: Acoustic Attenuation Determined
Experimentally During Engine Ground Tests of the
XB-70 Airplane and Comparison With Predictions.
NASA TM X-2223, H-633, March 1971, 71N17951, #.
Acoustic data obtained during ground runs of the XB-70
airplane enabled the attenuation of sound to be determined for
ground-to-ground propagation over distances of 500 feet
(152 meters) and 1000 feet (305 meters) for one set of
atmospheric conditions. The considerable scatter in the
experimentally determined attenuations seemed to be
associated with variations in the wind parameters. For
downwind propagation, reducing the predicted acoustic-
attenuation values obtained from the Society of Automotive
Engineers, Inc., APP 866 by 50 percent for octave bands
above 1000 hertz resulted in good agreement between the
present experimentally determined and predicted values.
Previous investigators recommended the modification to the
predicted attenuation values and obtained similar results.
Some unexplained differences remain between the
experimentally determined and modified predicted
attenuation values, indicating that additional research is
required.
658. Gee, S. W.; Gaidsick, H. G.; and Enevoldson, E. K.:
Flight Evaluation of Angle of Attack as a Control
Parameter in General-Aviation Aircraft. NASA
TN D-6210, H-603, March 1971,71N18442, #.
The use of angle-of-attack information for a pilot's display in
a general-aviation airplane was investigated to determine
whether this form of information would improve
performance and flight safety. An angle-of-attack system
consisting of a wing-mounted vane, an electronic computer
unit, and a display instrument was installed and flight tested
in a typical twin-engine, general-aviation airplane. The
flight-test maneuvers were limited to the low-speed flight
region where the benefits of angle-of-attack presentation
were likely to be greatest. Some of the expected advantages
of this parameter, such as visual indication of stall margin and
its independence of gross weight and flap position, were
realized; however, certain aerodynamic characteristics of the
airplane, such as the phugoid and directional-control
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capability,werefoundtolimitand tended to negate some of
the expected advantages. As a result, this use of angle of
attack did not show a significant improvement in
performance and flight safety.
659. Manke, J. A.; Kempel, R. W.; and *Retelle, J. P.:
Assessment of Lifting Body Vehicle Handling Qualifies.
AIAA Paper 71-310, AIAA Space Shuttle Development
Testing and Operations Conference, Phoenix, Arizona,
March 15-17, 1971, 71A22622, #. (See also 630.)
satisfactory lateral control, but 61-meter (200-foot) lateral
offsets to the runway could be safely corrected with very low
levels of lateral control power, approximately 2 to 5 deg/sec 2,
using altered piloting techniques. The pilot evaluation results
were in general agreement with results from other studies.
662. Tang, M. H.: Vertical-Fin Loads and Rudder
Hinge-Moment Measurements on a 1/8 Scale Model of the
M2-F3 Lifting Body Vehicle at Mach Numbers From 0.50
to 1.30. NASA TM X-2286, H-650, May 1971,71 N24581, #.
Before the current series of lifting body flight tests, there was
speculation and concern about how this class of wingless
vehicle would handle. The general behavior of the three
lifting bodies in flight is described in broad terms in this
paper, and some specific examples of behavior that may be of
special interest from the pilot's viewpoint are presented.
*USAF, Flight Test Center, Edwards AFB, California.
660. Burcham, F. W., Jr.: An Investigation of Two
Variations of the Gas Generator Method to Calculate the
Thrust of the Afterburning Turbofan Engines Installed in
an F-111A Airplane. NASA TN D-6297, H-643, April 1971,
71N22614, #.
The NASA Flight Research Center investigated two
variations of the gas generator method for calculating the net
thrust of the afterburning turbofan engines installed in an
F-111A airplane. An influence coefficient study and two
ground thrust tests were performed. It was found that the gas
generator method can be successfully applied to an
afterburning turbofan engine. At static conditions with two
engines operating, _+2 percent accuracy can be achieved for
most power settings using either the method based primarily
on nozzle total pressure and area (PTA) or the method based
primarily on nozzle total temperature and weight flow
(TI'W). For in-flight conditions the influence coefficient
results indicated that the accuracy of the TTW method was
about _+3percent, whereas the accuracy of the PTA method
was about _+5percent for a military power setting. With either
calculation method, additional errors in calculated thrust of
_+2 percent could result from high inlet flow distortion. If
accurate thrust values are required, both thrust calculation
methods should be used.
661. Holleman, E. C.; and Gilyard, G. B.: In-Flight
Evaluation of the Lateral Handling of a Four-Engine Jet
Transport During Approach and Landing. NASA
TN D-6339, H-642, May 1971, 71N25537, #.
As part of a program to document the stability, control, and
flying qualities of jet transport airplanes, the lateral handling
of a typical jet transport was evaluated during up-and-away
and approach flight in the landing configuration. Sidestep
maneuvers to a landing were performed with several levels of
lateral control power in smooth-air conditions. A roll control
power capability of about 15 deg/sec 2 was required for
Outboard-fin loads and rudder hinge-moment measurements
were obtained from a l/8-scale model of the M2-F3 lifting
body vehicle tested in the Ames Research Center's 11-Foot
Transonic Wind Tunnel. The tests were conducted at Mach
0.50 to 1.30. The effects of variations in rudder deflection,
upper flap deflection, lower-flap deflection, and angles of
attack and sideslip were studied. The left-outboard-fin loads
increased with increase in angle of attack, Mach number,
rudder deflection, lower-flap deflection, and negative sideslip
and decreased with increasing upper-flap deflection. The
rudder hinge moment increased with increase in rudder
deflection and, generally, with Mach number.
M2-F3 Lifting Body
E-21533
663. Goecke, S. A.: Comparison of Wind Tunnel and
Flight-Measured Base Pressures From the Sharp-
Leading-Edge Upper Vertical Fin of the X-15 Airplane
for Turbulent Flow at Mach Numbers From 1.5 to 5.0.
NASA TN D-6348, H-602, May 1971, 71N23922, #.
Pressures measured at six locations on the base of the sharp-
leading edge upper vertical fin of the X-15 airplane during the
power-off portion of eight flights are compared with previous
flight data obtained from a blunt-leading-edge fin, theory,
and wind-tunnel data. The flight and wind-tunnel base
pressure ratios for the Mach number range from 1.5 to 5.0 are
presented as a linearized function of turbulent boundary-layer
height and base width by using a Mach-number-dependent
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factorderivedin thestudy.Theresultingcurveseemsto
provideanothercriterionfor determiningwhetherflow is
laminaror turbulent.Thedifferencebetweenbasepressure
andfree-streampressureforanyspecificMachnumberofthe
studyis foundto bea linearfunctionof bothfree-stream
pressureanddynamicpressure.Datafromthesharp-leading-
edgeupperverticalfin agreewithdatafromtheblunt-
leading-edgeupperverticalfin. Theflightdatashowthe
variationinpressureacrossthebasetobenegligible.
664. Ehemberger, L. J.; and Wilson, R. J.: Analysis of
Subjective Ratings for the XB-70 Airplane Response
to Atmospheric Turbulence and Controlled Inputs.
Proceedings, Royal Aeronautical Society, International
Conference on Atmospheric Turbulence, London, England,
May 18-21, 1971, 1971, 71A29774, #.
This paper presents the XB-70 crew's subjective evaluation
of the turbulence response in comparison with measured
accelerations; evaluates the turbulence response of the crew
station and other fuselage locations; and examines the crew's
reaction to controlled sinusoidal excitations of the airframe
during flight. During the XB-70 flight tests, turbulence data
were obtained as turbulence was encountered during
scheduled flights; no flights were scheduled solely to obtain
turbulence information.
665. Carpenter, R.: Evaluation of an Energy Absorbing
Crew Seat Integrated With a Rocket Extraction System.
Space Shuttle Technology Conference, Vol. 2, May 3, 1971,
pp. 19-34, 71N35268, #.
Consideration has been given to equipping the scaled
prototype shuttle vehicle with a lightweight energy absorbing
seat integrated with a crew extraction rocket. Such a system
would provide protection for low velocity vehicle impacts
and also offer a means of escape during higher velocity
conditions. This system has been developed and fabricated at
the Flight Research Center (FRC). The energy absorbing seat
has been tested in a dynamic impact laboratory will
satisfactory results. The escape system has been evaluated by
extracting dummies by tractor rockets from a typical cockpit
configuration. These tests indicate unsatisfactory
performance during high roll rates.
666. Wilson, E. J.: Installation and Testing of Strain
Gages for High-Temperature Aircraft Applications.
Proceedings, Strain Gages and Extreme Environments,
Society for Experimental Stress Analysis, Technical Session,
Huntsville, Alabama, May 19, 1970, May 1971, pp. 1-10,
71A30681, #.
Survey of a research program conducted to define the optimal
selection, installation, and calibration criteria for strain gages
used in aircraft flight-load measurements in a high-
temperature environment caused by aerodynamic heating.
Tests have been made to determine apparent strain,
hysteresis, gage factor, insulation resistance, and attachment
methods. The necessity of an evaluation program to select the
optimum strain gage for specific applications, strain-gage-
installation procedures, fatigue problems associated with
weldable gages, and new strain-measurement concepts are
discussed. Data from laboratory tests to determine the
performance characteristics of bonded and weldable strain
gages for high-temperature applications are presented.
667. Marshall, R. T.: Flight Determined Acceleration
and Climb Performance of an F-104G Airplane for Use in
an Optimum Flight Path Computer Program. NASA
TN D-6398, H-636, June 1971, 71N27002, #.
A flight-test investigation was conducted to determine the
standard-day performance characteristics (excess thrust, fuel
flow, and climb potential) at maximum afterburner power for
an F-104G airplane. The tests were conducted at Mach
numbers from 0.5 to 2.0 and at altitudes from 5000 feet
(1524 meters) to 50,000 feet 15,240 meters). The standard-
day excess thrust and fuel-flow data obtained from the
investigation were used to define a computer model of the
performance of the test airplane. In addition, the climb-
potential (specific excess power) data obtained from the
flight tests were compared with the available predicted climb-
potential data. From the comparisons, it was found that the
predicted data for the "average" F-104G airplane did not
represent the performance of the test airplane as accurately as
required for the computation of meaningful flight trajectories.
Therefore, to compute meaningful flight trajectories for the
test airplane, the flight-derived model should be used.
668. Burcham, F. W., Jr.: Use of the Gas Generator
Method to Calculate the Thrust of an Afterburning
Turbofan Engine..MAA Paper 71-680. Presented at the 7th
AIAA and Society of Automotive Engineers, Propulsion Joint
Specialist Conference, Salt Lake City, Utah, June 14--18,
1971, 71A30744, #.
The feasibility of using the gas generator method to calculate
the thrust of an afterburning turbofan engine was
investigated. The NASA Flight Research Center's F-111A
airplane, powered by TF30 afterburning turbofan engines,
was used. Two variations of the gas generator method were
utilized, one based primarily on the exhaust nozzle total
pressure and area and the other on the nozzle total
temperature and weight flow. An influence coefficient study
was performed for static and flight conditions. Results
showed that the accuracy of the two calculation methods was
about equal at static conditions, but for flight conditions the
total temperature and weight flow calculation was superior.
Two ground thrust stand tests were also performed, and the
thrust calculated by using both methods was compared to the
measured thrust; results using either method were generally
within *-3 percent except at low power settings. High
inlet flow distortion caused an additional scatter of as much
as *-2 percent.
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669. Wilson, R. J.; Love, B. J.; and Larson, R. R.:
Evaluation of Effects of High-Altitude Turbulence
Encounters on the XB-70 Airplane. NASA TN D-6457,
H-631, July 1971, 71N30718, #.
A turbulence response investigation was conducted with the
XB-70 airplane. No special turbulence penetration
techniques, speeds, or other restrictions were specified for the
investigation, nor were any flights made solely to obtain
turbulence data. During 79 flights, turbulence was
encountered, and recorded on a VGH recorder, 6.2 percent of
the total flight distance at supersonic speeds above an altitude
of 12,192 meters (40,000 feet). Geographical locations are
given for selected turbulence encounters. For 22 flights the
airplane was instrumented to measure true gust velocities and
the structural acceleration response to turbulence. The
turbulence intensities measured were very low in comparison
with those measured at high altitudes in other investigations.
Acceleration response spectra, frequency response transfer
functions, and coherence functions were computed from
three turbulence encounters at Much numbers of 0.88, 1.59,
and 2.35. Results are compared with calculated studies.
Frequencies from the vertical and lateral structural modes,
dominant in the airplane acceleration responses, were
compared with the natural frequencies of the human body in
the vertical and lateral directions.
670. Saltzman, Edwin J.: In-Flight Use of Traversing
Boundary-Layer Probes. NASA TN D-6428, H-640,
1971, 71N28872, #.
Two prototype traversing boundary-layer pitot probes were
demonstrated in flight. A motor-operated screw-driven type
of probe was used on two jet aircraft for defining boundary
layers at profile edge Much numbers from 0.2 to 2.2. The
other type of traversing probe was motor driven through a
Scotch yoke mechanism and was operated on several flights
of the X-15 airplane. The highest free-stream Much number
reached during this series of flights was 5.6. The mechanical
and electrical features of these probes are described, and
photographs and conceptual drawings are included. Problems
encountered during the development of the devices are
described, and the solutions that were found are explained.
Boundary-layer profile data are presented in several forms,
and local friction coefficients derived from the profile
through a Clauser type of determination are shown.
671. Swaroop, R.; and Winter, W. R.: A Statistical
Technique for Computer Identification of Outliers in
Multivariate Data. NASA TN D-6472, H-657,
August 1971, 71N31371, #.
A statistical technique and the necessary computer program
for editing multivariate data are presented. The technique is
particularly useful when large quantities of data are collected
and the editing must be performed by automatic means. One
task in the editing process is the identification of outliers, or
observations which deviate markedly from the rest of the
sample. A statistical technique, and the related computer
program, for identifying the outliers in univariate data was
presented in NASA TN D-5275. The current report is a
multivariate analog which considers the statistical linear
relationship between the variables in identifying the outliers.
The program requires as inputs the number of variables, the
data set, and the level of significance at which outliers are to
be identified. It is assumed that the data are from a
multivariate normal population and the sample size is at least
two greater than the number of variables. Although the
technique has been used primarily in editing biodata, the
method is applicable to any multivariate data encountered in
engineering and the physical sciences.
672. Saltzman, E. J.; and Bellman, D. R.: A Comparison
of Some Aerodynamic Drag Factors as Determined in
Full-Scale Flight With Wind-Tunnel and Theoretical
Results. NASA TM X-67413, AGARD-CP-83-7 l, Paper 15.
Facilities and Tech. for Aerodyn. Testing at Transonic
Speeds and High Reynolds Number, August 1971, pp. 16-1 to
16-9, 72N11869, #.
Reliable techniques for defining flight values of overall
aircraft drag and turbulent skin friction, and the drag
associated with local regions of separated flow are reported.
Selected results from these studies are presented for several
types of aircraft, including the X-15, the XB-70, lifting
bodies, and military interceptors. These flight results are
compared with predictions derived from windtunnel models
or, for friction, with the Karman-Schoenherr relationship.
The flight experiments have defined the turbulent skin
friction to Reynolds numbers somewhat above 10 to the
8th power, the overall drag of two airplanes, base pressure
coefficients for aircraft and for an aft-facing step immersed in
a thick boundary layer. A flight application of a splitter plate
for reducing base drag is discussed along with examples of
the drag associated with afterbody flow separation for shapes
having relatively large afterbody closure angles.
673. Kempel, R. W.: Analysis of a Coupled Roll Spiral
Mode, Pilot Induced Oscillation Experienced With the
M2-F2 Lifting Body. NASA TN D-6496, H-633,
September 1971, 71N33307, #.
During the 16 glide flights of the M2-F2 lifting body vehicle,
severe lateral pilot-induced oscillations occurred on three
occasions in the low-angle-attack, final-approach, preflare
situation. These oscillations were analyzed qualitatively to
determine the type and similarity and by a systems analysis to
determine the root cause. The analysis was complemented by
a piloted simulator study, which verified the results. The
systems analysis revealed the presence of a coupled roll-
spiral mode which caused the pilots to generate a closed-loop
lateral instability in the low-angle-of-attack, preflare flight
region. A systems analysis, a piloted simulator study, and
flight data showed that the addition of a fixed center fin
lessened the pilot-induced-oscillation tendencies in the
critical flight region.
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674. Martin, R. A.; and Hughes, D. L.: Comparisons of
In.Flight F-111A Inlet Performance for On and Off
Scheduled Inlet Geometry at Mach Numbers of 0.68
to2.18. NASA TN D-6490, H-654, September 1971,
71N33211, #.
675. Wilson, E. J.: Strain Gage and Thermocouple
Installation on a Research Airplane. Presented at the
Western Regional Strain Gage Committee Meeting, Tempe,
Arizona, September 20-21,1971.
Strain gages with modified Karman filaments and backings
of glass-fiber-reinforced epoxy resin matrices were selected
use on a YF-12 aircraft. The gages were installed with an
epoxy adhesive and are being used in a flight-loads
measurements program. Individual laboratory performance
tests indicated that the gages would be capable of operating at
expected flight temperature.
676. Tang, M. H.; and Pearson, G. P. E.: Flight-
Measured HL-10 Lifting Body Center Fin Loads and
Control Surface Hinge Moments and Correlation
With Wind-Tunnel Predictions. NASA TM X-2419,
H-669, Qctober 1971, 71N38700, #.
Subsonic, transonic, and supersonic aerodynamic loads data
are presented for the center fin and the control surfaces of the
HL-10 lifting body vehicle. The effects of variations in angle
of attack, angle of sideslip, aileron deflection, rudder
deflection, and Mach number on the center fin loads are
presented in terms of coefficient slopes. The effects of
vehicle attitude, control surface deflection, Mach number,
and rocket engine operation on the outboard and inboard tip
fin flaps, rudder, elevon flap, and elevon hinge-moment
coefficients are discussed. The flight test aerodynamic loads
are compared with full-scale and small-scale wind-tunnel
data.
representation of the XB-70 rather than to correct for possible
simulator-introduced distortions.
678. Szalai, K. J.: Motion Cue and Simulation Fidelity
Aspects of the Validation of a General Purpose Airborne
Simulator. NASA TN D-6432, H-648, October 1971,
71N36672, #.
In the validation of the general purpose airborne simulator,
certain motion and visual cues could not be duplicated
because the airborne simulator could not be independently
controlled in six degrees of freedom. According to pilot
opinion (NASA TN D-6431), however, the XB-70 airplane at
two flight conditions had been simulated satisfactorily.
Because of the dependence of simulation results on simulator
configuration, two areas were investigated after the
validation program was completed. The first was the effect of
mismatched cues on observed handling qualities.
Experiments which varied lateral acceleration at the pilot's
location and yaw rate, while keeping constant the lateral-
directional dynamics displayed on the pilot's instruments,
showed pilot sensitivity to directional motion cues to be
different for the simulation of two XB-70 flight conditions. A
technique for allowing consecutive evaluations of moving-
and fixed-base configurations in flight was used successfully
to determine motion cue effects. The second area investigated
was the measurement and description of simulation fidelity.
In-flight frequency-response measurement of the model-
following system were taken to examine model-following
fidelity for directly matched variables such as sideslip and
roll rate as well as uncontrolled parameters such as lateral
acceleration.
679. Carpenter, R.; and Roman, J.: Digital Automatic
Data Reduction Techniques Used in a 1000-Flight
Biomedical Study. NASA TN D-6601, H-651,
December 1971.72N12059, #.
677. Szalai, K. J.: Validation of a General Purpose
Airborne Simulator for Simulation of Large Transport
Aircraft Handling Qualities. NASA TN D-6431, H-591,
October 1971, 71N37823, #.
A flight simulation program was conducted to validate the
general purpose airborne simulator (GPAS) for handling-
qualities studies of large transport aircraft in cruise. Pilots
compared flying qualities of the XB-70-1 with those
simulated on the GPAS during consecutive flights of the two
vehicles. In addition, various handling-qualities parameters
and time histories for the XB-70 and the airborne simulator
were compared to assess simulator fidelity. The GPAS was
shown to be capable of accurate and realistic simulation of
the XB-70 at two flight conditions (Mach 1.2 at
12,200meters (40,000 feet) altitude and Mach 2.35 at
16,800 meters (55,000 feet) attitude. In-flight changes to the
programmed model were required to obtain a satisfactory
simulation from the pilot's point of view. In most instances,
these changes were necessary to improve model
Techniques developed to automatically process a large
quantity of physiological data obtained during a 1000-flight
study are described. To reduce this data reliably, a study
program was conducted using physiological data from X-15
flights as a data source for experimenting with signal
enhancement and noise elimination techniques. The
techniques include an automatic means for counting heart
rates, averaging electrocardiogram waveforms, plotting
histograms of heart rate versus frequency, and counting
respiration rates. These techniques were used to reduce more
than 2000 hours of physiological data recorded in flight.
680. Kempel, R. W.; and Thompson, R. C.: Flight-
Determined Aerodynamic Stability and Control
Derivatives of the M2-F2 Lifting Body Vehicle at
Subsonic Speeds. NASA TM X-2413, H-520,
December 1971, 72N11900, #.
Aerodynamic derivatives were obtained for the M2-F2 lifting
body flight vehicle in the subsonic flight region between
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Machnumbersof0.41and0.64andaltitudesof7000feeto
45,000feet.Thederivativesweredeterminedbyaflightime
historycurve-fittingprocessutilizingahybridcomputer.The
flight-determinedderivativesarecomparedwithwind-tunnel
and predictedvalues.Modal-responsecharacteristics,
calculatedfromtheflightderivatives,arepresented.
681. Lewis, T. L.; and Banner, R. D.: Boundary Layer
Transition Detection on the X-15 Vertical Fin Using
Surface-Pressure-Fluctuation Measurements. NASA
TM X-2466, H-660, December 1971, 72N12994, #.
A flush-mounted microphone on the vertical fin of an X-15
airplane was used to investigate boundary layer transition
phenomenon during flights to peak altitudes of
approximately 70,000 meters. The flight results were
compared with those from wind tunnel studies, skin
temperature measurements, and empirical prediction data.
The Reynolds numbers determined for the end of transition
were consistent with those obtained from wind tunnel studies.
Maximum surface-pressure-fluctuation coefficients in the
transition region were about an order of magnitude greater
than those for fully developed turbulent flow. This was also
consistent with wind tunnel data. It was also noted that the
power-spectral-density estimates of the surface-pressure
fluctuations were characterized by a shift in power from high
frequencies to low frequencies as the boundary layer changed
from turbulent to laminar flow. Large changes in power at the
lowest frequencies appeared to mark the beginning of
transition.
682. Burcham, F. W., Jr.; and Bellman, D. R.: A Flight
Investigation of Steady State and Dynamic Pressure
Phenomena in the Air Inlets of Supersonic Aircraft.
NASA TM X-67495, AGARD-CP-91-71, Paper 24.
UDC-533.697. Inlets and Nozzles for Aerospace Eng.,
(see N72-16685 07-28), December 1971, 72N16709, #.
The difficulty of achieving adequate inlet performance and
stability and avoiding engine compressor stalls at supersonic
speeds has led to the investigation of pressure phenomena in
the inlets of several supersonic aircraft. Results of tests with
the F-111A airplane are presented showing the inlet steady
state and dynamic performance. The inlet total pressure
distortion that causes compressor stall is discussed, and the
requirement for high response instrumentation is
demonstrated. A duct resonance encountered at Mach
numbers near 2.0 is analyzed and shown to be due to a
normal shock oscillation at the duct fundamental frequency.
Another type of resonance, in the engine fan duct, is shown
to be a possible cause of reduced engine stall margin in
afterburning operation. Plans for a comprehensive inlet study
of the YF-12 airplane are discussed including flight tests and
full scale, 1/3 scale, and 1/12 scale wind tunnel tests.
683. Lipana, J. G.; *Masters, R. L.; and Winter, W. R.:
An Operating Environmental Health Program.
Proceedings of the Annual Conference of NASA Clinic
Directors, Environmental Health Officers and Medical
Program Advisors, 1971, pp. 204-223, 73N17093.
Some concepts of an operational program for medical and
environmental health are outlined. Medical services of this
program are primarily concerned with emergency care,
laboratory examinations, advice to private physician with
patient permission, medical monitoring activities, and
suggestions for treatment or control of the malfunction.
*Lovelace Foundation for Medical Education and Research,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
684. Barber, M. R.; and Fischel, J.: General Aviation:
the Seventies and Beyond. NASA SP-292. Vehicle
Technology for Civil Aviation, 1971, pp. 317-332,
72N13013, #.
The possible advancements in general aviation through the
applications of technology during the next decade are
discussed in terms of aircraft performance, utility, safety, and
public acceptance.
685. Burcham, F. W., Jr.; Calogeras, J. E.; Meyer, C. L.;
Povolny, J. H.; and Rudey, R. A.: Effects of Engine Inlet
Disturbances on Engine Stall Performance. NASA
SP-259. Aircraft Propulsion, 1971, (see N72-19451 09-28),
pp. 313-341, 71N19461, #.
686. Gee, S. W.; and Burke, M. E.: NASA Flight
Research Center Fly by Wire Flight Test Program.
Proceedings of the Space Shuttle Integrated Electron.
Conference, Vol. 1, 1971, (see N71 33051 20-31),
pp. 365-391, 71N33066, #.
687. Andrews, W. H.; Robinson, G. H.; and Larson, R.
R.: Aircraft Response to the Wing Trailing Vortices
Generated by Large Jet Transports. NASA SP-270. NASA
Aircraft Safety and Operating Probl., Vol. 1, 1971, (see N71
30756 18-02), pp. 115-126, 71N30765, #.
688. Loschke, P. C.; Barber, M. R.; Jarvis, C. R.; and
Enevoldson, E. K.: Handling Qualities of Light Aircraft
With Advanced Control Systems and Displays. NASA
SP-270, in NASA Aircraft Safety and Operating Probl.,
Vol. 1, 1971, (see N71 30756 18-02), pp. 189-206,
71N30771, #.
Flight tests to determine the benefits of advanced control
systems and displays on the handling qualities of general
aviation aircraft, primarily during ILS (Instrument Landing
System) approaches in turbulence, have shown that very
significant benefits can be achieved. The use of a flight-
director display and an attitude-command control system in
combination was shown to transform a typical light aircraft
into a flying machine that borders on being perfect from a
handling-qualities standpoint during ILS approaches in
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turbulentair.Thesingularuseof eithertheflightdirector
displayor theattitude-commandcontrolsystemprovided
significantbenefits.A rate-commandcontrolsystemwas
foundto providesignificantlylessbenefithanattitude-
commandcontrolsystem.
1972 Technical Publications
689. Anon.: Supercritical Wing Technology: A Report
on Flight Evaluations. NASA SP-301, 1972, 77N85474.
The papers in this compilation were presented at the NASA
Symposium on "Supercritical Wing Technology: A Progress
Report on Flight Evaluations," held at the NASA Flight
Research Center, Edwards, Calif, on February 29, 1972. The
purpose of the symposium was to present timely information
on flight results obtained with the F-8 and T-2C supercritical
wing configurations, discuss comparisons with wind-tunnel
predictions, and project follow-on flight programs planned
for the F-8 and F-Ill (TACT) airplanes. Papers were
presented by representatives of the NASA Flight Research
Center, the NASA Langley Research Canter, and North
American Rockwell-Columbus Division.
690. Andrews, W. H.: Status of the F-8 Supercritieal
Wing Program. NASA SP-301, 1972, (see N77-85474
24-02), pp. 49-58,77N85478.
This paper discusses the modifications incorporated in the
test airplane and the status of the program. The flight program
of the F-8 supercritical wing test-bed airplane has proceeded
in an orderly manner, particularly in view of the difficulties
of testing in the transonic speed range in either wind tunnels
or flight. An attempt has been made to acquire accurate data
from precise state-of-the-art instrumentation and test
techniques.
EC73-3468
F-8 Supercritical Wing Airplane
691. Pyle, J. S.: Preliminary Lift and Drag
Characteristics of the F-8 Supercritical Wing Airplane.
NASA SP-301, 1972, (see N77 85474 24-02), pp. 59-70,
77N85479.
This paper reviews the lift and drag results obtained from the
first series of flights with the F-8 supercritical wing
configuration. To concentrate on the performance of the wing
and eliminate extraneous effects of the fuselage and
propulsion system, the internal drag and base drag
components have been removed from the flight and wind-
tunnel data. Although removing these variables provides for
the best comparison of the wind-tunnel and flight wing drag,
which is the immediate purpose of this paper, it is somewhat
unreal for purposes of assessing the ability of a designer to
use wind-tunnel results to predict the absolute drag level of a
complete airplane.
692. Montoya, L. C.; and Banner, R. D.: F-8
Supereritical Wing Pressure Distribution Evaluation.
NASA SP-301, 1972, (see N77 85474 24-02), pp. 71-84,
77N85480.
Pressure measurements were made on the F-8 Supercritical
Wing in flight. This paper presents some of these data,
compares them with Langley 8-foot wind-tunnel results, and
relates the measurements to the drag and buffet
characteristics of the complete configuration.
693. DeAngelis, V. M.; and Banner, R. D.: Buffet
Characteristics of the F-8 Supercritical Wing Airplane.
NASA SP-301, 1972, (see N77 85474 24-02), pp. 85-96,
77N85481.
Airplane and wing structural response measurements were
made to show the buffet characteristics of the F-8
Supercritical Wing Flight Program at transonic speeds. This
paper presents some of the preliminary results of that
investigation. Wing structural response was used to sense the
buffet of the wing, and these data are compared with wind-
tunnel-model data and the wing flow characteristics at
transonic speeds.
694. McMurtry, T. C.; Matheny, N. W.; and Gatlin, D.
H.: Piloting and Operational Aspects of the F-8
Supercritical Wing Airplane. NASA SP-301, 1972, (see
N77-85474 24-02), pp. 97-110, 77N85482.
This paper considers both the overall handling characteristics
of the test vehicle and the correlation of flight data with wind-
tunnel results. It should be pointed out that the basic intent of
the program is to validate the wing concept and design
approach. An effort was made to achieve acceptable handling
qualities; however, time and cost constraints made it
impossible to optimize them.
695. Weil, J.; and *Dingeldein, R. C.: Summary and
Future Hans. NASA SP-301, 1972, (see N77-85474 24-02),
pp. 121-133, 77N85484.
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A summaryofwherewehavebeenandwherewethinkwe
maybegoingin supercriticalwingproof-of-conceptflight
testing.
*NASALangleyResearchCenter,Hampton,Virginia.
696. Bellman,D.R.;Burcham,F.W.,Jr.;andTaillon,N.
V.: Techniquesfor the Evaluation of Air-Breathing
Propulsion Systems in Full-Scale Flight. NASA
TM X-68305, AGARD-CP-85, Paper 7. Flight Test Tech.
(see N72 20976 12-02), February 1972, 72N20983, #.
Techniques for evaluating air breathing propulsion systems
in full scale flight are discussed. Examples of flight test
techniques being used to measure the performance of turbojet
propulsion systems are presented. Included are the
determination of jet engine thrust, the study of inlet pressure
phenomena, the measurement of exhaust nozzle
characteristics, and the use of tufts at supersonic speeds. A
flow diagram of a gas generator method of thrust calculation
is illustrated.
697. Layton, G. P., Jr.; and Thompson, M. O.: Lifting
Body Flight-Test Techniques. NASA TM X-68306,
AGARD-CP-85, Paper 10. Flight Test Tech., (see N72-20976
12-02), February_ 1972, 72N20986, #.
Specific techniques and procedures for conducting flight tests
of lifting body type aircraft are presented. The characteristics
of the aircraft in transonic and supersonic flight regions were
investigated. The data collection and analysis techniques with
which the flight results were analyzed are outlined. Included
are analog and digital matching techniques for derivative
extractions and a method for extracting lift and drag data.
Problems encountered in the flight test program and methods
for solving these problems are discussed.
698. Sisk, Thomas R.: A Proposed Flight-Test
Technique to Assess Fighter Aircraft Maneuverability.
Presented at Air-to-Air Combat Analysis and
Simulator Symposium, Kirkland AFB, New Mexico,
February 29-March 2. 1972.
Recent emphasis on air-to-air combat has led the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration to intensify research
into methods for improving the transonic maneuverability of
fighter aircraft. As a part of this effort, the Flight Research
Center has been conducting flight programs utilizing various
aircraft to determine the factors affecting tracking precision
and to investigate ways of improving transonic
maneuverability. Fixed-reticle gunsights and cameras have
been installed in various aircraft, and closed-loop tracking
maneuvers have been performed throughout the transonic
Mach range to the maximum load factor capability of each
aircraft. Analysis of the gun camera film in conjunction with
airplane response parameters from onboard instrumentation
has been found to provide excellent means of assessing the
overall maneuvering capability of different aircraft and
alternate configurations of the same aircraft. A flight
technique for evaluating aircraft agility (i.e., combined
performance and handling qualities) has grown out of these
studies and is proposed for consideration in assisting in the air
superiority evaluation task. An agility index is suggested for
use with early design data.
699. Fields, R. A.; Olinger, F. V.; and Monaghan, R. C.:
Experimental Investigation of Mach 3 Cruise Heating
Simulations on a Representative Wing Structure for
Flight Loads Measurement. NASA TN D-6749, H-676,
March 1972, 72N19922, #.
Radiant heating experiments were performed in the
laboratory on an instrumented multispar wing structure to
investigate: (1) how accurately the structural temperatures of
a Mach 3 cruise-flight profile could be simulated, (2) what the
effects of the heating and heating inaccuracies would be on
the responses of strain-gage bridges installed on the structure,
and (3) how these responses would affect flight loads
measurements. Test temperatures throughout the structure
agreed well with temperatures calculated for a Mach 3
profile. In addition, temperatures produced by two identical
tests were repeatable to less than _+6 K deg. Thermally
induced strain-gage-bridge responses were large enough to
be detrimental to a high-speed flight loads program with a
goal of establishing aerodynamic loads (exclusive of thermal
loads). It was shown that heating simulation can be used
effectively for thermal calibration (that is, to provide
corrections for a high-temperature environment), and that
thermal calibration may not be needed if the simulation data
are used to carefully select bridges and load equations.
700. Iliff, K. W.; and Taylor, L. W., Jr.: Determination
of Stability Derivatives From Flight Data Using a
Newton-Raphson Minimization Technique. NASA
TN D-6579, H-626, March 1972, 72N19659, #.
A modified Newton-Raphson or quasilinearization
minimization technique for determining stability derivatives
from flight data was developed and compared with simple-
equations, analog-matching, least-squares, and Shinbrot
methods of analysis. For the data analyzed, the solutions
computed by using the estimates obtained from the Newton-
Raphson technique fit the data and determined coefficients
adequately. A further modification to include a priori
information was found to be useful. A model statistically
similar to the flight data was analyzed using the same
methods (excluding analog matching), and the Newton-
Raphson technique was found to yield superior estimates. An
approximate Cramer-Rao bound was compared with the error
covariance matrix of the model and was found to provide
information about the reliability of the individual estimates
obtained. The technique was successfully applied to data
obtained from a light airplane, a large supersonic airplane,
and a lifting body vehicle. It was shown that the reliability of
the estimates of a given coefficient obtained from these
vehicles depends upon the data analyzed.
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701. Kock,B.M.;Fulton,F.L.;andDrinkwater,F.J.,HI:
Low.Lift-to-Drag-RatioApproachandLandingStudies
Usinga CV-990Airplane.NASATN D-6732,H-672,
March 1972, 72N19022, #.
The results are presented of a flight-test program utilizing a
CV-990 airplane, flow in low-lift-to-drag-ratio (L/D)
configurations, to simulate terminal area operation, approach,
and landing of large unpowered vehicles. The results indicate
that unpowered approaches and landings are practical with
vehicles of the size and performance characteristics of the
proposed shuttle vehicle. Low L/D landings provided
touchdown dispersion patterns acceptable for operation on
runways of reasonable length. The dispersion pattern was
reduced when guidance was used during the final approach.
High levels of pilot proficiency were not required for
acceptable performance.
702. Hughes, D. L.; Holzman, J. K.; and Johnson, H. J.:
Flight-Determined Characteristics of an Air Intake
System on an F-111A Airplane. NASA TN D-6679, H-661,
March 1972, 72N18996, #.
Flow phenomena of the F-111A air intake system were
investigated over a large range of Mach number, altitude, and
angle of attack. Boundary-layer variations are shown for the
fuselage splitter plate and inlet entrance stations. Inlet
performance is shown in terms of pressure recovery, airflow,
mass-flow ratio, turbulence factor, distortion factor, and
power spectral density. The fuselage boundary layer was
found to be not completely removed from the upper portion
of the splitter plate at all Mach numbers investigated. Inlet
boundary-layer ingestion started at approximately Mach 1.6
near the translating spike and cone. Pressure-recovery
distribution at the compressor face showed increasing
distortion with increasing angle of attack and increasing
Mach number. The time-averaged distortion-factor value
approached 1300, which is near the distortion tolerance of the
engine at Mach numbers above 2.1.
703. Larson, R. R.: Statistical Analysis of Landing
Contact Conditions for Three Lifting Body Research
Vehicles. NASA TN D-6708, H-684, March 1972,
72N18895, #.
The landing contact conditions for the HL-10, M2-F2/F3, and
the X-24A lifting body vehicles are analyzed statistically for
81 landings. The landing contact parameters analyzed are true
airspeed, peak normal acceleration at the center of gravity,
roll angle, and roll velocity. Ground measurement parameters
analyzed are lateral and longitudinal distance from intended
touchdown, lateral distance from touchdown to full stop, and
rollout distance. The results are presented in the form of
histograms for frequency distributions and cumulative
frequency distribution probability curves with a Pearson
Type 3 curve fit for extrapolation purposes.
704. Andrews, W. H.; Robinson, G. H.; and Larson, R.
R.: Exploratory Flight Investigation of Aircraft Response
to the Wing Vortex Wake Generated by Jet Transport
Aircraft. NASA TN D-6655, H-671, March 1972,
72N 18003, #.
The effect of intercepting wing tip vortices generated by large
jet transports, including jumbo jets, over separation distances
from 1 nautical mile to 15 nautical miles is evaluated on the
basis of the response of a vortex probe airplane in the roil
mode. The vortex probe test aircraft included a representative
general aviation airplane, an executive jet, a fighter, and light
and medium weight jet transports. The test conditions and
airplane configurations were comparable to those normally
used during takeoff, landing, or holding pattern operations.
For flight safety the tests were performed at altitudes from
9500 feet to 12,500 feet. In addition to an evaluation of the
probe airplane response, a flight test technique is suggested
for determining minimum separation distance, using as
variable the ratio of vortex-induced roll acceleration to
maximum lateral control acceleration and the gross weight of
the generating aircraft.
705. Nugent, J.; Sakamoto, G. M.; and Webb, L. D.:
Flight-Test Results From Two Total Temperature Probes
for Air-Data Measurements Up to 2014 K (3625 R).
NASA TN D-6748, H-668, March 1972, 72N20399, #.
An experimental temperature probe package containing a
fluidic oscillator temperature probe and a shielded
thermocouple temperature probe was tested during several
X-15 flights. The X-15 flights provided greatly varying test
conditions, including a wide range of rapidly changing total
temperatures and Mach numbers which extended from
subsonic to hypersonic speeds. Within restricted ranges of
free-stream Mach number, free-stream unit weight flow, and
local stagnation pressure, both probes yielded ramp outputs
of temperature parallel to ramp inputs of free-stream total
temperature. Within these ranges both probes were used to
determine total temperature in the Mach 6 temperature
environment. Because ambient temperature was known, both
probes were used to estimate velocity and Mach number.
706. Loschke, P. C.; Barber, M. R.; Jarvis, C. R.; and
*Enevoldson, E. K.: Flight Evaluations of the Effect of
Advanced Control Systems and Displays on the Handling
Qualities of a General Aviation Airplane. SAE
Paper 720316, March 1972, 72A25580.
Flight tests have shown that, by means of improved displays
and advanced control systems, it is possible to transform a
typical light airplane into a flying machine that borders on
being perfect from a handling-qualifies standpoint. A flight-
director display and an attitude-command control system
used in combination transformed a vehicle with poor
handling qualities during ILS approaches in turbulent air into
a vehicle with extremely good handling qualities. The
attitude-command control system also improved the ride
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qualitiesoftheairplane.Arate-commandcontrolsystemwas
lessbeneficialthananattitude-commandcontrolsystem.
Althoughthispaperdealsprimarilywithgeneralaviation
aircraft,heresultspresentedpertaintoothertypesofaircraft.
Short-takeoff-and-landing(STOL)aircraftwouldbeanatural
applicationofthecontrolsystemsbecause,asaresultoftheir
lowspeeds,theyencountermanyof thehandling-qualities
problemsnotedonlightaircraft.Theimprovedridequalities
shouldbeof interestto allairlineoperations,andforSTOL
aircraftinparticular,becauseoftheirprolongedexposureto
low-altitudeturbulence.
707. Carpenter,R.;andManke,J.: Flight Experiments
to Determine Visibility Requirements for Approaches
and Landings. Presented at the AIAA and NASA, Space
Shuttle Operations, Maintenance, and Safety Technology
Conference, Cocoa Beach, Florida, March 29, 1972,
72A31697, #.
Method: A FORTRAN Program. NASA TN D-6734,
L-8028, May 1972, 72N22581, #.
A FORTRAN program is offered which computes a
maximum likelihood estimate of the parameters of any linear,
constant coefficient, state space model. For the case
considered, the maximum likelihood estimate can be
identical to that which minimizes simultaneously the
weighted mean square difference between the computed and
measured response of a system and the weighted square of the
difference between the estimated and a priori parameter
values. A modified Newton-Raphson or quasilinearization
method is used to perform the minimization which typically
requires several iterations. A starting technique is used which
insures convergence for any initial values of the unknown
parameters. The program and its operation are described in
sufficient detail to enable the user to apply the program to his
particular problem with a minimum of difficulty.
Some of the effects of horizontal visual restriction on the
front cockpit of a T-33 aircraft were studied. These studies
are pertinent to the establishment of guidelines that will be
used in canopy design for limited visibility situations. Results
of the study revealed that runway extension lines are helpful
for restricted visibility situations. The superiority of a
300-foot runway over a 200-foot runway was greater than
expected from geometric considerations. It was also shown
that practice learning has a noticeable effect on performance.
Finally, visibility restrictions that force a pilot into shallow
glides should be avoided, and the available visibility should
be sufficient to provide adequate information so that the pilot
can solve the lateral-directional and pitch tasks
simultaneously.
708. Webb, L. D.; and Washington, H. P.: Flight
Calibration of Compensated and Uncompensated Pitot-
Static Airspeed Probes and Application of the Probes to
Supersonic Cruise Vehicles. NASA TN D-6827, H-665,
May 1972, 72N24016, #.
Static pressure position error calibrations for a compensated
and an uncompensated XB-70 nose boom pitot static probe
were obtained in flight. The methods (Pacer, acceleration-
deceleration, and total temperature) used to obtain the
position errors over a Mach number range from 0.5 to 3.0 and
an altitude range from 25,000 feet to 70,000 feet are
discussed. The error calibrations are compared with the
position error determined from wind tunnel tests, theoretical
analysis, and a standard NACA pitot static probe. Factors
which influence position errors, such as angle of attack,
Reynolds number, probe tip geometry, static orifice location,
and probe shape, are discussed. Also included are examples
showing how the uncertainties caused by position errors can
affect the inlet controls and vertical altitude separation of a
supersonic transport.
709. Taylor, L. W., Jr.; and Iliff, K. W.: Systems
Identification Using a Modified Newton-Raphson
710. Gilyard, G. B.: Flight-Determined Derivatives
and Dynamic Characteristics of the CV-990 Airplane.
NASA TN D-6777, H-693, May 1972, 72N23027, #.
Flight-determined longitudinal and lateral-directional
stability and control derivatives are presented for the CV-990
airplane for various combinations of Mach number, altitude,
and flap setting throughout the flight envelope up to a Mach
number of 0.87. Also presented are the dynamic
characteristics of the aircraft calculated from the flight-
obtained derivatives and the measured phugoid
characteristics. The derivative characteristics were obtained
from flight records of longitudinal and lateral-directional
transient oscillation maneuvers by using a modified Newton-
Raphson digital derivative determination technique.
Generally the derivatives exhibited consistent variation with
lift coefficient in the low-speed data and with Mach number
and altitude in the high-speed data. Many also varied with
flap deflection, notably spoiler effectiveness and directional
stability.
711. Holleman, E. C.; and Gityard, G. B.: In-Flight Pilot
Evaluations of the Flying Qualities of a Four-Engine Jet
Transport. NASA TN D-6811, H-680, May 1972,
72N22026, #.
The flying qualities of the CV-990 jet transport were
evaluated over the normal operating flight envelope and in
smooth air to provide baseline data for transport airplanes.
Pilot ratings of airplane handling characteristics for specific
test conditions and configurations from approach to normal
cruise were compared with various flying qualities criteria. In
general, the CV-990 flying qualities were evaluated as
satisfactory, and the evaluations supported transport flying
qualities criteria. The dutch roll damping was rated more
satisfactory than was predicted by the flying qualities criteria.
The pilots found rudder coordination for the yaw generated
during high roll rates very difficult. They preferred to control
with roll and pitch controls and to use the yaw damper to
provide the required rudder coordination.
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712. *Leverett,S.D.,Jr.;*Davis,H.M.,Jr.;andWinter,
W. R.: Physiological Response in Pilot/Back-Seat Man
During Aerial Combat Maneuvers in F-4E Aircraft.
Aerospace Medical Association, 43rd Annual Scientific
Meeting, Bal Harbour, Florida, May 8-11, 1972, Preprints,
1972, (see A72-28251 12-04), pp. 192-193, 72A28317, #.
Comparison of objective/subjective physiological data
between the pilot and the back-seat man during training
within the G maneuvering envelope. It appears that the
psychological requirements for the pilot to be mentally alert
and physiologically adapted to a continually changing
environment places additional responsibility on him to the
extent the physiological signs monitored are indicative of a
high stress condition and are increased by a significant
amount over the back-seat man who is, in most instances,
riding passively.
*USAF School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks AFB, Texas.
713. Painter, W. D.; and Sitterle, G. J.: Ground and
Flight Test Methods for Determining Limit Cycle and
Structural Resonance Characteristics of Aircraft
Stability Augmentation Systems. NASA TN D-6867,
H-682, June 1972. 72N26017, #.
Performance criteria and test techniques are applied to
stability augmentation systems (SAS) during ground testing
to predict objectionable limit cycles and preclude structural
resonance during flight. Factors that give rise to these
problems, means of suppressing their effects, trade-offs to be
considered, and ground test methods that have been
developed are discussed. SAS performance predicted on the
basis of these tests is compared with flight data obtained from
three lifting body vehicles and the X-15 research airplane.
Limit cycle and structural resonance test criteria, based upon
ground and flight experience and data, were successfully
applied to these vehicles. The criteria used were: The limit
cycle amplitude (SAS gain multiplied by peak-to-peak
angular rate) shall not exceed 0.5 deg for the highest product
of control power and SAS gain that will be used in flight; the
maximum in-flight SAS gain should never exceed 50 percent
of the value at which a structural resonance can be sustained
during ground test.
714. Wolowicz, C. H.; and Yancey, R. B.: Longitudinal
Aerodynamic Characteristics of Light, Twin-Engine,
Propeller-Driven Airplanes. NASA "IN D-6800, I-I-646,
June 1972, 72N26006, #.
Representative state-of-the-art analytical procedures and
design data for predicting the longitudinal static and dynamic
stability and control characteristics of light, propeller-driven
airplanes are presented. Procedures for predicting drag
characteristics are also included. The procedures are applied
to a twin-engine, propeller-driven airplane in the clean
configuration from zero lift to stall conditions. The calculated
characteristics are compared with wind-tunnel and flight
data. Included in the comparisons are level-flight trim
characteristics, period and damping of the short-period
oscillatory mode, and windup-turn characteristics. All
calculations are documented.
715. Bikle, P.: Sailplane Performance Measured in
Flight. Presented at the 12th OSTIV Congress, Alpine,
Texas, 1970, Aero-Revue, June 1972, pp. 333-338,
72A34215. (Also published in Technical Soaring,
January 1972, Vol. 1, No. 3.)
Description of the T-6, a modified HP-14 sailplane, the
performance data obtained, and the test techniques, as well as
the comparison tests and results obtained for seven other
sailplanes. These are the Kestrel, Cirrus, Phoebus C, 16.5-m
Diamant, Phoebus A, BG-12, and 1-26. The T-6 is of all-
metal construction, has a shoulder-high wing, a retractable
gear, simple hinged flaps with no speed brakes or tail
parachute, and is of medium aspect ratio and wing loading.
716. Putnam, T. W.; and Lasagna, P. L.: Externally
Blown Flap Impingement Noise. AIAA Paper 72-664,
June 1972, 72A35961, #. (See also 737.)
An investigation of externally blown flap impingement noise
was conducted using a full-scale turbofan engine and aircraft
wing. The noise produced with a daisy nozzle installed on the
engine exhaust system was greater than that produced by a
conical nozzle at the same thrust. The daisy nozzle caused the
jet velocity to decay about 35 percent at the flap. The
presence of the wing next to the conical nozzle increased the
noise, as did increasing the flap deflection. Compared with
the conical nozzle, the daisy nozzle produced slightly less
noise at a flap deflection of 60 deg but produced more noise
at the lower flap deflections tested.
717. Powers, B. G.: Statistical Survey of XB-70
Airplane Responses and Control Usage With an
Illustration of the Application to Handling Qualities
Criteria. NASA TN D-6872, H-663, July 1972,
72N27013, #.
The magnitude and frequency of occurrence of aircraft
responses and control inputs during 27 flights of the XB-70
airplane were measured. Exceedance curves are presented for
the airplane responses and control usage. A technique is
presented which makes use of these exceedance curves to
establish or verify handling qualities criteria. This technique
can provide a means of incorporating current operational
experience in handling qualities requirements for future
aircraft.
718. Smith, J. P.: Research Aircraft Simulators.
Western Simulator Council, Los Angeles, California,
July 27, 1972.
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719. Friend, E. L.; and Sefic, W. J." Flight
Measurements of Buffet Characteristics of the F-104
Airplane for Selected Wing-Flap Deflections. NASA
TN D-6943, H-666, August 1972, 72N30004, #.
A flight program was conducted on the F-104 airplane to
investigate the effects of moderate deflections of wing
leading- and trailing-edge flaps on the buffet characteristics
at subsonic and transonic Mach numbers. Selected
deflections of the wing leading and trailing-edge flaps,
individually and in combination, were used to assess buffet
onset, intensity, and frequency; lift curves; and wing-rock
characteristics for each configuration. Increased deflection of
the trailing-edge flap delayed the buffet onset and buffet
intensity rise to a significantly higher airplane normal-force
coefficient. Deflection of the leading-edge flap produced
some delay in buffet onset and the resulting intensity rise at
low subsonic speeds. Increased deflection of the trailing-edge
flap provided appreciable lift increments in the angle-of-
attack range covered, whereas the leading-edge flap provided
lift increments only at high angles-of-attack. The pilots
appreciated the increased maneuvering envelope provided by
the flaps because of the improved turn capability.
720. Edwards, J. W.: Analysis of an Electrohydraulic
Aircraft Control Surface Servo and Comparison With
Test Results. NASA TN D-6928, H-629, August 1972,
72N30002, #.
An analysis of an electrohydraulic aircraft control-surface
system is made in which the system is modeled as a lumped,
two-mass, spring-coupled system controlled by a servo valve.
Both linear and nonlinear models are developed, and the
effects of hinge-moment loading are included. Transfer
functions of the system and approximate literal factors of the
transfer functions for several cases are presented. The
damping action of dynamic pressure feedback is analyzed.
Comparisons of the model responses with results from tests
made on a highly resonant rudder control-surface servo
indicate the adequacy of the model. The effects of variations
in hinge-moment loading are illustrated.
721. Anon.: Basic Research Review for the NASA
OAST Research Council. NASA TM-74910,
August 2. 1972, 77N84624.
In preparing this report on the basic research activities
included in the flight research programs at this Center, it
became apparent that many elements of the multi-
disciplinary programs would be reported because of the
difficulty of isolating basic research. Furthermore, in
reporting the progress during the past year, it was felt that
some cognizance and response should be given to the
comments and suggestions of the Office of Aeronautics and
Space Technology (OAST) Research Council after the last
annual review. Details of the present day flight research
programs at the Flight Research Center, including basic
research elements, are presented in this review.
722. Deets, D. A.; and Szalai, K. J.: Design and Flight
Experience With a Digital Fly-By-Wire Control System
Using Apollo Guidance System Hardware on an F-8
Aircraft. AIAA Paper 72-881, presented at the AIAA
Guidance and Control Conference, Stanford, California,
August 14-16, 1972, 72A40060, #.
This paper discusses the design and initial flight tests of the
first digital fly-by-wire system to be flown in an aircraft. The
system, which used components from the Apollo guidance
system, was installed in an F-8 aircraft. A lunar module
guidance computer is the central element in the three-axis,
single-channel, multimode, digital, primary control system.
An electrohydraulic triplex system providing unaugmented
control of the F-8 aircraft is the only backup to the digital
system. Emphasis is placed on the digital system in its role as
a control augmentor, a logic processor, and a failure detector.
A sampled-data design synthesis example is included to
demonstrate the role of various analytical and simulation
methods. The use of a digital system to implement
conventional control laws was shown to be practical for
flight. Logic functions coded as an integral part of the control
laws were found to be advantageous. Verification of software
required an extensive effort, but confidence in the software
was achieved. Initial flight results showed highly successful
system operation, although quantization of pilot's stick and
trim were areas of minor concern from the piloting
standpoint.
ECN-3276
F-8 Digital Fly-by-Wire Airplane
723. Edwards, J. W.: Flight Test Experience in Digital
Control of a Remotely Piloted Vehicle. AIAA
Paper 72-883, presented at the AIAA Guidance and Control
Conference, Stanford, California, August 14-16. 1972.
724. Strutz, L. W.: Flight-Determined Derivatives and
Dynamic Characteristics for the HL-10 Lifting Body
Vehicle at Subsonic and Transonic Mach Numbers.
NASA TN D-6934, H-708, September 1972, 72N30903, #.
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TheHL-10liftingbodystabilityandcontrolderivativeswere
determinedby usingan analog-matchingtechniqueand
comparedwith derivativesobtainedfrom wind-tunnel
results.Theflightderivativesweredeterminedasafunction
of angleof attackforasubsonicconfigurationatMach0.7
andforatransonicconfigurationatMach0.7,0.9,and1.2.At
anangleofattackof 14deg,datawereobtainedforaMach
numberrangefrom0.6to 1.4.Theflightandwind-tunnel
derivativeswerein generalagreement,withthepossible
exceptionofthelongitudinalndlateraldampingderivatives.
Somedifferenceswerenotedbetweenthevehicledynamic
responsecharacteristicsalculatedfromflight-determined
derivativesandthosepredictedbythewind-tunnelresults.
However,theonlydifferencethepilotsnotedbetweenthe
responseof thevehiclein flightandtheresponseof a
simulatorprogrammedwithwind-tunnel-predicteddatawas
thathedampinggenerallywashigherintheflightvehicle.
725. Schweikhard, William G.; and Montoya, E. J.:
Research Instrumentation Requirements for Flight/
Wind-Tunnel Tests of the YF-12 Propulsion System
and Related Experience. Presented at the Symposium
on Instrumentation for Airbreathing Propulsion,
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California,
September 19-21. 1972.
726. Smith, Ronald H.; and Burcham, Frank W., Jr.:
Instrumentation for In-Flight Determination of Steady
State and Dynamic Inlet Performance in Supersonic
Aircraft. Presented at the Symposium on Instrumentation for
Airbreathing Propulsion, Naval Postgraduate School,
Monterey, California, September 19-21. 1972. (See
also 819.)
Advanced instrumentation and techniques for in-flight
measurements of air inlet performance of the XB-70,
F-111A, and YF-12 supersonic airplanes were developed and
evaluated in flight tests at the NASA Flight Research Center.
A compressor face rake with in-flight zeroing capability was
flown on the F-111A and found to give excellent steady state
as well as high frequency response pressure data. The severe
temperature environment of the YF-12 necessitated
development of special high temperature transducers.
Mounting these transducers to give the required 500-hertz
frequency response required some special rake designs.
Vibration test requirements necessitated some modifications
to the rakes. The transducers and rakes were evaluated in
flight tests and were found to function properly. Preliminary
data have been obtained from the YF-12 propulsion program
in flights that began in May 1972. One example shows the
terminal shock wave effects on cowl surface pressures during
bypass and spike motions.
727. Gilyard, G. B.; Berry, D. T.; and Belte, D.: Analysis
of a Lateral-Directional Airframe/Propulsion System
Interaction of a Mach 3 Cruise Aircraft. AIAA
Paper 72-961, presented at the 2nd AIAA Flight Mechanics
Conference, Palo Alto, California, September 11-13, 1972,
72A42348, #.
Mach 3 flight data from a YF-12 airplane are analyzed to
determine the causes of the significant reduction in dutch roll
damping induced by automatic inlet operation. Two stability
derivative extraction techniques, the time vector and the
modified Newton-Raphson, were applied to the flight data to
determine the forces and moments resulting from the variable
geometry of the engine inlet. The sideslip angle
measurement, which is fed to the inlet for terminal shock
stabilization, was found to have a sensor time lag of
approximately 0.5 second. These results are then included in
a root locus analysis of the overall airframe/propulsion
system.
728. Lewis, T. L.; and Dods, J. B., Jr.: Wind Tunnel
Measurements of Surface Pressure Fluctuations at Mach
Numbers of 1.6, 2.0, and 2.5 Using 12 Different
Transducers. NASA TN D-7087, H-700, October 1972,
72N33387, #.
The turbulent boundary layer on the wall of a 9 by 7 foot wind
tunnel was measured with 12 different transducers at Mach
numbers of 1.6, 2.0, and 2.5. The results indicated that
the wall surface-pressure-fluctuation field was more
homogeneous at a Mach number of 2.5 than at Mach numbers
of 1.6 or 2.0. A comparison of power-spectral-density data at
Mach 2.5 with a summary of similar data (Mach 0.1 to 3.45)
showed good agreement. The measurement uncertainty was
greatest when frequencies were low and the surface-pressure-
fluctuation field was homogeneous. The uncertainty at higher
frequencies increased as the surface-pressure-fluctuation
field became more inhomogeneous. Since transducer
mounting effects and system noise levels were determined
not to have contributed appreciably to measurement
uncertainties, the result was attributed to an interaction
between the surface-pressure-fluctuation field and the
transducers. Corcos' correction for size effects improved the
comparison between transducers at the high frequencies, but
did not eliminate an apparent size effect at the lower
frequencies.
729. Holleman, E. C.; and Powers, B. G.: Flight
Investigation of the Roll Requirements for Transport
Airplanes in the Landing Approach. NASA TN D-7062,
H-711, October 1972, 72N33019, #.
An in-flight evaluation of transport roll characteristics in the
landing approach was made with a general purpose airborne
simulator. The evaluation task consisted of an instrument
approach with a visual correction for a (200-foot) lateral
offset. Pilot evaluations and ratings were obtained for
approaches made at 140 knots and 180 knots indicated
airspeed with variations of wheel characteristics, maximum
roll rate, and roll time constant.
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730. Wolowicz, C. H.; and Yancey, R. B.: Lateral-
Directional Aerodynamic Characteristics of Light, Twin.
Engine, Propeller Driven Airplanes. NASA TN D-6946,
H-694, October 1972.73N11016, #.
Analytical procedures and design data for predicting the
lateral-directional static and dynamic stability and control
characteristics of light, twin engine, propeller driven
airplanes for propeller-off and power-on conditions are
reported. Although the consideration of power effects is
limited to twin engine airplanes, the propeller-off
considerations are applicable to single engine airplanes as
well. The procedures are applied to a twin engine, propeller
driven, semi-low-wing airplane in the clean configuration
through the linear lift range. The calculated derivative
characteristics are compared with wind tunnel and flight data.
Included in the calculated characteristics are the spiral mode,
roll mode, and dutch roll mode over the speed range of the
airplane.
731. Gee, S. W.; and Wolf, T. D.: NASA Ride Quality
Program at the Flight Research Center. Symposium on
Vehicle Ride Quality, October 1972. (see N73-10012 01-02),
pp. 247-251, 73N10025.
A flight test program to determine the effects of low
frequency vibrations on passengers in short haul aircraft is
discussed. The objective of the program is to accumulate
flight test data on aircraft ride quality in terms of vehicle
motion and acceleration and human responses. The subjects
discussed are: (1) test procedures, (2) data processing, and
(3) the program schedule.
732. *Wells, T. L.; *Canon, R. F.; *Rolls, G. C.; and
Wilson, E. J.: Development of a High Temperature
Fatigue Sensor. Proceedings, Instrument Society of
America, 27th Annual Conference, Part 2, New York,
New York, October 9-12, 1972, 1972, 73A22504.
An experimental program was conducted to extend the
Tracor Safety Gauge (patent pending) to elevated
temperature service. The Safety Gauge is based on a
conductive composite device which can be fabricated to
function as a fatigue sensor that undergoes an irreversible
resistance increase which results from cumulative strain
damage. Prototype sensors were developed which appear
capable of 1000 deg F operation for short periods of time
(approaching one hour); however, bonding difficulties
currently limit their use to about 775 deg F. The resistance
change of the sensor was generally on the order of 400% or
greater as the fatigue life of a titanium alloy (Ti-5A1-2.5Sn)
test specimen was approached.
*Tracor, Inc., Austin, Texas.
733. Robinson, G. H.; and Larson, R. R.: A Flight
Evaluation of Methods for Predicting Vortex Wake
Effects on Trailing Aircraft. NASA T N D-6904, H-712,
November 1972, 73N12033, #.
The results of four current analytical methods for predicting
wing vortex strength and decay rate are compared with the
results of a flight investigation of the wake characteristics of
several large jet transport aircraft. An empirical expression
defining the strength and decay rate of wake vortices is
developed that best represents most of the flight-test data.
However, the expression is not applicable to small aircraft
that would be immersed in the vortex wake of large aircraft.
734. Wolowicz, C. H.; Iliff, K. W.; and Gilyard, G. B.:
Flight Test Experience in Aircraft Parameter
Identification. AGARD-CP-119, Paper 23. Stability and
Control, November 1972, 73N17012.
An automatic method for determining stability and control
derivatives from flight data is presented. The technique, a
modification of the Newton-Raphson method for derivative
extraction, has a priori provision that makes use of initial
estimates of the derivatives and provides a means of checking
the validity of the results. Recommendations for applications
of the method are included.
735. Hughes, D. L.: Survey of Wing and Flap Lower-
Surface Temperatures and Pressures During Full-Scale
Ground Tests of an Externally Blown Flap System. NASA
SP-320, 1972 (see N73-32934 24-02), 73N32947.
Full-scale ground tests of an externally blown flap system
were made using the wing of an F-111B airplane and a
CF700 engine. Pressure and temperature distributions were
determined on the undersurface of the wing, vane, and flap
for two engine exhaust nozzles (conical and daisy) at several
engine power and engine/wing positions. The tests were
made with no airflow over the wing. The leading-edge wing
sweep angle was fixed at 26 deg, the angle of incidence
between the engine and the wing was fixed at 3 deg, and the
tests were conducted with the flap retracted, extended and
deflected 35 deg, and extended and deflected 60 deg. The
integrated local pressures on the undersurface of the flap
produced loads approximately three times as great at the
60 deg flap position as at the 35 deg flap position. With both
nozzle configurations, more than 90 percent of the integrated
pressure loads were contained within plus or minus
20 percent of the flap span centered around the engine
exhaust centerline. The maximum temperature recorded on
the flaps was 218 C (424 F) for the conical nozzle and 180 C
(356 F) for the daisy nozzle.
736. Gee, S. W.; Barber, M. R.; and McMurtry, T. C.: A
Flight Evaluation of Curved Landing Approaches. NASA
SP-320, 1972, pp. 245-258, 73N32953.
The development of STOL technology for application to
operational short-haul aircraft is accompanied by the
requirement for solving problems in many areas. One of the
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most obvious problems is STOL aircraft operations in the
terminal area. The increased number of terminal operations
needed for an economically viable STOL system as
compared with the current CTOL system and the
incompatibility of STOL and CTOL aircraft speeds are
positive indicators of an imminent problem. The high cost of
aircraft operations, noise pollution, and poor short-haul
service are areas that need improvement. A potential solution
to some of the operational problems lies in the capability of
making curved landing approaches under both visual and
instrument flight conditions.
737. Lasagna, P. L.; and Putnam, T. W.: Externally
Blown Flap Impingement Noise. NASA SP-320, 1972,
pp. 427-441, 73N32964. (See also 716.)
Tests of the noise produced by the impingement of the jet
exhaust on the wing and flap for an externally blown flap
system were conducted with a CF700 turbofan engine and an
F-111B wing panel. The noise produced with a daisy nozzle
installed on the engine was greater than that produced by a
conical nozzle at the same thrust. The presence of the wing
next to the test nozzles increased the noise, as did increasing
the flap deflection angle. Compared with the conical nozzle,
the daisy nozzle produced slightly less noise at a flap
deflection of 60 deg but produced more noise at the lower flap
deflections tested. Tests showed that the single-slotted flap
deflected 60 deg, produced less noise than the double-slotted
flaps. Also, maintaining the maximum distance between the
exit nozzle and flap system resulted in a minor reduction in
noise.
739. Carpenter, R.; and Winter, W. R.: A Flight-Rated
Liquid-Cooled Garment for Use Within a Full-Pressure
Suit. NASA SP-302 (see N72-27106 18-05), 1972,
72N27121.
A flight rated liquid cooled garment system for use inside a
full pressure suit has been designed, fabricated, and tested.
High temperature tests with this system have indicated that
heat is absorbed at a rate decreasing from 224 kg-cal/hr to
143 kg-cal/hr over a 40-min period. The first 30 min are very
comfortable; thereafter a gradual heat load builds that results
in mild sweating at the end of the 40-min period. In flight
tests during hot weather when this cooling system was worn
under a regulation flight suit, the pilot reported that
temperatures were comfortable and that the garment
prevented sweating.
740. Dorsch, R. G.; Lasagna, P. L.; Maglieri, D. J.; and
Olsen, W. A.: Flap Noise. NASA SP-311, 1972, (see N73-
12012 03-02), pp. 259-290, 73N12024.
Externally-blown-flap noise research can be summarized by
the following remarks: With lower-surface blowing, the
sources of the flap noise are beginning to be understood and
the noise scaling laws have been established. Further,
progress has been made on suppressing the flap interaction
noise at the large flap deflections used during landing. Recent
small-scale noise tests of configurations using external
upper-surface blowing indicate that engine-over-the-wing
configurations may be promising.
738. Kier, D. A.; Powers, B. G.; Grantham, W. D.; and
Nguyen, L. T.: Simulator Evaluation of the Flying
Qualifies of Externally Blown Flap and Augmentor
Wing Transport Configurations. NASA SP-320, 1972,
(see N73-32934 24-02), pp. 157-800,73N32948.
Concurrent simulations of powered-lift STOL transport
aircraft having either an externally blown flap configuration
or an augmentor wing configuration were conducted. The
following types of simulators of varying sophistication were
used: (1) a simple fixed-base simulaf_on with a simple visual
display, (2) a more complex fixed-base simulation using a
realistic transport cockpit and a high-quality visual display,
and (3) a six-degree-of-freedom motion simulator that had a
realistic transport cockpit and a sophisticated visual display.
The unaugmented flying qualities determined from these
simulations were rated as unacceptable for both the externally
blown flap and augmentor wing configurations. The
longitudinal, lateral-directional, and single-engine-failure
characteristics were rated satisfactory with extensive
augmentation, including pitch and roll command systems,
flight-path (or speed) augmentation, turn coordination, and
effective yaw damping. However, the flare and landing
characteristics from any approach glide-path angle in excess
of 4 deg were rated as unsatisfactory but acceptable.
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741. Hughes, D. L.: Pressures and Temperatures on
the Lower Surfaces of an Externally Blown Flap System
During Full-Scale Ground Tests. NASA TN D-7138,
H-729, _Ianuary 1973, 73N14984, #.
Full-scale ground tests of an externally blown flap system
were made using the wing of an F-11 I B airplane and a
CF700 engine. Pressure and temperature distributions were
determined on the undersurface of the wing, vane, and flap
for two engine exhaust nozzles (conical and daisy) at several
engine power levels and engine/wing positions. The test were
made with no airflow over the wing. The wing sweep angle
was fixed at 26 deg; and the angle of incidence between the
engine and the wing was fixed at 3 deg; and the flap was in
the retracted, deflected 35 deg, and deflected 60 deg
positions. The pressure load obtained by integrating the local
pressures on the undersurface of the flap, F sub p was
approximately three times greater at the 60 deg flap position
than at the 35 deg flap position. At the 60 deg flap position,
F sub p was between 40 percent and 55 percent of the engine
thrust over the measured range of thrust. More than
90 percent of F sub p was contained within plus or minus
20 percent of the flap span centered around the engine
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exhaustcenterlinewith both nozzleconfigurations.
Maximumtemperaturesr cordedontheflapswere218C(424F)and180C(356F)fortheconicalanddaisynozzles,
respectively,
742. Holzman, J. K.; and Payne, G. A.: Design and
Flight Testing of a Nullable Compressor Face Rake.
NASA TN D-7162, H-733, January_ 1973, 73N16247, #.
A compressor face rake with an internal valve arrangement to
permit nulling was designed, constructed, and tested in the
laboratory and in flight at the NASA Flight Research Center.
When actuated by the pilot in flight, the nullable rake allowed
the transducer zero shifts to be determined and then
subsequently removed during data reduction. Design details,
the fabrication technique, the principle of operation, brief
descriptions of associated digital zero-correction programs
and the qualification tests, and test results are included.
Sample flight data show that the zero shifts were large and
unpredictable but could be measured in flight with the rake.
The rake functioned reliably and as expected during 25 hours
of operation under flight environmental conditions and
temperatures from 230 K (-46 F) to greater than 430 K
(314 F). The rake was nulled approximately 1000 times. The
in-flight zero-shift measurement technique, as well as the
rake design, was successful and should be useful in future
applications, particularly where accurate measurements of
both steady-state and dynamic pressures are required under
adverse environmental conditions.
743. Gilyard, G. B.: Explicit Determination of Lateral-
Directional Stability and Control Derivatives by
Simultaneous Time Vector Analysis of Two Maneuvers.
NASA TM X-2722, H-751, Febrooxy 1973.73N16010, #.
An extension of the time vector technique for determining
stability and control derivatives from flight data is
formulated. The technique provides for explicit
determination of derivatives by means of simultaneous
analysis of two maneuvers which differ by a dependent
control input. The control derivatives for the dependent input
are also explicitly determined. This extended technique is
preferable to the application of the time vector method to
single maneuvers in that no estimates of derivatives are
required. An example illustrating the application of the
technique is given.
744. Marshall, R. T.; and Schweikhard, W. G.: Modeling
of Airplane Performance From Flight-Test Results and
Validation With an F-104G Airplane. NASA TN D-7137,
H-723, February_ 1973, 73N16008, #.
A technique of defining an.accurate performance model of an
airplane from limited flight-test data and predicted
aerodynamic and propulsion system characteristics is
developed. With the modeling technique, flight-test data
from level accelerations are used to define a lg performance
model for the entire flight envelope of an F-104G airplane.
The performance model is defined in terms of the thrust and
drag of the airplane and can be varied with changes in
ambient temperature or airplane weight. The model predicts
the performance of the airplane within 5 percent of the
measured flight-test data. The modeling technique could
substantially reduce the time required for performance flight
testing and produce a clear definition of the thrust and drag
characteristics of an airplane.
745. Montoya, E. J.: Wind-Tunnel Calibration and
Requirements for In-Flight Use of Fixed Hemispherical
Head Angle-of-Attack and Angle-of-Sideslip Sensors.
NASA TN D-6986, H-702, March 1973, 73N18014, #.
Wind-tunnel tests were conducted with three different
fixed pressure-measuring hemispherical head sensor
configurations which were strut-mounted on a nose boom.
The tests were performed at free-stream Mach numbers
from 0.2 to 3.6. The boom-angle-of-attack range was -6 to
15 deg, and the angle-of-sideslip range was -6 to 6 deg.
The test Reynolds numbers were from 3.28 million to
65.6 million per meter. The results were used to obtain
angle-of-attack and angle-of-sideslip calibration curves for
the configurations. Signal outputs from the hemispherical
head sensor had to be specially processed to obtain
accurate real-time angle-of-attack and angle-of-sideslip
measurements for pilot displays or aircraft systems. Use of
the fixed sensors in flight showed them to be rugged and
reliable and suitable for use in a high temperature
environment.
746. Lewis, T. L.; Dods, J. B., Jr.; and Hanly, R. D.:
Measurements of Surface-Pressure Fluctuations on the
XB-70 Airplane at Local Mach Numbers Up to 2.45.
NASA TN D-7226, H-714, March 1973, 73N18013, #.
Measurements of surface-pressure fluctuations were made at
two locations on the XB-70 airplane for nine flight-test
conditions encompassing a local Mach number range from
0.35 to 2.45. These measurements are presented in the form
of estimated power spectral densities, coherence functions,
and narrow-band-convection velocities. The estimated power
spectral densities compared favorably with wind-tunnel data
obtained by other experimenters. The coherence function and
convection velocity data supported conclusions by other
experimenters that low-frequency surface-pressure
fluctuations consist of small-scale turbulence components
with low convection velocity.
747. McKay, J. M.; Kordes, E. E.; and *Wykes, J. H.:
Flight Investigation of XB-70 Structural Response to
Oscillatory Aerodynamic Shaker Excitation and
Correlation With Analytical Results. NASA TN D-7227,
H-713, April 1973, 73N24892, #.
The low frequency symmetric structural response and
damping characteristics of the XB-70 airplane were measured
at four flight conditions: heavyweight at a Mach number of
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0.87atanaltitudeof7620meters(25,000feet);lightweight
at a Machnumberof 0.86atanaltitudeof 7620meters
(25,000feet);a Machnumberof 1.59at analtitudeof
11,918meters(39.100feet);andaMachnumberof2.38and
analtitudeof 18,898meters(62,000feet).Theflightdataare
comparedwith theresponsecalculatedby usingearly
XB-70designdataandwiththeresponsecalculatedwith
mass,structural,andaerodynamicdataupdatedtoreflectas
closelyaspossibletheairplanecharacteristicsatthreeofthe
flightconditionsactuallyflown.
*NorthAmericanRockwellCorp.,LosAngeles,California.
748. Barber, M. R.: Application of Advanced Control
System and Display Technology to General Aviation. SAE
Paper 730321. Presented at the Society of Automotive
Engineers, Business Aircraft Meeting, Wichita, Kansas,
April 3-6, 1973, 73A34679.
Paper 730304. Presented at the Society of Automotive
Engineers, Business Aircraft Meeting, Wichita, Kansas,
April 3-6, 1973, 73A34665.
The purpose of this paper is to describe an investigation of
separate surface stability augmentation systems for general
aviation aircraft. The program objective were twofold: first, a
wind tunnel program to determine control effectiveness of
separate surfaces in the presence of main surfaces, and hinge
moment feedback from separate surfaces via the main
surfaces to the pilot; second, a theoretical study to determine
the minimum performance of actuators and sensors that can
be tolerated, the best slaving gains to be used with separate
surfaces, and control authority needed for proper operation
under direct pilot control, under autopilot control, and in
failure situations. On the basis of the results obtained, it has
been concluded that separate surface systems are feasible and
advantageous for use in general aviation aircraft.
This paper reviews NASA's progress in research directed
toward providing the technology necessary for the
application of advanced control systems and displays to
general aviation aircraft, and its plans for this effort in the
future. Flight evaluations of such systems as wing levelers,
fluidic autopilots, yaw dampers, and angle of attack displays
have been made, and test conditions and major results of
some of this work are reported. Potentially valuable systems
evaluated thus far are an attitude command control system
and a flight-director display. As presently configured, both
are prohibitively expensive for us in general aviation,
however, and efforts are underway to apply technology to the
goal of reducing their cost. Perhaps the most promising
development in this area is called separate surface stability
augmentation and plans for its implementation and flight
testing are described.
749. Gee, S. W.; and *Servais, N. A.: Development of a
Low-Cost Flight Director System for General Aviation.
SAE Paper 730331. Presented at the Society of Automotive
Engineers, Business Aircraft Meeting, Wichita, Kansas,
April 3-6, 1973, 73A34684.
The NASA Flight Research Center awarded a contract to
Astronautics Corporation of America to develop a low-cost
flight director system for general aviation. The system that
was designed is expected to cost the consumer less than
$3,000, a reduction of nearly 70 percent in the total cost of
available systems. The features that permit lower cost without
excessive degradation in performance are use of belt drives,
high-volume-production standard parts, single-box
construction including gyros, and post-plate construction
techniques.
*Astronautics Corporation, of America, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
750. *Roskam, J.; Barber, M. R.; and Loschke, P. C.:
Separate Surfaces for Automatic Flight Controls. SAE
*Kansas, University, Lawrence, Kansas.
751. Goecke, S. A.: Flight-Measured Base Pressure
Coefficients for Thick Boundary-Layer Flow Over an
Aft-Facing Step for Maeh Numbers From 0.4 to 2.5.
NASA TN D-7202, H-740, May 1973, 73N24317, #.
A 0.56-inch thick aft-facing step was located 52.1 feet from
the leading edge of the left wing of an XB-70 airplane. A
boundary-layer rake at a mirror location on the right wing
was used to obtain local flow properties. Reynolds numbers
were near 10 to the 8th power, resulting in a relatively thick
boundary-layer. The momentum thickness ranged from
slightly thinner to slightly thicker than the step height.
Surface static pressures forward of the step were obtained for
Mach numbers near 0.9, 1.5, 2.0, and 2.4. The data were
compared with thin boundary-layer results from flight and
wind-tunnel experiments and semiempirical relationships.
Significant differences were found between the thick and the
thin boundary-layer data.
752. Johnson, H. J.; and Montoya, E. J.: Local Flow
Measurements at the Inlet Spike Tip of a Mach 3
Supersonic Cruise Airplane. NASA TN D-6987, H-722,
May 1973, 73N24037, #.
The flow field at the left inlet spike tip of a YF-12A airplane
was examined using at 26 deg included angle conical flow
sensor to obtain measurements at flee-stream Mach numbers
from 1.6 to 3.0. Local flow angularity, Mach number, impact
pressure, and mass flow were determined and compared with
free-stream values. Local flow changes occurred at the same
time as free-stream changes. The local flow usually
approached the spike centerline from the upper outboard side
because of spike cant and toe-in. Free-stream Mach number
influenced the local flow angularity; as Mach number
increased above 2.2, local angle of attack increased and local
sideslip angle decreased. Local Mach number was generally
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3 percentlessthanfree-streamMachnumber.Impact-
pressureatioandmass flow ratio increased as free-stream
Mach number increased above 2.2, indicating a beneficial
forebody compression effect. No degradation of the spike tip
instrumentation was observed after more than 40 flights in the
high-speed thermal environment encountered by the airplane.
The sensor is rugged, simple, and sensitive to small flow
changes. It can provide accurate inputs necessary to control
an inlet.
753. Edwards, John W.: Flight Test of a Remotely
Piloted Vehicle Using a Remote Digital Computer for
Control Augmentation. Presented at the Symposium on
Applications of Control Theory to Modern Weapons
Systems, California City, California, May 9-10, 1973.
754. Wilson, E. J.: Strain Gage Installation on the YF-
12 Aircraft. Presented at the Society for Experimental
Stress Analysis, Spring Meeting, Los Angeles, California,
May 13-18, 1973, 73A35444.
A flight-loads measurement program on the YF-12 aircraft
required the mounting of 101 strain-gauge bridges in the
fuselage, fuel tanks, control surfaces, and three stations on the
left wing. The sensors were to be installed primarily on
titanium and were required to operate between -70 and
+600 F. Strain gauges with modified Karman filaments and
backings of glass-fiber reinforced epoxy resin matrices were
selected and were installed with an epoxy adhesive. Attention
is given to the calibration, mounting, and performance of the
sensors in flight-load measurements.
755. Fisher, D. F.; and Saltzman, E. J.: Local Skin
Friction Coefficients and Boundary Layer Prof'des
Obtained in Flight From the XB-70-1 Airplane at Mach
Numbers Up to 2.5. NASA TN D-7220, H-710, June 1973,
73N25276, #.
Boundary-layer and local friction data for Mach numbers up
to 2.5 and Reynolds numbers up to 3.6 x 10 to the 8th power
were obtained in flight at three locations on the XB-70-1
airplane: the lower forward fuselage centerline (nose), the
upper rear fuselage centerline, and the upper surface of the
right wing. Local skin friction coefficients were derived at
each location by using (1) a skin friction force balance, (2) a
Preston probe, and (3) an adaptation of Clauser's method
which derives skin friction from the rake velocity profile.
These three techniques provided consistent results that
agreed well with the yon Karman-Schoenherr relationship for
flow conditions that are quasi-two-dimensional. At the lower
angles of attack, the nose-boom and flow-direction vanes are
believed to have caused the momentum thickness at the nose
to be larger than at the higher angles of attack. The boundary-
layer data and local skin friction coefficients axe tabulated.
The wind-tunnel-model surface-pressure distribution ahead
of the three locations and the flight surface-pressure
distribution ahead of the wing location are included.
756. Tang, M. H.; and Pearson, G. P. E.: Flight-
Measured X-24A Lifting Body Control Surface Hinge
Moments and Correlation With Wind Tunnel
Predictions. NASA TM X-2816, H-748, June 1973,
73N25049, #.
Control-surface hinge-moment measurements obtained in the
X-24A lifting body flight-test program are compared with
results from wind-tunnel tests. The effects of variations in
angle of attack, angle of sideslip, rudder bias, rudder
deflection, upper-flap deflection, lower-flap deflection, Mach
number, and rocket-engine operation on the control-surface
hinge moments are presented. In-flight motion pictures of
tufts attached to the inboard side of the right fin and the
rudder and upper-flap surfaces are discussed.
X-24A Lifting Body
ECN-2006
757. Rediess, Herman A.: A Survey of Parameter
Identification Applications on Aircraft Flight Testing.
Presented at the Joint Automatic Control Conference,
Columbus, Ohio, June 20-22.1973.
758. Burcham, F. W.; Hughes, D. L.; and Holzman, J. K.:
Steady-State and Dynamic Pressure Phenomena in the
Propulsion System of an F-111A Airplane. NASA
TN D-7328, H-741, July 1973, 73N29806, #
Flight tests were conducted with two F-111A airplanes to
study the effects of steady-state and dynamic pressure
phenomena on the propulsion system. Analysis of over 100
engine compressor stalls revealed that the stalls were caused
by high levels of instantaneous distortion. In 73 percent of
these stalls, the instantaneous circumferential distortion
parameter, k sub theta, exhibited a peak just prior to stall
higher than any previous peak. The K sub theta parameter
was a better indicator of stall than the distortion factor, k sub
d, and the maximum-minus-minimum distortion parameter,
d, was poor indicator of stall. Inlet duct resonance occurred in
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bothF-I11Aairplanesandisbelievedtohavebeencausedby
oscillationsofthenormalshockwavefromaninternaltoan
externalposition.Theinletperformanceofthetwoairplanes
wassimilarin termsof pressurer covery,distortion,and
turbulence,andtherewasgoodagreementbetweenflightand
wind-tunneldatauptoaMachnumberofapproximately1.8.
759. Wolowicz, C. H.; and Yancey, R. B.: Comparisons
of Predictions of the XB-70-1 Longitudinal Stability and
Control Derivatives With Flight Results for Six Flight
Conditions. NASA TMX-2881, H-773, August 1973,
73N30940, #.
Preliminary correlations of flight-determined and predicted
stability and control characteristics of the XB-70-1 reported
in NASA TN D-4578 were subject to uncertainties in several
areas which necessitated a review of prediction techniques
particularly for the longitudinal characteristics. Reevaluation
and updating of the original predictions, including aeroelastic
corrections, for six specific flight-test conditions resulted in
improved correlations of static pitch stability with flight data.
The original predictions for the pitch-damping derivative, on
the other hand, showed better correlation with flight data than
the updated predictions. It appears that additional study is
required in the application of aeroelastic corrections to rigid
model wind-tunnel data and the theoretical determination of
dynamic derivatives for this class of aircraft.
760. Wilson, R. J.; Cazier, F. W., Jr.; and Larson, R. R.:
Results of Ground Vibration Tests on a YF-12 Airplane.
NASA TM X-2880, H-736, August 1973, 73N29944, #.
Ground vibration tests were conducted on a YF-12 airplane.
To approximate a structural free-free boundary condition
during the tests, each of the landing gears was supported on a
support system designed to have a low natural frequency. The
test equipment and the procedures used for the ground
vibration tests are described. The results are presented in the
form of frequency response data, measured mode lines, and
elastic mode shapes for the wing/body, rudder, and fuselage
ventral fin. In the frequency range between 3.4 cps and
28.8 cps, nine symmetrical wing/body modes, six
antisymmetrical wing/body modes, two rudder modes, and
one ventral fin mode were measured.
761. Wolf, T. D.; and McCracken, R. C.: Ground and
Flight Experience With a Strapdown Inertial Measuring
Unit and a General Purpose Airborne Digital Computer.
NASA TM X-2848, H-735, August 1973, 73N29713, #.
Ground and flight tests were conducted to investigate the
problems associated with using a strapdown inertial flight
data system. The objectives of this investigation were to
develop a three axis inertial attitude reference system, to
evaluate a self-alignment technique, and to examine the
problem of time-sharing a general purpose computer for the
several tasks required of it. The performance of the
strapdown platform/computer system that was developed was
sufficiently accurate for the tasks attempted. For flights on
the order of 45 minutes duration, attitude angle errors of
± .035 radian (± 2 deg) in all axes were observed. Laboratory
tests of the self-alignment technique gave accuracies of
±.00075 radian in pitch and roll axes and _+0.0045 radian in
the yaw axis. Self-alignment flight results were inconsistent,
since a stable solution was not obtained on windy days
because of aircraft rocking motions.
762. Putnam, T. W.: Investigation of Coaxial Jet Noise
and Inlet Choking Using an F-IlIA Airplane. NASA
TN D-7376, H-685, August 1973, 73N28989, #.
Measurements of engine noise generated by an F-IlIA
airplane positioned on a thrustmeasuring platform were made
at angles of 0 deg to 160 deg from the aircraft heading. Sound
power levels, power spectra, and directivity patterns are
presented for jet exit velocities between 260 feet per second
and 2400 feet per second. The test results indicate that the
total acoustic power was proporlJonal _o the eighth power of
the core jet velocity for core exhaust velocities greater than
300 meters per second (985 feet per second) and that little or
no mixing of the core and fan streams occurred. The
maximum sideline noise was most accurately predicted by
using the average jet velocity for velocities above 300 meters
per second (985 feet per second). The acoustic power
spectrum was essentially the same for the single jet flow of
afterburner operation and the coaxial flow of the
nonafterburning condition. By varying the inlet geometry and
cowl position, reductions in the sound pressure level of the
blade passing frequency on the order of 15 decibels to
25 decibels were observed for inlet Mach numbers of
0.8 to 0.9.
763. Monaghan, R. C.; and Fields, R. A.: Experiments
to Study Strain Gage Load Calibrations on a Wing
Structure at Elevated Temperatures. NASA TN D-7390,
H-763, August 1973, 73N28883, #.
Laboratory experiments were performed to study changes in
strain-gage bridge load calibrations on a wing structure
heated to temperatures of 200 F, 400 F, and 600 F. Data were
also obtained to define the experimental repeatability of
strain-gage bridge outputs. Experiments were conducted to
establish the validity of the superposition of bridge outputs
due to thermal and mechanical loads during a heating
simulation of Mach 3 flight. The strain-gage bridge outputs
due to load cycle at each of the above temperature levels were
very repeatable. A number of bridge calibrations were found
to change significantly as a function of temperature. The sum
of strain-gage bridge outputs due to individually applied
thermal and mechanical loads compared well with that due to
combined or superimposed loads. The validity of
superposition was, therefore, established.
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764. Monaghan, R. C.; and Friend, E. L.: Effects of
Flaps on Buffet Characteristics and Wing-Rock Onset of
an F-8C Airplane at Subsonic and Transonic Speeds.
NASA TM X-2873, H-742, August 1973, 73N27905, #.
Wind-up-turn maneuvers were performed to establish the
values of airplane normal force coefficient for buffet onset,
wing-rock onset, and buffet loads with various combinations
of leading- and trailing-edge flap deflections. Data were
gathered at both subsonic and transonic speeds covering a
range from Mach 0.64 to Mach 0.92. Buffet onset and buffet
loads were obtained from wingtip acceleration and wing-root
bending-moment data, and wing-rock onset was obtained
from airplane roll rate data. Buffet onset, wing-rock onset,
and buffet loads were similarly affected by the various
combinations of leading- and training-edge flaps.
Subsonically, the 12 deg leading-edge-flap and trailing-edge-
flap combination was most effective in delaying buffet onset,
wing-rock onset, and equivalent values of buffet loads to a
higher value of airplane normal force coefficient. This was
the maximum flap deflection investigated. Transonically,
however, the optimum leading-edge flap position was
generally less than 12 deg.
765. Gee, S. W.; and McCracken, R. C.: Preliminary
Flight Evaluation of a Painted Diamond on a Runway for
Visual Indication of Glide Slope. NASA TM X-2849,
H-739, August 1973, 73N27027, #.
A diamond sized to appear equidimensional when viewed
from a 3.6 deg slide slope was painted on the end of a small
general aviation airport runway, and a series of flights was
made to evaluate its usage as a piloting aid. The pilots could
detect and fly reasonably close to the glide slope projected by
the diamond. The flight path oscillations that were recorded
during approaches using the diamond were not significantly
different from the oscillations that were recorded without the
diamond; the difference that did exist could be attributed to
converging on a known projected glide slope in one case, and
flying an unknown, random glide slope in the other. The
results indicated that the diamond would be effective as a
means of intercepting and controlling a predetermined glide
slope. Other advantages of the diamond were positive runway
identification and greater aim point visibility. The major
disadvantage was a tendency to overconcentrate on the
diamond and consequently to neglect cockpit instruments and
airport traffic.
766. Berry, D. T.; and Gilyard, G. B.: Airframe/
Propulsion System Interactions - An Important Factor in
Supersonic Aircraft Flight Control. AIAA Paper 73-831.
Presented at the AIAA Guidance and Control Conference,
Key Biscayne, Florida, August 20--22. 1973.73A40501, #.
The demands of supersonic flight have resulted in propulsion
system features that have a significant influence on aircraft
flight control. Data from a Mach 3 cruise airplane show that
airframe/propulsion system interactions can reduce phugoid
and dutch-roll damping, increase vehicle sensitivity to
atmospheric disturbances, alter the effective static and
dynamic stability of the aircraft, and produce moments as
strong as aerodynamic controls. In turn, these effects can lead
to large aircraft excursions or high pilot workload, or both,
and place increased demands on stability augmentation
systems and aerodynamic controls. A need to integrate flight
control and propulsion control in advanced vehicles is
indicated.
767. *Johnson, W. A.; and Rediess, H. A.: Study of
Control System Effectiveness in Alleviating Vortex Wake
Upsets. AIAA Paper 73-833. Presented at the AIAA
Guidance and Control Conference, Key Biscayne, Florida,
August 20-22, 1973, 73A38776.
The problem of an airplane being upset by encountering the
vortex wake of a large transport on takeoff or landing is
currently receiving considerable attention. This paper
describes the technique and results of a study to assess the
effectiveness of automatic control systems in alleviating
vortex wake upsets. A six-degree-of-freedom nonlinear
digital simulation was used for this purpose. The analysis
included establishing the disturbance input due to penetrating
a vortex wake from an arbitrary position and angle.
Simulations were computed for both a general aviation
airplane and a commercial jet transport. Dynamic responses
were obtained for the penetrating aircraft with no
augmentation and with various command augmentation
systems. The results of this preliminary study indicate that it
is feasible to use an automatic control system to alleviate
vortex encounter upsets.
*Systems Technology, Inc., Hawthorne, California.
768. Wolowicz, C. H.; and Yancey, R. B.: Summary
of Stability and Control Characteristics of the XB-70
Airplane. NASA TM X-2933, H-781, October 1973,
73N31958, #.
The stability and control characteristics of the XB-70 airplane
were evaluated for Mach numbers up to 3.0 and altitudes up
to 21,300 meters (70,000 feet). The airplane's inherent
longitudinal characteristics proved to be generally
satisfactory. In the lateral-directional modes, the airplane was
characterized by light wheel forces, low static directional
stability beyond approximately 2 deg of sideslip, adverse yaw
response to aileron inputs throughout the entire Mach number
range, and negative effective dihedral with wingtips full
down. At subsonic Mach numbers, with the flight
augmentation control system off, the light wheel forces and
adverse yaw response to aileron inputs caused the pilots to
minimize use of the ailerons. At supersonic Mach numbers,
with the augmentation system off, the adverse yaw due to
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aileronandthenegativeffectivedihedralwereconduciveto
pilot-inducedoscillations.
769. Armistead, K. H.; and Webb, L. D.: Flight
Calibration Tests of a Nose-Boom-Mounted Fixed
Hemispherical Flow-Direction Sensor. NASA TN D-7461,
H-779, Octqber 1973, 73N31956, #.
Flight calibrations of a fixed hemispherical flow angle-of-
attack and angle-of-sideslip sensor were made from Much
numbers of 0.5 to 1.8. Maneuvers were performed by an
F-104 airplane at selected altitudes to hemispherical sensor
with that from a standard angle-of-attack vane. The
hemispherical flow-direction sensor measured differential
pressure at two angle-of-attack ports and two angle-of-
sideslip ports in diametrically opposed positions. Stagnation
pressure was measured at a center port. The results of these
tests showed that the calibration curves for the hemispherical
flow-direction sensor were linear for angles of,attack up to
13 deg. The overall uncertainty in determining angle of attack
from these curves was plus or minus 0.35 deg or less. A Much
number position error calibration curve was also obtained for
the hemispherical flow-direction sensor. The hemispherical
flow-direction sensor exhibited a much larger position error
than a standard uncompensated pitot-static probe.
770. Powers, B. G.; and Kier, D. A.: Simulator
Evaluation of the Low-Speed Flying Qualities of an
Experimental STOL Configuration With an Externally
Blown Flap Wing on an Augmentor Wing. NASA
TN D-7454, H-780, October 1973, 73N31951, #.
The low-speed flying qualities of an experimental STOL
configuration were evaluated by using a fixed-base six-
degree-of-freedom simulation. The configuration had either
an externally blown flap (EBF) wing or an augmentor wing
(AW). The AW configuration was investigated with two tails,
one sized for the AW configuration and a larger one sized for
the EBF configuration. The emphasis of the study was on the
70-knot approach task. The stability and control
characteristics were compared with existing criteria. Several
control systems were investigated for the normal four-engine
condition and for the engine-out transient condition.
Minimum control and stall speeds were determined for both
the three- and four-engine operation.
771. Lock, W. P.; Kordes, E. E.; McKay, J. M.; and
*Wykes, J. H.: Flight Investigation of a Structural Mode
Control System for the XB-70 Aircraft. NASA
TN D-7420, H-732, October 1973, 73N31950, #.
A flight investigation of a structural mode control system
termed identical location of accelerometer and force (ILAF)
was conducted on the XB-70-1 airplane. During the first
flight tests, the ILAF system encountered localized structural
vibration problems requiring a revision of the compensating
network. After modification, successful structural mode
control that did not adversely affect the rigid body dynamics
was demonstrated. The ILAF system was generally more
effective in supersonic than subsonic flight, because the
conditions for which the system was designed were more
nearly satisfied at supersonic speeds. The results of a
turbulence encounter at a Much number of 1.20 and an
altitude of 9754 meters indicated that the ILAF system was
effective in reducing the vehicle's response at this flight
condition. An analytical study showed that the addition of a
small canard to the modal suppression system would greatly
improve the automatic control of the higher frequency
symmetric modes.
*North American Rockwell Corp., Los Angeles, California.
772. Washington, H. P.; and Gibbons, J. T.: Analytical
Study of Takeoff and Landing Performance for a Jet
STOL Transport Configuration With Full-Span,
Externally Blown, Triple-Slotted Flaps. NASA
TN D-7441, H-709, October 1973, 73N31939, #.
Takeoff and landing performance characteristics and field
length requirements were determined analytically for a jet
STOL transport configuration with full-span, externally
blown, tripleslotted flaps. The configuration had a high wing,
high T-tail, and four pod-mounted high-bypass-ratio turbofan
engines located under and forward of the wing. One takeoff
and three approach and landing flap settings were evaluated.
The effects of wing loading, thrust-to-weight ratio, weight,
ambient temperature, altitude on takeoff and landing field
length requirements are discussed.
773. Sim, A. G.: Results of a Feasibility Study Using
the Newton-Raphson Digital Computer Program to
Identify Lifting Body Derivatives From Flight Data.
NASA TM X-56017, October 1973.74N11814, #.
A brief study was made to assess the applicability of the
Newton-Raphson digital computer program as a routine
technique for extracting aerodynamic derivatives from flight
tests of lifting body types of vehicles. Lateral-direction flight
data from flight tests of the HL-10 lifting body research
vehicle were utilized. The results in general, show the
computer program to be a reliable and expedient means for
extracting derivatives for this class of vehicles as a standard
procedure. This result was true even when stability
augmentation was used. As a result of the study, a credible set
of HL-10 lateral-directional derivatives was obtained from
flight data. These derivatives are compared with results from
wind-tunnel tests.
774. Pyle, J. S.; and Saltzman, E. J.: Review of Drag
Measurements From Flight Tests of Manned Aircraft
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With Comparisons to Wind-Tunnel Predictions.
AGARD-CP-124, Paper 26. AGARD Aerodyn. Drag,
October 1973, pp. 25-1 to 25-12, 74N14735.
In-flight studies of the overall and local components of drag
of many types of aircraft were conducted. The primary goal
of these studies was to evaluate wind-tunnel and
semiempirical prediction methods. Some evaluations are
presented in this paper which may be summarized by the
following observations: Wind-tunnel predictions of overall
vehicle drag can be accurately extrapolated to flight Reynolds
numbers, provided that the base drag is removed and the
boattail areas on the vehicle are small. The addition of ablated
roughness to lifting body configurations causes larger losses
in performance and stability than would be expected from the
added friction drag due to the roughness. Successful
measurements of skin friction have been made in flight to
Mach numbers above 4. A reliable inflatable deceleration
device was demonstrated in flight which effectively stabilizes
and decelerates a lifting aircraft at supersonic speeds.
775. Borek, R. W.: Development of AIFTDS-4000, a
Flight-Qualified, Flexible, High-Speed Data Acquisition
System. NASA TMX-56018. International Telemetering
Conference, Washington, D.C., October 9-11. 1973.
73N32087, #.
The NASA flight research center has developed a prototype
data acquisition system which integrates an airborne
computer with a high-speed pulse code modulation system.
The design of the airborne integrated flight test data system
(AIFTDS) is the result of experience with airborne pulse code
modulation data systems. The AIFrDS-4000 has proved the
premise on which it was designed: that the needs and
requirements of data acquisition system users can be
integrated to produce a highly flexible system that will be
more useful than existing systems.
776. Berry, D. T.; and Gilyard, G. B.: Some Stability
and Control Aspects of Airframe/Propulsion System
Interactions on the YF-12 Airplane. ASME Paper 73-WA/
AERO-4. Presented at the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, Winter Annual Meeting, Detroit, Michigan,
November 11-15, 1973, 74A13246, #.
Airframe/propulsion system interactions can strongly affect
the stability and control of supersonic cruise aircraft. These
interactions generate forces and moments similar in
magnitude to those produced by the aerodynamic controls,
and can cause significant changes in vehicle damping and
static stability. This in turn can lead to large aircraft
excursions or high pilot workload, or both. For optimum
integration of an airframe and its jet propulsion system, these
phenomena may have to be taken into account.
777. Lewis, C. E., Jr.; Swaroop, R.; McMurtry, T. C.;
*Blakeley, W. R.; and **Masters, R. L.: Landing
Performance by Low-Time Private Pilots After the
Sudden Loss of Binocular Vision m Cyclops II. Aerospace
Medicine, Vol. 44, No. 11, November 1973, pp. 1241-1245,
74A13530.
Study of low-time general aviation pilots, who, in a series of
spot landings, were suddenly deprived of binocular vision by
patching either eye on the downwind leg of a standard, closed
traffic pattern. Data collected during these landings were
compared with control data from landings flown with normal
vision during the same flight. The sequence of patching and
the mix of control and monocular landings were randomized
to minimize the effect of learning. No decrease in
performance was observed during landings with vision
restricted to one eye, in fact, performance improved. This
observation is reported at a high level of confidence (p less
than 0.001). These findings confirm the previous work of
Lewis and Krier and have important implications with regard
to aeromedical certification standards.
*New Mexico University, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
**Lovelace Foundation For Medical Education
Research, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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778. Burcham, F. W., Jr.; Holzman, J. K.; and Reukauf,
P. J.: Preliminary Results of Flight Tests of the Propulsion
System of the YF-12 Airplane at Mach Numbers to 3.0.
AIAA Paper 73-1314. Presented at the AIAA and 9th Society
of Automotive Engineers Propulsion Conference, Las Vegas,
Nevada, November 5-7, 1973, 74A12951, #.
Flight tests of the propulsion system of a YF- 12 airplane were
made which included off-schedule inlet operation and
deliberately induced unstarts and compressor stalls. The tests
showed inlet/engine compatibility to be good through most of
the flight envelope. The position of the terminal shock wave
could be determined from throat static pressure profiles or
from root-mean-square levels of throat static pressure
fluctuations. A digital simulation of the control system
showed an oscillation of the forward bypass doors to be
caused by hysteresis in the bypass door actuator linkages.
779. *Webb, W. L.; and Reukauf, P. J.: Development of
a Turbine Inlet Gas Temperature Measurement and
Control System Using a Fluidic Temperature Sensor.
AIAA Paper 73-1251. Presented at the 9th AIAA and Society
of Automotive Engineers, Propulsion Conference, Las
Vegas, Nevada, November 5-7, 1973, 74Al1272, #. (See
also 811.)
*United Aircraft Corp., Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Division,
West Palm Beach, Florida.
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780. Pyle, J. S.; Phelps, J. R.; and Baron, R. S.:
Performance of a Ballute Decelerator Towed Behind a Jet
Airplane. NASA TMX-56019, H-815, December 1973,
74N14760, #.
An F-104B airplane was modified to investigate the drag and
stability characteristics of a ballute decelerator in the wake of
an asymmetrical airplane. Decelerator deployments were
initiated at a Mach number of 1.3 and an altitude of
15,240 meters (50,000 feet) and terminated when the airplane
had decelerated to a Mach number of 0.5. The flight tests
indicated that the decelerator had a short inflation time with
relatively small opening forces. The drag levels attained with
the subject decelerator were less than those obtained with
other high-speed decelerators behind a symmetrical tow
vehicle. The ballute demonstrated good stability
characteristics behind the testbed airplane.
781. Sim, A. G.: Flight-Determined Stability and
Control Characteristics of the M2-F3 Lifting Body
Vehicle. NASA TN D-7511, H-791, December1973,
74N 12534, #.
Flight data were obtained over a Mach number range from 0.4
to 1.55 and an angle-of-attack range from -2 deg to 16 deg.
Lateral-directional and longitudinal derivatives, reaction
control rocket effectiveness, and longitudinal trim
information obtained from flight data and wind-tunnel
predictions are compared. The effects of power,
configuration change, and speed brake are discussed.
© (3
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M2-F3 Lifting Body, Three-View Drawing
782. McMurtry, T. C.; Gee, S. W.; and Barber, M. R.: A
Flight Evaluation of Curved Landing Approaches. Society
of Experimental Test Pilots, Technical Review, Vol. 11,
No. 3, 1973, pp. 5-17, 73A28901.
A potential solution to some of the operational problems of
STOL aircraft operations in the terminal area lies in the
capability of making curved landing approaches under both
visual and instrument flight conditions. Tests are described
which were conducted with a twin-engine, light weight,
general aviation aircraft. The advanced control system mode
utilized during the curved approaches was an attitude
command control system. Four curved patterns were
investigated using a steep glide slope: two display
configurations, and two flight control modes. When using the
flight director display, curved approaches were not
significantly different in difficulty and work load than
straight approaches.
783. Peterson, B. A.; Krier, G. E.; and *Jarvis, C. R.:
Development and Flight Test of a Digital Fly-By-Wire F-8
Airplane. Society of Experimental Test Pilots, Technical
Review, Vol. 11, No. 2, 1973, pp. 57-71, 73A22180.
The objective of the F-8 digital fly-by-wire program is to
establish a technology base for the implementation of
advanced flight control systems. The central element is the
Apollo Lunar Guidance Computer (LGC). This versatile
computer ran over 2000 hours in support of fly-by-wire
without a failure. Difficulties encountered in the first flights
were corrected rapidly and simply by changes in the erasable
software memory. Control-configured vehicles offer
significant weight-saving possibilities.
* NASA, Washington, D.C.
784. Iliff, K. W.: Identification and Stochastic Control
With Application to Flight Control in Turbulence. UCLA-
ENG-7340 (Ph.D. dissertation), 1973, 74N17383.
The problem is dealt with of adaptive control of an aircraft in
atmospheric turbulence. The problem is approached by first
identifying the unknown coefficients and then applying
optimal control theory to the system so determined. The
theory developed is general enough to apply to any linear
system with unknown coefficients and state noise. The bulk
of the development concerns the identification problem and
several methods are studied. In particular, what may be called
stochastic identification method, taking into account the
unknown state noise, is studied. The identification and
control theory is first verified on simulated data. It is shown
that the methods that accounted for the state noise are
adequate where the assumptions hold. The optimal control
results agree well with theory in achieving the desired
minimization.
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and no other significant handling qualities problems were
encountered.
785. Montoya, L. C.; Brauns, D. A.;and Cissell, R. E.:
Flight Experience W_h a Pivoting Traversing Boundary-
Layer Probe. NASA TM X-56022, January 1974,
74N16102,#.
A pivoting traversing boundary layer probe was evaluated in
flight on an F-104 airplane. The evaluation was performed at
free stream Mach numbers from 0.8 to 2.0. The unit is
described, and operating problems and their solutions are
discussed. Conventional boundary layer profiles containing
variations in flow angle within the viscous layer are shown
for free stream Mach numbers of 0.8, 1.6, and 2.0. Although
the unit was not optimized for size and weight, it successfully
measured simultaneously flow angularity, probe height, and
pitot pressure through the boundary layer.
786. Painter, W. D.; and Sitterle, G. J.: HL-10 Lifting
Body Flight Control System Characteristics and
Operational Experience. NASA TM X-2956, H-704,
January 1974, 74N14753, #.
A flight evaluation was made of the mechanical hydraulic
flight control system and the electrohydraulic stability
augmentation system installed in the HL-10 lifting body
research vehicle. Flight tests performed in the speed range
from landing to a Mach number of 1.86 and the altitude range
from 697 meters (2300 feet) to 27,550 meters (90,300 feet)
were supplemented by ground tests to identify and correct
structural resonance and limit-cycle problems. Severe limit-
cycle and control sensitivity problems were encountered
during the first flight. Stability augmentation system
structural resonance electronic filters were modified to
correct the limit-cycle problem. Several changes were made
to control stick gearing to solve the control sensitivity
problem. Satisfactory controllability was achieved by using a
nonlinear system. A limit-cycle problem due to hydraulic
fluid contamination was encountered during the first powered
flight, but the problem did not recur after preflight operations
were improved.
787. Kempel, R. W.; and Manke, J. A.: Flight
Evaluation of HL-10 Lifting Body Handling Qualifies at
Mach Numbers From 0.30 to 1.86. NASA TN D-7537,
H-757, January_ 1974. 74N14535, #.
The longitudinal and lateral-directional handling qualities of
the HL-10 lifting body vehicle were evaluated in flight at
Mach numbers up to 1.86 and altitudes up to approximately
27,450 meters (90,000 feet). In general, the vehicle's
handling qualities were considered to be good.
Approximately 91 percent of the pilot ratings were 3.5 or
better, and 42.4 percent were 2.0. Handling qualities
problems were encountered during the first flight due to
problems with the control system and vehicle aerodynamics.
Modifications of the flight vehicle corrected all deficiencies,
788. Love, J. E.; *Fox, W. J.; and **Wicklund, E. J.:
Flight Study of a Vehicle Operational Status and
Monitoring System. NASA "IN D-7546, H-789,
1974, 74N13725, #.
An analog onboard monitoring system was installed on a
YF-12 airplane as the first phase of a program to monitor the
engine inlet and portions of the airplane's electrical and fuel
management subsystems in flight. The system provided data
which were considered to form a suitable base for diagnostic
test logic and decision criteria for the rest of the program. The
data were also adequate for the purpose of maintaining the
engine inlet and identifying malfunctions within it. The
investigation showed that the requirements of an onboard
monitoring system should be considered during the original
design of the system to be monitored.
*Lockheed-California Co., Burbank, California.
**Honeywell, Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota.
789. Putnan, T. W.: Flight Experience With the
Decelerating Noise Abatement Approach. NASA
TM X-56020, January_ 1974, 74N12720, #.
The noise of older aircraft can be reduced in two principal
ways: retrofitting the aircraft with a quiet propulsion system,
and changing the flight operational procedures used in flying
the aircraft. The former approach has already proved to be
expensive, time consuming, and difficult to implement even
though low-noise propulsion system technology exists. The
latter method seems to hold promise of being less expensive
and easier to implement. One operational technique which
might reduce the noise beneath the landing approach path is
the decelerating approach. This technique requires
intercepting the 3 deg approach path at a relatively high speed
with the aircraft in the cruise configuration, then reducing the
thrust to idle and allowing the aircraft to decelerate along the
3 deg approach path. As the appropriate airspeed is achieved,
the landing flaps and landing gear are deployed for a normal
flare and landing. Because the engines, which are the
predominant noise source on landing approach, are at idle
thrust, a significant reduction in the noise beneath the
approach path should be realized.
790. Jarvis, C. R.: A Digital Fly-By-Wire Technology
Development Program Using an F-8C Test Aircraft.
AIAA Paper 74-28, Twelfth AIAA Aerospace Sciences
Meeting, Washington, D.C., January 30-February 1, 1974,
pp. 11, January 1974, 74A20755, #.
A digital fly-by-wire flight control system has been installed
in an F-8C test airplane and has undergone extensive ground
and flight testing as part of an overall program to develop
digital fly-by-wire technology. This is the first airplane to fly
with a digital fly-by-wire system as its primary means of
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controlandwithnomechanicalreversioncapability.Forty-
twotestflightsweremadeforatotalflighttimeof57hours.
Sixpilotsparticipatedin theevaluation.Thispaperpresents
anoverviewofthedigitalfly-by-wireprogramanddiscusses
someoftheflight-testresults.
791. TaiUon, N. V.: Flight-Test Investigation of the
Aerodynamic Characteristics and Flow Interference
Effects About the Aft Fuselage of the F-111A Airplane.
NASA TN D-7563, H-717, February_ 1974, 74N18657, #.
Static pressure measurements were made on the aft fuselage
of an F-111A airPlane to determine local flow characteristics
and engine/airframe interaction effects. Data were obtained
over the Mach number range from 0.5 to 2.0. Aspiration
effects associated with low ejector nozzle expansion ratios
reduced the local pressure coefficients particularly on the
interfairing but also extending to the trailing edge of the
nacelle. The presence of afterbodies also affected the
behavior of the air flowing into and about the ejector nozzle.
Pressures about the aft fuselage were improved by an increase
in primary nozzle area at a supersonic speed. A comparison
of wind-tunnel and flight-test results showed generally good
agreement, although there was a large disparity in pressure
level about the ejector nozzle. However, the shape of the data
curves and the local flow behavior were basically similar.
792. Larson, T. J.; and Schweikhard, W. G.: A
Simplified Flight-Test Method for Determining Aircraft
Takeoff Performance That Includes Effects of Pilot
Technique. NASA TN D-7603, H-802, February 1974,
74N16717, #.
A method for evaluating aircraft takeoff performance from
brake release to air-phase height that requires fewer tests than
conventionally required is evaluated with data for the XB-70
airPlane. The method defines the effects of pilot technique on
takeoff performance quantitatively, including the decrease in
acceleration from drag due to lift. For a given takeoff weight
and throttle setting, a single takeoff provides enough data to
establish a standardizing relationship for the distance from
brake release to any point where velocity is appropriate to
rotation. The lower rotation rates penalized takeoff
performance in terms of ground roll distance; the lowest
observed rotation rate required a ground roll distance that was
19 percent longer than the highest. Rotations at the minimum
rate also resulted in lift-off velocities that were approximately
5 knots lower than the highest rotation rate at any given lift-
off distance.
793. Saltzman, E. J.; and Meyer, R. R., Jr.: Drag
Reduction Obtained by Rounding Vertical Corners on a
Box-Shaped Ground Vehicle. NASA TM X-56023, M_ch
1974, 74N17703, #.
A box-shaped ground vehicle was used to simulate the
aerodynamic drag of delivery vans, trucks, and motor homes.
A coast-down method was used to define the drag of this
vehicle in a configuration with all square corners and a
modified configuration with the four vertical corners
rounded. The tests ranged in velocity from 30 miles per hour
to 65 miles per hour, and Reynolds numbers ranged from
4.4 x 1,000,000 to 1.0 x 10 to the 7th power based on vehicle
length. The modified configuration showed a reduction in
aerodynamic drag of about 40 percent as compared to the
square cornered configuration.
794. Holleman, E. C.: Initial Results From Flight
Testing a Large, Remotely Piloted Airplane Model.
NASA TM X-56024, March 1974, 74N18671, #.
The fu'st four flights of a remotely piloted airPlane model
showed that a flight envelope can be expanded rapidly and
that hazardous flight tests can be conducted safely with good
results. The flights also showed that aerodynamic data can be
obtained quickly and effectively over a wide range of flight
conditions, clear and useful impressions of handling and
controllability of configurations can be obtained, and present
computer and electronic technology provide the capability to
close flight control loops on the ground, thus providing a new
method of design and flight test for advanced aircraft.
795. Anon.: Parameter Estimation Techniques and
Applications in Aircraft Flight Testing. NASA TN
D-7647, H-806, Aircraft Symposium, Edwards, California,
April 24-25, 1973, 74N25569, #.
Technical papers were presented by selected representatives
from industry, universities, and various Air Force, Navy, and
NASA installations. The topics covered included the newest
developments in identification techniques, the most recent
flight-test experience, and the projected potential for the near
future.
796. Rediess, H. A.: An Overview of Parameter
Estimation Techniques and Applications in Aircraft
Flight Testing. NASA TN D-7647, H-806. Parameter
Estimation Tech. and Appl. in Aircraft Flight Testing,
1974, pp. 1-18, (see N74-25569 15-02), 74N25570.
Parameter estimation is discussed as it applies to aircraft
flight testing, and an overview of the symposium is presented.
The evolution of techniques used in flight testing is reviewed
briefly, and it is pointed out how the changing character of the
aircraft tested and the availability of advanced data systems
have promoted this evolution. Recent advances in optimal
estimation theory have stimulated widespread interest and
activity in parameter estimation. The framework of these
advanced techniques is outlined to set the stage for
subsequent papers. The session topics are introduced and
related to the requirements of flight-test research.
797. Iliff, K. W.: Identification of Aircraft Stability
and Control Derivatives in the Presence of Turbulence.
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NASATND-7647,H-806.Parameter Estimation Tech. and
Appl. in Aircraft Flight Testing, April 1974, pp. 77-114, (see
N74-25569 15-02), 74N25575.
A maximum likelihood estimator for a linear system with
state and observation noise is developed to determine
stability and control derivatives from flight data obtained in
the presence of turbulence. The formulation for the
longitudinal short-period mode is presented briefly, including
a special case that greatly simplifies the problem if the
measurement noise on one signal is negligible. The
effectiveness and accuracy of the technique are assessed by
applying it first to simulated flight data, in which the true
parameter values and state noise are known, then to actual
flight data obtained in turbulence. The results are compared
with data obtained in smooth air and with wind-tunnel data.
The complete maximum likelihood estimator, which
accounts for both state and observation noise, is shown to
give the most accurate estimate of the stability and control
derivatives from flight data obtained in turbulence. It is
superior to the techniques that ignore state noise and to the
simplified method that neglects the measurement noise on the
angle-of-attack signal.
798. Gilyard, G. B.: Determination of Propulsion-
System-Induced Forces and Moments of a Mach 3 Cruise
Aircraft. NASA TN D-7647, H-806. Parameter Estimation
Tech. and Appl. in Aircraft Flight Testing, April 1974.
pp. 369-374, (see N74-25569 15-02), 74N25591.
During the joint NASA/USAF flight research program with
the YF-12 airplane, the Dutch roll damping was found to be
much less during automatic inlet operation than during fixed
inlet operation at Mach numbers greater than 2.5 and with the
yaw stability augmentation system off. It was concluded that
the significant reduction in dutch roll damping was due to the
forces and moments induced by the variable-geometry
features of the inlet. Two stability-derivative extraction
techniques were applied to the flight data; the recently
developed Newton-Raphson technique and the time vector
method. These techniques made it possible to determine the
forces and moments generated by spike and bypass door
movement.
799. Matheny, N. W.: Flight Investigation of Approach
and Flare From Simulated Breakout Altitude of a
Subsonic Jet Transport and Comparison With Analytical
Models. NASA TN D-7645, H-803, April 1974, 74N19672,
#.
Satisfactory and optimum flare windows are defined from
pilot ratings and comments. Maximum flare normal
accelerations, touchdown rates of sink, and total landing
maneuver time increments are summarized as a function of
approach airspeed margin (with respect to reference airspeed)
and flare initiation altitude. The effects of two thrust
management techniques are investigated. Comparisons are
made with predictions from three analytical models and the
results of a simulator study. The approach speed margin was
found to have a greater influence on the flare initiation
altitude than the absolute airspeed. The optimum airspeed
was between the reference airspeed and the reference
airspeed plus 10 knots. The optimum flare initiation altitude
range for unrestricted landings was from 11 meters to
20 meters (36 feet to 66 feet), and the landing time in the
optimum window was 8 seconds. The duration of the landing
maneuver increased with increasing flare initiation altitude
and with increasing speed margins on the approach.
800. Weirather, L. H.: Transducers. AGARDOGRAPH-
160-VOL-1. Flight Test Instrumentation Ser., Vol. 1,
1974, (see N74-25933 15-14), 74N25937.
The use of transducers in the measuring channels of flight test
instrumentation systems is discussed. Emphasis is placed on
transducers with an electrical output. The physical effects
used for producing the electrical outputs are defined.
Diagrams of the various types of transducers are included to
show the operating principles.
801. Reed, R. D.: RPRVsmThe First and Future
Flights; Remotely Piloted Research Vehicle. Astronautics
and Aeronautics, Vol. 12, April 1974, pp. 26--42, 74A26410,
#.
The merits of the RPRV (remotely piloted research vehicle)
concept are discussed, along with its historical background
and development culmination in the 3/8-scale F-15. The use
of RPRVs is shown to be especially attractive when testing
must be done at low cost, or in quick response to demand, or
when hazardous testing must assure the safety of proceeding
to manned vehicles.
F-15 Spin Research Vehicle
ECN-4891
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802. Schweikhard, W. G.; and Berry, D. T.: Cooperative
Airframe/Propulsion Control for Supersonic Cruise
Aircraft. SAE Paper 740478, Society of Automotive
Engineers, Air Transportation Meeting, Dallas, Texas,
April 30-May 2, 1974, 74A34998.
Interactions between propulsion systems and flight controls
have emerged as a major control problem on supersonic
cruise aircraft. This paper describes the nature and causes of
these interactions and the approaches to predicting and
solving the problem. Integration of propulsion and flight
control systems appears to be the most promising solution if
the interaction effects can be adequately predicted early in the
vehicle design. Significant performance, stability, and
control improvements may be realized from a cooperative
control system.
803. Deers, D. A.; and Szalai, K. J.: Design and Flight
Experience With a Digital Fly-By-Wire Control System in
an F-8 Airplane. AGARD CP-137. Advances in Control
Systems, May 1974, (see N74- 31429 21-02 ), 74N31450.
A digital fly-by-wire flight control system was designed,
built, and for the first time flown in an airplane. The system,
which uses components from the Apollo guidance system, is
installed in an F-8 airplane as the primary control system. A
lunar module guidance computer is the central element in the
three-axis, single-channel, multimode, digital control system.
A triplex electrical analog system which provides
unaugmented control of the airplane is the only backup to the
digital system. Flight results showed highly successful
system operation, although the trim update rate was
inadequate for precise trim changes, causing minor concern.
The use of a digital system to implement conventional control
laws proved to be practical for flight. Logic functions coded
as an integral part of the control laws were found to be
advantageous. Although software verification required
extensive effort, confidence in the software was achieved.
804. Smith, R. H.; and Bauer, C. A.: Atmospheric
Effects on the Inlet System of the YF-12 Aircraft.
Proceedings, Eleventh National Conference on
Environmental Effects on Aircraft and Propulsion Systems,
Trenton, New Jersey, U.S. Naval Air Propulsion Test Center,
May 21-23, 1974, 1974, 74A39744, #.
Flights of a YF-12 airplane were performed over a wide range
of operating conditions so that detailed comparisons could be
made with data from tests on scale models in NASA ground
facilities. Extensive flight instrumentation for inlet
performance comparisons provided flight data that also lend
insight into supersonic inlet operation during atmospheric
turbulence. Pressure and flow direction measurements near
the inlet gave results different from conventional
accelerometer data normally used for flight determination of
turbulence severity. A nonturbulent atmospheric temperature
excursion during an XB-70 flight caused inlet duct pressure
variations as extreme as those experienced during heavy
turbulence on the YF-12 airplane.
805. Loschke, P. C.; Barber, M. R.; Enevoldson, E. K.;
and McMurtry, T. C.: Flight Evaluation of Advanced
Control Systems and Displays on a General Aviation
Airplane. NASA TN D-7703, H-783, June 1974, 74N27499,
#.
A flight-test program was conducted to determine the effect
of advanced flight control systems and displays on the
handling qualities of a light twin-engined airplane. A flight-
director display and an attitude-command control system,
used separately and in combination, transformed a vehicle
with poor handling qualities during ILS approaches in
turbulent air into a vehicle with good handling qualities. The
attitude-command control system also improved the ride
qualities of the airplane. A rate-command control system
made only small improvements to the airplane's ILS handling
qualities in turbulence. Both the rate- and the attitude-
command control systems reduced stall warning in the test
airplane, increasing the likelihood of inadvertent stalls. The
final approach to the point of flare was improved by both the
rate- and the attitude-command control systems. However,
the small control wheel deflections necessary to flare were
unnatural and tended to cause overcontrolling during flare.
Airplane handling qualities are summarized for each control-
system and display configuration.
806. Nugent, J.; and Holzman, J. K.: Flight-Measured
Inlet Pressure Transients Accompanying Engine
Compressor Surges on the F-111A Airplane. NASA TN
D-7696, H-804, June 1974, 74N26251, #.
Two F-111A airplanes were subjected to conditions that
caused engine compressor surges and accompanying duct
hammershock pressure transients. Flight speed ranged from
Mach 0.71 to Mach 2.23, and altitude varied from
approximately 3200 meters to 14,500 meters. A wide range of
compressor pressure ratios was covered. Stabilized free-
stream, engine, and duct conditions were established before
each compressor surge. Dynamic pressure instrumentation at
the compressor face and in the duct recorded the pressure
transients associated with the surges. Hammershock
pressures were analyzed with respect to the stabilized
conditions preceding the compressor surges. The
hammershock transients caused large pressure rises at the
compressor face and in the duct. Hammershock pressure
ratios at the compressor face were not affected by free-stream
Mach number or altitude but were functions of engine
variables, such as compressor pressure ratio. The maximum
hammershock pressure ratio of approximately 1.83 occurred
at a compressor pressure ratio of approximately 21.7.
807. Lasagna, P. L.; and Putnam, T. W.: Preliminary
Measurements of Aircraft Aerodynamic Noise. AIAA
Paper 74-572, Seventh AIAA Fluid and Plasma Dynamics
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Conference,Palo Alto, California,June 17-19. 1974,
74A34332, #.
Flight measurements of aerodynamic noise were made on an
AeroCommander airplane with engines off and a JetStar
airplane with engines at both idle power and completely shut
off. The overall sound level for these airplanes in the landing
configuration varied as the sixth power of the aircraft
velocity. For the JetStar airplane, the overall sound level
decreased as the inverse square of the distance in the lateral
direction. The aerodynamic noise was approximately
11 decibels below the FAR Part 36 noise level for the JetStar
airplane. The landing gear were a significant contributor to
aerodynamic noise for both aircraft.
C-140 JetStar Airplane
ECN-2478
808. Montoya, L. C.; Economu, M. A.; and Cissell, R. E.:
Use of a Pitot-Static Probe for Determining Wing Section
Drag in Flight at Mach Numbers From 0.5 to
Approximately 1.0. NASA TM X-56025, H-844, July 1974,
74N29370, #.
The use of a pitot-static probe to determine wing section drag
at speeds from Mach 0.5 to approximately 1.0 was evaluated
in flight. The probe unit is described and operational
problems are discussed. Typical wake profiles and wing
section drag coefficients are presented. The data indicate that
the pitot-static probe gave reliable results up to speeds of
approximately 1.0.
809. Anon.: Advanced Control Technology and Its
Potential for Future Transport Aircraft. NASA TM
X-70240, Advanced Control Technology Symposium, Los
Angeles, California, July 9-1 I. 1974, 74X10214, #.
This document is a compilation of papers prepared for a
symposium on advanced control technology sponsored by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. This
symposium focuses national attention on recent advances in
control technology and the impact it should have on future
transport aircraft. These technical papers present work
performed by the Government and industry. The topics
covered include recent flight-test results of advanced control
technology programs, such as fly-by-wire, digital control,
and control configured vehicles; important applications of
advanced control systems to such vehicles as the space shuttle
orbiter, the Lockheed C-5A, and the Boeing 747; advanced
and integrated propulsion control systems; and case studies of
the benefits of applying active control technology to transport
aircraft. Also included are several papers on the design,
testing, and reliability of advanced control systems directed
primarily toward the technical specialist.
810. Rediess, Herman A.; Kordes, Eldon E.; and
Edwards, John W.: A Remotely Augmented Approach to
Flight Testing of Advanced Control Technology. NASA
Advanced Control Technology Symposium, Los Angeles,
California, July 9-11, 1974.
811. *Webb, W. L.; and Reukauf, P. J.: Development of
a Turbine Inlet Gas Temperature Measurement and
Control System Using a Fluidic Temperature Sensor.
Journal of Aircraft, Vol. 11, No. 7, July 1974, pp. 422-427.
(See also 779.)
A fluidic turbine engine gas temperature measurement and
control system was developed for use on a Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft J58 engine. This paper includes the criteria used for
material selection, system design, and system performance. It
was found that the fluidic temperature sensor had the
durability for flight test under conditions existing in the
YF-12 airplane. As a result of turbine inlet gas temperatures
fluctuations, over-all engine-control system performance
cannot be adequately evaluated without a multiple-gas
sampling system.
*United Aircraft Corp., Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Div.,
West Palm Beach, Florida.
812. Gilyard, G. B.; Smith, J. W.; and *Falkner, V. L.:
Flight Evaluation of a Mach 3 Cruise Longitudinal
Autopilot. AIAA Paper 74-910, ALAA Mechanics and
Control of Flight Conference, Anaheim, California,
August 5-9. 1974, 74A37890, #.
At high Mach numbers (approximately 3) and altitudes
greater than 70,000 feet, the original altitude and Mach hold
modes of the YF-12 autopilot produced aircraft excursions
that were erratic or divergent or both. Data analysis and
simulator studies showed that static pressure port sensitivity
to angle of attack had a detrimental effect on the performance
of both altitude and Mach hold modes. Good altitude hold
performance was obtained when a high-passed pitch rate
feedback was added to compensate for angle-of-attack
sensitivity and the altitude error and integral altitude gains
were reduced. Good Mach hold performance was obtained
with the removal of angle-of-attack sensitivity.
*Honeywell, Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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813. Layton, G. P.: NASA Flight Research Center
Scale F-15 Remotely Piloted Research Vehicle Program.
Advancements in Flight Test Engineering; Proceedings of the
Fifth Annual Symposium, Anaheim, California, Au_aast 7-9,
1974, (see A74-43601 22-02), 74A43603. (See also 814.)
The NASA Flight Research Center undertook a remotely
piloted research vehicle (RPRV) program with a 3/8-scale
model of an F-15 aircraft to determine the usefulness of the
RPRV testing technique in high-risk flight testing such as
spin testing. The results of the first flights of the program are
presented. The program has shown that the RPRV technique,
including the use of a digital control system, is a viable
method for obtaining flight research data. Also presented are
some negative aspects that have been learned about the
RPRV technique in terms of model size, command
frequency, and launch technique.
814. Layton, G. P.: NASA Flight Research Center
Scale F-15 Remotely Piloted Research Vehicle Program.
Soc. of Flight Test Engr. Advan. in Flight Test Eng., 1974,
(see N75-10910 02-05), 75N10912. (See also 813.)
A remotely piloted research vehicle (RPRV) program was
conducted with a 3/8-scale model of an F-15 airplane to
determine the usefulness of the RPRV testing technique in
high risk flight testing such as spin testing. The results of the
first flights of the program are presented. The program has
shown that the RPRV technique, including the use of a digital
control system, is a viable method for obtaining flight
research data. Also presented are some negative aspects that
have been learned about the RPRV technique in terms of
model size, command frequency, and launch technique.
815. Uiff, K. W.: An Aircraft Application of System
Identification in the Presence of State Noise. Presented at
NATO Advantageous Study Institute, New Directions in
Signal Processing in Communications and Control,
Darlington, England, August 5-17. 1974, (AD-A001936
AFOSR-74-1756TR), 75N19234, #. (See also 872.)
A maximum likelihood estimator for a linear system with
state and observation noise is developed to determine
unknown aircraft coefficients from flight data in the presence
of turbulence (state noise). The formulation of the algorithm
is presented briefly. The linear equations for an aircraft in
atmospheric turbulence are defined. The effectiveness and
accuracy of the technique are assessed by first applying it to
simulated flight data, in which the true parameter values are
known, then to actual flight data obtained in turbulence. A
complete set of aircraft coefficients is obtained as well as an
estimate of the turbulence time history. The validity of the
estimated state noise and of the estimated coefficients is
tested. The feasibility of using the algorithm for defining an
adaptive control law to alleviate the effects of turbulence on
the aircraft is discussed.
816. Berry, D. T.; and Gilyard, G. B.: Some Stability
and Control Aspects of Airframe/Propulsion System
Interactions on the YF-12 Airplane. Journal of
Engineering for Industry, Transactions of the ASME,
August 1974.
Airframe/propulsion system interactions can strongly affect
the stability and control of supersonic cruise aircraft. These
interactions generate forces and moments similar in
magnitude to those produced by the aerodynamic controls,
and can cause significant changes in vehicle damping and
static stability. This in turn can lead to large aircraft
excursions or high pilot workload, or both. For optimum
integration of an airframe and its jet propulsion system, these
phenomena may have to be taken into account.
817. DeMarco, D. M.: A Dynamic Pressure Generator
for Checking Complete Pressure Sensing Systems
Installed on an Airplane. NASA TM X-56026,
September 1974, 74N31923, #.
A portable dynamic pressure generator, how it operates, and
a test setup on an airplane are described. The generator is
capable of providing a sinusoidal pressure having a peak-to-
peak amplitude of 3.5 N/sq cm (5 psi) at frequencies ranging
from 100 hertz to 200 hertz. A typical power spectral density
plot of data from actual dynamic pressure fluctuation tests
within the air inlet of the YF-12 airplane is presented.
818. Barber, M. R.; and *Tymczyszyn, J. J.: Recent
Wake Turbulence Flight Test Programs. Society of
Experimental Test Pilots, Technical Review, Vol. 12, No. 2,
1974, pp. 52-68, 75A24805.
In early flight tests the size and intensity of the wake vortexes
generated by aircraft ranging in size from the Learjet to the
C-5A and the B-747 were studied to determine the effects of
aircraft configuration, weight, and speed. Early problems
were related to vortex marking, the measurement of
separation distance, and test techniques. Recent tests
conducted with B-747 showed that vortexes were alleviated
by reducing the deflection of the outboard flaps. It was found
that a more rapid dissipation of the vortex system can be
obtained through alterations in the span lift distribution.
*FAA, Washington, D.C.
819. Smith, R. H.; and Burcham, F. W., Jr.:
Instrumentation for In-Flight Determination of Steady-
State and Dynamic Inlet Performance in Supersonic
Aircraft. Instrumentation for Airbreathing Propulsion;
Proceedings of the Symposium, Monterey, California,
September 19-21, 1972. Cambridge, Massachusetts, MIT
Press, 1974, pp. 41-58, 74A28286. (See also 726.)
Advanced instrumentation and techniques for in-flight
measurements of air inlet performance of the XB-70,
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F-111A,andY'F-12supersonicairplanesweredevelopedand
evaluatedinflighttestsattheNASAFlightResearchCenter.
A compressorfacerakewithin-flightzeroingcapabilitywas
flownontheF-111Aandfoundtogiveexcellents eadystate
aswellashighfrequencyresponsepressuredata.Thesevere
temperaturenvironmentof the YF-12 necessitated
developmentof specialhigh temperaturetransducers.
Mountingthesetransducersto givetherequired500-hertz
frequencyresponserequiredsomespecialrakedesigns.
Vibrationtestrequirementsecessitatedsomemodifications
to therakes.Thetransducersandrakeswereevaluatedin
flighttestsandwerefoundtofunctionproperly.Preliminary
datahavebeenobtainedfromtheYF-12propulsionprogram
in flightsthatbeganinMay1972.Oneexampleshowsthe
terminalshockwave ffectsoncowlsurfacepressuresduring
bypassandspikemotions.
820. Green, K. S.; and Putnam, T. W.: Measurements of
Sonic Booms Generated by an Airplane Flying at
Mach3.5 and 4.8. NASA TM-X-3126, H-838, October
1974, 74N34486, #.
Sonic booms generated by the X-15 airplane flying at Mach
numbers of 3.5 and 4.8 were measured. The experimental
results agreed within 12 percent with results obtained from
theoretical methods. No unusual phenomena related to
overpressure were encountered. Scaled data from the X-15
airplane for Mach 4.8 agreed with data for an SR-71 airplane
operating at lower Mach numbers and similar altitudes. The
simple technique used to scale the data on the basis of
airplane lift was satisfactory for comparing X-15 and SR-71
sonic boom signatures.
821. Gilyard, G. B.; and Belte, D.: Flight-Determined
Lag of Angle-of-Attack and Angle-of-Sideslip Sensors in
the YF-12A Airplane From Analysis of Dynamic
Maneuvers. NASA TN D-7819, H-767, October 1974,
74N34460, #.
Magnitudes of lags in the pneumatic angle-of-attack and
angle-of-sideslip sensor systems of the YF-12A airplane
were determined for a variety of flight conditions by
analyzing stability and control data. The three analysis
techniques used are described. An apparent trend with Mach
number for measurements from both of the differential-
pressure sensors showed that the lag ranged from
approximately 0.15 second at subsonic speed to 0.4 second at
Mach 3. Because Mach number was closely related to altitude
for the available flight data, the individual effects of Mach
number and altitude on the lag could not be separated clearly.
However, the results indicated the influence of factors other
than simple pneumatic lag.
822. Saltzman, E. J.; Meyer, R. R., Jr.; and Lux, D. P.:
Drag Reductions Obtained by Modifying a Box-Shaped
Ground Vehicle. NASA TM X-56027, October 1974,
74N34449, #.
A box-shaped ground vehicle was used to simulate the
aerodynamic drag of high volume transports, that is, delivery
vans, trucks, or motor homes. The coast-down technique was
used to define the drag of the original vehicle, having all
square corners, and several modifications of the vehicle. Test
velocities ranged up to 65 miles per hour, which provided
maximum Reynolds numbers of 1 times 10 to the 7th power
based on vehicle length. One combination of modifications
produced a reduction in aerodynamic drag of 61 percent as
compared with the original square-cornered vehicle.
823. Wolowicz, C. H.; and Yancey, R. B.: Experimental
Determination of Airplane Mass and Inertial
Characteristics. NASA TR R-433, H-814, October 1974,
75N10062, #.
Current practices are evaluated for experimentally
determining airplane center of gravity, moments of inertia,
and products of inertia. The techniques discussed are
applicable to bodies other than airplanes. In pitching- and
rolling-moment-of-inertia investigations with the airplane
mounted on and pivoted about knife edges, the nonlinear
spring moments that occur at large amplitudes of oscillation
can be eliminated by using the proper spring configuration.
The single-point suspension double-pendulum technique for
obtaining yawing moments of inertia, products of inertia, and
the inclination of the principal axis provides accurate results
from yaw-mode oscillation data, provided that the sway-
mode effects are minimized by proper suspension rig design.
Rocking-mode effects in the data can be isolated.
824. Schweikhard, W. G.: Test Techniques,
Instrumentation, and Data Processing. AGARD Lecture
Series No. 72, Distortion Induced Eng. Instability,
November 7-15. 1974, (see N75-12954 04-07), 75N12960.
Procedures for determining the effects of dynamic distortion
on engine stability are analyzed. The test techniques, methods
and types of instrumentation, and data processing functions
are described. The advantages and limitations of various
methods are reported. It is emphasized that ground facility
tests are only a simulation of the flight environment, that
instrumentation provides only a partial representation of the
physical phenomena, and that poorly organized data
processing procedures can impede and even distort the final
result.
825. Bellman, D. R.; and Kier, D. A.:HiMAT--A New
Approach to the Design of Highly Maneuverable Aircraft.
SAE Paper 740859, Society of Automotive Engineers,
National Aerospace Engineering and Manufacturing
Meeting, San Diego, California, October 1-3, 1974,
75A16921.
Needed improvements in the maneuvering performance of
combat aircraft appear to be possible through the
simultaneous application of advances in various disciplines
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insuchawaythatheycomplementoneanotherandmagnify
the benefitsderived.Thehighlymaneuverableaircraft
technology(HiMAT) programis beingconductedto
investigatesuchmultidisciplinaryconcepts.Theprogramhas
threephases:preliminarystudies,conceptualdesignstudies,
andthefinal design and construction of a test airplane. Work
is now in the second phase. The test airplane will be a scaled
model flown by a remotely piloted research vehicle
technique. This paper outlines the HiMAT program and
indicates the types of concepts being considered.
826. Reukauf, P. J.; Schweikhard, W. G.; and *Arnaiz,
H.: Flight-Test Techniques for Obtaining Valid
Comparisons of Wind-Tunnel and Flight Results From
Tests on a YF-12 Mixed-Compression Inlet, AIAA Paper
74-1195, Tenth AIAA Society of Automotive Engineers,
Propulsion Conference, San Diego, California,
October 21-23, 1974, 75A11301, #.
probe with two sets of static-pressure orifices designed for
static-pressure error compensation, two air data computers,
and a photopanel for recording. The other system consisted of
an identical nose boom probe and a third set of static-pressure
orifices not designed for error compensation, pressure
transducers for direct pressure measurements instead of air
data computers, and 5 pulse code modulation system for
recording. The comparisons showed that the uncompensated
static-pressure orifices provided more accurate air data
measurements than either set of compensated static-pressure
sources. Whereas the uncompensated static-pressure source
was relatively insensitive to angle of attack, the compensated
sources were characterized by a position error at supersonic
speeds that increased with angle of attack and Mach number.
Pitot-static measurements acquired by using air data
computers that incorporate cams for static error
compensation provide reference data that are less accurate
than similar measurements made by pressure transducers.
The ability to predict the inlet characteristics of high-speed
propulsion systems from wind-tunnel test results is being
studied by the NASA Flight Research Center in a flight
program on the YF-12 aircraft. The obvious requirement for
matching geometry, instrumentation, and test conditions has
led to the development of special flight test techniques,
hardware, and systems. This paper describes this
development, the technical and operational problems
encountered and their solutions and the compromises that
were found to be necessary.
827. Love, J. E.: Flight Test Results of an Automatic
Support System on Board a YF-12A Airplane, Automatic
Support Systems for Advanced Maintainability Symposium,
San Diego, California, October 30-November l, 1974,
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1974,
pp. 211-220, 75A35272.
An automatic support system concept that isolated faults in an
existing nonavionics subsystem was flight tested up to a
Mach number of 3. The adaptation of the automated support
concept to an existing system (the jet engine automatic inlet
control system) caused most of the problems one would
expect to encounter in other applications. These problems and
their solutions are discussed. Criteria for integrating
automatic support into the initial design of new subsystems
are included in the paper. Cost effectiveness resulted from
both the low maintenance of the automated system and the
man-hour saving resulting from the real time diagnosis of the
monitored subsystem.
828. Larson, T. J.: Compensated and Uncompensated
Nose Boom Static Pressures Measured From Two Air
Data Systems on a Supersonic Airplane. NASA TM
X-3132, H-835, November 1974, 79N77423.
Two static-pressure-measuring air data systems that were
used on the YF-12 airplane for supersonic flight testing were
compared. One system consisted of a nose boom pitot-static
829. Deers, D. A.; and Edwards, J. W.: A Remotely
Augmented Vehicle Approach to Flight Testing RPV
Control Systems. NASA TM X-56029, H-870,
November 1974, 75N10936, #.
A remotely augmented vehicle concept for flight testing
advanced control systems was developed as an outgrowth of
a remotely piloted research vehicle (RPV) program in which
control laws are implemented through telemetry uplink and
computer which provides the control law computations.
Some advantages of this approach are that the cost of one
control system facility is spread over a number of RPV
programs, and control laws can be changed quickly as
required, without changing the flight hardware. The remotely
augmented vehicle concept is described, and flight test results
from a subscale F-15 program are discussed. Suggestions of
how the concept could lead to more effective testing of RPV
control system concepts, and how it is applicable to a military
RPV reconnaissance mission are given.
830. Ehemberger, L. J.: High Altitude Turbulence
Encountered by the Supersonic YF-12A Airplane. Sixth
Annual Conference on Aerospace and Aeronautical
Meteorology, E1 Paso, Texas, November 12-15. 1974,
pp. 305-312, (see A75-35351 16-47), 75A35409, #.
The present work describes the turbulence experienced by the
YF-12A airplane on the basis of airplane acceleration data
obtained at altitudes above 12.2 km. Data presented include
the subjective intensities reported by the air crew, the portion
of flight distance in turbulence, the variation of turbulence
with season, and the thickness and length of turbulence
patches as determined along the flight path. Compared with
that experienced by subsonic jets below 12.2 km, turbulence
above 12.2 km was mild, but the crew was more sensitive to
gust accelerations during supersonic flight at altitudes above
12.2 km than during subsonic flight at lower altitudes. About
6-8% of the distance traveled was in turbulence between 12.2
and 16.8 km, as compared to less than 1% above 18.3 kin.
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High-altitudeturbulenceincreasedbyafactorofthreefrom
summertowinter.Turbulencepatcheswere0.4kmthickand
10kmlongontheaverage.
831. Montoya, L. C.; and Steers, L. L.: Aerodynamic
Drag Reduction Tests on a Full-Scale Tractor-Trailer
Combination With Several Add-On Devices. NASA TM
X-56028, Reduction of Aerodynamic Drag of Trucks
Conference, Pasadena, California, October 10-11, 1974,
December 1974, 75N12900, #. (See also 832.)
Aerodynamic drag tests were performed on a conventional
cab-over-engine tractor with a 45-foot trailer and five
commercially available or potentially available add-on
devices using the coast-down method. The tests ranged in
velocity from approximately 30 miles per hour to 65 miles
per hour and included some flow visualization. A smooth,
level runway at Edwards Air Force Base was used for the
tests, and deceleration measurements were taken with both
accelerometers and stopwatches. An evaluation of the drag
reduction results obtained with each of the five add-on
devices is presented.
832. Montoya, L. C.; and Steers, L. L.: Aerodynamic
Drag Reduction Tests on a Full-Scale Tractor-Trailer
Combination With Several Add-On Devices. Presented at
the Reduction of Aerodynamic Drag of Trucks Conference,
Pasadena, California, October 10-11, 1974. Proceedings of
the Conference Workshop, (available from the National
Science Foundation, RANN Document Center, Washington,
D.C.) December 1974, pp. 63-88. (See also 831.)
833. Schweikhard, W. G.; and Montoya, E. J.: Research
Instrumentation Requirements for Flight/Wind.Tunnel
Tests of the YF-12 Propulsion System and Related Flight
Experience. Instrumentation for Airbreathing Propulsion;
Proceedings of the Symposium, Monterey, California,
September 19-21, 1972, MIT Press, Cambridge
Massachusetts, 1974, pp. 19-39, (see A74-28283 12-14),
74A28285.
Description of the requirements for a comprehensive flight
and wind-tunnel propulsion research program to examine the
predictability of inlet performance, evaluate the effects of
high-frequency pressure phenomena on inlets, and
investigate improved control concepts in order to cope with
airframe interactions. This program is unique in that it
requires precise similarity of the geometry of the flight
vehicle and tunnel modes; the test conditions, including local
flow at the inlet; and instrumentation. Although few wind-
tunnel instrumentation problems exist, many problems
emerge during flight tests because of the thermal
environment. Mach 3 flight temperatures create unique
problems with transducers, connectors, and wires. All must
be capable of withstanding continuous 1000 F temperatures,
as well as the mechanical stresses imposed by vibration and
thermal cycling.
1975 Technical Publications
834. Barber, M. R.; Kurkowski, R. L.; Garodz, L. J.;
Robinson, G. H.; Smith, H. J.; Jacobsen, R. A.; Stinnett, G.
W., Jr.; McMurtry, T. C.; Tymczyszyn, J. J.; and Devereaux,
R. L.: Flight Test Investigation of the Vortex Wake
Characteristics Behind a Boeing 727 During Two-
Segment and Normal ILS Approaches (A Joint
NASA/FAA Report). NASA TM X-62398, FAA-NA-151,
January_ 1975, 75N17340, #.
Flight tests were performed to evaluate the vortex wake
characteristics of a Boeing 727 aircraft during conventional
and two-segment instrument landing approaches. Smoke
generators were used for vortex marking. The vortex was
intentionally intercepted by a Lear Jet and a Piper Comanche
aircraft. The vortex location during landing approach was
measured using a system of phototheodolites. The tests
showed that at a given separation distance there are no readily
apparent differences in the upsets resulting from deliberate
vortex encounters during the two types of approaches. The
effect of the aircraft configuration on the extent and severity
of the vortices is discussed.
835. Ehernberger, L. J.; and Love, B. J.: High Altitude
Gust Acceleration Environment as Experienced by a
Supersonic Airplane. NASA TN D-7868, H-836,
1975, 75N13791, #.
High altitude turbulence experienced at supersonic speeds is
described in terms of gust accelerations measured on the
YF-12A airplane. The data were obtained during 90 flights at
altitudes above 12.2 kilometers (40,000 feet). Subjective
turbulence intensity ratings were obtained from air crew
members. The air crew often rated given gust accelerations as
being more intense during high altitude supersonic flight than
during low altitude subsonic flight. The portion of flight
distance in turbulence ranged from 6 percent to 8 percent at
altitudes between 12.2 kilometers and 16.8 kilometers
(40,000 feet and 55,000 feet) to less than 1 percent at altitudes
above 18.3 kilometers (60,000 feet). The amount of
turbulence varied with season, increasing by a factor of 3 or
more from summer to winter. Given values of gust
acceleration were less frequent, on the basis of distance
traveled, for supersonic flight of the YF-12A airplane at
altitudes above 12.2 kilometers (40,000 feet) than for
subsonic flight of a jet passenger airplane at altitudes below
12.2 kilometers (40,000 feet). The median thickness of high
altitude turbulence patches was less than 400 meters
(1300 feet); the median length was less than 16 kilometers
(10 miles). The distribution of the patch dimensions tended to
be log normal.
836. Rediess, H. A.; and Szalai, K. J.: Status and Trends
in Active Control Technology. NASA SP-372,
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January_ 1975, pp. 273-322, (see N75-29001 20-01),
75N29015.
The emergence of highly reliable fly-by-wire flight control
systems makes it possible to consider a strong reliance on
automatic control systems in the design optimization of
future aircraft. This design philosophy has been referred to as
the control configured vehicle approach or the application of
active control technology. Several studies and flight tests
sponsored by the Air Force and NASA have demonstrated the
potential benefits of control configured vehicles and active
control technology. The present status and trends of active
control technology are reviewed and the impact it will have
on aircraft designs, design techniques, and the designer is
predicted.
839. Jarvis, C. R.: An Overview of NASA's Digital Fly-
By-Wire Technology Development Program. NASA TN
D-7843, H-853, Description and Flight Test Results of the
NASA F-8 Digital Fly-by-Wire Control System, February_
1975, pp. 1-12, (see N75-18245 10-08), 75N18246. (See
also 898.)
The feasibility of using digital fly-by-wire systems to control
aircraft was demonstrated by developing and flight testing a
single channel system, which used Apollo hardware, in an
F-8C test airplane. This is the first airplane to fly with a
digital fly-by-wire system as its primary means of control and
with no mechanical reversion capability. The development
and flight test of a triplex digital fly-by-wire system, which
will serve as an experimental prototype for future operational
digital fly-by-wire systems, is underway.
837. Smith, J. W.; and Berry, D. T.: Analysis of
Longitudinal Pilot-Induced Oscillation Tendencies of
YF-12 Aircraft. NASA TN D-7900, H-805, February_ 1975,
75N16560, #.
Aircraft flight and ground tests and simulator studies were
conducted to explore pilot-induced oscillation tendencies.
Linear and nonlinear calculations of the integrated flight
control system's characteristics were made to analyze and
predict the system's performance and stability. The
investigations showed that the small-amplitude PIt tendency
was caused by the interaction of the pilot with a combination
of the aircraft's short-period poles and the structural first
bending mode zeros. It was found that the large-amplitude
PIts were triggered by abrupt corrective control actions by
the pilot, which caused the stability augmentation system
servo to position and rate limit. The saturation in turn caused
additional phase lag, further increasing the tendency of the
overall system to sustain a PIt.
838. Anon.: Description and Flight Test Results of the
NASA F-8 Digital Fly-By-Wire Control System. NASA
TN D-7843, H-853. Presented at the NASA Symposium on
Advanced Control Technol., Los Angeles, California,
July 9-11, 1974, February 1975, 75N18245, #.
A NASA program to develop digital fly-by-wire (DFBW)
technology for aircraft applications is discussed. Phase I of
the program demonstrated the feasibility of using a digital
fly-by-wire system for aircraft control through developing
and flight testing a single channel system, which used Apollo
hardware, in an F-8C airplane. The objective of Phase II of
the program is to establish a technology base for designing
practical DFBW systems. It will involve developing and
flight testing a triplex digital fly-by-wire system using state-
of-the-art airborne computers, system hardware, software,
and redundancy concepts. The papers included in this report
describe the Phase I system and its development and present
results from the flight program. Man-rated flight software and
the effects of lightning on digital flight control systems are
also discussed.
840. Deets, D. A.: Design and Development
Experience With a Digital Fly-By-Wire Control System in
an F-8C Airplane. NASA "IN D-7843, H-853. Description
and Flight Test Results of the NASA F-8 Digital Fly-by-Wire
Control System, February 1975, pp. 13--40, (see N75-18245
10-08), 75N18247. (See also 899.)
To assess the feasibility of a digital fly-by-wire system, the
mechanical flight control system of an F-8C airplane was
replaced with a digital system and an analog backup system.
The Apollo computer was used as the heart of the primary
system. This paper discusses the experience gained during the
design and development of the system and relates it to active
control systems that are anticipated for future civil transport
applications.
841. Lock, W. P.; Petersen, W. R.; and *Whitman, G. B.:
Mechanization of and Experience With a Triplex Fly-By-
Wire Backup Control System. NASA TN D-7843, H-853.
Description and Flight Test Results of the NASA F-8 Digital
Fly-by-Wire Control System, February_ 1975, pp. 41-72, (see
N75-18245 10-08), 75N18248. (See also 900.)
A redundant three-axis analog control system was designed
and developed to back up a digital fly-by-wire control system
for an F-8C airplane. Forty-two flights, involving 58 hours of
flight time, were flown by six pilots. The mechanization and
operational experience with the backup control system, the
problems involved in synchronizing it with the primary
system, and the reliability of the system are discussed. The
backup control system was dissimilar to the primary system,
and it provided satisfactory handling through the flight
envelope evaluated. Limited flight tests of a variety of control
tasks showed that control was also satisfactory when the
backup control system was controlled by a minimum-
displacement (force) side stick. The operational reliability of
the F-8 digital fly-by-wire control system was satisfactory,
with no unintentional downmodes to the backup control
system in flight. The ground and flight reliability of the
system's components is discussed.
*Sperry Flight Systems Div., Phoenix, Arizona.
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842. *Plumer, J. A.; **MaUoy, W. A.; and Craft, J. B.:
The Effects of Lightning on Digital Flight Control
Systems. NASA TiN D-7843, H-853. Description and Flight
Test Results of the NASA F-8 Digital Fly-by-Wire Control
System, February_ 1975, pp. 73-92, (see N75-18245 10-08),
75N18249. (See also 905.)
Present practices in lightning protection of aircraft deal
primarily with the direct effects of lightning, such as
structural damage and ignition of fuel vapors. There is
increasing evidence of troublesome electromagnetic effects,
however, in aircraft employing solid-state microelectronics
in critical navigation, instrumentation and control functions.
The potential impact of these indirect effects on critical
systems such as digital fly-by-wire (DFBW) flight controls
has been studied by several recent research programs,
including an experimental study of lightning-induced
voltages in the NASA F8 DFBW airplane. The results
indicate a need for positive steps to be taken during the design
of future fly-by-wire systems to minimize the possibility of
hazardous effects from lightning.
*General Electric Research and Development, Schenectady,
New York.
**General Motors Corp., Detroit, Michigan.
843. Szalai, K. J.: Flight Test Experience With the F-8
Digital Fly-By-Wire System. NASA TN D-7843, H-853.
Description and Flight Test Results of the NASA F-8 Digital
Fly-by-Wire Control System, February_ 1975, pp. 127-180,
(see N75-18245 10-08),75N 18251. (See also 901 .)
Flight test results of the F-8 digital fly-by-wire (DFBW)
control system are presented and the implications for
application to active control technology (ACT) are discussed.
The F-8 DFBW system has several of the attributes of
proposed ACT systems, so the flight test experience is helpful
in assessing the capabilities of those systems. Topics of
discussion include the predicted and actual flight
performance of the control system, assessments of aircraft
flying qualities and other piloting factors, software
management and control, and operational experience.
844. Krier, G. E.: A Pilot's Opinion of the F-8 Digital
Fly-By-Wire Airplane. NASA TN D-7843, H-853.
Description and Flight Test Results of the NASA F-8 Digital
Fly-by-Wire Control System, February_ 1975, pp. 181-195,
(see N75-18245 10-08), 75N18252. (See also 902.)
The handling qualities of the F-8 digital fly-by-wire airplane
are evaluated by using the Cooper-Harper rating scale. The
reasons for the ratings are given, as well as a short description
of the flying tasks. It was concluded that the handling
qualities of the airplane were good in most situations,
although occasional ratings of unsatisfactory were given.
845. Nugent, J.; Couch, L. M.; and Webb, L. D.:
Exploratory Wind Tunnel Tests of a Shock-Swallowing
Air Data Sensor at a Mach Number of Approximately
1.83. NASA TIM X-56030, March 1975, 75N20329, #.
The test probe was designed to measure free-stream Mach
number and could be incorporated into a conventional
airspeed nose boom installation. Tests were conducted in the
Langley 4-by 4-foot supersonic pressure tunnel with an
approximate angle of attack test range of-5 deg to 15 deg and
an approximate angle of sideslip test range of + or --4 deg.
The probe incorporated a variable exit area which permitted
internal flow. The internal flow caused the bow shock to be
swallowed. Mach number was determined with a small
axially movable internal total pressure tube and a series of
fixed internal static pressure orifices. Mach number error was
at a minimum when the total pressure tube was close to the
probe tip. For four of the five tips tested, the Mach number
error derived by averaging two static pressures measured at
horizontally opposed positions near the probe entrance were
least sensitive to angle of attack changes. The same orifices
were also used to derive parameters that gave indications of
flow direction.
846. Steers, S. T.; and Iliff, K. W.: Effects of Time-
Shifted Data on Flight Determined Stability and Control
Derivatives. NASA TN D-7830, H-849, March 1975,
75N18244, #.
Flight data were shifted in time by various increments to
assess the effects of time shifts on estimates of stability and
control derivatives produced by a maximum likelihood
estimation method. Derivatives could be extracted from flight
data with the maximum likelihood estimation method even if
there was a considerable time shift in the data. Time shifts
degraded the estimates of the derivatives, but the degradation
was in a consistent rather than a random pattern. Time shifts
in the control variables caused the most degradation, and the
lateral-directional rotary derivatives were affected the most
by time shifts in any variable.
847. Putnam, T. W.; Lasagna, P. L.; and *White, K. C.:
Measurements and Analysis of Aircraft Airframe Noise.
AIAA Paper 75-510, presented at the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Second Annual Aero-
Acoustics Conference, Hampton, Virginia, March 1975,
75A25776, #. (Also Aeroacoustics: STOL Noise; Airframe
and Airfoil Noise, Vol. 45, Progress in Astronautics and
Aeronautics, March 1975.)
Flyover measurements of the airframe noise of
AeroCommander, JetStar, CV-990, and B-747 aircraft are
presented. Data are shown for both cruise and landing
configurations. Correlations between airframe noise and
aircraft parameters are developed and presented. The landing
approach airframe noise for the test aircraft was
approximately 10 EPNdB below present FAA certification
requirements.
*NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California.
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848. Sanderson, K. C." A New Hight Test Data System
for NASA Aeronautical Hight Research. Proceedings,
London Royal Aeronautical Society, Eighth International
Aerospace Instrumentation Symposium, Cranfield, Beds.,
England, March 24-27, 1975, (see A75-28765 12-06),
75A28774, #.
The airborne integrated flight test data system (AIFTDS) is
described. This system integrates an airborne digital
computer with a high-bit-rate pulse code modulation system.
Its design was influenced by in-house technical experience
with similar modules and by the multiproject environment in
which it was expected to operate. The present work describes
events leading to the development of the system, reviews
factors that influenced the objectives for the system and the
resulting design, and describes the elements themselves.
Block diagrams supplement the text.
849. Edwards, J. W.; and Deets, D. A.: Development of
a Remote Digital Augmentation System and Application
to a Remotely Piloted Research Vehicle. NASA TN
D-7941, H-854, April 1975, 75N20293, #.
A cost-effective approach to flight testing advanced control
concepts with remotely piloted vehicles is described. The
approach utilizes a ground based digital computer coupled to
the remotely piloted vehicle's motion sensors and control
surface actuators through telemetry links to provide high
bandwidth feedback control. The system was applied to the
control of an unmanned 3/8-scale model of the F-15 airplane.
The model was remotely augmented; that is, the F-15
mechanical and control augmentation flight control systems
were simulated by the ground-based computer, rather than
being in the vehicle itself. The results of flight tests of the
model at high angles of attack are discussed.
850. Smith, H. J.: A Hight Test Investigation of the
Rolling Moments Induced on a T-37B Airplane in the
Wake of a B-747 Airplane. NASA TM X-56031,
April 1975, 75N20221, #.
A flight test investigation of the B-747 vortex wake
characteristics was conducted using a T-37B as a probe
aircraft. The primary purpose of the program was the
validation of the results of B-747 model tests which predicted
significant alleviation of the vortex strength when only the
inboard flaps were deflected. Measurements of the vortex-
induced roiling moments of the probe aircraft showed that the
predicted alleviation did occur. The effects of landing gear
extension, increased lift coefficient, idle thrust, and sideslip
were investigated, and all had an adverse effect on the
alleviated condition as evidenced by increased induced
roiling moments of the T-37B probe aircraft. Idle thrust also
increased the strength of the B-747 wake vortexes with both
inboard and outboard flaps extended.
851. Maine, R. E.; and Iliff, K. W.: A FORTRAN
Program for Determining Aircraft Stability and Control
Derivatives From Flight Data. NASA TN D-7831, H-856,
April 1975, 75N25621, #.
A digital computer program written in FORTRAN IV for the
estimation of aircraft stability and control derivatives is
presented. The program uses a maximum likelihood
estimation method, and two associated programs for routine,
related data handling are also included. The three programs
form a package that can be used by relatively inexperienced
personnel to process large amounts of data with a minimum
of manpower. This package was used to successfully analyze
1500 maneuvers on 20 aircraft, and is designed to be used
without modification on as many types of computers as
feasible. Program listings and sample check cases are
included.
852. Montoya, L. C.; and Lux, D. P.: Comparisons of
Wing Pressure Distribution From Hight Tests of Flush
and External Orifices for Mach Numbers From 0.50 to
0.97. NASA TM X-56032, April 1975, 75N22275, #.
Wing pressure distributions obtained in flight with flush
orifice and external tubing orifice installations for Mach
numbers from 0.50 to 0.97 are compared. The procedure used
to install the external tubing orifice is discussed. The results
indicate that external tubing orifice installations can give
useful results.
853. Bennett, D. L.: Evaluation of a Hemispherical
Head How Direction Sensor for Inlet Duct
Measurements. NASA TM X-3232, H-862, May 1975,
75N22277, #.
A hemispherical head flow direction sensor was tested in a
wind tunnel to evaluate its effectiveness for measuring
dynamic duct flow direction angles of plus and minus
27 degrees. The tests were conducted at Reynolds numbers of
3.8 million per meter (1.0 million per foot) and 4.92 million
per meter (1.5 million per foot) and at Mach numbers from
0.30 to 0.70. The design criteria for the probe are discussed
and the wind tunnel results are presented. Three techniques
for deriving the flow angles are described.
854. Uiff, K. W.; and Maine, R. E.: Practical Aspects of
Using a Maximum Likelihood Estimator. AGARD
CP-172. Methods for Aircraft State and Parameter
Identification, May 1975. (see N75-29997 21-01 ), 75N30013.
The application of a maximum likelihood estimator to flight
data is discussed and procedures to facilitate routine analysis
of a large amount of flight data are proposed. Flight data were
used to demonstrate the proposed procedures. Modeling
considerations are discussed for the system to be identified,
including linear aerodynamics, instrumentation, and data
time shifts, and aerodynamic biases for the specific types of
maneuvers to be analyzed. Data editing to eliminate common
data acquisition problems, and a method of identifying other
problems are considered. The need for careful selection of the
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maneuveror portionsof themaneuverto beanalyzedis
pointedout.Uncertaintylevels(analogousto Cramer-Rao
bounds)arediscussedasa wayof recognizingsignificant
newinformation.
855. Pyle, J. S., and Steers, L. L.: Flight Determined
Lift and Drag Characteristics of an F-8 Airplane
Modified With a Supercritical Wing With Comparison to
Wind-Tunnel Results. NASA TM X-3250, H-843, June
1975, 79N33159, #.
Flight measurements obtained with a TF-8A airplane
modified with a supercritical wing are presented for altitudes
from 7.6 kilometers (25,000 feet) to 13.7 kilometers
(45,000 feet), Mach numbers from 0.6 to 1.2, and Reynolds
numbers from 0.8 x 10 to the 7th power to 2.3 x 10 to the
7th power. Flight results for the airplane with and without
area-rule fuselage fairings are compared. The techniques
used to determine the lift and drag characteristics of the
airplane are discussed. Flight data are compared with wind-
tunnel model results, where applicable.
856. Hedgley, D. R., Jr.: An Algorithm and Computer
Program to Locate Real Zeros of Real Polynomials.
NASA TN D-8009, H-855, June 1975, 75N25651, #.
A method for reliably extracting real zeros of real
polynomials using an expanded two-point secant and
bisection method is formed into an algorithm for a digital
computer, and a computer program based on this algorithm is
presented. The results obtained with the program show that
the proposed method compares favorably with the Laguerre,
Newton-Raphson, and Jenkins-Traub methods when the
polynomial has all real zeros, and is more efficient when the
polynomial has complex zeros.
857, Szalai, K. J.; and Deets, D. A.: F-8 Digital Fly-By-
Wire Flight Test Results Viewed From an Active Controls
Perspective. Impact of Active Control Technologies on
Airplane Design, June 1975, (see N75-30027 21-01),
75N30049.
The results of the NASA F-8 digital fly-by-wire flight test
program are presented, along with the implications for active
controls applications. The closed loop performance of the
digital control system agreed well with the sampled-data
system design predictions. The digital fly-by-wire
mechanization also met pilot flying qualities requirements.
The advantages of mechanizing the control laws in software
became apparent during the flight program and were realized
without sacrificing overall system reliability. This required
strict software management. The F-8 flight test results are
shown to be encouraging in light of the requirements that
must be met by control systems for flight-critical active
controls applications.
858. Kempel, R. W.; Dana, W. H.; and Sim, A. G.: Flight
Evaluation of the M2-F3 Lifting Body Handling Qualities
at Mach Numbers From 0.30 to 1.61. NASA TN D-8027,
H-852, July 1975, 75N27015, #.
Percentage distributions of 423 pilot ratings obtained from
27 flights are used to indicate the general level of handling
qualities of the M2-F3 lifting body. Percentage distributions
are compared on the basis of longitudinal and lateral-
directional handling qualities, control system, control system
status, and piloting task. Ratings of longitudinal handling
qualities at low speed were slightly better than those for
transonic and supersonic speed. The ratings of lateral-
directional handling qualities were unaffected by speed and
configuration. Specific handling qualities problems are
discussed in detail, and comparisons are made with pertinent
handling qualities criteria.
859. Smith, H. J.: Flight-Determined Stability and
Control Derivatives for an Executive Jet Transport.
NASA TM X-56034, H-901, July 1975, 76N11105, #.
A modified maximum likelihood estimation (MMLE)
technique which included a provision for including a priori
information about unknown parameters was used to
determine the aerodynamic derivatives of the Lockheed
JetStar airplane. Two hundred sixty-five maneuvers were
performed with the JetStar airplane, which was modified to
include direct lift controls, to obtain lateral-directional and
longitudinal derivatives. Data were obtained at altitudes of
3048 meters, 6096 meters, and 9144 meters (10,000 feet,
20,000 feet, and 30,000 feet) and over an angle of attack
range from approximately 3 deg to 13 deg and a Mach
number range from 0.25 to 0.75. Side force generators were
installed and tested in 87 maneuvers to determine their
effectiveness and their effect on the other derivatives.
Lateral-directional data for four flight conditions were
analyzed without using a priori information to assess the
effect of this feature on the results. The MMLE method
generally gave consistent (repeatable) estimates of the
derivatives, with the exception of the rolling moment due to
yaw rate, which showed large variances.
860. Steers, L. L.; Montoya, L. C.; and Saltzman, E. J.:
Aerodynamic Drag Reduction Tests on a Full-Scale
Tractor-Trailer Combination and a Representative Box-
Shaped Ground Vehicle. SAE Paper 750703, presented at
the Society of Automotive Engineers, West Coast Meeting,
Seattle, Washington, August 11-14. 1975, 76A14479.
Aerodynamic drag tests were performed on a tractor-trailer
combination and a box-shaped ground vehicle using the
coast-down method on a smooth, nearly level runway. The
tractor-trailer tests included an investigation of drag
reduction add-on devices that are commercially available or
under development. The box-shaped vehicle was modified by
rounding the comers and sealing the undercarriage. The tests
ranged in velocity from approximately 35 miles per hour to
65 miles per hour for the tractor-trailer combination and
included fuel consumption measurements and one set of
measurements of drive shaft torque. This paper presents the
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resultsforbothvehicles,howingtheeffectsof thevarious
modificationson the aerodynamicdrag.Theeffectsof
variationin the aerodynamicdragof thetractor-trailer
combinationfuelconsumptionarealsopresented.
861. Arnaiz, H. H.: Techniques for Determining
Propulsion System Forces for Accurate High Speed
Vehicle Drag Measurements in Flight. AIAA Paper
75-964, presented at the AIAA Aircraft Systems and
Technology Meeting, Los Angeles, California, August 4-7,
1975, 75A41689, #.
As part of a NASA program to evaluate current methods of
predicting the performance of large, supersonic airplanes, the
drag of the XB-70 airplane was measured accurately in flight
at Mach numbers from 0.75 to 2.5. This paper describes the
techniques used to determine engine net thrust and the drag
forces charged to the propulsion system that were required for
the in-flight drag measurements. The accuracy of the
measurements and the application of the measurement
techniques to aircraft with different propulsion systems are
discussed. Examples of results obtained for the XB-70
airplane are presented.
862. Putnam, T. W.: Review of Aircraft Noise
Propagation. NASA TM X-56033, September 1975,
75N32119, #.
The current state of knowledge about the propagation of
aircraft noise was reviewed. The literature on the subject is
surveyed and methods for predicting the most important and
best understood propagation effects are presented. Available
empirical data are examined and the data's general validity is
assessed. The methods used to determine the loss of acoustic
energy due to uniform spherical spreading, absorption in a
homogeneous atmosphere, and absorption due to ground
cover are presented. A procedure for determining ground
induced absorption as a function of elevation angle between
source and receiver is recommended. Other factors that affect
propagation, such as refraction and scattering due to
turbulence, which were found to be less important for
predicting the propagation of aircraft noise, are also
evaluated.
863. Shafer, M. F.: Stability and Control Derivatives of
the T-37B Airplane. NASA TM X-56036, September 1975,
76N14137, #.
Subsonic stability and control derivatives were determined
by a modified maximum likelihood estimator from flight data
for the longitudinal and lateral-directional modes of the
T-37B airplane. Data from two flights, in which 166 stability
and control maneuvers were performed, were used in the
determination. The configurations investigated were: zero
flaps, gear up; half flaps, gear up; full flaps, gear up; and zero
flaps, gear down.
864. Reukauf, P. J.; Burcham, F. W., Jr.; and Holzman, J.
K.: Status of a Digital Integrated Propulsion/Flight
Control System for the YF-12 Airplane. AIAA Paper
75-1180, presented at the AIAA Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics and Society of Automotive Engineers, Eleventh
Annual Propulsion Conference, Anaheim, California,
September 29-October 1. 1975, 76A10252, #.
The NASA Flight Research Center is engaged in a program
with the YF-12 airplane to study the control of interactions
between the airplane and the propulsion system. The existing
analog air data computer, autothrottle, autopilot, and inlet
control system are to be converted to digital systems by using
a general purpose airborne computer and interface unit. First,
the existing control laws will be programmed in the digital
computer and flight tested. Then new control laws are to be
derived from a dynamic propulsion model and a total force
and moment aerodynamic model to integrate the systems.
These control laws are to be verified in a real time simulation
and flight tested.
865. Garodz, L. J.: Flight Test Investigation of the
Vortex Wake Characteristics Behind a Boeing 727
During Two-Segment and Normal ILS Approaches.
NASA TM X-72908, FAA-NA-75-151, AD-A018366. Joint
study with National Aviation Facilities Experimental Center,
Atlantic City, New Jersey, October 1975, 76N14046, #.
A series of flight tests were performed to evaluate the vortex
wake characteristics of a Boeing 727 (B727-200) aircraft
during conventional and two-segment ILS approaches.
Flights of the B727, equipped with smoke generators for
vortex marking, were flown wherein its vortex wake was
intentionally encountered by a Lear Jet model 23 (LR-23) or
a Piper Twin Comanche (PA-30); and its vortex location
during landing approach was measured using a system of
ECN-383 I
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photo-theodolites.Thetestshowedthatatagivenseparation
distancetherewerenodifferencesintheupsetsresultingfrom
deliberatevortexencountersduringthe two typesof
approaches.Timedmappingsofthepositionofthelanding
configurationvorticeshowedthattheytendedto descend
approximately91meters(300feet)belowtheflightpathof
theB727.TheflapsoftheB727haveadominanteffectonthe
characterofthetrailedwakevortex.Thecleanwingproduces
astrong,concentratedvortex.Astheflapsarelowered,the
vortexsystembecomesmorediffuse.Pilotopinionandroll
accelerationdataindicatethat4.5nauticalmileswouldbea
minimumseparationdistanceatwhichrollcontrolcouldbe
maintainedduringparallelencountersoftheB727'slanding
configurationwakebysmallaircraft.
866. Burcham, F. W., Jr.; Putnam, T. W.; Lasagna, P. L.;
and Parish, O. O.: Measured Noise Reductions Resulting
From Modified Approach Procedures for Business Jet
Aircraft. NASA TM X-56037, November 1975, 76N32973,
#.
Five business jet airplanes were flown to determine the noise
reductions that result from the use of modified approach
procedures. The airplanes tested were a Gulfstream 2, JetStar,
Hawker Siddeley 125-400, Sabreliner-60 and LearJet-24.
Noise measurements were made 3, 5, and 7 nautical miles
from the touchdown point. In addition to a standard 3 deg
glide slope approach, a 4 deg glide slope approach, a 3 deg
glide slope approach in a low-drag configuration, and a two-
segment approach were flown. It was found that the 4 deg
approach was about 4 EPNdB quieter than the standard 3 deg
approach. Noise reductions for the low-drag 3 deg approach
varied widely among the airplanes tested, with an average of
8.5 EPNdB on a fleet-weighted basis. The two-segment
approach resulted in noise reductions of 7 to 8 EPNdB at 3
and 5 nautical miles from touchdown, but only 3 EPNdB at
7 nautical miles from touchdown when the airplanes were
still in level flight prior to glide slope intercept. Pilot ratings
showed progressively increasing workload for the 4 deg, low-
drag 3 deg, and two-segment approaches.
867. Gee, S. W.; Wolf, T. D.; and Rezek, T. W.:
Passenger Ride Quality Response to an Airborne
Simulator Environment. NASA TM X-3295, DOT-TSC-
OST-75-40. The 1975 Ride Quality Symposium,
November 1975, pp. 373-385, (see N76-16754 07-53),
76N16770.
The present study was done aboard a special aircraft able to
effect translations through the center of gravity with a
minimum of pitch and roll. The aircraft was driven through
controlled motions by an on-board analog computer. The
input signal was selectively filtered Gaussian noise whose
power spectra approximated that of natural turbulence. This
input, combined with the maneuvering capabilities of this
aircraft, resulted in an extremely realistic simulation of
turbulent flight. The test flights also included varying bank
angles during turns. Subjects were chosen from among
NASA Flight Research Center personnel. They were all
volunteers, were given physical examinations, and were
queried about their attitudes toward flying before final
selection. In profile, they were representative of the general
flying public. Data from this study include (1) a basis for
comparison with previous commercial flights, that is, motion
dominated by vertical acceleration, (2) extension to motion
dominated by lateral acceleration, and (3) evaluation of
various bank angles.
868. Kordes, E. E.; and *Curtis, A. R.: Results of
NASTRAN Modal Analyses and Ground Vibration Tests
on the YF-I2A Airplane. ASME Paper 75-WA/AERO-8,
presented at the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, Winter Annual Meeting, Houston, Texas,
Novem_r 30--December 4, 1975, 76A21855, #.
The YF- 12A aircraft, a delta-winged vehicle powered by two
jet engines, was utilized in an investigation of the structural
dynamic characteristics of a large, flexible, supersonic
research vehicle. A large NASA structural analysis
(NASTRAN) finite-element model was used to compute the
ten lowest frequency symmetric and ten lowest frequency
antisymmetric modes for the YF-12A aircraft. The results of
the analysis were compared with experimental data obtained
in a ground vibration test conducted with the completed
aircraft. It was found that the finite-element structural model
employed provides an adequate prediction of the dynamic
behavior of the aircraft structure in the case of basic wing and
body modes.
*Lockheed-California Co., Burbank, California.
869. Manke, J. A.; and *Love, M. V.: X-24B Flight Test
Program. Presented at the Nineteenth Society of
Experimental Test Pilots Symposium, Beverly Hills,
California, September 24-27, 1975, Society of Experimental
Test Pilots, Technical Review, Vol. 12, No. 4, 1975,
pp. 129-154, 76A18659.
The X-24B is an air launched, rocket powered research
aircraft. A number of its design features constitute a tradeoff
between aerodynamics and heating considerations. A vehicle
description is given and test program objectives are discussed
along with operational procedures and aspects of energy
management. Attention is also given to X-24B handling
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qualities,approachandlanding,wind tunneldataand
simulation,andproposedX-24Cvehiclerequirements.
*USAF,EdwardsAFB,California.
belowthetrailingedgeplanewereaveragedforcalculating
sectiondragcoefficientsforflightsatlowdynamicpressures.
EC75-4642
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870. *Hoffman, E. L.; **Payne, L.; and Carter, A. L.:
Fabrication Methods for YF-12 Wing Panels for the
Supersonic Cruise Aircraft Research Program, Materials
Review '75, Proceedings of the Seventh National Technical
Conference, Albuquerque, New Mexico, October 14--16,
1975, pp. 68-82, 76A15157.
Advanced fabrication and joining processes for titanium and
composite materials are being investigated by NASA to
develop technology for the Supersonic Cruise Aircraft
Research (SCAR) Program. With Lockheed-ADP as the
prime contractor, full-scale structural panels are being
designed and fabricated to replace an existing integrally
stiffened shear panel on the upper wing surface of the NASA
YF-12 aircraft. The program involves ground testing and
Mach 3 flight testing of full-scale structural panels and
laboratory testing of representative structural element
specimens. Fabrication methods and test results for
weldbrazed and Rohrbond titanium panels are discussed. The
fabrication methods being developed for boron/aluminum,
Borsic/aluminum, and graphite/polyimide panels are also
presented.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
**Lockheed-California Co., Sunland, California.
871. Saltzman, E. J.: Use of a Pitot Probe for
Determining Wing Section Drag in Flight. NASA
CR-145627. Kansas University Proceedings of the NASA,
Industry, University, General Aviation Drag Reduction
Workshop, 1975, pp. 171-189, (see N76-10997 02-01),
76N11010.
A wake traversing probe was used to obtain section drag and
wake profile data from the wing of a sailplane. The transducer
sensed total pressure defect in the wake as well as freestream
total pressure on both sides of the sensing element when the
probe moved beyond the wake. Profiles of wake total
pressure defects plotted as a function of distance above and
EC91-504-1
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872. Iliff, Kenneth W.: An Airplane Application of
System Identification in the Presence of State Noise. New
Directions in Signal Processing in Communications and
Control, NATO Advanced Study Institutes Series, Series E:
Applied Sciences - No. 12, 1975. (See also 815.)
A maximum likelihood estimator for a linear system with
state and observation noise is developed to determine
unknown aircraft coefficients from flight data in the presence
of turbulence (state noise). The formulation of the algorithm
is presented briefly. The linear equations for an aircraft in
atmospheric turbulence are defined. The effectiveness and
accuracy of the technique are assessed by first applying it to
simulated flight data, in which the true parameter values are
known, then the actual flight data obtained in turbulence. A
complete set of aircraft coefficients is obtained as well as an
estimate of the turbulence time history. The validity of the
estimated state noise and of the estimated coefficients is
tested. The feasibility of using the algorithm for defining an
adaptive control law to alleviate the effects of turbulence on
the aircraft is discussed.
1976 Technical Publications
873. *Jacobsen, R. T.; *Stewart, R. B.; **Crain, R. W.,
Jr.; 1"Rose, G. L.; and Myers, A. F.: A Method for the
Selection of a Functional Form for a Thermodynamic
Equation of State Using Weighted Linear Least Squares
Stepwise Regression. Proceedings, Cryogenic Engineering
Conference, Kingston, Ontario, Canada, July 22-25, 1975,
pp. 532-537, Plenum Press, New York, New York, 1976,
77A42171.
A method was developed for establishing a rational choice of
the terms to be included in an equation of state with a large
number of adjustable coefficients. The methods presented
were developed for use in the determination of an equation of
state for oxygen and nitrogen. However, a general application
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of the methodsis possiblein studiesinvolvingthe
determinationfanoptimumpolynomialequationforfitting
alargenumberofdatapoints.Thedataconsideredintheleast
squaresproblemareexperimentalhermodynamicpressure-
density-temperaturedata.Attentionisgiventoadescription
of stepwisemultipleregressionandtheuseof stepwise
regressioni thedeterminationf anequationof statefor
oxygenandnitrogen.
*UniversityofIdaho,Moscow,Idaho.
**Washington State University, Pullman, Washington.
tMcKellip Engineering, Inc., Boise, Idaho.
874. Edwards, J. W.: A FORTRAN Program for the
Analysis of Linear Continuous and Sample-Data Systems.
NASA TM X-56038, January 1976, 76N18823, #.
A FORTRAN digital computer program which performs the
general analysis of linearized control systems is described.
State variable techniques are used to analyze continuous,
discrete, and sampled data systems. Analysis options include
the calculation of system eigenvalues, transfer functions, root
loci, root contours, frequency responses, power spectra, and
transient responses for open- and closed-loop systems. A
flexible data input format allows the user to define systems in
a variety of representations. Data may be entered by inputting
explicit data matrices or matrices constructed in user written
subroutines, by specifying transfer function block diagrams,
or by using a combination of these methods.
875. Holleman, E. C.: Summary of Flight Tests to
Determine the Spin and Controllability Characteristics of
a Remotely Piloted, Large-Scale (3/8) Fighter Airplane
Model. NASA TN D-8052, H-889, January 1976,
76N17156, #.
An unpowered, large, dynamically scaled airplane model was
test flown by remote pilot to investigate the stability and
controllability of the configuration at high angles of attack.
The configuration proved to be departure/spin resistant;
however, spins were obtained by using techniques developed
on a flight support simulator. Spin modes at high and medium
high angles of attack were identified, and recovery techniques
were investigated. A flight support simulation of the airplane
model mechanized with low speed wind tunnel data over an
angle of attack range of _ 90 deg. and an angle of sideslip
range of_+ 40 deg. provided insight into the effects of altitude,
stability, aerodynamic damping, and the operation of the
augmented flight control system on spins. Aerodynamic
derivatives determined from flight maneuvers were used to
correlate model controllability with two proposed
departure/spin design criteria.
876. Iliff, K. W.; Maine, R. E.; and Shafer, M. F.:
Subsonic Stability and Control Derivatives for an
Unpowered, Remotely Piloted 3/8-Seale F-15 Airplane
Model Obtained From Flight Test. NASA TN D-8136,
H-905, January 1976, 76N15176, #.
In response to the interest in airplane configuration
characteristics at high angles of attack, an unpowered
remotely piloted 3/8-scale F-15 airplane model was flight
tested. The subsonic stability and control characteristics of
this airplane model over an angle of attack range of -20 to
53 deg are documented. The remotely piloted technique for
obtaining flight test data was found to provide adequate
stability and control derivatives. The remotely piloted
technique provided an opportunity to test the aircraft
mathematical model in an angle of attack regime not
previously examined in flight test. The variation of most of
the derivative estimates with angle of attack was found to be
consistent, particularly when the data were supplemented by
uncertainty levels.
877. White, K. C.; Lasagna, P. L.; and Putnam, T. W.:
Preliminary Measurements of Aircraft Airframe Noise
With the NASA CV-990 Aircraft. NASA TM X-73116,
A-6506, January_ 1976, 76N26145, #.
Flight tests were conducted in a CV-990 jet transport with
engines at idle power to investigate aircraft airframe noise.
Test results showed that airframe noise was measured for the
aircraft in the landing configuration. The results agreed well
with the expected variation with the fifth power of velocity.
For the aircraft in the clean configuration, it was concluded
that airframe noise was measured only at higher airspeeds
with engine idle noise present at lower speeds. The data show
that landing gear and flaps make a significant contribution to
airframe noise.
878. Hedgley, D. R., Jr.: An Exact Transformation
From Geocentric to Geodetic Coordinates for Nonzero
Altitudes. NASA TR R-458, H-909, March 1976.
76N19836, #.
An exact method for the nonzero altitude transformation from
geocentric to geodetic coordinates is derived. The method is
mathematically general and should serve as a primary
standard.
879. Albers, J. A.: Status of the NASA YF-12
Propulsion Research Program. NASA TM X-56039,
H-935, March 1976, 76N19152, #.
The YF-12 research program was initiated to establish a
technology base for the design of an efficient propulsion
system for supersonic cruise aircraft. The major technology
areas under investigation in this program are inlet design
analysis, propulsion system steady-state performance,
propulsion system dynamic performance, inlet and engine
control systems, and airframe/propulsion system interactions.
The objectives, technical approach, and status of the YF-12
propulsion program are discussed. Also discussed are the
results obtained to date by the NASA Ames, Lewis, and
Dryden research centers. The expected technical results and
proposed future programs are also given. Propulsion system
configurations are shown.
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880. Sim, Alex G.: A Correlation Between Flight
Determined Derivatives and Wind-Tunnel Data for the
X-24B Research Aircraft. NASA TM SX-3371, March
1976., (republished as NASA TM-113084, August 1997).
Longitudinal and lateral-directional estimates of the
aerodynamic derivatives of the X-24B research aircraft were
obtained from flight by using a modified maximum
likelihood estimation method. Data were obtained over a
roach number range from 0.35 to 1.72 and over an angle of
attack range from 3.5 ° to 15.7 °. Data are presented for a
subsonic and transonic configuration. The flight derivatives
were generally consistent and documented the aircraft well.
The correlation between flight data and the wind-tunnel
predictions is presented and discussed.
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881. Iliff, K. W.; and Maine, R. E.: Practical Aspects of
a Maximum Likelihood Estimation Method to Extract
Stability and Control Derivatives From Right Data.
NASA TN D-8209, H-908, April 1976. 76N23272, #.
A maximum likelihood estimation method was applied to
flight data and procedures to facilitate the routine analysis of
a large amount of flight data were described. Techniques that
can be used to obtain stability and control derivatives from
aircraft maneuvers that are less than ideal for this purpose are
described. The techniques involve detecting and correcting
the effects of dependent or nearly dependent variables,
structural vibration, data drift, inadequate instrumentation,
and difficulties with the data acquisition system and the
mathematical model. The use of uncertainty levels and
multiple maneuver analysis also proved to be useful in
improving the quality of the estimated coefficients. The
procedures used for editing the data and for overall analysis
are also discussed.
882. Petersen, K. L.: Evaluation of an Envelope-
Limiting Device Using Simulation and Flight Test of a
Remotely Piloted Research Vehicle. NASA TN D-8216,
H-914, April 1976, 76N21218, #.
The operating characteristics of a nonlinear envelope-
limiting device were investigated at extreme flight conditions
by using a real time digital aircraft spin simulation and flight
tests of a scale model remotely piloted research vehicle. A
digital mechanization of the F-15 control system, including
the stall inhibiter, was used in the simulation and in the
control system of the scale model. The operational
characteristics of the stall inhibiter and the effects of the stall
inhibiter on the spin susceptibility of the airplane were
investigated.
883. Kurkowski, R. L.; Barber, M. R.; and Garodz, L. J.:
Characteristics of Wake Vortex Generated by a Boeing
727 Jet Transport During Two-Segment and Normal ILS
Approach Flight Paths. NASA TN D-8222, A-6208,
April 1976.76N21175, #.
A series of flight tests was conducted to evaluate the vortex
wake characteristics of a Boeing 727 (B727-200) aircraft
during conventional and two-segment ILS approaches.
Twelve flights of the B727, which was equipped with smoke
generators for vortex marking, were flown and its vortex
wake was intentionally encountered by a Lear Jet model 23
(LR-23) and a Piper Twin Comanche (PA-30). Location of
the B727 vortex during landing approach was measured using
a system of photo-theodolites. The tests showed that at a
given separation distance there were no readily apparent
differences in the upsets resulting from deliberate vortex
position of the landing configuration vortices showed that
they tended to descend approximately 91 m (300 ft) below the
flight path of the B727. The flaps of the B727 have a
dominant effect on the character of the trailed wake vortex.
The clean wing produces a strong, concentrated vortex but as
the flaps are lowered, the vortex system becomes more
diffuse. Pilot opinion and roll acceleration data indicate that
4.5 nmi would be a minimum separation distance at which
roll control of light aircraft (less than 5,670 kg (I 2,500 lb)
could be maintained during parallel encounters of the B727's
landing configuration wake. This minimum separation
distance is generally in scale with results determined from
previous tests of other aircraft using the small roll control
criteria.
884. Putnam, T. W.; and Burcham, F. W.: Business Jet
Approach Noise Abatement Techniques--Flight Test
Results. SAE Paper 760463, presented at the Society of
Automotive Engineers, Business Aircraft Meeting, Wichita,
Kansas, April 6. 1976, 76A31961.
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Operationaltechniquesfor reducingapproachnoisefrom
businessjetaircraftwereevaluatedinflightbymeasuringthe
noisegeneratedby five suchaircraftduringmodified
approaches.Approacheswith 4-degglideslopeswere
approximately4.0 EPNdBquieterthanapproacheswith
standard3-degglideslopes.Noisereductionsfor low-drag
3-degapproachesvariedwidelyamongtheairplanestested;
thefleet-weightedreductionwas8.5EPNdB.Two-segment
approachesresultedin noisereductionsof 7.0EPNdBto
8.5EPNdB3 nauticalmilesand5 nauticalmilesfrom
touchdown.Pilotworkloadincreasedprogressivelyforthe
4-deg,low-drag3-deg,andtwo-segmentapproach.
885. *Lockenour, J. L.; and Layton, G. P.: RPRV
Research Focus on HiMAT. Astronautics and Aeronautics,
Vol. 14, April 1976, pp. 36-41, 76A25721, #.
A review is presented of the F-15 Remotely Piloted Research
Vehicle (RPRV) project. The F-15 RPRV is air-launched
from a B-52 at 50,000 ft. Following launch a series of
research maneuvers are performed during an unpowered
descent to a recovery altitude. Another RPRV program
considered is the Highly Maneuverable Aircraft Technology
(HiMAT) program. This program is designed to use RPRVs
to speed the technology transition from wind tunnel to flight
and to reduce the cost of aeronautical experiments. It is
pointed out that HiMAT will make extensive use of
composite materials.
*USAF, Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio.
886. Layton, G. P.: A New Experimental Flight
Research Technique: The Remotely Piloted Airplane.
AGARD CP- 187. Flight Ground Testing Facilities
Correlation, April 1976, (see N76-25266 16-09), 76N25287.
The results obtained so far with a remotely piloted research
vehicle (RPRV) using a 3/8 scale model of an F-15 airplane,
to determine the usefulness of the RPRV testing technique in
high risk flight testing, including spin testing, were presented.
The program showed that the RPRV technique, including the
use of a digital control system, is a practical method for
obtaining flight research data. The spin, stability, and control
data obtained with the 3/8-scale model also showed that
predictions based on wind-tunnel tests were generally
reasonable.
887. Gee, Shu W.: Model Aircraft Technology
Applications at NASA. R/C Modeler Magazine, April 1976.
888. Montoya, Earl J.: Aeronautics. Presented at NASA
Symposium on Aeronautics and Space Technology, New
Mexico State University, Las Cruces, New Mexico,
April 21-23. 1976.
This paper compares the NASA organization to the National
Football League and the importance to both of training.
889. Sakamoto, G. M.: Aerodynamic Characteristics of
a Vane Flow Angularity Sensor System Capable of
Measuring Flight Path Accelerations for the Mach
Number Range From 0.40 to 2.54. NASA TN D-8242,
H-900, May 1976, 76N23257, #.
The aerodynamic characteristics of the angle of attack vane
and the angle of sideslip vane are summarized. The test
conditions ranged in free stream Mach number from 0.40 to
2.54, in angle of attack from -2 deg to 22 deg, in angle of
sideslip from -2 deg to 12 deg, and in Reynolds number from
590,000 per meter to 1.8 million per meter. The results of the
wind tunnel investigation are compared with results obtained
with similar vane configurations. Comparisons with a NACA
vane configuration are also made. In addition, wind tunnel-
derived upwash for the test installation is compared with
analytical predictions.
890. *Gillingham, K. K.; and Winter, W. R.: Physiologic
and Anti-G Suit Performance Data From YF-16 Flight
Tests. Aviation, Space, and Environmental Medicine,
Vol. 47, June 1976, pp. 672--673, 76A37075.
Biomedical data were collected during high-G portions of
11-16 test flights. Test pilots monitored revealed increased
respiratory rate and volume, decreased tidal volume, and
increased heart rate at higher G levels, with one pilot
exhibiting various cardiac arrhythmias. Anti-G suit inflation
and pressurization lags varied inversely with G-onset rate,
and suit pressurization slope was near the design value.
*USAF, School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks AFB, Texas.
891. Iliff, K. W.: Maximum Likelihood Estimates of
Lift and Drag Characteristics Obtained From Dynamic
Aircraft Maneuvers. Proceedings, 3rd AIAA Atmospheric
Flight Mechanics Conference, Arlington, Texas, June 7-9,
1976, pp. 137-150, (see A76-36901 17-08), 76A36916, #.
A maximum likelihood estimation method for obtaining lift
and drag characteristics from dynamic flight maneuvers was
investigated. This paper describes the method and compares
the estimates of lift and drag obtained by using the method
with estimates obtained from wind-tunnel tests and from
established methods for obtaining estimates from flight data.
In general, the lift and drag coefficients extracted from
dynamic flight maneuvers by the maximum likelihood
estimation technique are in good agreement with the
estimates obtained from the wind-tunnel tests and the other
methods. When maneuvers that met the requirements of both
flight methods were analyzed, the results of each method
were nearly the same. The maximum likelihood estimation
technique showed promise in terms of estimating lift and drag
characteristics from dynamic flight maneuvers. Further
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studiesshouldbemadetoassessthebestmathematicalmodel
andthemostdesirabletypeofdynamicmaneuvertogetthe
highestqualityresultsfromthistechnique.
892. Petersen, K. L.: Remotely Piloted Research
Vehicle Evaluation of Advanced Control System Effects
on Spins. Proceedings, 3rd A1AA Atmospheric Flight
Mechanics Conference, Arlington, Texas, June 7-9, 1976,
pp. 55-64, (see A76-36901 17-08), 76A36907, #.
Special functions of an advanced control system were
investigated for effects on spin entries and recoveries
utilizing a 3/8-scale model of the F-15 airplane as a remotely
piloted research vehicle (RPRV). Telemetry uplinks and
downlinks were used with a ground-based digital computer to
mechanize the RPRV control system for spin tests in flight.
Results from the model RPRV flight tests and from a real
time digital spin simulation were used to evaluate the F-15
stall inhibiter and an automatic spin recovery system
developed for the RPRV model.
893. Iliff, K. W.: Estimation of Characteristics and
Stochastic Control of an Aircraft Flying in Atmospheric
Turbulence. Proceedings, 3rd AIAA Atmospheric Flight
Mechanics Conference, Arlington, Texas, June 7-9. 1976,
pp. 26--38, (see A76-36901 17-08), 76A36905, #.
An adaptive control technique to improve the flying qualifies
of an aircraft in turbulence was investigated. The approach
taken was to obtain maximum likelihood estimates of the
unknown coefficients of the aircraft system and then, using
these estimates along with the separation principle, to define
the stochastic optimal control. The maximum likelihood
estimation technique that accounted for the effects of
turbulence provided good estimates of the unknown
coefficients and of the turbulence. The assessment of the
stochastic optimal control based on the maximum likelihood
estimates showed that the desired effects were attained for the
regulator problem of minimizing pitch angle and the tracking
problem of requiring normal acceleration to follow the pilot
input.
894. Burcham, F. W., Jr.; and *Batterton, P. G.: Flight
Experience With a Digital Integrated Propulsion Control
System on an F-111E Airplane. AIAA Paper 76-653,
presented at 12th AIAA and SAE Annual Propulsion
Conference, Palo Alto, California, July26-29. 1976,
76A42411, #.
A digital integrated propulsion control system (IPCS)
installed in the left side of an F- 111 E aircraft was tested in
flight. The F- 111 aircraft was selected for the IPCS program
because it incorporated a variable geometry inlet and an
afterburning turbofan engine and had two engines, one of
which could remain in the normal configuration to ensure
flight safety. Flight data were compared with results of tests
run in an altitude test chamber. The digital system was found
to be capable of duplicating the standard engine and inlet
control systems. Instabilities such as inlet buzz and
afterburner rumble were detected and controlled. The
usefulness of an altitude chamber for developing a software
and testing hardware was proven. The flexibility of IPCS was
demonstrated when an autothrottle, an in-flight thrust
calculation, and a coannular noise study capability were
added at the end of the flight tests.
*NASA Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
ECN--4359
F-111E IPCS Airplane
895. *Hersh, A. S.; Putnam, T. W.; Lasagna, P. L.; and
Burcham, F. W., Jr.: Semi-Empirical Airframe Noise
Prediction Model. AIAA Paper 76-527, presented at 3rd
AIAA Annual Aero-Acoustics Conference, Palo Alto,
California, July 20-23, 1976, (see also NASA TM-56041.)
76A38052, #. (See also 912.)
A semi-empirical maximum overall sound pressure level
(OASPL) airframe noise model was derived. The noise
radiated from aircraft wings and flaps was modeled by using
the trailing-edge diffracted quadrupole sound theory derived
by Ffowcs Williams and Hall. The noise radiated from the
landing gear was modeled by using the acoustic dipole sound
theory derived by Curie. The model was successfully
correlated with maximum OASPL flyover noise
measurements obtained at the NASA Dryden Flight Research
Center for three jet aircraft--the Lockheed JetStar, the
Convair 990, and the Boeing 747 aircraft.
*Hersh Acoustical Engineering, Chatsworth, California.
896. Anon.: Advanced Control Technology and Its
Potential for Future Transport Aircraft. NASA TM
X-3409, H-904. Presented at a Symposium on Adv. Control
Technol., Los Angeles, California, July 9-11, 1974,
August 1976, 76N31135, #.
897. *Lange, R. H.; and Deets, D. A.: Study of an ACT
Demonstrator With Substantial Performance
Improvements Using a Redesigned JetStar. NASA TM
X-3409. NASA Dryden Flight Research Center Advanced
Control Technol. and Its Potential for Future Transport
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Aircraft, August 1976, pp. 3-35, (see N76-31135 22-01),
76N31159.
The feasibility was studied of modifying a JetStar airplane
into a demonstrator of benefits to be achieved from
incorporating active control concepts in the preliminary
design of transport type aircraft. Substantial benefits are
shown in terms of fuel economy and community noise by
virtue of reduction in induced drag through use of a high
aspect ratio wing which is made possible by a gust alleviation
system. An intermediate configuration was defined which
helps to isolate the benefits produced by active controls
technology from those due to other configuration variables.
*Lockheed-Georgia Company, Marietta, Georgia.
898. Jarvis, C. R.: An Overview of NASA's Digital Fly-
By-Wire Technology Development Program. NASA TM
X-3409. NASA Dryden Flight Research Center Advanced
Control Technol. and Its Potential for Future Transport
Aircraft, August 1976, pp. 93-103, (see N76-31135 22-01),
76N31140. (See also 839.)
The feasibility of using digital fly by wire systems to control
aircraft was demonstrated by developing and flight testing a
single channel system, which used Apollo hardware, in an
F-8C test airplane. This is the furst airplane to fly with a
digital fly by wire system as its primary means of control and
with no mechanical reversion capability. The development
and flight test of a triplex digital fly by wire system, which
will serve as an experimental prototype for future operational
digital fly by wire systems, are underway.
899. Deets, D. A.: Design and Development
Experience With a Digital Fly-By-Wire Control System in
an F-8C Airplane. NASA TM X-3409. NASA Dryden Flight
Research Center Advanced Control Technol. and Its
Potential for Future Transport Aircraft, August 1976,
pp. 105-132, (see N76-31135 22-01), 76N31141. (See
also 840.)
To assess the feasibility of a digital fly by wire system, the
mechanical flight control system of an F-8C airplane was
replaced with a digital primary system and an analog backup
system. The Apollo computer was used as the heart of the
primary system. This paper discusses the experience gained
during the design and development of the system and relates
it to active control systems that are anticipated for future civil
transport applications.
900. Lock, W. P.; Petersen, W. R.; and *Whitman, G. B.:
Mechanization of and Experience With a Triplex Fly-By-
Wire Backup Control System. NASA TM X-3409. NASA
Dryden Flight Research Center Advanced Control Technol.
and Its Potential for Future Transport Aircrafi, August 1976,
pp. 133-163, (see N76-31135 22-01), 76N31142. (See
also 841.)
A redundant three axis analog control system was designed
and developed to back up a digital fly by wire control system
for an F-8C airplane. The mechanization and operational
experience with the backup control system, the problems
involved in synchronizing it with the primary system, and the
reliability of the system are discussed. The backup control
system was dissimilar to the primary system, and it provided
satisfactory handling through the flight envelope evaluated.
Limited flight tests of a variety of control tasks showed that
control was also satisfactory when the backup control system
was controlled by a minimum displacement (force) side stick.
The operational reliability of the F-8 digital fly by wire
control system was satisfactory, with no unintentional
downmodes to the backup control system in flight. The
ground and flight reliability of the system's components is
discussed.
*Sperry Flight Systems Div., Phoenix, Arizona.
901. Szalai, K. J.: Flight Test Experience With the F-8
Digital Fly-By-Wire System. NASA TM X-3409. NASA
Dryden Flight Research Center Advanced Control
Technology and Its Potential for Future Transport Aircraft,
August 1976, pp. 199-252, (see N76-31135 22-01),
76N31144. (See also 843.)
Flight test results of the F-8 digital fly by wire control system
are presented and the implications for application to active
control technology are discussed. The F-8 DFBW system has
several of the attributes of proposed ACT systems, so the
flight test experience is helpful in assessing the capabilities of
those systems. Topics of discussion include the predicted and
actual flight performance of the control system, assessments
of aircraft flying qualities and other piloting factors, software
management and control, and operational experience.
902. Krier, G. E.: A pilot's Opinion of the F-8 Digital
Fly-By-Wire Airplane. NASA TM X-3409. NASA Dryden
Flight Research Center Advanced Control Technol. and Its
Potential for Future Transport Aircraft, August 1976,
pp. 253-267, (see N76-31135 22-01), 76N31145. (See
also 844.)
The handling qualities of the F-8 digital fly by wire airplane
are evaluated by using the Cooper-Harper rating scale. The
reasons for the ratings are given, as well as a short description
of the flying tasks. It was concluded that the handling
qualities of the airplane were good in most situations,
although occasional ratings of unsatisfactory were given.
903. Berry, D. T.; and Schweikhard, W. G.: Potential
Benefits of Propulsion and Flight Control Integration for
Supersonic Cruise Vehicles. NASA TM X-3409. NASA
Dryden Flight Research Center Advanced Control Technol.
and lts Potential for Future Transport Aircraft, August 1976,
pp. 433-452, (see N76-31135 22-01), 76N31152.
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Typicalairframe/propulsionnteractionssuchas Mach/
altitudeexcursionsandinlet unstartsarereviewed.The
improvementsinairplaneperformanceandflightcontrolthat
canbe achievedby improvingthe interfacesbetween
propulsionandflight controlareestimated.A research
programtodeterminethefeasibilityofintegratingpropulsion
andflight controlis described.Thisprogramincludes
analyticalstudiesandYF-12flighttests.
904. Anon.: The ACT Transport: Panacea for the 80's
Or Designer's Illusion (Panel Discussion). NASA TM
X-3409. NASA Dryden Flight Research Center Advanced
Control Technol. and Its Potential for Future Transport
Aircraft, August 1976. pp. 805-827, (see N76-31135 22-01),
76N31169.
A panel discussion was held which attempted to make an
objective and pragmatic assessment of the standing of active
control technology. The discussion focused on the standing of
active control technology relative to civil 'air transport
applications, the value as opposed to the cost of the projected
benefits, the need for research, development, and
demonstration, the role of government and industry in
developing the technology, the major obstacles to its
implementation, and the probable timing of the full utilization
of active control technology in commercial transportation.
An edited transcription of the prepared statements of the
panel members and the subsequent open discussion between
the panel and the audience is presented.
905. *Plumer, J. A.; **Malloy, W. A.; and Craft, J. B.:
The Effects of Lightning on Digital Flight Control
Systems. NASA TM X-3409. NASA Dryden Flight Research
Center Advanced Control Technol. and Its Potential for
Future Transport Aircraft, August 1976, pp. 989-1008, (see
N76-31135 22-01), 76N31176. (See also 842.)
Present practices in lightning protection of aircraft deal
primarily with the direct effects of lightning, such as
structural damage and ignition of fuel vapors. There is
increasing evidence of troublesome electromagnetic effects,
however, in aircraft employing solid-state microelectronics
in critical navigation, instrumentation and control functions.
The potential impact of these indirect effects on critical
systems such as digital fly by wire (DFBW) flight controls
was studied. The results indicate a need for positive steps to
be taken during the design of future fly by wire systems to
minimize the possibility of hazardous effects from lightning.
*General Electric, Corporate Research and Development,
Schenectady, New York.
**General Motors Corporation, Detroit, Michigan.
906. Szalai, K. J.; *Felleman, P. G.; **Gera, J.; and
tGlover, R. D.: Design and Test Experience With a Triply
Redundant Digital Fly-By-Wire Control System. AIAA
Paper 76-1911. Proceedings, Guidance and Control
Conference, San Diego, California, August 16-18, 1976,
76A41491, #.
A triplex digital fly-by-wire flight control system was
developed and then installed in a NASA F-8C aircraft to
provide fail-operative, full authority control. Hardware and
software redundancy management techniques were designed
to detect and identify failures in the system. Control functions
typical of those projected for future actively controlled
vehicles were implemented. This paper describes the
principal design features of the system, the implementation of
computer, sensor, and actuator redundancy management, and
the ground test results. An automated test program to verify
sensor redundancy management software is also described.
*Draper Laboratory, Incorporated, Cambridge,
Massachusetts.
**NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
"_NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas.
907. Gee, S. W.; *Jenks, G. E.; *Roskam, J.; and
**Stone, R. L.: Flight Test Evaluation of a Separate
Surface Attitude Command Control System on a
Beech99 Airplane. AIAA Paper 76-1991. Proceedings,
Guidance and Control Conference, San Diego, California,
August 16-18, 1976, 76A41489. (See also 914.)
A joint NASA/university/industry program was conducted to
flight evaluate a potentially low cost separate surface
implementation of attitude command in a Beech 99 airplane.
Saturation of the separate surfaces was the primary cause of
many problems during development. Six experienced
professional pilots made simulated instrument flight
evaluations in light-to-moderate turbulence. They were
favorably impressed with the system, particularly with the
elimination of control force transients that accompanied
configuration changes. For ride quality, quantitative data
showed that the attitude command control system resulted in
all cases of airplane motion being removed from the
uncomfortable ride region.
*University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas.
**Beech Aircraft Corp., Wichita, Kansas.
908. Schweikhard, W. G.; Gilyard, G. B.; *Talbot, J. E.;
and *Brown, T. W.: Effects of Atmospheric Conditions on
the Operating Characteristics of Supersonic Cruise
Aircraft. IAF Paper 76-112, presented at the International
Astronautical Federation, Twenty-Seventh International
Astronautical Congress, Anaheim, California,
October 10-16. 1976, 77A10912, #.
Since for maximum range a supersonic transport must cruise
near its maximum Mach number, accurate flight control is
needed, especially when severe atmospheric transients are
encountered. This paper describes atmospheric transients that
have been encountered by the XB-70, YF-12, and Concorde
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aircraftduringsupersonicflightsandtheensuingresponses
of theaircraftpropulsionandflightcontrolsystems.It was
foundthatatmosphericconditionsaffectedthesesupersonic
cruisevehiclesinmuchthesameway,withminordifferences
accordingtothetypeofpropulsionandflightcontrolsystem.
Onboardsensorsaresufficientlyaccurateoprovidedataon
theatmosphere,includingturbulenceovertheroute,thatare
accurateenoughforentryintheclimaticrecordandforuseas
inputstothecontrolsystems.Nominalatmospherict ansients
canbesatisfactorilycontrolled,butsomeproblemsremain
forextremecases.
*BritishAircraftCompany,Bristol,England.
909. Baer,J.L.;Holzman,J.K.;andBurcham,F.W.,Jr.:
Procedures Used in Flight Tests of an Integrated
Propulsion Control System on an F-111E Airplane. SAE
Paper 760933, presented at the Society of Automotive
Engineers, Aerospace Engineering and Manufacturing
Meeting, San Diego, California, November 29-December 2.
1976, 77A28238.
A digital integrated propulsion control system (IPCS) was
tested on an F-111E airplane. The IPCS provided full
authority control of the left inlet and the TF30 afterburning
engine. Supersonic test conditions were of primary interest.
The operational procedures and maneuvers developed for
IPCS evaluation, displays for test monitoring and data
acquisition, flight safety, and problems encountered are
discussed. The software refinements that made modifications
to standard flight test procedures necessary are described.
The flexibility of digital control and the ways software was
used to overcome hardware deficiencies are discussed.
Application of these procedures to a typical IPCS flight is
described.
910. Enevoldson, E.: The X-24B, Spot Landing.
Soaring, Vol. 40, No. 11, November 1976.
911. Foster, J. D.; and Lasagna, P. L.: Flight-Test
Measurement of the Noise Reduction of a Jet Transport
Delayed Flap Approach Procedure. NASA TM X-73172,
A-6775, Decembfr 1976, 77N20078, #.
A delayed flap approach procedure was flight tested using the
NASA CV-990 airplane to measure and analyze the noise
produced beneath the flight path. Three other types of landing
approaches were also flight tested to provide a comparison of
the noise reduction benefits to the delayed flap approach. The
conventional type of approach was used as a baseline to
compare the effectiveness of the other approaches. The
decelerating approach is a variation of the delayed flap
approach. A detailed comparison of the ground perceived
noise generated during the approaches is presented. For this
comparison, the measured noise data were normalized to
compensate for variations in aircraft weight and winds that
occurred during the flight tests. The data show that the
reduced flap approach offers some noise reduction, while the
delayed flap and decelerating approaches offer significant
noise reductions over the conventional approach.
912. *Hersh, A. S.; Burcham, F. W., Jr.; Putnam, T. W.;
and Lasagna, P. L.: Semiempirical Airframe Noise
Prediction Model and Evaluation With Flight Data.
NASA TM X-56041, H-951, December 1976, 77N13791, #.
(See also 895.)
A semiempirical maximum overall sound pressure level
(OASPL) airframe noise model was derived. Noise radiated
from aircraft wings was modeled on the trailing edge
diffractes quadrupole sound theory. The acoustic dipole
sound theory was used to model noise from the landing gear.
The model was correlated with maximum OASPL flyover
noise measurements obtained for three jet aircraft. One third
octave band sound pressure level flyover data was correlated
and interpreted.
*Hersh Acoustical Engineering, Westlake Village,
California.
913. Berry, D. T.; and Gilyard, G. B.: A Review of
Supersonic Cruise Flight Path Control Experience With
the YF-12 Aircraft. NASA SP-416. Aircraft Safety and
Operating Problems, 1976, pp. 147-164, (see N77-18081
09-03), 77N18089, #.
Hight research with the YF-12 aircraft indicates that
solutions to many handling qualities problems of supersonic
cruise are at hand. Airframe/propulsion system interactions in
the dutch roll mode can be alleviated by the use of passive
filters or additional feedback loops in the propulsion and
flight control systems. Mach and altitude excursions due to
atmospheric temperature fluctuations can be minimized by
the use of a cruise autothrottle. Autopilot instabilities in the
altitude hold mode have been traced to angle of attack-
sensitive static ports on the compensated nose boom. For the
YF-12, the feedback of high-passed pitch rate to the autopilot
resolves this problem. Manual flight path control is
significantly improved by the use of an inertial rate of climb
display in the cockpit.
914. Gee, S. W.; *Jenks, G. E.; *Roskam, J.; and
**Stone, R. L.: Flight Test Evaluation of a Separate
Surface Attitude Command Control System on a
Beech99 Airplane. NASA SP-416. Aircraft Safety and
Operating Problems, 1976, pp. 121-146, (see N77-18081
09-03), 77N18088, #. (See also 907.)
A joint NASA/university/industry program was conducted to
flight evaluate a potentially low cost separate surface
implementation of attitude command in a Beech 99 airplane.
Saturation of the separate surfaces was the primary cause of
many problems during development. Six experienced
professional pilots who made simulated instrument flight
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evaluationsexperiencedimprovementsinairplanehandling
qualitiesinthepresenceofturbulenceandareductioni pilot
workload.Forridequality,quantitativedatashowthatthe
attitudecommandcontrolsystemresultsin all casesof
airplanemotionbeingremovedfromtheuncomfortableride
region.
*UniversityofKansas,Lawrence,Kansas.
**BeechAircraftCorp.,Wichita,Kansas.
damping,amplituderatios,roll-yawcoupling,andflightpath
responsesensitivityarecomparedtoexistingandproposed
handlingqualitiescriteria.Theinfluenceof thepropulsion
systems,stability augmentation,autopilot systems,
atmosphericgusts,and temperaturechangesare also
discussed.YF-12experiencecorrelateswell with flying
qualitiescriteria,exceptfor longitudinalshortperiod
damping,where xistingandproposedcriteriaappeartobe
morestringentthannecessary.
915. Albers,J.A.;andOlinger,F.V.:YF-12 Propulsion
Research Program and Results. NASA CP-001.
Proceedings of the SCAR Conf., Part 1, 1976, pp. 417-456,
(see N77-17996 09-01), 77N18017, #.
918. Gillingham, K. K.; and Winter, W. R.: Physiologic
and Anti-G Suit Performance Data From YF-16
Flight Tests. NASA TM X-74617, AD-A032357, 1976,
77N77316, #.
The objectives and status of the propulsion program, along
with the results acquired in the various technology areas, are
discussed. The instrumentation requirements for and
experience with flight testing the propulsion systems at high
supersonic cruise are reported. Propulsion system
performance differences between wind tunnel and flight are
given. The effects of high frequency flow fluctuations
(transients) on the stability of the propulsion system are
described, and shock position control is evaluated.
916. Reukauf, P. J.; and Burcham, F. W., Jr.: Propulsion
System/Flight Control Integration for Supersonic
Aircraft. NASA CP-001. Proceedings of the SCAR Conf.,
Part 1, 1976, pp. 281-302, (see N77-17996 09-01),
77N18010, #.
Digital integrated control systems are studied. Such systems
allow minimization of undesirable interactions while
maximizing performance at all flight conditions. One such
program is the YF-12 cooperative control program. The
existing analog air data computer, autothrottle, autopilot, and
inlet control systems are converted to digital systems by using
a general purpose airborne computer and interface unit.
Existing control laws are programmed and tested in flight.
Integrated control laws, derived using accurate mathematical
models of the airplane and propulsion system in conjunction
with modern control techniques, are tested in flight. Analysis
indicates that an integrated autothrottle autopilot gives good
flight path control and that observers are used to replace
failed sensors.
917. Berry, D. T.; Mallick, D. L.; and Gilyard, G. B.:
Handling Qualities Aspects of NASA YF-12 Flight
Experience. NASA CP-001. Proceedings of the SCAR Conf.,
Part l, 1976, pp. 193-214, (see N77-17996 09-01),
77N18007, #.
The handling qualities of the YF-12 airplane as observed
during NASA research flights over the past five years were
reviewed. Aircraft behavior during takeoff, acceleration,
climb, cruise, descent, and landing are discussed. Pilot
comments on the various flight phases and tasks are
presented. Handling qualities parameters such as period,
919. Donlan, C. J.; and Weil, J.: Characteristics of
Swept Wings at High Speeds, 30 January 1952. Collected
Works of Charles J. Donlan, 1976, (see N77-29059 20-01),
77N29078, #.
Some results of recent swept wing investigations are
presented, that were undertaken to determine the effects of
thickness and thickness distribution, camber and twist, nose-
flap deflection, and devices or fixes for improving the wing
pitching moment characteristics at high lift coefficients.
920. Montoya, E. J.; and *Faye, A. E., Jr.: NASA
Participation in the AMST Program. NASA Langley Res.
Center Powered-Lift Aerodyn. and Acoustics, 1976,
pp. 465-478, (see N78-24046 15-02), 78N24075, #.
The objectives of the NASA Advanced Medium STOL
Transport Experiments Program are discussed and several of
the NASA experiments currently implemented and
conducted on the YC-14 and YC-15 prototype aircraft are
described. Emphasis is placed on experiments related to
powered lift aerodynamics and acoustics.
*NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California.
921. *Bales, T. T.; *Hoffman, E. L.; *Payne, L.; and
Carter, A. L.: Fabrication and Evaluation of Advanced
Titanium and Composite Structural Panels. NASA
Proceedings of the SCAR Conf., Part. 2, 1976, (see N77-
18019 09-01), 77N18034, #.
Advanced manufacturing methods for titanium and
composite material structures are being developed and
evaluated. The focus for the manufacturing effort is the
fabrication of full-scale structural panels which replace an
existing shear panel on the upper wing surface of the NASA
YF-12 aircraft. The program involves design, fabrication,
ground testing, and Mach 3 flight service of full-scale
structural panels and laboratory testing of representative
structural element specimens.
*Lockheed, California Co., Burbank, California.
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922. Parish, O. O.; and Putnam, T. W.: Equations for the
Determination of Humidity From Dewpoint and
Psychrometric Data. NASA TN D-8401, H-937,
January 1977, 77N16859, #.
A general expression based on the Claperon-Clausius
differential equation that relates saturation vapor pressure,
absolute temperature, and the latent heat of transformation
was derived that expresses saturation vapor pressure as a
function of absolute temperature. This expression was then
used to derive general expressions for vapor pressure,
absolute humidity, and relative humidity as functions of
either dewpoint and ambient temperature or psychrometric
parameters. Constants for all general expressions were then
evaluated to give specific expressions in both the
international system of units and U.S. customary units for
temperatures above and below freezing.
923. Wilner, D. O.: Results of a Remote
Multiplexer/Digitizer Unit Accuracy and Environmental
Study. NASA TM X-56043, January_ 1977, 77N15368, #.
A remote multiplexer/digitizer unit (RMDU), a part of the
airborne integrated flight test data system, was subjected to
an accuracy study. The study was designed to show the
effects of temperature, altitude, and vibration on the RMDU.
The RMDU was subjected to tests at temperatures from
-54 C (--65 F) to 71 C (160 F), and the resulting data are
presented here, along with a complete analysis of the effects.
The methods and means used for obtaining correctable data
and correcting the data are also discussed.
924. *Hallock, J. N.; *Burnham, D. C.; **Tombach, I.
H.; tBrashears, M. R.; fZalay, A. D.; and Barber, M. R.:
Ground-Based Measurements of the Wake Vortex
Characteristics of a B-747 Aircraft in Various
Configurations. AIAA Paper 77-9, presented at the
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
Fifteenth Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Los Angeles,
California, January_ 24-26, 1977, 77A19770, #.
A Boeing 747 aircraft flew 54 passes at low level over
ground-based sensors. Vortex velocities were measured by a
laser-Doppler velocimeter, an array of monostatic acoustic
sounders, and an array of propeller anemometers. Flow
visualization of the wake was achieved using smoke and
balloon tracers. Preliminary results were obtained on the
initial downwash field, the time for merging of the multiple
vortices, the velocity fields, vortex decay, and the effects of
spoilers and differential flap settings on the dissipation and
structure of vortices.
*U.S. Department of Transportation, Transportation Systems
Center, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
**AeroVironment, Incorporated, Pasadena, California.
tLockheed Missiles and Space Company, Incorporated,
Huntsville, Alabama.
ECN-4242
B-747 Airplane With Smoke Generators
925. Jenkins, Jerald M.; Problems Associated With
Attaching Strain Gages to Titanium Alloy Ti-6AI-4V.
NASA TM X-56tM4, February. 1977.
Weldable strain gages have shown excellent high
temperature characteristics for supersonic cruise aircraft
application. The spotwelding attachment method, however,
has resulted in serious reductions in the fatigue life of
titanium alloy (Ti-6A1-4V) fatigue specimens. The reduction
is so severe that the use of weldable strain gages on
operational aircraft must be prohibited. The cause of the
fatigue problem is thought to be a combination of the
microstructure changes in the material caused by spotwelding
and the presence of the flange of the stain gage. Brazing,
plating, and plasma spraying were investigated as substitutes
for spotwelding. The attachment of a flangeless gage by
plasma spraying provided the most improvement in the
fatigue life of the titanium.
926. Burcham, F. W., Jr,; Lasagna, P. L.; and
Kurtenbach, F. J.: Static and Flyover Noise Measurements
of an Inverted Prof'fle Exhaust Jet. ASME Paper 77-GT-81,
presented at the American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
Gas Turbine Conference and Products Show, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, March 27-31, 1977, 77A28592, #.
Tests using a TF30 mixed flow afterburning turbofan engine
in an F-111 airplane were conducted to study the noise
characteristics of an inverted velocity profile jet. Full-
authority digital engine control allowed the inverted profile
jet to be compared to a uniform jet of equal thrust statically
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andinflight.Anexhaustvelocitysurveyshowedthatheratio
of theoutertoinnerstreamvelocitieswas1.37;therefore,
only smallnoisereductionswereexpected.At static
conditions,the invertedprofilejet wasapproximately
3decibelsquieterthantheuniformjetatpeaknoiseangles.
Duringaflyoverit wasapproximately1decibelquieter.
927. Edwards,J.W.;*Ashley,H.;and*Breakwell,J.V.:
Unsteady Aerodynamic Modeling for Arbitrary Motions.
AIAA Paper 77-451, presented at the Eighteenth Structures,
Structural Dynamics and Materials Conference, March 21-
23, 1977, and Dynamics Specialist Conference, San Diego,
California, March 24-25, 1977, Technical Papers, Vol. B,
197"L (see A77-25778 10-01), 77A25808, #. (See also 932.)
A study is presented on the unsteady aerodynamic loads due
to arbitrary motions of a thin wing and their adaptation for the
calculation of response and true stability of aeroelastic
modes. In an Appendix, the use of Laplace transform
techniques and the generalized Theodorsen function for two-
dimensional incompressible flow is reviewed. New
applications of the same approach are shown also to yield
airloads valid for quite general small motions. Numerical
results are given for the two-dimensional supersonic case.
Previously proposed approximate methods, starting from
simple harmonic unsteady theory, are evaluated by
comparison with exact results obtained by the present
approach. The Laplace inversion integral is employed to
separate the loads into "rational" and "nonrational" parts, of
which only the former are involved in aeroelastic stability of
the wing. Among other suggestions for further work, it is
explained how existing aerodynamic computer programs
may be adapted in a fairly straightforward fashion to deal
with arbitrary transients.
*Stanford University, Stanford, California.
928. Kordes, E. E.: Influence of Structural Dynamics
on Vehicle Design---Government View. AIAA
Paper 77-438, presented at the Structures, Structural
Dynamics and Materials Conference, March 21-23, 1977,
and Dynamics Specialist Conference, San Diego, California,
March 24-25, 1977, Technical Papers, Vol. B, (A77-2577g
10-01), 1977, 77A25798, #.
Dynamic design considerations for aerospace vehicles are
discussed, taking into account fixed wing aircraft, rotary
wing aircraft, and launch, space, and reentry vehicles. It is
pointed out that space vehicles have probably had the most
significant design problems from the standpoint of structural
dynamics, because their large lightweight structures are
highly nonlinear. Examples of problems in the case of
conventional aircraft include the flutter encountered by high
performance military aircraft with external stores. A
description is presented of a number of examples which
illustrate the direction of present efforts for improving
aircraft efficiency. Attention is given to the results of studies
on the structural design concepts for the arrow-wing
supersonic cruise aircraft configuration and a system study on
low-wing-loading, short haul transports.
929. Szalai, K. J.; *Felleman, P. G.; **Gera, J.; and
tGlover, R. D.: Design and Test Experience With a Triply
Redundant Digital Fly-By-Wire Control System. Integrity
in Electron. Flight Control Systems, AGARD AG-224,
paper 21, April 1977, (see N77-25055 16-01), 77N25076, #.
A triplex digital fly-by-wire flight control system was
developed and then installed in a NASA F-8C aircraft to
provide fail-operative, full authority control. Hardware and
software redundancy management techniques were designed
to detect and identify failures in the system. Control functions
typical of those projected for future actively controlled
vehicles were implemented. The principal design features of
the system, the implementation of computer, sensor and
actuator redundancy management, and the ground test results
are described. An automated test program to verify sensor
redundancy management software is also described.
*Draper Laboratory, Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts.
**NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
tNASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas.
930. Bartoli, F.: An Advanced Airborne Data
Acquisition System. Flight Test Techniques, AGARD
CP223, paper 23, April 1977, (see N77-24107 15-05),
77N24130, #.
The development and features of and user experience with an
advanced airborne data acquisition system are described. The
system consists of as many as 16 high speed pulse code
modulation data acquisition units which are integrated with
an airborne computer and a cockpit display unit. The data
acquisition units may be operated without the computer.
Operation without the computer is termed stand-alone
operation. Computer integrated operation is intended for
large-scale projects, and stand-alone operation is designed for
small-scale projects. The cockpit display unit, which is part of
the computer operated system, displays computed real time
data in engineering units. An example of the cost reduction
experienced by a major aircraft company by using the
advanced data acquisition system is given.
931. *Newsom, B. D.; *Goldenrath, W. L.; *Sandler, H.;
and Winter, W. R.: Tolerance of Females to +Gz
Centrifugation Before and After Bedrest, Aviation, Space,
and Environmental Medicine, Vol. 48, April 1977.
pp. 327-33 I, 77A3088 I.
Because women may be included as passengers in the
proposed Space Shuttle System, experiments were conducted
on 12 female subjects aged 24-35 yr. to investigate the +Gz
tolerance of women and the possible degradation of this
tolerance after a period of weightlessness as simulated by
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bedrest.Overa l-weekperiod,eachsubjectwasexposedto
+Gzlevelsstartingat +2 Gzandincreasingby 0.5Gz
incrementstoagray-outpoint.Thispointwasdeterminedby
peripheralvisionlosswithastandardlightbarandbyreverse
bloodflowin thetemporalrtery.Ultimately,eachwoman
wassubjectedto threerunsat the+3Gzlevelfor about
55n-finlongeach,separatedby 5-minrestperiods.Eight
subjectswith thebesttolerancetimeswereselectedfor
14daysof bedrestin a horizontalposition;theotherfour
beingambulatorycontrols.Testsbeforebedrest,immediately
following,and5 dayslater showedthataverage+Gz
tolerancedecreasedby67%afterbedrest.
*NASAAmesResearchCenter,MoffettField,California.
932. Edwards, J. W.: Unsteady Aerodynamic Modeling
for Arbitrary Motions. AIAA Journal, Vol. 15, April 1977,
pp. 593-595, 77A29910, #. (See also 927.)
Results indicating that unsteady aerodynamic loads derived
under the assumption of simple harmonic motions executed
by airfoil or wing can be extended to arbitrary motions are
summarized. The generalized Theodorsen (1953) function
referable to loads due to simple harmonic oscillations of a
wing section in incompressible flow, the Laplace inversion
integral for unsteady aerodynamic loads, calculations of root
loci of aeroelastic loads, and analysis of generalized
compressible transient airloads are discussed.
933. Arnaiz, H. H.: Flight-Measured Lift and Drag
Characteristics of a Large, Flexible, High Supersonic
Cruise Airplane. NASA TM X-3532, H-913, May 1977.
77N24100, #.
Flight measurements of lift, drag, and angle of attack were
obtained for the XB-70 airplane, a large, flexible, high
supersonic cruise airplane. This airplane had a length of over
57 meters, a takeoff gross mass of over 226,800 kilograms,
and a design cruise speed of Mach 3 at an altitude of
21,340 meters. The performance measurements were made at
Mach numbers from 0.72 to 3.07 and altitudes from
approximately 7620 meters to 21,340 meters. The
measurements were made to provide data for evaluating the
techniques presently being used to design and predict the
performance of aircraft in this category. Such performance
characteristics as drag polars, lift-curve slopes, and
maximum lift-to-drag ratios were derived from the flight
data. The base drag of the airplane, changes in airplane drag
with changes in engine power setting at transonic speeds, and
the magnitude of the drag components of the propulsion
system are also discussed.
934. Montoya, L. C.; and Banner, R. D.: F-8
Supercriticai Wing Flight Pressure, Boundary Layer, and
Wake Measurements and Comparisons With Wind
Tunnel Data. NASA TM X-3544, H-850, June 1977,
77N29098, #.
Data for speeds from Mach 0.50 to Mach 0.99 are presented
for configurations with and without fuselage area-rule
additions, with and without leading-edge vortex generators,
and with and without boundary-layer trips on the wing. The
wing pressure coefficients are tabulated. Comparisons
between the airplane and model data show that higher second
velocity peaks occurred on the airplane wing than on the
model wing. The differences were attributed to wind tunnel
wall interference effects that caused too much rear camber to
be designed into the wing. Optimum flow conditions on the
outboard wing section occurred at Mach 0.98 at an angle of
attack near 4 deg. The measured differences in section drag
with and without boundary-layer trips on the wing suggested
that a region of laminar flow existed on the outboard wing
without trips.
935. Jacobs, P. F.; Flechner, S. G.; and Montoya, L. C.:
Effect of Winglets on a First-Generation Jet Transport
Wing. 1: Longitudinal Aerodynamic Characteristics of a
Semispan Model at Subsonic Speeds. NASA TN D-8473,
L-11354, June 1977.78N20064, #.
The effects of winglets and a simple wing-tip extension on
the vectors behind the wing tip of a first generation jet
transport wing were investigated in the Langley 8-foot
transonic pressure tunnel using a semi-span model. The test
was conducted at Mach numbers of 0.30, 0.70, 0.75, 0.78, and
0.80. At a Mach number of 0.30, the configurations were
tested with combinations of leading- and trailing-edge flaps.
936. Montoya, L. C.; Flechner, S. G.; and Jacobs, P. F.:
Effect of Winglets on a First-Generation Jet Transport
Wing. 2: Pressure and Spanwise Load Distributions for a
Semispan Model at High Subsonic Speeds. NASA
TN D-8474, L-11026, July 1977. 78N20065, #.
Pressure and spanwise load distributions on a first-generation
jet transport semispan model at high subsonic speeds are
presented for the basic wing and for configurations with an
upper winglet only, upper and lower winglets, and a simple
wing-tip extension. Selected data are discussed to show the
general trends and effects of the various configurations.
937. Montoya, L. C.; Jacobs, P. F.; and Flechner, S. G.:
Effect of Winglets on a First-Generation Jet Transport
Wing. 3: Pressure and Spanwise Load Distributions for a
Semispan Model at Mach 0.30. NASA "IN D-8478,
L-11370, June 1977.78N20063, #.
Pressure and spanwise load distributions on a first-generation
jet transport semispan model at a Mach number of 0.30 are
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givenforthebasicwingandforconfigurationswithanupper
wingletonly,upperandlowerwinglets,andasimplewing-
tip extension.To simulatesecond-segment-climbft
conditions,leading-and/ort ailing-edgeflapswereaddedto
someconfigurations.
938. Jenkins, J. M.; and Kuhl, A. E.: A Study of the
Effect of Radical Load Distributions on Calibrated Strain
Gage Load Equations. NASA TM-56047, H-984,
1977, 77N27430, #.
For several decades, calibrated strain gages have been used to
measure loads on airplanes. The accuracy of the equations
used to relate the strain gage measurements to the applied
loads has been based primarily on the results of the load
calibration. An approach is presented for studying the effect
of widely varying load distributions on strain gage load
equations. The computational procedure provides a link
between the load calibration and the load to be measured in
flight. A matrix approach to equation selection is presented,
which is based on equation standard error, load distribution,
and influence coefficient plots of the strain gage equations,
and is applied to a complex, delta-wing structure.
939. Jenkins, J. M.; Kuhl, A. E.; and Carter, A. L.: The
Use of a Simplified Structural Model as an Aid in the
Strain Gage Calibration of a Complex Wing. NASA
TM-56046, H-959, July 1977, 77N27429, #.
The use of a relatively simple structural model to characterize
the load responses of strain gages located on various spars of
a delta wing is examined. Strains measured during a
laboratory load calibration of a wing structure are compared
with calculations obtained from a simplified structural
analysis model. Calculated and measured influence
coefficient plots that show the shear, bending, and torsion
characteristics of typical strain gage bridges are presented.
Typical influence coefficient plots are shown for several load
equations to illustrate the derivation of the equations from the
component strain gage bridges. A relatively simple structural
model was found to be effective in predicting the general
nature of strain distributions and influence coefficient plots.
The analytical processes are shown to be an aid in obtaining
a good load calibration. The analytical processes cannot,
however, be used in lieu of an actual load calibration of an
aircraft wing.
940. *Brilliant, H. M.; and Bauer, C. A.: Comparison of
Estimated With Measured Maximum Instantaneous
Distortion Using Flight Data From an Axisymmetric
Mixed Compression Inlet. AIAA PaPer 77-876, presented
at the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics and
Society of Automotive Engineers, Thirteenth Propulsion
Conference, Orlando, Florida, July 11-13. 1977.77A38570,
#.
YF-12C flight-measured inlet dynamic distortion data are
compared with predictions made on the basis of the method
reported by Melick et al. (1976). The YF-12C aircraft is a
twin engine aircraft capable of speeds above 3. The inlets
have a translating spike to control the inlet throat area. A
bypass system is used to control the terminal shock of the
inlet for operation in the mixed compression mode. The
dynamic data were obtained with the aid of 24 high frequency
response total pressure sensors. The model of Melick et al. is
discussed along with the computer program used to
implement the model. It is found that the predictions of
maximum instantaneous distortion are within 20 percent of
the measured values, which had been obtained at Mach
numbers of 1.8, 2.1, 2.5, and 3.0.
*U.S. Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs, Colorado.
YF-12C Airplane
ECN-3516
941. *Rawlings, K., III; *Cooper, J. M.; and Hughes, D.
L.: Dynamic Test Techniques---Concepts and Practices.
The Many Disciplines of Flight Test, Proceedings of the
Seventh Annual Symposium, Eastsound, Orcas Island,
Washington, August 4-6, 1976, Society of Flight Test
Engineers, pp. 25-1 to 25-20, (see A77-38003 17-05),
77A38026.
An initial investigation of dynamic flight test analysis
techniques indicated that a strict, comprehensive force-
moment accounting system would be necessary. An
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implementationofthelongitudinalforce-momentaccounting
systemprovidedexcellentresultsin accountingfor small
lift/dragandtail deflectionchanges.Attentionis givento
grossthrustcalculation,instrumentation,maneuvers,and
aspectsof datacorrelation.Theresultsof the studies
demonstratethatit ispossibletogeneratea lift/dragmodel
whichiscapableofpredictingperformancefromnearlyany
maneuver.
*USAF,FlightTestCenter,EdwardsAFB,California.
942. *Johnson, H. J.; and Painter, W. D.: The
Development and Right Test of an Electronic Integrated
Propulsion Control System. The Many Disciplines of Flight
Test, Proceedings of the Seventh Annual Symposium,
Eastsound, Orcas Island, Washington, August 4-6. 1976,
Society of Flight Test Engineers, pp. 12-1 to 12-19, (see
A77-38003 17-05), 77A38013.
Advanced technical features of the electronic integrated
propulsion control system (IPCS) and flight evaluation tests
of IPCS (F-111E with TF30-P-9 engines as test vehicle) are
described. Nine baseline flight tests and 15 IPCS flight tests
were conducted. Instrumentation, data acquisition and data
processing systems, software maintenance procedures, flight
test procedures, flight safety criteria, flight test results, and
ground and flight testing of the aircraft system are described.
Advantages conferred by IPCS include faster accelerations
(both gas generator and afterburner performance), better
thrust and flight control, reduced flight idle thrust, reduced
engine ground trim, extended service ceiling, automatic stall
detection, and stall recovery detection.
*Boeing Commercial Airplane Co., Seattle, Washington.
943. Maine, R. E.: Maximum Likelihood Estimation of
Aerodynamic Derivatives for an Oblique Wing Aircraft
From Flight Data. AIAA Paper 77-1135, presented at the
Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference, Hollywood,
Florida, August 8-10. 1977, pp. 124-133, (see A77-43151
20-08), 77A43166, #.
There are several practical problems in using current
techniques on 5-degree-of-freedom equations to estimate the
stability and control derivatives of oblique wing aircraft from
flight data. A technique has been developed to estimate these
derivatives by separating the analysis of the longitudinal and
lateral-directional motion without neglecting cross-coupling
effects. This technique was used on flight data from a
remotely piloted oblique wing aircraft. The results
demonstrated that the relatively simple approach developed
was adequate to obtain high quality estimates of the
aerodynamic derivatives of such aircraft.
Oblique Wing Research Vehicle
ECN-5209
944. Iliff, K. W.; and Maine, R. E.: Further
Observations on Maximum Likelihood Estimates of
Stability and Control Characteristics Obtained From
Flight Data. AIAA Paper 77-1133, presented at the
Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference, Hollywood,
Florida, August 8-10, 1977, Technical Papers, pp. 100-112,
(see A77-43151 20-08), 77A43164, #.
A maximum likelihood estimation method for flight test data
is described. Flight results based on 3000 maneuvers from
30 aircraft on the effect of resolution and sampling rate on the
estimates, on understanding the discrepancies previously
observed in the magnitude of the Cramer-Rao bounds, on the
scale effects on the derivative estimates obtained from
dynamic aircraft flight maneuvers, and on the analysis of
lateral-directional maneuvers obtained in turbulence, are
presented.
945. Edwards, J. W.; *Breakwell, J. V.; and *Bryson, A.
E., Jr.: Active Flutter Control Using Generalized
Unsteady Aerodynamic Theory. AIAA Guidance and
Control Conference, Hollywood, Florida, August 8-10,
1977, Technical Papers, pp. 172-185, 77A42772, #. (See
also 970.)
This paper describes the application of generalized unsteady
aerodynamic theory to the problem of active flutter control.
The controllability of flutter modes is investigated. It is
shown that the response of aeroelastic systems is composed
of a portion due to a rational transform and a portion due to a
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nonrationaltransform.Theoscillatoryesponsecharacteristic
offlutterisduetotherationalportion,andatheoremisgiven
concerningtheconstructionof a linear,finite-dimensional
modelof thisportionof thesystem.Theresultingrational
modelis uniqueanddoesnotrequirestateaugmentation.
Active flutter controldesignsusingoptimalregulator
synthesisarepresented.
*StanfordUniversity,Stanford,California.
946. *Hartmann, G.; *Stein, G.; and Petersen, K.: Flight
Data Processing With the F-8 Adaptive Algorithm. AIAA
Paper 77-1042, AIAA Guidance and Control Conference,
Hollywood, Florida, Technical Papers, (see A77-42751
20-35), August 8-10, 1977, pp. 53-60, 77A42758, #.
An explicit adaptive control algorithm based on maximum
likelihood estimation of parameters has been designed for
NASA's DFBW F-8 aircraft. To avoid iterative calculations,
the algorithm uses parallel channels of Kalman filters
operating at fixed locations in parameter space. This
algorithm has been implemented in NASA/DFRC's
Remotely Augmented Vehicle (RAV) facility. Real-time
sensor outputs (rate gyro, accelerometer and surface position)
are telemetered to a ground computer which sends new gain
values to an on-board system. Ground test data and flight
records were used to establish design values of noise statistics
and to verify the ground-based adaptive software. The
software and its performance evaluation based on flight data
are described.
*Honeywell, Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota.
947. Andrews, W. H.; and McMurtry, T. C.: Space
Shuttle Orbiter Approach and Landing Program Status.
Flight Test Technology, Proceedings of the Eighth Annual
Symposium, Washington, D.C., Society of Flight Test
Engineers, (see A78-19426 06-01), August 10-12. 1977,
pp. 2-1 to 2-14, 78A19428.
The approach and landing test (ALT) phase of the Space
Shuttle program aims at assessing the Orbiter's subsonic
aerodynamic flight and landing characteristics along with the
support equipment, ground facilities, and the approximate
hardware and software to be used in the terminal phase of
orbital missions. The program also evaluates the performance
of the Shuttle cartier aircraft (SCA) as related to the transport
of the Orbiter to the launch sites during the stages of Space
Shuttle operations. Results are presented for the SCA inert
Orbiter flight testing and the program plans up to the
completion of the ALT program. Emphasis is placed on
testing the airworthiness of the mated B-747 Shuttle carrier
aircraft and Orbiter, checkout of the Orbiter systems in
captive flight, and launching the Orbiter with and without the
tail cone installed. Major program milestones before the first
manned orbital flight are summarized in graphic form.
ECN77-8608
Space Shuttle Enterprise Launch From B-747 Airplane
948. Andrews, W. H.: Space Shuttle Orbiter Approach
and Landing Program Status. AIAA Paper 7%1204,
presented at the American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Aircraft Systems and Technology Meeting,
Seattle, Washington, August 22-24. 1977.77A44314, #.
The space shuttle approach and landing test (ALT) program
is being conducted in four phases. The first phase, completed
in March of 1977, consisted of verifying the airworthiness of
the mated B-747 shuttle carder aircraft and orbiter. The
second phase consists of checking the orbiter systems in
captive flight. The third phase is to be confined to launching
the orbiter with and without the tail cone installed to evaluate
the final landing phase of the shuttle operations through the
verification of the automatic landing system. The fourth and
final phase of the program is to document the mated
configuration's performance relative to the ferry operations
to be conducted between the return from the orbiter's landing
sites and launch sites. This paper presents the results of the
SCA inert orbiter flight testing and the program plans up to
the completion of the ALT program.
949. DeAngelis, V. M.; and Monaghan, R. C.: Buffet
Characteristics of the F-8 Supercritical Wing Airplane.
NASA TM-56049, H-945, September 1977, 77N32080, #.
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Thebuffetcharacteristicsof theF-8 supercriticalwing
airplanewereinvestigated.Wingstructuralresponsewas
usedtodeterminethebuffetcharacteristicsof thewingand
thesecharacteristicsarecomparedwithwindtunnelmodel
dataandthewingflowcharacteristicsattransonicspeeds.
Thewingtipaccelerometerwasusedtodeterminethebuffet
onsetboundaryand to measurethe buffet intensity
characteristicsof the airplane.Theeffectsof moderate
trailingedgeflapdeflectionsonthebuffetonsetboundaryare
presented.Thesupercriticalwingflowcharacteristicswere
determinedfromwindtunnelandflight staticpressure
measurementsandfromadynamicpressures nsormounted
ontheflighttestairplaneinthevicinityoftheshockwavethat
formedontheuppersurfaceofthewingattransonicspeeds.
Thecomparisonf theairplane'structuralresponsedatato
thesupercriticaiflowcharacteristicsincludestheeffectsofa
leadingedgevortexgenerator.
950. Megna, Vincent A.; and Szalai, Kenneth J.: Multi-
Flight Computer Redundancy Management for Digital
Fly-By-Wire Aircraft Control. IEEE COMPCON 77,
September 1977.
951. Sefic, Waiter J.; and Carter, Alan L.: Loads
Calibration Experience With a Reentry Wing Structure.
Presented at Fall Meeting, Western Regional Strain Gage
Committee, Society for Experimental Stress Analysis,
September 28. 1977.
952. Jenkins, Jerald M.; and Kuhl, Albert E.: Recent
Loads Calibration Experience With a Delta Wing
Airplane. Presented at Fall Meeting, Western Regional
Strain Gage Committee, Society for Experimental Stress
Analysis, September 28, 1977.
953. Tang, Ming H.; and Fields, Roger A.: Analysis of a
Loads Calibration of a Hypersonic Cruise Wing Test
Structure. Presented at Fail Meeting, Western Regional
Strain Gage Committee, Society for Experimental Stress
Analysis, September 28. 1977.
954. Steers, L. L.; and Saitzman, E. J.: Reduced Truck
Fuel Consumption Through Aerodynamic Design.
Journal of Energy, Vol. 1, No. 5, September-October 1977,
pp. 312-318, 77A48572, #.
Full-scale fuel consumption and drag tests were performed on
a conventional cab-over-engine tractor-trailer combination
and a version of the same vehicle with significant forebody
modifications. The modified configuration had greatly
increased radii on all front corners and edges of the tractor
and a smooth fairing of the modified tractor top and sides
extending to the trailer. Concurrent highway testing of the
two configurations showed that the modified design used
20% to 24% less fuel than the baseline configuration at
88.5 km/hr (55 mph) with near-calm wind conditions.
Coastdown test results showed that the modified
configuration reduced the drag coefficient by 0.43 from the
baseline value of 1.17 at 88.5 km/hr (55 mph) in calm wind
conditions.
Low-Drag Truck
ECN-4724
955. Fulton, F. L., Jr.: Shuttle Carrier Aircraft Flight
Tests. Society of Experimental Test Pilots, Twenty-First
Annual Symposium, Beverly Hills, California, Society of
Experimental Test Pilots, Technical Review, Vol. 13, No. 4,
October 12-15. 1977, pp. 191-204, 78A28464.
Since the Space Shuttle will need to be transported from its
place of assembly to the launch site, a method has been
developed whereby the Shuttle rides piggyback on a modified
Boeing 747, called the Shuttle carrier aircraft (SCA). This
paper describes tests of the SCA in its mated configuration.
Tests include flutter, found to decrease when fiberglass and
wood fairings were added to the base of each supporting
pylon; stability and control, found to be acceptable after
damping with control pulses; noise and buffet, found high but
acceptable; and climb, in which drag was marked but
acceptable with the special rated thrust (SRT) power setting.
Simulated launch maneuvers were undertaken at an airspeed
of 273 KCAS. Transport of the Shuttle takes place with the
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Shuttletail coneon,atacruisespeedof 288KCASatan
altitudeof22,000feet.
g80058
Space Shuttle Mated to B-747, Three-View Drawing
956, Brown, S. R.; and Szalai, K. J.: Flight Experience
With a Fail-Operational Digital Fly-By-Wire Control
System. AIAA Paper 77-1507, presented at the Second
Digital Avionics Systems Conference, Los Angeles,
California, November 2-4, 1977, Collection of Technical
Papers, 1977, pp. 186-199, (see A78-12226 02-04),
78A12253, #.
The NASA Dryden Flight Research Center is flight testing a
triply redundant digital fly-by-wire (DFBW) control system
installed in an F-8 aircraft. The full-time, full-authority
system performs three-axis flight control computations,
including stability and command augmentation, autopilot
functions, failure detection and isolation, and self-test
functions. Advanced control law experiments include an
active flap mode for ride smoothing and maneuver drag
reduction. This paper discusses research being conducted on
computer synchronization, fault detection, fault isolation, and
recovery from transient faults. The F-8 DFBW system has
demonstrated immunity from nuisance fault declarations
while quickly identifying truly faulty components.
957. Powers, B. G.: Phugoid Characteristics of a
YF-12 Airplane With Variable-Geometry Inlets Obtained
in Flight Tests at a Mach Number of 2.9. NASA TP- 1107,
H-953, December 1977, 78N12100, #.
Flight tests were conducted with the YF-12 airplane to
examine the airplane's longitudinal characteristics at a Mach
number of approximately 2.9. Phugoid oscillations as well as
short period pulses were analyzed with the variable geometry
engine inlets in the fixed and the automatic configurations.
Stability and control derivatives for the velocity and altitude
degrees of freedom and the standard short period derivatives
were obtained. Inlet bypass door position was successfully
used to represent the total inlet system, and the effect of the
inlets on the velocity and altitude derivatives was determined.
The phugoid mode of the basic airplane (fixed inlet
configuration) had neutral damping, and the height mode was
stable. With the addition of the inlets in the automatic
configuration, the phugoid mode was slightly divergent and
the height mode was divergent with a time to double
amplitude of about 114 seconds. The results of the derivative
estimation indicated that the change in the height mode
characteristics was primarily the result of the change in the
longitudinal force derivative with respect to velocity.
958. Jenkins, J. M.; Kuhl, A. E.; and Carter, A. L.: Strain
Gage Calibration of a Complex Wing. Journal of Aircraft,
Vol. 14, December 1977, pp. 1192-1196, 78A16182, #.
Modern complex structural arrangements have complicated
the task of measuring flight loads with calibrated strain gages.
This paper examines the use of a relatively simple structural
model to characterize the load responses of strain gages
located on various spars of a delta wing. Strains measured
during a laboratory load calibration of a wing structure are
compared with calculations obtained from a simplified
NASA structural analysis (NASTRAN) model. Calculated
and measured influence coefficient plots that show the shear,
bending, and torsion characteristics of typical strain-gage
bridges are presented. Typical influence coefficient plots are
given for several load equations to illustrate the derivation of
the equations from the component strain-gage bridges. A
relatively simple structural model was found to be effective
in predicting the general nature of strain distributions and
influence coefficient plots. The analytical processes are
shown to be useful in obtaining a good load calibration. The
analytical processes cannot, however, be used in lieu of an
actual load calibration of an aircraft wing.
959. Iliff, Kenneth W.: Maximum Likelihood
Estimation of Lift and Drag From Dynamic Aircraft
Maneuvers. Journal of Aircraft, Vol. 14, No. 12,
December 1977, pp. 1175-1181.
A maximum likelihood estimation method for obtaining lift
and drag characteristics from dynamic flight maneuvers was
investigated. This paper describes the method and compares
the estimates of lift and drag obtained by using the method
with estimates obtained from wind-tunnel tests and from
established methods for obtaining estimates from flight data.
In general, the lift and drag coefficients extracted from
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dynamicflight maneuversby the maximumlikelihood
estimationtechniqueare in goodagreementwith the
estimatesobtainedfromthewind-tunneltestsandtheother
methods.Whenmaneuversthatmetherequirementsofboth
flightmethodswereanalyzed,theresultsof eachmethod
werenearlythesame.Themaximumlikelihoodestimation
techniqueshowedpromiseintermsofestimatinglift and rag
characteristicsfrom dynamicflight maneuvers.Further
studiesshouldbemadetoassessthebestmathematicalmodel
andthemostdesirabletypeofdynamicmaneuvertogetthe
highestqualityresultsfromthistechnique.
960. Smougur, T.; Morgan, T.; Sears, W.; Dana, W.;
Enevoldson, E.; Melvin, J.; and *Tays, M.: Joint Testing of
the RAF High Altitude Protective Ensemble. SAFE
Association, Fifteenth Annual Symposium, Las Vegas,
Nevada, Deceml_r 5-8, 1977, Proceedings, pp. 243-245,
(see A79-14401 03-03), 79A14434.
The "get-me-down" capability from flight above 50,000 ft for
the unencumbering RAF partial pressure clothing for use in
F-104 and F-15 aircraft is tested. The equipment assembly
tested includes a sleeveless Jerkin pressure vest, a G-suit and
an RAF P/Q oronasal mask. The test program consists of six
coordinated efforts: laboratory evaluation, orientation/
training of NASA test pilots, quantification of aerodynamic
suction effects on cockpit altitude, definition of protective
envelope, suit/aircraft integration, and in-flight test and
evaluation. It is suggested that the RAF ensemble or
equivalent would be the only currently available item that
would be acceptable to tactical crews. The Jerkin ensemble
appears to meet both the pilot's physiological and functional
requirements.
*USAF, Aerospace Medical Div., Holloman AFB, New
Mexico.
961. *Jacobsen, R. A.; and Barber, M. R.: Flight Test
Techniques for Wake-Vortex Minimization Studies.
NASA Wake Vortex Minimization, 1977, pp. 193-220, (see
N78-12017 03-02), 78N12022, #.
Flight test techniques developed for use in a study of wake
turbulence and used recently in flight studies of wake
minimization methods are discussed. Flow visualization was
developed as a technique for qualitatively assessing
minimization methods and is required in flight test
procedures for making quantitative measurements. The
quantitative techniques are the measurement of the upset
dynamics of an aircraft encountering the wake and the
measurement of the wake velocity profiles. Descriptions of
the instrumentation and the data reduction and correlation
methods are given.
*NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California.
962. Barber, M. R.; Hastings, E. C., Jr.; Champine, R. A.;
and *Tymczyszyn, J. J.: Vortex Attenuation Flight
Experiments. NASA Wake Vortex Minimization, 1977,
pp. 369--403, (see N78-12017 03-02), 78N12028, #.
Flight tests evaluating the effects of altered span loading,
turbulence ingestion, combinations of mass and turbulence
ingestion, and combinations of altered span loading
turbulence ingestion on trailed wake vortex attenuation were
conducted. Span loadings were altered in flight by varying
the deflections of the inboard and outboard flaps on a B-747
aircraft. Turbulence ingestion was achieved in flight by
mounting splines on a C-54G aircraft. Mass and turbulence
ingestion was achieved in flight by varying the thrust on the
B-747 aircraft. Combinations of altered span loading and
turbulence ingestion were achieved in flight by installing a
spoiler on a CV-990 aircraft and by deflecting the existing
spoilers on a B-747 aircraft. The characteristics of the
attenuated and unattenuated vortexes were determined by
probing them with smaller aircraft. Acceptable separation
distances for encounters with the attenuated and unattenuated
vortexes are presented.
*FAA, Los Angeles, California.
963. Albers, J. A.: Inlet Operating Flow Field of the
YF-12 Aircraft and Effects of This Flow Field on Inlet
Performance. NASA Lewis Research Center Inlet Workshop,
197_._27,pp. 383-396, (see N86-72197 18-01), 86N72222.
964. Albers, J. A.; and Washington, H. P.: Technique for
Determining Inlet Forces and Inlet Airframe Interactions
on the F-15 Aircraft. NASA Lewis Research Center Inlet
Workshop, 1977, pp. 6t5-631, (see N86-72197 18-01),
86N72235.
F-15 Airplane
ECN-5000
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965. Edwards, John William: Unsteady Aerodynamic
Modeling and Active Aeroelastic Control. AZ 41 E95,
NASA Grant NG L-05-020-007, Stanford University,
Stanford, California, 1977.
1978 Technical Publications
966. Painter, W. D.; and Caw, L. J.: Design and Physical
Characteristics of the Transonic Aircraft Technology
(TACT) Research Aircraft. NASA TM-56048, H-976,
January 1978, 79N14014, #.
The Transonic Aircraft Technology (TACT) research
program provided data necessary to verify aerodynamic
concepts, such as the supercritical wing, and to gain the
confidence required for the application of such technology to
advanced high performance aircraft. An F- 111A aircraft was
employed as the flight test bed to provide full scale data. The
data were correlated extensively with predictions based on
data obtained from wind tunnel tests. An assessment of the
improvement afforded at transonic speeds in drag divergence,
maneuvering performance, and airplane handling qualifies by
the use of the supercritical wing was included in the program.
Transonic flight and wind tunnel testing techniques were
investigated, and specific research technologies evaluated
were also summarized.
967. Ko, W. L.: Finite Element Microscopic Stress
Analysis of Cracked Composite Systems. Journal of
Composite Materials, Vol. 12, January 1978, pp. 97-115,
78A28851.
This paper considers the stress concentration problems of two
types of cracked composite systems: (1) a composite system
with a broken fiber (a penny-shaped crack problem), and (2) a
composite system with a cracked matrix (an annular crack
problem). The cracked composite systems are modeled with
triangular and trapezoidal ring finite elements. Using
NASTRAN (NASA Structural Analysis) finite element
computer program, the stress and deformation fields in the
cracked composite systems are calculated. The effect of fiber-
matrix material combination on the stress concentrations and
on the crack opening displacements is studied.
968. Taylor, L. W., Jr.; and Smith, H. J.: A New
Formulation for the Epsilon Method Applied to the
Minimum-Time-to-Climb Problem. NASA CP-007. NASA
Washington Fourth Inter-Center Control Systems
Conference, January 1978, pp. 423-434, (see N78-23010
13-99), 78N23028, #.
Balakrishnan's epsilon technique is used to compute
minimum-time profiles for the F- 104 airplane. This technique
differs from the classical gradient method in that a quadratic
penalty on the error in satisfying the equation of motion is
included in the cost function to be minimized as a means of
eliminating the requirement of satisfying the equations of
motion. Although the number of unknown independent
functions is increased to include the state variables, the
evaluation of the gradient of the cost function is simplified,
resulting in considerable computational savings, thereby
making it appear feasible to use the epsilon method for real-
time application.
969. Deets, D. A.: Optimal Regulator or Conventional
Setup Techniques for a Model Following Simulator
Control System. NASA CP-007. NASA Washington Fourth
Inter-Center Control Systems Conf.erence, January_ 1978,
pp. 237-252, (see N78-23010 13-99), 78N23020, #. (See
also 590.)
Optimal regulator technique was compared for determining
simulator control system gains with the conventional servo
analysis approach. Practical considerations, associated with
airborne motion simulation using a model-following system,
provided the basis for comparison. The simulation fidelity
specifications selected were important in evaluating the
relative advantages of the two methods. Frequency responses
for a JetStar aircraft following a roll mode model were
calculated digitally to illustrate the various cases. A technique
for generating forward loop lead in the optimal regulator
model-following problem was developed which increases the
flexibility of that approach. It appeared to be the only way in
which the optimal regulator method could meet the fidelity
specifications.
O0 oo O0
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JetStar Airplane, Three-View Drawing
970. Edwards, J. W.; Breakwell, J. V.; and Bryson, A. E.,
Jr.: Active Flutter Control Using Generalized Unsteady
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Aerodynamic Theory. Journal of Guidance and Control,
January-February 1978. Vol 1, No. 1, pp. 32-40. (See
also 945.)
971. Powers, B. G.: Analytical Study of Ride
Smoothing Benefits of Control System Configurations
Optimized for Pilot Handling Qualities. NASA TP-1148,
H-922, February 1978, 78N18076, #.
An analytical study was conducted to evaluate the relative
improvements in aircraft ride qualifies that resulted from
utilizing several control law configurations that were
optimized for pilot handling qualities only. The airplane
configuration used was an executive jet transport in the
approach configuration. The control law configurations
included the basic system, a rate feedback system, three
command augmentation systems (rate command, attitude
command, and rate command/attitude hold), and a control
wheel steering system. Both the longitudinal and lateral
directional axes were evaluated. A representative example of
each control law configuration was optimized for pilot
handling qualities on a fixed base simulator. The root mean
square airplane responses to turbulence were calculated, and
predictions of ride quality ratings were computed by using
three models available in the literature.
972. Meyer, R. R., Jr.: Effect of Winglets on a First-
Generation Jet Transport Wing. 4: Stability
Characteristics for a _all-Span Model at Mach 0.30.
NASA TP-1119, L-11705, February_ 1978, 78N17997, #.
The static longitudinal and lateral directional characteristics
of a 0.035 scale model of a first generation jet transport were
obtained with and without upper winglets. The data were
obtained for take off and landing configurations at a free
stream Mach number of 0.30. The results generally indicated
that upper winglets had favorable effects on the stability
characteristics of the aircraft.
973. Sheridan, A. E.; and Grier, S. J.: Drag Reduction
Obtained by Modifying a Standard Truck. NASA
TM-72846, H-977, February. 1978.78N20457, #.
A standard two-axle truck with a box-shaped cargo
compartment was tested to determine whether significant
reductions in aerodynamic drag could be obtained by
modifying the front of the cargo compartment. The
coastdown method was used to determine the total drag of the
baseline vehicle, which had a square-cornered cargo box, and
of several modified configurations. Test velocities ranged
from 56.3 to 94.6 kilometers per hour (35 to 60 miles per
hour). At 88.5 kilometers per hour (55 miles per hour), the
aerodynamic drag reductions obtained with the modified
configurations ranged from 8 to 30 percent.
974. Matheny, N. W.; and Gatlin, D. H.: Flight
Evaluation of the Transonic Stability and Control
Characteristics of an Airplane Incorporating a
Supercritical Wing. NASA TP-1167, H-916,
1978, 78N20140, #.
A TF-8A airplane was equipped with a transport type
supercritical wing and fuselage fairings to evaluate predicted
performance improvements for cruise at transonic speeds. A
comparison of aerodynamic derivatives extracted from flight
and wind tunnel data showed that static longitudinal stability,
effective dihedral, and aileron effectiveness, were higher than
predicted. The static directional stability derivative was
slower than predicted. The airplane's handling qualities were
acceptable with the stability augmentation system on. The
unaugrnented airplane exhibited some adverse lateral
directional characteristics that involved low Dutch roll
damping and low roll control power at high angles of attack
and roll control power that was greater than satisfactory for
transport aircraft at cruise conditions. Longitudinally, the
aircraft exhibited a mild pitchup tendency. Leading edge
vortex generators delayed the onset of flow separation,
moving the pitchup point to a higher lift coefficient and
reducing its severity.
975. Gee, S. W.; Carr, P. C.; Winter, W. R.; and Manke,
J. A.: Development of Systems and Techniques for
Landing an Aircraft Using Onboard Television. NASA
TP-1171, H-973, February 1978, 78N20114, #.
A flight program was conducted to develop a landing
technique with which a pilot could consistently and safely
land a remotely piloted research vehicle (RPRV) without
outside visual reference except through television.
Otherwise, instrumentation was standard. Such factors as the
selection of video parameters, the pilot's understanding of the
television presentation, the pilot's ground cockpit
environment, and the operational procedures for landing were
considered. About 30 landings were necessary for a pilot to
become sufficiently familiar and competent with the test
aircraft to make powered approaches and landings with
outside visual references only through television. When steep
approaches and landings were made by remote control, the
pilot's workload was extremely high. The test aircraft was
used as a simulator for the F-15 RPRV, and as such was
considered to be essential to the success of landing the
F-15 RPRV.
976. Iliff, K. W.; Maine, R. E.; and Steers, S. T.: Flight-
Determined Stability and Control Coefficients of the
F-111A Airplane. NASA TM-72851, March 1978,
78N 18075, #.
A complete set of linear stability and control derivatives of
the F-111A airplane was determined with a modified
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maximumlikelihoodestimator.The derivativeswere
determinedatwingsweepanglesof 26deg,35deg,and
58deg.TheflightconditionsincludedaMachnumberrange
of0.63to1.43andanangleofattackrangeof2degto15deg.
Maneuverswereperformedat normalaccelerationsfrom
0.9gto 3.8gduringsteadyturnsto assesstheaeroelastic
effectson the stabilityandcontrolcharacteristics.The
derivativesgenerallyshowedconsistentrendsand
reasonableagreementwith the wind tunnelestimates.
SignificantMacheffectswereobservedforMachnumbersa
lowas0.82.No largeeffectsattributableto aeroelasticity
werenoted.
977. Ko, William L.: Traverse Diffusivity of Dual
Phase Composites, Fiber Science and Technology, Vol. II,
No. 2, March 1978, pp. 157-162.
This paper compares the exact and approximate theories
developed for predicting the traverse diffusivity of dual phase
composite systems containing a rectangular lattice of uniform
parallel circular cylindrical inclusions. Due to the difficulties
in obtaining an explicit exact mathematical expression for the
diffusivity of the composite system, approximations or
mathematical models are usually introduced in the
calculation of the diffusivity of the composite. The two most
common approximate theories used in estimating the
transverse diffusivity (or conductivity) of the composite
systems are described.
978. Mff, Kenneth W.: Identification and Stochastic
Control of an Aircraft Flying in Turbulence. Journal of
Guidance and Control, Vol. 1, No. 2, March-April 1978.
Also published (in Russian) Rocket Technology and
Cosmonautics, June 1979, pp. 150-159.
An adaptive control technique to improve the flying qualities
of an aircraft in turbulence was investigated. The approach
taken was to obtain maximum likelihood estimates of the
unknown coefficients of the aircraft system and then, using
these estimates along with the separation principle, to define
the stochastic optimal control. The maximum likelihood
estimation technique that accounts for the effects of
turbulence provided good estimates of the unknown
coefficients and of the turbulence. The assessment of the
stochastic optimal control based on the maximum likelihood
estimates showed that the desired effects were attained for the
regulator problem of minimizing pitch angle and the tracking
problem of requiring normal acceleration to follow the pilot
input.
979. Hedgley, D. R.: An Efficient Algorithm for
Choosing the Degree of a Polynomial to Approximate
Discrete Nonoscillatory Data. NASA TM-72854, H-1010,
April 1978, 78N21839, #.
An efficient algorithm for selecting the degree of a
polynomial that defines a curve that best approximates a data
set was presented. This algorithm was applied to both
oscillatory and nonoscillatory data without loss of generality.
980. Gilyard, G. B.; and Smith, J. W.: Results From
Flight and Simulator Studies of a Much 3 Cruise
Longitudinal Autopilot. NASA TP- 1180, H-940,
April 1978, 78N21160, #.
At Much numbers of approximately 3.0 and altitudes greater
than 21,300 meters, the original altitude and Mach hold
modes of the YF-12 autopilot produced aircraft excursions
that were erratic or divergent, or both. Flight data analysis
and simulator studies showed that the sensitivity of the static
pressure port to angle of attack had a detrimental effect on the
performance of the altitude and Mach hold modes. Good
altitude hold performance was obtained when a high passed
pitch rate feedback was added to compensate for angle of
attack sensitivity and the altitude error and integral altitude
gains were reduced. Good Much hold performance was
obtained when the angle of attack sensitivity was removed;
however, the ride qualities remained poor.
© ©
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981. *Siemers, P. M., III; and Larson, T. J.: The Space
Shuttle Orbiter and Aerodynamic Testing. AIAA Paper
78-790, Tenth Annual Aerodynamic Testing Conference, San
Diego, California, April 19-21, 1978, Technical Papers,
pp. 145-158, (A78-32326 12-09),78A32347, #.
The concept of utilizing the Space Shuttle Orbiter as an
aerodynamic flight research vehicle is discussed. The
orbiter's planned flight frequency and its complex flight
control system provide an unprecedented flight research
potential. This paper defines the orbiter's flight environment
and applicable baseline systems, their capabilities and
limitations, as well as those instrument systems required to
augment the baseline capability. These required systems,
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which are being developedunder NASA's Orbiter
ExperimentsProgram(OEX) are the Aerodynamic
CoefficientIdentificationPackage(ACIP),ShuttleEntryAir
DataSystem(SEADS),andtheShuttleUpperAtmosphere
MassSpectrometer(SUMS).Finally,the needfor and
capabilityof launchingpayloadsfromtheorbitertoextend
theresearchpotentialbeyondtheorbiterconfigurationa d/or
environmentisdefined.
*NASALangleyResearchCenter,SpaceSystemsDiv.,
Hampton,Virginia.
982. Powers, S. G.: Right-Measured Pressure
Characteristics of Aft-Facing Steps in High Reynolds
Number Flow at Much Numbers of 2.20, 2.50, and 2.80
and Comparison With Other Data. NASA TM-72855,
H-956, May 1978, 78N25055, #.
The YF-12 airplane was studied to determine, the pressure
characteristics associated with an aft-facing step in high
Reynolds number flow for nominal Much numbers of 2.20,
2.50, and 2.80. Base pressure coefficients were obtained for
three step heights. The surface static pressures ahead of and
behind the step were measured for the no-step condition and
for each of the step heights. A boundary layer rake was used
to determine the local boundary layer conditions. The
Reynolds number based on the length of flow ahead of the
step was approximately 10 to the 8th power and the ratios of
momentum thickness to step height ranged from 0.2 to 1.0.
Base pressure coefficients were compared with other
available data at similar Much numbers and at ratios of
momentum thickness to step height near 1.0. In addition, the
data were compared with base pressure coefficients
calculated by a semiempirical prediction method. The base
pressure ratios are shown to be a function of Reynolds
number based on momentum thickness. Profiles of the
surface pressures ahead of and behind the step and the local
boundary layer conditions are also presented.
983. Monaghan, R. C.: Flight-Measured Buffet
Characteristics of a Supercritical Wing and a
Conventional Wing on a Variable-Sweep Airplane. NASA
TP- 1244, H-991, May 1978, 78N23056, #.
Windup-turn maneuvers were performed to assess the buffet
characteristics of the F-I 11A aircraft and the same aircraft
with a supercritical wing, which is referred to as the F-111
transonic aircraft technology (TACT) aircraft. Data were
gathered at wing sweep angles of 26, 35, and 58 deg for Much
numbers from 0.60 to 0.95. Wingtip accelerometer data were
the primary source of buffet information. The analysis was
supported by wing strain-gage and pressure data taken in
flight, and by oil-flow photographs taken during tests of a
wind tunnel model. In the transonic speed range, the overall
buffet characteristics of the aircraft having a supercritical
wing are significantly improved over those of the aircraft
having a conventional wing.
F-111 TACT Airplane
ECN-3945
984. Jenkins, Jerald M.; Fields, Roger A.; and Sefic,
Walter J.: Effect of Elevated Temperature on the
Calibrated Strain Gages of the YF-12A Wing. Presented at
the Society of Experimental Stress Analysis, Spring Meeting,
Wichita, Kansas, May 14-19, 1978.
985. Larson, Terry J.; and Schweikhard, William G.: Use
of the Shuttle Entry Air Data Pressure System at
Subsonic Speeds. Presented at the Second Biennial Air Data
Systems Conference, Colorado Springs, Colorado,
May 1-5, 1978.
The purpose of this paper is to show that, in limited wind-
tunnel tests of a 0.1-scale shuttle model, SEADS, when
combined with auxiliary flush static-pressure measurements
aft of the nose cap, can provide accurate air data system. The
SEADS pressure data are from tests made in NASA Lewis
Research Center's 10- by 10-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel;
the auxiliary flush static-pressure data are partly from those
tests and partly from tests in the NASA Ames Research
Center's Fourteen-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel.
986. Reed, R. D.: High-Flying Mini-Sniffer RPV--
Mars Bound. Astronautics and Aeronautics, Vol. 16,
June 1978, pp. 26-39, 78A38521, #.
The Mini-Sniffer is a small unmanned survey aircraft
developed by NASA to conduct turbulence and atmospheric
pollution measurements from ground level to an altitude of
90,000 ft. Carrying a 25-1b air sampling apparatus, the Mini-
Sniffer typically cruises for one hour at 70,000 ft before being
remotely piloted back to earth. A hydrazine monopropellant
engine powers the craft, while a PCM telemetering system
and a radar transponder provide control functions.
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Developmentof ahigh-performancelow-Reynolds-number
airfoilcouldmaketheresearchcraftsuitablefor a low-
altitudeterrain-followingmissiononMars.
Mini-Sniffer RPV
ECN-4898
987. *Peterson, J. B., Jr.; and Fisher, D. F.: Flight
Investigation of Insect Contamination and Its Alleviation.
NASA CP-2036-PT-1. NASA CTOL Transport Technol.,
June 1978, pp. 357-373, (see N78-27046 18-01), 78N27067,
#.
An investigation of leading edge contamination by insects
was conducted with a JetStar airplane instrumented to detect
transition on the outboard leading edge flap and equipped
with a system to spray the leading edge in flight. The results
of airline type flights with the JetStar indicated that insects
can contaminate the leading edge during takeoff and
climbout. The results also showed that the insects collected
on the leading edges at 180 knots did not erode at cruise
conditions for a laminar flow control airplane and caused
premature transition of the laminar boundary layer. None of
the superslick and hydrophobic surfaces tested showed any
significant advantages in alleviating the insect contamination
problem. While there may be other solutions to the insect
contamination problem, the results of these tests with a spray
system showed that a continuous water spray while
encountering the insects is effective in preventing insect
contamination of the leading edges.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
988. Nugent, J.; Taillon, N. V.; and *Pendergraft, O. C.,
Jr.: Status of a Nozzle-Airframe Study of a Highly
Maneuverable Fighter. AIAA Paper 78-990, presented at
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics and
Society of Automotive Engineers, Fourteenth Joint
Propulsion Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada, July 25-27,
1978, 78A48470, #.
NASA is sponsoring a research program that uses
coordinated wind tunnel and flight tests to investigate nozzle-
airframe flow interactions. The program objective is to
compare transonic flight and wind tunnel measurements over
a wide Reynolds number range. The paper discusses the
progress of the program and the coordination of the wind
tunnel and flight tests with regard to program elements,
model-airplane differences, instrument locations, and test
conditions. The real-time feedback techniques used to obtain
steady flight conditions are presented. Available wind tunnel
results are presented for the jet effects model showing the
influence of the rear-end geometry and test variables on
nozzle drag. Available flight results show the effect of the
variable inlet ramp angle and angle of attack on fuselage
pressures and upper surface boundary layers.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
989. *Lucas, E. J.; **Fanning, A. E.; and Steers, L. L.:
Comparison of Nozzle and Afterbody Surface Pressures
From Wind Tunnel and Flight Test of the YF-17 Aircraft.
AIAA Paper 78-992, presented at American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics and Society of Automotive
Engineers, Fourteenth Joint Propulsion Conference,
Las Vegas, Nevada, July 25-27. 1978, 78A43540, #.
Results are reported from the initial phase of an effort to
provide an adequate technical capability to accurately predict
the full scale, flight vehicle, nozzle-afterbody performance of
future aircraft based on partial scale, wind tunnel testing. The
primary emphasis of this initial effort is to assess the current
capability and identify the cause of limitations on this
capability. A direct comparison of surface pressure data is
made between the results from an 0.1-scale model wind
tunnel investigation and a full-scale flight test program to
evaluate the current subscale testing techniques. These data
were acquired at Mach numbers 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, 1.2, and 1.5 on
four nozzle configurations at various vehicle pitch attitudes.
Support system interference increments were also
documented during the wind tunnel investigation. In general,
the results presented indicate a good agreement in trend and
level of the surface pressures when corrective increments are
applied for known effects and surface differences between
the two articles under investigation.
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*ARO,Inc.,ArnoldAirForceStation,Tennessee.
**USAF,AeroPropulsionLaboratory,Wright-Patterson
AFB,Ohio.
EC76-5270
YF-17 Airplane
990. Brownlow, J.: A Statistical Package for
Computing Time and Frequency Domain Analysis.
NASA TM-56045, H-981, August 1978. 78N29843, #.
The spectrum analysis (SPA) program is a general purpose
digital computer program designed to aid in data analysis.
The program does time and frequency domain statistical
analyses as well as some preanalysis data preparation. The
capabilities of the SPA program include linear trend removal
and/or digital filtering of data, plotting and/or listing of both
filtered and unfiltered data, time domain statistical
characterization of data, and frequency domain statistical
characterization of data.
991. *Morosow, G.; **Dublin, M.; and Kordes, E. E.:
Needs and Trends in Structural Dynamics. Astronautics
and Aeronautics, Vol. 16, July-August 1978. pp. 90-94,
78A43364, #.
The paper discusses dynamic analyses and testing of
aerospace vehicles and the application of such analyses and
testing to nonaerospace fields. Items covered in the section on
dynamic analyses of aerospace vehicles include self-induced
and forced oscillatory loads, approaches to dynamic
modeling and analysis, nonlinear analyses, and integrated
dynamics design and optimization. Items covered in the
section on the dynamic testing of aerospace vehicles include
integrated test philosophy, test facilities, and ways of
improving performance and reducing costs. The
nonaerospace applications that are discussed include ground
and water transportation, medicine, and nuclear power plants.
*Martin Marietta Aerospace, Bethesda, Maryland.
**General Dynamics Corp., Pomona, California.
992. Fisher, D. F.; and *Peterson, J. B., Jr.: Flight
Experience on the Need and Use of Inflight Leading Edge
Washing for a Laminar Flow Airfoil. AIA.A Paper 78-1512,
presented at American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Aircraft Systems and Technology Conference,
Los Angeles, California, August 21-23, 1978, 78A47947, #.
An investigation of leading-edge contamination by insects
was conducted at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center
with a JetStar airplane instrumented to detect transition on the
outboard leading-edge flap and equipped with a system to
wash the leading edge in flight. The results of airline-type
flights with the JetStar indicated that insects can contaminate
the leading edge during take-off and climbout at large jet
airports in the United States. The results also showed that the
insects collected on the leading edges at 180 knots did not
erode at cruise conditions for a laminar flow control airplane
and caused premature transition of the laminar boundary
layer. None of the superslick and hydrophobic surfaces tested
showed any significant advantages in alleviating the insect
contamination problem. While there may be other solutions
to the insect contamination problem, the results of these tests
with a washer system showed that a continuous water spray
while encountering the insects is effective in preventing
insect contamination of the leading edges.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
993. Montoya, L. C.; Bikle, P. F.; and Banner, R. D.:
Section Drag Coefficients From Pressure Probe
Traverses of a Wing Wake at Low Speeds. AIAA
Paper78-1479, presented at the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aircraft Systems and
Technology Conference, Los Angeles, California,
August 21-23. 1978, 78A47924, #. (See also 1035.)
This paper reviews the techniques used to increase data
reliability and to minimize certain bias errors during a series
of wing profile drag measurements performed in flight on a
sailplane airfoil. Unresolved questions concerning errors in
the use of total probes in this and other studies are discussed.
994. Sisk, T. R.: A Technique for the Assessment of
Fighter Aircraft Precision Controllability. AIAA
Paper 78-1364, Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference,
Palo Alto, California, August 7-9. 1978, Technical Papers,
pp. 253-265, (see A78-46526 20-08), 78A46553, #.
Today's emerging fighter aircraft are maneuvering as well at
normal accelerations of 7 to 8 g's as their predecessors did at
4 to 5 g's. This improved maneuvering capability has
significantly expanded their operating envelope and made the
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taskof evaluatinghandlingqualitiesmoredifficult.This
paperdescribesa techniquefor assessingtheprecision
controllabilityof highlymaneuverableaircraft,a technique
thatwasdevelopedtoevaluateheeffectsofbuffetintensity
ongunsighttrackingcapabilityandfoundtobeausefultool
for the generalassessmentof fighteraircrafthandling
qualities.It hasalso demonstratedits usefulnessfor
evaluatingconfigurationa dadvancedflightcontrolsystem
refinements.Thistechniqueisbelievedtohaveapplicationto
futureaircraftdynamicsandpilot-vehicleinterfacestudies.
995. Maine, R. E.; and Iliff, K. W.: Maximum
Likelihood Estimation of Translational Acceleration
Derivatives From Flight Data. AIAA Paper 78-1342,
Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference, Palo Alto,
California, August 7-9, 1978, Technical Papers,
pp. 121-131, (see A78-46526 20-08), 78A46539, #. (See
also 1069.)
This paper shows that translational acceleration derivatives,
such as pitching moment due to rate of change of angle of
attack, can be estimated from flight data with the use of
appropriately designed maneuvers. No new development of
estimation methodology is necessary to analyze these
maneuvers. Flight data from a T-37B airplane were used to
verify that rate of change of angle of attack could be
estimated from rolling maneuvers.
996. Anon.: YF-12 Experiments Symposium. NASA
CP-2054-VOL- 1, H- 1059. Proceedings of the
YF-12 Experiments Symposium, Edwards, California,
September 13-15. 1978, 78N32055, #. (See also N78-32056
through N78-32065.)
Papers presented by personnel from the Dryden Flight
Research Center, the Lewis Research Center, and the Ames
Research Center are presented. Topics cover propulsion
system performance, inlet time varying distortion, structures,
aircraft controls, propulsion controls, and aerodynamics. The
reports were based on analytical studies, laboratory
experiments, wind tunnel tests, and extensive flight research
with two YF-12 airplanes.
997. Kock, B. M.: Overview of the NASA YF-12
Program. NASA CP-2054-VOL- 1. NASA YF-12
Experiments Symposium, Vol. 1, August 1978. pp. 3-25,
(see N78-32055 23-02), 78N32056, #.
The history of NASA's interest in supersonic research and the
agency's contribution to the development of the YF-12
aircraft is reviewed as well as the program designed to use
that aircraft as a test bed for supersonic cruise research.
Topics cover elements of the program, project organization,
and major accomplishments.
998. Jenkins, J. M.; and Kuhl, A. E.: Recent Load
Calibrations Experience With the YF-12 Airplane. NASA
CP-2054-VOL-1. NASA YF-12 Experiments Symposium,
Vol. 1, August 1978, pp. 47-72, (see N78-32055 23-02),
78N32057, #.
The use of calibrated strain gages to measure wing loads on
the YF-12A airplane is discussed as well as structural
configurations relative to the thermal environment and
resulting thermal stresses. A thermal calibration of the
YF-12A is described to illustrate how contaminating thermal
effects can be removed from loads equations. The
relationship between ground load calibrations and flight
measurements is examined for possible errors, and an
analytical approach to accommodate such errors is presented.
999. Meyer, R. R., Jr.; and DeAngelis, V. M.: Flight-
Measured Aerodynamic Loads on a 0.92 Aspect Ratio
Lifting Surface. NASA CP-2054-VOL-1. NASA YF-12
Experiments Symposium, Vol. 1, August 1978, pp. 73-91,
(see N78-32055 23-02), 78N32058, #.
Ventral fin loads, expressed as normal force coefficients,
bending moment coefficients, and torque coefficients, were
measured during flight tests of a YF-12A airplane. Because
of the proximity of the ventral fin to the ailerons, the
aerodynamic loads presented were the result of both sideslip
loads and aileron crossflow loads. Aerodynamic data
obtained from strain gage loads instrumentation and some
flight pressure measurements are presented for several Mach
numbers ranging from 0.70 to 2.00. Selected wind tunnel data
and results of linear theoretical aerodynamic calculations are
presented for comparison.
1000. Gilyard, G. B.; and Smith, J. W.: Flight Experience
With Altitude Hold and Mach Hold Autopilots on the
YF-12 Aircraft at Mach 3. NASA CP-2054-VOL-1. NASA
YF-12 Experiments Symposium, Vol. 1, August 1978,
pp. 97-119, (see N78-30255 23-02), 78N32059, #.
The altitude hold mode of the YF-12A airplane was modified
to include a high-pass-filtered pitch rate feedback along with
optimized inner loop altitude rate proportional and integral
gains. An autothrottle control system was also developed to
control either Mach number or KEAS at the high-speed flight
conditions. Flight tests indicate that, with the modified
system, significant improvements are obtained in both
altitude and speed control, and the combination of altitude
and autothrottle hold modes provides the most stable aircraft
platform thus far demonstrated at Mach 3 conditions.
1001. Rezek, T. W.: Pilot Workload Measurement and
Experience on Supersonic Cruise Aircraft. NASA
CP-2054-VOL-l. NASA YF-12 Experiments Symposium,
Vol. l, August 1978, pp. 121-134, (see N78-32055 23-02),
78N32060, #.
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Aircraftparametersand physiologicalparametersmost
indicative of crew workload were investigated.
Recommendationswereusedto form the basisfor a
continuingstudyinwhichvariationsoftheintervalbetween
heartbeatsareusedasameasureof nonphysicalworkload.
Preliminaryesultsarepresentedandcurrenteffortsinfurther
definingthisphysiologicalmeasureareoutlined.
1002. Ehernberger, L. J.: The YF-12 Gust Velocity
Measuring System. NASA CP-2054-VOL-1. NASA YF-12
Experiments Symposium, Vol. 1, August 1978, pp. 135-154,
(see N78-32055 23-02), 78N32061, #.
A true gust velocity measuring system designed to alleviate
complications resulting from airframe flexibility and from
the high-speed, high-temperature environment of supersonic
cruise aircraft was evaluated on a YF-12 airplane. The system
uses fixed vanes on which airflow direction changes produce
differential pressure variations that are measured. Airframe
motions, obtained by posfflight integration of recorded
angular rate and linear acceleration data, are removed from
the flow angle data. An example of turbulence data obtained
at high-altitude, supersonic flight conditions is presented and
compared with previous high-altitude turbulence
measurements obtained with subsonic aircraft and with
turbulence criteria contained in both military and civil design
specifications for supersonic cruise vehicles. Results of these
comparisons indicate that the YF-12 turbulence sample is
representative of turbulence present in the supersonic cruise
environment.
1003. Powers, S. G.: Flight-Measured Pressure
Characteristics of Aft-Facing Steps in Thick Boundary
Layer Flow for Transonic and Supersonic Mach
Numbers. NASA CP-2054-VOL- 1. NASA YF- 12
Experiments Symposium, Vol. 1, August 1978, pp. 201-226,
(see N78-32055 23-02), 78N32063, #.
Aft-facing step base pressure flight data were obtained for
three step heights for nominal transonic Much numbers of
0.80, 0.90, and 0.95, and for supersonic Mach numbers of 2.2,
2.5, and 2.8 with a Reynolds number, based on the fuselage
length ahead of the step, of about 10 to the 8th power. Surface
static pressures were measured ahead of the step, behind the
step, and on the step face (base), and a boundary layer rake
was used to obtain boundary layer reference conditions. A
comparison of the data from the present and previous
experiments shows the same trend of increasing base pressure
ratio (decreasing drag) with increasing values of momentum
thickness to step height ratios. However, the absolute level of
these data does not always agree at the supersonic Mach
numbers. For momentum thickness to height ratios near 1.0,
the differences in the base pressure ratios appear to be
primarily a function of Reynolds number based on the
momentum thickness. Thus, for Much numbers above 2, the
data analyzed show that the base pressure ratio decreases
(drag increases) as Reynolds number based on momentum
thickness increases for a given momentum thickness and step
height.
1004. Fisher, D. F.: Boundary Layer, Skin Friction, and
Boattail Pressure Measurements From the YF-12
Airplane at Mach Numbers Up to 3. NASA CP-2054-
VOL-1. NASA YF-12 Experiments Symposium, Vol. 1,
August 1978, pp. 227-258, (see N78-32055 23-02),
78N32064, #.
In-flight measurements of boundary layer and skin friction
data were made on YF-12 airplanes for Much numbers
between 2.0 and 3.0. Boattail pressures were also obtained for
Much numbers between 0.7 and 3.0 with Reynolds numbers
up to four hundred million. Boundary layer data measured
along the lower fuselage centerline indicate local
displacement and momentum thicknesses can be much larger
than predicted. Skin friction coefficients measured at two of
five lower fuselage stations were significantly less than
predicted by flat plate theory. The presence of large
differences between measured boattail pressure drag and
values calculated by a potential flow solution indicates the
presence of vortex effects on the upper boattail surface. At
both subsonic and supersonic speeds, pressure drag on the
longer of two boattail configurations was equal to or less than
the pressure drag on the shorter configuration. At subsonic
and transonic speeds, the difference in the drag coefficient
was on the order of 0.0008 to 0.0010. In the supersonic cruise
range, the difference in the drag coefficient was on the order
of 0.002. Boattail drag coefficients are based on wing
reference area.
1005. Quinn, R. D.; and Gong, L.: In-Flight
Compressible Turbulent Boundary Layer Measurements
on a Hollow Cylinder at a Much Number of 3.0. NASA
CP-2054-VOL-1. NASA YF-12 Experiments Symposium,
Vol. 1, August 1978, pp. 259-286, (see N78-32055 23-02),
78N32065, #.
Skin temperatures, shearing forces, surface static pressures,
and boundary layer pitot pressures and total temperatures
were measured on a hollow cylinder 3.04 meters long and
0.437 meter in diameter mounted beneath the fuselage of the
YF-12A airplane. The data were obtained at a nominal free
stream Mach number of 3.0 and at wall-to-recovery
temperature ratios of 0.66 to 0.91. The free stream Reynolds
number had a minimal value of 4.2 million per meter. Heat
transfer coefficients and skin friction coefficients were
derived from skin temperature time histories and shear force
measurements, respectively. Boundary layer velocity profiles
were derived from pitot pressure measurements, and a
Reynolds analogy factor of 1.11 was obtained from the
measured heat transfer and skin friction data. The skin
friction coefficients predicted by the theory of van Driest
were in excellent agreement with the measurements.
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Theoreticalheatransfercoefficients,in theformofStanton
numberscalculatedbyusingamodifiedReynoldsanalogy
betweenskinfrictionandheatransfer,werecomparedwith
measuredvalues.The measuredvelocityprofileswere
comparedtoColes'incompressiblelaw-of-the-wallprofile.
ECN-4777
YF-12 Airplane With "Coldwalr' Experiment
1006. Monaghan, Richard C.: Flight Measured Buffet
Characteristics. Presented at the Symposium on Transonic
Aircraft Technology, Lancaster, California, August 15-17,
197_.
Windup-turn maneuvers were performed to assess the buffet
characteristics of the F-1 l lA aircraft and the same aircraft
with a supercritical wing, which is referred to as the F-Ill
transonic aircraft technology (TACT) aircraft. Data were
gathered at wing sweep angles of 26 degree, 35 degree, and
58 degree for Mach numbers from 0.60 to 0.95. Wingtip
accelerometer data were the primary source of buffet
information. The analysis was supported by wing strain-gage
and fuselage accelerometer data. Buffet intensity rise
boundaries in the form of plots of aircraft normal-force
coefficient as a function of Mach number, as well as
individual buffet intensity curves at specific Mach numbers,
are presented for each aircraft. In the transonic speed range,
the overall buffet characteristics of the aircraft having a
supercritical wing are significantly improved over those of
the aircraft having a conventional wing. At subsonic speeds
or at the aft wing sweep position where the supercritical wing
is off design, the two aircraft have similar buffet
characteristics.
1007. Sakamoto, Glenn M.; and Friend, Edward L.:
Agility Evaluation. Presented at the Symposium on
Transonic Aircraft Technology, Lancaster, California,
August 15-17, 1978.
This paper present the results of a study conducted with the
F-111 transonic aircraft technology (TACT) airplane to
assess the improvement in maneuverability afforded by a
supercritical wing when installed on an F-111A aircraft. The
study evaluated the aerodynamic performance, maneuver
performance, and precision controllability of both the basic
F- 111A and the F- 111 TACT aircraft over the transonic Mach
number region at three wing-sweep positions. The
aerodynamic performance evaluation showed that the
supercritical wing significantly improved the buffet
characteristics of the F-111A airplane at high subsonic and
transonic Mach numbers. Wing rock was experienced on both
aircraft, with the F-Ill TACT airplane having the higher
onset boundaries. The maneuver performance evaluation
showed the F-111 TACT airplane to have higher drag-rise
Mach number as well as improved transonic sustained turn
performance. The supercritical wing did not alter the F-111A
airplane's basic precision controllability. The agility analysis
demonstrated that the supercritical wing improved the
F-111A airplane's maneuverability.
1008. Maine, R. E.: Aerodynamic Derivatives for an
Oblique Wing Aircraft Estimated From Flight Data by
Using a Maximum Likelihood Technique. NASA
TP-1336, H-1003, October 1978, 78N33054, #.
There are several practical problems in using current
techniques with five degree of freedom equations to estimate
the stability and control derivatives of oblique wing aircraft
from flight data. A technique was developed to estimate these
derivatives by separating the analysis of the longitudinal and
lateral directional motion without neglecting cross coupling
effects. Although previously applied to symmetrical aircraft,
the technique was not expected to be adequate for oblique
wing vehicles. The application of the technique to flight data
from a remotely piloted oblique wing aircraft is described.
The aircraft instrumentation and data processing were
reviewed, with particular emphasis on the digital filtering
of the data. A complete set of flight determined stability
and control derivative estimates is presented and compared
with predictions. The results demonstrated that the relatively
simple approach developed was adequate to obtain high
quality estimates of the aerodynamic derivatives of such
aircraft.
1009. Tang, M. H.; Sefic, W. J.; and Sheldon, R. G.:
Comparison of Concurrent Strain Gage- and Pressure
Transducer-Measured Flight Loads on a Lifting Reentry
Vehicle and Correlation With Wind Tunnel Predictions.
NASA TP-1331, H-1035, October 1978, 78N33053, #.
Concurrent strain gage and pressure transducer measured
flight loads on a lifting reentry vehicle are compared and
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correlatedwith wind tunnel-predictedloads.Subsonic,
transonic,andsupersonicaerodynamicloadsarepresented
for theleft fin andcontrolsurfacesof theX-24Blifting
reentryvehicle.Typicaleft fin pressuredistributionsare
shown.Theeffectsof variationsin angleof attack,angle
of sideslip,andMachnumberontheleftfinloadsandrudder
hingemomentsarepresentedin coefficientform.Also
presentedaretheeffectsof variationsinangleofattackand
Machnumberon theupperflap,lowerflap,andaileron
hinge-momentcoefficients.Theeffectsof variationsin
lowerflaphingemomentsdueto changesin lowerflap
deflectionandMachnumberarepresentedin termsof
coefficientslopes.
1010. Sim, A. G.; and Curry, R. E.: Flight-Determined
Stability and Control Derivatives for the F-111 TACT
Research Aircraft. NASA TP- 1350, H- 1004, October 1978.
79N10068, #.
A flight investigation was conducted to provide a stability
and control derivative data base for the F-111 transonic
aircraft technology research aircraft. Longitudinal and
lateral-directional data were obtained as functions of Mach
number, angle of attack, and wing sweep. For selected
derivatives, the flight results were correlated with derivatives
calculated based on vehicle geometry. The validity of the
angle of attack measurement was independently verified at a
Mach number of 0.70 for angles of attack between 3 and
10 degrees.
1011. Curry, R. E.: Utilization of the Wing-Body
Aerodynamic Analysis Program. NASA TM-72856,
H-1071, October 1978, 79N10020, #.
The analysis program was used to investigate several aircraft
characteristics. The studies performed included vehicle
stability analysis, determination of upwash angle,
identification of nonpotential flow, launch dynamics, and
wake vortex upset loads. The techniques and are discussed.
When possible, computed results are compared with
experimental data.
1012. Ko, W. L.: Effect of Crack Size on the Natural
Frequencies of a Cracked Plate. International Journal
of Fracture, Vol. 14, October 1978, pp. R273-R275,
79A20012.
Results are presented for a finite element modal analysis of a
centrally cracked rectangular plate made of linearly elastic
material. The objective is to assess the effect of crack size on
the natural vibration frequencies of the cracked plate. Only
the in-plane vibration modes are studied. The results
presented are finite-element mesh-size dependent. Namely,
shrinking the mesh size, especially in the crack tip region,
would change the magnitudes of the natural frequencies, and
the trends would be the same as shown in the present note.
1013. *Hamer, M. J.; and Kurtenbach, F. J.: A Simplified
Gross Thrust Computing Technique for an Afterburning
Turbofan Engine. Why Flight Test, Proceedings of the Ninth
Annual SFTE Symposium, Arlington, Texas, October 4-6,
1978, pp. 22-1 to 22-20, (see A79-50426 22-01), 79A50440.
A simplified gross thrust computing technique extended to
the F100-PW-100 afterburning turbofan engine is described.
The technique uses measured total and static pressures in the
engine tailpipe and ambient static pressure to compute gross
thrust. Empirically evaluated calibration factors account for
three-dimensional effects, the effects of friction and mass
transfer, and the effects of simplifying assumptions for
solving the equations. Instrumentation requirements and the
sensitivity of computed thrust to transducer errors are
presented. NASA altitude facility tests on F100 engines
(computed thrust versus measured thrust) are presented, and
calibration factors obtained on one engine are shown to be
applicable to the second engine by comparing the computed
gross thrust. It is concluded that this thrust method is
potentially suitable for flight test application and engine
maintenance on production engines with a minimum amount
of instrumentation.
*Computing Devices Co., Ottawa, Canada.
1014. Iliff, K. W.; Maine, R. E.; and Montgomery, T. D.:
Considerations in the Analysis of Flight Test Maneuvers.
Why Flight Test, Proceedings of the Ninth Annual SFTE
Symposium, Arlington, Texas, October 4--6, 1978, pp. 10-1 to
10-36, (see A79-50426 22-01), 79A50433.
This paper discusses the application of a maximum likelihood
estimator to dynamic flight-test data. The information
presented is based on the experience in the past twelve years
at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center of estimating
stability and control derivatives from over 3,000 maneuvers
from 32 aircraft. The overall approach to the analysis of
dynamic flight-test data is discussed. Detailed requirements
for data and instrumentation are discussed and several
examples of the types of problems that may be encountered
are presented.
1015. Jenkins, J. M.; Schuster, L. S.; and Carter, A. L.:
Correlation of Predicted and Measured Thermal Stresses
on a Truss-Type Aircraft Structure. NASA TM-72857,
H-1074, November 1978, 79N11995, #.
A test structure representing a portion of a hypersonic vehicle
was instrumented with strain gages and thermocouples. This
test structure was then subjected to laboratory heating
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representativeofsupersonicandhypersonicflightconditions.
A finite elementcomputermodelof thisstructurewas
developedusingseveraltypesof elementswiththeNASA
structuralanalysis(NASTRAN)computerprogram.
Temperatureinputsfromthetestwereusedto generate
predictedmodelthermalstressesandthesewerecorrelated
withthetestmeasurements.
1016. Burcham, F. W., Jr.: Propulsion-Flight Control
Integration Technology. AGARD-AG-234, Active Controls
in Aircraft Design, November 1978, (see N79-16864 08-08),
79N16872, #.
The propulsion-flight control integration technology
(PROFIT) concept to be implemented on a high performance
supersonic twin-engine aircraft which will make possible the
evaluation of a wide variety of integrated control concepts is
discussed. The aircraft's inlet, engine, and flight control
systems are to be integrated with a digital computer. The
airplane control hardware is to be modified to provide the
necessary capability for control research; software will be
used to provide flexibility in the control integration
capability. The background for flight and propulsion control
system development and probable future trends are
described. Examples of integrated control research that have
application to future aircraft designs are also presented.
1017. Deets, D. A.; and *Crother, C. A.: Highly
Maneuverable Aircraft Technology. AGARD AG-234,
Active Controls in Aircraft Design, November 1978. (see
N79-16864 08-08), 79N16871, #.
A remotely piloted research vehicle (RPRV) with active
controls designed to develop high maneuverable aircraft
technologies (HiMAT) is described. The HiMAT RPRV is
the central element in a new method to bring advanced
aircraft technologies to a state of readiness. The RPRV is well
into the construction phase, with flight test evaluations
planned. The closely coupled canard-wing vehicle includes
relaxed static stability, direct force control, and a digital
active control system. Nonlinearities in the aerodynamics led
to unusual demands on the active control systems. For
example, the longitudinal static margin is 10-percent negative
at low angles of attack, but increases to 30-percent negative
at high angles of attack and low Mach numbers. The design
procedure followed and experiences encountered as they
relate to the active control features are discussed. Emphasis is
placed on the aspects most likely to be encountered in the
design of a full-scale operational vehicle. In addition, a brief
overview of the flight control system features unique to the
RPRV operation is presented.
*Rockwell International Corp., Los Angeles, California.
ECN- 14280
HiMAT RPRV
1018. Hartmann, G. L.; Stein, G.; Szalai, K. J.; Brown, S.
R.; and Petersen, K. L.: F-8 Active Control. AGARD
AG-234, paper 6, Active Controls in Aircraft Design,
N0vcrnber 1978. (see N79-16864 08-08), 79N16870, #.
An advanced flight control research program conducted with
a modified F-8C aircraft is described. Key technologies
investigated include system redundancy management and
active control laws. Two control law packages proposed for
flight test are discussed. The first is the control configured
vehicle package which incorporates command augmentation,
boundary control, ride smoothing, and maneuver flap
functions. The second package is an adaptive control law
based on a parallel channel maximum likelihood estimation
algorithm. The design, implementation, and flight test
experience with both sets of control laws are described.
1019. Iliff, K. W.: Estimation of Aerodynamic
Characteristics From Dynamic Flight Test Data. AGARD
CP-235, Dynamic Stability Parameters, November 1978. (see
N79-15061 06-08), 79N15075, #.
Significant effort was spent in estimating unknown aircraft
coefficients, such as stability and control derivatives from
dynamic flight maneuvers. The techniques used to estimate
these coefficients are becoming increasingly complex;
however, these techniques make it possible to obtain
estimates of coefficients that in the past were nearly
impossible to obtain. A survey of the investigations that were
undertaken to obtain estimates of coefficients from dynamic
flight maneuvers is presented. One method, the maximum
likelihood estimation technique, is described briefly and
some of the successful applications of the technique are
presented. Possible techniques for analyzing responses
obtained in the stall/spin regime are discussed. Recent data
obtained in the stall/spin flight regime are presented along
with a discussion of how some basic results can be obtained
with simple analysis techniques.
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1020. Szalai,K.J.;Jarvis,C.R.; Krier, G. E.; *Megna, V.
A.; *Brock, L. D.; and *O'Donnell, R. N.: Digital Fly-By-
Wire Flight Control Validation Experience. NASA
TM-72860, R-1164, H-1080, December 1978, 79N14109, #.
The experience gained in digital fly-by-wire technology
through a flight test program being conducted by the NASA
Dryden Flight Research Center in an F-8C aircraft is
described. The system requirements are outlined, along with
the requirements for flight qualification. The system is
described, including the hardware components, the aircraft
installation, and the system operation. The flight qualification
experience is emphasized. The qualification process included
the theoretical validation of the basic design, laboratory
testing of the hardware and software elements, systems level
testing, and flight testing. The most productive testing was
performed on an iron bird aircraft, which used the actual
electronic and hydraulic hardware and a simulation of the F-8
characteristics to provide the flight environment. The iron
bird was used for sensor and system redundancy management
testing, failure modes and effects testing, and stress testing in
many cases with the pilot in the loop. The flight test program
conftrmed the quality of the validation process by achieving
50 flights without a known undetected failure and with no
false alarms.
*Charles Draper Laboratory, Cambridge, Massachusetts, Inc.
1021. *Burnham, D. C.; *Hallock, J. N.; **Tombach, I.
H.; t"Brashears, M. R.; and Barber, M. R.: Ground-Based
Measurements of the Wake Vortex Characteristics of a
B-747 Aircraft in Various Configurations. NASA
TM-80474, AD-A067588, December 1978, 79N26016, #.
A Boeing 747 aircraft flew 54 passes at low altitude over
ground based sensors. Vortex velocities were measured by a
laser Doppler velocimeter, an array of monostatic acoustic
sounders, and an array of propeller anemometers. Flow
visualization of the wake was achieved using smoke and
balloon tracers and was recorded photographically. Data
were obtained on vortex velocity fields, vortex decay, and the
effects of spoilers and differential flap settings on the
dissipation and structure of the vortices.
*Transportation Systems Center, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
**AeroVironment, Inc., Pasadena, California.
?Lockheed Missiles and Space Co., Huntsville, Alabama.
1022. Friend, E. L.; and Sakamoto, G. M.: Flight
Comparison of the Transonic Agility of the F-111A
Airplane and the F-111 Supercritical Wing Airplane.
NASA TP- 1368, H-985, December 1978, 79N13056, #.
A flight research program was conducted to investigate the
improvements in maneuverability of an F-111A airplane
equipped with a supercritical wing. In this configuration the
aircraft is known as the F-111 TACT (transonic aircraft
technology) airplane. The variable-wing-sweep feature
permitted an evaluation of the supercritical wing in many
configurations. The primary emphasis was placed on the
transonic Mach number region, which is considered to be the
principal air combat arena for fighter aircraft. An agility
study was undertaken to assess the maneuverability of the
F-111A aircraft with a supercritical wing at both design and
off-design conditions. The evaluation included an assessment
of aerodynamic and maneuver performance in conjunction
with an evaluation of precision controllability during
tailchase gunsight tracking tasks.
1023. Burcham, F. W., Jr.; Lasagna, P. L.; and *Oas, S. C.:
Measurements and Predictions of Flyover and Static
Noise of a TF30 Afterburning Turbofan Engine. NASA
TP-1372, H-1017, December 1978, 79N13045, #.
The noise of the TF30 afterburning turbofan engine in an
F-111 airplane was determined from static (ground) and
flyover tests. A survey was made to measure the exhaust
temperature and velocity profiles for a range of power
settings. Comparisons were made between predicted and
measured jet mixing, internal, and shock noise. It was found
that the noise produced at static conditions was dominated by
jet mixing noise, and was adequately predicted by current
methods. The noise produced during flyovers exhibited large
contributions from internally generated noise in the forward
arc. For flyovers with the engine at nonafterburning power,
the internal noise, shock noise, and jet mixing noise were
accurately predicted. During flyovers with afterburning
power settings, however, additional internal noise believed to
be due to the afterburning process was evident; its level was
as much as 8 decibels above the nonafterburning internal
noise. Power settings that produced exhausts with inverted
velocity profiles appeared to be slightly less noisy than power
settings of equal thrust that produced uniform exhaust
velocity profiles both in flight and in static testing.
*Boeing Co. Airplane Co., Seattle, Washington.
1024. Kurtenbach, F. J.: Comparison of Calculated and
Altitude-Facility-Measured Thrust and Airflow of Two
Prototype F100 Turbofan Engines. NASA TP-1373,
H-1015, December 1978, 79N13044, #.
A comparison is made of the facility performance data for the
two engines with an engine performance model, and it
provides corrections that can be applied to the model so that
it represents the test engines accurately over the flight
envelope. Test conditions ranged from Mach numbers of 0.80
to 2.00 and altitudes from 4020 meters to 15,240 meters. Two
distortion screens were used to determine the effect of
distortion on airflow. Reynolds number effects were also
determined. Engine hysteresis is documented, as is an attempt
to determine engine degradation. The calibrated engine
model had a twice standard deviation accuracy of
approximately 1.24 percent for corrected airflow and
2.38 percent for gross thrust.
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1025. Brenner,M. J.;Iliff, K.W.;and Whitman, R. K.:
Effect of Sampling Rate and Record Length on the
Determination of Stability and Control Derivatives.
NASA TM-72858, H-1077, December 1978, 79N12096, #.
Flight data from five aircraft were used to assess the effects
of sampling rate and record length reductions on estimates of
stability and control derivatives produced by a maximum
likelihood estimation method. Derivatives could be extracted
from flight data with the maximum likelihood estimation
method even if there were considerable reductions in
sampling rate and/or record length. Small amplitude pulse
maneuvers showed greater degradation of the derivative
maneuvers than large amplitude pulse maneuvers when these
reductions were made. Reducing the sampling rate was found
to be more desirable than reducing the record length as a
method of lessening the total computation time required
without greatly degrading the quantity of the estimates.
1026. *Siegel, W. H.; Fields, R. A.; and **Easley, J. T.:
Experimental Investigation of the Buckling
Characteristics of a Beaded Skin Panel for a Hypersonic
Aircraft--Including Comparisons With Finite Element
and Classical Analyses. ASME Paper 78-WA/AERO-3,
presented at the American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
Winter Annual Meeting, San Francisco, California,
December 10-15, 1978, 79A19717, #.
1028. Szalai, Kenneth J.: The F-8 Digital Fly-By-Wire
Program. A Status Report to the Winter Meeting of the
ASME, December 13, 1978.
1029. Gee, S. W.; and Brown, Samuel R.: Flight Tests of
a Radio-Controlled Airplane Mode With a Free-Wing,
Frec.Canard Configuration. NASA TM-72853, H-1008,
1978, 78N18042, #.
Hight characteristics, controllability, and potential operating
problems were investigated in a radio-controlled airplane
model in which the wing is so attached to the fuselage that it
is free to pivot about a spanwise axis forward of its
aerodynamic center and is subject only to aerodynamic
pitching moments imposed by lift and drag forces and a
control surface. A simple technique of flying the test vehicle
in formation with a pickup truck was used to obtain trim data.
The test vehicle was flown through a series of maneuvers
designed to permit evaluation of certain characteristics by
observation. The free-wing free-canard concept was
determined to be workable. Stall/spin characteristics were
considered to be excellent, and no effect on longitudinal
stability was observed when center of gravity changes were
made. Several problems were encountered during the early
stages of flight testing, such as aerodynamic lockup of the
free canard and excessive control sensitivity. Lack of onboard
instrumentation precluded any conclusions about gust
alleviation or ride qualifies.
Results of a compression test of a beaded panel intended for
a proposed hypersonic aircraft are presented. The panel was
tested to failure at room temperature to determine its buckling
characteristics, in particular, to study the buckling caused by
pure compression. The boundary conditions of the panel
simulated as nearly as possible a wing mounted condition.
Strain, out-of-plane deflection, and load data were measured,
and elastic buckling strength as well as mode shapes of the
panel were determined. Application of the moire technique is
described.
*University of California, Berkley, California and Lawrence
Livermore Laboratory, Livermore, California.
**University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas.
1027. Montoya, L. C.; *Flechner, S. G.; and *Jacobs, P. F.:
Effect of an Alternate Winglet on the Pressure and
Spanwise Load Distributions of a First Generation Jet
Transport Wing. NASA TM-78786, L-12519, December
1978, 79N14012, #.
1030. *Dunham, R. E., Jr.; Barber, M. R.; and Croom, D.
R.: Wake Vortex Technology. NASA CP-2036-PT-2. NASA
CTOL Transport Technology, 1978, pp. 757-771, (see N78-
29046 20-01), 78N29055, #.
A brief overview of the highlights of NASA's wake vortex
minimization program is presented. The significant results of
this program are summarized as follows: (1) it is technically
feasible to reduce significantly the rolling upset created on a
trailing aircraft; (2) the basic principles or methods by which
reduction in the vortex strength can be achieved have been
identified; and (3) an analytical capability for investigating
aircraft vortex wakes has been developed.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
1031. Ko, W. L.: An Orthotropic Sandwich Plate
Containing a Part-Through Crack Under Mixed Mode
Deformation. Engineering Fracture Mechanics, Vol. 10,
No. 1, 1978, pp. 15-23, 78A23567.
Pressure and spanwise load distributions on a first-generation
jet transport semispan model at subsonic speeds are
presented. The wind tunnel data were measured for the wing
with and without an alternate winglet. The results show that
the winglet affected outboard wing pressure distributions and
increased the spanwise loads near the tip.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
1032. Fields, R. A.: Dryden Flight Research Center Hot
Structures Research. Recent Advan. in Structures for
Hypersonic Flight, NASA CP-2065, Part 2, 1978,
pp. 707-750, (see N79-21435 12-39), 79N21441, #.
The facilities, testing techniques, and design methods are
described for NASA Dryden Flight Research Center. High
temperature strain gage technology, realistic flight hardware
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fabrication,and structuralanalysisare discussed.A
considerableamountof experimentalworkonhotstructure
conceptsforhypersonicvehicleswasperformed;allthework
isnotcomplete,andtherearestillproblemareasthatneedto
beresolved.
1033. Shideler,J. L.;Fields,R.A.; andReardon,L. F.:
Tests of Beaded and Tubular Structural Panels. Recent
Advan. in Structures for Hypersonic Flight, NASA CP-2065,
Part 2, 1978, pp. 538-576, (see N79-21435 12-39),
79N21436, #.
Two efficient concepts built from curved elements were
identified, and a data base for tubular panels was developed.
The tubular panel failure modes were understood, and the
data base for these panels indicated that their performance
can be predicted. The concepts are currently being tested in a
realistic builtup structure; 157 room temperature tests and
67 hot tests were made with no structural failures, although
all of these tests were not at the design load of the structure.
1034. Lux, D. P.: In-Flight Three-Dimensional
Boundary Layer and Wake Measurements From a Swept
Supercritieal Wing. NASA CP-2045-PT-2. NASA Langley
Res. Center Advanced Technology Airfoil Res., Vol. 1, Part 2,
1978, pp. 643-655, (see N79-19989 11-01), 79N20002, #.
Three-dimensional boundary layer and wake velocity profiles
were measured in flight on the supercritical wing of the F-111
transonic aircraft technology aircraft. These data, along with
pressure distributions, were obtained to establish a data base
with which data obtained by three-dimensional analytical
techniques could be correlated. Only a brief summary of the
total data base is given. The data presented represented one
chord station at a wing leading-edge sweep angle of 26 deg.
They cover an angle of attack range from 6 degs to 9 degs at
free-stream Mach numbers from 0.85 to 0.90. A brief
discussion of the techniques used to obtain the boundary layer
and wake profiles is included.
1035. Montoya, L. C.; *Bikle, P. F.; and Banner, R. D.:
Section Drag Coefficients From Pressure Probe
Transverses of a Wing Wake at Low Speeds. NASA
CP-2045-PT-2. NASA Langley Res. Center Advanced
Technol. Airfoil Res., Vol. 1, Part 2, 1978, pp. 601-621, (see
N79-19989 11-01), 79N20000, #. (See also 993.)
An in-flight wing wake section drag investigation was
conducted using traversing pitot and static probes. The
primary objective was to develop measurement techniques
and improve the accuracy of in-flight wing profile drag
measurements for low values of dynamic pressure and
Reynolds number. Data were obtained on a sailplane for
speeds from about 40 knots to 125 knots at chord Reynolds
numbers between 1,000,000 and 3,000,000. Tests were
conducted with zero flap deflection, deflected flaps, and
various degrees of surface roughness, and for smooth and
rough atmospheric conditions. Several techniques were used
to increase data reliability and to minimize certain bias errors.
A discussion of the effects of a total pressure probe in a
pressure gradient, and the effects of discrete turbulence
levels, on the data presented and other experimental results is
also included.
*Soaring Society of America, Santa Monica, California.
1979 Technical Publications
1036. Rediess, H. A.: Avionics and Controls Research
and Technology. NASA CP-2061, January_ 1979, 79N15898.
The workshop provided a forum for industry and universities
to discuss the state-of-the-art, identify the technology needs
and opportunities, and describe the role of NASA in avionics
and controls research.
1037. Webb, L. D.; Whitmore, S. A.; and *Janssen, R. L.:
Preliminary Flight and Wind Tunnel Comparisons of the
Inlet/Airframe Interaction of the F-15 Airplane. AIAA
Paper 79-0102, presented at the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Seventeenth Annual
Aerospace Sciences Meeting, New Orleans, Louisiana,
January 15-17, 1979, 79A23513, #.
Preliminary flight and wind tunnel comparison data are
presented for the F-15 inlet/airframe interactions program.
Test conditions and instrumentation for both the model and
the aircraft are described. Flight and wind tunnel inlet drag
data (for a 0-deg angle of attack and Mach numbers of 0.6,
0.9, and 1.2), derived by using nearly identical pressure
integration equations, are compared. The effects of a movable
cowl, movable ramps, and other system components on
pressure flow fields along the airframe are discussed.
Excellent agreement between wind tunnel and flight
pressure-integrated drags is found at all three Mach numbers.
The wind tunnel data show good agreement for pressure-
integrated and force-balance-measured inlet drag, except at
Mach 0.6. Flight-measured pressure-integrated inlet lift is
lower than that measured in the wind tunnel.
1038. *Stevens, C. H.; *Spong, E. D.; Nugent, J.; and
**Neumann, H. E.: Reynolds Number, Scale, and
Frequency Content Effects on F-15 Inlet Instantaneous
Distortion. AIAA Paper 79-0104, presented at the American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Seventeenth
Annual Aerospace Sciences Meeting, New Orleans,
Louisiana, January. 15-17. 1979, 79A19533, #.
An inlet instantaneous distortion study program sponsored by
NASA was recently completed using an F- 15 fighter aircraft.
Peak distortion data from subscale inlet model wind tunnel
tests are shown to be representative of full-scale flight test
peak distortion. The effects on peak distortion are
investigated for engine presence, Reynolds number, scale and
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frequencycontent.Dataarepresentedwhichshowthat:(1)theeffectofenginepresenceontotalpressurecovery,
peakdistortion,andturbulenceis smallbut favorable,(2)increasingtheReynoldsnumberincreasestotalpressure
recovery,decreasespeak distortion,and decreases
turbulence,and(3) increasingthefilter cutofffrequency
increasesthecalculatedvaluesof bothpeakdistortionand
turbulence.
*McDonnellDouglasCorp.,St.Louis,Missouri.
**NASALewisResearchCenter,Cleveland,Ohio.
1039. Rawlings,K.,III;Cooper,J.M.;andHughes,D.L.:
Dynamic Test Techniques--Concepts and Practices.
Society of Flight Test Engineers, Journal, Vol. 1, an_g.q_q_a_
1979, pp. 10-20, 79A50164.
The concepts involved in dynamic performance testing
represent a philosophy of developing a single, coherent
performance model using thrust and drag modeling. It is
shown that if all thrust drag interactions, maneuver rates, and
instrumentation are taken into consideration, it is possible to
generate a lift/drag model which is capable of predicting
performance from nearly any maneuver. Although this
capability is dependent on the ability to calculate gross thrust
adequately, the engines can be calibrated through static thrust
runs and the thrust computation procedures verified in flight.
The capability of generating a consistent lift/drag model in
considerably less time than conventional performance
methods is demonstrated.
1040. Hedgley, D. R.: A Characterization of the Real
Zeros of a Particular Transcendental Function. NASA
TP-1420, H-1065, March 1979, 79N18679, #.
The real zeros of the transcendental function y = ax + becx are
characterized, and the results should alleviate the difficulty of
determining their existence, location, and number.
1041. Jenkins, J. M.; Fields, R. A.; and Sefic, W. J.:
Elevated.Temperature Effects on Strain Gages on the
YF-12A Wing. Presented at the Society for Experimental
Stress Analysis, Spring Meeting, Wichita, Kansas,
May 14-18, 1978, Experimental Mechanics, Vol. 19,
March 1979, pp. 81-86, 79A26400.
A general study is made of the effects of structural heating on
calibrated-strain-gage load measurements on the wing of a
supersonic airplane. The primary emphasis is on temperature-
induced effects as they relate to slope changes and thermal
shifts of the applied load/strain relationships. These effects
are studied by using the YF-12A airplane, a structural
computer model, and subsequent analyses. Such topics as the
thermal environment of the structure, the variation of load
paths at elevated temperature, the thermal response
characteristics of load equations, elevated-temperature load-
measurement approaches, the thermal calibration of wings,
and the correlation of strains are discussed. Ways are
suggested to measure loads with calibrated strain gages in the
supersonic environment.
1042. Iliff, K. W.; Maine, R. E.; and Montgomery, T. D.:
Important Factors in the Maximum Likelihood Analysis
of Flight Test Maneuvers. NASA TP-1459, H-1076,
1979, 79N22113, #.
The information presented is based on the experience in
the past 12 years at the NASA Dryden Flight Research
Center of estimating stability and control derivatives from
over 3500 maneuvers from 32 aircraft. The overall approach
to the analysis of dynamic flight test data is outlined. General
requirements for data and instrumentation are discussed and
several examples of the types of problems that may be
encountered are presented.
1043. Jenkins, J. M.: Correlation of Predicted and
Measured Thermal Stresses on an Advanced Aircraft
Structure With Similar Materials. NASA TM-72862,
H-1086, April 1979, 79N20989, #.
A laboratory heating test simulating hypersonic heating was
conducted on a heat-sink type structure to provide basic
thermal stress measurements. Six NASTRAN models
utilizing various combinations of bar, shear panel,
membrane, and plate elements were used to develop
calculated thermal stresses. Thermal stresses were also
calculated using a beam model. For a given temperature
distribution there was very little variation in NASTRAN
calculated thermal stresses when element types were
interchanged for a given grid system. Thermal stresses
calculated for the beam model compared similarly to the
values obtained for the NASTRAN models. Calculated
thermal stresses compared generally well to laboratory
measured thermal stresses. A discrepancy of significance
occurred between the measured and predicted thermal
stresses in the skin areas. A minor anomaly in the laboratory
skin heating uniformity resulted in inadequate temperature
input data for the structural models.
1044. Tanner, R. R.; and Montgomery, T. D.: Stability
and Control Derivative Estimates Obtained From Flight
Data for the Beech 99 Aircraft. NASA TM-72863, H- 1081,
April 1979, 79N20134, #.
Lateral-directional and longitudinal stability and control
derivatives were determined from flight data by using a
maximum likelihood estimator for the Beech 99 airplane.
Data were obtained with the aircraft in the cruise
configuration and with one-third flap deflection. The
estimated derivatives show good agreement with the
predictions of the manufacturer.
1045. Burcham, F. W., Jr.: Measurements and
Predictions of Flyover and Static Noise of an
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Mterburning Turbofan Engine in an F-Ill Airplane.
AIAA Paper 79-7018, Proceedings of the Fourth
International Symposium on Air Breathing Engines, Orlando,
Florida, April 1-6. 1979, pp. 133-145, (see A79-29376
11-07), 79A29391, #.
The noise of the TF30 afterburning turbofan engine in an
F-111 airplane was determined from static (ground) and
flyover tests. Exhaust temperatures and velocity profiles were
measured for a range of power settings. Comparisons were
made between predicted and measured jet mixing, internal,
and shock noise. It was found that the noise produced at static
conditions was dominated by jet mixing noise, and was
adequately predicted by current methods. The noise produced
during flyovers exhibited large contributions from internally
generated noise in the forward arc. For flyovers with the
engine at nonafterbuming power, the internal noise, shock
noise, and jet mixing noise were accurately predicted. During
flyovers with afterburning power settings, however,
additional internal noise believed to be due to the
afterburning process was evident; its level was as much as
8 decibels above the nonafterburning internal noise.
1046. Edwards, J. W.: Applications of Laplace
Transform Methods to Airfoil Motion and Stability
Calculations. AIAA Paper 79-0772, Technical Papers on
Structures and Materials, Twentieth Structures, Structural
Dynamics, and Materials Conference, St. Louis, Missouri,
April 4-6, 1979, pp. 465-481, (see A79-29002 11-39),
79A29050, #.
This paper reviews the development of generalized unsteady
aerodynamic theory and presents a derivation of the
generalized Possion integral equation. Numerical
calculations resolve questions concerning subsonic indicial
lift functions and demonstrate the generation of Kutta waves
at high values of reduced frequency, subsonic Mach number,
or both. The use of rational function approximations of
unsteady aerodynamic loads in aeroelastic stability
calculations is reviewed, and a reformulation of the matrix
Pade approximation technique is given. Numerical examples
of flutter boundary calculations for a wing which is to be
flight tested are given. Finally, a simplified aerodynamic
model of transonic flow is used to study the stability of an
airfoil exposed to supersonic and subsonic flow regions.
1047. Ko, W. L.: Elastic Constants for Superplastically
Formed/Diffusion-Bonded Sandwich Structures. AIAA
Paper 79-0756, Technical Papers on Dynamics and Loads,
Twentieth Structures, Structural Dynamics, and Materials
Conference, St. Louis, Missouri, April 4--6, 1979,
pp. 188-207, (see A79-28251 10-39), 79A28271, #. (See
also 1102.)
Formulae and the associated graphs are presented for
contrasting the effective elastic constants for a
superplastically formed/diffusion-bonded (SPF/DB)
corrugated sandwich core and a honeycomb sandwich core.
The results used in the comparison of the structural properties
of the two types of sandwich cores are under conditions of
equal sandwich density. It was found that the stiffness in the
thickness direction of the optimum SPF/DB corrugated core
(i.e., triangular truss core) was lower than that of the
honeycomb core, and that the former had higher transverse
shear stiffness than the latter.
1048. *Davis, R. E.; *Champine, R. A.; and Ehernberger,
L. J.: Meteorological and Operational Aspects of 46 Clear
Air Turbulence Sampling Missions With an Instrument
B-57B Aircraft. Volume 1: Program Summary. NASA
TM-80044, May 1979, 79N25667, #.
The results of 46 clear air turbulence (CAT) probing missions
conducted with an extensively instrumented B-57B aircraft
are summarized. Turbulence samples were obtained under
diverse conditions including mountain waves, jet streams,
upper level fronts and troughs, and low altitude mechanical
and thermal turbulence. CAT was encouraged on 20 flights
comprising 77 data runs. In all, approximately 4335 km were
flown in light turbulence, 1415 km in moderate turbulence,
and 255 km in severe turbulence during the program. The
flight planning, operations, and turbulence forecasting
aspects conducted with the B-57B aircraft are presented.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
B-57B Airplane
ECN-21064
1049. Sisk, T. R.; and Matheny, N. W.: Precision
Controllability of the F-15 Airplane. NASA TM-72861,
H-1073, May 1979, 79N23979, #.
A flying qualities evaluation conducted on a preproduction
F-15 airplane permitted an assessment to be made of its
precision controllability in the high subsonic and low
transonic flight regime over the allowable angle of attack
range. Precision controllability, or gunsight tracking, studies
were conducted in windup turn maneuvers with the gunsight
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in thecagedpippermodeanddepressed70mils.This
evaluationshowedtheF-15airplaneto experiences vere
buffetandmild-to-moderatewingrockatthehigheranglesof
attack.It showedtheF-15airplaneradialtrackingprecision
tovaryfromapproximately6to20milsovertheloadfactor
rangetested.Trackingin the presenceof wing rock
essentiallydoubledtheradialtrackingerrorgeneratedatthe
loweranglesof attack.Thestabilityaugmentationsystem
affectedthetrackingprecisionoftheF-15airplanemorethan
it didthatofpreviousaircraftstudied.
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F-15 Aircr_t, Three-View Drawing.
1050. Stoll, F.; Tremback, J. W.; and Arnaiz, H. H.: Effect
of Number of Probes and Their Orientation on the
Calculation of Several Compressor Face Distortion
Descriptors. NASA TM-72859, H-1070, May 1979,
79N23087, #.
A study was performed to determine the effects of the number
and position of total pressure probes on the calculation of five
compressor face distortion descriptors. This study used three
sets of 320 steady state total pressure measurements that were
obtained with a special rotating rake apparatus in wind tunnel
tests of a mixed-compression inlet. The inlet was a one third
scale model of the inlet on a YF-12 airplane, and it was tested
in the wind tunnel at representative flight conditions at Mach
numbers above 2.0. The study shows that large errors resulted
in the calculation of the distortion descriptors even with a
number of probes that were considered adequate in the past.
There were errors as large as 30 and -50 percent in several
distortion descriptors for a configuration consisting of eight
rakes with five equal-area-weighted probes on each rake.
1051. Saltzman, E. J.: Reductions in Vehicle Fuel
Consumption Due to Refinements in Aerodynamic
Design. Learning To Use Our Environment; Proceedings of
the Twenty-Fifth Annual Technical Meeting, Seattle,
Washington, April 30-May 2, 1979, pp. 63--68, Institute of
Environmental Sciences, Prospect, Illinois (see A79-50326
22-42), 79A50335.
Over-the-highway fuel consumption and coastdown drag
tests were performed on cab-over-engine, van type trailer
trucks and modifications of these vehicles incorporating
refinements in aerodynamic design. In addition, 1/25-scale
models of these configurations, and derivatives of these
configurations were tested in a wind tunnel to determine the
effects of wind on the magnitude of the benefits that
aerodynamic refinements can provide. The results of these
tests are presented for a vehicle incorporating major redesign
features and for a relatively simple add-on modification.
These results include projected fuel savings on the basis of
annual savings per vehicle year as well as probable
nationwide fuel savings.
1052. Borek, Robert W.: Practical Considerations in the
Selection of Electrical Connectors for Aircraft
Instrumentation Systems. AGARD Short Course on Flight
Test Instrumentation, Cranfield, England, May 7-18. 1979.
1053. Iliff, Kenneth W.; and Maine, Richard E.:
Observation on Maximum Likelihood Estimation of
Aerodynamic Characteristics From Flight Data. Journal
of Guidance and Control, Vol. 2, No. 3, M_ay-June 1979.
(Also in Rocket Technology and Cosmonautics,
September 1979, pp. 152-160, [in Russian].)
This paper discusses the application of a maximum likelihood
estimation method in flight test data. The results are based on
11 years' experience of estimating stability and control
derivatives from 3000 maneuvers from 30 aircraft. Flight
results are presented from recent studies on understanding the
discrepancies previously observed in the magnitude of the
Cramer-Rao bounds, on the scale effects on the derivative
estimates obtained from dynamic aircraft flight maneuvers,
and on the analysis of lateral-directional maneuvers obtained
in turbulence.
1054. *Ashworth, G. R.; Putnam, T. W.; Dana, W. H.;
Enevoldson, E. K.; and Winter, W. R.: Flight Test
Evaluation of an RAF High Altitude Partial Pressure
Protective Assembly. NASA TM-72864, June 1979,
79N24654, #.
A partial pressure suit was evaluated during tests in an F-104
and F-15 as a protective garment for emergency descents.
The garment is an pressure jerkin and modified anti-g suit
combined with an oronasal mask. The garment can be donned
and doffed at the aircraft to minimize thermal buildup. The
oronasal mask was favored by the pilots due to its immobility
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onthefaceduringhighg-loading.Thegarmentwaschosento
provideoptimumdexterityfor the pilot,whichis not
availableinafull pressuresuit,whileprotectingthepilotat
altitudesupto18,288meters,duringacabindecompression,
and subsequentaircraft descent.During cabin
decompressionsi theF-104andF-15,cabinpressure
altitudewasmeasuredat variousaircraftanglesof attack,
Machnumbers,andaltitudestodeterminetheeffectofthe
aerodynamicslipstreamonthecabinaltitude.
*SystemDevelopmentCorp.,Edwards,California.
1055. Jenkins, J. M.: Correlation of Predicted and
Measured Thermal Stresses on an Advanced Aircraft
Structure With Dissimilar Materials. NASA TM-72865,
H-1092, June 1979. 79N27088, #.
Additional information was added to a growing data base
from which estimates of finite element model complexities
can be made with respect to thermal stress analysis. The
manner in which temperatures were smeared to the finite
element grid points was examined from the point of view of
the impact on thermal stress calculations. The general
comparison of calculated and measured thermal stresses is
quite good and there is little doubt that the finite element
approach provided by NASTRAN results in correct thermal
stress calculations. Discrepancies did exist between
measured and calculated values in the skin and the skin/frame
junctures. The problems with predicting skin thermal stress
were attributed to inadequate temperature inputs to the
structural model rather than modeling insufficiencies. The
discrepancies occurring at the skin/frame juncture were most
likely due to insufficient modeling elements rather than
temperature problems.
1056. Kurtenbach, F. J.: Evaluation of a Simplified
Gross Thrust Calculation Technique Using Two
Prototype F100 Turbofan Engines in an Altitude Facility.
NASA TP-1482, H-1061, June 1979, 79N26057, #.
The technique which relies on afterburner duct pressure
measurements and empirical corrections to an ideal one
dimensional flow analysis to determine thrust is presented. A
comparison of the calculated and facility measured thrust
values is reported. The simplified model with the engine
manufacturer's gas generator model are compared. The
evaluation was conducted over a range of Mach numbers
from 0.80 to 2.00 and at altitudes from 4020 meters to
15,240meters. The effects of variations in inlet total
temperature from standard day conditions were explored.
Engine conditions were varied from those normally
scheduled for flight. The technique was found to be accurate
to a twice standard deviation of 2.89 percent, with accuracy a
strong function of afterburner duct pressure difference.
1057. Wilner, D. O.: AIFTDS Stand-Alone RMDU
Flight Test Report. NASA TM-72866, H-1099, July 1979,
79N28167, #.
The remote multiplexer/digitizer unit for the airborne
integrated flight test data system was subjected to a flight test
environment in order to study its dynamic response and that
of its associated instrumentation circuitry during an actual
flight test. The shielding schemes and instrumentation used
are described and the data obtained are analyzed.
1058. Rediess, H. A.; and Mclver, D. E.: Avionics and
Controls Research and Technology. NASA CP-2061,
L-12498, 1979, 79N15898, #.
The workshop provided a forum for industry and universities
to discuss the state-of-the-art, identify the technology needs
and opportunities, and describe the role of NASA in avionics
and controls research.
1059. Wolowicz, C. H.; Brown, J. S., Jr.; and Gilbert, W.
P.: Similitude Requirements and Scaling Relationships as
Applied to Model Testing. NASA TP-1435, H-1022,
August 1979, 79N30176, #.
The similitude requirements for the most general test
conditions are presented. These similitude requirements are
considered in relation to the scaling relationships, test
technique, test conditions (including supersonic flow), and
test objectives. Particular emphasis is placed on satisfying the
various similitude requirements for incompressible and
compressible flow conditions. For free flying models tests,
the test velocities for incompressible flow are scaled from
Froude number similitude requirements and those for
compressible flow are scaled from Mach number similitude
requirements. The limitations of various test techniques are
indicated, with emphasis on the free flying model.
1060. Petersen, K. L.: Flight Control Systems
Development of Highly Maneuverable Aircraft
Technology/HiMAT/Vehicle. AIAA Paper 79-1789,
presented at the American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Aircraft Systems and Technology Meeting,
New York, New York, August 20-22. 1979. 79A47878, #.
The highly maneuverable aircraft technology (HiMAT)
program was conceived to demonstrate advanced technology
concepts through scaled-aircraft flight tests using a remotely
piloted technique. Closed-loop primary flight control is
performed from a ground-based cockpit, utilizing a digital
computer and up/down telemetry links. A backup flight
control system for emergency operation resides in an onboard
computer. The onboard systems are designed to provide fail-
operational capabilities and utilize two microcomputers, dual
uplink receiver/decoders, and redundant hydraulic actuation
and power systems. This paper discusses the design and
validation of the primary and backup digital flight control
systems as well as the unique pilot and specialized systems
interfaces.
1061. *Hartmann, G.; *Stein, G.; and Powers, B.: Flight
Test Experience With an Adaptive Control System Using
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a Maximum Likelihood Parameter Estimation
Technique. AIAA Paper 79-1702, Collection of Technical
Papers, Guidance and Control Conference, Boulder,
Colorado, August 6--8, 1979, (see A79-45351 19-12),
79A45357, #.
The flight test performance of an adaptive control system for
the F-8 DFBW aircraft is summarized. The adaptive system
is based on explicit identification of surface effectiveness
parameters which are used for gain scheduling in a command
augmentation system. Performance of this control law under
various design parameter variations is presented. These
include variations in test signal level, sample rate, and
identification channel structure. Flight performance closely
matches analysis and simulation predictions from previous
references.
*Honeywell, Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota.
1062. *Lorincz, D. J.; and Friend, E. L.: Water Tunnel
Visualization of the Vortex Flows of the F-15. AIAA
Paper 79-1649, Collection of Technical Papers, Atmospheric
Flight Mechanics Conference for Future Space Systems,
Boulder, Colorado, August 6-8, 1979, (see A79-45302
19-01), 79A45325, #.
Flow visualization studies were conducted in a diagnostic
water tunnel to provide details of the wing, glove, and
forebody vortex flow fields of the F-15 aircraft over a range
of angles of attack and sideslip. Both the formation and
breakdown of the vortex flow as a function of angle of attack
and sideslip are detailed for the basic aircraft configuration.
Additional tests showed that the wing upper surface vortex
flows were sensitive to variations in an inlet mass flow ratio
and an inlet cowl cross-sectional shape, were tested in
addition to the basic forebody. Asymmetric forebody vortices
were observed at zero sideslip and high angles of attack on
each forebody. A large nose boom was added to each of the
three forebodies, and it was observed that the turbulent wake
shed from the boom disrupted the forebody vortices.
*Northrop Corp., Hawthorne, California.
1064. Walker, H. J.: Performance Evaluation Method
for Dissimilar Aircraft Designs. NASA RP-1042, H-1064,
September 1979, 79N30139, #.
A rationale is presented for using the square of the wingspan
rather than the wing reference area as a basis for
nondimensional comparisons of the aerodynamic and
performance characteristics of aircraft that differ
substantially in planform and loading. Working relationships
are developed and illustrated through application to several
categories of aircraft covering a range of Mach numbers from
0.60 to 2.00. For each application, direct comparisons of drag
polars, lift-to-drag ratios, and maneuverability are shown for
both nondimensional systems. The inaccuracies that may
arise in the determination of aerodynamic efficiency based on
reference area are noted. Span loading is introduced
independently in comparing the combined effects of loading
and aerodynamic efficiency on overall performance.
Performance comparisons are made for the NACA research
aircraft, lifting bodies, century-series fighter aircraft, F-I 11A
aircraft with conventional and supercritical wings, and a
group of supersonic aircraft including the B-58 and XB-70
bomber aircraft. An idealized configuration is included in
each category to serve as a standard for comparing overall
efficiency.
1065. Jenkins, J. M.: Criteria for Representing Circular
Arc and Sine Wave Spar Webs by Non-Curved Elements.
NASA TM-72869, H-1106, October 1979, 79N33499, #.
The basic problem of how to simply represent a curved web
of a spar in a finite element structural model was addressed.
The ratio of flat web to curved web axial deformations and
longitudinal rotations were calculated using NASTRAN
models. Multiplying factors were developed from these
calculations for various web thicknesses. These multiplying
factors can be applied directly to the area and moment of
inertia inputs of the finite element model. This allows the
thermal stress relieving configurations of sine wave and
circular arc webs to be simply accounted for in finite element
structural models.
1063. Smith, J. W.: Analysis of a Lateral Pilot-Induced
Oscillation Experienced on the First Flight of the YF-16
Aircraft. NASA TM-72867, September 1979, 79N31220, #.
In order to compare and assess potential improvements, two
control systems were modeled; the original first flight or
prototype aircraft system, and a modification of the prototype
system, which essentially reduced the overall gain for the
takeoff and landing phase. In general, the overall system gain
reduction of the modified flight control system was sufficient
to avoid lateral pilot-induced oscillation tendencies.
Lowering the system gain reduced the tendency to rate
saturate, which resulted in correspondingly higher critical
pilot gains for the same control input.
1066. Jenkins, J. M.: Effect of Element Density on the
NASTRAN Calculated Mechanical and Thermal Stresses
of a Spar. NASA TM-72868, H-1104, October 1979.
79N32151, #.
A NASTRAN model of a spar was examined to determine the
sensitivity of calculated axial thermal stresses and bending
stresses to changes in element density of the model. The
thermal stresses calculated with three different element
densities resulted in drastically differing values. The position
of the constraint also significantly affected the value of the
calculated thermal stresses. Mechanical stresses calculated
from an applied loading were insensitive to element density.
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1067. Cooper, D. W.; and *James, R.: Shuttle Orbiter
Radar Cross-Sectional Analysis. NASA TM-72870,
H-1095, October 1979, 80N10276, #.
Theoretical and model simulation studies on signal to noise
levels and shuttle radar cross section are described. Pre-
mission system calibrations, system configuration, and
postmission system calibration of the tracking radars are
described. Conversion of target range, azimuth, and elevation
into radar centered east north vertical position coordinates are
evaluated. The location of the impinging rf energy with
respect to the target vehicles body axis triad is calculated.
Cross section correlation between the two radars is presented.
*James and Associates, Lancaster, California.
1068. *Muirhead, V. U.; and Saltzman, E. J.: Reduction
of Aerodynamic Drag and Fuel Consumption for
Tractor-Trailer Vehicles. Journal of Energy, Vol. 3, No. 5,
September-October 1979, pp. 279-284, 80A16948, #.
Wind-tunnel tests were performed on a scale model of a cab-
over-engine tractor-trailer vehicle and several modifications
of the model. Results from two of the model configurations
were compared with full-scale drag data obtained from
similar configurations during coast-down tests. Reductions in
fuel consumption derived from these tests are presented in
terms of fuel quantity and dollar savings per vehicle year,
based on an annual driving distance of 160,900 km
(100,000 mi). The projected savings varied from
13,001 (3435) to 25,848 (6829) liters (gallons) per year
which translated to economic savings from $3435 to about
$6829 per vehicle year for an operating speed of 88.5 km/h
(55 mph) and wind speeds near the national average of
15.3 km/h (9.5 mph). The estimated cumulative fuel savings
for the entire U.S. fleet of cab-over-engine tractor, van-type
trailer combinations ranged from 4.18 million kl
(26.3 million bbl) per year for a low-drag configuration to
approximately twice that amount for a more advanced
configuration.
*Kansas University, Lawrence, Kansas.
1069. Maine, Richard E.; and Iliff, Kenneth W.:
Maximum Likelihood Estimation of Translational
Acceleration Derivatives From Flight Data. Journal of
Aircraft, Vol. 16, No. 10, pp. 674-679, October 1979. (See
also 995.)
This paper shows that translational acceleration derivatives,
such as pitching moment due to rate of change of angle of
attack, Cm , can be estimated from flight data with the use
of appropriately design maneuvers. No new development of
estimation methodology is necessary to analyze these
maneuvers. Flight data from a T-37B airplane were used to
verify that Crncx, could be estimated from rolling maneuvers.
1070. Steers, L. L.: Flight-Measured Afterbody
Pressure Coefficients From an Airplane Having Twin
Side-By-Side Jet Engines for Mach Numbers From 0.6 to
1.6. NASA TP- 1549, H- 1066, November 1979, 80N 11035, #.
Afterbody pressure distribution data were obtained in flight
from an airplane having twin side-by-side jet exhausts. The
data were obtained in level flight at Mach numbers from 0.60
to 1.60 and at elevated load factors for Mach numbers of 0.60,
0.90, and 1.20. The test altitude varied from 2300 meters
(7500 feet) to 15,200 meters (50,000 feet) over a speed range
that provided a matrix of constant Mach number and constant
unit Reynolds number test conditions. The results of the full-
scale flight afterbody pressure distribution program are
presented in the form of plotted pressure distributions and
tabulated pressure coefficients with Mach number, angle of
attack, engine nozzle pressure ratio, and unit Reynolds
number as controlled parameters.
1071. Iliff, K. W.: Aircraft Identification Experience.
AGARD Lecture Series No. 104 on Parameter Identification,
AGARD LS-104, paper 6, November 1979, (see N80-19094
10-05), 80N19100, #.
Important aspects of estimating the unknown coefficients of
the aircraft equations of motion from dynamic flight data are
presented. The primary topic is the application of the
maximum likelihood estimation technique. Basic
considerations that must be addressed in the estimation of
stability and control derivatives from conventional flight
maneuvers are discussed. Some complex areas of estimation
(such as estimation in the presence of atmospheric
turbulence, estimation of acceleration derivatives, and
analysis of maneuvers where both kinematic and
aerodynamic coupling are present) are also discussed.
1072. Swaroop, R.; Brownlow, J. D.; and Winter, William
R.: Extreme Mean and Its Applications. NASA TM-81346,
December 1979, 80N13863, #.
Extreme value statistics obtained from normally distributed
data are considered. An extreme mean is defined as the mean
of p-th probability truncated normal distribution. An
unbiased estimate of this extreme mean and its large sample
distribution are derived. The distribution of this estimate even
for very large samples is found to be nonnormal. Further, as
the sample size increases, the variance of the unbiased
estimate converges to the Cramer-Rao lower bound. The
computer program used to obtain the density and distribution
functions of the standardized unbiased estimate, and the
confidence intervals of the extreme mean for any data are
included for ready application. An example is included to
demonstrate the usefulness of extreme mean application.
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1073. Sefic, W. J.: Friction Characteristic of Steel Skids
Equipped With Skegs on a Lakebed Surface. NASA
TM-81347, H-1111, December 1979, 80N13027, #.
The coefficient of friction was determined for steel skids with
and without skegs. The addition of a 1.27 centimeter deep
skeg caused the coefficient of friction to increase from an
average value of .36 to .53, a 47 percent increase over the flat
skid. The addition of a .64 centimeter deep skeg increased the
friction coefficient from .36 to .46, a 16 percent increase over
the fiat skid. Comparisons are made with data for similar test
conditions obtained during the X-15 program.
1074. Cart, P. C.; and Gilbert, W. P.: Effects of Fuselage
Forebody Geometry on Low-Speed Lateral-Directional
Characteristics of Twin.Tail Fighter Model at High
Angles of Attack. NASA TP-1592, L-13270, December
1979, 80N13002, #.
Low-speed, static wind-tunnel tests were conducted to
explore the effects of fighter fuselage forebody geometry on
lateral-directional characteristics at high angles of attack and
to provide data for general design procedures. Effects of eight
different forebody configurations and several add-on devices
(e.g., nose strakes, boundary-layer trip wires, and nose
booms) were investigated. Tests showed that forebody design
features such as fineness ratio, cross-sectional shape, and
add-on devices can have a significant influence on both
lateral-directional and longitudinal aerodynamic stability.
Several of the forebodies produced both lateral-directional
symmetry and strong favorable changes in lateral-directional
stability. However, the same results also indicated that such
forebody designs can produce significant reductions in
longitudinal stability near maximum lift and can significantly
change the influence of other configuration variables. The
addition of devices to highly tailored forebody designs also
can significantly degrade the stability improvements
provided by the clean forebody.
1980 Technical Publications
1075. Fields, R. A.; Reardon, L. F.; and Siegel, W. H.:
Loading Tests of a Wing Structure for a Hypersonic
Aircraft. NASA TP-1596, H-1046, January 1980,
80N15068, #.
Room-temperature loading tests were conducted on a wing
structure designed with a beaded panel concept for a Mach 8
hypersonic research airplane. Strain, stress, and deflection
data were compared with the results of three finite-element
structural analysis computer programs and with design data.
The test program data were used to evaluate the structural
concept and the methods of analysis used in the design. A
force stiffness technique was utilized in conjunction with
load conditions which produced various combinations of
panel shear and compression loading to determine the failure
envelope of the buckling critical beaded panels The
force-stiffness data did not result in any predictions of
buckling failure. It was, therefore, concluded that the panels
were conservatively designed as a result of design constraints
and assumptions of panel eccentricities. The analysis
programs calculated strains and stresses competently.
Comparisons between calculated and measured structural
deflections showed good agreement. The test program
offered a positive demonstration of the beaded panel concept
subjected to room-temperature load conditions.
1076. Lasagna, P. L.; Mackall, K. G.; Burcham, F. W., Jr.;
and Putnam, T. W.: Landing Approach Airframe Noise
Measurements and Analysis. NASA TP- 1602,
January_ 1980, 80N15028, #.
Flyover measurements of the airframe noise produced by the
AeroCommander, JetStar, CV-990, and B-747 airplanes are
presented for various landing approach configurations.
Empirical and semiempirical techniques are presented to
correlate the measured airframe noise with airplane design
and aerodynamic parameters. Airframe noise for the jet-
powered airplanes in the clean configuration (flaps and gear
retracted) was found to be adequately represented by a
function of airplane weight and the fifth power of airspeed.
Results show the airframe noise for all four aircraft in the
landing configuration (flaps extended and gear down) also
varied with the fifth power of airspeed, but this noise level
could not be represented by the addition of a constant to the
equation for clean-configuration airframe noise.
1077. *Dougherty, N. S., Jr.; and *Fisher, D. F.:
Boundary-Layer Transition on a 10-Deg Cone---Wind
Tunnel/Flight Correlation. AIAA Paper 80-0154.
Presented at AIAA 18th Aerospace Sciences Meeting,
Pasadena, California, J._nuary_ 14--16. 1980, 80A22737, #.
Boundary-layer transition location measurements were made
on a 10-deg sharp cone in 23 wind tunnels of the US and
Europe and in flight. The data were acquired at subsonic,
transonic, and supersonic Mach numbers over a range of unit
Reynolds numbers to obtain an improved understanding of
wind tunnel flow quality influence. Cone surface microphone
measurements showed Tollmien-Schlichting waves present.
Transition location defined by pitot probe measurements
showed transition Reynolds number to be correlatable to cone
surface disturbance amplitude within +-20 percent for the
majority of tunnel and flight data.
*ARt, Inc., Arnold Air Force Station, Tennessee.
1078. *Bangert, L. H.; Burcham, F. W., Jr.; and Mackall,
K. G.: YF-12 Inlet Suppression of Compressor
Noise---First Results. AIAA Paper 80-0099. Presented at
A/AA 18th Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Pasadena,
California, January. 14-16. 1980, 80A34537, #.
An aeroacoustic test program was performed with a YF-12
aircraft at aerodynamic data that could determine the cause of
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inletnoisesuppressionbservedearlier.Thefirstresultsof
thetestprogramarepresentedhere.Therewasnoindication
thattheflow wascloseto choking.Thedataindicated
significantreductioni soundpressurel vel(SPL)acrossthe
strutandbypassregionatfrequenciesnearthebladepassing.
Far-fieldatashowedthathemaximumsoundpressurelevel
neartheblade-passingfrequencywasatzerodegreesfrom
theinletcenterline.
*Lockheed-CaliforniaCo.,Burbank,California.
1079. Plant,T. J.; Nugent, J.; and Davis, R. A.: Flight-
Measured Effects of Boattail Angle and Maeh Number on
the Nozzle Afterbody Flow of a Twin-Jet Fighter. ALAA
Paper 80-0110. Presented at AIAA 18th Aerospace Sciences
Meeting, Pasadena, California, January 14-16, 1980,
80A23009, #.
The paper presents the flight-measured nozzle afterbody
surface pressures and engine exhaust nozzle pressure-area
integrated axial force coefficients on a twin-jet fighter for
varying boattail angles. The objective of the tests was to
contribute to a full-scale flight data base applicable to the
nozzle afterbody drag of advanced tactical fighter concepts.
The data were acquired during the NASA F-15
Propulsion/Airframe Interactions Flight Research Program.
Nozzle boattail angles from 7.7 deg to 18.1 deg were
investigated. Results are presented for cruise angle of attack
at Mach numbers from 0.6 to 2.0 at altitudes from 20,000 to
45,000 feet. The data show the nozzle axial force coefficients
to be a strong function of nozzle boattail angle and Mach
number.
1080. Ko, W. L.: Structural Properties of
SuperplasticaUy Formed/Diffusion-Bonded Orthogonally
Corrugated Core Sandwich Plates. AIAA Paper 80-0304.
Presented at AIAA 18th Aerospace Sciences Meeting,
Pasadena, California, January_ 14-16. 1980, 80A18305, #.
(See also 1196.)
This paper describes a new superplastically
formed/diffusion-bonded (SPF/DB) orthogonally corrugated
sandwich structure, and presents formulae and the associated
plots for evaluating the effective elastic constants for the core
of this new sandwich structure. Comparison of structural
properties of this new sandwich structure with the
conventional honeycomb core sandwich structure was made
under the condition of equal sandwich density. It was found
that the SPF/DB orthogonally corrugated sandwich core has
higher transverse shear stiffness than the conventional
honeycomb sandwich core. However, the former has lower
stiffness in the sandwich core thickness direction than the
latter.
1081. Maine, R. E.; and Iliff, K. W.: Estimation of the
Accuracy of Dynamic Hight-Determined Coefficients.
AIAA Paper 80-0171. Presented at AIAA 18th Aerospace
Sciences Meeting, Pasadena, California, January_ 14-16,
1980, 80A17700, #.
This paper discusses means of assessing the accuracy of
maximum likelihood parameter estimates obtained from
dynamic flight data. The commonly used analytical
predictors of accuracy are compared from both statistical and
simplified geometric standpoints. Emphasizing practical
considerations, such as modeling error, the accuracy
predictions are evaluated with real and simulated data.
Improved computations of the Cramer-Rao bound to correct
large discrepancies caused by colored noise and modeling
error are presented. This corrected Cramer-Rao bound is the
best available analytical predictor of accuracy. Engineering
judgment, aided by such analytical tools, is the final arbiter of
accuracy estimation.
1082. Amaiz, H. H.; *Peterson, J. B., Jr.; and
**Daugherty, J. C.: Wind-Tunnel/Flight Correlation
Study of Aerodynamic Characteristics of a Large Hexible
Supersonic Cruise Airplane (XB-70-1). 3: A Comparison
Between Characteristics Predicted From Wind-Tunnel
Measurements and Those Measured in Flight. NASA
TP-1516, H-I079, March 1980, 80N17986, #.
A program was undertaken by NASA to evaluate the
accuracy of a method for predicting the aerodynamic
characteristics of large supersonic cruise airplanes. This
program compared predicted and flight-measured lift, drag,
angle of attack, and control surface deflection for the
XB-70-1 airplane for 14 flight conditions with a Mach
number range from 0.76 to 2.56. The predictions were
derived from the wind-tunnel test data of a 0.03-scale model
of the XB-70-1 airplane fabricated to represent the
aeroelastically deformed shape at a 2.5 Mach number cruise
condition. Corrections for shape variations at the other Mach
numbers were included in the prediction. For most cases,
differences between predicted and measured values were
within the accuracy of the comparison. However, there were
significant differences at transonic Mach numbers. At a Mach
number of 1.06 differences were as large as 27 percent in the
drag coefficients and 20 deg in the elevator deflections. A
brief analysis indicated that a significant part of the difference
between drag coefficients was due to the incorrect prediction
of the control surface deflection required to trim the airplane.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
**NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California.
1083. McWithey, R. R.; Royster, D. M.; and Ko, W. L.:
Compression Panel Studies for Supersonic Cruise
Vehicles. NASA TP-1617, L-13525, NAS 160:1617,
March 1980, 83N28099, #.
Results of analytical and experimental studies are
summarized for titanium, boron fiber reinforced aluminum
matrix composite, Borsic fiber reinforced aluminum matrix
composite, and titanium sheathed Borsic fiber reinforced
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aluminum atrixcompositestiffenedpanels.Theresults
indicatethatstiffenedpanelswithcontinuousjoints(i.e.,
brazed,iffusionbondedoradhesivebondedjoints)aremore
structurallyefficienthangeometricallysimilarpanelswith
discretejoints(i.e.,spotweldedorboltedjoints).Inaddition,
resultsforvarioustypesoffiberreinforcedaluminumatrix
stiffenedpanelsindicatethattitaniumsheathedBorsicfiber
reinforcedaluminum atrixcompositepanelsarethemost
structurallyefficient.Analyticalresultsarealsopresentedfor
graphitefiber reinforcedpolyimidematrixcomposite
stiffenedpanelsandsuperplasticallyformedanddiffusion
bondedtitaniumsandwichpanels.
1084. Ehernberger,L. J.: Clear Air Turbulence:
Historical Comments. NASA CP-2139, FAA-RD-80-67.
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center Proceedings Fourth
Annual Workshop on Meteorological and Environmental
Inputs to Aviation Systems, March 1980 (see N81-14555
05-47), pp. 71-81, 81N14562, #.
The basic reference material for gust design criteria are cited.
The status of clear air turbulence meteorology (forecasting
and detection) is discussed. The directions of further research
technology is indicated.
1085. Smith, J. W.; and Edwards, J. W.: Design of a
Nonlinear Adaptive Filter for Suppression of Shuttle
Pilot-Induced Oscillation Tendencies. NASA TM-81349,
H-1119, April 1980, 80N21355, #.
Analysis of a longitudinal pilot-induced oscillation (PIO)
experienced just prior to touchdown on the final flight of the
space shuttle's approach landing tests indicated that the
source of the problem was a combination of poor basic
handling qualities aggravated by time delays through the
digital flight control computer and rate limiting of the
elevator actuators due to high pilot gain. A nonlinear PIO
suppression (PIOS) filter was designed and developed to
alleviate the vehicle's PIO tendencies by reducing the gain in
the command path. From analytical and simulator studies it
was shown that the PIOS filter, in an adaptive fashion, can
attenuate the command path gain without adding phase lag to
the system. With the pitch attitude loop of a simulated shuttle
model closed, the PIOS filter increased the gain margin by a
factor of about two.
1086. Ko, W. L.: Elastic Constants for Superplasticaliy
Formed/Diffusion-Bonded Corrugated Sandwich Core.
NASA TP-1562, H-1094, May 1980. 80N23677, #.
Formulas and associated graphs for evaluating the effective
elastic constants for a superplastically formed/diffusion
bonded (SPF/DB) corrugated sandwich core, are presented.
A comparison of structural stiffnesses of the sandwich core
and a honeycomb core under conditions of equal sandwich
core density was made. The stiffness in the thickness
direction of the optimum SPF/DB corrugated core (that is,
triangular truss core) is lower than that of the honeycomb
core, and that the former has higher transverse shear stiffness
than the latter.
1087. Sisk, T. R.; and Matheny, N. W.: Precision
Controllability of the YF-17 Airplane. NASA TP-1677,
H-1089, May 1980, 80N23327, #.
A flying qualities evaluation conducted on the YF-17
airplane permitted assessment of its precision controllability
in the transonic flight regime over the allowable angle of
attack range. The precision controllability (tailchase
tracking) study was conducted in constant-g and windup turn
tracking maneuvers with the command augmentation system
(CAS) on, automatic maneuver flaps, and the caged pipper
gunsight depressed 70 mils. This study showed that the
YF-17 airplane tracks essentially as well at 7 g's to 8 g's as
earlier fighters did at 4 g's to 5 g's before they encountered
wing rock. The pilots considered the YF-17 airplane one of
the best tracking airplanes they had flown. Wing rock at the
higher angles of attack degraded tracking precision, and lack
of control harmony made precision controllability more
difficult. The revised automatic maneuver flap schedule
incorporated in the airplane at the time of the tests did not
appear to be optimum. The largest tracking errors and
greatest pilot workload occurred at high normal load factors
at low angles of attack. The pilots reported that the high-g
maneuvers caused some tunnel vision and that they found it
difficult to think clearly after repeated maneuvers.
1088. Larson, T. J.; Flechner, S. G.; and Siemers, P. M.,
III: Wind Tunnel Investigation of an All Flush Orifice Air
Data System for a Large Subsonic Aircraft. NASA
TP-1642, H-1085, May 1980, 80N23304, #.
The results of a wind tunnel investigation on an all flush
orifice air data system for use on a KC-135A aircraft are
presented. The investigation was performed to determine the
applicability of fixed all flush orifice air data systems that use
only aircraft surfaces for orifices on the nose of the model (in
a configuration similar to that of the shuttle entry air data
system) provided the measurements required for the
determination of stagnation pressure, angle of attack, and
angle of sideslip. For the measurement of static pressure,
additional flush orifices in positions on the sides of the
fuselage corresponding to those in a standard pitot-static
system were required. An acceptable but less accurate
system, consisting of orifices only on the nose of the model,
is defined and discussed.
1089. Swaroop, R.; Brownlow, J. D.; Ashworth, G. R.; and
Winter, W. R.: Bivariate Normal, Conditional and
Rectangular Probabilities: A Computer Program With
Applications. NASA TM-81350, May 1980, 80N24099, #.
Some results for the bivariate normal distribution analysis are
presented. Computer programs for conditional normal
probabilities, marginal probabilities, as well as joint
probabilities for rectangular regions are given: routines for
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computingfractilepointsanddistributionfunctionsarealso
presented.Someexamplesfromaclosedcircuitelevision
experimentareincluded.
1090. Ko, W. L.: Elastic Stability of Superplastically
Formed/Diffusion-Bonded Orthogonally Corrugated
Core Sandwich Plates. AIAA Paper 80-0683. Presented at
21st AIAA Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials
Conference, Seattle, Washington, May 12-14. 1980.
pp. 167-176, 80A35005, #.
The paper concerns the elastic buckling behavior of a newly
developed superplastically formed/diffusion-bonded
(SPF/DB) orthogonally corrugated core sandwich plate.
Uniaxial buckling loads were calculated for this type of
sandwich plate with simply supported edges by using
orthotropic sandwich plate theory. The buckling behavior of
this sandwich plate was then compared with that of an
SPF/DB unidirectionally corrugated core sandwich plate
under conditions of equal structural density. It was found that
the buckling load for the former was considerably higher than
that of the latter.
1091. Reed, R. D.: Flight Research Techniques Utilizing
Remotely Piloted Research Vehicles. AGARD LS-108,
Paper 8, Aircraft Assessment and Acceptance Testing,
(ISBN-02-835-0266-3), May 1980, (see N80-31329 22-01),
AD-A088530, 80N31337, #.
The use of the remotely piloted research vehicle (RPRV) in
aeronautical research is surveyed. The flight test experience
that has been acquired with several types of RPRV's
including those with a pilot in the loop is emphasized. The
approaches utilized range from the simplest and least
expensive of vehicles, such as the Minisniffer, to the
sophisticated highly maneuverable aircraft technology
(HiMAT) RPRV. The advantages and disadvantages of
RPRV's are discussed, as well as safety considerations. The
ground rules set early in a program can profoundly affect
program cost effectiveness and timeliness.
1092. Bender, G. L.; Arnaiz, H.; Ottomeyer, D.;
Woratschek, R.; Higgins, L.; and Tulloch, J. S.: Preliminary
Airworthiness Evaluation AH-1S Helicopter With Ogee
Tip Shape Rotor Blades. AD-A089625, USAAEFA-77-25,
May 1980, 81N10061, #.
The Umted States Army Aviation Engineering Flight
Activity conducted a Preliminary Airworthiness Evaluation
of the AH-1S helicopter with OGEE tip-shape main rotor
blades to determine if any improvement in performance or
handling qualities resulted from replacing the K747 blades.
Additionally, the acoustics signature of the OGEE blades
were measured by the US Army Research and Technology
Laboratories (Aeromechanics Lab). Tests were conducted at
Edwards Air Force Base (elevation 2302 feet) and Coyote
Flats (elevation 9980 feet), California from 1 November 1979
through 8 April 1980. Forty-five test flights were flown for a
total of 36.6 productive hours (63.2 total hours). Both hover
and level flight performance were degraded by installation of
OGEE tip-shape main rotor blades. Low-speed handling
qualities were unaffected by the OGEE blades. Other
handling qualities tests were not accomplished. Results of
acoustics tests will be reported by the laboratories under a
separate cover.
1093. Larson, T. J.; and *Siemers, P. M., III: Subsonic
Tests of an All-Flush-Pressure-Orifice Air Data System.
NASA TP-1871, H-1122. Presented at the 1980 Air Data
Systems Conference, Colorado, Springs, Colorado,
May 1980, June 1981, 81N26144, #.
The use of an all-flush-pressure-orifice array as a subsonic air
data system was evaluated in flight and wind tunnel tests.
Two orifice configurations were investigated. Both used
orifices arranged in a cruciform pattern on the airplane nose.
One configuration also used orifices on the sides of the
fuselage for a source of static pressure. The all-nose-orifice
configuration was similar to the shuttle entry air data system
(SEADS). The flight data were obtained with a KC-135A
airplane. The wind tunnel data were acquired with a
0.035-scale model of the KC-135A airplane. With proper
calibration, several orifices on the vertical centerline of the
vehicle's nose were found to be satisfactory for the
determination of total pressure and angle of attack. Angle of
sideslip could be accurately determined from pressure
measurements made on the horizontal centerline of the
aircraft. Orifice pairs were also found that provided pressure
ratio relationships suitable for the determination of Mach
number. The accuracy that can be expected for the air data
determined with SEADS during subsonic orbiter flight is
indicated.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
1094. Ko, W. L.: Comparison of Structural Behavior of
Superplastically Formed/Diffusion-Bonded Sandwich
Structures and Honeycomb Core Sandwich Structures.
NASA TM-81348, June 1980, 80N23685, #.
A superplasticity formed/diffusion-bonded (SPF/DB)
orthogonally corrugated core sandwich structure is discussed
and its structural behavior is compared to that of a
conventional honeycomb core sandwich structure. The
stiffness and buckling characteristics of the two types of
sandwich structures are compared under conditions of equal
structural density. It is shown that under certain conditions,
the SPF/DB orthogonally corrugated core sandwich structure
is slightly more efficient than the optimum honeycomb core
(square-cell core) sandwich structure. However, under
different conditions, this effect can be reversed.
1095. Ko, W. L.: Mode I Fracture Behavior of
Nonlinear Materials. International Journal of Fracture,
Vol. 16, June 1980, pp. 207-219, 80A39939, #.
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A finiteelementanalysispresentedfortheModeI fracture
behaviorof crackedplates(stationarycrack)madeof
differentnonlinearmaterials(elastoplasticorelasticlocking).
Theassumedstress-strainbehaviorofthenonlinearmaterials
waspiecewiselinear.Foreachgiven"stationary"cracksize,
thecorrespondingcriticalremotet nsilestresswascalculated
basedonthemaximumcrack-tipstressfailurecriterion.It
wasfoundthatinthelog-logplotsofthecriticalremotestress
versuscriticalcracklength,thefracturedataofthepiecewise
linearmaterialsobeya"stepwise-linear-inverse-square-root"
fracturelaw.It is alsoshownhowthefracturedataof the
piecewiselinearmaterialscanbefittedbyproperpiecewise
graphicalshiftingof the classical"inverse-square-root"
fracturecurveforthelinearlyelasticmaterials.
1096. Myers,A. F.;andSheets,S.G.:Qualificationof
HiMAT Flight Systems. Proceedings, Seventh Annual
Technical Symposium of the Association for Unmanned
Vehicle Systems, Dayton, Ohio, June 16-18. 1980, pp. 1-10,
81A22603, #.
The highly maneuverable aircraft technology (HiMAT)
remotely piloted research vehicle is discussed with emphasis
on the advanced composite and metallic structures, digital
fly-by-wire controls, and digitally implemented integrated
propulsion control systems. Techniques used to qualify the
systems for flight are examined. Computation and simulation
of the HiMAT system are investigated in relation to Cyber-
Varian simulation. The techniques used in flight qualification
are complicated by ground based flight critical systems and
severe onboard volume constraints imposed by the scale
design.
1097. Bennett, George; Enevoldson, Einar; Gera, Joe; and
Patton, Jim: Pilot Evaluation of Sailplane Handling
Qualifies. Technical Soaring, Vol. 5, No. 4, June 1980,
pp. 3-14.
1098. Gilyard, G. B.; and Burken, J. J.: Development and
Flight Test Results of an Autothrottle Control System at
Mach 3 Cruise. NASA TP-1621, H-1090, July 1980,
80N26328, #.
Flight test results obtained with the original Mach hold
autopilot designed the YF-12C airplane which uses elevator
control and a newly developed Mach hold system having an
autothrottle integrated with an altitude hold autopilot system
are presented. The autothrottle tests demonstrate good speed
control at high Mach numbers and high altitudes while
simultaneously maintaining control over altitude and good
ride qualities. The autothrottle system was designed to
control either Mach number or knots equivalent airspeed
(KEAS). Excellent control of Mach number or KEAS was
obtained with the autothrottle system when combined with
altitude hold. Ride qualities were significantly better than
with the conventional Mach hold system.
1099. *McRae, D. S.; Fisher, D. F.; and **Peake, D. J.: A
Computational and Experimental Study of High
Reynolds Number Viscous/Inviscid Interaction About a
Cone at High Angle of Attack. AIAA Paper 80-1422.
Presented at 13th AIAA Fluid and Plasma Dynamics
Conference, Snowmass, Colorado, July 14-16 1980,
80A44492, #.
The flow over a 5 deg problem for the flow over aircraft
forebodies. A computational method utilizing the conically
symmetric Navier-Stokes equations is used to obtain
the retical flow results which are compared with
experimental data from the Ames Research Center 6- by
6-Foot Wind Tunnel and with results from a cone model sting
mounted on an F- 15 aircraft. The computed results agree well
with the wind-tunnel data but less well with the flight data.
Modification of the algebraic turbulence model was
necessary to reflect an apparent lower turbulence level in
flight than was present in the wind tunnel.
*USAF, Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio.
**NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California.
1100. Pool, A.; Sanderson, K. C.; and *Ferrell, K. R.:
Helicopter Flight Test Instrumentation. AGARD-AG-
160-VOL-10, AD-A089909, July 1980, 80N33406.
The helicopter characteristics with which instrumentation
must contend with are discussed. Typical tests that are
conducted are outlined. Major aircraft components and
systems which may be instrumented are listed and
suggestions are made for sensors, locations, and installation.
Instrumentation requirements are summarized. A sample
instrumentation management technique is also presented.
*Army Aviation Research and Development Command,
Edwards AFB, California.
1101. *Wuest, W.; Pool, A.; and Sanderson, K. C.:
Pressure and Flow Measurement. AGARD-AG-160-
VOL-11, AD-A090961, July 1980. 80N33407.
The evolution of flight test instrumentation systems during
the last decade reflects the radical changes of electronic
measuring techniques. Nevertheless the basic principles of
measurement methods are essentially unchanged and the
sensors for flow and pressure measurements have
experienced only slight changes. The fundamentals of flow
and pressure measurements are explained from the viewpoint
of flight test instrumentation. An overview of modern
instrumentation is given with important applications to
altitude measurement, vertical and horizontal speed
measurement, boundary layer, wake and engine flow
measurement. The scope of this manual is to _ve self
consistent information on the different techniques and
systems and to give references for a more detailed study of
special techniques.
*DFVLR, Goettingen, West Germany.
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1102. Ko, William L.: Elastic Constants for
Superplastically Formed/Diffusion-Bonded Sandwich
Structures. AIAA Journal, Vol. 18, No. 8, pp. 986-987,
August 1980. (See also 1047.)
Formulas for evaluating the effective elastic constants for a
superplastically formed/diffusion-bonded (SPF/DB)
unidirectionally corrugated sore sandwich structure like that
shown in Fig. 1 are presented. This structure is formed by
diffusion bonding three superplastic alloy sheets (two face
sheets and one core sheet) in the selected areas and the
superplastically expanding the multiple sheet pack inside a
die cavity by using gas pressure. Thus, this structure is
slightly different from the conventional corrugated-core
sandwich structure because the corrugation leg does not have
uniform thickness. Because of superplastic expansion, the
diagonal segment of the corrugation leg is always thinner
than the flat segment (crest or trough) of the corrugation leg,
which has a thickness that is nearly the pre-expansion
thickness. Thus, the results given by Ref. 2 for a corrugated-
core sandwich plate cannot be used in the present structure
without considerable modification.
1103. Balakrishnan, A. V.; and Edwards, J. W.:
Calculation of the Transient Motion of Elastic Airfoils
Forced by Control Surface Motion and Gusts. NASA
TM-81351, H-1125, August 1980. 80N32329, #.
The time-domain equations of motion of elastic airfoil
sections forced by control surface motions and gusts were
developed for the case of incompressible flow. Extensive use
was made of special functions related to the inverse transform
of Theodorsen's function. Approximations for the special
cases of zero stream velocity, small time, large and time are
given. A numerical solution technique for the solution of the
general case is given. Examples of the exact transient
response of an airfoil are presented.
1104. *Nguyen, L. T.; *Gilbert, W. P.; Gera, J.; Iliff, K.
W.; and Enevoldson, E. K.: Application of High-Alpha
Control System Concepts to a Variable-Sweep Fighter
Airplane. AIAA Paper 80-1582. AIAA Atmospheric
Flight Mechanics Conference, Danvers, Massachusetts,
August 11-13. 1980. 80A50098, #.
The use of control system design to enhance high-angle-of-
attack flying qualities and departure/spin resistance has
become an accepted and widely used approach for modem
fighter aircraft. NASA and the Navy are currently conducting
a joint research program to investigate the application of this
technology to the F-14. The paper discusses the results of this
program within the context of its contributions to advancing
high-alpha control system technology. General topics
covered include (1) analysis and design tools, (2) control
system design approach, and (3) flight test approach and
results.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
1105. *Hoyt, C. E.; Kempel, R. W.; and Larson, R. R.:
Backup Flight Control System for a Highly
Maneuverable Remotely Piloted Research Vehicle. AIAA
Paper 80-1761. Presented at AIAA Guidance and Control
Conference, Danvers, Massachusetts, August 11-13, 1980,
pp. 283-289, 80A45548, #.
NASA is currently conducting flight tests of a remotely
piloted subscale advanced fighter configuration as part of the
Highly Maneuverable Aircraft Technology (HiMAT)
program. This paper describes the initial development, user
modification, and flight test experience of a back-up control
system (BCS) contained within one of two onboard
microprocessors. The development of the BCS proceeded in
two distinct steps: the initial contractor development of
control laws and logic to satisfy BCS design objectives, and
user modifications required to satisfy operational
requirements. A brief resume of flight qualification
procedures and pilot comments is presented.
*Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical, San Diego, California.
1106. *Travassos, R. H.; *Gupta, N. K.; Iliff, K. W.; and
Maine, R.: Determination of an Oblique Wing Aircraft's
Aerodynamic Characteristics. AIAA Paper 80-1630.
Presented at AIAA Atmospheric Flight Mechanics
Conference, Danvers, Massachusetts, August 11-13, 1980.
pp. 608-618, 80A45918, #.
In this paper, the integration of wind tunnel and flight test
procedures are studied for specifying aerodynamic model
forms. A procedure is described which employs a stepwise
regression method to systematically determine model
structures and F-ratio statistics to rank the importance of each
aerodynamic coefficient within a given model. Application of
this technique and wind tunnel procedures to an oblique-wing
aircraft indicate that the aircraft's measured and estimated
response are in good agreement at both small and large wing
skew angles.
*Systems Control, Inc., Palo Alto, California.
1107. Shafer, M. F.: Low Order Equivalent Models of
Highly Augmented Aircraft Determined From Flight
Data Using Maximum Likelihood Estimation. AIAA
Paper 80-1627. Presented at AIAA Atmospheric Flight
Mechanics Conference, Danvers, Massachusetts,
Au_stll-13. 1980. pp. 572-582, 80A45915, #. (See
also 1220.)
This paper presents the results of a study of the feasibility of
using low order equivalent mathematical models of a highly
augmented aircraft, the F-8 digital fly-by-wire (DFBW), for
flying qualities research. Increasingly complex models were
formulated and evaluated using flight data and maximum
likelihood estimation techniques. The aircraft actuator was
modeled alone first. Next the equivalent derivatives were
used to model the longitudinal unaugmented F-8 DFBW
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aircraftdynamics.Themostcomplexmodelincorporateda
puretimeshiftof thepilotinput,a firstorderlag,andthe
basiclongitudinalirframemodel.Thissamemodelwasthen
implementedfor the F-8 DFBW aircraftin a highly
augmentedmode.Excellentmatchingof the dynamics
resultedforthismodel,indicatingthatloworderequivalent
modelswhicharegoodrepresentationsof the highly
augmentedF-8DFBWaircraftcanbeformulatedwiththese
methods.
1108. Berry,D. T.; Powers,B. G.; Szalai,K. J.; and
Wilson,R.J.:A Summaryof anIn-FlightEvaluationof
ControlSystemPureTimeDelaysDuringLandingUsing
theF-8DFBWAirplane.AIAAPaper80-1626.Presentedat
AIAAAtmosphericFlightMechanicsConference,Danvers,
Massachusetts,August 11-13, 1980, pp. 561-571,
80A45914, #. (See also 1197.)
An in-flight investigation of the effect of pure time delays on
low L/D space shuttle type landing tasks was undertaken. The
results indicate that the sensitivity of the pilot ratings to
changes in pure time delay in pitch is strongly affected by the
task and only slightly affected by changes in control system
augmentation mode. Low L/D spot landings from a lateral
offset were twice as sensitive to pure time delay as normal
low L/D landings. For comparison purposes, formation flying
was also investigated, and was found to be less sensitive to
time delay than the landing tasks.
1109. Maine, R. E.; and Iliff,K. W.: Formulation and
Implementation of a Practical Algorithm for Parameter
Estimation With Process and Measurement Noise. AIAA
Paper 80-1603. Presented at AIAA Atmospheric
Flight Mechanics Conference, Danvers, Massachusetts,
August 11-13, 1980, pp. 397-411, 80A45896, #. (See
also 1184, 1209.)
A new formulation is proposed for the problem of parameter
estimation of dynamic systems with both process and
measurement noise. The formulation gives estimates that are
maximum likelihood asymptotically in time. The means used
to overcome the difficulties encountered by previous
formulations are discussed. It is then shown how the
proposed formulation can be efficiently implemented in a
computer program. A computer program using the proposed
formulation is available in a form suitable for routine
application. Examples with simulated and real data are given
to illustrate that the program works well.
1110. Powers, B. G.: Experience With an Adaptive
Stick-Gain Algorithm to Reduce Pilot-Induced-
Oscillation Tendencies. AIAA Paper 80-157 I. Presented at
Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference, Danvers,
Massachusetts, August 11-13, 1980, pp. 142-154,
80A45870, #
As part of a program to improve the approach and landing
characteristics of the Space Shuttle, the NASA Dryden Flight
Research Center has developed an adaptive algorithm that
varies the longitudinal stick gearing to reduce the Shuttle's
tendency for pilot-induced oscillation (PIO). This paper
describes the algorithm, which is known as the PIO
suppresser, and discusses some of the tradeoffs involved in
optimizing the system. The results of fixed-base, moving-
base, and in-flight simulations of the PIO suppresser are
presented.
1111. Iliff, K. W.: Stall/Spin Flight Results for the
Remotely Piloted Spin Research Vehicle. AIAA
Paper 80-1563. Presented at AIAA Atmospheric Flight
Mechanics Conference, Danvers, Massachusetts,
August 11-13. 1980, pp. 62-75, 80A45862, #.
The unmanned, remotely piloted, unpowered, spin research
vehicle was used to evaluate the effects of the nose boom and
of a wind tunnel-designed nose strake on the vehicle's
stall/spin characteristics. The flight-determined directional
stability derivatives and the attempted spin entries indicated
that the vehicle with a nose strake had increased resistance to
departure and spin. The acquisition of high quality steady
spin data for this vehicle was made possible by the remotely
piloted technique. The zero control smooth spin modes were
found to be highly repeatable for a given configuration and to
vary with forebody configuration. Several spin recovery
techniques, including a nose parachute, are also evaluated.
1112. Myers, A.: Simulation Use in the Development
and Validation of HiMAT Flight Software. AGARD
CP-272, Paper 22. AGARD Advan. in Guidance and Control
Systems Using Digital Tech., (ISBN-92-835-0247-7),
August 1980, AD-A076146, 80N14039, #.
The use of real time simulation in the development and
validation of flight software for the highly maneuverable
aircraft technology (HiMAT) remotely piloted research
vehicle is described. Four simulations are interfaced with
varying amounts of actual flight hardware to produce
dynamic system operation.
1113. Larson, T. J.; and *Siemers, P. M., III: Use of Nose
Cap and Fuselage Pressure Orifices for Determination of
Air Data for Space Shuttle Orbiter Below Supersonic
Speeds. NASA TP-1643, H-1096, September 1980,
80N32389, #.
Wind tunnel pressure measurements were acquired from
orifices on a 0.1 scale forebody model of the space shuttle
orbiter that were arranged in a preliminary configuration of
the shuttle entry air data system (SEADS). Pressures from
those and auxiliary orifices were evaluated for their ability to
provide air data at subsonic and transonic speeds. The orifices
were on the vehicle's nose cap and on the sides of the
forebody forward of the cabin. The investigation covered a
Mach number range of 0.25 to 1.40 and an angle of attack
range from 4 deg. to 18 deg. An air data system consisting of
nose cap and forebody fuselage orifices constitutes a
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completeandaccurateair datasystemat subsonicand
transonicspeeds.ForMachnumberslessthan0.80orifices
confinedto thenosecapcanbeusedasacompleteand
accurateairdatasystem.Airdatasystemsthatuseonlyflush
pressureorificescanbeusedtodeterminebasicairdataon
otheraircraftatsubsonicandtransonicspeeds.
*NASALangleyResearchCenter,Hampton,Virginia.
1114. Tang, M. H.: A Modified T-Value Method for
Selection of Strain Gages for Measuring Loads. NASA
TM-85464. Presented at Western Regional Gage Comm. Soc.
for Expt. Stress Analysis, China, Lake, California,
September 16-17, 1980. 1980, 84N75770.
1115. Szalai, K. J.; Larson, R. R.; and Glover, R. D.:
Flight Experience With Flight Control Redundancy
Management. AGARD LS 109, Paper 8. Fault Tolerance
Design and Redundancy Management Tech., (ISBN-
92-835-0274-4), September 1980, (see N81-11266 02-31),
(AD-A090849, 81N11274, #.
Flight experience with both current and advanced
redundancy management schemes was gained in recent flight
research programs using the F-8 digital fly by wire aircraft.
The flight performance of fault detection, isolation, and
reconfiguration (FDIR) methods for sensors, computers, and
actuators is reviewed. Results of induced failures as well as
of actual random failures are discussed. Deficiencies in
modeling and implementation techniques are also discussed.
The paper also presents comparison off multisensor tracking
in smooth air, in turbulence, during large maneuvers, and
during maneuvers typical of those of large commercial
transport aircraft. The results of flight tests of an advanced
analytic redundancy management algorithm are compared
with the performance of a contemporary algorithm in terms of
time to detection, false alarms, and missed alarms. The
performance of computer redundancy management in both
iron bird and flight tests is also presented.
1116. Andrews, W. H.; Sim, A. G.; Monaghan, R. C.; Felt,
L. R.; McMurtry, T. C.; and *Smith, R. C.: AD-1 Oblique
Wing Aircraft Program. SAlE Paper 801180. Society of
Automotive Engineers, Aerospace Congress and Exposition,
Los Angeles, California, October 13-16, 1980, 81A34193.
The oblique wing concept for super- and subsonic transport
was assessed by analysis and wind tunnel radio control model
and remotely piloted vehicle testing. A one-sixth scale wind
tunnel model and a low speed manned oblique wing research
airplane (AD- 1) were developed. Model wind tunnel test data
on dynamic structural response characteristics were used in a
simulator to develop the control system. The airplane is of
simple design with fiber glass skin, weight of approximately
2100 lbs and speeds of up to 175 knots at altitudes up to
15,000 ft. Flight testing will investigate handling and flying
qualities, oblique wing flight control characteristics,
aeroelastic wing design and will compare actual with
predicted aerodynamic characteristics. Nineteen flights were
made at 12,000 to 13,000 feet with speeds of 100-160 knots.
Flutter clearance as a function of wing sweep angle is now
under investigation.
*NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California
ECN-13302B
AD-1 Oblique Wing Airplane
1117. Maine, R. E.; and Iliff, K. W.: User's Manual for
MMLE3, a General FORTRAN Program for Maximum
Likelihood Parameter Estimation. NASA TP-1563,
H-1084, November 1980, 81N12744, #.
A user's manual for the FORTRAN IV computer program
MMLE3 is described. It is a maximum likelihood parameter
estimation program capable of handling general bilinear
dynamic equations of arbitrary order with measurement noise
and/or state noise (process noise). The theory and use of the
program is described. The basic MMLE3 program is quite
general and, therefore, applicable to a wide variety of
problems. The basic program can interact with a set of user
written problem specific routines to simplify the use of the
program on specific systems. A set of user routines for the
aircraft stability and control derivative estimation problem is
provided with the program.
1118. Quinn, R. D.; and Gong, L.: In-Flight Boundary-
Layer Measurements on a Hollow Cylinder at a Mach
Number of 3.0. NASA TP-1764, H-1101, November 1980,
81N12361, #.
Skin temperatures, shear forces, surface static pressures,
boundary layer pitot pressures, and boundary layer total
temperatures were measured on the external surface of a
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hollowcylinderthatwas3.04meterslongand0.437meterin
diameterandwasmountedbeneaththefuselageof the
YF-12Aairplane.Thedatawereobtainedatanominalfree
streamMachnumberof3.0(alocalMachnumberof2.9)and
atwalltorecoverytemperatureratiosof0.66to 0.91.The
localReynoldsnumberhadanominalvalueof4,300,000per
meter.Heatransfercoefficientsandskinfrictioncoefficients
werederivedfromskintemperaturetimehistoriesandshear
forcemeasurements,respectively.In addition,boundary
layervelocityprofileswerederivedfrompitotpressure
measurements,andaReynoldsanalogyfactorwasobtained
fromtheheatransferandskinfrictionmeasurements.The
measureddataarecomparedwithseveralboundarylayer
predictionmethods.
1119. Tang,M. H.; andSheldon,R. G.:A Modified
T-Value Method for Selection of Strain Gages for
Measuring Loads on a Low Aspect Ratio Wing. NASA
TP- 1748, H- 1108, November 1980, 81N 12066, #.
A technique which may be useful for selecting strain gages
for use in load equations is described. The technique is an
adaptation of the previously used T-value method and is
applied to a multispar structure. The technique, called the
modified T-value method, is used to reduce the number of
strain gages used in a load equation from twelve to two. A
parallel reduction is made by calculating relative equation
accuracies from three applied load distributions. The
equations developed from the modified T-value method
proved to be accurate more consistently than the T-value
method.
1120. Jenkins, J. M.: The Effect of Thermal Stresses on
the Integrity of Three Built-Up Aircraft Structures.
NASA TM-81352, H-1138, November 1980, 81N12064, #.
A Mach 6 flight was simulated in order to examine heating
effects on three frame/skin specimens. The specimens
included: a titanium truss frame with a lockalloy skin; a
stainless steel z-frame with a lockalloy skin; and a titanium
z-frame with a lockalloy skin. Thermal stresses and
temperature were measured on these specimens for the
purpose of examining their efficiency, performance, and
integrity. Measured thermal stresses were examined with
respect to material yield strengths, buckling criteria,
structural weight, and geometric locations. Principal thermal
stresses were studied from the standpoint of uniaxial stress
assumptions. Measured thermal stresses were compared to
predicted values.
1121. *Runyan, L. J.; and Steers, L. L.: Boundary Layer
Stability Analysis of a Natural Laminar Flow Glove on
the F-111 TACT Airplane. Viscous Flow Drag Reduction
Symposium, Dallas, Texas, Technical Papers,
November 7-8, 1979. pp. 17-32, 81A26503, #.
A natural laminar flow airfoil has been developed as a part of
the aircraft energy efficiency program. A NASA flight
program incorporating this airfoil into partial wing gloves on
the F-111 TACT airplane was scheduled to start in May,
1980. In support of this research effort, an extensive
boundary layer stability analysis of the partial glove has been
conducted. The results of that analysis show the expected
effects of wing leading-edge sweep angle, Reynolds number,
and compressibility on boundary layer stability and
transition. These results indicate that it should be possible to
attain on the order of 60% laminar flow on the upper surface
and 50% laminar flow on the lower surface for sweep angles
of at least 20 deg, chord Reynolds numbers of 25 x 10 to the
6th and Mach numbers from 0.81 to 0.85.
*Boeing Commercial Airplane Co., Seattle, Washington.
1122. Anon.: Research and Technology Accomplish-
ments. NASA TM-102949, NAS 1.15:102949, 1980,
90N70764.
1123. Andrews, W. H.: The Oblique Wing-Research
Aircraft. Society of Experimental Test Pilots Tech. Rev., Vol.
15, No. 1, 1980 (see N80-33337 24-01), pp. 4-5, 80N33338.
The AD-1 airplane was designed as a low cost, low speed
manned research tool to evaluate the flying qualities of the
oblique wing concept. The airplane is constructed primarily
of foam and fiberglass and incorporates simplicity in terms of
the onboard systems. There are no hydraulics, the control
system is cable and torque tube, and the electrical systems
consist of engine driven generators which power the battery
for engine start, cockpit gages, trim motors, and the onboard
data system. The propulsion systems consist of two
Microturbo TRS-18 engines sea level trust rated at
220 pounds. The airplane weighs approximately 2100 pounds
and has a performance potential in the range of 200 knots and
an altitude of 15,000 feet.
1981 Technical Publications
1124. Kurtenbach, F. J.; and Burcham, F. W., Jr.: Flight
Evaluation of a Simplified Gross Thrust Calculation
Technique Using an F100 Turbofan Engine in an F-15
Airplane. NASA TP-1782, H-1118, January_ 1981,
81N15000, #.
A simplified gross thrust calculation technique was evaluated
in flight tests on an F-15 aircraft using prototype
F100-PW-100 engines. The technique relies on afterburner
duct pressure measurements and empirical corrections to an
ideal one-dimensional analysis to determine thrust. In-flight
gross thrust calculated by the simplified method is compared
to gross thrust calculated by the engine manufacturer's gas
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generatormodel.Theevaluationwasconductedat Mach
numbersfrom0.6to 1.5andataltitudesfrom6000metersto
13,700 meters. The flight evaluation shows that the
simplified gross thrust method and the gas generator method
agreed within plus or minus 3 percent. The discrepancies
between the data generally fell within an uncertainty band
derived from instrumentation errors and recording system
resolution.
1125. *Peake, D. J.; Fisher, D. F.; and **McRae, D. S.:
Flight Experiments With a Slender Cone at Angle of
Attack. AIAA Paper 81-0337, Presented at the 19th AIAA
Aerospace Sciences Meeting, St. Louis, Missouri,
January_ 1981, 81A20761, #.
The three-dimensional leeward separation about a 5 deg
semi-angle cone at an 11 deg angle of attack was investigated
in flight, in the wind tunnel, and by numerical computations.
The test conditions were Mach numbers of 0.6, i.5, and 1.8 at
Reynolds numbers between 7 and 10 million based on free-
stream conditions and a 30-inch wetted length or surface. The
surface conditions measured included mean static and
fluctuating pressures; skin friction magnitudes and separation
line positions were obtained using obstacle blocks. The mean
static pressures from flight and wind tunnel were in good
agreement. The computed results gave the same distributions,
but were slightly more positive in magnitude. The
experimentally measured primary and secondary separation
line locations compared closely with computed results. There
were substantial differences in level and in trend between the
surface root-mean-square pressure fluctuations obtained in
flight and in the wind tunnel, due, it is thought, to a relatively
high acoustic disturbance level in the tunnel compared with
the quiescent conditions in flight.
*3-D Flowz, Inc., Moffett Field, California.
**USAF, Moffett Field, California.
1126. Ehernberger, L. J.; and Guttman, N. B.:
Climatological Characteristics of High Altitude Wind
Shear and Lapse Rate Layers. NASA TM-81353, H-1132,
February_ 1981, 81N18608,#.
Indications of the climatological distribution of wind shear
and temperature lapse and inversion rates as observed by
rawinsonde measurements over the western United States are
recorded. Frequencies of the strongest shear, lapse rates, and
inversion layer strengths were observed for a 1 year period of
record and were tabulated for the lower troposphere, the
upper troposphere, and five altitude intervals in the lower
stratosphere. Selected bivariate frequencies were also
tabulated. Strong wind shears, lapse rates, and inversion are
observed less frequently as altitude increases from
175 millibars to 20 millibars. On a seasonal basis the
frequencies were higher in winter than in summer except for
minor stratospheric wind reversal in the spring and fall.
1127. Monaghan, R. C.: Description of the HiMAT
Tailored Composite Structure and Laboratory Measured
Vehicle Shape Under Load. NASA TM-81354, H-1144,
February_ 1981, 81N18047, #.
The aeroelastically tailored outer wing and canard of the
highly maneuverable aircraft technology (HiMAT) vehicle
are closely examined and a general description of the overall
structure of the vehicle is provided. Test data in the form of
laboratory measured twist under load and predicted twist
from the HiMAT NASTRAN structural design program are
compared. The results of this comparison indicate that the
measured twist is generally less than the NASTRAN
predicted twist. These discrepancies in twist predictions are
attributed, at least in part, to the inability of current analytical
composite materials programs to provide sufficiently
accurate properties of matrix dominated laminates for input
into structural programs such as NASTRAN.
1128. Jarvis, C. R.; and Szalai, K. J.: Ground and Flight
Test Experience With a Triple Redundant Digital Fly by
Wire Control System. NASA CP-2172. NASA Langley
Research Center Advan. Aerodyn. and Active Controls,
February_ 1981, (see N81 19001 10-01), pp. 67-84,
81N19006, #.
A triplex digital fly by wire flight control system was
developed and installed in an F-8C aircraft to provide fail
operative, full authority control. Hardware and software
redundancy management techniques were designed to detect
and identify failures in the system. Control functions typical
of those projected for future actively controlled vehicles were
implemented.
1129. Steers, L. L.: Natural Laminar Flow Flight
Experiment. NASA CP-2172. NASA Langley Research
Center Advan. Aerodyn. and Active Controls, February_ 198 l,
(see N81-19001 10-01), pp. 135-144, 81N19010, #.
A supercritical airfoil section was designed with favorable
pressure gradients on both the upper and lower surfaces.
Wind tunnel tests were conducted in the Langley 8 Foot
Transonic Pressure Tunnel. The outer wing panels of the
F-111 TACT airplane were modified to incorporate partial
span test gloves having the natural laminar, flow profile.
Instrumentation was installed to provide surface pressure
data as well as to determine transition location and boundary
layer characteristics. The flight experiment encompassed
19 flights conducted with and without transition fixed at
several locations for wing leading edge sweep angles which
varied from 10 to 26 at Mach numbers from 0.80 to 0.85 and
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altitudesof7620metersand9144meters.Preliminaryesults
indicatethata largeportionof thetestchordexperienced
laminarflow.
1130. Montoya,L. C.: KC-135 Winglet Flight Results.
NASA CP-2172. NASA Langley Research Center Advan.
Aerodyn. and Active Controls, February. 1981, (see
N81-19001 10-01), pp. 145-156, 81N19011, #.
Three KC-135 winglet configurations were flight tested for
cant/incidence angles of 15 deg/-4 deg, 15 deg/-2 deg, and
0 deg/--4 deg, as well as the basic wing. The flight results for
the 15 deg/-4 deg and basic wing configurations conftrrn the
wind tunnel predicted 7% incremental decrease in total drag
at cruise conditions. The 15 deg/-4 configuration flight
measured wing and winglet pressure distributions, loads,
stability and control, flutter, and buffet also correlate well
with predicted values. The only unexpected flight results as
compared with analytical predictions is a flutter speed
decrease for the 0 deg/--4 deg configuration. The
15 deg/-2 deg configuration results show essentially the
same incremental drag reduction as the 15 deg/--4 deg
configuration; however, the flight loads are approximately
30% higher for the 15 deg/-2 deg configuration. The drag
data for the 0 deg/--4 deg configuration show only a flight
drag reduction.
KC-135 Airplane With Winglets
ECN- 1! 484
1131. Harney, P. F.: Diversity Techniques for
Omnidirectional Telemetry Coverage of the HiMAT
Research Vehicle. NASA TP-1830, H-1133, March 1981,
81N20074, #.
The highly maneuverable aircraft technology (HiMAT)
remotely piloted research vehicle (RPRV) was flight tested
and a number of technological advances applicable to future
fighter aircraft were demonstrated. The aircraft control
system uses airborne and ground-based computers which
communicate via uplink and downlink telemetry. Antenna
radiation patterns are normally much less than ideal for
continuous reception or transmission for all aircraft attitudes.
After flight qualification and testing on other aircraft, a
frequency diversity concept and an antenna diversity concept
were implemented on the HiMAT vehicle to obtain
omnidirectional telemetry coverage.
1132. Maine, R. E.: User's Manual for SYNC: A
FORTRAN Program for Merging and Time-
Synchronizing Data. NASA TM-81355, March 1981,
81N19793, #.
The FORTRAN 77 computer program SYNC for merging
and time synchronizing data is described. The program
SYNC reads one or more input files which contain either
synchronous data frames or time-tagged data points, which
can be compressed. The program decompresses and time
synchronizes the data, correcting for any channel time skews.
Interpolation and hold last value synchronization algorithms
are available. The output from SYNC is a file of time
synchronized data frames at any requested sample rate.
1133. *Weaver, E. A.; Ehernberger, L. J.; **Gary, B. L.;
fKurkowski, R. L.; tfKuhn, P. M.; and tfStearns, L. P.: The
1979 Clear Air Turbulence Flight Test Program. NASA
Langley Research Center, CP-2178, The 1980 Aircraft Safer),
and Operating Problems, Part 1, March 1981, (see
N81-19035 10-03), pp. 293-311, 81N19050, #.
The flight experiments for clear air turbulence (CAT)
detection and measurement concepts are described. The test
were conducted over the western part of the United States
during the winter season of 1979 aboard NASA's Galileo 2
flying laboratory. A carbon dioxide pulsed Doppler lidar and
an infrared radiometer were tested for the remote detection
and measurement of CAT. Two microwave radiometers were
evaluated for their ability to provide encounter warning and
altitude avoidance information.
*NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama.
**NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California.
"_NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California.
J'tNational Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
Department of Commerce, Washington, D. C.
1134. *Chambers, J. R.; and Iliff, K. W.: Estimation of
Dynamic Stability Parameters From Drop Model Flight
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Tests. AGARD LS-114. Presented at the NATO, AGARD
Lecture Series on Dynamic Stability Parameters, Moffett
Field, California, March 2-5, 1981, and Rhode-Saint-
Genese, Belgium, March 16--19, 1981, 81A35551, #. (See
also 1141.)
A recent NASA application of a remotely-piloted drop model
to studies of the high angle-of-attack and spinning
characteristics of a fighter configuration has provided an
opportunity to evaluate and develop parameter estimation
methods for the complex aerodynamic environment
associated with high angles of attack. The paper discusses the
overall drop model operation including descriptions of the
model, instrumentation, launch and recovery operations,
piloting concept, and parameter identification methods used.
Static and dynamic stability derivatives were obtained for an
angle-of-attack range from -20 deg to 53 deg. The results of
the study indicated that the variations of the estimates with
angle of attack were consistent for most of the static
derivatives, and the effects of configuration modifications to
the model (such as nose strakes) were apparent in the static
derivative estimates. The dynamic derivatives exhibited
greater uncertainty levels than the static derivatives, possibly
due to nonlinear aerodynamics, model response
characteristics, or additional derivatives.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
1135. Barber, M. R.; and *Tymczyszyn, J. J.: Wake
Vortex Attenuation Flight Tests: A Status Report. NASA
Langley Research Center, CP-2178, The 1980 Aircraft Safety
and Operating Problems, Part 2, March 1981, (see
N81-19056 10-03), pp. 387-408, 81N19057, #. (See
also 1201.)
Flight tests were conducted to evaluate the magnitude of
aerodynamic attenuation of the wake vortices of large
transport aircraft that can be achieved through the use of
static spoiler deflection and lateral control oscillation. These
methods of attenuation were tested on Boeing B-747 and
Lockheed L-1011 commercial transport aircraft. Evaluations
were made using probe aircraft, photographic and visual
observations, and ground based measurements of the vortex
velocity profiles. The magnitude of attenuation resulting
from static spoiler deflection was evaluated both in and out of
ground effect. A remotely piloted QF-86 drone aircraft was
used to probe the attenuated vortices in flight in and out of
ground effect, and to make landings behind an attenuated
B-747 airplane at reduced separation distances.
*FAA, Los Angeles, California.
L-1011 Airplane With Smokers
ECN-7848
1136. Maine, Richard E.; and Iliff, Kenneth W.: Use of
Cramer.Rao Bounds on Flight Data With Colored
Residuals. Journal of Guidance and Control, Vol. 4, No. 2,
pp. 207-213, March-April 1981.
This paper discusses the use of the Cramer-Rao bound as a
means of assessing the accuracy of maximum likelihood
parameter estimates obtained from dynamic flight data.
Emphasizing practical considerations such as modeling error,
the Cramer-Rao bound is evaluated with real and simulated
data. Improved computations of the bound to correct large
discrepancies caused by colored noise and modeling error are
presented. This corrected Cramer-Rao bound is the best
available analytical predictor of accuracy.
1137. B orek, R. W.: Practical Aspects of
Instrumentation Installation in Support of Subsystem
Testing. AGARD CP-299, Paper 25. AGARD Subsystem
Testing and Flight Test Instr., (ISBN-92-835-0290-6),
April 1981, (see N81-29065 20-01), AD-A101016,
81N29090, #.
Some of the problems associated with using military
specification MIL-W-5088H as a guideline for wire gage
selection are discussed. Examples of proper use of this
specification as a criterion for interfacing wire bundles and
connectors are provided. The quantitative results of
22 projects that have used the technique known as sneak
analysis are reviewed and examples are given.
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1138. Redin, P. C.: Application of a Performance
Modeling Technique to an Airplane With Variable Sweep
Wings. NASA TP-1855, H-1131, May 1981, 81N24048, #.
A performance modeling concept previously applied to an
F-104F G and a YF-12C airplane was applied to an F-111A
airplane. This application extended the concept to an airplane
with variable sweep wings. The performance model
adequately matched flight test data for maneuvers flown at
different wing sweep angles at maximum afterburning and
intermediate power settings. For maneuvers flown at less than
intermediate power, including dynamic maneuvers, the
performance model was not validated because the method
used to correlate model and in-flight power setting was not
adequate. Individual dynamic maneuvers were matched
successfully by using adjustments unique to each maneuver.
1139. Jenkins, J. M.: A Comparison of Laboratory
Measured Temperatures With Predictions for a
Spar/Skin Type Aircraft Structure. NASA TM-81359,
May 1981, 81N23067, #
A typical spar/skin aircraft structure was heated
nonuniformly in a laboratory and the resulting temperatures
were measured. The heat transfer NASTRAN computer
program was used to provide predictions. Calculated
temperatures based on a thermal model with conduction,
radiation, and convection features compared closely to
measured spar temperatures. Results were obtained without
the thermal conductivity, specific heat, or emissivity with
temperature. All modes of heat transfer (conduction,
radiation, and convection) show to affect the magnitude and
distribution of structural temperatures.
1140. Carter, A. L.; and Sims, R. L.: Comparison of
Theoretical Predictions of Orbiter Airioads With Wind
Tunnel and Flight Test Results for a Mach Number
of 0.52. NASA TM-81358, May 1981, 81N23066, #.
The measurement and prediction of wing airloads for space
shuttle orbiter 101 during approach and landing tests is
discussed. Strain gage instrumentation, calibration, and flight
data processing are covered along with wind tunnel and
simulator results. The generation of theoretical predictions
using the FLEXSTAB computer program is described, and
the results are compared to experimental measurements.
1141. *Chambers, J. R.; and Iliff, K. W.: Estimation of
Dynamic Stability Parameters From Drop Model Flight
Tests. AGARD LS-114, AGARD Dyn. Stability Parameters,
May 1981, (see N81-31105 22-01), 81N31116, #. (See
also 1134.)
The overall remotely piloted drop model operation,
descriptions, instrumentation, launch and recovery
operations, piloting concept, and parameter identification
methods are discussed. Static and dynamic stability
derivatives were obtained for an angle attack range from
-20 deg to 53 deg. It is indicated that the variations of the
estimates with angle of attack are consistent for most of the
static derivatives, and the effects of configuration
modifications to the model were apparent in the static
derivative estimates.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
1142. Ehernberger, L. J.: Aspects of Clear Air
Turbulence Severity Forecasting and Detection.
Proceedings, Ist International Conference on Aviation
Weather Systems, Montreal, Canada, May 4-6, 1981.
pp. 146-152, 82A45823.
Factors influencing the accuracy of the forecasts of
incidences of clear air turbulence (CAT) are discussed, along
with techniques for improved verification. Descriptive
ranking terms for the intensity of CAT events, ranging from
light to extreme, are developed, and meteorological
parameters used for predictions are reviewed, including
jetstream core location, vertical and horizontal wind shears,
stable layers, tropopause height, trough speed, 500-mb
vorticity, surface fronts, pressure centers and cyclogenesis,
and wind speeds near mountain ridges. Methods of remote
detection of CAT, particularly by using radiometry sensitive
to the IR water vapor band, are noted to have had some
success in detecting actual CAT events and decreasing false
alarms. Statistical aspects of CAT encounter severity are
discussed, including the establishment of confidence
intervals for thresholds of detection of CATs of varying
intensities.
1143. Borek, Robert W.: Some Practical Aspects of
Minimizing the Weight and Volume of Airborne
Instrumentation Systems. Fourth AGARD/DUT/CIT
Special Course on Flight Test Instrumentation, Delft, the
Netherlands, May 11-22. 1981.
1144. Maine, R. E.: Programmer's Manual for
MMLE3, a General FORTRAN Program for Maximum
Likelihood Parameter Estimation. NASA TP-1690,
H-1105, June 1981, 81N27813, #.
The MMLE3 is a maximum likelihood parameter estimation
program capable of handling general bilinear dynamic
equations of arbitrary order with measurement noise and/or
state noise (process noise). The basic MMLE3 program is
quite general and, therefore, applicable to a wide variety of
problems. The basic program can interact with a set of user
written problem specific routines to simplify the use of the
program on specific systems. A set of user routines for the
aircraft stability and control derivative estimation problem is
provided with the program. The implementation of the
program on specific computer systems is discussed. The
structure of the program is diagrammed, and the function and
operation of individual routines is described. Complete
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listingsandreferencemapsof theroutinesareincludedon
microficheasa supplement.Fourtestcasesarediscussed;
listingsof theinputcardsandprogramoutputfor thetest
casesareincludedonmicroficheasasupplement.
1145. *Mancuso,R.L.;*Endlich,R.M.;andEhernberger,
L. J.: An Objective Isobaric/Isentropic Technique for
Upper Air Analysis. Monthly Weather Review, Vol. 109,
June 1981. pp. 1326-1334, 81A43360.
An objective meteorological analysis technique is presented
whereby both horizontal and vertical upper air analyses are
performed. The process used to interpolate grid-point values
from the upper-air station data is the same as for grid points
on both an isobaric surface and a vertical cross-sectional
plane. The nearby data surrounding each grid point are used
in the interpolation by means of an anisotropic weighting
scheme, which is described. The interpolation for a grid-point
potential temperature is performed isobarically; whereas
wind, mixing-ratio, and pressure height values are
interpolated from data that lie on the isentropic surface that
passes through the grid point. Two versions (A and B) of the
technique are evaluated by qualitatively comparing computer
analyses with subjective handdrawn analyses. The objective
products of version A generally have fair correspondence
with the subjective analyses and with the station data, and
depicted the structure of the upper fronts, tropopauses, and jet
streams fairly well. The version B objective products
correspond more closely to the subjective analyses, and show
the same strong gradients across the upper front with only
minor smoothing.
*SRI International Atmospheric Science Center, Menlo Park,
California.
1146. Sim, Alex G.: Althaus on Airfoils. Astronautics &
Aeronautics, Vol. 19, No. 6, June 1981.
Book review of Profllpolaren fur Den Modelflug-
WindKanalmessungen an Profilen im Kristischen
Reynoldszahlbereich (Polars for Airfoils for Model
Airplanes-Wind Tunnel Measurements on Airfoils at Critical
Reynolds Numbers) by Dieter Althaus.
1147. Maine, R. E.; and l]iff, K. W.: The Theory and
Practice of Estimating the Accuracy of Dynamic Flight-
Determined Coefficients. NASA-RP-1077, H-1128,
1981, 81N27865, #.
Means of assessing the accuracy of maximum likelihood
parameter estimates obtained from dynamic flight data are
discussed. The most commonly used analytical predictors of
accuracy are derived and compared from both statistical and
simplified geometrics standpoints. The accuracy predictions
are evaluated with real and simulated data, with an emphasis
on practical considerations, such as modeling error.
Improved computations of the Cramer-Rao bound to correct
large discrepancies due to colored noise and modeling error
are presented. The corrected Cramer-Rao bound is shown to
be the best available analytical predictor of accuracy, and
several practical examples of the use of the Cramer-Rao
bound are given. Engineering judgment, aided by such
analytical tools, is the final arbiter of accuracy estimation.
1148. Weil, J.; and Powers, Bruce G.: Correlation of
Predicted and Flight Derived Stability and Control
Derivatives With Particular Application to Tailless Delta
Wing Configurations. NASA TM-81361, July 1981,
81N26154, #.
Flight derived longitudinal and lateral-directional stability
and control derivatives were compared to wind-tunnel
derived values. As a result of these comparisons, boundaries
representing the uncertainties that could be expected from
wind-tunnel predictions were established. These boundaries
provide a useful guide for control system sensitivity studies
prior to flight. The primary application for this data was the
space shuttle, and as a result the configurations included in
the study were those most applicable to the space shuttle. The
configurations included conventional delta wing aircraft as
well as the X-15 and lifting body vehicles.
1149. Hughes, D. L.: Comparison of Three Thrust
Calculation Methods Using In-Flight Thrust Data. NASA
TM-81360, H-1141, July 1981, 81N30111, #.
The gross thrust of an experimental airplane was determined
by each method using the same flight maneuvers and
generally the same data parameters. Coefficients determined
from thrust stand calibrations for each of the three methods
were then extrapolated to cruise flight conditions. The values
of total aircraft gross thrust calculated by the three methods
for cruise flight conditions agreed within __.3percent. The
disagreement in the values of thrust calculated by the
different techniques manifested itself as a bias in the data.
There was little scatter (0.5 percent) for the thrust levels
examined in flight.
1150. *Barrett, W. J.; *Rembold, J. P.; Burcham, F. W.;
and Myers, L.: Flight Test of a Full Authority Digital
Electronic Engine Control System in an F-15 Aircraft.
AIAA Paper 81-1501. Presented at the 17th AIAA, SAE, and
ASME Joint Propulsion Conference, Colorado Springs,
Colorado, July 27-29, 1981, 81A40912, #. (See also 1242.)
The Digital Electronic Engine Control (DEEC) system
considered is a relatively low cost digital full authority
control system containing selectively redundant components
and fault detection logic with capability for accommodating
faults to various levels of operational capability. The DEEC
digital control system is built around a 16-bit,
1.2 microsecond cycle time, CMOS microprocessor,
microcomputer system with approximately 14 K of available
memory. Attention is given to the control mode, component
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benchtesting,closedloopbenchtesting,afailuremodeand
effectsanalysis,ea-levelnginetesting,simulatedaltitude
enginetesting,flighttesting,thedatasystem,cockpit,and
realtimedisplay.
*UnitedTechnologiesCorp.,GovernmentProductsDiv.,
WestPalmBeach,Florida.
1151. Anon.: Preliminary Analysis of STS-I Entry
Flight Data. NASA TM-81363, August 1981, 81N29153, #.
A preliminary analysis of data acquired during the first
shuttle orbiter reentry is presented. Heating levels were
higher than predicted. Variations in measured versus
predicted lift to drag ratio and trim are discussed, as are plots
showing time histories of control surface and jet activity. The
confidence felt in the stability and control derivatives is only
fair. Confidence in the derivatives extracted for Mach
numbers below 3.5 is especially weak, because these
derivatives were affected by sideslip data contaminated by
wind and turbulence, nonindependent rudder motions, and
buffet. The sources of the data used are described.
Recommendations are presented for changes to the
Aerodynamic Data Book, and for planning future flights.
1152. Ayers, T. G.; and Hallissy, J. B.: Historical
Background and Design Evolution of the Transonic
Aircraft Technology Supercritical Wing. NASA
TM-81356, H-1148, August 1981, 81N32116, #.
bending, and torque airloads on various surfaces, summed
relative to user specified axes. The program essentially
replaces the ALOADS module in FLEXSTAB with
expanded capabilities and flexibility. As such, FSLIP is
generalized to work on any FLEXSTAB model or other
pressure data if in a compatible format.
1154. Berry, D. T.: Flying Qualities Criteria and Flight
Control Design. AIAA Paper 81-1823. Guidance and
Control Conference, Albuquerque, New Mexico,
August 19-21, 1981, pp. 411-415, (see A81-44076 21-12),
81A44127, #.
Despite the application of sophisticated design methodology,
newly introduced aircraft continue to suffer from basic flying
qualities deficiencies. Two recent meetings, the DOD/NASA
Workshop on Highly Augmented Aircraft Criteria and the
NASA Dryden Flight Research Center/Air Force Flight Test
Center/AIAA Pilot Induced Oscillation Workshop, addressed
this problem. An overview of these meetings is provided
from the point of view of the relationship between flying
qualities criteria and flight control system design. Among the
items discussed are flying qualities criteria development, the
role of simulation, and communication between flying
qualifies specialists and control system designers.
1155. Walker, H. J.: Analytic Study of Orbiter Landing
Proirdes. NASA TM-81365, H-1160, September 1981,
82N10001, #.
Two dimensional wind tunnel test results obtained for
supercritical airfoils indicated that substantial improvements
in aircraft performance at high subsonic speeds could be
achieved by shaping the airfoil to improve the supercritical
flow above the upper surface. Significant increases in the
drag divergence Mach number, the maximum lift coefficient
for buffer onset, and the Mach number for buffet onset at a
given lift coefficient were demonstrated for the supercritical
airfoil, as compared with a NACA 6 series airfoil of
comparable thickness. These trends were corroborated by
results from three dimensional wind tunnel and flight tests.
Because these indicated extensions of the buffet boundaries
could provide significant improvements in the
maneuverability of a fighter airplane, an exploratory wind
tunnel investigation was initiated which demonstrated that
significant aerodynamic improvements could be achieved
from the direct substitution of a supercritical airfoil on a
variable wing sweep multimission airplane model.
1153. Sims, R. L.: User's Manual for FSLIP-3,
FLEXSTAB Loads Integration Program. NASA
TM-81364, H-1158, August 1981, 81N30815, #.
The FSLIP program documentation and user's manual is
presented. As a follow on program to the FLEXSTAB
computer analysis system, the primary function of this
FORTRAN IV program is to integrate panel pressure
coefficients computed by FLEXSTAB to obtain total shear,
A broad survey of possible orbiter landing configurations was
made with specific goals of defining boundaries for the
landing task. The results suggest that the center of the
corridors between marginal and routine represents a more or
less optimal preflare condition for regular operations.
Various constraints used to define the boundaries are based
largely on qualitative judgments from earlier flight
experience with the X-15 and lifting body research aircraft.
The results should serve as useful background for expanding
and validating landing simulation programs. The analytic
approach offers a particular advantage in identifying trends
due to the systematic variation of factors such as vehicle
weight, load factor, approach speed, and aim point.
Limitations such as a constant load factor during the flare and
using a fixed gear deployment time interval, can be removed
by increasing the flexibility of the computer program. This
analytic definition of landing profiles of the orbiter may
suggest additional studies, including more configurations or
more comparisons of landing profiles within and beyond the
corridor boundaries.
1156. Borek, R. W.; *Pool, A.; and Sanderson, K. C.:
Practical Aspects of Instrumentation System Installation,
Volume 13. NASA TM-84067, AGARD-AG-160, Vol 13,
September 1981, 82N13140, #.
A review of factors influencing installation of aircraft flight
test instrumentation is presented. Requirements, including
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suchfactorsasenvironment,reliability,maintainability,and
systemsafetyarediscussed.Theassessmentofthemission
profile is followedby an overviewof electricaland
mechanicalinstallationfactors with emphasison
shock/vibrationisolationsystemsandstandardizationofthe
electricwiringinstallation,twofactorsoftenoverlookedby
instrumentationengineers.A discussionof installation
hardwarereviewstheperformanceapabilitiesof wiring,
connectors,fusesandcircuitbreakers,andaguidetoproper
selectionsi provided.Thediscussionof theinstallationis
primarilyconcernedwiththeelectricalwirerouting,shield
terminationsand grounding.Also includedare some
examplesof installationmistakesthatcouldaffectsystem
accuracy.Systemverificationproceduresand special
considerationssuchassneakcircuits,pyrotechnics,aircraft
antennapatterns,andlightningstrikesarediscussed.
*NationalAerospaceLab.,Amsterdam,theNetherlands.
1157. Enevoldson, E. K.; Horton, and V. W.: "Light Bar"
Attitude Indicator. Proceedings of 5th Advanced
Aircrew Display Symposium, Patuxent River, Maryland,
September I_-16, 1981, (see A83-16126 04-06),
pp. 251-261, 83A16136, #.
The development and evaluation of a light bar attitude
indicator to help maintain proper aircraft attitude during high
altitude night flying is described. A standard four-inch ADI
was modified to project an artificial horizon across the
instrument panel for pitch and roll information. A light bulb
was put in the center of the ADI and a thin slit cut on the
horizon, resulting in a thin horizontal sheet of light projecting
from the instrument. The intensity of the projected beam is
such that it can only be seen in a darkened room or at night.
The beam on the instrument panel of the T-37 jet trainer is
shown, depicting various attitudes. The favorable comments
of about 50 pilots who evaluated the instrument are
summarized, including recommendations for improving the
instrument. Possible uses for the instrument to ease the pilot
task are listed. Two potential problems in using the device are
the development of pilot complacency and an upright-
inverted ambiguity in the instrument.
1158. Thompson, M. O.; and Horton, V. W.: Exploratory
Flight Test of Advanced Piloted Spacecraft--Circa 1963.
Technical Review, presented at the 25th Society of
Experimental Test Pilots Symposium, Beverly Hills,
California, September 23-26, 1981, Vol. 16, No. 2, 1981,
pp. 229-248, 82A14941, #.
The NASA early experimental program for parawing and
lifting body spacecraft recovery concepts is discussed.
Simple hand drawings, in-house construction, and crude drop
tests were used in lieu of a thorough stress analysis. The
parawing (Parasev) was controlled by manually shifting the
center of gravity with respect to the center of pressure; the
craft would take off while being towed at 40 KIAS. The M-2
lifting body was originally constructed with a 3/32 in.
mahogany skin by a glider manufacturer and employed
general aviation aircraft nose and main wheel assemblies. A
minimum altitude of 200 ft was found acceptable for release
of the parasev, allowing the pilot time to adjust for transients
incurred at the tow release. A small landing assist rocket was
furnished for the M-2/F-2 and X-24A lifting bodies to
enhance stability, and landings at a maximum lift/drag ratio
of 2.8 were successfully completed. The data gained were
eventually applied in the development of the Shuttle.
Parasev Vehicle E-8009
1159. Myers, A. F.; Earls, M. R.; and *Callizo, L. A.:
HiMAT Onboard Flight Computer System Architecture
and Qualification. AIAA Paper 81-2107. Technical Papers,
presented at AIAA 3rd Computers in Aerospace Conference,
San Diego, California, October 26-28. 1981, pp. 41-54,
82A10082, #. (See also 1268.)
Two highly maneuverable aircraft technology (HiMAT)
remotely piloted research vehicles (RPRV's) are being flight
tested at NASA Dryden Flight Research Center, Edwards,
California, to demonstrate and evaluate a number of
technological advances applicable to future fighter aircraft.
Closed-loop primary flight control is performed from a
ground-based cockpit utilizing a digital computer and
up/down telemetry links. A backup flight control system for
emergency operation resides in one of two onboard
computers. Other functions of the onboard computer system
are uplink processing, downlink processing, engine control,
failure detection, and redundancy management. This paper
describes the architecture, functions, and flight qualification
of the HiMAT onboard flight computer systems.
*Rockwell International Corp., Los Angeles, California.
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1160. Anon.: Report on Research and Technology-FY
1981. NASA TM-81367, November 1981, 82N14047, #.
More than 65 technical reports, papers, and articles published
by personnel and contractors at the Dryden Flight Research
Center are listed. Activities performed for the Offices of
Aeronautics and Space Technology, Space and Terrestrial
Applications, Space Transportation Systems, and Space
Tracking and Data Systems are summarized. Preliminary
stability and control derivatives were determined for the
shuttle orbiter at hypersonic speeds from the data obtained at
reentry. The shuttle tile tests, spin research vehicle nose
shapes flight investigations, envelope expansion flights for
the Ames tilt rotor research aircraft, and the AD-1 oblique
wing programs were completed as well as the KC-135
winglet program.
1161. Sims, R. L.; and Carter, A. L.: Comparison of
Wind Tunnel and Theoretical Aeroelastic Predictions
With Flight Measured Airioads for the B-1 Aircraft.
AIAA Paper 81-2387. AIAA, SETP, SFTE, SAE, ITEA, and
IEEE, 1st Flight Testing Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada,
November 11-13, 1981, 82A14393, #.
An aeroelastic analysis of the B-1 aircraft was generated
using the FLEXSTAB computer program. Relatively simple
aerodynamic and structural models were employed.
Theoretical wing and horizontal stabilizer alfloads were
compared to wind tunnel predictions and flight data measured
during quasi-steady pitch maneuvers at Mach numbers of
0.85 and 1.2 with the wing in the 67.5 degree full aft sweep
position. The basic objective was to evaluate the usefulness
of the FLEXSTAB program for pre-flight alrloads analysis of
large flexible aircraft. Significant aeroelastic increments
were noted between rigid and flexible vehicle results.
FLEXSTAB predicted airloads for the outer wing panel were
in good agreement with measured data for both rigid aifloads
and elastic increments. FLEXSTAB results for the horizontal
stabilizer were useful for defining general aeroelastic trends,
but absolute load levels were not well predicted due to
theoretical limitations and difficulties encountered in
modeling the complex B-1 configuration. Overall, the
FLEXSTAB program is viewed as a useful integrated tool for
static aeroelastic analysis in support of flight programs.
1162. McMurtry, T. C.; Sire, A. G.; and Andrews, W. H.:
AD-1 Oblique Wing Aircraft Program. AIAA
Paper 81-2354. AIAA, SETP, SFTE, SAE, ITEA, and IEEE,
1st Flight Testing Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada,
November 11-13. 1981.82A14390, #.
A NASA program for evaluation of the handling and flying
characteristics of the AD-1 oblique wing aircraft is discussed.
The vehicle was flown to compare wind tunnel predictions
with aerodynamic data, explore the control system
requirements, and obtain a preliminary assessment of the
aeroelastic effects. The fiberglass sandwich skin aircraft is
designed for 8 g positive and 4 g negative loading at
175 knots, while the wing pivot can withstand 25 g loading.
Flight monitoring was accomplished with a 41 channel pulse
code modulation system for telemetry and by averaging of
pilot ratings. Maneuvering tests are outlined, noting that pilot
ratings indicated acceptable handling at up to 50 deg sweep.
It is concluded that acceptable flying qualities can be
achieved with a 60 deg sweep, and that aeroelastic tailoring
can be used to satisfy cruise design technology.
1163. Bohn-Meyer, M.; and *Jiran, F.: Techniques for
Modifying Airfoils and Fairings on Aircraft Using Foam
and Fiberglass. AIAA Paper 81-2445. AIAA, SETP, SFTE,
SAE, ITEA, and IEEE, Ist Flight Testing Conference,
Las Vegas, Nevada, November 11-13, 1981, 82A14383, #.
The concept of using foam and fiberglass reinforced plastic to
modify airfoils and fairings was applied successfully to high-
speed aircraft at NASA Dryden Flight Research Center. An
on-aircraft installation method was used to modify an F-15
wing glove and wing leading edge and an F-104 flap trailing
edge in support of the Shuttle tile airload tests. A combination
of methods, both an on-aircraft installation and an off-aircraft
fabrication for installation on the aircraft, was used to modify
a section of an F-111 supercritical wing with a natural
laminar flow airfoil. Techniques, methods, problem areas,
and recommendations are presented which indicate that using
foam and fiberglass to modify airfoils and fairings on high-
speed aircraft is a viable means of quickly developing airfoils
and fairings with desired aerodynamic characteristics with
little risk to the parent or career aircraft.
*Fred Jiran Glider Repairs, Mojave, California.
1164. Saltzman, E. J.; and Ayers, T. G.: A Review of
Flight-to-Wind Tunnel Drag Correlation. AIAA
Paper 81-2475. AIAA, SETP, SFTE, SAE, ITEA, and IEEE,
1st Flight Testing Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada,
November 11-13, 1981, 82A14382, #.
Comparisons are made of wind-tunnel-model and flight drag
data for various configurations representing aircraft from the
mid-1940s to the 1970s. Discrepancies between model and
flight data such as Reynolds number effects, wall
interference, and aeroelastic problems are discussed. Sting
support effects and the inability of models to simulate surface
deflections for longitudinal trim are also studied. A wind
tunnel-to-flight correlation of turbulent friction drag confirms
the incompressible Karman-Schoenherr variation of
turbulent skin friction with Reynolds number and the
T' method for accounting compressibility effects. NASA
tested 10 deg cone research indicates that model tests which
are affected by tunnel noise may require the lower
disturbance level environment available in flight, and it is
concluded that new cryogenic facilities will improve the
fidelity of model simulations of full-scale flight flow
phenomena.
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1165. DeAngelis, V. M.: In-Flight Deflection
Measurement of the HiMAT Aeroelastically Tailored
Wing. AIAA Paper 81-2450. AIAA, SETP, SFTE, SAE,
ITEA, and IEEE, 1st Flight Testing Conference, Las Vegas,
Nevada, November 11-13. 1981, 82A14381, #. (See
also 1229.)
An electro-optical flight deflection measurement system was
developed for NASA for use on the highly maneuverable
aircraft technology (HiMAT) remotely piloted research
vehicle (RPRV) to provide a means of evaluating the
performance of the HiMAT's aeroelastically tailored
composite wing and canard. A description of the flight
deflection measurement system is presented from a user's
viewpoint and includes the general method of operation,
system capabilities and limitations, method of installation on
the HiMAT vehicle, and calibration of targets. Also included
is a general description of the HiMAT RPRV and its design
goals. Preliminary flight deflection and bending moment data
were obtained at Mach 0.8 and were extrapolated to the Mach
0.9 maneuver design condition for comparison to NASTRAN
predictions and ground loads test results. The preliminary
flight test results tended to agree with the results obtained
from the static ground loads tests, that is, that the NASTRAN
model overpredicted the streamwise twist of the composite
outer wing panel.
1166. Swarm, M. R.; Duke, E. L.; Enevoldson, E. K.; and
Wolf, T. D.: Experience With Flight Test Trajectory
Guidance. AIAA Paper 81-2504. AIAA, SETP, SFTE, SAE,
ITEA, and IEEE, 1st Flight Testing Conference, Las Vegas,
Nevada, November 11-13. 1981, 82A14379, #. (See
also 1276.)
A system that provides the test pilot with flight test trajectory
guidance is presendy evolving at the NASA Dryden Flight
Research Facility. In use, this system has resulted in
discernible improvements in the ease and accuracy with
which pilots have approached and maintained the desired
flight test conditions or trajectories. This paper describes the
use of the guidance system in several past flight programs at
Dryden, including the F-111 TACT program, the F-15
airframe/propulsion system interaction program, the F-15
cone transition and boundary layer experiments, and the
Space Shuttle tiles flight test program.
1167. Bever, G. A.: The Development and Use of a
Computer-Interactive Data Acquisition and Display
System in a Flight Environment. AIAA Paper 81-2371.
AIAA, SETP, SFTE, SAE, ITEA, and IEEE, 1st Flight
Testing Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada, November 11-13,
1981, 82A13946, #.
The flight test data requirements at the NASA Dryden Flight
Research Center increased in complexity, and more advanced
instrumentation became necessary to accomplish mission
goals. This paper describes the way in which an airborne
computer was used to perform real-time calculations on
critical flight test parameters during a flight test on a winglet-
equipped KC-135A aircraft. With the computer, an airborne
flight test engineer can select any sensor for airborne display
in several formats, including engineering units. The computer
is able to not only calculate values derived from the sensor
outputs but also to interact with the data acquisition system.
It can change the data cycle format and data rate, and even
insert the derived values into the pulse code modulation
(PCM) bit stream for recording.
1168. Meyer, R. R., Jr.; Jarvis, C. R.; and *Barneburg, J.:
In-Flight Aerodynamic Load Testing of the Shuttle
Thermal Protection System. AIAA Paper 81-2468. AIAA,
SETP, SFTE, SAE, ITEA, and IEEE, 1st Flight Testing
Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada, November 11-13. 1981,
82A 13932, #.
To contribute to the certification of the structural integrity of
the Space Shuttle orbiter's thermal protection system (TPS)
before the first Shuttle flight, in-flight aerodynamic load tests
of six simulated areas of the orbiter were conducted. The tests
were performed on an F-104 and F-15 aircraft. This paper
describes the test approach, techniques used, and results. Two
areas of the orbiter TPS were redesigned and retested as a
result of these tests. No TPS failures due to air-loads occurred
in the areas that were evaluated in the flight tests during the
Shuttle's first flight.
*NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas.
1169. Baer-Riedhart, J. L.: The Development and Flight
Test Evaluation of an Integrated Propulsion Control
System for the HiMAT Research Airplane. AIAA Paper
81-2467. AIAA, SETP, SFrE, SAE, ITEA, and IEEE,
1st Flight Testing Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada,
November 11-13, 1981, 82A13931, #.
The Highly Maneuverable Aircraft Technology airplane is
a.44-scale version of an advanced fighter design. It is
remotely piloted from a ground cockpit and is powered by a
J85-GE-21 turbojet engine. The engine is electronically
controlled by a digital computer onboard the airplane to
operate at selected engine operation modes. The HiMAT
design and development philosophy emphasized high-risk,
low-cost and minimum testing, and also required that no
single failure would cause loss of the vehicle. This
philosophy generated unique requirements for design,
computer simulation methods, specialized test techniques,
and support systems which are discussed in this paper.
1170. Gera, J.; Wilson, R. J.; Enevoldson, E. K.; and
*Nguyen, L. T.: Flight Test Experience With High-Alpha
Control System Techniques on the F-14 Airplane. ALAA
Paper 81-2505. AIAA, SETP, SFTE, SAE, ITEA, and IEEE,
1st Flight Testing Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada,
November 11-13, 1981, 82A13906, #.
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Improvedhandlingqualitiesoffighteraircraftathighangles
of attackcanbeprovidedby varioustabilityandcontrol
augmentation techniques. NASA and the U.S. Navy are
conducting a joint flight demonstration of these techniques on
an F-14 airplane. This paper reports on the flight test
experience with a newly designed lateral-directionai control
system which suppresses such high angle of attack handling
qualities problems as roll reversal, wing rock, and directional
divergence while simultaneously improving departure/spin
resistance. The technique of integrating a piloted simulation
into the flight program was used extensively in this program.
This technique had not been applied previously to high angle
of attack testing and required the development of a valid
model to simulate the test airplane at extremely high angles
of attack.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
1171. Ko, W. L.; Quinn, R. D.; Gong, L.; Schuster, L. S.;
and Gonzales, D.: Preflight Reentry Heat Transfer
Analysis of Space Shuttle. AIAA Paper 81-2382. AIAA,
SETP, SFTE, SAE, ITEA, and IEEE, 1st Flight Testing
Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada, November 11-13, 1981,
82A13882, #.
Preflight predictions of the structural temperature
distributions during entry are compared with data from the
initial Shuttle flight. Finite element thermal analysis
programming was used to model the heat flow on Shuttle
structures and actual gas properties of air were employed in
the analyses of aerodynamic heating. Laminar, separated, and
turbulent heat fluxes were calculated for varying locations on
the craft using velocity-attitude and angle-of-attack
projections taken from the nominal STS-1 trajectory.
Temperature time histories of the first flight are compared
with laminar and turbulent flow assumptions and an
unpredicted rapid cooling 1800 sec into entry is credited to
inaccurate assumptions of structural heat dissipative
properties or flow conditions in that time phase of the flight;
additional discrepancies in descriptions of heating of the
upper fuselage are attributed to a lack of knowledge of the
complex flow patterns existing over that area of the Shuttle
body.
1172. Iliff, K. W.; Maine, R. E.; and *Cooke, D. R.:
Selected Stability and Control Derivatives From the First
Space Shuttle Entry. AIAA Paper 81-2451. ALAA, SETP,
SFTE, SAE, ITEA, and IEEE, 1st Flight Testing Conference,
Las Vegas, Nevada, November 11-13, 1981, 82A13880, #.
(See also 1267.)
Primary stability and control derivative estimates garnered
from the first Shuttle entry are reported. The craft was the first
vehicle to maneuver over a wide range of hypersonic
velocities, yielding data on flight characteristics from
previously unexplored regimes. The flight envelope was
confined to entry and safe landing, with no additional
maneuvers to gain control data. Data for a Mach number
range of 25-1.5 and altitudes of 515,000-50,000 ft are
provided, and functional ranges of the Shuttle control
surfaces and attitude jets are outlined. On-board systems
gathered data on aerodynamic coefficient identification,
flight condition and Euler angles, and jet chamber pressures.
A maximum likelihood estimation program, which contained
unknown stability and control derivatives, was used for
control; a control input determined the value of the unknown
derivatives, and the input and spacecraft response were
measured. Longitudinal and lateral directional maneuvers
and their derivative estimates are described, noting wind
contamination of the sideslip measurements below Mach 3.
Further maneuvering and stability tests are projected for
subsequent flights.
*NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas.
1173. Burcham, F. W., Jr.; Myers, L. P.; Nugent, J.;
Lasagna, P. L.; and Webb, L. D.: Recent Propulsion System
Flight Tests at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center.
AIAA Paper 81-2438. AIAA, SETP, SFTE, SALE, ITEA, and
IEEE, 1st Flight Testing Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada,
November 11-13, 1981, 82A13874, #.
The article presents a summary of the propulsion system tests
conducted on a number of aircraft at the NASA Dryden Flight
Research Center. The tests included digital engine control
systems, engine-inlet compatibility, inlet-airframe
interactions, nozzle-boattail drag and advanced turboprop
acoustics. Among the aircraft evaluated were the F-15,
HiMAT, F-14, and the JetStar.
1174. Matheny, N. W.; and *Panageas, G. N.: HiMAT
Aerodynamic Design and Flight Test Experience. AIAA
Paper 81-2433. AIAA, SETP, SFTE, SAE, ITEA, and IEEE,
1st Flight Testing Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada,
November 11-13. 1981, 82A13871, #.
Consideration is given to the design phase of the highly
maneuverable aircraft technology program. Design
objectives are examined, noting full-scale design and the
remotely piloted research vehicle. Attention is given to
subsonic, transonic, and supersonic design. Design results are
discussed with reference to aerodynamic efficiency,
aeroelastic tailoring, and the flight test program.
*Rockwell International Corp., North American Aircraft
Div., Los Angeles, California.
1175. Petersen, K. L.: Flight Experience With a
Remotely Augmented Vehicle Flight Test Technique.
AIAA Paper 81-2417. AIAA, SETP, SFTE, SAE, ITEA, and
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IEEE,1stEightTestingConference,LasVegas,Nevada,
November 11-13. 1981.82A13857, #.
A flight technique which uses the remotely augmented
vehicle (RAV) concept is developed to flight test advanced
control law concepts. The design, development and flight test
validation of a RAV system mechanized on a digital fly-by-
wire aircraft are described, and future applications are
discussed. Flight experiments investigate complete inner
loop, low sample rate, and adaptive control system
mechanisms. The technique, which utilizes a ground-based
FORTRAN programmable digital computer and up and down
telemetry links is found to provide the flexibility necessary to
effectively investigate alternate control law mechanisms in
flight.
1176. Hedgley, D. R.: Solution to the Hidden-Line
Problem. Astronautics and Aeronautics, Vol. 19, November
1981, 82A12803, #.
It is pointed out that realistic three-dimensional renderings of
solid objects or surfaces by computers have long been
needed. The NASA Dryden Flight Research Center will soon
publish a report and the computer program on an algorithm
that solves for hidden lines. The computer program is written
in FORTRAN IV and its size is approximately 35N + 9500
words, where N is the number of elements. A number of
pictures are presented which were drawn by a computer using
the algorithm.
1177. *Williams, D. A.; Pool, A.; and Sanderson, K. C.:
AGARD Flight Test Instrumentation Series. Volume 14:
The Analysis of Random Data. AGARD-AG- 160-VOL- 14,
Nqvember 19_1, 82N21099, #.
*Cranfield Institute of Technology, Bedford, U. K.
1178. Smith, J. W.: Analysis of a Longitudinal Pilot-
Induced Oscillation Experienced on the Approach and
Landing Test of the Space Shuttle. NASA TM-81366,
December 1981.82N13149, #.
During the final free flight (FF-5) of the shuttle's approach
and landing tests, the vehicle experienced pilot-induced
oscillations near touchdown. The light test data showed that
pilot inputs to the hand controller reached peak-to-peak
amplitudes of 20 deg at a frequency between 3 and
3.5 radians per second. The controller inputs were sufficient
to exceed the priority rate limit set in the pitch axis. A
nonlinear analytical study was conducted to investigate the
combined effects of pilot input, rate limiting, and time delays.
The frequency response of the total system is presented
parametrically as a function of the three variables. In general,
with no dead time, for controller inputs of 5 deg or less, the
total system behaves in a linear fashion. For 10 deg of
controller input, independent of the delay time, the elevon
loop will be rate saturated above a frequency of 4 radians per
second.
1179. Sefic, W. J.: NASA Dryden Flight Loads
Research Facility. NASA TM-81368, December 1981,
82N15079, #.
The Dryden Flight Loads Research Facility (NASA) and the
associated equipment for simulating the loading and heating
of aircraft or their components are described. Particular
emphasis is placed on various fail-safe devices which are
built into the equipment to minimize the possibility of
damage to flight vehicles. The equipment described includes
the ground vibration and moment of inertia equipment, the
data acquisition system, and the instrumentation available in
the facility for measuring load, position, strain, temperature,
and acceleration.
1180. Kelley, W. W.; and Enevoldson, E. K.: Limited
Evaluation of an F-14A Airplane Utilizing an Aileron-
Rudder Interconnect Control System in the Landing
Configuration. NASA TM-81972, December 1981.
82N13148, #.
A flight test was conducted for preliminary evaluation of an
aileron-rudder interconnect (ARI) control system for the
F-14A airplane in the landing configuration. Two ARI
configurations were tested in addition to the standard F-14
flight control system. Results of the flight test showed
marked improvement in handling qualities when the ARI
systems were used. Sideslip due to adverse yaw was
considerably reduced, and airplane turn rate was more
responsive to pilot lateral control inputs. Pilot comments
substantiated the flight data and indicated that the ARI
systems were superior to the standard control system in terms
of pilot capability to make lateral offset corrections and
heading changes on final approach.
1181. *Kalev, I.: Cyclic Plasticity Models and
Application in Fatigue Analysis. Presented at 3rd Nonlinear
Finite Element Analysis and ADINA Conference,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, June 10-12, 1981. Computers
and Structures, Vol. 13, October-December 1981,
pp. 709-716, 81A38340.
An analytical procedure for prediction of the cyclic plasticity
effects on both the structural fatigue life to crack initiation
and the rate of crack growth is presented. The crack initiation
criterion is based on the Coffin-Manson formulae extended
for multiaxial stress state and for inclusion of the mean stress
effect. This criterion is also applied for the accumulated
damage ahead of the existing crack tip which is assumed to
be related to the crack growth rate. Three cyclic plasticity
models, based on the concept of combination of several yield
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surfaces,areemployedforcomputingthecrackgrowthrate
of a crackplanestresspanelunderseveralcyclicloading
conditions.
*NationalResearchCouncil,Washington,D.C.
1182. Lasagna, P.; and Mackall, K.: Acoustic Flight
Testing of Advanced Design Propellers on a JetStar
Aircraft. NASA CP-2208, NASA Langley Research Center
Advan. Aerodyn.: Selected NASA Res., December 1981,
(see N84-27660 18-01), pp. 1-10, 84N27661, #.
Advanced turboprop-powered aircraft have the potential to
reduce fuel consumption by 15 to 30 percent as compared
with an equivalent technology turbofan-powered aircraft. An
important obstacle to the use of advanced design propellers is
the cabin noise generated at Mach numbers up to .8 and at
altitudes up to 35,000 feet. As part of the NASA Aircraft
Energy Efficiency Program, the near-field acoustic
characteristics on a series of advanced design propellers are
investigated. Currently, Dryden Flight Research Center is
flight testing a series of propellers on a JetStar airplane. The
propellers used in the flight test were previously tested in
wind tunnels at the Lewis Research Center. Data are
presented showing the narrow band spectra, acoustic wave
form, and acoustic contours on the fuselage surface.
Additional flights with the SR-3 propeller and other advanced
propellers are planned in the future.
ECN-15662
C-140 JetStar Propeller Testbed
1183. Montoya, L. C.; Steers, L. L.; and Trujillo, B.: F-111
TACT Natural Laminar Flow Glove Flight Results.
NASA CP-2208, NASA Langley Research Center Advan.
Aerodyn.: Selected NASA Res., December 1981,
(see N84-27660 18-01), pp. 11-20, 84N27662, #.
Improvements in cruise efficiency on the order of 15 to 40%
are obtained by increasing the extent of laminar flow over
lifting surfaces. Two methods of achieving laminar flow are
being considered, natural laminar flow and laminar flow
control. Natural laminar flow (NLF) relies primarily on
airfoil shape while laminar flow control involves boundary
layer suction or blowing with mechanical devices. The extent
of natural laminar flow that could be achieved with
consistency in a real flight environment at chord Reynolds
numbers in the range of 30 x 10(6) power was evaluated.
Nineteen flights were conducted on the F-111 TACT airplane
having a NLF airfoil glove section. The section consists of a
supercritical airfoil providing favorable pressure gradients
over extensive portions of the upper and lower surfaces of the
wing. Boundary layer measurements were obtained over a
range of wing leading edge sweep angles at Mach numbers
from 0.80 to 0.85. Data were obtained for natural transition
and for a range of forced transition locations over the test
airfoil.
1184. Maine, Richard E.; and Iliff, Kenneth W.:
Formulation and Implementation of a Practical
Algorithm for Parameter Estimation With Process and
Measurement Noise. SIAM Journal on Applied
Mathematics, Vol. 41, No. 3, December 1981, (See
also 1109, 1209.)
A new formulation is proposed for the problem of parameter
estimation of dynamic systems with both process and
measurement noise. The formulation gives estimates that are
maximum likelihood asymptotically in time. The means used
to overcome the difficulties encountered by previous
formulations are discussed. It is then shown how the
proposed formulation can be efficiently implemented in a
computer program. A computer program using the proposed
formulation is available in a form suitable for routine
application. Examples with simulated and real data are given
to illustrate that the program works well.
1982 Technical Publications
1185. *Kelly, G. L.; *Berthold, G.; and Abbott, L.:
Implementation of the DAST ARW II Control Laws
Using an 8086 Microprocessor and an 8087 Floating-
Point Coprocessor. Mini and Microcomputers in Control
and Measurement, Proceedings of the International
Symposium, San Francisco, California, Acta Press, Anaheim,
California and Calgary, Alberta, Canada, 1_9___,pp. 58-60,
83A11910.
A 5 M/-LZ single-board microprocessor system which
incorporates an 8086 CPU and an 8087 Numeric Data
Processor is used to implement the control laws for the
NASA Drones for Aerodynamic and Structural Testing,
Aeroelastic Research Wing II. The control laws program was
2O6
executedin 7.02 msec,with initializationconsuming
2.65msecandthecontrollawloop4.38msec.Thesoftware
emulatorexecutiontimesforthesetwotaskswere36.67and
61.18,respectively,for a totalof 97.68msec.Thespace,
weightandcostreductionsachievedin thepresent,aircraft
control applicationof this combinationof a 16-bit
microprocessorwithan80-bitfloatingpointcoprocessormay
beobtainableinotherealtimecontrolapplications.
*UniversityofKansas,Lawrence,Kansas.
Firebee DAST RPV
EC80-14090
1186. Anon.: KC-135 Winglet Program Review. NASA
CPo2211, H-1165, NAS 1.55:2211. Symposium held at
Edwards, California, September 16, 1981, January 1982,
84N27686, #.
1187. Barber, M. R.; and *Selegan, D.: KC-135 Winglet
Program Overview. NASA CP-2211, KC-135 Winglet
Program Rev., (see N84-27686 18-02), January_ 1982,
pp. 1-46, 84N27687, #.
A joint NASA/USAF program was conducted to accomplish
the following objectives: (1) evaluate the benefits that could
be achieved from the application of winglets to KC-135
aircraft; and (2) determine the ability of wind tunnel tests and
analytical analysis to predict winglet characteristics. The
program included wind-tunnel development of a test winglet
configuration; analytical predictions of the changes to the
aircraft resulting from the application of the test winglet; and
finally, flight tests of the developed configuration. Pressure
distribution, loads, stability and control, buffet, fuel mileage,
and flutter data were obtained to fulfill the objectives of the
program.
* FWAL, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
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1188. Montoya, L. C.; *Jacobs, P.; *Flechner, S.; and
Sims, R.: KC-135 Wing and Winglet Flight Pressure
Distributions, Loads, and Wing Deflection Results With
Some Wind Tunnel Comparisons. NASA CP-2211,
KC-135 Winglet Program Rev., (see N84-27686 18-02),
January. 1982. pp. 47-102, 84N27688, #.
A full-scale winglet flight test on a KC-135 airplane with an
upper winglet was conducted. Data were taken at Mach
numbers from 0.70 to 0.82 at altitudes from 34,000 feet to
39,000 feet at stabilized flight conditions for wing/winglet
configurations of basic wing tip, 15/-4 deg, 15/-2 deg, and
0/-4 deg winglet cant/incidence. An analysis of selected
pressure distribution and data showed that with the basic
wing tip, the flight and wind tunnel wing pressure distribution
data showed good agreement. With winglets installed, the
effects on the wing pressure distribution were mainly near the
tip. Also, the flight and wind tunnel winglet pressure
distributions had some significant differences primarily due
to the oilcanning in flight. However, in general, the
agreement was good. For the winglet cant and incidence
configuration presented, the incidence had the largest effect
on the winglet pressure distributions. The incremental flight
wing deflection data showed that the semispan wind tunnel
model did a reasonable job of simulating the aeroelastic
effects at the wing tip. The flight loads data showed good
agreement with predictions at the design point and also
substantiated the predicted structural penalty (load increase)
of the 15 deg cant/-2 deg incidence winglet configuration.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
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1189. Lux, D. P.: In-Flight Lift and Drag
Measurements on a First Generation Jet Transport
Equipped With Winglets. NASA CP-2211, KC-135
Winglet Program Rev., (see N84-27686 18-02),
1982, pp. 103-116, 84N27689, #.
A KC-135A aircraft equipped with wing tip winglets was
flight tested to demonstrate and validate the potential
performance gain of the winglet concept as predicted from
analytical and wind tunnel data. Flight data were obtained at
cruise conditions for Mach numbers of 0.70, 0.75, and 0.80 at
a nominal altitude of 36,000 ft. and winglet configurations of
15 deg cant/--4 deg incidence, 0 deg cant/-4 deg incidence,
and baseline. For the Mach numbers tested the data show that
the addition of winglets did not affect the lifting
characteristics of the wing. However, both winglet
configurations showed a drag reduction over the baseline
configuration, with the best winglet configuration being the
15 deg cant/--4 deg incidence configuration. This drag
reduction due to winglets also increased with increasing lift
coefficient. It was also shown that a small difference exists
between the 15 deg cant/-4 deg incidence flight and wind
tunnel predicted data. This difference was attributed to the
pillowing of the winglet skins in flight which would decrease
the winglet performance.
1190. Kehoe, M. W.: KC-135A Winglet Flight Flutter
Program. NASA CP-2211, H-1169, KC-135 Winglet
Program Rev., (see N84-27686 18-02), January 1982,
pp. 171-188, 84N27692, #.
The evaluation techniques, results and conclusions for the
flight flutter testing conducted on a KC-135A airplane
configured with and without winglets are discussed. Test
results are presented for the critical symmetric and
antisymmetric modes for a fuel distribution that consisted of
10,000 pounds in each wing main tank and empty reserve
tanks. The results indicated that a lightly damped oscillation
was experienced for a winglet configuration of a 0 deg cant
and -4 deg incidence. The effects of cant and incidence angle
variation on the critical modes are also discussed. Lightly
damped oscillations were not encountered for any other
winglet cant and incidence angles tested.
1191. *Dougherty, N. S., Jr.; and Fisher, D. F.: Boundary-
Layer Transition Correlation on a Slender Cone in Wind
Tunnels and Flight for Indications of Flow Quality.
NASA TM-84732, NAS 1.15:84732, AD-A111328, AEDC
TR-81-26, Arnold AFB, Tennessee, February 1982,
82N25228, #.
Boundary layer transition location measurements were made
on a 10 deg sharp cone in 23 wind tunnels in the United States
and Europe and in flight. The data were acquired at subsonic,
transonic, and supersonic Mach numbers over a range of unit
Reynolds numbers in an effort to obtain an improved
understanding of the effect of wind tunnel flow quality on
transition location. The data indicate that the transition
mechanism in both wind tunnels in flight is associated with
the formation of Tollmien-Schlichting waves in the laminar
boundary layer. However, the location of the end of transition
was found to be primarily a function of the noise under the
laminar boundary of the cone surface and, within + or
-20 percent, independent of Mach number and unit Reynolds
number.
*ARt, Inc., Tullahoma, Tennessee.
1192. Hedgley, D. R., Jr.: User's Guide for SKETCH.
NASA TM-81369, H-1169, February. 1982, 82N17878, #.
A user's guide for the computer program SKETCH is
presented. The removal of hidden lines from images of solid
objects is a problem in computer graphics which is solved by
SKETCH.
1193. Hedgley, D. R., Jr.: A General Solution to the
Hidden-Line Problem. NASA RP-1085, H-1162, NAS
1.61:1085, March 1982, 82N21907, #.
The requirements for computer-generated perspective
projections of three dimensional objects has escalated. A
general solution was developed. The theoretical solution to
this problem is presented. The method is very efficient as it
minimizes the selection of points and comparison of line
segments and hence avoids the devastation of square-law
growth.
1194. *Elfstrom, G. M.; *Kostopoulos, C.; **Peake, D. J.;
and Fisher, D. F.: The Obstacle Block as a Device to
Measure Turbulent Skin Friction in Compressible Flow.
AIAA Paper 82-0589. Presented at 12th Aerodynamic
Testing Conference, Williamsburg, Virginia, (see A82-24651
10-09), March 22-24, 1982, pp. 131-138, 82A24664, #.
The obstacle block, developed as an alternative to the Preston
tube for indirectly measuring skin friction on smooth surfaces
in incompressible flows, is examined as a device for
compressible flows as well. The block, which is congruent
with a surface static pressure orifice, has a geometry which is
easily specified and thus has a universal calibration. Data
from two independent studies are used to establish such a
calibration using "wall" variables, valid for Mach numbers up
to about 3. Various aspects concerning practical application
of the device are examined, such as sensitivity to yaw and the
minimum permissible axial spacing between blocks. Several
examples showing the utility of the device are given.
*National Aeronautical Establishment, High Speed Aero
Laboratory, Ottawa, Canada.
**NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California.
1195. Smith, Harriet J.; and Enevoldson, Einar: The
Application of a Six-Degree-of-Freedom Piloted
Simulation in Support of the F-14 Flight Research
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Program.Presentedat the SES-SFTFSymposiumon
SimulationAircraftTestandEvaluation,NavalAir Test
Center,Maryland,March 16-17, 1982.
1196. Ko, W. L.: Structural Properties of
Superplastically Formed/Diffusion-Bonded Orthogonally
Corrugated Core Sandwich Plates. AIAA Journal, Vol. 20,
No. 4, April 1982, (see AIAA 80-0304), pp. 536-543,
80A18305, #. (See also 1080.)
A new orthogonally corrugated sandwich structure that can
be fabricated by using the superplastic forming-diffusion
bonding (SPF-DB) process is described. Formulas and the
associated plots for evaluating the effective elastic constants
and the bending stiffness for the core of this new sandwich
structure are presented. The structural properties of this
sandwich structure are compared with the conventional
honeycomb core sandwich structure under the conditions of
equal sandwich density. The SPF-DB orthogonally
corrugated sandwich core has higher traverse shear stiffness
than the conventional honeycomb sandwich core, but has
lower stiffness in the sandwich core-thickness direction.
1197. Berry, D. T.; Powers, B. G.; Szalai, K. J.; and
Wilson, R. J.: In-Flight Evaluation of Control System Pure
Time Delays. J. of Aircraft, Vol. 19, No. 4, April 1982
(see AIAA 80-1626), pp. 318-323. (See also 1108.)
1198. Glover, R. D.: Aircraft Interrogation and Display
System: A Ground Support Equipment for Digital Flight
Systems. NASA TM-81370, NAS 1.15:81370, April 1982,
82N21175, #.
A microprocessor-based general purpose ground support
equipment for electronic systems was developed. The
hardware and software are designed to permit diverse
applications in support of aircraft flight systems and
simulation facilities. The implementation of the hardware,
the structure of the software, describes the application of the
system to an ongoing research aircraft project are described.
1199. Berry, D. T.: Flying QualitiesmA Costly Lapse in
Flight-Control Design. Astronautics and Aeronautics,
Vol. 20, April 1982, pp. 54-57, 82A28280, #.
Generic problems in advanced aircraft with advanced control
systems which suffer from control sensitivity, sluggish
response, and pilot-induced oscillation tendencies are
examined, with a view to improving techniques for
eliminating the problems in the design phase. Results of two
NASA and NASA/AIAA workshops reached a consensus
that flying qualities criteria do not match control system
development, control system designers are not relying on past
experience in their field, ground-based simulation is relied on
too heavily, and communications between flying qualities
and control systems engineers need improvement. A
summation is offered in that hardware and software have
outstripped the pilot's capacity to use the capabilities which
new aircraft offer. The flying qualities data base is stressed to
be dynamic, and continually redefining the man/machine
relationships.
1200. Dittmar, J. H.; and Lasagna, P. L.: A Preliminary
Comparison Between the SR-3 Propeller Noise in Flight
and in a Wind Tunnel. NASA TM-82805, NAS 1.15:82805.
Presented at 103rd Meeting of the Acoust. Soc. of Am.,
Chicago, Illinois, April 27-30, 1982, 82N21998, #.
The noise generated by supersonic-tip-speed propellers is
addressed. Models of such propellers were tested for
acoustics in the Lewis 8-by-6-foot wind tunnel. One of these
propeller models, SR-3, was tested in flight on the JetStar
airplane and noise data were obtained. Preliminary
comparisons of the maximum blade passing tone variation
with helical tip Mach number taken in flight with those taken
in the tunnel showed good agreement when corrected to the
same test conditions. This indicated that the wind tunnel is a
viable location for measuring the noise of these propeller
models. Comparisons of the directivities at 0.6 and 0.7 axial
Mach number showed reasonable agreement. At 0.75 and
0.8 axial Mach number the tunnel directivity data fell off
more towards the front than did the airplane data. A possible
explanation for this is boundary layer refraction which could
be different in the wind tunnel from that in flight. This may
imply that some corrections should be applied to both the
airplane and wind tunnel data at the forward angles. At and
aft of the peak noise angle the boundary layer refraction does
not appear to be significant and no correction appears
necessary.
1201. Barber, M. R.; and *Tymczyszyn, J. J.: Wake
Vortex Attenuation Flight Tests---A Status Report.
Presented at the 13th Annual Symposium of the Society of
Experimental Test Pilots, Rottach-Egern, West Germany.
Published in Cockpit, Vol. 17, April-June 1982, pp. 6-26,
83A11806. (See also 1135.)
*FAA, Los Angeles, California.
1202. *Shideler, J. L.; **Swegle, A. R.; and Fields, R. A.:
Development of Ren_ 41 Honeycomb Structure as an
Integral Cryogenic Tankage/Fuselage Concept for Future
Space Transportation Systems. AIAA Paper 82-0653.
Presented at AIAA, ASME, ASCE, and AHS 23rd Structures,
Structural Dynamics and Materials Conference, New
Orleans, Louisiana, May 10--12, 1982, pp. 66-75, 82A30084,
#. (See also 1203, 1342.)
The status of the structural development of an integral
cryogenic-tankage/hot-fuselage concept for future space
transportation systems is reviewed. The concept comprises a
honeycomb sandwich structure that serves the combined
functions of containing the cryogenic fuel, supporting the
vehicle loads, and protecting the spacecraft from entry
heating. The inner face sheet is exposed to cryogenic
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temperatureof -423 F during boost; the outer face sheet,
which is slotted to reduce thermal stress, is exposed to a
maximum temperature of 1400 F during a high-altitude
gliding entry. Attention is given to the development of a
fabrication process for a Rene 41 honeycomb sandwich panel
with a core density of less than 1 percent that is consistent
with desirable heat treatment processes for high strength.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
**Boeing Aerospace Co., Seattle, Washington.
1203. *Shideler, J. L.; *Swegle, A. R.; and Fields, R. A.:
Development of Ren_ 41 Honeycomb Structure as an
Integral Cryogenic Tankage/Fuselage Concept for Future
Space Transportation Systems. NASA TM-83306,
NAS 1.15:83306, Presented at the 23rd AIAA, ASME,
ASCE, and AHS Structural, Structural Dynamics and
Materials Conference, New Orleans, Louisiana,
May 10-12, 1982, June 1982, 82N30328, #. (See also 1202,
1342.)
The status of the structural development of an integral
cryogenic-tankage/hot-fuselage concept for future space
transportation systems (STS) is discussed. The concept
consists of a honeycomb sandwich structure which serves the
combined functions of containment of cryogenic fuel,
support of vehicle loads, and thermal protection from an entry
heating environment. The inner face sheet is exposed to a
cryogenic (LH2) temperature of--423 F during boost; and the
outer face sheet, which is slotted to reduce thermal stress, is
exposed to a maximum temperature of 1400 F during a high
altitude, gliding entry. A fabrication process for a Rene' 41
honeycomb sandwich panel with a core density less than
1 percent was developed which is consistent with desirable
heat treatment processes for high strength.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
**Boeing Aerospace Co., Seattle, Washington.
1204. Fisher, D. F.; and *Dougherty, N. S., Jr.: In-Flight
Transition Measurement on a 10 Deg Cone at Mach
Numbers From 0.5 to 2.0. NASA TP-1971, H-1117,
NAS 1.60:1971, June 1982, 82N26227, #.
Boundary layer transition measurements were made in flight
on a 10 deg transition cone tested previously in 23 wind
tunnels. The cone was mounted on the nose of an F-15
aircraft and flown at Mach numbers room 0.5 to 2.0 and
altitudes from 1500 meters (5000 feet) to 15,000 meters
(50,000 feet), overlapping the Mach number/Reynolds
number envelope of the wind tunnel tests. Transition was
detected using a traversing pitot probe in contact with the
surface. Data were obtained near zero cone incidence and
adiabatic wall temperature. Transition Reynolds number was
found to be a function of Mach number and of the ratio of
wall temperature to adiabatic all temperature. Microphones
mounted flush with the cone surface measured free-stream
disturbances imposed on the laminar boundary layer and
identified Tollmien-Schlichting waves as the probable cause
of transition. Transition Reynolds number also correlated
with the disturbance levels as measured by the cone surface
microphones under a laminar boundary layer as well as the
free-stream impact.
*ARt, Inc., Tullahoma, Tennessee.
1205. Baer-Riedhart, J. L.: Evaluation of a Simplified
Gross Thrust Calculation Method for a J85-21
Afterburning Turbojet Engine in an Altitude Facility.
AIAA Paper 82-1044. Presented at 18th AIAA, SAE and
ASME Joint Propulsion Conference, Cleveland, Ohio,
June 21-23, 1982, 82A34978, #.
A simplified gross thrust calculation method was evaluated
on its ability to predict the gross thrust of a modified
J85-21 engine. The method used tailpipe pressure data and
ambient pressure data to predict the gross thrust. The
method's algorithm is based on a one-dimensional analysis of
the flow in the afterburner and nozzle. The test results showed
that the method was notably accurate over the engine
operating envelope using the altitude facility measured thrust
for comparison. A summary of these results, the simplified
gross thrust method and requirements, and the test techniques
used are discussed in this paper.
1206. Myers, L. P.; Mackall, K. G.; Burcham, F. W., Jr.;
and *Waiter, W. A.: Flight Evaluation of a Digital
Electronic Engine Control System in an F-15 Airplane.
AIAA Paper 82-1080. Presented at 18th AIAA, SAE and
ASME Joint Propulsion Conference, Cleveland, Ohio,
June 21-23. 1982, 82A37683, #.
Benefits provided by a full-authority digital engine control
are related to improvements in engine efficiency,
performance, and operations. An additional benefit is the
capability of detecting and accommodating failures in real
time and providing engine-health diagnostics. The digital
electronic engine control (DEEC), is a full-authority digital
engine control developed for the F100-PW-100 turbofan
engine. The DEEC has been flight tested on an F-15 aircraft.
The flight tests had the objective to evaluate the DEEC
hardware and software over the F-15 flight envelope. A
description is presented of the results of the flight tests, which
consisted of nonaugmented and augmented throttle
transients, airstarts, and backup control operations. The
aircraft, engine, DEEC system, and data acquisition and
reduction system are discussed.
*United Technologies Corp., Pratt and Whitney Aircraft
Group, West Palm Beach, Florida.
1207. Mackall, K. G.; Lasagna, P. L.; *Dittmar, J. H.; and
Walsh, K.: In-Flight Acoustic Results From an Advanced-
Design Propeller at Mach Numbers to 0.8. AIAA Paper
82-1120. Presented at 18th AIAA, SAE and ASME Joint
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PropulsionConference,Cleveland,Ohio,June 21-23. 1982,
82A35017, #.
Acoustic data for the advanced-design SR-3 propeller at
Mach numbers to 0.8 and helical tip Mach numbers to I. 14
are presented. Several advanced-design propellers,
previously tested in wind tunnels at the Lewis Research
Center, are being tested in flight at the Dryden Flight
Research Facility. The flight-test propellers are mounted on a
pylon on the top of the fuselage of a JetStar airplane.
Instrumentation provides near-field acoustic data for the
SR-3. Acoustic data for the SR-3 propeller at Mach numbers
up to 0.8, for propeller helical tip Mach numbers up to 1.14,
and comparison of wind tunnel to flight data are included.
Flowfield profiles measured in the area adjacent to the
propeller are also included.
*NASA Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
1208. Webb, L. D.; and Nugent, J.: Selected Results of
the F-15 Propulsion Interactions Program. AIAA Paper
82-1041. Presented at 18th AIAA, SAE and ASME Joint
Propulsion Conference, Cleveland, Ohio, June 21-23. 1982,
82A34976, #.
A better understanding of propulsion system/airframe flow
interactions could aid in the reduction of aircraft drag. For
this purpose, NASA and the United States Air Force have
conducted a series of wind-tunnel and flight tests on the F-15
airplane. This paper presents a correlation of flight test data
from tests conducted at the NASA Dryden Flight Research
Facility of the Ames Research Center, with data obtained
from wind-tunnel tests. Flights were made at stabilized Mach
numbers around 0.6, 0.9, 1.2, and 1.5 with accelerations up to
near Mach number 2. Wind-tunnel tests used a 7.5 percent-
scale F-15 inlet/airframe model. Flight and wind-tunnel
pressure coefficients showed good agreement in most cases.
Correlation of interaction effects caused by changes in cowl
angle, angle-of-attack, and Mach number axe presented. For
the afterbody region, the pressure coefficients on the nozzle
surfaces were influenced by boattail angles and Mach
number. Boundary-layer thickness decreased as angle of
attack increased above 4 deg.
1209. Maine, R. E.; and Iliff, K. W.: Formulation of a
Practical Algorithm for Parameter Estimation With
Process and Measurement Noise. Identification and System
Parameter Estimation 1982. Proceedings of the Sixth IFAC
Symposium, Washington, DC, Vol. 2, June 7-11, 1982,
pp. 1139-1144, 84A18611. (See also 1109, 1184.)
A new formulation is proposed for the problem of parameter
estimation in dynamic systems with both process and
measurement noise. The formulation applies to continuous-
time state space system models with discrete-time
measurements. Previous formulations of this problem
encountered several theoretical and practical difficulties
which are overcome by the new formulation. The most
important element of the new formulation is a
reparameterization of the unknown noise covariances. A
computer program that implements the new formulation is
available.
1210. Meyer, R. R., Jr.: A Unique Flight Test Facility --
Description and Results. Proceedings, 13th International
Council of the Aeronautical Sciences Congress, and AIAA
Aircraft Systems and Technology Conference, Seattle,
Washington, Vol. 1, August 22-27, 1982, pp. 433--448,
82A40925, #. (See also 1223.)
The Dryden Flight Research Facility has developed a unique
research facility for conducting aerodynamic and fluid
mechanics experiments in flight. A low aspect ratio fin,
referred to as the flight test fixture (FTF), is mounted on the
underside of the fuselage of an F-104G aircraft. The
F-104/FTF facility is described, and the capabilities are
discussed. The capabilities include (1) a large Mach number
envelope (0.4 to 2.0), including the region through Mach 1.0;
(2) the potential ability to test articles larger than those that
can be tested in wind tunnels; (3) the large chord Reynolds
number envelope (greater than 40 million); and (4) the ability
to define small increments in friction drag between two test
surfaces. Data are presented from experiments that
demonstrate some of the capabilities of the FIT, including
the shuttle thermal protection system airload tests, instrument
development, and base drag studies. Proposed skin friction
experiments and instrument evaluation studies are also
discussed.
1211. Kempel, R. W.: Flight Experience With a Backup
Flight-Control System for the HiMAT Research Vehicle.
AIAA Paper 82-1541. Presented at AIAA Guidance and
Control Conference, San Diego, California, August 9-11.
1982, 82A40429, #.
The NASA Dryden Hight Research Facility is conducting
flight tests of two remotely piloted, subscale, advanced
fighter configurations; the tests are part of the Highly
Maneuverable Aircraft Technology (HiMAT) project.
Closed-loop primary flight control is performed from a
ground-based cockpit and digital computer in conjunction
with an up/down telemetry link. A significant feature of these
vehicles is an on-board, digitally active, backup control
system designed to recover the vehicle in the event of a
transfer from primary control. Automatic transfers occur
upon certain critical ground or airborne system malfunctions.
Control modes are provided that enable a ground or airborne
controller to guide the vehicle to a safe landing. This paper
describes the features, operational development, and flight
evaluation of the HiMAT backup flight control system.
1212. Sharer, M. F.: Flight-Determined Correction
Terms for Angle of Attack and Sideslip. AIAA
Paper 82-1374. Presented in 9th AIAA Atmospheric Flight
Mechanics Conference, San Diego, California, August 9-11.
1982, 82A40290, #.
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Theeffectsoflocalflow,upwash,andsidewashonangleof
attackandsideslip(measuredwithboom-mountedvanes)
weredeterminedfor subsonic,transonic,andsupersonic
flightusingamaximumlikelihoodestimator.Thecorrection
termsaccountingfortheseffectsweredeterminedusinga
seriesof maneuversflown at a largenumberof flight
conditionsin bothaugmentedandunaugmentedcontrol
modes.Thecorrectiontermsprovideimprovedangle-of-
attackandsideslipvaluesforuseintheestimationfstability
andcontrolderivatives.Inadditiontodetailingtheprocedure
usedtodeterminethesecorrectionterms,thispaperdiscusses
variouseffects,suchasthoserelatedtoMachnumber,onthe
correctionterms.Theuseofmaneuversflowninaugmented
andunaugmentedcontrolmodesi also discussed.
1213. *Gupta, N. K.; and Iliff, K. W.: Identification of
Aerodynamic Indicial Functions Using Flight Data. AIAA
Paper 82-1375. Presented in 9th AIAA Atmospheric Flight
Mechanics Conference, San Diego, California, August 9-11,
1982, 82A39136, #.
It is pointed out that the use of indicial function
representation provides a model superior to the aerodynamic
derivative model. Specific derivatives can be approximated
from the indicial models. The model can also be used to
compute equivalent stability and control parameters not
usually available from flight data. It is shown that derivatives
regarding the angle-of-attack and the side slip angle can be
derived directly from the indicial functions without any
identifiability problem. Attention is given to the pitch
moment coefficient, linear indicial function representation,
the identification problem for the pitch moment equation, the
identifiability of linear systems, parametric representations of
the indicial functions, an identification technique, angle-of-
attack and pitch rate dynamics in the pitch plane, multivariate
linear models, nonlinear aerodynamic indicial functions,
measurement system accuracy, and poststall and spin-entry
data from a scaled research vehicle.
*Integrated Systems, Inc., Palo Alto, California.
1214. Iliff, K. W.; and Maine, R. E.: NASA Dryden's
Experience in Parameter Estimation and Its Uses in
Flight Test. AIAA Paper 82-1373. Presented in 9th AIAA
Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference, San Diego,
California, August 9-11, 1982, 82A39135, #. (See
also 1294.)
An explanation of the parameter estimation method used at
the Dryden Flight Research Facility is presented, and an
overview is provided of experience related to the
employment of this method, taking into account the
utilization of this experience in flight tests. According to a
definition of the aircraft parameter estimation problem, the
system investigated is assumed to be modeled by a set of
dynamic equations containing unknown parameters. To
determine the values of the unknown parameters, the system
is excited by a suitable input, and the input and actual system
response are measured. The values of the unknown
parameters are then inferred, based on the requirement that
the model response to the given input match the actual system
response. Examples of parameter estimation in flight test are
discussed, giving attention to the F-14 fighter, the HiMAT
(high maneuverable aircraft technology) vehicle, and the
Space Shuttle.
1215. Curry, R. E.; and Sim, A. G.: Unique Flight
Characteristics of the AD-1 Oblique-Wing Research
Airplane. AIAA Paper 82-1329. Presented at 9th AIAA
Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference, San Diego,
California, August 9-11. 1982, 82A39106, #. (See
also 1257.)
Flight characteristics associated with an oblique-wing
airplane have been studied with limited scope and complexity
using the AD-1 research vehicle. The AD-1 is a low-speed,
low-cost, manned airplane with an aeroelastically tailored
wing that can be pivoted 0 to 60 deg asymmetrically. Results
of the flight tests include aerodynamic parameter extraction,
verification of the aeroelastic wing design criteria, trim
requirements, stall characteristics, and an evaluation of the
handling qualities and basic control system requirements.
Some of the unique characteristics of these results that pertain
to the oblique-wing design are presented.
1216. Maine, R. E.; and Iliff, K. W.: Selected Stability
and Control Derivatives From the First Three Space
Shuttle Entries. AIAA Paper 82-1318. Presented at the 9th
ALAA Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference, San
Diego, California, A._gust 9-I 1, 1982, 82A39096, #.
Stability and control derivative estimates obtained from the
first three Space Shuttle entries are presented. The derivative
estimates were obtained using the established modified
maximum likelihood estimation program (MMLE3). The
method of analysis used by the MMLE3 program is reviewed,
the Shuttle configuration and data system are described, and
the various types of maneuvers analyzed from the three
entries are illustrated. Finally, the paper presents selected
derivative results and compares them with predictions. Most
of the flight-derived estimates agreed fairly well with
predictions, considering the lack of experience in these new
flight regimes. The most notable exception was the
aerodynamic interference caused by firing the reaction
control jets in the atmosphere. The flight results showed this
interference to be considerably smaller than predicted.
1217. *Bailey, R. E.; *Smith, R. E.; and Sharer, M. F.: An
In-Flight Investigation of Pilot-Induced Oscillation
Suppression Filters During the Fighter Approach and
Landing Task. Flight Testing Technology: A State-of-the-
Art Review; Proceedings of the Thirteenth Annual SETP
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Symposium, New York, New York, September 19-22. 1982,
pp. 185-191, A84-44451.
An investigation of pilot-induced oscillation suppression
(PIOS) filters was performed using the USAF/Flight
Dynamics Laboratory variable stability NT-33 aircraft,
modified and operated by Calspan. This program examined
the effects of PIOS filtering on the longitudinal flying
qualifies of fighter aircraft during the visual approach and
landing task. Forty evaluations were flown to test the effects
of different PIOS filters. Although detailed analyses were not
undertaken, the results indicate that PIOS filtering can
improve the flying qualities of an otherwise unacceptable
aircraft configuration (Level 3 flying qualities). However, the
ability of the filters to suppress pilot-induced oscillations
appears to be dependent upon the aircraft configuration
characteristics. Further, the data show that the filters can
adversely affect landing flying qualities if improperly
designed. The data provide an excellent foundation from
which detail analyses can be performed.
*Calspan Advanced Technology Center, Buffalo, New York.
1218. Duke, E. L.: Automated Flight Test Maneuvers--
The Development of a New Technique. Flight Testing
Technology: A State-of-the-Art Review; Proceedings of the
Thirteenth Annual SETP Symposium, New York, New York,
September 19-22, 1982, pp. 101-119, 84A44464, #.
A new flight test technique using a maneuver autopilot is
being applied at the Dryden Flight Research Facility of the
NASA Ames Research Center. The flight test maneuver
autopilot (FTMAP) is designed to provide precise, repeatable
control of an aircraft during certain prescribed maneuvers so
that a large quantity of high quality test data can be obtained
with a minimum of flight time. This paper discusses the
control algorithms, the flight test application, and the
preliminary flight demonstration results of the FTMAP.
1219. Harney, P. F.: Real-Time Data Display for
AFTI/F-16 Flight Testing. ITC/USA/'82; Proceedings of
the International Telemetering Conference, San Diego,
California, September 28-30, 1982, pp. 13-33,
(see A84-32401 14-32), 84A32403. (See also 1225.)
Advanced fighter technologies to improve air to air and air to
surface weapon delivery and survivability is demonstrated.
Real time monitoring of aircraft operation during flight
testing is necessary not only for safety considerations but also
for preliminary evaluation of flight test results. The
complexity of the AFTI/F-16 aircraft requires an extensive
capability to accomplish real time data goals; that capability
and the resultant product are described. Previously
announced in STAR as N83-13095.
AFTI F-16 Airplane
EC92-I0061-10
1220. Shafer, M. F.: Low Order Equivalent Models of
Highly Augmented Aircraft Determined From Flight
Data Using Maximum Likelihood Estimation. Journal of
Guidance, Control and Dynamics, Vol. 5, No. 5,
September-October 1982, (see AIAA Paper 80-1627),
pp. 504-511. (See also 1107.)
This paper presents the results of a study of the feasibility of
using low order equivalent mathematical models of a highly
augmented aircraft, the F-8 digital fly-by-wire (DFBW), for
flying qualities research. Increasingly complex models were
formulated and evaluated using flight data and maximum
likelihood estimation techniques. The airframe was first
modeled alone. Next, equivalent derivatives were used to
model the longitudinal unaugmented F-8 DFBW aircraft
dynamics. The most complex model of the unaugmented
aircraft incorporated a pure time shift of the pilot input, a first
order lag, and the basic longitudinal airframe model. This
same model was then implemented for the F-8 DFBW aircraft
in a highly augmented mode. Excellent matching of the
dynamics resulted for this model, indicating that low order
equivalent models that are good representations of the highly
augmented F-8 DFBW aircraft can be formulated with these
methods.
1221. Murray, J. E.: User's Manual for THPLOT, A
FORTRAN 77 Computer Program for Time History
Plotting. NASA TM-81374, NAS 1.15:81374, Qctober
1982, 83N12881, #.
A general purpose FORTRAN 77 computer program
(THPLOT) for plotting time histories using Calcomp pen
plotters is described. The program is designed to read a time
history data file and to generate time history plots for selected
time intervals and/or selected data channels. The capabilities
of the program are described. The card input required to
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definetheplottingoperationis describedandexamplesof
cardinputandtheresultingplottedoutputaregiven.The
examplesarefollowedbyadescriptionoftheprintedoutput,
includingbothnormaloutputanderrormessages.Lastly,
implementationf theprogramis described.A complete
listingof theprogramwithreferencemapsproducedbythe
CDCFTN5.0compileris included.
1222. *Peake,D.J.;Fisher,D.F.;and**McRae,D. S.:
Flight, Wind Tunnel and Numerical Experiments With a
Slender Cone at Incidence. AIAA Journal, Vii. 20, No. 10,
October 1982.
The three-dimensional leeward separation about a 5 deg
semi-angle cone at an 11 deg incidence was investigated in
flight, in the wind tunnel, and by numerical computations.
The test conditions were Mach numbers of 0.6, 1.5, and 1.8 at
Reynolds numbers between 7 and 10 million based on free-
stream conditions and a 76.2 cm (30-in.) length of surface.
The surface conditions measured included those of
fluctuating pressures and mean static, as well as recovery
pressures generated by obstacle blocks to provide skin
friction and separation line positions. The mean static
pressures from flight and wind tunnel were in reasonably
good agreement. The computed results gave the same
distributions, but were slightly more positive in magnitude.
The experimentally measured primary and secondary
separation line locations compared closely with computed
results. There were substantial differences in level between
the surface root-mean-square pressure fluctuations obtained
in flight and in the wind tunnel, due, it is thought, to a
relatively high acoustic disturbance level in the tunnel
compared with the quiescent conditions in flight.
*NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California.
**North Carolina State University, Raleigh, North Carolina.
1223. Meyer, R. R., Jr.: A Unique Flight Test Facility:
Description and Results. NASA TM-84900, NAS
1:15:84900. ICAS Paper 82-5.3.3. Presented at 13th Cong.
of the ICAS/AIAA Aircraft Systems and Technology
Conference, Seattle, Washington, August 22-27, 1982,
November 1982, 83N13124, #. (See also 1210.)
The Dryden Flight Research Facility has developed a unique
research facility for conducting aerodynamic and fluid
mechanics experiments in flight. A low aspect ratio fin,
referred to as the flight test fixture (FTF), is mounted on the
underside of the fuselage of an F-104G aircraft. The
F-104G/FTF facility is described, and the capabilities are
discussed. The capabilities include (1) a large Mach number
envelope (0.4 to 2.0), including the region through Mach 1.0;
(2) the potential ability to test articles larger than those that
can be tested in wind tunnels; (3) the large chord Reynolds
number envelope (greater than 40 million); and (4) the ability
to define small increments in friction drag between two test
surfaces. Data are presented from experiments that
demonstrate some of the capabilities of the FTF, including
the shuttle thermal protection system alrload tests, instrument
development, and base drag studies. Proposed skin friction
experiments and instrument evaluation studies are also
discussed.
1224. Roncoli, R. B.: A Flight Test Maneuver Autopilot
for a Highly Maneuverable Aircraft. NASA TM-81372,
H-1176, NAS 1.15:81372. Presented at the AIAA Region 6,
32nd Annual Student Conference, Irvine, California,
April 28-May 1, 1982, November 1982, 83N 13115, #.
A flight test maneuver autopilot (FTMAP) is currently being
flown to increase the quality and quantity of the data obtained
in the flight testing of the highly maneuverable aircraft
technology (HiMAT) remotely piloted research vehicle
(RPRV). The FTMAP resides in a ground-based digital
computer and was designed to perform certain prescribed
maneuvers precisely, while maintaining critical flight
parameters within close tolerances. The FTMAP operates as
a non-flight-critical outer loop controller and augments the
vehicle primary flight control system. The inputs to the
FTMAP consist of telemetry-downlinked aircraft sensor data.
During FTMAP operation, the FTMAP computer replaces
normal pilot inputs to the aircraft stuck and throttle positions.
The FTMAP maneuvers include straight-and-level flight,
level accelerations and decelerations, pushover pullups, and
windup turns. The pushover pullups can be executed holding
throttle or Mach number fixed. The windup turns can be
commanded by either normal acceleration or angle of attack.
The operational procedures, control mode configuration, and
initial simulation results are discussed.
1225. Harney, P. F.: Real-Time Data Display for
AFTI/F-16 Flight Testing. NASA TM-84899, NAS
1.15:84899, November 1982, 83N13095, #. (See also 1219.)
Advanced fighter technologies to improve air to air and air to
surface weapon delivery and survivability is demonstrated.
Real time monitoring of aircraft operation during flight
testing is necessary not only for safety considerations but also
for preliminary evaluation of flight test results. The
complexity of the AFTI/F-16 aircraft requires an extensive
capability to accomplish real time data goals; that capability
and the resultant product are described.
1226. Carter, A. L.: Strain Gage Load Measurement on
the Shuttle Orbiter. NASA TM-84898, NAS 1.15:84898.
Presented at SESA 1982 Fail Meeting, Hartford, Connecticut,
November 7-12. 1982.83N12135, #.
This paper describes the application of the calibrated strain
gage load measurement method to the shuttle orbiter.
Descriptions of instrumentation and calibration are included,
along with comparisons of measured results with wind tunnel
and FLEXSTAB analytical predictions.
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1227. Fisher, D. F.; and *Dougherty, N. S., Jr.: Flight and
Wind-Tunnel Correlation of Boundary-Layer Transition
on the AEDC Transition Cone. NASA TM-84902, NAS
1.15:84902. Presented at the AGARD Flight Mechanics
Panel Symposium, Cesme, Turkey, October 11-14, 1982,
November 1982, 83N14433, #. (See also 1243.)
Transition and fluctuating surface pressure data were
acquired on a 10 deg included angle cone, using the same
instrumentation and technique over a wide range of Mach and
Reynolds numbers in 23 wind tunnels and in flight.
Transition was detected with a traversing pitot-pressure
probe in contact with the surface. The surface pressure
fluctuations were measured with microphones set flush in the
cone surface. Good correlation of end of transition Reynolds
number RE(T) was obtained between data from the lower
disturbance wind tunnels and flight up to a boundary layer
edge Mach number, M(e) = 1.2. Above M(e) = 1.2, however,
this correlation deteriorates, with the flight Re(T) being 25 to
30% higher than the wind tunnel Re(T) at M(e) = 1.6. The end
of transition Reynolds number correlated within _+20% with
the surface pressure fluctuations, according to the equation
used. Broad peaks in the power spectral density distributions
indicated that Tollmien-Schlichting waves were the probable
cause of transition in flight and in some of the wind tunnels.
*Rockwell International Corp., Huntsville, Alabama.
1228. Saltzman, Edwin J.: A Summary of NASA
Dryden's Truck Aerodynamic Research. SAE Paper
821284. Presented at SAE Truck & Bus Meeting and
Exposition, Indianapolis, Indiana, November 8-11, 1982.
A combination of subscale wind tunnel model tests and full-
scale coast down and highway fuel consumption tests have
been conducted on baseline and low-drag tractor-trailer
configurations. Fuel savings calculated for the low-drag
configuration, based on the model drag data or the full-scale
drag data, correlate quite well with fuel savings obtained
from the over-the-roads tests at highway speeds. Subscale
drag test for flow-vane and boattail devices provided drag
reductions of about 48 percent and 15 percent, respectively,
for bus- or motor-home-type vehicles. Full-scale boattail drag
data are also presented.
1229. DeAngelis, V. M.: In-Flight Deflection
Measurement of the HiMAT Aeroelastically Tailored
Wing. Presented at 1st AIAA, SETP, SFTE, SAIE, ITEA, and
IEEE Flight Testing Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada,
November 11-13, 1981. Journal of Aircraft, Vol. 19,
December 1982, pp. 1088-1094, 83A13167, #. (See
also 1165.)
1230. Gong, L.; Quinn, R. D.; and Ko, W. L.: Reentry
Heating Analysis of Space Shuttle With Comparison of
Flight Data. NASA CP-2216. NASA Langley Research
Center Computational Aspects of Heat Transfer in Struct.,
1982, (see N82-23473 14-34), pp. 271-294, 82N23490, #.
Surface heating rates and surface temperatures for a space
shuttle reentry profile were calculated for two wing cross
sections and one fuselage cross section. Heating rates and
temperatures at 12 locations on the wing and 6 locations on
the fuselage are presented. The heating on the lower wing was
most severe, with peak temperatures reaching values of
1240 C for turbulent flow and 900 C for laminar flow. For the
fuselage, the most severe heating occurred on the lower glove
surface where peak temperatures of 910 C and 700 C were
calculated for turbulent flow and laminar flow, respectively.
Aluminum structural temperatures were calculated using a
finite difference thermal analyzer computer program, and the
predicted temperatures are compared to measured flight data.
Skin temperatures measured on the lower surface of the wing
and bay 1 of the upper surface of the wing agreed best with
temperatures calculated assuming laminar flow. The
measured temperatures at bays two and four on the upper
surface of the wing were in quite good agreement with the
temperatures calculated assuming separated flow. The
measured temperatures on the lower forward spar cap of bay
four were in good agreement with values predicted assuming
laminar flow.
1231. Ko, W. L.; Quinn, R. D.; and Gong, L.: Reentry
Heat Transfer Analysis of the Space Shuttle Orbiter.
NASA CP-2216, NASA Langley Research Center
Computational Aspects of Heat Transfer in Struct., 1982,
(see N82-23473 14-34), pp. 295-325, 82N23491, #.
A structural performance and resizing finite element thermal
analysis computer program was used in the reentry heat
transfer analysis of the space shuttle. Two typical wing cross
sections and a midfuselage cross section were selected for the
analysis. The surface heat inputs to the thermal models were
obtained from aerodynamic heating analyses, which assumed
a purely turbulent boundary layer, a purely laminar boundary
layer, separated flow, and transition from laminar to turbulent
flow. The effect of internal radiation was found to be quite
significant. With the effect of the internal radiation
considered, the wing lower skin temperature became about
39 C (70 F) lower. The results were compared with fight data
for space transportation system, trajectory 1. The calculated
and measured temperatures compared well for the wing if
laminar flow was assumed for the lower surface and bay one
upper surface and if separated flow was assumed for the
upper surfaces of bays other than bay one. For the fuselage,
good agreement between the calculated and measured data
was obtained if laminar flow was assumed for the bottom
surface. The structural temperatures were found to reach their
peak values shortly before touchdown. In addition, the finite
element solutions were compared with those obtained from
the conventional finite difference solutions.
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1983 Technical Publications
1232. Burcham, F. W., Jr.; Myers, L. P.; and *Zeller, J. R.:
Flight Evaluation of Modifications to a Digital Electronic
Engine Control System in an F-15 Airplane. NASA
TM-83088, NAS 1.15:83088, AIAA Paper 83-0537.
Presented at AIAA 21st Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Reno,
Nevada, January 10-13, 1983. 1983, 83N22201, #. (See
also 1233.)
The third phase of a flight evaluation of a digital electronic
engine control system in an F-15 has recently been
completed. It was found that digital electronic engine control
software logic changes and augmentor hardware
improvements resulted in significant improvements in engine
operation. For intermediate to maximum power throttle
transients, an increase in altitude capability of up to 8000 ft
was found, and for idle to maximum transients, an increase of
up to 4000 fi was found. A nozzle instability noted in earlier
flight testing was investigated on a test engine at NASA
Lewis Research Center, a digital electronic engine control
software logic change was developed and evaluated, and no
instability occurred in the Phase 3 flight evaluation. The
backup control airstart modification was evaluated, and gave
an improvement of airstart capability by reducing the
minimum airspeed for successful airstarts by 50 to 75 knots.
*NASA Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
1233. Burcham, F. W., Jr.; Myers, L. P.; and *Zeller, J. R.:
Flight Evaluation of Modifications to a Digital Electronic
Engine Control System in an F-15 Airplane. AIAA Paper
83-0537. Presented at AIAA 21st Aerospace Sciences
Meeting, Reno, Nevada, January 10-13, 1983, 83A19593, #.
(See also 1232.)
The third phase of a flight evaluation of a digital electronic
engine control system in an F-15 has recently been
completed. It was found that digital electronic engine control
software logic changes and augmentor hardware
improvements resulted in significant improvements in engine
operation. For intermediate to maximum power throttle
transients, an increase in altitude capability of up to 8000 ft
was found, and for idle to maximum transients, an increase of
up to 4000 ft was found. A nozzle instability noted in earlier
flight testing was investigated on a test engine at NASA
Lewis Research Center, a digital electronic engine control
software logic change was developed and evaluated, and no
instability occurred in the Phase 3 flight evaluation. The
backup control airstart modification was evaluated, and gave
an improvement of airstart capability by reducing the
minimum airspeed for successful airstarts by 50 to 75 knots.
*NASA Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
EC83-25819
Dryden Flight Research Facility Aircraft, circa 1983, (front row), Lockheed F-104, (2 nd row), Rockwell International
HiMAT, Piper PA-30, Volmer Uitralight, (3 rd row), Sehweizer 1-36, Lockheed F-104, Northrop T-38, Lockheed F-104,
(4 th row) Eiri-Avion PIK-20E, Grnmman F-14, Lockheed C-140 JetStar, Vought F-8 DFBW, (5 th row) General
Dynamics F-111E IPCS, Martin B-57B, McDonnell-Douglas F-15, Douglas C-47, (back row) Boeing 720 CID, Boeing
747 SCA, and Boeing B-52
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1234. Gilyard,G. B.; and Edwards, J. W.: Real-Time
Flutter Analysis of an Active Flutter-Suppression System
on a Remotely Piloted Research Aircraft. NASA
TM-84901, NAS 1.15:84901, January_ 1983, 83N18710, #.
(See also 1244.)
Flight flutter-test results of the first aeroelastic research wing
(ARW-1) of NASA's drones for aerodynamic and structural
testing program are presented. The flight-test operation and
the implementation of the active flutter-suppression system
are described as well as the software techniques used to
obtain real-time damping estimates and the actual flutter
testing procedure. Real-time analysis of fast-frequency
aileron excitation sweeps provided reliable damping
estimates. The open-loop flutter boundary was well defined at
two altitudes; a maximum Mach number of 0.91 was
obtained. Both open-loop and closed-loop data were of
exceptionally high quality. Although the flutter-suppression
system provided augmented damping at speeds below the
flutter boundary, an error in the implementation of the system
resulted in the system being less stable than predicted. The
vehicle encountered system-on flutter shortly after crossing
the open-loop flutter boundary on the third flight and was
lost. The aircraft was rebuilt. Changes made in real-time test
techniques are included.
1235. *Wiederholt, J. V.; and Pahle, J. W.: The Design of
a Human-Powered Vehicle. AIAA Paper 83-0649.
Presented at AIAA 21st Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Reno,
Nevada, January 10-13, 1983, 83A16816, #.
Human power applied through a bicycle is perhaps the most
efficient means of transport available today. Aerodynamic
drag, however, limits the speed possible from the
man/bicycle combination. An aerodynamically efficient body
enclosing the system can reduce the drag and permit
increased speeds. A study was conducted to determine an
efficient body design for a high-speed bicycle. Wind tunnel
and potential flow studies were conducted to evaluate the
drag and lift characteristics of proposed shell designs. A
proposed bicycle/shell design is presented.
*General Dynamics Corp., Convair Div., San Diego,
California.
1236. Mackall, D. A.; Ishmael, S. D.; and *Regenie, V. A.:
Qualification of the Hight-Critical AFTI/F-16 Digital
Hight Control System. AIAA Paper 83-0060. Presented at
AIAA 21st Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Reno, Nevada,
January_ 10-13. 1983.83A16492, #. (See also 1253.)
Qualification considerations for assuring the safety of a life-
critical digital flight control system include four major areas:
systems interactions, verification, validation, and
configuration control. The AFTI/F-16 design, development,
and qualification illustrate these considerations. In this paper,
qualification concepts, procedures, and methodologies are
discussed and illustrated through specific examples.
*Systems Control Technology, Inc., Edwards, California.
F-16 Airplane, Three-View Drawing
1237. Duke, E. L.; Jones, F. P.; and Roncoli, R. B.:
Development of a Hight Test Maneuver Autopilot for a
Highly Maneuverable Aircraft. AIAA Paper 83-0061.
Presented at AIAA 21st Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Reno,
Nevada, January. 10-13, 1983, 83A16493, #.
This paper details the development of a flight test maneuver
autopilot for a highly maneuverable aircraft. This newly
developed flight test technique is being applied at the Dryden
Flight Research Facility of the NASA Ames Research Center.
The flight test maneuver autopilot (FTMAP) is designed to
increase the quantity and quality of the data obtained in flight
test. The vehicle with which it is being used is the highly
maneuverable aircraft technology (HiMAT) vehicle. This
paper describes the HiMAT vehicle systems, maneuver
requirements, VI_AP development process, and flight
results.
1238. *Butler, G. F.; *Corbin, M. J.; *Mepham, S.;
Stewart, J. F.; and Larson, R. R.: NASA/RAE Collaboration
on Nonlinear Control Using the F-8C Digital Fly-By-Wire
Aircraft. AGARD CP-321. AGARD Advances in Guidance
and Control Systems, January. 1983, (see N83 22093 12-01),
83N22109, #. (See also 1239.)
A cooperative advanced digital research experiment
(CADRE) was established by the National Aeronautics and
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SpaceAdministration(NASA)andthe RoyalAircraft
Establishment(RAE),inwhichnonlinearcontrolalgorithms
developedbytheRAEweretestedontheF-8Cdigitalfly-by-
wire(DFBW)aircraftbasedattheDrydenFlightResearch
Facility.In the initial phaseof thecollaboration,some
variable-gainalgorithms,referredtocollectivelyasvariable
integralcontroltooptimizeresponse(VICTOR)algorithms,
werefight tested. With VICTOR, various measures available
within the control system are used to vary gains and time-
constants within the closed loop and thereby enhance the
control capability of the system, while reducing the adverse
effects of sensor noise on the control surfaces. A review of
design procedures for VICTOR and results of preliminary
flight tests are presented, the F-8C aircraft is operated in the
remotely augmented vehicle (RAV) mode, with the control
laws implemented as FORTRAN programs on a ground-
based computer. Pilot commands and sensor information are
telemetered to the ground, where the data are processed to
form surface commands which are then telemetered to the
ground, where the data are processed to form surface
commands which are then telemetered back to the aircraft.
The RAV mode represents a single-string (simplex) system
and is therefore vulnerable to a hardover since comparison
monitoring is not possible. Hence, extensive error checking is
conducted on both the ground and airborne computers to
prevent the development of potentially hazardous situations.
Experience with the RAV monitoring and validation
procedures is described.
*Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough, U. K.
1239. *Butler, G. F.; *Corbin, M. J.; *Mepham, S.;
Stewart, J. F.; and Larson, R. R.: NASA/RAE Collaboration
on Nonlinear Control Using the F-8C Digital Fly-By-Wire
Aircraft. NASA TM-84296, NAS 1.15:84296,
February 1983, 83N23316, #. (See also 1238.)
Design procedures are reviewed for variable integral control
to optimize response (VICTOR) algorithms and results of
preliminary flight tests are presented. The F-8C aircraft is
operated in the remotely augmented vehicle (RAV) mode,
with the control laws implemented as FORTRAN programs
on a ground-based computer. Pilot commands and sensor
information are telemetered to the ground, where the data are
processed to form surface commands which are then
telemetered back to the aircraft. The RAV mode represents a
singlestring (simplex) system and is therefore vulnerable to a
hardover since comparison monitoring is not possible.
Hence, extensive error checking is conducted on both the
ground and airborne computers to prevent the development of
potentially hazardous situations. Experience with the RAV
monitoring and validation procedures is described.
*Royal Aircm__ Establishment, Farnborough, U. K.
1240. Jenkins, J. M.: A Study of the Effect of Apparent
Strain on Thermal Stress Measurement for Two Types of
Elevated Temperature Strain Gages. NASA TM-84904,
NAS 1.15:84904, February_ 1983, 83N18719, #.
A weldable type strain gage was used to measure low level
thermal stress in an elevated temperature environment. Foil
strain gages used in a comparative manner reveal that the
apparent strain of weldable strain gages is not sufficiently
known to acquire accurate low level thermal stress data.
Apparent strain data acquired from coupon tests reveals a
large scatter in apparent strain characteristics among the
weldable strain gages. It is concluded that apparent strain data
for individual weldable strain gages must be required prior to
installation if valid thermal stress data is to be obtained
through the temperature range of room temperature to 755 K
(900 F).
1241. Curry, R. E.: Limited Flight Test Experience With
a Laser Transit Velocimeter. NASA TM-84896, NAS
1.15.84896, February 1983, 83N17507, #.
Limited flight testing of a laser transit velocimeter provided
insight into the problems associated with the use of such
instruments for flight research. Although the device tested
was not designed for flight application, it had certain features
such as fiber optics and low laser power which are attractive
in the airborne environment. During these tests, operation of
the velocimeter was limited by insufficient concentrations of
light-scattering particles and background light interference.
Normal operation was observed when these conditions were
corrected by utilizing cloud particles and flying at night. A
comparison between the laser flow velocity measurements
and corresponding pressure measurements is presented and
shows a coarse correlation. Statistical bias due to turbulence
in the flow is suspected to have affected the laser
measurements.
1242. *Barrett, W. J.; *Rembold, J. P.; Burcham, F. W.,
Jr.; and Myers, L. P.: Digital Electronic Engine Control
System--F-15 Flight Test. AIAA 81-1501. Presented at
17th AIAA, SAE, and ASME Joint Propulsion Conference,
Colorado Springs, Colorado. J. Aircraft, Vol. 20,
February 1983. pp. 134-141, 83A18406, #. (See also 1150.)
*United Technologies Corp., Pratt and Whitney Aircraft
Group, West Palm Beach, Florida.
1243. Fisher, D. F.; and *Dougherty, N. S., Jr.: Flight and
Wind-Tunnel Correlation of Boundary-Layer Transition
on the AEDC Transition Cone. AGARD CP-339, Paper 6,
AGARD Ground Flight Test Tech. and Correlation, February.
1983, (see 83N30357), 83N30363, #. (See also 1227.)
Transition and fluctuating surface pressure data were
acquired on a 10 degree included angle cone, using the same
instrumentation and technique over a wide range of Mach and
Reynolds numbers in 23 wind tunnels and in flight.
Transition was detected with a traversing pitot pressure probe
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incontactwiththesurface.Thesurfacepressurefluctuations
weremeasuredwith microphonessetflushin thecone
surface.Goodcorrelationof endof transitionReynolds
numberRe(subT)wasobtainedbetweendatafromthelower
disturbancewindtunnelsandflightuptoaboundarylayer
edgeMachnumber,M(sube)= 1.2. Above M (sub e) = 1.2,
however, this correlation deteriorates, with the _ght Re
(sub T) being 25 to 30% higher than the wind tunnel Re
(sub T) at M (sub e) = 1.6. The end of transition Reynolds
number correlated within _+20% with the surface pressure
fluctuations. Broad peaks in the power spectral density
distributions indicated that Tollmien-Schlichting waves were
the probable cause of transition in flight and in some of the
wind tunnels.
*Rockwell International, Los Angeles, California.
1244. Gilyard, G. B.; and Edwards, J. W.: Real-Time
Flutter Analysis of an Active Flutter-Suppression System
on a Remotely Piloted Research Aircraft. AGARD
CP-339, Paper 23. AGARD Ground/Flight Test Tech. and
Correlation, February_ 1983, (see 83N30357), 83N30380, #.
(See also 1234.)
Flight-test results of the first three flights of an aeroelastic
research wing are described. The flight flutter-test technique
used to obtain real-time damping estimates from fast-
frequency sweep data was obtained and the open-loop flutter
boundary determined. Nyquist analyses of sweep maneuvers
appear to provide additional valuable information about
flutter suppression system operation, both in terms of phase-
margin estimates and as a means of evaluating maneuver
quality. An error in implementing the flutter-suppression
system required in a one-half nominal gain configuration,
which caused the wing to be unstable at lower Mach numbers
than anticipated, and the vehicle experienced closed-loop
flutter on its third flight. Real-time flutter-testing procedures
were improved.
1245. Jenkins, J. M.; and Montoya, C. A.: Experimental
Creep Data for a Built-Up Aluminum/Titanium Structure
Subjected to Heating and Loading. NASA TM-84906,
NAS 1.15:84906, March 1983, 83N22629, #.
Experimental creep, temperature, and strain data resulting
from a laboratory experiment on a built-up aluminum/
titanium structure are presented. The structure and the
experiment are described in detail. A heating and loading
experiment lasting approximately six hours is conducted on a
test structure. Considerable creep strain resulted from
compressive stresses in the heated skin. Large residual
stresses were found after the experiment was completed. The
residual stresses in the substructure frames were large enough
to preclude further cycles of creep experiments with this
built-up structure because of concern that the frame webs
would buckle.
1246. Licata, S. J.; and Burcham, F. W., Jr.: Airstart
Performance of a Digital Electronic Engine Control
System in an F-15 Airplane. NASA TM-84908, NAS
1.15:84908, April 1983, 83N22203, #.
The airstart performance of the FI00 engine equipped with a
digital electronic engine control (DEEC) system was
evaluated in an F- 15 airplane. The DEEC system incorporates
closed-loop airstart logic for improved capability.
Spooldown and jet fuel starter-assisted airstarts were made
over a range of airspeeds and altitudes. All jet fuel starter-
assisted airstarts were successful, with airstart time varying
from 35 to 60 sec. All spooldown airstarts at airspeeds of
200 knots and higher were successful; airstart times ranged
from 45 sec at 250 knots to 135 sec at 200 knots. The effects
of altitude on airstart success and time were small. The flight
results agreed closely with previous altitude facility test
results. The DEEC system provided successful airstarts at
airspeeds at least 50 knots lower than the standard F100
engine control system.
1247. Painter, W. D.: Flight Testing of Unique Aircraft
Configurations. AIAA Student Journal, Vol. 21, Spring
1983, pp. 2-7, 84A43889, #.
Some historical developments of flight testing of unique
aircraft configurations by NASA and the military sector are
documented. Several test aircraft are outlined including the
M2-F1 (which was the first Space Shuttle concept ever
demonstrated, and contributed to the present design), the
X-15, the Flying Wing, the Lunar Landing Research Vehicle,
the Oblique Wing Research Aircraft, and the Space Shuttle
Enterprise. Future test aircraft such as the forward swept
wing X-29A Advanced Technology Demonstrator Aircraft,
and the X-Wing vehicle are also mentioned. It is noted that
the logical preliminary to flight testing is flight simulation,
and that flight testing itself is the vital final component of the
development, and seems to be the most direct approach to
aircraft evaluations.
X-Wing Airplane
EC86-33555-2
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1248. Nugent, J.; Plant, T. J.; Davis, R. A.; and Taillon, N.
V.: Pressures Measured in Flight on the Aft Fuselage and
External Nozzle of a Twin-Jet Fighter. NASA TP-2017,
H-1161, NAS 1.60:2017, May 1983, 83N25665, #.
Fuselage, boundary layer, and nozzle pressures were
measured in flight for a twin jet fighter over a Mach number
range from 0.60 to 2.00 at test altitudes of 6100, 10,700, and
13,700 meters for angles of attack ranging from 0 deg to
7 deg. Test data were analyzed to find the effects of the
propulsion system geometry. The flight variables, and flow
interference. The aft fuselage flow field was complex and
showed the influence of the vertical tail, nacelle contour, and
the wing. Changes in the boattail angle of either engine
affected upper fuselage and lower fuselage pressure
coefficients upstream of the nozzle. Boundary layer profiles
at the forward and aft locations on the upper nacelles were
relatively insensitive to Mach number and altitude. Boundary
layer thickness decreased at both stations as angle of attack
increased above 4 deg. Nozzle pressure coefficient was
influenced by the vertical tail, horizontal tail boom, and
nozzle interfairing; the last two tended to separate flow over
the top of the nozzle from flow over the bottom of the nozzle.
The left nozzle axial force coefficient was most affected by
Mach number and left nozzle boattail angle. At Mach 0.90,
the nozzle axial force coefficient was 0.0013.
1249. Dittmar, J. H.; Lasagna, P. L.; and Mackall, K. G.:
A Preliminary Comparison Between the SR-6 Propeller
Noise in Flight and in a Wind Tunnel. NASA TM-83341,
NAS 1.15:83341. Presented at 105th Meeting of the
Acoustical Society of America, Cincinnati, Ohio, May 9-13,
1983, 1983, 83N24287, #.
High speed turboprops offer an attractive candidate for
aircraft because of their high propulsive efficiency. However,
one of the possible problems associated with these propellers
is their high noise level at cruise condition that may create a
cabin environment problem. Models of these propellers were
tested for acoustics in the 8 by 6-foot wind tunnel and on the
Jet Star airplane. Comparisons between the airplane and wind
tunnel data for the SR-6 propeller are shown. The comparison
of maximum blade passing tone variation with helical tip
Mach number between the tunnel and flight data was good
when corrected to the same test conditions. Directivity
comparisons also showed fairly good agreement. These good
comparisons indicate that the wind tunnel is a viable location
for measuring the blade passage tone noise of these
propellers.
1250. Anderson, S. B.; Enevoldson, E. K.; and Nguyen, L.
T.: Pilot Human Factors in Stall/Spin Accidents of
Supersonic Fighter Aircraft. NASA TM-84348, NAS
1.15:84348. Presented at AGARD Conference Flight
Mechanics System Design Lessons from Operational
Experience, Athens, Greece, May 10-13, 1983, May 1983,
83N26846, #. (See also 1275.)
A study has been made of pilot human factors related to
stall/spin accidents of supersonic fighter aircraft. The military
specifications for flight at high angles of attack are examined.
Several pilot human factors problems related to stall/spin are
discussed. These problems include (1) unsatisfactory
nonvisual warning cues; (2) the inability of the pilot to
quickly determine if the aircraft is spinning out of control, or
to recognize the type of spin; (3) the inability of the pilot to
decide on and implement the correct spin recovery technique;
(4) the inability of the pilot to move, caused by high angular
rotation; and (5) the tendency of pilots to wait too long in
deciding to abandon the irrecoverable aircraft. Psycho-
physiological phenomena influencing pilot's behavior in
stall/spin situations include (1) channelization of sensory
inputs, (2) limitations in precisely controlling several
muscular inputs, (3) inaccurate judgment of elapsed time, and
(4) disorientation of vestibulo-ocular inputs. Results are
given of pilot responses to all these problems in the F-14A,
F-16/AB, and F/A-18A aircraft. The use of departure spin
resistance and automatic spin prevention systems
incorporated on recent supersonic fighters are discussed.
These systems should help to improve the stall/spin accident
record with some compromise in maneuverability.
1251. Chiles, H. R.: Capture and Real-Time Display of
Sdected Space Shuttle Reentry Data. Proceedings, 29th
International Instrumentation Symposium, Albuquerque,
New Mexico, May 2--6, 1983, pp. 643-660, (see A85-2955
12-35), 85A29574.
Because the flight planning for the orbital flight test (OFT)
flights of the NASA Space Shuttle required several months,
there was very little time to analyze data from one flight
before it was necessary to start final planning for the next
flight. Real-time and selected immediate postflight data
display of the reentry data minimized the postflight computer
analysis time required so that the rigid time restraints
imposed by the program could be met. This paper describes
the methods used to decommutate and provide real-time and
immediate postflight data display of selected Space Shuttle
reentry data.
1252. Harney, P.; Clifton, W.; and *lohnson, D. A.:
Instrumentation and Data Processing for AFTI/F-16
Flight Testing. NAECON 1983; Proceedings of the National
Aerospace and Electronics Conference, Vol 2, Dayton, Ohio,
May 17-19, 1983, pp. 1404-1409, (see A84-16526 05-01),
84A16690.
The primary objective of the advanced fighter technology
integration/F-16 (AFTUF-16) development program is to
demonstrate advanced fighter technologies to improve
weapon delivery and aircraft survivability. Instrumentation
and data processing for monitoring aircraft operation during
flight testing is necessary not only for safety-of-flight
considerations but also for rapid evaluation of flight test
results. The complexity of the AFTUF-16 aircraft necessitates
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anextensivecapabilitytoaccomplishdatagoals;thispaper
describesthatcapabilityandtheresultantproduct.
*GeneralDynamicsCorp.,FortWorth,Texas.
1253. Mackall,D.A.; Regenie,V. A.;andGordoa,M.:
Qualification of the Flight-Critical AFTI/F-16 Digital
Flight Control System. NAECON 1983; Proceedings of the
National Aerospace and Electronics Conference, Dayton,
Ohio, May 17-19, 1983, (See also 1236.)
1254. Iliff, K. W.: Parameter Estimation for Aircraft
Problems. Presented at the SIAM National Meeting,
Symposium on System Identification, Denver, Colorado,
June 6-8, 1983.
1255. Lasagna, P. L.; Mackall, K. G.; and Cohn, R. B.: In.
Flight Acoustic Test Results for the SR-2 and SR-3
Advanced-Design Propellers. AIAA Paper 83-1214.
Presented at 19th AIAA, SAE, and ASME Joint Propulsion
Conference, Seattle, Washington, June 27-29. 1983,
83A36286, #.
Several advanced-design propellers, previously tested in the
wind tunnel at the Lewis Research Center, have been tested
in flight at the Dryden Flight Research Facility. The flight-
test propellers were mounted on a pylon on the top of the
fuselage of a JetStar airplane. Acoustic data for the advanced-
design SR-2 and SR-3 propellers at Mach numbers to 0.8 and
helical-tip Mach numbers to 1.15 are presented; maximum
blade-passage frequency sound-pressure levels are also
compared.
1256, *Keller, T. L.; *Wurtele, M. G.; and Ehernberger, L.
J.: Numerical Simulation of the Atmosphere During a
CAT Encounter. Presented at the 9th Conference on
Aerospace and Aeronautical Meteorology, Omaha,
Nebraska, June 6-9, 1983, pp. 316-319, preprints, American
Meteorological Society, Boston, Massachusetts,
(see A83-38701 17-47), 83A38764.
In an attempt to determine whether clear air turbulence
(CAT) which caused a brief, intense turbulence encounter to
a jetliner might have been related to gravity waves generated
by a line of thunderstorms, local sounding data taken within
two hours of the incident have been used as input to a
numerical model designed to simulate stratified flow over
obstacles. In the model a rigid obstacle at the lower boundary
acted as the source of the gravity waves. The model results
show a large amplitude disturbance localized over the
obstacle at and above flight level, in regions where CAT
would be expected. Stratification studies have been
conducted, varying the height and shape of the obstacle and
the input wind profile. The success of the experiment leads to
the conclusion that atmospheric gravity wave simulation can
be useful in understanding and possibly avoiding CAT.
*University of California, Los Angeles, California.
1257. Curry, R. E.; and Sim, A. G.: Unique Flight
Characteristics of the AD-1 Oblique-Wing Research
Airplane. AIAA Paper 82-1329. AIA.A 9th Atmospheric
Flight Mechanics Conference, San Diego, California,
August 9-I 1, 1982. Also J. of Aircraft, Vol. 20, June 1983,
pp. 564-568, 83A32588, #. (See also 1215.)
1258. *Deckert, J. C.; and Szalai, K. J.: Analytic
Redundance Management for Flight Control Sensors.
AGARD AG-272, Paper 9. AGARD Advan. in Sensors and
their Integration Into Aircraft Guidance and Control
Systems, (ISBN-92-835-1451-3), June 1983, (see N83-34891
23-01), AD-A13290, 83N34900, #.
The formulation and flight test results of an algorithm to
detect and isolate the first failure of any one of 12 duplex
control sensor signals (24 in all) being monitored are
reviewed. The technique uses like signal differences for fault
detection while relying upon analytic redundancy
relationships among unlike quantities to isolate the faulty
sensor. The fault isolation logic utilizes the modified
sequential probability ratio test, which explicitly
accommodates the inevitable, irreducible low frequency
errors present in the analytic redundancy residuals. In
addition, the algorithm used sensor output selftest, which
takes advantage of the duplex sensor structure by
immediately removing a hard failed sensor from control
calculations and analytic redundancy relationships while
awaiting a definitive fault isolation decision via analytic
redundancy. This study represents a proof of concept
demonstration of a methodology that is applied to duplex or
higher flight control sensor configurations and, in addition,
can monitor the health of one simplex signal per analytic
redundancy relationship.
*Draper Laboratory, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
1259. Rezek, T. W.: Unmanned Vehicle Systems
Experiences at the Dryden Flight Research Facility;
Remotely Piloted Vehicles. NASA TM-84913, H-1192,
NAS 1.15:84913, AUVS-83 Symposium Unmanned
Systems: Confidence for the 80's, Salt Lake City, Utah,
June 28-30, 1983, June 1983, 83N27978, #.
An overview is presented of the remotely piloted research
vehicle (RPRV) activities at the NASA Dryden Flight
Research Facility from their beginning to the present. The
development of RPRV's as flight test tools is discussed, and
system configuration is presented. Solutions derived from
human factors experience related to flight activities and pilot
responses have contributed to overall system capability. The
development and use of visual displays, which are a critical
feature of successful RPRV flights, are discussed as well as
directions for future RPRV efforts.
1260. Stewart, Alphonzo J.: NASA Ames-Dryden Flight
Research Facility Battery Systems Laboratory. NASA
TM-84905, August 1983.
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Thisdocumentdiscussesthedevelopmentof theDryden
FlightResearchFacilityBatterySystemslaboratory.This
laboratoryprocessesnickel-cadmiumand silver-zinc
batteriesusedinthevariousflightresearchvehiclesflownat
theDrydenfacility.Describedis theevolvementof the
originalmanuallyoperatedlead-acidbatteryfacilitytothe
presentcomputerizedlaboratory.Describedalsoarethe
equipmentandpresentcapabilitiesof thelaboratory,which
canprocessbothsealedandwetventedcellsthatrangein
capacityfrom0.5to200A-hr.
theinfluenceofhigh-gaintasksandexcessivecontrolsystem
timedelayinevokingpilot-inducedoscillations.
*GrummanAerospaceCorp.,Bethpage,NewYork.
1263. Whitmore, S. A.: Reconstruction of the Shuttle
Reentry Air Data Parameters Using a Linearized Kalman
Filter. AIAA Paper 83-2097. Presented at AIAA
Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference, Gatlinburg,
Tennessee, August 15-17, 1983, 83A41926, #.
1261. Duke, E. L.; and Lux, D. P.: The Application and
Results of a New Flight Test Technique. AIAA
Paper83-2137. Presented at AIAA Atmospheric Flight
Mechanics Conference, Gatlinburg, Tennessee,
August 15-17. 1983.83A41959, #.
The application of a flight test maneuver auto-pilot test
technique for collecting aerodynamic and structural flight
research data on a highly maneuverable aircraft is described.
This newly developed flight test technique was applied at the
Dryden Flight Research Facility of the NASA Ames
Research Center on the highly maneuverable aircraft
technology (HiMAT) vehicle. A primary flight experiment
was done to verify the design techniques used to develop the
HiMAT aerodynamics and structures. This required the
collection of large quantities of high-quality pressure
distribution, loads, and deflection data. The effectiveness of
the flight test technique is illustrated with a flight test
example comparing various pressure distribution
measurements.
This paper presents the reconstruction of the space shuttle's
wind-relative reentry trajectory for the orbital flights. The
technique uses a linearized Kalman filter (LKF) to merge
high and low-frequency inertial and wind-relative data to
obtain enhanced high-frequency results that closely follow
expected mean levels. Two verifications are presented. First,
wind trajectories resulting from the reconstruction are
compared with analytically predicted values. There is close
comparison. Second, the frequency characteristics are
investigated using system identification techniques. The
stability and control model generated using the
LKF trajectory shows good agreement between measured
and predicted spacecraft response for both high and low
frequencies.
1264. *Walker, R. A.; *Gupta, N. K.; and Gilyard, G. B.:
Algorithms for Real-Time Flutter Identification. AIAA
Paper 83-2223. Presented at AIAA Guidance and Control
Conference, Gatlinburg, Tennessee, August 15-17. 1983,
pp. 432--440, (see A83-41659 19-63), 83A41703, #.
1262. *Bailey, R. E.; Stewart, J. F.; Smith, R. E.; and
Shafer, M. F.: Flight Test Experience With Pilot-Induced-
Oscillation Suppressor Filters. AIAA Paper 83-2107.
Presented at AIAA Atmospheric Flight Mechanics
Conference, Gatlinburg, Tennessee, August 15-17. 1983,
83A41936, #. (See also 1297.)
Digital flight control systems are popular for their flexibility,
reliability, and power; however, their use sometimes results
in deficient handling qualities, including pilot-induced
oscillation (PIt), which can require extensive redesign of the
control system. When redesign is not immediately possible,
temporary solutions, such as the PIt suppression (PITS)
filter developed for the Space Shuttle, have been proposed.
To determine the effectiveness of such PItS filters on more
conventional, high-performance aircraft, three experiments
were performed using the NASA F-8 digital fly-by-wire and
USAF/Calspan NT-33 variable-stability aircraft. Two types
of PItS filters were evaluated, using high-gain, precision
tasks (close formation, probe-and-drogue refueling, and
precision touch-and-go landing) with a time delay or a first-
order lag added to make the aircraft prone to PIt. Various
configurations of the PItS filter were evaluated in the flight
programs, and most of the PItS filter configurations reduced
the occurrence of PIts and improved the handling qualities
of the Pit-prone aircraft. These experiments also confirmed
The work reported here addresses the important algorithm
issues necessary to achieve a real-time flutter monitoring
sysiem; namely, the guidelines for choosing appropriate
model forms, reduction of the parameter convergence
transient, handling multiple modes, the effect of
overparameterization, and estimate accuracy predictions,
both online and for experiment design. An approach for
efficiently computing continuous-time flutter parameter
Cramer-Rao estimate error bounds has been developed. This
enables a convincing comparison of theoretical and
simulation results, as well as off-line studies in preparation
for a flight test. Theoretical predictions, simulation and flight
test results from the NASA/Dryden Drones for Aerodynamic
and Structural Test (DAST) Program are compared.
*Integrated Systems, Inc., Palo Alto, California.
1265. Larson, R. R.; Smith, R. E.; and Krambeer, K. D.:
Flight-Test Results Using Nonlinear Control With the
F-8C Digital Fly-By-Wire Aircraft. AIAA Paper 83-2174.
Presented at AIAA Guidance and Control Conference,
Gatlinburg, Tennessee, August 15-17, 1983, pp. 97-110,
(see A83-41659 19-63), 83A41669, #.
The design and operation of the cooperative advanced digital
research experiment (CADRE) to develop nonlinear pitch
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flightcontrolalgorithmsi described,andtheresultsofanin-
flightevaluationusingtheF-8Cdigitalfly-by-wire(DFBW)
researchaircraftarepresented.TheCADREcontrolleris
described,includingthe initial filter, linearcommand
prefllter,nonlinearcommandprefilter,andgainscheduling.
Thevariable-integralcontrol-to-optimizeresponseof the
controller is considered,and CADRE parameter
combinationsare addressed.The remotely-augmented-
vehicleinterfaceusedin theDFBWaircraftexperimentis
discussed.Thedistant-trackingandclose-formationtracking
evaluationtasksfor theaircraftaredescribedalongwith
evaluationconfigurations,andthetestresultsarepresented
anddiscussed.Thelatterindicatethatanonlinearadaptive
controllerisafeasiblecontroltrackingtask.
1266. Putnam, T. W.; Burcham, F. W., Jr.; and Kock, B.
M.: Flight Testing the Digital Electronic Engine Control
(DEEC) A Unique Management Experience. Proceedings,
Flight Testing Today: Innovative Management and
Technology; SETP Fourteenth Annual Symposium, Newport
Beach, California, August 15-19, 1983, pp. 2.2-1 to 2.2-6,
85A28636.
The concept for the DEEC had its origin in the early 1970s.
At that time it was recognized that the F100 engine
performance, operability, reliability, and cost could be
substantially improved by replacing the original
mechanical/supervisory electronic control system with a full-
authority digital control system. By 1978, the engine
manufacturer had designed and initiated the procurement of
flight-qualified control system hardware. As a precursor to an
integrated controls program, a flight evaluation of the DEEC
system on the F-15 aircraft was proposed. Questions
regarding the management of the DEEC flight evaluation
program are discussed along with the program elements, the
technical results of the F-15 evaluation, and the impact of the
flight evaluation on after-burning turbofan controls
technology and its use in and application to military aircraft.
The lessons learned through the conduct of the program are
discussed.
1267. Iliff, K. W.; Maine, R. E.; and *Cooke, D. R.: Space
Shuttle Stability and Control Derivatives Estimated From
the First Entry. AIAA Paper 81-2451. Presented at the 1st
AIAA, SETP, SFTE, SAE, ITEA, and IEEE Flight Testing
Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada, November 11-13. 1981.
Journal of Guidance, Control, and Dynamics, Vol. 6, July-
August 1983, pp. 264-271, 83A37065, #. (See also 1172.)
*NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas.
1268. Myers, A. F.; Earls, M. R.; and *Callizo, L. A.:
HiMAT Onboard Flight Computer System Architecture
and Qualification. Journal of Guidance, Control, and
Dynamics, Vol. 6, July-August 1983, pp. 231-238, (see A82-
10082), 83A37061, #. (See also 1159.)
*Rockwell International Corp., Los Angeles, California.
1269. Rezek, T. W.: Preliminary Experience With a
Stereoscopic Video System in a Remotely Piloted Aircraft
Application. NASA TM-84909, H- 1185, NAS 1.15:84909,
September 1983, 84N22557, #.
Remote piloting video display development at the Dryden
Flight Research Facility of NASA's Ames Research Center is
summarized, and the reasons for considering stereo television
are presented. Pertinent equipment is described. Limited
flight experience is also discussed, along with
recommendations for further study.
1270. Painter, W. D.; and *Camp, D. W.: NASA B.57B
Severe Storms Flight Program. 1983 Report to the
Aerospace Profession; Proceedings of the Twenty-Seventh
SETP Symposium, Beverly Hills, California, September 28-
October 1. 1983, pp. 292-313, (see A84-16157 05-05),
84A16174. (See also 1293.)
Plots of winds encountered in-flight are presented for a severe
turbulence case from JAWS flight 7 (near Denver on the
afternoon of July 15, 1982). During the flight the B-57B
showed a 30-knot increase in airspeed over a distance of
about 426 fi and then a more gradual decrease of 40 to
50 knots over a distance of about 3.2 miles. This suspected
outflow feature was associated with downdraft in excess of
20 knots. The horizontal wind direction changed almost
180 deg during the pass through the feature, and the intensity
of velocity differences decreased for all three components
within the downdraft. Calculated probability density
functions for u, v, and w showed a jagged character; and
distributions for Delta-u, Delta-v, and Delta-w were
distinctly non-Gaussian. Based on skewness and kurtosis
values, the data could probably best be modeled by a Pearson
type VII (Student's t) distribution.
*NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, Systems Dynamics
Laboratory, Huntsville, Alabama.
1271. Myers, L. P.; and Burcham, F. W., Jr.: Comparison
of Flight Results With Digital Simulation for a Digital
Electronic Engine Control in an F-15 Airplane. NASA
TM-84903, NAS 1.15.84903, October 1983, 84N14144, #.
Substantial benefits of a full authority digital electronic
engine control on an air breathing engine were demonstrated
repeatedly in simulation studies, ground engine tests, and
engine altitude test facilities. A digital engine electronic
control system showed improvements in efficiency,
performance, and operation. An additional benefit of full
authority digital controls is the capability of detecting and
correcting failures and providing engine health diagnostics.
1272. Ishmael, S. D.; and McMonagle, D. R.: AFTI/F-16
Flight Test Results and Lessons. NASA TM-84920, NAS
1.15:84920. Presented at the 27th Symposium of the SETP,
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BeverlyHills,California,September28-October1, 1983,
October 1983, 84N15159, #. (See also 1273.)
The advanced fighter technology integration (AP'TI) F-16
aircraft is a highly complex digital flight control system
integrated with advanced avionics and cockpit. The use of
dissimilar backup modes if the primary system fails requires
the designer to trade off system simplicity and capability. The
tradeoff is evident in the AFTI/F-16 aircraft with its limited
stability and fly by wire digital flight control systems when a
generic software failure occurs the backup or normal mode
must provide equivalent envelop protection during the
transition to degraded flight control. The complexity of
systems like the AFTI/F-16 system defines a second design
issue, which is divided into two segments: (1) the effect on
testing, (2) and the pilot's ability to act correctly in the limited
time available for cockpit decisions. The large matrix of
states possible with the AFTI/F-16 flight control system
illustrates the difficulty of both testing the system and
choosing real time pilot actions. The third generic issue is the
possible reductions in the user's reliability expectations
where false single channel information can be displayed at
the pilot vehicle interface while the redundant set remains
functional.
1273. Ishmael, S. D.; and *McMonagle, D. R.: AFTI/F-16
Flight Test Results and Lessons. 1983 Report to the
Aerospace Profession; Proceedings of the Twenty-Seventh
SETP Symposium, Beverly Hills, California, September 28-
October 1. 1983. (see A84-16157 05-05), 84A16167,
pp. 158-184. (See also 1272.)
The AFTI/F-16 flight test program is summarized, and
several design issues of general interest are addressed. A brief
description is given of the test vehicle, its flight control
modes, and the flight envelopes in which testing was
performed. Flight test results are summarized by addressing
benefits experienced in flight control task-tailoring, handling
qualities in mission tasks, aircraft structure considerations,
digital flight control system performance, and human factors.
Finally, several design issues relevant to future fighter
aircraft are examined, including degraded flight control,
system complexity, simplex information in redundant
systems, and single failure propagation in redundant systems.
*USAF Flight Test Center, Edwards AFB, California.
1274. Schneider, E. T.; and Meyer, R. R., Jr.: Real-Time
Pilot Guidance System for Improved Flight-Test
Maneuvers. 1983 Report to the Aerospace Profession;
Proceedings of the Twenty-Seventh SETP Symposium,
Beverly Hills, California, September 28- October 1, 1983,
pp. 57-72, (see A84-16157 05-05), 84A16161. (See
also 1284.)
The real-time pilot display uplink development at the Dryden
Flight Research Facility is described, with a focus on recent
F-104 studies. A nose boom gathers data on the Mach
number, pressure altitude, and angle of attack. The system
provides the pilot with guidance to improve maneuver
accuracy and fly more complex trajectories. The uplink
presents the pilot with computed differences between a
reference flight path and actual flight state conditions, using
a downlink to the ground where engineering computations
are performed, feedback is transmitted, and corrections are
applied. Details of the flight test trajectories and data from
test results are provided for level turns, constant thrust turns,
dynamic pressure trajectories, constant radar altitude
accelerations and decelerations, and a Reynolds number
trajectory. The system has proved capable of reducing pilot
workload and saving fuel by decreasing the flight time
necessary to obtain specific data.
1275. *Anderson, S. B.; Enevoldson, E. K.; and
**Nguyen, L. T.: Pilot Human Factors in Stall/Spin
Accidents of Supersonic Fighter Aircraft. AGARD
CP-347. AGARD Flight Mech. and System Design Lessons
From Operational Experience, (see N84-15076 06-01),
October 1983, 84N15102, #. (See also 1250.)
A study has been made of pilot human factors related to
stall/spin accidents of supersonic fighter aircraft. The military
specifications for flight at high angles of attack are examined.
Several pilot human factors problems related to stall/spin are
discussed. These problems include: (1) unsatisfactory
nonvisual warmng cues; (2) the inability of the pilot to
quickly determine if the aircraft is spinning out of control, or
to recognize the type of spin; (3) the inability of the pilot to
decide on and implement the correct spin recovery technique;
(4) the inability of the pilot to move, caused by high angular
rotation; and (5) the tendency of pilots to wait too long in
deciding to abandon the irrecoverable aircraft. Psycho-
physiological phenomena influencing pilot's behavior in
stall/spin situations include: (1) channelization of sensor
inputs, (2) limitations in precisely controlling several
muscular inputs, (3) inaccurate judgment of elapsed time, and
(4) disorientation of vestibulo-ocular inputs. Results are
given of pilot responses to all these problems in the F-14A,
F-16/AB, and F/A-18A aircraft. The use of departure spin
resistance and automatic spin prevention systems
incorporated on recent supersonic fighters are discussed.
These systems should help to improve the stall/spin accident
record with some compromise in maneuverability.
*NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California.
**NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
1276. Duke, E. L.; Swann, M. R.; Enevoldson, E. K.; and
Wolf, T. D.: Experience With Flight Test Trajectory
Guidance. AIAA Paper 81-2504. ,MAA, SETP, SFTE, SAE,
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ITEA,andIEEE1 st Flight Testing Conference, Las Vegas,
Nevada, November ll-13, 1981. Journal of Guidance,
Control, and Dynamics, (ISSN 0731-5090), Vol. 6,
September-October 1983, October 1983. pp. 393-398,
83A45470, #. (See also 1166.)
1277. Painter, W. D.: ADd Oblique Wing Research
Aircraft Pilot Evaluation Program. AIAA Paper 83-2509,
Aircraft Design, Systems and Technology Meeting, Fort
Worth, Texas, October 17-19. 1983, 84A10573, #.
A flight test program of a low cost, low speed, manned,
oblique wing research airplane was conducted at the NASA
Dryden Flight Research Facility in cooperation with NASA
Ames Research Center between 1979 and 1982. When the
principal purpose of the test program was completed, which
was to demonstrate the flight and handling characteristics of
the configuration, particularly in wing-sweep-angle ranges
from 45 to 60 deg, a pilot evaluation program was conducted
to obtain a qualification evaluation of the flying qualities of
an oblique wing aircraft. These results were documented for
use in future studies of such aircraft.
1278. Evans, M. B.; and Schilling, L. J.: Simulations
Used in the Development and Flight Test of the HiMAT
Vehicle. AIAA Paper 83-2505. Aircraft Design, Systems and
Technology Meeting, Fort Worth, Texas, October 17-19,
1983, October 1983, 83A48355, #.
Real-time simulations have been essential in the flight-test
program of the highly maneuverable aircraft technology
(HiMAT) remotely piloted research vehicle at the Dryden
Flight Research Facility of NASA Ames Research Center.
The HiMAT project makes extensive use of simulations in
design, development, and qualification for flight, pilot
training, and flight planning. Four distinct simulations, each
with varying amounts of hardware in the loop, were
developed for the HiMAT project. The use of simulations has
been the key to flight qualification of the HiMAT vehicle.
Specifically, they are useful in detecting anomalous behavior
of the flight software and hardware at the various stages of
development, verification, and validation.
1279. Burcham, Frank W., Jr.; Myers, Lawrence P.; and
Walsh, Kevin R.: Hight Evaluation Results for a Digital
Electronic Engine Control in an F-15 Airplane. NASA
TM 84918, AIAA Paper 83-2703. AIAA, AHS, IES, SETP,
SFTE, and DGLR 2nd Flight Testing Conference, Las Vegas,
Nevada, November 16-18, 1983, October 1983.84A12310,
#. (See also 1289, 1441.)
A digital electronic engine control (DEEC) system on an
F100 engine in an F-15 airplane was evaluated in flight.
Thirty flights were flown in a four-phase program from June
1981 to February 1983. Significant improvements in the
operability and performance of the F100 engine were
developed as a result of the flight evaluation: the augmentor
envelope was increased by 15,000 ft, the airstart envelope
was improved by 75 knots, and the need to periodically trim
the engine was eliminated. The hydromechanical backup
control performance was evaluated and was found to be
satisfactory. Two system failures were encountered in the test
program; both were detected and accommodated
successfully. No transfers to the backup control system were
required, and no automatic transfers occurred. As a result of
the successful DEEC flight evaluation, the DEEC system has
entered the full-scale development phase.
1280. Glover, R. D.: Application Experience With the
NASA Aircraft Interrogation and Display System--A
Ground-Support Equipment for Digital Flight Systems.
Proceedings, 5th Digital Avionics Systems Conference,
Seattle, Washington, October 31-November 3, 1983,
pp. 17.3.1 to 17.3.10, (see A84-26701 11-06), 84A26777, #.
The NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility has developed a
microprocessor-based, user-programmable, general-purpose
aircraft interrogation and display system (AIDS). The
hardware and software of this ground-support equipment
have been designed to permit diverse applications in support
of aircraft digital flight-control systems and simulation
facilities. AIDS is often employed to provide engineering-
units display of internal digital system parameters during
development and qualification testing. Such visibility into the
system under test has proved to be a key element in the final
qualification testing of aircraft digital flight-control systems.
Three f'u-st-generation 8-bit units are now in service in
support of several research aircraft projects, and user
acceptance has been high. A second-generation design,
extended AIDS (XAIDS), incorporating multiple 16-bit
processors, is now being developed to support the forward
swept wing aircraft project (X-29A). This paper outlines the
AIDS concept, summarizes AIDS operational experience,
and describes the planned XAIDS design and mechanization.
1281. Abbott, L. W.: Operational Characteristics of the
Dispersed Sensor Processor Mesh. Proceedings, 5th
Digital Avionics Systems Conference, Seattle, Washington,
October 31-November 3, 1983, pp. 9.4.1-9.4.8, 84A26737,
#.
The dispersed sensor processing mesh (DSPM) is part of an
experimental system used to pursue a proof of concept for an
advanced fault-tolerant communication strategy. The DSPM
experiments incorporate sensors and effectors into an ultra-
reliable nodal network in which a central bus controller
performs algorithms to grow and maintain the network. The
experiments demonstrate that DSPM is an achievable
communication network that can sustain failures and
continue to function properly. The results of the experiment
give insights into the unique characteristics of the DSPM
network and the network's capacity to limit physical damage
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propagation,limitdamaged-datapropagation,andtosurvive
cyclic communicationpaths.This paperdescribesthe
concept,mechanization,andperformanceof the DSPM
systeminareal-timeflight-criticalenvironment.
1282. Petersen, K. L.; and Flores, C., Jr.: Software
Control and System Configuration ManagementmA
Process That Works. Proceedings, 5th Digital Avionics
Systems Conference, Seattle, Washington,
October 31-November 3. 1983, pp. 4.5.1-4.5.8, 84A26713,
#. (See also 1345.)
A comprehensive software control and system configuration
management process for flight-crucial digital control systems
of advanced aircraft has been developed and refined to insure
efficient flight system development and safe flight
operations. Because of the highly complex interactions
among the hardware, software, and system elements of state-
of-the-art digital flight control system designs, a systems-
wide approach to configuration control and management has
been used. Specific procedures are implemented to govern
discrepancy reporting and reconciliation, software and
hardware change control, systems verification and validation
testing, and formal documentation requirements. An active
and knowledgeable configuration control board reviews and
approves all flight system configuration modifications and
revalidation tests. This flexible process has proved effective
during the development and flight testing of several research
aircraft and remotely piloted research vehicles with digital
flight control systems that ranged from relatively simple to
highly complex, integrated mechanizations.
1283. Stewart, J. F.; and Bauer, C. A.: A Project
Management System for the X-29A Flight Test Program.
AIAA Paper 83-2712. AIAA, AHS, IES, SETP, SFTE, and
DGLR 2nd Flight Testing Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada,
November 16-18, 1983, November 1983, 84A15850, #.
The project-management system developed for NASA's
participation in the X-29A aircraft development program is
characterized from a theoretical perspective, as an example of
a system appropriate to advanced, highly integrated
technology projects. System-control theory is applied to the
analysis of classical project-management techniques and
structures, which are found to be of closed-loop multivariable
type; and the effects of increasing project complexity and
integration are evaluated. The importance of information
flow, sampling frequency, information holding, and delays is
stressed. The X-29A system is developed in four stages:
establishment of overall objectives and requirements,
determination of information processes (block diagrams)
definition of personnel functional roles and relationships, and
development of a detailed work-breakdown structure. The
resulting system is shown to require a greater information
flow to management than conventional methods. Sample
block diagrams are provided.
X-29A Airplane
EC 85-33297-23
1284. Meyer, R. R., Jr.; and Schneider, E. T.: Real-Time
Pilot Guidance System for Improved Flight-Test
Maneuvers. AIAA Paper 83-2747. AIAA, AHS, IES, SETP,
SFTE, and DGLR 2nd Flight Testing Conference, Las Vegas,
Nevada, November 16-18, 1983, November 1983,
84A15188, #. (See also 1274.)
The Dryden Flight Research Facility has developed a pilot
trajectory guidance system that is intended to increase the
accuracy of flight-test data and decrease the time required to
achieve and maintain desired test conditions, or both. The
system usually presented to the pilot computed differences
between reference or desired and actual flight state
conditions. The pilot then used a cockpit display as an aid to
acquire and hold desired test conditions. This paper discusses
various flight-test maneuvers and the quality of data obtained
using the guidance system. Some comparisons are made
between the quality of maneuvers obtained with and without
the system. Limited details of the guidance system and
algorithms used are included. In general, the guidance system
improved the quality of the maneuvers and trajectories flown,
as well as allowing trajectories to be flown that would not
have been possible without the system. This system has
moved from the developmental stage to full operational use
in various Dryden research and test aircraft.
1285. Trujillo, B. M.; Meyer, R. R., Jr.; and *Sawko, P.
M.: In.Flight Load Testing of Advanced Thermal
Protection Systems. AIAA Paper 83-2704. AIAA, AHS,
IES, SETP, SFTE, and DGLR 2nd Flight Testing
Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada, November 16-18, 1983,
N0verqber 1983, 84A15187, #. (See also 1291.)
NASA Ames Research Center has conducted in-flight airload
testing of some advanced thermal protection systems (TPS) at
the Dryden Flight Research Center. The two flexible TPS
materials tested, felt reusable surface insulation (FRSI) and
advanced flexible reusable surface insulation (AFRSI), are
currently certified for use on the Shuttle orbiter. The
objectives of the flight tests were to evaluate the performance
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of FRSIandAFRSIat simulatedlaunchairloadsandto
provideadatabaseforfutureadvancedTPSflightests.Five
TPSconfigurationswereevaluatedinaflow field which was
representative of relatively fiat areas without secondary
flows. The TPS materials were placed on a fin, the Flight Test
Fixture (FTF), that is attached to the underside of the fuselage
of an F-104 aircraft. This paper describes the test approach
and techniques used and presents the results of the advanced
TPS flight test. There were no failures noted during post-
flight inspections of the TPS materials which were exposed to
airloads 40 percent higher than the design launch airloads.
*NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California.
1286. Ko, W. L.; and Schuster, L. S.: Pre-Flight
Transient Dynamic Analysis of B-52 Carrying Space
Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster Drop-Test Vehicle. AIAA
Paper 83-2698. AIAA, AHS, IES, SETP, SFTE, and DGLR
2nd Flight Testing Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada,
November 16--18, 1983, November 1983, 84A13725, #. (See
also 1296.)
This paper concerns the transient dynamic analysis of the
B-52 aircraft carrying the Space Shuttle solid-rocket booster
drop-test vehicle (SRB/DTV). The NASA structural analysis
(NASTRAN) finite-element computer program was used in
the analysis. The B-52 operating conditions considered for
analysis were (1) landing and (2) braking on aborted takeoff
runs. The transient loads for the B-52 pylon front and rear
hooks were calculated. The results can be used to establish
the safe maneuver envelopes for the B-52 carrying the
SRB/DTV in landings and brakings.
1287. Putnam, T. W.: X-29 Flight Research Program.
AIAA Paper 83-2687. AIAA, AHS, IES, SETP, SFTE, and
DGLR 2nd Flight Testing Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada,
November 16-18, 1983, November 1983, 84A13724, #. (See
also 1298, 1373.)
The X-29A aircraft is the first manned, experimental high-
performance aircraft to be fabricated and flown in many
years. The approach for expanding the X-29 flight envelope
and collecting research data is described including the
methods for monitoring wing divergence, flutter, and
aeroservoelastic coupling of the aerodynamic forces with the
structure and the flight-control system. Examples of the type
of flight data to be acquired are presented along with types of
aircraft maneuvers that will be flown. A brief description of
the program management structure is also presented and the
program schedule is discussed.
1288. Wilner, D. O.; and Bever, G. A.: An Automated
Stall-Speed Warning System. AIAA Paper 83-2705. AIAA,
AHS, IES, SETP, SFTE, and DGLR 2nd Flight Testing
Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada, November 16-18, 1983,
November 1983, 84A12311, #. (See also 1308.)
The NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility embarked upon
a project with the United States Army Aviation Engineering
Flight Activity (USAAEFA) to develop and test a stall-speed
warning system. NASA designed and built an automated
stall-speed warning system which presents both airspeed and
stall speed to the pilot. The airspeed and stall speed are
computed in real time by monitoring the basic aerodynamic
parameters (dynamic pressure, horizontal and vertical
accelerations, and pressure altitude) and other parameters
(elevator and flap positions, engine torques, and fuel flow). In
addition, an aural warning at predetermined stall margins is
presented to the pilot through a voice synthesizer. Once the
system was designed and installed in the aircraft, a flight-test
program of less than 20 hr was anticipated to determine the
stall-speed software coefficients. These coefficients would
then be inserted in the system's software and then test flown
over a period of about 10 hr for the purposes of evaluation.
1289. Burcham, F. W., Jr.; Myers, L. P.; and Walsh, K. R.:
Flight Evaluation Results for a Digital Electronic Engine
Control in an F-15 Airplane. AIAA Paper 83-2703. AIAA,
AHS, IES, SETP, SFTE, and DGLR 2nd Flight Testing
Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada, November 16-18, 1983,
November 1983, 84A12310, #. (See also 1279, 1441.)
A digital electronic engine control (DEEC) system on an
F100 engine in an F-15 airplane was evaluated in flight.
Thirty flights were flown in a four-phase program from June
1981 to February 1983. Significant improvements in the
operability and performance of the F100 engine were
developed as a result of the flight evaluation: the augrnentor
envelope was increased by 15,000 ft, the airstart envelope
was improved by 75 knots, and the need to periodically trim
the engine was eliminated. The hydromechanical backup
control performance was evaluated and was found to be
satisfactory. Two system failures were encountered in the test
program; both were detected and accommodated
successfully. No transfers to the backup control system were
required, and no automatic transfers occurred. As a result of
the successful DEEC flight evaluation, the DEEC system has
entered the full-scale development phase.
1290. Johnson, J. B.; and Nelson, J.: Flight Evaluation of
the DEEC Secondary Control Air-Start Capability.
NASA TM-84910, H-1186, NAS 1.15:84910, December
1983, 84N18203, #.
The air-start capability of a secondary engine control (SEC)
was tested for a DEEC-equipped F 100 engine and installed in
an F-15 airplane. Two air-start schedules were tested. The
first was referred to as the group I schedule; the second or
revised schedule was the group II start schedule. Using the
group I start schedule, an airspeed of 300 knots was required
to ensure successful 40- and 25-percent SEC-mode air starts.
If N2 were less than 40 percent, a stall would occur when the
start bleeds closed 40 sec after initiation of the air start. All
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JFS-assistedair startsweresuccessfulwiththegroupstart
schedule.For the groupII schedule,thetimebetween
pressurizationandstart-bleedclosurerangedbetween50and
72secdependingonaltitude.All airstartsweresuccessful
above225knotsgivena 75-knotreductionin required
airspeedfora successfulair start.Spooldownair startsof
40percentweresuccessfulat200knotsataltitudesupto
10,650mandat175knotsataltitudesupto6100m.Idlerpm
waslowerthanthedesired65percentforairstartsathigher
altitudesandlowerairspeeds.All JSF-assistedairstartswere
successful.
1291. Trujillo,B.M.;Meyer,R.,Jr.;andSawko,P.M.:
In-Flight Load Testing of Advanced Shuttle Thermal
Protection Systems. NASA TM- 86024, H- 1212,
NAS 1.15:86024, AIAA Paper 83-2704. Presented at the 2nd
AIAA Flight Test Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada,
November 16--18, 1983, December 1983, 84N17250, #. (See
also 1285.)
NASA Ames Research Center has conducted in-flight airload
testing of some advanced thermal protection systems (TPS) at
the Dryden Flight Research Center. The two flexible TPS
materials tested, felt reusable surface insulation (FRSI) and
advanced flexible reusable surface insulation (AFRSI), are
currently certified for use on the Shuttle orbiter. The
objectives of the flight tests were to evaluate the performance
of FRSI and AFRSI at simulated launch airloads and to
provide a data base for future advanced TPS flight tests. Five
TPS configurations were evaluated in a flow field which was
representative of relatively flat areas without secondary
flows. The TPS materials were placed on a fin, the Flight Test
fixture (FTF), that is attached to the underside of the fuselage
of an F-104 aircraft. This paper describes the test approach
and techniques used and presents the results of the advanced
TPS flight test. There were no failures noted during post-
flight inspections of the TPS materials which were exposed to
airloads 40 percent higher than the design launch airloads.
1292. Stewart, J. F.; and Bauer, C. A.: Project
Management Techniques for Highly Integrated
Programs. NASA TM-86023, H-1211, NAS 1.15:86023.
Second Flight Test Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada,
November 16-18, 1983, December 1983.84N14965, #.
The management and control of a representative, highly
integrated high-technology project, in the X-29A aircraft
flight test project is addressed. The X-29A research aircraft
required the development and integration of eight distinct
technologies in one aircraft. The project management system
developed for the X-29A flight test program focuses on the
dynamic interactions and the intercommunication among
components of the system. The insights gained from the new
conceptual framework permitted subordination of
departments to more functional units of decision making,
information processing, and communication networks. These
processes were used to develop a project management system
for the X-29A around the information flows that minimized
the effects inherent in sampled-data systems and exploited
the closed-loop multivariable nature of highly integrated
projects.
1293. Painter, W. D.; and *Camp, D. W.: NASA B-57B
Severe Storms Flight Program. NASA TM-84921,
NAS 1.15:84921, H-1196, December 1983, 84N14129, #.
(See also 1270.)
The B-57B Severe Storms Flight Program gathers data to
characterize atmosphere anomalies such as wind shear,
turbulence, and microbursts at altitudes up to 1000 feet
(300 meters). These data are used to enhance the knowledge
of atmospheric processes, to improve aviation safety, to
develop systems technology and piloting technique for
avoiding hazards and to increase the understanding of the
causes of related aircraft accidents. The NASA Dryden Flight
Research Facility B-57B aircraft has participated in several
severe storms data collection programs such as the Joint
Airport Weather Studies (JAWS) located in Denver,
Colorado area, Operation Rough Rider located in the
Norman, Oklahoma area with the National Severe Storms
Laboratory, and mountain and desert turbulence in the
Edwards Air Force Base, California area. Flight data are
presented from flights which encountered the wind shear,
turbulence and microburst anomalies. These flight results are
discussed and some conclusions are made relating to these
atmospheric anomalies.
*NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, Systems Dynamics
Laboratory, Huntsville, Alabama.
1294. Iliff, K. W.; and Maine, R. E.: Uses of Parameter
Estimation in Flight Test. Journal of Aircraft, (ISSN 0021-
8669), Vol. 20, December 1983, pp. 1043-1049, 84A14734,
#. (See also 1214.)
1295. Maine, R. E.; and Iliff, K. W.: Formulation of a
Practical Parameter Estimation With Process and
Measurement Noise. IFAC Identification and System
Parameter Estimation, 1982, Pergamon Press, 1983.
A new formulation is proposed for the problem of parameter
estimation in dynamic systems with both process and
measurement noise. The formulation applies to continuous-
time state space system models with discrete-time
measurements. Previous formulations of this problem
encountered several theoretical and practical difficulties
which are overcome by the new formulation. The most
important element of the new formulation is a
reparameterization of the unknown noise covariances. A
computer program that implements the new formulation is
available.
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1296. Ko, W. L.; and Schuster, L. S.: Preflight Transient
Dynamic Analyses of B-52 Aircraft Carrying Space
Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster Drop-Test Vehicle. NASA
TM-84925, H-1197, NAS 1.15:84925. Presented at the
AIAA 2nd Flight Test Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada,
November 16-18, 1983, (see A84-13725), January 1984,
84N15588, #. (See also 1286.)
This paper concerns the transient dynamic analysis of the
B-52 aircraft carrying the Space Shuttle solid rocket booster
drop test vehicle (SRB/DTV). The NASA structural analysis
(NASTRAN) finite element computer program was used in
the analysis. The B-52 operating conditions considered for
analysis were (1) landing and (2) braking on aborted takeoff
runs. The transient loads for the B-52 pylon front and rear
hooks were calculated. The results can be used to establish
the safe maneuver envelopes for the B-52 carrying the
SRB/DTV in landings and brakings.
1297. Shafer, M. F.; Smith, R. E.; Stewart, J. F.; and
*Bailey, R. E.: Flight Test Experience With Pilot-Induced-
Oscillation Suppression Filters. NASA TM-86028,
H-1216, NAS 1.15:86028, AIAA Paper 83-2107. Presented
at the AIAA Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference,
Gatlinburg, Tennessee, August 15-17, 1983, (see A83-
41936), January. 1984, 84N16213, #. (See also 1262.)
Digital flight control systems are popular for their flexibility,
reliability, and power; however, their use sometimes results
in deficient handling qualities, including pilot-induced
oscillation (PIt), which can require extensive redesign of the
control system. When redesign is not immediately possible,
temporary solutions, such as the PIt suppression (PITS)
filter developed for the Space Shuttle, have been proposed.
To determine the effectiveness of such PItS filters on more
conventional, high-performance aircraft, three experiments
were performed using the NASA F-8 digital fly-by-wire and
USAF/Calspan NT-33 variable-stability aircraft. Two types
of PItS filters were evaluated, using high-gain, precision
tasks (close formation, probe-and-drogue refueling, and
precision touch-and-go landing) with a time delay or a first-
order lag added to make the aircraft prone to PIt. Various
configurations of the PItS filter were evaluated in the flight
programs, and most of the PItS filter configurations reduced
the occurrence of PIts and improved the handling qualities
of the Pit-prone aircraft. These experiments also confn-med
the influence of high-gain tasks and excessive control system
time delay in evoking pilot-induced oscillations.
*Grumman Aerospace Corp., Bethpage, New York.
1298. Putnam, T. W.: X-29 Flight-Research Program.
NASA TM-86025, H-1213, NAS 1.15:86025. Presented at
the AIAA 2nd Flight Test Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada,
November 16-18, 1983, (see A84-13724), January_ t984,
84N16168, #. (See also 1287, 1373.)
The X-29A aircraft is the first manned, experimental high-
performance aircraft to be fabricated and flown in many
years. The approach for expanding the X-29 flight envelope
and collecting research data is described including the
methods for monitoring wind divergence, flutter, and
aeroservoelastic coupling of the aerodynamic forces with the
structure and the flight-control system. Examples of the type
of flight data to be acquired are presented along with types of
aircraft maneuvers that will be flown. A brief description of
the program management structure is also presented and the
program schedule is discussed.
1299. Curry, R. E.; Meyer, R. R., Jr.; and O'Connor, M.:
The Use of Oil for In-Flight Flow Visualization. NASA
TM-84915, H-1195, NAS 1.15:84915. Presented at the 14th
Annual Symposium of the Soc. of Flight Test Engr., Newport
Beach, California, August 15-19, 1983, January_ 1984,
84N14122, #.
Oil was used to visualize inflight aerodynamic characteristics
such as boundary layer transition, shock wave location,
regions of separated flow, and surface flow direction. The
technique, which is similar to wind tunnel oil-flow testing,
involves an oil mixture to test aircraft before takeoff. After
takeoff, the airplane climbs immediately to the test altitude
and photographs are taken. The developmental experience is
summarized, several examples of inflight oil-flow
photographs are presented and discussed, and an approach for
potential users of the technique is presented.
1300. Meyer, R. R., Jr.; and Schneider, E. T.: Real-Time
Pilot Guidance System for Improved Flight Test
Maneuvers. NASA TM-84922, H-1204, NAS 1.15:84922.
Presented at the AIAA 2nd Flight Test Conference, Las
Vegas, Nevada, November 16-18, 1983, January_ 1984,
84N16176, #.
The Dryden Flight Research Facility of the NASA Ames
Research Center has developed a pilot trajectory guidance
system that increases the accuracy of flight-test data and
decreases the time required to achieve and maintain desired
test conditions. The system usually presented to the pilot
computed differences between reference or desired and actual
flight state conditions. The pilot then used a cockpit display
as an aid to acquire and hold desired test conditions. This
paper discusses various flight-test maneuvers and the quality
of data obtained using the guidance system. Some
comparisons are made between the quality of maneuvers
obtained with and without the system. Limited details of the
guidance system and algorithms used are included. In
general, the guidance system improved the quality of the
maneuvers and trajectories flown, as well as allowing
trajectories to be flown that would not have been possible
without the system. This system has moved from the
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developmentalstagetofulloperationaluseinvariousDryden
researchandtestaircraft.
1301. Painter, Weneth D.: Flight Testing as a Design
Driver. NASA TM-101101, NAS 1.15:101101. Presented at
the AIAA Session, Anaheim, California, January 26, 1984,
1984, 89N70898.
1302. Budd, G. D.: Locally Linearized Longitudinal
and Lateral-Directional Aerodynamic Stability and
Control Derivatives for the X-29A Aircraft. NASA
TM-84919, H-1203, NAS 1.26:84919, January 1984,
86N23566, #.
The locally linearized longitudinal and lateral-directional
aerodynamic stability and control derivatives for the X-29A
aircraft were calculated for altitudes ranging from sea level to
25 deg. Several other parameters were also calculated,
including 5 deg aerodynamic force and moment coefficients,
control face position, normal acceleration, static margin, and
reference angle of attack.
1303. Ishmael, S. D., Regenie, V. A.; and Mackall, D. A.:
Design Implications From AFTI/F-16 Flight Test. NASA
TM-86026, H-1213, NAS 1.15:86026. Presented at
IEE/AIAA 5th Digital Avionics Systems Conference, Seattle,
Washington, October 31-November 3, 1983, January_ 1984,
84N14157, #.
Advanced fighter technologies are evolving into highly
complex systems. Flight controls are being integrated with
advanced avionics to achieve a total system. The advanced
fighter technology integration (AFTI) F-16 aircraft is an
example of a highly complex digital flight control system
integrated with advanced avionics and cockpit. The
architecture of these new systems involves several general
issues. The use of dissimilar backup modes if the primary
system fails requires the designer to tradeoff system
simplicity and capability. This tradeoff is evident in the
AFFI/F-16 aircraft with its limited stability and fly-by-wire
digital flight control systems. In case of a generic software
failure, the backup or normal mode must provide equivalent
envelope protection during the transition to degraded flight
control. The complexity of systems like the AFTI/F-16
system defines a second design issue, which can be divided
into two segments: the effect on testing, and the pilot's ability
to act correctly in the limited time available for cockpit
decisions. The large matrix of states possible with the
AFFI/F-16 flight control system illustrates the difficulty of
both testing the system and choosing real-time pilot actions.
1304. Moore, A. L.: The Western Aeronautical Test
Range of NASA Ames Research Center. NASA
TM-85924, H-1280, NAS 1.15:85924, AIAA Paper 85-0316.
Presented at the 23rd AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting,
Rent, Nevada, January 14-17, 1984, January_ 1984,
85N15756, #. (See also 1387.)
An overview of the Western Aeronautical Test Range
(WATR) of NASA Ames Research Center (ARC) is
presented in this paper. The three WATR facilities are
discussed, and three WATR elements--mission control
centers, communications systems, real-time processing and
display systems, and tracking systems--are reviewed. The
relationships within the NASA WATR, with respect to the
NASA aeronautics program, are also discussed.
1305. *Brooks, B. M.; and Mackall, K. G.: Measurement
and Analysis of Acoustic Flight Test Data for Two
Advanced Design High Speed Propeller Models. AIAA
Paper 84-0250. American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, 22nd Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Rent,
Nevada, January 9-12, 1984, January. 1984, 84A20049, #.
The recent test program, in which the SR-2 and SR-3 Prop-
Fan models were acoustically tested in flight, is described and
the results of analysis of noise data acquired are discussed.
The trends of noise levels with flight operating parameters are
shown. The acoustic benefits of the SR-3 design with swept
blades relative to the SR-2 design with straight blades are
shown. Noise data measured on the surface of a small-
diameter microphone boom mounted above the fuselage and
on the surface of the airplane fuselage are compared to show
the effects of acoustic propagation through a boundary layer.
Noise level estimates made using a theoretically based
prediction methodology are compared with measurements.
*United Technologies Corp., Hamilton Standard Div.,
Windsor Locks, Connecticut.
1306. Powers, B. G.: Space Shuttle Pilot.Induced-
Oscillation Research Testing. NASA TM-86034, H-1227,
NAS 1.15:86034, February_ 1984, 84N20566, #. (See also
1381.)
The simulation requirements for investigation of pilot-
induced-oscillation (PIt) characteristics during the landing
phase are discussed. Orbiters simulations and F-8 digital fly-
by-wire aircraft tests are addressed.
1307. Jenkins, J. M.: Effect of Creep in Titanium Alloy
Ti-6AI-4V at Elevated Temperature on Aircraft Design
and Flight Test. NASA TM-86033, H-1228,
NAS 1.15:86033, February_ 1984. 84N18685, #.
Short-term compressive creep tests were conducted on three
titanium alloy Ti-6A1-4V coupons at three different stress
levels at a temperature of 714 K (825 F). The test data were
compared to several creep laws developed from tensile creep
tests of available literature. The short-term creep test data did
not correlate well with any of the creep laws obtained from
available literature. The creep laws themselves did not
correlate well with each other. Short-term creep does not
appear to be very predictable for titanium alloy Ti-6A1-4V.
Aircraft events that result in extreme, but short-term
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temperatureandstressexcursionsfor thisalloyshouldbe
approachedcautiously.Extrapolationsoftestdataandcreep
lawssuggesta convergencetowardpredictabilityin the
longer-termsituation.
1308. Wilner,D. O.;andBever,G.A.:An Automated
Stall-Speed Warning System. NASA TM-84917, H-1209,
NAS 1.15:84917, AIAA Paper 83-2705-REV. Presented at
the AIAA 2nd Flight Test Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada,
November 16-18, 1983, February 1984, 84N20520, #. (See
also 1288.)
The development and testing of a stall-speed warning system
for the OV-1C was examined. NASA designed and built an
automated stall-speed warning system which presents both
airspeed and stall speed to the pilot. The airspeed and stall
speed are computed in real time by monitoring the basic
aerodynamic parameters (dynamic pressure, horizontal and
vertical accelerations, and pressure altitude) and other
parameters (elevator and flap positions, engine 'torques, and
fuel flow). In addition, an aural warning at predetermined
stall margins is presented to the pilot through a voice
synthesizer. Once the system was designed and installed in
the aircraft, a flight-test program of less than 20 hrs was
anticipated to determine the stall-speed software coefficients.
These coefficients would then be inserted in the system's
software and then test flown over a period of about 10 hr for
the purpose of evaluation.
OV-1C Aircraft EC83-22719
1309. Larson, T. J.: Evaluation of a Flow Direction
Probe and a Pilot-Static Probe on the F-14 Airplane at
High Angles of Attack and Sideslip. NASA TM-84911,
H-1189, NAS 1.15:84911, March 1984. 84N20514, #.
The measurement performance of a hemispherical flow-
angularity probe and a fuselage-mounted pitot-static probe
was evaluated at high flow angles as part of a test program on
an F-14 airplane. These evaluations were performed using a
calibrated pitot-static noseboom equipped with vanes for
reference flow direction measurements, and another probe
incorporating vanes but mounted on a pod under the fuselage
nose. Data are presented for angles of attack up to 63, angles
of sideslip from -22 deg to 22 deg, and for Mach numbers
from approximately 0.3 to 1.3. During maneuvering flight,
the hemispherical flow-angularity probe exhibited flow angle
errors that exceeded 2 deg. Pressure measurements with the
pitot-static probe resulted in very inaccurate data above a
Mach number of 0.87 and exhibited large sensitivities with
flow angle.
1310. Mackall, D. A.: AFTI/F-16 Digital Flight Control
System Experience. NASA CP-2296. NASA Langley
Research Center NASA Aircraft Controls Research, 1983,
(see N84-20567 11-08), March 1984, pp. 469-487,
84N20592, #.
The Advanced Fighter Technology Integration (AFTI) F-16
program is investigating the integration of emerging
technologies into an advanced fighter aircraft. The three
major technologies involved are the triplex digital flight
control system; decoupled aircraft flight control; and
integration of avionics, pilot displays, and flight control. In
addition to investigating improvements in fighter
performance, the AFrI/F-16 program provides a look at
generic problems facing highly integrated, flight-crucial
digital controls. An overview of the AFTUF-16 systems is
followed by a summary of flight test experience and
recommendations.
1311. Berry, D. T.: Flying Qualities Criteria for
Superaugmented Aircraft. NASA CP-2296. NASA
Langley Research Center NASA Aircraft Controls Research,
1983, (see N84-20567 11-08), March 1984, pp. 25-36,
84N20569, #.
An overview of Dryden superaugmented aircraft flying
qualities research is presented. This includes F-8 digital fly
by wire flight experiments, orbiter flying qualities, shuttle
improvements, AFFI/F-16, flying qualities and control
system alternatives, Vertical Motion Simulator Shuttle
evaluation and Total in Flight Simulator pitch rate criteria.
1312. Iliff, K. W.; and Maine, R. E.: Practical Aspects of
Modeling Aircraft Dynamics From Flight Data. NASA
CP-2296. NASA Langley Research Center NASA Aircraft
Controls Research, 1983, (see N84-20567 11-08),
March [984, pp. 135-154, 84N20575, #.
The purpose of parameter estimation, a subset of system
identification, is to estimate the coefficients (such as stability
and control derivatives) of the aircraft differential equations
of motion from sampled measured dynamic responses. In the
past, the primary reason for estimating stability and control
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derivativesfromflighttestswastomakecomparisonswith
windtunnelestimates.Asaircraftbecamemorecomplex,and
asflightenvelopeswereexpandedtoincludeflightregimes
thatwerenotwell understood, new requirements for the
derivative estimates evolved. For many years, the flight
determined derivatives were used in simulations to aid in
flight planning and in pilot training. The simulations were
particularly important in research flight test programs in
which an envelope expansion into new flight regimes was
required. Parameter estimation techniques for estimating
stability and control derivatives from flight data became more
sophisticated to support the flight test programs. As
knowledge of these new flight regimes increased, more
complex aircraft were flown. Much of this increased
complexity was in sophisticated flight control systems. The
design and refinement of the control system required higher
fidelity simulations than were previously required.
1313. *Camp, D.; *Campbell, W.; **Frost, W.; tMurrow,
H.; and Painter, W.: NASA's B-57B Gust Gradient
Program. AIAA Paper 83-0208. Presented at the AIAA 21st
Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Reno, Nevada, ;Ianuary 10--13,
1983. Journal of Aircraft, (ISSN 0021-8669), Vol. 21, March
1984, pp. 175-182, 84A24103, #.
The B-57B Gust Gradient Program is a joint effort of NASA
Headquarters, Marshall Space Flight Center, Dryden Flight
Research Facility, Langley Research Center, and Ames
Research Center. The primary program goal is to measure
spanwise variations of turbulent gusts across an airflow. To
this end, the NASA B-57B aircraft was equipped with three
component gust probes on each wing tip and on the nose.
Early results of flights done in conjunction with the Joint
Airport Weather Studies (JAWS) project are described.
*NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama.
**Tennessee University, Space Institute, Tullahoma,
Tennessee.
tNASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
1314. Anon.: Digital Electronic Engine Control
(DEEC) Flight Evaluation in an F-15 Airplane. NASA
CP-2298, H-1201, NAS 1.55:2298. Conference Proceedings,
March 1984, (see N86-25343 through N86-25356),
86N25342, #.
Flight evaluation in an F-15 aircraft by digital electronic
engine control (DEEC) was investigated. Topics discussed
include: system description, F100 engine tests, effects of inlet
distortion on static pressure probe, flight tests, digital
electronic engine control fault detection and accommodation
flight evaluation, flight evaluation of a hydromechanical
backup control, augmentor transient capability of an F100
engine, investigation of nozzle instability, real time in flight
thrust calculation, and control technology for future aircraft
propulsion systems. It is shown that the DEEC system is a
powerful and flexible controller for the F100 engine.
1315. Kock, B.: Digital Electronic Engine Control F-15
Overview. Digital Electronic Engine Control (DEEC) Flight
Evaluation in an F-15 Airplane, NASA CP-2298, Paper 1,
(see N86-25342 16-07), March 1984, pp. 1-14, 86N25343, #.
A flight test evaluation of the digital electronic engine control
(DEEC) system was conducted. An overview of the flight
program is presented. The roles of the participating parties,
the system, and the flight program objectives are described.
The test program approach is discussed, and the engine
performance benefits are summarized. A description of the
follow-on programs is included.
1316. Putnam, T. W.: Digital Electronic Engine Control
History. Digital Electronic Engine Control (DEEC) Flight
Evaluation in an F-15 Airplane, NASA CP-2298, Paper 2,
(see N86-25342 16-07), March 1984, pp. 15-31, 86N25344,
#.
Full authority digital electronic engine controls (DEECs)
were studied, developed, and ground tested because of
projected benefits in operability, improved performance,
reduced maintenance, improved reliability, and lower life
cycle costs. The issues of operability and improved
performance, however, are assessed in a flight test program.
The DEEC on a FI00 engine in an F-15 aircraft was
demonstrated and evaluated. The events leading to the flight
test program are chronicled and important management and
technical results are identified.
1317. Myers, L. P.: F-15 Digital Electronic Engine
Control System Description. Digital Electronic Engine
Control (DEEC) Flight Evaluation in an F-15 Airplane,
NASA CP-2298, Paper 3, (see N86-25342 16-07),
March 1984, pp. 33-53, 86N25345, #.
A digital electronic engine control (DEEC) was developed
for use on the F100-PW-100 turbofan engine. This control
system has full authority control, capable of moving all the
controlled variables over their full ranges. The digital
computational electronics and fault detection and
accommodation logic maintains safe engine operation. A
hydromechanical backup control (BUC) is an integral part of
the fuel metering unit and provides gas generator control at a
reduced performance level in the event of an electronics
failure. The DEEC's features, hardware, and major logic
diagrams are described.
1318. Hughes, D. L.; and Mackall, K. G.: Effects of Inlet
Distortion on a Static Pressure Probe Mounted on the
Engine Hub in an F-15 Airplane. Digital Electronic Engine
Control Flight Evaluation in an F-15 Airplane, NASA
CP-2298, Paper 5, (see N86-25342 16-07), March 1984,
pp. 73-89, 86N25347, #.
Problems encountered in obtaining good engine face pressure
data were studied. A single static measurement located
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upstreamof theenginehubin thestreamflowwasfoundto
providea pressuresignalsuitableforenginecontrol.Two
identicalprobesformeasuringfaninletstatic(PS2)pressure
weredesignedand mountedon the hub of the left
F100-PW-100turbofanengineinstalledin theF-15test
aircraftfor flightevaluation.Theprobeisusedasa static
pressuresensorforadigitalenginecontrolsystem.
1319. Myers, L. P.: Flight Testing the Digital Electronic
Engine Control in the F-15 Airplane. Digital Electronic
Engine Control (DEEC) Flight Evaluation in an F-15
Airplane, NASA CP-2298, Paper 6, (see N86-25342 16-07),
March 1984, pp. 91-105, 86N25348, #.
The digital electronic engine control (DEEC) is a full-
authority digital engine control developed for the
F100-PW-100 turbofan engine which was flight tested on an
F-15 aircraft. The DEEC hardware and software throughout
the F-15 flight envelope was evaluated. Real-time data
reduction and data display systems were implemented. New
test techniques and stronger coordination between the
propulsion test engineer and pilot were developed which
produced efficient use of test time, reduced pilot work load,
and greatly improved quality data. The engine pressure ratio
(EPR) control mode is demonstrated. It is found that the
nonaugmented throttle transients and engine performance are
satisfactory.
1320. Baer-Riedhart, J. L.: Digital Electronic Engine
Control Fault Detection and Accommodation Flight
Evaluation. Digital Electronic Engine Control (DEEC)
Flight Evaluation in an F-15 Airplane, NASA CP-2298,
Paper 7, (see N86-25342 16-07), March 1984, pp. 107-126,
86N25349, #.
The capabilities and performance of various fault detection
and accommodation (FDA) schemes in existing and
projected engine control systems were investigated. Flight
tests of the digital electronic engine control (DEEC) in an
F-15 aircraft show discrepancies between flight results and
predictions based on simulation and altitude testing. The
FDA methodology and logic in the DEEC system, and the
results of the flight failures which occurred to date are
described.
1321. Burcham, F. W., Jr.: Airstart Performance of a
Digital Electronic Engine Control System on an FI00
Engine. Digital Electronic Engine Control (DEEC) Flight
Evaluation in an F-15 Airplane, NASA CP-2298, Paper 8,
(see N86-25342 16-07), March 1984, pp. 127-139,
86N25350, #.
The digital electronic engine control (DEEC) system
installed on an F100 engine in an F-15 aircraft was tested.
The DEEC system incorporates a closed-loop air start feature
in which the fuel flow is modulated to achieve the desired rate
of compressor acceleration. With this logic the DEEC
equipped F100 engine can achieve air starts over a larger
envelope. The DEEC air start logic, the test program
conducted on the F-15, and its results are described.
1322. Walsh, K. R.; and Burcham, F. W.: Flight
Evaluation of a Hydromechanical Backup Control for the
Digital Electronic Engine Control System in an F100
Engine. Digital Electronic Engine Control (DEEC) Flight
Evaluation in an F-15 Airplane, NASA CP-2298, Paper 9,
(see N86-25342 16-07), March 1984, pp. 141-155,
86N25351, #.
The backup control (BUC) features, the operation of the BUC
system, the BUC control logic, and the BUC flight test results
are described. The flight test results include: (1) transfers to
the BUC at military and maximum power settings; (2) a
military power acceleration showing comparisons between
flight and simulation for BUC and primary modes; (3) steady-
state idle power showing idle compressor speeds at different
flight conditions; and (4) idle-to-military power BUC
transients showing where compressor stalls occurred for
different ramp rates and idle speeds. All the BUC transfers
which occur during the DEEC flight program are initiated by
the pilot. Automatic transfers to the BUC do not occur.
1323. Johnson, J. B.: Backup Control Airstart
Performance on a Digital Electronic Engine Control-
Equipped Fl00-Engine. Digital Electronic Engine Control
(DEEC) Flight Evaluation in an F-15 Airplane, NASA
CP-2298, Paper 10, (see N86-25342 16-07), March 1984,
pp. 157-170, 86N25352, #.
The air start capability of a backup control (BUC) was tested
for a digital electronic engine control (DEEC) equipped F100
engine, which was installed in an F-15 aircraft. Two air start
schedules were tested. Using the group 1 start schedule, based
on a 40 sec timer, an air speed of 300 knots was required to
ensure successful 40 and 25% BUC mode spooldown
airstarts. If core rotor speed (N2) was less than 40% a stall
would occur when the start bleed closed, 40 sec after
initiation of the air start. All jet fuel starter (JFS) assisted air
starts were successful with the group 1 start schedule. For the
group 2 schedule, the time between pressurization and start
bleed closure ranged between 50 sec and 72 sec. Idle rpms
was lower than the desired 65% for air starts at higher
altitudes and lower air speeds.
1324. Burcham, F. W., Jr.; and Pal, G. D.: Augmentor
Transient Capability of an F100 Engine Equipped With a
Digital Electronic Engine Control. Digital Electronic
Engine Control (DEEC) Flight Evaluation in an F-15
Airplane, NASA CP-2298, Paper 11, (see N86-25342 16-07),
March 1984, pp. 171-199, 86N25353, #.
An FI00 augmented turbofan engine equipped with digital
electronic engine control (DEEC) system was evaluated. The
engine was equipped with a specially modified augmentor to
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provideimprovedsteadystateandtransientaugmentor
capability.Thecombinationf theDEECandthemodified
augmentorwasevaluatedin sealevelandaltitudefacility
testsandthenin fourdifferentflightphasesin anF-15
aircraft.Theaugmentorconfiguration,logic,andtestresults
arepresented.
1325. Burcham, F. W., Jr.; and *Zeller, J. R.:
Investigation of a Nozzle Instability on an FIO0 Engine
Equipped With a Digital Electronic Engine Control.
Digital Electronic Engine Control (DEEC) Flight Evaluation
in an F-15 Airplane, NASA CP-2298, Paper 12, (see
N86-25342 16-07), March 1984, pp. 201-214, 86N25354, #.
An instability in the nozzle of the F 100 engine, equipped with
a digital electronic engine control (DEEC), was observed
during a flight evaluation on an F-15 aircraft. The instability
occurred in the upper left hand comer (ULMC) of the flight
envelope during augmentation. The instability was not
predicted by stability analysis, closed-loop simulations of the
engine, or altitude testing of the engine. The instability
caused stalls and augmentor blowouts. The nozzle instability
and the altitude testing are described. Linear analysis and
nonlinear digital simulation test results are presented.
Software modifications on further flight test are discussed.
*NASA Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio
1326. *Ray, R. J.; and Myers, L. P.: Real-Time In-Flight
Thrust Calculation on a Digital Electronic Engine
Control-Equipped F100 Engine in an F-15 Airplane.
Digital Electronic Engine Control (DEEC) Flight Evaluation
in an F-15 Airplane, NASA CP-2298, Paper 13,
(see N86-25342 16-07), March 1984, pp. 231-247,
86N25355, #.
Computer algorithms which calculate in-flight engine and
aircraft performance real-time are discussed. The first step
was completed with the implementation of a real-time thrust
calculation program on a digital electronic engine control
(DEEC) equipped F100 engine in an F-15 aircraft. The in-
flight thrust modifications that allow calculations to be
performed in real-time, to compare results to predictions, are
presented.
*California Polytechnic State Univ., San Luis Obispo,
California.
1327. Evans, M. B.; and Schilling, L. J.: The Role of
Simulation in the Development and Flight Test of the
HiMAT Vehicle. NASA TM-84912, H-1190,
NAS 1.15:84912, April 1984, 84N21537, #.
Real time simulations have been essential in the flight test
program of the highly maneuverable aircraft technology
(HiMAT) remotely piloted research vehicle at NASA Ames
Research Center's Dryden Flight Research Facility. The
HiMAT project makes extensive use of simulations in design,
development, and qualification for flight, pilot training, and
flight planning. Four distinct simulations, each with varying
amounts of hardware in the loop, were developed for the
HiMAT project. The use of simulations in detecting
anomalous behavior of the flight software and hardware at the
various stages of development, verification, and validation
has been the key to flight qualification of the HiMAT vehicle.
1328. Anon.: Peripheral Vision Horizon Display
(PVHD). NASA-CP-2306, H-1232, NAS 1.55:2306.
Conference held at Edwards, California, March 15-16, 1983,
April 1984, 85N10044, #.
1329. Bever, G. A.: The Development of an Airborne
Instrumentation Computer System for Flight Test. NASA
TM-86036, H-1233, NAS 1.15:86036. Presented at the
AGARD Flight Mech. Panel Symposium on Flight Test
Tech., Lisbon, April 2-5, 1984, April 1984, 84N20521, #.
(See also 1344.)
Instrumentation interfacing frequently requires the linking of
intelligent systems together, as well as requiring the link itself
to be intelligent. The airborne instrumentation computer
system (AICS) was developed to address this requirement. Its
small size, approximately 254 by 133 by 140 mm (10 by 51/4
by 51/2 in), standard bus, and modular board configuration
give it the ability to solve instrumentation interfacing and
computation problems without forcing a redesign of the
entire unit. This system has been used on the F-15 aircraft
digital electronic engine control (DEEC) and its follow on
engine model derivative (EMD) project and in an OV-1C
Mohawk aircraft stall speed warning system. The AICS is
presently undergoing configuration for use on an F-104 pace
aircraft and on the advanced fighter technology integration
(AFTI) F- 111 aircraft.
1330. Layton, G. P.: A Review of Recent Developments
in Flight Test Techniques at the Ames Research Center,
Dryden Flight Research Facility. NASA TM-86039,
H-1237, NAS 1.15:86039. Presented at the Canadian
Aeronautics and Space Inst. (CASI) Flight Test Symposium,
Cold Lake, Alberta, April 11-12. 1984, 84N20515, #.
New flight test techniques in use at Ames Dryden are
reviewed. The use of the pilot in combination with ground
and airborne computational capabilities to maximize data
return is discussed, including the remotely piloted research
vehicle technique for high-risk testing, the remotely
augmented vehicle technique for handling qualities research,
and use of ground computed flight director information to fly
unique profiles such as constant Reynolds number profiles
through the transonic flight regime. Techniques used for
checkout and design verification of systems-oriented aircraft
are discussed, including descriptions of the various
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simulations,ironbirdsetups,andvehicletests.Somenewly
developedtechniquesto supporttheaeronauticalresearch
disciplinesarediscussed,includinga newapproachto
position-errordetermination,andtheuseof a largeskin
frictionbalancefor themeasurementof dragcausedby
variousexcrescences.
1331. Anon.:NASA Ames-Dryden T-37 Demonstration
Comments. NASA CP-2306. Peripheral Vision Horizon
Display (PVHD), (see N85-10044 01-06), April 1984,
pp. 111-112, 85N10056, #.
A homemade peripheral vision horizon device (PVHD) made
from an eight-ball attitude indicator, with a slit cut at the
equator of the eight ball, and a light source at its center that
was used on a T-37 for several years is discussed. The
instrument produced a sharp white line about one-fourth of an
inch that extended completely across the cockpit from about
the left to the right quarter panels. The line remained parallel
to the real horizon during all maneuvers. Its brightness and
vertical distance from the horizon were adjustable in flight, as
was the lateral center-of-rotation in later flights. Flight
demonstrations were done on visual flight rules (VFR)
moonless nights and over terrain with few lights. Pilot
responses were mostly favorable to enthusiastic, with no
negative reactions. Problem areas noted were the upright-
inverted ambiguity; one pilot recovered inverted following an
unusual attitude exercise and a general deterioration in the
naturalness of cueing at bank angles greater than 60 deg or
pitch attitudes greater than 30 deg.
1332. Kehoe, M. W.: Highly Maneuverable Aircraft
Technology (HiMAT) Flight-Flutter Test Program.
NASA TM-84907, H-1183, NAS 1.15:84907, May 1984,
86N27290, #.
The highly maneuverable aircraft technology (HiMAT)
vehicle was evaluated in a joint NASA and Air Force flight
test program. The HiMAT vehicle is a remotely piloted
research vehicle. Its design incorporates the use of advanced
composite materials in the wings, and canards for aeroelastic
tailoring. A flight-flutter test program was conducted to clear
a sufficient flight envelope to allow for performance, stability
and control, and loads testing. Testing was accomplished
with and without flight control-surface dampers. Flutter
clearance of the vehicle indicated satisfactory damping and
damping trends for the structural modes of the HiMAT
vehicle. The data presented include frequency and damping
plotted as a function of Mach number.
1333. Sarrafian, S. K.: Evaluation of HiM_AT Aircraft
Landing Approach Lateral Control Gearing Using
Simulation and a Visual Display. NASA TM-84916,
H- 1205, NAS 1.15:84916, May 1984, 84N27743, #.
The utility of a visual display when studying the influence of
changes in lateral stick gearing gains on the Highly
Maneuverable Aircraft Technology (HiMAT) vehicle
handling qualities during simulated approaches and landings
is investigated. The visual display improved the validity of
the simulation and provided improved roll response cues for
the HiMAT aircraft landing approach. A range of acceptable
constant lateral stick gearing gains is found that provides
adequate maneuverability and allows for precision moments.
1334. Schneider, E. T.; and Enevoldson, E. K.:
Modernizing Engine Displays. Proceedings, 6th Advanced
Aircrew Display Symposium, Patuxent River, Maryland,
May 15-16, 1984, (see A85-38951 18-06), 1984, pp. 96-125,
85A38956, #.
The introduction of electronic fuel control to modem turbine
engines has a number of advantages, which are related to an
increase in engine performance and to a reduction or
elimination of the problems associated with high angle of
attack engine operation from the surface to 50,000 feet. If the
appropriate engine display devices are available to the pilot,
the fuel control system can provide a great amount of
information. Some of the wealth of information available
from modem fuel controls are discussed in this paper. The
considered electronic engine control systems in their most
recent forms are known as the Full Authority Digital Engine
Control (FADEC) and the Digital Electronic Engine Control
(DEEC). Attention is given to some details regarding the
control systems, typical engine problems, the solution of
problems with the aid of displays, engine displays in normal
operation, an example display format, a multipage format,
flight strategies, and hardware considerations.
1335. Haering, E. A., Jr.; and Burcham, F. W., Jr.:
Minimum Time and Fuel Flight Profiles for an F-15
Airplane With a Highly Integrated Digital Electronic
Control (HIDEC) System. NASA TM-86042, H-1242,
NAS 1.15:86042, June 1984.86N23587, #.
A simulation study was conducted to optimize minimum time
and fuel consumption paths for an F-15 airplane powered by
two F100 Engine Model Derivative (EMD) engines. The
benefits of using variable stall margin (uptrim) to increase
performance were also determined. This study supports the
NASA Highly Integrated Digital Electronic Control
(HIDEC) program. The basis for this comparison was
minimum time and fuel used to reach Mach 2 at 13,716 m
(45,000 ft) from the initial conditions of Mach 0.15 at 1524 m
(5000 ft). Results were also compared to a pilot's estimated
minimum time and fuel trajectory determined from the F-15
flight manual and previous experience. The minimum time
trajectory took 15 percent less time than the pilot's estimate
for the standard EMD engines, while the minimum fuel
trajectory used 1 percent less fuel than the pilot's estimate for
the minimum fuel trajectory. The F-15 airplane with EMD
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enginesanduptrim,was23percentfasterthanthepilot's
estimate.Theminimumfuelusedwas5percentlessthanthe
estimate.
F-15 HiDEC Aircraft
ECN- 18899
1336. Myers, L. P.; and Burcham, F. W., Jr.: Preliminary
Flight Test Results of the FI00 EMD Engine in an F-15
Airplane. NASA TM-85902, H-1247, NAS 1.15:85902.
Presented at the 20th AIAA, ASME, and SAE Joint
Propulsion Conference, Cincinnati, Ohio, June 11-13, 1984,
Jun¢ 1984, 84N24588, #. (See also 1337.)
A flight evaluation of the F100 Engine Model Derivative
(EMD) is conducted. The F100 EMD is an advanced version
of the F100 engine that powers the F15 and F16 airplanes.
The F100 EMD features a bigger fan, higher temperature
turbine, a Digital Electronic Engine Control system (DEEC),
and a newly designed 16 segment afterburner, all of which
results in a 15 to 20 percent increase in sea level thrust. The
flight evaluations consist of investigation of performance
(thrust, fuel flow, and airflow) and operability (transient
response and airstart) in the F-15 airplane. The performance
of the F100 EMD is excellent. Aircraft acceleration time to
Mach 2.0 is reduced by 23 percent with two F100 EMD
engines. Several anomalies are discovered in the operability
evaluations. A software change to the DEEC improved the
throttle, and subsequent Cooper Harper ratings of 3 to 4 are
obtained. In the extreme upper left hand comer of the flight
enveloped, compressor stalls occur when the throttle is
retarded to idle power. These stalls are not predicted by
altitude facility tests or stability for the compressor.
1337. Myers, L. P.; and Burcham, F. W., Jr.: Preliminary
Flight Test Results of the FI00 EMD Engine in an F-15
Airplane. AIAA Paper 84-1332. AIAA, SAE, and ASME,
20th Joint Propulsion Conference, Cincinnati, Ohio,
June 11-13, 1984, 84A35176, #. (See also 1336.)
An assessment is given of results from a 17-flight evaluation
of the F100 Engine Model Derivative (EMD) powerplant in
an F-15 fighter. The EMD variant of the F100 engine
incorporates a larger fan, a higher temperature turbine, a
digital control system, and a 16-segment afterburner. These
modifications result in a 15 to 20 percent increase in thrust
which is exhibited in the reduction of F-15 acceleration time
to Mach 2.0 by 23 percent. The only uncorrected shortcoming
of the engine upon completion of the 17-flight test course was
the occurrence of compressor stalls at the throttle's idle
setting. These stalls had not been predicted by either ground
facility tests or compressor stability assessments.
1338. Burcham, F. W., Jr.; and Haering, E. A., Jr.: Highly
Integrated Digital Engine Control System on an F-15
Airplane. NASA TM-86040, H-1240, NAS 1.15:86040.
Presented at the 20th AIAA, ASM, and SAE Joint Propulsion
Conference, Cincinnati, Ohio, June 11-13,1984, 84N24587,
#. (See also 1339.)
The Highly Integrated Digital Electronic Control (HIDEC)
program will demonstrate and evaluate the improvements in
performance and mission effectiveness that result from
integrated engine/airframe control systems. This system is
being used on the F-15 airplane. An integrated flightpath
management mode and an integrated adaptive engine stall
margin mode are implemented into the system. The adaptive
stall margin mode is a highly integrated mode in which the
airplane flight conditions, the resulting inlet distortion, and
the engine stall margin are continuously computed; the
excess stall margin is used to uptrim the engine for more
thrust. The integrated flightpath management mode
optimizes the flightpath and throttle setting to reach a desired
flight condition. The increase in thrust and the improvement
in airplane performance is discussed.
1339. Burcham, F. W., Jr.; and Haering, E. A., Jr.: Highly
Integrated Digital Engine Control System on an F-15
Airplane. AIAA Paper 84-1259. Presented at the 20th AIAA,
ASME, and SAE Joint Propulsion Conference, Cincinnati,
Ohio, June 11-13,1984, 84A35149, #. (See also 1338.)
The highly integrated digital electronic control (HIDEC)
program will demonstrate and evaluate the improvements in
performance and mission effectiveness that result from
integrated engine-airframe control systems. This system is
being used on the F-15 airplane at the Dryden Flight Research
Facility of NASA Ames Research Center. An integrated
flightpath management mode and an integrated adaptive
engine stall margin mode are being implemented into the
system. The adaptive stall margin mode is a highly integrated
mode in which the airplane flight conditions, the resulting
inlet distortion, and the engine stall margin are continuously
computed; the excess stall margin is used to uptrim the engine
for more thrust. The integrated flightpath management mode
optimizes the flightpath and throttle setting to reach a desired
flight condition. The increase in thrust and the improvement
in airplane performance is discussed in this paper.
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1340. Gong, L.; Ko, W. L.; and Quinn, R. D.: Thermal
Response of Space Shuttle Wing During Reentry Heating.
NASA TM-85907, H-1254, NAS 1.15:85907. Presented at
the 19th AIAA Thermophysics Conference, Snowmass,
Colorado, June 25-28, 1984, 84N27785, #. (See also 1341.)
A structural performance and resizing (SPAR) finite element
thermal analysis computer program was used in the heat
transfer analysis of the space shuttle orbiter that was
subjected to reentry aerodynamic hearings. One wing
segment of the right wing (WS 240) and the whole left wing
were selected for the thermal analysis. Results showed that
the predicted thermal protection system (TPS) temperatures
were in good agreement with the space transportation system,
trajectory 5 (STS-5) flight-measured temperatures. In
addition, calculated aluminum structural temperatures were
in fairly good agreement with the flight data up to the point of
touchdown. Results also showed that the internal free
convection had a considerable effect on the change of
structural temperatures after touchdown.
1341. Gong, L.; Ko, W. L.; and Quinn, R. D.: Thermal
Response of Space Shuttle Wing During Reentry Heating.
AIAA Paper 84-1761. AIAA 19th Thermophysics
Conference, Snowmass, Colorado, June 25-28. 1984,
84A40813, #. (See also 1340.)
A structural performance and resizing (SPAR) finite element
thermal analysis computer program was used in the heat
transfer analysis of the Space Shuttle Orbiter that was
subjected to reentry aerodynamic hearings. One wing
segment of the right wing (WS 240) and the whole left wing
were selected for the thermal analysis. Results showed that
the predicted thermal protection system (TPS) temperatures
were in good agreement with the space transportation system,
trajectory 5 (STS-5) flight-measured temperatures. In
addition, calculated aluminum structural temperatures were
in fairly good agreement with flight data up to the point of
touchdown. Results also showed that the internal free
convection has a considerable effect on the change of
structural temperatures after touchdown.
1342. *Shideler, J. L.; **Swegle, A. R.; and Fields, R. A.:
Honeycomb Sandwich Structure for Future Space
Transportation Systems With Integral Cryogenic
Tankage. Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets,
(ISSN0022-4650), Vol. 21, May-June 1984, June 1984,
(see A82-30084), pp. 246-252, 84A36556, #. (See also 1202,
1203.)
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
**Boeing Aerospace Co., Seattle, Washington.
1343. Cho, T. K.; and Burcham, F. W., Jr.: Preliminary
Flight Evaluation of F100 Engine Model Derivative
Airstart Capability in an F-15 Airplane. NASA
TM-86031, H-1200, NAS 1.15:86031, July 1984, 84N28792,
#.
A series of airstarts was conducted in an F-15 airplane with
two prototype F100 engine model derivative (EMD) engines
equipped with digital electronic engine control (DEEC)
systems. The airstart envelope and rime required for airstarts
were defined. The success of an airstart is most heavily
dependent on airspeed. Spooldown airstarts at 200 knots and
higher were all successful. Spooldown airstart times ranged
from 53 sec at 250 knots to 170 sec at 175 knots. Jet fuel
starter (JFS) assisted airstarts were conducted at 175 knots at
two altitudes, and airstart times were 50 and 60 sec,
significantly faster than unassisted airstart. The effect of
altitude on airstarts was small. In addition, the airstart
characteristics of the two test engines were found to closely
resemble each other. The F100 EMD airstart characteristics
were very similar to the DEEC equipped F100 engine tested
previously. Finally, the time required to spool down from
intermediate power compressor rotor speed to a given
compressor rotor speed was found to be a strong function of
altitude and a weaker function of airspeed.
1344. Bever, G. A.: The Development of an Airborne
Instrumentation Computer System for Flight Test.
AGARD CP-373, Paper 25. AGARD Flight Test Tech., (see
N84-34396 24-01), July 1984, 84N34421, #. (See also 1329.)
Instrumentation interfacing frequently requires the linking of
intelligent systems together, as well as requiring the link itself
to be intelligent. The airborne instrumentation computer
system (AICS) was developed to address this requirement. Its
small size, approximately 254 by 133 by 140 mm (10 by 51/4
by 51/2 in), standard bus, and modular board configuration
give it the ability to solve instrumentation interfacing and
computation problems without forcing a redesign of the
entire unit. This system has been used on the F-15 aircraft
digital electronic engine control (DEEC) and its follow on
engine model derivative (EMD) project and in an OV-1C
Mohawk aircraft stall speed warning system. The AICS is
presently undergoing configuration for use on an F-104 pace
aircraft and on the advanced fighter technology integration
(AFTI) F- 111 aircraft.
1345. Petersen, K. L.; and Flores, C., Jr.: Software
Control and System Configuration Management: A
Systems-Wide Approach. NASA TM-85908, H-1256,
NAS 1.15:85908. Presented at IEEE/AIAA 5th Digital
Avionics Systems Conference, Seattle, Washington,
October 31- November 3, 1983, August 1984. 84N31112, #.
(See also 1282.)
A comprehensive software control and system configuration
management process for flight-crucial digital control
systems of advanced aircraft has been developed and refined
to insure efficient flight system development and safe flight
operations. Because of the highly complex interactions
among the hardware, software, and system elements of
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state-of-the-artdigital flight controlsystemdesigns,a
systems-wideapproachto configurationcontrol and
managementhas beenused.Specificproceduresare
implementedto govern discrepancyreportingand
reconciliation,softwareand hardwarechangecontrol,
systemsverificationandvalidationtesting,andformal
documentationrequirements.Anactiveandknowledgeable
configurationcontrolboardreviewsandapprovesallflight
systemconfigurationmodificationsandrevalidationtests.
This flexibleprocesshasprovedeffectiveduringthe
developmentandflighttestingof severalresearchaircraft
andremotelypilotedresearchvehicleswithdigitalflight
controlsystemsthatrangedfromrelativelysimpletohighly
complex,integratedmechanizations.
1346. Sim, A. G.: Flight Characteristics of a Manned,
Low-Speed, Controlled Deep Stall Vehicle. NASA
TM-86041, H-1242, NAS 1.15:86041. Presented at the
AIAA Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference, Seattle,
Washington, August 21-23. 1984, 84N29863, #. (See
also 1353.)
A successful manned, low speed, controlled deep stall flight
research program was conducted at NASA Ames Research
Center's Dryden Flight Research Facility. Piloting
techniques were established that enabled the pilot to attain
and stabilize on an angle of attack in the 30 deg to 72 deg
range. A flight determined aerodynamic data base was
established for angles of attack as high as 72 deg. Poor lateral
directional flying qualities were encountered at angles of
attack above 60 deg. Insight into the high angle of attack
lateral directional dynamics was gained through a basic root
locus analysis.
1347. Bowers, A. H.: X-29A Longitudinal and
Directional Force and Moment Supplemental Transonic
Wind Tunnel Test Results. NASA TM-85909, H-1257,
NAS 1.15:85909, August 1984, 87N10861, #.
Aerodynamic data from NASA Ames Research Center's
11-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel are plotted for the l/8-scale
X-29A forward-swept wing aircraft model. Eleven
configurations were tested to provide supplemental data to
investigate single surface failure modes, complex
nonlinearities, and model buildup. These data can be used for
control system refinements, pilot training, flight planning,
and aerodynamic model validation. Data are presented as
corrected wind tunnel data without analysis to document
results that are being used for the aerodynamic model.
1348. Crawford, D. B.; and Burcham, F. W., Jr.: Effect of
Control Logic Modifications on Airstart Performance of
F100 Engine Model Derivative Engines in an F-15
Airplane. NASA TM-85900, H-1243, NAS 1.15:85900,
August 1984, 84N29879, #.
A series of airstarts were conducted in an F-15 airplane with
two prototype Pratt and Whitney F100 Engine Model
Derivative engines equipped with Digital Electronic Engine
Control (DEEC) systems. The airstart envelope and the time
required for airstarts were defined. Comparisons were made
between the original airstart logic, and modified logic which
was designed to improve the airstart capability. Spooldown
airstarts with the modified logic were more successful at
lower altitudes than were those with the original logic.
Spooldown alrstart times ranged from 33 seconds at
250 knots to 83 seconds at 175 knots. The modified logic
improved the airstart time from 31% to 53%, with the most
improved times at slower airspeeds. Jet fuel starter
(JFS)-assisted airstarts were conducted at 7000 m and airstart
times were significantly faster than unassisted airstarts. The
effect of altitude on airstart times was small.
1349. Gupta, K. K.: Numerical Formulation for a
Higher Order Plane Finite Dynamic Element.
International Journal for Numerical Methods in
Engineering, (ISSN 0029-5981), Vol. 20, August 1984,
pp. 1407-1414, 84A48285.
The paper describes the development of an eight-node plane
rectangular finite dynamic element and presents detailed
descriptions of the associated numerical formulation
involving the higher order dynamic correction terms
pertaining to the related stiffness and inertia matrices.
Numerical test results of free vibration analyses are presented
in detail for the newly developed eight-node element and also
the corresponding four-node element in order to make a clear
comparison of the relative efficiencies of the corresponding
finite element and dynamic element procedures. Such results
indicate a superior pattern of solution convergence of the
presently developed dynamic element.
1350. *Berthe, C. J.; *Chalk, C. R.; and Sarrafian, S.: An
In-Flight Investigation of Pitch Rate Flight Control
Systems and Application of Frequency Domain and Time
Domain Predictive Criteria. AIAA Paper 84-1897.
Technical Papers, AIAA Guidance and Control Conference,
Seattle, Washington, August 20-22, 1984, (A84-43401
21-63). New York, American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, 1984, pp. 731-742, 84A43482.
The degree of attitude control provided by current integral-
proportional pitch rate command-type control systems, while
a prerequisite for flared landing, is insufficient for "Level 1"
performance. The pilot requires "surrogate" feedback cues to
precisely control flight path in the landing flare. Monotonic
stick forces and pilot station vertical acceleration are
important cues which can be provided by means of angle-of-
attack and pitch rate feedback in order to achieve
conventional short period and phugoid characteristics.
Integral-proportional pitch rate flight control systems can be
upgraded to Level 1 flared landing performance by means of
lead/lag and washout prefilters in the command path. Strong
pilot station vertical acceleration cues can provide Level 1
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flaredlandingperformanceevenintheabsenceofmonotonic
stickforces.
*CalspanAdvancedTechnologyCenter,Buffalo,NewYork.
1351. Sarrafian, S. K.: Simulator Evaluation of a
Remotely Piloted Vehicle Lateral Landing Task Using a
Visual Display. AIAA Paper 84-2095. Presented at the
Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference, Seattle,
Washington, August 21-23, 1984, pp. 218-230, 84A42348,
#. (See also 1352, 1464.)
A simulator evaluation of a remotely piloted research vehicle
was conducted at NASA Ames Research Center's Dryden
Flight Research Facility to determine the utility of a visual
display when studying the influence of changes in the lateral-
stick gearing gains during landing approaches. The test
vehicle used in this study was a highly maneuverable aircraft
technology (HiMAT) aircraft, which is a 0.44-scale version
of an envisioned small, single-seat fighter airplane. Handling
qualities ratings and comments obtained from pilots using a
simulated visual display of a runway scene and a simulated
instrument landing system (ILS) display were compared with
the results of actual flight tests. The visual display was found
to provide an adequate representation of the test vehicle in a
visual landing approach, and it improved the roll response
cues provided to the pilot. The handling qualities ratings and
comments for flight and simulation visual landing
approaches correlated well The ILS simulation results
showed reduced correlation compared with the flight results
for ILS approaches. Handling qualities criteria for remotely
piloted research vehicles are also discussed in this paper.
1352. Sarrafian, S. K.: Simulator Evaluation of a
Remotely Piloted Vehicle Lateral Landing Task Using a
Visual Display. NASA TM-85903, H- 1246,
NAS 1.15:85903. AIAA Atmospheric Flight Mechanics
Conference, Seattle, Washington, August 21-23, 1984,
84N29885, #. (See also 1351, 1464.)
A simulator evaluation of a remotely piloted research vehicle
was conducted at NASA Ames Research Center's Dryden
Flight Research Facility to determine the utility of a visual
display when studying the influence of changes in the lateral
stick gearing gains during landing approaches. The test
vehicle used in this study was a highly maneuverable aircraft
technology (HiMAT) aircraft, which is a 0.44 scale version of
an envisioned small, single seat fighter airplane. Handling
qualities ratings and comments obtained from pilots using a
simulated visual display of a runway scene and a simulated
instrument landing system (ILS) display were compared with
the results of actual flight tests. The visual display was found
to provide an adequate representation of the test vehicle in a
visual landing approach, and it improved the roll response
cues provided to the pilot. The handling qualities ratings and
comments for flight and simulation visual landing
approaches correlated well. The ILS simulation results
showed reduced correlation compared with the flight results
for ILS approaches. Handling qualities criteria for remotely
piloted research vehicles are also discussed in this paper.
1353. Sire, A. G.: Flight Characteristics of a Manned,
Low-Speed, Controlled Deep Stall Vehicle. AIAA Paper
84-2074. Presented at the Atmospheric Flight Mechanics
Conference, Seattle, Washington, August 21-23, 1984,
(A84-42326 20-01), pp. 50-56, 84A42330, #. (See
also 1346.)
A successful manned, low-speed, controlled deep stall flight
research program was conducted at NASA Ames Research
Center's Dryden Flight Research Facility. Piloting
techniques were established that enabled the pilot to attain
and stabilize on an angle of attack in the 30 to 72 deg range.
A flight-determined aerodynamic data base was established
for angles of attack as high as 72 deg. Poor lateral-directional
flying qualities were encountered at angles of attack above
60deg. Insight into the high angle-of-attack, lateral-
directional dynamics was gained through a basic root-locus
analysis.
1354. Shafer, M. F.: Flight Investigation of Various
Control Inputs Intended for Parameter Estimation.
NASA TM-85901. Presented at the Atmospheric Flight
Mechanics Conference, Seattle, Washington, August 21-23,
1984, 84A42329, #. (See also 1355.)
NASA's F-8 digital fly-by-wire aircraft has been subjected to
stability and control derivative assessments, leading to the
proposal of improved control inputs for more efficient control
derivative estimation. This will reduce program costs by
reducing flight test and data analysis requirements. Inputs
were divided into sinusoidal types and cornered types. Those
with corners produced the best set of stability and control
derivatives for the unaugmented flight control system mode.
Small inputs are noted to have provided worse derivatives
than larger ones.
1355. Shafer, M. F.: Flight Investigation of Various
Control Inputs Intended for Parameter Estimation.
AIAA Paper 84-2073. Presented at the Atmospheric Flight
Mechanics Conference, Seattle, Washington, Augu,t 21-23,
1984, pp. 33-49, 84A42329, #. (See also 1354.)
NASA's F-8 digital fly-by-wire aircraft has been subjected to
stability and control derivative assessments, leading to the
proposal of improved control inputs for more efficient control
derivative estimation. This will reduce program costs by
reducing flight test and data analysis requirements. Inputs
were divided into sinusoidal types and cornered types. Those
with corners produced the best set of stability and control
derivatives for the unaugrnented flight control system mode.
Small inputs are noted to have provided worse derivatives
than larger ones.
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1356. Iliff, K. W.; and Maine, R. E.: More Than You
May Want to Know About Maximum Likelihood
Estimation. AIAA Paper 84-2070. Presented at the
Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference, Seattle,
Washington, August 21-23, 1984, pp. 1-24, 84A42327, #.
(See also 1383.)
A discussion is undertaken concerning the maximum
likelihood estimator and the aircraft equations of motion it
employs, with attention to the application of the concepts of
minimization and estimation to a simple computed aircraft
example. Graphic representations are given for the cost
functions to help illustrate the minimization process. The
basic concepts are then generalized, and estimations obtained
from flight data are evaluated. The example considered
shows the advantage of low measurement noise, multiple
estimates at a given condition, the Cramer-Rao bounds, and
the quality of the match between measured and computed
data.
1357. Privoznik, C. M.; Berry, D. T.; and Bartoli, A. G.:
Measurements of Pilot Time Delay as Influenced by
Controller Characteristics and Vehicles Time Delays.
NASA CP-2341. Twentieth Annual Conference on Manual
Control, Vol. 1, (see N85-14487 05-54), September 1984.
pp. 210-221, 85N14500, #.
A study to measure and compare pilot time delay when using
a space shuttle rotational hand controller and a more
conventional control stick was conducted at NASA Ames
Research Center's Dryden Flight Research Facility. The
space shuttle controller has a palm pivot in the pitch axis. The
more conventional controller used was a general-purpose
engineering simulator stick that has a pivot length between
that of a typical aircraft center stick and a sidestick.
Measurements of the pilot's effective time delay were
obtained through a first-order, closed-loop, compensatory
tracking task in pitch. The tasks were implemented through a
space shuttle cockpit simulator and a critical task tester
device. The study consisted of 450 data runs with four test
pilots and one nonpilot, and used three control stick
configurations and two system delays. Results showed that
the heavier conventional stick had the lowest pilot effective
time delays associated with it, whereas the shuttle and light
conventional sticks each had similar higher pilot time delay
characteristics. It was also determined that each control stick
showed an increase in pilot time delay when the total system
delay was increased.
1358. Whitmore, S. A.; Larson, T. J.; and Ehernberger, L.
J.: Air Data Position-Error Calibration Using State
Reconstruction Techniques. NASA TM-86029, H-1217,
NAS 1.15:86029, September 1984. 84N32384, #.
During the highly maneuverable aircraft technology
(HiMAT) flight test program recently completed at NASA
Ames Research Center's Dryden Flight Research Facility,
numerous problems were experienced in airspeed calibration.
This necessitated the use of state reconstruction techniques to
arrive at a position-error calibration. For the HiMAT aircraft,
most of the calibration effort was expended on flights in
which the air data pressure transducers were not performing
accurately. Following discovery of this problem, the air data
transducers of both aircraft were wrapped in heater blankets
to correct the problem. Additional calibration flights were
performed, and from the resulting data a satisfactory position-
error calibration was obtained. This calibration and data
obtained before installation of the heater blankets were used
to develop an alternate calibration method. The alternate
approach took advantage of high-quality inertial data that was
readily available. A linearized Kalman filter (LKF) was used
to reconstruct the aircraft's wind-relative trajectory; the
trajectory was then used to separate transducer measurement
errors from the aircraft position error. This calibration
method is accurate and inexpensive. The LKF technique has
an inherent advantage of requiring that no flight maneuvers
be specially designed for airspeed calibrations. It is of
particular use when the measurements of the wind-relative
quantities are suspected to have transducer-related errors.
1359. Schuster, L. S.: NASTRAN/FLEXSTAB
Procedure for Static Aeroelastic Analysis. NASA
TM-8489, NAS 1.15:84897, September 1984, 86N28076, #.
Presented is a procedure for using the FLEXSTAB External
Structural Influence Coefficients (ESIC) computer program
to produce the structural data necessary for the FLEXSTAB
Stability Derivatives and Static Stability (SD&SS) program.
The SD&SS program computes trim state, stability
derivatives, and pressure and deflection data for a flexible
airplane having a plane of symmetry. The procedure used a
NASTRAN finite-element structural model as the source of
structural data in the form of flexibility matrices. Selection of
a set of degrees of freedom, definition of structural nodes and
panels, reordering and reformatting of the flexibility matrix,
and redistribution of existing point mass data are among the
topics discussed. Also discussed are boundary conditions and
the NASTRAN substructuring technique.
1360. Gupta, K. K.: Development of Numerical
Procedures for Analysis of Complex Structures.
Proceedings, 3rd International Conference on Space
Structures, University of Surrey, Guildford, Surrey, England,
September 4--14, 1984. Publishers, Elsevier Applied Science,
London and New York, 1984, pp. 394-399, 85A24948.
The paper is concerned with the development of novel
numerical procedures for the solution of static, stability, free
vibration and dynamic response analysis of large, complex
practical structures. Thus, details of numerical algorithms
evolved for dynamic analysis of usual non-rotating and also
rotating structures as well as finite dynamic elements are
presented in the paper. Furthermore, the article provides
some description of a general-purpose computer program
STARS specifically developed for efficient analysis of
complex practical structures.
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1361. Duke, E. L.; and Jones, F. P.: Computer Control
for Automated Flight Test Maneuvering. Journal of
Aircraft, (ISSN 0021-8669), Vol. 21, October 1984,
pp. 776-782, 84A49088, #.
The application of an experimental flight test maneuver
autopilot test technique for collecting aerodynamic and
structural flight research data on a highly maneuverable
aircraft is described in this paper. This technique, which was
developed to increase the quality and quantity of data
obtained during flight test, was applied to the highly
maneuverable aircraft technology (HiMAT) vehicle. A
primary flight experiment was to verify the design techniques
used to develop the HiMAT aerodynamics and structures.
This required the performance of maneuvers for collection of
large quantities of high-quality pressure distribution, loads,
and wing and canard deflection data. Flight data obtained
while executing these research maneuvers are presented to
demonstrate the effectiveness of this new technique.
1362. *Pendergraft, O. C., Jr.; and Nugent, J.: Results of a
Wind Tunnel/Flight Test Program to Compare
Afterbody/Nozzle Pressures on a 1/12 Scale Model and an
F-15 Aircraft. SAE Paper 841543. Advances in Aerospace
Propulsion; Proceedings of the Aerospace Congress and
Exposition, Long Beach, California, October 15-18, 1984
(A85-39057 18-07), 1984, pp. 101-110, 85A39066.
In 1975 NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility received the
No. 2 prototype F-15 aircraft from the USAF to conduct the
F-15 Propulsion/Airframe Interactions Program. About the
same time, NASA Langley Research Center acquired a
1/12 lscale F-15 propulsion model, whose size made it
suitable for detailed afterbody/nozzle static pressure
distribution studies. Close coordination between Langley and
Dryden assured identical orifice locations and nozzle
geometries on the model and aircraft. This paper discusses
the sequence of the test programs and how retesting the
model after completion of the flight tests greatly increased the
ability to match hardware and test conditions. The experience
gained over the past decade from involvement in the program
should prove valuable to any future programs attempting to
match wind tunnel and flight test conditions and hardware.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
1363. Wrin, J. W.; and *Sullivan, A.: New Antenna Feed
Revitalizes Space Shuttle Tracker at NASA Edwards.
ITC/USAJ'84. Proceedings, International Telemetering
Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada, (see A86-13201 03-32),
October 22-25. 1984, pp. 78%799, 86A13261.
An account is given of the upgrading of a 12-ft-diameter
single-channel monopulse tracking system, which had been
relegated to slaved backup status at NASA Edwards, to
support research flights for Ames Dryden Research Center
and for tracking orbital passes of the Space Shuttle and
Shuttle landings both at Edwards and at White Sands. The
improved system is now a stand-alone telemetry tracking
system. A new conical scanning feed (known as Radscan)
replaces the single channel monopulse feed in the upgraded
system. Where previously the system would not autotrack at
elevation angles below 5 degrees, it now automatically
acquires the Space Shuttle when it appears on the horizon and
autotracks from approximately 2 degrees in elevation to
touchdown, and does so virtually unattended.
*Electro-Magnetic Processes, Inc., Chatsworth, California.
1364. Szalai, K. J.: Role of Research Aircraft in
Technology Development. NASA TM-85913, H-1265,
NAS 1.15:85913. Presented at the AIAA, AHS, and ASEE
Aircraft Design Systems and Operation Meeting,
October 31-November 2, 1984, San Diego, California, 1984,
85N10932, #. (See also 1365.)
The United States's aeronautical research program has been
rich in the use of research aircraft to explore new flight
regimes, develop individual aeronautical concepts, and
investigate new vehicle classes and configurations. This
paper reviews the NASA supercritical wing, digital fly-by-
wire, HIMAT, and AD-1 oblique-wing flight research
programs, and draws from these examples general
conclusions regarding the role and impact of research aircraft
in technology development. The impact of a flight program
on spinoff technology is also addressed. The secondary,
serendipitous results are often highly significant. Finally,
future research aircraft programs are examined for
technology trends and expected results.
1365. Szalai, K. J.: Role of Research Aircraft in
Technology Development. AIAA Paper 84-2473. Presented
at the AIAA, AHS, and ASEE Aircraft Design
Systems and Operation Meeting, San Diego, California,
October 31-November 2, 1984, 85A16106, #. (See
also 1364.)
NASA supercritical wing technology, and the digital fly-by-
wire program are discussed as used on the F-8 research
aircraft. Furthermore, the Highly Maneuverable Aircraft
Technology (HiMAT) program, using a 0.44-scale, 3500 lb
jet-powered remotely piloted research aircraft, is analyzed.
Highly accurate data on aerodynamic and structural loads and
deflection data were obtained from model flight tests. In
addition, an oblique-wing technology is discussed through
the example of the piloted AD-1 research aircraft, noting the
low cost of the experiment. Other topics include: integrated
system technology; generic forces of the research aircraft
program; and aeronautical technology application trends.
1366. Painter, W. D.; and *Erickson, R. E.: Rotor
Systems Research Aircraft Airplane Configuration
Flight-Test Results. NASA TM-85911, H-1263, NAS
1.15:85911. Presented at the AIAA, AHS, and ASEE
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Aircraft Design Systemsand Operation
October31-November2, 1984,SanDiego,
October 1984, 85N10034, #. (See also 1374.)
Meeting,
California,
The rotor systems research aircraft (RSRA) has undergone
ground and flight tests, primarily as a compound aircraft. The
purpose was to train pilots and to check out and develop the
design flight envelope. The preparation and flight test of the
RSRA in the airplane, or fixed-wind, configuration are
reviewed and the test results are discussed.
*NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California.
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1367. Gupta, K. K.: STARS: A General-Purpose Finite
Element Computer Program for Analysis of Engineering
Structures. NASA-RP-1129, H-1224, NAS 1.61:1129,
October 1984, 85N11378, #.
STARS (Structural Analysis Routines) is primarily an
interactive, graphics-oriented, finite-element computer
program for analyzing the static, stability, free vibration, and
dynamic responses of damped and undamped structures,
including rotating systems. The element library consists of
one-dimensional (l-D) line elements, two-dimensional (2-D)
triangular and quadrilateral shell elements, and three-
dimensional (3-D) tetrahedral and hexahedral solid elements.
These elements enable the solution of structural problems
that include truss, beam, space frame, plane, plate, shell, and
solid structures, or any combination thereof. Zero, finite, and
interdependent deflection boundary conditions can be
implemented by the program. The associated dynamic
response analysis capability provides for initial deformation
and velocity inputs, whereas the transient excitation may be
either forces or accelerations. An effective in-core or out-of-
core solution strategy is automatically employed by the
program, depending on the size of the problem. Data input
may be at random within a data set, and the program offers
certain combination of free and fixed formats. Interactive
graphics capabilities enable convenient display of nodal
deformations, mode shapes, and element stresses.
1368. Myers, L. P.; and Burcham, F. W., Jr.: Propulsion
Control Experience Used in the Highly Integrated Digital
Electronic Control (HIDEC) Program. NASA TM-85914,
H-1267, NAS 1.15:85914. Presented at the SAE Aerospace
Congress and Exposition, Long Beach, California,
October 15-18, 1984, 84N33415, #.
The highly integrated digital electronic control (HIDEC)
program will integrate the propulsion and flight control
systems on an F-15 airplane at NASA Ames Research
Center's Dryden Flight Research Facility. Ames-Dryden has
conducted several propulsion control programs that have
contributed to the HIDEC program. The digital electronic
engine control (DEEC) flight evaluation investigated the
performance and operability of the F100 engine equipped
with a full-authority digital electronic control system.
Investigations of nozzle instability, fault detection and
accommodation, and augmentor transient capability provided
important information for the HIDEC program. The F100
engine model derivative (EMD) was also flown in the F-15
airplane, and airplane performance was significantly
improved. A throttle response problem was found and solved
with a software fix to the control logic. For the HIDEC
program, the F100 EMD engines equipped with DEEC
controls will be integrated with the digital flight control
system. The control modes to be implemented are an
integrated flightpath management mode and an integrated
adaptive engine control system mode. The engine control
experience that will be used in the HIDEC program is
discussed.
1369. Cazier, F. W., Jr.; and Kehoe, M. W.: Ground
Vibration Test of F-16 Airplane With Initial Decoupler
Pylon. NASA TM-86259, L-15782, NAS 1.15:86259,
October 1984. 84N34439, #.
A ground vibration test was conducted on an F-16 airplane
loaded on each wing with a 370-gal tank mounted on a
standard pylon, a GBU-8 store mounted on a decoupler
pylon, and an AIM-9J missile mounted on a wing-tip
launcher. The decoupler pylon is a passive win_store flutter-
suppression device. The test was conducted prior to initial
flight tests to determine the modal frequencies, mode shapes,
and structural damping coefficients. The data presented
include frequency response plots, force effect plots, and
limited mode shape data.
1370. Sim, A. G.; and Curry, R. E.: Flight-Determined
Aerodynamic Derivatives of the AD-1 Oblique-Wing
Research Airplane. NASA TP-2222, H-1179, NAS
1.60:2222, Qctober 1984, 87N10871.
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TheAD-1isavariable-sweepoblique-wingresearchairplane
that exhibits unconventionalstability and control
characteristics.Inthisreport,flight-determinedan predicted
stabilityandcontrolderivativesfortheAD-1airplaneare
compared.Thepredictionsarebasedonbothwindtunneland
computationalresults.A finalbestestimateof derivativesis
presented.
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AD-1 Airplane, Three-View Drawing
1371. Curry, R. E.; and Sim, A. G.: In-Flight Total
Forces, Moments and Static Aeroelastic Characteristics
of an Oblique-Wing Research Airplane. NASA TP-2224,
H-1181, NAS 1.60:2224, October 1984, 87N10103, #.
A low-speed flight investigation has provided total force and
moment coefficients and aeroelastic effects for the AD-1
oblique-wing research airplane. The results were interpreted
and compared with predictions that were based on wind
tunnel data. An assessment has been made of the aeroelastic
wing bending design criteria. Lateral-directional trim
requirements caused by asymmetry were determined. At
angles of attack near stall, flow visualization indicated
viscous flow separation and spanwise vortex flow. These
effects were also apparent in the force and moment data.
1372. Powers, B. G.: Active Control Technology
Experience With the Space Shuttle in the Landing
Regime. NASA TM-85910, H-1260, NAS 1.15:85910.
Presented at the AGARD Flight Mechanics Panel
Symposium on Active Control Systems, Toronto,
October 15-18, 1984, 85N10071, #. (See also 1394, 1395.)
The shuttle program took on the challenge of providing a
manual landing capability for an operational vehicle
returning from orbit. Some complex challenges were
encountered in developing the longitudinal flying qualities
required to land the orbiter manually in an operational
environmental. Approach and landing test flights indicated a
tendency for pilot-induced oscillation near landing. Changes
in the operational procedures reduced the difficulty of the
landing task, and an adaptive stick filter was incorporated to
reduce the severity of any pilot-induced oscillatory motions.
Fixed-base, moving-base, and in-flight simulations were used
for the evaluations, and in general, flight simulation was the
only reliable means of assessing the low-speed longitudinal
flying qualities problems. Overall, the orbiter control system
and operational procedures have produced a good capability
for routinely performing precise landings in a large,
unpowered vehicle with a low lift-to-drag ratio.
1373. Putnam, T. W.: The X-29 Flight-Research
Program. AIAA Student Journal (ISSN 0001-1452),
Vol. 22, Fall 1984, pp. 2-12, 39, 85A13895. (See also 1287,
1298.)
The X-29 experimental aircraft, which is a technology
integration and evaluation platform for such features as static
longitudinal instability, sweptforward wings and three-
surface longitudinal control, offers an opportunity to validate
the entire aircraft design process through careful correlation
and comparison of flight test results with wind tunnel results
and design predictions. Attention is presently given to the
design features of the aircraft, which encompass supercritical
airfoils, digital flight control, and aeroelastically tailored
composite wings, as well as to the flight test program that was
formulated to investigate the interactions and relative merits
of these design features, in light of data gathered by carefully
positioned sensors.
1374. Painter, W. D.; and *Erickson, R. E.: Rotor
Systems Research Aircraft Airplane Configuration
Flight-Test Results. AIAA Paper 84-2465. AIAA, AHS,
ASEE Aircraft Design Systems and Operations Meeting,
San Diego, California, October 31-November 2. 1984,
85A13551, #. (See also 1366.)
The Rotor Systems Research Aircraft (RSRA) has been
undergoing ground and flight tests by Ames Research Center
since late 1979, primarily as a compound aircraft. The
purpose was to train pilots and to check out and develop the
design flight envelope established by the Sikorsky Aircraft
Company. This paper reviews the preparation and flight test
of the RSRA in the airplane, or fixed-wing, configuration and
discusses the results of that test.
*NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California.
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1375. Bowers, A. H.; and Sire, A. G.: A Comparison of
Wortmann Airfoil Computer-Generated Lift and Drag
Polars With Flight and Wind Tunnel Results. NASA
TM-86035, H-1231, NAS 1.15:86035, November 1984,
85N12868, #.
Computations of drag polars for a low-speed Wortmann
sailplane airfoil are compared with both wind tunnel and
flight test results. Excellent correlation was shown to exist
between computations and flight results except when
separated flow regimes were encountered. Smoothness of the
input coordinates to the PROFILE computer program was
found to be essential to obtain accurate comparisons of drag
polars or transition location to either the flight or wind tunnel
flight results.,
1376. Webb, L. D.; Andriyich-Varda, D.; and Whitmore,
S. A.: Flight and Wind-Tunnel Comparisons of the Inlet-
Airframe Interaction of the F-15 Airplane. NASA
TP-2374, H-1175, NAS 1.60:2374, N0vembfr 1984,
85N12884, #.
The design of inlets and nozzles and their interactions with
the airplane which may account for a large percentage of the
total drag of modem high performance aircraft is discussed.
The inlet/airframe interactions program and the flight tests
conducted is described. Inlet drag and lift data from a 7.5%
wind-tunnel model are compared with data from an F-15
airplane with instrumentation to match the model. Pressure
coefficient variations with variable cowl angles, capture
ratios, examples of flow interactions and angles of attack are
for Mach numbers of 0.6, 0.9, 1.2, and 1.5 are presented.
1377. Gupta, K. K.: Development of a Solid Hexahedron
Finite Dynamic Element. International Journal for
Numerical Methods in Engineering, (ISSN 0029-5981),
Vol. 20, November 1984, pp. 2143-2150, 85A16262.
This paper presents the pertinent details of a newly developed
solid rectangular hexahedron finite dynamic element,
involving the derivation of the higher order stiffness and
inertia dynamic correction matrices. Numerical results of a
test case are also presented which indicate that adoption of
the dynamic elements significantly improves the solution
convergence, when compared with the related performance
of the corresponding finite elements.
1378. Abbott, L. W.: Test Experience on an
Uitrareliable Computer Communication Network. NASA
TM-85915, H-1268, NAS 1.15:85915. Presented at the
.MAA and IEEE 6th Digital Avionics Conference, Baltimore,
December3-6, 1984, 85N13514, #. (See also 1382.)
The dispersed sensor processing mesh (DSPM) is an
experimental, ultra-reliable, fault-tolerant computer
communications network that exhibits an organic-like ability
to regenerate itself after suffering damage. The regeneration
is accomplished by two routines--grow and repair. This
paper discusses the DSPM concept for achieving fault
tolerance and provides a brief description of the
mechanization of both the experiment and the six-node
experimental network. The main topic of this paper is the
system performance of the growth algorithm contained in the
grow routine. The characteristics imbued to DSPM by the
growth algorithm are also discussed. Data from an
experimental DSPM network and software simulation of
larger DSPM-type networks are used to examine the inherent
limitation on growth time by the growth algorithm and the
relationship of growth time to network size and topology.
1379. Putnam, T. W.; and *Robinson, M. R.: Closing the
Design Loop on HiMAT (highly maneuverable aircraft
technology). NASA TM-85923, NAS 1.15:85923, (see NA
84-1893). Presented at the 14th Congress of the International
Council of the Aeronautical Sciences, Toulouse, France,
September 9-14, 1984, December 1984, 85N14836, #.
The design methodology used in the HiMAT program and the
wind tunnel development activities are discussed. Selected
results from the flight test program are presented and the
strengths and weaknesses of testing advanced technology
vehicles using the RPV concept is examined. The role of
simulation on the development of digital flight control
systems and in RPVs in particular is emphasized.
*Rockwell International, Los Angeles, California.
1380. Hallion, R. P.: On the Frontier: Flight Research at
Dryden 1946---1981. NASA SP-4303, NAS 1.21:4303, (see
LC-83-14136), 1984, 85N17934, #.
The history of flight research at the NASA Hugh L. Dryden
Flight Research Center is recounted. The period of emerging
supersonic flight technology (1944 to 1959) is reviewed
along with the era of flight outside the Earth's atmosphere
(1959 to 1981). Specific projects such as the X-15, Gemini,
Apollo, and the space shuttle are addressed. The flight
chronologies of various aircraft and spacecraft are given.
1381. Powers, B. G.: Space Shuttle pilot-Induced-
Oscillation Research Testing. AGARD AG-262, Paper 1.
AGARD Ground and Flight Testing for Aircraft Guidance
and Control, (see N85-22350 13-01), (original language
document was announced as N84-20566), (ISBN-92-835-
1482-3), December 1984, 85N22351, #. (See also 1306.)
The simulation requirements for investigation of pilot-
induced-oscillation (PIt) characteristics during the landing
phase are discussed. Orbiters simulations and F-8 digital fly-
by-wire aircraft tests are addressed.
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1382. Abbott, L. W.: Test Experience on an
Ultrareliable Computer Communication Network. AIAA
Paper 84-2649. Proceedings, Sixth Digital Avionics Systems
Conference, Baltimore, Maryland, December 3-6, 1984, (see
A85-17801 06-01), 1984, pp. 233-238, 85A17836, #. (See
also 1378.)
The dispersed sensor processing mesh (DSPM) is an
experimental, ultrareliable, fault-tolerant computer
communications network that exhibits an organic-like ability
to regenerate itself after suffering damage. The regeneration
is accomplished by two routines - grow and repair. This paper
discusses the DSPM concept for achieving fault tolerance and
provides a brief description of the mechanization of both the
experiment and the six-node experimental network. The main
topic of this paper is the system performance of the growth
algorithm contained in the grow routine. The characteristics
imbued to DSPM by the growth algorithm are also discussed.
Data from an experimental DSPM network and software
simulation of larger DSPM-type networks are used to
examine the inherent limitation on growth time by the growth
algorithm and the relationship of growth time to network size
and topology.
1985 Technical Publications
1383. Iliff, K. W.; and Maine, R. E.: More Than You
Want to Know About Maximum Likelihood Estimation.
NASA TM-85905, H-1252, NAS 1.15.85905, AIAA
Paper 84-2070. Presented at the AIAA Atmospheric Flight
Mech. Conference, Seattle, Washington, August 21-23,
1984, January_ 1985, 85N15752, #. (See also 1356.)
The maximum likelihood estimator has been used to extract
stability and control derivatives from flight data for many
years. Most of the literature on aircraft estimation
concentrates on new developments and applications,
assuming familiarity with basic estimation concepts. Some of
these basic concepts are presented. The maximum likelihood
estimator is briefly discussed and the aircraft equations of
motion that the estimator uses. The basic concepts of
minimization and estimation are examined for a simple
computed aircraft example. The cost functions that are to be
minimized during estimation are defined and discussed.
Graphic representations of the cost functions are given to help
illustrate the minimization process. Finally, the basic
concepts are generalized, and estimation from flight data is
discussed. Some of the major conclusions for the computed
example are also developed for the analysis of flight data.
1384. Burcham, F. W., Jr.; Myers, L. P.; and Ray, R. J.:
Predicted Performance Benefits of an Adaptive Digital
Engine Control System of an F-15 Airplane. NASA
TM-85916, H-1269, NAS 1.15:85916, January_ 1985,
85N15729, #. (See also 1385.)
The highly integrated digital electronic control (HIDEC)
program will demonstrate and evaluate the improvements in
performance and mission effectiveness that result from
integrating engine-airframe control systems. Currently this is
accomplished on the NASA Ames Research Center's F-15
airplane. The two control modes used to implement the
systems are an integrated flightpath management mode and in
integrated adaptive engine control system (ADECS) mode.
The ADECS mode is a highly integrated mode in which the
airplane flight conditions, the resulting inlet distortion, and
the available engine stall margin are continually computed.
The excess stall margin is traded for thrust. The predicted
increase in engine performance due to the ADECS mode is
presented in this report.
1385. Burcham, F. W., Jr.; Myers, L. P.; and Ray, R. J.:
Predicted Performance Benefits of an Adaptive Digital
Engine Control System on an F-15 Airplane. AIAA Paper
85-0255. Presented at the American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics, 23rd Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Reno,
Nevada, January 14-17, 1985, 85A19801, #. (See also 1384.)
The highly integrated digital electronic control (HIDEC)
program will demonstrate and evaluate the improvements in
performance and mission effectiveness that result from
integrating engine-airframe control systems. Currently this is
accomplished on the NASA Ames Research Center's F-15
airplane. The two control modes used to implement the
systems are an integrated flightpath management mode and
an integrated adaptive engine control system (ADECS)
mode. The ADECS mode is a highly integrated mode in
which the airplane flight conditions, the resulting inlet
distortion, and the available engine stall margin are
continually computed. The excess stall margin is traded for
thrust. The predicted increase in engine performance due to
the ADECS mode is presented in this report.
1386. Powers, B. G.: Low-Speed Longitudinal Orbiter
Qualities. NASA CP-2342-PT-1. NASA Johnson Space
Center Space Shuttle Technical Conference, Part 1, (see N85-
16889 08-12), January_ 1985, pp. 143-150, 85N16905, #.
The shuttle program took on the challenge of providing a
manual landing capability for an operational vehicle
returning from orbit. Some complex challenges were
encountered in developing the longitudinal flying qualities
required to land the orbiter manually in an operational
environment. Approach and landing test flights indicated a
tendency for pilot-induced oscillation near landing. Changes
in the operational procedures reduced the difficulty of the
landing task, and an adaptive stick filter was incorporated to
reduce the severity of any pilot-induced oscillatory motions.
Fixed-base, moving base, and in-flight simulations were used
for the evaluations, and in general, flight simulation was the
only reliable means of assessing the low-speed longitudinal
flying qualities problems. Overall, the orbiter control system
and operational procedures have produced a good capability
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toroutinelyperformpreciselandingswithalarge,unpowered
vehiclewithalowlift-to-dragratio.
1387. Moore, A. L.: The Western Aeronautical Test
Range of NASA Ames Research Center. AIAA Paper
85-0316. Presented at the American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics, 23rd Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Rent,
Nevada, January. 14-17, 1985, 85A19678, #. (See also 1304.)
An overview of the Western Aeronautical Test Range
(WATR) of NASA Ames Research Center (ARC) is
presented in this paper. The three WATR facilities are
discussed, and three WATR elements--mission control
centers, communications systems, real-time processing and
display systems, and tracking systems--are reviewed. The
relationships within the NASA WATR, with respect to the
NASA aeronautics program, are also discussed.
1388. Curry, R. E.; and Bowers, A. H.: Ground-Effect
Analysis of a Jet Transport Airplane. AIAA
Paper85-0307. Presented at the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, 23rd Aerospace Sciences
Meeting, Rent, Nevada, January_ 14-17. 1985, 85A19677, #.
(See also 1389.)
An analysis of the ground effect of a jet transport airplane has
been made. Data were obtained from recent flight tests
primarily using the constant angle-of-attack approach
technique. Reasonable results were obtained for ground-
effect pitching moment and lift increments. These were
compared with data from other sources, including
computations, wind tunnel, and previous flight tests. A
recommended ground-effect model was developed from the
results. A brief simulator study was conducted to determine
the sensitivity of a particular configuration to this ground-
effect model and its associated uncertainty.
1389. Curry, R. E.; and Bowers, A. H.: Ground-Effect
Analysis of a Jet Transport Airplane. NASA TM-85920,
H-1273, NAS 1.15:85920, ALa, A Paper 85-0307. Presented
at the 23rd .MAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Rent,
Nevada, January 14-17, 1985, (A85-19677), 85N15687, #.
(See also 1388.)
An analysis of the ground effect of a jet transport airplane has
been made. Data were obtained from recent flight tests
primarily using the constant angle-of-attack approach
technique. Reasonable results were obtained for ground-
effect pitching moment and lift increments. These were
compared with data from other sources, including
computations, wind tunnel, and previous flight test. A
recommended ground-effect model was developed from the
results. A brief simulator study was conducted to determine
the sensitivity of a particular configuration to this ground-
effect model and its associated uncertainty.
1390. Maine, R. E.; Iliff, K. W.; and Bogue, R. K.:
Identification of Dynamic Systems. AGARD-AG-300-
VOL-2, ISBN-92-835-1488-2, AD-A154031, January 1985,
85N25249, #. (See also 1391.)
The problem of estimating parameters of dynamic systems is
addressed. The theoretical basis of system identification and
parameter estimations is presented in a manner that is
complete and rigorous, yet understandable with minimum
prerequisites. Emphasis is on maximum likelihood and
related knowledge of stochastic processes or functional
analysis. No previous background in statistics is assumed.
The treatment emphasizes unification of the various areas in
estimation theory and practice. For example, the theory of
estimation in dynamic systems is treated as a direct out_owth
of the static system theory. Topics covered include: basic
concept and definitions, numerical optimization methods:
probability; statistical estimators; estimation in static
systems; stochastic processes; state estimation in dynamic
systems; output error, filter error, and equation error methods
of parameter estimation in dynamic systems; and the
accuracy of the estimates.
1391. Maine, R. E.; and Iliff, K. W.: Identification of
Dynamic Systems, Theory and Formulation. NASA
RP-1138, H-1255, NAS 1.61:1138, AGARDOGRAPH-300
February_ 1985. 85N19784, #, (See also 1390.)
The problem of estimating parameters of dynamic systems is
addressed in order to present the theoretical basis of system
identification and parameter estimation in a manner that is
complete and rigorous, yet understandable with minimal
prerequisites. Maximum likelihood and related estimators are
highlighted. The approach used requires familiarity with
calculus, linear algebra, and probability, but does not require
knowledge of stochastic processes or functional analysis. The
treatment emphasizes unification of the various areas in
estimation in dynamic systems is treated as a direct outgrowth
of the static system theory. Topics covered include basic
concepts and definitions; numerical optimization methods;
probability; statistical estimators; estimation in static
systems; stochastic processes; state estimation in dynamic
systems; output error, filter error, and equation error methods
of parameter estimation in dynamic systems, and the
accuracy of the estimates.
1392. Sim, Alex G.; and Curry, Robert E.: Flight
Characteristics of the AD-1 Oblique-Wing Research
Aircraft. NASA TP-2223, H-1180, NAS 1.60:2223,
March 1985, 87N18570, #.
The AD-1 is a low-speed oblique-wing research airplane.
This report reviews the vehicle's basic flight characteristics,
including many aerodynamic, stability, and control effects
that are unique to an oblique-wing configuration. These
effects include the change in sideforce with angle of attack,
moment changes with angle of attack and load factor, initial
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stallonthetrailingwing,andinertialcouplingcausedbya
roll-pitchcrossproductof inertia.An assessmentof the
handlingqualitiesincludespilot ratingsandcomments.
Ratingsweregenerallysatisfactorythrough30degofwing
sweepbut degradedwith increasedsweep.A piloted
simulationstudyindicatedthatabasicratefeedbackcontrol
systemcouldbeusedto improvethehandlingqualitiesat
higherwingsweeps.
1393. Ko, W. L.: Impacts of Space Shuttle Thermal
Protection System Tile on F-15 Aircraft Vertical Tile.
NASA TM-85904, H-1248, NAS 1.15:85904, March 1985,
85N21245, #.
Impacts of the space shuttle thermal protection system (TPS)
tile on the leading edge and the side of the vertical tail of the
F-15 aircraft were analyzed under different TPS tile
orientations. The TPS tile-breaking tests were conducted to
simulate the TPS tile impacts. It was found that the predicted
tile impact forces compare fairly well with the tile-breaking
forces, and the impact forces exerted on the F-15 aircraft
vertical tail were relatively low because a very small fraction
of the tile kinetic energy was dissipated in the impact,
penetration, and fracture of the tile. It was also found that the
oblique impact of the tile on the side of the F-15 aircraft
vertical tail was unlikely to dent the tail surface.
1394. Powers, B. G.: Active Control Technology
Experience With the Space Shuttle in the Landing
Regime. AGARD-CP-384, Paper 17. AGARD Active Control
Systems: Review, Evaluation and Projections, (ISBN-92-
835-0375-9), (see N85-27883 17-08), March 1985,
AD-A155853, 85N27900, #. (See also 1372, 1395.)
The shuttle program took on the challenge of providing a
manual landing capability for an operational vehicle
returning from orbit. Some complex challenges were
encountered in developing the longitudinal flying qualities
required to land the orbiter manually in an operational
environment. Approach and landing test flights indicated a
tendency for pilot-induced oscillation near landing. Changes
in the operational procedures reduced the difficulty of the
landing task, and an adaptive stick filter was incorporated to
reduce the severity of any pilot-induced oscillatory motions.
Fixed-base, moving-base, and in-flight simulations were used
for the evaluations, and in general, flight simulation has been
the only reliable means of assessing the low-speed
longitudinal flying qualities problems. Overall, the orbiter
control system and operational procedures have produced a
good capability for routinely performing precise landings in
a large, unpowered vehicle with a low lift-to-drag ratio.
1395. Powers, B. G.: Active Control Technology
Experience With the Space Shuttle in the Landing
Regime. AGARD-AR-220. AGARD Tech. Evaluation
Report on the Flight Mech. Symposium on Active Control
Systems, Paper 17, (ISBN-92-835-1493-9), (see N85-26730
16-08), March 1985, AD-A154472, 85N26747, #. (See also
1372, 1394.)
An interesting description was provided of the development
of the shuttle flight control systems. Of particular concern
was a tendency to excite PIO during the landing phase. Both
ground based and in-flight simulation were used to study the
problem. It was found that in-flight simulation was the only
reliable method to use in the study of PIO. Two of the major
contributions to the PIO problem were found to be system
time delay and the lack of a clear motion cue at the pilot's
location following a pitch up command. The PIO problem
was solved by reducing the demands of the piloting task and
introducing an adaptive stick gain limiter.
1396. Meyer, Robert R., Jr.; and Jennett, Lisa A.: In-
Flight Surface Oil-Flow Photographs With Comparisons
to Pressure Distribution and Boundary-Layer Data,
NASA TP-2395, H-1184, NAS 1.60:2395, April 1985,
87N20966, #.
Upper surface oil-flow photographs were obtained at
transonic speeds on an F-111 transonic aircraft technology
(TACT) aircraft, which had been fitted with a natural
laminar-flow airfoil section. The oil-flow photographs were
interpreted with regard to shock and boundary-layer
characteristics and compared to results obtained from
pressure distributions and boundary-layer measurements.
Results indicated that flow phenomena (such as shock
location and strength) and chord location of boundary-layer
characteristics (such as transition location) could be correctly
identified from the oil-flow photographs.
1397. Harney, P. F.; Craft, J. B., Jr.; and Johnson, R. G.:
Remote Control of an Impact Demonstration Vehicle.
NASA TM-85925, H-1282, NAS 1.15:85925, Paper-542.
Presented at the 31st International Instrumentation
Symposium of the Instrument Soc. of Am., San Diego,
California, May 6-9, 1985, April 1985, 85N23797, #.
Uplink and downlink telemetry systems were installed in a
Boeing 720 aircraft that was remotely flown from Rogers Dry
Lake at Edwards Air Force Base and impacted into a
designated crash site on the lake bed. The controlled impact
demonstration (CID) program was a joint venture by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to test passenger
survivability using antimisting kerosene (AMK) to inhibit
postcrash fires, improve passenger seats and restraints, and
improve fire-retardant materials. The uplink telemetry
system was used to remotely control the aircraft and activate
onboard systems from takeoff until after impact. Aircraft
systems for remote control, aircraft structural response,
passenger seat and restraint systems, and anthropomorphic
dummy responses were recorded and displayed by the
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downlinkstems.Theinstrumentationuplinkanddownlink
systemsaredescribed.
EC84-31806
B-720 Controlled Impact Demonstrator
1398. Mff, K W.; and Maine, R. E.: Maximum Likelihood
Estimation With Emphasis on Aircraft Flight Data. JPL
Proc. of the Workshop on Identification and Control of
Flexible Space Struct., Vol. 3, (see N85-31195 20-18),
April 1985, pp. 197-246, 85N31208, #.
Accurate modeling of flexible space structures is an
important field that is currently under investigation.
Parameter estimation, using methods such as maximum
likelihood, is one of the ways that the model can be improved.
The maximum likelihood estimator has been used to extract
stability and control derivatives from flight data for many
years. Most of the literature on aircraft estimation
concentrates on new developments and applications,
assuming familiarity with basic estimation concepts. Some of
these basic concepts are presented. The maximum likelihood
estimator and the aircraft equations of motion that the
estimator uses are briefly discussed. The basic concepts of
minimization and estimation are examined for a simple
computed aircraft example. The cost functions that are to be
minimized during estimation are defined and discussed.
Graphic representations of the cost functions are given to help
illustrate the minimization process. Finally, the basic
concepts are generalized, and estimation from flight data is
discussed. Specific examples of estimation of structural
dynamics are included. Some of the major conclusions for the
computed example are also developed for the analysis of
flight data.
1399. *Berkhout, J.; *Osgood, R.; and Berry, D.: pilot
Usage of Deeoupled Flight Path and Pitch Controls.
Proceedings, 3rd Annual Symposium on Aviation
Psychology, Columbus, Ohio, April 22-25, 1985, (see
A86-29851 13-53), 1985, pp. 39-46, 86A29854, #.
Data from decoupled flight maneuvers have been collected
and analyzed for four AFTI-F-16 pilots operating this
aircraft's highly augmented fly-by-wire control system, in
order to obtain spectral density, cross spectra, and Bode
amplitude data, as well as coherences and phase angles for the
two longitudinal axis control functions of each of 50 20-see
epochs. The analysis of each epoch yielded five distinct
plotted parameters for the left hand twist grip and right hand
sidestick controller output time series. These two control
devices allow the left hand to generate vertical translation,
direct lift, or pitch-pointing commands that are decoupled
from those of the right hand. Attention is given to the control
patterns obtained for decoupled normal flight, air-to-air gun
engagement decoupled maneuvering, and decoupled air-to-
surface bombing run maneuvering.
*South Dakota University, Vermillion, South Dakota.
1400. Iliff, K. W.: Extraction of Aerodynamic
Parameters for Aircraft at Extreme Flight Conditions.
NASA TM-86730, H-1290, NAS 1.15:86730, NASA
CP-386. Presented at the AGARD Symposium on Unsteady
Aerodyn. Fundamentals and Appl. to Aircraft Dyn.,
Goettingen, West Germany, May 6-9. 1985. 85N29686, #.
(See also 1439.)
The maximum likelihood estimator has been used to extract
stability and control derivatives from flight data for many
years. Most of the literature on aircraft estimation
concentrates on new developments and applications,
assuming familiarity with basic concepts. This paper briefly
discusses the maximum likelihood estimator and the aircraft
equations of motion that the estimator uses. The current
strength and limitations associated with obtaining flight-
determined aerodynamic coefficients in extreme flight
conditions is assessed. The importance of the careful
combining of wind tunnel results (or calculations) and flight
results and the thorough evaluation of the mathematical
model is emphasized. The basic concepts of minimization
and estimation are examined for a simple computed aircraft
example, and the cost functions that are to be minimized
during estimation are defined and discussed. Graphic
representations of the cost functions are given to help
illustrate the minimization process. Finally, the basic
concepts are generalized, and estimation of stability and
control derivatives from flight data is discussed.
1401. Whitmore, S. A.: Formulation and Implementa-
tion of Nonstationary Adaptive Estimation Algorithm
With Applications to Air-Data Reconstruction. NASA
TM-86727, H- 1285, NAS 1.15:86727. Presented at the IEEE
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Natl.AerospaceandElectron.Conference,Dayton,Ohio,
May 20-24. 1985, 85N26699, #. (See also 1402.)
The dynamics model and data sources used to perform air-
data reconstruction are discussed, as well as the Kalman
filter. The need for adaptive determination of the noise
statistics of the process is indicated. The filter innovations are
presented as a means of developing the adaptive criterion,
which is based on the true mean and covariance of the filter
innovations. A method for the numerical approximation of
the mean and covariance of the filter innovations is presented.
The algorithm as developed is applied to air-data
reconstruction for the space shuttle, and data obtained from
the third landing are presented. To verify the performance of
the adaptive algorithm, the reconstruction is also performed
using a constant covariance Kalman filter. The results of the
reconstructions are compared, and the adaptive algorithm
exhibits better performance.
1402. Whitmore, S. A.: Formulation and Implementa-
tion of Nonstationary Adaptive Estimation Algorithm
With Applications to Air-Data Reconstruction. NAECON
1985: Proceedings, National Aerospace and Electronics
Conference, Vol. 1, Dayton, Ohio, May 20-24, 1985, 1985,
pp. 291-298, (A86-28326 12-04) 86A28365, #. (See also
1401.)
The dynamics model and data sources used to perform air-
data reconstruction are discussed, as well as the Kalman
filter. The need for adaptive determination of the noise
statistics of the process is indicated. The filter innovations are
presented as a means of developing the adaptive criterion,
which is based on the true mean and covariance of the filter
innovations. A method for the numerical approximation of
the mean and covariance of the filter innovations is presented.
The algorithm as developed is applied to air-data
reconstruction for the Space Shuttle, and data obtained from
the third landing are presented. To verify the performance of
the adaptive algorithm, the reconstruction is also performed
using a constant covariance Kalman filter. The results of the
reconstructions are compared, and the adaptive algorithm
exhibits better performance.
1403. Larson, T. J.; and Ehemberger, L. J.: A Constant
Altitude Flight Survey Method for Mapping Atmospheric
Ambient Pressures and Systematic Radar Errors.
NAECON 1985: Proceedings of the National Aerospace and
Electronics Conference, Dayton, Ohio, May 20-24, 1985,
Vol. 2, (see A86-28326 12-04), 1985, pp. 1519-1526,
86A28507, #. (See also 1404.)
The flight test technique described uses controlled survey
runs to determine horizontal atmospheric pressure variations
and systematic altitude errors that result from space
positioning measurements. The survey data can be used not
only for improved air data calibrations, but also for studies of
atmospheric structure and space positioning accuracy
performance. The examples presented cover a wide range of
radar tracking conditions for both subsonic and supersonic
flight to an altitude of 42,000 ft.
1404. Larson, T. J.; and Ehernberger, L. J.: A Constant
Altitude Flight Survey Method for Mapping Atmospheric
Ambient Pressures and Systematic Radar Errors. NASA
TM-86733, H-1304, NAS 1.15:86733. Presented at the IEEE
National Aerospace and Electronics Conference, Dayton,
Ohio, May 20-24, 1985, June 1985, 85N29951, #. (See
also 1403.)
The flight test technique described uses controlled survey
runs to determine horizontal atmospheric pressure variations
and systematic altitude errors that result from space
positioning measurements. The survey data can be used not
only for improved air data calibrations, but also for studies of
atmospheric structure and space positioning accuracy
performance. The examples presented cover a wide range of
radar tracking conditions for both subsonic and supersonic
flight to an altitude of 42,000 ft.
1405. *Menon, P. K. A.; *Saberi, H. A.; *Walker, R. A.;
and Duke, E. L.: Flight Test Trajectory Controller
Synthesis With Constrained Eigenstructure Assignment.
1985 American Control Conference Proceedings, Vol. 3,
Boston, Massachusetts, June 19-21, 1985, (see A86-35326
15-63), IEEE, New York, New York, 1985, pp. 1181-1186,
86A35404. (See also 1551.)
The design of a maneuver eigenvalue/eigenvector assignment
is examined. The aircraft considered was a high-performance
fighter with a command augmentation system engaged in all
three axes. Attention is given to difficulties encountered in
the generation of the desired eigenvalues and eigenvectors. It
is found that this approach demands several iterations to
converge to a satisfactory result, and does not appear to easily
yield suitable insight for the output feedback design of high-
order multivariable systems which will be used at other
operating points. It is concluded that this technique could be
made more attractive by generating gradients of the
eigensystem between flight conditions, and including this
information in the single-point design technique.
*Integrated Systems, Inc., Palo Alto, California.
1406. Myers, L. P.; Baer-Riedhart, J. L.; and *Maxwell,
M. D.: Fault Detection and Accommodation Testing on an
F100 Engine in an F-15 Airplane. NASA TM-86735,
H-1293, NAS 1.15:86735, Paper 85-1294. Presented at the
AIAA, SAE, ASME, and ASEG 21st Joint Propulsion
Conference, Monterey, California, July 8-10, 1985,
85N29962, #. (See also 1407.)
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Thefaultdetectionandaccommodation(FDA)methodology
for digitalengine-controlsystemsmayrangefromsimple
comparisonsofredundantparameterstothemorecomplex
andsophisticatedobservermodelsof theentireengine
system.Evaluationsof thevariousFDAschemesaredone
usinganalyticalmethods,imulation,andlimited-altitude-
facilitytesting.Flighttestingof theFDAlogichasbeen
minimalbecauseofthedifficultyofinducingrealisticfaults
inflight.Aflightprogramwasconductedtoevaluatehefault
detectionand accommodationcapabilityof a digital
electronicenginecontrolinanF-15aircraft.Theobjectiveof
theflightprogramwastoinduceselectedfaultsandevaluate
the resultingactionsof the digitalenginecontroller.
Comparisonsweremadebetweentheflight resultsand
predictions.Severalanomalieswerefoundin flight and
duringthegroundtest.Simulationresultshowedthatthe
inducementofdualpressurefailureswasnotfeasiblesince
theFDAlogicwasnotdesignedtoaccommodateth setypes
offailures.
*PrattandWhitneyAircraft,WestPalmBeach,Florida.
1407. Myers,L. P.;Baer-Riedhart,J.L.; and*Maxwell,
M.D.:Fault Detection and Accommodation Testing on an
FI00 Engine in an F-15 Airplane. AIAA Paper 85-1294
ALKA, SAE, ASME, and ASEE, 21st Joint Propulsion
Conference, Monterey, California, July 8-10. 1985.
85A40830, #. (See also 1406.)
The fault detection and accommodation (FDA) methods that
can be used for digital engine control systems are presently
subjected to a flight test program in the case of the F-15
fighter's F100 engine electronic controls, inducing selected
faults and then evaluating the resulting digital engine control
responses. In general, flight test results were found to
compare well with both ground tests and predictions. It is
noted that the inducement of dual-pressure failures was not
feasible, since FDA logic was not designed to accommodate
them.
*United Technologies Corporation, Pratt and Whitney
Aircraft Group, West Palm Beach, Florida.
1408. *Yonke, W. A.; **Terrell, L. A.; and Meyers, L. P.:
Integrated Flight/Propulsion ControlmAdaptive Engine
Control System Mode. AIAA Paper 85-1425 AIAA, SAE,
ASME, and ASEE, 21st Joint Propulsion Conference,
Monterey, California, _Iuly 8-10. 1985, 85A39772, #.
The adaptive engine control system mode (ADECS), which is
developed and tested on an F-15 aircraft with PWl128
engines using the NASA sponsored highly integrated digital
electronic control program, is examined. The operation of the
ADECS mode, as well as the basic control logic, the avionic
architecture, and the airframe/engine interface are described.
By increasing engine pressure ratio (EPR) additional thrust is
obtained at intermediate power and above. To modulate the
amount of EPR uptrim and to prevent engine stall,
information from the flight control system is used. The
performance benefits, anticipated from control integration
are shown for a range of flight conditions and power settings.
It is found that at higher altitudes, the ADECS mode can
increase thrust as much as 12 percent, which is used for
improved acceleration, improved turn rate, or sustained turn
angle.
*McDonnell Aircraft Co., St. Louis, Missouri.
**United Technologies Corporation, Pratt and Whitney
Group, West Palm Beach, Florida.
1409. Felt, L. R.; and Kehoe, M. W.: Flight Flutter
Testing at Ames-Dryden. Proceedings, Society of Flight
Test Engineers 16th Annual Symposium, Seattle,
Washington, July 29-August 2, 1985, (see A86-47776
23-05), 1985, pp. 6.6-1 to 6.6-36, 86A47802.
Over the past several years the NASA Ames-Dryden Flight
Research Facility at Edwards Air Force Base has developed a
variety of flight flutter and ground test techniques which have
been applied to an assortment of new or modified aerospace
research vehicles. This paper presents a summary of these
techniques and the experiences gained from these
applications. Topics discussed include the roles of ground
vibration testing, flight flutter testing, wind tunnel flutter
model testing, predictive analyses, and aeroservoelastic
considerations. Data are presented for a wide variety of
aircraft, including remotely piloted vehicles, modern fighters
with relaxed static stability and highly augmented flight
control systems, aircraft modified for laminar flow control
experiments, a glider modified for deep stall tests, and aircraft
with skewed or forward swept wings. The conclusions
include a brief discussion of future directions in flight flutter
testing at Ames-Dryden.
1410. Kempel, R. W.; and Horton, T. W.: Flight Test
Experience and Controlled Impact of a Large, Four-
Engine Remotely Piloted Airplane. Proceedings, Society of
Flight Test Engineers 16th Annual Symposium, Seattle,
Washington, July 29-August 2, 1985, (see A86-47776
23-05), 1985, pp. 2.1-1 to 2.1-14, 86A47781. (See also
1421.)
A controlled impact demonstration (CID) program using a
large, four engine, remotely piloted transport airplane was
conducted. Closed loop primary flight control was performed
from a ground based cockpit and digital computer in
conjunction with an up/down telemetry link. Uplink
commands were received aboard the airplane and transferred
through uplink interface systems to a highly modified Bendix
PB-20D autopilot. Both proportional and discrete commands
were generated by the ground pilot. Prior to flight tests,
extensive simulation was conducted during the development
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of groundbased igitalcontrollaws.Thecontrolaws
includedprimarycontrol,secondarycontrol,andracetrack
andfinalapproachguidance.Extensivegroundcheckswere
performedon all remotelypilotedsystems.However,
mannedflighttestsweretheprimarymethodofverification
andvalidationof controlaw conceptsdevelopedfrom
simulation.Thedesigndevelopment,andflighttestingof
controlawsandthesystemsrequiredto accomplisht e
remotelypilotedmissionarediscussed.
1411. *Gupta, N. K.; and Iliff, K. W.: Identification of
Unsteady Aerodynamics and Aeroelastic Integro-
Differential Systems. NASA TM-86749, H- 1313,
NAS 1.15:86749, August 1985, 85N32851, #.
The problem of estimating integro-differential models based
on test or simulation data is dealt with. The identification
techniques proposed for estimating parameters in models
described by differential equations need to be considerably
extended to deal with the integral terms. Conditions under
which the integral terms may be approximated by algebraic
values are discussed. The integro-differential models
discussed are related to indicial models proposed by
aerodynamicists to describe unsteady flow.
*Integrated Systems, Inc., Palo Alto, California.
1412. *Gupta, N. K.; and Iliff, K. W.: Identification of
Integro-Differential Systems for Application to Unsteady
Aerodynamics and Aeroelasticity. IAA Paper 85-1763.
Technical Papers, 12th Atmospheric Flight Mechanics
Conference, Snowmass, Colorado, August 19-21, 1985, (see
A85-43826 21-08), 1985, pp. 10-21, 85A43828, #.
Integro-differential equations for unsteady aerodynamic and
aeroelastic phenomena are identified by means of several
approaches. When the product of the frequency of motion and
maximum time delay is much smaller than unity, the integral
term can be approximated by a constant; when greater than
unity, however, approximation of the integral is not possible.
Approximations of integro-differential models are needed to
obtain identifiability. While the least-squares method may be
used for model determination, the maximum likelihood
technique is needed for accurate parameter estimation. High
angle of attack and post stall/spin regions appear to have
characteristics that can be satisfied by indicial models.
*Integrated Systems, Inc., Palo Alto, California.
1413. Regenie, V. A.; and Duke, E. L.: Design of an
Expert-System Flight Status Monitor. NASA TM-86739,
H-1300, NAS 1.15:86739, AIAA Paper 85-1980. AIAA
Guidance and Control Conference, Snowmass, Colorado,
August 19-21, 1985, August 1985. (see A85-45975),
85N32794, #. (See also 1414.)
The modem advanced avionics in new high-performance
aircraft strains the capability of current technology to safely
monitor these systems for flight test prior to their generalized
use. New techniques are needed to improve the ability of
systems engineers to understand and analyze complex
systems in the limited time available during crucial periods of
the flight test. The Dryden Flight Research Facility of
NASA's Ames Research Center is involved in the design and
implementation of an expert system to provide expertise and
knowledge to aid the flight systems engineer. The need for
new techniques in monitoring flight systems and the
conceptual design of an expert-system flight status monitor is
discussed. The status of the current project and its goals are
described.
1414. Regenie, V. A.; and Duke, E. U: Design of an
Expert-System Flight Status Monitor. AIAA Paper
85-1908. AIAA Guidance, Navigation and Control
Conference, Snowmass, Colorado, August 19-21, 1985,
85A45975, #. (See also 1413.)
The present technology used to monitor systems in flight tests
is not advanced enough for the modem avionics in high
performance aircraft. Research is being conducted at
NASA's Dryden Flight Research Facility to design an expert
system to monitor test flights. The expert system is to
automatically detect any problems in the flight control system
(FCS), interpret the problem from the information contained
in its knowledge base, inform the systems engineer, and
recommend solutions. The data is to be downlinked from the
aircraft to the control room. The expert system will lessen the
responsibilities of the engineers by providing them with fast,
expert advice. Time is the most critical factor in flight testing
and the expert system will be able to quickly recognize
discrepancies and provide corrections. A demonstration of
the expert system, not operating in real time, has already been
tested.
1415. Duke, E. L.; and Antoniewicz, R. F.: Development
and Validation of a General Purpose Linearization
Program for Rigid Aircraft Models. NASA TM-86737,
H-1295, NAS 1.15:86737, _ Paper 85-1891. Presented
at the AIAA Guidance, Navigation, and Control Conference,
Snowmass, Colorado, August 19-21, 1985, August 1985,
85N32122, #. (See also 1416.)
A FORTRAN program that provides the user with a powerful
and flexible tool for the linearization of aircraft models is
discussed. The program LINEAR numerically determines a
linear systems model using nonlinear equations of motion
and a user-supplied, nonlinear aerodynamic model. The
system model determined by LINEAR consists of matrices
for both the state and observation equations. The program has
been designed to allow easy selection and definition of the
state, control, and observation variables to be used in a
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particularmodel.Also,includedinthereportisacomparison
of linearandnonlinearmodelsfor a highperformance
aircraft.
1416. Duke, E. L.; and Antoniewicz, R. F.: Development
and Validation of a General Purpose Linearization
Program for Rigid Aircraft Models. AIAA Paper 85-1891.
Presented at the AIAA Guidance, Navigation and Control
Conference, Snowmass, Colorado, August 19-21, 1985,
85A45976, #. (See also 1415.)
This paper discusses a FORTRAN program that provides the
user with a powerful and flexible tool for the linearization of
aircraft models. The program LINEAR numerically
determines a linear systems model using nonlinear equations
of motion and a user-supplied, nonlinear aerodynamic model.
The system model determined by LINEAR consists of
matrices for both the state and observation equations. The
program has been designed to allow easy selection and
definition of the state, control, and observation variables to be
used in a particular model. Also, included in the report is a
comparison of linear and nonlinear models for a high-
performance aircraft.
1417. Putnam, T. W.; Burcham, F. W., Jr.; *Andries, M.
G.; and *Kelly, J. B.: Performance Improvements of a
Highly Integrated Digital Electronic Control System for
an F-15 Airplane. NASA TM-86748, H-1312,
NAS 1.15:86748, AIAA Paper 85-1876. Presented at the
AIAA Guidance and Control Conference, Snowmass,
Colorado, Autmst 19-21. 1985, 85N32120, #.
The NASA highly integrated digital electronic control
(HIDEC) program is structured to conduct flight research into
the benefits of integrating an aircraft flight control system
with the engine control system. A brief description of the
HIDEC system installed on an F-15 aircraft is provided. The
adaptive engine control system (ADECS) mode is described
in detail, together with simulation results and analyses that
show the significant excess thrust improvements achievable
with the ADECS mode. It was found that this increased thrust
capability is accompanied by reduced fan stall margin and
can be realized during flight conditions where engine face
distortion is low. The results of analyses and simulations also
show that engine thrust response is improved and that fuel
consumption can be reduced. Although the performance
benefits that accrue because of airframe and engine control
integration are being demonstrated on an F-15 aircraft, the
principles are applicable to advanced aircraft such as the
advanced tactical fighter and advanced tactical aircraft.
*Pratt and Whitney Aircraft, West Palm Beach, Florida.
1418. Chiles, H. R.; and Johnson, J. B.: Development of
a Temperature-Compensated Hot-Film Anemometer
System for Boundary-Layer Transition Detection on
High-Performance Aircraft. NASA TM-86732, H-1292,
NAS 1.15:86732. Presented at ICIASF '85--Eleventh
International Congress on Instrumentation in Aerospace
Simulation Facilities, Stanford, California, August 26-28,
1985, August 1985, pp. 86-91, 85N33121, #. (See
also 1419.)
A hot-film constant-temperature anemometer (CTA) system
was flight-tested and evaluated as a candidate sensor for
determining boundary-layer transition on high-performance
aircraft. The hot-film gage withstood an extreme flow
environment characterized by shock waves and high dynamic
pressures, although sensitivity to the local total temperature
with the CTA indicated the need for some form of
temperature compensation. A temperature-compensation
scheme was developed and two CTAs were modified and
flight-tested on the F-104/Flight Test Fixture (l:rrF) facility at
a variety of Mach numbers and altitudes, ranging from 0.4 to
1.8 and 5,000 to 40,000 ft respectively.
1419. Chiles, H. R.; and Johnson, J. B.: Development of a
Temperature-Compensated Hot-Film Anemometer
System for Boundary-Layer Transition Detection on
High-Performance Aircraft. ICIASF' 85--Eleventh
International Congress on Instrumentation in Aerospace
Simulation Facilities, Stanford, California, August 26-28,
1985, pp. 86--91, 86A38236, #. (See also 1418.)
A hot-film constant-temperature anemometer (CTA) system
was flight-tested and evaluated as a candidate sensor for
determining boundary-layer transition on high-performance
aircraft. The hot-film gage withstood an extreme flow
environment characterized by shock waves and high dynamic
pressures, although sensitivity to the local total temperature
with the CTA indicated the need for some form of
temperature compensation. A temperature-compensation
scheme was developed and two CTAs were modified and
flight-tested on the F-104/Flight Test Fixture (FIT) facility at
a variety of Mach numbers and altitudes, ranging from 0.4 to
1.8 and 5,000 to 40,000 ft respectively.
1420. Kehoe, M. W.; and Ellison, J. F.: Flutter Clearance
of the Schweizer 1-36 Deep-Stall Sailplane. NASA
TM-85917, REPT-85136, NAS 1.15:85917, August 1985.
85N33118, #.
A Schweizer 1-36 sailplane was modified for a controlled,
deep-stall flight program. This modification allowed the
horizontal stabilizer to pivot as much as 70 deg leading edge
down. Ground vibration and flutter testing were
accomplished on the sailplane with the horizontal stabilizer in
the normal flight and deep-stall flight positions. Test results
indicated satisfactory damping levels and trends for the
structural modes of the sailplane. The modified sailplane was
demonstrated to be free of aeroelastic instabilities to
83 KEAS with the horizontal stabilizer in the normal flight
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positionandto39KEASwiththehorizontalstabilizerinthe
deep-stallf ightposition.Thisflightenvelopewasadequate
forthecontrolled,eep-stallflightexperiments.
ECN-31808
B-720 Controlled Impact Demonstrator
Schweizer 1-36 Sailplane
EC_-26847
1421. Kempel, R. W.; and Horton, T. W.: Flight Test
Experience and Controlled Impact of a Large, Four-
Engine, Remotely Piloted Airplane. NASA TM-86738,
H-1298, NAS 1.15:86738. Presented at the SFTE 16th
Annual Symposium, Seattle, Washington, July 29-August 2,
t985, August 1985, 85N33123, #. (See also 1410.)
A controlled impact demonstration (CID) program using a
large, four engine, remotely piloted transport airplane was
conducted. Closed loop primary flight control was performed
from a ground based cockpit and digital computer in
conjunction with an up/down telemetry link. Uplink
commands were received aboard the airplane and transferred
through uplink interface systems to a highly modified Bendix
PB-20D autopilot. Both proportional and discrete commands
were generated by the ground pilot. Prior to flight tests,
extensive simulation was conducted during the development
of ground based digital control laws. The control laws
included primary control, secondary control, and racetrack
and final approach guidance. Extensive ground checks were
performed on all remotely piloted systems. However,
manned flight tests were the primary method of verification
and validation of control law concepts developed from
simulation. The design, development, and flight testing of
control laws and the systems required to accomplish the
remotely piloted mission are discussed.
1422. Mackall, D. A.: Qualification Needs for Advanced
Integrated Aircraft. NASA TM-86731, H-1291, NAS
1.15:86731. AIAA Conference, Snowmass, Colorado,
August 19-21, 1985, 1985, 85N33119, #. (See also 1423.)
In an effort to achieve maximum aircraft performance,
designers are integrating aircraft systems. The characteristics
of aerodynamics, vehicle structure, and propulsion systems
are being integrated and controlled through embedded, often
flight critical, electronic systems. The qualification needs for
such highly integrated aircraft systems are addressed. Based
on flight experience with research aircraft, a set of test
capabilities is described which allows for complete and
efficient qualification of advanced integrated aircraft.
1423. Mackall, D. A.: Qualification Needs for Advanced
Integrated Aircraft. AIAA Paper 85-1865. Technical
Papers, presented at the Guidance, Navigation and Control
Conference, Snowmass, Colorado, August 19-21, 1985, (see
A85-45876 22-08), 1985, pp. 152-164, 85A45894, #. (See
also 1422.)
In an effort to achieve maximum aircraft performance,
designers are integrating aircraft systems. The characteristics
of aerodynamics, vehicle structure, and propulsion systems
are being integrated and controlled through embedded, often
flight-critical, electronic systems. This paper addresses the
qualification needs for such highly integrated aircraft
systems. Based on flight experience with research aircraft, a
set of test capabilities is described which allows for complete
and efficient qualification of advanced integrated aircraft.
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1424. Sarrafian, S. K.; and Powers, B. G.: Application of
Frequency Domain Handling Qualities Criteria to the
Longitudinal Landing Task. NASA TM-86728, H-1288,
NAS 1.15:86728, AIAA Paper 85-1848. Presented at the
AIAA Guidance, Navigation, and Control Conference,
Snowmass, Colorado, August 19-21, 1985, August 1985,
85N33124, #. (See also 1425, 1658.)
Under NASA sponsorship, an in-flight simulation of the
longitudinal handling qualities of several configurations for
the approach and landing tasks was performed on the USAF/
AFWAL Total In-Flight Simulator by the Calspan
Corporation. The basic configuration was a generic transport
airplane with static instability. The control laws included
proportional plus integral gain loops to produce pitch-rate
and angle-of-attack feedback loops. The evaluation task was
a conventional visual approach to a flared touchdown at a
designated spot on the runway with a lateral offset. The
general conclusions were that the existing criteria are based
on pitch-attitude response and that these characteristics do
not adequately discriminate between the good and bad
configurations of this study. This paper describes the work
that has been done to further develop frequency-based criteria
in an effort to provide better correlation with the observed
data.
1425. Sarrafian, S. K.; and Powers, B. G.: Application of
Frequency Domain Handling Qualities Criteria to the
Longitudinal Landing Task. AIAA Paper 85-1848.
Technical Papers, presented at the Guidance, Navigation and
Control Conference, Snowmass, Colorado, August 19-21.
1985, (see A85-45876 22-08), pp. I-I2, 85A45877, #. (See
also 1424, 1658.)
Three frequency-domain handling qualifies criteria have been
applied to the observed data to correlate the actual pilot
ratings assigned to generic transport configurations with
stability augmentation during the longitudinal landing task.
The criteria are based on closed-loop techniques using pitch
attitude, altitude rate at the pilot station, and altitude at the
pilot station as dominating control parameters during this
task. It is found that most promising results are obtained with
altitude control performed by closing an inner loop on pitch
attitude and closing an outer loop on altitude.
1426. *Alag, G. S.; and Duke, E. L.: Development of
Control Laws for a Flight Test Maneuver Autopilot for an
F-15 Aircraft. NASA TM-86736, H-1294, NAS 1.15:86736.
Presented at the AIAA Guidance Navigation and Control
Conference, Snowmass, Colorado, August 19-21, 1985,
August 1985, 85N33122, #. (See also 1427, 1515.)
An autopilot can be used to provide precise control to meet
the demanding requirements of flight research maneuvers
with high-performance aircraft. The development of control
laws within the context of flight test maneuver requirements
is discussed. The control laws are developed using
eigensystem assignment and command generator tracking.
The eigenvalues and eigenvectors are chosen to provide the
necessary handling qualities, while the command generator
tracking enables the tracking of a specified state during the
maneuver. The effectiveness of the control laws is illustrated
by their application to an F-15 aircraft to ensure acceptable
aircraft performance during a maneuver.
*Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Michigan.
1427. *Alag, G. S.; and Duke, E. L.: Development of
Control Laws for a Flight Test Maneuver Autopilot for an
F-15 Aircraft. AIAA Paper 85-1859. Technical Papers,
presented at the Guidance, Navigation and Control
Conference, Snowmass, Colorado, August 19-21, 1985, (see
A85-45876 22-08), pp. 105-110, 85A45888, #. (See also
1426, 1515.)
An autopilot can be used to provide precise control to meet
the demanding requirements of flight research maneuvers
with high-performance aircraft. This paper presents the
development of control laws within the context of flight test
maneuver requirements. The control laws are developed
using eigensystem assignment and command generator
tracking. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors are chosen to
provide the necessary handling qualities, while the command
generator tracking enables the tracking of a specified state
during the maneuver. The effectiveness of the control laws is
illustrated by their application to an F-15 aircraft to ensure
acceptable aircraft performance during a maneuver.
*Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Michigan.
1428. Berry, D. T.: In-Flight Evaluation of Pure Time
Delays in Pitch and Roll. AIAA Paper 85-1852. Technical
Papers, presented at the Guidance, Navigation and Control
Conference, Snowmass, Colorado, August 19-21, 1985, (see
A85-45876 22-08), pp. 39-46, 85A45881, #. (See also 1527.)
An in-flight investigation of the effect of pure time delays in
pitch and roll was undertaken. The evaluation tasks consisted
of low lift-to-drag-ratio landings of various levels of
difficulty and formation flying. The results indicate that the
effect of time delay is strongly dependent on the task. In the
pitch axis, in calm air, spot landings from a lateral offset were
most strongly influenced by time delay. In the roll axis, in
calm air, formation flying was most strongly influenced by
time delay. However, when landings were made in
turbulence, flying qualities in pitch were only slightly
degraded, whereas in roll they were severely degraded.
1429. *Abernethy, Robert B.; **Adams, Gary R.; tSteurer,
John W.; ttAscough, John C.; Baer-Riedhart, Jennifer L.;
*Balkcom, George H.; and *;tBiesiadny, Thomas:
Uncertainty of In-Flight Thrust Determination. SAE-
AIR-1678. In-Flight Thrust Determination and Uncertainty,
Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc., 1986, (A88-15226
04-05), November 1985, pp. 243-338, 88A15228.
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Methodsforestimatingthemeasurementrrororuncertainty
of in-flight thrustdeterminationi aircraftemploying
conventionalturbofan/turbojetenginesarereviewed.While
thetermin-flighthrustdeterminationisusedsynonymously
with in-flightthrustmeasurement,i -flightthrustis not
directlymeasuredbut is determinedor calculatedusing
mathematicalmodelingrelationshipsbetweeni -flightthrust
andvariousdirectmeasurementsof physicalquantities.The
in-flight thrustdeterminationprocessincorporatesboth
groundtestingandflighttesting.Thepresenttextisdivided
into the followingcategories:measurementuncertainty
methodologyandin-flighthrustmeasurementprocesses.
*PrattandWhitney,EastHartford,Connecticut.
**USAFWright-PattersonAFB,Ohio.
tMcDonnellDouglasCo.,St.Louis,Missouri.
ttRoyalAircraftEstablishment,Farnborough,England.
_GeneralDynamicsCorporation,St.Louis,Missouri.
_tNASALewisResearchCenter,Cleveland,Ohio.
1430. Jenkins,J.M.;*Taylor,A. H.; and **Sakata, I. F.:
A Comparison of Measured and Calculated Thermal
Stresses in a Hybrid Metal Matrix Composite Spar Cap
Element. NASA TM-86729, H-1289, NAS 1.15:86729,
September 1985, 86N11525, #.
A hybrid spar of titanium with an integrally brazed
composite, consisting of an aluminum matrix reinforced with
boron-carbide-coated fibers, was heated in an oven and the
resulting thermal stresses were measured. Uniform heating of
the spar in an oven resulted in thermal stresses arising from
the effects of dissimilar materials and anisotropy of the metal
matrix composite. Thermal stresses were calculated from a
finite element structural model using anisotropic material
properties deduced from constituent properties and rules of
mixtures. Comparisons of calculated thermal stresses with
measured thermal stresses on the spar are presented. It was
shown that failure to account for anisotropy in the metal
matrix composite elements would result in large errors in
correlating measured and calculated thermal stresses. It was
concluded that very strong material characterization efforts
are required to predict accurate thermal stresses in anisotropic
composite structures.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
**Lockheed California Co., Burbank, California.
1431. Ishmael, S. D.; and *Wierzbanowski, T.: X-29
Initial Flight Test Results. Proceedings, Society of
Experimental Test Pilots, 29th Symposium, Beverly Hills,
California, September 25-28. 1985, (see A86-44936 21-05),
pp. 95- I 13, 86A44942.
It is announced that the X-29 forward-swept-wing (FSW)
aircraft has been built, with flight testing under way and
proceeding smoothly. The X-29 is a single-seat, single-
engine supersonic aircraft that blends an optimized FSW, a
close-coupled near-coplanar canard, an F-5A forward
fuselage module employing two side-mounted engine inlets,
and a new aft fuselage. An F404-GE-400 engine with
afterburner provides about 16,000 lb of thrust. The X-29 was
designed to be near neutrally stable in the supersonic region
to minimize drag; it becomes highly unstable transonically
and subsonically, which dictates the use of a computerized
fly-by-wire flight control system capable of stabilizing the
aircraft. The X-29 advanced technology demonstrator began
flight testing on December 14, 1984; by September 26,
1985, its envelope had been expanded to 0.75 Mach, 350
knots estimated airspeed, and 30,000 feet altitude. The
aircraft has flown with very few problems and aerodynamic,
structural, and control system results have correlated well
with predictions. Areas where prediction and performance
are not so well correlated are noted.
*USAF Flight Test Center, Edwards AFB, California.
1432. Kehoe, M. W.; Cazier, F. W., Jr.; and Ellison, J. F.:
Ground Vibration Test of the Laminar Flow Control
JetStar Airplane. NASA TM-86398, L- 15949,
NAS 1.15:86398, October 1985.86N13321, #.
A ground vibration test was conducted on a Lockheed JetStar
airplane that had been modified for the purpose of conducting
laminar flow control experiments. The test was performed
prior to initial flight flutter tests. Both sine-dwell and single-
point-random excitation methods were used. The data
presented include frequency response functions and a
comparison of mode frequencies and mode shapes from both
methods.
1433. Beckner, C.; and Curry, R. E.: Water Tunnel Flow
Visualization Using a Laser. NASA TM-86743, H-1307,
NAS 1.15:86743. Presented at the 3rd AIAA Applied
Aerodynamics Conference, Colorado Springs, October 1985,
86N11206, #. (See also 1434.)
Laser systems for flow visualization in water tunnels (similar
to the vapor screen technique used in wind tunnels) can
provide two-dimensional cross-sectional views of complex
flow fields. This parametric study documents the practical
application of the laser-enhanced visualization (LEV)
technique to water tunnel testing. Aspects of the study
include laser power levels, flow seeding (using fluorescent
dyes and embedded particulates), model preparation, and
photographic techniques. The results of this study are
discussed to provide potential users with basic information to
aid in the design and setup of an LEV system.
1434. Curry, R. E.; and Beckner, C.: Water Tunnel Flow
Visualization Using a Laser. AIAA Paper 85-5016. Third
AIAA Applied Aerodynamics Conference, Colorado
Springs, Colorado, October 14-16. 1985, 86A11064, #. (See
also 1433.)
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Lasersystemsforflowvisualizationi watertunnels(similar
to thevaporscreentechniqueusedin windtunnels)can
providetwo-dimensionalcross-sectionalviewsof complex
flowfields.This parametric study documents the practical
application of the laser-enhanced visualization (LEV)
technique to water tunnel testing. Aspects of the study
include laser power levels, flow seeding (using fluorescent
dyes and embedded particulates), model preparation, and
photographic techniques. The results of this study are
discussed to provide potential users with basic information to
aid in the design and setup of an LEV system.
1435. Ko, W. L.; and Schuster, L. S.: Stress Analyses of
B-52 Pylon Hooks. NASA TM-84924, H-1221,
NAS 1.15:84924, October 1985, 86N11524, #.
The NASTRAN finite element computer program was used
in the two dimensional stress analysis of B-52 carrier aircraft
pylon hooks: (1) old rear hook (which failed), (2) new rear
hook (improved geometry), (3) new DAST rear hook (derated
geometry), and (4) front hook. NASTRAN model meshes
were generated by the aid of PATRAN-G computer program.
Brittle limit loads for all the four hooks were established. The
critical stress level calculated from NASTRAN agrees
reasonably well with the values predicted from the fracture
mechanics for the failed old rear hook.
1436. Duke, E. L.; and Regenie, V. A.: Expert Systems
Development and Application. NASA TM-86746, H-1310,
NAS 1.15:86746. IEEE Symposium on Expert Systems in
Government, McLean, Virginia, Oc.tober 23-25. 1985,
86N11194, #.
Current research in the application of expert systems to
problems in the flight research environment is discussed. In
what is anticipated to be a broad research area, a real time
expert system flight status monitor has been identified as the
initial project. This real time expert system flight status
monitor is described in terms of concept, application,
development, and schedule.
1437. Duke, E. L.; and Regenie, V. A.: Description of an
Experimental Expert System Flight Status Monitor.
NASA TM-86791, H-1317, NAS 1.15:86791, AIAA Paper
85-6042-CP. Presented at the 5th AIAA Computers in
Aerospace Conference, Long Beach, California, October 21-
23.1985, 86Nll 195, #.
This paper describes an experimental version of an expert
system flight status monitor being developed at the Dryden
Flight Research Facility of the NASA Ames Research Center.
This experimental expert system flight status monitor
(ESSFSNI) is supported by a specialized knowledge
acquisition tool that provides the user with a powerful and
easy-to-use documentation and rule construction tool. The
EESFSM is designed to be a testbed for concepts in rules,
inference mechanisms, and knowledge structures to be used
in a real-time expert system flight status monitor that will
monitor the health and status of the flight control system of
state-of-the-art, high-performance, research aircraft.
1438. Hughes, D. L.; Ray, R. J.; and Walton, J. T.: Net
Thrust Calculation Sensitivity of an Afterburning
Turbofan Engine to Variations in Input Parameters.
AIAA Paper 85-4041. Presented at the AIAA, AHS, and
ASEE, Aircraft Design Systems and Operations Meeting,
Colorado Springs, Colorado, October 14-16, 1985,
86A10969, #.
The calculated value of net thrust of an aircraft powered by a
General Electric F404-GE-400 afterburning turbofan engine
was evaluated for its sensitivity to various input parameters.
The effects of a 1.0-percent change in each input parameter
on the calculated value of net thrust with two calculation
methods are compared. This paper presents the results of
these comparisons and also gives the estimated accuracy of
the overall net thrust calculation as determined from the
influence coefficients and estimated parameter measurement
accuracies.
1439. Iliff, K. W.: Extraction of Aerodynamic
Parameters for Aircraft at Extreme Flight
Conditions. AGARD-CP-386 Paper 24. AGARD Unsteady
Aerodynamics-Fundamentals and Applications to Aircraft
Dynamics, (ISBN-92-835-0382-1), (see N86-27224 18-02),
AD-A165045, November 1985, 86N27248, #. (See also
1400.)
The maximum likelihood estimator was used to extract
stability and control derivatives from flight data for many
years. Most of the literature on aircraft estimation
concentrates on new development and applications, assuming
familiarity with basic concepts. The maximum likelihood
estimator and the aircraft equations of motion that the
estimator uses are discussed. The current strength and
limitations associated with obtaining flight-determined
aerodynamic coefficients in extreme flight conditions are
assessed. The importance of the careful combining of wind
tunnel results (or calculations) and flight results and the
thorough evaluation of the mathematical model is
emphasized. The basic concepts of minimization and
estimation are examined for a simple computed aircraft
example, and the cost functions that are to be minimized
during estimation are defined and discussed. Graphic
representations of the cost functions are given to help
illustrate the minimization process. Finally, the basic
concepts are generalized, and estimation of stability and
control derivatives from flight data is discussed.
1440. *Abernethy, Robert B.; **Adams, Gary R.;
tAscough, John C.; Baer-Riedhart, Jennifer L.; ttBalkcom,
George H.; _Biesiadny, Thomas: In-Flight Thrust
Determination. SAE-AIR- 1703, In-Flight Thrust
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Determination and Uncertainty, (see A88-15226 04-05),
1986, November 1985, 88A15227.
The major aspects of processes that may be used for the
determination of in-flight thrust are reviewed. Basic
definitions are presented as well as analytical and ground-test
methods for gathering data and calculating the thrust of the
propulsion system during the flight development program of
the aircraft. Test analysis examples include a single-exhaust
turbofan, an intermediate-cowl turbofan, and a mixed-flow
afterburning turbofan.
*Pratt and Whitney, East Hartford, Connecticut.
**USAF Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
"tRoyal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough, England.
ttGeneral Dynamics Corporation, St. Louis, Missouri.
_:NASA Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
1441. B urcham, F. W., Jr.; Myers, L. P.; and Walsh, K. R.:
Flight Evaluation of a Digital Electronic Engine Control
in an F-15 Airplane. Journal of Aircraft, Vol. 22, December
1985, (see A84-12310), December 1985, pp. 1072-1078,
86A17784, #. (See also 1279, 1289.)
1442. Webb, L. D.: Mach Number and Flow-Field
Calibration at the Advanced Design Propeller Location
on the JetStar Airplane. NASA TM-84923, H-1222,
NAS 1.15:84923, December 1985, 86N16197, #.
Advanced design propellers on a JetStar aircraft were tested
at NASA Ames Research Center's Dryden Flight Research
Facility. A calibration of the flow field at the test location to
obtain local Mach number and flow direction was performed.
A pitot-static probe and flow direction vane installation was
installed and tested at Mach 0.3 to 0.8 and altitudes from 3000
m (10,000 ft) to 9100 m (30,000 ft). Local Mach number and
flow direction relationships were obtained and related to their
noseboom counterparts. Effects of varying angles of sideslip
to + or -3 deg. were investigated.
1443. Hughes, D. L.; Myers, L. P.; and Mackall, K. G.:
Effects of Inlet Distortion on a Static Pressure Probe
Mounted on the Engine Hub in an F-15 Airplane. NASA
TP-2411, H-1182, NAS 1.60:2411, 1985, 85N22394, #.
An inlet static pressure (PS2) probe was mounted on the hub
of an F100 engine in an F-15 airplane. Flight test results
showed that for low distortion conditions, the ratio of engine-
face total pressure to static pressure agreed well with previous
altitude facility data. Off-schedule operation of the inlet third
ramp angle caused increased distortion of the inlet airflow
during steady-state flight conditions. Data are shown for inlet
third ramp excursions leading to engine stall. The
relationships of inlet face total to static pressure ratio as a
function of several distortion descriptors are also described.
1444. Walsh, K. R.: Flow Field Survey Near the
Rotational Plane of an Advanced Design Propeller on a
JetStar Airplane NASA TM-86037, H-1226, NAS
1.15:86037, December 1985, 86N16196, #.
An investigation was conducted to obtain upper fuselage
surface static pressures and boundary layer velocity profiles
below the centerline of an advanced design propeller. This
investigation documents the upper fuselage velocity flow
field in support of the in-flight acoustic tests conducted on a
JetStar airplane. Initial results of the boundary layer survey
show evidence of an unusual flow disturbance, which is
attributed to the two windshield wiper assemblies on the
aircraft. The assemblies were removed, eliminating the
disturbances from the flow field. This report presents
boundary layer velocity profiles at altitudes of 6096 and 9144
m (20,000 and 30,000 ft) and Mach numbers from 0.6 to 0.8,
and it investigated the effects of windshield wiper assemblies
on these profiles. Because of the unconventional velocity
profiles that were obtained with the assemblies mounted,
classical boundary layer parameters, such as momentum and
displacement thicknesses, are not presented. The effects of
flight test variables (Mach number and angles of attack and
sideslip) and an advanced design propeller on boundary layer
profiles--with the wiper assemblies mounted and removed--
are presented.
1445. Ko, W. L.: Stress Concentration Around a Small
Circular Hole in the HiMAT Composite Plate. NASA
TM-86038, H-1235, NAS 1.15:86038, December 1985,
86N15350, #.
Anisotropic plate theory is used to calculate the anisotropic
stress concentration factors for a composite plate (AS/3501-5
graphite/epoxy composite, single ply or laminated)
containing a circular hole. This composite material is used on
the highly maneuverable aircraft technology (HiMAT)
vehicle. It is found that the anisotropic stress concentration
factor could be greater or less than 3 (the stress concentration
factor for isotropic materials), and that the locations of the
maximum tangential stress points could shift with the change
of fiber orientation with respect to the loading axis. The effect
of hole size on the stress concentration factor is examined
using the Point Stress Criterion and the Averaged Stress
Criterion. The predicted stress concentration factors based on
the two theories compared fairly well with the measured
values for the hole size 0.3175 cm (1/8 in). It is also found
that through the lamination process, the stress concentration
factor could be reduced drastically, indicating an
improvement in structural performance.
1446. *Alag, G. S.; and Duke, E. L.: Development of a
Flight Test Maneuver Autopilot for an F-15 Aircraft.
NASA TM-86799, H-1328, NAS 1.15:86799. Presented at
the IEEE Conference on Decision and Control, December 11,
1985, 86N14275, #.
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Anautopilotcanbeusedtoprovideprecisecontroltomeet
thedemandingrequirementsof flightresearchmaneuvers
with high-performanceaircraft.Thispaperpresentsthe
developmentof controlawsfor a flight testmaneuver
autopilotfor anF-15aircraft.A linearquadraticregulator
approachis usedto developthecontrolawswithinthe
contextofflighttestmaneuverrequirementsbytreatingthe
maneuverasafinitetimetrackingproblemwithregulationof
staterates.Resultsarepresentedtoshowtheeffectivenessof
thecontrollerin insuringacceptableaircraftperformance
duringamaneuver.
*WesternMichiganUniversity,Kalamazoo,Michigan.
1447. *Hall,RobertM. Capt.;andDelFrate,JohnH.:
Interactions Between Forebody and Wing Vortices.
AFWAL TM-85-252, 1985.
A water tunnel study examining the influence of fuselage
cross section on forebody-wing interactions was carried out
in the NASA Ames-Dryden water tunnel for a 55 degree,
cropped delta-wing model. The fuselage cross-sections
studied included two chines with included chine angles of
7.5 and 90.0 degrees. The third fuselage was circular.
Planview and sideview photographs showing the forebody
vortices interacting with the main wing vortices by means of
injected colored dye are presented for zero and non-zero
sideslip angles. It is found that the stronger the forebody
vortex, the more energy is imparted to the wing vortex system
and, as a consequence, the wing vortex system is more able to
resist bursting. In sideslip, however, the chine-shaped
configurations showed very large differences in burst
locations between the windward and leeward wing panels.
*USA.F, Wright Aeronautical Laboratory, Dayton, Ohio.
1986 Technical Publications
1448. Veatch, Donald W.; and Bogue, Rodney K.: Analog
Signal Conditioning for Flight-Test Instrumentation.
NASA RP-1159, H-1191, NAS 1.61:1159. Presented at the
AGARD Flight Mechanics Panel, Flight-test Techniques
Working Group, AGARDograph 160, Flight-Test
Instrumentation Series, January 1986, 87N29533, #. (See
also 1467.)
The application of analog signal conditioning to flight-tests
data acquisition systems is discussed. Emphasis is placed on
practical applications of signal conditioning for the most
common flight-test data-acquisition systems. A limited
amount of theoretical discussion is included to assist the
reader in a more complete understanding of the subject
matter. Nonspecific signal conditioning, such as
amplification, filtering, and multiplexing, is discussed. Signal
conditioning for various specific transducers and data
terminal devices is also discussed to illustrate signal
conditioning that is unique to particular types of transducers.
The purpose is to delineate for the reader the various signal-
conditioning technique options, together with tradeoff
considerations, for commonly encountered flight-test
situations.
1449. Berry, D. T.: A Flightpath Overshoot Flying
Qualities Metric for the Landing Task. NASA TM-86795,
H-1322, NAS 1.15:86795. Presented at the AIAA 24th
Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Reno, Nevada, January 1986,
86N14276, #. (See also 1450, 1539.)
An analysis was conducted of the attitude and flightpath
angle response of configurations used in the Total In-Flight
Simulator (TIFS) pitch-rate command systems program. The
results show poor correlation between pilot ratings and
attitude response and indicate that attitude was not a major
influence in the results. A strong correlation was found to
exist, however, between the amount of flightpath angle peak
overshoot and the pilot ratings. This correlation is similar to
the best correlations that have been obtained in recent closed-
loop and time-domain analyses, but has the advantage of
greatly simplified implementation and interpretation.
1450. Berry, D. T.: A Flightpath Overshoot Flying
Qualities Metric for the Landing Task. AIAA Paper
86-0334. Presented at the AIAA 24th Aerospace Sciences
Meeting, Reno, Nevada, January_ 6-9. 1986, 86A19820, #.
(See also 1449, 1539.)
An analysis was conducted of the attitude and flightpath
angle response of configurations used in the Total In-Flight
Simulator (TIFS) pitch-rate command systems program. The
results show poor correlation between pilot ratings and
attitude response and indicate that attitude was not a major
influence in the results. A strong correlation was found to
exist, however, between the amount of flightpath angle peak
overshoot and the pilot ratings. This correlation is similar to
the best correlations that have been obtained in recent closed-
loop and time-domain analyses but has the advantage of
greatly simplified implementation and interpretation.
1451. Cox, T. H.; and Gilyard, G. B.: Ground Vibration
Test Results for Drones for Aerodynamic and Structural
Testing (DAST)/Aeroelastic Research Wing (ARW-1R)
Aircraft. NASA TM-85906, H-1261, NAS 1.15:85906,
January_ 1986, 86N19312, #.
The drones for aerodynamic and structural testing (DAST)
project was designed to control flutter actively at high
subsonic speeds. Accurate knowledge of the structural model
was critical for the successful design of the control system. A
ground vibration test was conducted on the DAST vehicle to
determine the structural model characteristics. This report
presents and discusses the vibration and test equipment, the
test setup and procedures, and the antisymmetric and
symmetric mode shape results. The modal characteristics
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weresubsequentlyusedto updatethe structuralmodel
employedinthecontrollawdesignprocess.
1452. Deets, D. A.; Lock, W. P.; and *Megna, V. A.:
Flight Test of a Resident Backup Software System. NASA
TM-86807, H-1338, NAS 1.15:86807, January. 1986,
86N19325, #. (See also 1572.)
A new fault-tolerant system software concept employing the
primary digital computers as host for the backup software
portion has been implemented and flight tested in the F-8
digital fly- by-wire airplane. The system was implemented in
such a way that essentially no transients occurred in
transferring from primary to backup software. This was
accomplished without a significant increase in the
complexity of the backup software. The primary digital
system was frame synchronized, which provided several
advantages in implementing the resident backup software
system. Since the time of the flight tests, two other flight
vehicle programs have made a commitment to incorporate
resident backup software similar in nature to the system
described in this paper.
* Draper Laboratory, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
1453. *Disbrow, J. D.; Duke, E. L.; and Regenie, V. A.:
Development of a Knowledge Acquisition Tool for an
Expert System Flight Status Monitor. NASA TM-86802,
H-1332, NAS 1.15:86802, AIAA Paper 86-0240. Presented
at the AIAA 24th Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Rent,
Nevada, January_ 1986, 86N16944, #. (See also 1454.)
Two of the main issues in artificial intelligence today are
knowledge acquisition dion and knowledge representation.
The Dryden Flight Research Facility of NASA's Ames
Research Center is presently involved in the design and
implementation of an expert system flight status monitor that
will provide expertise and knowledge to aid the flight systems
engineer in monitoring today's advanced high-performance
aircraft. The flight status monitor can be divided into two
sections: the expert system itself and the knowledge
acquisition tool. The knowledge acquisition tool, the means it
uses to extract knowledge from the domain expert, and how
that knowledge is represented for computer use is discussed.
An actual aircraft system has been codified by this tool with
great success. Future real-time use of the expert system has
been facilitated by using the knowledge acquisition tool to
easily generate a logically consistent and complete
knowledge base.
* Systems Control Technology, Inc., Palo Alto, California.
1454. *Disbrow, J. D.; Duke, E. L.; and Regenie, V. A.:
Development of a Knowledge Acquisition Tool for an
Expert System Flight Status Monitor. AIAA Paper
86-0240. Presented at the AIAA 24th Aerospace Sciences
Meeting, Rent, Nevada, January_ 6-9, 1986, 86A19764, #.
(See also 1453.)
Two of the main issues in artificial intelligence today are
knowledge acquisition and knowledge representation. The
Dryden Flight Research Facility of NASA's Ames Research
Center is presently involved in the design and
implementation of an expert system flight status monitor that
will provide expertise and knowledge to aid the flight systems
engineer in monitoring today's advanced high-performance
aircraft. The flight status monitor can be divided into two
sections: the expert system itself and the knowledge
acquisition tool. This paper discusses the knowledge
acquisition tool, the means it uses to extract knowledge from
the domain expert, and how that knowledge is represented for
computer use. An actual aircraft system has been codified by
this tool with great success. Future real-time use of the expert
system has been facilitated by using the knowledge
acquisition tool to easily generate a logically consistent and
complete knowledge base.
*Systems Control Technology, Inc., Palo Alto, California.
1455. Gera, J.: Dynamics and Controls Flight Testing of
the X-29A Airplane. NASA TM-86803, H- 1333,
NAS 1.15:86803, AIAA Paper 86-0167. Presented at AIAA
24th Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Rent, Nevada, Jan____._u__u__u__ua_
1986, 86N19313, #. (See also 1456.)
A brief description of the flight control system of the X-29A
forward-swept-wing flight demonstrator is followed by a
discussion of the flight test techniques and procedures in the
area of flight dynamics and control. These techniques, which
evolved during the initial few months of flight testing, are
based on integrating flight testing with simulation and
analysis on a flight-by-flight basis. A limited amount of flight
test results in dynamic stability and handling qualities is also
presented.
1456. Gera, J.: Dynamics and Controls Flight Testing of
the X-29A Airplane. AIAA Paper 86-0167. Presented at the
IAA 24th Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Rent, Nevada,
January_ 6-9. 1986, 86A19728, #. (See also 1455.)
A brief description of the flight control system of the X-29A
forward-swept-wing flight demonstrator is followed by a
discussion of the flight test techniques and procedures in the
area of flight dynamics and control. These techniques, which
evolved during the initial few months of flight testing, are
based on integrating flight testing with simulation and
analysis on a flight-by-flight basis. A limited amount of flight
test results in dynamic stability and handling qualities is also
presented.
1457. Moore, A. L.: The Role of a Real-Time Flight
Support Facility in Flight Research Programs. NASA
TM-86805, H-1335, NAS 1.15:86805, AIAA Paper 86-0166.
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PresentedattheIAA 24thAerospaceSciencesMeeting,
Reno,Nevada,January 19_.6, 86N19330, #. (See also 1458.)
This paper presents some of the approaches taken by the
NASA Western Aeronautical Test Range (WATR) of Ames
Research Center to satisfy the ever-increasing real-time
requirements of research projects such as the F-14, F-15,
advanced fighter technology integration (AFTI) F-16,
YAV-8B, and the X-29A. The approaches include the areas
of data acquisition, communications (video and audio), real-
time processing and display, data communications, and
tracking.
1458. Moore, A. L.: The Role of a Real-Time Flight
Support Facility in Flight Research Programs. AIAA
Paper 86-0166. Presented at the AIAA 24th Aerospace
Sciences Meeting, Reno, Nevada, January_ 6-9, 1986,
86A19727, #. (See also 1457)
This paper presents some of the approaches taken by the
NASA Western Aeronautical Test Range (WATR) of Ames
Research Center to satisfy the ever-increasing real-time
requirements of research projects such as the F-14, F-15,
advanced fighter technology integration (AFTI) F-16,
YAV-8B, and the X-29A. The approaches include the areas
of data acquisition, communications (video and audio), real-
time processing and display, data communications, and
tracking.
1459. *Menon, P. K. A.; *Walker, R. A.; and Duke, E. L.:
Flight Test Maneuver Modeling and Control. IAA
Paper 86-0426. Presented at the AIAA 24th Aerospace
Sciences Meeting, Reno, Nevada, January 6--9, 1986,
86A19868, #. (See also 1694.)
The use of automated flight test schemes decrease the aircraft
flight testing time and pilot work load while enhancing the
data quality. Two major elements involved in developing
such an automated technique are maneuver modeling to
generate command histories from the maneuver
specifications and the synthesis of control systems to track
these command histories. This paper describes the maneuver
modeling for eight flight test trajectories. The control system
synthesis with Kosut's suboptimal minimum error excitation
linear quadratic regulator approach is presented. The closed-
loop simulation results are given.
*Integrated Systems, Inc., Palo Alto, California.
1460. Barber, R.: CID Fllght/Impact. NASA CP-2395
NASA Langley Research Center Full-Scale Transport
Controlled Impact Demonstration, (see N86-21933 12-39),
January 1986, pp. 17-28, 86N21935, #.
The planned versus the actual results of the controlled impact
demonstration of a transport aircraft are discussed. Remote
control systems, site selection, manned flight tests, and
wreckage distribution are discussed.
1461. Privoznik, C. M.; and Berry, D. T.: Comparison of
Pilot Effective Time Delay for Cockpit Controllers Used
on Space Shuttle and Conventional Aircraft. NASA
TM-86030, H-1222, NAS 1.15:86030, February_ 1986,
86N19324, #.
A study was conducted at the Dryden Flight Research Facility
of NASA Ames Research Center (Ames-Dryden) to compare
pilot effective time delay for the space shuttle rotational hand
controller with that for conventional stick controllers. The
space shuttle controller has three degrees of freedom and
nonlinear gearing. The conventional stick has two degrees of
freedom and linear gearing. Two spring constants were used,
allowing the conventional stick to be evaluated in both a light
and a heavy configuration. Pilot effective time delay was
obtained separately for pitch and roll through first-order,
closed-loop, compensatory tracking tasks. The tasks were
implemented through the space shuttle cockpit simulator and
a critical task tester device. A total of 900 data runs were
made using four test pilots and one nonpilot (engineer) for
two system delays in pitch and roll modes. Results showed
that the heavier conventional control stick had the lowest
pilot effective time delays. The light conventional control
stick had pilot effective time delays similar to those of the
shuttle controller. All configurations showed an increase in
pilot effective time delay with an increase in total system
delay.
1462. VanNorman, M.; and Mackall, D. A.: Development
Experience With a Simple Expert System Demonstrator
for Pilot Emergency Procedures. NASA TM-85919,
H-1272, NAS 1.15:85919, February 1986, 86N23603, #.
Expert system techniques, a major application area of
artificial intelligence (A1), are examined in the development
of pilot associate to handle aircraft emergency procedures.
The term pilot associate is used to describe research involving
expert systems that can assist the pilot in the cockpit. The
development of expert systems for the electrical system and
flight control system emergency procedures are discussed. A
simple, high-level expert system provides the means to
choose which knowledge domain is needed. The expert
systems were developed on a low-cost, FORTH-based
package, using a personal computer.
1463. Putnam, T. W.; Petersen, K. L.; Ishmael, S. D.; and
Sefic, W. J.: X-29 Flight--Acid Test for Design
Predictions. Aerospace America (ISSN 0740-722X),
Vol. 24, February. 1986, pp. 40--42, 86A31333, #.
The X-29 flight test data are being disseminated to interested
industrial and military users as fast as it becomes available,
The aircraft is extensively instrumented with accelerometers
and pressure sensors and optical sensors for measuring wing
deflection. The thoroughness of preflight preparations
permitted a rapid advance through initial test checkpoints,
which have both confirmed many predictions and revealed
several discrepancies. The flight envelope had been expanded
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toMach1.1andanaltitudeof40,000ftbyDecember1985.
Notably,theX-29hasprovidedin-flightdatawhichcouldnot
befaithfullydepictedina simulator,e.g.,flareprocedures
duringlanding,andhasshownthatthestabilityadjustments,
althoughadequateforcontrollingtheaircraft,arenotrapid
enoughtoofferasatisfactorymarginofharmony.Thetests
arenowbeingperformedin thetransonicregime,where
supercriticalirfoilandforwardsweptwingdragreduction
becomesignificantfactors.
1464. Sarrafian, S. K.: Simulator Evaluation of a
Remotely Piloted Vehicle Visual Landing Task. Journal of
Guidance, Control, and Dynamics, (ISSN 0731-5090),
Vol. 9, January-February_ 1986. pp. 80-84, 86A20238, #.
(See also 1351, 1352.)
1465. Quinn, R. D.; and Fields, R. A.: Comparison of
Measured and Calculated Temperatures for a Mach 8
Hypersonic Wing Test Structure. NASA TM-85918,
H-1271, A-85137, NAS 1.15:85918, March 1986,
86N22563, #.
Structural temperatures were measured on a hypersonic wing
test structure during a heating test that simulated a Mach 8
thermal environment. Measured data are compared to design
calculations and temperature predictions obtained from a
finite-difference thermal analysis.
1466. Arnold, R. J.; Epstein, C. S.; and Bogue, R. K.:
Store Separation Flight Testing. AGARD-AG-300-VOL-5,
ISBN-92-845-1523-4, AD-A171301, April 1986, 86N30727,
#.
This volume in the AGARD Flight Test Techniques Series
treats stores separation testing from the overall systems
standpoint. All aspects of testing are described from the time
of identification of a particular aircraft/store requirement
through all steps leading to the establishment of a satisfactory
employment envelope. Considerable emphasis is placed on
the planning and execution of the flight test phase of the
stores clearance program, including the definition of a basic
structure, and a set of procedures which will maximize the
safe and efficient execution of such a program.
1467. Veatch, D. W.; and Bogue, R.: Analogue Signal
Conditioning for Flight Test Instrumentation. AGARD-
AG-160-VOL-17, ISBN-92-835-1520-X, AD-A171303,
April 1986. 86N29816, #. (See also 1448.)
The application of analog signal conditioning to flight-test
data-acquisition systems is discussed. Emphasis is placed on
practical applications of signal conditioning for the most
common flight-test data-acquisition systems. A limited
amount of theoretical discussion is included to assist the
reader in a more complete understanding of the subject
matter. Nonspecific signal conditioning, such as
amplification, filtering, and multiplexing, is discussed. Signal
conditioning for various specific transducers and data
terminal devices is also discussed to illustrate signal
conditioning that is unique to particular types of transducers.
The purpose is to delineate for the reader the various signal-
conditioning technique options, together with tradeoff
considerations, for commonly encountered flight-test
situations.
1468. Burcham, F. W., Jr.; Trippensee, G. A.; Fisher, D.
F.; and Putnam, T. W.: Summary of Results of NASA F-15
Flight Research Program. NASA TM-86811, H-1341,
NAS 1.15:86811, AIAA Paper 86-9761. Presented at the
AIAA 3rd Flight Testing Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada,
April 2-4. 1986.86N26277, #. (See 1469.)
NASA conducted a multidisciplinary flight research program
on the F-15 airplane. The program began in 1976 when two
preproduction airplanes were obtained from the U.S. Air
Force. Major projects involved stability and control, handling
qualities, propulsion, aerodynamics, propulsion controls, and
integrated propulsion-flight controls. Several government
agencies and aerospace contractors were involved. In excess
of 330 flights were flown, and over 85 papers and reports
were published. This document describes the overall
program, the projects, and the key results. The F-15 was
demonstrated to be an excellent flight research vehicle,
producing high-quality results.
1469. Burcham, F. W., Jr.; Trippensee, G. A.; Fisher, D.
F.; and Putnam, T. W.: Summary of Results of NASA F-15
Flight Research Program. AIAA Paper 86-9761. Presented
at the AIAA, AHS, CASI, DGLR, IES, ISA, ITEA, SETP,
and SF'IE, 3rd Flight Testing Conference, Las Vegas,
Nevada, April 2--4, 1986, 86A37064, #. (See also 1468.)
NASA conducted a multidisciplinary flight research program
on the F-15 airplane. The program began in 1976 when two
preproduction airplanes were obtained from the U.S. Air
Force. Major projects involved stability and control, handling
qualities, propulsion, aerodynamics, propulsion controls, and
integrated propulsion-flight controls. Several government
agencies and aerospace contractors were involved. In excess
of 330 flights were flown, and over 85 papers and reports
were published. This document describes the overall
program, the projects, and the key results. The F-15 was
demonstrated to be an excellent flight research vehicle,
producing high-quality results.
1470. *Davis, R. E.; *Fischer, M. C.; Fisher, D. F.; and
Young, R.: Cloud Particle Effects on Laminar Flow in the
NASA LEFT ProgrammPreliminary Results. AIAA
Paper 86-9811. Presented at the AIAA, AHS, CASI, DGLR,
IES, ISA, ITEA, SETP, and SFTE, 3rd Flight Testing
Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada, April 2-4. 1986, 86A32138,
#.
Laminar flow offers the promise of significant fuel savings on
future commercial transport aircraft, but laminar flow can be
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lostwhileencounteringcloudsorhazeatcruiseconditions.
To quantifytheeffectof cloudparticlesonlaminarflow
duringtypicalairlineoperatingconditions,andevaluate
candidatecloudparticledetectioninstrumentconceptsfor
futurelaminarflow aircraft,twotypesof cloudparticle
detectorsarebeingflownaboardaNASAJetStaraircraftin
the LeadingEdgeFlight Test (LEFT)program.The
instrumentationis described,andpreliminaryresultsand
conclusionsarepresented.
*NASALangleyResearchCenter,Hampton,Virginia.
1471. Bosworth,J.T.;and*West,J.C.:Real-TimeOpen-
Loop Frequency Response Analysis of Flight Test Data.
AIAA Paper 86-9738. Presented at the AIAA, AHS, CASI,
DGLR, IES, ISA, ITEA, SETP, and SFTE, 3rd Flight Testing
Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada, April 2-4, 1986, 86A32084,
#.
A technique has been developed to compare the open-loop
frequency response of a flight test aircraft real time with
linear analysis predictions. The result is direct feedback to the
flight control systems engineer on the validity of predictions
and adds confidence for proceeding with envelope expansion.
Further, gain and phase margins can be tracked for trends in
a manner similar to the techniques used by structural
dynamics engineers in tracking structural modal damping.
*USAF Flight Test Center, Edwards AFB, California.
1472. *Cazier, F. W., Jr.; and Kehoe, M. W.: Flight Test
of a Decoupler Pylon for Wing/Store Flutter Suppression.
AIAA Paper 86-9730. Presented at the AIAA, AHS, CASI,
DGLR, IES, ISA, ITEA, SETP, and SFTE, 3rd Flight Testing
Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada, April 2-4. 1986. 86A32077,
#. (See also 1494.)
The decoupler pylon is a NASA concept of passive wing-
store flutter suppression achieved by providing a low store-
pylon pitch frequency. Flight tests where performed on an
F-16 airplane carrying on each wing an AIM-9J wingtip
missile, a GBU-8 bomb near midspan, and an external fuel
tank. Baseline flights with the GBU-8 mounted on a standard
pylon established that this configuration is characterized by
an antisymmetric limited amplitude flutter oscillation within
the operational envelope. The airplane was then flown with
the GBU-8 mounted on the decoupler pylon. The decoupler
pylon successfully suppressed wing-store flutter throughout
the flight envelope. A 37-percent increase in flutter velocity
over the standard pylon was demonstrated. Maneuvers with
load factors to 4g were performed. Although the static store
displacements during maneuvers were not sufficiently large
to be of concern, a store pitch alignment system was tested
and performed successfully. One GBU-8 was ejected
demonstrating that weapon separation from the decoupler
pylon is normal. Experience with the present decoupler pylon
design indicated that friction in the pivoting mechanism
could affect its proper functioning as a flutter suppressor.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
1473. Sefic, W. J.; and *Cutler, W.: X-29A Advanced
Technology Demonstrator Program Overview. AIAA
Paper 86-9727. Presented at the AIAA, AHS, CASI, DGLR,
IES, ISA, ITEA, SETP, and SFTE, 3rd Flight Testing
Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada, April 2-4, 1986, 86A32076,
#.
The present discussion of the X-29A forward-swept wing
experimental aircraft's functional flight program and concept
evaluation program gives attention to the program
management structure for a test team that encompasses
NASA, the U.S. Air Force, and the prime contractor for the
X-29A. The preflight, flight-functional, envelope-expansion
and flight research test objectives of the program are also
noted, together with the qualitative characterizations
obtained to date for both a limited envelope flight control
system and one for an expanded envelope.
*Grumman Corporation, Grumman Aircraft Systems Div.,
Bethpage, New York.
1474. *Cazier, F. W., Jr.; and Kehoe, M. W.: Ground
Vibration Test of an F-16 Airplane With Modified
Decoupler Pylons. NASA TM- 87634, L- 16065,
NAS 1.15:87634, April 1986, 86N24685, #.
The decoupler pylon is a passive wing/store flutter
suppression device. It was modified to reduce friction
following initial flight tests. A ground vibration test was
conducted on an F-16 aircraft loaded on each wing with a
one-half-full (center bay empty) 370-gallon fuel tank
mounted on a standard pylon, a GBU-8 store mounted on the
decoupler pylon, and an AIM-9J missile mounted on a
wingtip launcher. The test was conducted prior to flight tests
with the modified pylon to determine modal frequencies,
mode shapes, and structural damping coefficients. Data
presented include frequency response plots, mode shape
plots, and limited force-effect plots.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
1475. Duke, E. L.: Combining and Connecting Linear,
Multi-Input, Multi-Output Subsystem Models. NASA
TM-85912, H-1264, NAS 1.15:85912, April 1986,
86N25166, #.
The mathematical background for combining and connecting
linear, multi-input, multi-output subsystem models into an
overall system model is provided. Several examples of
subsystem configurations are examined in detail. A
description of a MATRIX (sub x) command file to aid in the
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processof combiningandconnectingthesesubsystem
modelsi contained.
1476. Walton, James T.; and Burcham, Frank W., Jr.:
Augmentor Performance of an F100 Engine Model
Derivative Engine in an F-15 Airplane. NASA TM-86745,
H-1309, NAS 1.15:86745, May 1986, 88N23805, #.
The transient performance of the F100 engine model
derivative (EMD) augmentor was evaluated in an F-15
airplane. The augmentor was a newly designed 16-segment
augmentor. It was tested with a segment-1 spray-ring with
90 deg fuel injection, and later with a modified segment-1
spray-ring with centerline fuel injection. With the 90 deg
injection, no-lights occurred at high altitudes with airspeeds
of 175 knots or less; however, the results were better than
when using the standard F100-PW-100 engine. With the
centerline fuel injection, all transients were successful to an
altitude of 15,500 meters and an airspeed of 150 knots: no
failures to light, blowouts, or stalls occurred. For a first flight
evaluation, the augmentor transient performance was
excellent.
1477. Sefic, W. J.; and Maxwell, C. M.: X-29A
Technology Demonstrator Flight Test Program
Overview. NASA TM-86809, H-1347, NAS 1.15:86809,
ISA-504. Presented at the ISA Aerospace Industries/Test
Measurement Symposium, Seattle, Washington, May 5-8,
1986, May 1986, 86N26328, #.
An overview of the X-29A functional flight program and
concept evaluation program is presented, including some of
the unique and different preparations for the first flight.
Included are a discussion of the many organizational
responsibilities and a description of the program management
structure for the test team. Also discussed are preflight
ground, flight functional envelope expansion, and flight
research test objectives and qualitative results to date for both
a limited-envelope flight control system and an expanded-
envelope system. The aircraft, including the instrumentation
system and measurements, is described. In addition, a
discussion is included regarding the use of major support
facilities, such as ground and flight simulators, the NASA
Western Aeronautical Test Range and mission control center,
and the Grumman automated telemetry station. An overview
of the associated real-time and postflight batch data
processing software approaches is presented. The use of
hardware-in-the-loop simulation for independent verification
and validation and mission planning and practice is
discussed. Also included is a description of the flight-
readiness review, the airworthiness and flight safety review,
work scheduling, technical briefings, and preflight and
postflight crew briefings. The configuration control process
used on the X-29A program is described, and its relationship
to both simulation and aircraft operations is discussed. An
X-29A schedule overview is presented with an outline of a
proposed follow-on program.
1478. Ko, W. L.; Shideler, J. L.; and Fields, R. A.:
Buckling Behavior of Rene 41 Tubular Panels for a
Hypersonic Aircraft Wing. NASA TM-86798, H-1327,
NAS 1.15:86798, AIAA Paper 86-0978. Presented at the
AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS 27th Structures, Structural
Dynamics and Materials Conference, San Antonio, Texas,
May 19-21, 1986, 86N26653, #. (See also 1479.)
The buckling characteristics of Rene 41 tubular panels for a
hypersonic aircraft wing were investigated. The panels were
repeatedly tested for buckling characteristics using a
hypersonic wing test structure and a universal tension/
compression testing machine. The nondestructive buckling
tests were carried out under different combined load
conditions and in different temperature environments. The
force/stiffness technique was used to determine the buckling
loads of the panel. In spite of some data scattering, resulting
from large extrapolations of the data fitting curve (because of
the termination of applied loads at relatively low percentages
of the buckling loads), the overall test data correlate fairly
well with theoretically predicted buckling interaction curves.
Also, the structural efficiency of the tubular panels was found
to be slightly higher than that of beaded panels.
1479. Ko, W. L.; Fields, R. A.; and *Shideler, J. L.:
Buckling Behavior of Rene 41 Tubular Panels for a
Hypersonic Aircraft Wing. AIAA Paper 86-0978.
Technical Papers, presented at the 27th Structures, Structural
Dynamics and Materials Conference, San Antonio, Texas,
May 19-21, 1986, Part 1, (see A86-38801 18-39), 1986,
pp. 517-544, 86A38857, #. (See als0 1478.)
The buckling characteristics of Rene 41 tubular panels for a
hypersonic aircraft wing were investigated. The panels were
repeatedly tested for buckling characteristics using a
hypersonic wing test structure and a universal tension/
compression testing machine. The nondestructive buckling
tests were carried out under different combined load
conditions and in different temperature environments. The
force/stiffness technique was used to determine the buckling
loads of the panels. In spite of some data scattering resulting
from large extrapolations of the data-fitting curve (because of
the termination of applied loads at relatively low percentages
of the buckling loads), the overall test data correlate fairly
well with theoretically predicted buckling interaction curves.
Also, the structural efficiency of the tubular panels was found
to be slightly higher than that of beaded panels.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
1480. Duke, E. L.; Regenie, V. A.; Brazee, M.; and
*Brumbaugh, R. W.: An Engineering Approach to the Use
of Expert Systems Technology in Avionics Applications.
NASA TM-88263, H-1364, NAS 1.15:88263. Presented at
the IEEE National Aerospace and Electronics Conference
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(NAECON),Dayton,Ohio,May19-23,1986,May 1986,
86N24687, #.
The concept of using a knowledge compiler to transform the
knowledge base and inference mechanism of an expert
system into a conventional program is presented. The need to
accommodate real-time systems requirements in applications
such as embedded avionics is outlined. Expert systems and a
brief comparison of expert systems and conventional
programs are reviewed. Avionics applications of expert
systems are discussed before the discussions of applying the
proposed concept to example systems using forward and
backward chaining.
*PRC Kentron, Edwards, California.
1481. Dana, W. H.; *Smith, W. B.; and **Howard, J. D.:
Pilot Vehicle Interface on the Advanced Fighter
Technology Integration F-16. NAECON ]986: Proceedings
of the National Aerospace and Electronics Conference,
Dayton, Ohio, May 19-23, 1986, Vol. 2, (see A87-16726
05-01), 1986, pp. 595-607, 87A16787.
This paper focuses on the work load aspects of the pilot
vehicle interface in regard to the new technologies tested
during AMAS Phase II. Subjects discussed in this paper
include: a wide field-of-view head-up display; automated
maneuvering attack system/sensor tracker system; master
modes that configure flight controls and mission avionics; a
modified helmet mounted sight; improved multifunction
display capability; a voice interactive command system; ride
qualities during automated weapon delivery; a color moving
map; an advanced digital map display; and a g-induced loss-
of-consciousness and spatial disorientation autorecovery
system.
*General Dynamics Corporation, Fort Worth, Texas.
**USAF Flight Test Center, Edwards AFB, California.
1482. Maine, Richard E.; and Iliff, Kenneth W.:
Application of Parameter Estimation to Aircraft Stability
and Control: The Output-Error Approach. NASA
RP- 1168, H- 1299, NAS 1.61:1168, June 1986, 87N29499, #.
The practical application of parameter estimation
methodology to the problem of estimating aircraft stability
and control derivatives from flight test data is examined. The
primary purpose of the document is to present a
comprehensive and unified picture of the entire parameter
estimation process and its integration into a flight test
program. The document concentrates on the output-error
method to provide a focus for detailed examination and to
allow us to give specific examples of situations that have
arisen. The document In:st derives the aircraft equations of
motion in a form suitable for application to estimation of
stability and control derivatives. It then discusses the issues
that arise in adapting the equations to the limitations of
analysis programs, using a specific program for an example.
The roles and issues relating to mass distribution data,
preflight predictions, maneuver design, flight scheduling,
instrumentation sensors, data acquisition systems, and data
processing are then addressed. Finally, the document
discusses evaluation and the use of the analysis results.
1483. *Alag, G. S.; Kempel, R. W.; and Pahle, J. W.:
Decoupling Control Synthesis for an Oblique-Wing
Aircraft. NASA TM-86801, H-1339, NAS 1.15:86801.
Presented at the American Control Conference, Seattle,
Washington, June 18-20, 1986, 86N26339, #. (See also
1484.)
Interest in oblique-wing aircraft has surfaced periodically
since the 1940's. This concept offers some substantial
aerodynamic performance advantages but also has significant
aerodynamic and inertial cross-coupling between the aircraft
longitudinal and lateral-directional axes. This paper presents
a technique for synthesizing a decoupling controller while
providing the desired stability augmentation. The proposed
synthesis procedure uses the concept of a real model-
following control system. Feedforward gains are selected on
the assumption that perfect model-following conditions are
satisfied. The feedback gains are obtained by using
eigensystem assignment, and the aircraft is stabilized by
using partial state feedback. The effectiveness of the control
laws developed in achieving the desired decoupling is
illustrated by application to linearized equations of motion of
an oblique-wing aircraft for a given flight condition.
*Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Michigan.
1484. *Alag, G. S.; Kempel, R. W.; and Pahle, J. W.:
Decoupling Control Synthesis for an Oblique-Wing
Aircraft. Proceedings, 1986 American Control Conference,
Seattle, Washington, June 18-20, 1986, Vol. 1, (see
A87-13301 03-63), N86-26339, 1986, pp. 472--480,
87A13342. (See also 1483.)
Interest in oblique-wing aircraft has surfaced periodically
since the 1940's. This concept offers some substantial
aerodynamic performance advantages but also has significant
aerodynamic and inertial cross-coupling between the aircraft
longitudinal and lateral-directional axes. This paper presents
a technique for synthesizing a decoupling controller while
providing the desired stability augmentation. The proposed
synthesis procedure uses the concept of a real model-
following control system. Feedforward gains are selected on
the assumption that perfect model-following conditions are
satisfied. The feedback gains are obtained by using
eigensystem assignment, and the aircraft is stabilized by
using partial state feedback. The effectiveness of the control
laws developed in achieving the desired decoupling is
illustrated by application to linearized equations of motion of
an oblique-wing aircraft for a given flight condition.
*Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Michigan.
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1485. Burken,J. J.; *Alag, G. S.; and Gilyard, G. B.:
Aeroelastic Control of Oblique-Wing Aircraft. NASA
TM-86808, H-1346, NAS 1.15:86808. Presented at the 5th
American Control Conference, Seattle, Washington,
June 18-20, 1986, June 1986, 86N26340, #. (See also 1486.)
The U.S. Navy and NASA are currently involved in the
design and development of an unsymmetric-skew-wing
aircraft capable of 65 deg wing sweep and flight at Mach 1.6.
A generic skew-wing aircraft model was developed for
45 deg wing skew at a flight condition of Mach 0.70 and
3048 m altitude. At this flight condition the aircraft has a
wing flutter mode. An active implementable control law was
developed using the linear quadratic Gaussian design
technique. A method of modal residualization was used to
reduce the order of the controller used for flutter suppression.
* Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Michigan.
1486. Burken, J. J.; Gilyard, G. B.; and *Alag, G. S.:
Aeroelastic Control of Oblique-Wing Aircraft.
Proceedings, 5th American Control Conference, Seattle,
Washington, June 18-20. 1986. Vol. 1, (see A87-13301
03-63), pp. 463--471, 87A13341, #. (See also 1485.)
The U.S. Navy and NASA are currently involved in the
design and development of an unsymmetric-skew-wing
aircraft capable of 65 deg wing sweep and flight at Mach 1.6.
A generic skew-wing aircraft model was developed for
45 deg wing skew at a flight condition of Mach 0.70 and
3048 m altitude. At this flight condition the aircraft has a
wing flutter mode. An active implementable control law was
developed using the linear quadratic Gaussian design
technique. A method of modal residualization was used to
reduce the order of the controller used for flutter suppression.
*Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Michigan.
1487. Deets, Dwain A.; DeAngelis, V. Michael; and Lux,
David P.: HiMAT Flight Program: Test Results and
Program Assessment Overview. NASA TM-86725,
H-1283, NAS 1.15:86725, June 1986. 88N10026, #.
The Highly Maneuverable Aircraft Technology (HiMAT)
program consisted of design, fabrication of two subscale
remotely piloted research vehicles (RPRVs), and flight test.
This technical memorandum describes the vehicles and test
approach. An overview of the flight test results and
comparisons with the design predictions are presented. These
comparisons are made on a single-discipline basis, so that
aerodynamics, structures, flight controls, and propulsion
controls are examined one by one. The interactions between
the disciplines are then examined, with the conclusions that
the integration of the various technologies contributed to total
vehicle performance gains. An assessment is made of the
subscale RPRV approach from the standpoint of research
data quality and quantity, unmanned effects as compared with
manned vehicles, complexity, and cost. It is concluded that
the RPRV technique, as adopted in this program, resulted in
a more complex and costly vehicle than expected but is
reasonable when compared with alternate ways of obtaining
comparable results.
1488. Ray, R. J.; and Myers, L. P.: Test and Evaluation
of the HIDEC Engine Uptrim Algorithm. NASA
TM-88262, H-1363, NAS 1.15:88262. Presented at
the AIAA, ASME, SAE, and ASEE 22nd Joint Propulsion
Conference, Huntsville, Alabama, June 16-18, 1986,
1986, 86N28088, #. (See also 1489.)
The highly integrated digital electronic control (HIDEC)
program will demonstrate and evaluate the improvements in
performance and mission effectiveness that result from
integrated engine-airframe control systems. Performance
improvements will result from an adaptive engine stall
margin mode, a highly integrated mode that uses the airplane
flight conditions and the resulting inlet distortion to
continuously compute engine stall margin. When there is
excessive stall margin, the engine is uptrimmed for more
thrust by increasing engine pressure ratio (EPR). The EPR
uptrim logic has been evaluated and implemented into
computer simulations. Thrust improvements over 10 percent
are predicted for subsonic flight conditions. The EPR uptrim
was successfully demonstrated during engine ground tests.
Test results verify model predictions at the conditions tested.
1489. Ray, R. J.; and Myers, L. P.: Test and Evaluation
of the HIDEC Engine Uptrim Algorithm. AIAA
Paper 86-1676. Presented at the AIAA, ASME, SAIE, and
ASEE, 22nd Joint Propulsion Conference, Huntsville,
Alabama, June 16--18. 1986, 86A42787, #. (See also 1488.)
The highly integrated digital electronic control (HIDEC)
program will demonstrate and evaluate the improvements in
performance and mission effectiveness that result from
integrated engine-airframe control systems. Performance
improvements will result from an adaptive engine stall
margin mode, a highly integrated mode that uses the airplane
flight conditions and the resulting inlet distortion to
continuously compute engine stall margin. When there is
excessive stall margin, the engine is uptrimmed for more
thrust by increasing engine pressure ratio (EPR). The EPR
uptrim logic has been evaluated and implement into computer
simulations. Thrust improvements over 10 percent are
predicted for subsonic flight conditions. The EPR uptrim was
successfully demonstrated during engine ground tests. Test
results verify model predictions at the conditions tested.
1490. *Emery, A. F.; *Abrous, A.; and Hedgley, D. R., Jr.:
Specular and Direct Radiative Loads on Space Structure.
AIAA Paper 86-1355. Presented at the AIAA and ASME 4th
Joint Thermophysics and Heat Transfer Conference, Boston,
Massachusetts, June 2--4, 1986, 86A49599, #.
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Theuseof specialmodelsfortrusses,andof fastgraphical
computationaltechniques,arediscussedto reducethe
computationtimes of intersurface radiation loads and
specularly reflected radiation. The conditions under which
the One-Dimensional approximation can be used, and the
computation of the obstructed view factors for arbitrary
surfaces, including the One-Dimensional surface, are
considered using both contour and double area integration.
The Adaptive Ray Tracing method is found to be very fast for
surface configurations and obstruction densities typical of
space structures, and it is shown to be best suited to views of
J from I which are relatively simple and cover only a few
subareas of S.
*University of Washington, Seattle, Washington.
1491. *Landy, R. J.; *Yonke, W. A.; and Stewart, J. F.:
Development of HiDEC Adaptive Engine Control
Systems. ASME Paper 86-GT-252. Presented _t the ASME
31st International Gas Turbine Conference and Exhibit,
Duesseldorf, West Germany, June 8-12, 1986, 86A48278, #.
The purpose of NASA's Highly Integrated Digital Electronic
Control (HIDEC) flight research program is the development
of integrated flight propulsion control modes, and the
evaluation of their benefits aboard an F-15 test aircraft.
HIDEC program phases are discussed, with attention to the
Adaptive Engine Control System (ADECS I); this involves
the upgrading of PW1128 engines for operation at higher
engine pressure ratios and the production of greater thrust.
ADECS II will involve the development of a constant thrust
mode which will significantly reduce turbine operating
temperatures.
*McDonnell Aircraft Co., St. Louis, Missouri.
1492. Regenie, Victoria A.; Chacon, Claude V.; and Lock,
Wilton P.: Experience With Synchronous and
Asynchronous Digital Control Systems. AIAA
Paper 86-2239. Presented at the AIAA Guidance,
Navigation, and Control Conference, Williamsburg,
Virginia, August 18-20, 1986, (see N86-29866), June 1986,
87A40274, #. (See also 1510.)
Flight control systems have undergone a revolution since the
days of simple mechanical linkages; presently the most
advanced systems are full-authority, full-time digital systems
controlling unstable aircraft. With the use of advanced
control systems, the aerodynamic design can incorporate
features that allow greater performance and fuel savings, as
can be seen on the new Airbus design and advanced tactical
fighter concepts. These advanced aircraft will be and are
relying on the flight control system to provide the stability
and handling qualities required for safe flight and to allow the
pilot to control the aircraft. Various design philosophies have
been proposed and followed to investigate system
architectures for these advanced flight control systems. One
major area of discussion is whether a multichannel digital
control system should be synchronous or asynchronous. This
paper addressed the flight experience at the Dryden Flight
Research Facility of NASA's Ames Research Center with
both synchronous and asynchronous digital flight control
systems. Four different flight control systems are evaluated
against criteria such as software reliability, cost increases,
and schedule delays.
1493. Del Frate, J. H.: Water Tunnel Results of Leading-
Edge Vortex Flap Tests on a Delta Wing Vehicle. NASA
CP-2416. NASA Langley Research Center Vortex Flow
Aerodynamics, Vol. 1, (see N86-27190 18-02), July 1986,
pp. 379-389, 86N27208, #.
A water tunnel flow visualization test on leading edge vortex
flaps was conducted at the flow visualization facility of the
NASA Ames Research Center's Dryden Flight Research
Facility. The purpose of the test was to visually examine the
vortex structures caused by various leading edge vortex flaps
on the delta wing of an F-106 model. The vortex flaps tested
were designed analytically and empirically at the NASA
Langley Research Center. The three flap designs were
designated as full-span gothic flap, full-span untapered flap,
and part-span flap. The test was conducted at a Reynolds
number of 76,000/m (25,000/ft). This low Reynolds number
was used because of the 0.076-m/s (0.25-ft/s) test section
flow speed necessary for high quality flow visualization.
However, this low Reynolds number may have influenced the
results. Of the three vortex flaps tested, the part-span flap
produced what appeared to be the strongest vortex structure
over the flap area. The full-span gothic flap provided the next
best performance.
1494. Cazier, F. W., Jr.; and Kehoe, M. W.: Flight Test of
a Decoupler Pylon for Wing/Store Flutter Suppression.
NASA TM-87767, NAS 1.15:87767. Presented at the AIAA
Third Flight Testing Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada,
April 2-4, 1986, July 1986, 86N29814, #. (See also 1472.)
The decoupler pylon is a NASA concept of passive wing-
store flutter suppression achieved by providing a low store-
pylon pitch frequency. Flight tests were performed on an
F-16 aircraft carrying on each wing an AIM-9J wingtip
missile, a GBU-8 bomb near midspan, and an external fuel
tank. Baseline flights with the GBU-8 mounted on a standard
pylon established that this configuration is characterized by
an antisymmetric limited amplitude flutter oscillation within
the operational envelope. The airplane was then flown with
the GBU-8 mounted on the decoupler pylon. The decoupler
pylon successfully suppressed wing-store flutter throughout
the flight envelope. A 37-percent increase in flutter velocity
over the standard pylon was demonstrated. Maneuvers wizh
load factors to 4g were performed. Although the static store
displacements during maneuvers were not sufficiently large
to be of concern, a store pitch alignment system was tested
and performed successfully. One GBU-8 was ejected
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demonstratingthatweaponseparationfromthedecoupler
pylonisnormal.Experiencewiththepresentdecouplerpylon
designindicatedthatfrictionin thepivotingmechanism
couldaffectitsproperfunctioningasafluttersuppressor.
1495. Maine,R. E.; and Murray, J. E.: Application of
Parameter Estimation to Highly Unstable Aircraft.
NASA TM-88266, H-1365, NAS 1.15:88266, AIAA
Paper 86-2020-CP. Presented at the AIAA Atmospheric
Flight Mechanics Conference, Williamsburg, Virginia,
August 18-20. 1986, 86N28078, #. (See also 1496, 1651.)
The application of parameter estimation to highly unstable
aircraft is discussed. Included are a discussion of the
problems in applying the output error method to such aircraft
and demonstrates that the filter error method eliminates these
problems. The paper shows that the maximum likelihood
estimator with no process noise does not reduce to the output
error method when the system is unstable. It also proposes
and demonstrates an ad hoc method that is similar in form to
the filter error method, but applicable to nonlinear problems.
Flight data from the X-29 forward-swept-wing demonstrator
is used to illustrate the problems and methods discussed.
1496. Maine, R. E.; and Murray, J. E.: Application of
Parameter Estimation to Highly Unstable Aircraft. AIAA
Paper 86-2020. Technical Papers, presented at the
Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference, Williamsburg,
Virginia, August 18-20, 1986, (see A86-47651 23-08), 1986,
pp. 25-36, 86A47655, #. (See also 1495, 1651.)
This paper discusses the application of parameter estimation
to highly unstable aircraft. It includes a discussion of the
problems in applying the output error method to such aircraft
and demonstrates that the filter error method eliminates these
problems. The paper shows that the maximum likelihood
estimator with no process noise does not reduce to the output
error method when the system is unstable. It also proposes
and demonstrates an ad hoc method that is similar in form to
the filter error method, but applicable to nonlinear problems.
Flight data from the X-29 forward-swept-wing demonstrator
is used to illustrate the problems and methods discussed.
1497. Kehoe, M. W.: Modified U.S. Army U-8F
Ground Vibration Test. NASA TM-86741, H-1297,
NAS 1.15:86741, August 1986, 86N30723, #.
The Dryden Flight Research Facility of NASA Ames
Research Center conducted a ground vibration test on a
modified U.S. Army U-8F airplane. Modifications included
new engines, propellers, and engine-mounted truss
assemblies. The ground vibration test was conducted using
sine dwell, single-point random, and impact excitations. The
test was performed to determine modal frequencies, mode
shapes, and structural damping coefficients of the airframe
and propeller with full and empty fuel tanks. The data
presented include frequency response plots, rigid-body and
structural modal frequencies, and mode shapes.
1498. Anderson, K. F.; Wrin, J. W.; and *James, R.:
A Radar Data Processing and Enhancement System.
NASA TM-88274, H-1377, NAS 1.15:88274. Presented at
the IRIG Electronic Trajectory Measurements Group
Meeting, E1 Paso, Texas, August 6, 1986, 86N29884, #.
This report describes the space position data processing
system of the NASA Western Aeronautical Test Range. The
system is installed at the Dryden Flight Research Facility of
NASA Ames Research Center. This operational radar data
system (RADATS) provides simultaneous data processing
for multiple data inputs and tracking and antenna pointing
outputs while performing real-time monitoring, control, and
data enhancement functions. Experience in support of the
space shuttle and aeronautical flight research missions is
described, as well as the automated calibration and
configuration functions of the system.
*GMD Systems, Lancaster, California.
1499. *Alag, G. S.; Burken, J. J.; and Gilyard, G. B.:
Eigensystem Synthesis for Active Flutter Suppression on
an Oblique-Wing Aircraft NASA TM-88275, H-1359,
NAS 1.15:88275, AIAA Paper 86-2243-CP. Presented at the
AIAA Guidance, Navigation and Control Conference,
Williamsburg, Virginia, August 18-20, 1986, 1986,
86N29868, #. (See also 1500, 1602.)
The application of the eigensystem synthesis technique to
place the been practical for active flutter suppression,
primarily because of the availability of only one control
surface (aileron) for flutter suppression. The oblique-wing
aircraft, because of its configuration, provides two
independent surfaces (left and right ailerons), making the
application of eigensystem synthesis practical. This paper
presents the application of eigensystem synthesis using
output feedback for the design of an active flutter suppression
system for an oblique-wing aircraft. The results obtained are
compared with those obtained by linear quadratic Gaussian
techniques.
*Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Michigan.
1500. *Alag, G. S.; Burken, J. J.; and Gilyard, G. B.:
Eigensystem Synthesis for Active Flutter Suppression on
an Oblique-Wing Aircraft. AIAA Paper 86-2243.
Technical Papers, presented at the Guidance, Navigation and
Control Conference, Williamsburg, Virginia, August 18-20.
1986, (see A86-47401 23-63), pp. 812-817, 86A47491, #.
(See also 1499, 1602.)
The application of the eigensystem synthesis technique to
place the closed-loop eigenvalues and shape the closed-loop
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eigenvectorshas not beenpracticalfor activeflutter
suppression,primarilybecauseoftheavailabilityofonlyone
controlsurface(aileron)forfluttersuppression.Theoblique-
wingaircraft,becauseof its configuration,providestwo
independentsurfaces(leftandrightailerons),makingthe
applicationof eigensystemsynthesispractical.Thispaper
presentsthe applicationof eigensystemsynthesisusing
outputfeedbackforthedesignofanactivefluttersuppression
systemforanoblique-wingaircraft.Theresultsobtainedare
comparedwiththoseobtainedbylinearquadraticGaussian
techniques.
*WesternMichiganUniversity,Kalamazoo,Michigan.
1501. *Alag,G.S.;Kempel,R.W.;Pahle,J.W.;Bresina,
J. J.;andBartoli,F.: Model-FollowlngControlfor an
Oblique-WingAircraft. NASA TM-88269,H-1362,
NAS1.15:88269,AIAAPaper86-2244CP.resentedatthe
AlAAConferenceonGuidanceandControl,Williamsburg,
Virginia,August18--20,1986,August 1986. 86N29867, #.
(See also 1502.)
A variable-skew oblique wing offers a substantial
aerodynamic performance advantage for aircraft missions
that require both high efficiency in subsonic flight and
supersonic dash or cruise. The most obvious characteristic of
the oblique-wing concept is the asymmetry associated with
wing-skew angle which results in significant aerodynamic
and inertial cross-coupling between the aircraft longitudinal
and lateral-directional axes. A technique for synthesizing a
decoupling controller while providing the desired stability
augmentation. The proposed synthesis procedure uses the
concopt of explicit model following. Linear quadratic
optimization techniques are used to design the linear
feedback system. The effectiveness of the control laws
developed in achieving the desired decoupling is illustrated
for a given flight condition by application to linearized
equations of motion, and also to the nonlinear equations of six
degrees of freedom of motion with nonlinear aerodynamic
data.
*Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Michigan.
1502. *Alag, G. S.; Kempel, R. W.; Pahle, J. W.; Bresina,
J. J.; and Bartoli, F.: Model-Following Control for an
Oblique-Wing Aircraft. AIAA Paper 86-2244. Technical
Papers, presented at the Guidance, Navigation and Control
Conference, Williamsburg, Virginia, August 18-20. 1986,
(see A86-47401 23-63), pp. 818-827, 86A47492, #. (See also
1501.)
A variable-skew oblique wing offers a substantial
aerodynamic performance advantage for aircraft missions
that require both high efficiency in subsonic flight and
supersonic dash or cruise. The most obvious characteristic of
the oblique-wing concept is the asymmetry associated with
wing-skew angle which results in significant aerodynamic
and inertial cross-coupling between the aircraft longitudinal
and lateral-directional axes. This paper presents a technique
for synthesizing a decoupling controller while providing the
desired stability augmentation. The proposed synthesis
procedure uses the concept of explicit model following.
Linear quadratic optimization techniques are used to design
the linear feedback system. The effectiveness of the control
laws developed in achieving the desired decoupling is
illustrated for a given flight condition by application to
linearized equations of motion, and also to the nonlinear
equations of six degrees of freedom of motion with nonlinear
aerodynamic data.
*Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Michigan.
1503. Smith, R. E.; and Sarrafian, S. K.: Effect of Time
Delay on Flying Qualifies: An Update. NASA TM-88264,
H-1351, NAS 1.15:88264. Proposed for presentation at the
AIAA Guidance, Navigation and Control Conference,
Williamsburg, Virginia, August 18-20, 1986, August 1986.
86N28092, #. (See also 1504, 1526.)
Flying qualities problems of modern, full-authority electronic
flight control systems are most often related to the
introduction of additional time delay in aircraft response to a
pilot input. These delays can have a significant effect on the
flying qualities of the aircraft. Time delay effects are
reexamined in light of recent flight test experience with
aircraft incorporating new technology. Data from the X-29A
forward-swept-wing demonstrator, a related preliminary in-
flight experiment, and other flight observations are presented.
These data suggest that the present MIL-F-8785C allowable-
control system time delay specifications are inadequate or, at
least, incomplete. Allowable time delay appears to be a
function of the shape of the aircraft response following the
initial delay. The cockpit feel system is discussed as a
dynamic element in the flight control system. Data presented
indicate that the time delay associated with a significant low-
frequency feel system does not result in the predicted
degradation in aircraft flying qualities. The impact of the feel
system is discussed from two viewpoints: as a filter in the
control system which can alter the initial response shape and,
therefore, the allowable time delay, and as a unique dynamic
element whose delay contribution can potentially be
discounted by special pilot loop closures.
1504. Smith, R. E.; and Sarrafian, S. K.: Effect of Time
Delay on Flying Qualities---An Update. AIAA
Paper 86-2202. Technical Papers, presented at the Guidance,
Navigation and Control Conference, Williamsburg, Virginia,
August 18-20. 1986, (see A86-47401 23-63), pp. 711-720,
86A47482, #. (See also 1503, 1526.)
Hying qualities problems of modern, full-authority electronic
flight control systems are most often related to the
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introductionofadditionaltimedelayinaircraftresponsetoa
pilotinput.Thesedelayscanhaveasignificanteffectonthe
flyingqualitiesof theaircraft.Thispapereexaminestime
delayeffectsin lightof recentflighttestexperiencewith
aircraftincorporatingewtechnology.DatafromtheX-29A
forward-swept-wingdemonstrator,a elatedpreliminaryin-
flightexperiment,andotherflightobservationsarepresented.
ThesedatasuggestthathepresentMIL-F-8785Callowable-
controlsystemtimedelayspecificationsareinadequateor,at
least,incomplete.Allowabletimedelayappearsto bea
functionoftheshapeoftheaircraftresponsefollowingthe
initial delay.Thecockpitfeelsystemis discussedasa
dynamicelementintheflightcontrolsystem.Datapresented
indicatethathetimedelayassociatedwithasignificantlow-
frequencyfeel systemdoesnot resultin thepredicted
degradationinaircraftlyingqualities.Theimpactofthefeel
systemis discussedfromtwoviewpoints:asa filterin the
controlsystemwhichcanaltertheinitialresponsehapeand,
therefore,theallowabletimedelay,andasauniquedynamic
elementwhosedelaycontributioncan potentiallybe
discountedbyspecialpilotloopclosures.
1505. Cazier, F. W., Jr.; and Kehoe, M. W.: Flight Test of
Passive Wing/Store Flutter Suppression. NASA
TM-87766, NAS 1.15:87766. Presented at the 1986 Aircraft/
Stores Compatibility Symposium, Wright-Patterson AFB,
Ohio, April 8-10, 1986, August 1986, 86N31568, #.
Flight tests were performed on an F-16 airplane carrying on
each wing an AIM-9J wingtip missile, a GBU-8 bomb near
midspan, and an external fuel tank. Baseline flights with the
GBU-8 mounted on a standard pylon established that this
configuration is characterized by an antisymmetric limited
amplitude flutter oscillation within the operational envelope.
The airplane was then flown with GBU-8 mounted on the
decoupler pylon. The decoupler pylon is a NASA concept of
passive wing-store flutter suppression achieved by providing
a low store-pylon pitch frequency. The decoupler pylon
successfully suppressed wing-store flutter throughout the
flight envelope. A 37 percent increase in flutter velocity over
the standard pylon was demonstrated. Maneuvers with load
factors to 4g were performed. Although the static store
displacements during maneuvers were not sufficiently large
to be of concern, a store pitch alignment system was tested
and performed successfully. One GBU-8 was ejected
demonstrating that weapon separation from the decoupler
pylon is normal.
1506. Powers, B. G.; and Sarrafian, S. K.: Simulation
Studies of Alternate Longitudinal Control Systems for the
Space Shuttle Orbiter in the Landing Regime. NASA
TM-86815, H-1356, NAS 1.15:86815. Presented at the
AIAA Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference,
Williamsburg, Virginia, August 18-20, 1986, 1986,
86N28091, #. (See also 1507.)
Simulations of the space shuttle orbiter in the landing task
were conducted by the NASA Ames-Dryden Flight Research
Facility using the Ames Research Center vertical motion
simulator (VMS) and the total in-flight simulator (TIFS)
variable-stability aircraft. Several new control systems
designed to improve the orbiter longitudinal response
characteristics were investigated. These systems improved
the flightpath response by increasing the amount of pitch-rate
overshoot. Reduction in the overall time delay was also
investigated. During these evaluations, different preferences
were noted for the baseline or the new systems depending on
the pilot background. The trained astronauts were quite
proficient with the baseline system and found the new
systems to be less desirable than the baseline. On the other
hand, the pilots without extensive flight training with the
orbiter had a strong preference for the new systems. This
paper presents the results of the VMS and TIFS simulations.
A hypothesis is presented regarding the control strategies of
the two pilot groups and how this influenced their control
systems preferences. Interpretations of these control
strategies are made in terms of open-loop aircraft response
characteristics as well as pilot-vehicle closed-loop
characteristics.
1507. Powers, B. G.; and Sarrafian, S. K.: Simulation
Studies of Alternate Longitudinal Control Systems for the
Space Shuttle Orbiter in the Landing Regime. AIAA
Paper 86-2127. Technical Papers, presented at the
Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference, Williamsburg,
Virginia, August 18-20, 1986, (see A86-47651 23-08),
pp. 182-192, 86A47673, #. (See also 1506.)
Simulations of the Space Shuttle Orbiter in the landing task
were conducted by the NASA Ames-Dryden Flight Research
Facility using the Ames Research center vertical motion
simulation (VMS) and the total in-flight simulator (TIFS)
variable-stability aircraft. Several new control systems
designed to improve the orbiter longitudinal response
characteristics were investigated. These systems improved
the flightpath response by increasing the amount of pitch-rate
overshoot. Reduction in the overall time delay was also
investigated. During these evaluations, different preferences
were noted for the baseline or the new systems depending on
the pilot background. The trained astronauts were quite
proficient with the baseline system and found the new
systems to be less desirable than the baseline. On the other
hand, the pilots without extensive flight training with the
Orbiter had a strong preference for the new systems. This
paper presents the results of the VMS and TIFS simulations.
A hypothesis is presented regarding the control strategies of
the two pilot groups and how this influenced their control
system preferences. Interpretations of these control strategies
are made in terms of open-loop aircraft response
characteristics as well as pilot-vehicle closed-loop
characteristics.
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1508. Berry,D.T.;andSarrafian,S.K.:Validation of a
New Flying Quality Criterion for the Landing Task.
NASA TM-88261, H-1357, NAS 1.15:88261, AIAA
Paper 86-2126-CP. Presented at the AIAA Atmospheric
Flight Mechanics Conference, Williamsburg, Virginia,
August 18-20, 1986, 1986, 86N26341, #. (See also 1509.)
A strong correlation has been found to exist between flight
path angle peak overshoot and pilot ratings for the landing
task. The use of flightpath overshoot as a flying quality metric
for landing is validated by correlation with four different in-
flight simulation programs and a ground simulation study.
Configurations tested were primarily medium-weight generic
transports. As a result of good correlation with this extensive
data base, criterion boundaries are proposed for landing based
on the flight path peak overshoot metric.
1509. Berry, D. T.; and Sarrafian, S. K.: Validation of a
New Flying Quality Criterion for the Landing Task.
AIAA Paper 86-2126. Technical Papers, presented at the
Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference, Williamsburg,
Virginia, August 18-20, 1986, (see A86-47651 23-08),
pp. 175-181, 86A47672, #. (See also 1508.)
A strong correlation has been found to exist between flight
path angle peak overshoot and pilot ratings for the landing
task. The use of flight path overshoot as a flying quality
metric for landing is validated by correlation with four
different in-flight simulation programs and a ground
simulation study. Configurations tested were primarily
medium-weight generic transports. As a result of good
correlation with this extensive data base, criterion boundaries
are proposed for landing based on the flight path peak
overshoot metric.
1510. Regenie, V. A.; Chacon, C. V.; and Lock, W. P.:
Experience With Synchronous and Asynchronous Digital
Control Systems. NASA TM-88271, H-1372,
NAS 1.15:88271, AIAA Paper 86-2239-CP. Presented at the
AIAA Guidance, Navigation and Control Conference,
Williamsburg, Virginia, August 18-20, 1986, 86N29866, #.
(See also 1492.)
Flight control systems have undergone a revolution since the
days of simple mechanical linkages; presently the most
advanced systems are full-authority, full-time digital systems
controlling unstable aircraft. With the use of advanced
control systems, the aerodynamic design can incorporate
features that allow greater performance and fuel savings, as
can be seen on the new Airbus design and advanced tactical
fighter concepts. These advanced aircraft will be and are
relying on the flight control system to provide the stability
and handling qualities required for safe flight and to allow the
pilot to control the aircraft. Various design philosophies have
been proposed and followed to investigate system
architectures for these advanced flight control systems. One
major area of discussion is whether a multichannel digital
control system should be synchronous or asynchronous. This
paper addressed the flight experience at the Dryden Flight
Research Facility of NASA's Ames Research Center with
both synchronous and asynchronous digital flight control
systems. Four different flight control systems are evaluated
against criteria such as software reliability, cost increases,
and schedule delays.
1511. Larson, R. R.: Flight Control System
Development and Flight Test Experience With the F-111
Mission Adaptive Wing Aircraft. NASA TM-88265,
H-1366, NAS 1.15:88265, AIAA Paper 86-2237-CP.
Presented at the AIAA Guidance, Navigation, and Control
Conference, Williamsburg, Virginia, August 18-20, 1986,
1986, 86N29813, #. (See also 1512.)
The wing on the NASA F-111 transonic aircraft technology
airplane was modified to provide flexible leading and trailing
edge flaps. This wing is known as the mission adaptive wing
(MAW) because aerodynamic efficiency can be maintained
at all speeds. Unlike a conventional wing, the MAW has no
spoilers, external flap hinges, or fairings to break the smooth
contour. The leading edge flaps and three-segment trailing
edge flaps are controlled by a redundant fly-by-wire control
system that features a dual digital primary system
architecture providing roll and symmetric commands to the
MAW control surfaces. A segregated analog backup system
is provided in the event of a primary system failure. This
paper discusses the design, development, testing,
qualification, and flight test experience of the MAW primary
and backup flight control systems.
1512. Larson, R. R.: Flight Control System
Development and Flight Test Experience With the F-Ill
Mission Adaptive Wing Aircraft. AIAA Paper 86-2237.
Technical Papers, presented at the Guidance, Navigation and
Control Conference, Williamsburg, Virginia, August 18-20.
1986, (see A86-47401 23-63), pp. 784-801, 86A47489, #.
(See also 1511.)
The wing on the NASA F-111 transonic aircraft technology
airplane was modified to provide flexible leading and trailing
edge flaps. This wing is known as the mission adaptive wing
(MAW) because aerodynamic efficiency can be maintained
at all speeds. Unlike a conventional wing, the MAW has no
spoilers, external flap hinges, or fairings to break the smooth
contour. The leading edge flaps and three-segment trailing
edge flaps are controlled by a redundant fly-by-wire control
system that features a dual digital primary system
architecture providing roll and symmetric commands to the
MAW control surfaces. A segregated analog backup system
is provided in the event of a primary system failure. This
paper discusses the design, development, testing,
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qualification,andflighttestexperienceoftheMAWprimary
andbackupflightcontrolsystems.
EC85-33205-07
F-111 Mission Adaptive Wing Airplane
1513. Trujillo, B. M.: Determination of Lift and Drag
Characteristics of Space Shuttle Orbiter Using Maximum
Likelihood Estimation Technique. AIAA Paper 86-2225.
Technical Papers, presented at the Atmospheric Flight
Mechanics Conference, Williamsburg, Virginia, August 18-
20 1986, (see A86-47651 23-08), pp. 390-351, 86A47688,
#.
This paper presents the technique and results of maximum
likelihood estimation used to determine lift and drag
characteristics of the Space Shuttle Orbiter. Maximum
likelihood estimation uses measurable parameters to estimate
nonmeasurable parameters. The nonmeasurable parameters
for this case are elements of a nonlinear, dynamic model of
the orbiter. The estimated parameters are used to evaluate a
cost function that computes the differences between the
measured and estimated longitudinal parameters. The case
presented is a dynamic analysis. This places less restriction
on pitching motion and can provide additional information
about the orbiter such as lift and drag characteristics at
conditions other than trim, instrument biases, and pitching
moment characteristics. In addition, an output of the analysis
is an estimate of the values for the individual components of
lift and drag that contribute to the total lift and drag. The
results show that maximum likelihood estimation is a useful
tool for analysis of Space Shuttle Orbiter performance and is
also applicable to parameter analysis of other types of
aircraft.
1514. *Roy, R. H.; *Walker, R. A.; and Gilyard, G. B.:
Real-Time Flutter Identification With Close Mode
Resolution. AIAA Paper 86-2019. Technical Papers,
presented at the Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference,
Williamsburg, Virginia, August 18-20, 1986, (see A86-
47651 23-08), pp. 20-24, 86A47654, #.
Real-time flutter prediction including close modes can be
effectively estimated from turbulence or on-board excitation
with an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) approach. A
physically based model form enables prediction of the
damping rate as well as damping, giving a time to instability
estimate with its variance. The approach is recursive and can
operate asynchronously to drop data outliers and hence is
quite robust. Its speed is reasonable for on-line application
but can also be used effectively as an off-line analysis tool for
application to any modal testing situation.
*Integrated Systems, Inc., Palo Alto, California.
1515. *Alag, G. S.; and Duke, E. L.: Development of
Control Laws for a Flight Test Maneuver Autopilot.
Journal of Guidance, Control, and Dynamics (ISSN 0731-
5090), Vol. 9, July-August 1986, pp. 441--445, (see A85-
45888), August 1986. 86A46460, #. (See also 1426, 1427.)
*Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Michigan.
1516. Meyer, Robert R., Jr.; and Covell, Peter F.: Effects
of Winglets on a First-Generation Jet Transport Wing. 7:
Sideslip Effects on Winglet Loads and Selected Wing
Loads at Subsonic Speeds for a Full-Span Model. NASA
TP-2619, H-1193, NAS 1.60:2619, September 1986,
88N18567, #.
The effect of sideslip on winglet loads and selected wing
loads was investigated at high and low subsonic Mach
numbers. The investigation was conducted in two separate
wind tunnel facilities, using two slightly different 0.035-scale
full-span models. Results are presented which indicate that,
in general, winglet loads as a result of sideslip are analogous
to wing loads caused by angle of attack. The center-of-
pressure locations on the winglets are somewhat different
than might be expected for an analogous wing. The spanwise
center of pressure for a winglet tends to be more inboard than
for a wing. The most notable chordwise location is a forward
center-of-pressure location on the winglet at high sideslip
angles. The noted differences between a winglet and an
analogous wing are the result of the influence of the wing on
the winglet.
1517. Duke, Eugene L.; Jones, Frank P.; and Roncoli,
Ralph B.: Development and Flight Test of an
Experimental Maneuver Autopilot for a Highly
Maneuverable Aircraft. NASA TP-2618, H-1258,
NAS 1.60:2618, September 1986, 88N21153, #.
This report presents the development of an experimental
flight test maneuver autopilot (FTMAP) for a highly
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maneuverableaircraft.Theessenceof thistechniqueis the
applicationofanautopilottoprovideprecisecontrolduring
requiredflighttestmaneuvers.Thisnewlydevelopedflight
testechniqueisbeingappliedattheDrydenFlightResearch
Facilityof NASAAmesResearchCenter.TheFTMAPis
designedtoincreasethequantityandqualityofdataobtained
intestflight.Thetechniquewasdevelopedanddemonstrated
onthehighlymaneuverableaircraftechnology(HiMAT)
vehicle.ThisreportdescribestheHiMATvehiclesystems,
maneuverrequirements,FTMAPdevelopmentprocess,and
flightresults.
1518. Smith,RogersE.;and *Schroeder, Kurt C.: Flight
Testing the X-29. 1986 Report to the Aerospace Profession:
Proceedings of the Thirtieth SETP Symposium, Beverly Hills,
California, September 24-27, 1986, (see A87-47835 21-05),
1986, pp. 116-134, 87A47841.
A testing status report is presented for the X-29 forward-
swept-wing experimental aircraft, which integrates such
advanced technologies as an aeroelastically tailored
composite wing, a thin supercritical airfoil, three-surface
pitch control, discrete variable camber, full-authority close-
coupled canards, static instability, and digital fly-by-wire
flight controls. X-29 flight test results to date raise several
issues pertinent to the design of future combat aircraft flight
control systems; for example, they bring into question the
current MIL-8785C requirements on control system time
delays.
*Grumman Corporation, Bethpage, New York.
1519. *Birk, Frank T.; and Smith, Rogers E.: Mission
Adaptive Wing Test Program. 1986 Report to the
Aerospace Profession: Proceedings of the Thirtieth SETP
Symposium, Beverly Hills, California, September 24-27,
1986, (see A87-47835 21-05), 1986, pp. 86-100, 87A47839.
With the completion of the F- 111 test-bed Mission Adaptive
Wing (MAW) test program's manual flight control system,
emphasis has been shifted to flight testing of MAW automatic
control modes. These encompass (1) cruise camber control,
(2) maneuver camber control, (3) maneuver load control, and
(4) maneuver enhancement and load alleviation control. The
aircraft is currently cleared to a 2.5-g maneuvering limit due
to generally higher variable-incidence wing pivot loads than
had been anticipated, especially at the higher wing-camber
settings. Buffet is noted to be somewhat higher than expected
at the higher camber settings.
*USAF Flight Test Center, Edwards AFB, California.
1520. Whitmore, S. A.; and *Leondes, C. T.: Formulation
and Implementation of a Practical Algorithm for Non-
Stationary Adaptive State Estimation. International
Journal of Control (ISSN 0020-7179), Vol. 44, September
1986, pp. 767-775, 87A12066.
Background information on the Kalman filter is given first. A
discussion of the filter parameters and their a priori
determination follows. The discussion points out the need for
adaptive determination of the process noise statistics. The
filter innovations are presented as a means for developing the
adaptive criteria. The criteria center around the estimation of
the true mean and covariance of the filter innovations. A
method for the numerical approximation of the mean and
covariance of a locally stationary random process is
presented. The definition of a local stationarity is presented.
Local stationarity allows for the separation of the process
statistics into a stationary component and a time-varying
component. The separation method is discussed. A method
for estimating the stationary and time-varying components is
presented. As an example of its application to real problems,
the algorithm is applied to the problem to the problem of
reentry trajectory estimation for the Space Shuttle. Both the
adaptive algorithm and the steady-state Kalman filter are
applied to the problem. The results of the reconstructions are
presented. The adaptive algorithm exhibits superior
performance.
*University of California, Los Angeles, California.
1521. Ko, William L.; Quinn, Robert D.; and Gong,
Leslie: Effects of Forced and Free Convections on
Structural Temperatures of Space Shuttle Orbiter
During Reentry Flight. NASA TM-86800, H-1414,
NAS 1.15:86800, ALAdk Paper 87-1600. Presented at the
AIAA 22nd Thermophysics Conference, Honolulu, Hawaii,
June 8-10, 1987, Revised October 1986, 88N10275, #. (See
also 1567.)
Structural performance and resizing (SPAR) finite element
thermal analysis computer programs was used in the heat
transfer analysis of the space shuttle orbiter wing subjected to
reentry aerodynamic heating. With sufficient external forced
convective cooling near the end of the heating cycle, the
calculated surface temperatures of the thermal protection
system (TPS) agree favorable with the flight data for the
entire flight profile. However, the effects of this external
forced convective cooling on the structural temperatures were
found to be negligible. Both free and forced convection
elements were introduced to model the internal convection
effect of the cool air entering the shuttle interior. The
introduction of the internal free convection effect decreased
the calculated wing lower skin temperatures by 20 ° F,
1200 sec after touchdown. If the internal convection is treated
as forced convection, the calculated wing lower skin
temperatures after touchdown can be reduced to match the
flight measured data. By reducing the TPS thicknesses to
certain thicknesses to account for the TPS gap heating, the
calculated wing lower skin temperatures prior to touchdown
can be raised to agree with the flight data perfectly.
1522. Iliff, Kenneth W.; and Maine, Richard E.:
Bibliography for Aircraft Parameter Estimation. NASA
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TM-86804,H-1358,NAS 1.15:86804,October 1986,
87N29498, #.
An extensive bibliography in the field of aircraft parameter
estimation has been compiled. This list contains definitive
works related to most aircraft parameter estimation
approaches. Theoretical studies as well as practical
applications are included. Many of these publications are
pertinent to subjects peripherally related to parameter
estimation, such as aircraft maneuver design or
instrumentation considerations.
1523. Duke, E. L.; Regenie, V. A.; and Deets, D. A.:
Rapid Prototyping Facility for Flight Research in
Artificial-Intelligence-Based Flight Systems Concepts.
NASA TM-88268, H-1367, NAS 1.15:88268, October 1986,
87N12273, #. (See also 1701.)
The Dryden Flight Research Facility of the NASA Ames
Research Facility of the NASA Ames Research Center is
developing a rapid prototyping facility for flight research in
flight systems concepts that are based on artificial
intelligence (AI). The facility will include real-time high-
fidelity aircraft simulators, conventional and symbolic
processors, and a high-performance research aircraft
specially modified to accept commands from the ground-
based AI computers. This facility is being developed as part
of the NASA-DARPA automated wingman program. This
document discusses the need for flight research and for a
national flight research facility for the rapid prototyping of
AI-based avionics systems and the NASA response to those
needs.
1524. *Waggoner, E. G.; Jennett, L. A.; and **Bates, B.
L.: X-29 Flight Test Program Including Wind Tunnel and
Computational Support. SAE Paper 861642. Presented at
the SAE Aerospace Technology Conference and Exposition,
Long Beach, California, October 13-16. 1986, 87A32584.
A cooperative effort has been defined between NASA-Ames/
Dryden Flight Research Facility and NASA-Langley
Research Center in support of the X-29A Advanced
Technology Demonstrator. The effort involves three phases:
flight testing, wind-tunnel testing in the National Transonic
Facility, and computational support of each experimental
phase. These efforts are primarily aimed at understanding the
complex flow phenomena and component interactions
associated with the X-29A. Each phase of the effort is
discussed in detail and initial data comparisons are presented.
In summary, the synergistics effects of the complementary
phases are identified, which will enhance the understanding
of the unique aerodynamics of the X-29A.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
**Vigyan Research Associates, Inc., Hampton, Virginia.
1525. Deets, D. A.; and *Brown, L. E.: Wright Brothers
Lectureship in Aeronautics: Experience With HiMAT
Remotely Piloted Research Vehicle---An Alternate Flight
Test Approach. AIAA Paper 86-2754. Presented at the
AIAA, AHS, and ASEE, Aircraft Systems, Design and
Technology Meeting, Dayton, Ohio, October 20-22, 1986,
87A 17963, #.
The highly maneuverable aircraft technology (HiMAT)
program explored the various and complex interactions of
advanced technologies, such as aeroelastic tailoring, close-
coupled canard, and relaxed static stability. A 0.44-subscale
remotely piloted research vehicle (RPRV) of a hypothetical
fighter airplane was designed and flight-tested to determine
the effects of these interactions and to define the design
techniques appropriate for advanced fighter technologies.
Flexibility and high maneuverability were provided by flight
control laws implemented in ground-based computers and
telemetered to the vehicle control system during flight tests.
The high quality of the flight-measured data and their close
correlation with the analytical design modeling proved that
the RPRV is a viable and cost-effective tool for developing
aerodynamic, structure, and control law requirements for
highly maneuverable fighter airplanes of the future.
**Rockwell International Corporation, North American
Aircraft Operations Div., E1 Segundo, California.
1526. Smith, R. E.; and Sarrafian, S. K.: Effect of Time
Delay on Flying Qualities--An Update. Technical Papers,
presented at the Guidance, Navigation and Control
Conference, Williamsburg, Virginia, August 18-20, 1986,
pp. 711-720. Journal of Guidance, Control, and Dynamics,
(ISSN 0731-5090), Vol. 9, September-October 1986,
(A86-47482), October 1986., pp. 578-584, 87A17758, #. (See
also 1503, 1504.)
1527. Berry, D. T.: In-Flight Evaluation of Incremental
Time Delays in Pitch and Roll. Journal of Guidance,
Control, and Dynamics, (ISSN 0731-5090), Vol. 9,
September-October 1986, (see A85-45881), pp. 573-577,
87A17757, #. (See also 1428.)
1528. Powers, B. G.: Space Shuttle Longitudinal
Landing Flying Qualities. Journal of Guidance, Control,
and Dynamics, (ISSN 0731-5090), Vol. 9, September-
October 1986. pp. 566-572, 87A17756, #.
The Space Shuttle program took on the challenge of
providing a manual landing capability for an operational
vehicle returning from orbit. Some complex challenges were
encountered in developing the longitudinal flying qualities
required to land the Orbiter manually in an operational
environment. Approach and landing test flights indicated a
tendency of pilot-induced oscillation near landing. Changes
in the operational procedures reduced the difficulty of the
landing task, and an adaptive stick filter was incorporated to
reduce the severity of any pilot-induced oscillatory motions.
Fixed-base, moving-base, and in-flight simulations were used
for the evaluations. Overall, the Orbiter control system and
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operational procedures produced a good capability to
perform routinely precise landings with a large, unpowered
vehicle that has a low lift-to-drag ratio.
1529. Ehernberger, L. J.: High Altitude Turbulence for
Supersonic Cruise Vehicles. AAS Paper 86-418. Presented
at Aerospace Century XXI: Space Sciences, Applications,
and Commercial Developments; Proceedings of the Thirty-
third Annual AAS International Conference, Boulder,
Colorado, October 26-29, 1986, (see A88-35123 13-12), (see
N87-23100), pp. 1391-1405, 88A35140. (See also 1563.)
The characteristics of high altitude turbulence and its
associated meteorological features are reviewed. Findings
based on data from NASA flight research programs with
prototype military aircraft, the XB-70 and YF-12A, are
emphasized. An example of detailed numerical atmospheric
simulations, which may provide greatly increased
understanding of these earlier turbulence observations, is
presented. Comparisons between observation and numerical
simulation should help to delineate the limitations of analysis
techniques and improve our understanding of atmospheric
processes in the stratosphere.
1530. *Erickson, G. E.; **Peake, D. J.; Del Frate, J.;
*Skow, A. M.; and *Malcolm, G. N.: Water Facilities in
Retrospect and Prospect: An Illuminating Tool for
Vehicle Design. NASA TM-89409, A-87021, NAS
1.15:89409, November 1986, 87N13403, #. (See also 1569.)
Water facilities play a fundamental role in the design of air,
ground, and marine vehicles by providing a qualitative, and
sometimes quantitative, description of complex flow
phenomena. Water tunnels, channels, and tow tanks used as
flow-diagnostic tools have experienced a renaissance in
recent years in response to the increased complexity of
designs suitable for advanced technology vehicles. These
vehicles are frequently characterized by large regions of
steady and unsteady three-dimensional flow separation and
ensuing vortical flows. The visualization and interpretation of
the complicated fluid motions about isolated vehicle
components and complete configurations in a time and cost
effective manner in hydrodynamic test facilities is a key
element in the development of flow control concepts, and,
hence, improved vehicle designs. A historical perspective of
the role of water facilities in the vehicle design process is
presented. The application of water facilities to specific
aerodynamic and hydrodynamic flow problems is discussed,
and the strengths and limitations of these important
experimental tools are emphasized.
*Eidetics International, Inc., Torrance, California.
**Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California.
1531. Powers, Sheryll Goecke; *Huffman, Jarrett K.; and
*Fox, Charles H., Jr.: Flight and Wind-Tunnel
Measurements Showing Base Drag Reduction Provided
by a Trailing Disk for High Reynolds Number Turbulent
Flow for Subsonic and Transonic Mach Numbers. NASA
TP-2638, H-1281, NAS 1.60:2638, November 1986,
88N14299, #.
The effectiveness of a trailing disk, or trapped vortex concept,
in reducing the base drag of a large body of revolution was
studied from measurements made both in flight and in a wind
tunnel. Pressure data obtained for the flight experiment, and
both pressure and force balance data were obtained for the
wind tunnel experiment. The flight test also included data
obtained from a hemispherical base. The experiment
demonstrated the significant base drag reduction capability of
the trailing disk to Mach 0.93 and to Reynolds numbers up to
80 times greater than for earlier studies. For the trailing disk
data from the flight experiment, the maximum decrease in
base drag ranged form 0.08 to 0.07 as Mach number
increased from 0.70 to 0.93. Aircraft angles of attack ranged
from 3.9 to 6.6 deg for the flight data. For the trailing disk
data from the wind tunnel experiment, the maximum decrease
in base and total drag ranged from 0.08 to 0.05 for the
approximately 0 deg angle of attack data as Mach number
increased from 0.30 to 0.82.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
1532. Ko, William L.; *Shideler, John L.; and Fields,
Roger A.: Buckling Characteristics of Hypersonic
Aircraft Wing Tubular Panels. NASA TM-87756,
L-16128, NAS 1.15:87756, December 1986, 89N13816, #.
The buckling characteristics of Rene 41 tubular panels
installed as wing panels on a hypersonic wing test structure
(HWTS) were determined nondestructively through use of a
force/stiffness technique. The nondestructive buckling tests
were carried out under different combined load conditions
and different temperature environments. Two panels were
subsequently tested to buckling failure in a universal tension
compression testing machine. In spite of some data scattering
because of large extrapolations of data points resulting from
termination of the test at a somewhat low applied load, the
overall test data correlated fairly well with theoretically
predicted buckling interaction curves. The structural
efficiency of the tubular panels was slightly higher than that
of the beaded panels which they replaced.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
1533. *Wagner, R. D.; Fisher, D. F.; *Fischer, M. C.;
*Bartlett, D. W.; and Meyer, R. R., Jr.: Laminar Flow
Integration: Flight Tests Status and Plans. NASA CP
2397. Langley Symposium on Aerodynamics, Vol. 1, (see
N88-14926 07-01), December 1986, pp. 485-518,
88N14952, #.
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UndertheAircraftEnergyEfficiency-LaminarFlowControl
Program,therearecurrentlythreeflighttestprogramsunder
way to addresscriticalissuesconcerninglaminarflow
technologyapplicationto commercialtransports.The
Leading-EdgeFlightTest(LEFT)withaJetStarircraftisa
cooperativeeffortwith theAmes/DrydenFlightResearch
Facilityto provideoperationalexperiencewithcandidate
leading-edgesystemsrepresentativeof thosethatmightbe
usedonafuturetransport.IntheVariableSweepTransition
Flight Experiment(VSTFE),alsoa cooperativeeffort
betweenLangleyandAmes/Dryden,basictransitiondataon
anF-14wingwithvariablesweepwillbeobtainedtoprovide
a databasefor laminarflowwingdesign.Finally,under
contracttotheBoeingCompany,theacousticenvironmenton
thewingofa757aircraftwillbemeasuredandtheinfluence
of enginenoiseonlaminarflowdeterminedwithanatural
laminarflowgloveonthewing.Thestatusandplansforthese
programsarereported.
*NASALangleyResearchCenter,Hampton,Virginia.
1534. Johnson, J. Blair; and *Sandlin, Doral R.:
Comparison of Theoretical and Flight-Measured Local
Flow Aerodynamics for a Low-Aspect-Ratio Fin. NASA
TM-86806, H-1336, NAS 1.15:86806, December 1986,
87N15941, #.
Flight test and theoretical aerodynamic data were obtained
for a flight test fixture mounted on the underside of an
F-104G aircraft. The theoretical data were generated using
two codes: a two-dimensional transonic code called code H,
and a three-dimensional subsonic and supersonic code called
wing-body. Pressure distributions generated by the codes for
the flight test fixture, as well as compared with the flight-
measured data. The two-dimensional code pressure
distributions compared well except at the minimum pressure
point and the trailing edge. Shock locations compared well
except at high transonic speeds. However, the two-
dimensional code did not adequately predict the displacement
thickness of the flight test fixture. The three-dimensional
code pressure distributions compared well except at the
trailing edge of the flight test fixture.
*California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo,
California.
1535. Ko, William L.; Quinn, Robert D.; and Gong,
Leslie: Finite-Element Reentry Heat-Transfer Analysis of
Space Shuttle Orbiter. NASA TP-2657, H-1236,
NAS 1.60:2657, December 1986, 87N29795, #.
A structural performance and resizing (SPAR) finite-element
thermal analysis computer program was used in the heat-
transfer analysis of the space shuttle orbiter subjected to
reentry aerodynamic heating. Three wing cross sections and
one midfuselage cross section were selected for the thermal
analysis. The predicted thermal protection system
temperatures were found to agree well with flight-measured
temperatures. The calculated aluminum structural
temperatures also agreed reasonably well with the flight data
from reentry to touchdown. The effects of internal radiation
and of internal convection were found to be significant. The
SPAR finite-element solutions agreed reasonably well with
those obtained from the conventional finite-difference
method.
1536. Maine, R. E.; and Iliff, K. W.: Identification of
Dynamic Systems--Applications to Aircraft. Part 1: the
Output Error Approach. AGARD-AG-300-VOL-3-PT-1,
ISBN-92-835-1540-4, AD-A178766, December 1986,
87N21913, #.
This document examines the practical application of
parameter estimation methodology to the problem of
estimating aircraft stability and control derivatives from
flight test data. The primary purpose of the document is to
present a comprehensive and unified picture of the entire
parameter estimation process and its integration into the
flight test program. The document concentrates on the output-
error method to provide a focus for detailed examination and
to allow us to give specific examples of situations that have
arisen in our experience. The document first derives the
aircraft equations of motion in a form suitable for application
to estimation of stability and control derivatives. It then
discusses the issues that arise in adapting the equations to the
limitations of analysis programs, using a specific program for
an example. The document then addresses the roles and
issues relating to mass distribution data, preflight predictions,
maneuver design, flight scheduling, instrumentation sensors,
data acquisition systems, and data processing. Finally, the
document discusses evaluation and use of the analysis results.
1537. Walton, James T.; and Burcham, Frank W., Jr.:
Exhaust-Gas Pressure and Temperature Survey of F404-
GE-400 Turbofan Engine. NASA TM-88273, H-1375,
NAS 1.15:88273, December 1986, 88N20307, #.
An exhaust-gas pressure and temperature survey of the
General Electric F404-GE-400 turbofan engine was
conducted in the altitude test facility of the NASA Lewis
Propulsion System Laboratory. Traversals by a survey rake
were made across the exhaust-nozzle exit to measure the pitot
pressure and total temperature. Tests were performed at
Mach 0.87 and a 24,000-ft altitude and at Mach 0.30 and a
30,000-ft altitude with various power settings from
intermediate to maximum afterburning. Data yielded smooth
pressure and temperature profiles with maximum jet
temperatures approximately 1.4 in. inside the nozzle edge and
maximum jet temperatures from 1 to 3 in. inside the edge. A
low-pressure region located exactly at engine center was
noted. The maximum temperature encountered was 3800 R.
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1538. Gupta, K. K.: Formulation of Numerical
Procedures for Dynamic Analysis of Spinning Structures.
International Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering
(ISSN 0029-5981), Vol. 23, December 1986, pp. 2347-2357,
87A29025.
The paper presents the descriptions of recently developed
numerical algorithms that prove to be useful for the solution
of the free vibration problem of spinning centrifugal forces in
a finite element owing to any specified spin rate is derived in
detail. This is followed by a description of an improved
eigenproblem solution procedure that proves to be
economical for the free vibration analysis of spinning
structures. Numerical results are also presented which
indicate the efficacy of the currently developed procedures.
1539. Berry, Donald T.: A Flight-Path-Overshoot Flying
Qualities Metric for the Landing Task. Journal of
Guidance, Control, and Dynamics (ISSN 0731-5090), Vol. 9,
November-December 1986, pp. 609-613, 87A23976, #. (See
also 1449, 1450.)
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1540. Glover, Richard D.: Design and Initial Application
of the Extended Aircraft Interrogation and Display
System: Multiprocessing Ground Support Equipment for
Digital Flight Systems. NASA TM-86740, H-1296,
NAS 1.15:86740, January_ 1987, 87N16820, #.
A pipelined, multiprocessor, general-purpose ground support
equipment for digital flight systems has been developed and
placed in service at the NASA Ames Research Center's
Dryden Flight Research Facility. The design is an outgrowth
of the earlier aircraft interrogation and display system (AIDS)
used in support of several research projects to provide
engineering-units display of internal control system
parameters during development and qualification testing
activities. The new system, incorporating multiple 16-bit
processors, is called extended AIDS (X.AIDS) and is now
supporting the X-29A forward-swept-wing aircraft project.
This report describes the design and mechanization of
XAIDS and shows the steps whereby a typical user may take
advantage of its high throughput and flexible features.
1541. Hicks, John W.; *Kania, Jan; **Pearce, Robert; and
**Mills, Glen: Challenges in Modeling the X-29 Flight
Test Performance. NASA TM-88282, H- 1395,
NAS 1.15:88282. Presented at the AIAA 25th Aerospace
Sciences Meeting, Rent, Nevada, January 12-15, 1987,
January. 1987, (see A87-22402), 87N20991, #. (See also
1542.)
Presented are methods, instrumentation, and difficulties
associated with drag measurement of the X-29A aircraft. The
initial performance objective of the X-29A program
emphasized drag polar shapes rather than absolute drag
levels. Priorities during the flight envelope expansion
restricted the evaluation of aircraft performance. Changes in
aircraft configuration, uncertainties in angle-of-attack
calibration, and limitations in instrumentation complicated
the analysis. Limited engine instrumentation with
uncertainties in overall in-flight thrust accuracy made it
difficult to obtain reliable values of coefficient of parasite
drag. The aircraft was incapable of tracking the automatic
camber control trim schedule for optimum wing flaperon
deflection during typical dynamic performance maneuvers;
this has also complicated the drag polar shape modeling. The
X-29A was far enough off the schedule that the developed
trim drag correction procedure has proven inadequate.
However, good drag polar shapes have been developed
throughout the flight envelope. Preliminary flight results
have compared well with wind tunnel predictions. A more
comprehensive analysis must be done to complete
performance models. The detailed flight performance
program with a calibrated engine will benefit from the
experience gained during this preliminary performance
phase.
* Air Force Flight Test Center, Edwards AFB, California.
** Grumman Aerospace Corporation, Edwards, California.
1542. Hicks, John W.; *Kania, Jan; **Pearce, Robert; and
**Mills, Glen: Challenges in Modeling the X-29A Flight
Test Performance. AIAA Paper 87-0081. Presented at the
AIAA 25th Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Rent, Nevada,
January_ 12-15, 1987, 87A22402, #. (See also 1541.)
The paper presents the methods, instrumentation, and
difficulties associated with drag measurement of the X-29A
aircraft. The initial performance objective of the X-29A
program emphasized drag polar shapes rather than absolute
drag levels. Priorities during the flight envelope expansion
restricted the evaluation of aircraft performance. Changes in
aircraft configuration, uncertainties in angle-of-attack
calibration, and limitations in instrumentation complicated
the analysis. Limited engine instrumentation with
uncertainties in overall in-flight thrust accuracy made it
difficult to obtain reliable values of coefficient of parasite
drag. The aircraft was incapable of tracking the automatic
camber control trim schedule for optimum wing flaperon
deflection during typical dynamic performance maneuvers;
this has also complicated the drag polar shape modeling. The
X-29A was far enough off the schedule that the developed
trim drag correction procedure has proven inadequate.
Despite these obstacles, good drag polar shapes have been
developed throughout the flight envelope. Preliminary flight
results have compared well with wind tunnel predictions. A
more comprehensive analysis must be done to complete the
performance models. The detailed flight performance
program with a calibrated engine will benefit from the
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experiencegainedduringthis preliminaryperformance
phase.
*USAFFlightTestCenter,EdwardsAFB,California.
**GrummanAerospaceCorporation,Edwards,California.
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X-29A Airplane, Three-View Drawing
1543. IIiff,Kenneth W.: Aircraft Parameter Estimation.
NASA TM-88281, H-1394, NAS 1.15:88281. Presented at
the AIAA 25th Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Rent, Nevada,
January_ 1987, 87N19376, #. (See also 1544, 1743.)
The aircraft parameter estimation problem is used to illustrate
the utility of parameter estimation, which applies to many
engineering and scientific fields. Maximum likelihood
estimation has been used to extract stability and control
derivatives from flight data for many years. This paper
presents some of the basic concepts of aircraft parameter
estimation and briefly surveys the literature in the field. The
maximum likelihood estimator is discussed, and the basic
concepts of minimization and estimation are examined for a
simple simulated aircraft example. The cost functions that are
to be minimized during estimation are defined and discussed.
Graphic representations of the cost functions are given to
illustrate the minimization process. Finally, the basic
concepts are generalized, and estimation from flight data is
discussed. Some of the major conclusions for the simulated
example are also developed for the analysis of flight data
from the F-14, highly maneuverable aircraft technology
(HiMAT), and space shuttle vehicles.
1544. Iliff, Kenneth W.: Aircraft Parameter Estimation.
AIAA Paper 87-0623, Presented at the AIAA 25th Aerospace
Sciences Meeting, Rent, Nevada, January_ 12-15, 1987,
87A22745, #. (See also 1543, 1743.)
The aircraft parameter estimation problem is used to illustrate
the utility of parameter estimation, which applies to many
engineering and scientific fields. Maximum likelihood
estimation has been used to extract stability and control
derivatives from flight data for many years. This paper
presents some of the basic concepts of aircraft parameter
estimation and briefly surveys the literature in the field. The
maximum likelihood estimator is discussed, and the basic
concepts of minimization and estimation are examined for a
simple simulated aircraft example. The cost functions that are
to be minimized during estimation are defined and discussed.
Graphic representations of the cost functions are given to
illustrate the minimization process. Finally, the basic
concepts are generalized, and estimation from flight data is
discussed. Some of the major conclusions for the simulated
examples are also developed for the analysis of flight data
from the F-14, highly maneuverable aircraft technology
(HiMAT), and Space Shuttle vehicles.
1545. Bauer, Jeffrey E.; *Crawford, David B.; *Andrisani,
Dominick, II; and Gera, Joseph: Real-Time Comparison of
X-29A Flight Data and Simulation Data. AIAA Paper 87-
0344. Presented at the AIAA 25th Aerospace Sciences
Meeting, Rent, Nevada, January 12-15, 1987, 87A22570, #.
(See also 1690.)
This paper presents a technique for comparing, in real time,
the flight test time histories for X-29A aircraft with time
histories computed from linearized mathematical models.
Such a comparison allows the flight test personnel to verify
that the aircraft is performing as predicted, to determine
regions of nonlinear behavior, and to increase the rate of
envelope expansion. The types of mathematical modeling
and equipment required, the procedure used, and actual flight
test results are discussed.
*Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana.
1546. Hicks, John W.; Cooper, James M., Jr.; and Sefic,
Walter J.: Flight Test Techniques for the X-29A Aircraft.
AIAA Paper 87-0082. Presented at the AIAA 25th Aerospace
Sciences Meeting, Rent, Nevada, January. 12-15, 1987,
87A22403, #. (See also 1547.)
The X-29A advanced technology demonstrator is a single-
seat, single-engine aircraft with a forward-swept wing. The
aircraft incorporates many advanced technologies being
considered for this country's next generation of aircraft. This
unusual aircraft configuration, which had never been flown
before, required a precise approach to flight envelope
expansion. This paper describes the real-time analysis
methods and flight test techniques used during the envelope
expansion of the X-29A aircraft, including new and
innovative techniques that provided for a safe, efficient
envelope expansion. The use of integrated test blocks in the
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expansionprogramandin theoverallf ighttestapproachis
discussed.
1547. Hicks,JohnW.;Cooper,JamesM.,Jr.;andSefic,
WalterJ.:FlightTestTechniquesfortheX-29AAircraft.
NASATM-88289,H-1401,NAS1.15:88289,ALa,A Paper
87-0082. Presented at the AIAA 25th Aerospace Sciences
Meeting, Reno, Nevada, January 12-15, 1987, (see
A87-22403), February_ 1987, 87N21908, #. (See also 1546.)
The X-29A advanced technology demonstrator is a single-
seat, single-engine aircraft with a forward-swept wing. The
aircraft incorporates many advanced technologies being
considered for this country's next generation of aircraft. This
unusual aircraft configuration, which had never been flown
before, required a precise approach to flight envelope
expansion. This paper describes the real-time analysis
methods and flight test techniques used during the envelope
expansion of the X-29A aircraft, including new and
innovative approaches.
1548. Hedgley, David R., Jr.: A General Solution to the
Silhouette Problem. NASA TP-2695, H- 1348,
NAS 1.60:2695, February 1987, 88N14629, #.
In displaying computer-generated graphics, it is
advantageous to have the facility to render any subset of
polygons as a silhouette with respect to itself. While the
silhouette problem has been addressed before, there has been
no completely general solution. In this report, the silhouette
problem for calligraphic drawings is solved for the most
general case. This solution offers all possible combinations of
silhouette and non-silhouette specifications for an arbitrary
solid. It allows the flexibility to enhance the clarity of any
three-dimensional scene presented in two dimensions.
1549. Johnson, J. Blair; Larson, Terry J.; and Ficke, Jules
M.: Digital Program for Calculating Static Pressure
Position Error. NASA TM-86726, H-1284,
NAS 1.15:86726, February. 1987, 87N16821, #.
A computer program written to calculate the static pressure
position error of airspeed systems contains five separate
methods for determining position error, of which the user
may select from one to five at a time. The program uses data
from both the test aircraft and the ground-based radar to
calculate the error. In addition, some of the methods require
rawinsonde data or an atmospheric analysis, or both. The
program output lists the corrections to Mach number,
altitude, and static pressure that are due to position error.
Reference values such as angle of attack, angle of sideslip,
indicated Mach number, indicated pressure altitude,
stagnation pressure, and total temperature are also listed.
1550. Larson, Richard R.: AFTI/F-111 MAW Flight
Control System and Redundancy Management
Description. NASA TM-88267, H-1368, NAS 1.15:88267,
February_ 1987, 87N16819, #.
The wing on the NASA F-111 transonic aircraft technology
(TACT) airplane was modified to provide flexible leading
and trailing edge flaps; this modified wing is known as the
mission adaptive wing (MAW). A dual digital primary fly-
by-wire flight control system was developed with analog
backup reversion for redundancy. This report discusses the
functions, design, and redundancy management of the flight
control system for these flaps.
980O70
AFTI F-111 MAW Airplane, Three-View Drawing
1551. *Menon, P. K. A.; *Badgett, M. E.; *Walker, R. A.;
and Duke, E. L.: Nonlinear Flight Test Trajectory
Controllers for Aircraft. Journal of Guidance, Control, and
Dynamics, (ISSN 0731-5090), Vol. 10, January-February
1987, February_ 1987, pp. 67-72, 87A28910, #. (See also
1405.)
Flight test trajectory control systems are designed to enable
the pilot to follow complex trajectories for evaluating an
aircraft within its known flight envelope and to explore the
boundaries of its capabilities. Previous design approaches
were based on linearized aircraft models necessitating a large
amount of data storage along with gain schedules. In this
paper, the synthesis of nonlinear flight test trajectory
controllers for a fixed-wing aircraft is described. This
approach uses singular perturbation theory and the recently
developed theory of prelinearizing transformations. These
controllers do not require gain scheduling for satisfactory
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operation,canbeusedinarbitrarilynonlinearmaneuvers,and
aremechanizedwithadirect,noniterativeanalyticsolution.
*IntegratedSystems,Inc.,PaloAlto,California.
1552. Ko, William L.; and Jenkins, Jerald M.: Thermal
Stress Analysis of Space Shuttle Orbiter Wing Skin Panel
and Thermal Protection System. NASA TM-88276,
H- 1382, NAS 1.15:88276, March 1987., 87N23994, #.
Preflight thermal stress analysis of the space shuttle orbiter
wing skin panel and the thermal protection system (TPS) was
performed. The heated skin panel analyzed was rectangular in
shape and contained a small square cool region at its center.
The wing skin immediately outside the cool region was found
to be close to the state of elastic instability in the chordwise
direction based on the conservative temperature distribution.
The wing skin was found to be quite stable in the spanwise
direction. The potential wing skin thermal instability was not
severe enough to tear apart the strain isolation pad (SIP)
layer. Also, the preflight thermal stress analysis was
performed on the TPS tile under the most severe temperature
gradient during the simulated reentry heating. The tensile
thermal stress induced in the TPS tile was found to be much
lower than the tensile strength of the TPS material. The
thermal bending of the TPS tile was not severe enough to
cause tearing of the SIP layer.
1553. Nugent, Jack; and Pendergraft, Odis C., Jr.:
Comparison of Wind Tunnel and Flight Test Mterbody
and Nozzle Pressures for a Twin-Jet Fighter Aircraft at
Transonic Speeds. NASA TP-2588, H- 1214,
NAS 1.60:2588, March 1987, 88N10765, #.
Afterbody and nozzle pressures measured on a 1/12-scale
model and in flight on a twin-jet fighter aircraft were
compared as Mach number varied from 0.6 to 1.2, Reynolds
number from 17.5 million to 302.5 million, and angle of
attack from 1 to 7 deg. At Mach 0.6 and 0.8, nozzle pressure
coefficient distributions and nozzle axial force coefficients
agreed and showed good recompression. At Mach 0.9 and
1.2, flow complexity caused a loss in recompression for both
flight and wind tunnel nozzle data. The flight data exhibited
less negative values of pressure coefficient and lower axial
force coefficients than did the wind tunnel data. Reynolds
number effects were noted only at these Mach numbers. Jet
temperature and mass flux ratio did not affect the
comparisons of nozzle axial flow coefficient. At subsonic
speeds, the levels of pressure coefficient distributions on the
upper fuselage and lower nacelle surfaces for flight were less
negative than those for the model. The model boundary layer
thickness at the aft rake station exceeded that for the forward
rake station and increased with increasing angle of attack.
The flight boundary layer thickness at the aft rake station was
less than that for the forward rake station and decreased with
increasing angle of attack.
1554. Budd, Gerald D.: Predicted Pitching Moment
Characteristics of X-29A Aircraft. NASA TM-88284,
H-1398, NAS 1.15:88284, March 1987, 89N18418, #.
The predicted pitching moment characteristics of the X-29A
aircraft are presented for angles of attack from 0 to 20 deg.
and Mach numbers of 0.2, 0.6, 0.9, 1.2, and 1.5 for altitudes
of sea level, 4572 m (15,000 ft), 9144 m (30,000 fl), and
12,192 m (40,000 ft). These data are for both rigid and
flexible aircraft and for the full range of control-surface
positions. The characteristics were extracted from a
nonlinear, symmetric, flexibilized wind tunnel data base.
1555. Baer-Riedhart, Jennifer L.; and *Landy, Robert J.:
Highly Integrated Digital Electronic Control: Digital
Flight Control, Aircraft Model Identification, and
Adaptive Engine Control. NASA TM-86793, H-1318,
NAS 1.15:86793, AIAA Paper 85-1877. Presented at the
AIAA Guidance and Control Conference, Snowmass,
Colorado, August 19-21, 1985, March 1987, 87N23619, #.
The highly integrated digital electronic control (HIDEC)
program at NASA Ames Research Center, Dryden Flight
Research Facility is a multiphase flight research program to
quantify the benefits of promising integrated control systems.
McDonnell Aircraft Company is the prime contractor, with
United Technologies Pratt and Whitney Aircraft, and Lear
Siegler Incorporated as major subcontractors. The NASA
F-15A testbed aircraft was modified by the HIDEC program
by installing a digital electronic flight control system
(DEFCS) and replacing the standard F100 (Arab 3) engines
with F100 engine model derivative (EMD) engines equipped
with digital electronic engine controls (DEEC), and
integrating the DEEC's and DEFCS. The modified aircraft
provides the capability for testing many integrated control
modes involving the flight controls, engine controls, and inlet
controls. This paper focuses on the first two phases of the
HIDEC program, which are the digital flight control system/
aircraft model identification (DEFCS/AMI) phase and the
adaptive engine control system (ADECS) phase.
*McDonnell Aircraft Co., St. Louis, Missouri.
1556. Larson, Terry J.; Whitmore, Stephen A.;
Ehernberger, L. J.; Johnson, J. Blair; and Siemers, Paul M.,
IU: Qualitative Evaluation of a Flush Air Data System at
Transonic Speeds and High Angles of Attack. NASA
TP-2716, H- 1277, NAS 1.60:2716, April 1987, 87N29497, #.
Flight tests were performed on an F- 14 aircraft to evaluate the
use of flush pressure orifices on the nose section for obtaining
air data at transonic speeds over a large range of flow angles.
This program was part of a flight test and wind tunnel
program to assess the accuracies of such systems for general
use on aircraft. It also provided data to validate algorithms
developed for the shuttle entry air data system designed at
NASA Langley. Data were obtained for Mach numbers
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between0.60and1.60,foranglesof attackupto26.0deg,
andfor sideslipanglesup to 11.0deg.With careful
calibration,aflushairdatasystemwithallflushorificescan
provideaccurateair datainformationovera largerangeof
flowangles.Severalorificesonthenosecapwerefoundtobe
suitablefor determinationf stagnationpressure.Other
orificesonthenosesectionaftofthenosecapwereshownto
besuitablefor determinationof staticpressure.Pairsof
orificeson the nosecapprovidedthe mostsensitive
measurementsfordetermininganglesofattackandsideslip,
althoughorificeslocatedfartheraftonthenosesectioncould
alsobeused.
1557. Jenkins, Jerald M.: Inelastic Strain Analogy for
Piecewise Linear Computation of Creep Residues in
Built-Up Structures. NASA TM-86813, H- 1355,
NAS 1.15:86813, April 1987, 87N23995, #.
An analogy between inelastic strains caused by temperature
and those caused by creep is presented in terms of isotropic
elasticity. It is shown how the theoretical aspects can be
blended with existing finite-element computer programs to
exact a piecewise linear solution. The creep effect is
determined by using the thermal stress computational
approach, if appropriate alterations are made to the thermal
expansion of the individual elements. The overall transient
solution is achieved by consecutive piecewise linear
iterations. The total residue caused by creep is obtained by
accumulating creep residues for each iteration and then
resubmitting the total residues for each element as an
equivalent input. A typical creep law is tested for incremental
time convergence. The results indicate that the approach is
practical, with a valid indication of the extent of creep after
approximately 20 hr of incremental time. The general
analogy between body forces and inelastic strain gradients is
discussed with respect to how an inelastic problem can be
worked as an elastic problem.
1558. Gupta, Kajal K.; and *Lawson, Charles L.:
Implementation of a Block Lanczos Algorithn3 for
Eigenproblem Solution of Gyroscopic Systems. NASA
TM-88290 H-1404 NAS 1.15:88290 AIAA Paper 87-0946-
CP. Presented at the AIAA Dynamics Specialty Conference,
Monterey, California, April 1987, 87N19753, #. (See also
1559.)
The details of implementation of a general numerical
procedure developed for the accurate and economical
computation of natural frequencies and associated modes of
any elastic structure rotating along an arbitrary axis are
described. A block version of the Lanczos algorithm is
derived for the solution that fully exploits associated matrix
sparsity and employs only real numbers in all relevant
computations. It is also capable of determining multiple roots
and proves to be most efficient when compared to other,
similar, existing techniques.
*Harvey Mudd College, Claremont, California.
1559. Gupta, K. K.; and *Lawson, C. L.: Implementation
of a Block Lanczos Algorithm for Eigenproblem Solution
of Gyroscopic Systems. AIAA Paper 87-0946. Technical
Papers, Part 2b, presented at the 28th Structures, Structural
Dynamics and Materials Conference, Monterey, California,
April 6-8, 1987 and AIAA Dynamics Specialists
Conference, Monterey, California, April 9-10. 1987. (see
A87-33654 14-39), pp. 919-924, 87A33744, #. (See also
1558.)
This paper describes the details of implementation of a
general numerical procedure developed for the accurate and
economical computation of natural frequencies and
associated modes of any elastic structure rotating along an
arbitrary axis. A block version of the Lanczos algorithm is
derived for the solution that fully exploits associated matrix
sparsity and employs only real numbers in all relevant
computations. It is also capable of determining multiple roots
and proves to be most efficient when compared to other,
similar, existing techniques.
*Harvey Mudd College, Claremont, California.
1560. Gupta, K. K.; Brenner, M. J.; and Voelker, L. S.:
Integrated Aeroservoelastic Analysis Capability With
X-29A Analytical Comparisons. AIAA Paper 87-0907.
Technical Papers, Part 2b, presented at the 28th Structures,
Structural Dynamics and Materials Conference, Monterey,
California, April 6-8, 1987, and ALAA Dynamics Specialists
Conference, Monterey, California, April 9-10, 1987, (see
A87-33654 14-39), 1987, pp. 636-647, 87A33716, #. (See
also 1686.)
An extension of the program STARS (a general-purpose
structural analysis program) has been developed; this
extension implements a complete aeroservoelastic analysis
capability. Previous capabilities included finite-element
modeling as well as statics, buckling, vibration, dynamic
response, and flutter analyses. This paper presents a
description and the formulation of STARS in its current state
along with example dynamic, aeroelastic, and
aeroservoelastic analyses pertaining to the X-29A aircraft.
These examples include vibration analysis results as well as
flutter analysis results obtained by the conventional k method
and the velocity root-contour solution. Finally, selected open-
and closed-loop aeroservoelastic analysis results based on a
hybrid formulation are compared to illustrate, using the
calculated frequency responses, the interactions of structures,
aerodynamics, and flight controls.
1561. Kehoe, Michael W.: Aircraft Ground Vibration
Testing at NASA Ames-Dryden Flight Research Facility.
Proceedings, 5th International Modal Analysis Conference,
London, England, April 6-9, 1987, Vol. 1 (see A88-50789
21-39), (see N87-27655), 1987, pp. 728-736, 88A50831, #.
(See also 1571.)
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At the NASAAmesResearchCenter'sDrydenFlight
ResearchFacilityatEdwardsAir Force Base, California, a
variety of ground vibration test techniques has been applied
to an assortment of new or modified aerospace research
vehicles. This paper presents a summary of these techniques
and the experience gained from various applications. The role
of ground vibration testing in the qualification of new and
modified aircraft for flight is discussed. Data are presented
for a wide variety of aircraft and component tests, including
comparison of sine-dwell, single-input random, and multiple-
input random excitation methods on a JetStar airplane.
1562. Whitmore, Stephen A.; Heeg, Jennifer; Larson,
Terry J.; Ehernberger, L. J.; Hagen, Floyd W.; and Deleo,
Richard V.: High-Angle-of-Attack Pneumatic Lag and
Upwash Corrections for a Hemispherical Flow Direction
Sensor. NASA TM-86790, H-1314, NAS 1.15:86790,
1987, 87N23616, #.
As part of the NASA F-14 high angle of attack flight test
program, a nose mounted hemispherical flow direction sensor
was calibrated against a fuselage mounted movable vane flow
angle sensor. Significant discrepancies were found to exist in
the angle of attack measurements. A two fold approach taken
to resolve these discrepancies during subsonic flight is
described. First, the sensing integrity of the isolated
hemispherical sensor is established by wind tunnel data
extending to an angle of attack of 60 deg. Second, two
probable causes for the discrepancies, pneumatic lag and
upwash, are examined. Methods of identifying and
compensating for lag and upwash are presented. The wind
tunnel data verify that the isolated hemispherical sensor is
sufficiently accurate for static conditions with angles of
attack up to 60 deg and angles of sideslip up to 30 deg.
Analysis of flight data for two high angle of attack maneuvers
establishes that pneumatic lag and upwash are highly
correlated with the discrepancies between the hemispherical
and vane type sensor measurements.
1563. Ehernberger, L. J.: High Altitude Turbulence for
Supersonic Cruise Vehicles. NASA TM-88285, H-1399,
AAS-86-418, NAS 1.15:88285. Presented at the 33rd Annual
Meeting of the American Astronautical Society, Boulder,
Colorado, October 26-29, 1986, May 1987, 87N23100, #.
(See also 1529.)
The characteristics of high altitude turbulence and its
associated meteorological features are reviewed. Findings
based on data from NASA flight research programs with
prototype military aircraft, the XB-70 and YF-12A, are
emphasized. An example of detailed numerical atmospheric
simulations, which may provide greatly increased
understanding of these earlier turbulence observations, is
presented. Comparisons between observation and numerical
simulation should help to delineate the limitations of analysis
techniques and improve our understanding of atmospheric
processes in the stratosphere.
1564. Ko, William L.: Prediction of Service Life of
Aircraft Structural Components Using the Half-Cycle
Method. NASA TM-86812, H-1352, NAS 1.15:86812,
1987, 87N23009, #.
The service life of aircraft structural components undergoing
random stress cycling was analyzed by the application of
fracture mechanics. The initial crack sizes at the critical stress
points for the fatigue-crack growth analysis were established
through proof load tests. The fatigue-crack growth rates for
random stress cycles were calculated using the half-cycle
method. A new equation was developed for calculating the
number of remaining flights for the structural components.
The number of remaining flights predicted by the new
equation is much lower than that predicted by the
conventional equation.
1565. *Yonke, W. A.; *Landy, R. J.; and Stewart, J. F.:
HiDEC Adaptive Engine Control System Flight
Evaluation Results. ASME Paper 87-GT-257. ASME 32nd
International Gas Turbine Conference and Exhibition,
Anaheim, California, May 31-June 4, 1987, May 1987,
88A11137, #.
An integrated flight propulsion control mode, the Adaptive
Engine Control System (ADECS), has been developed and
flight tested on an F-15 aircraft as part of the NASA Highly
Integrated Digital Electronic Control program. The ADECS
system realizes additional engine thrust by increasing the
engine pressure ratio (EPR) at intermediate and afterburning
power, with the amount of EPR uptrim modulated using a
predictor scheme for angle-of-attack and sideslip angle.
Substantial improvement in aircraft and engine performance
was demonstrated, with a 16 percent rate of climb increase, a
14 percent reduction in time to climb, and a 15 percent
reduction in time to accelerate. Significant EPR uptrim
capability was found with angles-of-attack up to 20 degrees.
*McDonnell Aircraft Company, St. Louis, Missouri.
1566. Myers, Lawrence P.; and Walsh, Kevin R.:
Preliminary Flight Results of an Adaptive Engine Control
System of an F-15 Airplane. AIAA Paper 87-1847, AIAA,
SAE, ASME, and ASEE, 23rd Joint Propulsion Conference,
San Diego, California, June 29-July 2, 1987, June 1987,
87A45247, #.
Results of the flight demonstration of the adaptive engine
control system (ADECS), an integrated flight and propulsion
control system, are reported. The ADECS system provides
additional engine thrust by increasing engine pressure ratio
(EPR) at intermediate and afterburning power, with the
amount of EPR uptrim modulated in accordance with the
maneuver requirements, flight conditions, and engine
information. As a result of EPR uptrimming, engine thrust
has increased by as much as 10.5 percent, rate of climb has
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increasedby10percent,andthetimetoclimbfrom10,000to
40,000ft hasbeenreducedby 12.5percent.Increasesin
accelerationf 9.3and13percenthavebeenobtainedat
intermediateandmaximumpower,respectively.Noengine
anomalieshavebeendetectedfor EPRincreasesup to
12percent.
1567. Ko, William L.; Quinn, Robert D.; and Gong,
Leslie: Effects of Forced and Free Convections on
Structural Temperatures of Space Shuttle Orbiter
During Reentry Flight. AIAA Paper 87-1600. AIAA 22nd
Thermophysics Conference, Honolulu, Hawaii, June 8-10,
1987, (see N87-11968), 87A43104, #. (See also 1521.)
Structural performance and resizing (SPAR) finite-element
thermal analysis computer program was used in the heat
transfer analysis of the Space Shuttle Orbiter wing subjected
to reentry aerodynamic heating. With sufficient external
forced convective cooling near the end of the heating cycle,
the calculated surface temperatures of the thermal protection
system (TPS) agree favorably with the flight data for the
entire flight profile. However, the effects of this external
forced convective cooling on the structural temperatures were
found to be negligible. Both free convection and forced
convection elements were introduced to model the internal
convection effect of the cool air entering the Shuttle interior.
The introduction of the internal free convection effect
decreased the calculated wing lower skin temperatures by
20°F at most, 1200 sec after touchdown. If the internal
convection is treated as forced convection, the calculated
wing lower skin temperatures after touchdown can be
reduced to match the flight-measured data very closely. By
reducing the TPS thicknesses to certain effective thickness to
account for the TPS gap heating, the calculated wing lower
skin temperatures prior to touchdown can be raised to agree
with the flight data perfectly.
1568. *Dowden, Donald J.; and Bessette, Denis E.:
Advanced Fighter Technology Integration (AFTI)/F-16
Automated Maneuvering Attack System Final Flight Test
Results. SAE Paper 871348. Presented at the SAE Aerospace
Vehicle Conference, Washington, DC, June 8-10, 1987,
88A14372.
The _ F-16 Automated Maneuvering Attack System has
undergone developmental and demonstration flight testing
over a total of 347.3 flying hours in 237 sorties. The emphasis
of this phase of the flight test program was on the
development of automated guidance and control systems for
air-to-air and air-to-ground weapons delivery, using a digital
flight control system, dual avionics multiplex buses, an
advanced FLIR sensor with laser ranger, integrated flight/
fire-control software, advanced cockpit display and controls,
and modified core Multinational Stage Improvement
Program avionics.
*USAF Flight Test Center, Edwards AFB, California.
1569. *Erickson, Gary E.; **Peake, David J.; Del Frate,
John; *Skow, Andrew M.; and *Malcolm, Gerald N.: Water
Facilities in Retrospect and Prospect: An Illuminating
Tool for Vehicle Design. AGARD-CP-413, Paper 1.
AGARD Aerodynamic and Related Hydrodynamic Studies
Using Water Facilities, (ISBN-92-835-0419-4) (see
N88-23125 16-34), June 1987, AD-A199357, 88N23126, #.
(See also 1530.)
Water facilities play a fundamental role in the design of air,
ground, and marine vehicles by providing a qualitative, and
sometimes quantitative, description of complex flow
phenomena. Water tunnels, channels, and tow tanks used as
flow-diagnostic tools have experienced a renaissance in
recent years in response to the increased complexity of
designs suitable for advanced technology vehicles. These
vehicles are frequently characterized by large regions of
steady and unsteady 3-D flow separation and ensuing vortical
flows. The visualization and interpretation of the complicated
fluid motions about isolated vehicle components and
complete configurations in a time and cost effective manner
in hydrodynamic test facilities is a key element in the
development of flow control concepts, and, hence, improved
vehicle designs. A historical perspective of the role of water
facilities in the vehicle design process is presented. The
application of water facilities to specific aerodynamic and
hydrodynamic flow problems is discussed, and the strengths
and limitations of these important experimental tools are
emphasized.
*Eidetics International, Inc., Torrance, California.
**Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California.
1570. Iliff, K. W.: Aircraft Parameter Estimation: A
Successful Application. Proceedings of CONCOM. The
First International Conference in Communication and
Control Systems, Washington, D. C., June 18-20. 1987.
1571. Kehoe, Michael W.: Aircraft Ground Vibration
Testing at NASA Ames-Dryden Flight Research Facility,
NASA TM-88272, H-1374, NAS 1.15:88272. Presented at
the 5th International Modal Analysis Conference, London,
England, April 6-9, 1987 July 1987, 87N27655, #. (See also
1561.)
At the NASA Ames Research Center's Dryden Flight
Research Facility at Edwards Air Force Base, California, a
variety of ground vibration test techniques has been applied
to an assortment of new or modified aerospace research
vehicles. This paper presents a summary of these techniques
and the experience gained from various applications. The role
of ground vibration testing in the qualification of new and
modified aircraft for flight is discussed. Data are presented
for a wide variety of aircraft and component tests, including
comparisons of sine-dwell, single-input random, and
multiple-input random excitation methods on a JetStar
airplane.
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1572. Deers,DwainA.; Lock,WiltonP.;and*Megna,
VincentA.: FlightTestof a ResidentBackupSoftware
System.AGARDAG-249,Fault Tolerant Considerations
and Methods for Guidance and Control Systems, (see
N88-10796 02-08), July 1987, 88N10805, #. (See also 1452.)
A new fault-tolerant system software concept employing the
primary digital computers as host for the backup software
portion has been implemented and flight tested in the F-8
digital fly-by-wire airplane. The system was implemented in
such a way that essentially no transients occurred in
transferring from primary to backup software. This was
accomplished without a significant increase in the
complexity of the backup software. The primary digital
system was frame synchronized, which provided several
advantages in implementing the resident backup software
system. Since the time of the flight tests, two other flight
vehicle programs have made a commitment to incorporate
resident backup software similar in nature to the system
described here.
*Draper, Charles Stark Lab., Inc., Cambridge,
Massachusetts.
1573. Gera, Joseph; and Bosworth, John T.: Dynamic
Stability and Handling Qualities Tests on a Highly
Augmented, Statically Unstable Airplane. NASA
TM-88297, H-1422, NAS 1.15:88297, AIAA
Paper87-2258-CP. Presented at the AIAA Guidance,
Navigation and Control Conference, Monterey, California,
August 17-19, 1987 and at SFTE 18th Annual Symposium,
Amsterdam, Netherlands, September 28-October 2, 1987,
August 1987, 87N26920, #. (See also 1574, 1585.)
Initial envelope clearance and subsequent flight testing of a
new, fully augmented airplane with an extremely high degree
of static instability can place unusual demands on the flight
test approach. Previous flight test experience with these kinds
of airplanes is very limited or nonexistent. The safe and
efficient flight testing may be further complicated by a
multiplicity of control effectors that may be present on this
class of airplanes. This paper describes some novel flight test
and analysis techniques in the flight dynamics and handling
qualities area. These techniques were utilized during the
initial flight envelope clearance of the X-29A aircraft and
were largely responsible for the completion of the flight
controls clearance program without any incidents or
significant delays.
1574. Gera, Joseph; and Bosworth, John T.: Dynamic
Stability and Handling Qualities Tests on a Highly
Augmented, Statically Unstable Airplane. AIAA
Paper 87-2258. Technical Papers, presented at the AIAA
Guidance, Navigation and Control Conference, Monterey,
California, August 17-19. 1987, Vol. 1, (see A87-50401
22-08), pp. 170-182, 87A50421, #. (See also 1573, 1585.)
Novel flight test and analysis techniques in the flight
dynamics and handling qualities area are described. These
techniques were utilized at NASA Ames-Dryden during the
initial flight envelope clearance of the X-29A aircraft. It is
shown that the open-loop frequency response of an aircraft
with highly relaxed static stability can be successfully
computed on the ground from telemetry data. Postflight
closed-loop frequency response data were obtained from
pilot-generated frequency sweeps and it is found that the
current handling quality requirements for high-
maneuverability aircraft are generally applicable to the
X-29A.
1575. Ko, William L.; and Olona, Timothy: Effect of
Element Size on the Solution Accuracies of Finite-
Element Heat Transfer and Thermal Stress Analyses of
Space Shuttle Orbiter. NASA TM-88292, H-1409,
NAS 1.15:88292. Presented at the 5th International
Conference on Numerical Methods in Thermal Problems,
Montreal, Quebec, June 24-July 3, 1987, August 1987,
88N18971, #. (See also 1576, 1609.)
The effect of element size on the solution accuracies of finite-
element heat transfer and thermal stress analyses of space
shuttle orbiter was investigated. Several structural
performance and resizing (SPAR) thermal models and NASA
structural analysis (NASTRAN) structural models were set
up for the orbiter wing midspan bay 3. The thermal model
was found to be the one that determines the limit of finite-
element fineness because of the limitation of computational
core space required for the radiation view factor calculations.
The thermal stresses were found to be extremely sensitive to
a slight variation of structural temperature distributions. The
minimum degree of element fineness required for the thermal
model.to yield reasonably accurate solutions was established.
The radiation view factor computation time was found to be
insignificant compared with the total computer time required
for the SPAR transient heat transfer analysis.
1576. Ko, William L.; and Olona, Timothy: Effect of
Element Size on the Solution Accuracies of Finite-
Element Heat Transfer and Thermal Stress Analyses of
Space Shuttle Orbiter. Proceedings of the 5th International
Conference on Numerical Methods in Thermal Problems,
Montreal, Quebec, June 24-July 3, 1987, Vol. 5, Part 2,
1987, pp. 1112-1130. (See also 1575, 1609.)
1577. Burcham, Frank W., Jr.; and Ray, Ronald J.: The
Value of Early Flight Evaluation of Propulsion Concepts
Using the NASA F-15 Research Airplane. NASA
TM-100408, H-1419, NAS 1.15:100408, AIAA Paper 87-
2877. Presented at the AIAA, AHS, and ASEE Aircraft
Design, Systems and Operations Meeting, St. Louis,
Missouri, September 13-16, 1987, September 1987,
87N26913, #. (See also 1578.)
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Thevalueof earlyflight evaluationof propulsionand
propulsioncontrolconceptswasdemonstratedontheNASA
F-15airplaneinprogramssuchashighlyintegrateddigital
electroniccontrol (HIDEC),the F100enginemodel
derivative(EMD),anddigitalelectronicenginecontrol
(DEEC).(Ineachcase,thevalueofflightdemonstrationwas
conclusivelydemonstrated.)This paperdescribedthese
programs,anddiscussestheresultsthatwerenotexpected,
basedongroundtestor analyticalprediction.Theroleof
flightdemonstrationin facilitatingtransferof technology
fromthe laboratory to operational airplanes is discussed.
1578. Burcham, Frank W., Jr.; and Ray, Ronald J.: The
Value of Early Flight Evaluation of Propulsion Concepts
Using the NASA F-15 Research Airplane. AIAA
Paper 87-2877. Presented at the AIAA, AHS, and ASEE,
Aircraft Design, Systems and Operations Meeting, St. Louis,
Missouri, September 14--16, 1987, 88A14258, #. (See also
1577.)
The value of early flight evaluation of propulsion and
propulsion control concepts was demonstrated on the NASA
F-15 airplane in programs such as highly integrated digital
electronic control (HIDEC), the F100 engine model
derivative (EMD), and digital electronic engine control
(DEEC). (In each case, the value of flight demonstration was
conclusively demonstrated.) This paper describes these
programs, and discusses the results that were not expected,
based on ground test or analytical prediction. The role of
flight demonstration in facilitating transfer of technology
from the laboratory to operational airplanes is discussed.
1579. Hicks, John W.; and Matheny, Neil W.:
Preliminary Flight Assessment of the X-29A Advanced
Technology Demonstrator. NASA TM-I00407, H-1427,
NAS 1.15:100407, AIAA Paper 87-2949. Presented at the
AIAA, AHS, and ASEE Aircraft Design, Systems and
Operations Meeting, St. Louis, Missouri, September 13-16,
1987, September 1987, 87N26906, #. (See also 1580.)
Several new technologies integrated on the X-29A advanced
technology demonstrator are being evaluated for the next
generation of fighter aircraft. Some of the most noteworthy
ones are the forward-swept wing, digital fly-by-wire flight
control system, close-coupled wing-canard configuration,
aeroelastically tailored composite wing skins, three-surface
pitch control configuration, and a highly unstable airframe.
The expansion of the aircraft 1-g and maneuver flight
envelopes was recently completed over a two-year period in
84 flights. Overall flight results confirmed the viability of the
aircraft design, and good agreement with preflight
predictions was obtained. The individual technologies'
operational workability and performance were confirmed.
This paper deals with the flight test results and the
preliminary evaluation of the X-29A design and
technologies. A summary of the primary technical findings in
structural static loads, structural dynamic characteristics,
flight control system characteristics, aerodynamic stability
and control, and aerodynamic performance is presented.
1580. Hicks, John W.; and Matheny, Neil W.:
Preliminary Flight Assessment of the X-29A Advanced
Technology Demonstrator. AIAA Paper 87-2949.
Presented at the AIAA, AHS, and ASEE, Aircraft Design,
Systems and Operations Meeting, St. Louis, Missouri,
September 14-16, 1987, 88A14284, #. (See also 1579.)
Several new technologies integrated on the X-29A advanced
technology demonstrator are being evaluated for the next
generation of fighter aircraft. Some of the most noteworthy
ones are the forward-swept wing, digital fly-by-wire flight
control system, close-coupled wing-canard configuration,
aeroelastically tailored composite wing skins, three-surface
pitch control configuration, and a highly unstable airframe.
The expansion of the aircraft 1-g and maneuver flight
envelopes was recently completed over a two-year period in
84 flights. Overall flight results confirmed the viability of the
aircraft design, and good agreement with preflight
predictions was obtained. The individual technologies'
operational workability and performance were confirmed.
This paper deals with the flight test results and the
preliminary evaluation of the X-29A design and
technologies. A summary of the primary technical findings in
structural static loads, structural dynamic characteristics,
flight control system characteristics, aerodynamic stability
and control, and aerodynamic performance is presented.
1581. Murray, James E.; and Maine, Richard E.: The pEst
Version 2.1 User's Manual. NASA TM-88280, H-1390,
NAS 1.15:88280, September 1987, 87N28317, #.
This report is a user's manual for version 2.1 of pEst, a
FORTRAN 77 computer program for interactive parameter
estimation in nonlinear dynamic systems. The pest program
allows the user complete generality in defining the nonlinear
equations of motion used in the analysis. The equations of
motion are specified by a set of FORTRAN subroutines; a set
of routines for a general aircraft model is supplied with the
program and is described in the report. The report also briefly
discusses the scope of the parameter estimation problem the
program addresses. The report gives detailed explanations of
the purpose and usage of all available program commands
and a description of the computational algorithms used in the
program.
1582. Kehoe, Michael W.: Flutter Clearance of the F-14
Variable-Sweep Transition Flight Experiment Airplane,
Phase 1. NASA TM-88287, H-1402, NAS 1.15:88287,
September 1987.87N27663, #.
An F-14 airplane was modified to become the test bed aircraft
for the variable sweep transition flight experiment (VSTFE)
program. The latter is a laminar flow program designed to
measure the effects of wing sweep on boundary layer
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transitionfromlaminartoturbulentflow.Theairplanewas
modifiedbyaddinganuppersurfacefoam-fiberglassglove
overaportionof theleftwing.Groundvibrationandflight
fluttertestingwereaccomplishedto clearasufficientflight
envelopetoconduct the laminar flow experiments. Flight test
data indicated satisfactory damping levels and damping
trends for the elastic structural modes of the airplane. The
data presented include frequency and damping as functions of
Mach number.
1583. *Chin, J.; Chacon, V.; and Gera, J.: X-29A Flight
Control System Performance During Flight Test. AIAA
Paper 87-2878. Presented at the AIA.A, AHS, and ASEE,
Aircraft Design, Systems and Operations Meeting, St. Louis,
Missouri, September 14-16, 1987, 88A14259, #.
An account is given of flight control system performance
results for the X-29A forward-swept wing 'Advanced
Technology Demonstrator' fighter aircraft, with attention to
its software and hardware components' achievement of the
requisite levels of system stability and desirable aircraft
handling qualities. The Automatic Camber Control Logic is
found to be well integrated with the stability loop of the
aircraft. A number of flight test support software programs
developed by NASA facilitated monitoring of the X-29A's
stability in real time, and allowed the test team to clear the
envelope with confidence.
*Grumman Aerospace Corporation, Aircraft Systems
Division, Bethpage, New York.
1584. Hunter, H. J.; and Bogue, R. K.: Developmental
Airdrop Testing Techniques and Devices. AGARD-AG-
300-VOL-6, ISBN-92-835-1559-5, AD-A18962, September 1,
1987, 88N12481, #.
The practical aspects of planning, conducting, and reporting
on developmental airdrop tests made from cargo transport
type aircraft are presented. Typical cargo aircraft aerial
delivery systems, parachute extraction systems, and special
devices and rigging techniques are described in detail.
Typical instrumentation systems for obtaining aircraft and
parachute systems force data are also described and piloting
techniques for various airdrop methods are briefly discussed.
A scenario of a typical parachute tow test is used to
demonstrate the application of these techniques and the use of
challenge and response checklists among the flight crew
members. Finally the use of reports is discussed and
appendices are included with many useful charts and
calculations that are readily applicable in research and
development airdrop testing.
1585. Gera, Joseph; and Bosworth, John T.: Dynamic
Stability and Handling Qualifies Tests on a Highly
Augmented, Statically Unstable Airplane. Proceedings,
Society of Flight Test Engineers, 18th Annual Symposium,
Amsterdam, the Netherlands, September 28-October 2,
1987, (see A88-51450 22-05), 1987, pp. 2-1 to 2-13,
88A51452, #. (See also 1573, 1574.)
This paper describes some novel flight tests and analysis
techniques in the flight dynamics and handling qualities area.
These techniques were utilized during the initial flight
envelope clearance of the X-29A aircraft and were largely
responsible for the completion of the flight controls clearance
program without any incidents or significant delays. The
resulting open-loop and closed-loop frequency responses and
the time history comparison using flight and linear simulation
data are discussed.
1586. Dana, William H.: A History of the X-15 Program.
Proceedings, 1987 Report to the Aerospace Profession;
Society of Experimental Test Pilots, 31st Symposium, Beverly
Hills, California, September 23-26, 1987, (see A88-51426
22-05), 1987, pp. 257-272, 88A51440.
The present historical account of the X-15 hypersonic
research aircraft development program, which began in 1952
with the determination by NACA's Committee on
Aeronautics to attempt speeds of Mach 10-12 and altitudes of
12-50 miles. While the technical proposal adopted by the
program in 1954 reduced speed requirements to Mach 6.6,
representing the state-of-the-art capability in high
temperature structures, the X-15 would ultimately reach a
speed of Mach 6.7. The structural material employed was
Inconel X, an Ni-Cr alloy slightly heavier than steel. The
X-15 program studied problems in exoatmospheric flight
control, structural heating, control in weightlessness, and
atmospheric reentry. The last flights were conducted in 1968.
1587. Smolka, James W.: HiDEC F-15 Adaptive Engine
Control System Flight Test Results. Proceedings, 1987
Report to the Aerospace Profession, Society of Experimental
Test Pilots, 31st Symposium, Beverly Hills, California,
September 23-26, 1987, (see A88-51426 22-05), 1987,
pp. 114-137, 88A51433.
NASA-Ames' Highly Integrated Digital Electronic Control
(HIDEC) flight test program alms to develop fully integrated
airframe, propulsion, and flight control systems. The HIDEC
F-15 adaptive engine control system flight test program has
demonstrated that significant performance improvements are
obtainable through the retention of stall-free engine operation
throughout the aircraft flight and maneuver envelopes. The
greatest thrust increase was projected for the medium-to-high
altitude flight regime at subsonic speed which is of such
importance to air combat. Adaptive engine control systems
such as the HIDEC F-15's can be used to upgrade the
performance of existing aircraft without resort to expensive
reengining programs.
1588. DeAngelis, V. Michael; and *Fodale, Robert:
Electro-Optical Flight Deflection Measurement System.
Proceedings, Society of Flight Test Engineers, 18th Annual
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Symposium, Amsterdam, the Netherlands, September 28-
October 2, 1987, (see A88-51450 22-05), 1987, pp. 22-1 to
22-14, 88A51470, #.
This paper describes an electro-optical flight-deflection
measurement system (FDMS) developed for use on highly-
maneuverable-aircraft-technology (HiMAT) RPV flight
research program. The FDMS provides in-flight
measurements of the aircraft structural deflections and
magnetic-tape recordings for automated data processing. The
capabilities and limitations, requirements for installation on
an aircraft, analytical considerations, and typical flight data
acquired from the HiMAT research program are examined.
The flight data indicate that the background light is the major
obstacle to acqu_ng high-quality data and that the
relationship between the target displacement and the output
of the FDMS is nonlinear; however, the nonlinear effects can
be minimized with judicious planning of the installation of
the FDMS on the aircraft. Excellent flight deflection data
were obtained from both the HiMAT and X-29A flight
research program with very little data lost as a result of
encounters with severe background light.
*Grumman Aerospace Corporation, Bethpage, New York.
1589. Maine, Richard E.: Manual for GetData Version
3.1: A FORTRAN Utility Program for Time History
Data. NASA TM-88288, H-1403, NAS 1.15:88288, October
1987, 88N10520, #.
This report documents version 3.1 of the GetData computer
program. GetData is a utility program for manipulating files
of time history data, i.e., data giving the values of parameters
as functions of time. The most fundamental capability of
GetData is extracting selected signals and time segments
from an input file and writing the selected data to an output
file. Other capabilities include converting file formats,
merging data from several input files, time skewing,
interpolating to common output times, and generating
calculated output signals as functions of the input signals.
This report also documents the interface standards for the
subroutines used by GetData to read and write the time
history files. All interface to the data files is through these
subroutines, keeping the main body of GetData independent
of the precise details of the file formats. Different file formats
can be supported by changes restricted to these subroutines.
Other computer programs conforming to the interface
standards can call the same subroutines to read and write files
in compatible formats.
1590. Ko, William L.; and Fields, Roger A.: Thermal
Stress Analysis of Space Shuttle Orbiter Subjected to
Reentry Aerodynamic Heating. NASA TM-88286,
H-1400, NAS 1.15:88286, October 1987.88N10389, #.
A structural performance and resizing (SPAR) finite-element
computer program and NASA structural analysis
(NASTRAN) finite-element computer programs were used in
the thermal stress analysis of the space shuttle orbiter
subjected to reentry aerodynamic heating. A SPAR structural
model was set up for the entire left wing of the orbiter, and
NASTRAN structural models were set up for: (1) a wing
segment located at midspan of the orbiter left wing, and (2) a
fuselage segment located at midfuselage. The thermal stress
diswibutions in the orbiter structure were obtained and the
critical high thermal stress regions were identified. It was
found that the thermal stresses induced in the orbiter structure
during reentry were relatively low. The thermal stress
predictions from the whole wing model were considered to be
more accurate than those from the wing segment model
because the former accounts for temperature and stress
effects throughout the entire wing.
1591. *Jackson, L. Robert; *Dixon, Sidney C.; *Tenney,
Darrel R.; Carter, Alan L.; and **Stephens, Joseph R.:
Hypersonic Structures and Materials---A Progress
Report. Aerospace America (ISSN 0740-722X), Vol. 25,
October 1987, pp. 24, 25, and 28-30, 88A16748, #.
The weight of a hypersonic, airbreathing SSTO vehicle may
be more critical than for any previous aerospace craft; an
evaluation is accordingly made of the development status and
applicability of intermetallic compounds, metal-matrix
composites, carbon-carbon composites, ceramics, and
ceramic-matrix composites applicable to SSTO craft primary
structures. Aerothermal, aerothermoelastic, and acoustic
loads are high because the airbreathing SSTO vehicle must
follow a high dynamic pressure trajectory in order to achieve
the requisite propulsive efficiency. Attention is given to the
prospects for integral cryogenic tankage and actively
hydrogen-cooled airframe and engine structures.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
**NASA Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
1592. *Zamanzadeh, Behzad; *Trover, William F.; and
Anderson, Karl F.: DACS H--A Distributed Thermal/
Mechanical Loads Data Acquisition and Control System.
ITC/USA/'87; Proceedings of the International Telemetering
Conference, San Diego, California, October 26-29, 1987,
(see A88-33626 13-32), 1987, pp. 737-752, 88A33689, #.
A distributed data acquisition and control system has been
developed for the NASA Flight Loads Research Facility. The
DACS II system is composed of seven computer systems and
four array processors configured as a main computer system,
three satellite computer systems, and 13 analog input/output
systems interconnected through three independent data
networks. Up to three independent heating and loading tests
can be run concurrently on different test articles or the entire
system can be used on a single large test such as a full scale
hypersonic aircraft. Thermal tests can include up to
512 independent adaptive closed loop control channels. The
control system can apply up to 20 MW of heating to a test
specimen while simultaneously applying independent
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mechanicalloads.Eachthermalcontrolloopis capableof
heatingastructureatratesofupto150°Fpersecondovera
temperaturerangeof-300to+2500°F.Upto64independent
mechanicalloadprofilescanbecommandedalongwith
thermalcontrol.Up to 1280analoginputsmonitor
temperature,load,displacementandstrainon the test
specimenswithrealtimedatadisplayedonupto15terminals
ascolorplotsandtabulardatadisplays.Systemsetupand
operationis accomplishedwith interactivemenu-driver
displayswithextensivefacilitiesto assisttheusersin all
phasesofsystemoperation.
*TeledyneControls,LosAngeles,California.
1593. Jenkins,Jerald M.: Comparison of Measured
Temperatures, Thermal Stresses and Creep Residues
With Predictions on a Built-Up Titanium Structure.
NASA TM-86814, H-1354, NAS 1.15:86814, Nqvember
1987, 88N12125, #.
Temperature, thermal stresses, and residual creep stresses
were studied by comparing laboratory values measured on a
built-up titanium structure with values calculated from finite-
element models. Several such models were used to examine
the relationship between computational thermal stresses and
thermal stresses measured on a built-up structure. Element
suitability, element density, and computational temperature
discrepancies were studied to determine their impact on
measured and calculated thermal stress. The optimum
number of elements is established from a balance between
element density and suitable safety margins, such that the
answer is acceptably safe yet is economical from a
computational viewpoint. It is noted that situations exist
where relatively small excursions of calculated temperatures
from measured values result in far more than proportional
increases in thermal stress values. Measured residual stresses
due to creep significantly exceeded the values computed by
the piecewise linear elastic strain analogy approach. The most
important elementin the computation is the correct definition
of the creep law. Computational methodology advances in
predicting residual stresses due to creep require significantly
more viscoelastic material characterization.
1594. Gong, Leslie; Ko, William L.; Quinn, Robert D.;
and Richards, W. Lance: Comparison of Flight-Measured
and Calculated Temperatures on the Space Shuttle
Orbiter. NASA TM-88278, H-1384, NAS 1.15:88278,
Nqvembfr 1987, 88N12029, #.
Structural temperatures and thermal protection system
surface temperatures were measured on the space shuttle
during the flight of STS 5. The measured data are compared
with values calculated at wing stations 134, 240, and 328 and
at fuselage station 877. The theoretical temperatures were
calculated using the structural performance and resizing finite
element thermal analysis program. The comparisons show
that the calculated temperatures are, generally, in good
agreement with the measured data.
1595. Ko, William L.: Accuracies of Southwell and
Force/Stiffness Methods in the Prediction of Buckling
Strength of Hypersonic Aircraft Wing Tubular Panels.
NASA TM-88295, H-1415, NAS 1.15:88295, November
1987, 88N17090, #.
Accuracies of the Southwell method and the force/stiffness
(F/S) method are examined when the methods were used in
the prediction of buckling loads of hypersonic aircraft wing
tubular panels, based on nondestructive buckling test data.
Various factors affecting the accuracies of the two methods
were discussed. Effects of load cutoff point in the
nondestructive buckling tests on the accuracies of the two
methods were discussed in great detail. For the tubular panels
under pure compression, the F/S method was found to give
more accurate buckling load predictions than the Southwell
method, which excessively overpredicts the buckling load. It
was found that the Southwell method required a higher load
cutoff point, as compared with the F/S method. In using the
F/S method for predicting the buckling load of tubular panels
under pure compression, the load cutoff point of
approximately 50 percent of the critical load could give
reasonably accurate predictions.
1596. Trippensee, Gary A.; and Lux, David P.: X-29A
Forward-Swept-Wing Flight Research Program Status.
NASA TM- 100413, H- 1432, NAS 1.15:100413. Presented at
the SAE International Pacific Air and Space Technology
Conference, Melbourne, Australia, November 13-17, 1987,
November 1987. 88N17644, #. (See also 1597.)
The X-29A aircraft is a fascinating combination of integrated
technologies incorporated into a unique research aircraft. The
X-29A program is multiple agency program with
management and other responsibilities divided among
NASA, DARPA, the U.S. Air Force, and the Grumman
Corporation. An overview of the recently completed X-29A
flight research program, objectives achieved, and a
discussion of its future is presented. Also discussed are the
flight test approach expanding the envelope, typical flight
maneuvers performed, X-29A program accomplishments,
lessons learned for the Number One aircraft, and future plans
with the Number Two aircraft. A schedule for both aircraft is
presented. A description of the unique technologies
incorporated into the X-29A aircraft is given, along with
descriptions of the onboard instrumentation system. The
X-29A aircraft research program has proven highly
successful. Using high fly rates from a very reliable
experimental aircraft, the program has consistently met or
exceeded its design and research goals.
1597. Trippensee, Gary A.; and Lux, David P.: X-29A
Forward-Swept-Wing Flight Research Program Status.
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SAEPaper872418.Proceedings, International Pacific Air
and Space Technology Conference, Melbourne, Australia,
November 13-17, 1987, (see A89-10627 01-01), 1988,
pp. 181-188, 89A10640, #. (See also 1596.)
The X-29A aircraft is a fascinating combination of integrated
technologies incorporated into a unique research aircraft. The
X-29A program is a multiple agency program with
management and other responsibilities divided among
NASA, DARPA, the U.S. Air Force, and the Grumman
Corporation. An overview of the recently completed X-29A
flight research program, objectives achieved, and a
discussion of its future is presented. Also discussed are the
flight test approach expanding the envelope, typical flight
maneuvers performed, X-29A program accomplishments,
lessons learned for the Number One aircraft, and future plans
with the Number Two aircraft. A schedule for both aircraft is
presented. A description of the unique technologies
incorporated into the X-29A aircraft is given, along with
descriptions of the onboard instrumentation system. The
X-29A aircraft research program has proven highly
successful. Using high fly rates from a very reliable
experimental aircraft, the program has consistently met or
exceeded its design and research goals.
1598. Fisher, David F.; and *Fischer, Michael C.:
Development Flight Tests of JetStar LFC Leading-Edge
Flight Test Experiment. NASA CP-2487. NASA Langley
Research Center, Research in Natural Laminar Flow and
Laminar-Flow Control, Part 1, (see N90-12503 04-02)
December 1987, pp. 117-140, 90N12509, #.
The overall objective of the flight tests on the JetStar aircraft
was to demonstrate the effectiveness and reliability of
laminar flow control under representative flight conditions.
One specific objective was to obtain laminar flow on the
JetStar leading-edge test articles for the design and off-design
conditions. Another specific objective was to obtain
operational experience on a Laminar Flow Control (LFC)
leading-edge system in a simulated airline service. This
included operational experience with cleaning requirements,
the effect of clogging, possible foreign object damage,
erosion, and the effects of ice particle and cloud encounters.
Results are summarized.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
1599. Meyer, Robert R.; Trujillo, Bianca M.; and
*Bartlett, Dennis W., F-14 VSTFE and Results of the
Cleanup Flight Test Program, NASA CP-2487, NASA
Langley Research Center, Research in Natural Laminar
Flow and Laminar-Flow Control, Part 3, (see N90-12539
04-02), December 1987, pp. 819-844, 90N12547, #.
Flight transition data applicable to swept wings at high
subsonic speeds are needed to make valid assessments of the
potential for natural laminar flow or laminar flow control for
transports of various sizes at various cruise speeds. NASA
initiated the variable sweep transition flight experiment
(VSTFE) to help establish a boundary layer transition data
base for use in laminar flow wing design. The carrier vehicle
for this experiment is an F-14, which has variable sweep
capability. The variable sweep outer panels of the F-14 were
modified with natural laminar flow gloves to provide not only
smooth surfaces but also airfoils that can produce a wide
range of pressure distributions for which transition location
can be determined. The VSTFE program is briefly described
and some preliminary glove I flight results are presented.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
F-14 VSTFE Airplane
ECST-O 100-4
1600. *Maddalon, Dal V.; Fisher, David F.; Jennett, Lisa
A.; and *Fischer, Michael C.: Simulated Airline Service
Experience With Laminar-Flow Control Leading-Edge
Systems. NASA CP-2487. Research in Natural Laminar
Flow and Laminar-Flow Control, Part 1, (see N90-12503
04-02), December 1987. pp. 195--218, 90N12512, #.
The first JetStar leading edge flight test was made November
30, 1983. The JetStar was flown for more than 3 years. The
titanium leading edge test articles today remain in virtually
the same condition as they were in on that fu'st flight. No
degradation of laminar flow performance has occurred as a
result of service. The JetStar simulated airline service flights
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havedemonstratedthateffective, practical leading edge
systems are available for future commercial transports.
Specific conclusions based on the results of the simulated
airline service test program are summarized.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
EC87-165-1
Deicing JetStar Laminar Flow Leading Edge,
Flight Test Experiment
1601. Duke, Eugene L.; Patterson, Brian P.; and
Antoniewicz, Robert F.: User's Manual for LINEAR, a
FORTRAN Program to Derive Linear Aircraft Models.
NASA TP-2768, H-1259, NAS 1.60:2768, December 1987.
88N21740, #.
This report documents a FORTRAN program that provides a
powerful and flexible tool for the linearization of aircraft
models. The program LINEAR numerically determines a
linear system model using nonlinear equations of motion and
a user-supplied nonlinear aerodynamic model. The system
model determined by LINEAR consists of matrices for both
state and observation equations. The program has been
designed to allow easy selection and definition of the state,
control, and observation variables to be used in a particular
model.
1602. *Alag, Gurbux S.; and Burken, John J.:
Eigensystem Synthesis for Active Flutter Suppression on
an Oblique-Wing Aircraft. Journal of Guidance, Control,
and Dynamics (ISSN 0731-5090), Vol. 10, November-
December 1987, (see A86-47491), December 1987,
pp. 535-539, 88A22607, #. (See also 1499, 1500.)
*Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Michigan.
1988 Technical Publications
1603. Ko, William L.: Delamination Stresses in
Semicircular Laminated Composite Bars. NASA
TM-4026, H-1417, NAS 1.15:4026, January 1988,
88N20375, #.
Using anisotropic elasticity theory, delamination stresses in a
semicircular laminated composite curved bar subjected to
end forces and end moments were calculated, and their radial
locations determined. A family of design curves was
presented, showing variation of the intensity of delamination
stresses and their radial locations with different geometry and
different degrees of anisotropy of the curved bar. The effect
of anisotropy on the location of peak delamination stress was
found to be small.
1604. *Kempel, Robert W.; **McNeill, Walter E.; and
Maine, Trindel A.: Oblique-Wing Research Airplane
Motion Simulation With Decoupling Control Laws. AIAA
Paper 88-0402. Presented at the AIAA 26th Aerospace
Sciences Meeting, Reno, Nevada, January_ 11-14. 1988,
88A22296, #.
A large piloted vertical motion simulator was used to assess
the performance of a preliminary decoupling control law for
an early version of the F-8 oblique wing research
demonstrator airplane. Evaluations were performed for five
discrete flight conditions, ranging from low-altitude subsonic
Mach numbers to moderate-altitude supersonic Mach
numbers. Asymmetric sideforce as a function of angle of
attack was found to be the primary cause of both the lateral
acceleration noted in pitch and the tendency to roll into left
turns and out of right turns. The flight control system was
shown to be effective in generally decoupling the airplane
and reducing the lateral acceleration in pitch maneuvers.
*PRC Kentron, Inc., Edwards, California.
**NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California.
1605. Glover, Richard D.: Concept of a Programmable
Maintenance Processor Applicable to Multiprocessing
Systems. NASA TM-100406, H-1425, NAS 1.15:100406,
February 1988. 88N17333, #.
A programmable maintenance processor concept applicable
to multiprocessing systems has been developed at the NASA
Ames Research Center's Dryden Flight Research Facility.
This stand-alone-processor is intended to provide support for
system and application software testing as well as hardware
diagnostics. An initial mechanization has been incorporated
into the extended aircraft interrogation and display system
(XAIDS) which is multiprocessing general-purpose ground
support equipment. The XAIDS maintenance processor has
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EC88-0042-01
Dryden Flight Research Facility Aircraft, circa 1988, (front row) Grumman X-29A, (2 nd row) AD-1, Piper PA-30,
Rockwell International HiMAT, (3 rd row) Lockheed F-104, Vought F-8 DFBW, General Dynamics AFTI F-16,
Northrop T-38, (4 th row) two McDonnell Douglas F/A-18's, (5th row) General Dynamics AFTI F-111 MAW,
McDonnell F-15, Sikorsky RSRA, (back row) Boeing B-52, Lockheed C-140 JetStar, Boeing 747 SCA.
independent terminal and printer interfaces and a dedicated
magnetic bubble memory that stores system test sequences
entered from the terminal. This report describes the hardware
and software embodied in this processor and shows a typical
application in the check-out of a new XAIDS.
1606. Powers, Sheryll Goecke: Influence of Base
Modifications on In-Flight Base Drag in the Presence of
Jet Exhaust for Mach Numbers From 0.7 to 1.5. NASA
TP-2802, H-1408, NAS 1.60:2802, February 1988,
88N18881, #.
The use of external modifications in the base region to reduce
the base drag of a blunt-base body in the presence of jet
engine exhaust was investigated in flight. Base pressure data
were obtained for the following configurations: (1) blunt
base; (2) blunt base modified with splitter plate; and (3) blunt
base modified with two variations of a vented cavity.
Reynolds number based on the length of the aircraft ranged
from 1.2 to 3.1 x 10 to the 8th. Mach number M ranges were
0.71 less than or = M less than or = 0.95 and 1.10 less than
or = M less than or = 1.51. The data were analyzed using the
blunt base for a reference, or baseline condition. For 1.10 less
than or = M less than or = 1.51, the reduction in base drag
coefficient provided by the vented cavity configuration
ranged from 0.07 to 0.05. These increments in base drag
coefficient at M = 1.31 and 1.51 result in base drag reductions
of 27 and 24 percent, respectively, when compared to the
blunt base drag. For M less than 1, the drag increment
between the blunt base and the modification is not significant.
1607. *Kuhn, Richard E.; Del Frate, John H.; and
**Eshleman, James E.: Ground Vortex Flow Field
Investigation. NASA CP-10008. The 1987 Ground
Vortex Workshop, (see N89-10849 02-02), February 1988,
pp. 61-90, 89N10852, #.
Flow field investigations were conducted at the NASA
Ames-Dryden Flow Visualization Facility (water tunnel) to
investigate the ground effect produced by the impingement of
jets from aircraft nozzles on a ground board in a STOL
operation. Effects on the overall flow field with both a
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stationaryanda movinggroundboardwerephotographed
andcomparedwithsimilardata found in other references.
Nozzle jet impingement angles, nozzle and inlet interaction,
side-by-side nozzles, nozzles in tandem, and nozzles and
inlets mounted on a flat plate model were investigated.
Results show that the wall jet that generates the ground effect
is unsteady and the boundary between the ground vortex flow
field and the free-stream flow is unsteady. Additionally, the
forward projection of the ground vortex flow field with a
moving ground board is one-third less than that measured
over a fixed ground board. Results also showed that inlets did
not alter the ground vortex flow field.
*Kuhn (Richard E.), San Diego, California.
**Lockheed-California Co., Burbank, California.
1608. Johnson, J. Blair: Preliminary In-Flight Boundary
Layer Transition Measurements on a 45 Deg Swept Wing
at Mach Numbers Between 0.9 and 1.8. NASA
TM-100412, H-1436, NAS 1.15:100412, March 1988,
88N20598, #.
A preliminary flight experiment was flown to generate a full-
scale supersonic data base to aid the assessment of
computational codes, to improve instrumentation for
measuring boundary layer transition at supersonic speeds,
and to provide preliminary information for the definition of
follow-on programs. The experiment was conducted using an
F- 15 aircraft modified with a small cleanup test section on the
right wing. Results are presented for Much (M) numbers from
0.9 to 1.8 at altitudes from 25,000 to 55,000 ft. At M greater
than or = 1.2, transition occurred near or at the leading edge
for the clean configuration. The furthest aft that transition
was measured was 20 percent chord at M = 0.9 and M = 0.97.
No change in transition location was observed after the
addition of a notch-bump on the leading edge of the inboard
side of the test section which was intended to minimize
attachment line transition problems. Some flow visualization
was attempted during the flight experiment with both
subliming chemicals and liquid crystals. However,
difficulties arose from the limited time the test aircraft was
able to hold test conditions and the difficulty of positioning
the photo chase aircraft during supersonic test points.
Therefore, no supersonic transition results were obtained.
1609. Ko, William L.; and Olona, Timothy: Effect of
Element Size on the Solution Accuracies of Finite-
Element Heat Transfer and Thermal Stress Analyses of
Space Shuttle Orbiter. NASA CP-2505. Presented at the
16th NASTRAN Users Colloquium, Arlington, Virginia,
April 25-29, 1988. (See also 1575, 1576.)
The effect of element size on the solution accuracies of finite-
element heat transfer and thermal stress analyses of space
shuttle orbiter was investigated. Several structural
performance and resizing (SPAR) thermal models and NASA
structural analysis (NASTRAN) structural models were set
up for the orbiter wing midspan bay 3. The thermal model
was found to be the one that determines the limit of finite-
element fineness because of the limitation of computational
core space required for the radiation view factor calculations.
The thermal stresses were found to be extremely sensitive to
a slight variation of structural temperature distributions. The
minimum degree of element fineness required for the thermal
model to yield reasonably accurate solutions was established.
The radiation view factor computation time was found to be
insignificant compared with the total computer time required
for the SPAR transient heat transfer analysis.
1610. Glover, Richard D.: Aerospace Energy Systems
Laboratory: Requirements and Design Approach. NASA
TM-100423, H-1448, NAS 1.15:100423. Presented at the
ISA Aerospace Industries/Test Measurement Symposium,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, May 2-5, 1988, May 1988,
88N24206, #. (See also 1641.)
The NASA Ames-Dryden Flight Research Facility at
Edwards, California, operates a mixed fleet of research
aircraft employing nickel-cadmium (NiCd) batteries in a
variety of flight-critical applications. Dryden's Battery
Systems Laboratory (BSL), a computerized facility for
battery maintenance servicing, has developed over two
decades into one of the most advanced facilities of its kind in
the world. Recently a major BSL upgrade was initiated with
the goal of modernization to provide flexibility in meeting the
needs of future advanced projects. The new facility will be
called the Aerospace Energy Systems Laboratory (AESL)
and will employ distributed processing linked to a centralized
data base. AESL will be both a multistation servicing facility
and a research laboratory for the advancement of energy
storage system maintenance techniques. This paper describes
the baseline requirements for the AESL and the design
approach being taken for its mechanization.
1611. Rhea, Donald C.; and Moore, Archie L.:
Development of a Mobile Research Flight Test Support
Capability, NASA TM-100428, H-1456, NAS 1.15:100428,
AIAA Paper 88-2087. Presented at the 4th Flight Test
Conference, San Diego, California, May 18-20, 1988,
1988, 8N22883, #. (See also 1612.)
This paper presents the approach taken by the NASA Western
Aeronautical Test Range (WATR) of the Ames Research
Center to develop and utilize mobile systems to satisfy unique
real-time research flight test requirements of research
projects such as the advanced fighter technology integration
(AFTI)F-16, YAV-8B Harrier, F-18 high-alpha research
vehicle (HARV), XV-15, and the UH-60 Black Hawk. The
approach taken is cost-effective, staff efficient,
technologically current, and provides a safe and effective
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researchflighttestenvironmenttosupportahighlycomplex
setof real-timerequirementsincludingtheareasoftracking
anddataacquisition,communications(audioandvideo)and
real-timeprocessinganddisplay,postmissionprocessing,
andcommanduplink.Thedevelopmentofthiscapabilityhas
beeninresponsetotheneedforrapiddeploymentatvaried
sitelocationswithfull real-timecomputationsanddisplay
capability.This paperwill discussthe requirements,
implementationand growthplan for mobilesystems
developmentwithintheNASAWesternAeronauticalTest
Range.
XV-15 Tilt Rotor Aircraft
EC80-13848
1612. Rhea, Donald C.; and Moore, Archie L.:
Development of a Mobile Research Flight Test Support
Capability. AIAA Paper 88-2087. Technical Papers,
presented at the .MAA 4th Flight Test Conference,
San Diego, California, May 18-20, 1988, (see A88-38701
15-05), pp. 520-528, 88A38761, #. (See also 1611.)
This paper presents the approach taken by the NASA Western
Aeronautical Test Range (WATR) of the Ames Research
Center (ARC) to develop and utilize mobile systems to satisfy
unique real-time research flight test requirements of research
projects such as the advanced fighter technology integration
(AFTI) F-16, YAV-8B Harrier, F-18 high-alpha research
vehicle (HARV), XV-15, and the UH-60 Black Hawk. The
approach taken is cost-effective, staff efficient,
technologically current, and provides a safe and effective
research flight test environment to support a highly complex
set of real-time requirements including the areas of tracking
and data acquisition, communications (audio and video) and
real-time processing and display, postmission processing,
and command uplink. The development of this capability has
been in response to the need for rapid deployment at varied
site locations with full real-time commutation and display
capability. This paper will discuss the requirements,
implementation and growth plan for mobile systems
development within the NASA Western Aeronautical Test
Range.
1613. Kellogg, Gary V.; and Wagner, Charles A.: Effects
of Update and Refresh Rates on Flight Simulation Visual
Displays. NASA TM-100415, H-1439, NAS 1.15:100415,
May 1988, 88N22033, #.
An experiment was performed to study the effects of update
and refresh rates on dynamic calligraphic CRT displays,
particularly those used for visual displays in flight simulators.
A moving horizontal line was generated on a CRT and
observed at various velocities. Observations were made with
both one and two refreshes per update. The data gathered
from these observations are presented on plots of refresh-
update rate as a function of display velocity. The display
velocity where picture degradation occurs can be found by
using these plots. These velocities are related to actual
simulated aircraft angular and linear velocities. Results show
that a visual display updated at 30 Hz and refreshed at 60 Hz
degrades at very low simulated aircraft angular and linear
velocities. These velocities at which degradation occurs can
be significantly increased by increasing the update rate of the
visual display. Only minor improvements are possible by
refreshing the display twice for each uptake. To display
rapidly changing flight scenery without degradation, the
display update rate must be far in excess of 60 Hz, typically
several hundred Hz.
1614. Hammons, Kevin R.: The PC/AT Compatible
Computer as a Mission Control Center Display Processor
at Ames-Dryden Flight Research Facility. NASA
TM-100426, H-1457, NAS 1.15:100426. Presented at the
AIAA 4th Flight Test Conference, San Diego, California,
May 18-20, 1988, May 1958, 88N21654, #. (See also 1615.)
Since 1982, the Western Aeronautical Test Range of the
Ames-Dryden Flight Research Facility has been separating
the data acquisition and processing function required on all
telemetry pulse code modulation (PCM) data and the display
processing function required in the flight research mission
control centers (MCCs). These two functions historically
have been done on the same set of super mini computers
remote from the MCCs. Removing the display processing
function from the realm of the superminis or telemetry-radar
acquisition and processing system (TRAPS) and out into the
MCCs will allow the research engineers the flexibility to
configure their own display processing system to optimize
performance during a flight research mission. Meanwhile, the
TRAPS will have more time to acquire data. One of the
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processorschosenis an IBM PC/ATcompatiblerack-
mountedpersonalcomputer.Thisclassandtypemachinewill
notonlyallowthetransferofthedisplayprocessingfunction
into theMCCs,but alsoallowtheresearchengineersa
personalizedsetofanalyticanddisplaytoolsforuseontheir
ownuniquesetsofdata.
1615. Hammons, Kevin R.: The PC/AT Compatible
Computer as a Mission Control Center Display Processor
at Ames-Dryden Flight Research Facility. AIAA
Paper88-2168. Presented at the IAA 4th Flight Test
Conference, San Diego, California, May 18-20. 1988. (see
A88-38701 15-05), pp. 388--405, 88A38745, #. (See also
1614.)
The NASA Ames-Dryden Flight Research Facility's Western
Aeronautical Test Range will assign the flight test data
display processing function to Mission Control Centers in
order to allow research engineers to flexibly configure their
own display-processing system to optimize performance
during a flight research mission. This will leave the
Telemetry Radar Acquisition and Processing System more
time to acquire data. One of the processors chosen to handle
the display-processing function is an IBM PC/AT-
compatible, rack-mounted PC giving engineers a
personalized set of analytic and display tools, developed on
the basis of off-the-shelf PC/AT-compatible engineering
hardware and software items.
1616. Meyer, Robert R., Jr.; and *Barneburg, Jack: In-
Flight Rain Damage Tests of the Shuttle Thermal
Protection System. NASA TM- 100438, H- 1484,
NAS 1.15:100438, AIAA Paper 88-2137. Presented at
the 4th Flight Test Conference, San Diego, California,
May 18-20, 1988, May 1988, 88N21241, #.
NASA conducted in-flight rain damage tests of the Shuttle
thermal protection system (TPS). Most of the tests were
conducted on an F-104 aircraft at the Dryden Flight Research
Facility of NASA's Ames Research Center, although some
tests were conducted by NOAA on a WP-3D aircraft off the
eastern coast of southern Florida. The TPS components tested
included I, I900 and LI2200 tiles, advanced flexible reusable
surface insulation, reinforced carbon-carbon, and an
advanced tuff tile. The objective of the test was to define the
damage threshold of various thermal protection materials
during flight through rain. The test hardware, test technique,
and results from both F-104 and WP-3D aircraft are
described. Results have shown that damage can occur to the
Shuttle TPS during flight in rain.
*NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas.
EC90-224
F-104 Airplane With Flight Test Fixture
1617. Mackall, D. A.; Pickett, M. D.; Schilling, L. J.; and
Wagner, C. A.: The NASA Integrated Test Facility and Its
Impact on Flight Research. NASA TM-100418, H-1446,
NAS 1.15:100418. Presented at the 4th Flight Test
Conference, San Diego, California, May 18-20, 1988,
May 1988, 88N21177, #. (See also 1618.)
The Integrated Test Facility (ITF), being built at NASA
Ames-Dryden Flight Research Facility, will provide new test
capabilities for emerging research aircraft. An overview of
the ITF and the challenges being addressed by this unique
facility are outlined. The current ITF capabilities, being
developed with the X-29 Forward Swept Wing Program, are
discussed along with future ITF activities.
1618. Mackall, D. A.; Pickett, M. D.; Schilling, L. J.; and
Wagner, C. A.: The NASA Integrated Test Facility and Its
Impact on Flight Research. AIAA Paper 88-2095.
Presented at the AIAA 4th Flight Test Conference,
San Diego, California, May 18-20. 1988, pp. 85-97,
88A38711, #. (See also 1617.)
NASA-Ames' Integrated Test Facility (ITF), when
completed, will provide ground test facilities for the safe and
efficient testing of advanced research aircraft with fully
integrated flight control, propulsion systems, structures, and
aerodynamic configurations. Flight test risk will be
minimized through the reduction of differences between
flight and ground test environments; the latter will involve the
interfacing of real-time flight simulation with the actual
aircraft through a simulation-interface device. The test
process and the collection and management of test data will
be automated. Attention is given to preliminary ITF results
for the X-29 aircraft.
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1619. Moore, Archie L.; and Harney, Constance D.:
Development of an Integrated Set of Research Facilities
for the Support of Research Flight Test. NASA
TM-100427, H-1458, NAS 1.15:100427. AIAA
Paper 88-2095. Presented at the ALAA 4th Flight Test
Conference, San Diego, California, May 18-20, 1988,
1988, (see A88-38701 15-05), 88N21169, #. (See also 1620.)
The Ames-Dryden Flight Research Facility (DFRF) serves as
the site for high-risk flight research on many one-of-a-kind
test vehicles like the X-29A advanced technology
demonstrator, F-16 advanced fighter technology integration
(AFTI), AFTI F-111 mission adaptive wing, and F-18 high-
alpha research vehicle (HARV). Ames-Dryden is on a section
of the historic Muroc Range. The facility is oriented toward
the testing of high-performance aircraft, as shown by its part
in the development of the X-series aircraft. Given the cost of
research flight tests and the complexity of today's systems-
driven aircraft, an integrated set of ground support
experimental facilities is a necessity. In support of the
research flight test of highly advanced test beds, the DFRF is
developing a network of facilities to expedite the acquisition
and distribution of flight research data to the researcher. The
network consists of an array of experimental ground-based
facilities and systems as nodes and the necessary
telecommunications paths to pass research data and
information between these facilities. This paper presents the
status of the current network, an overview of current
developments, and a prospectus on future major
enhancements.
1620. Moore, Archie L.; and Harney, Constance D.:
Development of an Integrated Set of Research Facilities
for the Support of Research Flight Test. AIAA
Paper 88-2096. Presented at the AIAA 4th Flight Test
Conference, San Diego, California, May 18-20. 1988,
pp. 98-111, 88A38712, #. (See also 1619.)
The Ames-Dryden Flight Research Facility (DFRF) serves as
the site for the conduct of high-risk flight research on many
one-of-a-kind test vehicles like the X-29A advanced
technology demonstrator, F-16 advanced fighter technology
integration (AFTI), AFTI F-111 mission adaptive wing, and
F-18 high-alpha research vehicle (HARV). Ames-Dryden is
on a section of the historic Muroc Range. The facility is
oriented toward the testing of high-performance aircraft, as
shown by its part in the development of the X-series aircraft.
Given the cost of research flight test and the complexity of
today's systems-driven aircraft, an integrated set of ground
support experimental facilities is a necessity. In support of the
research flight test of highly advanced test beds, the DFRF is
developing a network of facilities to expedite the acquisition
and distribution of flight research data to the researcher. This
network consists of an array of experimental ground-based
facilities and systems as nodes and the necessary
telecommunications paths to pass research data and
information between these facilities. This paper presents a
status of the current network, an overview of current
developments, and a prospectus on future major
enhancements.
1621. Malone, Jacqueline C.; and Moore, Archie L.:
Western Aeronautical Test Range Real-Time Graphics
Software Package MAGIC. NASA TM-100425, H-1455,
NAS 1.15:100425. Presented at the AIAA 4th Flight Test
Conference, San Diego, California, May 18-20, 1988,
May 1988, 88N20506, #.
The master graphics interactive console (MAGIC) software
package used on the Western Aeronautical Test Range
(WATR) of the NASA Ames Research Center is described.
MAGIC is a resident real-time research tool available to
flight researchers-scientists in the NASA mission control
centers of the WATR at the Dryden Flight Research Facility
at Edwards, California. The hardware configuration and
capabilities of the real-time software package are also
discussed.
1622. Comperini, Robert; and Rhea, Donald C.:
Development of an Interactive Real-Time Graphics
System for the Display of Vehicle Space Positioning.
NASA TM- 100429, H- 1460, NAS 1.15:100429, AIAA Paper
88-2167. Presented at the 4th Flight Test Conference, San
Diego, California, May 18-20, 1988, May 1988, 88N20344,
#. (See also 1623.)
Outlined is a new approach taken by the NASA Western
Aeronautical Test Range to display real-time space
positioning data using computer-generated images that
produce a graphic representation of an area map integrated
with the research flight test aircraft track. This display system
supports research flight test requirements of research projects
such as the advanced fighter technology integration (AFTI)
F-16, F-18 high alpha research vehicle (HARV), AFTI F-111
mission adaptive wing (MAW), F-15, and X-29A forward-
swept wing. This paper will discuss the requirements, system
configuration and capability, and future system applications.
1623. *Comperini, Robert; and Rhea, Donald C.:
Development of an Interactive Real-Time Graphics
System for the Display of Vehicle Space Positioning.
AIAA Paper 88-2167. Presented at the 4th Flight Test
Conference, San Diego, California, May 18-20, 1988, (see
A88-38701 15-05), pp. 376-387, 88A38744, #. (See also
1622.)
This paper will outline a new approach taken by the NASA
Western Aeronautical Test Range to display real-time space
positioning data using computer-generated images that
produce a graphic representation of an area map integrated
with the research flight test aircraft track. This display
system supports research flight test requirements of research
projects such as the advanced fighter technology integration
(AFTI) F-16, F-18 high alpha research vehicle (HARV),
AFT[ F-Ill mission adaptive wing (MAW), F-15, and
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X-29Aforward-sweptwing.Thispaperwill discussthe
requirements,systemconfigurationandcapability,and
futuresystemapplications.
*DatamaxComputerSystems,Inc.,Edwards,California.
1624. Myers, Lawrence P.; and Walsh, Kevin R.:
Performance Improvements of an F-15 Airplane With an
Integrated Engine-Flight Control System. NASA
TM-100431, H-1470, NAS 1.15:100431. Presented at the
AIAA 4th Flight Test Conference, San Diego, California,
May 18-20, 1988, May 1988, 88N21159, #. (See also 1625,
1907.)
An integrated flight and propulsion control system has been
developed and flight demonstrated on the NASA Ames-
Dryden F-15 research aircraft. The highly integrated digital
control (HIDEC) system provides additional engine thrust by
increasing engine pressure ratio (EPR) at intermediate and
afterburning power. The amount of EPR uptrim is modulated
based on airplane maneuver requirements, flight conditions,
and engine information. Engine thrust was increased as much
as 10.5 percent at subsonic flight conditions by uptrimming
EPR. The additional thrust significantly improved aircraft
performance. Rate of climb was increased 14 percent at
40,000 ft and the time to climb from 10,000 to 40,000 ft was
reduced 13 percent. A 14 and 24 percent increase in
acceleration was obtained at intermediate and maximum
power, respectively. The H/DEC logic performed fault free.
No engine anomalies were encountered for EPR increases up
to 12 percent and for angles of attack and sideslip of 32 and
11 degrees, respectively.
1625. Myers, Lawrence P.; and Walsh, Kevin R.:
Performance Improvements of an F-15 Airplane With an
Integrated Engine-Flight Control System. AIAA
Paper 88-2175. Presented at the AIAA 4th Flight Test
Conference, San Diego, California, May 18-20. 1988, (see
A88-38701 15-05), pp. 410-418, 88A38747, #. (See also
1624, 1907.)
An integrated flight and propulsion control system has been
developed and flight demonstrated on the NASA Ames-
Dryden F-15 research aircraft. The highly integrated digital
control (HIDEC) system provides additional engine thrust by
increasing engine pressure ratio (EPR) at intermediate and
afterburning power. The amount of EPR uptrim is modulated
based on airplane maneuver requirements, flight conditions,
and engine information. Engine thrust was increased as much
as 10.5 percent at subsonic flight conditions by uptrimming
EPR. The additional thrust significantly improved aircraft
performance. Rate of climb was increased 14 percent at
40,000 ft and the time to climb from I0,000 to 40,000 ft was
reduced 13 percent. A 14 and 24 percent increase in
acceleration was obtained at intermediate and maximum
power, respectively. The HIDEC logic performed fault free.
No engine anomalies were encountered for EPR increases up
to 12 percent and for angles of attack and sideslip of 32 and
11 deg, respectively.
1626. Chacon, Vince; and McBride, David: Operational
Viewpoint of the X-29A Digital Flight Control System.
NASA TM-100434, H-1467, NAS 1.15:100434. Presented
at the ISA Aerospace Industries/Test Measurement
Divisions 34th International Instrumentation Symposium,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, May 2-5, 1988, May 1988,
88N21152, #.
In the past few years many flight control systems have been
implemented as full-authority, full-time digital systems. The
digital design has allowed flight control systems to make use
of many enhanced elements that are generally considered too
complex to implement in an analog system. Examples of
these elements are redundant information exchanged between
channels to allow for continued operation after multiple
failures and multiple variable gain schedules to optimize
control of the aircraft throughout its flight envelope and in all
flight modes. The introduction of the digital system for flight
control also created the problem of obtaining information
from the system in an understandable and useful format. This
paper presents how the X-29A was dealt with during its
operations at NASA Ames-Dryden Flight Research Facility.
A brief description of the X-29A control system, a discussion
of the tools developed to aid in daily operations, and the
troubleshooting of the aircraft are included.
1627. Ray, R. J.; Hicks, J. W.; and Alexander, R. I.:
Development of a Real-Time Aeroperformance Analysis
Technique for the X-29A Advanced Technology
Demonstrator. NASA TM- 100432, H- 1471,
NAS 1.15:100432. Presented at the AIAA 4th Flight Test
Conference, San Diego, California, May 18-20, 1988,
1988, 88N21151, #. (See also 1628, 1784.)
The X-29A advanced technology demonstrator has shown
the practicality and advantages of the capability to compute
and display, in real time, aeroperformance flight results. This
capability includes the calculation of the in-flight measured
drag polar, lift curve, and aircraft specific excess power.
From these elements many other types of aeroperformance
measurements can be computed and analyzed. The technique
can be used to give an immediate postmaneuver assessment
of data quality and maneuver technique, thus increasing the
productivity of a flight program. A key element of this new
method was the concurrent development of a real-time in-
flight net thrust algorithm, based on the simplified gross
thrust method. This net thrust algorithm allows for the direct
calculation of total aircraft drag.
1628. Ray, R. J.; Hicks, J. W.; and *Alexander, R. I.:
Development of a Real-Time Aeroperformance Analysis
Technique for the X-29A Advanced Technology
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Demonstrator.,MAAPaper88-2145.Technical Papers,
presented at the AIAA 4th Flight Test Conference,
San Diego, California, May 18-20, 1988, (see A88-38701
15-05), pp. 323-337, 88A38738, #. (See also 1627, 1784.)
The X-29A advanced technology demonstrator has shown
the practicality and advantages of the capability to compute
and display, in real time, aeroperformance flight results. This
capability includes the calculation of the in flight measured
drag polar, lift curve, and aircraft specific excess power.
From these elements, many other types of aeroperformance
measurements can be computed and analyzed. The technique
can be used to give an immediate postmaneuver assessment
of data quality and maneuver technique, thus increasing the
productivity of a flight program. A key element of this new
method was the concurrent development of a real-time in
flight net thrust algorithm, based on the simplified gross
thrust method. This net thrust algorithm allows for the direct
calculation of total aircraft drag.
*Computing Devices Co., Ottawa, Canada.
1629. Bohn-Meyer, Marta R.: Constructing Gloved
Wings for Aerodynamic Studies. NASA TM-100440,
H- 1487, NAS 1.15:100440, AIAA Paper 88-2109. Presented
at the AIAA 4th Flight Test Conference, San Diego,
California, May 18-20, 1988, May 1988, 88N21128, #.
Recently, two aircraft from the Dryden Flight Research
Facility were used in the general study of natural laminar
flow (NLF). The first, an F-14A aircraft on short-term loan
from the Navy, was used to investigate transonic natural
laminar flow. The second, an F-15A aircraft on long-term
loan from the Air Force, was used to examine supersonic
NLF. These tests were follow-on experiments to the NASA
F- 111 NLF experiment conducted in 1979. Both wings of the
F-14A were gloved, in a two-phased experiment, with full-
span (upper surface only) airfoil shapes constructed primarily
of fiberglass, foam, and resin. A small section of the F-15A
right wing was gloved in a similar manner. Each glove
incorporated provisions for instrumentation to measure
surface pressure distributions. The F-14A gloves also had
provisions for instrumentation to measure boundary layer
profiles, acoustic environments, and surface pitot pressures.
Discussions of the techniques used to construct the gloves
and to incorporate the required instrumentation are presented.
1630. Fisher, David F.; Richwine, David M.; and Banks,
Daniel W.: Surface Flow Visualization of Separated Flows
on the Forebody of an F-18 Aircraft and Wind-Tunnel
Model. NASA TM-100436, H-1481, NAS 1.15:100436,
AIAA Paper 88-2112. Presented at the AIAA 4th Flight Test
Conference, San Diego, California, May 18-20, 1988,
1988, 88N21127, #.
A method of in-flight surface flow visualization similar to
wind-tunnel-model oil flows is described for cases where
photo-chase planes or onboard photography are not practical.
This method, used on an F-18 aircraft in flight at high angles
of attack, clearly showed surface flow streamlines in the
fuselage forebody. Vortex separation and reattachment lines
were identified with this method and documented using
postflight photography. Surface flow angles measured at the
90 and 270 degrees meridians show excellent agreement with
the wind tunnel data for a pointed tangent ogive with an
aspect ratio of 3.5. The separation and reattachrnent line
locations were qualitatively similar to the F-18 wind-tunnel-
model oil flows but neither the laminar separation bubble nor
the boundary-layer transition on the wind tunnel model were
evident in the flight surface flows. The separation and
reattachment line locations were in fair agreement with the
wind tunnel data for the 3.5 ogive. The elliptical forebody
shape of the F-18 caused the primary separation lines to move
toward the leeward meridian. Little effect of angle of attack
on the separation locations was noted for the range reported.
EC88--0212-002
F-18 HARV Surface Flow Visualization
1631. Duke, Eugene L.; Hewett, Marle D.; Brumbaugh,
Randal W.; Tartt, David M.; Antoniewicz, Robert F.; and
Agarwal, Arvind K.: The Use of an Automated Flight Test
Management System in the Development of a Rapid-
Prototyping Flight Research Facility. NASA TM-100435,
H-1477, NAS 1.15:100435. Presented at the 4th Conference
on Artificial Intelligence Applications, Long Beach,
California, May 4--6, 1988, May 1988, 88N20896, #.
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Anautomatedflighttestmanagementsystem(ATMS)andits
usetodeveloparapid-prototypingfli htresearchfacilityfor
artificialintelligence(AI)basedflightsystemsconceptsare
described.TheATMSprovidesaflighttestengineerwitha
setoftoolsthatassistinflightplanningandsimulation.This
systemwill becapableof controllinganaircraftduringthe
flighttestby performingclosed-loopguidancefunctions,
rangemanagement,andmaneuver-qualitymonitoring.The
rapid-prototypingfli htresearchfacilityisbeingdeveloped
attheDrydenFlightResearchFacilityoftheNASAAmes
ResearchCenter(Ames-Dryden)to provideearlyflight
assessmentofemergingAI technology.Thefacilityisbeing
developedasoneelementoftheaircraftautomationprogram
whichfocuseson the qualificationand validationof
embeddedreal-timeAI-basedsystems.
1632. Yergensen,Stephen;and Rhea,DonaldC.:
ConfigurationManagementIssuesandObjectives for a
Real-Time Research Flight Test Support Facility. NASA
TM-100437, H-1463, NAS 1.15:100437. Presented at the
AIAA 4th Flight Test Conference, San Diego, California,
May 18-20, 1988, May 1988, 88N20832, #. (See also 1633.)
Presented are some of the critical issues and objectives
pertaining to configuration management for the NASA
Western Aeronautical Test Range (WATR) of Ames
Research Center. The primary mission of the WATR is to
provide a capability for the conduct of aeronautical research
flight test through real-time processing and display, tracking,
and communications systems. In providing this capability,
the WATR must maintain and enforce a configuration
management plan which is independent of, but
complimentary to, various research flight test project
configuration management systems. A primary WATR
objective is the continued development of generic research
flight test project support capability, wherein the reliability of
WATR support provided to all project users is a constant
priority. Therefore, the processing of configuration change
requests for specific research flight test project requirements
must be evaluated within a perspective that maintains this
primary objective.
1633. *Yergensen, Stephen; and Rhea, Donald C.:
Configuration Management Issues and Objectives for a
Real-Time Research Flight Test Support Facility. AIAA
Paper 88-2200. Technical Papers, presented at the AIAA 4th
Flight Test Conference, San Diego, California, May 18-20.
1988, (see A88-38701 15-05), pp. 495-503, 88A38757, #.
(See also 1632.)
The Western Aeronautical Test Range (WATR) at NASA-
Ames, whose primary function is the conduct of aeronautical
research flight testing through real-time processing and
display, tracking, and communications systems. The
processing of WATR configuration change requests for
specific research flight test projects must be conducted in
such a way as to refrain from compromising the reliability of
WATR support to all project users. Configuration
management's scope ranges from mission planning to
operations monitoring and performance trend analysis.
*Datamax Computer Systems, Lancaster, California.
1634. Gupta, K. K.; and *Lawson, C. L.: Development of
a Block Lanczos Algorithm for Free Vibration Analysis of
Spinning Structures. International Journal for Numerical
Methods in Engineering, (ISSN 0029-5981), Voi. 26,
May 1988, pp. 1029-1037, 88A40117
This paper is concerned with the development of an efficient
eigenproblem solution algorithm and an associated computer
program for the economical solution of the free vibration
problem of complex practical spinning structural systems.
Thus, a detailed description of a newly developed block
Lanczos procedure is presented in this paper that employs
only real numbers in all relevant computations and also fully
exploits sparsity of associated matrices. The procedure is
capable of computing multiple roots and proves to be most
efficient compared to other existing similar techniques.
*Harvey Mudd College, Claremont, California.
1635. Anderson, Bianca Trujillo; Meyer, Robert R., Jr.;
and Chiles, Harry R.: Techniques Used in the F-14
Variable-Sweep Transition Flight Experiment. AIAA
Paper 88-2110. Technical Papers, presented at the AIAA 4th
Flight Test Conference, San Diego, California, May 18-20,
1988, (see A88-38701 15-05), pp. 529-548, 88A38762, #.
(See also 1652, 1895.)
This paper discusses and evaluates the test measurement
techniques used to determine the laminar-to-turbulent
boundary-layer transition location in the F-14 variable-sweep
transition flight experiment (VSTFE). The main objective of
the VSTFE was to determine the effects of wing sweep on the
laminar-to-turbulent transition location at conditions
representative of transport aircraft. Four methods were used
to determine the transition location: (1) a hot-film
anemometer system, (2) two boundary-layer rakes,
(3) surface pitot tubes, and (4) liquid crystals for flow
visualization. Of the four methods, the hot-film anemometer
system was the most reliable indicator of transition.
1636. Hicks, John W.; and Moulton, Bryan J.: Effects of
Maneuver Dynamics on Drag Polars of the X-29A
Forward-Swept-Wing Aircraft With Automatic Wing
Camber Control. AIAA Paper 88-2144. Technical Papers,
presented at the AIAA 4th Flight Test Conference,
San Diego, California, May 18-20, 1988, (see A88-38701
15-05), pp. 312-322, 88A38737, #.
The camber control loop of the X-29A FSW aircraft was
designed to furnish the optimum L/D for trimmed, stabilized
flight. A marked difference was noted between automatic
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wingcambercontroloopbehaviorin dynamicmaneuvers
andin stabilizedflightconditions,whichin turnaffected
subsonicaerodynamicperformance.Thedegreeofdraglevel
increasewasadirectfunctionofmaneuverrate.Attentionis
givento theaircraftflightdragpolareffectsof maneuver
dynamicsinlightofwingcambercontrolloopschedule.The
effectof changingcamberschedulingto bettertrackthe
optimumautomatic ambercontrolL/D scheduleis
discussed.
1637. Whitmore, Stephen A.: Formulation of a General
Technique for Predicting Pneumatic Attenuation Errors
in Airborne Pressure Sensing Devices. AIAA
Paper 88-2085. Technical Papers, presented at the AJAA 4th
Flight Test Conference, San Diego, California, May 18-20,
1988, (see A88-38701 15-05), pp. 40-50, 88A38707, #. (See
also 1638.)
Presented is a mathematical model, derived from the Navier-
Stokes equations of momentum and continuity, which may be
accurately used to predict the behavior of conventionally
mounted pneumatic sensing systems subject to arbitrary
pressure inputs. Numerical techniques for solving the general
model are developed. Both step and frequency response lab
tests were performed. These data are compared against
solutions of the mathematical model. The comparisons show
excellent agreement. The procedures used to obtain the lab
data are described. In-flight step and frequency response data
were obtained. Comparisons with numerical solutions of the
mathematical model show good agreement. Procedures used
to obtain the flight data are described. Difficulties
encountered with obtaining the flight data are discussed.
1638. Whitmore, Stephen A.: Formulation of a General
Technique for Predicting Pneumatic Attenuation Errors
in Airborne Pressure Sensing Devices. NASA TM-100430,
H- 1462, NAS 1.15:100430. Presented at the AIAA 4th Flight
Test Conference, San Diego, California, May 18-20, 1988,
May 1988, 88N20302, #. (See also 1637.)
Presented is a mathematical model derived from the Navier-
Stokes equations of momentum and continuity, which may be
accurately used to predict the behavior of conventionally
mounted pneumatic sensing systems subject to arbitrary
pressure inputs. Numerical techniques for solving the general
model are developed. Both step and frequency response lab
tests were performed. These data are compared with solutions
of the mathematical model and show excellent agreement.
The procedures used to obtain the lab data are described. In-
flight step and frequency response data were obtained.
Comparisons with numerical solutions of the math model
show good agreement. Procedures used to obtain the flight
data are described. Difficulties encountered with obtaining
the flight data are discussed.
1639. Kehoe, Michael W.: Aircraft Flight Flutter
Testing at the NASA Ames-Dryden Flight Research
Facility. AIAA Paper 88-2075. Technical Papers, presented
at the AIAA 4th Flight Test Conference, San Diego,
California, May 18-20, 1988, (see A88-38701 15-05),
pp. 1-14, 88A38702, #. (See also 1640.)
Many parameter identification techniques have been used at
the NASA Ames Research Center, Dryden Flight Research
Facility at Edwards Air Force Base to determine the
aeroelastic stability of new and modified research vehicles in
flight. This paper presents a summary of each technique used
with emphasis on fast Fourier transform methods.
Experiences gained from application of these techniques to
various flight test programs are discussed. Also presented are
data-smoothing techniques used for test data distorted by
noise. Data are presented for various aircraft to demonstrate
the accuracy of each parameter identification technique
discussed.
1640. Kehoe, Michael W.: Aircraft Flight Flutter
Testing at the NASA Ames-Dryden Flight Research
Facility. NASA TM-100417, H-1445, NAS 1.15:100417.
Presented at the ALAA 4th Flight Test Conference,
San Diego, California, May 18-20, 1988, May 1988,
88N20301, #. (See also 1639.)
Many parameter identification techniques have been used at
the NASA Ames Research Center, Dryden Research Facility
at Edwards Air Force Base to determine the aeroelastic
stability of new and modified research vehicles in flight. This
paper presents a summary of each technique used with
emphasis on fast Fourier transform methods. Experiences
gained from application of these techniques to various flight
test programs are discussed. Also presented are data-
smoothing techniques used for test data distorted by noise.
Data are presented for various aircraft to demonstrate the
accuracy of each parameter identification technique
discussed.
1641. Glover, Richard D.: Aerospace Energy Systems
Laboratory--Requirements and Design Approach.
Proceedings, 34th International Instrumentation Symposium,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, May 2-6. 1988. (see A89-27651
10-35), pp. 359-367, 89A27669, #. (See also 1610)
The NASA Ames/Dryden Flight Research Facility operates a
mixed fleet of research aircraft employing NiCd batteries in a
variety of flight-critical applications. Dryden's Battery
Systems Laboratory (BSL), a computerized facility for
battery maintenance servicing, has evolved over two decades
into one of the most advanced facilities of its kind in the
world. Recently a major BSL upgrade was initiated with the
goal of modernization to provide flexibility in meeting the
needs of future advanced projects. The new facility will be
called the Aerospace Energy Systems Laboratory (AESL)
and will employ distributed processing linked to a centralized
data base. AESL will be both a multistation servicing facility
and a research laboratory for the advancement of energy
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storagesystem aintenancetechniques.Thispaperdescribes
thebaselinerequirementsfor theAESLandthedesign
approachbeingtakenforitsmechanization.
1642. Chiles, Harry R.: The Design and Use of a
Temperature-Compensated Hot-Film Anemometer
System for Boundary-Layer Flow Transition Detection
on Supersonic Aircraft. NASA TM-100421, H-1451,
NAS 1.15:100421. Presented at the Aerospace Industries/
Test Measurement Symposium, Albuquerque, New Mexico,
May 2-5, 1988, May 1988, 88N20304, #. (See also 1643.)
An airborne temperature-compensated hot-film anemometer
system has been designed, fabricated, and used to obtain in-
flight airfoil boundary-layer flow transition data by the
NASA Ames-Dryden Flight Research Facility. Salient
features of the anemometer include near constant sensitivity
over the full flight envelope, installation without coaxial
wiring, low-noise outputs, and self-contained signal
conditioning with dynamic and steady-state outputs. The
small size, low-power dissipation, and modular design make
the anemometer suitable for use in modern high-performance
research aircraft. Design of the temperature-compensated
hot-film anemometer and its use for flow transition detection
on a laminar flow flight research project are described. Also
presented are data gathered in flight which is representative
of the temperature-compensated hot-film anemometer
operation at subsonic, transonic, and supersonic flight
conditions.
1643. Chiles, Harry R.: The Design and Use of a
Temperature-Compensated Hot-Film Anemometer
System for Boundary-Layer Flow Transition Detection
on Supersonic Aircraft. Proceedings, 34th International
Instrumentation Symposium, Albuquerque, New Mexico,
May 2-6, 1988, (see A89-27651 10-35), pp. 347-358,
89A27668, #. (See also 1642.)
1644. Nesel, Michael C.; and Hammons, Kevin R.: Real-
Time Flight Test Data Distribution and Display. NASA
TM-100424, H-1454, NAS 1.15:100424, REPT-314-50,
REPT-314-60, AIAA Paper 88-2216. Presented at the 4th
Flight Test Conference, San Diego, California, May 18-20,
1988, 88N22050, #.
Enhancements to the real-time processing and display
systems of the NASA Western Aeronautical Test Range are
described. Display processing has been moved out of the
telemetry and radar acquisition processing systems super-
minicomputers into user/client interactive graphic
workstations. Real-time data is provided to the workstations
by way of Ethernet. Future enhancement plans include use of
fiber optic cable to replace the Ethernet.
1645. Powers, Sheryll Goecke: Flight Tests of External
Modifications Used to Reduce Blunt Base Drag.
NASATM-100433, H-1472, NAS 1.15:100433, AIAA
Paper 88-2553. Presented at the AIAA 6th Applied
Aerodynamics Conference, Williamsburg, Virginia, June 6-
8, 1988, 1988, 88N20279, #. (See also 1646, 1873.)
The effectiveness of a trailing disk (the trapped vortex
concept) in reducing the blunt base drag of an 8-in diameter
body of revolution was studied from measurements made
both in flight and in full-scale wind-tunnel tests. The
experiment demonstrated the significant base drag reduction
capability of the trailing disk to Mach 0.93. The maximum
base drag reduction obtained from a cavity tested on the flight
body of revolution was not significant. The effectiveness of a
splitter plate and a vented-wall cavity in reducing the base
drag of a quasi-two-dimensional fuselage closure was studied
from base pressure measurements made in flight. The
fuselage closure was between the two engines of the F-111
airplane; therefore, the base pressures were in the presence of
jet engine exhaust. For Mach numbers from 1.10 to 1.51,
significant base drag reduction was provided by the vented-
wall cavity configuration. The splitter plate was not
considered effective in reducing base drag at any Mach
number tested.
1646. Powers, Sheryll Goecke: Flight Tests of External
Modifications Used to Reduce Blunt Base Drag. AIAA
Paper 88-2553. Technical Papers, presented at the AIAA 6th
Applied Aerodynamics Conference, Williamsburg, Virginia,
June 6-8. 1988, (see A88-40701 16-02), pp. 615-628,
88A40763, #. (See also 1645, 1873.)
The effectiveness of a trailing disk (the trapped vortex
concept) in reducing the blunt base drag of an 8-in diameter
body of revolution was studied from measurements made
both in flight and in full-scale wind-tunnel tests. The
experiment demonstrated the significant base drag reduction
capability of the trailing disk to Mach 0.93. The maximum
base drag reduction obtained from a cavity tested on the flight
body of revolution was not significant. The effectiveness of a
splitter plate and a vented-wall cavity in reducing the base
drag of a quasi-two-dimensional fuselage closure was studied
from base pressure measurements made in flight. The
fuselage closure was between the two engines of the F- 111
airplane; therefore, the base pressures were in the presence of
jet engine exhaust. For Mach numbers from 1.10 to 1.51,
significant base drag reduction was provided by the vented-
wall cavity configuration. The splitter plate was not
considered effective in reducing base drag at any Mach
number tested.
1647. Kempel, Robert W.; and Earls, Michael R.: Flight
Control Systems Development and Flight Test Experience
With the HiMAT Research Vehicles. NASA TP-2822,
H-1428, NAS 1.60:2822, June 1988, 89N15929, #.
Two highly maneuverable aircraft technology (HiMAT)
remotely piloted vehicles were flown a total of 26 flights.
These subscale vehicles were of advanced aerodynamic
configuration with advanced technology concepts such as
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compositeand metallic structures,digital integrated
propulsioncontrol,andground(primary)and airborne(backup)relaxedstaticstability,digitalfly-by-wirecontrol
systems.Extensivesystemsdevelopment,checkout,and
flightqualificationwererequiredtoconducttheflighttest
program.Thedesignmaneuvergoalwasto achievea
sustained8-gturnatMach0.9atanaltitudeof25,000feet.
Thisgoalwasachieved,alongwiththeacquisitionof high-
qualityflightdataatsubsonicandsupersonicMachnumbers.
Controlsystemsweremodifiedinavarietyofwaysusingthe
flight-determinedaerodynamiccharacteristics.TheHiMAT
programwassuccessfullycompletedwith approximately
11hoursoftotalflighttime.
1648. Putnam, Terrill W.; and Ayers, Theodore G.: Flight
Research and Testing. NASA TM-100439, H-1483,
NAS 1.15:100439. Presented at the Transonic Symposium,
Hampton, Virginia, April 1988, June 1988. 88N26361, #.
(See also 1692.)
Flight research and testing form a critical link in the
aeronautic R and D chain. Brilliant concepts, elegant theories,
and even sophisticated ground tests of flight vehicles are not
sufficient to prove beyond doubt that an unproven
aeronautical concept will actually perform as predicted.
Flight research and testing provide the ultimate proof that an
idea or concept performs as expected. Ever since the Wright
brothers, flight research and testing have been the crucible in
which aeronautical concepts have advanced and been proven
to the point that engineers and companies have been willing
to stake their future to produce and design new aircraft. This
is still true today, as shown by the development of the
experimental X-30 aerospace plane. The Dryden Flight
Research Center (Ames-Dryden) continues to be involved in
a number of flight research programs that require
understanding and characterization of the total airplane in all
the aeronautical disciplines, for example the X-29. Other
programs such as the F-14 variable-sweep transition flight
experiment have focused on a single concept or discipline.
Ames-Dryden also continues to conduct flight and ground
based experiments to improve and expand the ability to test
and evaluate advanced aeronautical concepts. A review of
significant aeronautical flight research programs and
experiments is presented to illustrate both the progress made
and the challenges to come.
1649. *Hewett, Marle D.; *Tartt, David M.; Duke, Eugene
L.; Antoniewicz, Robert F.; and **Brumbaugh, Randal W.:
The Development of an Automated Flight Test
Management System for Flight Test Planning and
Monitoring. Proceedings, 1st International Conference on
Industrial and Engineering Applications of Artificial
Intelligence and Expert Systems, Tullahoma, Tennessee,
June 1-3, 1988, (see A89-27601 10-66), 1988, pp. 324-333,
89A27613.
The development of an automated flight test management
system (ATMS) as a component of a rapid-prototyping flight
research facility for AI-based flight systems concepts is
described. The rapid-prototyping facility includes real-time
high-fidelity simulators, numeric and symbolic processors,
and high-performance research aircraft modified to accept
commands for a ground-based remotely augmented vehicle
facility. The flight system configuration of the ATMS
includes three computers: the TI explorer LX and two
GOULD SEL 32/27s.
*Sparta, Inc., Laguna Hills, California.
**PRC Kentron, Inc., Edwards, California.
1650. Ko, William L.: Solution Accuracies of Finite
Element Reentry Heat Transfer and Thermal Stress
Analyses of Space Shuttle Orbiter. International Journal
for Numerical Methods in Engineering, (ISSN 0029-5981),
Vol. 25, June 1988, pp. 517-543, 88A48632.
Accuracies of solutions (structural temperatures and thermal
stresses) obtained from different thermal and structural FEMs
set up for the Space Shuttle Orbiter (SSO) are compared and
discussed. For studying the effect of element size on the
solution accuracies of heat-transfer and thermal-stress
analyses of the SSO, five SPAR thermal models and five
NASTRAN structural models were set up for wing midspan
bay 3. The structural temperature distribution over the wing
skin (lower and upper) surface of one bay was dome shaped
and induced more severe thermal stresses in the chordwise
direction than in the spanwise direction. The induced thermal
stresses were extremely sensitive to slight variation in
structural temperature distributions. Both internal convention
and internal radiation were found to have equal effects on the
SSO.
1651. Maine, Richard E.; and Murray, James E.:
Application of Parameter Estimation to Highly Unstable
Aircraft. Journal of Guidance, Control, and Dynamics,
(ISSN 0731-5090), Vol. 11, May-June 1988, (see
A86-47655), pp. 213-219, 88A43204, #. (See also 1495,
1496.)
1652. Anderson, Bianca Trujillo; Meyer, Robert R., Jr.;
and Chiles, Harry R.: Techniques Used in the F-14
Variable-Sweep Transition Flight Experiment. NASA
TM-100444, H-1461, NAS 1.15:100444, IAA
Paper88-2110. Presented at the 4th AIAA Flight Test
Conference, San Diego, California, May 18-20, 1988,
July 1988, 88N30093, #. (See also 1635, 1895.)
This paper discusses and evaluates the test measurement
techniques used to determine the laminar-to-turbulent
boundary layer transition location in the F-14 variable-sweep
l_ansition flight experiment (VSTFE). The main objective of
the VSTFE was to determine the effects of wing sweep on the
laminar-to-turbulent transition location at conditions
representative of transport aircraft. Four methods were used
to determine the transition location: (1) a hot-film
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anemometersystem;(2) two boundary-layerrakes;
(3)surfacepitot tubes;and(4) liquidcrystalsfor flow
visualization.Ofthefourmethods,thehot-filmanemometer
systemwasthemostreliableindicatorofa'ansition.
1653. Duke,EugeneL.: Application of Flight Systems
Methodologies to the Validation of Knowledge-Based
Systems. NASA TM-100442, H-1493, NAS 1.15:100442.
Presented at the Space Operations Automation and Robotics
(SOAR) Workshop, Dayton, Ohio, July 20-23, 1988,
July 1988, 88N25207, #. (See also 1680.)
Flight and mission-critical systems are verified, qualified for
flight, and validated using well-known and well-established
techniques. These techniques define the validation
methodology used for such systems. In order to verify,
qualify, and validate knowledge-based systems (KBS's), the
methodology used for conventional systems must be
addressed, and the applicability and limitations of that
methodology to KBS's must be identified. The author
presents an outline of how this approach to the validation of
KBS's is being developed and used at the Dryden Flight
Research Facility of the NASA Ames Research Center.
1654. Jenkins, Jerald M.: A Comparison of
Experimental and Calculated Thin-Shell Leading-Edge
Buckling Due to Thermal Stresses. NASA TM-100416,
H-1440, NAS 1.15:100416, July 1988.88N23999, #.
High-temperature thin-shell leading-edge buckling test data
are analyzed using NASA structural analysis (NASTRAN) as
a finite element tool for predicting thermal buckling
characteristics. Buckling points are predicted for several
combinations of edge boundary conditions. The problem of
relating the appropriate plate area to the edge stress
distribution and the stress gradient is addressed in terms of
analysis assumptions. Local plasticity was found to occur on
the specimen analyzed, and this tended to simplify the basic
problem since it effectively equalized the stress gradient from
loaded edge to loaded edge. The initial loading was found to
be difficult to select for the buckling analysis because of the
transient nature of thermal stress. Multiple initial model
loadings are likely required for complicated thermal stress
time histories before a pertinent finite element buckling
analysis can be achieved. The basic mode shapes determined
from experimentation were correctly identified from
computation.
1655. Carr, Peter C.; and *McKissick, Burnell T.:
Analysis Procedures and Subjective Flight Results of a
Simulator Validation and Cue Fidelity Experiment.
NASA TM-88270, H-1371, NAS 1.15:88270, July 1988,
88N24634, #.
A joint experiment to investigate simulator validation and cue
fidelity was conducted by the Dryden Flight Research
Facility of NASA Ames Research Center (Ames-Dryden)
and NASA Langley Research Center. The primary objective
was to validate the use of a closed-loop pilot-vehicle
mathematical model as an analytical tool for optimizing the
tradeoff between simulator fidelity requirements and
simulator cost. The validation process includes comparing
model predictions with simulation and flight test results to
evaluate various hypotheses for differences in motion and
visual cues and information transfer. A group of five pilots
flew air-to-air tracking maneuvers in the Langley differential
maneuvering simulator and visual motion simulator and in an
F-14 aircraft at Ames-Dryden. The simulators used motion
and visual cueing devices including a g-seat, a helmet loader,
wide field-of-view horizon, and a motion base platform.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
1656. Schuster, Lawrence S.; and Lokos, William A.:
Current Flight Test Experience Related to Structural
Divergenee of Forward-Swept Wings. NASA TM-100445,
H-1500, NAS 1.15:100445. Presented at the 1988
International Symposium of Flight Test Engineers,
Arlington, Texas, August 14-18, 1988, August 1988,
88N24633, #. (See also 1657.)
Flight testing the X-29A forward-swept wing aircraft has
required development of new flight test techniques to
accomplish subcritical extrapolations to the actual structural
divergence dynamic pressure of the aircraft. This paper
provides current experience related to applying these
techniques to analysis of flight data from the forward-swept
wing in order to assess the applicability of these techniques to
flight test data. The measurements required, maneuvers
flown, and flight test conditions are described. Supporting
analytical predictions for the techniques are described and the
results using flight data are compared to these predictions.
Use of the results during envelope expansion and the
resulting modifications to the techniques are discussed. Some
of the analysis challenges that occurred are addressed and
some preliminary conclusions and recommendations are
made relative to the usefulness of these techniques in the
flight test environment.
1657. Schuster, Lawrence S.; and Lokos, William A.:
Current Flight Test Experience Related to Structural
Divergence of Forward-Swept Wings. Proceedings,
Society of Flight Test Engineers, 19th Annual Symposium,
Arlington, Texas, August 14-18. 1988, (see A89-45126
19-05), pp. V-2.1 to V-2.10, 89A45141. (See also 1656.)
Flight testing the X-29A forward-swept wing aircraft has
required development of new flight test techniques to
accomplish subcritical extrapolations to the actual structural
divergence dynamic pressure of the aircraft. This paper
provides current experience related to applying these
techniques to analysis of flight data from the forward-swept
wing in order to assess the applicability of these techniques to
flight test data. The measurements required, maneuvers
flown, and flight test conditions are described. Supporting
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analyticalpredictionsforthetechniquesaredescribedandthe
resultsusingflightdataarecomparedtothesepredictions.
Useof the resultsduringenvelopexpansionandthe
resultingmodificationstothetechniquesarediscussed.Some
of theanalysischallengesthatoccurredareaddressedand
somepreliminaryconclusionsandrecommendationsare
maderelativeto theusefulnessof thesetechniquesin the
flighttestenvironment.
1658. Sarrafian, Shahan K.; and Powers, Bruce G.:
Application of Frequency-Domain Handling Qualities
Criteria to the Longitudinal Landing Task. Journal of
Guidance, Control, and Dynamics (ISSN 0731-5090),
Vol. 11, July-August 1988, Abridged, (see A85-45877),
pp. 291-292, 88A46702, #. (See also 1424, 1425.)
1659. *Bailey, Randall E.; Powers, Bruce G.; and Shafer,
Mary F.: Interaction of Feel System and Flight Control
System Dynamics on Lateral Flying Qualities. AIAA
Paper 88-4327. Presented at the AIAA Atmospheric
Flight Mechanics Conference, Minneapolis, Minnesota,
August 15-17. 1988, 88A50620, #.
An investigation of feel system and flight control system
dynamics on lateral flying qualities was conducted using the
variable stability USAF NT-33 aircraft. Experimental
variations in feel system natural frequency, force-deflection
gradient, control system command architecture type, flight
control system filter frequency, and control system delay
were made. The experiment data include pilot ratings using
the Cooper-Harper (1969) rating scale, pilot comments, and
tracking performance statistic. Three test pilots served as
evaluators. The data indicate that as the feel system natural
frequency is reduced lateral flying qualities degrade. At the
slowest feel system frequency, the closed-loop response
becomes nonlinear with a 'bobweight' effect apparent in the
feel system. Feel system influences were essentially
independent of the control system architecture. The flying
qualities influence due to the feel system was different than
when the identical dynamic system was used as a flight
control system element.
*Calspan Advanced Technology Center, Buffalo, New York.
1660. *Zerweckh, S. H.; *Von Flotow, A. H.; and Murray,
J. E.: Flight Testing a Highly Flexible AircraftmCase
Study on the MIT Light Eagle. AIAA Paper 88-4375.
Technical Papers, presented at the AIAA Atmospheric Flight
Mechanics Conference, Minneapolis, Minnesota, August 15-
17. 1_88, (see A88-50576 21-01), pp. 405-414, 88A50613, #.
(See also 1774.)
This paper describes the techniques developed for a flight test
program of a human powered aircraft, the application of these
techniques in the winter of 1987/88 and the results of the
flight testing. A system of sensors, signal conditioning and
data recording equipment was developed and installed in the
aircraft. Flight test maneuvers which do not exceed the
aircraft's limited capability were developed and refined in an
iterative sequence of test flights. The test procedures were
adjusted to yield maximum data quality from the point of
view of estimating lateral and longitudinal stability
derivatives. Structural flexibility and unsteady aerodynamics
are modeled in an ad hoc manner, capturing the effects
observed during the test flights. A model with flexibility-
extended equations of motion is presented. Results of
maneuvers that were flown are compared with the predictions
of that model and analyzed. Finally the results of the flight
test program are examined critically, especially with respect
to future applications, and suggestions are made in order to
improve maneuvers for parameter estimation of very flexible
aircraft.
*MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
1661. Berry, Donald T.: Longitudinal Long-Period
Dynamics of Aerospace Craft. AIAA Paper 88-4358.
Technical Papers, presented at the AIAA Atmospheric
Flight Mechanics Conference, Minneapolis, Minnesota,
August 15-17, 1988, (see A88-50576 21-01), pp. 254-264,
88A50601, #. (See also 1846.)
Linear analyses are performed to examine the generic aspects
of aerospace vehicle longitudinal long-period or trajectory
modes of motion. The influence of Mach number, dynamic
pressure, thrust-to-drag ratio, and propulsion system thrust
laws on the longitudinal trajectory modes is presented in
terms of phugoid frequency and damping and height mode
stability. The results of these analyses are compared to flying
qualities requirements where possible, and potential
deficiencies in both the vehicle and the criteria are noted. A
preliminary look at possible augmentation schemes to
improve potential deficiencies is also presented.
Interpretation of the practical consequences of the results is
aided by typical time histories. Results indicate that
propulsion system characteristics are the dominant influence
on the longitudinal long-period flight dynamics of hypersonic
aerospace craft. However, straightforward augmentation
systems demonstrated the potential to accommodate these
influences if the effects are included in the design process.
These efforts may be hampered by a lack of design criteria for
hypersonic aircraft.
1662. *Zeis, Joseph E., Jr.; Lambert, Heather H.;
**Calico, Robert A.; and **Gleason, Daniel: Angle of
Attack Estimation Using an Inertial Reference Platform.
AIAA Paper 88-4351. Technical Papers, presented at the
AIAA Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference,
Minneapolis, Minnesota, August 15-17, 1988, (see
A88-50576 21-01), pp. 180-190, 88A50595, #.
This paper presents the mathematical development and flight
test results of an angle of attack estimation system based on
inertial navigation system inputs. The estimator uses these
inputs to determine the coefficient of lift required at any
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instantinflight.Angleof attackis thenmodeledthrougha
regressionanalysisbasedoncoefficientof lift, altitudeand
Mach.Overallcorrelationof theestimatorastestedwas
generallywithin0.5degreesthrough17degreesangleof
attackonanF-15Aaircraft.A robustnessanalysisndicates
thatthesystemcanbeusedadequatelyinmaneuveringfli ht.
*USAFEdwardsAFB,California.
**USAFInstituteof Technology,Wright-PattersonAFB,
Ohio.
1663. Duke,EugeneL.; Antoniewicz,RobertF.; and
Krambeer,KeithD.:Derivation and Definition of a Linear
Aircraft Model. NASA RP-1207, H-1391, NAS 1.61:1207,
August 1988, 89N15123, #.
A linear aircraft model for a rigid aircraft of constant mass
flying over a flat, nonrotating earth is derived and defined.
The derivation makes no assumptions of reference trajectory
or vehicle symmetry. The linear system equations are derived
and evaluated along a general trajectory and include both
aircraft dynamics and observation variables.
1664. *Wagner, R. D.; *Maddalon, D. V.; and Fisher, D.
F.: Laminar Flow Control Leading Edge Systems in
Simulated Airline Service. Proceedings, ICAS, 16th
Congress, Vol. 2, Jerusalem, Israel, August 28-September 2,
1988, (see A89-13501 03-05), pp. 1014-1023, 89A1361M, #.
(See also 1764.)
The feasibility of two candidate leading-edge flow
laminarization systems applicable to airline service was
tested using representative airline operational conditions with
respect to air traffic, weather, and airport insect infestation.
One of the systems involved a perforated Ti alloy suction
surface with about 1 million 0.0025-in. diameter holes drilled
by electron beam, as well as a Krueger-type flap that offered
protective shielding against insect impingement; the other
supplied surface suction through a slotted Ti alloy skin with
27 spanwise slots on the upper and lower surface.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
1665, Curry, Robert E.; and *Richwine, David M.: An
Airborne System for Vortex Flow Visualization on the
F-18 High-Alpha Research Vehicle. AIAA Paper 88-4671.
Presented at the AIAA, NASA, and AFWAL, Conference on
Sensors and Measurement Techniques for Aeronautical
Applications, Atlanta, Georgia, September 7-9, 1988.
88A53830, #.
A flow visualization system for the F- 18 high-alpha research
vehicle is described which allows direct observation of the
separated vortex flows over a wide range of flight conditions.
The system consists of a smoke generator system, on-board
photographic and video systems, and instrumentation. In the
present concept, smoke is entrained into the low-pressure
vortex core, and vortex breakdown is indicated by a rapid
diffusion of the smoke. The resulting pattern is observed
using photographic and video images and is correlated with
measured flight conditions.
*PRC Systems Services, Edwards, California.
1666. *Hamory, Philip J.: Flight Systems Design
Issues for a Research-Oriented Hypersonic Vehicle.
Proceedings, Ist International Conference on Hypersonic
Flight in the 21st Century, Grand Forks, North Dakota,
September 20-23. 1988, (see A89-54326 24-15), pp. 455-
468, 89A54371.
The impact of flight system design for a research-oriented
hypersonic vehicle is examined. The design requirements of
the vehicle are discussed, including strong onboard
processing capability, integrated propulsion and flight
controls, and analytic redundancy management.
Consideration is given to tradeoffs between synchronization
and asynchronization, distributed and centralized
architectures, and digital and analog backup systems. A
research-oriented hypersonic vehicle structure is proposed
which uses nodal network architecture to maximize flight
system effectiveness in controlling various tasks.
*Datamax Computer Systems, Inc., Edwards, California.
1667. Antoniewicz, Robert F.; Duke, Eugene L.; and
Patterson, Brian P.: User's Manual for Interactive
LINEAR: A FORTRAN Program to Derive Linear
Aircraft Models. NASA TP-2835, H-1443, NAS 1.60:2835,
September 1988.89N16437, #.
An interactive FORTRAN program that provides the user
with a powerful and flexible tool for the linearization of
aircraft aerodynamic models is documented in this report.
The program LINEAR numerically determines a linear
system model using nonlinear equations of motion and a user-
supplied linear or nonlinear aerodynamic model. The
nonlinear equations of motion used are six-degree-of-
freedom equations with stationary atmosphere and flat,
nonrotating earth assumptions. The system model determined
by LINEAR consists of matrices for both the state and
observation equations. The program has been designed to
allow easy selection and definition of the state, control, and
observation variables to be used in a particular model.
1668. Fisher, David F.; and Meyer, Robert R., Jr.: Flow
Visualization Techniques for Flight Research. NASA
TM-100455, H-1524, NAS 1.15:100455. Presented at the
73rd AGARD Symposium of Flight Mechanics, Panel on
Flight Test Techniques, Edwards A.FB, California,
October 17-20. 1988, 89N11719, #. (See also 1710.)
In-flight flow visualization techniques used at the Dryden
Flight Research Facility of NASA Ames Research Center
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(Ames-Dryden)and its predecessorganizationsare
described.Resultsfromflighttestswhichvisualizedsurface
flowsusingflow cones,tufts,oil flows,liquidcrystals,
sublimatingchemicals,and emittedfluids havebeen
obtained.Off-surfaceflowvisualizationfvorticalflowhas
beenobtainedfromnaturalcondensationa dtwomethods
usingsmokegeneratorsystems.Recentresultsfromflight
testsatNASALangleyResearchCenterusingapropylene
glycolsmokerandaninfraredimagerarealsoincluded.
Resultsfromphoto-chaseaircraft,onboardandpostflight
photographyarepresented.
1669. Garbinski, Charles; Redin, Paul C.; and Budd,
Gerald D.: User's Manual for EZPLOT Version 5.5: a
FORTRAN Program for 2-Dimensional Graphic Display
of Data. NASA TM-88293, H-1410, NAS 1.15:88293,
October 1988.89N12269, #.
EZPLOT is a computer applications program that converts
data resident on a file into a plot displayed on the screen of a
graphics terminal. This program generates either time history
or x-y plots in response to commands entered interactively
from a terminal keyboard. Plot parameters consist of a single
independent parameter and from one to eight dependent
parameters. Various line patterns, symbol shapes, axis scales,
text labels, and data modification techniques are available.
This user's manual describes EZPLOT as it is implemented
on the Ames Research Center, Dryden Research Facility
ELXSI computer using DI-3000 graphics software tools.
1670. Hernandez, Francisco J.; and Burcham, Frank W.,
Jr.: Flight Measured and Calculated Exhaust Jet
Conditions for an F100 Engine in an F-15 Airplane.
NASA TM-100419, H-t449, NAS 1.15:100419, October
1988, 89N13435, #.
The exhaust jet conditions, in terms of temperature and Mach
number, were determined for a nozzle-aft end acoustic study
flown on an F-15 aircraft. Jet properties for the F100 EMD
engines were calculated using the engine manufacturer's
specification deck. The effects of atmospheric temperature on
jet Mach number, M10, were calculated. Values of turbine
discharge pressure, PT6M, jet Mach number, and jet
temperature were calculated as a function of aircraft Mach
number, altitude, and power lever angle for the test day
conditions. At a typical test point with a Mach number of 0.9,
intermediate power setting, and an altitude of 20,000 ft, M 10
was equal to 1.63. Flight measured and calculated values of
PT6M were compared for intermediate power at altitudes of
15500, 20500, and 31000 ft. It was found that at 31000 ft,
there was excellent agreement between both, but for lower
altitudes the specification deck overpredicted the flight data.
The calculated jet Mach numbers were believed to be
accurate to within 2 percent.
1671. Ko, William L.; Quinn, Robert D.; and Gong,
Leslie: Effect of Internal Convection and Internal
Radiation on the Structural Temperatures of Space
Shuttle Orbiter. NASA TM- 100414, H- 1466,
NAS 1.15:100414, October 1988, 89N23819, #.
Structural performance and resizing of the finite-element
thermal analysis computer program was used in the reentry
heat transfer analysis of the space shuttle orbiter. One
midfuselage cross section and one midspan wing segment
were selected to study the effects of internal convection and
internal radiation on the structural temperatures. The effect of
internal convection was found to be more prominent than that
of internal radiation in the orbiter thermal analysis. Without
these two effects, the calculated structural temperatures at
certain stations could be as much as 45 to 90 percent higher
than the measured values. By considering internal convection
as free convection, the correlation between the predicted and
measured structural temperatures could be improved greatly.
1672. *Granaas, Michael M.; and Rhea, Donald C.: The
Psychology of Computer Displays in the Modern Mission
Control Center. NASA TM- 100451, H- 1507,
NAS 1.15:100451, October 1988. 90N22213, #. (See also
1673.)
Work at NASA' s Western Aeronautical Test Range (WATR)
has demonstrated the need for increased consideration of
psychological factors in the design of computer displays for
the WATR mission control center. These factors include
color perception, memory load, and cognitive processing
abilities. A review of relevant work in the human factors
psychology area is provided to demonstrate the need for this
awareness. The information provided should be relevant in
control room settings where computerized displays are being
used.
* South Dakota University, Vermillion, South Dakota.
1673. *Granaas, Michael M.: The Psychology of
Computer Displays in the Modern Mission Control
Center. AIAA Paper 88-2065. Technical Papers, presented
at the 15th Aerodynamic Testing Conference, San Diego,
California, May 18-20. 1988, (see A88-37907 15-09),
pp. 446-448, 88A37951, #. (See also 1672.)
Work at NASA's Western Aeronautical Test Range (WATR)
has demonstrated the need for increased consideration of
psychological factors in the design of computer displays for
the WATR mission control center. These factors include
memory load, color perception, and cognitive processing
abilities. A review of relevant work in the human factors
psychology area is provided to demonstrate the need for this
awareness. The information provided should be relevant in
control room settings where computerized displays are being
used.
*South Dakota University, Vermillion, South Dakota.
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1674. Hicks,JohnW.;andPetersen,KevinL.:Real-Time
Flight Test Analysis and Display Techniques for the
X-29A Aircraft. NASA TM-101692, H-1520,
NAS 1.15:101692. Presented at the 73rd AGARD
Symposium on Flight Test Techniques, Flight Mechanics
Panel, Edwards AFB, California, October 17-20, 1988,
November 1988, 89N13424, #. (See also 1714.)
The X-29A advanced technology demonstrator flight
envelope expansion program and the subsequent flight
research phase gave impetus to the development of several
innovative real-time analysis and display techniques. These
new techniques produced significant improvements in flight
test productivity, flight research capabilities, and flight
safety. These techniques include real-time measurement and
display of in-flight structural loads, dynamic structural mode
frequency and damping, flight control system dynamic
stability and control response, aeroperformance drag polars,
and aircraft specific excess power. Several of these analysis
techniques also provided for direct comparisons of flight-
measured results with analytical predictions. The
aeroperformance technique was made possible by the
concurrent development of a new simplified in-flight net
thrust computation method. To achieve these levels of on-line
flight test analysis, integration of ground and airborne
systems was required. The capability of NASA Ames
Research Center, Dryden Flight Research Facility's Western
Aeronautical Test Range was a key factor in enabling
implementation of these methods.
1675. Nissim, E.; and Burken, John J.: Control Surface
Spanwise Placement in Active Flutter Suppression
Systems. NASA TP-2873, H-1492, NAS 1.60:2873,
November 1988.89N16196, #.
A method is developed that determines the placement of an
active control surface for maximum effectiveness in
suppressing flutter. No specific control law is required by this
method which is based on the aerodynamic energy concept. It
is argued that the spanwise placement of the active controls
should coincide with the locations where maximum energy
per unit span is fed into the system. The method enables one
to determine the distribution, over the different surfaces of
the aircraft, of the energy input into the system as a result of
the unstable fluttering mode. The method is illustrated using
three numerical examples.
1676. Kempel, Robert W.; McNeill, Walter E.; Gilyard,
Glenn B.; and Maine, Trindel A.: A Piloted Evaluation of an
Oblique-Wing Research Aircraft Motion Simulation
With Decoupling Control Laws. NASA TP-2874, H-1430,
NAS 1.60:2874, November 1988, 89N15930, #.
The NASA Ames Research Center developed an oblique-
wing research plane from NASA's digital fly-by-wire
airplane. Oblique-wing airplanes show large cross-coupling
in control and dynamic behavior which is not present on
conventional symmetric airplanes and must be compensated
for to obtain acceptable handling qualities. The large vertical
motion simulator at NASA Ames-Moffett was used in the
piloted evaluation of a proposed flight control system
designed to provide decoupled handling qualities. Five
discrete flight conditions were evaluated ranging from low
altitude subsonic Mach numbers to moderate altitude
supersonic Mach numbers. The flight control system was
effective in generally decoupling the airplane. However, all
participating pilots objected to the high levels of lateral
acceleration encountered in pitch maneuvers. In addition, the
pilots were more critical of left turns (in the direction of the
trailing wingtip when skewed) than they were of right turns
due to the tendency to be rolled into the left turns and out of
the right turns. Asymmetric side force as a function of angle
of attack was the primary cause of lateral acceleration in
pitch. Along with the lateral acceleration in pitch, variation of
roiling and yawing moments as functions of angle of attack
caused the tendency to roll into left turns and out of right
turns.
1677. Horton, Timothy W.; and Kempel, Robert W.:
Flight Test Experience and Controlled Impact of a
Remotely Piloted Jet Transport Aircraft. NASA
TM-4084, H-1447, NAS 1.15:4084, November 1988,
89N15910, #.
The Dryden Flight Research Center Facility of NASA Ames
Research Center (Ames-Dryden) and the FAA conducted the
controlled impact demonstration (CID) program using a
large, four-engine, remotely piloted jet transport airplane.
Closed-loop primary flight was controlled through the
existing onboard PB-20D autopilot which had been modified
for the CID program. Uplink commands were sent from a
ground-based cockpit and digital computer in conjunction
with an up-down telemetry link. These uplink commands
were received aboard the airplane and transferred through
uplink interface systems to the modified PB-20D autopilot.
Both proportional and discrete commands were produced by
the ground system. Prior to flight tests, extensive simulation
was conducted during the development of ground-based
digital control laws. The control laws included primary
control, secondary control, and racetrack and final approach
guidance. Extensive ground checks were performed on all
remotely piloted systems; however, piloted flight tests were
the primary method and validation of control law concepts
developed from simulation. The design, development, and
flight testing of control laws and systems required to
accomplish the remotely piloted mission are discussed.
1678. Mackall, Dale A.: Development and Flight Test
Experiences With a Flight-Crucial Digital Control
System. NASA TP-2857, H-1344, NAS 1.60:2857,
November 1988, 89N24327, #.
Engineers and scientists in the advanced fighter technology
integration (AFTI) F-16 program investigated the integration
of emerging technologies into an advanced fighter aircraft.
AFTI's three major technologies included: flight-crucial
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digital control,decoupledaircraftflight control,and
integrationof avionics,flightcontrol,andpilotdisplays.In
addition to investigatingimprovementsin fighter
performance,researchersstudiedthe genericproblems
confrontingthedesignersof highlyintegratedflight-crucial
digital control.An overviewis providedof both the
advantagesand problemsof integrationdigitalcontrol
systems.Also,anexaminationf thespecification,design,
qualification,andflight test life-cycle phase is provided. An
overview is given of the fault-tolerant design, multimoded
decoupled flight control laws, and integrated avionics design.
The approach to qualifying the software and system designs
is discussed, and the effects of design choices on system
qualification are highlighted.
1679. Webb, Lannie D.; *McCain, William E.; and *Rose,
Lucinda A.: Measured and Predicted Pressure
Distributions on the AFTI/F-111 Mission Adaptive Wing.
NASA TM-100443, H-1495, NAS 1.15:100443, AIAA
Paper 88-2555. Presented at the 6th Applied Aerodynamics
Conference, Williamsburg, Virginia, June 6-8, 1988,
November 1988, 89N15908, #.
Flight tests have been conducted using an F-111 aircraft
modified with a mission adaptive wing (MAW). The MAW
has variable-camber leading and trailing edge surfaces that
can change the wing camber in flight, while preserving
smooth upper surface contours. This paper contains wing
surface pressure measurements obtained during flight tests at
Dryden Flight Research Facility of NASA Ames Research
Center. Upper and lower surface steady pressure distributions
were measured along four streamwise rows of static pressure
orifices on the right wing for a leading-edge sweep angle of
26 deg. The airplane, wing, instrumentation, and test
conditions are discussed. Steady pressure results are
presented for selected wing camber deflections flown at
subsonic Mach numbers up to 0.90 and an angle-of-attack
range of 5 to 12 deg. The Reynolds number was 26 million,
based on the mean aerodynamic chord. The MAW flight data
are compared to MAW wind tunnel data, transonic aircraft
technology (TACT) flight data, and predicted pressure
distributions. The results provide a unique database for a
smooth, variable-camber, advanced supercritical wing.
*PRC Systems Services Co., Edwards, California.
1680. Duke, Eugene L.: Application of Flight Systems
Methodologies to the Validation of Knowledge-Based
Systems. NASA CP-3019. NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space
Center, 2nd Annual Workshop on Space Operations
Automation and Robotics (SOAR 1988), (see N89-19817
12-59), November 1988, pp. 107-121, 89N19832, #. (See
also 1653.)
Flight and mission-critical systems are verified, qualified for
flight, and validated using well-known and well-established
techniques. These techniques define the validation
methodology used for such systems. In order to verify,
qualify, and validate knowledge-based systems (KBS's), the
methodology used for conventional systems must be
addressed, and the applicability and limitations of that
methodology to KBS's must be identified. An outline of how
this approach to the validation of KBS's is being developed
and used is presented.
1681. Voracek, David F.; and Morales, Adolfo M.: The
Effects of Excitation Waveforms and Shaker Moving
Mass on the Measured Modal Characteristics of a 2- by
5-Foot Aluminum Plate. NASA TM-100446, H-1502,
NAS 1.15:100446, December 1988, 89N15109, #.
Ground vibration tests were conducted to compare and to
investigate the effects of five excitation waveforms and the
shaker moving mass (equipment and armature used to attach
the shaker to the structure) on the experimental modal
characteristics of a 2- by 5-ft aluminum plate using fast
Fourier transform techniques. The five types of excitation
waveforms studied were sine dwell, random, impact, sine
sweep, and impulsive sine. The results showed that the
experimental modal frequencies for all types of excitation
were within 3 percent, while the modal damping data
exhibited greater scatter. The sets of mode shapes obtained by
the five types of excitation were consistent. The results of the
shaker moving mass investigation on the 2- by 5-ft aluminum
plate showed that modal frequency decreases and modal
damping remains relatively constant with an increase in
shaker moving mass. The generalized mass of the structure
appears to decrease with an increase in shaker moving mass.
In addition, it was seen that having a shaker near a node line
can reduce some of the effects of the added shaker moving
mass on the frequencies and the damping.
1682. Duke, E. L.: LINEARmDerivation and Definition
of a Linear Aircraft Model. ARC- 12422, 1988, 94M 10035.
The Derivation and Definition of a Linear Model program,
LINEAR, provides the user with a powerful and flexible tool
for the linearization of aircraft aerodynamic models.
LINEAR was developed to provide a standard, documented,
and verified tool to derive linear models for aircraft stability
analysis and control law design. Linear system models define
the aircraft system in the neighborhood of an analysis point
and are determined by the linearization of the nonlinear
equations defining vehicle dynamics and sensors. LINEAR
numerically determines a linear system model using
nonlinear equations of motion and a user supplied linear or
nonlinear aerodynamic model. The nonlinear equations of
motion used are six-degree-of-freedom equations with
stationary atmosphere and fiat, nonrotating earth
assumptions. LINEAR is capable of extracting both
linearized engine effects, such as net thrust, torque, and
gyroscopic effects and including these effects in the linear
system model. The point at which this linear model is defined
is determined either by completely specifying the state and
control variables, or by specifying an analysis point on a
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trajectoryanddirectingtheprogramtodeterminethecontrol
variablesandtheremainingstatevariables.Thesystem
modeldeterminedbyLINEARconsistsof matricesforboth
thestateandobservationequations.Theprogramhasbeen
designedto provideeasyselectionof state,control,and
observationvariablestobeusedinaparticularmodel.Thus,
theorderof thesystemmodelis completelyunderuser
control.Further,theprogramprovidestheflexibilityof
allowingalternateformulationsof both the stateand
observationequations.Datadescribingtheaircraftandthe
testcaseis inputto theprogramthrougha terminalor
formattedatafiles.All datacanbemodifiedinteractively
fromcasetocase.Theaerodynamicmodelcanbedefinedin
two ways:a setof nondimensionalstabilityandcontrol
derivativesfortheflightpointofinterest,orafullnon-linear
aerodynamicmodelasusedin simulations.LINEARis
writteninFORTRANandhasbeenimplementedonaDEC
VAXcomputeroperatingunderVMSwithavirtualmemory
requirementof approximately296Kof8bitbytes.Bothan
interactiveandbatchversionareincluded.LINEARwas
developedin1988.
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1683. Rhea, Donald C.; Hammons, Kevin R.; Malone,
Jacqueline C.; and Nesel, Michael C.: Development and Use
of Interactive Displays in Real-Time Ground Support
Research Facilities. NASA TM-101694, H-1529,
NAS 1.15:101694. Presented at the AIAA 27th Aerospace
Meeting, Reno, Nevada, January 9-12, 1989, January_ 1989,
9N14683, #.
The NASA Western Aeronautical Test Range (WATR) is one
of the world's most advanced aeronautical research flight test
support facilities. A variety of advanced and often unique
real-time interactive displays has been developed for use in
the mission control centers (MCC) to support research flight
and ground testing. These displays consist of applications
operating on systems described as real-time interactive
graphics super workstations and real-time interactive PC/AT
compatible workstations. This paper reviews these two types
of workstations and the specific applications operating on
each display system. The applications provide examples that
demonstrate overall system capability applicable for use in
other ground-based real-time research/test facilities.
1684. *Granaas, Michael M.; and Rhea, Donald C.:
Techniques for Optimizing Human-Machine Information
Transfer Related to Real-Time Interactive Display
Systems. NASA TM-100450, H-1506, NAS 1.15:100450,
AIAA Paper 89-0151. Presented at the 27th AIAA Aerospace
Sciences Meeting, Reno, Nevada, January 9-12, 1989,
January_ 1989, 90N11441, #. (See also 1685.)
In recent years the needs of ground-based researcher-analysts
to access real-time engineering data in the form of processed
information has expanded rapidly. Fortunately, the capacity
to deliver that information has also expanded. The
development of advanced display systems is essential to the
success of a research test activity. Those developed at the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA),
Western Aeronautical Test Range (WATR), range from
simple alphanumerics to interactive mapping and graphics.
These unique display systems are designed not only to meet
basic information display requirements of the user, but also to
take advantage of techniques for optimizing information
display. Future ground-based display systems will rely
heavily not only on new technologies, but also on interaction
with the human user and the associated productivity with that
interaction. The psychological abilities and limitations of the
user will become even more important in defining the
difference between a usable and a useful display system. This
paper reviews the requirements for development of real-time
displays; the psychological aspects of design such as the
layout, color selection, real-time response rate, and
interactivity of displays; and an analysis of some existing
WATR displays.
*South Dakota University, Vermillion, South Dakota.
1685. *Granaas, Michael M.; and Rhea, Donald C.:
Techniques for Optimizing Human-Machine Information
Transfer Related to Real-Time Interactive Display
Systems. AIAA Paper 89-0151. Presented at the AIAA, 27th
Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Reno, Nevada, January_ 9-12.
1989, 89A25134, #. (See also 1684.)
The requirements for the development of real-time displays
are reviewed. Of particular interest are the psychological
aspects of design such as the layout, color selection, real-time
response rate, and the interactivity of displays. Some existing
Western Aeronautical Test Range displays are analyzed.
*South Dakota University, Vermillion, South Dakota.
1686. Gupta, K. K.; Brenner, M. J.; and Voelker, L. S.:
Integrated Aeroservoelastic Analysis Capability With
X-29A Comparisons. Journal of Aircraft (ISSN 0021-8669),
Vol. 26, (see A87-33716), January. 1989, pp. 84-90,
89A24311, #. (See also 1560.)
1687. Kehoe, Michael W.; and Voracek, David F.:
Ground Vibration Test Results of a JetStar Airplane
Using Impulsive Sine Excitation. NASA TM-100448,
H-1504, NAS 1.15:100448. Presented at the 7th International
Modal Analysis Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada,
January 30-February 2, 1989, February_ 1989, 89N15909, #.
(See also 1744.)
Structural excitation is important for both ground vibration
and flight flutter testing. The structural responses caused by
this excitation are analyzed to determine frequency, damping,
and mode shape information. Many excitation waveforms
have been used throughout the years. The use of impulsive
sine (sin omega t)/omega t as an excitation waveform for
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groundvibrationtestingandtheadvantagesof usingthis
waveformforflightfluttertestingarediscussed.Theground
vibrationtestresultsof a modifiedJetStarairplaneusing
impulsivesineasanexcitationwaveformarecomparedwith
thetestresultsof thesameairplaneusingmultiple-input
randomexcitation.Theresultsindicatedthatthestructure
wassufficientlyexcitedusingtheimpulsivesinewaveform.
Comparisonsofinputforcespectrums,modeshapeplots,and
frequencyanddampingvaluesfor thetwo methodsof
excitationarepresented.
1688. Gilyard, Glenn B.: The Oblique-Wing Research
Aircraft: A Test Bed for Unsteady Aerodynamic and
Aeroelastic Research. NASA CP-3022. NASA Langley
Research Center, Transonic Unsteady Aerodynamics and
Aeroelasticity, Part2, (see N89-19247 12-02), Fe_g_b__nj_
1989, pp. 395-414, 89N19253, #.
The advantages of oblique wings have been the subject of
numerous theoretical studies, wind tunnel tests, low speed
flight models, and finally a low speed manned demonstrator,
the AD-1. The specific objectives of the OWRA program are:
(1) to establish the necessary technology base required to
translate theoretical and experimental results into practical
mission oriented designs; (2) to design, fabricate and flight
test an oblique wing aircraft throughout a realistic flight
envelope, and (3) to develop and validate design and analysis
tools for asymmetric aircraft configurations. The preliminary
design phase of the project is complete and has resulted in a
wing configuration for which construction is ready to be
initiated.
1689. Smith, John P.; Schilling, Lawrence J.; and Wagner,
Charles A.: Simulation at Dryden Flight Research Facility
From 1957 to 1982. NASA TM-101695, H-1530,
NAS 1.15:101695. Presented at the SES/SFTE Simulation-
Aircraft Test and Evaluation Symposium, Patuxent River,
Maryland, March 16-17, 1982, February_ 1989, 89N20983, #.
The Dryden Flight Research Facility has been a leader in
developing simulation as an integral part of flight test
research. The history of that effort is reviewed, starting in
1957 and continuing to the present time. The contributions of
the major program activities conducted at Dryden during this
25-year period to the development of a simulation philosophy
and capability is explained.
1690. Bauer, Jeffrey E.; *Crawford, David B.; *Andrisani,
Dominick, II; and Gera, Joseph: Real-Time Comparison of
X-29A Flight Data and Simulation Data. Journal
of Aircraft (ISSN 0021-8669), Vol. 26, February 1989,
pp. 117-123, 89A27736, #. (See also 1545.)
*Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana.
1691. Ko, William L.: Application of Fracture
Mechanics and Half-Cycle Theory to the Prediction of
Fatigue Life of Aerospace Structural Components.
International Journal of Fracture, Structural Integrity:
Theory and Experiment, vol 39, March 1989, pp. 45-62, (see
A89-51259 22-39), Kluwer Academic Publishers,
Doredrecht, the Netherlands, 89A51263.
The service life of aircraft structural components undergoing
random stress cycling was analyzed by the application of
fracture mechanics. The initial crack sizes at the critical stress
points for the fatigue crack growth analysis were established
through proof load tests. The fatigue crack growth rates for
random stress cycles were calculated using the half-cycle
method. A new equation was developed for calculating the
number of remaining flights for the structural components.
The number of remaining flights predicted by the new
equation is much lower than that predicted by the
conventional equation. This report describes the application
of fracture mechanics and the half-cycle method to calculate
the number of remaining flights for aircraft structural
components.
1692. Putnam, Terrill W.; and Ayers, Theodore G.: Flight
Research and Testing. NASA CP-3020. NASA Langley
Research Center, Transonic Symposium: Theory,
Application, and Experiment, Vol. 1, Part 1, (see N89-20925
14-02), March 1989, pp. 33-59, 89N20927, #. (See also
1648.)
Flight research and testing form a critical link in the
aeronautic research and development chain. Brilliant
concepts, elegant theories, and even sophisticated ground
tests of flight vehicles are not sufficient to prove beyond a
doubt that an unproven aeronautical concept will actually
perform as predicted. Flight research and testing provide the
ultimate proof that an idea or concept performs as expected.
Ever since the Wright brothers, flight research and testing
were the crucible in which aeronautical concepts were
advanced and proven to the point that engineers and
companies are willing to stake their future to produce and
design aircraft. This is still true today, as shown by the
development of the experimental X-30 aerospace plane. The
Dryden Flight Research Center (Ames-Dryden) continues to
be involved in a number of flight research programs that
require understanding and characterization of the total
airplane in all the aeronautical disciplines, for example the
X-29. Other programs such as the F-14 variable-sweep
transition flight experiment have focused on a single concept
or discipline. Ames-Dryden also continues to conduct flight
and ground based experiments to improve and expand the
ability to test and evaluate advanced aeronautical concepts. A
review of significant aeronautical flight research programs
and experiments is presented to illustrate both the progress
being made and the challenges to come.
1693. *Davis, Richard E.; *Maddalon, Dal V.; *Wagner,
Richard D.; Fisher, David F.; and Young, Ronald:
Evaluation of Cloud Detection Instruments and
Performance of Laminar-Flow Leading-Edge Test
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Articles During NASA Leading-Edge Flight-Test
Program. NASA TP-2888, L-16509, NAS 1.60:2888,
1989, 91N24199, #.
Summary evaluations of the performance of laminar-flow
control (LFC) leading edge test articles on a NASA JetStar
aircraft are presented. Statistics, presented for the test
articles' performance in haze and cloud situations, as well as
in clear air, show a significant effect of cloud particle
concentrations on the extent of laminar flow. The cloud
particle environment was monitored by two instruments, a
cloud particle spectrometer (Knollenberg probe) and a
charging patch. Both instruments are evaluated as diagnostic
aids for avoiding laminar-flow detrimental particle
concentrations in future LFC aircraft operations. The data
base covers 19 flights in the simulated airline service phase of
the NASA Leading-Edge Flight-Test (LEFT) Program.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
1694. *Menon, P. K. A.; **Walker, R. A.; and Duke, E.
L.: Flight-Test Maneuver Modeling and Control. Journal
of Guidance, Control, and Dynamics (ISSN 0731-5090),
Vol. 12, March-April 1989, (see A86-19868), April 1989,
pp. 195-200, 89A31461, #. (See also 1459.)
*Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia.
**FMC Central Engineering Laboratory, Santa Clara,
California.
1695. Johnson, Jeff: Flutter Testing of Modern Aircraft.
AIAA Student Journal (ISSN 0001-1460), Vol. 27,
1989, pp. 6-11, 89A51221, #.
Structural dynamicists avoid aircraft structural flutter through
the use of flutter analyses, wind tunnel tests, ground-vibration
tests, and flight flutter testing. FEM and unsteady
aerodynamics models are often employed in analyses whose
results' accuracies are verified by wind tunnel test results.
Ground-vibration testing is used to ascertain an airframe's
resonant modes of vibration and their associated frequencies
and damping rates; these data are then compared to the FEM
analysis results. Flutter wind tunnel testing serves the same
purpose for unsteady aerodynamic analysis as ground
vibration testing does for the vibration analysis. Finally,
flight flutter testing ensures that no flutter is present at any
point in the envelope.
1696. Nissim, E.: Design of Control Laws for Flutter
Suppression Based on the Aerodynamic Energy Concept
and Comparisons With Other Design Methods. AIAA
Paper 89-1212. Presented at the AIAA, ASME, ASCE, AHS,
and ASC, 30th Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials
Conference, Mobile, Alabama, April 3-5. 1989, 89A31100,
#. (See also 1812.)
The aerodynamic energy method is used in this paper to
synthesize control laws for NASA's Drone for Aerodynamic
and Structural Testing-Aerodynamic Research Wing 1
(DAST-ARW1) mathematical model. The performance of
these control laws in terms of closed-loop flutter dynamic
pressure, control surface activity, and robustness is compared
against other control laws that appear in the literature and
relate to the same model. A control law synthesis technique
that makes use of the return difference singular values is
developed in this paper, it is based on the aerodynamic energy
approach and is shown to yield results superior to those given
in the literature and based on optimal control theory. Nyquist
plots are presented together with a short discussion regarding
the relative merits of the minimum singular value as a
measure of robustness, compared with the more traditional
measure of robustness involving phase and gain margins.
1697. Nissim, E.; and Gilyard, G. B.: Method for
Experimental Determination of Flutter Speed by
Parameter Identification. AIAA Paper 89-1324. Technical
Papers, Part 3, presented at the AIAA, ASME, ASCE, AHS,
and ASC, 30th Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials
Conference, Mobile, Alabama, April 3-5, 1989, (see
A89-30651 12-39), 1989, pp. 1427-1441, 89A30801, #. (See
also 1705.)
A method for flight flutter testing is proposed which enables
one to determine the flutter dynamic pressure from flights
flown far below the flutter dynamic pressure. The method is
based on the identification of the coefficients of the equations
of motion at low dynamic pressures, followed by the solution
of these equations to compute the flutter dynamic pressure.
The initial results of simulated data reported in the present
work indicate that the method can accurately predict the
flutter dynamic pressure, as described. If no insurmountable
difficulties arise in the implementation of this method, it may
significantly improve the procedures for flight flutter testing.
1698. Nissim, E.: Effect of Control Surface Mass
Unbalance on the Stability of a Closed-Loop Active
Control System. AIAA Paper 89-1211. Technical Papers,
Part 1, presented at the AIAA, ASME, ASCE, AHS, and
ASC, 30th Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials
Conference, Mobile, Alabama, April 3-5. 1989. (see
A89-30651 12-39), pp. 476-486, 89A30700, #. (See also
1742.)
An inertial energy approach similar to the aerodynamic
energy method for flutter suppression is used to investigate
the effects of mass-unbalanced control surfaces on the
stability of a closed-loop system. It is demonstrated that a
spanwise section for sensor location can be obtained which
ensures minimum sensitivity to the mode shapes of the
aircraft. Leading-edge control is characterized by a
compatibility between inertial stabilization and aerodynamic
stabilization that trailing-edge control lacks.
1699. Nissim, E.; and Burken, J. J.: Control Surface
Spanwise Placement in Active Flutter Suppression
Systems. NASA Langley Research Center, Recent Advances
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in Multidisciplinary Analysis and Optimization, Part 2, (see
N89-25173 19-05), April 1989, pp. 919-934, 89N25195, #.
All flutter suppression systems require sensors to detect the
movement of the lifting surface and to activate a control
surface according to a synthesized control law. Most of the
work performed to date relates to the development of control
laws based on predetermined locations of sensors and control
surfaces. These locations of sensors and control surfaces are
determined either arbitrarily, or by means of a trial and error
procedure. The aerodynamic energy concept indicates that
the sensors should be located within the activated strip.
Furthermore, the best chordwise location of a sensor
activating a T.E. control surface is around the 65 percent
chord location. The best chordwise location for a sensor
activating a L.E. surface is shown to lie upstream of the wing
(around 20 percent upstream of the leading edge), or
alternatively, two sensors located along the same chord
should be used.
1700. *Brumbaugh, Randal W.; and Duke, Eugene L.:
Real-Time Application of Knowledge-Based Systems.
NASA Langley Research Center, Recent Advances in
Multidisciplinary Analysis and Optimization, Part 1, (see
N89-25146 19-05), April 1989, pp. 357-371, 89N25163, #.
The Rapid Prototyping Facility (RPF) was developed to meet
a need for a facility which allows flight systems concepts to
be prototyped in a manner which allows for real-time flight
test experience with a prototype system. This need was
focused during the development and demonstration of the
expert system flight status monitor (ESFSM). The ESFSM
was a prototype system developed on a LISP machine, but
lack of a method for progressive testing and problem
identification led to an impractical system. T he RPF concept
was developed, and the ATMS designed to exercise its
capabilities. The ATMS Phase 1 demonstration provided a
practical vehicle for testing the RPF, as well as a useful tool.
ATMS Phase 2 development continues. A dedicated F-18 is
expected to be assigned for facility use in late 1988, with
RAV modifications. A knowledge-based autopilot is being
developed using the RPF. This is a system which provides
elementary autopilot functions and is intended as a vehicle for
testing expert system verification and validation methods. An
expert system propulsion monitor is being prototyped. This
system provides real-time assistance to an engineer
monitoring a propulsion system during a flight.
*PRC Systems Services Co., Hampton, Virginia.
1701. Duke, Eugene L.; *Brumbaugh, Randal W.; and
*Disbrow, James D.: A Rapid Prototyping Facility for
Flight Research in Advanced Systems Concepts.
Computer (ISSN 0018-9162), Vol. 22, May 1989, (see
N87-12273), pp. 61-66, 89A41698. (See also 1523.)
The Dryden Flight Research Facility of the NASA Ames
Research Facility of the NASA Ames Research Center is
developing a rapid prototyping facility for flight research in
flight systems concepts that are based on artificial
intelligence (AI). The facility will include real-time high-
fidelity aircraft simulators, conventional and symbolic
processors, and a high-performance research aircraft
specially modified to accept commands from the ground-
based AI computers. This facility is being developed as part
of the NASA-DARPA automated wingman program. This
document discusses the need for flight research and for a
national flight research facility for the rapid prototyping of
A.I-based avionics systems and the NASA response to those
needs.
*PRC Systems Services, McLean, Virginia.
1702. *Bonnema, Kenneth L.; and Lokos, William A.:
AFTI/F-111 Mission Adaptive Wing Flight Test
Instrumentation Overview. Proceedings, 35th International
Instrumentation Symposium, Orlando, Florida, May 1-4,
1989, (see A91-19651 06-35), pp. 809-840, 91A19710, #.
The AFTI F-111 Mission Adaptive Wing (MAW)
development is described together with the flight test
demonstration program. The program developed a smooth
variable camber wing and flight control system capable of
adjusting the wing's airfoil shape in flight in response to pilot
input and flight condition, in order to maximize the
aerodynamic efficiency in all areas of flight envelope. This
paper examines the instrumentation requirements and the
systems implemented and presents the results of flight tests.
These results demonstrate the practicality, airworthiness,
maintainability, and performance benefits of the smooth
variable camber wing system.
*USAF Wright Aeronautical Laboratories, Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio.
1703. *Butler, G. F.; *Graves, A. T.; **Disbrow, J. D.;
and Duke, E. L.: An American Knowledge Base in
England--Alternate Implementations of an Expert
System Flight Status Monitor. NAECON 89: Proceedings
of the IEEE National Aerospace and Electronics Conference,
Dayton, Ohio, May 22-26, 1989, Vol. 1, (see A90-30676
12-01), 1989, pp. 428-434, 90A30719.
A joint activity between the Dryden Flight Research Facility
of the NASA Ames Research Center (Ames-Dryden) and the
Royal Aerospace Establishment (RAE) on knowledge-based
systems has been agreed. Under the agreement, a flight status
monitor knowledge base developed at Ames-Dryden has
been implemented using the real-time AI (artificial
intelligence) toolkit MUSE, which was developed in the UK.
Here, the background to the cooperation is described and the
details of the flight status monitor and a prototype MUSE
implementation are presented. It is noted that the capabilities
of the expert-system flight status monitor to monitor data
downlinked from the flight test aircraft and to generate
information on the state and health of the system for the test
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engineersprovidesincreasedsafetyduringflighttestingof
newsystems.Furthermore,theexpert-systemflightstatus
monitorprovidesthesystemsengineerswithreadyaccessto
the largeamountof informationrequiredto describea
complexaircraftsystem.
*RoyalAerospaceEstablishment,Farnborough,England.
**PRCSystemServices,Edwards,California.
1704. Reardon, Lawrence F.: Evaluation of a Strain-
Gage Load Calibration on a Low-Aspect-Ratio Wing
Structure at Elevated Temperature. NASA TP-2921,
H-1331, NAS 1.60:2921, June 1989. 89N28034, #.
The environmental aspect of elevated temperature and its
relationship to the science of strain gage calibrations of
aircraft structures are addressed. A section of a wing designed
for a high-speed aircraft structure was used to study this
problem. This structure was instrumented with strain gages
calibrated at both elevated and room temperatures. Load
equations derived from a high-temperature load calibration
were compared with equations derived from an identical load
calibration at room temperature. The implications of the high
temperature load calibration were studied from the viewpoint
of applicability and necessity. Load equations derived from
the room temperature load calibration resulted in generally
lower equation standard errors than equations derived from
the elevated temperature load calibration. A distributed load
was applied to the structure at elevated temperature and strain
gage outputs were measured. This applied load was then
calculated using equations derived from both the room
temperature and elevated temperature calibration data. It was
found that no significant differences between the two
equation systems existed in terms of computing this applied
distributed load, as long as the thermal shifts resulting from
thermal stresses could be identified. This identification
requires a heating of the structure. Therefore, it is concluded
that for this structure, a high temperature load calibration is
not required. However, a heating of the structure is required
to determine thermal shifts.
1705. *Nissim, E.; and Gilyard, Glenn B.: Method for
Experimental Determination of Flutter Speed by
Parameter Identification. NASA TP-2923, H-1510,
NAS 1.60:2923, June 1989, 89N26844, #. (See also 1697.)
A method for flight flutter testing is proposed which enables
one to determine the flutter dynamic pressure from flights
flown far below the flutter dynamic pressure. The method is
based on the identification of the coefficients of the equations
of motion at low dynamic pressures, followed by the solution
of these equations to compute the flutter dynamic pressure.
The initial results of simulated data reported in the present
work indicate that the method can accurately predict the
flutter dynamic pressure, as described. If no insurmountable
difficulties arise in the implementation of this method, it may
significantly improve the procedures for flight flutter testing.
*National Research Council Fellow, Technion - Israel
Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel.
1706. Martin, C. Wayne; Lung, S. F.; and Gupta, K. K.: A
Three-Node C Deg Element for Analysis of Laminated
Composite Sandwich Shells. NASA TM-4125, H-1479,
NAS 1.15:4125, June 1989, 89N27213, #.
A three-node flat shell element with C deg rotation fields has
been developed for analysis of arbitrary composite shells.
The element may consist of any number of orthotropic layers,
each layer having different material properties and angular
orientation. The formulation includes coupling between
bending and extension, which is essential for analysis of
unsymmetric laminates. Shearing deflections are included,
since laminated and sandwich construction frequently results
in shear stiffness much smaller than bending stiffness.
Formulation of the element is straightforward, and
calculation of its stiffness matrix is simple and fast.
Convergence of solutions with mesh refinement is uniform
for both thin and thick shells and is insensitive to element
shape, although not as rapid as some other elements that lack
one or more capabilities of the newly developed element. An
experimental verification of the shall element is reported in
the appendix.
1707. *Maddalon, D. V.; *Land, C. K.; **Collier, F. S.;
and Montoya, L. C.: Transition Flight Experiments on a
Swept Wing With Suction. AIAA Paper 89-1893. Presented
at the ,MAA 20th Fluid Dynamics, Plasma Dynamics and
Lasers Conference, Buffalo, New York, June 12-14, 1989,
89A42115, #.
Flight experiments were conducted on a 30 degree swept
wing with a perforated leading edge by systematically
varying the location and amount of suction over a range of
Mach number and Reynolds number. Suction was varied
chordwise ahead of the front spar from either the front or rear
direction by sealing spanwise perforated strips. Transition
from laminar to turbulent flow was due to leading edge
turbulence contamination or crossflow disturbance growth
and/or Tollmien-Schlichting disturbance growth, depending
on the test configuration, flight condition, and suction
location. A state-of-the-art linear stability theory which
accounts for body and streamline curvature and
compressibility was used to study the boundary layer stability
as suction location and magnitude varied. N-factor
correlations with transition location were made for various
suction configurations.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
**High Technology Corporation, Hampton, Virginia.
1708. *Williams, Peggy S.; *Menon, P. K. A.;
Antoniewicz, Robert F.; and Duke, Eugene L.: Study of a
Pursuit-Evasion Guidance Law for High Performance
Aircraft. Proceedings, 1989 8th American Control
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Conference, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, June 21-23, 1989,
Vol. 3, (see A89-53951 24-63), pp. 2469-2474, 89A54084.
photo-chase aircraft, onboard and postflight photography are
presented.
The study of a one-on-one aircraft pursuit-evasion guidance
scheme for high-performance aircraft is discussed. The
research objective is to implement a guidance law derived
earlier using differential game theory in conjunction with the
theory of feedback linearization. Unlike earlier research in
this area, the present formulation explicitly recognizes the
two-sided nature of the pursuit-evasion scenario. The present
research implements the guidance law in a realistic model of
a modem high-performance fighter aircraft. Also discussed
are the details of the guidance law, implementation in a
highly detailed simulation of a high-performance fighter, and
numerical results for two engagement geometries.
Modifications of the guidance law for onboard
implementation is also discussed.
*Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia.
1709. Glover, Richard D.; and O'Neill-Rood, Nora: The
Aerospace Energy Systems Laboratory: Hardware and
Software Implementation. NASA TM-101706, H-1518,
NAS 1.15:101706. Presented at the 5th iRUG International
Conference, Schaumberg, Illinois, November 14-15, 1988,
July 1989, 90N10610, #.
For many years NASA Ames Research Center, Dryden Flight
Research Facility has employed automation in the servicing
of flight critical aircraft batteries. Recently a major upgrade
to Dryden's computerized Battery Systems Laboratory was
initiated to incorporate distributed processing and a
centralized database. The new facility, called the Aerospace
Energy Systems Laboratory (AESL), is being mechanized
with iAPX86 and iAPX286 hardware running iRMX86. The
hardware configuration and software structure for the AESL
are described.
1710. Fisher, David F.; and Meyer, Robert R., Jr.: Flow
Visualization Techniques for Flight Research. AGARD-
CP-452, Paperl8. Flight Test Techniques. Presented at the
73rd AGARD Symposium of Flight Mechanics, Panel
on Flight Test Techniques, Edwards AFB, California,
October 17-20, 1988 (ISBN-92-835-0509-3) (see
N90-10860 02-05), July 1989, AD-A213795, 90N10878, #.
(See also 1668.)
In-flight flow visualization techniques used at the Dryden
Flight Research Facility of NASA Ames Research Center
(Ames-Dryden) and its predecessor organizations are
described. Results from flight tests which visualized surface
flows using flow cones, tufts, oil flows, liquid crystals,
sublimating chemicals, and emitted fluids were obtained.
Off-surface flow visualization of vortical flow was obtained
from natural condensation and two methods using smoke
generator systems. Recent results from flight tests at NASA
Langley Research Center using a propylene glycol smoker
and an infrared imager are also included. Results from
1711. *Disbrow, James D.; Duke, Eugene L.; and Ray,
Ronald J.: Preliminary Development of an Intelligent
Computer Assistant for Engine Monitoring. AIAA Paper
89-2539. Presented at the AIAA, ASME, SAE, and ASEE,
25th Joint Propulsion Conference, Monterey, California,
July 10-13. 1989, 89A46910, #. (See also 1719.)
As part of the F- 18 high-angle-of-attack vehicle program, an
AI method has been developed for the real-time monitoring
of the propulsion system and for the identification of recovery
procedures for the F404 engine. The aim of the development
program is to provide enhanced flight safety and to reduce the
duties of the propulsion engineers. As telemetry data is
received, the results are continually displayed in a number of
different color graphical formats. The system makes possible
the monitoring of the engine state and the individual
parameters. Anomaly information is immediately displayed
to the engineer.
*PRC Systems Services, Inc., Edwards, California.
1712. Conners, Timothy R.: Measurement Effects on the
Calculation of In-Flight Thrust for an F404 Turbofan
Engine. AIAA Paper 89-2364. Presented at the AIAA,
ASME, SAE, and ASEE, 25th Joint Propulsion Conference,
Monterey, California, July 10-13. 1989, 89A46777, #. (See
also 1731.)
A study has been performed that investigates parameter
measurement effects on calculated in-flight thrust for the
General Electric F404-GE-400 afterbuming turbofan engine
which powered the X-29A forward-swept wing research
aircraft. Net-thrust uncertainty and influence coefficients
were calculated and are presented. Six flight conditions were
analyzed at five engine power settings each. Results were
obtained using the mass flow-temperature and area-pressure
thrust calculation methods, both based on the commonly used
gas generator technique. Thrust uncertainty was determined
using a common procedure based on the use of measurement
uncertainty and influence coefficients. The effects of data
nonlinearity on the uncertainty calculation procedure were
studied and results are presented. The advantages and
disadvantages of using this particular uncertainty procedure
are discussed. A brief description of the thrust-calculation
technique along with the uncertainty calculation procedure is
included.
1713. Ko, William L.; and Jackson, Raymond H.:
Multilayer Theory for Delamination Analysis of a
Composite Curved Bar Subjected to End Forces and End
Moments. Composite Structures 5: Proceedings of the Fifth
International Conference, Paisley, Scotland, July 24-26,
1989, (see A91-17376 05-39), Elsevier Applied Sciences,
London, England and New York, New York, 1989, pp. 173-
198, 91A17381. (See also 1729.)
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A compositet stspecimeni theshapeof asemicircular
curvedbarsubjectedto bendingoffersanexcellentstress
fieldforstudyingtheopen-mode laminationbehaviorof
laminatedcompositematerials.Thisis becausetheopen-
modedelaminationnucleatesatthemidspanof thecurved
bar.Theclassicalnisotropicelasticitytheorywasusedto
constructa 'multilayer'theoryfor thecalculationsof the
stressanddeformationfieldsinducedin themultilayered
compositesemicircularcurvedbarsubjectedto endforces
andendmoments.Theradialocationandintensityof the
open-modedelaminationstresswerecalculatedandwere
comparedwiththeresultsobtainedfromtheanisotropic
continuumtheoryandfromthefiniteelementmethod.The
multilayertheorygavemoreaccuratepredictionsof the
locationandtheintensityof theopen-mode lamination
stressthanthosecalculatedfromtheanisotropiccontinuum
theory.
1714. Hicks,JohnW.;andPetersen,KevinL.:Real-Time
Flight Test Analysis and Display Techniques for the
X-29A Aircraft. AGARD-CP-452, paper 6, AGARD, Flight
Test Techniques, Presented at the 73rd AGARD Symposium
of Flight Mechamcs, Panel on Flight Test Techniques,
Edwards AFB, California, October 17-20, 1988 (ISBN-92-
835-0509-3), (see N90-10860 02-05), July 1989,
AD-A213795, 90N10866, #. (See also 1674.)
The X-29A advanced technology demonstrator flight
envelope expansion program and the subsequent flight
research phase gave impetus to the development of several
innovative real-time analysis and display techniques. These
new techniques produced significant improvements in flight
test productivity, flight research capabilities, and flight
safety. These techniques include real-time measurement and
display of in-flight structural loads, dynamic structural mode
frequency and damping, flight control system dynamic
stability and control response, aeroperformance drag polars,
and aircraft specific excess power. Several of these analysis
techniques also provided for direct comparisons of flight-
measured results with analytical predictions. The
aeroperformance technique was made possible by the
concurrent development of a new simplified in-flight net
thrust computation method. To achieve these levels of on-line
flight test analysis, integration of ground and airborne
systems was required. The capability of NASA Ames
Research Center, Dryden Flight Research Facility's Western
Aeronautical Test Range was a key factor to enable
implementation of these methods.
1715. Curry, Robert E.; and Gilyard, Glenn B.: Flight
Evaluation of a Pneumatic System for Unsteady Pressure
Measurements Using Conventional Sensors. NASA
TM-4131, H-1508, NAS 1.15:4131. Presented at the 4th
AIAA Flight Test Conference, San Diego, California,
May 18-20, 1988, August 1989, 90N14225, #.
A flight experiment was conducted to evaluate a pressure
measurement system which uses pneumatic tubing and
remotely located electronically scanned pressure transducer
modules for in-flight unsteady aerodynamic studies. A
parametric study of tubing length and diameter on the
attenuation and lag of the measured signals was conducted.
The hardware was found to operate satisfactorily at rates of
up to 500 samples/sec per port in flight. The signal
attenuation and lag due to tubing were shown to increase with
tubing length, decrease with tubing diameter, and increase
with altitude over the ranges tested. Measurable signal levels
were obtained for even the longest tubing length tested, 4 ft,
at frequencies up to 100 Hz. This instrumentation system
approach provides a practical means of conducting detailed
unsteady pressure surveys in flight.
1716. Hicks, John W.; and Huckabone, Thomas:
Preliminary Flight-Determined Subsonic Lift and Drag
Characteristics of the X-29A Forward-Swept-Wing
Airplane. NASA TM-100409, H-1431, NAS 1.15:100409,
August 1989, 91N29177, #.
The X-29A subsonic lift and drag characteristics determined,
met, or exceeded predictions, particularly with respect to the
drag polar shapes. Induced drag levels were as great as
20 percent less than wind tunnel estimates, particularly at
coefficients of lift above 0.8. Drag polar shape comparisons
with other modern fighter aircraft showed the X-29A to have
a better overall aircraft aerodynamic Oswald efficiency factor
for the same aspect ratio. Two significant problems arose in
the data reduction and analysis process. These included
uncertainties in angle of attack upwash calibration and effects
of maneuver dynamics on drag levels. The latter problem
resulted from significantly improper control surface
automatic camber control scheduling. Supersonic drag polar
results were not obtained during this phase because of a lack
of engine instrumentation to measure afterburner fuel flow.
1717. Shafer, Mary F.; *Koehler, Ruthard; **Wilson,
Edward M.; and "tLevy, David R.: Initial Flight
Test of a Ground Deployed System for Flying
Qualities Assessment. NASA TM-101700, H- 1554,
NAS 1.15:101700, AIAA Paper 89-3359. Presented at the
AIAA Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference, Boston,
Massachusetts, August 14-16, 1989, August 1989,
91N15182, #. (See also 1718.)
In order to provide a safe, repeatable, precise, high-gain
flying qualities task a ground deployed system was developed
and tested at the NASA Ames Research Center's Dryden
Flight Research Facility. This system, the adaptable target
lighting array system (ATLAS), is based on the German
Aerospace Research Establishment's ground attack test
equipment (GRATE). These systems provide a flying-
qualities task, emulating the ground-attack task with ground
deployed lighted targets. These targets light in an
unpredictable sequence and the pilot has to aim the aircraft at
whichever target is lighted. Two flight-test programs were
used to assess the suitability of ATLAS. The first program
used the United States Air Force (USAF) NT-33A variability
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stabilityaircrafto establishthatATLASprovideda task
suitableforuseinflyingqualitiesresearch.Ahead-updisplay
(HUD)trackingtaskwasusedforcomparison.Thesecond
programusedtheX-29Aforward-sweptwingaircrafto
demonstratethattheATLAStaskwassuitableforassessing
theflyingqualitiesofaspecificexperimentalaircraft.Inthis
program,theground-attacktaskwasusedforcomparison.All
pilotswhousedATLASfoundit behighlysatisfactoryand
thoughti to besuperiorto theothertasksusedin flying
qualitiesevaluations.It wasrecommendedthatATLAS
becomeastandardforflyingqualitiesevaluations.
*DeutscheForschungs-undVersuchsanstaltfuerLuft-und
aumfahrt,Brunswick,FederalRepublicofGermany.
**AirForceFlightTestCenter,EdwardsAFB,California.
tAir ForceSystemsCommand,AndrewsAFB,Maryland.
1718. Shafer,MaryF.;*Koehler,Ruthard;**Levy,David
R.; and_'Wilson,EdwardM.: Initial Flight Test of a
Ground Deployed System for Flying Qualities
Assessment. AIAA Paper 89-3359. Presented at the AIAA
Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference, Boston,
Massachusetts, August 14-16, 1989, (see A89-49051 21-01),
pp. 106-112, 89A49063, #. (See also 1717.)
NASA Ames has developed a safe, repeatable, high-precision
flying-qualities study system whose Adaptable Target
Lighting Array System (ATLAS) furnishes a flying-qualities
task that emulates a ground-attack mission with ground-
deployed targets lighted in an unpredictable sequence; the
pilot must aim the aircraft at whatever target is lighted. Two
flight-test programs have been instituted to test the suitability
of ATLAS. While the first of these uses a variable-stability
aircraft to ascertain whether ATLAS has provided a suitable
task for general flying qualities research, using an HUD-
tracking task for comparison, the second employed the
X-29A FSW research aircraft to demonstrate that ATLAS is
appropriate for such research in the case of a specific aircraft.
*DLR, Institut fuer Flugmechanik, Brunswick, Federal
Republic of Germany.
**USAF Systems Command, Andrews AFB, Maryland;
DLR, Institut fuer Flugmechanik, Brunswick, Federal
Republic of Germany.
tUSAF Flight Test Center, Edwards AFB, California.
received, the results are continually displayed in a number of
different color graphical formats. The system makes possible
the monitoring of the engine state and the individual
parameters. Anomaly information is immediately displayed
to the engineer.
*PRC Systems Services Co., Edwards, California.
1720. Fisher, D. F.; Curry, R. E.; and Del Frate, J. H.: In-
Flight Flow Visualization Techniques on a Vortex-Lift
Fighter Aircraft. Flow Visualization V. Proceedings of the
5th International Symposium on Flow Visualization,
August 21-25, 1989, Prague, Czechoslovakia, TA 357.I582,
Hemisphere Publishing Corp., 1989, pp. 543-548,
Two unique methods of in-flight flow visualization have been
used on a F-18 fighter aircraft at NASA Ames Research
Center, Dryden Flight Research Facility. These methods
were used to visualize vortical flow at high angle-of-attack
flight conditions on the aircraft forebody and leading edge
extensions. Surface flow visualization similar to oil flows in
wind tunnels using an emitted fluid technique has been used
to mark surface streamlines and lines of separation. Off-
surface flow visualization using a smoke generator system
and an array of onboard camera have been used to visualize
vortex paths and vortex breakdown points.
1721. Earls, Michael R.; and Sitz, Joel R.: Initial Flight
Qualification and Operational Maintenance of X-29A
Flight Software. AIAA Paper 89-3596. Technical Papers,
presented at the AIAA Guidance, Navigation and Control
Conference, Boston, Massachusetts, August 14-16, 1989,
Part 2, (see A89-52526 23-08), pp. 1392-1415, 89A52675, #.
(See also 1730.)
This paper is predominantly a nontechnical discussion of
some significant aspects of the initial flight qualification and
operational maintenance of the flight control system software
for the X-29A technology demonstrator. Flight qualification
and maintenance of complex, embedded flight control system
software poses unique problems. The X-29A technology
demonstrator aircraft has a digital flight control system which
incorporates functions generally considered too complex for
analog systems. Organizational responsibilities, software
assurance issues, tools, and facilities are discussed.
1719. *Disbrow, James D.; Duke, Eugene L.; and Ray,
Ronald J.: Preliminary Development of an Intelligent
Computer Assistant for Engine Monitoring. NASA
TM-101702, H-1553, NAS 1.15:101702, (see A89-46910),
August 1989, 90N22322, #. (See also 1711.)
As part of the F-18 high-angle-of-attack vehicle program, an
AI method was developed for the real time monitoring of the
propulsion system and for the identification of recovery
procedures for the F404 engine. The aim of the development
program is to provide enhanced flight safety and to reduce the
duties of the propulsion engineers. As telemetry data is
1722. Nissim, E.: Modeling of Aerodynamic Forces in
the Laplace Domain With Minimum Number of
Augmented States for the Design of Active Flutter
Suppression Systems. AIAA Paper 89-3466. Technical
Papers, presented at the AIAA Guidance, Navigation and
Control Conference, Boston, Massachusetts, August 14-16.
1989, Part 1, (see A89-52526 23-08), pp. 332-352,
89A52561, #.
A method is proposed by which an aeroservoelastic problem
is brought to a state-space form with a minimum number of
augmented aerodynamic terms. The examples treated in this
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work relateto NASA's Dronefor Aerodynamicand
StructuralTesting-AerodynamicResearchWing1(DAST-
ARW1)andtotheYF-17fightermodel.It isshownthatinall
casesconsidered,themethodyieldsaverygoodaccuracy
regardingtheflutterparametersandthedynamicbehaviorf
thesystems,usingonlytwoaugmentedaerodynamicstates.
Themethodshouldproveusefulinthedesignoflowerorder
controllawsbasedonoptimalcontroltheory.
1723. Bosworth,JohnT.;andCox,TimothyH.:A Design
Procedure for the Handling Qualities Optimization of the
X-29A Aircraft. AIAA Paper 89-3428. Technical Papers,
presented at the IAA Guidance, Navigation and Control
Conference, Boston, Massachusetts, August 14-16. 1989.
Part 1, (see A89-52526 23-08), pp. 17-34, 89A52529, #. (See
also 1732.)
The techniques used to improve the pitch-axis handling
qualities of the X-29A wing-canard-planform fighter aircraft
are reviewed. The aircraft and its FCS are briefly described,
and the design method, which works within the existing FCS
architecture, is characterized in detail. Consideration is given
to the selection of design goals and design variables, the
definition and calculation of the cost function, the validation
of the mathematical model on the basis of flight-test data, and
the validation of the improved design by means of nonlinear
simulations. Flight tests of the improved design are shown to
verify the simulation results.
1724. *Gaither, S. A.; *Agarwal, A. K.; *Shah, S. C.; and
Duke, E. L.: A Real-Time Expert System for Self-
Repairing Flight Control. AIAA Paper 89-3427. Technical
Papers, presented at the AIAA Guidance, Navigation and
Control Conference, Boston, Massachusetts, August 14-16,
1989, Part 1, (see A89-52526 23-08), pp. 10-16, 89A52528,
#.
An integrated environment for specifying, prototyping, and
implementing a self-repairing flight-control (SRFC) strategy
is described. At an interactive workstation, the user can select
paradigms such as rule-based expert systems, state-transition
diagrams, and signal-flow graphs and hierarchically nest
them, assign timing and priority attributes, establish
blackboard-type communication, and specify concurrent
execution on single or multiple processors. High-fidelity
nonlinear simulations of aircraft and SRFC systems can be
performed off-line, with the possibility of changing SRFC
rules, inference strategies, and other heuristics to correct for
control deficiencies. Finally, the off-line-generated SRFC
can be transformed into highly optimized application-specific
real-time C-language code. An application of this
environment to the design of aircraft fault detection,
isolation, and accommodation algorithms is presented in
detail.
*Integrated Systems, Inc., Santa Clara, California.
1725. *Erickson, Gary E.; *Hail, Robert M.; *Banks,
Daniel W.; Del Frate, John H.; and **Schreiner, John A.:
Experimental Investigation of the F/A-18 Vortex Flows at
Subsonic Through Transonic Speeds. AIAA
Paper 89-2222. Technical Papers, presented at the AIAA 7th
Applied Aerodynamics Conference, Seattle, Washington,
July 31-August 2, 1989, (see A89-47626 21-02), pp. 519-
594, 89A47678, #.
A subsonic-to-transonic speed wind tunnel study has been
conducted to deepen understanding of the nature and
possibilities for control of vortical flows associated with wing
leading edge extensions (LEXs) on the F/A-18 aircraft; these
vortical phenomena encompass vortex breakdown and vortex
interactions with vertical stabilizers. Wind tunnel results
were correlated with in-flight flow visualizations as well as
handling-qualities trend data from a USN F-18 with LEX
fences to improve the vertical tail buffet environment.
Attention is given to the sensitivity of the vortex flows to Re
and Mach numbers, reduced vertical tail excitation due to the
presence of a LEX fence, and the interpretation of off-body
flow visualizations.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
**NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California.
1726. Curry, Robert E.; Moulton, Bryan J.; and Kresse,
John: An In-Flight Investigation of Ground Effect on a
Forward-Swept Wing Airplane. NASA TM-101708,
H-1573, NAS 1.15:101708. Presented at the AGARD
Symposium on Aerodynamics of Combat Aircraft, Controls,
and of Ground Effect, Madrid, Spain, October 2-5, 1989,
September 1989, 90N14202, #. (See also 1766.)
A limited flight experiment was conducted to document the
ground-effect characteristics of the X-29A research airplane.
This vehicle has an aerodynamic platform which includes a
forward-swept wing and close-coupled, variable incidence
canard. The flight-test program obtained results for errors in
the airdata measurement and for incremental normal force
and pitching moment caused by ground effect. Correlations
with wind-tunnel and computational analyses were made.
The results are discussed with respect to the dynamic nature
of the flight measurements, similar data from other
configurations, and pilot comments. The ground-effect
results are necessary to obtain an accurate interpretation of
the vehicle's landing characteristics. The flight data can also
be used in the development of many modern aircraft systems
such as autoland and piloted simulations.
1727. Ko, W. L.; Carter, A. L.; Totton, W. W.; and Ficke,
J. M.: Application of Fracture Mechanics and Half-Cycle
Method to the Prediction of Fatigue Life of B-52 Aircraft
Pylon Components. NASA TM-88277, H-1383,
NAS 1.15:88277, September 1989, 90N13820, #.
Stress intensity levels at various parts of the NASA B-52
carrier aircraft pylon were examined for the case when the
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pylonstorewasthespaceshuttlesolidrocketboosterdrop
testvehicle.Eightcriticalstresspointswereselectedforthe
pylonfatigueanalysis.Usingfracturemechanicsandthehalf-
cycletheory(directlyor indirectly)for thecalculationsof
fatigue-crackgrowth,theremainingfatiguelife (numberof
flightsleft)wasestimatedforeachcriticalpart.It wasfound
thatthetworearhookshadrelativelyshortfatiguelifeand
thathefronthookhadtheshortestfatiguelifeofalltheparts
analyzed.Therestof thepylonpartswerefoundto be
noncriticalbecauseof theirextremelylongfatiguelife
associatedwiththelowoperationalstresslevels.
1728. Richwine, David M.; Curry, Robert E.; and Tracy,
Gene V.: A Smoke Generator System for Aerodynamic
Flight Research. NASA TM-4137, H-1515, NAS 1.15:4137,
September 1989, 90N13372, #.
A smoke generator system was developed for in-flight vortex
flow studies on the F-18 high alpha research vehicle
(HARV). The development process included conceptual
design, a survey of existing systems, component testing,
detailed design, fabrication, and functional flight testing.
Housed in the forebody of the aircraft, the final system
consists of multiple pyrotechnic smoke cartridges which can
be fired simultaneously or in sequence. The smoke produced
is ducted to desired locations on the aircraft surface. The
smoke generator system (SGS) has been used successfully to
identify vortex core and core breakdown locations as
functions of flight condition. Although developed for a
specific vehicle, this concept may be useful for other
aerodynamic flight research which requires the visualization
of local flows.
F-18 HARV With Smoke
EC89-0096-206
1729. Ko, William L.; and Jackson, Raymond H.:
Multilayer Theory for Delamination Analysis of a
Composite Curved Bar Subjected to End Forces and End
Moments. NASA TM-4139, H-1490, NAS 1.15:4139.
Presented at the 5th International Conference on Composite
Structures, Paisley, Scotland, July 24-26, 1989, September
1989, 90N12669, #. (See also 1713.)
A composite test specimen in the shape of a semicircular
curved bar subjected to bending offers an excellent stress
field for studying the open-mode delamination behavior of
laminated composite materials. This is because the open-
mode delamination nucleates at the midspan of the curved
bar. The classical anisotropic elasticity theory was used to
construct a multilayer theory for the calculations of the stress
and deformation fields induced in the multilayered composite
semicircular curved bar subjected to end forces and end
moments. The radial location and intensity of the open-mode
delamination stress were calculated and were compared with
the results obtained from the anisotropic continuum theory
and from the finite element method. The multilayer theory
gave more accurate predictions of the location and the
intensity of the open-mode delamination stress than those
calculated from the anisotropic continuum theory.
1730. Earls, Michael R.; and Sitz, Joel R.: Initial Flight
Qualification and Operational Maintenance of X-29A
Flight Software. NASA TM-101703, H-1558,
NAS 1.15:101703, AIAA Paper 89-3596. Presented at the
AIAA Guidance, Navigation and Control Conference,
Boston, Massachusetts, August 14-16, 1989, September
1989, 90N10023, #. (See also 1721.)
A discussion is presented of some significant aspects of the
initial flight qualification and operational maintenance of the
flight control system software for the X-29A technology
demonstrator. Flight qualification and maintenance of
complex, embedded flight control system software poses
unique problems. The X-29A technology demonstrator
aircraft has a digital flight control system which incorporates
functions generally considered too complex for analog
systems. Organizational responsibilities, software assurance
issues, tools, and facilities are discussed.
1731. Conners, Timothy R.: Measurement Effects on the
Calculation of In-Flight Thrust for an F404 Turbofan
Engine. NASA TM-4140, H-1556, NAS 1.15:4140, AIAA
Paper 89-2364. Presented at the ALAA Joint Propulsion
Conference, Monterey, California, July 10-14, 1989, (see
A89-46777), September 1989, 90N11741, #. (See also 1712.)
A study was performed that investigates parameter
measurement effects on calculated in-flight thrust for the
General Electric F404-GE-400 afterburning turbofan engine
which powered the X-29A forward-swept wing research
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aircraft.Net-thrustuncertaintyandinfluencecoefficients
werecalculatedandarepresented.Sixflightconditionswere
analyzedatfiveenginepowersettingseach.Resultswere
obtainedusingthemassflow-temperatureandarea-pressure
thrustcalculationmethods,bothbasedonthecommonlyused
gasgeneratortechnique.Thrustuncertaintywasdetermined
usingacommonprocedurebasedontheuseofmeasurement
uncertaintyandinfluencecoefficients.Theeffectsof data
nonlinearityontheuncertaintycalculationprocedurewere
studiedandresultsarepresented.Theadvantagesand
disadvantagesofusingthisparticularuncertaintyprocedure
arediscussed.A briefdescriptionof thethrust-calculation
techniquealongwiththeuncertaintycalculationprocedureis
included.
1732. Bosworth,JohnT.;andCox,TimothyH.:A Design
Procedure for the Handing Qualities Optimization of the
X-29A Aircraft. NASA TM-4142, H-1548, NAS 1.15:4142,
AIAA Paper 89-3428. Presented at the Guidance, Navigation,
and Control Conference, Boston, Massachusetts, August 14-
16, 1989, (see A89-52529), September 1989, 90N11753, #.
(See also 1723.)
A design technique for handling qualities improvement was
developed for the X-29A aircraft. As with any new aircraft,
the X-29A control law designers were presented with a
relatively high degree of uncertainty in their mathematical
models. The presence of uncertainties, and the high level of
static instability of the X-29A caused the control law
designers to stress stability and robustness over handling
qualities. During flight test, the mathematical models of the
vehicle were validated or corrected to match the vehicle
dynamic behavior. The updated models were then used to
fine tune the control system to provide fighter-like handling
characteristics. A design methodology was developed which
works within the existing control system architecture to
provide improved handling qualities and acceptable stability
with a minimum of cost in both implementation as well as
software verification and validation.
1733. *Maddalon, D. V.; **Collier, F. S., Jr.; Montoya, L.
C.; and tputnam, R. J.: Transition Flight Experiments on a
Swept Wing With Suction. Presented at the IUTAM 3rd
Symposium on Laminar-Turbulent Transition, Toulouse,
France, September 11-15, 1989, Preprints September 1989,
89A53830, #.
Flight boundary-layer transition experiments were conducted
on a 30-degree swept wing with a perforated leading-edge
suction panel. The transition location on the panel was
changed by systematically varying the location and amount
of suction. Transition from laminar to turbulent flow was due
to leading-edge turbulence contamination or crossflow
disturbance growth and/or Tollmien-Schlichting disturbance
growth, depending on flight condition and suction variation.
Amplification factor correlations with transition location
were made for various suction configurations using a state-
of-the-art linear stability theory which accounts for body and
streamline curvature and compressibility.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
**High Technology Corporation, Hampton, Virginia.
tpRC Kentron, Inc., Hampton, Virginia.
1734. Fisher, David F.; Del Frate, John H.; and *Richwine,
David M.: In-Flight Flow Visualization Characteristics of
the NASA F-18 High Alpha Research Vehicle at High
Angles of Attack. SAE Paper 892222. Presented at the SAE
Aerospace Technology Conference and Exposition,
Anaheim, Cahfomia, September 25-28. 1989, 90A45439.
(See also 1857.)
Surface and off-surface flow visualization techniques have
been used to visualize the three-dimensional separated flows
on the NASA F-18 high alpha research vehicle at high angles
of attack. Results near alpha = 25 deg to 26 deg and
alpha = 45 deg to 49 deg are presented. Both the forebody and
leading-edge extension (LEX) vortex cores and breakdown
locations were visualized using smoke. Forebody and LEX
vortex separation lines on the surface were defined using an
emitted-fluid technique. A laminar separation bubble was
also detected on the nose cone using the emitted fluid
technique and was similar to that observed in the wind-tunnel
test, but not as extensive. Regions of attached, separated, and
vortical flow were noted on the wing and the leading-edge
flap using tufts and flow cones, and compared well with
limited wind-tunnel results.
*PRC System Services Co., Edwards, California.
1735. *Tartt, David M.; *Hewett, Marie D.; Duke, Eugene
L.; Cooper, James M.; and **Brumbaugh, Randal W.: The
Development of a Flight Test Engineer's Workstation for
the Automated Flight Test Management System.
Proceedings, Society of Flight Test Engineers, 20th Annual
Symposium, Reno, Nevada, September 18-21, 1989, (see
A91-20976 07-05), 1989, pp. 5.2-1 to 5.2-12, 91A20999.
The Automated Flight Test Management System (ATMS) is
being developed as part of the NASA Aircraft Automation
Program. This program focuses on the application of
interdisciplinary state-of-the-art technology in artificial
intelligence, control theory, and systems methodology to
problems of operating and flight testing high-performance
aircraft. The development of a Flight Test Engineer's
Workstation (FTEWS) is presented, with a detailed
description of the system, technical details, and future
planned developments. The goal of the FTEWS is to provide
flight test engineers and project officers with an automated
computer environment for planning, scheduling, and
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performingflighttestprograms.TheFTEWSsystemisan
outgrowthof the developmentof ATMS and is an
implementationof a componentof ATMSon SUN
workstations.
*Sparta,Inc.,LagunaHills,California.
**PRCKentron,Inc.,Edwards,California.
1736. *Kempel,RobertW.; **Phillips, Paul W.;
Fullenon,C. Gordon;andBresina,JohnJ.:AFrI/F-111
Airplane Mission Adaptive Wing Operational Flight
Evaluation Technique Using Uplinked Pilot Command
Cues. Proceedings, Society of Flight Test Engineers, 20th
Annual Symposium, Rent, Nevada, September 18-21, 1989,
(see A91-20976 07-05), pp. 3.6-1 to 3.6-19, 91A20993.
NASA and the USAF have conducted a program to
investigate aircraft performance improvements utilizing a
mission adaptive wing (MAW). The MAW was designed and
developed for the AFFI/F-111 variable-sweep aircraft to
provide a hydraulically driven, smooth, and continuous
variable camber of the trailing and leading edges as a function
of maneuvering requirements or of flight conditions. The
remotely augmented vehicle facility (RAV) at the NASA
DFRF, as utilized in the MAW investigations, is described.
The RAV was a dedicated, ground based, general purpose
facility capable of receiving a data stream downlinked from a
test vehicle, processing this data stream in a digital computer,
and transmitting processed data back to the test vehicle. It is
shown that this method of flight testing provides a technique
that can evaluate highly dynamic maneuvers.
*PRC Systems Services, Aerospace Technologies Division,
Edwards, California.
**USAF Flight Test Center, Edwards AFB, California.
1737. *Collier, F. S., Jr.; **Bartlett, D. W.; **Wagner, R.
D.; **Tat, V. V.; and Anderson, B. T.: Correlation of
Boundary Layer Stability Analysis With Flight
Transition Data. Presented at the IUTAM 3rd Symposium
on Laminar-Turbulent Transition, Toulouse, France,
September 11-15, 1989, Springer-Veflag, Berlin and
London, 1990, pp. 337-346, (see A91-39901 16-34),
91A39929.
Recently, NASA completed a boundary-layer transition
flight test on an F-14 aircraft which has variable-sweep
capability. Transition data were acquired for a wide variety of
sweep angles, pressure distributions, Mach numbers, and
Reynolds numbers. In this paper, the F-14 flight test is briefly
described and N-factor correlations with measured transition
locations are presented for one of two gloves flown on the
F-14 wing in the flight program; a thin foam and fiberglass
glove which provided a smooth sailplane finish on the basic
F-14, modified NACA 6-series airfoil. For these correlations,
an improved linear boundary-layer stability theory was
utilized that accounts for compressibility and surface and
streamline curvature effects for the flow past swept wings.
*High Technology Corporation, Hampton, Virginia.
**NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
1738. Freudinger, Lawrence C.: Flutter Clearance of the
F-18 High-Angle-of-Attack Research Vehicle With
Experimental Wingtip Instrumentation Pods. NASA
TM-4148, H-1528, NAS 1.15:4148, October 1989.
90N11732, #.
An F-18 aircraft was modified with wingtip instrumentation
pods for use in NASA's high-angle-of-attack research
program. Ground vibration and flight flutter testing were
performed to atmospheric turbulence for structural
excitation; the aircraft displayed no adverse aeroelastic trends
within the envelope tested. The data presented in this report
include mode shapes from the ground vibration and estimates
of frequency and damping as a function of Mach number.
1739. Duke, E. L.; *Disbrow, J. D.; and **Butler, G. F.: A
Knowledge-Based Flight Status Monitor for Real-Time
Application in Digital Avionics Systems. NASA
TM-101710, H-1568, NAS 1.15:101710. Presented at
the MILCOMP'89 Conference, London, England,
September 26-28, 1989, October 1989, 90N13995, #.
The Dryden Flight Research Facility of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Ames
Research Center (Ames-Dryden) is the principal NASA
facility for the flight testing and evaluation of new and
complex avionics systems. To aid in the interpretation of
system health and status data, a knowledge-based flight status
monitor was designed. The monitor was designed to use fault
indicators from the onboard system which are telemetered to
the ground and processed by a rule-based model of the
aircraft failure management system to give timely advice and
recommendations in the mission control room. One of the
important constraints on the flight status monitor is the need
to operate in real time, and to pursue this aspect, a joint
research activity between NASA Ames-Dryden and the
Royal Aerospace Establishment (RAE) on real-time
knowledge-based systems was established. Under this
agreement, the original LISP knowledge base for the flight
status monitor was reimplemented using the intelligent
knowledge-based system toolkit, MUSE, which was
developed under RAE sponsorship. Details of the flight status
monitor and the MUSE implementation are presented.
*PRC Systems Services Co., Edwards, California.
**Royal Aerospace Establishment, Farnborough, England.
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1740. Mackall, Dale A.; and *Allen, James G.: A
Knowledge-Based System Design/Information Tool for
Aircraft Flight Control Systems. NASA TM-101704,
H-1546, NAS 1.15:101704. Presented at the 7th AIAA
Computers in Aerospace Conference, Monterey, California,
October 4--6, 1989, (see A90-10491), October 1989,
90N13990, #. (See also 1741, 1850.)
Research aircraft have become increasingly dependent on
advanced control systems to accomplish program goals.
These aircraft are integrating multiple disciplines to improve
performance and satisfy research objectives. This integration
is being accomplished through electronic control systems.
Because of the number of systems involved and the variety of
engineering disciplines, systems design methods and
information management have become essential to program
success. The primary objective of the system design/
information tool for aircraft flight control system is to help
transfer flight control system design knowledge' to the flight
test community. By providing all of the design information
and covering multiple disciplines in a structured, graphical
manner, flight control systems can more easily be understood
by the test engineers. This will provide the engineers with the
information needed to thoroughly ground test the system and
thereby reduce the likelihood of serious design errors
surfacing in flight. The secondary objective is to apply
structured design techniques to all of the design domains. By
using the techniques in the top level system design down
through the detailed hardware and software designs, it is
hoped that fewer design anomalies will result. The flight test
experiences of three highly complex, integrated aircraft
programs are reviewed: the X-29 forward-swept wing, the
advanced fighter technology integration (AFTI) F-16, and the
highly maneuverable aircraft technology (HiMAT) program.
Significant operating anomalies and the design errors which
cause them, are examined to help identify what functions a
system design/information tool should provide to assist
designers in avoiding errors.
*Draper Laboratory, Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts.
1741. Mackall, Dale A.; and *Alien, James G.: A
Knowledge-Based System Design/Information Tool for
Aircraft Flight Control Systems. AIAA Paper 89-2978.
Technical Papers, presented at the AIAA 7th Computers in
Aerospace Conference, Monterey, California, October 3-5,
1989, Part 1, (see A90-10476 01-59), 1989, pp. 110-125,
90A10491, #. (See also 1740,1850.)
Flight test experiences of the X-29 forward-swept wing, the
advanced fighter technology integration (AFTI) F-16, and the
highly maneuverable aircraft technology (HiMAT) programs
are reviewed. Significant operating anomalies in these
programs and the design errors which caused them are
examined. The functions which a system design/information
tool should provide to assist designers in avoiding errors are
identified.
*Draper Laboratory, Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts.
1742. *Nissim, E.: Effect of Control Surface Mass
Unbalance on the Stability of a Closed-Loop Active
Control System. NASA TP-2952, H-1534, NAS 1.60:2952,
Qctober 1989, 90N12042, #. (See also 1698.)
The effects on stability of inertial forces arising from closed-
loop activation of mass-unbalanced control surfaces are
studied analytically using inertial energy approach, similar to
the aerodynamic energy approach used for flutter
suppression. The limitations of a single control surface like a
leading-edge (LE) control or a trailing-edge (TE) control are
demonstrated and compared to the superior combined LE-TE
mass unbalanced system. It is shown that a spanwise section
for sensor location can be determined which ensures
minimum sensitivity to the mode shapes of the aircraft. It is
shown that an LE control exhibits compatibility between
inertial stabilization and aerodynamic stabilization, and that a
TE control lacks such compatibility. The results of the
present work should prove valuable, both for the purpose of
flutter suppression using mass unbalanced control surfaces,
or for the stabilization of structural modes of large space
structures by means of inertial forces.
*National Research Council Fellow, Technion - Israel
Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel.
1743. Iliff, Kenneth W.: Parameter Estimation for
Flight Vehicles. Journal of Guidance, Control, and
Dynamics (ISSN 0731-5090), Vol. 12, September-October
1989, pp. 609-622. (see A87-22745), October 1989,
89A51701, #. (See also 1543, 1544.)
1744. Kehoe, Michael W.; and Voracek, David F.:
Ground Vibration Test Results of a JetStar Airplane
Using Impulsive Sine Excitation. Proceedings, 7th
International Modal Analysis Conference, Las Vegas,
Nevada, January 30-February 2, 1989, Vol. 1, (see
A90-16955 05-39), (N89-15909), 1989, pp. 101-111.
90A16963, #. (See also 1687.)
Structural excitation is important for both ground vibration
and flight flutter testing. The structural responses caused by
this excitation are analyzed to determine frequency, damping,
and mode shape information. Many excitation waveforms
have been used throughout the years. The use of impulsive
sine (sin omega 0/omega t as an excitation waveform for
ground vibration testing and the advantages of using this
waveform for flight flutter testing are discussed. The ground
vibration test results of a modified JetStar airplane using
impulsive sine as an excitation waveform are compared with
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the test results of the same airplane using multiple-input
random excitation. The results indicated that the structure
was sufficiently excited using the impulsive sine waveform.
Comparisons of input force spectrums, mode shape plots, and
frequency and damping values for the two methods of
excitation are presented.
1745. Hudson, Larry D.: Recent Experience With
Elevated-Temperature Foil Strain Gages With
Application to Thin-Gage Materials. Proceedings of the
Hostile Environments and High Temperature Measurements
Conference, Kansas City, Missouri, November 6-8, 1989,
(see A90-44483 20-35), 1989, pp. 68-81, 90A44492.
The effects of thin-gage materials on high-temperature strain
measurements are discussed. Apparent strain test were
performed using facesheet coupons, honeycomb coupons,
and the panel with strain gages in an installed condition. The
apparent strain results differed in each of the cases. The
apparent strain curves from the panel tests are expected to
provide the best correlation with analysis, assuming that the
thermal strains are insignificant or that the thermal strains
derived from the analysis of the apparent strain test
performed on the panel can be used to correct the apparent
strain curves.
1746. Bjarke, Lisa J.; and Ehernberger, L. J.: An In-Flight
Technique for Wind Measurement in Support of the
Space Shuttle Program. NASA TM-4154, H-1566,
NAS 1.15:4154. Presented at the Society of Flight Test
Engineers 20th Annual Symposium, Reno, Nevada,
September 18-21, 1989, November 1989, 90N14224, #.
A technique to use an aircraft to measure wind profiles in the
altitude range of 1,500 to 18,200 m was demonstrated at
NASA Ames-Dryden. This demonstration was initiated to
determine if an aircraft could measure wind profiles in
support of space shuttle launches. The Jimsphere balloon is
currently the device used to measure pre-launch wind profiles
for the space shuttle. However, it takes approximately an hour
for the Jimsphere to travel through the altitudes of interest. If
these wind instruments could be taken with an aircraft closer
to launch in a more timely manner and with the same
accuracy as a Jimsphere balloon, some uncertainties in the
measurements could be removed. The aircraft used for this
investigation was an F-104G which is capable of flight above
18,000 m. It had conventional research instrumentation to
provide air data and flow angles along with a ring laser gyro
inertial navigation system (INS) to provide inertial and Euler
angle data. During the course of 17 flights, wind profiles were
measured in 21 climbs and 18 descents. Preliminary
comparisons between aircraft measured wind profiles and
Jimsphere measured profiles show reasonable agreement
(within 3 m/sec). Most large differences between the profiles
can usually be explained by large spatial or time differences
between the Jimsphere and aircraft measurements, the fact
that the aircraft is not in a wings-level attitude, or INS shifts
caused by aircraft maneuvering.
1747. Glover, Richard D.; and O'Neill-Rood, Nora: The
Aerospace Energy Systems Laboratory: A BITBUS
Networking Application. NASA TM-4149, H-1569,
NAS 1.15:4149. Presented at the iRUG 6th International
Conference, Bethesda, Maryland, November 13-14, 1989,
November 1989, 90N14829, #.
The NASA Ames-Dryden Flight Research Facility developed
a computerized aircraft battery servicing facility called the
Aerospace Energy Systems Laboratory (AESL). This system
employs distributed processing with communications
provided by a 2.4-megabit BITBUS local area network.
Customized handlers provide real time status, remote
command, and file transfer protocols between a central
system running the iRMX-II operating system and ten slave
stations running the iRMX-I operating system. The hardware
configuration and software components required to
implement this BITBUS application are required.
1748. Neal, Bradford; and Sengupta, Upal: The
Implementation and Operation of a Variable-Response
Electronic Throttle Control System for a TF-104G
Aircraft. NASA TM-101696, H-1542, NAS 1.15:101696,
December 1989, 90N20086, #.
During some flight programs, researchers have encountered
problems in the throttle response characteristics of high-
performance aircraft. To study and to help solve these
problems, the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration Ames Research Center's Dryden Flight
Research Facility (Ames-Dryden) conducted a study using a
TF-104G airplane modified with a variable-response
electronic throttle control system. Ames-Dryden investigated
the effects of different variables on engine response and
handling qualities. The system provided transport delay, lead
and lag filters, second-order lags, command rate and position
limits, and variable gain between the pilot's throttle
command and the engine fuel controller. These variables
could be tested individually or in combination. Ten research
flights were flown to gather data on engine response and to
obtain pilot ratings of the various system configurations. The
results should provide design criteria for engine-response
characteristics. The variable-response throttle components
and how they were installed in the TF-104G aircraft are
described. How the variable-response throttle was used in
flight and some of the results of using this system are
discussed.
1749. Sims, Robert; *McCrosson, Paul; *Ryan, Robert;
and *Rivera, Joe: X-29A Aircraft Structural Loads Flight
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Testing. NASA TM-101715, H-1574, NAS 1.15:101715.
Presented at the 20th Annual Society of Flight Test Engineers
Symposium, Rent, Nevada, September 18-21, 1989,
Deck, 90N19225, #.
The X-29A research and technology demonstrator aircraft
has completed a highly successful multiphase flight test
program. The primary research objective was to safely
explore, evaluate, and validate a number of aerodynamic,
structural, and flight control technologies, all highly
integrated into the vehicle design. Most of these advanced
technologies, particularly the forward-swept-wing platform,
had a major impact on the structural design. Throughout the
flight test program, structural loads clearance was an ongoing
activity to provide a safe maneuvering envelope sufficient to
accomplish the research objectives. An overview is presented
of the technologies, flight test approach, key results, and
lessons learned from the structural flight loads perspective.
The overall design methodology was considered validated,
but a number of structural load characteristics were either not
adequately predicted or totally unanticipated prior to flight
test. While conventional flight testing techniques were
adequate to insure flight safety, advanced analysis tools
played a key role in understanding some of the structural load
characteristics, and in maximizing flight test productivity.
*Grumman Aerospace Corporation, Edwards, California.
1750. *Butler, G. F.; and Duke, E. L.: NASA/RAE
Cooperation on a Knowledge Based Flight Status
Monitor. AGARD-CP-455, Paper 7. Advances in
Techniques and Technologies for Air Vehicle Navigation and
Guidance, (ISBN-92-835-0535-2) (see N90-16731 09-04),
December 1989, AD-A217512, 90N16738, #.
As part of a US/UK cooperative aeronautical research
program, a joint activity between the Dryden Flight Research
Facility of the NASA Ames Research Center (Ames-Dryden)
and the Royal Aerospace Establishment (RAE) on
Knowledge Based Systems was established. Under the
agreement, a Flight Status Monitor Knowledge base
developed at Ames-Dryden was implemented using the real-
time IKBS toolkit, MUSE, which was developed in the UK
under RAE sponsorship. The Flight Status Monitor is
designed to provide on-line aid to the flight test engineer in
the interpretation of system health and status by storing
expert knowledge of system behavior in an easily accessible
form. The background to the cooperation is described and the
details of the Flight Status Monitor, the MUSE
implementation are presented.
* Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough, England.
1751. Hicks, John W.; and Matheny, Neil W.: Flight Tests
Confirm X-29 Technologies. Exxon Air WorM, Vol. 41,
No. 2, 1989, pp. 18-21, 89A48849.
Results of test flights of the X-29A which confirmed the
viability of the aircraft design and obtained good agreement
with preflight predictions are presented. In addition to a
forward-swept wing, the features to be evaluated on the X-29
demonstrator were: a digital fly-by-wire flight control, a
close-coupled wing-canard configuration, an aeroelastically
tailored composite wing skin and a three-surface pitch control
configuration. The X-29A advanced technology
demonstrator is a single-seat, fighter-type aircraft, best
known for its forward-swept wing with a thin supercritical
airfoil. The key objectives in developing the technologies
incorporated into the X-29A design included establishing
new airframe-design freedoms and options, as well as
demonstrating that adequate levels of dynamic stability can
be achieved by controlling an unstable airframe with a close-
coupled canard, symmetric flap, and strake-tlap combination.
The X-29A aircraft and its related systems performed well
and are now in a flight research phase.
1752. Whitmore, Stephen Anthony: Formulation and
Verification of a Technique for Compensation of
Pneumatic Attenuation Errors in Airborne Pressure
Sensing Devices. 1989, University of California at Los
Angeles Ph.D. Thesis, 90N17084.
Recent advances in aircraft performance and maneuver
capability have dramatically complicated the problem of
flight control augmentation. With increasing regularity,
aircraft system designs require that aerodynamic parameters
derived from pneumatic measurements be used as control
system feedbacks. These requirements necessitate that
pneumatic data be measured with accuracy and fidelity. The
emphasis here is on the development of a general numerical
model for accurately predicting pneumatic attenuation errors
in pressure sensing devices. Once the model was developed
and verified, then techniques for inverting the model to
provide a compensation algorithm were developed. A
mathematical model, derived from the Navier-Strokes
equations is used to predict the behavior of pneumatic
configurations which are subjected to small but arbitrary
inputs. Comparisons of the mathematical model to both lab
and flight data indicate that its predictive capability is
excellent. Two approaches for inverting the model to provide
a compensation algorithm were developed. The first
approach relied on the techniques of statistical deconvolution
to develop a compensation model. The second technique
overcame the difficulty of limited applicability inherent in
the first approach by incorporating the dynamic model into
the compensation routine using the techniques of Minimum
Variance Estimation Theory. The latter algorithm has a
broader range of applicability.
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1753. Ko, William L.; Olona, Timothy; and Muramoto,
Kyle M.: Optimum Element Density Studies for Finite-
Element Thermal Analysis of Hypersonic Aircraft
Structures. NASA TM-4163, H-1519, NAS 1.15:4163,
January. 1990, 90N17074, #.
Different finite element models previously set up for thermal
analysis of the space shuttle orbiter structure are discussed
and their shortcomings identified. Element density criteria
are established for the finite element thermal modelings of
space shuttle orbiter-type large, hypersonic aircraft
structures. These criteria are based on rigorous studies on
solution accuracies using different finite element models
having different element densities set up for one cell of the
orbiter wing. Also, a method for optimization of the transient
thermal analysis computer central processing unit (CPU)
time is discussed. Based on the newly established element
density criteria, the orbiter wing midspan segment was
modeled for the examination of thermal analysis solution
accuracies and the extent of computation CPU time
requirements. The results showed that the distributions of the
structural temperatures and the thermal stresses obtained
from this wing segment model were satisfactory and the
computation CPU time was at the acceptable level. The
studies offered the hope that modeling the large, hypersonic
aircraft structures using high-density elements for transient
thermal analysis is possible if a CPU optimization technique
was used.
1754. Whitmore, Stephen A.; and *Leondes, Cornelius T.:
Compensating for Pneumatic Distortion in Pressure
Sensing Devices. NASA TM-101716, H-1586,
NAS 1.15:101716. Presented at the AIAA 28th Aerospace
Sciences Meeting, Rent, Nevada, January 8-11, 1990,
January_ 1990, (see A90-19956), 90N19224, #. (See also
1755.)
EC90-280-1
Dryden Flight Research Facility Aircraft, circa 1990, (front row) McDonnell-Douglas F-18 HARV, (2 nd row)
Grumman X-29A, McDonnell-Douglas F-15, General Dynamics F-16XL-1, (3 rd row) three McDonnell-Douglas
F/A-18's (4 tla row) Northrop T-38, Lockheed F-104, (back row) Boeing B-52 With Orbital Sciences Corporation
Pegasus ® Rocket, Lockheed SR-71A, and Boeing 747 SCA
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A techniqueof compensatingfor pneumaticdistortionin
pressuresensingdeviceswasdevelopedandverified.This
compensationallows conventionalpressuresensing
technologyto obtain improvedunsteadypressure
measurements.Pressuredistortioncausedby frictional
attenuationandpneumaticresonancewithinthesensing
systemmakesobtainingunsteadypressuremeasurementsby
conventionalsensorsdifficult.Mostdistortionoccurswithin
thepneumaticubingwhichtransmitspressureimpulsesfrom
theaircraft'surfacetothemeasurementtransducer.Toavoid
pneumaticdistortion,experimentdesignersmountthe
pressuresensoratthesurfaceoftheaircraft,(calledin-situ
mounting).In-situtransducerscannotalwaysfit in the
availablespaceandsometimespneumaticubingmustberun
fromtheaircraft'ssurfaceto thepressuretransducer.A
techniqueto measureunsteadypressuredata using
conventionalpressuresensingtechnologywasdeveloped.A
pneumaticdistortionmodelisreducedtoalow-order,state-
variablemodelretainingmostofthedynamicharacteristics
of thefullmodel.Thereduced-ordermodeliscoupledwith
resultsfromminimumvarianceestimationtheorytodevelop
analgorithmto compensatefor theeffectsof pneumatic
distortion.Bothpostflightandreal-timealgorithmsare
developedandevaluatedusingsimulatedandflightdata.
*UniversityofCalifornia,LosAngeles,California.
1755. Whitmore,StephenA.;and*Leondes,CorneliusT.:
Compensating for Pneumatic Distortion in Pressure
Sensing Devices. AIAA Paper 90-0631. Presented at the
AIAA 28th Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Rent, Nevada,
January_ 8-11. 1990, 90A19956, #. (See also 1754.)
A general numerical technique for obtaining unsteady
pressure measurements using conventional pressure sensing
technology has been developed. A pneumatic distortion
model, based on the Navier-Stokes equations of momentum
and continuity, was reduced to a low-order, state-variable
model retaining most of the dynamic characteristics of the
full model. The reduced-order model is coupled with results
from minimum variance estimation theory to develop an
algorithm to compensate the effects of pneumatic distortion.
Both postflight and real-time algorithms were developed and
evaluated using simulated and flight data.
*University of California, Los Angeles, California.
1756. Haering, Edward A., Jr.: Airdata Calibration
of a High-Performance Aircraft for Measuring
Atmospheric Wind Profiles. NASA TM-101714, H-1580,
NAS 1.15:101714, AIAA Paper 90-0230. Presented at the
AIAA 28th Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Rent, Nevada,
January 8-11, 1990, January. 1990, 90N14228, #. (See also
1757, 1967.)
The research airdata system of an instrumented F-104 aircraft
has been calibrated to measure winds aloft in support of the
space shuttle wind measurement investigation at the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration Ames Research
Center Dryden Flight Research Facility. For this
investigation, wind measurement accuracies comparable to
those obtained from Jimsphere balloons were desired. This
required an airdata calibration more accurate than needed for
most aircraft research programs. The F-104 aircraft was
equipped with a research pilot-static noseboom with integral
angle-of-attack and flank angle-of-attack vanes and a ring-
laser-gyro inertial reference unit. Tower fly-bys and radar
acceleration-decelerations were used to calibrate Mach
number and total temperature. Angle of attack and angle of
sideslip were calibrated with a trajectory reconstruction
technique using a multiple-state linear Kalman filter. The
F-11M aircraft and instrumentation configuration, flight test
maneuvers, data corrections, calibration techniques, and
resulting calibrations and data repeatability are presented.
Recommendations for future airdata systems on aircraft used
to measure winds aloft are also given.
1757. Haering, Edward A., Jr.: Airdata Calibration of a
High-Performance Aircraft for Measuring Atmospheric
Wind Profiles. AIAA Paper 90-0230. Presented at the AIAA
28th Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Rent, Nevada, January. 8-
11 1990, 90A19744, #. (See also 1756, 1967.)
The research airdata system of an instrumented F- 104 aircraft
has been calibrated to measure winds aloft in support of the
Space Shuttle wind measurement investigation. The F-104
aircraft was equipped with a research pitot-static noseboom
with integral angle-of-attack and flank angle-of-attack vanes
and a ring-laser-gyro inertial reference unit. The F-104
aircraft and instrumentation configuration, flight test
maneuvers, data corrections, calibration techniques, and
resulting calibrations and data repeatability are presented.
Recommendations for future airdata systems on aircraft used
to measure winds aloft are also given.
1758. Whitmore, Stephen A.; Moes, Timothy R.; and
*Larson, Terry J.: Preliminary Results From a Subsonic
High Angle-of-Attack Flush Airdata Sensing (Hi-FADS)
System: Design, Calibration, and Flight Test Evaluation.
NASA TM-101713, H-1583, NAS 1.15:101713, AIAA
Paper90-0232. Presented at the 28th AIAA Aerospace
Sciences Meeting, Rent, Nevada, January 8-11, 1990,
January 1990, (see A90-19746), 90N16758, #. (See also
1759, 1984.)
A nonintrusive high angle-of-attack flush airdata sensing (Hi-
FADS) system was installed and flight-tested on the F-18
high alpha research flight vehicle. The system is a matrix of
25 pressure orifices in concentric circles on the nose of the
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vehicle.Theorificesdetermineanglesofattackandsideslip,
Mach number,and pressurealtitude.Pressurewas
transmittedfromtheorificesto anelectronicallyscanned
pressuremodulebylinesofpneumatictubing.TheHi-FADS
systemwascalibratedanddemonstratedusingdutchroll
flightmaneuverscoveringlargeMach,angle-of-attack,and
sideslipranges.Referenceairdataforsystemcalibrationwere
generatedby a minimumvariancestimationtechnique
blendingmeasurementsfromtwowingtipairdataboomswith
inertialvelocities,aircraftangularratesandattitudes,
precisionradartracking,andmeteorologicalanalyses.The
pressureorifice calibrationwas basedon identifying
empiricaladjustmentsto modifiedNewtonianflowona
hemisphere.Calibrationresultsarepresented.Flighttest
resultsusedall 25orificesoruseda subsetof 9 orifices.
Undermoderatemaneuveringconditions,the Hi-FADS
systemgaveexcellentresultsovertheentiresubsonicMach
numberangeupto 55degangleof attack.Theinternal
pneumaticfrequencyresponseof thesystemisaccurateo
beyond10Hz.Aerodynamiclagsin theaircraftflowfield
causedsomeperformancedegradationduringheavy
maneuvering.
*AnalyticalMechanicsAssociates,Inc.,Hampton,Virginia.
1759. Whitmore, Stephen A.; Moes, Timothy R.: and
*Larson, Terry J.: Preliminary Results From a Subsonic
High-Angle-of-Attack Flush Airdata Sensing (Hi-FADS)
System--Design, Calibration, Algorithm Development,
and Flight Test Evaluation. AIAA Paper 90-0232.
Presented at the AIAA 28th Aerospace Sciences Meeting,
Rent, Nevada, January_ 8-11. 1990, 90A19746, #. (See also
1758, 1984.)
A nonintrusive high angle-of-attack flush airdata sensing
(Hi-FADS) system was installed and flight-tested on the F- 18
high alpha research vehicle. This paper discusses the airdata
algorithm development and composite results expressed as
airdata parameter estimates and describes the Hi-FADS
system hardware, calibration techniques, and algorithm
development. An independent empirical verification was
performed over a large portion of the subsonic flight
envelope. Test points were obtained for Mach numbers from
0.15 to 0.94 and angles of attack from -8.0 to 55.0 deg.
Angles of sideslip ranged from -15.0 to 15.0 deg, and test
altitudes ranged from 18,000 to 40,000 ft. The Hi-FADS
system gave excellent results over the entire subsonic Mach
number range up to 55 deg angle of attack. The internal
pneumatic frequency response of the system is accurate to
beyond 10 Hz.
*Analytical Mechanics Associates, Inc., Hampton, Virginia.
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1760. Del Frate, John H.; and Zuniga, Fanny A.: In-Flight
Flow Field Analysis on the NASA F-18 High Alpha
Research Vehicle With Comparisons to Ground Facility
Data. AIAA Paper 90-0231. Presented at the AIAA 28th
Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Rent, Nevada, January_ 8-1 l,
1990, 90A19745, #.
In-flight flow visualization results of the vortical flow on the
forebody and leading-edge extensions (LEX) of an F-18
research aircraft have been presented for angles of attack
from 15.8 to 42.5 deg and for sideslip angles up to 7.5 deg.
Water tunnel results using a 3-percent scale F-18 model and
a variety of wind tunnel results are used for comparison and
interpretation of the flight results. The LEX vortex core
breakdown point moved forward with increasing angle of
attack. For a constant angle of attack, the windward LEX
vortex core breakdown moves forward and inboard with
sideslip and the leeward vortex core breakdown moves aft
and outboard. For a constant angle of attack, the windward
location of interaction moved aft with increasing sideslip and
the leeward interaction moved forward.
1761. Ko, William L.; and Jackson, Raymond H.: Open-
Mode Delamination Stress Concentrations in Horseshoe
and Elliptic Composite Curved Bars Subjected to End
Forces. NASA TM-4164, H-1567, NAS 1.15:4164,
1990, 90N16004, #.
The multilayer theory of anisotropic elasticity and a finite
element method were used to analyze the open-mode
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delaminationstressconcentrationsi horseshoeandelliptic
laminatedcompositecurvedbars.Twotypesoflaminations,
solid laminations and sandwich laminations, were analyzed.
It was found that the open-mode delamination stress
concentration could be greatly increased in these two types of
curved bars by decreasing their aspect ratios. The open-mode
delamination stress concentration generated in the solid
laminations was found to be far more severe than that
generated in the sandwich laminations. The horseshoe curved
bar may be used to determine both the open-mode
delamination strength of solidly laminated composites and
the open-mode debonding strength of sandwiched laminated
composites. However, the elliptic curved bar is only good for
determining the open-mode delamination strength of solidly
laminated composites.
1762. Whitmore, Stephen A.; *Lindsey, William T.;
Curry, Robert E.; and Gilyard, Glenn B.: Experimental
Characterization of the Effects of Pneumatic Tubing on
Unsteady Pressure Measurements. NASA TM-4171,
H-1538, NAS 1.15:4171, March 1990. 90N27703, #.
Advances in aircraft control system designs have, with
increasing frequency, required that air data be used as flight
control feedback. This condition requires that these data be
measured with accuracy and high fidelity. Most air data
information is provided by pneumatic pressure measuring
sensors. Typically unsteady pressure data provided by
pneumatic sensing systems are distorted at high frequencies.
The distortion is a result of the pressure being transmitted to
the pressure sensor through a length of connective tubing.
The pressure is distorted by frictional damping and wave
reflection. As a result, air data provided all-flush,
pneumatically sensed air data systems may not meet the
frequency response requirements necessary for flight control
augmentation. Both lab and flight test were performed at
NASA-Ames to investigate the effects of this high frequency
distortion in remotely located pressure measurement systems.
Good qualitative agreement between lab and flight data are
demonstrated. Results from these tests are used to describe
the effects of pneumatic distortion in terms of a simple
parametric model.
*Air Force, Wright Aeronautical Labs., Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio.
1763. Johnson, Steven A.; and Fisher, David F.: Water-
Tunnel Study Results of a TF/A-18 and F/A-18 Canopy
Flow Visualization. NASA TM-101705, H-1570,
NAS 1.15:101705, March 1990, 90N22532, #.
A water tunnel study examining the influence of canopy
shape on canopy and leading edge extension flow patterns
was initiated. The F/A-18 single-place canopy model and
the TF/A-18 two place canopy model were the study
subjects. Plan view and side view photographs showing the
flow patterns created by injected colored dye are presented
for 0 deg and 5 deg sideslip angles. Photographs taken at
angle of attack and sideslip conditions correspond to test
departure points found in flight test. Flight experience has
shown that the TF/A-18 airplane departs in regions where
the F/A-18 airplane is departure-resistant. The study results
provide insight into the differences in flow patterns which
may influence the resulting aerodynamics of the TF/A-18
and F/A-18 aircraft. It was found that at 0 deg sideslip, the
TF/A-18 model has more downward flow on the sides of the
canopy than the F/A-18 model. This could be indicative of
flow from the leading edge extension (LEX) vortexes
impinging on the sides of the wider TF/A-18 canopy. In
addition, the TF/A-18 model has larger areas of asymmetric
separated and unsteady flow on the LEXs and fuselage,
possibly indicating a lateral and directional destabilizing
effect at the conditions studied.
1764. *Wagner, R. D.; *Maddalon, D. V.; and Fisher, D.
F.: Laminar Flow Control Leading-Edge Systems in
Simulated Airline Service. Journal of Aircraft
(ISSN 0021-8669), Vol. 27, (see A89-13604), March 1990,
pp. 239-244, 90A26134, #. (See also 1664.)
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
1765. Pahle, Joseph W.: Output Model-Following
Control Synthesis for an Oblique-Wing Aircraft. NASA
TM-100454, H-1522, NAS 1.15:100454, April 1990,
90N19241, #.
Recent interest in oblique-wing aircraft has focused on the
potential aerodynamic performance advantage of a variable-
skew oblique wing over a conventional or symmetric sweep
wing. Unfortunately, the resulting asymmetric configuration
has significant aerodynamic and inertial cross-coupling
between the aircraft longitudinal and lateral-directional axes.
Presented here is a decoupling control law synthesis
technique that integrates stability augmentation, decoupling,
and the direct incorporation of desired handling qualities into
an output feedback controller. The proposed design technique
uses linear quadratic regulator concepts in the framework of
explicit model following. The output feedback strategy used
is a suboptimal projection from the state space to the output
space. Dynamics are then introduced into the controller to
improve steady-state performance and increase system
robustness. Closed-loop performance is shown by application
of the control laws to the linearized equations of motion and
nonlinear simulation of an oblique-wing aircraft.
1766. Curry, Robert E.; Moulton, Bryan J.; and Kresse,
John: An In.Flight Investigation of Ground Effect on
a Forward-Swept Wing Airplane. AGARD-CP-465,
Paper 20. Aerodynamics of Combat Aircraft Controls and of
Ground Effects, (see N90-28513 23-05), (ISBN-92-835-
0555-7), April 1990, AD-A223680, 90N28533, #. (See also
1726.)
A limited flight experiment was conducted to document the
ground effect characteristics of the X-29A research aircraft.
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Thisvehiclehasanaerodynamicplatformwhichincludesa
forward-sweptwingandclose-coupled,variableincidence
canard.Theflight-testprogramobtainedresultsforerrorsin
theair datameasurementa dforincrementalnormalforce
andpitchingmomentcausedbygroundeffect.Correlations
withwind-tunnelandcomputationalanalysesweremade.
Theresultsarediscussedwithrespecttothedynamicnature
of the flight measurements,similardatafrom other
configurations,andpilotcomments.Thegroundeffectresults
arenecessaryto obtainanaccurateinterpretationf the
vehicle'slandingcharacteristics.Theflightdatacanalsobe
usedin thedevelopmentof manymodemaircraftsystems
suchasautolandandpilotedsimulation.
1767. *Larson, Terry J.; Moes, Timothy R.; and
**Siemers, Paul M., HI: Wind-Tunnel Investigation of a
Flush Airdata System at Mach Numbers From 0.7 to 1.4.
NASA TM-101697, H-1544, NAS 1.15:101697, April 1990,
90N18395, #.
to develop an independent, simplified thrust calculation
technique for real-time thrust calculation. Comparisons were
also made to thrust values predicted by the engine
specification model. Results indicate uninstalled gross thrust
accuracies on the order of 1 to 4 percent for the various in-
flight thrust methods. The various thrust calculations are
described and their usage, uncertainty, and measured
accuracies are explained. In addition, the advantages of a
real-time thrust algorithm for flight test use and the
importance of an accurate thrust calculation to the aircraft
performance analysis are described. Finally, actual data
obtained from flight test are presented.
1769. Kehoe, Michael W.; *Laurie, Edward J.; and Bjarke,
Lisa J.: An In-Flight Interaction of the X-29A Canard and
Flight Control System. NASA TM-101718, H-1590,
NAS 1.15:101718. Presented at the AIAA Dynamics
Specialists Meeting, Long Beach, California, April 5-6,
1990, April 1990, 90N25973, #. (See also 1770.)
Flush pressure orifices installed on the nose section of a
1/7 scale model of the F-14 airplane were evaluated for use
as a flush airdata system (FADS). Wing-tunnel tests were
conducted in the 11- by 11-ft Unitary Wind Tunnel at
NASA Ames Research Center. A full-scale FADS of the
same configuration was previously tested using an F-14
aircraft at the Dryden Flight Research Facility of NASA
Ames Research Center (Ames-Dryden). These tests, which
were published, are part of a NASA program to assess
accuracies of FADS for use on aircraft. The test program
also provides data to validate algorithms for the shuttle entry
airdata system developed at the NASA Langley Research
Center. The wind-tunnel test Mach numbers were 0.73, 0.90,
1.05, 1.20, and 1.39. Angles of attack were varied in 2 deg
increments from -4 deg to 20 deg. Sideslip angles were
varied in 4 deg increments from -8 deg to 8 deg. Airdata
parameters were evaluated for determination of free-stream
values of stagnation pressure, static pressure, angle of
attack, angle of sideslip, and Mach number. These
parameters are, in most cases, the same as the parameters
investigated in the flight test program. The basic FADS
wind-tunnel data are presented in tabular form. A discussion
of the more accurate parameters is included.
*Analytical Mechanics Associates, Inc., Hampton, Virginia.
**NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
1768. Ray, Ronald J.: Evaluation of Various Thrust
Calculation Tedmiques on an F404 Engine, NASA
TP-3001, H- 1505, NAS 1.60:3001, April 1990, 90N25134, #.
In support of performance testing of the X-29A aircraft at the
NASA-Ames, various thrust calculation techniques were
developed and evaluated for use on the F404-GE-400 engine.
The engine was thrust calibrated at NASA-Lewis. Results
from these tests were used to correct the manufacturer's in-
flight thrust program to more accurately calculate thrust for
the specific test engine. Data from these tests were also used
Many of today's high performance airplanes use high gain,
digital flight control systems. These systems are liable to
couple with the aircraft's structural dynamics and
aerodynamics to cause an aeroservoelastic interaction. These
interactions can be stable or unstable depending upon
damping and phase relationships within the system. The
details of an aeroservoelastic interaction experienced in flight
by the X-29A forward-swept wing airplane. A 26.5-Hz
canard pitch mode response was aliased by the digital
sampling rate in the canard position feedback loop of the
flight control system, resulting in a 13.5-Hz signal being
commanded to the longitudinal control surfaces. The
amplitude of this commanded signal increased as the wear of
the canard seals increased, as the feedback path gains were
increased, and as the canard aerodynamic loading decreased.
The resultant control surface deflections were of sufficient
amplitude to excite the structure. The flight data presented
shows the effect of each component (structural dynamics,
aerodynamics, and flight control system) for this
aeroservoelastic interaction.
*Grumman Aerospace Corporation, Bethpage, New York.
1770. Kehoe, Michael W.; *Laurie, Edward J.; and Bjarke,
Lisa J.: An In-Flight Interaction of the X-29A Canard and
Flight Control System. AIAA Paper 90-1240. Technical
Papers, presented at the AIAA Dynamics Specialists
Conference, Long Beach, California, April 5-6, 1990, (see
A90-26776 10-39), pp. 469-486, 90A26820, #. (See also
1769.)
This paper presents the details of an aeroservoelastic
interaction experienced in flight by the X-29A forward-
swept-wing aircraft. A 26.5-Hz canard pitch-mode response
was aliased by the digital sampling rate in the canard-position
feed-back loop of the flight-control system, resulting in a
13.5-Hz signal being commanded to the longitudinal control
surfaces. The amplitude of this commanded signal increased
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asthewearofthecanardsealsincreased,asthefeedbackpath
gainswereincreased,andasthecanardaerodynamicloading
decreased.Theresultantcontrol-surfaced flectionswereof
sufficientamplitudeto excitethestructure.Theflightdata
presentedshowstheeffectof eachcomponent(structural
dynamics,aerodynamics,andflight-controlsystem)forthis
aeroservoelasticinteraction.
*GrummanAerospaceCorporation,Bethpage,NewYork.
1771. Kern,LuraE.;*Belle,SteveD.;andDuke,Eugene
L.: Effectsof Simplifying Assumptions on Optimal
Trajectory Estimation for a High-Performance Aircraft.
NASA TM-101721, H-1597, NAS 1.15:101721. Presented at
the AIAA Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference,
Boston Massachusetts, August 14--16, 1989, April 1990,
90N25142, #.
When analyzing the performance of an aircraft, certain
simplifying assumptions, which decrease the complexity of
the problem, can often be made. The degree of accuracy
required in the solution may determine the extent to which
these simplifying assumptions are incorporated. A complex
model may yield more accurate results if it describes the real
situation more thoroughly. However, a complex model
usually involves more computation time, makes the analysis
more difficult, and often requires more information to do the
analysis. Therefore, to choose the simplifying assumptions
intelligently, it is important to know what effects the
assumptions may have on the calculated performance of a
vehicle. Several simplifying assumptions are examined, the
effects of simplified models to those of the more complex
ones are compared, and conclusions are drawn about the
impact of these assumptions on flight envelope generation
and optimal trajectory calculation. Models which affect an
aircraft are analyzed, but the implications of simplifying the
model of the aircraft itself are not studied. The examples are
atmospheric models, gravitational models, different models
for equations of motion, and constraint conditions.
*PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
1772. *Urnes, James M.; Stewart, James; and **Eslinger,
Robert: Flight Demonstration of a Self Repairing Flight
Control System in a NASA F-15 Fighter Aircraft.
AGARD-CP-456, Paper 20, Fault Tolerant Design Concepts
for Highly Integrated Flight Critical Guidance and Control
Systems (ISBN 92-835-0552-2), (see N91-12682 04-08),
April 1990, AD-A223733, 91N12702, #.
Battle damage causing loss of control capability can
compromise mission objectives and even result in aircraft
loss. The Self Repairing Flight Control System (SRFCS)
flight development program directly addresses this issue with
a flight control system design that measures the damage and
immediately refines the control system commands to
preserve mission potential. The system diagnostics process
detects in flight the type of faults that are difficult to isolate
post flight, and thus cause excessive ground maintenance
time and cost. The control systems of fighter aircraft have the
control power and surface displacement to maneuver the
aircraft in a very large flight envelope with a wide variation
in airspeed and g maneuvering conditions, with surplus force
capacity available from each control surface. Digital flight
control processors are designed to include built-in status of
the control system components, as well as sensor information
on aircraft control maneuver commands and response. In the
event of failure or loss of a control surface, the SRFCS
utilizes this capability to reconfigure control commands to
the remaining control surfaces, thus preserving maneuvering
response. Correct post-flight repair is the key to low
maintainability support costs and high aircraft mission
readiness. The SRFCS utilizes the large data base available
with digital flight control systems to diagnose faults. Built-in-
test data and sensor data are used as inputs to an Onboard
Expert System process to accurately identify failed
components for post-flight maintenance action. This
diagnostic technique has the advantage of functioning during
flight, and so is especially useful in identifying intermittent
faults that are present only during maneuver g loads or high
hydraulic flow requirements. A flight system was developed
to test the reconfiguration and onboard maintenance
diagnostics concepts on a NASA F-15 fighter aircraft.
*McDonnell-Douglas Astronautics Co., St. Louis, Missouri.
**Wright Research Development Center, Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio.
1773. *Gilbert, William P.; *Nguyen, Luat T.; and Gera,
Joseph: Control Research in the NASA High-Alpha
Technology Program. AGARD-CP-465, Aerodynamics of
Combat Aircraft Controls and of Ground Effects, (see N90-
28513 23-05), April 1990, 90N28516, #.
NASA is conducting a focused technology program, known
as the High-Angle-of-Attack Technology Program, to
accelerate the development of flight-validated technology
applicable to the design of fighters with superior stall and
post-staU characteristics and agility. A carefully integrated
effort is underway combining wind tunnel testing, analytical
predictions, piloted simulation, and full-scale flight research.
A modified F-I 8 aircraft has been extensively instrumented
for use as the NASA High-Angle-of-Attack Research Vehicle
used for flight verification of new methods and concepts.
This program stresses the importance of providing improved
aircraft control capabilities both by powered control (such as
thrust-vectoring) and by innovative aerodynamic control
concepts. The program is accomplishing extensive
coordinated ground and flight testing to assess and improve
available experimental and analytical methods and to develop
new concepts for enhanced aerodynamics and for effective
control, guidance, and cockpit displays essential for effective
pilot utilization of the increased agility provided.
*NASA Langley Research Center Hampton, Virginia.
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1774. *Zerweckh,S.H.;*VonFlotow,A.H.;andMurray,
J.E.: Flight Testing a Highly Flexible AircraftmCase
Study on the MIT Light Eagle. Journal of Aircraft (ISSN
0021-8669), Vol. 27, April 1990, (see A88-50613),
1990, pp. 342-349, 90A31284, #. (See also 1660.)
* MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
1775. O'Neill-Rood, Nora; and Glover, Richard D.: An
Automated Calibration Laboratory for Flight Research
Instrumentation: Requirements and a Proposed Design
Approach. NASA TM-101719, H-1594, NAS 1.15:101719.
Presented at the 36th ISA International Instrumentation
Symposium, Denver, Colorado, May 7-10, 1990, May 1990.
90N26564, #. (See also 1776.)
NASA's Dryden Flight Research Facility (Ames-Dryden),
operates a diverse fleet of research aircraft which are heavily
instrumented to provide both real time data for in-flight
monitoring and recorded data for postflight analysis. Ames-
Dryden's existing automated calibration (AUTOCAL)
laboratory is a computerized facility which tests aircraft
sensors to certify accuracy for anticipated harsh flight
environments. Recently, a major AUTOCAL lab upgrade
was initiated; the goal of this modernization is to enhance
productivity and improve configuration management for both
software and test data. The new system will have multiple
testing stations employing distributed processing linked by a
local area network to a centralized database. The baseline
requirements for the new AUTOCAL lab and the design
approach being taken for its mechanization are described.
1776. O'Neill-Rood, Nora; and Glover, Richard D.: An
Automated Calibration LaboratorymRequirements and
Design Approach. Proceedings, 36th International
Instrumentation Symposium, Denver, Colorado, May 6-10,
1990, (see A91-51851 22-35), pp. 707-719, 91A51888. (See
also 1775.)
NASA's Dryden Flight Research Facility (Ames-Dryden),
operates a diverse fleet of research aircraft which are heavily
instrumented to provide both real time data for in-flight
monitoring and recorded data for postflight analysis. Ames-
Dryden's existing automated calibration (AUTOCAL)
laboratory is a computerized facility which tests aircraft
sensors to certify accuracy for anticipated harsh flight
environments. Recently, a major AUTOCAL lab upgrade
was initiated; the goal of this modernization is to enhance
productivity and improve configuration management for both
software and test data. The new system will have multiple
testing stations employing distributed processing linked by a
local area network to a centralized database. The baseline
requirements for the new AUTOCAL lab and the design
approach being taken for its mechanization are described.
1777. Bauer, Jeffrey E.; and *Andrisani, Dominick:
Estimating Short-Period Dynamics Using an Extended
Kalman Filter. NASA TM-101722, H-1625,
NAS 1.15:101722. Presented at the 5th Biannual Flight Test
Conference, Ontario, California, May 21-24, 1990, 1990,
90N23392, #. (See also 1778.)
An extended Kalman filter (EKF) is used to estimate the
parameters of a low-order model from aircraft transient
response data. The low-order model is a state space model
derived from the short-period approximation of the
longitudinal aircraft dynamics. The model corresponds to the
pitch rate to stick force transfer function currently used in
flying qualities analysis. Because of the model chosen,
handling qualities information is also obtained. The
parameters are estimated from flight data as well as from a
six-degree-of-freedom, nonlinear simulation of the aircraft.
These two estimates are then compared and the discrepancies
noted. The low-order model is able to satisfactorily match
both flight data and simulation data from a high-order
computer simulation. The parameters obtained from the EKF
analysis of flight data are compared to those obtained using
frequency response analysis of the flight data. Time delays
and damping ratios are compared and are in agreement. This
technique demonstrates the potential to determine, in near
real time, the extent of differences between computer models
and the actual aircraft. Precise knowledge of these differences
can help to determine the flying qualities of a test aircraft and
lead to more efficient envelope expansion.
*Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana.
1778. Bauer, Jeffrey E.; and *Andrisani, Dominick:
Estimating Short-Period Dynamics Using an Extended
Kalman Filter. AIAA Paper 90-1277. Technical Papers,
presented at the AIAA, SFTE, DGLR, and SETP 5th
Biannual Flight Test Conference, Ontario, California,
May 22-24. 1990, (see A90-33886 14-05), pp. 135-169,
90A33901, #. (See also 1777.)
An extended Kalman filter is used to estimate the parameters
of a low-order model from aircraft transient response data.
The low-order model is a state-space model derived from the
short-period approximation of the longitudinal aircraft
dynamics. The model corresponds to the pitch rate to stick
force transfer function currently used in flying qualities
analysis. The parameters are estimated from flight data as
well as from a 6-DOF nonlinear simulation of the aircraft.
These two estimates are then compared, and the discrepancies
noted. The low-order model is able to satisfactorily match
both flight data and simulation data from a high-order
computer simulation.
*Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana.
1779. Mackall, Dale; McBride, David; and Cohen,
Dorothea: Overview of the NASA Ames-Dryden
Integrated Test Facility. Proceedings, 36th International
Instrumentation Symposium, Denver, Colorado, May 6-10,
1990, (see A91-51851 22-35), pp. 667--681, 91A51885.
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An overviewof theIntegratedTestFacility(ITF)andthe
real-timesystemsbeingdevelopedtooperateit areoutlined.
Thegenericapabilitiesof theITFreal-timesystems,the
real-timedatarecording,andtheremotelyaugmentedvehicle(RAV)monitoringsystemarediscussed.Thebenefitsof
applyingsimulationto aircraft-in-the-looptestingandthe
RAV monitoringsystemcapabilitiesto theX-29Aflight
researchprogramareconsidered.
1780. Schneider, Edward T.: Piloted Simulator
Assessments of Agility. AIAA Paper 90-1306. Presented at
the AIAA, SFTE, DGLR, and SETP 5th Biannual Flight Test
Conference, Ontario, California, May 22-24, 1990,
90A36030, #.
NASA has utilized piloted simulators for nearly two decades
to study high-angle-of-attack flying qualities, agility, and air-
to-air combat. These studies have included assessments of an
F-16XL aircraft equipped with thrust vectoring, an
assessment of the F-18 HARV maneuvering requirements to
assist in thrust vectoring control system design, and an agility
assessment of the F-18. The F-18 agility assessment was
compared with in-flight testing. Open-loop maneuvers such
as 180-deg rolls to measure roll rate showed favorable
simulator/in-flight comparison. Closed-loop maneuvers such
as rolls to 90 deg with precision stops or certain maximum
longitudinal pitching maneuvers showed poorer performance
due to reduced aggressiveness of pilot inputs in flight to
remain within flight envelope limits.
0 0 0
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F-16XL Airplane, Three-View Drawing
1781. Stewart, James F.; and Shuck, Thomas L.: Flight-
Testing of the Self-Repairing Flight Control System Using
the F-15 Highly Integrated Digital Electronic Control
Flight Research Facility. AIAA Paper 90-1321. Presented at
the AIAA, SFTE, DGLR, and SETP 5th Biannual Flight
Test Conference, Ontario, California, May 22-24, 1990,
90A34149, #. (See also 1796.)
Flight tests conducted with the self-repairing flight control
system (SRFCS) installed on the NASA F-15 highly
integrated digital electronic control aircraft are described.
The development leading to the current SRFCS configuration
is highlighted. Key objectives of the program are outlined:
(1) to flight-evaluate a control reconfiguration strategy with
three types of control surface failure; (2) to evaluate a cockpit
display that will inform the pilot of the maneuvering capacity
of the damaged aircraft; and (3) to flight-evaluate the onboard
expert system maintenance diagnostics process using
representative faults set to occur only under maneuvering
conditions. Preliminary flight results addressing the
operation of the overall system, as well as the individual
technologies, are included.
1782. *Menon, P. K. A.; and Duke, E. L.: Time-Optimal
Aircraft Pursuit-Evasion With a Weapon Envelope
Constraint. Proceedings, 1990 9th American Control
Conference, San Diego, California, May 23-25, 1990, Vol. 3,
(see A91-30026 11-63), 1990, pp. 2337-2342, 91A30193.
(See 1929.)
The optimal pursuit-evasion problem between two aircraft,
including nonlinear point-mass vehicle models and a realistic
weapon envelope, is analyzed. Using a linear combination of
flight time and the square of the vehicle acceleration as the
performance index, a closed-form solution is obtained in
nonlinear feedback form. Due to its modest computational
requirements, this guidance law can be used for onboard real-
time implementation.
*NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California
and Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia.
1783. *Samuels, Jeffrey J.; and Payne, Gordon A.:
Preliminary Assessment of a Supersonic STOVL Flight
Research and Demonstration Aircraft. Proceedings, AHS,
46th Annual Forum, Washington, DC, May 21-23, 1990,
Vol. 1, (see A91-17201 05-01), pp. 157-164, 91A17209.
NASA Ames has conducted a conceptual design study of a
supersonic short takeoff and vertical landing (STOVL) flight
research and demonstration aircraft sized according to current
technology levels. The aircraft would provide the capability
for demonstrating advanced technologies required for
STOVL and would be instrumented to provide temperature,
pressure, and noise data for power-induced-effects research.
The propulsion concept for the single-engine aircraft studied
operates in mixed flow without thrust augmentation during
power-lift flight. The study aircraft is full scale to facilitate
STOVL propulsion-system component validation and power-
induced aerodynamics research. Performance is sufficient to
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permitinvestigationandvalidationof verticallandingand
hover, acceleratingand deceleratingtransitions,short
takeoff,reduced-weightverticaltakeoff,andsupersonic
flight.Missionandmaneuvercapabilityis sufficiento
demonstratetheoperationalutilityof thisclassof aircraft.
Aircraftmissionand technologysensitivitieswerealso
examined.
*NASAAmesResearchCenter,MoffettField,California.
1784. Ray,RonaldJ.;Hicks,JohnW.;and*Alexander,
RussI.: Developmentof a Real-Time Aeroperformanee
Analysis Technique for the X-29A Advanced Technical
Demonstrator. Journal of Aircraft (ISSN 0021-8669),
Vol. 27, July 1990, (see A88-38738), July 1990, pp. 660-
667, 90A44738, #. (See also 1627, 1628.)
*Computing Devices Co., Ottawa, Canada.
1785. Anderson, Bianca Trujillo; and Meyer, Robert R.,
Jr.: Effects of Wing Sweep on Boundary-Layer Transition
for a Smooth F-14A Wing at Maeh Numbers From 0.700
to 0.825. NASA TM-101712, H-1531, NAS 1.15:101712,
May 1990, 91N24556, #.
The results are discussed of the variable sweep transition
flight experiment (VSTFE). The VSTFE was a natural
laminar flow experiment flown on the swing wing F-14A
aircraft. The main objective of the VSTFE was to determine
the effects of wing sweep on boundary layer transition at
conditions representative of transport aircraft. The
experiment included the flight testing of two laminar flow
wing gloves. Glove 1 was a cleanup of the existing F-14A
wing. Glove 2, not discussed herein, was designed to provide
favorable pressure distributions for natural laminar flow at
Mach number (M) 0.700. The transition locations presented
for glove 1 were determined primarily by using hot film
sensors. Boundary layer rake data was provided as a
supplement. Transition data were obtained for leading edge
wing sweeps of 15, 20, 25, 30, and 35 degs, with Mach
numbers ranging from 0.700 to 0.825, and altitudes ranging
from 10,000 to 35,000 ft. Results show that a substantial
amount of laminar flow was maintained at all the wing
sweeps evaluated. The maximum transition Reynolds
number of 13.7 x 10(exp 6) was obtained for the condition of
15 deg of sweep, M = 0.800, and an altitude of 20,000 ft.
1786. Anderson, Bianca Trnjillo; and Meyer, Robert R.,
Jr.: Effects of Wing Sweep on In-Flight Boundary-Layer
Transition for a Laminar Flow Wing at Mach Numbers
From 0.60 to 0.79. NASA TM-101701, H-1565,
NAS 1.15:101701, July 1990. 91N24555, #.
The variable sweep transition flight experiment (VSTFE)
was conducted on an F-14A variable sweep wing fighter to
examine the effect of wing sweep on natural boundary layer
transition. Nearly full span upper surface gloves, extending to
60 percent chord, were attached to the F-14 aircraft's wings.
The results are presented of the glove 2 flight tests. Glove 2
had an airfoil shape designed for natural laminar flow at a
wing sweep of 20 deg. Sample pressure distributions and
transition locations are presented with the complete results
tabulated in a database. Data were obtained at wing sweeps of
15, 20, 25, 30, and 35 deg, at Mach numbers ranging from
0.60 to 0.79, and at altitudes ranging from 10,000 to
35,000 ft. Results show that a substantial amount of laminar
flow was maintained at all the wing sweeps evaluated. The
maximum transition Reynolds number obtained was
18.6 x 10 (exp 6) at 15 deg of wing sweep, Mach 0.75, and at
an altitude of 10,000 ft.
1787. Burcham, Frank W., Jr.; Gilyard, Glenn B.; and
Myers, Lawrence P.: Propulsion System-Flight Control
Integration and Optimization: Flight Evaluation and
Technology Transition. NASA TM-4207, H- 1603,
NAS 1.15:4207. Presented at the AIAA 26th Joint Propulsion
Conference, Orlando, Florida, July 16-18, 1990, July 1990,
90N28551, #. (See also 1788.)
Integration of propulsion and flight control systems and their
optimization offers significant performance improvements.
Research programs were conducted which have developed
new propulsion and flight control integration concepts,
implemented designs on high-performance airplanes,
demonstrated these designs in flight, and measured the
performance improvements. These programs, first on the
YF-12 airplane, and later on the F-15, demonstrated
increased thrust, reduced fuel consumption, increased engine
life, and improved airplane performance; with improvements
in the 5 to 10 percent range achieved with integration and
with no changes to hardware. The design, software and
hardware developments, and testing requirements were
shown to be practical.
1788. Burcham, Frank W., Jr.; Gilyard, Glenn B.;
and Myers, Lawrence P.: Propulsion System-Flight
Control Integration-Flight Evaluation and Technology
Transition. AIAA Paper 90-2280. Presented at the AIAA,
SAE, ASME, and ASEE, 26th Joint Propulsion Conference,
Orlando, Florida, July 16-18, 1990, 90A42106, #. (See also
1787.)
Integration of propulsion and flight control systems and their
optimization offering significant performance improvement
are assessed. In particular, research programs conducted by
NASA on flight control systems and propulsion system-flight
control interactions on the YF-12 and F-15 aircraft are
addressed; these programs have demonstrated increased
thrust, reduced fuel consumption, increased engine life, and
improved aircraft performance. Focus is placed on altitude
control, speed-Mach control, integrated controller design, as
well as flight control systems and digital electronic engine
control. A highly integrated digital electronic control
program is analyzed and compared with a performance
seeking control program. It is shown that the flight evaluation
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anddemonstrationofthesetechnologieshavebeenakeypart
inthetransitionoftheconceptstoproductionandoperational
useonatimelybasis.
1789. Freudinger,LawrenceC.;andKehoe,MichaelW.:
Flutter Clearance of the F-14A Variable-Sweep
Transition Flight Experiment Airplane, Phase 2. NASA
TM-101717, H-1544, NAS 1.15:101717, July 1990,
90N25135, #.
An F-14A aircraft was modified for use as the test-bed
aircraft for the variable-sweep transition flight experiment
(VSTFE) program. The VSTFE program was a laminar flow
research program designed to measure the effects of wing
sweep on laminar flow. The airplane was modified by adding
an upper surface foam and fiberglass glove to the right wing.
An existing left wing glove had been added for the previous
phase of the program. Ground vibration and flight flutter
testing were accomplished to verify the absence of aeroelastic
instabilities within a flight envelope of Mach 0.9 or
450 knots, calibrated airspeed, whichever was less. Flight test
data indicated satisfactory damping levels and trends for the
elastic structural modes of the airplane. Ground vibration test
data are presented along with in-flight frequency and
damping estimates, time histories and power spectral
densities of in-flight sensors, and pressure distribution data.
1790. Sim, Alex G.: Flight Characteristics of a Modified
Schweizer SGS 1-36 Sailplane at Low and Very High
Angles of Attack. NASA TP-3022, H-1563, NAS 1.60:3022,
July 1990. 91N10079, #.
A manned flight research program using a modified sailplane
was conducted to very high angles of attack at the NASA-
Ames. Piloting techniques were established that enabled the
pilot to attain and stabilize on an angle of attack in the 30 to
72 deg range. Aerodynamic derivatives were estimated from
the flight data for both low and very high angles of attack and
are compared to wind tunnel data. In addition, limited
performance and trim data are presented.
1791. Johnson, Steven A.: A Simple Dynamic Engine
Model for Use in a Real-Time Aircraft Simulation With
Thrust Vectoring. AIAA Paper 90-2166. Presented at the
AIAA, SAE, ASME, and ASEE, 26th Joint Propulsion
Conference, Orlando, Florida, July 16-18, 1990, 90A42054,
#. (See also 1809.)
A simple dynamic engine model was developed for use in
thrust vectoring control law development and real-time
aircraft simulation. Engine dynamics were simulated using a
throttle rate limiter and low-pass filter. This paper includes a
description of a method to account for axial thrust loss
resulting from thrust vectoring and the development of the
simple dynamic engine model and its incorporation into the
F-18 high alpha research vehicle (HARV) thrust vectoring
simulation. The simple dynamic engine model was evaluated
at Mach 0.2, 35,000-ft altitude and at Mach 0.7, 35,000-ft
altitude. The simple dynamic engine model is within
3 percent of the steady state response, and within 25 percent
of the transient response of the complete nonlinear dynamic
engine model.
1792. *Alag, Gurbux S.; and Gilyard, Glenn B.: A
Proposed Kalman Filter Algorithm for Estimation of
Unmeasured Output Variables for an F100 Turbofan
Engine. AIAA Paper 90-1920. Presented at the AIAA, SAE,
ASME, and ASEE, 26th Joint Propulsion Conference,
Orlando, Florida, July 16-18, 1990, 90A40558, #. (See also
1808.)
To develop advanced control systems for optimizing aircraft
engine performance, unmeasurable output variables must be
estimated. The estimation has to be done in an uncertain
environment and be adaptable to varying degrees of modeling
errors and other variations in engine behavior over its
operational life cycle. This paper presents an approach to
estimate unmeasured output variables by explicitly modeling
the effects of off-nominal engine behavior as biases on the
measurable output variables. A state variable model
accommodating off-nominal behavior is developed for the
engine, and Kalman filter concepts are used to estimate the
required variables. Results are presented from nonlinear
engine simulation studies as well as the application of the
estimation algorithm on actual flight data. The formulation
presented has a wide range of application since it is not
restricted or tailored to the particular application described in
the paper.
*PRC Systems, Edwards, California.
1793. Maine, Trindel A.; Gilyard, Glenn B.; and Lambert,
Heather H.: A Preliminary Evaluation of an F100 Engine
Parameter Estimation Process Using Flight Data. AIAA
Paper 90-1921. Presented at the AIAA, SAE, ASME, and
ASEE, 26th Joint Propulsion Conference, Orlando, Florida,
July 16-18. 1990, 90A40559, #. (See also 1794.)
The parameter estimation algorithm developed for the
F100engine is described. The algorithm is a two-step
process. The fust step consists of a Kalman filter estimation
of five deterioration parameters, which model the off-
nominal behavior of the engine during flight. The second step
is based on a simplified steady-state model of the 'compact
engine model' (CEM). In this step the control vector in the
CEM is augmented by the deterioration parameters estimated
in the first step. The results of an evaluation made using flight
data from the F-15 aircraft are presented, indicating that the
algorithm can provide reasonable estimates of engine
variables for an advanced propulsion-control-law
development.
1794. Maine, Trindel A.; Gilyard, Glenn B.; and Lambert,
Heather H.: A Preliminary Evaluation of an F100 Engine
Parameter Estimation Process Using Flight Data. NASA
TM-4216, H-1602, NAS 1.15:4216. Presented at the AIAA,
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SAE,ASME,andASEE,26thJointPropulsionConference,
Orlando,Florida,July16-18,1990,(A90-40559),
1990,91N21446,#.(Seealso1793.)
The parameterestimationalgorithmdevelopedfor the
F100engineis described.Thealgorithmis a two-step
process.Thefirststepconsistsof aKalmanfilterestimation
of five deteriorationparameters,whichmodelthe off-
nominalbehaviorftheengineduringflight.Thesecondstep
isbasedonasimplifiedsteady-statemodelof thecompact
enginemodel(CEM).In thisstep,thecontrolvectorin the
CEMisaugmentedbythedeteriorationparametersstimated
inthefirststep.Theresultsofanevaluationmadeusingflight
datafromtheF-15aircraftarepresented,indicatingthatthe
algorithmcanprovidereasonableestimatesof engine
variablesfor an advancedpropulsioncontrol law
development.
1795. Quinn,RobertD.; andGong,Leslie:Real-Time
Aerodynamic Heating and Surface Temperature
Calculations for Hypersonic Flight Simulation. NASA
TM-4222, H-1602, NAS 1.15:4222, August 1990,
90N28815, #.
A real-time heating algorithm was derived and installed on
the Ames Research Center Dryden Flight Research Facility
real-time flight simulator. This program can calculate two-
and three-dimensional stagnation point surface heating rates
and surface temperatures. The two-dimensional calculations
can be made with or without leading-edge sweep. In addition,
upper and lower surface heating rates and surface
temperatures for flat plates, wedges, and cones can be
calculated. Laminar or turbulent heating can be calculated,
with boundary-layer transition made a function of free-
stream Reynolds number and free-stream Mach number.
Real-time heating rates and surface temperatures calculated
for a generic hypersonic vehicle are presented and compared
with more exact values computed by a batch aeroheating
program. As these comparisons show, the heating algorithm
used on the flight simulator calculates surface heating rates
and temperatures well within the accuracy required to
evaluate flight profiles for acceptable heating trajectories.
1796. Stewart, James F.; and Shuck, Thomas L.: Flight-
Testing of the Self-Repairing Flight Control System Using
the F-15 Highly Integrated Digital Electronic Control
Flight Research Facility. NASA TM-101725, H-1635,
NAS 1.15:101725, AIAA Paper 90-1321. Presented at the
AIAA, SFTE, DGLR, and SETP 5th Biannual Flight Test
Conference, Ontario, California, May 21-24, 1990,
1990, 90N25144, #. (See also 1781.)
Flight tests conducted with the self-repairing flight control
system (SRFCS) installed on the NASA F-15 highly
integrated digital electronic control aircraft are described.
The development leading to the current SRFCS configuration
is highlighted. Key objectives of the program are outlined:
(1) to flight-evaluate a control reconflguration strategy with
three types of control surface failure; (2) to evaluate a cockpit
display that will inform the pilot of the maneuvering capacity
of the damage aircraft; and (3) to flight-evaluate the onboard
expert system maintenance diagnostics process using
representative faults set to occur only under maneuvering
conditions. Preliminary flight results addressing the
operation of the overall system, as well as the individual
technologies, are included.
1797. Fisher, David F.; *Banks, Daniel W.; and
**Richwine, David M.: F-18 High Alpha Research Vehicle
Surface Pressures: Initial In-Flight Results and
Correlation With Flow Visualization and Wind-Tunnel
Data. NASA TM-101724, H-1633, NAS 1.15:101724,
AIAA Paper 90-3018. Presented at the AIAA 8th Applied
Aerodynamics Conference, Portland, Oregon, August 20-22,
1990, August 1990, 91N19051, #. (See also 1798.)
Pressure distributions measured on the forebody and the
leading-edge extensions (LEX's) of the NASA F-18 high
alpha research vehicle (HARV) were reported at 10 and
50 degree angles of attack and at Mach 0.20 to 0.60. The
results were correlated with HARV flow visualization and
6-percent scale F-18 wind-tunnel-model test results. The
general trend in the data from the forebody was for the
maximum suction pressure peaks to first appear at an angle of
attack (alpha) of approximately 19 degrees and increase in
magnitude with angle of attack. The LEX pressure
distribution general trend was the inward progression and
increase in magnitude of the maximum suction peaks up to
vortex core breakdown and then the decrease and general
flattening of the pressure distribution beyond that. No
significant effect of Mach number was noted for the forebody
results. However, a substantial compressibility effect on the
LEX's resulted in a significant reduction in vortex-induced
suction pressure as Mach number increased. The forebody
primary and the LEX secondary vortex separation lines, from
surface flow visualization, correlated well with the end of
pressure recovery, leeward and windward, respectively, of
maximum suction pressure peaks. The flight to wind-tunnel
correlations were generally good with some exceptions.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
**PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
1798. Fisher, David F.; *Banks, Daniel W.; and
**Richwine, David M.: F-18 High Alpha Research Vehicle
Surface Pressures---initial In-Flight Results and
Correlation With Flow Visualization and Wind-Tunnel
Data. AIAA Paper 90-3018. Technical Papers, presented at
the AIAA 8th Applied Aerodynamics Conference, Portland,
Oregon, August 20-22, 1990, Part 1, (see A90-45845 21-02),
pp. 421-451, 90A45885, #. (See also 1797.)
Flight tests with the NASA F-18 high-alpha research vehicle
(HARV) have yielded pressure distributions at angles of
attack from 10 to 50 deg, at Mach 0.23 to 0.6, at five fuselage
forebody stations and three on the leading-edge extensions
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(LEXs).Correlationsaremadebetweenthesedataandboth
previouslyobtainedHARVflow visualizationsandwind
tunnelmodeltestresults.Thegeneraltrendisoneinwhich
theforebody'smaximumsuctionpressurepeaksincreasein
magnitude,aftertheirfirst appearanceat alphaof about
19deg,with increasingalpha.LEX pressure-distribution
trendsinvolvetheinwardprogressionof themaximum
suctionpeaks,anincreasein themagnitudeofthemaximum
pressurepeaksup to pressurecorebreakdown,andthe
decreaseandgeneralflatteningof thepressuredistribution
beyondtheLEXprimaryvortexbreakdown.
*NASALangleyResearchCenter,Hampton,Virginia.
**PRCInc.,Edwards,California.
1799. Lokos, William A.: Predicted and Measured In-
Flight Wing Deformations of a Forward-Swept-Wing
Aircraft. Proceedings, Society of Flight Test Engineers, 21st
Annual Symposium, Garden Grove, California, August 6-10,
1990, (see A92-35926 14-01), 1990, pp. 3.1-1 to 3.1-20,
92A35936.
An electrooptical flight-deflection measurement system
(FDMS) is described in terms of its use in structural testing of
the composite forward-swept wing of the X-29 aircraft. The
wing deflected shapes measured using the present system are
compared to the shapes predicted by NASTRAN and other
codes as well as data from ground-test load measurements.
The electrooptical FDMS is based on a control unit, two
receivers, a target driver, and 12-16 IR LED targets. The
FDMS determines the in-flight deflected wing shapes at a
variety of altitudes at Mach 0.9, and the results are compared
to the analytically predicted wing-twist distributions. The
FDMS data describe the predicted increasing streamwise
twist with increasing dynamic pressure and suggest that the
streamwise twist is more prevalent at the inboard
measurement station than at the wing tip. This hook shape is
not represented in the predicted data, and suggestions are
given for improving the modeling of the X-29 wing.
1800. Antoniewicz, Robert F.; Duke, Eugene L.; and
*Menon, P. K. A.: Flight Test of a Trajectory Controller
Using Linearizing Transformations With Measurement
Feedback. AIAA Paper 90-3373. Technical Papers,
presented at the AIAA Guidance, Navigation and Control
Conference, Portland, Oregon, August 20-22, 1990, Part 1,
(see A90-47576 21-08), pp. 518-532, 90A47631, #.
The design of nonlinear controllers has relied on the use of
detailed aerodynamic and engine models that must be
associated with the control law in the flight system
implementation. Many of these controllers have been applied
to vehicle flightpath control problems and have attempted to
combine both inner- and outer-loop control functions in a
single controller. This paper presents an alternate approach to
the design of outer-loop controllers. The approach simplifies
the outer-loop design problem by separating the inner-loop
(stabilization and control) from the outer-loop (guidance and
navigation) functions. Linearizing transformations are
applied using measurement feedback to eliminate the need
for detailed aircraft models in outer-loop control applications.
Also discussed is an implementation of the controller. This
implementation was tested on a six-degree-of-freedom F-15
simulation and in flight on an F-15 aircraft. Proof of the
concept is provided by flight test data which is presented and
discussed.
*Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia.
1801. *Hodgkinson, J.; *Potsdam, E. H.; and Smith, R. E.:
Interpreting the Handling Qualities of Aircraft With
Stability and Control Augmentation. AIAA
Paper 90-2825. Presented at the AIAA 8th Atmospheric
Flight Mechanics Conference, Portland, Oregon, August 20-
22. 1_90, 91A16285, #.
The general process of designing an aircraft for good flying
qualities is first discussed. Lessons learned are pointed out,
with piloted evaluation emerging as a crucial element. Two
sources of rating variability in performing these evaluations
are then discussed. First, the finite endpoints of the Cooper-
Harper scale do not bias parametric statistical analyses
unduly. Second, the wording of the scale does introduce some
scatter. Phase lags generated by augmentation systems, as
represented by equivalent time delays, often cause poor
flying qualities. An analysis is introduced which allows a
designer to relate any level of time delay to a probability of
loss of aircraft control. This view of time delays should, it is
hoped, allow better visibility of the time delays in the design
process.
*Douglas Aircraft Co., Long Beach, California.
1802. Moes, Timothy R.; and Meyer, Robert R., Jr.: In-
Flight Investigation of Shuttle Tile Pressure Orifice
Installations. NASA TM-4219, H-1575, NAS 1.15:4219,
September 1990, 90N28820, #.
To determine shuttle orbiter wing loads during ascent, wing
load instrumentation was added to Columbia (OV-102). This
instrumentation included strain gages and pressure orifices
on the wing. The loads derived from wing pressure
measurements taken during STS 61-C did not agree with
those derived from strain gage measurements or with the
loads predicted from the aerodynamic database. Anomalies in
the surface immediately surrounding the pressure orifices in
the thermal protection system (TPS) tiles were one possible
cause of errors in the loads derived from wing pressure
measurements. These surface anomalies were caused by a
ceramic filler material which was installed around the
pressure tubing. The filler material allowed slight movement
of the TPS tile and pressure tube as the airframe flexed and
bent under aerodynamic loads during ascent and descent.
Postflight inspection revealed that this filler material had
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protrudedfromorrecededbeneathesurface,causingthe
orificeto loseits flushness.Flightestswereconductedat
NASAAmesResearchCenterDrydenFlightResearch
Facilitytodeterminetheeffectsofanyanomalyinsurface
flushnessoftheorificeinstallationonthemeasuredpressures
atMachnumbersbetween0.6and1.4.AnF-104aircraftwith
aflighttestfixturemountedbeneathefuselagewasusedfor
theseflights.Surfaceflushnessanomaliestypicalofthoseon
theorbiterafterflight(STA61-C)weretested.Also,cases
withexcessiveprotrusionandrecessionfthefillermaterial
weretested.This reportshowsthat the anomaliesin
STS61-Corificeinstallationsadverselyaffectedthepressure
measurements.Butthemagnitudeoftheaffectwasnotgreat
enoughtoaccountforthediscrepancieswiththestraingage
measurementsandtheaerodynamicpredictions.
1803. Ishmael,StephenD.;Smith,RogersE.;*Purifoy,
DanaD.; and**Womer,RodneyK.:X-29 High Angle of
Attack. Proceedings, 1990 Report to the Aerospace
Profession: Society of Experimental Test Pilots, 34th
Symposium, Beverly Hills, California, September 27-29,
1990, (see A92-16051 04-05), pp. 5-14, 92A16052.
1805. Chacon, Vince; Pahle, Joseph W.; and Regenie,
Victoria A.: Validation of the F-18 High Alpha
Research Vehicle Flight Control and Avionics
Systems Modifications. NASA TM-101723, H-1632,
NAS 1.15:101723. Presented at the IEEE, AIAA, and NASA
9th Digital Avionics Systems Conference, Virginia Beach,
Virginia, October 15-18, 1990, October 1990. 90N28542, #.
(See also 1806.)
The verification and validation process is a critical portion of
the development of a flight system. Verification, the steps
taken to assure the system meets the design specification, has
become a reasonably understood and straightforward
process. Validation is the method used to ensure that the
system design meets the needs of the project. As systems
become more integrated and more critical in their functions,
the validation process becomes more complex and important.
The tests, tools, and techniques which are being used for the
validation of the high alpha research vehicle (HARV) turning
vane control system (TVCS) are discussed and the problems
and their solutions are documented. The emphasis of this
paper is on the validation of integrated system.
Flight test program highlights are discussed for the X-29 high
angle-of-attack (AOA) aircraft. The AOA envelope extended
from 10 to 66 deg; the X-29 exhibited precise pitch control,
allowing AOA to be maintained within 1 deg during
stabilized points as well as permitting rapid recoveries from
all AOAs. Attention is given to controllability degradation
above 40-deg AOA due to asymmetric yawing moments. The
use of this aircraft as a fundamental research tool which
complements analytical methods is powerfully justified by
the obviation of scaling effects.
*USAF Flight Test Center, Edwards AFB, California.
**Grumman Corporation, Point Mugu, California.
1804. Burcham, Frank W., Jr.; Gilyard, Glenn B.; and
*Gelhausen, Paul A.: Integrated Flight-Propulsion
Control Concepts for Supersonic Transport Airplanes.
SAE Paper 901928. Presented at the SAE Aerospace
Technology Conference and Exposition, Long Beach,
California, October 1--4, 1990, September 1990, 91A48609.
(See also 1819.)
Increased powerplant thrust and reduced fuel consumption
are obtainable by controlling engine stall margins as a
function of flight and engine operating conditions. An
evaluation is presently conducted of the performance
improvements obtainable by these means in SSTs. It is noted
that inlet pressure recovery increases and inlet drag
reductions are obtainable via inlet control system integration;
the use of propulsion system forces and moments to augment
the flight control and aircraft stabilization system can also
reduce empennage areas, weights, and drag. Special control
modes may be instituted for community noise minimization
and emergency procedures.
*NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California.
1806. Chacon, Vince; Pahle, Joseph W.; and Regenie,
Victoria A.: Validation of the F-18 High Alpha Research
Vehicle Flight Control and Avionics Systems
Modifications. IEEE, AIAA, and NASA 9th Digital Avionics
Systems Conference Proceedings, Virginia Beach, Virginia,
October 15-18. 1990, (see A91-54576 23-06), pp. 1-10,
91A54577. (See also 1805.)
The verification and validation process is a critical portion of
the development of a flight system. Verification, the steps
taken to assure the system meets the design specification, has
become a reasonably understood and straightforward
process. Validation is the method used to ensure that the
system design meets the needs of the project. As systems
become more integrated and more critical in their functions,
the validation process becomes more complex and important.
The tests, tools, and techniques which are being used for the
validation of the high alpha research vehicle (HARV) turning
valve control system (TVCS) are discussed, and their
solutions are documented. The emphasis of this paper is on
the validation of integrated systems.
1807. Del Frate, John H.; Fisher, David F.; and Zuniga,
Fanny A.: In-Flight Flow Visualization With Pressure
Measurements at Low Speeds on the NASA F-18 High
Alpha Research Vehicle. NASA TM-101726, H-1651,
NAS 1.15:101726. Presented at the AGARD Vortex Flow
Aerodynamics Conference, Scheveningen, the Netherlands,
October 1-4, 1990, October 1990, 90N28505, #. (See also
1868.)
In-flight results from surface and off-surface flow
visualizations and from extensive pressure distributions
document the vortical flow on the leading edge extensions
(LEX) and forebody of the NASA F-18 high alpha research
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vehiclefor lowspeedsandanglesof attackupto50deg.
Surfaceflowvisualizationdata,obtainedusingtheemitted
fluid technique,wereusedto defineseparationli esand
laminarseparationbubbles.Off-surfaceflowvisualization
data,obtainedbysmokeinjection,wereusedtodocument
boththepathofthevortexcoresandthelocationofvortex
corebreakdown.Thelocationof vortexcorebreakdown
correlatedwellwiththelossofsuctionpressureontheLEX
andwiththeflowvisualizationresultsfromgroundfacilities.
Surfaceflow separationli eson theLEXandforebody
correspondedwellwiththeendof pressurecoveryunder
thevorticalflows.Correlationof thepressureswithwind
tunnelresultshowfairtogoodcorrelation.
1808. *Alag,GurbuxS.; andGilyard,GlennB.: A
Proposed Kalman Filter Algorithm for Estimation of
Unmeasured Output Variables for an F100 Turbofan
Engine. NASA TM-4234, H-1639, NAS 1.15:4234.
Presented at the AIAA, SAE, ASME, and ASEE Joint
Propulsion Conference, Orlando, Florida, July 16-18, 1990,
October 1990, 91N19099, #. (See also 1792.)
To develop advanced control systems for optimizing aircraft
engine performance, unmeasurable output variables must be
estimated. The estimation has to be done in an uncertain
environment and be adaptable to varying degrees of modeling
errors and other variations in engine behavior over its
operational life cycle. This paper represented an approach to
estimate unmeasured output variables by explicitly modeling
the effects of off-nominal engine behavior as biases on the
measurable output variables. A state variable model
accommodating off-nominal behavior is developed for the
engine, and Kalman filter concepts are used to estimate the
required variables. Results are presented from nonlinear
engine simulation studies as well as the application of the
estimation algorithm on actual flight data. The formulation
presented has a wide range of application since it is not
restricted or tailored to the particular application described.
*PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
1809. Johnson, Steven A.: A Simple Dynamic Engine
Model for Use in a Reul-Time Aircraft Simulation
With Thrust Vectoring. NASA TM-4240, H-1643,
NAS 1.15:4240, AIAA Paper 90-2166. Presented at the
AIAA, SAE, ASME, and ASEE Joint Propulsion
Conference, Orlando, Florida, July 16-18, 1990, (see A90-
42054), October 1990. 91N19079, #. (See also 1791.)
A simple dynamic engine model was developed at the NASA
Ames Research Center, Dryden Flight Research Facility, for
use in thrust vectoring control law development and real-time
aircraft simulation. The simple dynamic engine model of the
F404-GE-400 engine (General Electric, Lynn,
Massachusetts) operates within the aircraft simulator. It was
developed using tabular data generated from a complete
nonlinear dynamic engine model supplied by the
manufacturer. Engine dynamics were simulated using a
throttle rate limiter and low-pass filter. Included is a
description of a method to account for axial thrust loss
resulting from thrust vectoring. In addition, the development
of the simple dynamic engine model and its incorporation
into the F-18 high alpha research vehicle (HARV) thrust
vectoring simulation. The simple dynamic engine model was
evaluated at Mach 0.2, 35,000 ft altitude and at Mach 0.7,
35,000 ft altitude. The simple dynamic engine model is
within 3 percent of the steady state response, and within
25 percent of the transient response of the complete nonlinear
dynamic engine model.
1810. Sitz, Joel R.; and *Vernon, Todd H.: Flight Control
System Design Factors for Applying Automated Testing
Techniques. NASA TM-4242, H-1631, NAS 1.15:4242.
Presented at the 9th Annual Digital Avionics System
Conference, Virginia Beach, Virginia, October 15-18, 1990,
(see A91-54610), October 1990, 93N30764, #. (See also
1811.)
Automated validation of flight-critical embedded systems is
being done at ARC Dryden Flight Research Facility. The
automated testing techniques are being used to perform
closed-loop validation of man-rated flight control systems.
The principal design features and operational experiences of
the X-29 forward-swept-wing aircraft and F-18 High Alpha
Research Vehicle (HARV) automated test systems are
discussed. Operationally applying automated testing
techniques has accentuated flight control system features that
either help or hinder the application of these techniques. The
paper also discusses flight control system features which
foster the use of automated testing techniques.
*PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
1811. Sitz, Joel R.; and *Vernon, Todd H.: Flight Control
System Design Factors for Applying Automated Testing
Techniques. Proceedings, IEEE, AIAA, and NASA 9th
Digital Avionics Systems Conference, Virginia Beach,
Virginia, October 15-18, 1990, (see A91-54576 23-06),
pp. 235-247, 91A54610. (See also 1810.)
The principal design features and operational experiences of
the X-29 forward-swept-wing aircraft and F-18 high alpha
research vehicle (HARV) automated test systems are
discussed. It is noted that operational experiences in
developing and using these automated testing techniques
have highlighted the need for incorporating target system
features to improve testability. Improved target system
testability can be accomplished with the addition of nonreal-
time and real-time features. Online access to target system
implementation details, unobtrusive real-time access to
internal user-selectable variables, and proper software
instrumentation are all desirable features of the target system.
Also, test system and target system design issues must be
addressed during the early stages of the target system
development. Processing speeds of up to 20 million
instructions/s and the development of high-bandwidth
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reflectivememorysystemshaveimprovedtheabilityto
integratehetargetsystemandtestsystemfortheapplication
of automatedtestingtechniques.It is concludedthatnew
methodsof designingtestabilityintothetargetsystemsare
required.
*PRCInc.,Edwards,California.
1812. *Nissim, Eli: Design of Control Laws for Flutter
Suppression Based on the Aerodynamic Energy Concept
and Comparisons With Other Design Methods. NASA
TP-3056, H-1549, NAS 1.60:3056, AIAA Paper 89-1212,
(see A89-31100), October 1990, 91N10328, #. (See also
1696.)
The aerodynamic energy method is used to synthesize control
laws for NASA's drone for aerodynamic and structural
testing-aerodynamic research wing 1 (DAST-ARW1)
mathematical model. The performance of these control laws
in terms of closed-loop flutter dynamic pressure, control
surface activity, and robustness is compared with other
control laws that relate to the same model. A control law
synthesis technique that makes use of the return difference
singular values is developed. It is based on the aerodynamic
energy approach and is shown to yield results that are
superior to those results given in the literature and are based
on optimal control theory. Nyquist plots are presented,
together with a short discussion regarding the relative merits
of the minimum singular value as a measure of robustness as
compared with the more traditional measure involving phase
and gain margins.
*National Research Council Fellow, Technion, Israel
Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel.
1813. *Ohlhorst, Craig W.; *Vaughn, Wallace L.; and
Bresina, John J.: NASA Langley Research Center National
Aero-Space Plane Mission Simulation Profile Sets. NASA
TM-102670, NAS 1.15:102670, October 1990, 90N28541, #.
To provide information on the potential for long life service
of oxidation resistant carbon-carbon (ORCC) materials in the
National Aero-Space Plane (NASP) airframe environment,
NASP ascent, entry, and cruise trajectories were analytically
flown. Temperature and pressure profiles were generated for
20 vehicle locations. Orbital (ascent and entry) and cruise
profile sets from four locations are presented along with the
humidity exposure and testing sequences that are being used
to evaluate ORCC materials. The four profiles show peak
temperatures during the ascent leg of an orbital mission of
2800, 2500, 2000, and 1700 F. These profiles bracket
conditions where carbon-carbon might be used on the NASP
vehicle.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
1814. *Maglieri, Domenic J.; *Sothcott, Victor E.; and
Hicks, John: Influence of Vehicle Configuration and Flight
Profile on X-30 Sonic Booms. AIAA Paper 90-5224.
Presented at the AIAA, 2nd International Aerospace Planes
Conference, Orlando, Florida, October 29-31, 1990,
91A14450, #.
The role of vehicle configuration and the flight profile on
sonic booms produced by the experimental NASP X-30 is
investigated. Sonic boom signatures, overpressure levels, and
footprints for X-30 are presented and compared with sonic
boom measurements for F-104, SR-71, Concorde, XB-70,
and STS Orbiter. Results show that the sonic boom signatures
for X-30 fall within those of previous high-speed planes.
*Eagle Engineering, Inc., Hampton, Virginia.
1815. *Percy, Wendy C.; and Fields, Roger A.: Buckling
Analysis and Test Correlation of Hat Stiffened Panels for
Hypersonic Vehicles. AIAA Paper 90-5219. Presented at the
AIAA 2nd International Aerospace Planes Conference,
Orlando, Florida, October 29-31. 1990, 91A14445, #.
The paper discusses the design, analysis, and test of hat
stiffened panels subjected to a variety of thermal and
mechanical load conditions. The panels were designed using
data from structural optimization computer codes and finite
element analysis. Test methods included the grid shadow
moire method and a single gage force stiffness method. The
agreement between the test data and analysis provides
confidence in the methods that are currently being used to
design structures for hypersonic vehicles. The agreement also
indicates that post buckled strength may potentially be used
to reduce the vehicle weight.
*McDonnell Douglas Corporation, St. Louis, Missouri.
1816. *Chisholm, J. D.; *Nobbs, S. G.; and Stewart, J. F.:
Development of the HiDEC Inlet Integration Mode.
ASME, 34th International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine
Congress and Exhibition, Toronto, Canada, June 4--8, 1989.
ASME, Transactions, Journal of Engineering for Gas
Turbines and Power, (ISSN 0022-0825), Vol. 112, October
1990, pp. 565--572, 91A13028, #.
The Highly Integrated Digital Electronic Control (HIDEC)
development program conducted at NASA-Ames/Dryden
will use an F-15 test aircraft for flight demonstration. An
account is presently given of the HIDEC Inlet Integration
mode's design concept, control law, and test aircraft
implementation, with a view to its performance benefits. The
enhancement of performance is a function of the use of
Digital Electronic Engine Control corrected engine airflow
computations to improve the scheduling of inlet ramp
positions in real time; excess thrust can thereby be increased
by 13 percent at Mach 2.3 and 40,000 ft. Aircraft
supportability is also improved through the obviation of inlet
controllers.
*McDonnell Aircraft Co., St. Louis, Missouri.
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1817. DeAngelis,V. Michael;andFields,RogerA.:
Techniques for Hot Structures Testing. NASA
TM-101727, H-1664, NAS 1.15:101727. Presented at the 1st
Thermal Structures Conference, Charlottesville, Virginia,
November 13-15, 1990, November 1990, (see A91-16035),
91N19080, #. (See also 1818.)
augment the flight control system and airplane stability can
reduce the flight control surface and tail size, weight, and
drag. Special control modes may also be desirable for
minimizing community noise and for emergency procedures.
The overall impact of integrated controls on the takeoff gross
weight for a generic high speed civil transport is presented.
Hot structures testing have been going on since the early
1960's beginning with the Mach 6, X-15 airplane. Early hot
structures test programs at NASA-Ames-Dryden focused on
operational testing required to support the X-15 flight test
program, and early hot structures research projects focused
on developing lab test techniques to simulate flight thermal
profiles. More recent efforts involved numerous large and
small hot structures test programs that served to develop test
methods and measurement techniques to provide data that
promoted the correlation of test data with results from
analytical codes. In November 1988 a workshop was
sponsored that focused on the correlation of hot structures test
data with analysis. Limited material is drawn from the
workshop and a more formal documentation is provided of
topics that focus on hot structures test techniques used at
NASA-Ames-Dryden. Topics covered include the data
acquisition and control of testing, the quartz lamp heater
systems, current strain and temperature sensors, and hot
structures test techniques used to simulate the flight thermal
environment in the lab.
1818. DeAngelis, V. Michael; and Fields, Roger A.:
Techniques for Hot Structures Testing. Proceedings, 1st
Thermal Structures Conference, Charlottesville, Virginia,
November 13-15, 1990, (see A91-16026 04-39), pp. 191-
215, 91A16035 (See also 1817.)
Hot structures test techniques developed and applied by the
Aerostructures Branch of the NASA Ames Research Center,
Dryden Flight Research Facility, are presented. Topics
covered include the data acquisition and contxol of testing,
the quartz lamp heater systems, current strain and
temperature sensors, and hot structures test techniques used
to simulate the flight thermal environment in the laboratory.
1819. Burcham, Frank W., Jr.; Gilyard, Glenn B.; and
Gelhausen, Paul A.: Integrated Flight-Propulsion Control
Concepts for Supersonic Transport Airplanes. NASA
TM-101728, H-1673, NAS 1.15:101728, SAE-901928.
Presented at the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE), Inc.
Aerotech Conference, Long Beach, California, October 1-4,
1990, November 1990, 91N13460, #. (See also 1804.)
Integration of propulsion and flight control systems will
provide significant performance improvements for
supersonic transport airplanes. Increased engine thrust and
reduced fuel consumption can be obtained by controlling
engine stall margin as a function of flight and engine
operating conditions. Improved inlet pressure recovery and
decreased inlet drag can result from inlet control system
integration. Using propulsion system forces and moments to
1820. Ayers, T. G.: The Need for a Hypersonic
Demonstrator. Proceedings, European Symposium on the
Future of High Speed Air Transport, Strasbourg, France,
November 6-8, 1989, (see A91-10951 01-01), Cepadues-
Editions, Toulouse, France, 1990, pp. 290-296, 91A10977.
The requirement for research aircraft and demonstrator
vehicles has been seriously challenged by tight budgets and
erroneous impressions that aeronautical technology has
matured to a point where the value added by flight research
and/or demonstration is not sufficient to offset the costs.
While this issue may be debatable with respect to subsonic/
transonic speeds, such is not the case for high-speed
(supersonic and hypersonic) operation. The aerodynamic
performance, weight/payload fractions, and thermodynamic
problems are such that small margins of error can be
tantamount to the vehicle being unable to reach its design
point or so inefficient as to render it useless. This paper
addresses some of the critical design considerations and
operational constraints which make it mandatory to carry out
flight research and develop a demonstrator vehicle in order
that the risks be reduced to an acceptable level to assure
technology readiness for viable hypersonic flight.
1821. Ayers, T. G.: NACA/NASA Supersonic Flight
Research. Proceedings, European Symposium on the Future
of High Speed Air Transport, Strasbourg, France,
November6-8, 1989, (see A91-10951 01-01), Cepadues-
Editions, Toulouse, France, 1990, pp. 34-41, 91A10953.
The use of experimental and testbed vehicles and their
contributions to fundamental problem solving and overall
vehicle characteristics are presented. A chronological
description of aircraft from the first supersonic flight in the
X-1 through the development of the F-100 series, the X-15,
and the B-1 is given. One of the early significant
contributions made was the development of the all-moving
stabilizer that solved the problem associated with high-speed
tuck and the trim requirements of entry into the supersonic
regime. Some wind tunnel/flight drag characteristics studies
associated with the B-1 bomber involving flexibility effects
and wind tunnel effects are shown. Finally, the evolution of
digital systems to enhance maintainability and reliability and
to reduce the work load in the cockpit are described.
1822. *Teare, Wendy P.; and Fields, Roger A.: Buckling
Analysis and Test Correlation of High Temperature
Structural Panels. Proceedings, 1st Thermal Structures
Conference, Charlottesville, Virginia, November 13-15,
1990, (see A91-16026 04-39), 1990, pp. 271-282,
91A16039.
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Thispaperfocusesonthedesign,analysis,andtestofahigh
temperaturestructuralpanel,constructedofTi-6-4,subjected
toa varietyof thermalandmechanicalloadconditions.A
follow-onpanel,constructedofTMC,isalsodiscussedinless
detail.Thedesignconstraintsandtestset-uparediscussed,as
wellasthetestmethodsthatwereused:thegridshadow
moiremethodandasinglegageforcestiffnessmethod.The
agreementbetweenthetestdataandanalysisfor thistest
programprovidesconfidencein the methodsthat are
currentlybeingusedto designstructuresfor hypersonic
vehicles.Theagreementalsosuggeststhatpostbuckled
strengthmaypotentiallybeusedtoreducethevehicleweight.
*McDonnellDouglasCorporation,St.Louis,Missouri.
1823. Moes, Timothy R.; and Whitmore, Stephen A.: A
Preliminary Look at Techniques Used to Obtain Airdata
From Flight at High Angles of Attack. NASA TM- 101729,
H-1674, NAS 1.15:101729. Presented at the High Angle of
Attack Technology Symposium, Hampton, Virginia,
October 30-November 1, 1990, December 1990, 91N13453,
#.
Flight research at high angles of attack has posed new
problems for airdata measurements. New sensors and
techniques for measuring the standard airdata quantities of
static pressure, dynamic pressure, angle of attack, and angle
of sideslip were subsequently developed. The ongoing airdata
research supporting NASA's F-18 high alpha research
program is updated. Included are the techniques used and the
preliminary results. The F-18 aircraft was flown with three
research airdata systems: a standard airdata probe on the right
wingtip, a self-aligning airdata probe on the left wingtip, and
a flush airdata system on the nose cone. The primary research
goal was to obtain steady-state calibrations for each airdata
system up to an angle of attack of 50 deg. This goal was
accomplished and preliminary accuracies of the three airdata
systems were assessed and are presented. An effort to
improve the fidelity of the airdata measurements during
dynamic maneuvering is also discussed. This involved
enhancement of the aerodynamic data with data obtained
from linear accelerometers, rate gyros, and attitude gyros.
Preliminary results of this technique are presented.
1824. Voracek, David F.: Monitoring Techniques for the
X-29A Aircraft's High-Speed Rotating Power Takeoff
Shaft. NASA TM-101731, H-1680, NAS 1.15:101731.
Presented at the 2nd International Machinery Monitoring and
Diagnostic Conference, Los Angeles, California,
October 22-25, 1990, December 1990. 91N19081, #.
The experimental X-29A forward swept-wing aircraft has
many unique and critical systems that require constant
monitoring during ground or flight operation. One such
system is the power takeoff shaft, which is the mechanical
link between the engine and the aircraft-mounted accessory
drive. The X-29A power takeoff shaft operates in a range
between 0 and 16,810 rpm, is longer than most jet engine
power takeoff shafts, and is made of graphite epoxy material.
Since the X-29A aircraft operates on a single engine, failure
of the shaft during flight could lead to loss of the aircraft. The
monitoring techniques and test methods used during power
takeoff shaft ground and flight operations are discussed. Test
data are presented in two case studies where monitoring and
testing of the shaft dynamics proved instrumental in
discovering and isolating X-29A power takeoff shaft
problems. The first study concerns the installation of an
unbalanced shaft. The effect of the unbalance on the shaft
vibration data and the procedure used to correct the problem
are discussed. The second study deals with the shaft
exceeding the established vibration limits during flight. This
case study found that the vibration of connected rotating
machinery unbalances contributed to the excessive vibration
level of the shaft. The procedures used to identify the
contributions of other rotating machinery unbalances to the
power takeoff shaft unbalance are discussed.
1825. Davis, Steven B.: Real-Time Application of
Advanced Three-Dimensional Graphic Techniques for
Research Aircraft Simulation. NASA TM-101730,
H-1642, NAS 1.15:101730, December 1990, 91N19742, #.
Visual aids are valuable assets to engineers for design,
demonstration, and evaluation. Discussed here are a variety
of advanced three-dimensional graphic techniques used to
enhance the displays of test aircraft dynamics. The new
software's capabilities are examined and possible future uses
are considered.
1826. Whitmore, Stephen A.: Formulation of a
Minimum Variance Deconvolution Technique for
Compensation of Pneumatic Distortion in Pressure
Sensing Devices. Control and Dynamic Systems, Vol. 38--
Advances in Aeronautical Systems, (see A91-50618 21-66),
1990, pp. 101-151, 91A50621.
Increasingly, aircraft system designs require that
aerodynamic parameters feedbacks. Such high frequency
pressure measurements' accuracy is compromised by
pressure distortion due to frictional attenuation and
pneumatic resonance within the sensing system. A pneumatic
distortion model is here formulated and reduced to a low-
order state-variable model which retains most of the full
model's dynamic characteristics. This reduced-order model
is coupled with standard results from minimum variance
estimation theory to develop an algorithm to compensate for
pneumatic-distortion effects.
1827. Ko, William L.: Reentry Heat Transfer Analysis
of Space Shuttle Orbiter. Presented at the Symposium on
Fluid Dynamics in honor of Professor Theodore Yao-Tsu
Wu, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena California,
August 17-18, 1989; published in Engineering Science,
Fluid Dynamics--A Symposium to Honor T. Y. Wu, 1990,
pp. 209-225.
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Reentryheatransferanalysiswasperformedonthespace
shuttleorbiterusingthefiniteelementmethod.Several
differentfiniteelementmodelshavingdifferentelement
densitieswereusedin the analysis,andthe solution
accuraciesandminimumelementdensityrequirementswere
examinedingreatdetail.Theeffectsofinternalradiationand
internalconvectiononorbiterstructuraltemperatureswere
foundtobeconsiderableandcannotbeneglected.A method
of optimizationof transientthermalanalysiscomputation
efficiencieswasdiscussed,andanoptimumelementdensity
levelwasestablishedfor analyzingthespaceshuttle-type
structures.Thestudiesformedthefoundationforthethermal
analysisoffuturehypersonicflightvehicles.
1991 Technical Publications
1828. Gupta, Kajal K.: STARS: An Integrated General-
Purpose Finite Element Structural, Aeroelastic, and
Aeroservoelastic Analysis Computer Program. NASA
TM-101709-REV, H-1582-REV, NAS 1.15:101709-REV,
revised January_ 1991, 91N21587, #.
X-15 experimental aircraft to world altitude and speed
records which still stand. Pilot' s remarks include descriptions
of their most memorable X-15 flight experience. The report
also includes a historical perspective of the X-15.
1830. Williams, Walter C.: X-15 Concept Evolution.
NASA CP-3105. NASA Proceedings of the X-15 First Flight
30th Anniversary Celebration, (see N91-20071 12-05),
January. 1991, pp. 11-26, 91N20072, #.
The historical events that led to the development of the X- 15
research aircraft are presented. Some of the topics presented
include: (1) manned airplane performance regions; (2) X-15
flight problems; (3) design characteristics for conceptual
aircraft; (4) analysis of X-15 accident potential; (5) X-15
performance requirements; and (6) milestones in the
development of the X- 15.
1831. Storms, Harrison A., Jr.: X-15 Hardware Design
Challenges. NASA CP-3105. NASA Proceedings of the X- 15
First Flight 30th Anniversary Celebration, (see N91-20071
12-05), January_ 1991, pp. 27-53, 91N20073, #.
The details of an integrated general-purpose finite element
structural analysis computer program which is also capable of
solving complex multidisciplinary problems is presented.
Thus, the SOLIDS module of the program possesses an
extensive finite element library suitable for modeling most
practical problems and is capable of solving statics, vibration,
buckling, and dynamic response problems of complex
structures, including spinning ones. The aerodynamic
module, AERO, enables computation of unsteady
aerodynamic forces for both subsonic and supersonic flow for
subsequent flutter and divergence analysis of the structure.
The associated aeroservoelastic analysis module, ASE,
effects aero-structural-control stability analysis yielding
frequency responses as well as damping characteristics of the
structure. The program is written in standard FORTRAN to
run on a wide variety of computers. Extensive graphics,
preprocessing, and postprocessing routines are also available
pertaining to a number of terminals.
1829. Anon.: Aerodynamic Heating / Aircraft
Performance / Flight Tests / Hypersonic. NASA-CP-3105,
H-1622, NAS 1.55:3105. Proceedings, X-15 First Flight
30th Anniversary Celebration Symposium, Edwards,
California, June 8, 1989. January. 1991, 91N20071, #. (See
also N91-20072 through N91-20077.)
A technical symposium and pilot's panel discussion were
held on June 8, 1989, to commemorate the 30th anniversary
of the first free flight of the X-15 rocket-powered research
aircraft. The symposium featured technical presentations by
former key government and industry participants in the
advocacy, design, manufacturing, and flight research
program activities. The X-15's technical contributions to the
X-30 are cited. The panel discussion participants included
seven of the eight surviving research pilots who flew the
Historical events in the development of the X-15 hardware
design are presented. Some of the topics covered include:
(1) drivers that led to the development of the X-15; (2) X-15
space research objectives; (3) original performance targets;
(4) the X-15 typical mission; (5) X-15 dimensions and
weight; (5) the propulsion system; (6) X-15 development
milestones; (7) engineering and manufacturing challenges;
(8) the X-15 structure; (9) ballistic flight control; (10) landing
gear; (11) nose gear; and (12) an X-15 program recap.
1832. Hallion, Richard P.: X-15: The Perspective of
History. NASA CP-3105. NASA Proceedings of the X-15
First Flight 30th Anniversary Celebration, (see N91-20071
12-05), January 1991, pp. 54-93, 91N20074, #.
The linkages between the Apollo 11 voyage to Tranquility
Base and the 199 flights of the X-15 aircraft are discussed.
Accomplishments of the X-15 program and a history of
aircraft developments that led up to the X-15 are presented.
1833. Donlan, Charles J.: The Legacy of the X-15. NASA
CP-3105. NASA Proceedings of the X-15 First Flight 30th
Anniversary Celebration, (see N91-20071 12-05), Jan___u___u___u____
1991, pp. 94-102, 91N20075, #.
The X-15 established such widespread confidence in
aerodynamic, thermal, and structural areas that new designs
for operation aircraft for any speed regime could be expected
to be successfully achieved if good use was made of all
pertinent test facilities and analytical methods. This
philosophy guided design of the space shuttle and is the real
legacy of the X-15. The accomplishments and contributions
attributable to the research and development work on the
X-15 that influenced the formative years of the Space Shuttle
Program are presented.
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1834. Hoey,RobertG.:X-15 Contributions to the X-30.
NASA CP-3105. NASA Proceedings of the X-15 First Flight
30th Anniversary Celebration, (see N91-20071 12-05),
January. 1991, pp. 103-121, 91N20076, #.
Some of the less publicized flight test results from the X- 15
program that might relate to sustained high-speed flight in the
atmosphere are presented. The topics covered include:
(1) energy management and range considerations; (2) the
advantages of pilot-in-the-loop and redundant-emergency
systems; (3) a summary of some of the aerodynamic heating
problems that were encountered; and (4) some comments on
the advantages of an early flight test program and gradual
expansion of the flight envelope.
1835. Ishmael, Stephen D.: What Is the X-30. NASA
CP-3105. NASA Proceedings of the X-15 First Flight 30th
Anniversary Celebration, (see N91-20071 12-05),
1991, pp. 122-138, 91N20077, #.
The X-30 is envisioned to be a machine that is capable of
exploring technology that is critical to single stage to orbit
and to hypersonic cruise. The X-30 is comparable to a
laboratory that will be able to investigate such things as the
chemistry of supersonic combustion and the control of an of
an integrated engine airframe, where the forebody of the
airplane is the first compression surface for the propulsion.
The X-30 is very ambitious; it follows a path that is pretty
well established by such programs as the X-15. This
document is limited to a discussion of what is anticipated in
the flight tests of the X-30 as opposed to describing the entire
vehicle.
1836. Fisher, David F.; Del Frate, John H.; and Zuniga,
Fanny A.: Summary of In-Flight Flow Visualization
Obtained From the NASA High Alpha Research Vehicle.
NASA TM- 101734, H-1686, NAS 1.15:101734. Presented at
the High Angle of Attack Technology Symposium, Hampton,
Virginia, October 30-November 1, 1990, January 1991,
91N19055, #.
A summary of the surface and off-surface flow visualization
results obtained in flight on the F-18 high alpha research
vehicle (HARV) is presented, highlighting the extensive 3-D
vortical flow on the aircraft at angles of attack up to 50 degs.
The emitted fluid technique, as well as tufts and flow cones,
were used to document the surface flow. A smoke generator
system injected smoke into the vortex cores generated by the
forebody and leading edge extensions (LEXs).
Documentation was provided by onboard still and video, by
air-to-air, and by postflight photography. The surface flow
visualization techniques revealed laminar separation bubbles
near the forebody apex, lines of separation on the forebody
and LEX, and regions of attached and separated flow on the
wings and fins. The off-surface flow visualization techniques
showed the path of the vortex cores on the forebody and LEX
as well as the LEX vortex core breakdown location. An
interaction between the forebody and LEX vortices was
noted. The flow over the surfaces of the vertical tail was
categorized into regions of attached, unsteady, or separated
flow using flow tufts.
1837. Ko, William L.; and Jackson, Raymond H.:
Thermal Behavior of a Titanium Honeycomb-Core
Sandwich Panel. NASA TM- 101732, H- 1661,
NAS 1.15:101732, January_ 1991, 91N17433, #.
Finite element thermal stress analysis was performed on a
rectangular titanium honeycomb-core sandwich panel which
is subjected to thermal load with a temperature gradient
across its depth. The distributions of normal stresses in the
face sheets and the face-sheet/sandwich-core interracial shear
stresses are presented. The thermal buckling of the heated
face sheet was analyzed by assuming the face sheet to be
resting on an elastic foundation representing the sandwich
core. Thermal buckling curves and thermal buckling load
surface are presented for setting the limit for temperature
gradient across the panel depth.
1838. Moes, Timothy R.; and Whitmore, Stephen A.:
Preliminary Results From an Airdata Enhancement
Algorithm With Application to High-Angle-of-Attack
Flight. AIAA Paper 91-0672. Presented at the AIAA 29th
Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Reno, Nevada, January_ 7-10,
1991, 91A19405, #. (See also 1843.)
A technique has been developed to improve the fidelity of
airdata measurements during dynamic maneuvering. This
technique is particularly useful for airdata measured during
flight at high angular rates and high angles of attack. To
support this research, flight tests using the F-18 high alpha
research vehicle were conducted at the NASA Ames
Research Center Dryden Flight Research Facility. A Kalman
filter was used to combine information from research airdata,
linear accelerometers, angular rate gyros, and attitude gyros
to determine better estimates of airdata quantities such as
angle of attack, angle of sideslip, airspeed, and altitude. This
paper briefly develops the state and observation equations
used by the Kalman filter and shows how the state and
measurement covariance matrices were determined from
flight data.
1839. Whitmore, Stephen A.; and Moes, Timothy R.: The
Effects of Pressure Sensor Acoustics on Airdata Derived
From a High-Angle-of-Attack Flush Airdata Sensing (Hi-
FADS) System. AIAA Paper 91-0671. Presented at the
AIAA 29th Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Reno, Nevada,
January_7-10, 1991, 91A19404, #. (See also 1842.)
The accuracy of a prototype nonintrusive airdata system
derived for high-angle-of-attack measurements was
demonstrated for quasi-steady maneuvers as great as
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55degreesduringphaseoneoftheF-18highalpharesearch
vehicleflighttestprogram.Thissystemconsistsofamatrix
ofninepressureportsarrangedinannularringsontheaircraft
nose,andestimatesthecompleteairdatasetutilizingflow
modelingandnonlinearregression.Particularattentionis
paidto the effectsof acousticaldistortionswithin the
individualpressures nsorsoftheHi-FADSpressurematrix.
A dynamicmodelto quantifytheseffectswhichdescribes
acousticaldistortionisdevelopedandsolvedinclosedform
forfrequencyresponse.
1840. Geenen, Robert J.; Moulton, Bryan J.; and Haering,
Edward A., Jr.: A System for Testing Airdata Probes at
High Angles of Attack Using a Ground Vehicle. AIAA
Paper 91-0088. Presented at the AIAA 29th Aerospace
Sciences Meeting, Rent, Nevada, January. 7-10, 1991,
91A19129, #.
A system to calibrate airdata probes at angles of attack
between 0 and 90 deg was developed and tested at the NASA
Ames Dryden Flight Research Facility. This system used a
test fixture mounted to the roof of a ground vehicle and
included an onboard instrumentation and data acquisition
system for measuring pressures and flow angles. The data
could be easily transferred to the facility mainframe computer
for further analysis. The system was designed to provide
convenient and inexpensive airdata probe calibrations for
projects which require airdata at high angles of attack, such
as the F-18 High Alpha Research Program. This type of probe
was tested to 90 deg angle of attack in a wind tunnel and using
the ground vehicle system. The results of both tests are in
close agreement. An airdata probe with a swiveling pilot-
static tube was also calibrated with the ground vehicle
system. This paper presents the results of these tests and gives
a detailed description of the test system.
1841. *Smith, R. H.; *Chisholm, J. D.; and Stewart, J. F.:
Optimizing Aircraft Performance With Adaptive,
Integrated Flight/Propulsion Control. ASME
Paper 90-GT-252. Presented at the ASME, 35th International
Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exposition,
Brussels, Belgium, June 11-14, 1990. ASME, Transactions,
Journal of Engineering for Gas Turbines and Power (ISSN
0022-0825), Vol. 113, January_ 1991, pp. 87-94, 91A23644,
#.
The Performance-Seeking Control (PSC) integrated flight/
propulsion adaptive control algorithm presented was
developed in order to optimize total aircraft performance
during steady-state engine operation. The PSC multimode
algorithm minimizes fuel consumption at cruise conditions,
while maximizing excess thrust during aircraft accelerations,
climbs, and dashes, and simultaneously extending engine
service life through reduction of fan-driving turbine inlet
temperature upon engagement of the extended-life mode. The
engine models incorporated by the PSC are continually
upgraded, using a Kalman filter to detect anomalous
operations. The PSC algorithm will be flight-demonstrated
by an F-15 at NASA-Dryden.
*McDonnell Aircraft Co., St. Louis, Missouri.
1842. Whitmore, Stephen A.; and Moes, Timothy R.:
The Effects of Pressure Sensor Acoustics on Airdata
Derived From a High-Angle-of-Attack Flush Airdata
Sensing (Hi-FADS) System. NASA TM-101736, H-1690,
NAS 1.15:101736. Presented at the AIAA 29th Aerospace
Sciences Meeting, Reno, Nevada, January 7-10, 1991, (see
A91-19404), February_ 1991, 91N17060, #. (See also 1839.)
The accuracy of a nonintrusive high angle-of-attack flush
airdata sensing (Hi-FADS) system was verified for quasi-
steady flight conditions up to 55 deg angle of attack during
the F-18 High Alpha Research Vehicle (HARV) Program.
The system is a matrix of nine pressure ports arranged in
annular rings on the aircraft nose. The complete airdata set is
estimated using nonlinear regression. Satisfactory frequency
response was verified to the system Nyquist frequency
(12.5 Hz). The effects of acoustical distortions within the
individual pressure sensors of the nonintrusive pressure
matrix on overall system performance are addressed. To
quantify these effects, a frequency-response model
describing the dynamics of acoustical distortion is developed
and simple design criteria are derived. The model adjusts
measured Hi-FADS pressure data for the acoustical distortion
and quantifies the effects of internal sensor geometries on
system performance. Analysis results indicate that sensor
frequency response characteristics very greatly with altitude,
thus it is difficult to select satisfactory sensor geometry for all
altitudes. The solution used presample filtering to eliminate
resonance effects, and short pneumatic tubing sections to
reduce lag effects. Without presample signal conditioning the
system designer must use the pneumatic transmission line to
attenuate the resonances and accept the resulting altitude
variability.
1843. Moes, Timothy R.; and Whitmore, Stephen A.:
Preliminary Results From an Airdata Enhancement
Algorithm With Application to High-Angle-of-Attack
Flight. NASA TM-101737, H-1691, NAS 1.15:101737.
Presented at the AIAA 29th Aerospace Sciences Meeting,
Rent, Nevada, January 7-10, 1990, (see A91-19405),
February_ 1991, 91N19095, #. (See also 1838.)
A technique was developed to improve the fidelity of airdata
measurements during dynamic maneuvering. This technique
is particularly useful for airdata measured during flight at
high angular rates and high angles of attack. To support this
research, flight tests using the F-18 high alpha research
vehicle (HARV) were conducted at NASA Ames Research
Center, Dryden Flight Research Facility. A Kalman filter was
used to combine information from research airdata, linear
accelerometers, angular rate gyros, and attitude gyros to
determine better estimates of airdata quantities such as angle
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ofattack,angleofsideslip,airspeed,andaltitude.Thestate
andobservationequationsusedby theKalmanfilter are
brieflydevelopedandit is shownhow thestateand
measurementcovariancematricesweredeterminedfrom
flightdata.Flightdataareusedtoshowtheresultsof the
techniqueandtheseresultsarecomparedtoanindependent
measurementsource.Thistechniqueis applicableto both
postflightandreal-timeprocessingofdata.
1844. *Walchli, Lawrence A.; and Smith, Rogers E.:
Flying Qualifies of the X-29 Forward Swept Wing
Aircraft. AGARD CP-508, Paper 19. AGARD, Flying
Qualities, (ISBN-92-835-0602-2), (see N91-23108 15-05),
February 1991, AD-A235323, 91N23127, #.
An overview of the X-29 Forward Swept Wing Technology
Demonstrator traces its development and test path during past
years. Brief descriptions of the aircraft and its flight control
system provide insight for evaluating this unique vehicle. The
baseline flight control system provided a starting point for
safe concept evaluation and envelope expansion for the
aircraft. Subsequent up-dates resulted in performance levels
favorably comparable to current fighter aircraft. Efforts are
described for the current expansion of the X-29's capabilities
into the high angle-of-attack (AOA) regime of flight. Control
law changes have permitted all axis maneuvering to 40 deg
AOA with pitch excursions to 66 deg, thereby exploiting the
full potential of the X-29 forward swept wing configuration.
*Wright Research Development Center, Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio.
1845. Hudson, Larry D.; and *Thompson, Randolph C.:
Single-Strain-Gage Force/Stiffness Buckling Prediction
Techniques on a Hat-Stiffened Panel. NASA TM-101733,
H-1660, NAS 1.15:101733. Presented at the ASME
Structures and Materials Conference, Dallas, Texas,
November 25-30, 1990, February. 1991, 91N19077, #.
Predicting the buckling characteristics of a test panel is
necessary to ensure panel integrity developed on a hat-
stiffened, monolithic titanium buckling panel. Thed was
method is an adaptation of the original force/stiffness method
which requires back-to-back gages. The single-gage method
was developed because the test panel did not have back-to-
back gages. The method was used to predict buckling loads
and temperatures under various heating and loading
conditions. The results correlated well with a finite element
buckling analysis. The single-gage force/stiffness method
was a valid real-time and post-test buckling prediction
technique.
*PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
1846. Berry, Donald T.: National Aerospace Plane
Longitudinal Long-Period Dynamics. Journal of
Guidance, Control, and Dynamics (ISSN 0731-5090),
Vol. 14, January-February 1991, (see A88-50601),
1991, pp. 205-206, 91A22962, #. (See also 1661.)
1847. Bever, Glenn A.: Digital Signal Conditioning for
Flight Test Instrumentation. NASA TM- 101739, H- 1695,
NAS 1.15:101739, AGARDOGRAPH-160, Vol. 19, March
1991.91N21135, #. (See also 1863.)
An introduction to digital measurement processes on aircraft
is provided. Flight test instrumentation systems are rapidly
evolving from analog-intensive to digital intensive systems,
including the use of onboard digital computers. The topics
include measurements that are digital in origin, as well as
sampling, encoding, transmitting, and storing data. Particular
emphasis is placed on modern avionic data bus architectures
and what to be aware of when extracting data from them.
Examples of data extraction techniques are given. Tradeoffs
between digital logic families, trends in digital development,
and design testing techniques are discussed. An introduction
to digital filtering is also covered.
1848. Kehoe, Michael W.; and *Snyder, H. Todd:
Thermoelastic Vibration Test Techniques. NASA
TM- 101742, H- 1707, NAS 1.15:101742. Presented at the 9th
International Modal Analysis Conference, Florence, Italy,
April 14-18, 1991, April 1991, 91N19083, #. (See also
1849.)
The structural integrity of proposed high speed aircraft can be
seriously affected by the extremely high surface temperatures
and large temperature gradients throughout the vehicle's
structure. Variations in the structure's elastic characteristics
as a result of thermal effects can be observed by changes in
vibration frequency, damping, and mode shape. Analysis
codes that predict these changes must be correlated and
verified with experimental data. The experimental modal test
techniques and procedures used to conduct uniform,
nonuniform, and transient thermoelastic vibration tests are
presented. Experimental setup and elevated temperature
instrumentation considerations are also discussed. Modal
data for a 12 by 50 inch aluminum plate heated to a
temperature of 475 F are presented. These data show the
effect of heat on the plate's modal characteristics. The results
indicated that frequency decreased, damping increased, and
mode shape remained unchanged as the temperature of the
plate was increased.
*PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
1849. Kehoe, Michael W.; and *Snyder, H. T.:
Thermoelastic Vibration Test Techniques. Proceedings,
9th International Modal Analysis Conference (IMAC),
Florence, Italy, April 15-18, 1991, Vol. 2 (see A93-29227
10-39), (see N91-19083), 1991, pp. 1473-1484, 93A29293.
(See also 1848.)
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Thestructuralintegrityofproposedhighspeedaircraftcanbe
seriouslyaffectedbytheextremelyhighsurfacet mperatures
andlargetemperaturegradientsthroughoutthevehicle's
structure.Variationsin thestructure'selasticharacteristics
asaresultofthermaleffectscanbeobservedbychangesin
vibrationfrequency,damping,andmodeshape.Analysis
codesthatpredicthesechangesmustbecorrelatedand
verifiedwithexperimentald ta.Theexperimentalmodaltest
techniquesand proceduresusedto conductuniform,
nonuniform,andtransientthermoelasticvibrationtestsare
presented.Experimentalsetupandelevatedtemperature
instrumentationconsiderationsarealsodiscussed.Modal
datafor a 12by 50 inchaluminumplateheatedto a
temperatureof 475F arepresented.Thesedatashowthe
effectofheatontheplate'smodalcharacteristics.Theresults
indicatedthatfrequencydecreased,dampingincreased,and
modeshaperemainedunchangedasthetemperatureofthe
platewasincreased.
*PRCInc.,Edwards,California.
1850. Mackall, Dale A.; and *Alien, James G.: A
Knowledge-Based System Design/Information Tool for
Aircraft Flight Control Systems. AGARD-CP-474,
Paper 18. Knowledge Based System Applications for
Guidance and Control, (ISBN-92-835-0610-3), (see N91-
25121 17-04), April 1991, AD-A235715, 91N25139, #. (See
also 1740, 1741.)
Research aircraft have become increasingly dependent on
advanced electronic control systems to accomplish program
goals. These aircraft are integrating multiple disciplines to
improve performance and satisfy research objective. This
integration is being accomplished through electronic control
systems. Systems design methods and information
management have become essential to program success. The
primary objective of the system design/information tool for
aircraft flight control is to help transfer flight control system
design knowledge to the flight test community. By providing
all of the design information and covering multiple
disciplines in a structured, graphical manner, flight control
systems can more easily be understood by the test engineers.
This will provide the engineers with the information needed
to thoroughly ground test the system and thereby reduce the
likelihood of serious design errors surfacing in flight. The
secondary object is to apply structured design techniques to
all of the design domains. By using the techniques in the top
level system design down through the detailed hardware and
software designs, it is hoped that fewer design anomalies will
result. The flight test experiences are reviewed of three highly
complex, integrated aircraft programs: the X-29 forward
swept wing; the advanced fighter technology integration
(AFTI) F-16; and the highly maneuverable aircraft
technology (HiMAT) program. Significant operating
technologies, and the design errors which cause them, is
examined to help identify what functions a system design/
information tool should provide to assist designers in
avoiding errors.
*Draper Laboratory, Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts.
1851. Voracek, David F.; and Clarke, Robert: Buffet
Induced Structural/Flight-Control System Interaction of
the X-29A Aircraft. NASA TM- 101735, H-1687,
NAS 1.15:101735, Paper-91-1053. Presented at the 32nd
AIAA Structures, Structural Dynamics, and Materials
Conference, Baltimore, Maryland, April 8-10, 1991, (see
A91-32012), April 1991, 91N23133, #. (See also 1852,
2076.)
High angle-of-attack flight regime research is currently being
conducted for modem fighter aircraft at the NASA Ames
Research Center's Dryden Flight Research Facility. This
flight regime provides enhanced maneuverability to fighter
pilots in combat situations. Flight research data are being
acquired to compare and validate advanced computational
fluid dynamic solutions and wind-tunnel models. High angle-
of-attack flight creates unique aerodynamic phenomena
including wing rock and buffet on the airframe. These
phenomena increase the level of excitation of the structural
modes, especially on the vertical and horizontal stabilizers.
With high gain digital flight-control systems, this structural
response may result in an aeroservoelastic interaction. A
structural interaction on the X-29A aircraft was observed
during high angle-of-attack flight testing. The roll and yaw
rate gyros sensed the aircraft's structural modes at 11, 13, and
16 Hz. The rate gyro output signals were then amplified
through the flight-control laws and sent as commands to the
flaperons and rudder. The flight data indicated that as the
angle of attack increased, the amplitude of the buffet on the
vertical stabilizer increased, which resulted in more
excitation to the structural modes. The flight-control system
sensors and command signals showed this increase in modal
power at the structural frequencies up to a 30 degree angle-of-
attack. Beyond a 30 degree angle-of-attack, the vertical
stabilizer response, the feedback sensor amplitude, and
control surface command signal amplitude remained
relatively constant. Data are presented that show the
increased modal power in the aircraft structural
accelerometers, the feedback sensors, and the command
signals as a function of angle of attack. This structural
interaction is traced from the aerodynamic buffet to the flight-
control surfaces.
1852. Voracek, David F.; and Clarke, Robert: Buffet
Induced Structural/Flight-Control System Interaction of
the X-29A Aircraft. AIAA Paper 91-1053. Technical
Papers, presented at the AIAA, ASME, ASCE, AHS, and
ASC 32nd Structures, Structural Dynamics, and Materials
Conference, Baltimore, Maryland, April 8-10. 1991, Pt. 3,
(see A91-31826 12-39), pp. 1779-1790, 91A32012, #. (See
also 1851, 2076.)
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High-alphaflightcreatesuniqueaerodynamicphenomena
whichincreasethelevelof structuralmodeexcitation;in
conjunctionwith high-gaindigitalcontrolsystems,this
structuralresponsemay result in an aeroservoelastic
interaction.Onesuchinteractionhasbeenobservedduring
high-alphaflighttestingof theX-29A.Dataarepresented
whichdemonstratehe enhancedmodalpowerin this
aircraft'structuralccelerometers,thefeedbacksensors,and
thecommandsignalsasa functionof alphavalue.The
structuralinteractionistracedfromtheaerodynamicbuffetto
theflight-controlsurfaces.
1853. Pahle,JosephW.; Powers,Bruce;Regenie,
Victoria;Chacon,Vince;*Degroote,Steve;and*Murnyak,
Steven:ResearchFlight-ControlSystemDevelopmentfor
the F-18 High Alpha Research Vehicle. NASA
TM-104232, H-1715, NAS 1.15:104232. Presented at the
High-Angle-of-Attack Technology Conference, Hampton,
Virginia, October 30-November 1, 1990, April 1991.
91N22131, #.
The F-18 high alpha research vehicle was recently modified
by adding a thrust vectoring control system. A key element in
the modification was the development of a research flight
control system integrated with the basic F-18 flight control
system. Discussed here are design requirements, system
development, and research utility of the resulting
configuration as an embedded system for flight research in
the high angle of attack regime. Particular emphasis is given
to control system modifications and control law features
required for high angle of attack flight. Simulation results are
used to illustrate some of the thrust vectoring control system
capabilities and predicted maneuvering improvements.
*McDonnell Aircraft Co., St. Louis, Missouri.
EC91-075-3S
F-18 HARV With Thrust Vectoring
1854. *Snyder, H. Todd; and Kehoe, Michael W.:
Determination of the Effects of Heating on Modal
Characteristics of an Aluminum Plate With Application
to Hypersonic Vehicles. NASA TM-4274, H-1688,
NAS 1.15:4274, April 1991, 91N22111, #.
The structural integrity of proposed high speed aircraft can be
seriously affected by the extremely high surface temperatures
and large temperature gradients throughout the vehicle's
structure. Variations in the structure's elastic characteristics
as a result of thermal effects can be seen by changes in
vibration characteristics. Analysis codes that predict these
changes must be correlated and verified with experimental
data. Analytical and experimental modal test results are given
from uniform, nonuniform, and transient thermoelastic
vibration tests of a 12 x 50 x 0.19 aluminum plate. The data
show the effect of heat on the modal characteristics of the
plate. The results showed that frequencies decreased,
damping increased, and mode shapes remained unchanged as
the temperature of the plate increased. Analytical predictions
provided good correlation with experimental results.
*PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
1855. Bowers, Albion H.; Noffz, Gregory K.; *Grafton,
Sue B.; *Mason, Mary L.; and **Peron, Lee R.: Multiaxis
Thrust Vectoring Using Axisymmetric Nozzles and
Postexit Vanes on an F/A-18 Configuration Vehicle.
NASA TM-101741, H-1705, NAS 1.15:101741. Presented
at the High-Angle-of-Attack Technology Conference,
Hampton, Virginia, October 30-November 1, 1990,
1991, 91N22083, #.
A ground-based investigation was conducted on an
operational system of multiaxis thrust vectoring using
postexit vanes around an axisymmetric nozzle. This thrust
vectoring system will be tested on the NASA F/A-18 High
Alpha Research Vehicle (HARV) aircraft. The system
provides thrust vectoring capability in both pitch and yaw.
Ground based data were gathered from two separate tests at
NASA Langley Research Center. The first was a static test in
the 16-foot Transonic Tunnel Cold-Jet Facility with a
14.25 percent scale model of the axisymmetric nozzle and
the postexit vanes. The second test was conducted in the 30
by 60 foot wind tunnel with a 16 percent F/A-18 complete
configuration model. Data from the two sets are being used to
develop models of jet plume deflection and thrust loss as a
function of vane deflection. In addition, an aerodynamic
interaction model based on plume deflection angles will be
developed. Results from the scale model nozzle test showed
that increased vane deflection caused exhaust plume turning.
Aerodynamic interaction effects consisted primarily of
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favorableinteractionofmomentsandunfavorableinteraction
offorcescausedbythevectoredjetplume.
*NASALangleyResearchCenter,Hampton,Virginia.
**CaliforniaPolytechnicStateUniversity,SanLuisObispo,
California.
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F-18 HARV With Thrust Vectoring, Three-View Drawing
1856. *Shelley, S.; *Allemang, R. J.; Freudinger, L.; and
**Zhang, Q.: Implementation of a Modal Filter on a Five
Meter Truss Structure. Proceedings, 9th International
Modal Analysis Conference (IMAC), Florence, Italy,
April 15-18, 1991, Vol. 2, (see A93-29227 10-39), 1991,
pp. 1036--1044, 93A29285.
Modal filtering is a spatial filtering technique which uses a
weighted sum of a number of response measurements to
extract the modal coordinates of the system from the physical
response coordinates. No moving average or autoregressive
calculations are required to implement the modal filter thus
the modal coordinates may be calculated in real time. For
practical implementation of the modal filter, the number and
location of response locations must be chosen carefully. A
modal filter is implemented on a five meter model space truss
as a case study. The modal coordinates are extracted in real
time using Hewlett Packard 3565 data acquisition and
processing hardware. The effect of the number and location
of response measurements on the performance of the modal
filter is investigated. Applications of the modal filter to modal
control and fast parameter identification are also discussed.
* University of Cincinnati, Ohio.
**RNUR, Rueil-Malmaison, France.
1857. Fisher, David F.; Del Frate, John H.; and *Richwine,
David M.: In-Flight Flow Visualization Characteristics of
the NASA F-18 High Alpha Research Vehicle at High
Angles of Attack. NASA TM-4193, H- 1576,
NAS 1.15:4193, May 1991, 91N20055, #. (See also 1734.)
Surface and off-surface flow visualization techniques were
used to visualize the 3-D separated flows on the NASA F- 18
high alpha research vehicle at high angles of attack. Results
near the alpha = 25 to 26 deg and alpha = 45 to 49 deg are
presented. Both the forebody and leading edge extension
(LEX) vortex cores and breakdown locations were visualized
using smoke. Forebody and LEX vortex separation lines on
the surface were defined using an emitted fluid technique. A
laminar separation bubble was also detected on the nose cone
using the emitted fluid technique and was similar to that
observed in the wind tunnel test, but not as extensive.
Regions of attached, separated, and vortical flow were noted
on the wing and the leading edge flap using tufts and flow
cones, and compared well with limited wind tunnel results
(includes color photos).
*PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
1858. Gupta, K. K.; Brenner, M. J.; and Voelker, L. S.:
Development of an Integrated Aeroservoelastic Analysis
Program and Correlation With Test Data. NASA
TP-3120, H-1543, NAS 1.60:3120, May 1991, 91N26113, #.
The details and results are presented of the general-purpose
finite element STructural Analysis RoutineS (STARS) to
perform a complete linear aeroelastic and aeroservoelastic
analysis. The earlier version of the STARS computer
program enabled effective finite element modeling as well as
static, vibration, buckling, and dynamic response of damped
and undamped systems, including those with pre-stressed and
spinning structures. Additions to the STARS program include
aeroelastic modeling for flutter and divergence solutions, and
hybrid control system augmentation for aeroservoelastic
analysis. Numerical results of the X-29A aircraft pertaining
to vibration, flutter-divergence, and open- and closed-loop
aeroservoelastic controls analysis are compared to ground
vibration, wind-tunnel, and flight-test results. The open- and
closed-loop aeroservoelastic control analyses are based on a
hybrid formulation representing the interaction of structural,
aerodynamic, and flight-control dynamics.
1859. Ko, William L.; and Jackson, Raymond H.:
Combined Compressive and Shear Buckling Analysis of
Hypersonic Aircraft Structural Sandwich Panels. NASA
TM-4290, H- 1694, NAS 1.15:4290, May 1991,91N25422, #.
(See also 1928.)
The combined-load (compression and shear) buckling
equations were established for orthotropic sandwich panels
by using the Rayleigh-Ritz method to minimize the panel
total potential energy. The resulting combined-load buckling
equations were used to generate buckling interaction curves
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forsuper-plastically-formed/diffusion-bondedtitaniumtruss-
core sandwichpanelsand titaniumhoneycomb-core
sandwichpanelshavingthe samespecificweight.The
relativecombined-loadbucklingstrengthsofthesetwotypes
ofsandwichpanelsarecomparedwithconsiderationftheir
sandwichorientations.Forsquareandnearlysquarepanelsof
bothtypes,thecombinedloadalwaysinducesymmetric
buckling.Asthepanelaspectratiosincrease,antisymmetric
bucklingwillshowupwhentheloadingisshear-dominated
combinedloading.Thesquarepanel(eithertype)hasthe
highestcombinedbucklingstrength,butthecombinedload
bucklingstrengthdropssharplyasthepanelaspectratio
increases.Forsquarepanels,thetruss-coresandwichpanel
hashighercompression-dominatedcombinedloadbuckling
strength.However,for sheardominatedloading,thesquare
honeycomb-coresandwichpanelhashighershear-dominated
combinedloadbucklingstrength.
1860. Lambert,HeatherH.: A Simulation Study of
Turbofan Engine Deterioration Estimation Using
Kalman Filtering Techniques. NASA TM-104233,
H-1616, NAS 1.15:104233, June 1991, 91N25147, #.
Deterioration of engine components may cause off-normal
engine operation. The result is an unnecessary loss of
performance, because the fixed schedules are designed to
accommodate a wide range of engine health. These fixed
control schedules may not be optimal for a deteriorated
engine. This problem may be solved by including a measure
of deterioration in determining the control variables. These
engine deterioration parameters usually cannot be measured
directly but can be estimated. A Kalman filter design is
presented for estimating two performance parameters that
account for engine deterioration: high and low pressure
turbine delta efficiencies. The delta efficiency parameters
model variations of the high and low pressure turbine
efflciencies from nominal values. The filter has a design
condition of Mach 0.90, 30,000 ft altitude, and 47 deg power
level angle (PLA). It was evaluated using a nonlinear
simulation of the F100 engine model derivative (EMD)
engine, at the design Mach number and altitude over a PLA
range of 43 to 55 deg. It was found that known high pressure
turbine delta efficiencies of -2.5 percent and low pressure
turbine delta efficiencies of -1.0 percent can be estimated
with an accuracy of + or -0.25 percent efficiency with a
Kalman filter. If both the high and low pressure turbine are
deteriorated, the delta efficiencies of-2.5 percent to both
turbines can be estimated with the same accuracy.
1861. Bjarke, Lisa J.: Flow Visualization Study of a
1/48-Scale AFT//Flll Model to Investigate Horizontal
Tail Flow Disturbances. NASA TM-101698, H-1547,
NAS 1.15:101698, June 1991, 91N24128, #.
During flight testing of the AFH/F111 aircraft, horizontal tail
buffet was observed. Flutter analysis ruled out any aeroelastic
instability, so a water-tunnel flow visualization study was
conducted to investigate possible flow disturbances on
the horizontal tail which might cause buffet. For this study, a
1/48-scale model was used. Four different wing cambers and
one horizontal tail setting were tested between 0 and 20 deg
angle of attack. These wing cambers corresponded to the
following leading training edge deflections: 0/2, 10/10, 10/2,
and 0/10. Flow visualization results in the form of still
photographs are presented for each of the four wing cambers
between 8 and 12 deg angle of attack. In general, the
horizontal tail experiences flow disturbances which become
more pronounced with angle of attack or wing trailing-edge
deflection.
1862. *Stephens, Craig A.; and **Hanna, Gregory J.:
Thermal Modeling and Analysis of a Cryogenic Tank
Design Exposed to Extreme Heating Profdes. AIAA
Paper 91-1383. Presented at the AIAA 26th Thermophysics
Conference, Honolulu, Hawaii, June 24-26, 1991,
91A43447, #.
A cryogenic test article, the Generic Research Cryogenic
Tank, was designed to qualitatively simulate the thermal
response of transatmospheric vehicle fuel tanks exposed to
the environment of hypersonic flight. One-dimensional and
two-dimensional finite-difference thermal models were
developed to simulate the thermal response and assist in the
design of the Generic Research Cryogenic Tank. The one-
dimensional thermal analysis determined the required
insulation thickness to meet the thermal design criteria and
located the purge jacket to eliminate the liquefaction of air.
The two-dimensional thermal analysis predicted the
temperature gradients developed within the pressure-vessel
wall, estimated the cryogen boiloff, and showed the effects
the ullage condition has on pressure-vessel temperatures. The
degree of ullage mixing, location of the applied high-
temperature profile, and the purge gas influence on insulation
thermal conductivity had significant effects on the thermal
behavior of the Generic Research Cryogenic Tank. In
addition to analysis results, a description of the Generic
Research Cryogenic Tank and the role it will play in future
thermal structures and transatmospheric vehicle research at
the NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility is presented.
* PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
** Hanna Technology Resources, Boulder, Colorado.
1863. Bever, G. A.: Digital Signal Conditioning for
Flight Test, Volume 19. AGARD-AG- 160-VOL- 19, (IS BN-
92-835-0621-9), AD-A240140, June 1991. 91N26432, #.
(See also 1847.)
Flight test instrumentation engineers are provided with an
introduction to digital processes on aircraft. Flight test
instrumentation systems are rapidly evolving from analog
intensive to digital intensive systems, including the use of
onboard digital computers. Topics include: measurements
that are digital in origin, sampling, encoding, transmitting,
and storing of data. Particular emphasis is placed on modern
avionic data bus architectures and what to be aware of when
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extractingdatafromthem.Somexampledataextractionsare
given.Tradeoffsbetweendigitallogicfamilies,trendsin
digital development,anddesigntestingtechniquesare
discussed.Anintroductiontodigitalfilteringisalsocovered.
1864. Gilyard,GlennB.;Conley,JosephL.; Le,Jeanette;
and Burcham, Frank W., Jr.: A Simulation Evaluation of a
Four-Engine Jet Transport Using Engine Thrust
Modulation for Flightpath Control. AIAA Paper 91-2223.
Presented at the AIAA, SAE, ASME, and ASEE, 27th Joint
Propulsion Conference, Sacramento, California, June 24-26,
1991,91A44162, #. (See also 1883.)
The use of throttle control laws to provide adequate flying
qualities for flightpath control in the event of a total loss of
conventional flight control surface use was evaluated. The
results are based on a simulation evaluation by transport
research pilots of a B-720 transport with visual display.
Throttle augmentation control laws can provide flightpath
control capable of landing a transport-type aircraft with up to
moderate levels of turbulence. The throttle augmentation
mode dramatically improves the pilots' ability to control
flightpath for the approach and landing flight condition using
only throttle modulation. For light turbulence, the average
Cooper-Harper pilot rating improved from unacceptable to
acceptable (a pilot rating improvement of 4.5) in going from
manual to augmented control. The low frequency response
characteristics of the engines require a considerably different
piloting technique. The various techniques used by the pilots
resulted in considerable scatter in the data. Many pilots
readily adapted to a good piloting technique while some has
difficulty. The research demonstrates a new and viable
approach to providing an independent means of redundancy
or increasing the redundancy capability of transport aircraft
flightpath control.
1865. Lambert, H. H.; Gilyard, G. B.; *Chisholm, J. D.;
and **Kerr, L. J.: Preliminary Flight Evaluation of an
Engine Performance Optimization Algorithm. AJAA
Paper 91-1998. Presented at the AIAA, SAE, ASME, and
ASEE, 27th Joint Propulsion Conference, Sacramento,
California, June 24-26. 1991, 91A44089, #. (See also 1892.)
A performance-seeking control (PSC) algorithm has
undergone initial flight test evaluation in subsonic operation
of a PW l128-engine F-15; this algorithm is designed to
optimize the quasi-steady performance of an engine for three
primary modes: (1) minimum fuel consumption,
(2)minimum fan-turbine inlet temperature (FTIT), and
(3) maximum thrust. The flight test results have verified a
thrust-specific fuel consumption reduction of 1 percent, up to
100 R decreases in FLIT, and increases of as much as
12 percent in maximum thrust. PSC technology promises to
be of value in next-generation tactical and transport aircraft.
*McDonnell Aircraft Co., St. Louis, Missouri.
**Pratt and Whitney Group, West Palm Beach, Florida.
1866. *Flores, Jolen; *Tu, Eugene; Anderson, Bianca; and
Landers, Stephen: A Parametric Study of the Leading
Edge Attachment Line for the F-16XL. AIAA
Paper91-1621. Presented at the AIAA, 22nd Fluid
Dynamics, Plasma Dynamics and Lasers Conference,
Honolulu, Hawaii, June 24-26, 1991, 91A43555, #.
A three-dimensional Navier-Stokes code is used to
computationally simulate the flow about a modified F-16XL.
Transition mechanisms (e.g. attachment line location and
crossflow instability) near the swept wing leading edge are
analyzed in detail. Flow visualization is used to study the
influence of angle-of-attack on the aforementioned transition
mechanisms. Validation of the code is accomplished by
comparison of numerically generated surface pressures with
that obtained by in-flight experiments.
*NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California.
F-16XL-1 With LFC Glove
EC92-09032-2
1867. Burcham, F. W., Jr.; Fullerton, C. G.; Gilyard,
Glenn B.; Wolf, Thomas D.; and Stewart, James F.: A
Preliminary Investigation of the Use of Throttles for
Emergency Flight Control. AIAA Paper 91-2222.
Presented at the AIAA, SAE, ASME, and ASEE, 27th Joint
Propulsion Conference, Sacramento, California, June 24-26,
1991, 91A41731, #. (See also 1881.)
A preliminary investigation was conducted regarding the use
of throttles for emergency flight control of a multiengine
aircraft. Several airplanes including a light twin-engine
piston-powered airplane, jet transports, and a high
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performancefighterwerestudieduringflightandpiloted
simulations.SimulationstudiesusedtheB-720,B-727,
MD-11,andF-15aircraft.FlightstudiesusedtheLear24,
PiperPA-30,andF-15airplanes.Basedonsimulatorand
flight results,all the airplanesexhibitedsomecontrol
capabilitywiththrottles.Withpilotedsimulators,landings
usingmanualthrottles-onlycontrolwerextremelydifficult.
Anaugmentedcontrolsystemwasdevelopedthatconverts
conventionalpilot stickinputsinto appropriatehrottle
commands.Withtheaugmentedsystem,theB-720andF-15
simulationswereevaluatedandcouldbelandedsuccessfully.
Flightandsimulationdatawerecomparedfor theF-15
airplane.
of vortexcorebreakdown.Thelocationof vortexcore
breakdowncorrelatedwellwiththelossofsuctionpressure
ontheLEXandwiththeflowvisualizationresultsfrom
groundfacilities.Surfaceflowseparationli esontheLEX
andforebodycorrespondedwellwiththeendof pressure
recoveryunderthe vorticalflows.Correlationof the
pressureswith windtunnelresultsshowfair to good
correlation.
1869. *Hanna, Gregory J.; and **Stephens, Craig A.:
Predicted Thermal Response of a Cryogenic Fuel Tank
Exposed to Simulated Aerodynamic Heating Prof'des
With Different Cryogens and Fill Levels. A/AA
Paper 91-4007. Presented at the ASME 1991 National Heat
Transfer Conference, Minneapolis, Minnesota, July 28-31,
1991, 91A45461, #. (See also A-204)
PA-30 Aircraft
ECN-2845
1868. Del Frate, John H.; Fisher, David F.; and Zuniga,
Fanny A.: In-Flight Flow Visualization and Pressure
Measurements at Low Speeds on the NASA F-18 High
Alpha Research Vehicle. AGARD-CP-494, Paper 13.
Vortex Flow Aerodynamics (ISBN-92-835-0623-5), (see
N92-12996 04--02), July 1991, AD-A244249, 92N13009, #.
(See also 1807.)
Inflight results from surface and off surface flow
visualizations and from extensive pressure distributions
document the vortical flow on the leading edge extensions
(LEXs) and forebody of the NASA F-18 high alpha research
vehicle (HARV) for low speeds and angles of attack up to
50 deg. Surface flow visualization data, obtained using the
emitted fluid technique, were used to define separation lines
and laminar separation bubbles (LSB). Off surface flow
visualization data, obtained by smoke injection, were used to
document both the path of the vortex cores and the location
A two-dimensional finite-difference thermal model was
developed for the Generic Research Cryogenic Tank
(GRCT). The model was used to predict the effects of heating
profile, fill level, and cryogen type prior to experimental
testing. These numerical predictions will assist in defining
test scenarios, sensor locations, and venting requirements for
the GRCT experimental tests. Boiloff rates, tank-wall and
fluid temperatures, and wall heat fluxes were determined for
20 computational test cases. The test cases spanned three
discrete fill levels and three heating profiles for hydrogen and
nitrogen. Large temperature gradients developed in the vapor
region of the tank when the vapor was allowed to stratify, but
vapor mixing greatly reduced the top-to-bottom temperature
gradient. The thermal response of the GRCT was
qualitatively similar to anticipated transatmospheric vehicle
(TAV) behavior. Nitrogen simulations deviated from
hydrogen simulations in several key areas, particularly where
the vapor heat capacity contributed to the system thermal
response. The internal radiation and wall-to-vapor heat
transfer effects were small compared with the effect of vapor
mixing.
*Hanna Technology Resources, Boulder, Colorado.
**PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
1870. Ko, William L.; and Jackson, Raymond H.:
Compressive Buckling Analysis of Hat-Stiffened Panel.
NASA TM-4310, H-1724, NAS 1.15:4310, August 1991.
91N27592, #.
Buckling analysis was performed on a hat-stiffened panel
subjected to uniaxial compression. Both local buckling and
global buckling were analyzed. It was found that the global
buckling load was several times higher than the buckling
load. The predicted local buckling loads compared favorably
with both experimental data and finite-element analysis.
1871. *Daysh, Colin; *Corbin, Malcolm; *Butler, Geoff;
Duke, Eugene L.; **Belie, Steven D.; and **Brumbaugh,
Randal W.: A NASA/RAE Cooperation in the
Development of a Real-Time Knowledge-Based
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Autopilot. NASA TM-104234, H-1727, NAS 1.15:104234.
Presented at the Avionics Panel Symposium, Lisbon,
Portugal, May 1991, August 1991, 91N32850, #. (See also
1885.)
As part of a USAJK cooperative aeronautical research
program, a joint activity between the NASA Dryden Flight
Research Facility and the Royal Aerospace Establishment on
knowledge-based systems was established. This joint activity
is concerned with tools and techniques for the
implementation and validation of real-time knowledge-based
systems. The proposed next stage of this research is
described, in which some of the problems of implementing
and validating a knowledge-based autopilot for a generic
high-performance aircraft are investigated.
*Royal Aerospace Establishment, Farnborough, England.
**PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
1872. Schilling, Larry; and *Bolen, Dave: NASA Ames-
Dryden Integrated Test Facility: Presentation Outline.
NASA CP-10081. Proceedings, Control Center Technology
Conference, NASA Johnson Space Center, (see N92-12010
03-14) August I991. pp. 83-105, 92N12014, #.
The topics are presented in view graph form and include the
following: (1) a Dryden overview; (2) the Integrated Tests
Facility (ITF); (3) the ITF system architecture; (4) the
computer aided system testing; and (5) the IIF system video.
*Computer Sciences Corporation, Moffett Field, California.
1873. Powers, Sheryll G.: Flight Tests of External
Modifications Used to Reduce Blunt Base Drag. Technical
Papers, presented at the AIAA 6th Applied Aerodynamics
Conference, Williamsburg, Virginia, June 6-8, 1988,
pp. 615-628. Journal ofAircrafi, (ISSN 0021-8669), Vol. 28,
August 1991, (see A88-40763), August [991, pp. 517-525,
91A48821. (See also 1645, 1646.)
1874. Hicks, John W.: Propulsion Modeling Techniques
and Applications for the NASA Dryden X-30 Real-Time
Simulator. AIAA Paper 91-2937. Technical Papers,
presented at the AIAA Flight Simulation Technologies
Conference, New Orleans, Louisiana, August 12-14, 1991,
(see A91-47801 20--01), pp. 210-223, 91A47824, #.
An overview is given of the flight planning activities to date
in the current National Aero-Space Plane (NASP) program.
The government flight-envelope expansion concept and other
design flight operational assessments are discussed. The
NASA Dryden NASP real-time simulator configuration is
examined and hypersonic flight planning simulation
propulsion modeling requirements are described. The major
propulsion modeling techniques developed by the Edwards
flight test team are outlined, and the application value of
techniques for developmental hypersonic vehicles are
discussed.
1875, Cohen, Dorothea; and Le, Jeanette H.: The Role of
the Remotely Augmented Vehicle (RAV) Laboratory in
Flight Research. AIAA Paper 91-2977. Technical Papers,
presented at the AIAA Flight Simulation Technologies
Conference, New Orleans, Louisiana, August 12-14, 1991,
(see A91-47801 20-01), pp. 24-36, 91A47804, #. (See also
1882.)
This paper presents on overview of the unique capabilities
and historical significance of the Remotely Augmented
Vehicle (RAV) Laboratory at the NASA Dryden Flight
Research Facility. The report reviews the role of the RAV
Laboratory in enhancing flight test programs and efficient
testing of new aircraft control laws. The history of the RAV
Laboratory is discussed with a sample of its application using
the X-29 aircraft. The RAV Laboratory allows for closed- or
open-loop augmentation of the research aircraft while in
flight using ground-based, high performance real-time
computers. Telemetry systems transfer sensor and control
data between the ground and the aircraft. The RAV capability
provides for enhanced computational power, improved flight
data quality, and alternate methods for the testing of control
system concepts. The Laboratory is easily reconflgured to
reflect changes within a flight program and can be adapted to
new flight programs.
1876. Shafer, Mary F.: In-Flight Simulation at the
NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility. AIAA
Paper91-2916. Technical Papers, presented at the AIAA
Flight Simulation Technologies Conference, New Orleans,
Louisiana, August 12-14. 1991, (see A91-47801 20-01),
pp. 7-23, 91A47803, #. (See also 1942, 2075.)
An account of the in-flight simulation at the Dryden Flight
Research Facility is presented and various aircraft and tests
performed are discussed. In-flight simulation has been
utilized for a variety of flying quality investigations including
low-lift-to-drag ratio approach characteristics for vehicles
like the )(-15, the lifting bodies, and the Space Shuttle.
Consideration is given to the effects of time delays on
controllability of aircraft with digital flight-control systems,
flight control systems for such aircraft as the X-29, and the
causes and cures of pilot-induced oscillation in diverse
aircraft.
1877, Ko, William L.; and Jackson, Raymond H.:
Combined-Load Buckling Behavior of Metal-Matrix
Composite Sandwich Panels Under Different Thermal
Environments. NASA TM-4321, H-1714, NAS 1.15:4321,
September 1991, 91N30563, #.
Combined compressive and shear buckling analysis was
conducted on fiat rectangular sandwich panels with the
consideration of transverse shear effects of the core. The
sandwich panel is fabricated with titanium honeycomb core
and laminated metal matrix composite face sheets. The
results show that the square panel has the highest combined
load buckling strength, and that the buckling strength
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decreasessharplywiththeincreasesof both temperature and
panel aspect ratio. The effect of layup (fiber orientation) on
the buckling strength of the panels was studied in detail. The
metal matrix composite sandwich panel was much more
efficient than the sandwich panel with nonreinforced face
sheets and had the same specific weight.
bank angle, roll rate, and yaw rate feedbacks were sufficient
to provide a safe vehicle with acceptable handling qualities.
Intentionally stalling the stratoplane to very high angles of
attack (deep stall) was studied as a means of enable safe and
rapid descent. It was concluded that the deep stall maneuver
is viable for this class of vehicle.
1878. Antoniewicz, Robert F.; Duke, Eugene L.; and
*Menon, P. K. A.: Application and Flight Test of
Linearizing Transformations Using Measurement
Feedback to the Nonlinear Control Problem. NASA
TP-3154, H-1629, NAS 1.60:3154, September 1991,
91N30154, #.
1880. Ray, Ronald J.; Hicks, John W.; and Wichman,
Keith D.: Real-Time In-Flight Engine Performance
and Health Monitoring Techniques for Flight
Research Application. NASA TM-104239, H-1750,
NAS 1.15:104239, September 1991, 91N30132, #. (See also
1916.)
The design of nonlinear controllers has relied on the use of
detailed aerodynamic and engine models that must be
associated with the control law in the flight system
implementation. Many of these controllers were applied to
vehicle flight path control problems and have attempted to
combine both inner- and outer-loop control functions in a
single controller. An approach to the nonlinear trajectory
control problem is presented. This approach uses linearizing
transformations with measurement feedback to eliminate the
need for detailed aircraft models in outer-loop control
applications. By applying this approach and separating the
inner-loop and outer-loop functions two things were
achieved: (1) the need for incorporating detailed aerodynamic
models in the controller is obviated; and (2) the controller is
more easily incorporated into existing aircraft flight control
systems. An implementation of the controller is discussed,
and this controller is tested on a six degree-of-freedom F-15
simulation and in flight on an F-15 aircraft. Simulation data
are presented which validates this approach over a large
portion of the F-15 flight envelope. Proof of this concept is
provided by flight-test data that closely matches simulation
results. Flight-test data are also presented.
Procedures for real time evaluation of the in flight health and
performance of gas turbine engines and related systems were
developed to enhance flight test safety and productivity.
These techniques include the monitoring of the engine, the
engine control system, thrust vectoring control system health,
and the detection of engine stalls. Real time performance
techniques were developed for the determination and display
of inflight thrust and for aeroperformance drag polars. These
new methods were successfully shown on various research
aircraft at NASA-Dryden. The capability of NASA's
Western Aeronautical Test Range and the advanced data
acquisition systems were key factors for implementation and
real time display of these methods.
1881. Burcham, F. W., Jr.; Fullerton, C. Gordon; Gilyard,
Glenn B.; Wolf, Thomas D.; and Stewart, James F.: A
Preliminary Investigation of the Use of Throttles for
Emergency Flight Control. NASA TM-4320, H-1737,
NAS 1.15:4320, AIAA Paper 91-2222. Presented at the 27th
Joint Propulsion Conference, Sacramento, California,
June 24--26, 1991, September 1991, 91N30130, #. (See also
1867.)
*Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia.
1879. Sim, Alex G.: Modeling, Simulation, and Flight
Characteristics of an Aircraft Designed to Fly at 100,000
Feet. NASA TM-104236, H-1731, NAS 1.15:104236,
September 1991, 91N30153, #.
A manned real time simulation of a conceptual vehicle, the
stratoplane, was developed to study the problems associated
with the flight characteristics of a large, lightweight vehicle.
Mathematical models of the aerodynamics, mass properties,
and propulsion system were developed in support of the
simulation and are presented. The simulation was at f'trst
conducted without control augmentation to determine "the
needs for a control system. The unaugmented flying qualities
were dominated by lightly damped dutch roll oscillations.
Constant pilot workloads were needed at high altitudes.
Control augmentation was studied using basic feedbacks. For
the longitudinal axis, flight path angle, and pitch rate
feedback were sufficient to damp the phugoid mode and to
provide good flying qualities. In the lateral directional axis,
A preliminary investigation was conducted regarding the use
of throttles for emergency flight control of a multiengine
aircraft. Several airplanes including a light twin-engine
piston-powered airplane, jet transports, and a high
performance fighter were studied during flight and piloted
simulations. Simulation studies used the B-720, B-727,
MD-11, and F-15 aircraft. Flight studies used the Lear 24,
Piper PA-30, and F-15 airplanes. Based on simulator and
flight results, all the airplanes exhibited some control
capability with throttles. With piloted simulators, landings
using manual throttles-only control were extremely difficult.
An augmented control system was developed that converts
conventional pilot stick inputs into appropriate throttle
commands. With the augmented system, the B-720 and F- 15
simulations were evaluated and could be landed successfully.
Flight and simulation data were compared for the F-15
airplane.
1882. Cohen, Dorothea; and Le, Jeanette H.: The Role of
the Remotely Augmented Vehicle (RAV) Laboratory in
Flight Research. NASA TM- 104235, H- 1728,
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NAS1.15:100235.PresentedattheAIAAFlightSimulation
TechnologiesConferenceand Exhibit,New Orleans,
Louisiana, August 12-14, 1991, September 1991, 91N30128,
#. (See also 1875.)
An overview is presented of the unique capabilities and
historical significance of the Remotely Augmented Vehicle
(KAV) Lab at NASA-Dryden. The role is reviewed of the
RAV Lab in enhancing flight test programs and efficient
testing of new aircraft control laws. The history of the RAV
Lab is discussed with a sample of its application using the
X-29 aircraft. The RAV Lab allows for closed or open loop
augmentation of the research aircraft while in flight using
ground based, high performance real time computers.
Telemetry systems transfer sensor and control data between
the ground and the aircraft. The RAV capability provides for
enhanced computational power, improved flight data quality,
and alternate methods for the testing of control system
concepts. The Lab is easily reconfigured to reflect changes
within a flight program and can be adapted to new flight
programs.
1883. Gilyard, Glenn B.; Conley, Joseph L.; Le, Jeanette;
and Burcham, Frank W., Jr.: A Simulation Evaluation of a
Four-Engine Jet Transport Using Engine Thrust
Modulation for Flightpath Control. NASA TM-4324,
H-1741, NAS 1.15:4324. Presented at the AIAA, ASME,
SAE, and ASEE 27th Joint Propulsion Conference,
Sacramento, Califorma, June 24-26, 1991, September 1991,
91N29194, #. (See also 1864.)
The use of throttle control laws to provide adequate flying
qualities for flight path control in the event of a total loss of
conventional flight control surface use was evaluated. The
results are based on a simulation evaluation by transport
research pilots of a B-720 transport with visual display.
Throttle augmentation control laws can provide flight path
control capable of landing a transport-type aircraft with up to
moderate levels of turbulence. The throttle augmentation
mode dramatically improves the pilots' ability to control
flight path for the approach and landing flight condition using
only throttle modulation. For light turbulence, the average
Cooper-Harper pilot rating improved from unacceptable to
acceptable (a pilot rating improvement of 4.5) in going from
manual to augmented control. The low frequency response
characteristics of the engines require a considerably different
piloting technique. The various techniques used by the pilot
resulted in considerable scatter in data. Many pilots readily
adapted to a good piloting technique while some had
difficulty. A new viable approach is shown to provide
independent means of redundancy of transport aircraft flight
path control.
1884. Burcham, Frank W., Jr.; and Fullerton, C. Gordon:
Controlling Crippled Aircraft-With Throttles. NASA
TM-104238, H-1747, NAS 1.15:104238. Presented at the
44th International Air Safety Seminar, Singapore,
November 12-14, 1991, September 1991, 91N29191, #.
A multiengine crippled aircraft, with most or all of the flight
control system inoperative, may use engine thrust for control.
A study was conducted of the capability and techniques for
emergency flight control. Included were light twin engine
piston powered airplanes, an executive jet transport,
commercial jet transports, and a high performance fighter.
Piloted simulations of the B-720, B-747, B-727, MD-I 1,
C-402, and F-15 airplanes were studied, and the Lear 24,
PA-30, and F-15 airplanes were flight tested. All aircraft
showed some control capability with throttles and could be
kept under control in up-and-away flight for an extended
period of time. Using piloted simulators, landings with
manual throttles-only control were extremely difficult.
However, there are techniques that improve the chances of
making a survivable landing. In addition, augmented control
systems provide major improvements in control capability
and make repeatable landings possible. Control capabilities
and techniques are discussed.
1885. *Daysh, Colin; *Corbin, Malcolm; *Butler, Geoff;
Duke, Eugene L.; **Belle, Steven D.; and **Brumbaugh,
Randal W.: A NASA/RAE Cooperation in the
Development of a Real-Time Knowledge Based Autopilot.
AGARD-CP-499, Paper 11, Machine Intelligence for
Aerospace Electronic Systems, (ISBN-92-835-0628-6)
(see N92-12517 03--63), September 1991, AD-242025,
92N12528, #. (See also 1871.)
As part of a US/UK cooperative aeronautical research
program, a joint activity between NASA-Ames and the Royal
Aerospace Establishment on Knowledge Based Systems
(KBS) was established. This joint activity is concerned with
tools and techniques for the implementation and validation of
real-time KBS. The proposed next stage of the research is
described, in which some of the problems of implementing
and validating a Knowledge Based Autopilot (KBAP) for a
generic high performance aircraft will be studied.
*Royal Aerospace Establishment, Bedford, England.
**PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
1886. *Russell, P.; *Wegener, S.; **Langford, J.;
tAnderson, J.; Lux, D.; and _lHall, D. W.: Advanced
Aircraft for Atmospheric Research. AIAA Paper 91-3162.
Presented at the AIAA, AHS, and ASEE, Aircraft Design
Systems and Operations Meeting, Baltimore, Maryland,
September 23-25. 1991, 91A54076, #.
The development of aircraft for high-altitude research is
described in terms of program objectives and environmental,
technological limitations, and the work on the Perseus A
aircraft. The need for these advanced aircraft is proposed in
relation to atmospheric science issues such as greenhouse
trapping, the dynamics of tropical cyclones, and stratospheric
ozone. The implications of the study on aircraft design
requirements is addressed with attention given to the basic
categories of high-altitude, long-range, long-duration, and
nap-of-the-earth aircraft. A strategy is delineated for a
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platformthatpermitsuniquestratosphericmeasurementsand
isasteptowardamoreadvancedaircraft.ThegoalofPerseus
A is to carryscientificair samplingpayloadsweighingat
least50kgtoaltitudesofmorethan25km.Theairfoilsare
designedforlowReynoldsnumbers,thestructuralweightis
verylow,andtheclosed-cyclepowerplantrunsonliquid
oxygen.
*NASAAmesResearchCenter,MoffettField,California.
**AuroraFlightSciencesCorporation,Alexandria,Virginia.
i'HarvardUniversity,Cambridge,Massachusetts.
ttDavidHallConsulting,Sunnyvale,California.
Perseus Vehicle.
E_1-0623-17
1887. *Quast, Thomas; *Nelson, Robert C.; and Fisher,
David F.: A Study of High Alpha Dynamics and Flow
Visualization for a 2.5-Percent Model of the F-18 HARV
Undergoing Wing Rock. AJAA Paper 91-3267. Technical
Papers, presented at the AIAA 9th Applied Aerodynamics
Conference, Baltimore, Maryland, September 23-25. 1991.
Vol. 1, (see A91-53726 23-02), pp. 524-533, 91A53775, #.
Free-to-roll experiments and flow visualization studies have
been conducted for a 2.5-percent model of the F-18
undergoing unsteady wing rock oscillations. Data have been
acquired in the form of roll angle time histories as well as
video recordings and 35 mm photography of the forebody and
leading edge extension vortices. The time histories were
differentiated to produce angular velocity and angular
acceleration. From this the roll moment as a function of time
and/or roll angle could be estimated. A thorough analysis of
the data has revealed a genuine wing-rock phenomenon. Off-
surface flow visualization was used to identify the forebody
and LEX vortex core positions and their interaction in both
static and dynamic configurations. A direct correlation
between the dynamic data and visualized vortex activity
during the wing-rock motion has been made.
*Notre Dame University, Notre Dame, Indiana.
1888. *Richwine, David M.; and Fisher, David F.:
In-Flight Leading-Edge Vortex Flow-Field Survey
Measurements on a F-18 Aircraft at High Angle of
Attack. AIAA Paper 91-3248. Technical Papers, presented
at the AIAA 9th Applied Aerodynamics Conference,
Baltimore, Maryland, September 23-25. 1991. Vol. l, (see
A91-53726 23-02), pp. 346-369, 91A53759, #. (See
also 1969.)
A rotating rake with 16 hemispherical-tipped five-hole
probes was used to obtain flow-field measurements of the
leading-edge-extension (LEX) vortex of the F-18 aircraft.
The measurements were carried out under 1-g flight
conditions at quasi-stabilized angles of attack of 10-52 deg
and at Reynolds numbers based on a mean aerodynamic cord
up to 16 x 10 to the 6th. Correlations with surface pressure,
flow visualization, and computational fluid dynamics results
are presented for angles of attack of 19 and 30 deg. (See also
1999.)
*PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
1889. *Foster, John V.; *Bundick, W. T.; and Pahle,
Joseph W.: Controls for Agility Research in the NASA
High-Alpha Technology Program. SAE Paper 912148.
Presented at the SAE Aerospace Technology Conference and
Exposition, Long Beach, California, September 23-26, 1991,
92A39984.
The research process being used to develop control law
design methodologies and guidelines in the NASA High-
Alpha Technology Program are discussed. This step-by-step
process consists of four basic elements: (1) control law
architecture definition and linear synthesis, (2) nonlinear
batch simulation, (3) piloted simulation evaluation, and
(4) flight test validation. This paper discusses the research
tools being used in this effort and provides a status report on
design methodologies and guidelines being developed for
each of these elements.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
1890. Whitmore, Stephen A.: Development of a
Pneumatic High-Angle-of-Attack Flush Airdata Sensing
System. SAE Paper 912142. Presented at the SAE Aerospace
Technology Conference and Exposition, Long Beach,
California, September 23-26. 1991, (see N92-11994),
92A39980. (See also 1897.)
A nonintrusive high-angle-of-attack flush airdata sensing
system was installed and flight tested in the F- 18 High Alpha
Research Vehicle. This system consists of a matrix of
25 pressure orifices arranged in concentric circles on the nose
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of thevehicleto determineanglesof attackandsideslip,
Machnumber,andpressurealtitude.Duringthecourseofthe
flighttests,it wasdeterminedthatsatisfactoryresultscould
beachievedusingasubsetofjustnineports.
1891. Duke, E. L.; *Brumbaugh, Randal W.;
**Hewett, M. D.; and **Tartt, D. M.: From an Automated
Flight-Test Management System to a Flight-Test
Engineer's Workstation. NASA TM-104242, H-1761,
NAS 1.15:104242, AGARD-CP-504, Paper 20. Presented at
the 53rd Symposium of the Guidance and Control Panel Air
Vehicle Mission Control and Management, Amsterdam, the
Netherlands, (ISBN-92-835-0662-6), October 22-26, 1991,
October 1991, AD-A253088, 91N32851, #. (See also 1922.)
The capabilities and evolution is described of a flight
engineer's workstation (called TEST-PLAN) from an
automated flight test management system. The concept and
capabilities of the automated flight test management systems
are explored and discussed to illustrate the value of advanced
system prototyping and evolutionary software development.
*PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
**G and C Systems, Inc., San Juan Capistrano, California.
1892. Lambert, H. H.; Gilyard, G. B.; *Chisholm, J. D.;
and **Kerr, L. J.: Preliminary Flight Evaluation of an
Engine Performance Optimization Algorithm. NASA
TM-4328, H-1745, NAS 1.15:4328. Presented at the 27th
Joint Propulsion Conference, Sacramento, California,
June 24-26, 1991, (see A91-44089), October 1991,
91N32140, #. (See also 1865.)
A performance seeking control (PSC) algorithm has
undergone initial flight test evaluation in subsonic operation
of a PW 1128 engine F-15. This algorithm is designed to
optimize the quasi-steady performance of an engine for three
primary modes: (1) minimum fuel consumption;
(2)minimum fan turbine inlet temperature (FTIT); and
(3) maximum thrust. The flight test results have verified a
thrust specific fuel consumption reduction of 1 pct., up to
100 R decreases in FTIT, and increases of as much as 12 pct.
in maximum thrust. PSC technology promises to be of value
in next generation tactical and transport aircraft.
*McDonnell-Douglas Corporation, St. Louis, Missouri.
**Pratt and Whitney Aircraft, West Palm Beach, Florida.
1893. Glover, Richard D.; and Larson, Richard R.: A
Knowledge Based Application of the Extended Aircraft
Interrogation and Display System. NASA TM-4327,
H-1706, NAS 1.15:4327, October 1991, 91N31874, #.
A family of multiple-processor ground support test
equipment was used to test digital flight-control systems on
high-performance research aircraft. A unit recently built for
the F-18 high alpha research vehicle project is the latest
model in a series called the extended aircraft interrogation
and display system. The primary feature emphasized
monitors the aircraft MIL-STD-1553B data buses and
provides real-time engineering units displays of flight-control
parameters. A customized software package was developed
to provide real-time data interpretation based on rules
embodied in a highly structured knowledge database. The
configuration of this extended aircraft of the rule based
package and its application to failure modes and effects
testing on the F-18 high alpha research vehicle is discussed.
1894. Noffz, Gregory K.; Curry, Robert E.; Haering,
Edward A., Jr.; and *Kolodziej, Paul: Aerothermal Test
Results From the First Flight of the Pegasus Air-
Launched Space Booster. NASA TM-4330, H-1672,
NAS 1.15:4330, October 1991, 92Nl1301, #.
A survey of temperature measurements at speeds through
Mach 8.0 on the first flight of the Pegasus air-launched
booster system is discussed. In addition, heating rates were
derived from the temperature data obtained on the fuselage in
the vicinity of the wing shock interaction. Sensors were
distributed on the wing surfaces, leading edge, and on the
wing-body fairing or fillet. Side-by-side evaluations were
obtained for a variety of sensor installations. Details of the
trajectory reconstruction through first-stage separation are
provided. Given here are indepth descriptions of the sensor
installations, temperature measurements, and derived heating
rates along with interpretations of the results.
*NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California.
EC89-0309-3
Pegasus ® Rocket Under B-52 Airplane
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1895. Anderson, Bianca T.; Meyer, Robert R., Jr.; and
Cniles, Harry R.: Techniques Used in the F-14 Variable-
Sweep Transition Flight Experiment. Technical Papers,
presented at the AIAA 4th Flight Test Conference, San
Diego, California, May 18-20, 1988, pp. 529-548. Journal of
Aircraft, (ISSN 0021-8669), Vol. 28, October 1991, (see
A88-38762), October 1991, pp. 622--629, 91A54368 (See
also 1635, 1652.)
482 ° C. Thermal stress levels representative of those
encountered during aerodynamic heating were produced by
heating the upper panel surface and restraining all four edges.
After more than 100 thermal cycles from room temperature to
315 ° C and 50 cycles from room temperature to 482 ° C, no
significant structural degradation was detected in the panels.
*PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
1896. Trippensee, Gary: Update of the X-29 High-
Angle-of-Attack Program. SAlE Paper 912006.
Proceedings, 29th International Pacific Air and Space
Technology Conference and Aircraft Symposium, Gifu,
Japan, October 7-11, 1991, (see A92-45376 19-01),
pp. 375-382, 92A45407.
The X-29A forward-swept wing flight research aircraft flight
envelope was expanded to 66 deg angle-of-attack during
1990. Following this flight envelope expansion, a military
utility evaluation was performed to investigate the tactical
utility of the X-29 configurations at nigh-angle-of-attack,
slow-speed flight conditions. An overall management view
and perspective of the expansion process, the technical
problems encountered, and the results obtained when
compared to the predictions are presented.
1897. Whitmore, Stephen A.: Development of a
Pneumatic High.Angle-of-Attack Flush Airdata Sensing
(Hi-FADS) System. NASA TM-104241, H-1766,
NAS 1.15:104241. Presented at the SAE Aerotech 1991
Conference, Long Beach, California, September 23-26,
1991, Nqvember 1991, 92N11994, #. (See also 1890.)
A nonintrusive nigh-angle-of-attack flush airdata sensing
system was installed and flight tested in the F- 18 High Alpha
Research Vehicle. This system consists of a matrix of
25 pressure orifices arranged in concentric circles on the nose
of the vehicle to determine angles of attack and sideslip,
Mach number, and pressure altitude. During the course of the
flight tests, it was determined that satisfactory results could
be achieved using a subset of just nine ports.
1898. Richards, W. L.; and *Thompson, Randolph C.:
Titanium Honeycomb Panel Testing. Proceedings,
Structural Testing Technology at High Temperature
Conference, Dayton, Ohio, November 4-4i, 1991, (see
A92-51401 21-09), 1991, 92A51411.
The paper describes the procedures of thermal mechanical
tests carried out at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility
on two titanium honeycomb wing panels bonded using liquid
interface diffusion (LID) technique, and presents the results
of these tests. The 58.4 cm square panels consisted of two
0.152-cm-thick Ti 6-2-4-2 face sheets LID-bonded to a
1.9-cm-thick honeycomb core, with bearing plates fastened
to the perimeter of the upper and the lower panel surfaces.
The panels were instrumented with sensors for measuring
surface temperature, strain, and deflections to 315 ° C and
1899. *Thompson, Randolph C.; and Richards, W. L.:
Thermal-Structural Panel Buckling Tests. Proceedings,
Structural Testing Technology at High Temperature
Conference, Dayton, Ohio, November 4-6, 1991, (see
A92-51401 21-09), 1991, 92A51409. (See also 1903.)
A titanium-matrix-composite (TMC) hat-stiffened panel of
61 cm sq area and 3.175 cm thick was nondestructively tested
to 649 C to examine its buckling characteristics. Compressive
loads were applied to the panel in a 978.6 kN uniaxial load
frame system. High-temperature testing was performed using
quartz lamp heating. A single-strain-age force/stiffness
buckling prediction technique was developed to predict panel
buckling loads. For the monolithic panel, these test
predictions correlated within 10 percent with a finite-element
buckling analyses performed elsewhere. Comparisons
between force/stiffness predictions and analyses for the TMC
panel are in progress.
*PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
1900. DeAngelis, V. M.: A Historical Overview of High.
Temperature Structural Testing at the NASA Dryden
Flight Research Facility. Proceedings, Structural Testing
Technology at High Temperature Conference, Dayton, Ohio,
November 4--6, 1991, (see A92-51401 21-09), 1991, pp. 35-
37, 92A51407
Major hot structure test programs conducted at NASA
Dryden Flight Research Facility from 1960s to the present are
reviewed with emphasis placed on the YF-12A flight load
program, which included extensive experimental and
analytical tasks. Analytical models of the YF-12A aircraft
were generated using NASTRAN and FLEXTAB codes.
Experimental data were generated from wind tunnel model
tests, laboratory tests performed on the flight vehicle
(including Mach-3 thermal simulation that involved heating
the entire aircraft's surface after which the aircraft was
returned to flight status), and flight tests.
1901. Kehoe, Michael W.; and Snyder, H. T.: High
Temperature Ground Vibration Test Techniques.
Proceedings, Structural Testing Technology at High
Temperature Conference, Dayton, Ohio, November 4-6,
1991, (see A92-51401 21--09), 1991, pp. 17-26, 92A51404.
This paper describes the experimental modal test techniques
and procedures used to conduct uniform, nonuniform, and
transient thermoelastic vibration tests. Experimental setup
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andelevatedtemperatureinstrumentationconsiderationsare
alsodiscussed.Modaldatafora30.48-by127-cmaluminum
plateheatedtoatemperatureof371.1Carepresented.These
datashowthe effectof heaton the plate'smodal
characteristics.
1902. Belcher, Gordon; Mclver, Duncan E.; and Szalai,
Kenneth J.: Validation of Flight Critical Control Systems.
AGARD-AR-274, ISBN-92-835-0650-2, AD-A247742,
December 1991, 92N20026, #.
The objectives of the research is the following: (1) to provide
guidance to those concerned in the Flight Critical Control
System (FCCS) validation, namely systems designers and
certification authorities; and (2) to identify the areas of
research which need to be explored to enable validation of the
next generation of FCCS. An attempt was made to review all
flight critical control system validation activities which had
been completed or were under active consideration, in Europe
and the U.S.
1903. *Thompson, Randolph C.; and Richards, W. Lance:
Thermal-Structural Panel Buckling Tests. NASA
TM-104243, H-1778, NAS 1.15:104243. Presented at the
Structural Testing Technology at High Temperature
Conference, Dayton, Ohio, November 4-6, 1991, December
1991, 92N15404, #. (See also 1899.)
The buckling characteristics of a titanium matrix composite
hat-stiffened panel were experimentally examined for various
combinations of thermal and mechanical loads. Panel failure
was prevented by maintaining the applied loads below real-
time critical buckling predictions. The test techniques used to
apply the loads, minimize boundary were shown to compare
well with a finite-element buckling analysis for previous
panels. Comparisons between test predictions and analysis
for this panel are ongoing.
*PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
1904. *Russell, Philip B.; Lux, David P.; **Reed, R. Dale;
*Loewenstein, Max; and *Wegener, Steven: Science
Requirements and Feasibility/Design Studies of a Very-
High-Altitude Aircraft for Atmospheric Research. NASA
TM-104983. NASA Proceedings, 4th Airborne Geoscience
Workshop, (see N91-25445 17--42), 1991, pp. 241-242,
91N25481, #.
The advantages and shortcomings of currently available
aircraft for use in stratosphere-troposphere exchange pose the
question of whether to develop advanced aircraft for
atmospheric research. To answer this question, NASA
conducted a workshop to determine science needs and
feasibility/design studies to assess whether and how those
needs could be met. It was determined that there was a need
for an aircraft that could cruise at an altitude of 30 km with a
range of 6,000 miles with vertical profiling down to 10 km
and back at remote points and carry a payload of 3,000 lbs.
*NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California.
**PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
1905. *Yungkurth, C.; *Dawson, F.; **Houck, S.; Corda,
S.; and tTrefny, C.: The F/A-18 External Burning Flight
Test. AIAA Paper 91-5050. Presented at the AIAA 3rd
International Aerospace Planes Conference, Orlando,
Florida, December _-5, 1991, 92A44547, #.
A flight test program was undertaken to demonstrate the
feasibility of obtaining external burning (EB) data in a flight
environment, and to address the question of facility
interference in ground test external burning data. Results
showed that external burning was effective at reducing
transonic base drag in a flight environment having
dynamically changing conditions. The flight test program
demonstrated that external burning is not just a laboratory
phenomenon but is a viable technology for aerospace
vehicles.
*Johns Hopkins University, Laurel, Maryland.
**U.S. Navy, Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River,
Maryland.
tNASA Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
1906. Whitmore, Stephen A.; and *Leondes, Cornelius T.:
Pneumatic Distortion Compensation for Aircraft Surface
Pressure Sensing Devices. Journal of Aircraft, (ISSN
0021-8669), Vol. 28, December 1991. pp. 828-836,
92A20206.
In this paper a technique of compensating for pneumatic
distortion in aircraft surface pressure sensing devices is
developed. The compensation allows conventional pressure
sensing technology to obtain improved unsteady pressure
measurements. Pressure distortion caused by frictional
attenuation and pneumatic resonance within the sensing
system makes obtaining unsteady pressure measurements by
conventional sensors difficult. Typically, most of the
distortion occurs within the pneumatic tubing used to
transmit pressure impulses from the surface of the aircraft to
the measurement transducer. This paper develops a second-
order distortion model that accurately describes the behavior
of the primary wave harmonic of the pneumatic tubing. The
model is expressed in state-variable form and is coupled with
standard results from minimum-variance estimation theory to
develop an algorithm to compensate for the effects of
pneumatic distortion. Both postflight and real-time
algorithms are developed and evaluated using simulated and
flight data. Covariance selection and filter-tuning examples
are presented. Results presented verify that, given
appropriate covariance magnitudes, the algorithms accurately
reconstruct surface pressure values from remotely sensed
pressure measurements.
*University of Washington, Seattle, Washington.
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1907. Myers, Lawrence P.; and Walsh, Kevin R.:
Performance Improvements of an F-15 Airplane With an
Integrated Engine-Flight Control System. Technical
Papers, presented at the AIAA 4th Flight Test Conference,
San Diego, California, May 18-20, 1988, pp. 410-418.
Journal of Aircraft, (ISSN 0021-8669), Vol. 28, (see A88-
38747), December 1991, pp. 812-817, 92A20204. (See also
1624, 1625.)
1992 Technical Publications
1911. Fields, Roger A.: Flight Vehicle Thermal Testing
With Infrared Lamps. NASA TM-4336, H- 1779,
NAS 1.15:4336. Presented at the Structural Testing
Technology at High Temperature Conference, Dayton, Ohio,
November 4-6, 1991, January_ 1992, 92N17226, #.
1908. Noffz, Gregory K.; and Curry, Robert E.: Summary
of Aerothermal Test Results From the First Flight of the
Pegasus Air-Launched Space Booster. AIAA
Paper91-5046. Presented at the AIAA 3rd International
Aerospace Planes Conference, Orlando, Florida,
December 3-5, 1991, 92A17832, #.
Temperature measurements were obtained on the Pegasus
booster from launch through Mach 8.0. The majority of
sensors were thin-foil temperature gages installed near the
surface within the vehicle's ablating thermal protection
system. These gages were distributed on the wing surfaces
and on the wing-body fairing or fillet. Temperature time
histories from these installations are presented. In addition,
thermocouples were installed on the surface of nonablating
plugs located on the fairing. These sensors were more
responsive to changes in flight conditions than the foil gages
and allowed a derivation of convective heat flux. A heating
rate magnification of 2 was found in the vicinity of the wing
shock interaction.
1909. Gupta, K. K.; Petersen, K. L.; and *Lawson, C. L.:
Multidisciplinary Modeling and Simulation of a Generic
Hypersonic Vehicle. AIAA Paper 91-5015. Presented at the
A/AA 3rd International Aerospace Planes Conference,
Orlando, Florida, December 3-5.1991,92A 17813, #.
The modeling and simulation of hypersonic vehicles which
involve the interaction of a number of major technical
disciplines including aerodynamics, structures, heat transfer,
propulsion, and control engineering are described. Finite
element numerical formulations of individual disciplines
including their appropriate integration for multidisciplinary
simulation are presented. An efficient unstructured grid
generation strategy, evolved by modifying an existing code,
is developed.
*Eloret Institute, Claremont, California.
1910. Bjarke, Lisa J.: Water Tunnels. High Reynolds
Number Flows Using Liquid and Gaseous Helium, (see
A92-45262 19-34), New York, New York, Springer-Verlag,
1991, pp. 125-130, 92A45266.
Some of the uses of water tunnels are demonstrated
through the description of the NASA Ames-Dryden Flow
Visualization Facility. It is concluded that water tunnels are
capable of providing a quick and inexpensive means of flow
visualization and can aid in the understanding of complex
fluid mechanics phenomena.
The verification and certification of new structural material
concepts for advanced high speed flight vehicles relies
greatly on thermal testing with infrared quartz lamps. The
basic quartz heater system characteristics and design
considerations are presented. Specific applications are
illustrated with tests that were conducted for the X-15, the
Space Shuttle, and YF- 12 flight programs.
1912. Whitmore, Stephen A.; Moes, Timothy R.;
*Leondes, Cornelius T.: Failure Detection and Fault
Management Techniques for Flush Airdata Sensing
Systems. NASA TM-4335, H-1780, NAS 1.15:4335.
Presented at the Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Rent, Nevada,
January 6-9, 1992, January_ 1992, 92N17128, #. (See
also 1913.)
A high-angle-of-attack flush airdata sensing system was
installed and flight tested on the F-18 High Alpha Research
Vehicle at NASA-Dryden. This system uses a matrix of
pressure orifices arranged in concentric circles on the nose of
the vehicle to determine angles of attack, angles of sideslip,
dynamic pressure, and static pressure as well as other airdata
parameters. Results presented use an arrangement of
11 symmetrically distributed ports on the aircraft nose.
Experience with this sensing system data indicates that the
primary concern for real-time implementation is the detection
and management of overall system and individual pressure
sensor failures. The multiple port sensing system is more
tolerant to small disturbances in the measured pressure data
than conventional probe-based intrusive airdata systems.
However, under adverse circumstances, large undetected
failures in individual pressure ports can result in algorithm
divergence and catastrophic failure of the entire system. How
system and individual port failures may be detected using chi
sq. analysis is shown. Once identified, the effects of failures
are eliminated using weighted least squares.
*University of Washington, Seattle, Washington.
1913. Whitmore, Stephen A.; Moes, Timothy R.; and
*Leondes, Cornelius T.: Failure Detection and Fault
Management Techniques for Flush Airdata Sensing
Systems. AIAA Paper 92-0263, Presented at 30th AIAA
Aerospace Sciences Meeting and Exhibit, Rent, Nevada,
January_ 6-9. 1992, 92A25719, #. (See also 1912.)
Methods based on chi-squared analysis are presented for
detecting system and individual-port failures in the
high-angle-of-attack flush airdata sensing system on the
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NASAF-18HighAlphaResearchVehicle.TheHI-FADS
hardwareisintroduced,andtheaerodynamicodeldescribes
measuredpressurein termsof dynamicpressure,angleof
attack,angleof sideslip,andstaticpressure.Chi-squared
analysisisdescribedin thepresentationf theconceptfor
failuredetectionandfault managementwhichincludes
nominal,iteration,andfault-managementmodes.Amatrixof
pressureorificesarrangedinconcentriccirclesonthenoseof
theaircraftindicatetheparameterswhichareappliedtothe
regressionalgorithms.Thesensingtechniquesareappliedto
theF-18flightdata,andtwoexamplesaregivenof the
computedangle-of-attacktime histories.The failure-
detectionandfault-managementt chniquespermitthematrix
to bemultiplyredundant,andthechi-squaredanalysisis
showntobeusefulinthedetectionoffailures.
*UniversityofWashington,Seattle,Washington.
1914. Johnson, Steven A.: Aircraft Ground Test and
Subscale Model Results of Axial Thrust Loss Caused by
Thrust Vectoring Using Turning Vanes. NASA TM-4341,
H-1743, NAS 1.15:4341, January 1992, 92N17071, #.
The NASA-Dryden F/A-18 high alpha research vehicle was
modified to incorporate three independently controlled
turning vanes located aft of the primary nozzle of each engine
to vector thrust for pitch and yaw control. Ground measured
axial thrust losses were compared with the results from a
14.25 pct. cold jet model for single and dual vanes inserted up
to 25 degs into the engine exhaust. Data are presented for
nozzle pressure ratios of 2.0 and 3.0 and nozzle exit areas of
253 and 348 sq in. The results indicate that subscale nozzle
test results properly predict trends but underpredict the full
scale results by approx. 1 to 4.5 pct. in thrust loss.
1915. Murray, James; Moes, Timothy; Norlin, Ken;
Bauer, Jeffrey E.; *Geenen, Robert; *Moulton, Bryan; and
*Hoang, Stephen: Piloted Simulation Study of a Balloon.
Assisted Deployment of an Aircraft at High Altitude.
NASA TM-104245, H-1785, NAS 1.15:104245. Proposed
for presentation at the Sixth Workshop on Civilian and
Military Needs for Automated Instrument Platforms in the
1990s and Beyond, Association for Unmanned Vehicle
Systems, Menlo Park, California, January 28-30, 1992,
January. 1992, 92N15986, #.
A piloted simulation was used to study the feasibility of a
balloon assisted deployment of a research aircraft at high
altitude. In the simulation study, an unmanned, modified
sailplane was carried to 110,000 ft with a high altitude
balloon and released in a nose down attitude. A remote pilot
controlled the aircraft through a pullout and then executed a
zoom climb to a trimmed, 1 g flight condition. A small
parachute was used to limit the Mach number during the
pullout to avoid adverse transonic effects. The use of small
rocket motor was studied for increasing the maximum
attainable altitude. Aerodynamic modifications to the basic
sailplane included applying supercritical airfoil gloves over
the existing wing and tail surfaces. The aerodynamic model
of the simulated aircraft was based on low Reynolds number
wind tunnel tests and computational techniques, and included
large Mach number and Reynolds number effects at high
altitude. Parametric variations were performed to study the
effects of launch altitude, gross weight, Mach number limit,
and parachute size on the maximum attainable stabilized
altitude. A test altitude of approx. 95,000 ft was attained, and
altitudes in excess of 100,000 ft was attained.
*PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
1916. Ray, Ronald J.; Hicks, John W.; and Wichman,
Keith D.: Real-Time In-Flight Engine Performance and
Health Monitoring Techniques for Flight Research
Application. DLR-MITT-92-01. Proceedings of the 16th
Symposium on Aircraft Integrated Monitoring Systems,
January_ 1992. pp. 311-340, (see N93-15152 04-06),
93N15169, #. (See also 1880.)
Various engine related performance and health monitoring
techniques developed in support of flight research are
described. Techniques used during flight to enhance safety
and to increase flight test productivity are summarized. A
description of the NASA range facility is given along with a
discussion of the flight data processing. Examples of data
processed and the flight data displays are shown. A
discussion of current trends and future capabilities is also
included.
1917. Ehernberger, L. J.; Haering, Edward A., Jr.;
*Lockhart, Mary G.; and *Teets, Edward H.: Atmospheric
Analysis for Airdata Calibration on Research Aircraft.
A/AA 92-0293. Presented at 30th AIAA, Aerospace Sciences
Meeting and Exhibit, Rent, Nevada, January. 6-9, 1992,
92A25746, #.
In-flight airdata calibrations are used to determine the
aerodynamic influence of an airplane on pitot-static pressure
measurements of altitude and speed. Conventional flight-
test calibration techniques are briefly reviewed and
meteorological analysis methods for estimating calibration
reference values of atmospheric conditions are described.
There are cases where some conventional in-flight techniques
are not entirely satisfactory for research aircraft because of
added equipment requirements or flight envelope and
location limitations. In these cases, atmospheric wind and
pressure information can be used to complement
conventional techniques. Accuracy of the atmospheric
measurements and the variability of upper-air winds and
pressure values are discussed. Results from several flight
research aircraft show that wind reference calibration is
generally less accurate than calibration accuracy standards
for civil and research aircraft. Examples of pressure reference
altimetry derived from meteorological analyses are also
presented for a variety of flight research programs. These
flight data show that the reference pressure accuracy
provided by meteorological analyses is usually within civil
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aircraftand flight researchairdatacalibrationaccuracy
standards.Meteorologicalanalysesaltimetryisparticularly
usefulwhenit is notfeasibleto restricthetestairplane
altitude,location,ormaneuvernvelope.
*PRCInc.,Edwards,California.
1918. Bosworth,John T.: Linearized Aerodynamic and
Control Law Models of the X-29A Airplane and
Comparison With Flight Data. NASA TM-4356, H-1676,
NAS 1.15:4356, February_ 1992.92N19174, #.
Flight control system design and analysis for aircraft rely on
mathematical models of the vehicle dynamics. In addition to
a six degree of freedom nonlinear simulation, the X-29A
flight controls group developed a set of programs that
calculate linear perturbation models throughout the X-29A
flight envelope. The models include the aerodynamics as well
as flight control system dynamics and were used for stability,
controllability, and handling qualities analysis. These linear
models were compared to flight test results to help provide a
safe flight envelope expansion. A description is given of the
linear models at three flight conditions and two flight control
system modes. The models are presented with a level of detail
that would allow the reader to reproduce the linear results if
desired. Comparison between the response of the linear
model and flight measured responses are presented to
demonstrate the strengths and weaknesses of the linear
models' ability to predict flight dynamics.
1919. Glover, Richard D.: A Computerized Aircraft
Battery Servicing Facility. NASA CP-3140. Presented at
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, The 1991 NASA
Aerospace Battery Workshop, February_ 1992, pp. 37-51,
(see N92-22740 13-44), 92N22743, #.
The latest upgrade to the Aerospace Energy Systems
Laboratory (AESL) is described. The AESL is a distributed
digital system consisting of a central system and battery
servicing stations connected by a high-speed serial data bus.
The entire system is located in two adjoining rooms; the bus
length is approximately 100 ft. Each battery station contains
a digital processor, data acquisition, floppy diskette data
storage, and operator interfaces. The operator initiates a
servicing task and thereafter the battery station monitors the
progress of the task and terminates it at the appropriate time.
The central system provides data archives, manages the data
bus, and provides a timeshare interface for multiple users.
The system also hosts software production tools for the
battery stations and the central system.
1920. *Shelley, S. J.; Freudinger, L. C.; and *Allemang,
R. J.: Development of an On-Line Parameter Estimation
System Using the Discrete Modal Filter. Presented at 10th
International Modal Analysis Conference, San Diego,
California, February 3-7, 1992. Society for Experimental
Mechanics, Inc., Vol. 1, 1992, pp. 173-183, 94A12488.
Ongoing development of an automated system for
monitoring the frequency and damping of time varying
structural systems is discussed. A spatial filtering technique
called the discrete modal filter is used to uncouple multiple
response measurements into modal coordinate responses.
Since the modal coordinate responses are the responses of
single-degree-of-freedom systems, the frequency and
damping may be accurately estimated with short data records.
An on-line monitoring system is discussed which may be
useful in a variety of applications. The focus in this paper is
on the application to aircraft flight flutter testing.
*University of Cincinnati, Ohio.
1921. Ko, William L.; Monaghan, Richard C.; and
Jackson, Raymond H.: Practical Theories for Service Life
Prediction of Critical Aerospace Structural Components.
NASA TM-4354, H-1760, NAS 1.15:4354, March 1992,
92N19404, #. (See also 1939.)
A new second-order theory was developed for predicting the
service lives of aerospace structural components. The
predictions based on this new theory were compared with
those based on the Ko first-order theory and the classical
theory of service life predictions. The new theory gives very
accurate service life predictions. An equivalent constant-
amplitude stress cycle method was proposed for representing
the random load spectrum for crack growth calculations. This
method predicts the most conservative service life. The
proposed use of minimum detectable crack size, instead of
proof load established crack size as an initial crack size for
crack growth calculations, could give a more realistic service
life.
1922. Duke, E. L.; Brumbaugh, R. W.; Hewett, M. D.; and
*Tartt, D. M.: From an Automated Flight-Test
Management System to a Flight-Test Engineer's
Workstation. AGARD CP-504. Air Vehicle Mission Control
and Management, March 1992. (see N92-27887 18-01),
92N27907, #. (See also 1891.)
Described here are the capabilities and evolution of a flight-
test engineer's workstation (called TEST PLAN) from an
automated flight-test management system. The concept and
capabilities of the automated flight-test management system
are explored and discussed to illustrate the value of advanced
system prototyping and evolutionary software development.
*G and C Systems, Inc., San Juan Capistrano, California.
1923. Curry, Robert E.; *Mendenhall, Michael R.; and
**Moulton, Bryan: In-Flight Evaluation of Aerodynamic
Predictions of an Air-Launched Space Booster. NASA
TM-104246, H-1803, NAS 1.15:104246. Presented at
AGARD Symposium on Theoretical and Experimental
Methods in Hypersonic Flows, Torino, Italy, May 4-7, 1992,
April 1992, 92N31808, #. (See also 2019.)
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Severalanalyticalaerodynamicdesigntools thatwere
appliedtothePegasus®(registeredtrademark)air-launched
spaceboosterwereevaluatedusingflightmeasurements.The
studywaslimitedtoexistingcodesandwasconductedwith
limitedcomputationalresources.Theflightinstrumentation
wasconstrainedto haveminimalimpacton theprimary
Pegasus® missions.Where appropriate,the flight
measurementswerecomparedwith computationaldata.
Aerodynamicperformanceandtrimdatafromthefirsttwo
flightswerecorrelatedwithpredictions.Localmeasurements
in the wing and wing-bodyinterferencer gionwere
correlatedwithanalyticaldata.Thiscomplexflowregion
includestheeffectof aerothermalheatingmagnification
causedbythepresenceof acornervortexandinteractionof
thewingleadingedgeshockandfuselageboundarylayer.
Theoperation of the f'trst two missions indicates that the
aerodynamic design approach for Pegasus ® was adequate,
and data show that acceptable margins were available.
Additionally, the correlations provide insight into the
capabilities of these analytical tools for more complex
vehicles in which the design margins may be more stringent.
*Nielsen Engineering and Research, Inc., Mountain View,
California.
**PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
1924. *Smith, John W.; Lock, Wilton P.; and Payne,
Gordon A.: Variable-Camber Systems Integration and
Operational Performance of the AFTI/F-111 Mission
Adaptive Wing. NASA TM-4370, H-1748, NAS 1.15:4370,
April 1992, 92N22194, #.
The advanced fighter technology integration, the AFIq/F- 111
aircraft, is a preproduction F-111A testbed research airplane
that was fitted with a smooth variable-camber mission
adaptive wing. The camber was positioned and controlled by
flexing the upper skins through rotary actuators and linkages
driven by power drive units. The wing camber and control
system are described. The measured servoactuator frequency
responses are presented along with analytical predictions
derived from the integrated characteristics of the control
elements. A mission adaptive wing system chronology is
used to illustrate and assess the reliability and dependability
of the servoactuator system during 1524 hours of ground tests
and 145 hours of flight testing.
*PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
1925. Myers, Lawrence P.; and Conners, Timothy R.:
Flight Evaluation of an Extended Engine Life Mode
on an F-15 Airplane. NASA TM-104240, H-1764,
NAS 1.15:104240, April 1992, 92N29659, #.
An integrated flight and propulsion control system designed
to reduce the rate of engine deterioration was developed and
evaluated in flight on the NASA Dryden F-15 research
aircraft. The extended engine life mode increases engine
pressure ratio while reducing engine airflow to lower the
turbine temperature at constant thrust. The engine pressure
ratio uptrim is modulated in real time based on airplane
maneuver requirements, flight conditions, and engine
information. The extended engine life mode logic performed
well, significantly reducing turbine operating temperature.
Reductions in fan turbine inlet temperature of up to 80 ° F
were obtained at intermediate power and up to 170 ° F at
maximum augmented power with no appreciable loss in
thrust. A secondary benefit was the considerable reduction in
thrust-specific fuel consumption. The success of the extended
engine life mode is one example of the advantages gained
from integrating aircraft flight and propulsion control
systems.
1926. *George, Mike; Bohn-Meyer, Marta; and Anderson,
Bianca: Status of F-16XL SSLFC Numerical Design
Validation. NASA CP-10087. Presented at Langley
Research Center, First Annual High-Speed Research
Workshop, Part 4, April 1992, pp. 1843-1889, (see N94-
33517 10-02), 94N33527, #.
The viewgraphs and discussion of the status of the F-16XL
SSLFC numerical design validation are provided. The
F-16XL Supersonic Laminar Flow Control Program
(SSLFC) is a joint effort involving Rockwell's North
American Aircraft Division, NASA Ames-Dryden Flight
Research Facility, and NASA Langley Research Center. The
objectives of the program are to demonstrate that laminar
flow can be obtained on a highly swept wing at supersonic
speeds, validate the capabilities of a numerical methodology
designed to predict boundary layer transition, and validate the
capabilities of the methodology in the design of active and
passive laminar flow control (LFC) concepts. The F-16XL
SSLFC Program consists of the design, fabrication,
installation, and flight test of an active laminar flow control
glove for the F-16XL. The glove design emphasized the
active (suction) control of attachment line and crossflow
boundary condition instabilities. The glove design envelop
was constrained by the existing geometry, safety of flight
considerations, and space requirements for the suction
mechanism. The leading edge extension of the glove was
limited to 10 inches for consideration of asymmetric flying
qualities and the glove height above the existing surface
restricted to two inches. The active (suction) portion of the
wing extends to nominally 25 percent chord. The glove was
constructed of a micro-perforated titanium sheet (hole
diameter = 0.025 inches, spacing ratio = I/8, and sheet
thickness = 0.0025 inches). The glove design includes
22 separate chambers to allow suction variation in the
chordwise direction. The F-16XL SSLFC program is
currently in the flight test phase.
*Rockwell International Corporation, Los Angeles,
California.
1927. *Batill, S. M.; *Carey, D. M.; and Kehoe, M. W.:
Digital Time Series Analysis for Flutter Test Data. AIAA
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Paper92-2103.Presentedat AIAA DynamicsSpecialists
Conference,Dallas,Texas,April 16-17, 1992, pp. 215-223,
92A35674, #.
An application of digital time series analysis to flutter test
data processing was conducted. A numerical investigation
was used to evaluate the method, as well as its sensitivity to
noise and parameter variations. These parameters included
those involved with data acquisition, as well as system
response characteristics. This digital time series method was
then used to predict flutter speed from subcritical response
wind tunnel tests. Flutter speeds predicted from forced
response, subcritical wind tunnel tests were compared to the
experimental flutter speeds.
*University of Notre Dame, Indiana.
1928. Ko, William L.; and Jackson, Raymond H.:
Combined Compressive and Shear Buckling Analysis of
Hypersonic Aircraft Sandwich Panels. AIAA
Paper 92-2487. Presented at 33rd AIAA, ASME, ASCE,
AHS, and ASC Structures, Structural Dynamics and
Materials Conference, Dallas, Texas, April 13-15. 1992,
pp. 3198-3225, 92A34603, #. (See also 1859.)
The combined-load (compression and shear) buckling
equations were established for orthotropic sandwich panels
by using the Rayleigh-Ritz method to minimize the panel
total potential energy. The resulting combined-load buckling
equations were used to generate buckling interaction curves
for super-plastically-formed/diffusion-bonded titanium truss-
core sandwich panels and titanium honeycomb-core
sandwich panels having the same specific weight. The
relative combined-load buckling strengths of these two types
of sandwich panels are compared with consideration of their
sandwich orientations. For square and nearly square panels of
both types, the combined load always induces symmetric
buckling. As the panel aspect ratios increase, antisymmetric
buckling will show up when the loading is shear-dominated
combined loading. The square panel (either type) has the
highest combined buckling strength, but the combined load
buckling strength drops sharply as the panel aspect ratio
increases. For square panels, the truss-core sandwich panel
has higher compression-dominated load buckling strength.
However, for shear dominated loading, the square
honeycomb-core sandwich panel has higher shear-dominated
combined load buckling strength.
1929. *Menon, P. K. A.; and Duke, E. L.: Time-Optimal
Aircraft Pursuit Evasion With a Weapon Envelope
Constraint. Presented at 9th American Control
Conference, San Diego, California, Vol. 3, pp. 2337-2342,
May 23-25, 1990. Journal of Guidance, Control, and
Dynamics, (ISN 0731-5090), Vol. 15, March-April 1992,
pp. 448--456, (A91-30193), 92A 28146. (See also 1782.)
*NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California
and Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia.
1930. Hicks, John W.: Development of a Hydrogen
External Burning Flight Test Experiment on the NASA
Dryden SR-71A Aircraft. SAIE Paper 920997. Presented at
SAE Aerospace Atlantic Conference, Dayton, Ohio,
April 7-10, 1992, 93A14638.
A captive-carry flight test experiment of the transonic
external burning concept using gaseous hydrogen fuel has
been proposed for the SR-71A flight research test bed aircraft
at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility, Edwards,
California. This program will be the first large-scale, near-
field flight test investigation of this base drag reduction
technique at Mach numbers up to 3. Low-speed base drag
reduction for supersonic and hypersonic flight vehicles is
important in reducing vehicle drag and improving nozzle
efficiency. Flight data will be correlated with a concurrent
wind tunnel ground test of a similar test apparatus to confirm
geometry and component performance scalability predictions
and to investigate design parametrics under actual flight
conditions. This paper describes the problem of transonic
base drag for supersonic and hypersonic aircraft, a planned
flight research program to address this problem, the test bed
aircraft, and the flight experiment apparatus.
1931. Shideler, John L.; Fields, Roger A.; Reardon,
Lawrence F.; and Gong, Leslie: Thermal and Structural
Tests of Rene 41 Honeycomb Integral-Tank Concept for
Future Space Transportation Systems. NASA TP-3145,
L-16752, NAS 1.60:3145, May 1992, 92N24205, #.
Two flat 12 by 72 inch Rene 41 honeycomb sandwich panels
were tested in a manner to produce combined thermal and
mechanical longitudinal stresses that simulated those that
would occur in a larger, more complex integral tank and
fuselage structure of an earth to orbit vehicle. Elastic strains
measured at temperatures below 400 °F are compared with
calculated values obtained from a linear elastic finite element
analysis to verify the analytical model and to establish
confidence in the calculated strains. Elastic strain
measurement at higher temperatures (between 600 °F and
1400 °F), where strain measurement is more difficult and less
certain, are also compared with calculated strains. Agreement
between measured and calculated strains for the lower
temperatures is good, but agreement for the higher
temperatures is poor because of unreliable strain
measurements. Test results indicate that an ascent and entry
life cycle of 500 is attainable under high combined thermal
and mechanical elastic strains.
1932. Conley, Joseph L.: User's Manual for AeroFcn: A
FORTRAN Program to Compute Aerodynamic
Parameters. NASA TM- 104237, H- 1675, NAS
1.15:104237, May 1992, 92N32507, #.
The computer program AeroFcn is discussed. AeroFcn is a
utility program that computes the following aerodynamic
parameters: geopotential altitude, Mach number, true
velocity, dynamic pressure, calibrated airspeed, equivalent
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airspeed,impactpressure,totalpressure,totaltemperature,
Reynoldsnumber,speedof sound,staticdensity,static
pressure,statictemperature,coefficientofdynamicviscosity,
kinematicviscosity,geometricaltitude,andspecificenergy
forastandard-oramodifiedstandard-dayatmosphereusing
compressiblef ow andnormalshockrelations.Anytwo
parametersthatdefineauniqueflightconditionareselected,
andtheirvaluesareenteredinteractively.Theremaining
parametersarecomputed,andthesolutionsarestoredinan
outputfile.Multiplecasescanberun,andthemultiplecase
solutionscanbestoredin anotheroutputfile for plotting.
Parameterunits,theoutputformat,andprimaryconstantsin
theatmosphericandaerodynamicequationscanalsobe
changed.
1933. Zuniga, Fanny A.; Anderson, Bianca T.; and
Bertelrud, Arild: Flight Test Results of Riblets
at Supersonic Speeds. NASA-TM-4387, H- 1774,
NAS 1.15:4387, June 1992, 94N32880, #.
A flight experiment to test and evaluate the skin friction drag
characteristics of a riblet surface in turbulent flow at
supersonic speeds was conducted at NASA Dryden. Riblets
of groove sizes 0.0030 and 0.0013 in. were mounted on the
F-104G flight test fixture. The test surfaces were surveyed
with boundary layer rakes and pressure orifices to examine
the boundary layer profiles and pressure distributions of the
flow. Skin friction reductions caused by the riblet surface
were reported based on measured differences of momentum
thickness between the smooth and riblet surfaces obtained
from the boundary layer data. Flight test results for the
0.0030 in. riblet show skin friction reductions of 4 to 8% for
Mach numbers ranging from 1.2 to 1.6 and Reynolds
numbers ranging from 2 to 3.4 million per unit foot. The
results from the 0.0013 in. riblets show skin friction
reductions of 4 to 15% for Mach 1.2 to 1.4 and Reynolds
numbers ranging from 3.6 to 6 million per unit foot.
1934. Stewart, James F.; Burcham, Frank W., Jr.; and
Gatlin, Donald H.: Flight-Determined Benefits of
Integrated Flight-Propulsion Control Systems. NASA
TM-4393, H-1811, NAS 1.15:4393, Paper 92-2.9.1.
Proposed for presentation at the 18th ICAS Congress,
Beijing, China, September 20-25 1992, June 1992,
92N27587, #. (See also 1976.)
Over the last two decades, NASA has conducted several
experiments in integrated flight-propulsion control. Benefits
have included improved maneuverability; increased thrust,
range, and survivability; reduced fuel consumption; and
reduced maintenance. This paper presents the basic concepts
for control integration, examples of implementation, and
benefits. The F-111E experiment integrated the engine and
inlet control systems. The YF-12C incorporated an integral
control system involving the inlet, autopilot, autothrottle,
airdata, navigation, and stability augmentation systems. The
F-15 research involved integration of the engine, flight, and
inlet control systems. Further extension of the integration
included real-time, onboard optimization of engine, inlet, and
flight control variables; a self-repairing flight control system;
and an engines-only control concept for emergency control.
The F-18A aircraft incorporated thrust vectoring integrated
with the flight control system to provide enhanced
maneuvering at high angles of attack. The flight research
programs and the resulting benefits of each program are
described.
1935. Stewart, James F.: Integrated Flight Propulsion
Control Research Results Using the NASA F-15 HIDEC
Flight Research Facility.NASA TM-4394, H-1817,
NAS 1.15:4394, AIAA Paper 92-4106. Presented at 6th
Biannual Flight Test Conference, Hilton Head, South
Carolina, August 24-26, 1992, June 1992, 92N27379, #. (See
also 1962.)
Over the last two decades, NASA has conducted several
flight research experiments in integrated flight propulsion
control. Benefits have included increased thrust, range, and
survivability; reduced fuel consumption; and reduced
maintenance. These flight programs were flown at NASA
Dryden Flight Research Facility. This paper presents the
basic concepts for control integration, examples of
implementation, and benefits of integrated flight propulsion
control systems. The F-15 research involved integration of
the engine, flight, and inlet control systems. Further extension
of the integration included real time, onboard optimization of
engine, inlet, and flight control variables; a self repairing
flight control system; and an engines only control concept for
emergency control. The flight research programs and the
resulting benefits are described for the F-15 research.
1936. Gupta, K. K.; *Lawson, C. L.; and *Ahmad, A. R.:
On Development of a Finite Dynamic Element and
Solution of Associated Eigenproblem by a Block Lanczos
Procedure. International Journal for Numerical Methods in
Engineering, (ISSN 0029-5981), Vol. 33, No. 8, June 15.
1992, pp. 1611-1623, 92A41553.
The paper first presents the details of the development of a
new six-noded plane triangular finite dynamic element. A
block Lanczos algorithm is developed next for the accurate
and efficient solution of the quadratic matrix eigenvalue
problem associated with the finite dynamic element
formulation. The resulting computer program fully exploits
matrix sparsity inherent in such a discretization and proves to
be most efficient for the extraction of the usually required
first few roots and vectors, including repeated ones. Most
importantly, the present eigenproblem solution is shown to be
comparable to that of the corresponding finite element
analysis, thereby rendering the associated dynamic element
method rather attractive owing to superior convergence
characteristics of such elements, presented herein.
*Eloret Institute, Claremont, California.
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1937. Conners, Timothy R.: Thrust Stand Evaluation of
Engine Performance Improvement Algorithms in an F-15
Airplane. NASA TM-104252, H-1842, NAS 1.15:104252,
AIAA Paper 92-3747. Presented at the 28th AIAA, SAE,
ASME, and ASEE Joint Propulsion Conference, Nashville,
Tennessee, July 6-8, 1992, July 1992, 92N30518, #. (See
also 1938.)
An investigation is underway to determine the benefits of a
new propulsion system optimization algorithm in an F-15
airplane. The performance seeking control (PSC) algorithm
optimizes the quasi-steady-state performance of an F100
derivative turbofan engine for several modes of operation.
The PSC algorithm uses an onboard software engine model
that calculates thrust, stall margin, and other unmeasured
variables for use in the optimization. As part of the PSC test
program, the F- 15 aircraft was operated on a horizontal thrust
stand. Thrust was measured with highly accurate load cells.
The measured thrust was compared to onboard model
estimates and to results from posttest performance programs.
Thrust changes using the various PSC modes were recorded.
Those results were compared to benefits using the less
complex highly integrated digital electronic control (HIDEC)
algorithm. The PSC maximum thrust mode increased
intermediate power thrust by 10 percent. The PSC engine
model did very well at estimating measured thrust and closely
followed the transients during optimization. Quantitative
results from the evaluation of the algorithms and performance
calculation models are included with emphasis on measured
thrust results. The report presents a description of the PSC
system and a discussion of factors affecting the accuracy of
the thrust stand load measurements.
1938. Conners, Timothy R.: Thrust Stand Evaluation of
Engine Performance Improvement Algorithms in an F-15
Airplane. AIAA Paper 92-3747. Presented at 28th AIAA,
SAE, ASME, and ASEE, Joint Propulsion Conference and
Exhibit, Nashville, Tennessee, July 6-8, 1992, 92A49111, #.
(See also 1937.)
Results are presented from the evaluation of the performance
seeking control (PSC) optimization algorithm developed by
Smith et al. (1990) for F-15 aircraft, which optimizes the
quasi-steady-state performance of an F100 derivative
turbofan engine for several modes of operation. The PSC
algorithm uses onboard software engine model that calculates
thrust, stall margin, and other unmeasured variables for use in
the optimization. Comparisons are presented between the
load cell measurements, PSC onboard model thrust
calculations, and posttest state variable model computations.
Actual performance improvements using the PSC algorithm
are presented for its various modes. The results of using PSC
algorithm are compared with similar test case results using
the HIDEC algorithm.
1939. Ko, William L.; Monaghan, Richard C.; and
Jackson, Raymond H.: Practical Theories for Service Life
Prediction of Critical Aerospace Structural Components.
NASA-TM-4354, H-1760. Presented at the 4th International
Conference on Structural Failure, Product Liability and
Technical Insurance, Vienna, Austria, July 6-9, 1992.
Structural Failure, Product Liability and Technical
Insurance, H.P. Rossmanith, Editor, Elsevier Science
Publishers, Amsterdam, July 1993, March 1992, pp. 495-
504, 92N19404, #. (See also 1921.)
A new second-order theory was developed for predicting the
service lives of aerospace structural components. The
predictions based on this new theory were compared with
those based on the Ko ftrst-order theory and the classical
theory of service life predictions. The new theory gives very
accurate service life predictions. An equivalent constant-
amplitude stress cycle method was proposed for representing
the random load spectrum for crack growth calculations. This
method predicts the most conservative service life. The
proposed use of minimum detectable crack size, instead of
proof load established crack size as an initial crack size for
crack growth calculations, could give a more realistic service
life.
1940. *Yuhas, Andrew J.; and Ray, Ronald J.: Effects
of Bleed Air Extraction on Thrust Levels on the
F404-GE-400 Turbofan Engine. NASA TM-104247,
H- 1806, NAS 1.15:1 04247, AIAA Paper 92-3092. Presented
at the 28th AIAA Joint Propulsion Conference, Nashville,
Tennessee, July 6-8, 1992, July 1992, 92N29425, #. (See
also 1941.)
A ground test was performed to determine the effects of
compressor bleed flow extraction on the performance of
F404-GE-400 afterburning turbofan engines. The two
engines were installed in the F/A-18 High Alpha Research
Vehicle at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility. A
specialized bleed ducting system was installed onto the
aircraft to control and measure engine bleed airflow while the
aircraft was tied down to a thrust measuring stand. The test
was conducted on each engine and at various power settings.
The bleed air extraction levels analyzed included flow rates
above the manufacturer's maximum specification limit. The
measured relationship between thrust and bleed flow
extraction was shown to be essentially linear at all power
settings with an increase in bleed flow causing a
corresponding decrease in thrust. A comparison with the
F404-GE-400 steady-state engine simulation showed the
estimation to be within _+1 percent of measured thrust losses
for large increases in bleed flow rate.
*PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
1941. *Yuhas, Andrew J.; and Ray, Ronald J.: Effects of
Bleed Air Extraction of Thrust Levels on the
F404-GE-400 Turbofan Engine. AIAA Paper 92-3092.
Presented at the 28th AIAA, SAE, ASME, and ASEE, Joint
Propulsion Conference and Exhibit, Nashville, Tennessee,
July 6-8. 1992, 92A54009, #. (See also 1940.)
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A groundtestwasperformedto determinetheeffectsof
compressorbleedflow extractionon theperformanceof
F404-GE-400afterburningturbofanengines.The two
engineswereinstalledin theF/A-18HighAlphaResearch
VehicleattheNASADrydenFlightResearchFacility.A
specializedbleedductingsystemwasinstalledontothe
aircrafttocontrolandmeasureenginebleedairflowwhilethe
aircraftwastieddowntoathrustmeasuringstand.Thetest
wasconductedoneachengineandatvariouspowersettings.
Thebleedairextractionlevelsanalyzedincludedflowrates
abovethemanufacturer'smaximumspecificationlimit.The
measuredrelationshipbetweenthrustand bleedflow
extractionwasshownto beessentiallyinearat all power
settingswith an increasein bleedflow causinga
correspondingdecreasein thrust.A comparisonwiththe
F404-GE-400steady-stateenginesimulationshowedthe
estimationtobewithin_+1percentofmeasuredthrustlosses
forlargeincreasesisbleedflowrate.
*PRCInc.,Edwards,California.
1942. Sharer,MaryF.: In-Flight Simulation Studies at
the NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility. NASA
TM-4396, H-1833, NAS 1.15:4396. Presented at the AIAA
Simulation Technology Conference, New Orleans,
Louisiana, August 12-14, 1991, July 1992, 92N29110, #.
(See also 1876, 2075.)
Since the late 1950's, the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration's Dryden Flight Research Facility has found
in-flight simulation to be an invaluable tool. In-flight
simulation has been used to address a wide variety of flying
qualities questions, including low-lift-to-drag ratio approach
characteristics for vehicles like the X-15, the lifting bodies,
and the Space Shuttle; the effects of time delays on
controllability of aircraft with digital flight-control systems,
the causes and cures of pilot-induced oscillation in a variety
of aircraft, and flight-control systems for such diverse aircraft
as the X-15 and the X-29. In-flight simulation has also been
used to anticipate problems and to avoid them and to solve
problems once they appear. Presented here is an account of
the in-flight simulation at the Dryden Flight Research Facility
and some discussion. An extensive bibliography is included.
1943. *Meyer, Robert R., Jr.; *Curry, Robert E.; and
*Budd, Gerald D.: Aerodynamic Flight Research Using the
Pegasus ® Air-Launched Space Booster. AIAA
Paper92-3990. Presented at the 17th AIAA Aerospace
Ground Testing Conference, Nashville, Tennessee,
1992, 92A56814, #.
Completed and planned flight research using the Pegasus ® as
a research vehicle and booster for other hypersonic research
vehicles is reviewed. Highlights from flights 1 and 2 are
discussed and compared with some analytical results. In
particular, attention is given to total vehicle aerodynamics
(performance and trim), local aerodynamics (pressure and
heat flux distributions), and response of the thermal
protection system. Future programs will include a metallic
wing test section for laminar flow studies and the use of the
Pegasus ® to boost a research vehicle to hypersonic speeds.
The proposed concepts for a dedicated hypersonic research
vehicle project are also discussed.
1944. lift, Kenneth W.; and Shafer, Mary F.: Space
Shuttle Hypersonic Flight Research and the Comparison
to Ground Test Results. AIAA Paper 92-3988. Presented at
the 17th AlAA Aerospace Ground Testing Conference
Nashville, Tennessee, July 6-8, 1992, 92A56812, #. (See
also 2034.)
Aerodynamic and aerothermodynamic comparisons between
flight and ground test for the Space Shuttle at hypersonic
speeds are discussed. All of the comparisons are taken from
papers published by researchers active in the Space Shuttle
program. The aerodynamic comparisons include stability and
control derivatives, center-of-pressure location, and reaction
control jet interaction. Comparisons are also discussed for
various forms of heating including catalytic, boundary layer,
top centerline, side fuselage, OMS pod, wing leading edge,
and shock interaction. The jet interaction and center-of-
pressure location flight values exceeded not only the
predictions but the uncertainties of the predictions.
Predictions were significantly exceeded for the heating
caused by the vortex impingement on the OMS pods and for
heating caused by the wing leading-edge shock interaction.
1945. Orme, John S.; and Gilyard, Glenn B.: Subsonic
Flight Test Evaluation of a Propulsion System Parameter
Estimation Process for the F100 Engine. AIAA Paper
92-3745. Presented at the 28th AIAA, SAE, ASME, and
ASEE, Joint Propulsion Conference and Exhibit, Nashville,
Tennessee, July 6--8, 1992, 92A49110, #. (See also 1994.)
An adaptive-performance-seeking control system which
optimizes the quasi-steady-state performance of the F-15
propulsion system is discussed. This paper presents flight-
and ground-test evaluations of the propulsion system
parameter-estimation process used by the performance
seeking control system. The estimator consists of a compact
propulsion system model and an extended Kalman filter. The
extended Kalman filter estimates five engine component
deviation parameters from measured inputs. The compact
model uses measurements and Kalman-filter estimates as
inputs to predict unmeasured propulsion parameters such as
net propulsive force and fan stall margin. The ability to track
trends and estimate absolute values of propulsion system
parameters was demonstrated. For example, thrust stand
results show a good correlation especially in trends between
the performance seeking control estimated and measured
thrust.
1946. Gilyard, Glenn B.; Orme, John S.: Subsonic Flight
Test Evaluation of a Performance Seeking Control
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Algorithmon an F-15 Airplane. AIAA Paper 92-3743.
Presented at the 28th AIAA, SAE, ASME, and ASEE, Joint
Propulsion Conference and Exhibit, Nashville, Tennessee,
July 6-8. 1992, 92A49109, #. (See also 1951.)
The subsonic flight test evaluation phase of the NASA4 F- 15
(powered by F100 engines) performance-seeking control
program was completed for single-engine operation at part-
and military-power settings. The subsonic performance-
seeking control algorithm optimizes the quasi-steady-state
performance of the propulsion system for three modes of
operation: the minimum-fuel-flow mode, the minimum-
temperature mode, and the maximum-thrust mode. Decreases
in thrust-specific fuel consumption of 1 to 2 percent were
measured in the minimum-fuel-flow mode; these fuel savings
are significant especially for supersonic cruise aircraft.
Decreases of up to approximately 100 R in fan turbine inlet
temperature were measured in the minimum-temperature
mode. Temperature reductions of this magnitude would more
than double turbine life if inlet temperature was the only life
factor. Measured thrust increases of up to approximately
15 percent in the maximum-thrust mode cause substantial
increases in aircraft acceleration. The subsonic flight phase
has validated the performance-seeking control technology
which can significantly benefit the next generation of fighter
and transport aircraft.
1947. Walsh, Kevin R.: Summary of the Effects of
Engine Throttle Response on Airplane Formation-Flying
Qualities. AIAA Paper 92-3318 Presented at the 28th AIAA,
SAE, ASME, and ASEE, Joint Propulsion Conference and
Exhibit, Nashville, Tennessee, July 6-8, 1992, 92A48902, #
(See also 2017.)
A flight evaluation as conducted to determine the effect of
engine throttle response characteristics on precision
formation-flying qualities. A variable electronic throttle
control system was developed and flight-tested on a TF-104G
airplane with a J79-11B engine at the NASA Dryden Flight
Research Facility. Ten research flights were flown to evaluate
the effects of throttle gain, time delay, and fuel control rate
limiting on engine handling qualities during a demanding
precision wing formation task. Handling quality effects of lag
filters and lead compensation time delays were also
evaluated. Data from pilot ratings and comments indicate that
throttle control system time delays and rate limits cause
significant degradations in handling qualities. Threshold
values for satisfactory (level 1) and adequate (level 2)
handling qualities of these key variables are presented.
1948. Binldey, Robert L.; and Mackall, Dale: System
Overview of the NASA Dryden Integrated Test Facility.
NASA TM-104250, H-1831, NAS 1.15:104250. Presented at
the 23rd Society of Flight Test Engineers Annual
Symposium, Hauppage, New York, August 3-6, 1992,
August 1992, 92N32201, #.
The Integrated Test Facility, built at the NASA Dryden Flight
Research Facility, provides new real-time test capabilities for
emerging research aircraft. An overview of the test facility
and the real-time systems developed to operate this unique
facility is presented. The facility will reduce flight test risk by
minimizing the difference between the flight and ground test
environments. This ground test environment is provided by
combining real-time flight simulation with the actual aircraft.
A brief introduction to the facility is followed by a discussion
of the generic capabilities of its real-time systems. The
simulation system with flight hardware and the remotely
augmented vehicle system is described. An overview of many
hardware systems developed for the facility follows. The
benefits of applying simulation to hardware-in-the-loop
testing on the X-31 Flight Research Program are presented.
1949. DeAngelis, V. Michael; and Anderson, Karl F.:
Thermal.Structural Test Facilities at NASA Dryden.
NASA TM- 104249, H- 1818, NAS 1.15:1 04249. Presented at
the 23rd Annual Society for Flight Test Engineers
Symposium, Hauppauge, New York, August 3-6 1992,
August 1992, 92N34202, #.
The National Aero-Space Plane (NASP) has renewed interest
in hypersonic flight and hot-structures technology
development for both the airframe and engine. The NASA
Dryden Thermostructures Research Facility is a unique
national facility that was designed to conduct thermal-
mechanical tests on aircraft and aircraft components by
simulating the flight thermal environment in the laboratory.
The layout of the facility is presented, which includes
descriptions of the high-bay test area, the instrumentation
laboratories, the mechanical loading systems, and the state-
of-the-art closed-loop thermal control system. The hot-
structures test capability of the facility is emphasized by the
Mach-3 thermal simulation conducted on the YF-12 airplane.
The Liquid-Hydrogen Structural Test Facility, which is
presently in the design phase, will provide the capability of
thermally testing structures containing hydrogen.
1950. Burcham, Frank W., Jr.; Maine, Trindel; and Wolf,
Thomas: Flight Testing and Simulation of an F-15
Airplane Using Throttles for Flight Control. NASA
TM-104255, H-1826, NAS 1.15:104255, AIAA
Paper 92-4109. Presented at the AIAA Flight Test
Conference, Hilton Head, South Carolina, August 24, 1992,
August 1992, 92N32864, #. (See also 1961.)
Flight tests and simulation studies using the throttles of an
F-15 airplane for emergency flight control have been
conducted at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility. The
airplane and the simulation are capable of extended up-and-
away flight, using only throttles for flight path control. Initial
simulation results showed that runway landings using manual
throttles-only control were difficult, but possible with
practice. Manual approaches flown in the airplane were much
more difficult, indicating a significant discrepancy between
flight and simulation. Analysis of flight data and
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developmentofimprovedsimulationmodelsthatresolvethe
discrepancyare discussed.An augmentedthrottle-only
controlsystemthatcontrolsbankangleandflightpathwith
appropriatef edbackparametershasalsobeendeveloped,
evaluatedinsimulations,andisplannedforflightintheF-15.
1951. Gilyard, Glenn B.; and Orme, John S.: Subsonic
Flight Test Evaluation of a Performance Seeking Control
Algorithm on an F-15 Airplane. NASA TM-4400, H- 1808,
NAS 1.15:4400. Presented at the 28th AIAA, SAE, ASME,
and ASEE Joint Propulsion Conference, Nashville,
Tennessee, July 6-8, 1992, August 1992, 92N31275, #. (See
also 1946.)
The subsonic flight test evaluation phase of the NASA F-15
(powered by F100 engines) performance seeking control
program was completed for single-engine operation at part-
and military-power settings. The subsonic performance
seeking control algorithm optimizes the quasi-steady-state
performance of the propulsion system for three modes of
operation. The minimum fuel flow mode minimizes fuel
consumption. The minimum thrust mode maximizes thrust at
military power. Decreases in thrust-specific fuel
consumption of 1 to 2 percent were measured in the minimum
fuel flow mode; these fuel savings are significant, especially
for supersonic cruise aircraft. Decreases of up to
approximately 100 degree R in fan turbine inlet temperature
were measured in the minimum temperature mode.
Temperature reductions of this magnitude would more than
double turbine life if inlet temperature was the only life
factor. Measured thrust increases of up to approximately
15 percent in the maximum thrust mode cause substantial
increases in aircraft acceleration. The system dynamics of the
closed-loop algorithm operation were good. The subsonic
flight phase has validated the performance seeking control
technology, which can significantly benefit the next
generation of fighter and transport aircraft.
Conference, Hilton Head Island, South Carolina,
August 24-26, 1992, 93A13316, #. (See also 1971.)
The X-31 Enhanced Fighter Maneuverability Program has
been recognized to form the International Test Organization,
with the NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility (NASA-
Dryden) as the responsible test organization. The two X-31
research aircraft and engineering support personnel were
collocated at NASA-Dryden, with flight test operations
beginning in April 1992. Therefore, rapid development of a
hardware-in-the-loop simulation was needed to support the
flight test operations at NASA-Dryden, and to perform
verification and validation of flight control software. The
X-31 simulation system requirements, distributed simulation
system architecture, simulation components math models to
the visual system, and the advanced capabilities the X-31
simulation provides. In addition, unique software tools and
the methods used to rapidly develop this simulation system
will be highlighted.
*Rockwell International Corporation, Downey, California.
1952. Meyer, Robert R., Jr.: Overview of the NASA
Dryden Flight Research Facility Aeronautical Flight
Projects. NASA TM-104254, H-1847, NAS 1.15:104254,
AGARD-16. Presented at the AGARD Flight Mechanics
Panel, Chania, Crete, Greece, May 11, 1992, August 1992,
92N31261, #. (See also 1981.)
Several principal aerodynamics flight projects of the NASA
Dryden Flight Research Facility are discussed. Key vehicle
technology areas from a wide range of flight vehicles are
highlighted. These areas include flight research data obtained
for ground facility and computation correlation, applied
research in areas not well suited to ground facilities (wind
tunnels), and concept demonstration.
1953. Mackall, Dale; Norlin, Kenneth; Cohen, Dorothea;
Kellogg, Gary; Schilling, Lawrence; and *Sheen, John:
Rapid Development of the X-31 Simulation to Support
Flight-Testing. AIAA Paper 92-4176. Presented at the
AIAA and AHS, Flight Simulation Technologies
X-31 Airplane
EC93-42152-8
1954. Regenie, Victoria; Gatlin, Donald; *Kempel,
Robert; and Matheny, Neil: The F-18 High Alpha Research
Vehicle--A High-Angle-of-Attack Testbed Aircraft.
AIAA Paper 92-4121. Presented at the 6th AIAA Biennial
Flight Test Conference, Hilton Head Island, South Carolina,
August 24-26, 1992, 93A13273, #. (See also 1970.)
The F-18 High Alpha Research Vehicle is the ftrst thrust-
vectoring testbed aircraft used to study the aerodynamics and
maneuvering available in the poststall flight regime and to
provide the data for validating ground prediction techniques.
The aircraft includes a flexible research flight control system
and full research instrumentation. The capability to control
the vehicle at angles of attack up to 70 degrees is also
included. This aircraft was modified by adding a pitch and
yaw thrust-vectoring system. No significant problems
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occurred uringthe envelopexpansionphaseof the
program.
*PRCInc.,Edwards,California.
1955, Bogue, Rodney K.: Recent Flight-Test Results of
Optical Airdata Techniques. AIAA Paper 92-4086.
Presented at the 6th AIAA, Biennial Flight Test Conference,
Hilton Head Island, South Carolina, August 24-26. 1992,
93A13265, #. (See also 2026.)
Optical techniques for measuring airdata parameters have
been demonstrated with promising results on high-
performance fighter aircraft. These systems can measure the
airspeed vector, and some are not as dependent on special in-
flight calibration processes as current systems. Optical
concepts for measuring free stream static temperature and
density are feasible for in-flight as applications. The best
feature of these concepts is that the airdata measurements are
obtained nonintrusively, and for the most part well into the
freestream region of the flowfield about the aircraft. Current
requirements for measuring airdata at high angle of attack,
and future need to measure the same information at
hypersonic flight conditions place strains on existing
techniques. Optical technology advances show outstanding
potential for application in future programs and promise to
make common use of optical concepts a reality. This paper
summarizes results from several flight-test programs and
identifies the technology advances required to make optical
airdata techniques practical.
1956. Knighton, Donna L.: Design and Utilization of a
Flight Test Engineering Database Management System at
the NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility. AIAA
Paper 92-4072. Presented at the 6th AIAA, Biennial Flight
Test Conference, Hilton Head Island, South Carolina,
August 24-26, 1992, 93A13264, #.
A Flight Test Engineering Database Management System
(FTE DBMS) was designed and implemented at the NASA
Dryden Flight Research Facility. The X-29 Forward Swept
Wing Advanced Technology Demonstrator flight research
program was chosen for the initial system development and
implementation. The FTE DBMS greatly assisted in planning
and 'mass production' card preparation for an accelerated
X-29 research program. Improved Test Plan tracking and
maneuver management for a high flight-rate program were
proven, and flight rates of up to three flights per day, two
times per week were maintained.
1957. *Bertelrud, Arild; **Kolodziej, Paul; Noffz,
Greg K.; and *Godil, Afzal: Plans for In-Flight
Measurement of Hypersonic Crossflow Transition on the
®Pegasus Launch Vehicle. AIAA Paper 92-4104. Presented
at the 6th AIAA, Biennial Flight Test Conference, Hilton
Head Island, South Carolina, August 24-26, 1992,
93A13260, #.
A flight measurements program is underway to obtain flight
data for validating stability theory-based transition estimation
techniques for crossflow-induced boundary-layer transition
at Mach 6-8. A smooth wing glove, designed to enhance
crossflow transition and suppress Tollmien-Schlichting (T-S)
instabilities, will be mounted on the delta wing of the first
stage of the Pegasus ® booster. The instrumentation package
will include 'intelligent' software capable of yielding space
and time-correlations obtained through extensive use of fast
Fourier transforms (FFTs), 'windowing' and multistage
compression as well as a variety of techniques for quality
assurance. The flight experiment covers a Mach number
range (6 to 8) where low background disturbance data cannot
currently be obtained in ground facilities. These flight results
will support transition estimation code development for
application to supersonic laminar flow control (LFC) and
National Aero-Space Plane (NASP) class vehicles in areas
where crossflow, rather than T-S waves, is the dominant
instability mode.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
**NASA Ames Research Center, Mountain View,
California.
1958. *Agarwal, Naval K.; *Miley, Start J.; *Fischer,
Michael C.; Anderson, Bianca T.; and Geenen, Robert J.:
Measurement of Attachment-Line Location in a Wind-
Tunnel and in Supersonic Flight. AIAA Paper 92-4089.
Technical Papers, presented at the 6th AIAA Biennial Flight
Test Conference, Hilton Head Island, South Carolina,
August 24-26, 1992, pp. 404--414, 93A11285, #.
For the supersonic laminar flow control research program,
tests are being conducted to measure the attachment-line flow
characteristics and its location on a highly swept aircraft
wing. Subsonic wind tunnel experiments were conducted on
2D models to develop sensors and techniques for the flight
application. Representative attachment-line data are
discussed and results from the wind tunnel investigation are
presented.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
1959. Bever, Glenn: The Development of an Airborne
Information Management System for Flight Test. AIAA
Paper 92-4113. Technical Papers, presented at the 6th AIAA
Biennial Flight Test Conference, Hilton Head Island, South
Carolina, August 24-26, 1992, pp. 323-332, (A93-11251
01-05), 93A11281, #. (See also 1972.)
An airborne information management system is being
developed at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility.
This system will improve the state of the art in management
data acquisition on-board research aircraft. The design
centers around highly distributable, high-speed
microprocessors that allow data compression, digital
filtering, and real-time analysis. This paper describes the
areas of applicability, approach to developing the system,
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potentialfortroubleareas,andreasonsforthisdevelopment
activity.Systemarchitecture(includingthesalientpointsof
whatmakesit unique),designphilosophy,andtradeoffissues
arealsodiscussed.
1960. Hamory, Philip J.; and Murray, James E.: Flight
Experience With Lightweight, Low-Power Miniaturized
Instrumentation Systems. AIAA Paper 92-4111. Technical
Papers, presented at the 6th AIAA Biennial Flight
Test Conference, Hilton Head Island, South Carolina,
August 24-26. 1992, pp. 309-322, (A93-11251 01-05),
93A11280, #. (See also 2018, 2112.)
Engineers at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility
(NASA-Dryden) have conducted two flight research
programs with lightweight, low-power miniaturized
instrumentation systems built around commercial data
loggers. One program quantified the performance of a radio-
controlled model airplane. The other program was a laminar
boundary-layer transition experiment on a manned sailplane.
The purpose of this paper is to report NASA-Dryden
personnel's flight experience with the miniaturized
instrumentation systems used on these two programs. The
paper will describe the data loggers, the sensors, and the
hardware and software developed to complete the systems.
The paper also describes how the systems were used and
covers the challenges encountered to make them work.
Examples of raw data and derived results will be shown as
well. Finally, future plans for these systems will be discussed.
1961. Burcham, Frank W., Jr.; Maine, Trindel; and Wolf,
Thomas: Flight Testing and Simulation of an F-15
Airplane Using Throttles for Flight Control. AIAA
Paper 92-4109. Technical Papers, presented at the 6th AIAA
Biennial Flight Test Conference, Hilton Head Island, South
Carolina, August 24-26. 1992. pp. 282-299, (A93-11251
01-05), 93A11278, #. (See also 1950.)
Flight tests and simulation studies using the throttles of an
F-15 airplane for emergency flight control have been
conducted at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility. The
airplane and the simulation are capable of extended up-and-
away flight, using only throttles for flight path control. Initial
simulation results showed that runway landings using manual
throttles-only control were difficult, but possible with
practice. Manual approaches flown in the airplane were much
more difficult, indicating a significant discrepancy between
flight and simulation. Analysis of flight data and
development of improved simulation models that resolve the
discrepancy are discussed. An augmented throttle-only
control system that controls bank angle and flight path with
appropriate feedback parameters has also been developed,
evaluated in simulations, and is planned for flight in the F- 15.
1962. Stewart, James F.: Integrated Flight Propulsion
Control Research Results Using the NASA F-15
HIDEC Flight Research Facility. AIAA Paper 92-4106.
Technical Papers, presented at the 6th AIAA Biennial
Flight Test Conference, Hilton Head Island, South Carolina,
August24-26, 1992, pp. 247-265, (A93-11251 01-05),
93A11276, #. (See also 1935.)
Over the last two decades, NASA has conducted several
flight research experiments in integrated flight propulsion
control. Benefits have included increased thrust, range, and
survivability; reduced fuel consumption; and reduced
maintenance. These flight programs were flown at NASA
Dryden Flight Research Facility. This paper presents the
basic concepts for control integration, examples of
implementation, and benefits of integrated flight propulsion
control systems. The F-15 research involved integration of
the engine, flight, and inlet control systems. Further extension
of the integration included real time, onboard optimization of
engine, inlet, and flight control variables; a self repairing
flight control system; and an engines only control concept for
emergency control. The flight research programs and the
resulting benefits are described for the F-15 research.
1963. Powers, Sheryll G.; Webb, Lannie D.; Friend,
Edward L.; and Lokos, William A.: Flight Test Results
From a Supercritical Mission Adaptive Wing With
Smooth Variable Camber. AIAA Paper 92-4101.
Technical Papers, presented at the 6th AIAA Biennial Flight
Test Conference, Hilton Head Island, South Carolina,
August 24-26. 1992, pp. 201-228, (A93-11251 01-05),
93A11274, #. (See also 1995.)
Results from the wing surface and boundary layer pressures,
buffet studies and flight deflection measurement system for
the advanced fighter technology integration F-111 mission
adaptive wing program are presented. The different
aerodynamic technologies studied on the aircraft, and their
relationship with each other are described. The wingtip twist
measurements provide an insight as to how dynamic
pressures for positive normal accelerations affect the wingtip
pressure profiles.
1964. Fisher, David F.; *Richwine, David M.; and
*Landers, Stephen: Correlation of Forebody Pressures and
Aircraft Yawing Moments on the X-29A Aircraft at High
Angles of Attack. AIAA Paper 92-4105. Technical Papers,
presented at the 6th ALAA Biennial Flight Test Conference,
Hilton Head Island, South Carolina, August 24-26, 1992,
pp. 187-200, (A93-11251 01-05), 93Al1273, #. (See
also 1990.)
In-flight pressure distributions are presented at angles of
attack from 15 deg to 66 deg and at Mach numbers from 0.22
to 0.60 at four fuselage stations on the forebody of the X-29A
aircraft. Forebody yawing moments are obtained from the
integrated pressure distributions and the results are correlated
with the overall aircraft yawing moments. Yawing moments
created by the forebody were not significant until an angle of
attack of 50 deg or above and correlated well with the aircraft
left yawing moment.
*PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
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1965. DelFrate,JohnH.:and*Saltzman,JohnA.: In-
Flight Flow VisualizationResultsFrom the X-29A
Aircraftat High Angles of Attack. AIAA Paper 92-4102.
Technical Papers, presented at the 6th AIAA Biennial
Flight Test Conference, Hilton Head Island, South Carolina,
August 24-26, 1992, pp. 173-186, (A93-11251 01-05),
93A11272, #. (See also 1993.)
Flow visualization techniques were used on the X-29A
aircraft at high angles of attack to study the vortical flow off
the forebody and the surface flow on the wing and tail. The
forebody vortex system was studied because asymmetries in
the vortex system were suspected of inducing uncommanded
yawing moments at zero sideslip. Smoke enabled
visualization of the vortex system and correlation of its
orientation with flight yawing moment data. Good agreement
was found between vortex system asymmetries and the
occurrence of yawing moments. Surface flow on the forward-
swept wing of the X-29A was studied using tufts and flow
cones. As angle of attack increased, separated flow initiated
at the root and spread outboard encompassing the full wing
by 30 deg angle of attack. In general, the progression of the
separated flow correlated well with subscale model lift data.
*PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
EC91-491-6
X-29A Airplane With Smoke Generators
1966. *Scardello, Michael A.; *Nesel, Michael C.; and
Wheaton, Duane L.: Real-Time Capture, Archiving,
Retrieval, Processing, and Presentation of Large
Quantities of Flight Test/Research Information. AIAA
Paper 92-4073. Technical Papers, presented at the 6th AIAA
Biennial Flight Test Conference, Hilton Head Island, South
Carolina, August 24-26, 1992, pp. 44-53, (A93-11251
01-05), 93A11258, #.
An architectural approach that greatly increases the capability
to handle the increasingly large quantity of flight test/
research data is presented. Attention is given to new and
emerging technologies in the mass storage arena, the
continuous increases in computational performance, and
commercially available analysis and display tools.
Consideration is given to the capture, archiving, responsive
retrieval, efficient and accurate processing, and presentation
of these large quantities of information in a convenient and
cost effective manner.
*Perimeter Computer Systems, Inc., Lancaster, California.
1967. Haering, Edward A., Jr.: Airdata Calibration
Techniques for Measuring Atmospheric Wind Prof'des.
Journal of Aircraft, (ISSN 0021-8669), Vol. 29, No. 4,
July-August 1992, pp. 632-639, 92A46792. (See also 1756,
1757.)
The research airdata system of an instrumented F- 104 aircraft
has been calibrated to measure winds aloft in support of the
Space Shuttle wind measurement investigation at the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration Ames
Research Center Dryden Flight Research Facility. For this
investigation, wind measurement accuracies comparable to
those obtained from Jimsphere balloons were desired. This
required an airdata calibration more accurate than needed for
most aircraft research programs. The F-104 aircraft was
equipped with a research pilot-static noseboom with integral
angle-of-attack and flank angle-of-attack vanes and a ring-
laser-gyro inertial reference unit. Tower fly-bys and radar
acceleration-decelerations were used to calibrate Mach
number and total temperature. Angle of attack and angle of
side slip were calibrated with a trajectory reconstruction
technique using a multiple-state linear Kalman filter. The
F-104 aircraft and instrumentation configuration, flight test
maneuvers, data corrections, calibration techniques, and
resulting calibrations and data repeatability are presented.
Recommendations for future airdata systems on aircraft used
to measure winds aloft are also given.
1968. Burken, John J.: Flight-Determined Stability
Analysis of Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output Control
Systems. AIAA Paper 92-4396. Technical Papers, Pt. 1,
presented at the AIAA Guidance, Navigation and Control
Conference, Hilton Head Island, South Carolina,
August10-12. 1992. pp. 439-453, (A92-55151 23-63),
92A55196, #. (See also 1991, 2067.)
Singular value analysis can give conservative stability
margin results. Applying structure to the uncertainty can
reduce this conservatism. This paper presents flight-
determined stability margins for the X-29A lateral-
directional, multiloop control system. These margins are
compared with the predicted unscaled singular values and
scaled structured singular values. The algorithm was further
evaluated with flight data by changing the roll-rate-to-
aileron-command-feedback gain by +/- 20 percent. Also
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presentedare the minimumeigenvaluesof the return
differencematrix which boundthe singularvalues.
Extractingmultiloopsingularvaluesfromflightdataand
analyzingthe feedbackgain variationsvalidatesthis
techniqueasameasureofrobustness.Thisanalysiscanbe
usedfornear-real-timeflightmonitoringandsafetytesting.
1969. *Richwine,DavidM.; andFisher,DavidF.: In,
Flight Leading-Edge Extension Vortex Flow-Field Survey
Measurements on a F-18 Aircraft at High Angle of
Attack. NASA TM-4398, H-1783, NAS 1.15:4398.
Presented at the AIAA 9th Applied Aerodynamics
Conference, Baltimore, Maryland, September 23-25, 1991.
September 1992, 92N31276, #. (See also 1888.)
How-field measurements on the leading-edge extension
(LEX) of the F-18 High Alpha Research Vehicle (HARV)
were obtained using a rotating rake with 16 hemispherical-
tipped five-hole probes. Detailed pressure, velocity, and flow
direction data were obtained through the LEX'vortex core.
Data were gathered during 1-g quasi-stabilized flight
conditions at angles of attack alpha from 10 degrees to
52degrees and at Reynolds numbers based on mean
aerodynamic cord up to 16 x 10 (exp 6). Normalized dynamic
pressures and crossflow velocities clearly showed the
primary vortex above the LEX and formation of a secondary
vortex at higher angles of attack. The vortex was
characterized by a ring of high dynamic pressure surrounding
a region of low dynamic pressure at the vortex core center.
The vortex core, subcore diameter, and vertical location of
the core above the LEX increased with angle of attack.
Minimum values for static pressure were obtained in the
vortex subcore and decreased nearly linearly with increasing
angle of attack until vortex breakdown. Rake-measured static
pressures were consistent with previously documented
surface pressures and showed good agreement with flow
visualization flight test results. Comparison of the LEX
vortex flight test data to computational solutions at alpha
approximately equals 19 degrees and 30 degrees showed fair
correlation.
*PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
1970. Regenie, Victoria; Gatlin, Donald; *Kempel,
Robert; and Matheny, Neil: The F-18 High Alpha
Research Vehicle: A High-Angle-of-Attack Testbed
Aircraft. NASA TM-11M253, H-1846, NAS 1.15:104253,
A/AA Paper 92-4121. Presented at the 6th Biennial Hight
Test Conference, Hilton Head Island, South Carolina,
August 24-26, 1992, September 1992, 92N33404, #. (See
also 1954.)
The F-18 High Alpha Research Vehicle is the first thrust-
vectoring testbed aircraft used to study the aerodynamics and
maneuvering available in the poststall flight regime and to
provide the data for validating ground prediction techniques.
The aircraft includes a flexible research flight control system
and full research instrumentation. The capability to control
the vehicle at angles of attack up to 70 degrees is also
included. This aircraft was modified by adding a pitch and
yaw thrust-vectoring system. No significant problems
occurred during the envelope expansion phase of the
program. This aircraft has demonstrated excellent control in
the wing rock region and increased rolling performance at
high angles of attack. Initial pilot reports indicate that the
increased capability is desirable although some difficulty in
judging the size and timing of control inputs was observed.
The aircraft, preflight ground testing and envelope expansion
flight tests are described.
*PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
1971. Mackall, Dale; Norlin, Kenneth; Cohen, Dorothea;
Kellogg, Gary; Schilling, Lawrence; and *Sheen, John:
Rapid Development of the X-31 Simulation to
Support Flight-Testing. NASA TM-104256, H-1857,
NAS 1.15:104256, AlAA Paper 92-4176. Presented at the
AIAA and AHS Flight Simulation Technologies Conference,
Hilton Head, South Carolina, August 24-26, 1992,
September 1992, 92N33149, #. (See also 1953.)
The X-31 Enhanced Fighter Maneuverability Program has
been recognized to form the International Test Organization,
with the NASA Dryden Hight Research Facility (NASA-
Dryden) as the responsible test organization. The two X-31
research aircraft and engineering support personnel were
collocated at NASA-Dryden, with flight test operations
beginning in April 1992. Therefore, rapid development of a
hardware-in-the-loop simulation was needed to support the
flight test operations at NASA-Dryden, and to perform
verification and validation of flight control software. The
X-31 simulation system requirements, distributed simulation
system architecture, simulation components math models to
the visual system, and the advanced capabilities the X-31
simulation provides. In addition, unique software tools and
the methods used to rapidly develop this simulation system
will be highlighted.
*Rockwell International Corp., Downey, California.
1972. Bever, Glenn A.: The Development of an
Airborne Information Management System for Flight
Test. NASA TM-104251, H-1839, NAS 1.15:104251,
AIAA Paper 92-4113. Presented at the 6th Biennial
Hight Test Conference, Hilton Head, South Carolina,
August 24-26, 1992, September 1992, 92N32866, #. (See
also 1959.)
An airborne information management system is being
developed at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility.
This system will improve the state of the art in management
data acquisition on-board research aircraft. The design
centers around highly distributable, high-speed
microprocessors that allow data compression, digital
filtering, and real-time analysis. This paper describes the
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areasof applicability,approachto developingthesystem,
potentialfortroubleareas,andreasonsforthisdevelopment
activity.Systemarchitecture(includingthesalientpointsof
whatmakesitunique),designphilosophy,andtradeoffissues
arealsodiscussed.
1973. *Hancock, Regis; and Fullerton, Gordon: X-29
Vortex Flow Control Tests. Proceedings, 1992 Report to
the Aerospace Profession 36th SETP Symposium, Beverly
Hills, California, September 24-26, 1992, pp. 209-219,
93A38846.
A joint Air Force/NASA X-29 aircraft program to improve
yaw control at high angle of attack using vortex flow control
(VFC) is described. Directional VFC blowing proved to a be
a powerful yaw moment generator and was very effective in
overriding natural asymmetries, but was essentially
ineffective in suppressing wing rock. Symmetric aft blowing
also had little effect on suppressing wing rock.
*USAF Hight Test Center, Edwards AFB, California.
1974. *Finney, M. J.; *Tregay, G. W.; and *Calabrese, P.
R.: Flight Testing of a Fiber Optic Temperature Sensor.
Proceedings, Specialty Fiber Optic Systems for Mobile
PlaOCorms and Plastic Optical Fibers, Boston,
Massachusetts, September 9-11. 1992. pp. 194-203,
93A49476.
A fiber optic temperature sensor (FOTS) system consisting of
an optical probe, a flexible fiber optic cable, and an electro-
optic signal processor was fabricated to measure the gas
temperature in a turbine engine. The optical probe contained
an emissive source embedded in a sapphire lightguide
coupled to a fiber-optic jumper cable and was retrofitted into
an existing thermocouple probe housing. The flexible fiber
optic cable was constructed with 200 micron core, polyimide-
coated fiber and was ruggedized for an aircraft environment.
The electro-optic signal processing unit was used to ratio the
intensities of two wavelength intervals and provided an
analog output value of the indicated temperature.
Subsequently, this optical sensor system was installed on a
NASA Dryden F-15 Highly Integrated Digital Electronic
Control (HIDEC) Aircraft Engine and several flight tests
were conducted. Over the course of flight testing, the FOTS
system's response was proportional to the average of the
existing thermocouples sensing the changes in turbine engine
thermal conditions.
*Conax Buffalo Corporation, Buffalo, New York.
1975. Kehoe, Michael W.; and *Ricketts, Rodney H.:
Getting Up to Speed in Hypersonic Structures.
Aerospace America, (ISSN 0740-722X), Vol. 30, No. 9,
September 1992, pp. 18-20, 92A55127.
An overview is presented of some of the hypersonic
technology that will become the baseline for more advanced
commercial aerospace systems and new military
transportation systems for carrying astronauts and equipment
into space. Attention is given to the X-15 aeronautical
research program, the X-20 DYNA-SOAR, and the current
X-30 National Aerospace Plane. Consideration is given to
FEM analysis methods, modal testing conducted to measure
the structure's resonant frequencies, dampings, and mode
shapes, and high-temperature, high-speed wind tunnel testing
and in-flight measurement of steady and unsteady pressures
at Mach 3 and above.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
1976. Stewart, James F.; Burcham, Frank W., Jr.; and
Gatlin, Donald H.: Flight-Determined Benefits of
Integrated Flight-Propulsion Control Systems.
Proceedings, 18th ICAS Congress, Beijing, China, Vol. 2,
September 20--25, 1992, pp. 1756-1777, 93A14370. (See
also 1934.)
The fundamentals of control integration for propulsion are
reviewed giving practical illustrations of its use to
demonstrate the advantages of integration. Attention is given
to the first integration propulsion-control systems (IPCSs)
which was developed for the F-111E, and the integrated
controller design is described that NASA developed for the
YF-12C aircraft. The integrated control systems incorporate
a range of aircraft components including the engine, inlet
controls, autopilot, autothrottle, airdata, navigation, and/or
stability-augrnentation systems. Also described are
emergency-control systems, onboard engine optimization,
and thrust-vectoring control technologies developed for the
F-18A and the F-15. Integrated flight-propulsion control
systems are shown to enhance the thrust, range, and
survivability of the aircraft while reducing fuel consumption
and maintenance.
1977. Regenie, Victoria A.; Earls, Michael; Le, Jeanette;
and *Thomson, Michael: Experience With Ada on the F-18
High Alpha Research Vehicle Flight Test Program.
NASA TM- 104259, H- 1860, NAS 1.15:104259. Presented at
the IEEE and AIAA Digital Avionics Systems Conference,
Seattle, Washington, October 5-8, 1992, October 1992,
92N34039, #. (See also 2074.)
Considerable experience was acquired with Ada at the NASA
Dryden Flight Research Facility during the on-going High
Alpha Technology Program. In this program, an F- 18 aircraft
was highly modified by the addition of thrust-vectoring vanes
to the airframe. In addition, substantial alteration was made in
the original quadruplex flight control system. The result is the
High Alpha Research Vehicle. An additional research flight
control computer was incorporated in each of the four
channels. Software for the research flight control computer
was written in Ada. To date, six releases of this software have
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beenflown.Thispaperprovidesadetailedescriptionofthe
modificationstotheresearchflightcontrolsystem.Efficient
ground-testingof thesoftwarewasaccomplishedbyusing
simulationsthatusedtheAdaforportionsoftheirsoftware.
Thesesimulationsare also described.Modifyingand
transferringtheAda for flight softwareto thesoftware
simulationconfigurationhasallowedevaluationof this
language.Thispaperalsodiscussessuchsignificantissuesin
usingAdaasportability,modifiability,andtestabilityaswell
asdocumentationrequirements.
*PRCInc.,Edwards,California.
1978. Anderson, Bianca T.; and Bohn-Meyer, Marta:
Overview of Supersonic Laminar Flow Control Research
on the F-16XL Ships 1 and 2. NASA TM-104257, H-1858,
NAS 1.15:104257, SAE Paper92-1994. Presented at the
1992 Aerotech Conference, Anaheim, California,
October5-8, 1992, October 1992, 93N11221, #. (See
also 1987.)
NASA is directing research to develop technology for a high-
speed civil transport. Supersonic laminar flow control has
been identified as a program element, since it offers
significant drag-reduction benefits and is one of the more
promising technologies for producing an economically viable
aircraft design. NASA is using two prototype F-16XL aircraft
to research supersonic laminar flow control. The F-16XL
planform is similar to design planforms of high-speed civil
transports. The planform makes the aircraft ideally suited for
developing technology pertinent to high-speed transports.
The supersonic laminar flow control research programs for
both aircraft are described. Some general results of the ship-
1 program demonstrate that significant laminar flow was
obtained using laminar flow control on a highly swept wing
at supersonic speeds.
1979. Noffz, Gregory K.; Moes, Timothy R.; Haering,
Edward A., Jr.; and *Kolodziej, Paul: Aerothermal Test
Results From the Second Flight of the Pegasus ® Booster.
NASA TM-4391, H-1827, NAS 1.15:4391, October 1992,
93N10969, #.
A survey of temperature, heat-flux, and pressure
measurements was obtained at soeeds through Much 8.0 on
the second flight of the Pegasus'-_" air-launched space booster
system. All sensors were distributed on the wing-body fairing
or fillet. Sensors included thin foil-gauge thermocouples
installed near the surface within the thermal protection
system. Thermocouples were also installed on the surface of
nonablating plugs. The resulting temperature time history
allowed derivation of convective heat flux. In addition,
commercially available calorimeters were installed on the
fillet at selected locations. Calorimeters exhibited a larger
change in measured heat flux than collocated nonablating
plugs in response to particular events. Similar proportional
variations in heat flux across different regions of the fillet
were detected by both the calorimeters and nonablating plugs.
Pressure ports were installed on some nonablating plugs to
explore the effects of port protrusion and high-frequency
noise on pressure requirements. The effect of port protrusion
on static-pressure measurements was found to decrease with
increasing Mach number. High-frequency noise suppression
was found to be desirable but not required on any future
flight.
*NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California.
1980. Anderson, Karl F.: The Constant Current Loop: A
New Paradigm for Resistance Signal Conditioning. NASA
TM-104260, H-1861, NAS 1.15:104260, October 1992,
93N12681, #. (See also 2024, 2025, 2071.)
A practical single constant current loop circuit for the signal
conditioning of variable resistance transducers has been
synthesized, analyzed, and demonstrated. The strain gage and
the resistance temperature device are examples of variable
resistance sensors. Lead wires connect variable resistance
sensors to remotely located signal conditioning hardware.
The presence of lead wires in the conventional Wheatstone
bridge signal conditioning circuit introduces undesired
effects that reduce the quality of the data from the remote
sensors. A practical approach is presented for suppressing
essentially all lead wire resistance effects while indicating
only the change in resistance value. Theoretical predictions
supported by laboratory testing confLrm the following
features of the approach: (1) dc response; (2) the electrical
output is unaffected by extremely large variations in the
resistance of any or all lead wires; (3) the electrical output
remains zero for no change in gage resistance; (4) the
electrical output is inherently linear with respect to gage
resistance change; (5) the sensitivity is double that of a
Wheatstone bridge circuit; and (6) the same excitation wires
can serve multiple independent gages. An adaptation of
current loop circuit is presented that simultaneously provides
an output signal voltage directly proportional to transducer
resistance change and provides temperature information that
is unaffected by transducer and lead wire resistance
variations. These innovations are the subject of NASA patent
applications.
1981. Meyer, Robert R., Jr.: Overview of the NASA
Dryden Flight Research Facility Aeronautical Flight
Projects Testing. AGARD CP-519, Flight Testing, October
1992, (see N93-19901 06-05), 93N19916, #. (See also 1952.)
Several principal aeronautics flight projects of the NASA
Dryden Flight Research Facility are discussed. Key vehicle
technology areas from a wide range of flight vehicles are
highlighted. These areas include flight research data obtained
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for groundfacilityandcomputationcorrelation,applied
researchin areasnotwellsuitedtogroundfacilities(wind
tunnels),andconceptdemonstration.
1982. Larson,RichardR.; and*MiUard, D. Edward: A
Rule-Based System for Real-Time Analysis of Control
Systems. NASA TM-104258, H-1859, NAS 1.15:104258.
Presented at the llth IEEE and AIAA Digital
Avionics Systems Conference, Seattle, Washington,
October 5-8, 1992, October 1992, 93N11619, #.
An approach to automate the real-time analysis of flight
critical health monitoring and system status is being
developed and evaluated at the NASA Dryden Flight
Research Facility. A software package was developed in-
house and installed as part of the extended aircraft
interrogation and display system. This design features a
knowledge-base structure in the form of roles to formulate
interpretation and decision logic of real-time data. This
technique has been applied for ground verification and
validation testing and flight testing monitoring where quick,
real-time, safety-of-flight decisions can be very critical. In
many cases post processing and manual analysis of flight
system data are not required. The processing is described of
real-time data for analysis along with the output format which
features a message stack display. The development,
construction, and testing of the rule-driven knowledge base,
along with an application using the X-31A flight test
program, are presented.
*Computer Sciences Corporation, Edwards AFB, California.
1983. McLachlan, B. G.; Bell, J. H.; Espina, J.; Gallery,
J.; Gouterman, M.; Demandante, C. G. N.; and Bjarke, L.:
Flight Testing of a Luminescent Surface Pressure
Sensor. NASA TM-103970, A-92175, NAS 1.15:103970,
October 1992, 94N35394, #.
NASA ARC has conducted flight tests of a new type of
aerodynamic pressure sensor based on a luminescent surface
coating. Flights were conducted at the NASA ARC-Dryden
Flight Research Facility. The luminescent pressure sensor is
based on a surface coating which, when illuminated with
ultraviolet light, emits visible light with an intensity
dependent on the local air pressure on the surface. This
technique makes it possible to obtain pressure data over the
entire surface of an aircraft, as opposed to conventional
instrumentation, which can only make measurements at pre-
selected points. The objective of the flight tests was to
evaluate the effectiveness and practicality of a luminescent
pressure sensor in the actual flight environment. A
luminescent pressure sensor was installed on a fin, the Flight
Test Fixture (FTF), that is attached to the underside of an
F-104 aircraft. The response of one particular surface
coating was evaluated at low supersonic Mach numbers
(M = 1.0-1.6) in order to provide an initial estimate of the
sensor's capabilities. This memo describes the test approach,
the techniques used, and the pressure sensor's behavior
under flight conditions. A direct comparison between data
provided by the luminescent pressure sensor and that
produced by conventional pressure instrumentation shows
that the luminescent sensor can provide quantitative data
under flight conditions. However, the test results also show
that the sensor has a number of limitations which must be
addressed if this technique is to prove useful in the flight
environment.
1984. Whitmore, Stephen A.; Moes, Timothy R.; and
*Larson, Terry J.: High Angle-of-Attack Flush Airdata
Sensing System. Journal of Aircraft, (ISSN 0021-8669),
Vol. 29, No. 5, September-October 1992, pp. 915-919, (see
A90-19746), 92A56172. (See also 1758, 1759.)
*PRC Systems, Inc., Edwards, California.
1985. Bjarke, Lisa J.; Del Frate, John H.; and Fisher,
David F.: A Summary of the Forebody High-Angle-of-
Attack Aerodynamics Research on the F-18 and the
X-29A Aircraft. SAE Paper 92-1996. SAE Aerotech '92
Conference, Anaheim, California, OctQl_er 5-8, 1992,
94A12008. (See also 1989.)
High-angle-of-attack aerodynamic studies have been
conducted on both the obtained include on- and off-surface
flow visualization and static pressure measurements on the
forebody. Comparisons of similar results are made between
the two aircraft where possible. The forebody shapes of the
two aircraft are different and the X-29A forebody flow is
affected by the addition of nose strakes and a flight test
noseboom. The forebody flow field of the F-18 HARV is
fairly symmetric at zero sideslip and has distinct, well-
defined vortices. The X-29A forebody vortices are more
diffuse and are sometimes asymmetric at zero sideslip. These
asymmetries correlate with observed zero-sideslip aircraft
yawing moments.
1986. Curry, Robert E.; Meyer, Robert R., Jr.; and Budd,
Gerald D.: Pegasus _ Hypersonic Flight Research. SAIE
Paper 92-1995. SAE Aerotech '92 Conference, Anaheim,
California, October 5-8, 1992, 94A12007.
Hypersonic aeronautics research using the Pegasus ® air-
launched space booster is described. Two areas are discussed
in the paper: previously obtained results from Pegasus ®
flights 1 and 2, and plans for future programs. Proposed
future research includes boundary-layer transition studies on
the airplane-like first stage and also use of the complete
Pegasus ® launch system to boost a research vehicle to
hypersonic speeds. Pegasus ® flight 1 and 2 measurements
were used to evaluate the results of several analytical
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aerodynamicdesigntoolsapplieduringthedevelopmentof
thevehicleaswell asto develophypersonicflight-test
techniques.Thesedataindicatedthatheaerodynamicdesign
approachfor Pegasus® wasadequateandshowedthat
acceptablemarginswere available.Additionally,the
correlationsprovideinsightinto thecapabilitiesof these
analyticaltoolsformorecomplexvehiclesinwhichdesign
marginsmaybemorestringent.Near-termplanstoconduct
hypersonicboundary-layertransitionstudiesarediscussed.
Theseplansinvolvetheuseof a smoothmetallicgloveat
abouthemid-spanof thewing.Longer-termopportunities
areproposedwhichidentifyadvantagesof thePegasus®
launchsystemtoboostlarge-scaler searchvehiclestothe
real-gashypersonicflightregime.
1987. Anderson,BiancaT.; andBohn-Meyer,Mart,a:
Overview of Supersonic Laminar Flow Control
Research on the F-16XL Ships 1 and 2. SAE Paper
921994. SAE Aerotech '92 Conference, Anaheim,
California, October 5-8. 1992, 94A12006. (See also 1978.)
NASA is directing research to develop technology for a high-
speed civil transport. Supersonic laminar flow control has
been identified as a program element, since it offers
significant drag-reduction benefits and is one of the more
promising technologies for producing an economically viable
aircraft design. NASA is using two prototype F- 16XL aircraft
to research supersonic laminar flow control. The F-16XL
planform is similar to design planforms of high-speed civil
transports. The planform makes the aircraft ideally suited for
developing technology pertinent to high-speed transports.
The supersonic laminar flow control research programs for
both aircraft are described. Some general results of the ship-1
program demonstrate that significant laminar flow was
obtained using laminar flow control on a highly swept wing
at supersonic speeds.
1988. Del Frate, John H.: Correlation of Off-Surface
Flow Visualization With Yawing Moments for a Forward
Swept Wing Aircraft. Flow Visualization VI: Proceedings
of the 6th International Symposium, Yokohama, Japan,
October 1992, (TA357 I582 1992), Sariger-Verlag, Berlin
and Heidelberg, Germany, October 1992, pp. 265-269.
1989. Bjarke, Lisa J.; Del Frate, John H.; and Fisher,
David F.: A Summary of the Forebody High-Angle-of-
Attack Aerodynamics Research on the F-18 and the
X-29A Aircraft. NASA TM- 104261, H- 1862,
NAS 1.15:104261, SAE-92-1996. Presented at the SAIE
Aerotech 1992 Conference, Anaheim, California,
October5-8, 1992, November 1992, 93N12353, #. (See
also 1985.)
High-angle-of-attack aerodynamic studies have been
conducted on both the F18 High Alpha Research Vehicle
(HARV) and the X-29A aircraft. Data obtained include on-
and off-surface flow visualization and static pressure
measurements on the forebody. Comparisons of similar
results are made between the two aircraft where possible. The
forebody shapes of the two aircraft are different and the
X-29A forebody flow is affected by the addition of nose
strakes and a flight test noseboom. The forebody flow field of
the F-18 HARV is fairly symmetric at zero sideslip and has
distinct, well-defined vortices. The X-29A forebody vortices
are more diffuse and are sometimes asymmetric at zero
sideslip. These asymmetries correlate with observed zero-
sideslip aircraft yawing moments.
1990. Fisher, David F.; *Richwine, David M.; and
*Landers, Stephen: Correlation of Forebody Pressures and
Aircraft Yawing Moments on the X-29A Aircraft at High
Angles of Attack. NASA TM-4417, H-1851, NAS
1.15:4417, AIAA Paper 92-4105. Presented at the IAA
Flight Test Conference, Hilton Head, South Carolina,
August 24-26, 1992, November 1992, 93Nl1532, #. (See
also 1964.)
In-flight pressure distributions at four fuselage stations on the
forebody of the X-29A aircraft have been reported at angles
of attack from 15 to 66 deg and at Mach numbers from 0.22
to 0.60. At angles of attack of 20 deg and higher, vortices
shed from the nose strake caused suction peaks in the
pressure distributions that generally increased in magnitude
with angle of attack. Above 30 deg-angle of attack, the
forebody pressure distributions became asymmetrical at the
most forward station, while they remained nearly
symmetrical until 50 to 55 deg-angle of attack for the aft
stations. Between 59 to 66 deg-angle of attack, the
asymmetry of the pressure distributions changed direction.
Yawing moments for the forebody alone were obtained by
integrating the forebody pressure distributions. At 45 deg-
angle of attack, the aircraft yaws to the right and at 50 deg and
higher, the aircraft yaws to the left. The forebody yawing
moments correlated well with the aircraft left yawing
moment at an angle of attack of 50 deg or higher. At a 45 deg-
angle of attack, the forebody yawing moments did not
correlate well with the aircraft yawing moment, but it is
suggested that this was due to asymmetric pressures on the
cockpit region of the fuselage which was not instrumented.
The forebody was also shown to provide a positive
component of directional stability of the aircraft at angles of
attack of 25 deg or higher. A Mach number effect was noted
at angles of attack of 30 deg or higher at the station where the
nose strake was present. At this station, the suction peaks in
the pressure distributions at the highest Mach number were
reduced and much more symmetrical as compared to the
lower Mach number pressure distributions.
*PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
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1991. Burken, John J.: Flight-Determined Stability
Analysis of Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output Control
Systems. NASA TM-4416, H-1837, NAS 1.15:4416, AIAA
Paper 92-4396. Presented at the AIA.A Guidance, Navigation,
and Control Conference, Hilton Head, South Carolina,
August 10-12, 1992, November 1992, 93Nll 178, #. (See
also 1968, 2067.)
Singular value analysis can give conservative stability
margin results. Applying structure to the uncertainty can
reduce this conservatism. This paper presents flight-
determined stability margins for the X-29A lateral-
directional, multiloop control system. These margins are
compared with the predicted unscaled singular values and
scaled structured singular values. The algorithm was further
evaluated with flight data by changing the roll-rate-to-aileron
command-feedback gain by +/- 20 percent. Minimum
eigenvalues of the return difference matrix which bound the
singular values are also presented. Extracting multiloop
singular values from flight data and analyzing the feedback
gain variations validates this technique as a measure of
robustness. This analysis can be used for near-real-time flight
monitoring and safety testing.
1992. *Saltzman, Edwin J.; Del Frate, John H.; Sabsay,
Catherine M.; and Yarger, Jill M.: Pressure Distribution for
the Wing of the YAV-8B Airplane; With and Without
Pylons. NASA TM-4429, H-1708, NAS 1.15:4429,
November 1992.93N14451, #.
Pressure distribution data have been obtained in flight at four
span stations on the wing panel of the YAV-8B airplane. Data
obtained for the supercritical profiled wing, with and without
pylons installed, ranged from Mach 0.46 to 0.88. The altitude
ranged from approximately 20,000 to 40,000 ft and the
resultant Reynolds numbers varied from approximately
7.2 million to 28.7 million based on the mean aerodynamic
chord. Pressure distribution data and flow visualization
results show that the full-scale flight wing performance is
compromised because the lower surface cusp region
experiences flow separation for some important transonic
flight conditions. This condition is aggravated when local
shocks occur on the lower surface of the wing (mostly
between 20 and 35 percent chord) when the pylons are
installed for Mach 0.8 and above. There is evidence that
convex fairings, which cover the pylon attachment flanges,
cause these local shocks. Pressure coefficients significantly
more negative than those for sonic flow also occur farther aft
on the lower surface (near 60 percent chord) whether or not
the pylons are installed for Mach numbers greater than or
equal to 0.8. These negative pressure coefficient peaks and
associated local shocks would be expected to cause
increasing wave and separation drag at transonic Mach
number increases.
*PRC Inc. Edwards, California.
o 0 o
YAV-8B Airplane, Three-View Drawing
1993. Del Frate, John H.; and *Saltzman, John A.: In-
Flight Flow Visualization Results From the X-29A
Aircraft at High Angles of Attack. NASA TM-4430,
H-1825, NAS 1.15:4430, AIAA Paper 92-4102. Presented at
the 6th Biennial Flight Test Conference, Hilton Head, South
Carolina, August 24-26, 1992, November 1992, 93N13322,
#. (See also 1965.)
Flow visualization techniques were used on the X-29A
aircraft at high angles of attack to study the vortical flow off
the forebody and the surface flow on the wing and tail. The
forebody vortex system was studied because asymmetries in
the vortex system were suspected of inducing uncommanded
yawing moments at zero sideslip. Smoke enabled
visualization of the vortex system and correlation of its
orientation with flight yawing moment data. Good agreement
was found between vortex system asymmetries and the
occurrence of yawing moments. Surface flow on the forward-
swept wing of the X-29A was studied using tufts and flow
cones. As angle of attack increased, separated flow initiated
at the root and spread outboard encompassing the full wing
by 30 deg angle of attack. In general, the progression of the
separated flow correlated well with subscale model lift data.
Surface flow on the vertical tail was also studied using tufts
and flow cones. As angle of attack increased, separated flow
initiated at the root and spread upward. The area of separated
flow on the vertical tail at angles of attack greater than 20 deg
correlated well with the marked decrease in aircraft
directional stability.
*PRC Inc. Edwards, California.
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1994. Orrne,JohnS.;andGilyard,GlennB.:Subsonic
FlightTestEvaluationofaPropulsionSystemParameter
Estimation Process for the F100 Engine. NASA TM-4426,
H- 1809, NAS I. 15:4426, AIAA Paper 92-3745. Presented at
the 28th AIAA, SAE, ASME, and ASEE Joint Propulsion
Conference, Nashville, Tennessee, July 6-8, 1992,
November 1992, 93N13155, #. (See also 1945.)
Integrated engine-airframe optimal control technology may
significantly improve aircraft performance. This technology
requires a reliable and accurate parameter estimator to predict
unmeasured variables. To develop this technology base,
NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility (Edwards,
California), McDonnell Aircraft Company (St. Louis, MO),
and Pratt & Whitney (West Palm Beach, FL) have developed
and flight-tested an adaptive performance seeking control
system which optimizes the quasi-steady-state performance
of the F-15 propulsion system. This paper presents flight and
ground test evaluations of the propulsion system parameter
estimation process used by the performance seeking control
system. The estimator consists of a compact propulsion
system model and an extended Kalman filter. The extended
Kalman filter estimates five engine component deviation
parameters from measured inputs. The compact model uses
measurements and Kalman-filter estimates as inputs to
predict unmeasured propulsion parameters such as net
propulsive force and fan stall margin. The ability to track
trends and estimate absolute values of propulsion system
parameters was demonstrated. For example, thrust stand
results show a good correlation, especially in trends, between
the performance seeking control estimated and measured
thrust.
1995. Powers, Sheryll Goecke; Webb, Lannie D.; Friend,
Edward L.; and Lokos, William A.: Flight Test Results
From a Supercritical Mission Adaptive Wing With
Smooth Variable Camber. NASA TM-4415, I-I-1855, NAS
1.15:4415, AIAA Paper 92-4101. Presented at the AIAA 6th
Biennial Flight Test Conference, Hilton Head, South
Carolina, August 24-26, 1992, November 1992, 93N11863,
#. (See also 1963.)
The mission adaptive wing (MAW) consisted of leading- and
trailing-edge variable-camber surfaces that could be
deflected in flight to provide a near-ideal wing camber shape
for any flight condition. These surfaces featured smooth,
flexible upper surfaces and fully enclosed lower surfaces,
distinguishing them from conventional flaps that have
discontinuous surfaces and exposed or semiexposed
mechanisms. Camber shape was controlled by either a
manual or automatic flight control system. The wing and
aircraft were extensively instrumented to evaluate the local
flow characteristics and the total aircraft performance. This
paper discusses the interrelationships between the wing
pressure, buffet, boundary-layer and flight deflection
measurement system analyses and describes the flight
maneuvers used to obtain the data. The results are for a wing
sweep of 26 deg, a Mach number of 0.85, leading and
trailing-edge cambers (delta (sub LE/TE)) of 0/2 and 5/10,
and angles of attack from 3.0 deg to 14.0 deg. For the well-
behaved flow of the delta (sub LE/TE) = 0/2 camber, a typical
cruise camber shape, the local and global data are in good
agreement with respect to the flow properties of the wing. For
the delta (sub LE/TE) = 5/10 camber, a maneuvering camber
shape, the local and global data have similar trends and
conclusions, but not the clear-cut agreement observed for
cruise camber.
1996. *Erbland, Peter J.; and Bogue, Rodney K.: Taking
the Measure of Aerodynamic Testing. Aerospace America,
(ISSN 0740-722X), Vol. 30, No. l l, November 1992,
pp. 16-19, 93A13434.
A review is presented of the major challenges for
aerodynamic measurement created by advanced aircraft
systems that range from turbulence modeling to scramjet
engines. Three diverse examples typically challenge current
capabilities: modeling of compressible turbulence, validation
of complex 3D flow predictions, and thermochemical
characterization of chemically active high-enthalpy flows.
Various techniques being explored and under development to
realize the aerodynamic measurements required are
discussed.
*USAF Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
1997. Ehernberger, L. J.: Stratospheric Turbulence
Measurements and Models for Aerospace Plane Design.
NASA TM- 104262, H- 1865, NAS 1.15:104262. Presented at
the AIAA Fourth International Aerospace Planes
Conference, Orlando, Florida, December 1-4, 1992,
December 1992, 93N13288, #. (See also 1998.)
Progress in computational atmospheric dynamics is
exhibiting the ability of numerical simulation to describe
instability processes associated with turbulence observed at
altitudes between 15 and 25 km in the lower stratosphere. As
these numerical simulation tools mature, they can be used to
extend estimates of atmospheric perturbations from the
present gust database for airplane design at altitudes below
15 km to altitudes between 25 and 50 km where aerospace
plane operation would be at hypersonic speeds. The amount
of available gust data and number of temperature perturbation
observations are limited at altitudes between 15 and 25 kin.
On the other hand, in-situ gust data at higher altitudes are
virtually nonexistent. The uncertain potential for future
airbreathing hypersonic flight research vehicles to encounter
strong turbulence at higher altitudes could penalize the design
of these vehicles by undue cost or limitations on
performance. Because the atmospheric structure changes
markedly with altitude, direct extrapolation of gust
magnitudes and encounter probabilities to the higher flight
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altitudesi notadvisable.Thispaperpresentsabriefreview
of turbulencecharacteristicsobservedin the lower
stratosphereandhighlightstheprogressof computational
atmosphericdynamicsthatmaybeusedto estimatethe
severityofatmospherictransientsathigheraltitudes.
1998. Ehernberger, L. J." Stratospheric Turbulence
Measurements and Models for Aerospace Plane Design.
AIAA Paper 92-5072. Presented at the 4th AIAA
International Aerospace Planes Conference, Orlando,
Florida, December 1--4, 1992, (see N93-13288), 93A22342,
#. (See also 1997.)
Progress in computational atmospheric dynamics is
exhibiting the ability of numerical simulation to describe
instability processes associated with turbulence observed at
altitudes between 15 and 25 km in the lower stratosphere. As
these numerical simulation tools mature, they can be used to
extend estimates of atmospheric perturbations from the
present gust database for airplane design at altitudes below
15 km to altitudes between 25 and 50 km where aerospace
plane operation would be at hypersonic speeds. The amount
of available gust data and number of temperature perturbation
observations are limited at altitudes between 15 and 25 kin.
On the other hand, in-situ gust data at higher altitudes are
virtually nonexistent. The uncertain potential for future
airbreathing hypersonic flight research vehicles to encounter
strong turbulence at higher altitudes could penalize the design
of these vehicles by undue cost or limitations on
performance. Because the atmospheric structure changes
markedly with altitude, direct extrapolation of gust
magnitudes and encounter probabilities to the higher flight
altitudes is not advisable. This paper presents a brief review
of turbulence characteristics observed in the lower
stratosphere and highlights the progress of computational
atmospheric dynamics that may be used to estimate the
severity of atmospheric transients at higher altitudes.
1999. Sitz, Joel R.: The F-18 Systems Research Aircraft
Facility. NASA TM-4433, H-1844, NAS 1.15:4433.
Presented at the 1992 Aerotech Conference, Anaheim,
California, October 5-8, 1992, December 1992, 93N 16753, #.
To help ensure that new aerospace initiatives rapidly
transition to competitive U.S. technologies, NASA Dryden
Flight Research Facility has dedicated a systems research
aircraft facility. The primary goal is to accelerate the
transition of new aerospace technologies to commercial,
military, and space vehicles. Key technologies include more-
electric aircraft concepts, fly-by-light systems, flush airdata
systems, and advanced computer architectures. Future
aircraft that will benefit are the high-speed civil transport and
the National AeroSpace Plane. This paper describes the
systems research aircraft flight research vehicle and outlines
near-term programs.
F-18 Systems Research Airplane
EC96-43623-5
2000. Hedgley, D. R.: Silhouette--Hidden Line
Computer Code With Generalized Silhouette Solution.
ARC-12721, 1992, 94M10039.
Flexibility in choosing how to display computer-generated
three-dimensional drawings has become increasingly
important in recent years. A major consideration is the
enhancement of the realism and aesthetics of the presentation.
A polygonal representation of objects, even with hidden lines
removed, is not always desirable. A more pleasing pictorial
representation often can be achieved by removing some of the
remaining visible lines, thus creating silhouettes (or outlines)
of selected surfaces of the object. Additionally, it should be
noted that this silhouette feature allows warped polygons.
This means that any polygon can be decomposed into
constituent triangles. Considering these triangles as members
of the same family will present a polygon with no interior
lines, and thus removes the restriction of flat polygons.
SILHOUETIE is a program for calligraphic drawings that
can render any subset of polygons as a silhouette with respect
to itself. The program is flexible enough to be applicable to
every class of object. SILHOUETTE offers all possible
combinations of silhouette and nonsilhouette specifications
for an arbitrary solid. Thus, it is possible to enhance the
clarity of any three-dimensional scene presented in two
dimensions. Input to the program can be line segments or
polygons. Polygons designated with the same number will be
drawn as a silhouette of those polygons. SILHOUETTE is
written in FORTRAN 77 and requires a graphics package
such as DI-3000. The program has been implemented on a
DEC VAX series computer running VMS and used 65K of
virtual memory without a graphics package linked in. The
source code is intended to be machine independent. This
program is available on a 5.25 inch 360K MS-DOS format
diskette (standard distribution) and is also available on a
9-track 1600 BPI ASCII CARD IMAGE magnetic tape.
SILHOUETI'E was developed in 1986 and was last updated
in 1992.
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2001. Gupta,K.K.;Petersen,K.L.; and*Lawson,C.L.:
OnSomeRecent Advances in Multidisciplinary Analysis
of Hypersonic Vehicles. AIAA Paper 92-5026. Presented at
the 4th AIA.A International Aerospace Planes Conference,
Orlando, Florida, December 1-4. 1992. 93A22302, #.
This paper presents pertinent details of the development and
application of an integrated, multidisciplinary finite element
analysis tool for the effective modeling and simulation of
aerospace vehicles including hypersonic ones. Recent
advances in this connection include more efficient CFD
solution techniques and also aeroservoelastic stability
analysis methods that employ unsteady aerodynamic forces
for computation of flutter and divergence speeds. An
accelerated Euler solution procedure based on the Aitken
acceleration technique has recently been implemented that
effects considerable improvement in solution efficiency for
the same level of solution accuracy, as evidenced by example
problems presented in the paper. A summary of finite element
numerical formulations for the various individual disciplines
as well as for the unified aeroservoelastic analysis and some
relevant numerical examples are also presented in the paper.
*Eloret Institute, Claremont, California.
2002. Bogue, Rodney K.; and *Erbland, Peter:
Perspective on the National Aero-Space Plane Program
Instrumentation Development. AIAA Paper 92-5086.
Presented at the 4th AIAA International Aerospace Planes
Conference, Orlando, Florida, December 1-4, 1992,
93A22356, #. (See also 2027.)
Development of advanced measurement technology for the
NASP program is reviewed. The technical need and the
program commitment are discussed which are required to
ensure that adequate and timely measurement capabilities are
provided for ground and flight testing in the NASP program.
Particular attention is given to an assessment of the current
development status and a perspective on the features of the
NASP program that contributed to the current state of
instrumentation technology readiness.
*National Aerospace Plane Joint Program Office, Wright-
Patterson AFB, Ohio.
2003. Whitmore, Stephen A.; Moes, Timothy R.; and
*Leondes, Cornelius T.: Development of a Pneumatic
High-Angle-of-Attack Flush Airdata Sensing (HI-FADS)
System. Control and Dynamic Systems, Vol. 52, pp. 453-
511. Integrated Technology Methods and Applications in
Aerospace Systems Design Conference, San Diego,
California, 1992, (see A94-12611 02-01), 94A12622.
The HI-FADS system design is an evolution of the FADS
systems (e.g., Larson et al., 1980, 1987), which emphasizes
the entire airdata system development. This paper describes
the HI-FADS measurement system, with particular
consideration given to the basic measurement hardware and
the development of the HI-FADS aerodynamic model and the
basic nonlinear regression algorithm. Algorithm initialization
techniques are developed, and potential algorithm divergence
problems are discussed. Data derived from HI-FADS flight
tests are used to demonstrate the system accuracies and to
illustrate the developed concepts and methods.
*University of California San Diego, La Jolla, California.
2004. *White, David A.; Bowers, Albion; Iliff, Ken; and
**Menousek, John: Flight, Propulsion, and Thermal
Control of Advanced Aircraft and Hypersonic Vehicles.
Handbook of Intelligent Control: Neural, Fuzzy, and
Adaptive Approaches, TJ217.5.H35, 1992.
*NeuroDyne Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts, and MIT
Artificial Intelligence Lab., Cambridge, Massachusetts.
**McDonnell Aircraft Co., Hypersonic Thermal Systems,
St. Louis, Missouri.
1993 Technical Publications
2005. Budd, Gerald D.; *Gilman, Ronald L.; and
*Eichstedt, David: Operational and Research Aspects of a
Radio-Controlled Model Flight Test Program. NASA
TM-104266, H-1881, NAS 1.15:104266, AIAA
Paper 93-0625. Presented at the 31st Aerospace Sciences
Meeting, Reno, Nevada, January 11-14, 1993, January 1993,
93N18616, #. (See also 2006, 2154.)
The operational and research aspects of a subscale, radio-
controlled model flight test program are presented. By using
low-cost free-flying models, an approach was developed for
obtaining research-quality vehicle performance and
aerodynamic information. The advantages and limitations
learned by applying this approach to a specific flight test
program are described. The research quality of the data
acquired shows that model flight testing is practical for
obtaining consistent and repeatable flight data.
*PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
2006. Budd, Gerald D.; *Gilman, Ronald L.; and
*Eichstedt, David: Operational and Research Aspects of
a Radio-Controlled Model Flight Test Program. AIAA
Paper 93-0625. Presented at the 31st AIAA Aerospace
Sciences Meeting and Exhibit, Reno, Nevada, January 11-
14. 1_93, 93A24742, #. (See also 2005, 2154.)
The operational and research aspects of a subscale, radio-
controlled model flight test program are presented. By using
low-cost free-flying models, an approach was developed
for obtaining research-quality vehicle performance and
aerodynamic information. The advantages and limitations
learned by applying tiffs approach to a specific flight test
program are described. The research quality of the data
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acquiredshowsthatmodelflight testingis practicalfor
obtainingconsistentrepeatablef ightdata.
*PRCInc.Edwards,California.
2007. Umes, James M.; *Hoy, Stephen E.;*Ladage,
Robert N.; and Stewart, James: A Neural Based Intelligent
Flight Control System for the NASA F-15 Flight Research
Aircraft. NASA Johnson Space Center, Proceedings of the
Third lnternational Workshop on Neural Networks and Fuzzy
Logic, Vol. 1, (see N93-22351 08-63), January_ 1993,
pp. 109-112, 93N22368, #.
A flight control concept that can identify aircraft stability
properties and continually optimize the aircraft flying
qualities has been developed by McDonnell Aircraft
Company under a contract with the NASA-Dryden Flight
Research Facility. This flight concept, termed the Intelligent
Flight Control System, utilizes Neural Network technology to
identify the host aircraft stability and control properties
during flight, and use this information to design on-line the
control system feedback gains to provide continuous
optimum flight response. This self-repairing capability can
provide high performance flight maneuvering response
throughout large flight envelopes, such as needed for the
National Aerospace Plane. Moreover, achieving this response
early in the vehicle's development schedule will save cost.
*McDonnell Aircraft Corporation, St. Louis, Missouri.
2008. *Mendenhall, Michael R.; *Lesieutre, Daniel J.;
*Whittaker, C. H.; Curry, Robert E.; and **Moulton, Bryan:
Aerodynamic Analysis of Pegasus ®- Computations vs
Reality. AIAA Paper 93-0520. Presented at the 31st AIAA
Aerospace Sciences Meeting and Exhibit, Reno, Nevada,
January_ 11-14. 1993.93A23262, #.
Pegasus, ® a three-stage, air-launched, winged space booster
was developed to provide fast and efficient commercial
launch services for small satellites. The aerodynamic design
and analysis of Pegasus ® was conducted without benefit of
wind tunnel tests using only computational aerodynamic and
fluid dynamic methods. Flight test data from the first two
operational flights of Pegasus _ are now available, and they
provide an opportunity to validate the accuracy of the
predicted pre-flight aerodynamic characteristics.
Comparisons of measured and predicted flight characteristics
are presented and discussed. Results show that the
computational methods provide reasonable aerodynamic
design information with acceptable margins. Post-flight
analyses illustrate certain areas in which improvements are
desired.
*Nielsen Engineering and Research, Inc., Mountain View,
California.
**PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
2009. Iliff, Kenneth W.; and Shafer, Mary F.: A
Comparison of Hypersonic Flight and Prediction
Results. AIAA Paper 93-0311. Presented at the 31st AIAA
Aerospace Sciences Meeting and Exhibit, Reno, Nevada,
January 11-14. 1993, 93A23006, #. (See also 2168.)
Aerodynamic and aerothermodynamic comparisons between
flight and ground test for four hypersonic vehicles are
discussed. The four vehicles are the X-15, the Reentry F, the
Sandia Energetic Reentry Vehicle Experiment (SWERVE),
and the Space Shuttle. The comparisons are taken from
papers published by researchers active in the various
programs. Aerodynamic comparisons include reaction
control jet interaction on the Space Shuttle. Various forms of
heating including catalytic, boundary layer, shock interaction
and interference, and vortex impingement are compared.
Predictions were significantly exceeded for the heating
caused by vortex impingement (on the Space Shuttle OMS
pods) and for heating caused by shock interaction and
interference on the X-15 and the Space Shuttle. Predictions of
boundary-layer state were in error on the X-15, the
SWERVE, and the Space Shuttle vehicles.
2010. Dana, William H.: The X-15 Airplane---Lessons
Learned. AIAA Paper 93-0309. Presented at the 31 st AIAA
Aerospace Sciences Meeting and Exhibit, Reno, Nevada,
Janoary_ 11-14. 1993.93A23005, #.
The X-15 rocket research airplane flew to an altitude of
354,000 ft and reached Mach 6.70. In almost 200 flights, this
airplane was used to gather aerodynamic-heating, structural
loads, stability and control, and atmospheric-reentry data.
This paper describes the origins, design, and operation of
the X-15 airplane. In addition, lessons learned from the
X-15 airplane that are applicable to designing and testing the
National Aero-Space Plane are discussed.
2011. Whitmore, Stephen A.; Moes, Timothy R.;
Czemiejewski, Mark W.; and Nichols, Douglas A.:
Application of a Flush Airdata Sensing System to a Wing
Leading Edge (LE-FADS). AIAA Paper 93-0634. Presented
at the 31st AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting and Exhibit,
Reno, Nevada, January 11-14, 1993, 93A24750, #. (See
also 2012.)
This paper investigates the feasibility of locating a flush air-
data sensing (FADS) system on a wing leading edge where
the operation of the avionics or fire control radar system will
not be hindered. The leading-edge FADS system (LE-FADS)
was installed on an unswept symmetrical airfoil, and a series
of low-speed wind-tunnel tests were conducted to evaluate
the performance of the system. As a result of the tests it is
concluded that the aerodynamic models formulated for use on
aircraft nosetips are directly applicable to wing leading edges
and that the calibration process is similar. Furthermore, the
agreement between the air-data calculations for angle of
attack and total pressure from the LE-FADS and known
wind-tunnel values suggest that wing-based flush air-data
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systemscanbecalibratedtoahighdegreeofaccuracy.Static
wind-tunneltestsforanglesofattackfrom-50to50degand
dynamicpressuresfrom3.6to 11.4lb/sqft wereperformed.
2012. Whitmore,StephenA.; Moes,TimothyR.;
Czemiejewski,Mark W.; and Nichols,DouglasA.:
Application of a Flush Airdata Sensing System to a Wing
Leading Edge (LE-FADS). NASA TM-104267, H-1886,
NAS 1.15:104267, AIAA Paper 93-0634. Presented at the
31st AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting and Exhibit, Reno,
Nevada, January 11-14, 1993, February_ 1993, 93N20163, #.
(See also 2011.)
The feasibility of locating a flush airdata sensing (FADS)
system on a wing leading edge where the operation of the
avionics or fire control radar system will not be hindered is
investigated. The leading-edge FADS system (LE-FADS)
was installed on an unswept symmetrical airfoil and a series
of low-speed wind-tunnel tests were conducted to evaluate
the performance of the system. As a result of the tests it is
concluded that the aerodynamic models formulated for use on
aircraft nosetips are directly applicable to wing leading edges
and that the calibration process is similar. Furthermore, the
agreement between the airdata calculations for angle of attack
and total pressure from the LE-FADS and known wind-
tunnel values suggest that wing-based flush airdata systems
can be calibrated to a high degree of accuracy. Static wind-
tunnel tests for angles of attack from -50 deg to 50 deg and
dynamic pressures from 3.6 to 11.4 lb/sq ft were performed.
2013. Moes, Timothy R.; Whitmore, Stephen A.; and
*Jordan, Frank L., Jr.: Flight and Wind-Tunnel
Calibrations of a Flush Airdata Sensor at High Angles of
Attack and Sideslip and at Supersonic Mach Numbers.
NASA TM-104265, H-1875, NAS 1.15:104265, AIAA
Paper 93-1017. Presented at the AIAA, AHS, and ASEE
Aerospace Design Conference, Irvine, California,
February 16--19, 1993, February_ 1993, 93N19110, #. (See
also 2014.)
A nonintrusive airdata-sensing system was calibrated in
flight and wind-tunnel experiments to an angle of attack of
70 deg and to angles of sideslip of +_15deg. Flight-calibration
data have also been obtained to Mach 1.2. The sensor, known
as the flush airdata sensor, was installed on the nosecap of an
F-18 aircraft for flight tests and on a full-scale F-18 forebody
for wind-tunnel tests. Flight tests occurred at the NASA
Dryden Flight Research Facility, Edwards, California, using
the F-18 High Alpha Research Vehicle. Wind-tunnel tests
were conducted in the 30° by 60-ft wind tunnel at the NASA
LaRC, Hampton, Virginia. The sensor consisted of 23 flush-
mounted pressure ports arranged in concentric circles and
located within 1.75 in. of the tip of the nosecap. An
overdetermined mathematical model was used to relate the
pressure measurements to the local airdata quantities. The
mathematical model was based on potential flow over a
sphere and was empirically adjusted based on flight and
wind-tunnel data. For quasi-steady maneuvering, the
mathematical model worked well throughout the subsonic,
transonic, and low supersonic flight regimes. The model also
worked well throughout the angles-of-attack and -sideslip
regions studied.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
2014. Moes, Timothy R.; Whitmore, Stephen A.; and
*Jordan, Frank L., Jr.: Flight and Wind-Tunnel
Calibrations of a Flush Airdata Sensor at High Angles of
Attack and Sideslip and at Supersonic Mach Numbers.
ALAA Paper 93-1017. Presented at the AIAA, AHS, and
ASEE Aerospace Design Conference, Irvine, California,
February 16-19, 1993, (see N93-19110), 93A30931, #. (See
also 2013.)
A nonintrusive airdata-sensing system was calibrated in
flight and wind-tunnel experiments to an angle of attack of
70 deg and to angles of sideslip of___15 deg. Flight-calibration
data have also been obtained to Mach 1.2. The sensor, known
as the flush airdata sensor, was installed on the nosecap of an
F-18 aircraft for flight tests and on a full-scale F-18 forebody
for wind-tunnel tests. Flight tests occurred at the NASA
Dryden Flight Research Facility, Edwards, California, using
the F-18 High Alpha Research Vehicle. Wind-tunnel tests
were conducted in the 30- by 60-ft wind tunnel at the NASA
LaRC, Hampton, Virginia. The sensor consisted of 23 flush-
mounted pressure ports arranged in concentric circles and
located within 1.75 in. of the tip of the nosecap. An
overdetermined mathematical model was used to relate the
pressure measurements to the local airdata quantities. The
mathematical model was based on potential flow over a
sphere and was empirically adjusted based on flight and
wind-tunnel data. For quasi-steady maneuvering, the
mathematical model worked well throughout the subsonic,
transonic, and low supersonic flight regimes. The model also
worked well throughout the angle-of-attack and sideslip
regions studied.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
2015. Murray, James E.; Moes, Timothy R.; and Norlin,
Ken: High.Altitude Balloon-Launched Aircraft--A
Piloted Simulation Study. AIAA Paper 93-1019. Presented
at the AIAA, AHS, and ASEE Aerospace Design Conference,
Irvine, California, February. 16--19. 1993, 93A30933, #.
A real-time piloted simulation at the NASA Dryden Flight
Research Facility was used to study the feasibility of
launching a research aircraft from a high-altitude balloon. In
the study, the simulated aircraft was launched in a nosedown
attitude at zero airspeed from 110,000 ft. After launch, the
pilot flew the aircraft through a near-maximum-lift pullout
and then through a zoom climb to a trimmed, 1-g flight
condition at the test altitude. The study included parametric
variations to measure the effects of launch altitude, gross
weight, Mach number limit, and parachute size on the test
altitude attained. The aerodynamic model of the simulated
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aircraftwasbasedonflighttestresults,lowReynoldsnumber
windtunneltests,andcomputationalmodels;themodel
includedsignificantMachnumberandReynoldsnumber
effectsathighaltitude.A smallparachutewasincludedinthe
simulationtolimitMachnumberduringthepulloutoavoid
adversetransoniceffectsandtheirresultantenergylosses.A
smallrocketmotorwasincludedin thesimulationandwas
investigatedforboostingtheaircrafttoahighertestaltitude.
Inthestudy,atestaltitudeof approximately95,000ft was
attainedwithoutrocketboost,andatestaltitudeinexcessof
100,000ftwasattainedusingsmallrocketboost.
2016. Shelley,SmartJ.; Freudinger,LawrenceC.;
andAllemang, Randall J.: Development of an On-Line
Modal State Monitor. Presented at the 1 lth International
Modal Analysis Conference, Kissamee, Florida,
February_ 1-4. 1993.
This paper discusses an ongoing effort to implement
vibration health monitoring schemes in an on-line
environment. On-line health monitoring or on-line parameter
estimation is required to automate the testing procedures
currently observed in practice for certain nonstationary or
otherwise nonconstant linear systems. Flight flutter testing of
aircraft is discussed as a specific and intended beneficiary of
this work. Data acquisition hardware is controlled from
within a flexible software package for matrix algebra. This
development is unique in the sense that a provision is made to
perform coordinated transformations such as discrete modal
filtering on the data in the acquisition hardware, which can be
exploited as a data condensation tool. The results presented in
this paper include an overview of the software tools
developed to date and experimental results for stationary and
nonstationary data.
2017. Walsh, Kevin R.: Summary of the Effects of
Engine Throttle Response on Airplane Formation-Flying
Qualities. NASA TM-4465, H-1888, NAS 1.15:4465,
AIAA Paper 92-3318. Presented at the AIAA 28th Joint
Propulsion Conference and Exhibit, Nashville, Tennessee,
July 6--8, 1992, (see A92-48902), March 1993, 93N23123, #.
(See also 1947.)
A flight evaluation was conducted to determine the effect of
engine throttle response characteristics on precision
formation-flying qualities. A variable electronic throttle
control system was developed and flight-tested on a TF- 104G
airplane with a J79-11B engine at the NASA Dryden Eight
Research Facility. This airplane was chosen because of its
known, very favorable thrust response characteristics. Ten
research flights were flown to evaluate the effects of throttle
gain, time delay, and fuel control rate limiting on engine
handling qualifies during a demanding precision wing
formation task. Handling quality effects of lag filters and lead
compensation time delays were also evaluated. The Cooper
and Harper Pilot Rating Scale was used to assign levels of
handling quality. Data from pilot ratings and comments
indicate that throttle control system time delays and rate
limits cause significant degradations in handling qualities.
Threshold values for satisfactory (level 1) and adequate (level
2) handling qualities of these key variables are presented.
These results may provide engine manufacturers with
guidelines to assure satisfactory handling qualities in future
engine designs.
2018. Hamory, Philip J.; and Murray, James E.: Flight
Experience With Lightweight, Low-Power Miniaturized
Instrumentation Systems. NASA TM-4463, H- 1879,
NAS 1.15:4463, ALAA Paper 92-4111. Presented at the
AIAA 6th Biennial Flight Test Conference, Hilton Head,
South Carolina, August 24-26, 1992, (see A93-11280),
March 1993, 93N23102, #. (See also 1960, 2112.)
Engineers at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility
(NASA-Dryden) have conducted two flight research
programs with lightweight, low-power miniaturized
instrumentation systems built around commercial data
loggers. One program quantified the performance of a radio-
controlled model airplane. The other program was a laminar
boundary-layer transition experiment on a manned sailplane.
NASA-Dryden personnel's flight experience with the
miniaturized instrumentation systems used on these two
programs is reported. The data loggers, the sensors, and the
hardware and software developed to complete the systems are
described. How the systems were used is described and the
challenges encountered to make them work are covered.
Examples of raw data and derived results are shown as well.
Finally, future plans for these systems are discussed. For
some flight research applications where miniaturized
instrumentation is a requirement, the authors conclude that
commercially available data loggers and sensors are viable
alternatives. In fact, the data loggers and sensors make it
possible to gather research-quality data in a timely and cost-
effective manner.
2019. Curry, Robert E.; *Mendenhall, Michael R.; and
**Moulton, Bryan: In-Flight Evaluation of Aerodynamic
Predictions of an Air-Launched Space Booster. AGARD
CP-514. Theoretical and Experimental Methods in
Hypersonic Flows, presented at Fluid Dynamics Panel
Symposium, Torino, Italy, May 4-8, 1992, (see N94-10421
01-02), April 1993, 94N10427, #. (See also 1923.)
Several analytical aerodynamic design tools that were
applied to the Pegasus ® air-launched space booster were
evaluated using flight measurements. The study was limited
to existing codes and was conducted with limited
computational resources. The flight instrumentation was
constrained to have minimal impact on the primary Pegasus ®
missions. Where appropriate, the flight measurements were
compared with computational data. Aerodynamic
performance and trim data from the first two flights were
correlated with predictions. Local measurements in the wing
and wing-body interference region were correlated with
analytical data. This complex flow region includes the effect
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ofaerothermalheatingmagnificationcausedbythepresence
of acornervortexandinteractionofthewingleadingedge
shockandfuselageboundarylayer.Theoperationofthefirst
twomissionsindicatesthatheaerodynamicdesignapproach
forPegasus®wasadequate,anddatashowthatacceptable
marginswereavailable.Additionally,the correlations
provideinsightintothecapabilitiesoftheseanalyticaltools
formorecomplexvehiclesinwhichdesignmarginsmaybe
morestringent.
*NielsenEngineeringandResearch,Inc.,MountainView,
California.
**PRCInc.,Edwards,California.
2020. *Mosier, Marty_ *Harris, Gary; and *Whitmeyer,
Charlie: The Pegasus _" Air-Launched Space Booster
Payload Interfaces and Processing Procedures for Small
Optical Payloads. Proceedings, Small-Satellite Technology
and Applications Meeting, Orlando, Florida, April 4-5, 199 I.
Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers,
Bellingham, Washington, 1991, pp. 177-192, (see A93-
24151 08-18), 93A24170.
Pegasus ® and the PegaStar integrated spacecraft bus are
described, and an overview of integration and launch
operations is provided. Payload design issues include payload
volume and mass capability, payload interfaces, and design
loads. Vehicle and payload processing issues include
integration and handling methods, facilities, contamination
control, and launch operations. It is noted that Pegasus ®
provides small satellite users with a cost-effective means for
delivering payloads into the specific orbits at the optimal time
to meet the most demanding mission requirements. PegaStar
provides a flexible cost-effective means for providing long-
term on-orbit support while minimizing total program risk
and cost.
*Orbital Sciences Corp., Fairfax, Virginia.
2021. Brenner, Martin J.: Actuator and Aerodynamic
Modeling for High.Angle-Of-Attack Aeroservoelasticity.
AIAA Paper 93-1419. Presented at the 34th AIAA, ASME,
ASCE, AHS, and ASC, Structures, Structural Dynamics and
Materials Conference, and the ,MAA and ASME, Adaptive
Structures Forum, La Jolla, California, April 19-22, 1993,
93A37433, #. (See also 2028.)
Accurate prediction of airframe/actuation coupling is
required by the imposing demands of modern flight control
systems. In particular, for agility enhancement at high angle
of attack and low dynamic pressure, structural integration
characteristics such as hinge moments, effective actuator
stiffness, and airframe/control surface damping can have a
significant effect on stability predictions. Actuator responses
are customarily represented with low-order transfer functions
matched to actuator test data, and control surface stiffness is
often modeled as a linear spring. The inclusion of the physical
properties of actuation and its installation on the airframe is
therefore addressed in this paper using detailed actuator
models which consider the physical, electrical, and
mechanical elements of actuation. The aeroservoelastic
analysis procedure is described in which the actuators are
modeled as detailed high-order transfer functions and as
approximate low-order transfer functions. The impacts of
unsteady aerodynamic modeling on aeroservoelastic stability
are also investigated in this paper by varying the order of
approximation, or number of aerodynamic lag states, in the
analysis. Test data from a thrust-vectoring configuration of an
F/A-18 aircraft are compared to predictions to determine the
effects on accuracy as a function of modeling complexity.
2022. *Pinkelman, J. K.; *Batill, S. M.; Vernon, L. E.; and
Kehoe, M. W.: An Evaluation of Excitation Techniques
for Time Domain Based Flutter Data Processing. AIAA
Paper 93-1602. Technical Papers, Part 5. Presented at the
34th AIAA, ASME, ASCE, AHS, and ASC, Structures,
Structural Dynamics and Materials Conference, and the
AIAA and ASME, Adaptive Structures Forum, La Jolla,
California, April 19-22, 1993, pp. 2596-2604, 93A34133, #.
Numerically simulated, wind tunnel and flight test
experimental data were used to evaluate various types of
system excitation sources for subcritical flutter testing.
Emphasis was placed upon the determination of modal
frequencies and damping from relatively short time series
records. Parameter identification based upon digital time
series models was used to predict modal characteristics from
subcritical test data. Various types of excitation were
considered. These were: 1) impulsive loading and the
resulting transient free vibration response, 2) random forced
response, in which the 'mechanical' forcing function could be
directly measured, 3) sine sweep forced response, in which
the 'mechanical' forcing function could be directly measured,
and 4) forced response from unsteady aerodynamic excitation
or turbulence, in which the excitation could only be indirectly
inferred from other measurements.
*Notre Dame University, Indiana.
2023. Vt:rnon, Lura: In-Flight Investigation of a
Rotating Cylinder-Based Structural Excitation System
for Flutter Testing. AIAA Paper 93-1537. Technical
Papers, Part 4. Presented at the 34th AIAA, ASME, ASCE,
AHS, and ASC, Structures, Structural Dynamics and
Materials Conference, and the AIAA and ASME, Adaptive
Structures Forum, La Jolla, California, April 19-22. 1993.
pp. 1979-1997, 93A34074, #. (See also 2029.)
A research excitation system was test flown at the NASA
Dryden Flight Research Facility on the two-seat F-16XL
aircraft. The excitation system is a wingtip-mounted vane
with a rotating slotted cylinder at the trailing edge. As the
cylinder rotates during flight, the flow is alternately deflected
upward and downward through the slot, resulting in a
periodic lift force at twice the cylinder's rotational frequency.
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Flighttestingwasconductedto determinetheexcitation
system'seffectivenessin thesubsonicandtransonicflight
regimes.Primaryresearchobjectivesweretodeterminethe
system'sabilitytodevelopadequateforcelevelstoexcitethe
aircraft'structureandtodeterminethefrequencyrangeover
whichthe systemcouldexcitestructuralmodesof the
aircraft.Theresultsfromtheexciterwerecomparedwith
resultsfromatmosphericturbulenceexcitationatthesame
flightconditions.Theresultsfromtheforcedexcitationwere
ofhigherqualityandhadlessvariationthantheresultsfrom
atmosphericturbulence.Theforcedexcitationdataalso
invariably ieldedhigherstructuraldampingvaluesthan
thosefromtheatmosphericturbulencedata.
2024. Anderson, Karl F.: The Constant Current Loop: A
New Paradigm for Resistance Signal Conditioning. NASA
TM-108744, H-1878, NAS 1.15:108744. Presented at the
39th Instrument Society of America International
Instrumentation Symposium, Albuquerque, New Mexico,
May 3--6, 1993, 1993, 93N25181, #. (See also 1980, 2025,
2071.)
A practical, single, constant-current loop circuit for the signal
conditioning of variable-resistance transducers was
synthesized, analyzed, and demonstrated. The strain gage and
the resistance temperature device are examples of variable-
resistance sensors. Lead wires connect variable-resistance
sensors to remotely located signal-conditioning hardware.
The presence of lead wires in the conventional Wheatstone
bridge signal-conditioning circuit introduces undesired
effects that reduce the quality of the data from the remote
sensors. A practical approach is presented for suppressing
essentially all lead wire resistance effects while indicating
only the change in resistance value. Theoretical predictions
supported by laboratory testing confirm the following
features of the approach: (1) the dc response; (2) the electrical
output is unaffected by extremely large variations in the
resistance of any or all lead wires; (3) the electrical output
remains zero for no change in gage resistance; (4) the
electrical output is inherently linear with respect to gage
resistance change; (5) the sensitivity is double that of a
Wheatstone bridge circuit; and (6) the same excitation and
sense wires can serve multiple independent gages. An
adaptation of the current loop circuit is presented that
simultaneously provides an output signal voltage directly
proportional to transducer resistance change and provides
temperature information that is unaffected by transducer and
lead wire resistance variations. These innovations are the
subject of NASA patent applications.
synthesized, analyzed, and demonstrated. The strain gage and
the resistance temperature device are examples of variable-
resistance sensors. Lead wires connect variable-resistance
sensors to remotely located signal-conditioning hardware.
The presence of lead wires in the conventional Wheatstone
bridge signal-conditioning circuit introduces undesired
effects that reduce the quality of the data from the remote
sensors. A practical approach is presented for suppressing
essentially all lead wire resistance effects while indicating
only the change in resistance value. An adaptation of the
current loop circuit is presented that simultaneously provides
an output signal voltage directly proportional to transducer
resistance change and provides temperature information that
is unaffected by transducer and lead wire resistance
variations.
2026. Bogue, Rodney K.: Recent Flight-Test Results
of Optical Airdata Techniques. NASA TM-4504,
H-1915, NAS 1.15:4504, SAE-92-1997. Presented at the
SAE Aerotech 1992 Conference, Anaheim, California,
October 5-8, 1992, May 1993, 94N13791, #. (See
also 1955.)
Optical techniques for measuring airdata parameters were
demonstrated with promising results on high performance
fighter aircraft. These systems can measure the airspeed
vector, and some are not as dependent on special in-flight
calibration processes as current systems. Optical concepts for
measuring freestream static temperature and density are
feasible for in-flight applications. The best feature of these
concepts is that the air data measurements are obtained
nonintrusively, and for the most part well into the freestream
region of the flow field about the aircraft. Current
requirements for measuring air data at high angle of attack,
and future need to measure the same information at
hypersonic flight conditions place strains on existing
techniques. Optical technology advances show outstanding
potential for application in future programs and promise to
make common use of optical concepts a reality. Results from
several flight-test programs are summarized, and the
technology advances required to make optical airdata
techniques practical are identified.
2027. Bogue, Rodney K.; and *Erbland, Peter:
Perspective on the National Aero-Space Plane Program
Instrumentation Development. NASA TM-4505, H- 1916,
NAS 1.15:4505. Presented at the Aero Space Planes
Conference, Orlando, Florida, December 1-3, 1992,
May 1993, 94N13256, #. (See also 2002.)
2025. Anderson, Karl F.: The Constant Current Loop -
A New Paradigm for Resistance Signal Conditioning.
Presented at the 39th Instrument Society of America
International Instrumentation Symposium, Albuquerque,
New Mexico, May 3-6. 1993, pp. 465--479, 93A54380. (See
also 1980, 2024, 2071.)
A practical single constant current loop circuit for the signal
conditioning of variable-resistance transducers has been
A review of the requirement for, and development of,
advanced measurement technology for the National
Aerospace Plane program is presented. The objective is to
discuss the technical need and the program commitment
required to ensure that adequate and timely measurement
capabilities are provided for ground and flight testing in the
NASP program. The scope of the measurement problem is
presented, the measurement process is described, how
instrumentation technology development has been affected
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byNASPprogramevolutionisexamined,thenationaleffort
todefinemeasurementrequirementsandassesstheadequacy
of currentechnologyto supportheNASPprogramis
discussed,and the measurementrequirementsare
summarized.TheuniquefeaturesoftheNASPprogramthat
complicatethe understandingof requirementsandthe
developmentofviablesolutionsareillustrated.
*AirForceSystemsCommand,Wright-PattersonAFB,Ohio.
2028. Brenner, Martin J.: Actuator and Aerodynamic
Modeling for High-Angle-of-Attack Aeroservoelasticity.
NASA TM-4493, H-1904, NAS 1.15:4493, AIAA
Paper 93-1419. Presented at the AIAA, ASME, ASCE, AHS,
and ASC Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials
Conference, La Jolla, California, April 19-22, 1993,
June 1993, (A93-37433), 94N13255, #. (See also 2021.)
Accurate prediction of airframe/actuation coupling is
required by the imposing demands of modern flight control
systems. In particular, for agility enhancement at high angle
of attack and low dynamic pressure, structural integration
characteristics such as hinge moments, effective actuator
stiffness, and airframe/control surface damping can have a
significant effect on stability predictions. Actuator responses
are customarily represented with low-order transfer functions
matched to actuator test data, and control surface stiffness is
often modeled as a linear spring. The inclusion of the physical
properties of actuation and its installation on the airframe is
therefore addressed using detailed actuator models which
consider the physical, electrical, and mechanical elements of
actuation. The aeroservoelastic analysis procedure is
described in which the actuators are modeled as detailed
high-order transfer functions and as approximate low-order
transfer functions. The impacts of unsteady aerodynamic
modeling on aeroservoelastic stability are also investigated
by varying the order of approximation, or number of
aerodynamic lag states, in the analysis. Test data from a
thrust-vectoring configuration of an F/A-18 aircraft are
compared to predictions to determine the effects on accuracy
as a function of modeling complexity.
2029. Vernon, Lura: In-Flight Investigation of a
Rotating Cylinder-Based Structural Excitation System
for Flutter Testing. NASA-TM-4512, H-1883, NAS
1.15:4512, (see A93-34074), June 1993, 94N15783, #. (See
also 2023.)
A research excitation system was test flown at the NASA
Dryden Flight Research Facility on the two-seat F-16XL
aircraft. The excitation system is a wingtip-mounted vane
with a rotating slotted cylinder at the trailing edge. As the
cylinder rotates during flight, the flow is alternately deflected
upward and downward through the slot, resulting in a
periodic lift force at twice the cylinder's rotational frequency.
Flight testing was conducted to determine the excitation
system's effectiveness in the subsonic, transonic, and
supersonic flight regimes. Primary research objectives were
to determine the system's ability to develop adequate force
levels to excite the aircraft's structure and to determine the
frequency range over which the system could excite
structural modes of the aircraft. In addition, studies were
conducted to determine optimal excitation parameters, such
as sweep duration, sweep type, and energy levels. The results
from the exciter were compared with results from
atmospheric turbulence excitation at the same flight
conditions. The comparison indicated that the vane with a
rotating slotted cylinder provides superior results. The results
from the forced excitation were of higher quality and had less
variation than the results from atmospheric turbulence. The
forced excitation data also invariably yielded higher
structural damping values than those from the atmospheric
turbulence data.
2030. Burcham, Frank W., Jr.; Maine, Trindel A.;
Fullerton, C. Gordon; and *Wells, Edward A.: Preliminary
Flight Results of a Fly-By-Throttle Emergency Flight
Control System on an F-15 Airplane. NASA TM-4503,
H-1911, NAS 1.15:4503, AIAA Paper 93-1820. Presented
at the 29th AIAA, SAE, and ASME Joint Propulsion
Conference, Monterey, California, June 28-30, 1993,
June 1993, 94N13254, #. (See also 2031.)
A multi-engine aircraft, with some or all of the flight control
system inoperative, may use engine thrust for control. NASA
Dryden has conducted a study of the capability and
techniques for this emergency flight control method for the
F-15 airplane. With an augmented control system, engine
thrust, along with appropriate feedback parameters, is used to
control flightpath and bank angle. Extensive simulation
studies were followed by flight tests. The principles of
throttles only control, the F-15 airplane, the augmented
system, and the flight results including actual landings with
throttles-only control are discussed.
*McDonnell-Douglas Automation Co., St. Louis, Missouri.
2031. Burcham, Frank W., Jr.; Maine, Trindel A.;
Fullerton, C. G.; and *Wells, Edward A.:Preliminary Flight
Test Results of a Fly-By-Throttle Emergency Flight
Control System on an F-15 Airplane. AIAA
Paper93-1820. Presented at the 29th AIAA, SAE, and
ASME Joint Propulsion Conference, Monterey, California,
June 28-30, 1993, 93A49708, #. (See also 2030.)
A multi-engine aircraft, with some or all of the flight control
system inoperative, may use engine thrust for control. NASA
Dryden has conducted a study of the capability and
techniques for this emergency flight control method for the
F-15 airplane. With an augmented control system, engine
thrust, along with appropriate feedback parameters, is used to
control flightpath and bank angle. Extensive simulation
studies have been followed by flight tests. This paper
discusses the principles of throttles-only control, the F-15
airplane, the augmented system, and the flight results
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includinglandingapproacheswiththrottles-onlycontrolto
within10ft oftheground.
*McDonnellDouglasAerospace,St.Louis,Missouri.
2032. Voracek, David F.: Ground Vibration and Flight
Flutter Tests of the Single-Seat F-16XL Aircraft
With a Modified Wing. NASA TM-104264, H-1906,
NAS 1.15:104264, June 1993, 94N11233, #.
The NASA single-seat F-16XL aircraft was modified by the
addition of a glove to the left wing. Vibration tests were
conducted on the ground to assess the changes to the aircraft
caused by the glove. Flight Luther testing was conducted on
the aircraft with the glove installed to ensure that the flight
envelope was free of aeroelastic or aeroservoelastic
instabilities. The ground vibration tests showed that above
20 Hz, several modes that involved the control surfaces were
significantly changed. Flight test data showed that modal
damping levels and trends were satisfactory where
obtainable. The data presented in this report include
estimated modal parameters from the ground vibration and
flight flutter test.
2033. Orme, John S.; and Gilyard, Glenn B.: Preliminary
Supersonic Flight Test Evaluation of Performance
Seeking Control. NASA TM-4494, H- 1909, NAS
1.15:4494, AIAA Paper 93-1821. Presented at the 29th
AIAA, SAE, ASME, and ASEE Joint Propulsion
Conference, Monterey, California, June 28-30, 1993,
June 1993, 94N11205, #.
Digital flight and engine control, powerful onboard
computers, and sophisticated controls techniques may
improve aircraft performance by maximizing fuel efficiency,
maximizing thrust, and extending engine life. An adaptive
performance seeking control system for optimizing the quasi-
steady state performance of an F-15 aircraft was developed
and flight tested. This system has three optimization modes:
minimum fuel, maximum thrust, and minimum fan turbine
inlet temperature. Tests of the minimum fuel and fan turbine
inlet temperature modes were performed at a constant thrust.
Supersonic single-engine flight tests of the three modes were
conducted using varied after burning power settings. At
supersonic conditions, the performance seeking control law
optimizes the integrated airframe, inlet, and engine. At
subsonic conditions, only the engine is optimized. Supersonic
flight tests showed improvements in thrust of 9 percent,
increases in fuel savings of 8 percent, and reductions of up to
85 deg R in turbine temperatures for all three modes. The
supersonic performance seeking control structure is
described and preliminary results of supersonic performance
seeking control tests are given. These findings have
implications for improving performance of civilian and
military aircraft.
2034. Iliff, Kenneth W.; and Shafer, Mary F.:
Space Shuttle Hypersonic Aerodynamic and
Aerothermodynamic Flight Research and the
Comparison to Ground Test Results. NASA TM-4499,
H-1894, NAS 1.15:4499, AIAA Paper 92-3988. Presented at
the 17th Aerospace Ground Testing Conference, Nashville,
Tennessee, July 6-8, 1992, (see A92-56812), June 1993,
94N10820, #. (See also 1944.)
Aerodynamic and aerothermodynamic comparisons between
flight and ground test for the Space Shuttle at hypersonic
speeds are discussed. All of the comparisons are taken from
papers published by researchers active in the Space Shuttle
program. The aerodynamic comparisons include stability and
control derivatives, center-of-pressure location, and reaction
control jet interaction. Comparisons are also discussed for
various forms of heating, including catalytic, boundary layer,
top centerline, side fuselage, OMS pod, wing leading edge,
and shock interaction. The jet interaction and center-of-
pressure location flight values exceeded not only the
predictions but also the uncertainties of the predictions.
Predictions were significantly exceeded for the heating
caused by the vortex impingement on the OMS pods and for
heating caused by the wing leading-edge shock interaction.
2035. Iliff, Kenneth W.; and Shafer, Mary F.: Extraction
of Stability and Control Derivatives from Orbiter Flight
Data. NASA TM-4500, H-1912, NAS 1.15:4500. Presented
at the Orbiters Experiments (OEX) Aerothermodynamics
Symposium, Williamsburg, Virginia, April 27-30, 1993,
June 1993, 94N10707, #.
The Space Shuttle Orbiter has provided unique and important
information on aircraft flight dynamics. This information has
provided the opportunity to assess the flight-derived stability
and control derivatives for maneuvering flight in the
hypersonic regime. In the case of the Space Shuttle Orbiter,
these derivatives are required to determine if certain
configuration placards (limitations on the flight envelope)
can be modified. These placards were determined on the basis
of preflight predictions and the associated uncertainties. As
flight-determined derivatives are obtained, the placards are
reassessed, and some of them are removed or modified.
Extraction of the stability and control derivatives was
justified by operational considerations and not by research
considerations. Using flight results to update the predicted
database of the orbiter is one of the most completely
documented processes for a flight vehicle. This process
followed from the requirement for analysis of flight data for
control system updates and for expansion of the operational
flight envelope. These results show significant changes in
many important stability and control derivatives from the
preflight database. This paper presents some of the stability
and control derivative results obtained from Space Shuttle
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flights.Someof thelimitationsof thisinformationarealso
examined.
Space Shuttle Orbiter
EC88-0247-1
2036. Ennix, Kimbedy A.: Engine Exhaust
Characteristics Evaluation in Support of Aircraft
Acoustic Testing. NASA TM-104263, H-1873, NAS
1.15:104263. Presented at the Society of Women Engineers
National Conference, Chicago, Illinois, June 1993,
93N32220, #. (See also 2072.)
NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility and NASA Langley
Research Center completed a joint acoustic flight test
program. Test objectives were (1) to quantify and evaluate
subsonic climb-to-cruise noise and (2) to obtain a quality
noise database for use in validating the Aircraft Noise
Prediction Program. These tests were conducted using
aircraft with engines that represent the high nozzle pressure
ratio of future transport designs. Test flights were completed
at subsonic speeds that exceeded Much 0.3 using F-18 and
F-16XL aircraft. This paper describes the efforts of NASA
Dryden Flight Research Facility in this flight test program.
Topics discussed include the test aircraft, setup, and matrix.
In addition, the engine modeling codes and nozzle exhaust
characteristics are described.
2037. Ennix, Kimberly A.; Burcham, Frank W., Jr.; and
Webb, Lannie D.: Flight-Determined Engine Exhaust
Characteristics of an F404 Engine in an F-18 Airplane.
AIA.A Paper 93-2543. Presented at the 29th AIAA, SAE,
ASME, and ASEE Joint Propulsion Conference and Exhibit,
Monterey, California, June 28-30, 1993, 93A50267, #. (See
also 2059.)
The exhaust characteristics of the F-18 aircraft with an F404
engine are examined with reference to the results of an
acoustic flight testing program. The discussion covers an
overview of the flight test planning, instrumentation, test
procedures, data analysis, engine modeling codes, and
results. In addition, the paper presents the exhaust velocity
and Much number data for the climb-to-cruise, Aircraft Noise
Prediction Program validation, and ground tests.
2038. Ko, William L.; and Jackson, Raymond H.:
Compressive and Shear Buckling Analysis of Metal
Matrix Composite Sandwich Panels Under Different
Thermal Environments. NASA TM-4492, H-1900, NAS
1.15:4492. Presented at the 7th International Conference on
Composite Structures, Paisley, Scotland, United Kingdom,
July 1993, June 1993, 93N27263, #. (See also 2039.)
Combined inplane compressive and shear buckling analysis
was conducted on flat rectangular sandwich panels using the
Raleigh-Ritz minimum energy method with a consideration
of transverse shear effect of the sandwich core. The sandwich
panels were fabricated with titanium honeycomb core and
laminated metal matrix composite face sheets. The results
show that slightly slender (along unidirectional compressive
loading axis) rectangular sandwich panels have the most
desirable stiffness-to-weight ratios for aerospace structural
applications; the degradation of buckling strength of
sandwich panels with rising temperature is faster in shear
than in compression; and the fiber orientation of the face
sheets for optimum combined-load buckling strength of
sandwich panels is a strong function of both loading
condition and panel aspect ratio. Under the same specific
weight and panel aspect ratio, a sandwich panel with metal
matrix composite face sheets has much higher buckling
strength than one having monolithic face sheets.
2039. Ko, William L.; and Jackson, Raymond H.:
Compressive and Shear Buckling Analysis of Metal
Matrix Composite Sandwich Panels Under Different
Thermal Environments. Composite Structures, (ISSN
0263-8223), Vol. 25, No. 1-4, 1993. Proceedings of the 7th
International Conference on Composite Structures,
University of Paisley, United Kingdom, July 5-7. 1993,
pp. 227-239, (see A93-50376 21-24), 93A50397. (See
also 2038.)
Combined inplane compressive and shear buckling analysis
was conducted on fiat rectangular sandwich panels using the
Raleigh-Ritz minimum energy method with a consideration
of transverse shear effect of the sandwich core. The sandwich
panels were fabricated with titanium honeycomb core and
laminated metal matrix composite face sheets. The results
show that slightly slender (along unidirectional compressive
loading axis) rectangular sandwich panels have the most
desirable stiffness-to-weight ratios for aerospace structural
applications; the degradation of buckling strength of
sandwich panels with rising temperature is faster in shear
than in compression; and the fiber orientation of the face
sheets for optimum combined-load buckling strength of
sandwich panels is a strong function of both loading
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conditionandpanelaspectratio.Underthesamespecific
weightandpanelaspectratio,asandwichpanelwithmetal
matrixcompositefacesheetshasmuchhigherbuckling
strengtht anonehavingmonolithicfacesheets.
2040. Espana, Martin D.; and Gilyard, Glenn B.: On the
Estimation Algorithm for Adaptive Performance
Optimization of Turbofan Engines. AIAA Paper 93-1823.
Presented at the 29th ALa.A, SAE, ASME, and ASEE, Joint
Propulsion Conference and Exhibit, Monterey, California,
June 28-30. 1993, 93A49710, #. (See also 2066.)
The performance seeking control (PSC) algorithm is
designed to continuously optimize the performance of
propulsion systems. The PSC algorithm uses a nominal
propulsion system model and estimates, in flight, the engine
deviation parameters (EDPs) characterizing the engine
deviations with respect to nominal conditions. In practice,
because of measurement biases and/or model uncertainties,
the estimated EDPs may not reflect the engine's actual off-
nominal condition. This factor has a direct impact on the PSC
scheme exacerbated by the open-loop character of the
algorithm. In this paper, the effects produced by unknown
measurement biases over the estimation algorithm are
evaluated. This evaluation allows for identification of the
most critical measurements for application of the PSC
algorithm to an F100 engine. An equivalence relation
between the biases and EDPs stems from the analysis;
therefore, it is undecided whether the estimated EDPs
represent the actual engine deviation or whether they simply
reflect the measurement biases. A new algorithm, based on
the engine's (steady-state) optimization model, is proposed
and tested with flight data. When compared with previous
Kalman filter schemes, based on local engine dynamic
models, the new algorithm is easier to design and tune and it
reduces the computational burden of the onboard computer.
2041. *Mueller, F. D.; *Nobbs, S. G.; and Stewart, J. F.:
Dual Engine Application of the Performance Seeking
Control Algorithm. AIAA Paper 93-1822. Presented at the
29th AIAA, SALE, ASME, and ASEE, Joint Propulsion
Conference and Exhibit, Monterey, California, June 28--30.
1993, 93A49709, #.
The Dual Engine Performance Seeking Control (PSC) flight/
propulsion optimization program has been developed and
will be flown during the second quarter of 1993. Previously,
only single engine optimization was possible due to the
limited capability of the on-board computer. The
implementation of Dual Engine PSC has been made possible
with the addition of a new state-of-the-art, higher throughput
computer. As a result, the single engine PSC performance
improvements already flown will be demonstrated on both
engines, simultaneously. Dual Engine PSC will make it
possible to directly compare aircraft performance with and
without the improvements generated by PSC. With the
additional thrust achieved with PSC, significant
improvements in acceleration times and time to climb will be
possible. PSC is also able to reduce deceleration time from
supersonic speeds. This paper traces the history of the PSC
program, describes the basic components of PSC, discusses
the development and implementation of Dual Engine PSC
including additions to the code, and presents predictions of
the impact of Dual Engine PSC on aircraft performance.
*McDonnell Douglas Aerospace, St. Louis, Missouri.
2042. Gilyard, Glenn B.; and Orme, John S.:
Performance Seeking Control: Program Overview and
Future Directions. NASA TM-4531, H-1920, NAS
1.15:4531, AIAA Paper 93-3765. Presented at the AIAA
Guidance, Navigation, and Control Conference, Monterey,
California, August 9-11, 1993, (see A93-51360),
1993, 94N14855, #. (See also 2043.)
A flight test evaluation of the performance-seeking control
(PSC) algorithm on the NASA F-15 highly integrated digital
electronic control research aircraft was conducted for single-
engine operation at subsonic and supersonic speeds. The
model-based PSC system was developed with three
optimization modes: minimum fuel flow at constant thrust,
minimum turbine temperature at constant thrust, and
maximum thrust at maximum dry and full afterburner throttle
settings. Subsonic and supersonic flight testing were
conducted at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility
covering the three PSC optimization modes and over the full
throttle range. Flight results show substantial benefits. In the
maximum thrust mode, thrust increased up to 15 percent at
subsonic and 10 percent at supersonic flight conditions. The
minimum fan turbine inlet temperature mode reduced
temperatures by more than 100 F at high altitudes. The
minimum fuel flow mode results decreased fuel consumption
up to 2 percent in the subsonic regime and almost 10 percent
supersonically. These results demonstrate that PSC
technology can benefit the next generation of fighter or
transport aircraft. NASA Dryden is developing an adaptive
aircraft performance technology system that is measurement
based and uses feedback to ensure optimality. This program
will address the technical weaknesses identified in the PSC
program and will increase performance gains.
2043. Gilyard, Glenn B.; and Orme, John S.:
Performance-Seeking Control--Program Overview and
Future Directions. AIAA Paper 93-3765. Technical Papers,
Part 2, presented at the AIAA Guidance, Navigation and
Control Conference, Monterey, California, August 9-11,
1993, (see A93-51301 22-63), pp. 593-609, 93A51360, #.
(See also 2042.)
A flight test evaluation of the performance-seeking control
(PSC) algorithm on the NASA F-15 highly integrated digital
electronic control research aircraft was conducted for single-
engine operation at subsonic and supersonic speeds. The
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model-basedPSCsystemwas developedwith three
optimizationmodes:minimumfuelflowatconstantthrust,
minimumturbinetemperatureat constanthrust,and
maximumthrustatmaximumdryandfullafterburnerth ottle
settings.Subsonicand supersonicflight testingwere
conductedat theNASADrydenFlightResearchFacility
coveringthethreePSCoptimizationmodesandoverthefull
throttlerange.Flightresultshowsubstantialbenefits.Inthe
maximumthrustmode,thrustincreasedupto 15percentat
subsonicand10percentatsupersonicflightconditions.The
minimumfan turbineinlet temperaturemodereduced
temperaturesby morethan100F at highaltitudes.The
minimumfuelflowmoderesultsdecreasedfuelconsumption
upto2percentinthesubsonicregimeandalmost10percent
supersonically.Theseresultsdemonstratethat PSC
technologycanbenefithenextgenerationof fighteror
transportaircraft.
2044. Kehoe, Michael W.; and Deaton, Vivian C.:
Correlation of Analytical and Experimental Hot
Structure Vibration Results. NASA TM-104269, H-1943,
NAS 1.15:104269. Presented at the SEM Structural Testing
Technology at High Temperatures II Conference, Ojai,
California, November 8-10, 1993, August 1993.94N36644,
#.
High surface temperatures and temperature gradients can
affect the vibratory characteristics and stability of aircraft
structures. Aircraft designers are relying more on finite-
element model analysis methods to ensure sufficient vehicle
structural dynamic stability throughout the desired flight
envelope. Analysis codes that predict these thermal effects
must be correlated and verified with experimental data.
Experimental modal data for aluminum, titanium, and
fiberglass plates heated at uniform, nonuniform, and transient
heating conditions are presented. The data show the effect of
heat on each plate's modal characteristics, a comparison of
predicted and measured plate vibration frequencies, the
measured modal damping, and the effect of modeling
material property changes and thermal stresses on the
accuracy of the analytical results at nonuniform and transient
heating conditions.
2045. *Ryan, George W., III; and **Downing, David R.:
The Evaluation of Several Agility Metrics for Fighter
Aircraft Using Optimal Trajectory Analysis. AIAA Paper
93-3646. Technical Papers, presented at the AIAA
Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference, Monterey,
California, August 9-11, 1993, pp. 293-303, (A93-48301
20-08), 93A48330, #.
Several functional agility metrics, including the combat cycle
time metric, dynamic speed turn plots, and relative energy
state metric, are used to compare turning performance for
generic F-18, X-29, and X-31-type aircraft models. These
three-degree-of-freedom models have characteristics similar
to the real aircraft. The performance comparisons are made
using data from optimal test trajectories to reduce
sensitivities to different pilot input techniques and to reduce
the effects of control system limiters. The turn performance
for all three aircraft is calculated for simulated minimum time
180 deg heading captures from simulation data. Comparisons
of the three aircraft give more insight into turn performance
than would be available from traditional measures of
performance. Using the optimal test technique yields
significant performance improvements as measured by the
metrics. These performance improvements were found
without significant increases in turn radius.
*PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
**Kansas University, Lawrence, Kansas.
2046. *Ogburn, Marilyn E.; *Foster, John V.; Pahle,
Joseph W.; Wilson, R. J.; and **Lackey, James B.: Status
of the Validation of High-Angle-of-Attack Nose-Down
Pitch Control Margin Design Guidelines. AIAA
Paper 93-3623. Technical Papers, presented at the AIAA
Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference, Monterey,
California, August 9-11. 1993, pp. 60-75, (A93-48301
20-08), 93A48308, #.
This paper presents a summary of results obtained to date in
an ongoing cooperative research program between NASA
and the U.S. Navy to develop design criteria for high-angle-
of-attack nose-down pitch control for combat aircraft. A
fundamental design consideration for aircraft incorporating
relaxed static stability in pitch is the level of stability which
achieves a proper balance between high-speed performance
considerations and low-speed requirements for maneuvering
at high angles of attack. A comprehensive data base of piloted
simulation results was generated for parametric variations of
critical parameters affecting nose-down control capability.
The results showed a strong correlation of pilot rating to the
short-term pitch response for nose-down commands applied
at high-angle-of-attack conditions. Using these data,
candidate design guidelines and flight demonstration
requirements were defined. Full-scale flight testing to
validate the research methodology and proposed guidelines is
in progress, some preliminary results of which are reviewed.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
**U.S. Navy, Naval Air Warfare Center, Patuxent River,
Maryland.
2047. Schilling, Lawrence J., and Mackall, Dale A.: Flight
Research Simulation Takes Off. Aerospace America,
(ISSN 0740-722X), Vol. 31, No. 8, August 1993. pp. 18-21,
93A53769.
The simulation configurations used in research flight test,
including nonreal-time, real-time all-software, hardware-in-
the-loop, iron bird, and aircraft-in-the-loop, are reviewed. It
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is concludedthatprogressin simulationtechnologywill
demonstraten wconcepts,evaluatedesigns,enhancethe
qualityofflighttest,andminimizeflightrisks.
2048. Schkolnik, Gerard S.: Identification of Integrated
Airframe-Propulsion Effects on an F-15 Aircraft for
Application to Drag Minimization. AIAA Paper 93-3764.
Technical Papers, Part 1, presented at the AlAA Guidance,
Navigation and Control Conference, Monterey, California,
August 9-11, 1993, pp. 569-592, (A93-51301 22-63),
93A51359, #. (See also 2060.)
The application of an adaptive real-time measurement-based
performance optimization technique is being explored for a
future flight research program. The key technical challenge of
the approach is parameter identification, which uses a
perturbation-search technique to identify changes in
performance caused by forced oscillations of the controls.
The controls on the NASA F-15 highly integrated digital
electronic control (HIDEC) aircraft were perturbed using
inlet cowl rotation steps at various subsonic and supersonic
flight conditions to determine the effect on aircraft
performance. The feasibility of the perturbation-search
technique for identifying integrated airframe-propulsion
system performance effects was successfully shown through
flight experiments and postflight data analysis. Aircraft
response and control data were analyzed postflight to identify
gradients and to determine the minimum drag point. Changes
in longitudinal acceleration as small as 0.004 g were
measured, and absolute resolution was estimated to be
0.002 g or approximately 50 lbf of drag. Two techniques for
identifying performance gradients were compared: a least-
squares estimation algorithm and a modified maximum
likelihood estimator algorithm. A complementary filter
algorithm was used with the least squares estimator.
2049. Sim, Alex G.; Murray, James E.; Neufeld, David C.;
and *Reed, R. Dale: The Development and Flight Test of a
Deployable Precision Landing System for Spacecraft
Recovery. NASA TM-4525, H-1933, NAS 1.15:4525,
September 1993, 94N14853, #. (See also 2110.)
A joint NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility and Johnson
Space Center program was conducted to determine the
feasibility of the autonomous recovery of a spacecraft using a
ram-air parafoil system for the final stages of entry from
space that included a precision landing. The feasibility of this
system was studied using a flight model of a spacecraft in the
generic shape of a flattened biconic which weighed
approximately 150 lb and was flown under a commercially
available, ram-air parachute. Key elements of the vehicle
included the Global Positioning System guidance for
navigation, flight control computer, ultrasonic sensing for
terminal altitude, electronic compass, and onboard data
recording. A flight test program was used to develop and
refine the vehicle. This vehicle completed an autonomous
flight from an altitude of 10,000 ft and a lateral offset of
1.7 miles which resulted in a precision flare and landing into
the wind at a predetermined location. At times, the
autonomous flight was conducted in the presence of winds
approximately equal to vehicle airspeed. Several techniques
for computing the winds postflight were evaluated. Future
program objectives are also presented.
*PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
2050. Thornton, Stephen V.: Reduction of Structural
Loads Using Maneuver Load Control on the Advanced
Fighter Technology Integration (AFTI)/F-111 Mission
Adaptive Wing. NASA TM-4526, H-1940, NAS 1.15:4526,
September 1993, 94N24295, #.
A transonic fighter-bomber aircraft, having a swept
supercritical wing with smooth variable-camber flaps was
fitted with a maneuver load control (MLC) system that
implements a technique to reduce the inboard bending
moments in the wing by shifting the spanwise load
distribution inboard as load factor increases. The technique
modifies the spanwise camber distribution by automatically
commanding flap position as a function of flap position, true
airspeed, Mach number, dynamic pressure, normal
acceleration, and wing sweep position. Flight test structural
loads data were obtained for loads in both the wing box and
the wing root. Data from uniformly deflected flaps were
compared with data from flaps in the MLC configuration
where the outboard segment of three flap segments was
deflected downward less than the two inboard segments. The
changes in the shear loads in the forward wing spar and at the
roots of the stabilators also are presented. The camber control
system automatically reconfigures the flaps through varied
flight conditions. Configurations having both moderate and
full trailing-edge flap deflection were tested. Flight test data
were collected at Mach numbers of 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9 and
dynamic pressures of 300, 450, 600, and 800 lb/sq ft. The
Reynolds numbers for these flight conditions ranged from
26 x 10(exp 6) to 54 x 10(exp 6) at the mean aerodynamic
chord. Load factor increases of up to 1.0 g achieved with no
increase in wing root bending moment with the MLC flap
configuration.
2051. Crane, D. Francis; and Hamory, Philip J.: Reactive
System Verification Case Study: Fault-Tolerant
Transputer Communication. NASA TM-108784,
A-93103, NAS 1.15:108784, September 1993, 94N15538, #.
A reactive program is one which engages in an ongoing
interaction with its environment. A system which is
controlled by an embedded reactive program is called a
reactive system. Examples of reactive systems are aircraft
flight management systems, bank automatic teller machine
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(ATM)networks,airlinereservation systems, and computer
operating systems. Reactive systems are often naturally
modeled (for logical design purposes) as a composition of
autonomous processes which progress concurrently and
which communicate to share information and/or to
coordinate activities. Formal (i.e., mathematical) frameworks
for system verification are tools used to increase the users'
confidence that a system design satisfies its specification. A
framework for reactive system verification includes formal
languages for system modeling and for behavior specification
and decision procedures and/or proof-systems for verifying
that the system model satisfies the system specifications.
Using the Ostroff framework for reactive system verification,
an approach to achieving fault-tolerant communication
between transputers was shown to be effective. The key
components of the design, the decoupler processes, may be
viewed as discrete-event-controUers introduced to constrain
system behavior such that system specifications are satisfied.
The Ostroff framework was also effective. The
expressiveness of the modeling language permitted
construction of a faithful model of the transputer network.
The relevant specifications were readily expressed in the
specification language. The set of decision procedures
provided was adequate to verify the specifications of interest.
The need for improved support for system behavior
visualization is emphasized.
2052. *Groves, AI; **Knox, Fred; Smith, Rogers; and
tWisneski, Jim: X-31 Flight Test Update. Presented at the
37th SETP Symposium, Beverly Hills, California,
September 1993, (see A95-90866). Society of Experimental
Test Pilots, Lancaster, California, September 1993,
(ISSN 0742-3705), pp. 100-116, 95A90870.
The goals of the tactical utility flight test are to verify the
basic tactical lessons learned in simulation and determine the
situational awareness implications of post-stall maneuvering.
Tactics and lessons learned from post-stall engagements will
supplement current fighter tactics and complement future
fighter tactics development. Although the present envelope of
the X-31 for carefree post stall (PST) use is limited to
225 KIAS versus 325 KIAS in simulations, the same initial
conditions used in 'Pinball II' are being utilized in flight test.
Starting conditions up to 325 KIAS are being flown during
the build-up phase leading to the full close in air combat
(CIC) evaluations. The flight control program has been
modified to limit PST entry to below 225 KIAS. Full aft stick
application above 225 K/AS cannot command angle of attack
(AOA) in excess of 30 deg.
*USN/NAWC, Patuxent River, Maryland.
**Rockwell International Corporation, Los
California.
tU.S. Air Force/AFFTC, Edwards, California.
Angeles,
X-31 Airplane
EC94-42478-4
2053. Fullerton, C. Gordon: Propulsion Controlled
Aircraft Research. Presented at the 37th SETP Symposium,
Beverly Hills, California, September 1993, (see A95-90866).
Society of Experimental Test Pilots, Lancaster, California,
September 1993. (ISSN 0742-3705), pp. 78-88, 95A90869.
The NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility has been
conducting flight, ground simulator, and analytical studies to
investigate the use of thrust modulation on multi-engine
aircraft for emergency flight control. Two general methods of
engine only control have been studied; manual manipulation
of the throtdes by the pilot, and augmented control where a
computer commands thrust levels in response to pilot attitude
inputs and aircraft motion feedbacks. This latter method is
referred to as the Propulsion Controlled Aircraft (PCA)
System. A wide variety of aircraft have been investigated.
Simulation studies have included the B720, F-15, B727,
B747 and MD- 11. A look at manual control has been done in
actual flight on the F15, T-38, B747, Lear 25, T-39, MD-11
and PA-30 Aircraft. The only inflight trial of the augmented
(PCA) concept has been on an F15, the results of which will
be presented below.
2054. *Kempel, Robert W.; and **Painter, Weneth D.:
Development and Flight Testing of the HL-10 Lifting
Body. Presented at the 37th SETP Symposium, Beverly
Hills, California, September 1993, (see A95-90866). Society
of Experimental Test Pilots, Lancaster, California,
September 1993, (ISSN 0742-3705), pp. 262-286,
95A90872.
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TheHorizontalLander10(HL-10)liftingbodysuccessfully
completed37flights,achievedthehighestMachnumberand
altitudeof this class of vehicle, and contributed to the
technology base used to develop the space shuttle and future
generations of lifting bodies. Design, development, and flight
testing of this low-speed, air-launched, rocket-powered,
lifting body was part of an unprecedented effort by NASA
and the Northrop Corporation. This paper describes the
evolution of the HL-10 lifting body from theoretical design,
through development, to selection as one of two low-speed
flight vehicles chosen for fabrication and piloted flight
testing. Interesting and unusual events which occurred during
the program and flight tests, review of significant problems
encountered during the first flight, and discussion of how
these problems were solved are presented. In addition,
impressions of the pilots who flew the HL-10 lifting body are
given.
*PRC Inc. Edwards, California.
**National Test Pilot School, Mojave, California.
2055. Espana, Martin D.; and *Praly, Laurent: On the
Global Dynamics of Adaptive Systems---A Study of an
Elementary Example. SlAM Journal on Control and
Optimization, Vol. 31, No. 5, September 1993. (ISSN 0363-
0129), pp. 1143-1166, 93A56355.
The inherent nonlinear character of adaptive systems poses
serious theoretical problems for the analysis of their
dynamics. On the other hand, the importance of their dynamic
behavior is directly related to the practical interest in
predicting such undesirable phenomena as nonlinear
oscillations, abrupt transients, intermittence or a high
sensitivity with respect to initial conditions. A geometrical/
qualitative description of the phase portrait of a discrete-time
adaptive system with unmodeled disturbances is given. For
this, the motions in the phase space are referred to normally
hyperbolic (structurally stable) locally invariant sets. The
study is complemented with a local stability analysis of the
equilibrium point and periodic solutions. The critical
character of adaptive systems under rather usual working
conditions is discussed. Special emphasis is put on the causes
leading to intermittence. A geometric interpretation of the
effects of some commonly used palliatives to this problem is
given. The 'dead-zone' approach is studied in more detail.
The predicted dynamics are compared with simulation
results.
*Paris, Ecole Nationale Superieure des Mines,
Fontainebleau, France.
2056. Gupta, K. K.; and Petersen, K. L.:
Multidisciplinary Aeroelastic Analysis of a Generic
Hypersonic Vehicle. NASA TM-4544, H-1956, NAS
1.15:4544, .MAA Paper 93-5028. Presented at the AIAA 5th
International Aerospace Planes Conference, Munich,
Germany, November 30-December 3, 1993, October 1993,
94N27868, #.
This paper presents details of a flutter and stability analysis of
aerospace structures such as hypersonic vehicles. Both
structural and aerodynamic domains are discretized by the
common finite element technique. A vibration analysis is first
performed by the STARS code employing a block Lanczos
solution scheme. This is followed by the generation of a
linear aerodynamic grid for subsequent linear flutter analysis
within subsonic and supersonic regimes of the flight
envelope; the doublet lattice and constant pressure techniques
are employed to generate the unsteady aerodynamic forces.
Flutter analysis is then performed for several representative
flight points. The nonlinear flutter solution is effected by first
implementing a CFD solution of the entire vehicle. Thus, a
3-D unstructured grid for the entire flow domain is generated
by a moving front technique. A finite element Euler solution
is then implemented employing a quasi-implicit as well as an
explicit solution scheme. A novel multidisciplinary analysis
is next effected that employs modal and aerodynamic data to
yield aerodynamic damping characteristics. Such analyses
are performed for a number of flight points to yield a large set
of pertinent data that define flight flutter characteristics of the
vehicle. This paper outlines the finite-element-based
integrated analysis procedures in detail, which is followed by
the results of numerical analyses of flight flutter simulation.
2057. Ko, William L.: Mechanical and Thermal
Buckling Analysis of Sandwich Panels Under Different
Edge Conditions. NASA TM-4535, H-1953, NAS
1.15:4535. Presented at the Pacific International Conference
on Aerospace Science and Technology PICAST'I, Taiwan,
Republic of China, December 6-9, 1993, October 1993,
94N23514, #.
By using the Rayleigh-Ritz method of minimizing the total
potential energy of a structural system, combined load
(mechanical or thermal load) buckling equations are
established for orthotropic rectangular sandwich panels
supported under four different edge conditions. Two-
dimensional buckling interaction curves and three
dimensional buckling interaction surfaces are constructed for
high-temperature honeycomb-core sandwich panels
supported under four different edge conditions. The
interaction surfaces provide easy comparison of the panel
buckling strengths and the domains of symmetrical and
antisymmetrical buckling associated with the different edge
conditions. Thermal buckling curves of the sandwich panels
also are presented. The thermal buckling conditions for the
cases with and without thermal moments were found to be
identical for the small deformation theory. In sandwich
panels, the effect of transverse shear is quite large, and by
neglecting the transverse shear effect, the buckling loads
could be overpredicted considerably. Clamping of the edges
could greatly increase buckling strength more in compression
than in shear.
2058. Hicks, John W.: Flight Testing of Airbreathing
Hypersonic Vehicles. NASA TM-4524, Paper-37, H-1934,
NAS 1.15:4524. Presented at Space Course 1993, Munich,
Germany, October 11-12, 1993, October 1993, 94N15753, #.
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Usingthe scramjetengineas theprimeexampleof a
hypersonicairbreathingconcept,his papereviewsthe
historyofandaddressestheneedforhypersonicflighttests.
It alsodescribeshow suchtestscancontributeto the
developmentofairbreathingtechnology.Aspectsofcaptive-
carryandfree-flightconceptsarecompared.Anincremental
flight envelopexpansiontechniquefor mannedflight
vehiclesisalsodescribed.Suchcriticalissuesasrequired
instrumentationtechnologyand proper scaling of
experimentaldevicesareaddressed.Lastly,examplesof
internationalflight testapproaches,existingprograms,or
conceptscurrentlyunderstudy,development,or both,are
given.
2059. Ennix, Kimberly A.; Burcham, Frank W., Jr.; and
Webb, Lannie D.: Flight-Determined Engine Exhaust
Characteristics of an F404 Engine in an F-18 Airplane.
NASA TM-4538, H-1910,NAS 1.15:4538. AIAA
Paper 93-2543. Presented at the 29th AIAA, SAE, ASME,
and ASEE Joint Propulsion Conference and Exhibit,
Monterey, California, June 28-30, 1993, (see A93-50267),
October 1993, 94N15141, #. (See also 2037.)
Personnel at the NASA Langley Research Center (NASA-
Langley) and the NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility
(NASA-Dryden) recently completed a joint acoustic flight
test program. Several types of aircraft with high nozzle
pressure ratio engines were flown to satisfy a twofold
objective. First, assessments were made of subsonic climb-
to-cruise noise from flights conducted at varying altitudes in
a Mach 0.30 to 0.90 range. Second, using data from flights
conducted at constant altitude in a Mach 0.30 to 0.95 range,
engineers obtained a high quality noise database. This
database was desired to validate the Aircraft Noise Prediction
Program and other system noise prediction codes. NASA-
Dryden personnel analyzed the engine data from several
aircraft that were flown in the test program to determine the
exhaust characteristics. The analysis of the exhaust
characteristics from the F-18 aircraft are reported. An
overview of the flight test planning, instrumentation, test
procedures, data analysis, engine modeling codes, and results
are presented.
2060. Schkolnik, Gerard S.: Identification of Integrated
Airframe: Propulsion Effects on an F-15 Aircraft for
Application to Drag Minimization. NASA TM-4532,
H-1946, NAS 1.15:4532, AIAA Paper 93-3764. Presented
at Guidance, Navigation, and Control Conference,
Monterey, California, August 9-11, 1993, (see A93-51359),
November 1993, 94N24106, #. (See also 2048.)
The application of an adaptive real-time measurement-based
performance optimization technique is being explored for a
future flight research program. The key technical challenge
of the approach is parameter identification, which uses a
perturbation-search technique to identify changes in
performance caused by forced oscillations of the controls.
The controls on the NASA F-15 highly integrated digital
electronic control (HIDEC) aircraft were perturbed using
inlet cowl rotation steps at various subsonic and supersonic
flight conditions to determine the effect on aircraft
performance. The feasibility of the perturbation-search
technique for identifying integrated airframe-propulsion
system performance effects was successfully shown through
flight experiments and postflight data analysis. Aircraft
response and control data were analyzed postflight to identify
gradients and to determine the minimum drag point. Changes
in longitudinal acceleration as small as 0.004 g were
measured, and absolute resolution was estimated to be
0.002 g or approximately 50 lbf of drag. Two techniques for
identifying performance gradients were compared: a least-
squares estimation algorithm and a modified maximum
likelihood estimator algorithm. A complementary filter
algorithm was used with the least squares estimator.
2061. Parker, Allen R., Jr.: Simultaneous Measurement
of Temperature and Strain Using Four Connecting
Wires. NASA TM-104271, H-1945, NAS 1.15:104271.
Presented at the SEM Fall Conference and Exhibit on
Structural Testing Technology at High Temperature-II, Ojai,
California, November 8, 1993, November 1993.94N15754,
#.
This paper describes a new signal-conditioning technique
for measuring strain and temperature which uses fewer
connecting wires than conventional techniques.
Simultaneous measurement of temperature and strain has
been achieved by using thermocouple wire to connect strain
gages to signal conditioning. This signal conditioning uses a
new method for demultiplexing sampled analog signals and
the Anderson current loop circuit. Theory is presented along
with data to confirm that strain gage resistance change is
sensed without appreciable error because of thermoelectric
effects. Furthermore, temperature is sensed without
appreciable error because of voltage drops caused by strain
gage excitation current flowing through the gage resistance.
2062. Gong, Leslie; Richards, W. Lance; Monaghan,
Richard C.; and Quinn, Robert D.: Preliminary Analysis
for a Mach 8 Crossflow Transition Experiment on the
Pegasus ® Space Booster. NASA TM-104272, H-1954,
NAS 1.15:104272. Presented at the Society for
Experimental Mechanics, Structural Testing Technology at
High Temperature II Conference, Ojai, California,
November 8-10, 1993, November 1993, 94N36648, #.
A boundary-layer transition is proposed for a future flight
mission of the air-launched Pegasus ® space booster. The
flight experiment requires attaching a glove assembly to the
wing of the first-stage booster. The glove design consists of a
spring and hook attachment system which allows for thermal
growth of a steel 4130 skin. The results from one- and
two-dimensional thermal analyses of the initial design are
presented. Results obtained from the thermal analysis using
turbulent flow conditions showed a maximum temperature of
approximately 305 C and a chordwise temperature gradient
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oflessthan8.9C/cmforthecriticalareasintheupperglove
skin.Thetemperaturesobtainedfromthesethermalanalyses
arewellwithintherequiredtemperaturelimitsoftheglove.
2063. *Stephens, Craig A.; **Hanna, Gregory J.; and
Gong, Leslie. Thermal-Fluid Analysis of the Fill and
Drain Operations of a Cryogenic Fuel Tank. NASA
TM-I04273, H-1961, NAS 1.15:104273. Presented at the
SEM Structural Testing Technology at High Temperature II
Conference, Ojai, California, November 8-10, 1993,
December 1993.94N24495, #.
The Generic Research Cryogenic Tank was designed to
establish techniques for testing and analyzing the behavior of
reusable fuel tank structures subjected to cryogenic fuels and
aerodynamic heating. The Generic Research Cryogenic Tank
tests will consist of filling a pressure vessel to a prescribed fill
level, waiting for steady-state conditions, then draining the
liquid while heating the external surface to simulate the
thermal environment associated with hypersonic flight.
Initial tests of the Generic Research Cryogenic Tank will use
liquid nitrogen with future tests requiring liquid hydrogen.
Two-dimensional finite-difference thermal-fluid models
were developed for analyzing the behavior of the Generic
Research Cryogenic Tank during fill and drain operations.
The development and results of the two-dimensional fill and
drain models, using liquid nitrogen, are provided, along with
results and discussion on extrapolating the model results to
the operation of the full-size Generic Research Cryogenic
Tank. These numerical models provided a means to predict
the behavior of the Generic Research Cryogenic Tank during
testing and to define the requirements for the Generic
Research Cryogenic Tank support systems such as vent,
drain, pressurization, and instrumentation systems. In
addition, the fill model provided insight into the unexpected
role of circumferential conduction in cooling the Generic
Research Cryogenic Tank pressure vessel during fill
operations.
*PRC Inc. Edwards, California.
**Hanna Technology Resources, Boulder, Colorado.
2064. Richards, W. Lance: Strain Gage Measurement
Errors in the Transient Heating of Structural
Components. NASA TM- 104274, H- 1960, NAS
1.15:104274. Presented at the SEM Structural Testing
Technology at High Temperature II Conference, Ojai,
California, November 8-10, 1993, December 1993,
94N23487, #.
Significant strain-gage errors may exist in measurements
acquired in transient thermal environments if conventional
correction methods are applied. Conventional correction
theory was modified and a new experimental method
was developed to correct indicated strain data for
errors created in radiant heating environments ranging from
0.6 °C/sec (1 °F/sec) to over 56 °C/sec (100 °F/sec). In some
cases the new and conventional methods differed by as much
as 30 percent. Experimental and analytical results were
compared to demonstrate the new technique. For heating
conditions greater than 6 °C/sec (10 °F/sec), the indicated
strain data corrected with the developed technique compared
much better to analysis than the same data corrected with the
conventional technique.
2065. Hedgley, David R., Jr.; and Zuniga, Fanny A.: A
Photogrammetric Solution to a Particular Problem.
NASA TP-3415, H-1888, NAS 1.60:3415, December 1993,
94N22961, #.
A closed-form mathematical solution to the classical
photogrammetric problem is presented. Although quite
general, the solution is more applicable to problems in which
the image-space conjugates are very difficult to match but
one of the elements of the pair is not. Additionally,
observations are made that should make the solution to the
general problem of automatic matching less computationally
intensive. This approach was used to analyze flow
visualization data for the F- 18 High Alpha Research Vehicle.
The conditions for this analysis were less than ideal for
image-to-object-space transformation.
2066. Espana, Martin D.; and Gilyard, Glenn B.: On the
Estimation Algorithm Used in Adaptive Performance
Optimization of Turbofan Engines. NASA TM-4551,
H-1908, NAS 1.15:4551, ,MAA Paper 93-1823. Presented at
the AIAA Joint Propulsion Conference, Monterey,
California, June 28-30, 1993, (see A93-49710), December
1993, 94N21879, #. (See also 2040.)
The performance seeking control algorithm is designed to
continuously optimize the performance of propulsion
systems. The performance seeking control algorithm uses a
nominal model of the propulsion system and estimates, in
flight, the engine deviation parameters characterizing the
engine deviations with respect to nominal conditions. In
practice, because of measurement biases and/or model
uncertainties, the estimated engine deviation parameters may
not reflect the engine's actual off-nominal condition. This
factor has a necessary impact on the overall performance
seeking control scheme exacerbated by the open-loop
character of the algorithm. The effects produced by unknown
measurement biases over the estimation algorithm are
evaluated. This evaluation allows for identification of the
most critical measurements for application of the
performance seeking control algorithm to an F100 engine. An
equivalence relation between the biases and engine deviation
parameters stems from an observability study; therefore, it is
undecided whether the estimated engine deviation parameters
represent the actual engine deviation or whether they simply
reflect the measurement biases. A new algorithm, based on
the engine's (steady-state) optimization model, is proposed
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andtestedwithflightdata.Whencomparedwithprevious
Kalmanfilter schemes,basedon localenginedynamic
models,thenewalgorithmiseasiertodesignandtuneandit
reducesthecomputationalburdenoftheonboardcomputer.
2067. Burken, John J.: Flight.Determined Multivariable
Stability Analysis and Comparison of a Control System.
Journal of Guidance, Control, and Dynamics,
(ISSN0731-5090), Vol. 16, No. 6, pp. 1026-1031,
November-December 1993. Presented at the AIAA
Guidance, Navigation and Control Conference, Hilton Head
Island, South Carolina, August 10-12, 1992, pp. 439-453,
(see A92-55196), 94A10805. (See also 1968, 1991.)
2068. Clarke, Robert; Burken, John J.; Bosworth, John T.;
and Bauer, Jeffrey E.: X-29 Flight Control System Lessons
Learned. Int. J. Control, Vol. 54, No. 12, 1993, pp. 1-22.
Two X-29A aircraft were flown at the NASA Dryden Flight
Research Facility over a period of eight years. The airplanes'
unique features are the forward-swept wing, variable
incidence close-coupled canard and highly relaxed
longitudinal static stability (up to 35-percent negative static
margin at subsonic conditions.) This paper describes the
primary flight control system and significant modifications
made to the system, flight test techniques used during
envelope expansion, and results for the low- and high-angle-
of-attack programs. Throughout the paper, lessons learned
will be discussed to illustrate the problems associated with
the implementation of complex flight control systems.
2069. Conners, Timothy R.: Measurement Effects on the
Calculation of In-Flight Thrust for an F404 Turbofan
Engine. International Journal of Turbo and Jet Engines,
Vol. 10, 1993, pp. 107-125.
A study has been performed that investigates parameter
measurement effects on calculated in-flight thrust for the
General Electric F404-GE-400 afterburning turbofan engine
which powered the X-29A forward-swept wing research
aircraft. Net-thrust uncertainty and influence coefficients
were calculated and are presented. Six flight conditions were
analyzed at five engine power settings each. Results were
obtained using the mass flow-temperature and area-pressure
thrust calculation methods, both based on the commonly used
gas generator technique. Thrust uncertainty was determined
using a common procedure based on the use of measurement
uncertainty and influence coefficients. The effects of data
nonlinearity on the uncertainty calculation procedure were
studied and results are presented. The advantages and
disadvantages of using this particular uncertainty procedure
are discussed. A brief description of the thrust-calculation
technique along with the uncertainty calculation procedure is
included.
1994 Technical Publications
2070. Banks, Daniel W.; Hall, Robert M.; Erickson,
Gary E.; and Fisher, David F.: Forebody Flow Field
Effects on the High Angle-of-Attack Lateral-
Directional Aerodynamics of the F/A-18. AIAA 94-0170.
Presented at the 32nd AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting &
Exhibit, Reno, Nevada, January_ 10-13, 1994, A94-20550.
A series of wind tunnel and flight investigations have been
conducted to characterize the flow field of the forebody
region of an F/A- 18 configuration at high angles of attack and
define its effects on the overall configuration stability at these
conditions. The particular experiments included obtaining
on- and off-surface flow visualization, surface pressure
distributions, and overall aerodynamic characteristics. Early
high angle-of-attack high Reynolds number tests indicated
strong lateral stability near maximum lift, while low
Reynolds number tests and flight tests indicated lateral
instability at the same condition. Results from these
investigations indicate that these differences are due in part to
the dissimilar forebody flow field and its subsequent
interaction with the strong leading-edge extension (LEX) and
wing flow fields. The forebody flow field is sensitive to
cross-flow Reynolds number and protuberances, notably air
data probes, near the apex. The high angle-of-attack LEX and
wing flow fields show sensitivity to Mach number and
leading-edge flap deflection. Variations in this combined
flow field were shown to result in distinct changes in lateral
stability.
2071. Anderson, Karl F.: The Constant Current Loop:
A New Paradigm for Resistance Signal Conditioning.
Technology 2003: The Fourth National Technology'
Transfer Conference and Exposition, Vol. 2, February 1994,
pp. 349-361, (see N94-32420 09-99), 94N32461, #. (See
also 1980, 2024, 2025.)
A practical single constant current loop circuit for the signal
conditioning of variable-resistance transducers has been
synthesized, analyzed, and demonstrated. The strain gage and
the resistance temperature detector are examples of variable-
resistance sensors. Lead wires connect variable-resistance
sensors to remotely located signal-conditioning hardware.
The presence of lead wires in the conventional Wheatstone
bridge signal-conditioning circuit introduces undesired
effects that reduce the quality of the data from the remote
sensors. A practical approach is presented for suppressing
essentially all lead wire resistance effects while indicating
only the change in resistance value. Theoretical predictions
supported by laboratory testing confirm the following
features of the approach: (1) dc response; (2) the electrical
output is unaffected by extremely large variation in the
resistance of any or all lead wires; (3) the electrical output
remains zero for no change in gage resistance; (4) the
electrical output is inherently linear with respect to gage
resistance change; (5) the sensitivity is double that of a
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Wheatstonebridgecircuit;and(6)thesamexcitationwires
canservemultipleindependentgages.An adaptationof
currentloopcircuitispresentedthatsimultaneouslyprovides
anoutputsignalvoltagedirectlyproportionaltotransducer
resistancehangeandprovidestemperatureinformationthat
is unaffectedby transducerand leadwire resistance
variations.TheseinnovationsarethesubjectofNASApatent
applications.
2072. Ennix, Kimberly A.: Engine Exhaust
Characteristics Evaluation in Support of Aircraft
Acoustic Testing. NASA CP-10134. Presented in the 1993
Technical Paper Contest for Women. Gear Up 2000: Women
n Motion, February_ 1994, pp. 13-20, (see N94-35961 11-99),
94N35963, #. (See also 2036.)
NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility and NASA Langley
Research Center completed a joint acoustic flight test
program. Test objectives were (1) to quantify and evaluate
subsonic climb-to-cruise noise and (2) to obtain a quality
noise database for use in validating the Aircraft Noise
Prediction Program. These tests were conducted using
aircraft with engines that represent the high nozzle pressure
ratio of future transport designs. Test flights were completed
at subsonic speeds that exceeded Mach 0.3 using F-18 and
F-16XL aircraft. This paper describes the efforts of NASA
Dryden Flight Research Facility in this flight test program.
Topics discussed include the test aircraft, setup, and matrix.
In addition, the engine modeling codes and nozzle exhaust
characteristics are described.
2073. Powers, Sheryll Goecke: A Biased Historical
Perspective of Women in the Engineering Field at Dryden
from 1946 to November 1992. NASA CP-10134. Presented
in the 1993 Technical Paper Contest for Women. Gear Up
2000: Women in Motion, February_ 1994, pp. 41-61, (see
N94-35961 11-99), 94N35967, #.
Being a woman in engineering, and in particular, being the
woman with the dubious distinction of having the most years
at Dryden, gives the author a long-term perspective on the
women who worked in the engineering field and their
working environment. The working environment for the
women was influenced by two main factors. One factor was
the Dryden's growth of 14 persons (2 of them women) at the
end of 1946 to the present size. The other factor was the need
for programming knowledge when the digital computers
came into use. Women have been involved with flight
research at Dryden since the days of the first transonic and
supersonic airplanes. This paper uses available records, along
with memory, to document the number of women in
engineering at Dryden, to comment about observed trends,
and to make personal observations.
2074. Regenie, Victoria A.; Earls, Michael; Le, Jeanette;
and Thomson, Michael: Experience With Ada on the F-18
High Alpha Research Vehicle Flight Test Program.
NASA CP-10134. Presented in the 1993 Technical Paper
Contest for Women. Gear Up 2000: Women in Motion,
February. 1994, pp. 63-76, (see N94-35961 11-99),
94N35968, #. (See also 1977.)
Considerable experience has been acquired with Ada at the
NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility during the on-going
High Alpha Technology Program. In this program, an F-18
aircraft has been highly modified by the addition of thrust-
vectoring vanes to the airframe. In addition, substantial
alteration was made in the original quadruplex flight control
system. The result is the High Alpha Research Vehicle. An
additional research flight control computer was incorporated
in each of the four channels. Software for the research flight
control computer was written Ada. To date, six releases of
this software have been flown. This paper provides a detailed
description of the modifications to the research flight control
system. Efficient ground-testing of the software was
accomplished by using simulations that used the Ada for
portions of their software. These simulations are also
described. Modifying and transferring the Ada flight software
to the software simulation configuration has allowed
evaluation of this language. This paper also discusses such
significant issues in using Ada as portability, modifiability,
and testability as well as documentation requirements.
2075. Shafer, Mary F.: In.Flight Simulation Studies at
the NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility. NASA
CP-10134. Presented in the 1993 Technical Paper Contest for
Women. Gear Up 2000: Women in Motion, February_ 1994,
pp. 77-97, (see N94-35961 11-99), 94N35969, #. (See
also 1876, 1942.)
Since the late 1950's the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration's Dryden Flight Research Facility has found
in-flight simulation to be an invaluable tool. In-flight
simulation has been used to address a wide variety of flying
qualities questions, including low lift-to-drag ratio approach
characteristics for vehicles like the X-15, the lifting bodies,
and the space shuttle; the effects of time delays on
controllability of aircraft with digital flight control systems;
the causes and cures of pilot-induced oscillation in a variety
of aircraft; and flight control systems for such diverse aircraft
as the X-15 and the X-29. In-flight simulation has also been
used to anticipate problems, avoid them, and solve problems
once they appear. This paper presents an account of the in-
flight simulation at the Dryden Flight Research Facility and
some discussion. An extensive bibliography is included.
2076. Voracek, David F.; and Clarke, Robert: Buffet-
Induced Structural/Flight-Control System Interaction of
the X-29A Aircraft. Journal of Aircraft, (ISSN 0021-8669),
Vol. 31, No. 2, March-April 1994, pp. 441-443, 94A60163.
(See also 1851, 1852.)
Observed in the lateral-directional axis of the flight-control
system is an aeroservoelastic interaction during the high
angle-of-attack flight envelope expansion of the X-29A
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forward-sweptwingaircraft.Thisinteractionconsistsof
structuralmodesthatresultin commandsto thecontrol
surfaceactuators.
2077. Borek, Robert W., Sr.; and *Pool, A.: Basic
Principles of Flight Test Instrumentation Engineering,
Volume 1, Issue 2. AGARD-AG-160-VOL-I-ISSUE-2,
Flight Test Instrumentation Series, (ISBN-92-835-0731-2),
March 1994, (AD-A282984), 94N33940, #.
Volume 1 of the AG 300 series on 'Flight Test
Instrumentation' gives a general introduction to the basic
principles of flight test instrumentation. The other volumes in
the series provide more detailed treatments of selected topics
on flight test instrumentation. Volume 1, first published in
1974, has been used extensively as an introduction for
instrumentation courses and symposia, as well as being a
reference work on the desk of most flight test and
instrumentation engineers. It is hoped that this second
edition, fully revised, will be used with as much enthusiasm
as the first edition. In this edition a flight test system is
considered to include both the data collection and data
processing systems. In order to obtain an optimal data flow,
the overall design of these two subsystems must be carefully
matched; the detail development and the operation may have
to be done by separate groups of specialists. The main
emphasis is on the large automated instrumentation systems
used for the initial flight testing of modern military and civil
aircraft. This is done because there, many of the problems,
which are discussed here, are more critical. It does not imply,
however, that smaller systems with manual data processing
are no longer used. In general, the systems should be
designed to provide the required results at the lowest possible
cost. For many tests which require only a few parameters,
relatively simple systems are justified, especially if no
complex equipment is available to the user. Although many
of the aspects discussed in this volume apply to both small
and large systems, aspects of the smaller systems are
mentioned only when they are of special interest. The volume
has been divided into three main parts. Part 1 defines the main
starting points for the design of a flight test instrumentation
system, as seen from the points of view of the flight test
engineer and the instrumentation engineer. In Part 2 the
discussion is concentrated on those aspects which apply to
each individual measuring channel, and in Part 3 the main
emphasis is on the integration of the individual data channels
into one data collection system and on those aspects of the
data processing which apply to the complete system.
*National Aerospace Lab., Amsterdam, the Netherlands.
2078. *Kempel, Robert W.; **Painter, Weneth D.; and
Thompson, Milton O.: Developing and Flight Testing the
HL-10 Lifting Body: A Precursor to the Space Shuttle.
NASA-RP-1332, H-1942, NAS 1.61:1332, April 1994,
94N34703, #.
The origins of the lifting-body idea are traced back to the
mid-1950's, when the concept of a manned satellite
reentering the Earth's atmosphere in the form of a wingless
lifting body was first proposed. The advantages of low
reentry deceleration loads, range capability, and horizontal
landing of a lifting reentry vehicle (as compared with the high
deceleration loads and parachute landing of a capsule) are
presented. The evolution of the hypersonic HL-10 lifting
body is reviewed from the theoretical design and
development process to its selection as one of two low-speed
flight vehicles for fabrication and piloted flight testing. The
design, development, and flight testing of the low-speed, air-
launched, rocket-powered HL-10 was part of an
unprecedented NASA and contractor effort. NASA Langley
Research Center conceived and developed the vehicle shape
and conducted numerous theoretical, experimental, and
wind-tunnel studies. NASA Flight Research Center (now
NASA Dryden Flight Research Center) was responsible for
final low-speed (Mach numbers less than 2.0) aerodynamic
analysis, piloted simulation, control law development, and
flight tests. The prime contractor, Northrop Corp., was
responsible for hardware design, fabrication, and integration.
Interesting and unusual events in the flight testing are
presented with a review of significant problems encountered
in the first flight and how they were solved. Impressions by
the pilots who flew the HL-10 are included. The HL-10
completed a successful 37-flight program, achieved the
highest Mach number and altitude of this class vehicle, and
contributed to the technology base used to develop the space
shuttle and future generations of lifting bodies.
*PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
**National Test Pilot School, Mojave, California.
2079. Ko, William L.: Mechanical and Thermal
Buckling Analysis of Rectangular Sandwich Panels
Under Different Edge Conditions. NASA TM-4585,
H-1932, NAS 1.15:4585, April 1994, 94N33704, #.
The combined load (mechanical or thermal load) buckling
equations were established for orthotropic rectangular
sandwich panels under four different edge conditions by
using the Rayleigh-Ritz method of minimizing the total
potential energy of a structural system. Two-dimensional
buckling interaction curves and three-dimensional buckling
interaction surfaces were constructed for high-temperature
honeycomb-core sandwich panels supported under four
different edge conditions. The interaction surfaces provide
overall comparison of the panel buckling strengths and the
domains of symmetrical and antisymmetrical buckling
associated with the different edge conditions. In addition,
thermal buckling curves of these sandwich panels are
presented. The thermal buckling conditions for the cases with
and without thermal moments were found to be identical for
the small deformation theory.
2080. Kehoe, Michael W.; and Freudinger, Lawrence C.:
Aircraft Ground Vibration Testing at the NASA Dryden
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Flight Research Facility, 1993. NASA TM-104275,
H-1966, NAS 1.15:104275, NIPS-95-06837. Presented at the
12th International Modal Analysis Conference (IMAC),
Honolulu, Hawaii, February 2, 1994, April 1994, 96N16269,
#.
The NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility performs ground
vibration testing to assess the structural characteristics of new
and modified research vehicles. This paper updates the
research activities, techniques used, and experiences in
applying this technology to aircraft since 1987. Test
equipment, data analysis methods, and test procedures used
for typical test programs are discussed. The data presented
illustrate the use of modal test and analysis in flight research
programs for a variety of aircraft. This includes a technique
to acquire control surface free-play measurements on the
X-31 airplane more efficiently, and to assess the effects of
structural modifications on the modal characteristics of an
F-18 aircraft. In addition, the status and results from current
research activities are presented. These data show the
effectiveness of the discrete modal filter as a preprocessor to
uncouple response measurements into simple single-degree-
of-freedom responses, a database for the comparison of
different excitation methods on a JetStar airplane, and the
effect of heating on modal frequency and damping.
2081. Freudinger, Lawrence C.; and Field, Richard V., Jr.:
Null Space Pole Estimation Error Bounds. Presented at the
12th International Modal Analysis Conference (IMAC),
Honolulu, Hawaii, February. 2, 1994.
Modal parameter estimation algorithms require too much
user interaction and are not sufficiently robust to be
considered for fully automated test methodologies. This
paper presents a preliminary look at a nontraditional
approach for identifying the pole values (frequency and
damping) derived from one or more free decay time histories.
Specifically, multiple independent solutions to the
characteristic equation of a typically overdetermined system
are found via an eigenvector decomposition of a certain
symmetric positive semi-definite matrix. The desired
solution vectors span the null space of this matrix.
Computational poles are removed using a histogramming
approach, and the technique appears to provide robust and
unbiased estimates. This report introduces the algorithm and
histogramming concepts and shows their use on synthesized
and experimental data.
2082. Whitmore, Stephen A.; and Moes, Timothy R.:
Measurement Uncertainty and Feasibility Study of a
Flush Airdata System for a Hypersonic Flight
Experiment. NASA TM-4627, H-2010, NAS 1.15:4627,
AIAA Paper 94-1930. Presented at the Applied
Aerodynamics Conference, Colorado Springs, Colorado,
June 20-23, 1994, June 1994, 94N37378, #.
Presented is a feasibility and error analysis for a hypersonic
flush airdata system on a hypersonic flight experiment
(HYFLITE). HYFLITE heating loads make intrusive airdata
measurement impractical. Although this analysis is
specifically for the HYFLITE vehicle and trajectory, the
problems analyzed are generally applicable to hypersonic
vehicles. A layout of the flush-port matrix is shown. Surface
pressures are related airdata parameters using a simple
aerodynamic model. The model is linearized using small
perturbations and inverted using nonlinear least-squares.
Effects of various error sources on the overall uncertainty are
evaluated using an error simulation. Error sources modeled
include boundary layer/viscous interactions, pneumatic lag,
thermal transpiration in the sensor pressure tubing,
misalignment in the matrix layout, thermal warping of the
vehicle nose, sampling resolution, and transducer error.
Using simulated pressure data for input to the estimation
algorithm, effects caused by various error sources are
analyzed by comparing estimator outputs with the original
trajectory. To obtain ensemble averages the simulation is run
repeatedly and output statistics are compiled. Output errors
resulting from the various error sources are presented as a
function of Mach number. Final uncertainties with all
modeled error sources included are presented as a function of
Mach number.
2083. Burcham, F. W., Jr.; Burken, John; and Maine,
Trindel A.: Flight Testing a Propulsion-Controlled
Aircraft Emergency Flight Control System on an F-15
Airplane. NASA TM-4590, H-1988, NAS 1.15:4590, ,MAA
Paper 94-2123. Presented at the 7th Biennial Flight Test
Conference, Colorado Springs, Colorado, June 20-23, 1994,
June 1994, 94N35258, #.
Flight tests of a propulsion-controlled aircraft (PCA) system
on an F-15 airplane have been conducted at the NASA
Dryden Flight Research Center. The airplane was flown with
all flight control surfaces locked both in the manual throttles-
only mode and in an augmented system mode. In the latter
mode, pilot thumbwheel commands and aircraft feedback
parameters were used to position the throttles. Flight
evaluation results showed that the PCA system can be used to
land an airplane that has suffered a major flight control
system failure safely. The PCA system was used to recover
the F-15 airplane from a severe upset condition, descend, and
land. Pilots from NASA, U.S. Air Force, U.S. Navy, and
McDonnell Douglas Aerospace evaluated the PCA system
and were favorably impressed with its capability. Manual
throttles-only approaches were unsuccessful. This paper
describes the PCA system operation and testing. It also
presents flight test results and pilot comments.
2084. Ray, Ronald J.: Evaluating the Dynamic
Response of In-Flight Thrust Calculation Techniques
During Throttle Transients. NASA-TM-4591, H-1990,
NAS 1.15:4591, AIAA Paper 94-2115. Presented at the 7th
Biennial Flight Test Conference, Colorado Springs,
Colorado, June 20-23, 1994, June 1994, 94N35241, #.
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Newflight testmaneuversandanalysistechniquesfor
evaluatingthedynamicresponseof in-flighthrustmodels
duringthrottletransientshavebeendevelopedandvalidated.
Theapproachisbasedontheaircraftandengineperformance
relationshipbetweenthrustanddrag.Two flight test
maneuvers, a throttle step and a throttle frequency sweep,
were developed and used in the study. Graphical analysis
techniques, including a frequency domain analysis method,
were also developed and evaluated. They provide
quantitative and qualitative results. Four thrust calculation
methods were used to demonstrate and validate the test
technique. Flight test applications on two high-performance
aircraft confirmed the test methods as valid and accurate.
These maneuvers and analysis techniques were easy to
implement and use. Flight test results indicate the analysis
techniques can identify the combined effects of model error
and instrumentation response limitations on the calculated
thrust value. The methods developed in this report provide an
accurate approach for evaluating, validating, or comparing
thrust calculation methods for dynamic flight applications.
2085. Orme, John S.; and Conners, Timothy R.:
Supersonic Flight Test Results of a Performance Seeking
Control Algorithm on a NASA F-15 Aircraft.
AIAA 94-3210. Presented at the 30th AIAA, ASME, SAE,
and ASEE Joint Propulsion Conference, Indianapolis,
Indiana, June 27-29. 1994.
A model-based, adaptive control algorithm called
Performance Seeking Control (PSC) has been flight tested on
an F-15 aircraft. The algorithm attempts to optimize
performance of the integrated propulsion system during
steady-state engine operation. The final phase of a 3-year
PSC flight test program is described in this paper. Previous
studies of use of PSC on the F-15 airplane show
improvements in propulsion system performance. Because
these studies were conducted using one of two F-15 engines,
the full effect on aircraft performance was not measured.
During the most recent studies, both engines were optimized
to demonstrate the full effect of PSC propulsion system
optimization on aircraft performance. Results were gathered
over the 1-g supersonic envelope demonstrating benefits of
the integrated control approach. Quantitative flight results
illustrating the PSC method for deriving benefits from the
F- 15 integrated propulsion system for Mach numbers up to 2
are also presented.
2086. Clarke, Robert; Burken, John J.; Bosworth, John T.;
and Bauer, Jeffrey E.: X-29 Flight Control System: Lessons
Learned. NASA TM-4598, H-1995, NAS 1.15:4598.
Presented at the AGARD Flight Mechanics Panel
Symposium, Turin, Italy, May 9-12, 1994, June 1994,
94N34384, #. (See also 2122, 2140, 2215.)
Two X-29A aircraft were flown at the NASA Dryden Flight
Research Center over a period of eight years. The airplanes'
unique features are the forward-swept wing, variable
incidence close-coupled canard and highly relaxed
longitudinal static stability (up to 35-percent negative static
margin at subsonic conditions). This paper describes the
primary flight control system and significant modifications
made to this system, flight test techniques used during
envelope expansion, and results for the low- and high-angle-
of-attack programs. Through out the paper, lessons learned
will be discussed to illustrate the problems associated with
the implementation of complex flight control systems.
2087. Anon.: Fourth High Alpha Conference,
Volume 1. NASA CP- 10143-VOL- 1, H-2OO7-VOL- 1, NAS
1.55:10143-VOL-1. Preprints for a Conference held at
Edwards, California, July 12-14, 1994, 95N14229, #.
2088. Fisher, David F.; and *Lanser, Wendy R.: Flight
and Full-Scale Wind-Tunnel Comparison of Pressure
Distributions from an F-18 Aircraft at High Angles of
Attack. NASA CP-10143, Vol. 1. Presented at the NASA
Dryden Fourth High Alpha Conference, Edwards, California,
July 12-14, 1994, (see N95-14229 03-02), 95N14231, #.
Pressure distributions were obtained at nearly identical
fuselage stations and wing chord butt lines in flight on the
F-18 HARV at NASA Dryden Flight Research Center and in
the NASA Ames Research Center's 80 by 120 ft wind tunnel
on a full-scale F/A-18 aircraft. The static pressures were
measured at the identical five stations on the forebody, three
stations on the left and right leading-edge extensions, and
three spanwise stations on the wing. Comparisons of the
flight and wind-tunnel pressure distributions were made at
alpha = 30 deg, 45 deg, and 60 deg/59 deg. In general, very
good agreement was found. Minor differences were noted at
the forebody at alpha = 45 deg and 60 deg in the magnitude
of the vortex footprints and a Mach number effect was noted
at the leading-edge extension at alpha = 30 deg. The inboard
leading edge flap data from the wind tunnel at alpha = 59 deg
showed a suction peak that did not appear in the flight data.
This was the result of a vortex from the corner of the leading
edge flap whose path was altered by the lack of an engine
simulation in the wind tunnel.
*Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California
2089. *Cobleigh, Brent R.; **Croom, Mark A.; and
i'Tamrat, B. F.: Comparison of X-31 Flight, Wind-Tunnel,
and Water-Tunnel Yawing Moment Asymmetries at High
Angles of Attack. NASA CP-10143, Vol. 1. Presented at the
NASA Dryden Fourth High Alpha Conference, Edwards,
California, July 12-14, 1994, (see N95-14229 03-02),
95N14234, #.
The X-31 aircraft are being used in the enhanced fighter
maneuverability (EFM) research program, which is jointly
funded by the (U.S.) Advanced Research Projects Agency
(ARPA) and Germany's Federal Ministry of Defense
(FMOD). The flight test portion of the program, which
involves two aircraft, is being conducted by an International
Test Organization (ITO) comprising the National
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Aeronauticsand Space Administration (NASA), the U.S.
Navy, the U.S. Air Force, Rockwell International, and
Deutsche Aerospace (DASA). The goals of the flight
program are to demonstrate EFM technologies, investigate
close-in-combat exchange ratios, develop design
requirements, build a database for application to future
fighter aircraft, and develop and validate low-cost prototype
concepts. For longitudinal control the X-31 uses canards,
symmetrical movement of the trailing-edge flaps, and pitch
deflection of the thrust vectoring system. The trim, inertial
coupling, and engine gyroscopic coupling compensation
tasks are performed primarily by the trailing-edge flaps. For
lateral-directional control the aircraft uses differential
deflection of the trailing-edge flaps for roll coordination and
a conventional rudder combined with the thrust vectoring
system to provide yaw control. The rudder is only effective
up to about 40 deg angle of attack (alpha), after which the
thrust vectoring becomes the primary yaw control effector.
Both the leading-edge flaps and the inlet lip are scheduled
with the angle of attack to provide best performance.
*PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
**NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
tRockwell International Corporation, Downey, California.
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This status paper reviews the experimental ground test
program of the High Alpha Technology Program (HATP).
The reasons for conducting this ground test program had their
origins during the 1970's when several difficulties were
experienced during the development programs of both the
F-18 and F-16. A careful assessment of ground test to flight
correlations appeared to be important for reestablishing a
high degree of confidence in our ground test methodology.
The current paper will then focus on one aspect of the HATP
program that is intended to improve the correlation between
ground test and flight, high-alpha gritting. The importance of
this work arises from the sensitivity of configurations with
smooth-sided forebodies to Reynolds number. After giving
examples of the effects of Reynolds number, the paper will
highlight efforts at forebody gritting. Finally, the paper will
conclude by summarizing the charter of the HATP
Experimental Aerodynamics Working Group and future
experimental testing plans.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
**NASA Ames Research Center, Mountain View,
California.
2091. *Williams, David L., II; *Nelson, Robert C.; and
Fisher, David F.: Free-to-Roll Tests of X-31 and F-18
Subscale Models With Correlation to Flight Test Results.
NASA CP-10143, Vol. 1. Presented at the NASA Dryden
Fourth High Alpha Conference, Edwards, California,
July 12-14, 1994, (see N95-14229 03-02), 95N14237, #.
This presentation will concentrate on a series of low-speed
wind tunnel tests conducted on a 2.5 percent subscale F-18
model and a 2 percent subscale X-31 model. The model's
control surfaces were unaugmented; and for the most part,
were deflected at a constant angle throughout the tests. The
tests consisted mostly of free-to-roll experiments conducted
with the use of an air-bearing, surface pressure
measurements, off-surface flow visualization, and force-
balance tests. Where possible the results of the subscale tests
have been compared to flight test data, or to other wind tunnel
data taken at higher Reynolds numbers.
*Notre Dame University, Indiana.
2092. Anon.: Fourth High Alpha Conference,
Volume 2. NASA CP-10143-VOL-2, H-2007, NAS
1.55:10143, Preprints for a conference held at Edwards,
California, July 12-14, 1994, 95N14239, #.
2090. *Hall, R. M.; *Banks, D. W.; Fisher, David F.;
*Ghaffari, F.; *Mum, D. G.; **Ross, J. C.; and **Lanser,
Wendy R.: High Alpha Technology Program (HATP)
Ground Test to Flight Comparisons. NASA CP-10143,
Vol. 1. Presented at the NASA Dryden Fourth High Alpha
Conference, Edwards, California, July 12-14. 1994. (see
N95-14229 03-02), 95N14230, #.
2093. *Enns, Dale F.; *Bugajski, Daniel J.; Carter, John;
and Antoniewicz, Bob: Multi-Application Controls:
Robust Nonlinear Multivariable Aerospace Controls
Applications. NASA CP-10143, Vol. 2. Presented at the
NASA Dryden Fourth High Alpha Conference, Edwards,
California, July 12-14. 1994, (see N95-14229 03-02),
95N 14249, #.
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This viewgraphpresentationdescribesthe general
methodologyusedto applyHonywell'sMulti-Application
Control(MACH)andthespecificapplicationto theF-18
HighAngle-of-AttackResearchVehicle(HARV)including
pilotedsimulationhandlingqualitiesevaluation.Thegeneral
stepsincludeinsertionof modelingdatafor geometryand
massproperties,aerodynamics,propulsiondata and
assumptions,requirementsandspecifications,e.g.definition
ofcontrolvariables,handlingqualities,tabilitymarginsand
statementsforbandwidth,controlpower,priorities,position
and rate limits. The specificstepsincludechoiceof
independentvariablesforleastsquaresfitsto aerodynamic
andpropulsiondata,modificationstothemanagementofthe
controlswith regardto integratorwindupandactuation
limitingandpriorities,e.g.pitchpriorityoverroll, and
commandlimitingtopreventdeparturesand/orundesirable
inertialcouplingor inabilityto recoverto a stabletrim
condition.TheHARVcontrolproblemischaracterizedby
significantonlinearitiesandmultivariableinteractionsinthe
low speed,highangle-of-attack,highangularrateflight
regime.Systematicapproachesto thecontrolof vehicle
motionsmodeledwithcouplednonlinearequationsofmotion
havebeendeveloped.Thispaperwill discussthedynamic
inversion approachwhich explicity accountsfor
nonlinearitiesnthecontroldesign.Multiplecontroleffectors
(includingaerodynamiccontrolsurfacesandthrustvectoring
control)andsensorsareusedto controlthemotionsofthe
vehiclesinseveraldegrees-of-freedom.Severalmaneuvers
willbeusedtoillustrateperformanceof MACHin thehigh
angle-of-attackflight regime.Analyticalmethodsfor
assessingtherobustperformanceofthemultivariablecontrol
systemin the presenceof mathmodelinguncertainty,
disturbances,andcommandshavereacheda highlevelof
maturity.Thestructuredsingularvalue(mu)frequency
responsemethodologyispresentedasamethodforanalyzing
robustperformanceandthemu-synthesismethodwill be
presentedasa methodfor synthesizinga robustcontrol
system.Thepaperconcludeswiththeauthor'sexpectations
regardingfuture applicationsof robust nonlinear
multivariablecontrols.
*Honeywell,Inc.,Minneapolis,Minnesota.
2094. *Huber, Peter; and Seamount, Patricia: X-31 High
Angle of Attack Control System Performance. NASA
CP-10143, Vol. 2. Presented at the NASA Dryden Fourth
High Alpha Conference, Edwards, California, July 12-14,
1994, (see N95-14229 03-02), 95N14244, #.
The design goals for the X-31 flight control system were: (1)
level 1 handling qualities during post-stall maneuvering (30
to 70 degrees angle-of-attack); (2) thrust vectoring to enhance
performance across the angle-of-attack. Additional
performance goals are discussed. A description of the flight
control system is presented, highlighting flight control
system features in the pitch and roll axes and X-31 thrust
vectoring characteristics. The high angle-of-attack envelope
clearance approach will be described, including a brief
explanation of analysis techniques and tools. Also, problems
encountered during envelope expansion will be discussed.
This presentation emphasizes control system solutions to
problems encountered in envelope expansion. An essentially
'care free' envelope was cleared for the close-in-combat
demonstrator phase. High angle-of-attack flying qualities
maneuvers are currently being flown and evaluated. These
results are compared with pilot opinions expressed during the
close-in-combat program and with results obtained from the
F-18 HARV for identical maneuvers. The status and
preliminary results of these tests are discussed.
*Deutsche Aerospace A.G., Munich, Germany.
2095. Yuhas, Andrew J.; Ray, Ronald J.; Burley, Richard
R.; Steenken, William G.; Lechtenberg, Leon; and Thornton,
Don: Design and Development of an F/A-18 Inlet
Distortion Rake: A Cost and Time Saving Solution.
NASA CP-10143, Vol. 2. Presented at the NASA Dryden
Fourth High Alpha Conference, Edwards, California,
July 12-14, 1994, (see N95-14229 03-02), 95N14241, #.
(See also 2167.)
An innovative inlet total-pressure distortion measurement
rake has been designed and developed for the F/A-18 A/D
aircraft inlet. The design was conceived by NASA and
General Electric Aircraft Engines (Evendale, Ohio). This
rake has been flight qualified and flown in the F-18 High
Alpha Research Vehicle (HARV) at NASA Dryden Flight
Research Center. The rake's eight-legged, one-piece wagon
wheel design was developed at a reduced cost and offers
reduced installation time compared with traditional designs.
The rake features 40 dual measurement ports for both low-
and high-frequency pressure measurements with the high-
frequency transducer mounted at the port. The high-
frequency transducer offers direct absolute pressure
measurements from low frequency to the highest frequency
of interest, thereby allowing the rake to be used during highly
dynamic aircraft maneuvers. Outstanding structural
characteristics are inherent to the design through its
construction and use of lightweight materials.
2096. Bowers, Albion H.; Regenie, Victoria A.; and Hick,
Bradley C.: F-18 High Alpha Research Vehicle: Lessons
Learned. NASA CP-10143, Vol. 2. Presented at the NASA
Dryden Fourth High Alpha Conference, Edwards, California,
July 12-14, 1994, (see N95-14229 03-02), 95N14240, #.
The F-18 High Alpha Research Vehicle has proven to be a
useful research tool with many unique capabilities. Many of
these capabilities are to assist in characterizing flight at high
angles of attack, while some provide significant research in
their own right. Of these, the thrust vectoring system, the
unique ability to rapidly reprogram flight controls, the
reprogrammable mission computer, and a reprogrammable
onboard excitation system have allowed an increased utility
and versatility of the research being conducted. Because of
this multifaceted approach to research in the high angle of
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attackregime,the capabilitiesof theF-18HighAlpha
ResearchVehicleweredesignedtocoverasmanyhighalpha
technologybasesastheprogramwouldallow.Theseareas
includeaerodynamics,controls,handlingqualities,and
propulsion.
2097. *Ogburn,MarilynE.; *Ross,HollyM.; *Foster,
JohnV.; Pahle,JosephW.; **Sternberg,CharlesA.;
**Traven,Ricardo;**Lackey,JamesB.;andl'Abbott,Troy
D.:FlightValidation of Ground-Based Assessment for
Control Power Requirements at High Angles of Attack.
NASA CP-10143, Vol. 2. Presented at the NASA Dryden
Fourth High Alpha Conference, Edwards, California,
July 12-14, 1994, (see N95-14229 03-02), 95N14246, #.
Navy study to determine control power requirements at high
angles of attack for the next generation high-performance
aircraft. This paper focuses on recent flight test activities
using the NASA High Alpha Research Vehicle (HARV),
which are intended to validate results of previous ground-
based simulation studies. The purpose of this study is
discussed, and the overall program structure, approach, and
objectives are described. Results from two areas of
investigation are presented: (1) nose-down control power
requirements and (2) lateral-directional control power
requirements. Selected results which illustrate issues and
challenges that are being addressed in the study are discussed
including test methodology, comparisons between simulation
and flight, and general lessons learned.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
**Naval Air Warfare Center, Patuxent River, Maryland.
1"Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University,
Blacksburg, Virginia.
2098. Anon.: Fourth High Alpha Conference,
Volume 3. NASA CP-10143-VOL-3, H-2007, NAS
1.55:10143-VOL-3. Preprints for a conference held at
Edwards, California, July 12-14. 1994, 95N14251, #.
2099. Murray, James E.; Sim, Alex G.; Neufeld, David C.;
Rennich, Patrick K.; Norris, Stephen R.; and Hughes, Wesley
S.: Further Development and Flight Test of an
Autonomous Precision Landing System Using a Parafoil.
NASA TM-4599, H-1987, NAS 1.15:4599, AIAA
Paper94-2141. Presented at the 6th Biennial Flight Test
Conference, Colorado Springs, Colorado, June 20-23, 1994,
July 1994. 94N33995, #.
NASA Dryden Flight Research Center and NASA Johnson
Space Center are jointly conducting a phased program to
determine the feasibility of the autonomous recovery of a
spacecraft using a ram-air parafoil system for the final stages
of entry from space to a precision landing. The feasibility is
being studied using a flight model of a spacecraft in the
generic shape of a flattened biconic that weighs
approximately 120 lb and is flown under a commercially
available ram-air parafoil. Key components of the vehicle
include the global positioning system (GPS) guidance for
navigation, a flight control computer, an electronic compass,
a yaw rate gyro, and an onboard data recorder. A flight test
program is being used to develop and refine the vehicle. The
primary flight goal is to demonstrate autonomous flight from
an altitude of 3,000 m (10,000 ft) with a lateral offset of
1.6 km (1.0 mi) to a precision soft landing. This paper
summarizes the progress to date. Much of the navigation
system has been tested, including a heading tracker that was
developed using parameter estimation techniques and a
complementary filter. The autoland portion of the autopilot is
still in development. The feasibility of conducting the flare
maneuver without servoactuators was investigated as a
means of significantly reducing the servoactuator rate and
load requirements.
2100. Fisher, David F.; and Cobleigh, Brent R.:
Controlling Forebody Asymmetries in Flight: Experience
With Boundary Layer Transition Strips, NASA TM-4595,
H-1992, NAS 1.15:4595, AIAA Paper 94-1826. Presented at
the 6th Biennial Flight Test Conference, Colorado Springs,
Colorado, June 20-23, 1994, July 1994, 94N36944, #.
The NASA Dryden Flight Research Center has an ongoing
program to investigate aircraft flight characteristics at high
angles of attack. As part of this investigation, longitudinal
boundary layer transition strips were installed on the F-18
HARV forebody, a preproduction F/A-18 radome with a
nose-slice tendency, and the X-31 aircraft forebody and
noseboom to reduce asymmetric yawing moments at high
angles of attack. The transition strips were effective on the
F-18 HARV at angles of attack above 60 deg. On the
preproduction F/A-18 radome at an angle of attack near
50 deg the strips were not effective. When the transition strips
were installed on the X-31 noseboom, a favorable effect was
observed on the yawing moment dynamics but the magnitude
of the yawing moment was not decreased.
2101. Johnson, Steven; and *Murphy, Kelly: Pressure-
Sensing Performance of Upright Cylinders in a Maeh 10
Boundary-Layer, NASA-TM-4633, H- 1977, NAS
1.15:4633, July 1994, 94N37395, #.
An experimental research program to provide basic
knowledge of the pressure-sensing performance of upright,
flushported cylinders in a hypersonic boundary layer is
described. Three upright cylinders of 0.25-, 0.5- and 1.0-in.
diameters and a conventional rake were placed in the test
section sidewall boundary layer of the 31 Inch Mach 10 Wind
Tunnel at NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton,
Virginia. Boundary-layer pressures from these cylinders
were compared to those measured with a conventional rake.
A boundary-layer thickness-to-cylinder-diameter ratio of 8
proved sufficient to accurately measure an overall pressure
profile and ascertain the boundary-layer thickness. Effects of
Reynolds number, flow angularity, and shock wave
impingement on pressure measurement were also
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investigated.AlthoughReynoldsnumbereffectswere
negligibleattheconditionsstudied,flowangularityabove
10degsignificantlyaffectsthemeasuredpressures.Shock
waveimpingementwasusedtoinvestigateorifice-to-orifice
pressurecrosstalk.Nocrosstalkwasmeasured.Thelower
pressuremeasuredabovethe obliqueshockwave
impingementshowedno influenceof thehigherpressure
generatedatthelowerportlocations.
*NASALangleyResearchCenter,Hampton,Virginia.
2102. Espana,MartinD.: Sensor Biases Effect on the
Estimation Algorithm for Performance-Seeking
Controllers. Journal of Propulsion and Power, (ISSN 0748-
4658), Vol. 10, No. 4, July-August 1994, pp. 527-532,
95A68160.
The performance-seeking-control algorithm (PSC) is
designed to continuously optimize the performance of
propulsion systems. The PSC uses engine deviation
parameters (EDPs) characterizing engine deviations with
respect to nominal conditions. In practice, the measurement
biases (or model uncertainties) may prevent the estimated
EDPs from reflecting the engine's actual off-nominal
condition. This factor has a direct impact on the PSC scheme
exacerbated by the open-loop character of the algorithm. An
observability analysis shows that the biases cannot be
estimated together with the EDPs. Moreover, biases and
EDPs turn out to have equivalent effects on the
measurements, leaving it undecided whether the estimated
EDPs represent the actual engine deviation or whether they
simply reflect the measurement biases. In this article, the
effects produced by unknown measurement biases over the
estimation algorithm are evaluated. This evaluation allows
for identification of the most critical measurements for
application of the PSC algorithm to an FI00 engine.
2103. Gilyard, Glenn; and Espana, Martin: On the Use of
Controls for Subsonic Transport Performance
Improvement: Overview and Future Directions. NASA
TM-4605, H-2002, NAS 1.15:4605, AIAA Paper 94-3515.
Presented at the Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference,
Scottsdale, Arizona, August 1-3, 1994, August 1994,
95N11408, #.
Increasing competition among airline manufacturers and
operators has highlighted the issue of aircraft efficiency.
Fewer aircraft orders have led to an all-out efficiency
improvement effort among the manufacturers to maintain if
not increase their share of the shrinking number of aircraft
sales. Aircraft efficiency is important in airline profitability
and is key if fuel prices increase from their current low. In a
continuing effort to improve aircraft efficiency and develop
an optimal performance technology base, NASA Dryden
Flight Research Center developed and flight tested an
adaptive performance seeking control system to optimize the
quasi-steady-state performance of the F-15 aircraft. The
demonstrated technology is equally applicable to transport
aircraft although with less improvement. NASA Dryden, in
transitioning this technology to transport aircraft, is
specifically exploring the feasibility of applying adaptive
optimal control techniques to performance optimization of
redundant control effectors. A simulation evaluation of a
preliminary control law optimizes wing-aileron camber for
minimum net aircraft drag. Two submodes are evaluated: one
to minimize fuel and the other to maximize velocity. This
paper covers the status of performance optimization of the
current fleet of subsonic transports. Available integrated
controls technologies are reviewed to define approaches
using active controls. A candidate control law for adaptive
performance optimization is presented along with examples
of algorithm operation.
2104. *Richwine, David M.; and Del Frate, John H.:
Development of a Low-Aspect Ratio Fin for Flight
Research Experiments. NASA TM-4596, H-1993, NAS
1.15:4596, AIAA Paper 94-2133. Presented at the 6th
Biennial Flight Test Conference, Colorado Springs,
Colorado, June 20-23, 1993, August 1994, 95N16858, #.
A second-generation flight test fixture, developed at NASA
Dryden Flight Research Center, offers a generic testbed for
aerodynamic and fluid mechanics research. The new fixture,
a low-aspect ratio vertical fin shape mounted on the
centerline of an F-15B aircraft lower fuselage, is designed for
flight research at Mach numbers up to 2.0. The new fixture is
a composite structure with a modular configuration and
removable components for functional flexibility. This report
describes the multidisciplinary design and analysis approach
used to develop the fixture. The approach integrates
conservative assumptions with simple analysis techniques to
minimize the time and cost associated with its development.
Presented are the principal disciplines required for this effort,
which include aerodynamics, structures, stability, and
operational considerations. In addition, preliminary results
from the first phase of flight testing are presented. Acceptable
directional stability and flow quality are documented and
show agreement with predictions. Future envelope expansion
activities will minimize current limitations so that the fixture
can be used for a wide variety of high-speed aerodynamic and
fluid mechanics research experiments.
*PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
2105. Zuniga, Fanny A.; *Drake, Aaron; **Kennelly,
Robert A., Jr.; **Koga, Dennis J.; and 1Westphal, Russell V.:
Transonic Flight Test of a Laminar Flow Leading Edge
With Surface Excrescences. NASA TM-4597, H-1994,
NAS 1.15:4597, AIAA Paper 94-2142. Presented at the 6th
Biennial Flight Test Conference, Colorado Springs,
Colorado, June 20-23, 1994, August 1994, 95N11158, #.
A flight experiment, conducted at NASA Dryden Flight
Research Center, investigated the effects of surface
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excrescences,specificallygapsandsteps,onboundary-layer
transitioni thevicinityofa leadingedgeattransonicflight
conditions.A naturallaminarflowleading-edgemodelwas
designedfor this experimentwith a spanwiseslot
manufacturedintotheleading-edgemodeltosimulategaps
andstepslikethosepresentatskinjointsofsmalltransonic
aircraftwings.Theleading-edgemodelwasflownwiththe
flighttestfixture,alow-aspectratiofinmountedbeneathan
F-104Gaircraft.Testpointswereobtainedovera unit
Reynoldsnumberrangeof 1.5to 2.5million/ftandaMach
numberrangeof 0.5to 0.8.Resultsfor a smoothsurface
showedthatlaminarflowextendedtoapproximately12in.
behindtheleadingedgeatMachnumber0.7overa unit
Reynoldsnumberangeof 1.5to 2.0 million/ft.The
maximumsizeofthegap-and-stepconfigurationverwhich
laminarflowwasmaintainedconsistedof two0.06-in.gaps
with a 0.02-in.stepat a unit Reynoldsnumberof
1.5million/ft.
*StanfordUniversity,Stanford,California.
**AmesResearchCenter,MoffettField,California.
tWashingtonStateUniversityat Tri-Cities,Richland,
Washington.
2106. *Cotton, Stacey J.; and Bjarke, Lisa J.: Flow-
Visualization Study of the X-29A Aircraft at High Angles
of Attack Using a 1/48-Scale Model. NASA TM-104268,
H-1918, NAS 1.15:104268, August 1994, 95N10858, #.
A water-tunnel study on a 1/48-scale model of the X-29A
aircraft was performed at the NASA Dryden Flow
Visualization Facility. The water-tunnel test enhanced the
results of the X-29A flight tests by providing flow-
visualization data for comparison and insights into the
aerodynamic characteristics of the aircraft. The model was
placed in the water tunnel at angles of attack of 20 to 55 deg.
and with angles of sideslip from 0 to 5 deg. In general, flow-
visualization techniques provided useful information on
vortex formation, separation, and breakdown and their role in
yaw asymmetries and tail buffeting. Asymmetric forebody
vortices were observed at angles of attack greater than 30 deg.
with 0 deg. sideslip and greater than 20 deg. with 5 deg.
sideslip. While the asymmetric flows observed in the water
tunnel did not agree fully with the flight data, they did show
some of the same trends. In addition, the flow visualization
indicated that the interaction of forebody vortices and the
wing wake at angles of attack between 20 and 35 deg. may
cause vertical-tail buffeting observed in flight.
*Air Force Flight Test Center, Edwards AFB, California.
2107. Cobleigh, Brent R.; and Del Frate, John: Water
Tunnel Flow Visualization Study of a 4.4 Percent Scale
X-31 Forebody. NASA TM-104276, H-1997, NAS
1.15:104276, September 1994, 95N11898, #.
A water-tunnel test of a 4.4 percent-scale, forebody-only
model of the X-31 aircraft with different forebody strakes and
nosebooms has been performed in the Flow Visualization
Facility at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center. The
focus of the study was to determine the relative effects of the
different configurations on the stability and symmetry of the
high-angle-of-attack forebody vortex flow field. The clean,
noseboom-off configuration resisted the development of
asymmetries in the primary vortices through 70 deg angle of
attack. The wake of the X-31 flight test noseboom
configuration significantly degraded the steadiness of the
primary vortex cores and promoted asymmetries. An
alternate L-shaped noseboom mounted underneath the
forebody had results similar to those seen with the
configuration, enabling stable, symmetrical vortices up to
70 deg angle of attack. The addition of strakes near the
radome tip along the waterline increased the primary vortex
strength while it simultaneously caused the vortex
breakdown location to move forward. Forebody strakes did
not appear to significantly reduce the asymmetries in the
forebody vortex field in the presence of the flight test
noseboom.
2108. *Corda, Stephen; Stephenson, Mark T.; Burcham,
Frank W.; and Curry, Robert E.: Dynamic Ground Effects
Flight Test of an F-15 Aircraft. NASA TM-4604, H-1999,
NAS 1.15:4604, September 1994, 95N12191, #.
Flight tests to determine the changes in the aerodynamic
characteristics of an F-15 aircraft caused by dynamic ground
effects are described. Data were obtained for low and high
sink rates between 0.7 and 6.5 f-t/sec and at two landing
approach speeds and flap settings: 150 kn with the flaps down
and 170 kn with the flaps up. Simple correlation curves are
given for the change in aerodynamic coefficients because of
ground effects as a function of sink rate. Ground effects
generally caused an increase in the lift, drag, and nose-down
pitching movement coefficients. The change in the lift
coefficient increased from approximately 0.05 at the high-
sink rate to approximately 0.10 at the low-sink rate. The
change in the drag coefficient increased from approximately
0 to 0.03 over this decreasing sink rate range. No significant
difference because of the approach configuration was evident
for lift and drag; however, a significant difference in pitching
movement was observed for the two approach speeds and flap
settings. For the 170 kn with the flaps up configuration, the
change in the nose-down pitching movement increased from
approximately -0.008 to-0.016. For the 150 kn with the flaps
down configuration, the change was approximately -0.008
to -0.038.
*PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
2109. Wagner, Charles A.: Effects of Mass on Aircraft
Sidearm Controller Characteristics. NASA TM-104277,
H-2014, NAS 1.15:104277, September 1994, 95N11868, #.
When designing a flight simulator, providing a set of low
mass variable-characteristic pilot controls can be very
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difficult. Thus, a strong incentive exists to identify the highest
possible mass that will not degrade the validity of a
simulation. The NASA Dryden Flight Research Center has
conducted a brief flight program to determine the maximum
acceptable mass (system inertia) of an aircraft sidearm
controller as a function of force gradient. This information is
useful for control system design in aircraft as well as
development of suitable flight simulator controls. A modified
Learjet with a variable-characteristic sidearm controller was
used to obtain data. A boundary was defined between mass
considered acceptable and mass considered unacceptable to
the pilot. This boundary is defined as a function of force
gradient over a range of natural frequencies. This
investigation is limited to a study of mass-frequency
characteristics only. Results of this investigation are
presented in this paper.
2110. Sim, Alex G.; Murray, James E.; Neufeld, David C.;
and Reed, R. Dale: Development and Flight Test of a
Deployable Precision Landing System. Journal of Aircraft,
(ISSN 0021-8669), Vol. 31, No. 5, September--October 1994,
pp. 1101-1108, 95A69243. (See also 2049.)
A joint NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility and Johnson
Space Center program was conducted to determine the
feasibility of the autonomous recovery of a spacecraft using a
ram-air parafoil system for the final stages of entry from
space that included a precision landing. The feasibility of this
system was studied using a flight model of a spacecraft in the
generic shape of a flattened biconic that weighed
approximately 150 lb and was flown under a commercially
available, ram-air parachute. Key elements of the vehicle
included the Global Positioning System guidance for
navigation, flight control computer, ultrasonic sensing for
terminal altitude, electronic compass, and onboard data
recording. A flight test program was used to develop and
refine the vehicle. This vehicle completed an autonomous
flight from an altitude of 10,000 ft and a lateral offset of
1.7 miles that resulted in a precision flare and landing into the
wind at a predetermined location. At times, the autonomous
flight was conducted in the presence of winds approximately
equal to vehicle airspeed. Several novel techniques for
computing the winds postflight were evaltmted. Future
program objectives are also presented.
2111. Espana, M.; and Gilyard, G.: Adaptive Wing
Camber Optimization: a Periodic Perturbation
Approach. Presented at the 13th IFAC Symposium on
Automatic Control in Aerospace, Palo Alto, California,
September. 1994.
Available redundancy among aircraft controJ surfaces allows
for effective wing camber modifications. As shown in the
past, this fact can be used to improve aircraft performance. To
date, however, algorithm developments for in-flight camber
optimization have been limited. This paper presents a
perturbational approach for cruise optimization through
in-flight camber adaptation. The method uses, as a
performance index, an indirect measurement of the
instantaneous net thrust. As such, the actual performance
improvement comes from the integrated effect of airframe
and engine. The algorithm, whose design and robustness
properties are discussed, is demonstrated on the NASA
Dryden B-720 flight simulator.
2112. Hamory, Philip J.; and Murray, James E.: Flight
Experience With Lightweight, Low-Power Miniaturized
Instrumentation Systems. Journal of Aircraft, (ISSN
0021-8669), Vol. 31, No. 5, September--October 1994,
pp. 1016-1021, 95A69230. (See also 1960, 2018.)
Engineers at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility
(NASA-Dryden) have conducted two flight research
programs with lightweight, low-power miniaturized
instrumentation systems built around commercial data
loggers. One program quantified the performance of a radio-
controlled model airplane. The other program was a laminar
boundary-layer transition experiment on a manned sailplane.
The purpose of this article is to report NASA-Dryden
personnel's flight experience with the miniaturized
instrumentation systems used on these two programs. This
article will describe the data loggers, the sensors, and the
hardware and software developed to complete the systems. It
also describes how the systems were used and covers the
challenges encountered to make them work. Examples of raw
data and derived results will be shown as well. For some
flight research applications where miniaturized
instrumentation is a requirement, the authors conclude that
commercially available data loggers and sensors are viable
alternatives. In fact, the data loggers and sensors make it
possible to gather research-quality data in a timely and cost-
effective manner.
2113. Ehernberger, L. J.; Wurtele, Morton G.; and
Sharman, Robert D.: Simple Atmospheric Perturbation
Models for Sonic-Boom-Signature Distortion Studies.
Presented at the NASA Langley Research Center, High-
Speed Research: 1994 Sonic Boom Workshop: Atmospheric
Propagation and Acceptability Studies, October 1994.
pp. 157-169, (see N95-14878 03-02), 95N14888, #.
Sonic-boom propagation from flight level to ground is
influenced by wind and speed-of-sound variations resulting
from temperature changes in both the mean atmospheric
structure and small-scale perturbations. Meteorological
behavior generally produces complex combinations of
atmospheric perturbations in the form of turbulence, wind
shears, up- and down-drafts and various wave behaviors.
Differences between the speed of sound at the ground and at
flight level will influence the threshold flight Mach number
for which the sonic boom first reaches the ground as well as
the width of the resulting sonic-boom carpet. Mean
atmospheric temperature and wind structure as a function of
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altitudevarywithlocationandtimeofyear.Theseaverage
propertiesof theatmospherearewell-documentedan have
beenusedinmanysonic-boompropagationassessments.In
contrast,smallerscaleatmosphericperturbationsarealso
knowntomodulatetheshapeandamplitudeof sonic-boom
signaturesreachingtheground,butspecificperturbation
modelshavenotbeenestablishedforevaluatingtheireffects
onsonic-boompropagation.Thepurposeof thispaperis to
presentsimplexamplesofatmosphericverticaltemperature
gradients,windshears,andwavemotionsthatcanguide
preliminaryassessmentsof nonturbulentatmospheric
perturbationeffectson sonic-boompropagationto the
ground.Theuseofsimplediscreteatmosphericperturbation
structurescanfacilitatetheinterpretationof theresulting
sonic-boompropagationanomaliesas well as
intercomparisonsamongvariedflight conditionsand
propagationmodels.
2114. Greer, Donald S.: Numerical Modding of a
Cryogenic Fluid Within a Fuel Tank. NASA TM-4651,
H-2029, NAS 1.15:4651. Presented at the Second Thermal
Structures Conference, Charlottesville, Virginia,
October 18-21, 1994, OctQber 1994. 95N13892, #.
The computational method developed to study the cryogenic
fluid characteristics inside a fuel tank in a hypersonic aircraft
is presented. The model simulates a rapid draining of the tank
by modeling the ullage vapor and the cryogenic liquid with a
moving interface. A mathematical transformation was
developed and applied to the Navier-Stokes equations to
account for the moving interface. The formulation of the
numerical method is a transient hybrid explicit-implicit
technique where the pressure term in the momentum
equations is approximated to first order in time by combining
the continuity equation with an ideal equation of state.
2115. Ko, William L: Thermo-Cryogenic Buckling and
Stress Analysis of Partially Filled Cryogenic Tank
Subjected to Cylinder Strip Heating. Presented at the
JSASS 32nd Aircraft Symposium International Sessions,
Kitakyushu, Japan, October 5-7. 1994. (See also 2116.)
Thermocryogenic buckling and stress analysis were
conducted on a horizontally oriented cryogenic tank using the
finite element method. The tank is a finite length circular
cylindrical shell with its two ends capped with hemispherical
shells. The tank was subjected to cylindrical strip heating in
the region above the liquid-cryogen fill level and to cryogenic
cooling below the fill level (i.e., under thermocryogenic
loading). The effects of cryogen fill level on the buckling
temperatures and thermocryogenic stress field were
investigated in detail. Both the buckling temperature and
stress magnitudes were relatively insensitive to the cryogen
fill level. The buckling temperature, however, was quite
sensitive to the radius-to-thickness ratio. The of solutions
from different finite element models were compared, and
high-stress domains were identified.
2116. Ko, William L.: Thermocryogenic Buckling and
Stress Analyses of a Partially Filled Cryogenic Tank
Subjected to Cylindrical Strip Heating. NASA TM-4579,
H-1955, NAS 1.15:4579, November 1994, 95N17417, #.
(See also 2115.)
Thermocryogenic buckling and stress analyses were
conducted on a horizontally oriented cryogenic tank using the
finite element method. The tank is a finite-length circular
cylindrical shell with its two ends capped with hemispherical
shells. The tank is subjected to cylindrical strip heating in the
region above the liquid-cryogen fill level and to cryogenic
cooling below the fill level (i.e., under thermocryogenic
loading). The effects of cryogen fill level on the buckling
temperature and thermocryogenic stress field were
investigated in detail. Both the buckling temperature and
stress magnitudes were relatively insensitive to the cryogen
fill level. The buckling temperature, however, was quite
sensitive to the radius-to-thickness ratio. A mechanical stress
analysis of the tank also was conducted when the tank was
under: (1) cryogen liquid pressure loading; (2) internal
pressure loading; and (3) tank-wall inertia loading. Deformed
shapes of the cryogenic tanks under different loading
conditions were shown, and high-stress domains were
mapped on the tank wall for the strain-gage installations. The
accuracies of solutions from different finite element models
were compared.
2117. Ko, William L.: Thermocryogenic Buckling and
Stress Analyses of a Partially Filled Cryogenic Tank.
Presented at the 2nd Thermal Structures Conference,
Charlottesville, Virginia, October 18-20, 1994. Aerospace
Thermal Structures and Materials for a New Era, Vol. 168,
Progress in Astronautics and Aeronautics, 1994.
Thermocryogenic buckling and stress analyses were
conducted on a horizontally oriented cryogenic tank using the
finite element method. The tank is a finite-length circular
cylindrical shell with its two ends capped with hemispherical
shells. The tank is subjected to cylindrical strip heating in the
region above the liquid-cryogen fill level and to cryogenic
cooling below the fill level (i.e., under thermocryogenic
loading). The effects of cryogen fill level on the buckling
temperature and thermocryogenic stress field were
investigated in detail. Both the buckling temperature and
stress magnitudes were relatively insensitive to the cryogen
fill level. The buckling temperature, however, was quite
sensitive to the radius-to-thickness ratio. A mechanical stress
analysis of the tank also was conducted when the tank was
under: (1) cryogen liquid pressure loading; (2) internal
pressure loading; and (3) tank-wall inertia loading. Deformed
shapes of the cryogenic tanks under different loading
conditions were shown, and high-stress domains were
mapped on the tank wall for the strain-gage installations. The
accuracies of solutions from different finite element models
were compared.
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2118. Ko,WilliamL.; andJackson,RaymondH.:Shear
Budding Analysisof a Hat-Stiffened Panel. NASA
TM-4644, H-2019, NAS 1.15:4644, November 1994,
95N17490, #.
A buckling analysis was performed on a hat-stiffened panel
subjected to shear loading. Both local buckling and global
buckling were analyzed. The global shear buckling load was
found to be several times higher than the local shear buckling
load. The classical shear buckling theory for a flat plate was
found to be useful in predicting the local shear buckling load
of the hat-stiffened panel, and the predicted local shear
buckling loads thus obtained compare favorably with the
results of finite element analysis.
2119. Espana, Martin D.: Simple Estimation Algorithm
for Performance-Seeking Controllers. Journal of
Propulsion and Power, (ISSN 0748-4658), Vol. 10, No. 6,
November-December 1994, pp. 914-916, 95A69297.
This study is concerned about the optimization of PSC which
is designed to continuously enhance the performance of a
propulsion system. The optimization model is a simplified
steady-state model of the propulsion system called the
compact propulsion system model (CPSM). To characterize
the steady-state model, two approaches which include the
Kalman filter approach and a simpler Luenberger-type
observer are employed. It was observed that simpler
Luenberg-type observer is more effective than the Kalman
filter approach for such application.
2120. *Saltzrnan, Edwin J.; and Hicks, John W.: In.Flight
Lift-Drag Characteristics for a Forward-Swept Wing
Aircraft and Comparisons With Contemporary Aircraft.
NASA TP-3414, H-1913, NAS 1.60:3414, December 1994.
95N 18565, #.
Lift (L) and drag (D) characteristics have been obtained in
flight for the X-29A airplane (a forward swept-wing
demonstrator) for Mach numbers (M) from 0.4 to 1.3. Most
of the data were obtained near an altitude of 30,000 ft. A
representative Reynolds number for M = 0.9, and a pressure
altitude of 30,000 ft, is 18.6 x 10(exp 6) based on the mean
aerodynamic chord. The X-29A data (forward-swept wing)
are compared with three high-performance fighter aircraft:
the F-15C, F-16C, and F/A18. The lifting efficiency of the
X-29A, as defined by the Oswald lifting efficiency factor, e,
is about average for a cantilevered monoplane for M = 0.6
and angles of attack up to those required for maximum L/D.
At M = 0.6 the level of L/D and e, as a function of load factor,
for the X-29A was about the same as for the contemporary
aircraft. The X-29A and its contemporaries have high
transonic wave drag and equivalent parasite area compared
with aircraft of the 1940's through 1960's.
*PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
2121. Mackall, D.: HYPERDATA - Basic Hypersonic
Data and Equations. ARC- 13185, 1994, 94M10063.
In an effort to place payloads into orbit at the lowest possible
costs, the use of air-breathing space-planes, which reduces
the need to carry the propulsion system oxidizer, has been
examined. As this approach would require the space-plane to
fly at hypersonic speeds for periods of time much greater than
that required by rockets, many factors must be considered
when analyzing its benefits. The Basic Hypersonic Data and
Equations spreadsheet provides data gained from three
analyses of a space-plane's performance. The equations used
to perform the analyses are derived from Newton's second
law of physics (i.e. force equals mass times acceleration); the
derivation is included. The first analysis is a parametric study
of some basic factors affecting the ability of a space-plane to
reach orbit. This step calculates the fraction of fuel mass to
the total mass of the space-plane at takeoff. The user is able
to vary the altitude, the heating value of the fuel, the orbital
gravity, and orbital velocity. The second analysis calculates
the thickness of a spherical fuel tank, while assuming all of
the mass of the vehicle went into the tank's shell. This
provides a first order analysis of how much material results
from a design where the fuel represents a large portion of the
total vehicle mass. In this step, the user is allowed to vary the
values for gross weight, material density, and fuel density.
The third analysis produces a ratio of gallons of fuel per total
mass for various aircraft. It shows that the volume of fuel
required by the space-plane relative to the total mass is much
larger for a liquid hydrogen space-plane than any other
vehicle made. This program is a spreadsheet for use on
Macintosh series computers running Microsoft Excel 3.0.
The standard distribution medium for this package is a
3.5 inch 800K Macintosh format diskette. Documentation is
included in the price of the program. Macintosh is a registered
trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. Microsoft is a registered
trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
2122. Clarke, Robert; Burken, John J.; Bosworth, John T.;
and Bauer, Jeffrey E.: X-29 Flight Control System Lessons
Learned.lnt'IJ. Control, Vol. 59, No. 1, 1994, pp. 199-219.
(See also 2086, 2140, 2215.)
Two X-29A aircraft were flown at the NASA Dryden Flight
Research Facility over a period of eight years. The airplanes'
unique features are the forward-swept wing, variable
incidence close-coupled canard and highly relaxed
longitudinal static stability (up to 35-percent negative static
margin at subsonic conditions.) This paper describes the
primary flight control system and significant modifications
made to the system, flight test techniques used during
envelope expansion, and results for the low- and high-angle-
of-attack programs. Throughout the paper, lessons learned
will be discussed to illustrate the problems associated with
the implementation of complex flight control systems.
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1995 Technical Publications
2123. Lokos, William A.; Bahm, Catherine M.; and
Heinle, Robert A.: Determination of Stores Pointing Error
Due to Wing Flexibility Under Flight Load. NASA
TM-4646, H-2022, NAS 1.15:4646, AIAA Paper 94-2112.
Presented at the 7th Biennial Flight Test Conference,
Colorado Springs, Colorado, June 20-23, 1994,
1995, 95N19044, #.
The in-flight elastic wing twist of a fighter-type aircraft was
studied to provide for an improved on-board real-time
computed prediction of pointing variations of three wing
store stations. This is an important capability to correct sensor
pod alignment variation or to establish initial conditions of
iron bombs or smart weapons prior to release. The original
algorithm was based upon coarse measurements. The electro-
optical Flight Deflection Measurement System measured the
deformed wing shape in flight under maneuver loads to
provide a higher resolution database from which an improved
twist prediction algorithm could be developed. The FDMS
produced excellent repeatable data. In addition, a NASTRAN
finite-element analysis was performed to provide additional
elastic deformation data. The FDMS data combined with the
NASTRAN analysis indicated that an improved prediction
algorithm could be derived by using a different set of
aircraft parameters, namely normal acceleration, stores
configuration, Mach number, and gross weight.
2124. Anderson, Karl F.: Current Loop Signal
Conditioning: Practical Applications. NASA TM-4636,
H-2026, NAS 1.15:4636. Presented at the 1995 Measurement
Science Conference, Anaheim, California, January 26-27,
1995, January_ 1995, 95N18735, #.
This paper describes a variety of practical application circuits
based on the current loop signal conditioning paradigm.
Equations defining the circuit response are also provided. The
constant current loop is a fundamental signal conditioning
circuit concept that can be implemented in a variety of
configurations for resistance-based transducers, such as
strain gages and resistance temperature detectors. The circuit
features signal conditioning outputs which are unaffected by
extremely large variations in lead wire resistance, direct
current frequency response, and inherent linearity with
respect to resistance change. Sensitivity of this circuit is
double that of a Wheatstone bridge circuit. Electrical output
is zero for resistance change equals zero. The same excitation
and output sense wires can serve multiple transducers. More
application arrangements are possible with constant current
loop signal conditioning than with the Wheatstone bridge.
2125. Powers, Sheryll Goecke: An Electronic Workshop
on the Performance Seeking Control and Propulsion
Controlled Aircraft Results of the F-15 Highly Integrated
Digital Electronic Control Flight Research Program.
NASA TM-104278, H-2020, NAS 1.15:104278. Presented at
a workshop held at Edwards, California, 1993, January_ 1995,
95N33009, #.
2126. Burcham, Frank W., Jr.; Gatlin, Donald H.; and
Stewart, James F.: An Overview of Integrated Flight-
Propulsion Controls Flight Research on the NASA F-15
Research Airplane. Presented at NASA's An Electronic
Workshop on the Performance Seeking Control and
Propulsion Controlled Aircraft Results of the F-15 High(v
Integrated Digital Electronic Control Flight Research
Program, January_ 1995, pp. 1-28, (see N95-33009 12-07),
95N33010, #.
The NASA Dryden Flight Research Center has been
conducting integrated flight-propulsion control flight
research using the NASA F-15 airplane for the past 12 years.
The research began with the digital electronic engine control
(DEEC) project, followed by the F100 Engine Model
Derivative (EMD). HIDEC (Highly Integrated Digital
Electronic Control) became the umbrella name for a series of
experiments including: the Advanced Digital Engine
Controls System (ADECS), a twin jet acoustics flight
experiment, self-repairing flight control system (SRFCS),
performance-seeking control (PSC), and propulsion
controlled aircraft (PCA). The upcoming F-15 project is
ACTIVE (Advanced Control Technology for Integrated
Vehicles). This paper provides a brief summary of these
activities and provides background for the PCA and PSC
papers, and includes a bibliography of all papers and reports
from the NASA F-15 project.
2127. Orme, John S.: Performance Seeking Control
Program Overview. Presented at NASA's An Electronic
Workshop on the Performance Seeking Control and
Propulsion Controlled Aircraft Results of the F-15 Highly
Integrated Digital Electronic Control Flight Research
Program, January_ 1995, pp. 31-36, (see N95-33009 12-07),
95N33011, #.
The Performance Seeking Control (PSC) program evolved
from a series of integrated propulsion-flight control research
programs flown at NASA Dryden Flight Research Center
(DFRC) on an F-15. The first of these was the Digital
Electronic Engine Control (DEEC) program and provided
digital engine controls suitable for integration. The DEEC
and digital electronic flight control system of the NASA F- 15
were ideally suited for integrated controls research. The
Advanced Engine Control System (ADECS) program proved
that integrated engine and aircraft control could improve
overall system performance. The objective of the PSC
program was to advance the technology for a fully integrated
propulsion flight control system. Whereas ADECS provided
single variable control for an average engine, PSC controlled
multiple propulsion system variables while adapting to the
measured engine performance. PSC was developed as a
model-based, adaptive control algorithm and included four
optimization modes: minimum fuel flow at constant thrust,
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minimumturbinetemperatureatconstantthrust,maximum
thrust,andminimumthrust.Subsonicandsupersonicflight
testingwereconductedatNASADrydencoveringthefour
PSCoptimizationmodesandoverthefull throttlerange.
FlightestingofthePSCalgorithm,conductedinaseriesof
fiveflighttestphases,hasbeenconcludedatNASADryden
coveringallfourofthePSCoptimizationmodes.Overathree
yearperiodandfiveflighttestphases72researchflightswere
conducted.Theprimaryobjectiveof flighttestingwasto
exercise achPSCoptimizationmodeandquantifythe
resultingperformanceimprovements.
2128. Orme,John S.; and *Nobbs, Steven G.: Minimum
Fuel Mode Evaluation. Presented at NASA's An Electronic
Workshop on the Performance Seeking Control and
Propulsion Controlled Aircraft Results of the F-15 Highly
Integrated Digital Electronic Control Flight Research
Program, January. 1995, pp. 91-98, (see N95-33009 12-07),
95N33015, #.
The minimum fuel mode of the NASA F-15 research aircraft
is designed to minimize fuel flow while maintaining constant
net propulsive force (FNP), effectively reducing thrust
specific fuel consumption (TSFC), during cruise flight
conditions. The test maneuvers were at stabilized flight
conditions. The aircraft test engine was allowed to stabilize at
the cruise conditions before data collection initiated; data
were then recorded with performance seeking control (PSC)
not-engaged, then data were recorded with the PSC system
engaged. The maneuvers were flown back-to-back to allow
for direct comparisons by minimizing the effects of variations
in the test day conditions. The minimum fuel mode was
evaluated at subsonic and supersonic Mach numbers and
focused on three altitudes: 15,000; 30,000; and 45,000 feet.
Flight data were collected for part, military, partial, and
maximum afterburning power conditions. The TSFC savings
at supersonic Mach numbers, ranging from approximately
4% to nearly 10%, are in general much larger than at subsonic
Mach numbers because of PSC trims to the afterburner.
*McDonnell-Douglas Corp., St. Louis, Missouri.
2129. trine, John S.; and *Nobbs, Steven G.: Minimum
Fan Turbine Inlet Temperature Mode Evaluation.
Presented at NASA's An Electronic Workshop on the
Performance Seeking Control and Propulsion Controlled
Aircraft Results of the F-15 Highly Integrated Digital
Electronic Control Flight Research Program, January_ 1995.
pp. 99-110, (see N95-33009 12-07), 95N33016, #.
Measured reductions in turbine temperature which resulted
from the application of the F- 15 performance seeking control
(PSC) minimum fan turbine inlet temperature (FTIT) mode
during the dual-engine test phase is presented as a function of
net propulsive force and flight condition. Data were collected
at altitudes of 30,000 and 45,000 feet at military and partial
afterburning power settings. The FTIT reductions for the
supersonic tests are less than at subsonic Mach numbers
because of the increased modeling and control complexity. In
addition, the propulsion system was designed to be optimized
at the mid supersonic Mach number range. Subsonically at
military power, FTIT reductions were above 70 R for either
the left or right engines, and repeatable for the right engine.
At partial afterburner and supersonic conditions, the level of
FTIT reductions were at least 25 R and as much as 55 R.
Considering that the turbine operates at or very near its
temperature limit at these high power settings, these
seemingly small temperature reductions may significantly
lengthen the life of the turbine. In general, the minimum FTIT
mode has performed well, demonstrating significant
temperature reductions at military and partial afterburner
power. Decreases of over 100 R at cruise flight conditions
were identified. Temperature reductions of this magnitude
could significantly extend turbine life and reduce
replacement costs.
*McDonnell-Douglas Corp., St. Louis, Missouri.
2130. Orme, John S.; and *Nobbs, Steven G.: Maximum
Thrust Mode Evaluation. Presented at NASA's An
Electronic Workshop on the Performance Seeking Control
and Propulsion Controlled Aircraft Results of the F-15
Highly Integrated Digital Electronic Control Flight Research
Program, January. 1995, pp. 111-120, (see N95-33009
12-07), 95N33017, #.
Measured reductions in acceleration times which resulted
from the application of the F-15 performance seeking control
(PSC) maximum thrust mode during the dual-engine test
phase is presented as a function of power setting and flight
condition. Data were collected at altitudes of 30,000 and
45,000 feet at military and maximum afterburning power
settings. The time savings for the supersonic acceleration is
less than at subsonic Mach numbers because of the increased
modeling and control complexity. In addition, the propulsion
system was designed to be optimized at the mid supersonic
Mach number range. Recall that even though the engine is at
maximum afterburner, PSC does not trim the afterburner for
the maximum thrust mode. Subsonically at military power,
time to accelerate from Mach 0.6 to 0.95 was cut by between
6 and 8 percent with a single engine application of PSC, and
over 14 percent when both engines were optimized. At
maximum afterburner, the level of thrust increases were
similar in magnitude to the military power results, but
because of higher thrust levels at maximum afterburner and
higher aircraft drag at supersonic Mach numbers the
percentage thrust increase and time to accelerate was less
than for the supersonic accelerations. Savings in time to
accelerate supersonically at maximum afterburner ranged
from 4 to 7 percent. In general, the maximum thrust mode has
performed well, demonstrating significant thrust increases at
military and maximum afterburner power. Increases of up to
15 percent at typical combat-type flight conditions were
identified. Thrust increases of this magnitude could be useful
in a combat situation.
*McDonnell-Douglas Corp., St. Louis, Missouri.
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2131. Conners,TimothyR.; *Nobbs,StevenG.; and
Orme,JohnS.: RapidDecelerationModeEvaluation.
Presentedat NASA'sAn Electronic Workshop on the
Performance Seeking Control and Propulsion Controlled
Aircraft Results of the F-15 Highly Integrated Digital
Electronic Control Flight Research Program, January_ 1995,
pp. 121-128, (see N95-33009 12-07), 95N33018, #.
Aircraft with flight capability above 1.4 normally have an
RPM lockup or similar feature to prevent inlet buzz that
would occur at low engine airflows. This RPM lockup has the
effect of holding the engine thrust level at the intermediate
power (maximum non-afterburning). For aircraft such as
military fighters or supersonic transports, the need exists to
be able to rapidly slow from supersonic to subsonic speeds.
For example, a supersonic transport that experiences a cabin
decompression needs to be able to slow/descend rapidly, and
this requirement may size the cabin environmental control
system. For a fighter, there may be a desire to slow/descend
rapidly, and while doing so to minimize fuel usage and engine
exhaust temperature. Both of these needs can be aided by
achieving the minimum possible overall net propulsive force.
As the intermediate power thrust levels of engines increase, it
becomes even more difficult to slow rapidly from supersonic
speeds. Therefore, a mode of the performance seeking control
(PSC) system to minimize overall propulsion system thrust
has been developed and tested. The rapid deceleration mode
reduces the engine airflow consistent with avoiding inlet
buzz. The engine controls are trimmed to minimize the thrust
produced by this reduced airflow, and moves the inlet
geometry to degrade the inlet performance. As in the case of
the other PSC modes, the best overall performance (in this
case the least net propulsive force) requires an integrated
optimization of inlet, engine, and nozzle variables. This paper
presents the predicted and measured results for the supersonic
minimum thrust mode, including the overall effects on
aircraft deceleration.
*McDonnell-Douglas Corp., St. Louis, Missouri.
not one of the original objectives of the PSC program, it was
rapidly prototyped and implemented into the architecture of
the PSC algorithm, allowing valuable and timely research
data to be gathered. The primary flight test objective was to
investigate the feasibility of a future measurement-based
performance optimization algorithm. This future algorithm,
called ADAPT, which stands for adaptive aircraft
performance technology, generates and applies excitation
inputs to selected control effectors. Fourier transformations
are used to convert measured response and control effector
data into frequency domain models which are mapped into
state space models using multiterm frequency matching.
Formal optimization principles are applied to produce an
integrated, performance optimal effector suite. The key
technical challenge of the measurement-based approach is the
identification of the gradient of the performance index to the
selected control effector. This concern was addressed by the
excitation mode flight test. The ADAPT feasibility study
utilized the PSC excitation mode to apply separate sinusoidal
excitation trims to the controls - one aircraft, inlet first ramp
(cowl), and one engine, throat area. Aircraft control and
response data were recorded using on-board instrumentation
and analyzed post-flight. Sensor noise characteristics, axial
acceleration performance gradients, and repeatability were
determined. Results were compared to pilot comments to
assess the ride quality. Flight test results indicate that
performance gradients were identified at all flight conditions,
sensor noise levels were acceptable at the frequencies of
interest, and excitations were generally not sensed by the
pilot.
2134. trine, John S.: Performance Seeking Control
(PSC) for the F-15 Highly Integrated Digital Electronic
Control (HiDEC) Aircraft. Presented at NASA's An
Electronic Workshop on the Performance Seeking Control
and Propulsion Controlled Aircraft Results of the F-15
Highly Integrated Digital Electronic Control Flight Research
Program, January_ 1995, pp. 146--156, (see N95-33009
12-07), 95N33020, #.
2132. Conners, Timothy R.: Thrust Stand Test.
Presented at NASA's An Electronic Workshop on the
Performance Seeking Control and Propulsion Controlled
Aircraft Results of the F-15 Highly Integrated Digital
Electronic Control Flight Research Program, January_ 1995,
pp. 129-132, (see N95-33009 12-07).
2133. Schkolnik, Gerard S.: Performance Seeking
Control Excitation Mode. Presented at NASA's An
Electronic Workshop on the Performance Seeking Control
and Propulsion Controlled Aircraft Results of the F-15
Highly Integrated Digital Electronic Control Flight Research
Program, January_ 1995. pp. 133-142, (see N95-33009
12-07), 95N33019, #.
Fright testing of the performance seeking control (PSC)
excitation mode was successfully completed at NASA
Dryden on the F-15 highly integrated digital electronic
control (HIDEC) aircraft. Although the excitation mode was
The performance seeking control algorithm optimizes total
propulsion system performance. This adaptive, model-based
optimization algorithm has been successfully flight
demonstrated on two engines with differing levels of
degradation. Models of the engine, nozzle, and inlet produce
reliable, accurate estimates of engine performance. But,
because of an observability problem, component levels of
degradation cannot be accurately determined. Depending on
engine-specific operating characteristics PSC achieves
various levels performance improvement. For example,
engines with more deterioration typically operate at higher
turbine temperatures than less deteriorated engines. Thus
when the PSC maximum thrust mode is applied, for example,
there will be less temperature margin available to be traded
for increasing thrust.
2135. Burcham, Frank W., Jr.: Background and
Principles of Throttles-Only Flight Control. Presented at
NASA's An Electronic Workshop on the Performance
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Seeking Control and Propulsion Controlled Aircraft Results
of the F-15 Highly Integrated Digital Electronic Control
Flight Research Program, January_ 1995, pp. 159-169, (see
N95-33009 12-07), 95N33021, #.
There have been many cases in which the crew of a multi-
engine airplane had to use engine thrust for emergency flight
control. Such a procedure is very difficult, because the
propulsive control forces are small, the engine response is
slow, and airplane dynamics such as the phugoid and dutch
roll are difficult to damp with thrust. In general, thrust
increases are used to climb, thrust decreases to descend, and
differential thrust is used to turn. Average speed is not
significantly affected by changes in throttle setting. Pitch
control is achieved because of pitching moments due to speed
changes, from thrust offset, and from the vertical component
of thrust. Roll control is achieved by using differential thrust
to develop yaw, which, through the normal dihedral effect,
causes a roll. Control power in pitch and roll tends to increase
as speed decreases. Although speed is not controlled by the
throttles, configuration changes are often available (lowering
gear, flaps, moving center-of-gravity) to change the speed.
The airplane basic stability is also a significant factor. Fuel
slosh and gyroscopic moments are small influences on
throttles-only control. The background and principles of
throttles-only flight control are described.
2136. Burcham, Frank W., Jr.; and Maine, Trindel A.:
Flight Test of a Propulsion Controlled Aircraft System on
the NASA F-15 Airplane. Presented at NASA's An
Electronic Workshop on the Performance Seeking Control
and Propulsion Controlled Aircraft Results of the F-15
Highly Integrated Digital Electronic Control Flight Research
Program, January_ 1995, pp. 193-221, (see N95-33009
12-07), 95N33023, #.
Flight tests of the propulsion controlled aircraft (PCA)
system on the NASA F-15 airplane evolved as a result of a
long series of simulation and flight tests. Initially, the
simulation results were very optimistic. Early flight tests
showed that manual throttles-only control was much more
difficult than the simulation, and a flight investigation was
flown to acquire data to resolve this discrepancy. The PCA
system designed and developed by MDA evolved as these
discrepancies were found and resolved, requiring redesign of
the PCA software and modification of the flight test plan.
Small throttle step inputs were flown to provide data for
analysis, simulation update, and control logic modification.
The PCA flight tests quickly revealed less than desired
performance, but the extensive flexibility built into the flight
PCA software allowed rapid evaluation of alternate gains,
filters, and control logic, and within 2 weeks, the PCA system
was functioning well. The initial objective of achieving
adequate control for up-and-away flying and approaches was
satisfied, and the option to continue to actual landings was
achieved. After the PCA landings were accomplished, other
PCA features were added, and additional maneuvers beyond
those originally planned were flown. The PCA system was
used to recover from extreme upset conditions, descend, and
make approaches to landing. A heading mode was added, and
a single engine plus rudder PCA mode was also added and
flown. The PCA flight envelope was expanded far beyond
that originally designed for. Guest pilots from the USAF,
USN, NASA, and the contractor also flew the PCA system
and were favorably impressed.
2137. Corda, Stephen: Dynamic Ground Effects Flight
Test of the NASA F-15 Aircraft. Presented at NASA's An
Electronic Workshop on the Performance Seeking Control
and Propulsion Controlled Aircraft Results of the F-15
Highly Integrated Digital Electronic Control Flight Research
Program, January. 1995. pp. 222-228, (see N95-33009
12-07), 95N33024, #.
Aerodynamic characteristics of an aircraft may significantly
differ when flying close to the ground rather than when flying
up and away. Recent research has also determined that
dynamic effects (i.e., sink rate) influence ground effects
(GE). A ground effects flight test program of the F-15 aircraft
was conducted to support the propulsion controlled aircraft
(PCA) program at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center.
Flight data was collected for 24 landings on seven test flights.
Dynamic ground effects data were obtained for low- and
high-sink rates, between 0.8 and 6.5 ft/sec, at two approach
speed and flap combinations. These combinations consisted
of 150 kt with the flaps down (30 deg deflection) and 170 kt
with the flaps up (0 deg deflection), both with the inlet ramps
in the full-up position. The aerodynamic coefficients caused
by ground effects were estimated from the flight data. These
ground effects data were correlated with the aircraft speed,
flap setting, and sink rate. Results are compared to previous
flight test and wind-tunnel ground effects data for various
wings and for complete aircraft.
2138. Maine, Trindel A.; Burcham, Frank W., Jr.;
*Schaefer, Peter; and Burken, John: Design Challenges
Encountered in the F-15 PCA Flight Test Program.
Presented at NASA's An Electronic Workshop on the
Performance Seeking Control and Propulsion Controlled
Aircraft Results of the F-15 Highly Integrated Digital
Electronic Control Flight Research Program, January_ 1995,
pp. 229-244, (see N95-33009 12-07), 95N33025, #.
The NASA Dryden Flight Research Center conducted flight
tests of a propulsion-controlled aircraft system on an F-15
airplane. This system was designed to explore the feasibility
of providing safe emergency landing capability using only
the engines to provide flight control in the event of a
catastrophic loss of conventional flight controls. Control laws
were designed to control the flight path and bank angle using
only commands to the throttles. While the program was
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highlysuccessful,thispaperconcentratesonthechallenges
encounteredusingenginethrustastheonlycontroleffector.
Comparedtoconventionalflightcontrolsurfaces,theengines
areslow,nonlinear,andhavelimitedcontroleffectiveness.
Thisincreasesthevulnerabilityof thesystemto outside
disturbancesandchangesinaerodynamicconditions.Asa
result,thePCAsystemhadproblemswithgustrejection.
Crosscouplingof the longitudinalandlateralaxisalso
occurred,primarilyasa resultof controlsaturation.The
normallynegligible ffectsof inlet airframeinteractions
becamesignificantwiththeenginesasthecontroleffector.
Flightand simulationdataare used to illustrate these
difficulties.
*University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California.
2139. Conners, Timothy R.: PSC Asymmetric Thrust
Alleviation Mode. Presented at NASA's An Electronic
Workshop on the Performance Seeking Control and
Propulsion Controlled Aircraft Results of the F-15 Highly
Integrated Digital Electronic Control Flight Research
Program, January 1995, pp. 143-145, (see N95-33009
12-07).
2140. Clarke, Robert; Burken, John J.; Bosworth, John T.;
and Bauer, Jeffrey E.: X-29 Flight Control System: Lessons
Learned. AGARD CP-560. Presented at AGARD, Active
Control Technology: Applications and Lessons Learned,
January 1995, (see N95-31989 I1-08), 95N32001, #. (See
also 2086, 2122, 2215.)
Two X-29A aircraft were flown at the NASA Dryden Flight
Research Center over a period of eight years. The airplanes'
unique features are the forward-swept wing, variable
incidence close-coupled canard and highly relaxed
longitudinal static stability (up to 35-percent negative static
margin at subsonic conditions). This paper describes the
primary flight control system and significant modifications
made to this system, flight test techniques used during
envelope expansion, and results for the low- and high-angle-
of-attack programs. Throughout the paper, lessons learned
will be discussed to illustrate the problems associated with
the implementation of complex flight control systems.
2141. Gera, J.: Stability and Control of Wing-In-
Ground Effect Vehicles or Wingships. AIAA 95-0339,
Presented at the 33rd AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting and
Exhibit, Reno, Nevada, January 9-12, 199_.
The static and dynamic stability characteristics of wingships
are discussed in the framework of small disturbance stability
theory of conventional airplanes. The existence of force and
moment derivatives with respect to height for wingship
modifies the criteria for longitudinal static stability, and gives
rise to a speed subsidence mode. The lateral-directional
stability characteristics are influenced only moderately by
ground effect. Consideration of the effect of wind shear and
sinusoidal gusts are also given in the paper.
2142. Bauer, Jeffrey E.; Clarke, Robert; and Burken,
John J.: Flight Test of the X-29A at High Angle of Attack:
Flight Dynamics and Controls. NASA TP-3537, H-1984,
NAS 1.60:3537, February 1995, 95N22806, #.
The NASA Dryden Flight Research Center has flight tested
two X-29A aircraft at low and high angles of attack. The
high-angle-of-attack tests evaluate the feasibility of
integrated X-29A technologies. More specific objectives
focus on evaluating the high-angle-of-attack flying qualities,
defining multiaxis controllability limits, and determining the
maximum pitch-pointing capability. A pilot-selectable gain
system allows examination of tradeoffs in airplane stability
and maneuverability. Basic fighter maneuvers provide
qualitative evaluation. Bank angle captures permit qualitative
data analysis. This paper discusses the design goals and
approach for high-angle-of-attack control laws and provides
results from the envelope expansion and handling qualities
testing at intermediate angles of attack. Comparisons of the
flight test results to the predictions are made where
appropriate. The pitch rate command structure of the
longitudinal control system is shown to be a valid design for
high-angle-of-attack control laws. Flight test results show
that wing rock amplitude was overpredicted and aileron and
rudder effectiveness were underpredicted. Flight tests show
the X-29A airplane to be a good aircraft up to 40 deg angle of
attack.
2143. *McRuer, Duane T.; and Smith, R. E.: PIO: A
Historical Perspective. AGARD AR-335. Advisory Group
for Aerospace Research and Development, Flight Vehicle
Integration Panel Workshop on Pilot Induced Oscillations,
February. 1995, (see N95-31061 11-03), 95N31062, #.
These problems relating to Pilot Induced Oscillations have
manifested themselves since the earliest days of manned
flight. The earliest recorded examples of PIt date back to the
Wright brothers first aircraft. The earliest filmed records date
back to just prior to World War 2, with the XB-19 aircraft
which suffered a pitch PIt just prior to touchdown. Four
classes of PIt have been identified, into which all of the
known incidents can be grouped. These are: (1) Essentially
Single Axis, Extended Rigid Body Effective Vehicle
Dynamics; (2) Essentially Single Axis, Extended Rigid Body
with Significant Feel-System Manipulator Mechanical
Control Elements; (3) Multiple Axis, Extended Rigid Body
Effective Vehicle Dynamics; and (4) PIt's Involving Higher
Frequency Modes.
*Systems Technology, Inc., Manhattan Beach, California.
2144. Antal, G.; Brillhart, R.; Hensley, D.; and
Freudinger, L.: Implementation of an Automated
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Approach for Spatial Filtering of Flight Flutter Test Data.
Presented at the 13th International Modal Analysis
Conference (IMAC), Nashville, Tennessee, February_ 1995.
An approach to obtaining and evaluating flight flutter data as
well as ground test data is presented and evaluated. This
approach uses spatial filters to allow many channels of data
to be processed such that the primary frequencies of interest
can be evaluated on a frequency by frequency basis. In some
cases, the filtering is the simple sum and/or difference of
signals measured in the test, while in other cases, the filter is
created from the mode shapes measured during a ground test
or obtained from a finite element analysis. This modal or
spatial filtering application allows complex responses of
physical degrees of freedom to be refined as single degree of
freedom responses corresponding to the modes or shapes of
interest. The condensed set of filtered responses provide more
meaningful and easily understood information which can be
evaluated immediately after data acquisition.
2145. Espana, Martin D.; and Gilyard, Glenn: Direct
Adaptive Performance Optimization of Subsonic
Transports: A Periodic Perturbation Technique. NASA
TM-4676, H-2040, NAS 1.15:4676, March 1995, 95N22829,
#.
Aircraft performance can be optimized at the flight condition
by using available redundancy among actuators. Effective
use of this potential allows improved performance beyond
limits imposed by design compromises. Optimization based
on nominal models does not result in the best performance of
the actual aircraft at the actual flight condition. An adaptive
algorithm for optimizing performance parameters, such as
speed or fuel flow, in flight based exclusively on flight data
is proposed. The algorithm is inherently insensitive to model
inaccuracies and measurement noise and biases and can
optimize several decision variables at the same time. An
adaptive constraint controller integrated into the algorithm
regulates the optimization constraints, such as altitude or
speed, without requiring and prior knowledge of the autopilot
design. The algorithm has a modular structure which allows
easy incorporation (or removal) of optimization constraints
or decision variables to the optimization problem. An
important part of the contribution is the development of
analytical tools enabling convergence analysis of the
algorithm and the establishment of simple design rules. The
fuel-flow minimization and velocity maximization modes of
the algorithm are demonstrated on the NASA Dryden B-720
nonlinear flight simulator for the single- and multi-effector
optimization cases.
2146. *Nelson, Michael L.; *Gottlich, Gretchen L.;
*Bianco, David J.; Binkley, Robert L.; Kellogg, Yvonne D.;
**Paulson, Sharon S.; tBeaumont, Chris J.; ttSchmunk,
Robert B.; :_Kurtz, Michael J.; and :_Jaccomazzi, Alberto:
The Widest Practicable Dissemination: The NASA
Technical Report Server. NASA TM- 111627,
NAS1.15:111627, AIAA Paper 96-0964, NIPS-96-77253.
Presented at Computers in Aerospace, San Antonio, Texas,
March 28-30, 1996, March 1995, 96N33940, #. (See
also 2147.)
The National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958 established
NASA and charged it to 'provide for the widest practicable
and appropriate dissemination of information concerning...its
activities and the results thereof.' The search for innovative
methods to distribute NASA's information lead a grass-roots
team to create the NASA Technical Report Server (NTRS),
which uses the World Wide Web and other popular Internet-
based information systems as search engines. The NTRS is an
inter-center effort which provides uniform access to various
distributed publication servers residing on the Internet. Users
have immediate desktop access to technical publications
from NASA centers and institutes. The NTRS is comprised of
several units, some constructed especially for inclusion in
NTRS, and others that are existing NASA publication
services that NTRS reuses. This paper presents the NTRS
architecture, usage metrics, and the lessons learned while
implementing and maintaining the services over the initial
six-month period. The NTRS is largely constructed with
freely available software running on existing hardware.
NTRS builds upon existing hardware and software, and the
resulting additional exposure for the body of literature
contained will allow NASA to ensure that its institutional
knowledge base will continue to receive the widest
practicable and appropriate dissemination.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
**Institute for Computer Applications in Science and
Engineering, Hampton, Virginia.
tComputer Sciences Corp., Moffett Field, California.
ttNASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies, New York,
New York.
_:Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, Cambridge,
Massachusetts.
2147. *Nelson, Michael L.; *Gottlich, Gretchen L.;
*Bianco, David J.; Binkley, Robert L.; Kellogg, Yvonne D.;
**Paulson, Sharon S.; tBeaumont, Chris J.; -H-Schmunk,
Robert B.; :_Kurtz, Michael J.; and _:Jaccomazzi, Alberto:
The Widest Practicable Dissemination: The NASA
Technical Report Server. AIAA Paper 95-0964. Presented
at the AIAA Computing in Aerospace 10, San Antonio,
Texas, March 28-30, 1995, A95-90629, 1995, pp. 91-103,
95A90641. (See also 2146.)
The search for innovative methods to distribute NASA's
information lead a gross-roots team to create the NASA
Technical Report Server (NTRS), which uses the World
Wide Web and other popular Internet-based information
systems as search engines. The NTRS is an inter-center effort
which provides uniform access to various distributed
publication servers residing on the Internet. Users have
immediate desktop access to technical publications from
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NASAcentersandinstitutes.ThispaperpresentstheNTRS
architecture,usagemetrics,andthelessonslearnedwhile
implementingandmaintainingtheservicesovertheinitial
6-monthperiod.TheNTRSislargelyconstructedwithfreely
availablesoftwarerunningonexistinghardware.NTRS
buildsuponexistinghardwareandsoftware,andtheresulting
additionalexposureforthebodyofliteraturecontainedwill
allowNASAto ensurethatitsinstitutionalknowledgebase
will continueto receivethe widestpracticableand
appropriatedissemination.
*NASALangleyResearchCenter,Hampton,Virginia.
**Institutefor ComputerApplicationsin Scienceand
Engineering,Hampton,Virginia.
tComputerSciencesCorp.,MoffettField,California.
tl'NASAGoddardInstitutefor SpaceStudies,NewYork,
NewYork.
:_SmithsonianAstrophysicalObservatory,Cambridge,
Massachusetts.
2148. Cox,T.;*Sachs,G.;*Knoll,A.;and*Stich,R.:A
Flying Qualities Study of Longitudinal Long-Term
Dynamics of Hypersonic Planes. AIAA Paper 95-6150,
HTN-95-B0383. Presented at the 6th AIAA Aerospace
Planes and Hypersonics Technologies Conference,
Chattanooga, Tennessee, April 3-7, 1995, 95A90464.
The NASA Dryden Flight Research Center and the Technical
University of Munich are cooperating in a research program
to assess the impact of unstable long-term dynamics on the
flying qualities of planes in hypersonic flight. These flying
qualities issues are being investigated with a dedicated flight
simulator for hypersonic vehicles located at NASA Dryden.
Several NASA research pilots have flown the simulator
through well-defined steady-level turns with varying phugoid
and height mode instabilities. The data collected include pilot
ratings and comments, performance measurements, and pilot
workload measurements. The results presented in this paper
include design guidelines for height and phugoid mode
instabilities, an evaluation of the tapping method used to
measure pilot workload, a discussion of techniques
developed by the pilots to control large instabilities, and a
discussion of how flying qualities of unstable long-term
dynamics influence control power design requirements.
*Technical University of Munich, Munich, Germany.
2149. Anderson, Karl F.: A Conversion of Wheatstone
Bridge to Current-Loop Signal Conditioning for Strain
Gages. NASA TM-104309, April 1995.
Current loop circuitry replaced Wheatstone bridge circuitry
to signal-condition strain gage transducers in more than
350 data channels for two different test programs at NASA
Dryden Flight Research Center. The uncorrected test data
from current loop circuitry had a lower noise level than data
from comparable Wheatstone bridge circuitry, were linear
with respect to gage-resistance change, and were
uninfluenced by varying lead-wire resistance. The current
loop channels were easier for the technicians to set up, verify,
and operate than equivalent Wheatstone bridge channels.
Design choices and circuit details are presented in this paper
in addition to operational experience.
2150. *Pinkelman, J. K.; *Batill, S. M.; and Kehoe, M.
W.: An Investigation of the Total Least-Squares Criteria
in Time Domain Based, Parameter Identification for
Flight Flutter Testing. AIAA-95-1247. Presented at the
36th AIAA, ASME, ASCE, AHS, and ASC Structures,
Structural Dynamics and Materials Conference, New
Orleans, Louisiana, April 10-13, 1995.
Parameter identification of time series models for linear
dynamic structural systems using the least squares and total
least squares criteria is investigated. Excitation and response
time domain data are used to determine system parameters for
autoregressive, moving average (ARMA) models. The
method, or criteria, which is used to solve the set of
overdetermined simultaneous equations developed from the
time domain data affects the solution. A commonly used
criteria, least squares, introduces the possibility of significant
bias error in the system parameters and leads to bias errors in
the modal parameter estimates. An alternative criteria, total
least squares, provides an approach which appears to
significantly reduce the bias error in the parameter estimates.
These methods are applied to a simple, simulated system and
then to flight flutter test data with particular emphasis on
accurate modal damping estimates.
*Notre Dame University, Notre Dame, Indiana.
2151. Del Frate, John H.: NASA Dryden Flow
Visualization Facility. NASA TM-4631, H-1972, NAS
1.15:4631, May 199_, 95N27914, #.
This report describes the Flow Visualization Facility at
NASA Dryden Flight Research Center, Edwards, California.
This water tunnel facility is used primarily for visualizing and
analyzing vortical flows on aircraft models and other shapes
at high-incidence angles. The tunnel is used extensively as a
low-cost, diagnostic tool to help engineers understand
complex flows over aircraft and other full-scale vehicles. The
facility consists primarily of a closed-circuit water tunnel
with a 16- x 24-in. vertical test section. Velocity of the flow
through the test section can be varied from 0 to 10 in/sec;
however, 3 in/sec provides optimum velocity for the majority
of flow visualization applications. This velocity corresponds
to a unit Reynolds number of 23,000/ft and a turbulence level
over the majority of the test section below 0.5 percent. Flow
visualization techniques described here include the dye
tracer, laser light sheet, and shadowgraph. Limited
correlation to full-scale flight data is shown.
2152. Saltzman, Edwin J.; and Ayers, Theodore G.:
Selected Examples of NACA/NASA Supersonic Flight
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Research. NASA SP-513, H-1836, NAS 1.21:513,
NIPS-96-37035, May 1995, 96N22603, #.
The present Dryden Flight Research Center, a part of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, has a flight
research history that extends back to the mid-1940's. The
parent organization was a part of the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics and was formed in 1946 as the
Muroc Flight Test Unit. This document describes 13 selected
examples of important supersonic flight research conducted
from the Mojave Desert location of the Dryden Flight
Research Center over a 4 decade period beginning in 1946.
The research described herein was either obtained at
supersonic speeds or enabled subsequent aircraft to penetrate
or traverse the supersonic region. In some instances there
accrued from these research efforts benefits which are also
applicable at lower or higher speed regions. A major
consideration in the selection of the various research topics
was the lasting impact they have had, or will have, on
subsequent supersonic flight vehicle design, efficiency,
safety, and performance or upon improved supersonic
research techniques.
2153. Ko, William L.: Predictions of Thermal Buckling
Strengths of Hypersonic Aircraft Sandwich Panels Using
Minimum Potential Energy and Finite Element Methods.
NASA TM-4643, H-2009, NAS 1.15:4643, NIPS-95-06451,
May 1995, 96N15641, #.
Thermal buckling characteristics of hypersonic aircraft
sandwich panels of various aspect ratios were investigated.
The panel is fastened at its four edges to the substructures
under four different edge conditions and is subjected to
uniform temperature loading. Minimum potential energy
theory and finite element methods were used to calculate the
panel buckling temperatures. The two methods gave fairly
close buckling temperatures. However, the finite element
method gave slightly lower buckling temperatures than those
given by the minimum potential energy theory. The reasons
for this slight discrepancy in eigensolutions are discussed in
detail. In addition, the effect of eigenshifting on the
eigenvalue convergence rate is discussed.
2154. Budd, Gerald D.; *Gilman, Ronald L.; and Eichstedt,
David: Operational and Research Aspects of a Radio-
Controlled Model Flight Test Program. Journal of
Aircraft, (ISSN 0021-8669), Vol. 32, No. 3, May-June 1995,
pp. 583-589, 95A94471. (See also 2005, 2006.)
The operational and research aspects of a subscale, radio-
controlled model flight-test program are presented. By using
low-cost free-flying models, an approach was developed for
obtaining research-quality vehicle performance and
aerodynamic information. The advantages and limitations
learned by applying this approach to a specific flight-test
program are described. The research quality of the data
acquired shows that model flight testing is practical for
obtaining consistent and repeatable flight data.
*PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
2155. Carter, John F.; and *Nagy, Christopher J.: The
NASA Landing Gear Test Airplane. NASA TM-4703,
H-2045, NAS 1.15:4703, NIPS-96-07731, June 1995,
96N18518, #.
A tire and landing gear test facility has been developed and
incorporated into a Convair 990 aircraft. The system can
simulate tire vertical load profiles to 250,000 lb, sideslip
angles to 15 degrees, and wheel braking on actual runways.
Onboard computers control the preprogrammed test profiles
through a feedback loop and also record three axis loads, tire
slip angle, and tire condition. The aircraft to date has
provided tire force and wear data for the Shuttle Orbiter tire
on three different runways and at east and west coast landing
sites. This report discusses the role of this facility in
complementing existing ground tire and landing gear test
facilities, and how this facility can simultaneously simulate
the vertical load, tire slip, velocity, and surface for an entire
aircraft landing. A description is given of the aircraft as well
as the test system. An example of a typical test sequence is
presented. Data collection and reduction from this facility are
discussed, as well as accuracies of calculated parameters.
Validation of the facility through ground and flight tests is
presented. Tests to date have shown that this facility can
operate at remote sites and gather complete data sets of load,
slip, and velocity on actual runway surfaces. The ground and
flight tests have led to a successful validation of this test
facility.
*PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
EC93-41018-6
CV-990 Landing Systems Research Airplane
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2156. Burcham,FrankW.,Jr.,Conners,TimothyR.,and
*Maxwell,MichaelD.: Flight ResearchUsingF100
Engine P680063 in the NASA F-15 Airplane. ASME
Paper 95-GT-119, H-2037. Presented at ASME Turbo
Expo '95, Houston, Texas, June 5, 1995.
The value of flight research in developing and evaluating gas
turbine engines is high. NASA Dryden Flight Research
Center has been conducting flight research on propulsion
systems for many years. The F100 engine has been tested in
the NASA F-15 research airplane in the last three decades.
One engine in particular, S/N P680063, has been used for the
entire program and has been flown in many pioneering
propulsion flight research activities. Included are detailed
flight-to-ground facility tests; tests of the first production
digital engine control system, the first active stall margin
control system, the first performance-seeking control system;
and the first use of computer-controlled engine thrust for
emergency flight control. The flight research has been
supplemented with altitude facility tests at key times. This
paper presents a review of the test of engine P680063, the
F-15 airplanes in which it flew, and the role of the flight test
in maturing propulsion technology.
*Pratt and Whitney, West Palm Beach, Florida.
2157. Conners, Timothy R.: Predicted Performance of a
Thrust-Enhanced SR-71 Aircraft With an External
Payload. ASME Paper 95-GT-116, H-2039. Presented at the
International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and
Exposition, Houston, Texas, June 5-8. 1995. (See also 2187.)
NASA Dryden Flight Research Center has completed a
preliminary performance analysis of the SR-71 aircraft for
use as a launch platform for high-speed research vehicles and
for carrying captive experimental packages to high altitude
and Mach number conditions. Externally mounted research
platforms can significantly increase drag, limiting test time
and, in extreme cases, prohibiting penetration through the
high-drag, transonic flight regime. To provide supplemental
SR-71 acceleration, methods have been developed that could
increase the thrust of the J58 turbojet engines. These methods
include temperature and speed increases and augmentor
nitrous oxide injection. The thrust-enhanced engines would
allow the SR-71 aircraft to carry higher drag research
platforms than it could without enhancement. This paper
presents predicted SR-71 performance with and without
enhanced engines. A modified climb-dive technique is shown
to reduce fuel consumption when flying through the transonic
flight regime with a large external payload. Estimates are
included of the maximum platform drag profiles with which
the aircraft could still complete a high-speed research
mission. In this case, enhancement was found to increase the
SR-71 payload drag capability by 25 percent. The thrust
enhancement techniques and performance prediction
methodology are described.
I i [
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2158. Schkolnik, Gerard S.; Orme, John S.; and *Hreha,
Mark A.: Flight Test Validation of a Frequency-Based
System Identification Method on an F-15 Aircraft. NASA
TM-4704, H-2059, NAS 1.15:4704, AIAA Paper 95-2362.
Presented at the 31st AIAA, ASMSA, and ASEE Joint
Propulsion Conference and Exhibit, San Diego, California,
July 10-12, 1995, July 1995, 95N31846, #.
A frequency-based performance identification approach was
evaluated using flight data from the NASA F-15 Highly
Integrated Digital Electronic Control aircraft. The approach
used frequency separation to identify the effectiveness of
multiple controls simultaneously as an alternative to
independent control identification methods. Fourier
transformations converted measured control and response
data into frequency domain representations. Performance
gradients were formed using multiterm frequency matching
of control and response frequency domain models. An
objective function was generated using these performance
gradients. This function was formally optimized to produce a
coordinated control trim set. This algorithm was applied to
longitudinal acceleration and evaluated using two control
effectors: nozzle throat area and inlet first ramp. Three
criteria were investigated to validate the approach:
simultaneous gradient identification, gradient frequency
dependency, and repeatability. This report describes the
flight test results. These data demonstrate that the approach
can accurately identify performance gradients during
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simultaneouscontrolexcitationindependentof excitation
frequency.
*McDonnell-DouglasAerospace,St.Louis,Missouri.
2159. Norlin, Ken A.: Flight Simulation Software at
NASA Dryden Flight Research Center. AIAA 95-3419,
H-2052, NAS 1.15:104315. Presented at the AIAA Flight
Simulation Technologies Conference, Baltimore, Maryland,
August 7-10. 1995, 96N11694, #. (See also 2165.)
2160. Orme, John S., and Schkolnik, Gerard S.: Flight
Assessment of the Onboard Propulsion System Model for
the Performance Seeking Control Algorithm on an F-15
Aircraft. NASA TM-4705, H-2060, NAS 1.15:4705, AIAA
Paper 95-2361. Presented at the 31st ALAA, ASMSA, and
ASEE Joint Propulsion Conference, San Diego, California,
July 10--12, 1995, July 1995, 95N31425, #.
Performance Seeking Control (PSC), an onboard, adaptive,
real-time optimization algorithm, relies upon an onboard
propulsion system model. Hight results illustrated propulsion
system performance improvements as calculated by the
model. These improvements were subject to uncertainty
arising from modeling error. Thus to quantify uncertainty in
the PSC performance improvements, modeling accuracy
must be assessed. A flight test approach to verify PSC-
predicted increases in thrust (FNP) and absolute levels of fan
stall margin is developed and applied to flight test data.
Application of the excess thrust technique shows that
increases of FNP agree to within 3 percent of full-scale
measurements for most conditions. Accuracy to these levels
is significant because uncertainty bands may now be applied
to the performance improvements provided by PSC.
Assessment of PSC fan stall margin modeling accuracy was
completed with analysis of in-flight stall tests. Results
indicate that the model overestimates the stall margin by
between 5 to 10 percent. Because PSC achieves performance
gains by using available stall margin, this overestimation may
represent performance improvements to be recovered with
increased modeling accuracy. Assessment of thrust and stall
margin modeling accuracy provides a critical piece for a
comprehensive understanding of PSC's capabilities and
limitations.
2161. Haering, Edward A., Jr.; and Whitmore, Stephen A.:
FORTRAN Program for Analyzing Ground-Based
Radar Data: Usage and Derivations, Version 6.2. NASA
TP-3430, H-1892, NAS 1.60:3430, August 1995, 95N33193,
#.
A postflight FORTRAN program called 'radar' reads and
analyzes ground-based radar data. The output includes
position, velocity, and acceleration parameters. Air data
parameters are also provided if atmospheric characteristics
are input. This program can read data from any radar in three
formats. Geocentric Cartesian position can also be used as
input, which may be from an inertial navigation or Global
Positioning System. Options include spike removal, data
filtering, and atmospheric refraction corrections.
Atmospheric refraction can be corrected using the quick
White Sands method or the gradient refraction method, which
allows accurate analysis of very low elevation angle and
long-range data. Refraction properties are extrapolated from
surface conditions, or a measured profile may be input.
Velocity is determined by differentiating position.
Accelerations are determined by differentiating velocity.
This paper describes the algorithms used, gives the
operational details, and discusses the limitations and errors of
the program. Appendices A through E contain the derivations
for these algorithms. These derivations include an
improvement in speed to the exact solution for geodetic
altitude, an improved algorithm over earlier versions for
determining scale height, a truncation algorithm for speeding
up the gradient refraction method, and a refinement of the
coefficients used in the White Sands method for Edwards
AFB, California. Appendix G contains the nomenclature.
2162. Haering, Edward A., Jr.; Ehernberger, L. J.;
and Whitmore, Stephen A.: Preliminary Airborne
Measurements for the SR-71 Sonic Boom Propagation
Experiment. NASA TM- 104307, H-2068, NAS
1.15:104307. Presented at the NASA High Speed Research
Program Sonic Boom Workshop, Hampton, Virginia,
September 12-13, 1995, September 1995, 96N 12627, #. (See
also 2190.)
SR-71 sonic boom signatures were measured to validate
sonic boom propagation prediction codes. An SR-71 aircraft
generated sonic booms from Mach 1.25 to Mach 1.6, at
altitudes of 31,000 to 48,000 ft, and at various gross weights.
An F-16XL aircraft measured the SR-71 near-field shock
waves from close to the aircraft to more than 8,000 fi below,
gathering 105 signatures. A YO-3A aircraft measured the
SR-71 sonic booms from 21,000 to 38,000 feet below,
recording 17 passes. The sonic booms at ground level and
atmospheric data were recorded for each flight. Data analysis
is underway. Preliminary results show that shock wave
patterns and coalescence vary with SR-71 gross weight,
Mach number, and altitude. For example, noncoalesced
shock wave signatures were measured by the YO-3A at
21,000 ft below the SR-71 aircraft while at a low gross
weight, Mach 1.25, and 31,000-ft altitude. This paper
describes the design and execution of the flight research
experiment. Instrumentation and flight maneuvers of the
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SR-71,F-16XL,andYO-3Aaircraftandsamplesonicboom
signaturesareincluded.
SR-71 and F-16XL Airplanes
EC95-43024-2
2163. Bahm, Catherine M.; and Haering, Edward A., Jr.:
Ground-Recorded Sonic Boom Signatures of F-18
Aircraft Formation Flight. NASA TM-104312, H-2067,
NAS 1.15:104312. Presented at the NASA High Speed
Research Program Sonic Boom Workshop, Hampton,
Virginia, September 12-13, 1995, September 1995,
96N16433, #. (See also 2188.)
Two F-18 aircraft were flown, one above the other, in two
formations, in order for the shock systems of the two aircraft
to merge and propagate to the ground. The first formation had
the canopy of the lower F-18 in the inlet shock of the upper
F-18 (called inlet-canopy). The flight conditions were
Mach 1.22 and an altitude of 23,500 ft. An array of five sonic
boom recorders was used on the ground to record the sonic
boom signatures. This paper describes the flight test
technique and the ground level sonic boom signatures. The
tail-canopy formation resulted in two, separated, N-wave
signatures. Such signatures probably resulted from aircraft
positioning error. The inlet-canopy formation yielded a single
modified signature; two recorders measured an approximate
flattop signature. Loudness calculations indicated that the
single inlet-canopy signatures were quieter than the two,
separated tail-canopy signatures. Significant loudness occurs
after a sonic boom signature. Such loudness probably comes
from the aircraft engines.
2164. Norris, Stephen R.; Haering, Edward A., Jr.; and
Murray, James E.: Ground-Based Sensors for the SR-71
Sonic Boom Propagation Experiment. NASA TM-104310,
H-2062, NAS 1.15:104310. Presented at the NASA High
Speed Research Program Sonic Boom Workshop, Hampton,
Virginia, September 12-13, 1995, September 1995,
96N16043, #. (See also 2189.)
This paper describes ground-level measurements of sonic
boom signatures made as part of the SR-71 sonic boom
propagation experiment recently completed at NASA Dryden
Flight Research Center, Edwards, California. Ground level
measurements were the final stage of this experiment which
also included airborne measurements at near and
intermediate distances from an SR-71 research aircraft. Three
types of sensors were deployed to three station locations near
the aircraft ground track. Pressure data were collected for
flight conditions from Mach 1.25 to Mach 1.60 at altitudes
from 30,000 to 48,000 ft. Ground-level measurement
techniques, comparisons of data sets from different ground
sensors, and sensor system strengths and weaknesses are
discussed. The well-known N-wave structure dominated the
sonic boom signatures generated by the SR-71 aircraft at
most of these conditions. Variations in boom shape caused by
atmospheric turbulence, focusing effects, or both were
observed for several flights. Peak pressure and boom event
duration showed some dependence on aircraft gross weight.
The sonic boom signatures collected in this experiment are
being compiled in a data base for distribution in support of the
High Speed Research Program.
2165. Norlin, Ken A.: Flight Simulation Software at
NASA Dryden Flight Research Center. NASA
TM-104315, H-2052, NAS 1.15:104315. Presented at the
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Flight
Simulation Technologies Conference, Baltimore, Maryland,
August 7-10, 1995, October 1995, 96Nl1694, #. (See
also 2159.)
The NASA Dryden Flight Research Center has developed a
versatile simulation software package that is applicable to a
broad range of fixed-wing aircraft. This package has evolved
in support of a variety of flight research programs. The
structure is designed to be flexible enough for use in batch-
mode, real-time pilot-in-the-loop, and flight hardware-in-the-
loop simulation. Current simulations operate on UNIX-based
platforms and are coded with a FORTRAN shell and C
support routines. This paper discusses the features of the
simulation software design and some basic model
development techniques. The key capabilities that have been
included in the simulation are described. The NASA Dryden
simulation software is in use at other NASA centers, within
industry, and at several universities. The straightforward but
flexible design of this well-validated package makes it
especially useful in an engineering environment.
2166. Whitmore, Stephen A.; Davis, Roy J.; and Fife,
John Michael: In-Flight Demonstration of a Real-Time
Flush Airdata Sensing (RT-FADS) System. NASA
TM-104314, H-2053, NAS 1.15:104314. Presented at the
AIAA Flight Mechanics Conference, Baltimore, Maryland,
August 7-10, 1995, October 1995, 96N16908, #.
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A prototypereal-timeflushairdatasensing(RT-FADS)
systemhasbeendevelopedandflighttestedattheNASA
DrydenFlightResearchCenter.Thissystemusesamatrixof
pressureorificeson thevehiclenoseto estimateairdata
parametersin realtimeusingnonlinearregression.The
algorithmis robustto sensorfailuresandnoisein the
measuredpressures.The RT-FADSsystemhasbeen
calibratedusinginertialtrajectorymeasurementsthatwere
bootstrappedfor atmosphericconditions using
meteorologicald ta.Machnumbersashighas1.6andangles
of attackgreaterthan45deghavebeentested.Thesystem
performancehasbeenevaluatedbycomparingtheRT-FADS
to theshipsystemairdatacomputermeasurementstogivea
quantitativeevaluationrelativetoanacceptedmeasurement
standard.Nominalagreementsof approximately0.003in
Machnumberand0.20deginangleofattackandangleof
sidesliphavebeenachieved.
2167. *Yuhas,AndrewJ.; Ray,RonaldJ.; **Burley,
RichardR.;tSteenken,WilliamG.;tLechtenberg,Leon;and
Thornton,Don:DesignandDevelopmentof an F/A-18
Inlet Distortion Rake: A Cost and Time Saving Solution.
NASA TM-4722, H-2078, NAS 1.15:4722, AIAA
Paper 94-2132. Presented at the 7th Biennial AIAA Flight
Test Conference, Colorado Springs, Colorado, June 20-23,
1994, October 1995, 96N14003, #. (See also 2095.)
An innovative inlet total pressure distortion measurement
rake has been designed and developed for the F/A-18 A/B/C/
D aircraft inlet. The design was conceived by NASA and
General Electric Aircraft Engines personnel. This rake has
been flight qualified and flown in the F/A-18 High Alpha
Research Vehicle at NASA Dryden Flight Research Center,
Edwards, California. The eight-legged, one-piece, wagon
wheel design of the rake was developed at a reduced cost and
offered reduced installation time compared to traditional
designs. The rake features 40 dual-measurement ports for
low- and high-frequency pressure measurements with the
high-frequency transducer mounted at the port. This high-
frequency transducer offers direct absolute pressure
measurements from low to high frequencies of interest,
thereby allowing the rake to be used during highly dynamic
aircraft maneuvers. Outstanding structural characteristics are
inherent to the design through its construction and use of
lightweight materials.
*PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
**NASA Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
1"General Electric Co., Evendale, Ohio.
2168. Iliff, Kenneth W.; and Sharer, Mary F.: A
Comparison of Hypersonic Vehicle Flight and
Prediction Results. NASA TM-104313, H-2074, NAS
1.15:100313, AlAA Paper 93-0311. Presented at the 31st
Aerospace Sciences Meeting and Exhibit, Reno, Nevada,
January 11-14, 1993, October 1995, 96N13522, #. (See
also 2009.)
Aerodynamic and aerothermodynamic comparisons between
flight and ground test for four hypersonic vehicles are
discussed. The four vehicles are the X- 15, the Reentry F, the
Sandia Energetic Reentry Vehicle Experiment (SWERVE),
and the Space Shuttle. The comparisons are taken from
papers published by researchers active in the various
programs. Aerodynamic comparisons include reaction
control jet interaction on the Space Shuttle. Various forms of
heating including catalytic, boundary layer, shock interaction
and interference, and vortex impingement are compared.
Predictions were significantly exceeded for the heating
caused by vortex impingement (on the Space Shuttle OMS
pods) and for heating caused by shock interaction and
interference on the X-15 and the Space Shuttle. Predictions of
boundary-layer state were in error on the X-15, the
SWERVE, and the Space Shuttle vehicles.
2169. Kehoe, Michael W.: A Historical Overview of
Flight Flutter Testing. NASA TM-4720, H-2077, NAS
1.15:4720. Presented at the AGARD Structures and Materials
Panel Meeting, Rotterdam, the Netherlands, May 8-I 0, 1995,
October. 1995, 96N14084, #. (See also 2170.)
This paper reviews the test techniques developed over the last
several decades for flight flutter testing of aircraft. Structural
excitation systems, instrumentation systems, digital data
preprocessing, and parameter identification algonthms (for
frequency and damping estimates from the response data) are
described. Practical experiences and example test programs
illustrate the combined, integrated effectiveness of the
various approaches used. Finally, comments regarding the
direction of future developments and needs are presented.
2170. Kehoe, Michael W.: A Historical Overview of
Flight Flutter Testing. AGARD CP-566, H-2041. Advanced
Aeroservoelastic Testing and Data Analysis Conference,
November 1995, (see N96-24337 08-05), 96N24338, #. (See
also 2169.)
This paper reviews the test techniques developed over the last
several decades for flight flutter testing of aircraft. Structural
excitation systems, instrumentation systems, digital data
preprocessing, and parameter identification algorithms (for
frequency and damping estimates from the response data) are
described. Practical experiences and example test programs
illustrate the combined, integrated effectiveness of the
various approaches used. Finally, comments regarding the
direction of future developments and needs are presented.
2171. Powers, S. G.: Wing. McGraw-Hill Yearbook of
Science and Technology for 1995, McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
New York, New York, Q1.M13 505.8, 1995, pp. 462--465.
Article about the Smooth-Variable-Camber Supercritical
Mission Adaptive Wing flown on the Advanced Fighter
Technology Integration F-111 Aircraft.
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2172. Gilyard, Glenn: Development of a Real-Time
Transport Performance Optimization Methodology.
NASA TM-4730, H-2085, NAS 1.15:4730, AIAA Paper
96-0093, NIPS-96-09032. Presented at the 34th AIAA
Aerospace Sciences Meeting and Exhibit, Rent, Nevada,
January 15-18, 1996, January. 1996, 96N21251, #.
The practical application of real-time performance
optimization is addressed (using a wide-body transport
simulation) based on real-time measurements and calculation
of incremental drag from forced response maneuvers.
Various controller combinations can be envisioned although
this study used symmetric outboard aileron and stabilizer.
The approach is based on navigation instrumentation and
other measurements found on state-of-the-art transports. This
information is used to calculate winds and angle of attack.
Thrust is estimated from a representative engine model as a
function of measured variables. The lift and drag equations
are then used to calculate lift and drag coefficients. An
expression for drag coefficient, which is a function of parasite
drag, induced drag, and aileron drag, is solved from forced
excitation response data. Estimates of the parasite drag,
curvature of the aileron drag variation, and minimum drag
aileron position are produced. Minimum drag is then obtained
by repositioning the symmetric aileron. Simulation results are
also presented which evaluate the affects of measurement
bias and resolution.
2173. Whitmore, Stephen A.; *Petersen, Brian J.; and
**Scott, David D.: A Dynamic Response Modal for
Pressure Sensors in Continuum and High Knudsen
Number Flows With Large Temperature Gradients.
NASA TM-4728, H-2083, NAS 1.15:4728, AIAA
Paper 96-0563, NIPS-96-08937. Presented at the 34th AIAA
Aerospace Sciences Meeting and Exhibit, Rent, Nevada,
January 15-18, 1996, January_ 1996. 96N19294, #.
This paper develops a dynamic model for pressure sensors in
continuum and rarefied flows with longitudinal temperature
gradients. The model was developed from the unsteady
Navier-Stokes momentum, energy, and continuity equations
and was linearized using small perturbations. The energy
equation was decoupled from momentum and continuity
assuming a polytropic flow process. Rarefied flow conditions
were accounted for using a slip flow boundary condition at
the tubing wall. The equations were radially averaged and
solved assuming gas properties remain constant along a small
tubing element. This fundamental solution was used as a
building block for arbitrary geometries where fluid properties
may also vary longitudinally in the tube. The problem was
solved recursively starting at the transducer and working
upstream in the tube. Dynamic frequency response tests were
performed for continuum flow conditions in the presence of
temperature gradients. These tests validated the recursive
formulation of the model. Model steady-state behavior was
analyzed using the final value theorem. Tests were performed
for rarefied flow conditions and compared to the model
steady-state response to evaluate the regime of applicability.
Model comparisons were excellent for Knudsen numbers up
to 0.6. Beyond this point, molecular affects caused model
analyses to become inaccurate.
*UCLA, Los Angeles, California.
**Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore,
California.
2174. *Rudolf, R. C.; *Bachalo, W. D.; Webb, L. D.;
Conners, T.; and Ennix, K.: A Ground Test Application of
Laser Doppler Velocimetry to Aircraft Gas Turbine Inlet
Flow. AIAA Paper 96-0112. Presented at the 34th AIAA
Aerospace Sciences Meeting and Exhibit, Rent, Nevada,
January_ 15-18. 1996.
Engine inlet velocity flow fields are important for
determining inlet flow distortion, optimizing inlet design, and
understanding high angle of attack operation. These flow
fields are normally measured by expensive, fixed position,
and perturbing multi-channel pitot rake sensors. The
objective of this study is to show that Laser Doppler
Velocimetry (LDV) offers a potential solution to these
problems, along with providing high spatial and temporal
resolution. Data in the inlet of an F-100 EMD engine was
acquired with a state of the art, ruggedized LDV system
incorporating a high bandwidth, real-time signal processor.
As part of this work, an inlet duct with an optical access and
seeding methodology were developed. One-component axial
mean and rms velocity profiles were successfully determined
under steady state and transient engine run conditions from
idle to maximum afterburner. Time-velocity correlations
during transient engine maneuvers and an estimate of LDV
data rate versus laser power were also obtained. The results
show that LDV may be applied to full scale inlets both with
and without seeding. Data rates in most cases would be
adequate for active feedback control of the engine. The
results of this work will be used to guide the development of
an in-flight instrument.
*Aerometrics, Inc., Sunnyvale, California.
2175. Hodge, Kenneth E.: Proceedings of the F--8 Digital
Fly-by-Wire and Supercritical Wing First Flight's 20th
Anniversary Celebration. NASA CP-3256-VOL- 1,
H-1957, NAS 1.26:3256-VOL-1, NIPS-96-76755.
Conference, Edwards, California, May 27, 1992, F_E.eA.__a_
1996, 96N32875, #.
A technical symposium, aircraft display dedication, and
pilots' panel discussion were held on May 27, 1992 to
commemorate the 20th anniversary of the first flights of the
F-8 Digital Fly-By-Wire (DFBW) and Supercritical Wing
(SCW) research aircraft. The symposium featured technical
presentations by former key government and industry
participants in the advocacy, design, aircraft modification,
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andflightresearchprogramactivities.TheDFBWandSCW
technicalcontributionsarecited.A dedication ceremony
marked permanent display of both program aircraft. The
panel discussion participants included eight of the eighteen
research and test pilots who flew these experimental aircraft.
Pilots' remarks include descriptions of their most memorable
flight experiences The report also includes a survey of the
Gulf Air War, and an after-dinner presentation by noted
aerospace author and historian Dr. Richard Hallion.
2176. Hodge, Kenneth E.: Proceedings of the F-8 Digital
Fly-by-Wire and Supercritical Wing First Flight's
20th Anniversary Celebration. NASA CP-3256-VOL-2,
H- 1957, NAS 1.55:3256-VOL-2, NIPS-96-76755.
Conference, Edwards, California, May 27, 1992,
1996, 96N32901, #.
A technical symposium, aircraft display dedication, and
pilots' panel discussion were held on May 27, 1992. To
commemorate the 20th anniversary of the ftrst'flights of the
F-8 Digital Fly-By-Wire (DFBW) and Supercritical Wing
(SCW) research aircraft. The symposium featured technical
presentations by former key government and industry
participants in the advocacy, design, aircraft modification,
and flight research program activities. The DFBW and SCW
technical contributions are cited. A dedication ceremony
marked permanent display of both program aircraft. The
panel discussion participants included eight of the eighteen
research and test pilots who flew these experimental aircraft.
Pilots' remarks include descriptions of their most memorable
flight experiences. The report also includes a survey of the
Gulf Air War, an after-dinner presentation by noted
aerospace author and historian Dr. Richard Hallion.
2177. Richards, W. Lance: A New Correction Technique
for Strain-Gage Measurements Acquired in Transient-
Temperature Environments. NASA-TP-3593, H-2043,
NAS 1.60:3593, NIPS-96-37020, March 1996, 96N22235, #.
Significant strain-gage errors may exist in measurements
acquired in transient-temperature environments if
conventional correction methods are applied. As heating or
cooling rates increase, temperature gradients between the
strain-gage sensor and substrate surface increase
proportionally. These temperature gradients introduce strain-
measurement errors that are currently neglected in both
conventional strain-correction theory and practice.
Therefore, the conventional correction theory has been
modified to account for these errors. A new experimental
method has been developed to correct strain-gage
measurements acquired in environments experiencing
significant temperature transients. The new correction
technique has been demonstrated through a series of tests in
which strain measurements were acquired for temperature-
rise rates ranging from 1 to greater than 100 degrees F/sec.
Strain-gage data from these tests have been corrected with
both the new and conventional methods and then compared
with an analysis. Results show that, for temperature-rise rates
greater than 10 degrees F/sec, the strain measurements
corrected with the conventional technique produced strain
errors that deviated from analysis by as much as 45 percent,
whereas results corrected with the new technique were in
good agreement with analytical results.
2178. Richards, W. Lance; and Monaghan, Richard C.:
Analytical and Experimental Verification of a Flight
Article for a Mach-8 Boundary-Layer Experiment.
NASA TM-4733, H-2088,NAS 1.15:4733, NIPS-96-36721.
Presented at First International Conference on Computational
Methods and Testing for Engineering Integrity, Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia, March 19-21, 1996, March 1996,
96N22128, #.
Preparations for a boundary-layer transition experiment to be
conducted on a future flight mission of the air-launched
Pegasus ® rocket are underway. The experiment requires a
flight-test article called a glove to be attached to the wing of
the Mach-8 first-stage booster. A three-dimensional,
nonlinear finite-element analysis has been performed and
significant small-scale laboratory testing has been
accomplished to ensure the glove design integrity and quality
of the experiment. Reliance on both the analysis and
experiment activities has been instrumental in the success of
the flight-article design. Results obtained from the structural
analysis and laboratory testing show that all glove
components are well within the allowable thermal stress and
deformation requirements to satisfy the experiment
objectives.
2179. Pendleton, Ed; Griffin, Kenneth E.; Kehoe, Michael
W.; and Perry, Boyd: A Flight Research Program for
Active Aeroelastic Wing Technology. AIAA-96-1574.
Presented at the AIAA, ASME, ASCE, AHS, and ASC
Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials Conference,
Salt Lake City, Utah, April 15-17, 1996, April 1996.
This paper describes a flight research program initiative for
the Active Aeroelastic Wing (AAW) concept. AAW
technology is also know as active flexible wing technology.
This paper introduces key design studies which project
significant aircraft weight savings when the concept is
applied to new aircraft. The paper also summarizes wind
tunnel performance results which provide the basis for the
next step in AAW development: a flight research program.
2180. Jenkins, Jerald M.; and Quinn, Robert D.: A
Historical Perspective of the YF-12A Thermal Loads and
Structures Program. NASA TM-104317, H-2079, NAS
1.15:104317, NIPS-96-60615, May 1996, 96N29035, #.
Around 1970, the Y-F-12A loads and structures efforts
focused on numerous technological issues that needed
defining with regard to aircraft that incorporate hot structures
in the design. Laboratory structural heating test technology
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with infraredsystemswaslargelycreateduringthis
program.Theprogramdemonstratedheabilitytoduplicate
thecomplexflighttemperaturesof anadvancedsupersonic
airplaneinaground-basedlaboratory.Theabilitytoheatand
loadanadvancedoperationalircraftina laboratoryathigh
temperaturesandreturnit to flightstatuswithoutadverse
effectswasdemonstrated.Thetechnologyassociatedwith
measuringloadswithstraingagesonahotstructurewas
demonstratedwithathermalcalibrationconcept.Theresults
demonstratedthat the thermalstressesweresignificant
althoughthe airplanewasdesignedto reducethermal
stresses.Considerablemodelingdetailwasrequiredto
predictheheattransfer and the corresponding structural
characteristics. The overall YF-12A research effort was
particularly productive, and a great deal of flight, laboratory,
test and computational data were produced and cross-
correlated.
2181. Richards, W. Lance: Measurement Errors
Associated With the Transient Heating of Electrical-
Resistance Strain Gages. Proceedings of the 42nd
International Instrumentation Symposium, San Diego,
California, May 5-9, 1996, May 1996.
Significant strain-gage errors may exist in measurements
acquired in transient temperature environments if
conventional correction methods are applied. Conventional
correction theory was modified and a new experimental
method was developed to correct indicated strain gage data
errors created in radiant heating environments ranging from
0.6 °C/sec (l°F/sec) to over 56°C/sec (100°F/sec). In some
cases the new and conventional methods differed by as much
as 30 percent. Experimental and analytical results were
compared to demonstrate the new technique. For heating
conditions greater than 6 ° C/sec (10 °F/sec), the indicated
strain gage data corrected with the developed technique
compared much better to analysis than the same data
corrected with the conventional technique.
2182. Szalai, Kenneth J.; *Bonifazi, Carlo; **Joyce, Paul
M.; i-Schwinghamer, Robert J.; **White, Robert D.;
**Bowersox, Kenneth; **Schneider, William C.; l'l'Stadler,
John H.; and **Whittle, David W.: TSS-1R Mission Failure
Investigation Board. NASA TM- 112426, NAS
1.15:112426, May 1996, 97N16648, #.
Reasons for the tether separation during the Tethered Satellite
System (TSS-1) Mission are investigated. Lessons learned
are presented.
*Italian Space Agency, Rome, Italy.
**NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas.
I'NASA Marshall Space Hight Center, Huntsville, Alabama.
ttNASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
2183. Moes, Timothy R.; *Smith, Stephen C.;
**Shirakata, Norm; Cobleigh, Brent R.; and Conners,
Timothy R. Wind-Tunnel Development of an SR-71
Aerospike Rocket Flight Test Configuration. NASA
TM-4749, H-2108, NAS 1.15:4749, NIPS-96-60616, June
1996, 96N30909, #.
A flight experiment has been proposed to investigate the
performance of an aerospike rocket motor installed in a lifting
body configuration. An SR-71 airplane would be used to
carry the aerospike configuration to the desired flight test
conditions. Wind-tunnel tests were completed on a 4-percent
scale SR-71 airplane with the aerospike pod mounted in
various locations on the upper fuselage. Testing was
accomplished using sting and blade mounts from Mach 0.6 to
Mach 3.2. Initial test objectives included assessing transonic
drag and supersonic lateral-directional stability and control.
During these tests, flight simulations were run with wind-
tunnel data to assess the acceptability of the configurations.
Early testing demonstrated that the initial configuration with
the aerospike pod near the SR-71 center of gravity was
unsuitable because of large nosedown pitching moments at
transonic speeds. The excessive trim drag resulting from
accommodating this pitching moment far exceeded the
excess thrust capability of the airplane. Wind-tunnel testing
continued in an attempt to find a configuration suitable for
flight test. Multiple configurations were tested. Results
indicate that an aft-mounted model configuration possessed
acceptable performance, stability, and control characteristics.
*NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California.
**Lockheed Martin Corp., Palmdale, California.
2184. Bosworth, John T.; and Stoliker, P. C.: The X-31A
Quasi-Tailless Flight Test Results. NASA TP-3624,
H-2091, NAS 1.60:3624, NIPS-96-60625, June 1996.
96N29644, #.
A quasi-tailless flight investigation was launched using the
X-31A enhanced fighter maneuverability airplane. In-flight
simulations were used to assess the effect of partial to total
vertical tail removal. The rudder control surface was used to
cancel the stabilizing effects of the vertical tail, and yaw
thrust vector commands were used to restabilize and control
the airplane. The quasi-tailless mode was flown
supersonically with gentle maneuvering and subsonically in
precision approaches and ground attack profiles. Pilot ratings
and a full set of flight test measurements were recorded. This
report describes the results obtained and emphasizes the
lessons learned from the X-31A flight test experiment.
Sensor-related issues and their importance to a quasi-tailless
simulation and to ultimately controlling a directionally
unstable vehicle are assessed. The X-31A quasi-tailless flight
test experiment showed that tailless and reduced tail fighter
aircraft are definitely feasible. When the capability is
designed into the airplane from the beginning, the benefits
have the potential to outweigh the added complexity required.
2185. Powers, Bruce G.: Structural Dynamic Model
Obtained From Flight Use With Piloted Simulation and
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Handling Qualities Analysis. NASA TM-4747, H-2075,
NAS 1.15:4747, NIPS-96-60624, June 1996. 96N31481, #.
The ability to use flight data to determine an aircraft model
with structural dynamic effects suitable for piloted simulation
and handling qualities analysis has been developed. This
technique was demonstrated using SR-71 flight test data. For
the SR-71 aircraft, the most significant structural response is
the longitudinal first-bending mode. This mode was modeled
as a second-order system, and the other higher order modes
were modeled as a time delay. The distribution of the modal
response at various fuselage locations was developed using a
uniform beam solution, which can be calibrated using flight
data. This approach was compared to the mode shape
obtained from the ground vibration test, and the general form
of the uniform beam solution was found to be a good
representation of the mode shape in the areas of interest. To
calibrate the solution, pitch-rate and normal-acceleration
instrumentation is required for at least two locations. With the
resulting structural model incorporated into the simulation, a
good representation of the flight characteristics was provided
for handling qualities analysis and piloted simulation.
2186. Pahle, Joseph W.; *Bundick, W. Thomas; *Yeager,
Jessie C.; and *Beissner, Fred L., Jr.: Design of a Mixer for
the Thrust-Vectoring System on the High-Alpha
Research Vehicle. NASA TM-110228, NAS 1.15:110228,
NIPS-96-64543, June 1996, 96N31389, #.
One of the advanced control concepts being investigated on
the High-Alpha Research Vehicle (HARV) is multi-axis
thrust vectoring using an experimental thrust-vectoring (TV)
system consisting of three hydraulically actuated vanes per
engine. A mixer is used to translate the pitch-, roll-, and yaw-
TV commands into the appropriate TV-vane commands for
distribution to the vane actuators. A computer-aided
optimization process was developed to perform the inversion
of the thrust-vectoring effectiveness data for use by the mixer
in performing this command translation. Using this process a
new mixer was designed for the HARV and evaluated in
simulation and flight. An important element of the Mixer is
the priority logic, which determines priority among the pitch,
roll-, and yaw-TV commands.
*Lockheed Engineering and Sciences Co., Hampton,
Virginia.
2187. Conners, Timothy R.: Predicted Performance of a
Thrust-Enhanced SR-71 Aircraft With an External
Payload. NASA TM-104330, H-2179, NAS 1.15:104330.
Presented at the PJ'N: International Gas Turbine and
Aeroengine Conference, Houston, Texas, June 5-8, 1996,
June 1996. 97N21479, #. (See also 2157.)
NASA Dryden Hight Research Center has completed a
preliminary performance analysis of the SR-71 aircraft for
use as a launch platform for high-speed research vehicles and
for carrying captive experimental packages to high altitude
and Mach number conditions. Externally mounted research
platforms can significantly increase drag, limiting test time
and, in extreme cases, prohibiting penetration through the
high-drag, transonic flight regime. To provide supplemental
SR-71 acceleration, methods have been developed that could
increase the thrust of the J58 turbojet engines. These methods
include temperature and speed increases and augrnentor
nitrous oxide injection. The thrust-enhanced engines would
allow the SR-71 aircraft to carry higher drag research
platforms than it could without enhancement. This paper
presents predicted SR-71 performance with and without
enhanced engines. A modified climb-dive technique is shown
to reduce fuel consumption when flying through the transonic
flight regime with a large external payload. Estimates are
included of the maximum platform drag profiles with which
the aircraft could still complete a high-speed research
mission. In this case, enhancement was found to increase the
SR-71 payload drag capability by 25 percent. The thrust
enhancement techniques and performance prediction
methodology are described.
2188. Bahm, Catherine M.; and Haering, Edward A., Jr.:
Ground-Recorded Sonic Boom Signatures of F-18
Aircraft in Formation Flight. Proceedings of the 1995
NASA High-Speed Research Program Sonic Boom
Workshop, July 1996, pp. 220--243, (see N96-36847 12-01),
96N36858, #. (See also 2163.)
Two F-18 aircraft were flown, one above the other, in two
formations, in order for the shock systems of the two aircraft
to merge and propagate to the ground. The first formation had
the canopy of the lower F-18 in the tail shock of the upper
F-18 (called tail-canopy). The second formation had the
canopy of the lower F- 18 in the inlet shock of the upper F- 18
(called inlet-canopy). The flight conditions were Mach 1.22
and an altitude of 23,500 ft. An array of five sonic boom
recorders was used on the ground to record the sonic boom
signatures. This paper describes the flight test technique and
the ground level sonic boom signatures. The tail-canopy
formation resulted in two, separated, N-wave signatures.
Such signatures probably resulted from aircraft positioning
error. The inlet-canopy formation yielded a single modified
signature; two recorders measured an approximate flattop
signature. Loudness calculations indicated that the single
inlet-canopy signatures were quieter than the two, separated
tail-canopy signatures. Significant loudness occurs after a
sonic boom signature. Such loudness probably comes from
the aircraft engines.
2189. Norris, Stephen R.; Haering, Edward A., Jr.; and
Murray, James E.: Ground-Based Sensors for the SR-71
Sonic Boom Propagation Experiment. H-2061.
Proceedings of the 1995 NASA High-Speed Research
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Program Sonic Boom Workshop, July 1996, pp. 199-219,
(see N96-36847 12-01), 96N36857, #. (See also 2164.)
This paper describes ground-level measurements of sonic
boom signatures made as part of the SR-71 sonic boom
propagation experiment recently completed at NASA Dryden
Flight Research Center, Edwards, California. Ground-level
measurements were the final stage of this experiment which
also included airborne measurements at near and
intermediate distances from an SR-71 research aircraft. The
types of sensors were deployed to three station locations near
the aircraft ground track. Pressure data collected for flight
conditions from Mach 1.25 to Mach 1.60 at altitudes from
30,000 to 48,000 ft. Ground-level measurement techniques,
comparisons of data sets from different ground sensors, and
sensor system strengths and weaknesses are discussed. The
well-known N-wave structure dominated r sonic boom
signatures generated by the SR-71 aircraft at most of these
conditions. Variations in boom shape caused by atmospheric
turbulence, focusing effects, or both, were observed for
several flights. Peak pressure and boom event duration
showed some dependence on aircraft gross weight. The sonic
boom signatures collected in this experiment are being
compiled in a data base for distribution in support of the High
Speed Research Program.
2190. Haering, Edward A., Jr.; Ehernberger, L. J.; and
Whitmore, Stephen A.: Preliminary Airborne
Measurements for the SR-71 Sonic Boom Propagation
Experiment. Proceedings of the 1995 NASA High-Speed
Research Program Sonic Boom Workshop, July 1996.
pp. 176-198, (see N96-36847 12-01), 96N36856, #. (See
also 2162.)
SR-71 sonic boom signatures were measured to validate
sonic boom propagation prediction codes. An SR-71 aircraft
generated sonic booms from Mach 1.25 to Mach 1.6, at
altitudes of 31,000 to 48,000 ft, and at various gross weights.
An F-16XL aircraft measured the SR-71 near-field shock
waves from close to the aircraft to more than 8,000 ft below,
gathering 105 signatures. A YO-3A aircraft measured the
SR-71 sonic booms from 21,000 to 38, 000 ft below,
recording 17 passes. The sonic booms at ground level and
atmospheric data were recorded for each flight. Data analysis
is underway. Preliminary results show that shock wave
patterns and coalescence vary with SR-71 gross weight,
Mach number, and altitude. For example, noncoalesced
shock wave signatures were measured by the YO-3A at
21,000 ft below the SR-71 aircraft while at a low gross
weight, Mach 1.25, and 31,000-ft altitude. This paper
describes the design and execution of the flight research
experiment. Instrumentation and flight maneuvers of the
SR-71, F-16XL, and YO-3A aircraft and sample sonic boom
signatures are included.
2191. Smith, John W.; and Montgomery, Terry:
Biomechanically Induced and Controller Coupled
Oscillations Experienced on the F-16XL Aircraft During
Rolling Maneuvers. NASA TM-4752, H-2031,
NAS 1.15:4752, NIPS-96-70392, July 1996, 96N33173, #.
During rapid rolling maneuvers, the F-16 XL aircraft exhibits
a 2.5 Hz lightly damped roll oscillation, perceived and
described as 'roll ratcheting'. This phenomenon is common
with fly-by-wire control systems, particularly when primary
control is derived through a pedestal-mounted side-arm
controller. Analytical studies have been conducted to model
the nature of the integrated control characteristics. The
analytical results complement the flight observations. A
three-degree-of-freedom linearized set of aerodynamic
matrices was assembled to simulate the aircraft plant. The
lateral-directional control system was modeled as a linear
system. A combination of two second-order transfer
functions was derived to couple the lateral acceleration feed
through effect of the operator's arm and controller to the roll
stick force input. From the combined systems, open-loop
frequency responses and a time history were derived,
describing and predicting an analogous in-flight situation.
This report describes the primary control, aircraft angular
rate, and position time responses of the F-16 XL-2 aircraft
during subsonic and high-dynamic-pressure rolling
maneuvers. The analytical description of the pilot' s arm and
controller can be applied to other aircraft or simulations to
assess roll ratcheting susceptibility.
2192. Burcham, Frank W., Jr.; Maine, Trindel A.; Burken,
John J.; and Pappas, Drew: Development and Flight Test of
an Augmented Thrust-Only Flight Control System on an
MD-11 Transport Airplane. NASA TM-4745, H-2107,
NAS 1.15:4745, NIPS-96-70387, AIAA 96-3742. Presented
at the AIAA Guidance, Navigation, and Control Conference,
San Diego, California, July 29-31, 1996, July 1996.
96N33120, #.
An emergency flight control system using only engine thrust,
called Propulsion-Controlled Aircraft (PCA), has been
developed and flight tested on an MD-11 airplane. In this
thrust-only control system, pilot flight path and track
commands and aircraft feedback parameters are used to
control the throttles. The PCA system was installed on the
MD-11 airplane using software modifications to existing
computers. Flight test results show that the PCA system can
be used to fly to an airport and safely land a transport airplane
with an inoperative flight control system. In up-and-away
operation, the PCA system served as an acceptable autopilot
capable of extended flight over a range of speeds and
altitudes. The PCA approaches, go-arounds, and three
landings without the use of any normal flight controls have
been demonstrated, including instrument landing system-
coupled hands-off landings. The PCA operation was used to
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recoverf omanupsetcondition.Inaddition,PCAwastested
ataltitudewithall threehydraulicsystemsturnedoff.This
papereviewstheprinciplesof throttles-onlyf ightcontrol;
describestheMD-11airplaneandsystems;anddiscusses
PCAsystemdevelopment,operation,flighttesting,andpilot
comments.
EC95-43247-4
MD-11 PCA Landing
2193. Ko, William L.: Thermal and Mechanical Buckling
Analysis of Hypersonic Aircraft Hat-Stiffened Panels
With Varying Face Sheet Geometry and Fiber
Orientation. NASA TM-4770, H-2097, NAS 1.15:4770.
Presented at the 3rd International Conference on Composite
Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana, July 21-26, 1996,
December 1996, 97N13249, #.
Mechanical and thermal buckling behavior of monolithic and
metal-matrix composite hat-stiffened panels were
investigated. The panels have three types of face-sheet
geometry: Flat face sheet, microdented face sheet, and
microbulged face sheet. The metal-matrix composite panels
have three types of face-sheet layups, each of which is
combined with various types of hat composite layups. Finite-
element method was used in the eigenvalue extractions for
both mechanical and thermal buckling. The thermal buckling
analysis required both eigenvalue and material property
iterations. Graphical methods of the dual iterations are
shown. The mechanical and thermal buckling strengths of the
hat-stiffened panels with different face-sheet geometry are
compared. It was found that by just microdenting or
microbulging of the face sheet, the axial, shear, and thermal
buckling strengths of both types of hat-stiffened panels could
be enhanced considerably. This effect is more conspicuous
for the monolithic panels. For the metal-matrix composite
panels, the effect of fiber orientations on the panel buckling
strengths was investigated in great detail, and various
composite layup combinations offering, high panel buckling
strengths are presented. The axial buckling strength of the
metal-matrix panel was sensitive to the change of hat fiber
orientation. However, the lateral, shear, and thermal buckling
strengths were insensitive to the change of hat fiber
orientation.
2194. Bogue, Rodney K.; Ehernberger, L. J.; *Soreide,
David; and **Bagley, Hal: Coherent Lidar Turbulence
Measurement for Gust Load Alleviation. NASA
TM-104318, H-2117, NAS 1.15:104318, NIPS-96-66519,
SPIE Paper 2832-05. Presented at the SPIE 1996
International Symposium on Optical Science, Engineering,
and Instrumentation, Denver, Colorado, August 4-9, 1996,
August 1996, 96N31787, #.
Atmospheric turbulence adversely affects operation of
commercial and military aircraft and is a design constraint.
The airplane structure must be designed to survive the loads
imposed by turbulence. Reducing these loads allows the
airplane structure to be lighter, a substantial advantage for a
commercial airplane. Gust alleviation systems based on
accelerometers mounted in the airplane can reduce the
maximum gust loads by a small fraction. These systems still
represent an economic advantage. The ability to reduce the
gust load increases tremendously if the turbulent gust can be
measured before the airplane encounters it. A lidar system
can make measurements of turbulent gusts ahead of the
airplane, and the NASA Airborne Coherent Lidar for
Advanced In-Flight Measurements (ACLAIM) program is
developing such a lidar. The ACLAIM program is intended to
develop a prototype lidar system for use in feasibility testing
of gust load alleviation systems and other airborne lidar
applications, to define applications of lidar with the potential
for improving airplane performance, and to determine the
feasibility and benefits of these applications. This paper gives
an overview of the ACLAIM program, describes the tidar
architecture for a gust alleviation system, and describes the
prototype ACLAIM lidar system.
*Boeing Defense & Space Co., Seattle, Washington.
**Coherent Technologies, Inc., Boulder, Colorado.
2195. Burcham, Frank W.; Jr., Main, Trindel A.;
Fullerton, C. Gordon; and Webb, Lannie Dean:
Development and Flight Evaluation of an Emergency
Digital Flight Control System Using Only Engine Thrust
on an F-15 Airplane. NASA TP-3627, H-2048, NAS
1.60:3267, September 1996, 97N11179, #.
A propulsion-controlled aircraft (PCA) system for
emergency flight control of aircraft with no flight controls
was developed and flight tested on an F-15 aircraft at the
NASA Dryden Flight Research Center. The airplane has been
flown in a throttles-only manual mode and with an
augmented system called PCA in which pilot thumbwheel
commands and aircraft feedback parameters were used to
drive the throttles. Results from a 36-flight evaluation
showed that the PCA system can be used to safely land an
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airplanethathassuffereda majorflight controlsystem
failure.ThePCAsystemwasusedtorecoverf omasevere
upsetcondition,descend,andland.Guestpilotshavealso
evaluatedthe PCA system.This paperdescribesthe
principlesofthrottles-onlyf ightcontrol;ahistoryofloss-of-
controlaccidents;adescriptionoftheF-15aircraft;hePCA
systemoperation,simulation,andflighttesting;andthepilot
comments.
2196. Stoliker, Patrick C.; and Bosworth, John T.:
Evaluation of High-Angle-of-Attack Handling Qualities
for the X-31A Using Standard Evaluation Maneuvers.
NASA TM-104322, H-2128, NAS 1.15:104322. Presented
at the High-Angle-of-Attack Technology Conference,
Hampton, Virginia, September 17-19, 1996, September
1996, 97N12707, #.
The X-31A aircraft gross-acquisition and fine-tracking
handling qualities have been evaluated using standard
evaluation maneuvers developed by Wright Laboratory,
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. The emphasis of the testing
is in the angle-of-attack range between 30 deg and 70 deg.
Longitudinal gross-acquisition handling qualities results
show borderline Level 1/Level 2 performance. Lateral gross-
acquisition testing results in Level I/Level 2 ratings below
45 deg angle of attack, degrading into Level 3 as angle of
attack increases. The fine-tracking performance in both
longitudinal and lateral axes also receives Level 1 ratings
near 30 deg angle of attack, with the ratings tending towards
Level 3 at angles of attack greater than 50 deg. These ratings
do not match the expectations from the extensive close-in
combat testing where the X-31A aircraft demonstrated fair to
good handling qualities maneuvering for high angles of
attack. This paper presents the results of the high-angle-of-
attack handling qualities flight testing of the X-31A aircraft.
Discussion of the preparation for the maneuvers, the pilot
ratings, and selected pilot comments are included. Evaluation
of the results is made in conjunction with existing Neal-
Smith, bandwidth, Smith-Geddes, and military
specifications.
2197. Hedgley, David R., Jr.: A Formal Algorithm for
Routing Traces on a Printed Circuit Board. NASA
TP-3639, H-2104, NAS 1.60:3639, NIPS-96-93660,
September 1996, 97N11168.
This paper addresses the classical problem of printed circuit
board routing: that is, the problem of automatic routing by a
computer other than by brute force that causes the execution
time to grow exponentially as a function of the complexity.
Most of the present solutions are either inexpensive but not
efficient and fast, or efficient and fast but very costly. Many
solutions are proprietary, so not much is written or known
about the actual algorithms upon which these solutions are
based. This paper presents a formal algorithm for routing
traces on a printed circuit board. The solution presented is
very fast and efficient and for the first time speaks to the
question eloquently by way of symbolic statements.
2198. Pahle, Joseph W.; Wichman, Keith D.; *Foster,
John V.; and *Bundick, W. Thomas: An Overview of
Controls and Flying Qualities Technology on the F/A-18
High Alpha Research Vehicle. H-2123. Presented at the 5th
High-Angle-of-Attack Technology Conference, NASA
Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia,
September 17-19, 1996.
The NASA F/A-18 High Alpha Research Vehicle (HARV)
has been the flight test bed of a focused technology effort to
significantly increase maneuvering capability at high angles
of attack. Development and flight test of control law design
methodologies, handling qualities metrics, performance
guidelines, and flight evaluation maneuvers are described.
The HARV has been modified to include two research control
effectors, thrust vectoring, and actuated forebody strakes in
order to provide increased control power at high angles of
attack. A research flight control system has been used to
provide a flexible, easily modified capability for high-angle-
of-attack research controls. Different control law design
techniques have been implemented and flight-tested,
including eigenstructure assignment, variable gain output
feedback, pseudo controls, and model-following. Extensive
piloted simulation has been used to develop nonlinear
performance guidelines and handling qualifies criteria for
high angles of attack. This paper reviews the development
and evaluation of technologies useful for high-angle-of-
attack control. Design, development, and flight test of the
research flight control system, control laws, flying qualities
specifications, and flight test maneuvers are described. Hight
test results are used to illustrate some of the lessons learned
during flight test and handling qualifies evaluations.
*NASA Langley Research Center Hampton, Virginia.
2199. Banks, Daniel W.; Fisher, David F.; *Hall, Robert
M.; *Erickson, Gary E.; *Mum, Daniel G.; *Grafton, Sue B.;
and *Sewall, William G.: The F/A-18 High-Angle-of-
Attack Ground-to-Flight Correlation: Lessons Learned.
H-2142. Presented at the 5th High-Angle-of-Attack
Technology Conference, NASA Langley Research Center,
Hampton, Virginia, September 17-19, 1996. (Released as
NASA TM-4783, January 1997.)
Detailed wind tunnel and flight investigations were
performed on the F/A-18 configuration to explore the causes
of many high-angle-of-attack phenomena and resulting
disparities between wind tunnel and flight results at these
conditions. Obtaining accurate predictions of full-scale flight
aerodynamics from wind-tunnel tests is important and
becomes a challenge at high-angle-of-attack conditions
where large areas of vortical flow interact. The F/A-18
airplane was one of the first high-performance aircraft to have
an unrestricted angle-of-attack envelope, and as such the
configuration displayed many unanticipated characteristics.
Results indicate that fixing forebody crossflow transition on
models can result in a more accurate match of flow fields, and
thus a more accurate prediction of aerodynamic
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characteristicsof flightathighanglesofattack.Thewind
tunnel resultsshow that smallgeometrydifferences,
specificallynoseboomsandaft-enddistortion,canhavea
pronouncedeffectat highanglesof attackandmustbe
modeledin sub-scaletestsin orderto obtainaccurate
correlationswithflight.
*NASALangleyResearchCenter,Hampton,Virginia.
2200. *Steenken, William G.; *Williams, John G.;
**Yuhas, Andrew J.; and Walsh, Kevin R.: An Inlet
Distortion Assessment During Aircraft Departures at
High Angles of Attack for an F/A-18 Aircraft. H-2159.
Presented at the 5th NASA High-Angle-of-Attack
Technology Conference, NASA Langley Research Center,
Hampton, Virginia, September 17-19, 1996. (Released as
NASA TM-104328, March 1997.)
The F404-GE-400-powered F/A-18A High Alpha Research
Vehicle (HARV) was used to examine the quality of inlet
airflow during departed flight maneuvers, that is, during
flight outside the normal maneuvering envelope where
control surfaces have little or no effectiveness. Six nose-left
and six nose-right departures were initiated at Mach numbers
between 0.3 and 0.4 at an altitude of 35 kft. The entry yaw
rates were approximately 40 to 90 deg/sec. Engine surges
were encountered during three of the nose-left and one of the
nose-right departures. Time-variant inlet-total-pressure
distortion levels at the engine face did not significantly
exceed those at maximum angle-of-attack and sideslip
maneuvers during controlled flight. Surges caused by inlet
distortion levels resulted from a combination of high levels of
inlet distortion and rapid changes in aircraft position. These
rapid changes indicate a combination of engine support and
gyroscopic loads being applied to the engine structure that
impact the aerodynamic stability of the compressor through
changes in the rotor-to-case clearances. This document
presents the slides from an oral presentation.
*General Electric Aircraft Engines, Cincinnati, Ohio.
* *Analytical Services & Materials, Inc., Edwards, California.
2201. Walsh, Kevin R.; *Yuhas, Andrew J.; **Williams,
John G.; and **Steenken, William G.: Inlet Distortion for
an F/A-18A Aircraft During Steady Aerodynamic
Conditions Up to 60 ° Angle of Attack. H-2124. Presented
at the 5th High-Angle-of-Attack Technology Conference,
NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia,
September 17-19. 1996. (Released as NASA TM-104329,
April 1997.)
The effects of high-angle-of-attack flight on aircraft inlet
aerodynamic characteristics were investigated at NASA
Dryden Flight Research Center, Edwards, California, as part
of NASA's High Alpha Technology Program. The highly
instrumented F/A-18A High Alpha Research Vehicle was
used for this research. A newly designed inlet total-pressure
rake was installed in front of the starboard F404-GE-400
engine to measure inlet recovery and distortion
characteristics. One objective was to determine inlet total-
pressure characteristics at steady high-angle-of-attack
conditions. Other objectives include assessing whether
significant differences exist in inlet distortion between rapid
angle-of-attack maneuvers and corresponding steady
aerodynamic conditions, assessing inlet characteristics
during aircraft departures, providing data for developing and
verifying computational fluid dynamic codes, and calculating
engine airflow using five methods. This paper addresses the
first objective by summarizing results of 79 flight maneuvers
at steady aerodynamic conditions, ranging from -10 ° to 60 °
angle of attack and from -8 ° to 11 ° angle of sideslip at Mach
0.3 and 0.4. These data and the associated database have been
rigorously validated to establish a foundation for
understanding inlet characteristics at high angle of attack.
*Analytical Services & Materials, Inc., Hampton, Virginia.
**General Electric Aircraft Engines, Evendale, Ohio.
2202. *Yuhas, Andrew J.; **Steenken, William G.;
**Williams, John G.; and Walsh, Kevin R.: F/A-18 Inlet
Flow Characteristics During Maneuvers With Rapidly
Changing Angle of Attack. H-2145. Presented at the 5th
High-Angle-of-Attack Conference, NASA Langley Research
Center, Hampton, Virginia, September 17-19. 1996.
(Released as NASA TM-104327, June 1997.)
The performance and distortion levels of the right inlet of the
F/A- 18A High Alpha Research Vehicle were assessed during
maneuvers with rapidly changing angle-of-attack at the
NASA Dryden Flight Research Center, Edwards, California.
The distortion levels were compared with those produced by
current inlet-engine compatibility evaluation techniques. The
objective of these analyses was to determine whether the
results obtained for steady aerodynamic conditions were
adequate to describe the inlet-generated distortion levels that
occur during rapid aircraft maneuvers. The test data were
obtained during 46 dynamic maneuvers at Mach numbers of
0.3 and 0.4. Levels of inlet recovery, peak dynamic
circumferential distortion, and peak dynamic radial distortion
of dynamic maneuvers for a General Electric F404-GE-400
turbofan engine were compared with estimations based on
steady aerodynamic conditions. The comparisons were
performed at equivalent angle-of-attack, angle-of-sideslip,
and Mach number. Results showed no evidence of peak inlet
distortion levels being elevated by dynamic maneuver
conditions at high angle-of-attack compared with steady
aerodynamic estimations. During sweeps into high angle-of-
attack, the peak distortion levels of the dynamic maneuvers
rarely rose to steady aerodynamic estimations. The dynamic
maneuvers were shown to be effective at identifying
conditions when discrete changes in inlet behavior occur.
*Analytical Services & Materials, Inc., Edwards, California.
**General Electric Aircraft Engines, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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2203. Flick,BradleyC.;Thomson,MichaelP.;Regenie,
VictoriaA.; Wichman,KeithD.; Pahle,JosephW.;and
Earls,MichaelR.:DesignandIntegrationofanActuated
NoseStrakeControlSystem.NASATM-104324,H-2134.
Presentedat the 5th High-Angle-of-AttackTechnology
Conference,LangleyResearchCenter,Hampton,Virginia,
September17-19,1996,October1996.
Aircraft flight characteristics at high angles of attack can be
improved by controlling vortices shed from the nose. These
characteristics have been investigated with the integration of
the actuated nose strakes for enhanced rolling (ANSER)
control system into the NASA F-18 High Alpha Research
Vehicle. Several hardware and software systems were
developed to enable performance of the research goals. A
strake interface box was developed to perform actuator
control and failure detection outside the flight control
computer. A three-mode ANSER control law was developed
and installed in the Research Flight Control System. The
thrust-vectoring mode does not command the strakes. The
strakes and thrust-vectoring mode uses a combination of
thrust vectoring and st.rakes for lateral-directional control,
and strake mode uses strakes only for lateral-directional
control. The system was integrated and tested in the Dryden
Flight Research Center (DFRC) simulation for testing before
installation in the aircraft. Performance of the ANSER system
was monitored in real time during the 89-flight ANSER flight
test program in the DFRC Mission Control Center. One
discrepancy resulted in a set of research data not being
obtained. The experiment was otherwise considered a success
with the majority of the research objectives being met.
2204. Bowers, Albion H.; Pahle, Joseph W.; Wilson, R.
Joseph; Flick, Bradley C.; and Rood, Richard L.: An
Overview of the NASA F-18 High Alpha Research
Vehicle. NASA TM-4772, H-2137. Presented at the 5th
High-Angle-of-Attack Technology Conference, Langley
Research Center, Hampton, Virginia, September 17-19,
1996, October 1996.
This paper gives an overview of the NASA F-18 High Alpha
Research Vehicle. The three flight phases of the program are
introduced, along with the specific goals and data examples
taken during each phase. The aircraft configuration and
systems needed to perform the disciplinary and inter-
disciplinary research are discussed. The specific disciplines
involved with the flight research are introduced, including
aerodynamics, controls, propulsion, systems, and structures.
Decisions that were made early in the planning of the aircraft
project and the results of those decisions are briefly
discussed. Each of the three flight phases corresponds to a
particular aircraft configuration, and the research dictated the
configuration to be flown. The first phase gathered data with
the baseline F-18 configuration. The second phase was the
thrust-vectoring phase. The third phase used a modified
forebody with deployable nose strakes. Aircraft systems
supporting these flights included extensive instrumentation
systems, integrated research flight controls using flight
control hardware and corresponding software, analog
interface boxes to control forebody strakes, a thrust-vectoring
system using external postexit vanes around axisymmetric
nozzles, a forebody vortex control system with strakes, and
backup systems using battery-powered emergency systems
and a spin recovery parachute.
2205. Fisher, David F.; *Murri, Daniel G.; and **Lanser,
Wendy R.: Effect of Actuated Forebody Strakes on the
Forebody Aerodynamics of the NASA F-18 HARV. NASA
TM-4774, H-2136. Presented at the 5th High-Angle-of-
Attack Technology Conference, Langley Research Center,
Hampton, Virginia, September 17-19, 1996, October 1996.
Extensive pressure measurements and off-surface flow
visualization were obtained on the forebody and strakes of the
NASA F-18 High Alpha Research Vehicle (HARV)
equipped with actuated forebody strakes. Forebody yawing
moments were obtained by integrating the circumferential
pressures on the forebody and strakes. Results show that large
yawing moments can be generated with forebody strakes. At
angles of attack greater than 40 °, deflecting one strake at a
time resulted in a forebody yawing moment control reversal
for small strake deflection angles. At _ = 40 ° and 50 °,
deflecting the strakes differentially about a 20 ° symmetric
strake deployment eliminated the control reversal and
produced a near linear variation of forebody yawing moment
with differential strake deflection. At _ = 50 ° and for 0° and
20 ° symmetric strake deployments, a larger forebody yawing
moment was generated by the forward fuselage (between the
radome and the apex of the leading-edge extensions), than on
the radome where the actuated forebody strakes were located.
Cutouts on the flight vehicle strakes that were not on the wind
tunnel models are believed to be responsible for deficits in the
suction peaks on the flight radome pressure distributions and
differences in the forebody yawing moments.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
**Ames Research Center, Moffet Field, California.
2206. Bowers, Albion H.; and Pahle, Joseph W.: Thrust
Vectoring on the NASA F-18 High Alpha Research
Vehicle. NASA TM-4771, H-2139. Presented at the 5th
High-Angle-of-Attack Technology Conference, Langley
Research Center, Hampton, Virginia, September 17-19,
1996, November 1996.
Investigations into a multiaxis thrust-vectoring system have
been conducted on an F-18 configuration. These
investigations include ground-based scale-model tests,
ground-based full-scale testing, and flight testing. This
thrust-vectoring system has been tested on the NASA F-18
High Alpha Research Vehicle (HARV). The system provides
thrust vectoring in pitch and yaw axes. Ground-based
subscale test data have been gathered as background to the
flight phase of the program. Tests investigated aerodynamic
interaction and vane control effectiveness. The ground-based
full-scale data were gathered from static engine runs with
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imageanalysisto determinerelativethrust-vectoring
effectiveness.FlightestshavebeenconductedattheNASA
Dryden Flight Research Center. Parameter identification
input techniques have been developed. Individual vanes were
not directly controlled because of a mixer-predictor function
built into the flight control laws. Combined effects of the
vanes have been measured in flight and compared to
combined effects of the vanes as predicted by the cold-jet test
data. Very good agreement has been found in the linearized
effectiveness derivatives.
2207. Wichman, Keith D.; Pahle, Joseph W.; Bahm,
Catherine; *Davidson, John B.; *Bacon, Barton J.; *Murphy,
Patrick C.; *Ostrof, Aaron J.; and **Hoffler, Keith D.:
High-Alpha Handling Qualifies Flight Research on the
NASA F/A-18 High Alpha Research Vehicle. NASA
TM-4773, H-2138. Presented at the 5th High-Angle-of-
Attack Technology Conference, Langley Research Center,
Hampton, Virginia, September 17-19, 1996, November
199fi.
A flight research study of high-angle-of-attack handling
qualities has been conducted at the NASA Dryden Flight
Research Center using the F/A-18 High Alpha Research
Vehicle (HARV). The objectives were to create a high-angle-
of-attack handling qualities flight database, develop
appropriate research evaluation maneuvers, and evaluate
high-angle-of-attack handling qualities guidelines and
criteria. Using linear and nonlinear simulations and flight
research data, the predictions from each criterion were
compared with the pilot ratings and comments. Proposed
high-angle-of-attack nonlinear design guidelines and
proposed handling qualities criteria and guidelines developed
using piloted simulation were considered. Recently
formulated time-domain Neal-Smith guidelines were also
considered for application to high-angle-of-attack
maneuvering. Conventional envelope criteria were evaluated
for possible extension to the high-angle-of-attack regime.
Additionally, the maneuvers were studied as potential
evaluation techniques, including a limited validation of the
proposed standard evaluation maneuver set. This paper gives
an overview of these research objectives through examples
and summarizes result highlights. The maneuver
development is described briefly, the criteria evaluation is
emphasized with example results given, and a brief
discussion of the database form and content is presented.
*NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
**ViGYAN, Inc., Hampton, Virginia.
2208. Richards, W. Lance; and *Thompson, Randolph C.:
Titanium Honeycomb Panel Testing. NASA TM-4768,
H-2133, October 1996.
Thermal-mechanical tests were performed on a titanium
honeycomb sandwich panel to experimentally validate the
hypersonic wing panel concept and compare test data with
analysis. Details of the test article, test fixture development,
instrumentation, and test results are presented. After
extensive testing to 900 °F, non-destructive evaluation of the
panel has not detected any significant structural degradation
caused by the applied thermal-mechanical loads.
*PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
2209. Noffz, Gregory K.; and Bowman, Michael P.:
Design and Laboratory Validation of a Capacitive Sensor
for Measuring the Recession of a Thin-Layered Ablator.
NASA TM-4777, H-2111, November 1996.
Flight vehicles are typically instrumented with subsurface
thermocouples to estimate heat transfer at the surface using
inverse analysis procedures. If the vehicle has an ablating
heat shield, however, temperature time histories from
subsurface thermocouples no longer provide enough
information to estimate heat flux at the surface. In this
situation, the geometry changes and thermal energy leaves
the surface in the form of ablation products. The ablation rate
is required to estimate heat transfer to the surface. A new
concept for a capacitive sensor has been developed to
measure ablator depth using the ablator's dielectric effect on
a capacitor's fringe region. Relying on the capacitor's fringe
region enables the gage to be flush mounted in the vehicle's
permanent structure and not intrude into the ablative heat
shield applied over the gage. This sensor's design allows
nonintrusive measurement of the thickness of dielectric
materials, in particular, the recession rates of low-
temperature ablators applied in thin (0.020 to 0.060 in. (0.05
to 0.15 ram)) layers. Twenty capacitive gages with
13different sensing element geometries were designed,
fabricated, and tested. A two-dimensional finite-element
analysis was performed on several candidate geometries.
Calibration procedures using ablator-simulating shims are
described. A one-to-one correspondence between system
output and dielectric material thickness was observed out to a
thickness of 0.055 in. (1.4 mm) for a material with a
permittivity about three times that of air or vacuum. A novel
method of monitoring the change in sensor capacitance was
developed. This technical memorandum suggests further
improvements in gage design and fabrication techniques.
2210. Holzman, Jon K.; Webb, Lannie D.; and Burcham,
Frank W., Jr.: Flight and Static Exhaust Flow Properties of
an F110-GE-129 Engine in an F-16XL Airplane During
Acoustic Tests. NASA TM-104326, H-2122, November
1996.
The exhaust flow properties (mass flow, pressure,
temperature, velocity, and Mach number) of the
F110-GE- 129 engine in an F- 16XL airplane were determined
from a series of flight tests flown at NASA Dryden Flight
Research Center, Edwards, California. These tests were
performed in conjunction with NASA Langley Research
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Center,Hampton,Virginia(LaRC)aspartof a studyto
investigatethe acoustic haracteristicsof jet engines
operatingathighnozzlepressureconditions.Therangeof
interestforbothobjectiveswasfromMach0.3toMach0.9.
NASADrydenflewtheairplaneandacquiredandanalyzed
theenginedatato determinetheexhaustcharacteristics.
NASALangleycollectedtheflyoveracousticmeasurements
andcorrelatedtheseresultswith theircurrentpredictive
codes.Thispaperdescribestheairplane,tests,andmethods
usedtodeterminetheexhaustflowpropertiesandpresents
the exhaustflow properties.No acousticsresultsare
presented.
2211. *Roudakov,AlexanderS.;*Semenov,Vyacheslav
L.; *Kopchenov,ValeriyI.; andHicks,JohnW.:Future
FlightTestPlansof anAxisymmetricHydrogen-Fueled
Seramjet Engine on the Hypersonic Flying Laboratory.
AIAA 96-4572. Presented at the 7th International
Spaceplanes and Hypersonics Systems & Technology
Conference, Norfolk, Virginia, November 18-22. 1996,.
Under a contract with NASA, a joint Central Institute of
Aviation Motors (CIAM) and NASA team is preparing to
conduct the fourth flight test of a dual-mode scramjet aboard
the CIAM Hypersonic Hying Laboratory, "Kholod."
Ground-launch, rocket boosted by a modified Russian SA-5
missile, the redesigned scramjet is to be accelerated to a new
maximum velocity of Mach 6.5. This should allow for the
first-time measurement of the fully supersonic combustion
mode. The primary program objective is the flight-to-ground
correlation of measured data with preflight analysis and
wind-tunnel tests in Russia and potentially in the United
States. This paper describes the development and objectives
of the program as well as the technical details of the scramjet
and SA-5 redesign to achieve the Mach6.5 aim test
condition. The purpose and value of a joint Russian-
American program to attain overall hypersonic air-breathing
technology objectives are discussed. Finally, the current
project status and schedules to reach the final flight launch
are discussed.
surface pressure distributions and boundary-layer profiles,
throughout a matrix of conditions within the F-15B/FrF-II
flight envelope. Environmental conditions within the fixture
are presented to assist in the design and testing of future
avionics and instrumentation. The intent of this document is
to serve as a user's guide and assist in the development of
future flight experiments that use the FTF-II as a test bed.
Additional information enclosed in the appendices has been
included to assist with more detailed analyses, if required.
2213. Iliff, Kenneth W.; and *Wang, Kon-Sheng Charles:
X-29A Lateral-Directional Stability and Control
Derivatives Extracted From High-Angle-of-Attack Flight
Data. NASA TP-3664, H-2118, December 1996.
The lateral-directional stability and control derivatives of the
X-29A number 2 are extracted from flight data over an angle-
of-attack range of 4° to 53 ° using a parameter identification
algorithm. The algorithm uses the linearized aircraft
equations of motion and a maximum likelihood estimator in
the presence of state and measurement noise. State noise is
used to model the uncommanded forcing function caused by
unsteady aerodynamics over the aircraft at angles of attack
above 15° . The results supported the flight-envelope-
expansion phase of the X-29A number 2 by helping to update
the aerodynamic mathematical model, to improve the real-
time simulator, and to revise flight control system laws.
Effects of the aircraft high gain flight control system on
maneuver quality and the estimated derivatives are also
discussed. The derivatives are plotted as functions of angle of
attack and compared with the predicted aerodynamic
database. Agreement between predicted and flight values is
quite good for some derivatives such as the lateral force due
to sideslip, the lateral force due to rudder deflection, and the
roiling moment due to roll rate. The results also show
significant differences in several important derivatives such
as the rolling moment due to sideslip, the yawing moment due
to sideslip, the yawing moment due to aileron deflection, and
the yawing moment due to rudder deflection.
*Central Institute of Aviation Motors, Moscow, Russia. *SPARTA Inc., Lancaster, California.
2212. Richwine, David M.: F-15B/Flight Test Fixture II:
A Test Bed for Flight Research. NASA TM-4782, H-2113,
December 1996.
NASA Dryden Hight Research Center has developed a
second-generation flight test fixture for use as a generic test
bed for aerodynamic and fluid mechanics research. The
Flight Test Fixture II (FrF-II) is a low-aspect-ratio vertical
fin-like shape that is mounted on the centerline of the F-15B
lower fuselage. The fixture is designed for flight research at
Mach numbers to a maximum of 2.0. The FTF-II is a
composite structure with a modular configuration and
removable components for functional flexibility. This report
documents the flow environment of the fixture, such as
2214. Burken, John J.; Burcham, Frank W. Jr.; and
*Feather, John: Flight Test Results of a Propulsion-Only
Emergency Control System on the MD-11 Airplane.
H-2144, AIAA Journal, December 1996.
A large, civilian, multiengine transport MD-11 airplane
control system was recently modified to perform as an
emergency backup controller using engine thrust only. The
emergency backup system, referred to as the propulsion-
controlled aircraft (PCA) system, would be used if a major
primary flight control system fails. To allow for longitudinal
and lateral--directional control, the PCA system requires at
least two engines, and is implemented through software
modifications. A flight-test program was conducted to
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evaluatethePCAsystemhigh-altitudeflyingcharacteristics
andtodemonstrateitscapacitytoperformsafelandings.The
cruiseflight conditions,everallow approaches,andfour
landingswithoutanyaerodynamicflight controlsurface
movementweredemonstrated.Thispaperpresentsresults
thatshowsatisfactoryperformanceofthePCAsysteminthe
longitudinalaxis.Testresultsindicatethatthe lateral-
directionalxisofthesystemperformedwellathighaltitude
butwassluggishandpronetothermalupsetsduringlanding
approaches.Flight-testexperiencesandtestechniquesare
alsodiscussedwithemphasisonthelateral-directionalaxis
becauseofthedifficultiesencounteredin flighttest.
*McDonnellDouglasAerospace,LongBeach,California.
2215. Clarke,Robert;Burken,JohnJ.;Bosworth,JohnT.;
andBauer,JeffreyE.:X-29FlightControlSystem:Lessons
Learned.Advances in Aircraft Flight Control, TL678.A39,
1996, pp. 345-368. (See also 2086, 2122, 2140.)
The X-29A airplanes were evaluated over the full design
envelope. The flight control system successfully performed
the tasks of stabilizing the short-period mode and providing
automatic camber control to minimize trim drag. Compared
with other highly augmented, digital fly-by-wire airplanes,
the X-29A and its flight control system proved remarkably
trouble free. Despite the unusually large negative static
margin, the X-29A proved safe to operate within the design
envelope.
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Appendix A. NASA Contractor Reports
The research described in the following NASA contractor
reports was funded by NASA Dryden Hight Research Center.
1964 Contractor Reports
Lunar Landing Research Vehicle:
CR- 116780,
1. *Anon.:
Structural Analysis Handbook. NASA
REPT-7161-954001, April 1964, 72N74854.
There is no abstract available for this record.
*Bell Aerosystems Co., Buffalo, New York.
2. *Anon.: Lunar Landing Research Vehicle: Weight
and Balance Handbook. NASA CR-127485, REPT-7161-
954002, April 1964, 72N74855.
There is no abstract available for this record.
*Bell Aerosystems Co., Buffalo, New York.
3. *Anon.: Lunar Landing Research Vehicle:
Summary of Estimated Performance. NASA CR- 127486,
REPT-7161-954003, April 1964, 72N74856.
There is no abstract available for this record.
*Bell Aerosystems Co., Buffalo, New York.
4. *Anon.: Lunar Landing Research Vehicle:
Estimated Handling Qualities. NASA CR-127487,
REPT-7161-954004, April 1964, 72N74857.
There is no abstract available for this record.
*Bell Aerosystems Co., Buffalo, New York.
5. *Kohn, H. T.: Design Study of an Articulated
Binocular Periscope for the F-104B Aircraft. NASA
CR-82002, December 1964, 68N85476.
There is no abstract available for this record.
*Space Systems Lab., Inc., Melbourne, Horida.
1965 Contractor Reports
6. *Conner, F.; *Willey, C.; and *Twomey, W.: A Flight
and Wind Tunnel Investigation of the Effect of
Angle.of-Attack Rate on Maximum Lift Coefficient.
NASA CR-321, October 1965, 65N35827.
Wind tunnel tests to determine effect of angle of attack on
maximum lift at stall for half-wing models, and single engine,
jet propelled aircraft.
*Lockheed-California Company, Burbank, California.
7. *Anon.: Biodata Processing Study and Program
Formulation Final Report. NASA CR- 106213,
SR-65-1028/7241, October 1965, 70N77799.
There is no abstract available for this record.
*Spacelabs, Inc., Van Nuys, California.
8. *MacCready, P. B., Jr.; *Williamson, R. E.; *Berman,
S.; and *Webster, A.: Operational Application of a
Universal Turbulence Measuring System Final Report.
NASA CR-62025, MRI65-FR-301, November 1965,
66N15232.
Aeronautical turbulence measuring apparatus - gust loading.
*Meteorology Research, Inc., Altadena, California.
1966 Contractor Reports
9. *Anon.: NASA Water-Cooled Extensometer. NASA
CR-82001, D2-36548-1, January_ 1966, 69N77051.
There is no abstract available for this record.
*Boeing Co., Seattle, Washington.
10. *Irwin, D. C.: Landing Dynamics Study for Lunar
Landing Research Vehicle. NASA CR-428, April 1966,
66N23447.
Impact dynamics and effects on lunar landing module
performance and landing gear.
*Bendix Corp., South Bend, Indiana.
11. *Anon.: X-15 Data Display System. NASA CR-460,
May 1966, 66N25560.
Digital data processing techniques for conversion of
physiological and environmental response signals from X-15
aircraft pilots.
*Spacelabs, Inc., Van Nuys, California.
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12. *Katz, D.; *Emery, J. A.; *Gabriel, R. F.; and
*Burrows, A. A.: Experimental Study of Acoustic Displays
of Flight Parameters in a Simulated Aerospace Vehicle.
NASA CR-509, July 1966, 66N32335.
Evaluating acoustic displays of target location in target
detection and of flight parameters in simulated aerospace
vehicles.
*Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc., Long Beach, California.
13. *Clark, D. C.; and *Kroll, J.: General Purpose
Airborne Simulator - Conceptual Design Report. NASA
CR-544, August 1966.66N37026.
General purpose airborne simulator with capabilities for
model controlled and response feedback types of variable
stability operation.
*Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Buffalo, New York.
14. *Brigden, W. H.: Evaluation of a Miniaturized
Double-Focusing Mass Spectrometer. NASA CR-605,
November 1966, 67N11341.
Evaluation of miniaturized magnetic double focusing mass
spectrometer to measure gas concentrations in flight
environment.
*Spacelabs, Inc., Van Nuys, California.
15. *Barrington, A. E.: Instantaneous Monitoring of
Multicomponent Expired Gases. NASA CR-619,
December 1966.67N11821.
Expired air analyzers with time-of-flight and magnetic
deflection mass spectrometers for spacecraft use.
*Geophysics Corp. of America, Bedford, Massachusetts.
16. *Kroll, J.; *Arendt, R. H.; and *Pritchard, F. E.:
Development of a General Purpose Airborne Simulator.
NASA CR-641, November 1966, 67N13179.
Variable stability system development for General Purpose
Airborne Simulator (GPAS).
*Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Buffalo, New York.
1967 Contractor Reports
17. *Anon.: Experimentation Program for
Development of Phosphor for Cathode Ray Tube. NASA
CR-96002, January_ 1967, 68N35788.
Phosphor development for cathode ray tubes to extend
spectral emission without increasing decay rate.
*Panaura Corp., Chemical Medical Electronics, Pennsauken,
New Jersey.
18. *Breeze, R. K.; and *Campbell, G. W.: The Design,
Fabrication and Feasibility Testing of a Prototype
Airborne Respiration Analyzer. NASA CR-741, March
1967, 67N19897.
Design, fabrication, and feasibility testing of prototype
airborne respiration analyzer for measuring respiration
products and oxygen consumption.
*North American Aviation, Inc., Los Angeles, California.
19. *Meeker, J. I.: Evaluation of Lateral-Directional
Handling Qualities of Piloted Re-Entry Vehicles Utilizing
Fixed-Base and In-Flight Evaluations. NASA CR-778,
May 1967, 67N29029, #.
Lateral directional handling qualities of piloted reentry
vehicles utilizing fixed base and in flight evaluations.
*Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Buffalo, New York.
20. *Anon.: Study of Fluid Flight Path Control System.
NASA CR-758, REPT-20175-FR1, August 1967, 67N36563.
Flight path stabilization of light aircraft using fluid control
system.
*Honeywell, Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota.
21. *Rodgers, D. L.: Development and Flight Testing
of a Fluidic Control System. NASA CR-913,
REPT-20175-FR2, October 1967.68N10047.
Three axis fluidic automatic flight control system developed
and flight tested.
*Honeywell, Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota.
22. *Kadlec, P. W.: Atmospheric Temperature
Gradients Related to Clear Air Turbulence in the Upper
Troposphere and Lower Stratosphere. NASA CR-91055,
November 1967, 68N26807.
Relationship between atmospheric temperature gradients and
clear air turbulence of lower atmosphere.
*Eastern Air Lines, Inc., Miami, Florida.
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1968 Contractor Reports
23. *Price, A. B.: Thermal Protection System X-15A-2
Design Report. NASA CR-82003, ER-14535, January_ 1968,
68N25717.
Ablative thermal protection system for X-15 aircraft
operating at hypersonic speeds.
*Martin Co., Denver, Colorado.
24. *Price, A. B.: Full Scale Flight Test Report, X-15A-
2 Ablative Thermal Protection System. NASA CR-82004,
MCR-68-15, REV. 1, May 1968, 68N25886.
Flight test and performance analysis of ablative thermal
protection system for X-15A-2 aircraft.
*Martin Co., Denver, Colorado.
29. *Smay, J. W.: Computer-Aided Design of Second
and Third-Order Systems With Parameter Variations
and Time Response Constraints. NASA CR-96004,
OctQber 1968, 69N14330.
Computerized design of second and third order systems with
parameter variations and time response constraints.
*University of Colorado, Dept. of Electrical Engineering,
Boulder, Colorado.
30. *Olson, D. E.: Design Procedures for Dominant
Type Systems With Large Parameter Variations. NASA
CR-96003, November 1968.
Fourth order feedback system synthesis with large plant
parameter variations.
*University of Colorado, Dept. of Electrical Engineering,
Boulder, Colorado.
25. *Price, A. B.; and *Thompson, J. T.: Application and
Refurbishment Procedures X-15A-2 Thermal Protection
System. NASA CR-96000, ER-14539, REV. 1, May 1968,
68N25889.
Operational process manual for ablative thermal protection
system of X- 15A-2 aircraft.
*Martin Co., Denver, Colorado.
26. *Cockayne, W. G.: Description of an Energy
Management System for the X-15. NASA CR-96006, June
1968, 69N16923.
Engineering equations of X-15 energy management system
and mechanization of equations in SDS 930 and ALERT
guidance programs.
*Bell Aerosystems Co., Buffalo, New York.
27. *Burgin, G. H.: Two New Methods for Obtaining
Stability Derivatives From Flight Test Data. NASA
CR-96005-REV, September 1968.69N33609, #.
New methods for obtaining stability derivatives from flight
data.
*Decision Science, Inc., San Diego, California.
28. *Bailey, R. G.: High Total Temperature Sensing
Probe for the X-15 Hypersonic Aircraft. NASA
CR-116772, REPT- 12080-FR1, September 1968, 71N23250.
High total temperature sensing probe using fluid oscillator
concept for X-15 hypersonic aircraft.
*Honeywell, Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota.
1969 Contractor Reports
31. *Mc Kay, W.; and *Strane, R.: Instruction Manual
for an Accelerometer Test System. P/N 231-0000/F/2/-223-
008-022-1308/, NASA CR-96010, F-1308, January. 1969,
69N36533.
Instruction manual for accelerometer test system.
*Owens-Illinois Glass Co., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
32. *Teper, G. L.: Aircraft Stability and Control Data.
NASA CR-96008, STI-TR- 176-1, April 1969, 69N31783.
Aircraft stability and control data.
*Systems Technology, Inc., Hawthorne, California.
33. *Taylor, F. J.: Sensitivity Reduction Through
Reoptimization. NASA CR-96009, June 1969, 69N35463.
Optimal system with controlled sensitivity to parameter
uncertainty.
*University of Colorado, Dept. of Electrical Engineering,
Boulder, Colorado.
34. *Oda, N. T.: Frequency Response Approach to
Design of Adaptive Control Systems Via Model of
Specifications. NASA CR-106209, August 1969,
70N27386.
Frequency response approach to adaptive control systems
design by translating from time to frequency domain
specifications.
*University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado.
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1970 Contractor Reports
35. *Wykes, J. H.; and *Mori, A. S.: XB-70
Aerodynamic, Geometric, Mass, and Symmetric
Structural Mode Data. NASA CR-116773, NA-70-158
March 1970, 72N11943, #.
XB-70-1 mass, structural, and aerodynamic data were
updated to reflect as closely as possible the characteristics of
the airplane at three specific flight conditions which were
actually flown; a nominal Mach number of 0.90 at an altitude
of 25,000 feet (two cases) and a nominal Mach number of 1.6
at an altitude of 40,000 feet (one case). In-flight response
characteristics at a number of points on the vehicle were
obtained by exciting a pair of shaker vanes on the nose of the
airplane. Data were recorded with the basic stability
augmentation system (SAS) operating both alone and
together with the identical location of accelerometer and
force (ILAF) structural mode control system. Detailed total
vehicle weight, mass characteristics, structural frequencies,
generalized masses, all aerodynamic data used in the present
analyses, and a description of the actual mode shapes are
tabulated and presented.
*North American Aviation, Inc., Los Angeles, California.
36. *Veazey, D. R.: A Literature Survey of Clear Air
Turbulence. NASA CR-106211, March 1970, 70N32002, #.
Literature survey on clear air turbulence.
*Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas.
37. *Lewis, H. Z.: Computer-Aided Design of Feedback
Control Systems With Plant Parameter Variations.
NASA CR-116771, June 1970, 71N13501.
Improving feedback control design by using digital computer
techniques.
*University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado.
38. *Beaulieu, W. D.; and *Martin, A. W.: XB-70 Flight
Test Data Comparisons With Simulation Predictions of
Inlet Unstart and Buzz. NASA CR-1631, June 1970,
70N31577.
XB-70 flight test data comparison with simulated predictions
of inlet unstart and buzz.
*North American Rockwell Corp., Los Angeles, Califomia.
39. *Mori, A. S.; *Nardi, L. U.; and *Wykes, J. H.: XB-70
Structural Mode Control System Design and
Performance Analyses. NASA CR-1557, July 1970,
70N34004.
Damping system for control of structural motion in flexible
airframes.
*North American Rockwell Corp., Los Angeles, California.
1971 Contractor Reports
40. *Palsson, T.: Parameter Uncertainties in Control
System Design. NASA CR-116774, TE-46, May 1971,
71N34414, #.
Design method including effects of parameter uncertainties
in design of linear control systems.
*Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
Massachusetts.
41. *Warren, M. E.: Ride Comfort Control in Large
Flexible Aircraft; M.S. Thesis. NASA CR-116775, TE-48,
May 1971, 72N13984, #.
The problem of ameliorating the discomfort of passengers on
a large air transport subject to flight disturbances is
examined. The longitudinal dynamics of the aircraft,
including effects of body flexing, are developed in terms of
linear, constant coefficient differential equations in state
variables. A cost functional, penalizing the rigid body
displacements and flexure accelerations over the surface of
the aircraft is formulated as a quadratic form. The resulting
control problem, to minimize the cost subject to the state
equation constraints, is of a class whose solutions are well
known. The feedback gains for the optimal controller are
calculated digitally, and the resulting autopilot is simulated
on an analog computer and its performance evaluated.
*Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
Massachusetts.
42. *Incrocci, T. P.; and Scoggins, J. R.: An Investigation
of the Relationships Between Mountain-Wave Conditions
and Clear Air Turbulence Encountered by the XB-70
Airplane in the Stratosphere. NASA CR-1878, H-679,
1971, 71N31351, #.
XB-70 aircraft for investigating and predicting mountain
waves.
*Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas.
43. *Horowitz, I. M.; and *Sidi, M.: Synthesis of
Feedback Systems With Large Plant Ignorance for
Prescribed Time Domain Tolerances. NASA CR-116779,
July 1971, 72N27253, #.
There is given a minimum-phase plant transfer function, with
prescribed bounds on its parameter values. The plant is
imbedded in a two-degree-of freedom feedback system,
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whichis tobedesignedsuchthathesystemtimeresponseto
adeterministicinputlieswithinspecifiedboundaries.Subject
totheabove,thedesignshouldbesuchastominimizethe
effectof sensornoiseattheinputtotheplant.Thisreport
presentsa designprocedurefor thispurpose,basedon
frequencyresponseconcepts.Thetime-domaintolerances
aretranslatedintoequivalentfrequencyresponsetolerances.
Thelatterleadtoboundsonthelooptransmissionfu ctionin
theformof continuouscurveson theNicholschart.The
propertiesof thelooptransmissionfunctionwhichsatisfy
theseboundswith minimumeffectof sensornoise,are
derived.
*Universityof Colorado, Boulder, Colorado.
1972 Contractor Reports
44. *Miley, S. J.: A Catalogue of Devices Applicable to
the Measurement of Boundary Layers and Wakes on
Flight Vehicles. NASA CR-116776, AASE-71-51,
1972, 72N18424, #.
A literature search was conducted to assemble a catalog of
devices and techniques which have possible application to
boundary layer and wake measurements on flight vehicles.
The indices used in the search were NACA, NASA STAR,
IAA, USGRDR and Applied Science and Technology Index.
The period covered was 1950 through 1970. The devices
contained in the catalog were restricted to those that provided
essentially direct measurement of velocities, pressures and
shear stresses. Pertinent material was included in the catalog
if it contained either an adequate description of a device and
associated performance data or a presentation of applicable
information on a particular measurement theory and/or
technique. When available, illustrations showing the
configuration of the device and test condition data were also
included.
*Mississippi State University, Starkville, Mississippi.
45. *Sinha, P. K.: An Algorithm for Control System
Design Via Parameter Optimization; M.S. Thesis. NASA
CR-116778, TE-49, January_ 1972, 72N26186, #.
An algorithm for design via parameter optimization has been
developed for linear-time-invariant control systems based on
the model reference adaptive control concept. A cost
functional is defined to evaluate the system response relative
to nominal, which involves in general the error between the
system and nominal response, its derivatives and the control
signals. A program for the practical implementation of this
algorithm has been developed, with the computational
scheme for the evaluation of the performance index based on
Lyapunov's theorem for stability of linear invariant systems.
*Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
Massachusetts.
46. *Mertaugh, L. J., Jr.: In-Flight Comparisons of
Boundary-Layer and Wake Measurement Probes for
Incompressible Flow. NASA CR-127488, AASE-72-74,
March 1972, 72N33270, #.
The results are presented of in-flight comparisons of a
number of boundary-layer and wake measurement probes
suitable for low-speed flight-test investigations. The tested
boundary-layer probes included a traversing total-pressure
probe and a hot-film probe mounted on an internally-
mounted drive mechanism, a curved and a straight boundary-
layer rake, and a traversing hot-film probe with an externally-
mounted drive mechanism. The wake measuring devices
included a traversing, self-aligning probe, a wake rake, and
an integrating wake rate. The boundary-layer data are
compared with a common reference velocity profile and
comments given regarding the accuracy of the static-pressure
and total-pressure measurements. Discussions on the various
calibration presentations used with hot-wire and hot-film
sensors and various aspects of improving the accuracy of hot-
film sensor results are given in the appendix of this report.
*Mississippi State University, Starkville, Mississippi.
47. *McDonald, T. E., Jr.: Synthesis Procedure for
Linear Time-Varying Feedback Systems With Large
Parameter Ignorance. NASA CR-116777, April 1972,
72N27252, #.
The development of synthesis procedures for linear time-
varying feedback systems is considered. It is assumed that the
plant can be described by linear differential equations with
time-varying coefficients; however, ignorance is associated
with the plant in that only the range of the time-variations are
known instead of exact functional relationships. As a result of
this plant ignorance the use of time-varying compensation is
ineffective so that only time-invariant compensation is
employed. In addition, there is a noise source at the plant
output which feeds noise through the feedback elements to
the plant input. Because of this noise source the gain of the
feedback elements must be as small as possible. No attempt
is made to develop a stability criterion for time-varying
systems in this work.
*University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado.
48. *Edinger, L. D.; *Chenk, F. L.; and *Curtis, A. R.:
Study of Load Alleviation and Mode Suppression
(LAMS) on the YF-12A Airplane. NASA CR-2158,
December 1972. 73N15033, #.
The potentials and capability for implementing a LAMS
(load alleviation and mode suppression) system on the
YF-12A for the purpose of flight research were evaluated.
The nature of the research is to minimize the design risk in
application of LAMS to future aircraft. The results of the
study show that the YF-12A would be a suitable test bed for
continuing development of LAMS technology. This was
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demonstratedbydefiningfivecandidateLAMSsystemsand
analyticallyevaluatingthemwithregardtoperformanceand
mechanization.Eachof thefive systemsuseda different
combinationof forceproducers.A smallcanardvaneora
mass-reactiondevicemountednear the cockpitwas
consideredasapossibleLAMSforceproducer,togetherwith
theexistinginboardandoutboardelevons.It wasconcluded
thata combinationof canardvaneandoutboardelevons
wouldprovidethemosteffectivesystemfortheYF-12A.
*LockheedAircraftCorp.,Burbank,California.
49. *Heffley,R. K.; and *Jewell,W. F.: Aircraft
Handling Qualities Data. AD-A277031, NASA CR-2144,
December 1972, 73N12039, #.
Available information on weight and inertia, aerodynamic
derivatives, control characteristics, and stability
augmentation systems is documented for 10 representative
contemporary airplanes. Data sources are given for each
airplane. Flight envelopes are presented and dimensional
derivatives, transfer functions for control inputs, and several
selected handling qualities parameters have been computed
and are tabulated for 10 different flight conditions including
the power approach configuration. The airplanes documented
are the NT-33A, F-104A, F-4C, X-15, HL-10, JetStar,
CV-880M, B-747, C-5A, and XB-70A.
*Systems Technology, Inc., Hawthorne, California.
1973 Contractor Reports
50. *Krishnan, K. R.; and *Horowitz, I. M.: Synthesis of a
Non-Linear Feedback System With Significant Plant-
Ignorance for Prescribed Time-Domain Tolerances.
NASA CR-127489, February 1973, 73N19260, #.
The problem considered is the design of a feedback system
containing a linear, time invariant, minimum phase plant,
whose parameters are known only within given bounds, such
that the time response of the system remains within specified
limits. A quasi-optimal design, for given design constraints,
is one which minimizes the effect of white sensor noise on the
input to the plant. An investigation was conducted on the use
of the non linear device known as the Clegg integrator in the
design of such a system. The describing function of the Clegg
integrator has the same magnitude characteristic, apart from
a scale factor, as the linear integrator, but has 52 deg less
phase-lag, at all frequencies, than the linear integrator; thus,
when used in a feedback system, it provides a larger stability
margin than the linear integrator. This property allows the
nonlinear feedback system to be designed so that the sensor
noise is attenuated more than in the linear design.
51. *Plank, P. P.; and *Penning, F. A.: Hypersonic Wing
Test Structure Design, Analysis, and Fabrication. NASA
CR-127490, August 1973, 73N33883, #.
An investigation to provide the analyses, data, and hardware
required to experimentally validate the beaded panel concept
and demonstrate its usefulness as a basis for design of a
Hypersonic Research Airplane (HRA) wing is reported.
Combinations of the beaded panel structure, heat shields,
channel caps and corrugated webs for ribs and spars were
analyzed for the wing of a specified HRA to operate at Mach
8 with a lifespan of 150 flights. Detailed analyses were
conducted in accordance with established design criteria and
included aerodynamic heating and load predictions, transient
structural thermal calculations, extensive NASTRAN
computer modeling, and structural optimization. Optimum
beaded panel tests at 922 K (1200 °F) were performed to
verify panel performance. Close agreement of predicted and
actual critical loads permitted use of design procedures and
equations for the beaded panel concept without modification.
*Martin Marietta Corp., Denver, Colorado.
1974 Contractor Reports
52. *Kowalsky, N. B.; *Masters, R. L.; *Stone, R. B.;
*Babcock, G. L.; and *Rypka, E. W.: An Analysis of Pilot
Errur-Related Aircraft Accidents. NASA CR-2444,
H-827, Jone 1974, 74N26434.
A multidisciplinary team approach to pilot error-related U.S.
air cartier jet aircraft accident investigation records
successfully reclaimed hidden human error information not
shown in statistical studies. New analytic techniques were
developed and applied to the data to discover and identify
multiple elements of commonality and shared characteristics
within this group of accidents. Three techniques of analysis
were used: Critical element analysis, which demonstrated the
importance of a subjective qualitative approach to raw
accident data and surfaced information heretofore
unavailable. Cluster analysis, which was an exploratory
research tool that will lead to increased understanding and
improved organization of facts, the discovery of new
meaning in large data sets, and the generation of explanatory
hypotheses. Pattern recognition, by which accidents can be
categorized by pattern conformity after critical element
identification by cluster analysis.
*Lovelace Foundation for Medical Education and Research,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
53. *Bach, R. E., Jr.: A User's Manual for Ames (A
Parameter Estimation Program). NASA CR- 163118, June
t974, 82N72452.
There is no abstract available for this record.
*University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado. *Northeastern University, Boston, Massachusetts.
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54. *Johnson, W. A.; and *Teper, G. L.: Analysis of
Vortex Wake Encounter Upsets. NASA CR-127491,
TR-1025-2, August 1974, 74N31500, #.
The problem of an airplane being upset by encountering the
vortex wake of a large transport on takeoff or landing is
currently receiving considerable attention. This report
describes the technique and results of a study to assess the
effectiveness of automatic control systems in alleviating
vortex wake upsets. A six-degree-of-freedom nonlinear
digital simulation was used for this purpose. The analysis
included establishing the disturbance input due to penetrating
a vortex wake from an arbitrary position and angle.
Simulations were computed for both a general aviation
airplane and a commercial jet transport. Dynamic responses
were obtained for the penetrating aircraft with no
augmentation, and with various command augmentation
systems, as well as with human pilot control. The results of
this preliminary study indicate that attitude command
augmentation systems can provide significant alleviation of
vortex wake upsets; and can do it better than a human pilot.
*Systems Technology, Inc., Hawthorne, California.
55. *Kadlec, P. W.; and *Buckman, R. C.: Intlight Data
Collection for Ride Quality and Atmospheric Turbulence
Research. NASA CR-127492, December 1974, 75N14745,
#.
A flight test program to investigate the effects of atmospheric
turbulence on passenger ride quality in large, wide-body
commercial aircraft was conducted. Data were collected on a
series of flight on a Boeing 747 aircraft. Atmospheric and
aircraft performance data were obtained from special sensors,
as well as conventional instruments and avionics systems
normally available. Visual observations of meteorological
conditions encountered were manually recorded during the
flights.
*Continental Airlines, Inc., Los Angeles, California.
short duration. The frequency domain technique specifies the
input frequency spectrum, and is best applied for tests where
extended data lengths, much longer than the time constants of
the modes of interest, are possible. These techniques are used
to design inputs to identify parameters in longitudinal and
lateral linear models of conventional aircraft. The constraints
of aircraft response limits, such as on structural loads, are
realized indirectly through a total energy constraint on the
input. Tests with simulated data and theoretical predictions
show that the new approaches give input signals which can
provide more accurate parameter estimates than can
conventional inputs of the same total energy. Results
obtained indicate that the approach has been brought to the
point where it should be used on flight tests for further
evaluation.
*Systems Control, Inc., Palo Alto, California.
57. *McRuer, D. T.; and *Johnston, D. E.: Flight Control
Systems Properties and Problems, Volume 1. NASA
CR-2500, TR-1018-1-VOL-1, February 1975, 75N17371.
This volume contains a delineation of fundamental and
mechanization-specific flight control characteristics and
problems gleaned from many sources and spanning a period
of over two decades. It is organized to present and discuss
first some fundamental, generic problems of closed-loop
flight control systems involving numerator characteristics
(quadratic dipoles, non-minimum phase roots, and
intentionally introduced zeros). Next the principal elements
of the largely mechanical primary flight control system are
reviewed with particular emphasis on the influence of
nonlinearities. The characteristics and problems of
augmentation (damping, stability, and feel) system
mechanizations are then dealt with. The particular
idiosyncrasies of automatic control actuation and command
augmentation schemes are stressed, because they constitute
the major interfaces with the primary flight control system
and an often highly variable vehicle response.
*Systems Technology, Inc., Hawthorne, California.
1975 Contractor Reports
56. *Gupta, N. K.; and *Hall, W. E., Jr.: Input Design for
Identification of Aircraft Stability and Control
Derivatives. NASA CR-2493, H-864, February_ 1975,
75N17370.
An approach for designing inputs to identify stability and
control derivatives from flight test data is presented. This
approach is based on finding inputs which provide the
maximum possible accuracy of derivative estimates. Two
techniques of input specification are implemented for this
objective - a time domain technique and a frequency domain
technique. The time domain technique gives the control input
time history and can be used for any allowable duration of test
maneuver, including those where data lengths can only be of
58. *Johnston, D. E.: Flight Control Systems Properties
and Problems. Volume 2: Block Diagram Compendium.
NASA CR-2501, TR- 1018-1-VOL-2, February_ 1975,
75N17372.
A compendium of stability augmentation system and
autopilot block diagrams is presented. Descriptive materials
for 48 different types of aircraft systems are provided. A
broad representation of the many mechanical approaches
which have been used for aircraft control is developed.
*Systems Technology, Inc., Hawthorne, California.
59. *Plumer, J. A.; *Fisher, F. A.; and *Walko, L. C.:
Lightning Effects on the NASA F-8 Digital-Fly-By-Wire
Airplane. NASA CR-2524, SRD-26-06, March 1975,
75N22334.
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Theeffectsof lightning on a Digital Fly-By-Wire (DFBW)
aircraft control system were investigated. The aircraft was a
NASA operated F-8 fitted with a modified Apollo guidance
computer. Current pulses similar in waveshape to natural
lightning, but lower in amplitude, were injected into the
aircraft. Measurements were made of the voltages induced on
the DFBW circuits, the total current induced on the bundles
of wires, the magnetic field intensity inside the aircraft, and
the current density on the skin of the aircraft. Voltage
measurements were made in both the line-to-ground and line-
to-line modes. Voltages measured at the non-destructive test
level were then scaled upward to determine how much would
be produced by actual lightning. A 200,000 ampere severe
lightning flash would produce between 40 and 2000 volts in
DFBW circuits. Some system components are expected to be
vulnerable to these voltages.
*General Electric Co., Pittsfield, Massachusetts.
60. *Obermayer, R. W.; and *Roe, W. T.: A Study of
Carburetor/Induction Accidents. NASA CR-143835,
March 1975, 75N19208, #.
An assessment of the frequency and severity of carburetor/
induction icing in general-aviation accidents was performed.
The available literature and accident data from the National
Transportation Safety Board were collected. A computer
analysis of the accident data was performed. Between 65 and
90 accidents each year involve carburetor/induction system
icing as a probable cause/factor. Under conditions conducive
to carburetor/induction icing, between 50 and 70 percent of
engine malfunction/failure accidents (exclusive of those due
to fuel exhaustion) are due to carburetor/induction system
icing. Since the evidence of such icing may not remain long
after an accident, it is probable that the frequency of
occurrence of such accidents is underestimated; therefore,
some extrapolation of the data was conducted. The problem
of carburetor/induction system icing is particularly acute for
pilots with less than 1000 hours of total flying time. The
severity of such accidents is about the same as any accident
resulting from a forced landing or precautionary landing.
About 144 persons, on the average, are exposed to death and
injury each year in accidents involving carburetor/induction
icing as a probable cause/factor.
*Manned Systems Sciences, Inc., Northridge, California.
61. *Lapins, M.; and *Jacobson, I. D.: Application of
Active Controls Technology to Aircraft Ride Smoothing
Systems. NASA CR-145980, ESS-4039-106-75, May 1975,
76N14138, #.
A critical review of past efforts in the design and testing of
ride smoothing and gust alleviation systems is presented.
Design trade offs involving sensor types, choice of feedback
loops, human comfort, and aircraft handling-qualities criteria
are discussed. Synthesis of a system designed to employ
direct-lift and side-force producing surfaces is reported. Two
STOL aircraft and an executive transport are considered.
Theoretically predicted system performance is compared
with hybrid simulation and flight test data. Pilot opinion
rating, pilot workload, and passenger comfort rating data for
the basic and augmented aircraft are included.
*University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia.
62. *Lange, R. H.; *Cahill, J. F.; *Campion, M. C.;
*Bradley, E. S.; *MacWilkinson, D. G.; and *Phillips, J. W.:
Application of Active Controls Technology to the NASA
JetStar Airplane. NASA CR-2561, H-868, June 1975,
75N28049.
The feasibility was studied of modifying a Jet Star airplane
into a demonstrator of benefits to be achieved from
incorporating active control concepts in the preliminary
design of transport type aircraft. Substantial benefits are
shown in terms of fuel economy and community noise by
virtue of reduction in induced drag through use of a high
aspect ratio wing which is made possible by a gust alleviation
system. An intermediate configuration was defined which
helps to isolate the benefits produced by active controls
technology from those due to other configuration variables.
Also, an alternate configuration which incorporated
composite structures, but not active controls technology, was
defined in order to compare the benefits of composite
structures with those of active controls technology.
*Lockheed-Georgia Co., Marietta, Georgia.
63. *Hoh, R. H.: A Pilot Rating Scale for Vortex Hazard
Evaluation. NASA CR-143836, TR-1025-4/1, June 1975,
75N24695, #.
A pilot rating scale is developed for subjective assessment of
hazard resulting from wake vortex encounter upsets. The
development of the rating scale is based on a survey of
48 pilots regarding the semantic properties of various phrases
and a choice of formats for the rating scale. The rating scale
can be used to define a hazard/nonhazard boundary as well as
to determine a measure of the hazard.
*Systems Technology, Inc., Hawthorne, California.
64. *Koltko, E.; *Katz, A.; *Bell, M. A.; *Smith, W. D.;
*Lauridia, R.; *Overstreet, C. T.; *Klapprott, C.; *Orr, T. F.;
*Jobe, C. L.; and *Wyatt, F. G.: F-8 Oblique Wing
Structural Feasibility Study. NASA CR-154841, REPT-2-
57000, 5R-3239, November 1975, 77N30107.
The feasibility of fitting a rotating oblique wing on an F-8
aircraft to produce a full scale manned prototype capable of
operating in the transonic and supersonic speed range was
investigated. The strength, aeroelasticity, and fatigue life of
such a prototype are analyzed. Concepts are developed for a
new wing, a pivot, a skewing mechanism, control systems
that operate through the pivot, and a wing support assembly
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thatattachesin theF-8wingcavity.Themodificationofthe
two-placeNTF-8Aaircrafttotheoblique wing configuration
is discussed.
*LTV Aerospace Corp., Dallas, Texas.
65. *Scoggins, J. R.; *Clark, T. L.; and *Possiel, N. C.:
Relationships Between Stratospheric Clear Air
Turbulence and Synoptic Meteorological Parameters
Over the Western United States Between 12-20 km
Altitude. NASA CR-143837, H-919, December 1975,
76N14711, #.
Procedures for forecasting clear air turbulence in the
stratosphere over the western United States from rawinsonde
data are described and results presented. Approaches taken to
relate meteorological parameters to regions of turbulence and
nonturbulence encountered by the XB-70 during 46 flights at
altitudes between 12-20 km include: empirical probabilities,
discriminant function analysis, and mountainwave theory.
Results from these techniques were combined into a
procedure to forecast regions of clear air turbulence with an
accuracy of 70-80 percent. A computer program was
developed to provide an objective forecast directly from the
rawinsonde sounding data.
*Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas.
1976 Contractor Reports
66. *Duba, R. J.; *Haramis, A. C.; *Marks, R. F.; *Payne,
L.; and *Sessing, R. C.: YF-12 Lockalloy Ventral Fin
Program, Volume 1; Design Analysis, Fabrication, and
Manufacturing of Aircraft Structures Using Aluminum
and Beryllium Alloys for the Lockheed YF-12 Aircraft.
NASA CR-144971, January_ 1976, 76N23252.
Results are presented of the YF-12 Lockalloy Ventral Fin
Program which was carried out by Lockheed Aircraft
Corporation - Advanced Development Projects for the joint
NASA/USAF YF-12 Project. The primary purpose of the
program was to redesign and fabricate the ventral fin of the
YF-12 research airplane (to reduce flutter) using Lockalloy,
and alloy of beryllium and aluminum, as a major structural
material. A secondary purpose, was to make a material
characterization study (thermodynamic properties, corrosion;
fatigue tests, mechanical properties) of Lockalloy to validate
the design of the ventral fin and expand the existing data base
on this material. All significant information pertinent to the
design and fabrication of the ventral fin is covered. Emphasis
throughout is given to Lockalloy fabrication and machining
techniques and attendant personnel safety precautions. Costs
are also examined. Photographs of tested alloy specimens are
shown along with the test equipment used.
*Lockheed-California Co., Burbank, California.
67. *Duba, R. J.; *Haramis, A. C.; *Marks, R. F.; *Payne,
L.; and *Sessing, R. C.: YF-12 Lockalloy Ventral Fin
Program, Volume 2; Design Analysis, Fabrication, and
Manufacturing of Aircraft Structures Using Aluminum
and Beryllium Alloys for the Lockheed YF-12 Aircraft.
NASA CR-144972, January_ 1976, 76N23253. (Sec also 66.)
*Lockheed-California Co., Burbank, California.
68. *Nardi, L. U.; *Kawana, H. Y.; *Bofland, C. J.; and
*Lefritz, N. M.: Ride Qualities Criteria Validation/Pilot
Performance Study: Flight Simulator Results. NASA
CR-143838, H-936, March 1976, 76N20825, #.
Pilot performance was studied during simulated manual
terrain following flight for ride quality criteria validation. An
existing B-1 simulation program provided the data for these
investigations. The B-1 simulation program included terrain
following flights under varying controlled conditions of
turbulence, terrain, mission length, and system dynamics.
The flight simulator consisted of a moving base cockpit
which reproduced motions due to turbulence and control
inputs. The B- 1aircraft dynamics were programmed with six-
degrees-of-freedom equations of motion with three
symmetric and two antisymmetric structural degrees of
freedom. The results provided preliminary validation of
existing ride quality criteria and identified several ride
quality/handling quality parameters which may be of value in
future ride quality/criteria development.
*Rockwell International Corp., Los Angeles, California.
69. Steers, L. L.; and Montoya, L. C.: Study of
Aerodynamic Drag Reduction on a Full-Scale Tractor-
Trailer. NASA CR-148806, Department of Transportation,
PB-254571/3, DOT-TSC-OST-76-13, April 1976.
76N33142, #.
Aerodynamic drag tests were performed on a tractor trailer
combination using the coast-down method on a smooth,
nearly level runway. The tests included an investigation of
drag reduction obtained with add on devices that are
commercially available or under development. The tests
covered tractor trailer speeds ranging from approximately
35 to 65 miles per hour and included fuel consumption
measurements. The study shows the effects of the various add
on devices on the aerodynamic drag, and for some devices on
the fuel consumption. Results from a simulation of fuel
consumption tests using a computer program are also
included.
70. *Muirhead, V. U.: An Investigation of Drag
Reduction on Box-Shaped Ground Vehicles. NASA
CR-148829, KU-FRL-180, July 1976, 76N32127, #.
A wind tunnel investigation was conducted to determine the
reduction in drag which could be obtained by making various
configuration changes to a box-shaped ground vehicle. Tests
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wereconductedatyaw(relativewind)anglesof0,5,10,20,
and30degreesandReynoldsnumbersof300,000to850,000.
Thepowerequiredtoovercometheaerodynamicdragwas
reducedbyamaximumof73%foraheadwindforthebest
configurationrelativeto thesmoothbottombox-shape,or
75%relativetotheroughbottombox-shape.Thereduction
for a 20MPHwindat 30degto thevehiclepathwas,
respectively,77%and79%.
*UniversityofKansas,Lawrence,Kansas.
71. *Balakrishnan,A. V.; and Maine, R. E.:
Improvements in Aircraft Extraction Programs. NASA
CR-145090, 1976, 77N13043, #.
Flight data from an F-8 Corsair and a Cessna 172 was
analyzed to demonstrate specific improvements in the LRC
parameter extraction computer program. The Cramer-Rao
bounds were shown to provide a satisfactory relative measure
of goodness of parameter estimates. It was not used as an
absolute measure due to an inherent uncertainty within a
multiplicative factor, traced in turn to the uncertainty in the
noise bandwidth in the statistical theory of parameter
estimation. The measure was also derived on an entirely
nonstatistical basis, yielding thereby also an interpretation of
the significance of off-diagonal terms in the dispersion
matrix. The distinction between coefficients as linear and
non-linear was shown to be important in its implication to a
recommended order of parameter iteration. Techniques of
improving convergence generally, were developed, and
tested out on flight data. In particular, an easily implemented
modification incorporating a gradient search was shown to
improve initial estimates and thus remove a common cause
for lack of convergence.
*University of California at Los Angeles, Los Angeles,
California.
1977 Contractor Reports
72. *Roberts, P. A.; *Swaim, R. L.; *Schmidt, D. K.; and
*Hinsdale, A. J.: Effects of Control Laws and Relaxed
Static Stability on Vertical Ride Quality of Flexible
Aircraft. NASA CR-143843, H-962, April 1977, 77N23127,
#.
State variable techniques are utilized to generate the RMS
vertical load factors for the B-52H and B-1 bombers at low
level, mission critical, cruise conditions. A ride quality index
is proposed to provide meaningful comparisons between
different controls or conditions. Ride quality is shown to be
relatively invariant under various popular control laws.
Handling quality variations are shown to be major
contributors to ride quality variations on both vehicles.
Relaxed static stability is artificially implemented on the
study vehicles to investigate its effects on ride quality. The
B-52H ride quality is generally degraded when handling
characteristics are automatically restored by a feedback
control to the original values from relaxed stability
conditions. The B-1 airplane shows little ride quality
sensitivity to the same analysis due to the small rigid body
contribution to load factors at the flight condition
investigated.
*Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana.
73. *Jenks, G. E.; *Henry, H. F.; and *Roskam, J.: Flight
Test Results for a Separate Surface Stability Augmented
Beech Model 99. NASA CR-143839, KU-FRL-364,
1977, 77N21083, #.
A flight evaluation of a Beech model 99 equipped with an
attitude command control system incorporating separate
surface stability augmentation (SSSA) was conducted to
determine whether an attitude command control system could
be implemented using separate surface controls, and to
determine whether the handling and ride qualities of the
aircraft were improved by the SSSA attitude command
system. The results of the program revealed that SSSA is a
viable approach to implementing attitude command and also
that SSSA has the capability of performing less demanding
augmentation tasks such as yaw damping, wing leveling, and
pitch damping. The program also revealed that attitude
command did improve the pilot rating and ride qualities of the
airplane while flying an IFR mission in turbulence. Some
disadvantages of the system included the necessity of holding
aileron force in a banked turn and excessive stiffness in the
pitch axis.
*University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas.
74. *Whitaker, P. H.: Development of a Parameter
Optimization Technique for the Design of Automatic
Control Systems. NASA CR-143844, H-978, May 1977,
77N27126, #.
Parameter optimization techniques for the design of linear
automatic control systems that are applicable to both
continuous and digital systems are described. The model
performance index is used as the optimization criterion
because of the physical insight that can be attached to it. The
design emphasis is to start with the simplest system
configuration that experience indicates would be practical.
Design parameters are specified, and a digital computer
program is used to select that set of parameter values which
minimizes the performance index. The resulting design is
examined, and complexity, through the use of more complex
information processing or more feedback paths, is added only
if performance fails to meet operational specifications.
System performance specifications are assumed to be such
that the desired step function time response of the system can
be inferred.
*Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
Massachusetts.
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75. *Gingrich,P.B.;*Child,R.D.;and*Panageas,G.N.:
AerodynamicConfiguration Development of the Highly
Maneuverable Aircraft Technology Remotely Piloted
Research Vehicle. NASA CR-143841, NA-76-865, June
1977, 77N26076, #.
responses were significantly related to their medical
conditions, and their families' medical conditions. Significant
relationships were observed between executives' diastolic
and systolic cold pressor test responses and their history of
tranquilizer and cardiac drug use.
The aerodynamic development of the highly maneuverable
aircraft technology remotely piloted research vehicle
(HiMAT/RPRV) from the conceptual design to the final
configuration is presented. The design integrates several
advanced concepts to achieve a high degree of transonic
maneuverability, and was keyed to sustained maneuverability
goals while other fighter typical performance characteristics
were maintained. When tests of the baseline configuration
indicated deficiencies in the technology integration and
design techniques, the vehicle was reconfigured to satisfy the
subcritical and supersonic requirements. Drag-due-to-lift
levels only 5 percent higher than the optimum were obtained
for the wind tunnel model at a lift coefficient of 1 for Mach
numbers of up to 0.8. The transonic drag rise was
progressively lowered with the application of nonlinear
potential flow analyses coupled with experimental data.
*Rockwell International Corp., Los Angeles, California.
76. *Anon.: Design and Development of a Structural
Mode Control System. NASA CR-143846, NA-77-296,
October 1977, 77N33201, #.
A program was conducted to compile and document some of
the existing information about the conceptual design,
development, and tests of the B-1 structural mode control
system (SMCS) and its impact on ride quality. This report
covers the following topics: (1) Rationale of selection of
SMCS to meet ride quality criteria versus basic aircraft
stiffening. (2) Key considerations in designing an SMCS,
including vane geometry, rate and deflection requirements,
power required, compensation network design, and fall-safe
requirements. (3) Summary of key results of SMCS vane
wind tunnel tests. (4) SMCS performance. (5) SMCS design
details, including materials, bearings, and actuators.
(6) Results of qualification testing of SMCS on the "Iron
Bird" flight control simulator, and lab qualification testing of
the actuators. (7) Impact of SMCS vanes on engine inlet
characteristics from wind tunnel tests.
*Rockwell International Corp., Los Angeles, California.
77. *Swaroop, R.: Analysis of Responses of Cold Pressor
Tests on Pilots and Executives. NASA CR-143847,
November 1977, 78N10693, #.
Statistical analyses were performed to study the relationship
between cold pressor test responses and certain medical
attributes of a group of 81 pilots and a group of
466 executives. The important results of this study were as
follows: There was a significant relationship between a
subject's cold pressor test response and his profession (that is,
pilot or executive). The executives' diastolic cold pressor test
*System Development Corp., Edwards, California.
78. *Muckler, Fred; *Obermayer, Richard W.; and
Nicklas, Douglass R.: Pilot Performance Measurement
Study. NASA CR-143842, December 1977.
A study was made of aircrew performance in the high-
performance YF-12 aircraft in the course of aerodynamic
flight testing at the Dryden Flight Research Center. The study
objectives were the development of system performance and
objective crew performance sets, the investigation of
objective, subjective, and physiological crew performance
measures, the development of measurements for such
applications as crew workload analysis and crew-station
control-display evaluation, and the development of practical
and feasible automatic and semiautomatic data processing
techniques. Five data sources were considered: Physiological
recordings, onboard pulse-code-modulation (PCM) and
telemetry recordings, audio recordings, crew interviews, and
ground-based flight observations and records. A prototype
data processing system was developed, and the FORTRAN
program listings are included. Complete data reduction was
not within the scope of the study, but it was concluded that the
measurement sets and data handling methods developed are
viable and the this particular aircraft environment is a rich
source of human performance data which should prove
valuable in modeling human performance in complex, high
performance aircraft systems.
*Manned Systems Sciences, Inc. Northridge, California.
1978 Contractor Reports
79. *Johnson, S. H.: Aircraft Model Prototypes Which
Have Specified Handling-Quality Time Histories. NASA
CR-143848, January_ 1978, 78N14054, #.
Several techniques for obtaining linear constant-coefficient
airplane models from specified handling-quality time
histories are discussed. The pseudodata method solves the
basic problem, yields specified eigenvalues, and
accommodates state-variable transfer-function zero
suppression. The algebraic equations to be solved are
bilinear, at worst. The disadvantages are reduced generality
and no assurance that the resulting model will be airplane like
in detail. The method is fully illustrated for a fourth-order
stability-axis small motion model with three lateral handling
quality time histories specified. The FORTRAN program
which obtains and verifies the model is included and fully
documented.
*Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.
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80. *Porter,R.F.;*Hail,D.W.;*Brown,J.H.,Jr.;and
*Gregorek,G.M.:AnalyticalStudyof a Free-WingfFree-
Trimmer Concept; for Gust Alleviation and High Lift.
NASA CR-2946, February. 1978, 78N18000.
The free-wing/free-trimmer is a NASA-Conceived extension
of the free-wing concept intended to permit the use of
high-lift flaps. Wing pitching moments are balanced by a
smaller, external surface attached by a boom or equivalent
structure. The external trimmer is, itself, a miniature free
wing, and pitch control of the wing-trimmer assembly is
effected through a trailing-edge control tab on the trimmer
surface. The longitudinal behavior of representative small
free-wing/free-trimmer aircraft was analyzed. Aft-mounted
trimmer surfaces are found to be superior to forward
trimmers, although the permissible trimmer moment arm is
limited, in both cases, by adverse dynamic effects. Aft-
trimmer configurations provide excellent gust alleviation and
meet fundamental stick-fixed stability criteria while
exceeding the lift capabilities of pure free-wing
configurations.
*Battelle Columbus Laboratories, Columbus, Ohio.
81. *Swaroop, R.; and *Ashworth, G. R.: An Analysis of
Flight Data From Aircraft Landings With and Without
the Aid of a Painted Diamond on the Same Runway.
NASA CR-143849, February_ 1978, 78N15692, #.
The usefulness of a painted diamond on a runway as a visual
aid to perform safe landings of aircraft was studied. Flight
data on glideslope intercepts, flight path elevation angles, and
touchdown distances were collected and analyzed. It is
concluded that an appropriately painted diamond on a runway
has the potential of providing glideslope information for the
light weight class of general aviation aircraft. This conclusion
holds irrespective of the differences in landing techniques
used by the pilots.
*System Development Corp., Edwards, California.
82. *Siegel, W. H.: Experimental and Finite Element
Investigation of the Buckling Characteristics of a Beaded
Skin Panel for a Hypersonic Aircraft; Ph.D. Thesis.
NASA CR-144863, April 1978, 78N20534.
As part of NASA's continuing research into hypersonics an
85 square foot hypersonic wing test section of a proposed
hypersonic research airplane was laboratory tested. The
project reported on in this paper has carried the hypersonic
wing test structure project one step further by testing a single
beaded panel to failure. The primary interest was focused
upon the buckling characteristics of the panel under pure
compression with boundary conditions similar to those found
in a wing mounted condition. Three primary phases of
analysis are included in the report. These phases include:
experimental testing of the beaded panel to failure; finite
element structural analysis of the beaded panel with the
computer program NASTRAN; a summary of the
semiclassicai buckling equations for the beaded panel under
purely compressive loads. Comparisons between each of the
analysis methods are also included.
*University of Kansas, Center for Research, Inc., Lawrence,
Kansas.
83. *Anon.: Description and Theory of Operation of the
Computer By-Pass System for the NASA F-8 Digital Fly-
By-Wire Control System. NASA CR-144865, May 1978,
78N22076.
A triplex digital flight control system was installed in a
NASA F-8C airplane to provide fail operate, full authority
control. The triplex digital computers and interface circuitry
process the pilot commands and aircraft motion feedback
parameters according to the selected control laws, and they
output the surface commands as an analog signal to the
servoelectronics for position control of the aircraft's power
actuators. The system and theory of operation of the
computer by pass and servoelectronics are described and an
automated ground test for each axis is included.
*Sperry Flight Systems, Phoenix, Arizona.
84. *Stevens, C. H.; *Spong, E. D.; and *Hammock, M. S.:
F-15 Inlet/Engine Test Techniques and Distortion
Methodologies Studies. Volume 1: Technical Discussion.
NASA CR-144866, June 1978.78N30123, #.
Peak distortion data taken from a subscale inlet model were
studied to determine if the data can be used to predict peak
distortion levels for a full scale flight test vehicle, and to
provide a better understanding of the time variant total
pressure distortion and the attendant effects of Reynolds
number/scale and frequency content. The data base used to
accomplish this goal covered a range from Mach 0.4 to 2.5
and an angle of attack range from -10 degrees to + 12 degrees.
Data are presented which show that: (1) increasing the
Reynolds number increases total pressure recovery,
decreases peak distortion, and decreases turbulence, (2)
increasing the filter cutoff frequency increases both peak
distortion and turbulence, and (3) the effect of engine
presence on total pressure recovery, peak distortion, and
turbulence is small but favorable.
*McDonnell Aircraft Co., St. Louis, Missouri.
85. *Stevens, C. H.; *Spong, E. D.; and *Hammock, M. S.:
F-15 Inlet/Engine Test Techniques and Distortion
Methodologies Studies. Volume 2: Time Variant Data
Quality Analysis Plots. NASA CR-144867, June 1978,
78N30124, #.
Time variant data quality analysis plots were used to
determine if peak distortion data taken from a subscale inlet
model can be used to predict peak distortion levels for a full
scale flight test vehicle.
*McDonnell Aircraft Co., St. Louis, Missouri.
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86. *Stevens,C.H.;*Spong,E.D.;and*Hammock,M.S.:
F-15 Inlet/EngineTest Techniquesand Distortion
MethodologiesStudies.Volume3: Power Spectral
DensityPlots.NASACR-144868,June 1978, 78N30125, #.
Power spectral density plots were used to determine if peak
distortion data taken from a subscale inlet model can be used
to predict peak distortion levels for a full scale flight test
vehicle.
*McDonnell Aircraft Co., St. Louis, Missouri.
87. *Stevens, C. H.; *Spong, E. D.; and *Hammock, M. S.:
F-15 Inlet/Engine Test Techniques and Distortion
Methodologies Studies. Volume 4: Autocorrelation
Functions. NASA CR-144869, June 1978, 78N30126, #.
Autocorrelation function plots were used to determine if peak
distortion data taken from a subscale inlet model can be used
to predict peak distortion levels for a full scale flight test
vehicle.
*McDonnell Aircraft Co., St. Louis, Missouri.
88. *Stevens, C. H.; *Spong, E. D.; and *Hammock, M. S.:
F-15 Inlet/Engine Test Techniques and Distortion
Methodologies Studies. Volume 5: Effect of Filter Cutoff
Frequency on Turbulence Plots. NASA CR-144870,
June 1978, 78N30127, #.
The effect of filter cutoff frequency on turbulence plots were
used to determine if peak distortion data taken from a
subscale inlet model can be used to predict peak distortion
levels for a full scale flight test vehicle.
*McDonnell Aircraft Co., St. Louis, Missouri.
89. *Stevens, C. H.; *Spong, E. D.; and *Hammock, M. S.:
F-15 Inlet/Engine Test Techniques and Distortion
Methodologies Studies. Volume 6: Distortion Analysis
Plots. NASA CR-144871, June 1978, 78N30128, #.
Distortion analysis plots were used to determine if peak
distortion data taken from a subscale inlet model can be used
to predict peak distortion levels for a full scale flight test
vehicle.
*McDonnell Aircraft Co., St. Louis, Missouri.
90. *Stevens, C. H.; *Spong, E. D.; and *Hammock, M. S.:
F-15 Inlet/Engine Test Techniques and Distortion
Methodologies Studies. Volume 7: Cross Correlation
Functions. NASA CR-144872, June 1978, 78N30129, #.
Cross correlation function plots were used to determine if
peak distortion data taken from a subscale inlet model can be
used to predict peak distortion levels for a full scale flight test
vehicle.
*McDonnell Aircraft Co., St. Louis, Missouri.
91. *Stevens, C. H.; *Spong, E. D.; and *Hammock, M. S.:
F-15 Inlet/Engine Test Techniques and Distortion
Methodologies Studies. Volume 8: Cross Spectral Density
Plots. NASA CR-144873, June 1978, 78N30130, #.
Cross spectral density plots were used to determine if peak
distortion data taken from a subscale inlet model can be used
to predict peak distortion levels for a full scale flight test
vehicle.
*McDonnell Aircraft Co., St. Louis, Missouri.
92. *Stevens, C. H.; *Spong, E. D.; and *Hammock, M. S.:
F-15 Inlet/Engine Test Techniques and Distortion
Methodologies Studies. Volume 9: Stability Audits. NASA
CR-144874, June 1978, 78N30131, #.
Stability audit plots were used to determine if peak distortion
data taken from a subscale inlet model can be used to predict
peak distortion levels for a full scale flight test vehicle.
*McDonnell Aircraft Co., St. Louis, Missouri.
93. *Carlin, C. M.; and Hastings, W. J.: Propulsion/
Flight Control Integration Technology (Profit) Design
Analysis Status. NASA CR-144875, July 1978, 78N29101,
#.
The propulsion flight control integration technology
(PROFIT) program was designed to develop a flying testbed
dedicated to controls research. The preliminary design,
analysis, and feasibility studies conducted in support of the
PROFIT program are reported. The PROFIT system was built
around existing IPCS hardware. In order to achieve the
desired system flexibility and capability, additional interfaces
between the IPCS hardware and F-15 systems were required.
The requirements for additions and modifications to the
existing hardware were defined. Those interfaces involving
the more significant changes were studied. The DCU memory
expansion to 32K with flight qualified hardware was
completed on a brassboard basis. The uplink interface
breadboard and a brassboard of the central computer interface
were also tested. Two preliminary designs and corresponding
program plans are presented.
*Boeing Aerospace Co., Seattle, Washington.
94. *Carlin, C. M.; and Hastings, W. J.: Propnlsion/Flight
Control Integration Technology (Profit) Software System
Definition. NASA CR-144876, July 1978, 78N29102, #.
The Propulsion Flight Control Integration Technology
(PROFIT) program is designed to develop a flying testbed
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dedicated to controls research. The control software for
PROFIT is defined. Maximum flexibility, needed for long
term use of the flight facility, is achieved through a modular
design. The Host program, processes inputs from the
telemetry uplink, aircraft central computer, cockpit computer
control and plant sensors to form an input data base for use by
the control algorithms. The control algorithms, programmed
as application modules, process the input data to generate an
output data base. The Host program formats the data for
output to the telemetry downlink, the cockpit computer
control, and the control effectors. Two applications modules
are defined - the bill of materials F-100 engine control and the
bill of materials F- 15 inlet control.
*Boeing Aerospace Co., Seattle, Washington.
95. *Muirhead, V. U.: An Investigation of Drag
Reduction for Tractor Trailer Vehicles. NASA
CR-144877, KU-FRL-322-1, Qc_ober 1978, 78N33444, #.
Force and moment data were obtained from a one-twenty-
fifth scale wind tunnel model of a cab-over-engine tractor
trailer combination. The tests define the aerodynamic
characteristics of the baseline (unmodified) vehicle and
several modified configurations. The primary modifications
consist of: (1) greatly increased forebody corner radii, (2) a
smooth fairing over the cab-to-trailer gap, (3) a smoothed
underbody, and (4) rear streamlining (boattailing)of the
trailer. Tests were conducted for yaw angles from 0 deg to
30 deg. The reduction in drag, relative to the baseline,
obtained by combining the modifications are compared for
the zero yaw condition with full scale coast down drag results
for similar configurations. The drag reductions obtained from
the model and full scale tests are in good agreement.
*University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas.
96. *Lorincz, D. J.: A Water Tunnel Flow Visualization
Study of the F-15. NASA CR-144878, NOR-78-176,
December 1978, 79N18286.
Water tunnel studies were performed to qualitatively define
the flow field of the F-15 aircraft. Two lengthened
forebodies, one with a modified cross-sectional shape, were
tested in addition to the basic forebody. Particular emphasis
was placed on defining vortex flows generated at high angles
of attack. The flow visualization tests were conducted in the
Northrop diagnostic water tunnel using a 1/48-scale model of
the F-15. Flow visualization pictures were obtained over an
angle-of-attack range to 55 deg and sideslip angles up to 10
deg. The basic aircraft configuration was investigated in
detail to determine the vortex flow field development, vortex
path, and vortex breakdown characteristics as a function of
angle of attack and sideslip. Additional tests showed that the
wing upper surface vortex flow fields were sensitive to
variations in inlet mass flow ratio and inlet cowl deflection
angle. Asymmetries in the vortex systems generated by each
of the three forebodies were observed in the water tunnel at
zero sideslip and high angles of attack.
*Northrop Corporate Labs., Hawthorne, California.
97. *Wolf, J. A.: Investigation of the Cross-Ship
Comparison Monitoring Method of Failure Detection in
the HIMAT RPRV; Digital Control Techniques Using
Airborne Microprocessors. NASA CR- 144879, December
1978, 79N12064, #.
The Highly maneuverable aircraft technology (HiMAT)
remotely piloted research vehicle (RPRV) uses cross-ship
comparison monitoring of the actuator RAM positions to
detect a failure in the aileron, canard, and elevator control
surface servosystems. Some possible sources of nuisance
trips for this failure detection technique are analyzed. A
FORTRAN model of the simplex servosystems and the
failure detection technique were utilized to provide a
convenient means of changing parameters and introducing
system noise. The sensitivity of the technique to differences
between servosystems and operating conditions was
determined. The cross-ship comparison monitoring method
presently appears to be marginal in its capability to detect an
actual failure and to withstand nuisance trips.
*University of Kansas, Center for Research, Inc., Lawrence,
Kansas.
1979 Contractor Reports
98. *Grose, D. L.: The Development of the DAST I
Remotely Piloted Research Vehicle for Flight Testing an
Active Flutter Suppression Control System; Ph.D. Thesis.
NASA CR-144881, February. 1979, 79N 17849, #.
The development of the DAST I (drones for aerodynamic and
structural testing) remotely piloted research vehicle is
described. The DAST I is a highly modified BQM-34E/F
Firebee 1I Supersonic Aerial Target incorporating a swept
supercritical wing designed to flutter within the vehicle's
flight envelope. The predicted flutter and rigid body
characteristics are presented. A description of the analysis
and design of an active flutter suppression control system
(FSS) designed to increase the flutter boundary of the DAST
wing (ARW-1) by a factor of 20% is given. The design and
development of the digital remotely augmented primary
flight control system and on-board analog backup control
system is presented. An evaluation of the near real-time flight
flutter testing methods is made by comparing results of five
flutter testing techniques on simulated DAST I flutter data.
The development of the DAST ARW-1 state variable model
used to generate time histories of simulated accelerometer
responses is presented. This model uses control surface
commands and a Dryden model gust as inputs. The feasibility
of the concept of extracting open loop flutter characteristics
from closed loop FSS responses was examined. It was shown
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thatopenloopcharacteristicscanbedeterminedverywell
fromclosedloopsubcriticalresponses.
*UniversityofKansas,Lawrence,Kansas.
99. *Porter,R.F.; *Hall,D. W.; and*Vergara,R.D.:
Extended Analytical Study of the Free-Wing/Free-
Trimmer Concept. NASA CR-3135, April 1979,
79N22040.
The free wing/free trimmer concept was analytically studied
in order to: (1) compare the fore and aft trimmer
configurations on the basis of equal lift capability, rather than
equal area; (2) assess the influence of tip mounted aft
trimmers, both free and fixed, on the lateral directional modes
and turbulence responses; (3) examine the feasibility of using
differential tip mounted trimmer deflection for lateral
control; (4) detemaine the effects of independent fuselage
attitude on the lateral directional behavior; and (5) estimate
the influence of wing sweep on dynamic behavior and
structural weight. Results indicate that the forward trimmer
concept is feasible with the reduced size examined, but it
remains inferior to the aft trimmer in every respect except
structural weight. Differential motion of the aft trimmer is
found to provide powerful lateral control; while the effect of
fuselage deck angle is a reduction of the dutch roll damping
ratio for nose-down attitudes.
*Battelle Columbus Laboratories, Columbus, Ohio.
100. *Brownlow, J. D.; and *Swaroop, R.: Beta
Distributions: a Computer Program for Probabilities
and Fractile Points. NASA CR-144880, May 1. 1979,
79N21847, #.
A beta distribution is specified by range parameters a b, and
two shape parameters alpha and beta 0. The computer
program presented calculates any desired probability and/or
fractile point for specified values of a, b, alpha, and beta. This
program additionally computes gamma function values for
integer and noninteger arguments.
*System Development Corp., Edwards, California.
101. *Dobbs, S. K.; and *Hodson, C. H.: Determination of
Subcritical Frequency and Damping From B-1 Flight
Flutter Test Data. NASA CR-3152, June 1979, 79N25426.
The application of the time-lag products correlation/
frequency analysis procedure to determine subcritical
frequency and damping from structural response
measurements made during flight flutter test of the B-1
prototype airplane is described. The analysis procedure, the
test airplane, and flight test procedures are discussed.
Summary frequency and damping results are presented for
six transonic flight conditions. Illustrative results obtained by
applying various options and variations of the analysis
method are included for one flight condition.
*Rockwell International Corp., Los Angeles, California.
102. *Gowadia, N. S.; *Bard, W. D.; and **Wooten, W. H.:
YF-17/ADEN System Study. NASA CR-144882, July 1979,
79N27126, #.
The YF-17 aircraft was evaluated as a candidate
nonaxisymmetric nozzle flight demonstrator. Configuration
design modifications, control system design, flight
performance assessment, and program plan and cost we are
summarized. Two aircraft configurations were studied. The
first was modified as required to install only the augmented
deflector exhaust nozzle (ADEN). The second one added a
canard installation to take advantage of the full (up to 20 deg)
nozzle vectoring capability. Results indicate that: (1) the
program is feasible and can be accomplished at reasonable
cost and low risk; (2) installation of ADEN increases the
aircraft weight by 600 kg (1325 lb); (3) the control system can
be modified to accomplish direct lift, pointing capability,
variable static margin and deceleration modes of operation;
(4) unvectored thrust-minus-drag is similar to the baseline
YF-17; and (5) vectoring does not improve maneuvering
performance. However, some potential benefits in direct lift,
aircraft pointing, handling at low dynamic pressure and
takeoff/landing ground roll are available. A 27 month
program with 12 months of flight test is envisioned, with the
cost estimated to be $15.9 million for the canard equipped
aircraft and $13.2 million for the version without canard. The
feasiblity of adding a thrust reverser to the YF-17/ADEN was
investigated.
*Northrop Corp., Hawthorne, California.
**General Electric Co., Hawthorne, California.
103. *Nardi, L. U.; *Kawana, H. Y.; and *Greek, D. C.:
Ride Qualities Criteria Validation/Pilot Performance
Study: Flight Test Results. NASA CR-144885, September
1979, 79N31193, #.
Pilot performance during a terrain following flight was
studied for ride quality criteria validation. Data from manual
and automatic terrain following operations conducted during
low level penetrations were analyzed to determine the effect
of ride qualities on crew performance. The conditions
analyzed included varying levels of turbulence, terrain
roughness, and mission duration with a ride smoothing
system on and off. Limited validation of the B- 1 ride quality
criteria and some of the first order interactions between ride
qualities and pilot/vehicle performance are highlighted. An
earlier B-1 flight simulation program correlated well with the
flight test results.
*Rockwell International Corp., Los Angeles, California.
104. *Gamon, M. A.: Testing and Analysis of Dual-Mode
Adaptive Landing Gear, Taxi Mode Test System for YF-
12A. NASA CR-144884, LR-28776, September 1979,
79N31192, #.
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Theeffectivenessof a dual mode adaptive landing gear
system in reducing the dynamic response of an airplane
during ground taxiing was studied. The dynamic taxi tests of
the YF-12A research airplane are presented. A digital
computer program which simulated the test conditions is
discussed. The dual mode system as tested provides dynamic
taxi response reductions of 25 percent at the cg and 30 to
45 percent at the cockpit.
*Lockheed-California Co., Burbank, California.
105. *Price, M. A.: HiMAT Structural Development
Design Methodology; Aeroelastic Tailoring of the Canard
and Wing Box and Distributed Load Tests NASA
CR-144886, October 1979, 79N32197, #.
In order to improve aerodynamic performance, a twist
criterion was used to design the canard and wing lifting
surfaces of two graphite-epoxy research aircraft. To meet that
twist criterion, the lifting surfaces were tailored using
graphite-epoxy tape. The outer surface of the aircraft is
essentially constructed of 95 percent graphite epoxy
materials. The analytical tools and methodology used to
design those lifting surfaces are described. One aircraft was
subjected to an 8g ground test in order to verify structural
integrity and to determine how well the desired twist was
achieved. Test results are presented and the reductions of
both flight and ground strain test gages and their associated
stresses are discussed.
*Rockwell International Corp., Los Angeles, California.
108. *Lorincz, D. J.: Flow Visualization Study of the
HiMAT RPRV. NASA CR-163094, NOR-80-128, February_
1980, 80N31381.
Water tunnel studies were performed to qualitatively define
the flow field of the highly maneuverable aircraft technology
remotely piloted research vehicle (HiMAT RPRV).
Particular emphasis was placed on defining the vortex flows
generated at high angles of attack. The flow visualization
tests were conducted in the Northrop water tunnel using a
1/5 scale model of the HiMAT RPRV. Flow visualization
photographs were obtained for angles of attack up to 40 deg
and sideslip angles up to 5 deg. The HiMAT model was
investigated in detail to determine the canard and wing vortex
flow field development, vortex paths, and vortex breakdown
characteristics as a function of angle of attack and sideslip.
The presence of the canard caused the wing vortex to form
further outboard and delayed the breakdown of the wing
vortex to higher angles of attack. An increase in leading edge
camber of the maneuver configuration delayed both the
formation and the breakdown of the wing and canard
vortices. Additional tests showed that the canard vortex was
sensitive to variations in inlet mass flow ratio and canard flap
deflection angle.
*Northrop Corp., Hawthorne, California.
109. *Lorincz, D. J.: Space Shuttle Orbiter Flow
Visualization Study; Water Tunnel Study of Vortex Flow
During Atmospheric Entry. NASA CR- 163092,
NOR-80-82, February 1980. 80N31438.
106. *Hartrnann, G. L.; *Barrett, M. F.; and *Greene, C. S.:
Control Design for an Unstable Vehicle. NASA
CR-170393, December 1979, 83N74196.
There is no abstract available for this record.
*Honeywell, Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota.
1980 Contractor Reports
107. *Wykes, J. H.; *Byar, T. R.; *MacMiller, C. J.; and
*Greek, D. C.: Analyses and Tests of the B-1 Aircraft
Structural Mode Control System. NASA CR-144887,
H-1109, NA-79-405, January_ 1980, 80N15073, #.
Analyses and flight tests of the B-1 structural mode control
system (SMCS) are presented. Improvements in the total
dynamic response of a flexible aircraft and the benefits to ride
qualities, handling qualities, crew efficiency, and reduced
dynamic loads on the primary structures, were investigated.
The effectiveness and the performance of the SMCS, which
uses small aerodynamic surfaces at the vehicle nose to
provide damping to the structural modes, were evaluated.
*Rockwell International Corp., E1 Segundo, California.
The vortex flows generated at subsonic speed during the final
portion of atmospheric reentry were defined using a
0.01 scale model of the orbiter in a diagnostic water tunnel.
Flow visualization photographs were obtained over an angle-
of-attack range to 40 deg and sideslip angles up to 10 deg.
The vortex flow field development, vortex path, and vortex
breakdown characteristics were determined as a function of
angle-of-attack at zero sideslip. Vortex flows were found to
develop on the highly swept glove, on the wing, and on the
upper surface of the fuselage. No significant asymmetries
were observed at zero sideslip in the water tunnel tests. The
sensitivity of the upper surface vortex flow fields to
variations in sideslip angle was also studied. The vortex
formed on the glove remained very stable in position above
the wing up through the 10 deg of sideslip tested. There was
a change in the vortex lifts under sideslip due to effective
change in leading-edge sweep angles. Asymmetric flow
separation occurred on the upper surface of the fuselage at
small sideslip angles. The influence of vortex flow fields in
sideslip on the lateral/directional characteristics of the orbiter
is discussed.
*Northrop Corp., Hawthorne, California.
110. *Anon.: Integrated Research Aircraft Control
Technology With Full Authority Digital Electronic
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Control. NASA CR-163100, FR-11792, April 1980, inboard and an outboard nozzle was found to have a favorable
83N 15318. interaction.
Baseline definitions for three major areas of the Integrated
Research Aircraft Control Technology (INTERACT)
program are provided.
*Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group, Government Products
Div., West Palm Beach, Florida.
111. *Radford, R. C.; *Smith, R.; and *Bailey, R.:
Landing Flying Qualities Evaluation Criteria
for Augmented Aircraft. NASA CR- 163097,
CALSPAN-6339-F-3, June 1980, 81N13969.
The criteria evaluated were: Calspan Neal-Smith; Onstott
(Northrop Time Domain); McDonnell-Douglas Equivalent
System Approach; R. H. Smith Criterion. Each criterion was
applied to the same set of longitudinal approach and landing
flying qualities data. A revised version of the Neal-Smith
criterion which is applicable to the landing task was
developed and tested against other landing flying qualities
data. Results indicated that both the revised Neal-Smith
criterion and the Equivalent System Approach are good
discriminators of pitch landing flying qualities; Neal-Smith
has particular merit as a design guide, while the Equivalent
System Approach is well suited for development of
appropriate military specification requirements applicable to
highly augmented aircraft.
*Calspan Advanced Technology Center, Buffalo, New York.
112. *Lorincz, D. J.: Flow Visualization Study of
Spanwise Blowing Applied to the F-4 Fighter Aircraft
Configuration; Water Tunnel Test Using a 1/48-Scale
Model. NASA CR-163096, NOR-80-138, August 1980,
81N21009.
Water tunnel studies were performed to define the changes
that occur in vortex flow fields above the wing due to
spanwise blowing over the inboard and outboard wing panels
and over the trailing-edge flaps. Flow visualization
photographs were obtained for angles of attack up to 30 deg
and sideslip angles up to 10 deg. The sensitivity of the vortex
flows to changes in flap deflection angle, nozzle position, and
jet momentum coefficient was determined. Deflection of the
leading edge flap delayed flow separation and the formation
of the wing vortex to higher angles of attack. Spanwise
blowing delayed the breakdown of the wing vortex to farther
outboard and to higher angles of attack. Spanwise blowing
over the trailing edge flap entrained flow downward,
producing a lift increase over a wide range of angles of attack.
The sweep angle of the windward wing was effectively
reduced in sideslip. This decreased the stability of the wing
vortex, and it burst farther inboard. Reduced wing sweep
required a higher blowing rate to maintain a stable vortex. A
vortex could be stabilized on the outboard wing panel when
an outboard blowing nozzle was used. Blowing from both an
*Northrop Corp., Hawthorne, California.
113. *Lorincz, D. J.: Flow Visualization Study of the F-14
Fighter Aircraft Configuration. NASA CR-163098, NOR-
80-150, H- 1135, September 1980, 80N33350.
Water tunnel studies were performed to qualitatively define
the flow field of the F-14. Particular emphasis was placed on
defining the vortex flows generated at high angles of attack.
The flow visualization tests were conducted in the Northrop
water tunnel using a 1/72 scale model of the F-14 with a wing
leading-edge sweep of 20 deg. Flow visualization
photographs were obtained for angles of attack up to 55 deg
and sideslip angles up to 10 deg. The F-14 model was
investigated to determine the vortex flow field development,
vortex path, and vortex breakdown characteristics as a
function of angle of attack and sideslip. Vortex flows were
found to develop on the highly swept glove and on the upper
surface of the forebody. At 10 deg of sideslip, the windward
glove vortex shifted inboard and broke down farther forward
than the leeward glove vortex. This asymmetric breakdown
of the vortices in sideslip contributes to a reduction in the
lateral stability above 20 deg angle of attack. The initial loss
of directional stability is a consequence of the adverse
sidewash from the windward vortex and the reduced dynamic
pressure at the vertical tails.
*Northrop Corp., Hawthorne, California.
114. *Kalev, I.: A Computer Program for Cyclic
Plasticity and Structural Fatigue Analysis. NASA
CR-163 I01, H-1139, November 1980, 81N11031, #.
A computerized tool for the analysis of time independent
cyclic plasticity structural response, life to crack initiation
prediction, and crack growth rate prediction for metallic
materials is described. Three analytical items are combined:
the finite element method with its associated numerical
techniques for idealization of the structural component,
cyclic plasticity models for idealization of the material
behavior, and damage accumulation criteria for the fatigue
failure.
*National Research Council, Washington, D. C.
115. *Anderson, D. L.; *Connolly, G. F.; *Mauro, F. M.;
*Reukauf, P. J.; and *Marks, R.: YF-12 Cooperative
Airframe/Propulsion Control System Program,
Volume 1. NASA CR- 163099, SP-5317, H- 1136, N0vcmber
1980, 81N13044, #.
Several YF-12C airplane analog control systems were
converted to a digital system. Included were the air data
computer, autopilot, inlet control system, and autothrottle
systems. This conversion was performed to allow assessment
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of digital technologyapplicationsto supersoniccruise
aircraft.Thedigitalsystemwascomposedof a digital
computerandspecializedinterfaceunit.A largescale
mathematicalsimulationof the airplanewasusedfor
integrationtestingandsoftwarecheckout.
*Lockheed-CaliforniaCo.,Burbank,California.
116. *Bergstrom,R.W.;*Doyle,J.R.;*Johnson,C.D.;
*Holman,H.Y.; and*Wojcik,M.A.: Assessmentof the
Visibility Impairment Caused by the Emissions From the
Proposed Power Plant at Boron, California. NASA
CR-163103, SAI-181-EF80-156, H-1143, December 1980,
81N14504, #.
The current atmospheric conditions and visibility were
modeled, and the effect of the power plant effluent was then
added to determine its influence upon the prevailing
visibility; the actual reduction in visibility being a function of
meteorological conditions and observer-plume-target
geometry. In the cases investigated, the perceptibility of a
target was reduced by a minimum of 10 percent and a
maximum of 100 percent. This significant visual impact
would occur 40 days per year in the Edwards area with
meteorological conditions such as to cause some visual
impact 80 days per year.
*Systems Applications, Inc., San Rafael, California.
1981 Contractor Reports
117. *Sandlin, D. R.: Flight Evaluation of the Terminal
Guidance System. NASA CR-163859, January_ 1981,
81N14991, #.
The terminal guidance system (TGS) is avionic equipment
which gives guidance along a curved descending flight path
to a landing. A Cessna 182 was used as the test aircraft and
the TGS was installed and connected to the altimeter, DME,
RMI, and gyro compass. Approaches were flown by three
different pilots. When the aircraft arrives at the termination
point, it is set up on final approach for a landing. The TGS
provides guidance for curved descending approaches with
guideslopes of 6 deg which required, for experienced pilots,
workloads that are approximately the same as for an ILS. The
glideslope is difficult to track within 1/2 n.m. of the
VOR/DME station. The system permits, for experienced
pilots, satisfactory approaches with a turn radius as low as
1/2 n.m. and a glideslope of 6 deg. Turn angles have little
relation to pilot workload for curved approaches. Pilot
experience is a factor for curved approaches. Pilots with low
instrument time have difficulty flying steep approaches with
small turn radius. Turbulence increases the pilot workload for
curved approaches. The TGS does not correct to a given flight
path over the ground nor does it adequately compensate for
wind drift.
*California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo,
California.
118. *Muirhead, V. U.: An Investigation of Drag
Reduction for Tractor Trailer Vehicles With Air
Deflector and Boattail. NASA CR- 163104, KU-FRL-406-1,
January_ 1981, 81N16955, #.
A wind tunnel investigation was conducted to determine the
influence of several physical variables on the aerodynamic
drag of a trailer model. The physical variables included: a cab
mounted wind deflector, boattail on trailer, flow vanes on
wailer front, forced transition on trailer, and decreased gap
between tractor and trailer. Tests were conducted at yaw
angles (relative wind angles) of 0, 5, 10, 20, and 30 degrees
and Reynolds numbers of 3.58 x 10 to the 5th power
6.12x 10 to the 5th power based upon the equivalent
diameter of the vehicles. The wind deflector on top of the cab
produced a calculated reduction in fuel consumption of about
5 percent of the aerodynamic portion of the fuel budget for a
wind speed of 15.3 km/hr (9.5 mph) over a wind angle range
of 0deg to 180 deg and for a vehicle speed of 88.5 km/hr
(55 mph). The boattail produced a calculated 7 percent to
8 percent reduction in fuel consumption under the same
conditions. The decrease in gap reduced the calculated fuel
consumption by about 5 percent of the aerodynamic portion
of the fuel budget.
*University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas.
119. *Bangert, L. H.; *Feltz, E. P.; *Godby, L. A.; and
*Miller, L. D.: Aerodynamic and Acoustic Behavior of a
YF-12 Inlet at Static Conditions. NASA CR-163106,
LR-29623, January_ 1981, 81N21079.
An aeroacoustic test program to determine the cause of
YF-12 inlet noise suppression was performed with a YF-12
aircraft at ground static conditions. Data obtained over a wide
range of engine speeds and inlet configurations are reported.
Acoustic measurements were made in the far field and
aerodynamic and acoustic measurements were made inside
the inlet. The J-58 test engine was removed from the aircraft
and tested separately with a beUmouth inlet. The far field
noise level was significantly lower for the YF-12 inlet than
for the bellmouth inlet at engine speeds above 5500 rpm.
There was no evidence that noise suppression was caused by
flow choking. Multiple pure tones were reduced and the
spectral peak near the blade passing frequency disappeared in
the region of the spike support struts at engine speeds
between 6000 and 6600 rpm.
*Lockheed-California Co., Burbank, California.
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120. *Kotsabasis, A.: The DAST-1 Remotely Piloted
Research Vehicle Development and Initial Flight Testing.
NASA CR-163105, February 1981, 81N17038, #.
The development and initial flight testing of the DAST
(drones for aerodynamic and structural testing) remotely
piloted research vehicle, fitted with the first aeroelastic
research wing ARW-I are presented. The ARW-I is a swept
supercritical wing, designed to exhibit flutter within the
vehicle's flight envelope. An active flutter suppression
system (FSS) designed to increase the ARW-I flutter
boundary speed by 20 percent is described. The development
of the FSS was based on prediction techniques of structural
and unsteady aerodynamic characteristics. A description of
the supporting ground facilities and aircraft systems involved
in the remotely piloted research vehicle (RPRV) flight test
technique is given. The design, specification, and testing of
the remotely augmented vehicle system are presented. A
summary of the preflight and flight test procedures associated
with the RPRV operation is given. An evaluation of the blue
streak test flight and the first and second ARW-I test flights
is presented.
*University of Kansas, Center for Research, Inc., Lawrence,
Kansas.
121. *Hartmann, G. L.; and *Stein, G.: F-8C Adaptive
Control Law Ref'mement and Software Development:
June 1976-June 1977. NASA CR-163093, HONEYWELL-
77SRC53, April 1981, 81N22059, #.
An explicit adaptive control algorithm based on maximum
likehhood estimation of parameters was designed. To avoid
iterative calculations, the algorithm uses parallel channels of
Kalman filters operating at fixed locations in parameter
space. This algorithm was implemented in NASA/DFRC's
Remotely Augmented Vehicle (RAV) facility. Real-time
sensor outputs (rate gyro, accelerometer, surface position) are
telemetered to a ground computer which sends new gain
values to an on-board system. Ground test data and flight
records were used to establish design values of noise statistics
and to verify the ground-based adaptive software.
*Honeywell, Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota.
122. *James, R.: Baseline Mathematics and Geodetics for
Tracking Operations. NASA CR- 163102, GMD-802678,
April 1981, 81N22453.
Various geodetic and mapping algorithms are analyzed as
they apply to radar tracking systems and tested in extended
BASIC computer language for real time computer
applications. Closed-form approaches to the solution of
converting Earth centered coordinates to latitude, longitude,
and altitude are compared with classical approximations. A
simplified approach to atmospheric refractivity called
gradient refraction is compared with conventional ray tracing
processes. An extremely detailed set of documentation which
provides the theory, derivations, and application of
algorithms used in the programs is included. Validation
methods are also presented for testing the accuracy of the
algorithms.
*GMD Systems, Inc., Lancaster, California.
123. *Muirhead, V. U.: An Investigation of Drag
Reduction for a Standard Truck With Various
Modifications. NASA CR-163107, KU-FRL-406-2,
1981, 81N23040, #.
A wind tunnel investigation was conducted to determine the
influence of several physical variables on the aerodynamic
drag of a standard truck model. The physical variables
included: a cab mounted air deflector; a boattail on the rear of
the cargo compartment; flow-vanes on the front of the cargo
compartment; and a forebody fairing over the cab. Tests were
conducted at yaw angles (relative wind angle) of 0, 5, 10, 20,
and 30 degrees and Reynolds numbers of 3.4 x 100,000 to
6.1 x 100,000 based upon the equivalent diameter of the
vehicles. The forebody fairing and the flow-vane with the
closed bottom were very effective in improving the flow over
the forward part of the cargo compartment. The forebody
fairing provided a calculated fuel saving of 5.6 liters per hour
(1.5 gallons per hour) over the baseline configuration for a
ground speed of 88.6 km/hr (55 mph) in national average
winds.
*University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas.
124. *Teper, G. L.; *Dimarco, R. J.; *Ashkenas, I. L.; and
*Hoh, R. H.: Analyses of Shuttle Orbiter Approach and
Landing Conditions. NASA CR-163108, TR-1137-1,
1981, 81N27113, #.
A study of one shuttle orbiter approach and landing
conditions are summarized. Causes of observed PIO like
flight deficiencies are identified and potential cures are
examined. Closed loop pilot/vehicle analyses are described
and path/attitude stability boundaries defined. The latter
novel technique proved of great value in delineating and
illustrating the basic causes of this multiloop pilot control
problem. The analytical results are shown to be consistent
with flight test and fixed base simulation. Conclusions are
drawn relating to possible improvements of the shuttle
orbiter/digital flight control system.
*Systems Technology, Inc., Hawthorne, California.
125. *Schmidt, D. K.; and *Innocenti, M.: Pilot-Optimal
Multivariable Control Synthesis by Output Feedback.
NASA CR-163112, July 1981, 81N28102, #.
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A controlsystemdesignapproachfor optimalstability
augmentation,systems,usinglimitedstatefeedbacktheory
withthespecificinclusionof thehumanpilotin theloopis
presented.The methodologyis especiallysuitablefor
applicationto flight vehiclesexhibitingnonconventional
dynamicharacteristicsandforwhichquantitativehandling
qualitiespecificationsarenotavailable.Thedesignisbased
onacorrelationbetweenpilotratingsandobjectivefunction
of the optimalcontrolmodelof the humanpilot.
Simultaneousoptimizationforaugmentationandpilotgains
arerequired.
*PurdueUniversity,WestLafayette,Indiana.
126. *Muirhead, V. U.: An Investigation of Drag
Reduction for a Box.Shaped Vehicle With Various
Modifications. NASA CR- 163111, August 1981,
81N29097, #.
The influence of physical variables on the aerodynamic drag
of a box shaped vehicle model was studied. The physical
variables included built-in rounded front corners, and two
different designs of add on flow vanes for the front of box
shaped vehicle with 67 deg and 90 deg of arc. For a diesel
powered vehicle, only slightly larger than a family van, the
built in rounded front corners provide a calculated fuel saving
of about 6.0 liters per hour of driving (1.6 gallons per hour) at
88.6 km per hour (55 mph) in national average winds, as
compared to the baseline vehicle having all square corners.
The corresponding savings for a baseline vehicle to which
front mounted flow vanes were added is competitive. For a
gasoline powered vehicle the volumetric fuel savings would
be larger by a factor of about 1.7. The fuel savings for a
standard size motor home would be greater for the diesel or
gasoline powered vehicles by from 30 to 35 percent because
of the larger frontal area. Thus projected fuel savings for a
standard size motor home powered by gasoline can approach
12.5 to 13.5 liters (3.3 to 3.6 gallons) for each hour driving at
highway speeds.
*University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas.
127. *Peterson, R. L.: Drag Reduction Obtained by the
Addition of a Boattail to a Box Shaped Vehicle. NASA
CR- 163113, August 1981, 81N29094, #.
Coast down tests were performed on a box shaped ground
vehicle used to simulate the aerodynamic drag of high
volume transports such as delivery vans, motor homes and
trucks. The results of these tests define the reduction in
aerodynamic drag that can be obtained by the addition of
either a boattail or a truncated boattail to an otherwise blunt
based vehicle. Test velocities ranged up to 96.6 km/h
(60 mph) with Reynolds numbers to 1.3 x 10 the 7th power.
The full boattail provided an average 32 percent reduction in
drag at highway speeds whereas the truncated boattail
provided an average 31 percent reduction in drag as
compared to the configuration having the blunt base. These
results are compared with one tenth scale wind tunnel model
data.
*California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo,
California.
E-38096
Air Flow Testing On Aerodynamics Test Van
128. *Foote, C. H.; and *Jaekel, R. F.: Flight Evaluation of
an Engine Static Pressure Noseprobe in an F-15 Airplane.
NASA CR-163109, NAS 1.26:163109, FR-14915,
1981, 83N17546.
The flight testing of an inlet static pressure probe and
instrumented inlet case produced results consistent with sea-
level and altitude stand testing. The F-15 flight test verified
the basic relationship of total to static pressure ratio versus
corrected airflow and automatic distortion downmatch with
the engine pressure ratio control mode. Additionally, the
backup control inlet case statics demonstrated sufficient
accuracy for backup control fuel flow scheduling, and the
station 6 manifolded production probe was in agreement with
the flight test station 6 total pressure probes.
*Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group, West Palm Beach,
Florida.
129. *Brock, L. D.; and *Goodman, H. A.: Reliability
Analysis of the F-8 Digital Fly-By-Wire System. NASA
CR-163110, R-1324, October 1981, 82N12079, #.
The F-8 Digital Fly-by-Wire (DFBW) flight test program
intended to provide the technology for advanced control
systems, giving aircraft enhanced performance and
operational capability is addressed. A detailed analysis of the
experimental system was performed to estimated the
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probabilitiesoftwosignificantsafetycriticalevents:(1)loss
of primaryflightcontrolfunction,causingreversiontothe
analogbypassystem;and(2) lossof theaircraftdueto
failureof theelectronicflightcontrolsystem.Theanalysis
coversappraisalof risksduetorandomequipmentfailure,
genericfaultsin designof thesystemor itssoftware,and
inducedfailure due to externalevents.A unique
diagrammaticechniquewasdevelopedwhichdetailsthe
combinatorialreliabilityequationsfor theentiresystem,
promotesunderstandingofsystemfailurecharacteristics,and
identifiesthemostlikely failuremodes.Thetechnique
providesasystematicmethodof applyingbasicprobability
equationsandisaugmentedbyacomputerp ogramwrittenin
a modularfashionthatduplicatesthestructureof these
equations.
*DraperLaboratory,Cambridge,Massachusetts.
130. *Hamer, M. J., and *Alexander, R. I.: Optimization of
Thrust Algorithm Calibration for Computing System
(TCS) for Thrust the NASA Highly Maneuverable
Aircraft Technology (HLMAT) Vehicle's Propulsion
System. NASA CR-163121, December 1981, 82N21198, #.
A simplified gross thrust computing technique for the
HiMAT J85-GE-21 engine using altitude facility data was
evaluated. The results over the full engine envelope for both
the standard engine mode and the open nozzle engine mode
are presented. Results using afterburner casing static pressure
taps are compared to those using liner static pressure taps. It
is found that the technique is very accurate for both the
standard and open nozzle engine modes. The difference in the
algorithm accuracy for a calibration based on data from one
test condition was small compared to a calibration based on
data from all of the test conditions.
*Computing Devices Co., Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.
131. *Delmundo, A. R.; *McQuilkin, F. T.; and *Rivas, R.
R.: SPF/DB Primary Structure for Supersonic Aircraft
(T-38 Horizontal Stabilizer). NASA CR-163114,
NA-81-649, December 1981, 84N27860.
The structural integrity and potential cost savings of
superplastic forming/diffusion bonding (SPF/DB) titanium
structure for future Supersonic Cruise Research (SCR) and
military aircraft primary structure applications was
demonstrated. Using the horizontal stabilizer of the
T-38 aircraft as a baseline, the structure was redesigned to the
existing criteria and loads, using SPF/DB titanium
technology. The general concept of using a full-depth
sandwich structure which is attached to a steel spindle, was
retained. Trade studies demonstrated that the optimum design
should employ double-truss, sinewave core in the deepest
section of the surface, making a transition to single-truss core
in the thinner areas at the leading and trailing edges and at the
tip. At the extreme thin edges of the surface, the single-truss
core was changed to dot core to provide for gas passages
during the SPF/DB process. The selected SPF/DB
horizontal stabilizer design consisted of a one-piece
SPF/DB sinewave truss core panel, a trunnion fitting, and
reinforcing straps. The fitting and the straps were
mechanically fastened to the SPF/DB panel.
*Rockwell International Corp., Los Angeles, California.
1982 Contractor Reports
132. *Weingarten, N. C.; and *Chalk, C. R.: In-Flight
Investigation of the Effects of Pilot Location and Control
System Design on Airplane Flying Qualities for Approach
and Landing. NASA CR-163115, CALSPAN-6645-F-7,
January_ 1982, 82N15074, #.
The handling qualities of large airplanes in the approach and
landing flight phase were studied. The primary variables were
relative pilot position with respect to center of rotation,
command path time delays and phase shifts, augmentation
schemes and levels of augmentation. It is indicated that the
approach and landing task with large airplanes is a low
bandwidth task. Low equivalent short period frequencies and
relatively long time delays are tolerated only when the pilot
is located at considerable distance forward of the center of
rotation. The control problem experienced by the pilots, when
seated behind the center of rotation, tended to occur at low
altitude when they were using visual cues of rate of sink and
altitude. A direct lift controller improved final flight path
control of the shuttle like configurations.
*Calspan Advanced Technology Center, Buffalo, New York.
133. *Bailey, R. E.; and *Smith, R. E.: An In-Flight
Investigation of Pilot-Induced Oscillation Suppression
Filters During the Fighter Approach and Landing Task.
NASA CR-163116, REPT-6645-F-9, March 1982,
83N13110, #.
An investigation of pilot-induced oscillation suppression
(PIOS) filters was performed using the USAF/Flight
Dynamics Laboratory variable stability NT-33 aircraft,
modified and operated by Calspan. This program examined
the effects of PIOS filtering on the longitudinal flying
qualities of fighter aircraft during the visual approach and
landing task. Forty evaluations were flown to test the effects
of different PIOS filters. Although detailed analyses were not
undertaken, the results indicate that PIOS filtering can
improve the flying qualities of an otherwise unacceptable
aircraft configuration (Level 3 flying qualities). However, the
ability of the filters to suppress pilot-induced oscillations
appears to be dependent upon the aircraft configuration
characteristics. Further, the data show that the filters can
adversely affect landing flying qualities if improperly
designed. The data provide an excellent foundation from
which detail analyses can be performed.
*Calspan Corp., Buffalo, New York.
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134. *Myers,T. T.; *Johnston,D. E.;and*McRuer,D.:
Space Shuttle Flying Qualities and Flight Control System
Assessment Study. NASA CR-170391, REPT-1174-1,
June 1982, 82N28300, #.
The suitability of existing and proposed flying quality and
flight control system criteria for application to the space
shuttle orbiter during atmospheric flight phases was assessed.
An orbiter experiment for flying qualities and flight control
system design criteria is discussed. Orbiter longitudinal and
lateral-directional flying characteristics, flight control system
lag and time delay considerations, and flight control
manipulator characteristics are included. Data obtained from
conventional aircraft may be inappropriate for application to
the shuttle orbiter.
*Systems Technology, Inc., Hawthorne, California.
135. *Mock, W. D.: A NASTRAN Model of a Large
Flexible Swing-Wing Bomber. Volume 1: NASTRAN
Model Plane. NASA CR-170392-VOL-1, NA-76-469-
VOL-1, September 1982, 83N14107, #.
A review was conducted of B-1 aircraft no. 2 (A/C-2) internal
loads models to determine the minimum model complexity
necessary to fulfill all of the airloads research study
objectives. Typical model sizings were tabulated at selected
vehicle locations, and scale layouts were prepared of the
NASTRAN structural analysis model.
*Rockwell International Corp., Los Angeles, California.
136. *Mock, W. D.; *Latham, R. A.; and *Tisher, E. D.: A
NASTRAN Model of a Large Flexible Swing-Wing
Bomber. Volume 2: NASTRAN Model Development-
Horizontal Stabilzer, Vertical Stabilizer and Nacelle
Structures. NASA CR- 170392-VOL-2, NA-76-469-VOL-2,
September 1982, 83N14108, #.
The NASTRAN model plans for the horizontal stabilizer,
vertical stabilizer, and nacelle structure were expanded in
detail to generate the NASTRAN model for each of these
substructures. The grid point coordinates were coded for each
element. The material properties and sizing data for each
element were specified. Each substructure model was
thoroughly checked out for continuity, connectivity, and
constraints. These substructures were processed for structural
influence coefficients (SIC) point loadings and the
deflections were compared to those computed for the aircraft
detail models. Finally, a demonstration and validation
processing of these substructures was accomplished using the
NASTRAN finite element program installed at NASA/DFRC
facility.
Rockwell International Corp., Los Angeles, California.
137. *Mock, W. D.; and *Latham, R. A.: A NASTRAN
Model of a Large Flexible Swing-Wing Bomber.
Volume 3: NASTRAN Model Development-Wing
Structure. NASA CR-170392-VOL-3, NA-76-469-VOL-3,
September 1982, 83N14109, #.
The NASTRAN model plan for the wing structure was
expanded in detail to generate the NASTRAN model for this
substructure. The grid point coordinates were coded for each
element. The material properties and sizing data for each
element were specified. The wing substructure model was
thoroughly checked out for continuity, connectivity, and
constraints. This substructure was processed for structural
influence coefficients (SIC) point loadings and the
deflections were compared to those computed for the aircraft
detail model. Finally, a demonstration and validation
processing of this substructure was accomplished using the
NASTRAN finite element program. The bulk data deck,
stiffness matrices, and SIC output data were delivered.
*Rockwell International Corp., Los Angeles, California.
138. *Mock, W. D.; and *Latham, R. A.: A NASTRAN
Model of a Large Flexible Swing-Wing Bomber. Volume
4: NASTRAN Model Development-Fuselage Structure.
NASA CR-170392-VOL-4, NA-76-469-VOL-4, September
1982, 83N14110, #.
The NASTRAN model plan for the fuselage structure was
expanded in detail to generate the NASTRAN model for this
substructure. The grid point coordinates were coded for each
element. The material properties and sizing data for each
element were specified. The fuselage substructure model was
thoroughly checked out for continuity, connectivity, and
constraints. This substructure was processed for structural
influence coefficients (SIC) point loadings and the
deflections were compared to those computed for the aircraft
detail model. Finaily, a demonstration and validation
processing of this substructure was accomplished using the
NASTRAN finite element program. The bulk data deck,
stiffness matrices, and SIC output data were delivered.
*Rockwell International Corp., Los Angeles, California.
139. *Mock, W. D.; and *Latham, R. A.: A NASTRAN
Model of a Large Flexible Swing-Wing Bomber. Volume
5: NASTRAN Model Development-Fairing Structure.
NASA CR-170392-VOL-5, NA-76-469-VOL-5, September
1982, 83N14111, #.
The NASTRAN model plan for the fairing structure was
expanded in detail to generate the NASTRAN model of this
substructure. The grid point coordinates, element definitions,
material properties, and sizing data for each element were
specified. The fairing model was thoroughly checked out for
continuity, connectivity, and constraints. The substructure
was processed for structural influence coefficients (SIC)
point loadings to determine the deflection characteristics of
the fairing model. Finally, a demonstration and validation
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processingof thissubstructurewasaccomplishedusingthe
NASTRANfiniteelementprogram.Thebulkdatadeck,
stiffnessmatrices,andSICoutputdataweredelivered.
*RockwellInternationalCorp.,LosAngeles,California.
140. *Hartmann,G.L.;*Wall,J.E.,Jr.;*Rang,E.R.;*Lee,
H.P.;*Schulte,R.W.;and*Ng,W.K.:AdvancedFlight
Control System Study. NASA CR-163117,
HONEYWELL-82SRC5,November 1982, 83N13113, #.
A fly by wire flight control system architecture designed for
high reliability includes spare sensor and computer elements
to permit safe dispatch with failed elements, thereby reducing
unscheduled maintenance. A methodology capable of
demonstrating that the architecture does achieve the
predicted performance characteristics consists of a hierarchy
of activities ranging from analytical calculations of system
reliability and formal methods of software verification to iron
bird testing followed by flight evaluation. Interfacing this
architecture to the Lockheed S-3A aircraft for flight test is
discussed. This testbed vehicle can be expanded to support
flight experiments in advanced aerodynamics,
electromechanical actuators, secondary power systems, flight
management, new displays, and air traffic control concepts.
*Lockheed-California Co., Burbank, California.
141. *McGough, J.; *Moses, K.; and **Klafin, J. F.:
Advanced Flight Control System Study. NASA
CR-163120, B-82SRC5, November 1982, 83N15316, #.
The architecture, requirements, and system elements of an
uitrareliable, advanced flight control system are described.
The basic criteria are functional reliability of 10 to the minus
10 power/hour of flight and only 6 month scheduled
maintenance. A distributed system architecture is described,
including a multiplexed communication system, reliable bus
controller, the use of skewed sensor arrays, and actuator
interfaces. Test bed and flight evaluation program are
proposed.
*Bendix Corp., Teterboro, New Jersey.
**Grumman Aerospace Corp., Bethpage, New York.
142. *Sandlin, D. R.: Wind Tunnel Tests of a Free-Wing/
Free-Trimmer Model. NASA CR- 170394, December 1982,
83N15263, #.
The riding qualities of an aircraft with low wing loading can
be improved by freeing the wing to rotate about its spanwise
axis. A trimming surface also free to rotate about its spanwise
axis can be added at the wing tips to permit the use of high lift
devices. Wind tunnel tests of the free wing/free trimmer
model with the trimmer attached to the wing tips aft of the
wing chord were conducted to validate a mathematical model
developed to predict the dynamic characteristics of a free
wing/free trimmer aircraft. A model consisting of a semispan
wing with the trimmer mounted on with the wing on an air
bearing and the trimmer on a ball bearing was displaced to
various angles of attack and released. The damped
oscillations of the wing and trimmer were recorded. Real and
imaginary parts of the characteristic equations of motion
were determined and compared to values predicted using the
mathematical model.
*California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo,
California.
1983 Contractor Reports
143. *Holzapfel, W. B.; *Seiler, B.; and *Nicol, M.: Effect
of Pressure on Infrared Spectra of Ice 7. NASA
CR-170300, January_ 1983, 83N23671, #.
The effect of pressure on the infrared spectra of H20 and
D20 ice VII was studied at room temperature and pressures
between 2 and 15 GPa with a Fourier transform infrared
spectrometer and a diamond anvil high pressure cell. Two
librational modes, one bending mode, and various overtone
bands are well resolved. The stretching modes, nu sub 1 and
nu sub 3 are poorly resolved due to overlap with diamond
window absorption. Differences between the spectra of H20
and D20 are discussed.
*University of California, Los Angeles, California.
144. *Anon.: The YAV-8B Simulation and Modeling.
Volume 1: Aircraft Description and Program Summary.
NASA CR-170397-VOL-1, MDC-A7910, January 1983,
83N22193, #.
A FORTRAN batch simulation of the YAV-8B aircraft and
supporting documentation are presented. The aircraft is
described. Simulation outputs axe compared with flight test
data.
*McDonnell Aircraft Co., St. Louis, Missouri.
145. *Walker, R.; and *Gupta, N.: Flight Test Trajectory
Control Analysis. NASA CR-170395, ISI-16, February_
1983, 83N18744, #.
Recent extensions to optimal control theory applied to
meaningful linear models with sufficiently flexible software
tools provide powerful techniques for designing flight test
trajectory controllers (F'ITCs). This report describes the
principal steps for systematic development of flight trajectory
controllers, which can be summarized as planning, modeling,
designing, and validating a trajectory controller. The
techniques have been kept as general as possible and should
apply to a wide range of problems where quantities must be
computed and displayed to a pilot to improve pilot
effectiveness and to reduce workload and fatigue. To
illustrate the approach, a detailed trajectory guidance law is
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developedanddemonstratedfortheF-15aircraftflyingthe
zoom-and-pushovermaneuver.
*IntegratedSystems,Inc.,PaloAlto,California.
146. *Anon.: The YAV-8B Simulation and Modeling.
Volume 2: Program Listing. NASA CR-170397-VOL-2,
MDC-A7910, March 1983, 83N22194, #.
Detailed mathematical models of varying complexity
representative of the YAV-8B aircraft are defined and
documented. These models are used in parameter estimation
and in linear analysis computer programs while investigating
YAV-8B aircraft handling qualities. Both a six degree of
freedom nonlinear model and a linearized three degree of
freedom longitudinal and lateral directional model were
developed. The nonlinear model is based on the mathematical
model used on the MC.MR YAV-8B manned flight
simulator. This simulator model has undergone periodic
updating based on the results of approximately 360 YAV-8B
flights and 8000 hours of wind tunnel testing. Qualified
YAV-8B flight test pilots have commented that the handling
qualities characteristics of the simulator are quite
representative of the real aircraft. These comments are
validated herein by comparing data from both static and
dynamic flight test maneuvers to the same obtained using the
nonlinear program.
*McDonnell Aircraft Co., St. Louis, Missouri.
147. *Johnston, Donald E.; *Myers, Thomas T.; and
*Zellner, John W.: Autonomous RPRV Navigation,
Guidance and Control. NASA CR-179425, NAS
1.26:179425, TR-1180-1, March 1983.89N14228.
Dryden Flight Research Center has the responsibility for
flight testing of advanced remotely piloted research vehicles
(RPRV) to explore highly maneuverable aircraft technology,
and to test advanced structural concepts, and related
aeronautical technologies which can yield important research
results with significant cost benefits. The primary purpose is
to provide the preliminary design of an upgraded automatic
approach and landing control system and flight director
display to improve landing performance and reduce pilot
workload. A secondary purpose is to determine the feasibility
of an onboard autonomous navigation, orbit, and landing
capability for safe vehicle recovery in the event of loss of
telemetry uplink communication with the vehicles. The
current RPRV approach and landing method, the proposed
automatic and manual approach and autoland system, and an
autonomous navigation, orbit, and landing system concept
which is based on existing operational technology are
described.
*Systems Technology, Inc., Hawthorne, California.
148. *Hanson, G. D.; and *Jewell, W. F.: Non-Intrusive
Parameter Identification Procedure User's Guide. NASA
CR-170398, TR-1188-1, April 1983, 83N23318, #.
Written in standard FORTRAN, NAS is capable of
identifying linear as well as nonlinear relations between input
and output parameters; the only restriction is that the input/
output relation be linear with respect to the unknown
coefficients of the estimation equations. The output of the
identification algorithm can be specified to be in either the
time domain (i.e., the estimation equation coefficients) or in
the frequency domain (i.e., a frequency response of the
estimation equation). The frame length ("window") over
which the identification procedure is to take place can be
specified to be any portion of the input time history, thereby
allowing the freedom to start and stop the identification
procedure within a time history. There also is an option which
allows a sliding window, which gives a moving average over
the time history. The NAS software also includes the ability
to identify several assumed solutions simultaneously for the
same or different input data.
*Systems Technology, Inc., Mountain View, California.
149. *Heffley, R. K.; *Hanson, G. D.; *Jewell, W. F.; and
*Clement, W. F.: Analysis of Pilot Control Strategy. NASA
CR-170399, NAS 1.26:170399, TR-1188-2, April 1983,
83N22212.
Methods for nonintrusive identification of pilot control
strategy and task execution dynamics are presented along
with examples based on flight data. The specific analysis
technique is Nonintrusive Parameter Identification Procedure
(NIPIP), which is described in a companion user's guide
(NASA CR-170398). Quantification of pilot control strategy
and task execution dynamics is discussed in general terms
followed by a more detailed description of how NIPIP can be
applied. The examples are based on flight data obtained from
the NASA F-8 digital fly by wire airplane. These examples
involve various piloting tasks and control axes as well as a
demonstration of how the dynamics of the aircraft itself are
identified using NIPIP. Application of NIPIP to the
ATF/F- 16 flight test program is discussed.
Recommendations are made for flight test applications in
general and refinement of NIPIP to include interactive
computer graphics.
*Systems Technology, Inc., Mountain View, California.
150. *Deckert, J. C.: Analytical Redundancy
Management Mechanization and Flight Data Analysis for
the F-8 Digital Fly-By-Wire Aircraft Flight Control
Sensors: July 1978-September 1981. NASA CR-170396,
CSDL-R-1520, April 1983, 85N14844, #.
The details are presented of an onboard digital computer
algorithm designed to reliably detect and isolate the first
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failurein aduplexsetof flightcontrolsensorsaboardthe
NASAF-8 digitalfly-by-wireaircraft.The algorithm's
successfulflighttestprogramis summarized,andspecific
examplesarepresentedofalgorithmbehaviorinresponseto
software-inducedsignalfaults,bothwithandwithoutaircraft
parametermodelingerrors.
*DraperLaboratory,Cambridge,Massachusetts.
151. *Weingarten, N. C.; and *Chalk, C. R.: Application of
Calspan Pitch Rate Control System to the Space Shuttle
for Approach and Landing. NASA CR-170402, RECPT-
7102 F-l, NAS 1.26:170402, May 1983, 83N24513, #.
A pitch rate control system designed for use in the shuttle
during approach and landing was analyzed and compared
with a revised control system developed by NASA and the
existing OFT control system. The design concept control
system uses filtered pitch rate feedback with proportional
plus integral paths in the forward loop. Control system
parameters were designed as a function of flight
configuration. Analysis included time and frequency domain
techniques. Results indicate that both the Calspan and NASA
systems significantly improve the flying qualities of the
shuttle over the OFT. Better attitude and flight path control
and less time delay are the primary reasons. The Calspan
system is preferred because of reduced time delay and
simpler mechanization. Further testing of the improved flight
control systems in an in-flight simulator is recommended.
*Calspan Advanced Technology Center, Buffalo, New York.
152. *Muirhead, V. U.: An Investigation of the Internal
and External Aerodynamics of Cattle Trucks. NASA
CR-170400, NAS 1.26.170400, (KU-FRL-541-2),
1983, 83N26760, #.
Wind tunnel tests were conducted on a one-tenth scale model
of a conventional tractor trailer livestock hauler to determine
the air flow through the trailer and the drag of the vehicle.
These tests were conducted with the trailer empty and with a
full load of simulated cattle. Additionally, the drag was
determined for six configurations, of which details for three
are documented herein. These are: (1) conventional livestock
trailer empty, (2) conventional trailer with smooth sides (i.e.,
without ventilation openings), and (3) a stream line tractor
with modified livestock trailer (cab streamlining and gap
fairing). The internal flow of the streamlined modification
with simulated cattle was determined with two different
ducting systems: a ram air inlet over the cab and NACA
submerged inlets between the cab and trailer. The air flow
within the conventional trailer was random and variable. The
streamline vehicle with ram air inlet provided a nearly
uniform air flow which could be controlled. The streamline
vehicle with NACA submerged inlets provided better flow
conditions than the conventional livestock trailer but not as
uniform or controllable as the ram inlet configuration.
*University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas.
153. *Crouch, K. E.: Aircraft Lightning-Induced Voltage
Test Technique Developments. NASA CR-170403, LT-82-
132, June 1983, 83N26829, #.
High voltage safety, fuels safety, simulation, and response/
measurement techniques are discussed. Travelling wave
transit times, return circuit conductor configurations, LC
ladder network generators, and repetitive pulse techniques
are also discussed. Differential conductive coaxial cable,
analog fiber optic link, repetitive pulse sampled data
instrumentation system, flash A/D optic link system, and an
FM telemetry system are considered.
*Lightning Technologies, Inc., Pittsfield, Massachusetts.
154. *Fisher, R. W.: Variable Acuity Remote Viewing
System Flight Demonstration. NASA CR- 170404,
MDC-IRO296, July 1983, 83N29204, #.
The Variable Acuity Remote Viewing System (VARVS),
originally developed under contract to the Navy (ONR) as a
laboratory brassboard, was modified for flight demonstration.
The VARVS system was originally conceived as a technique
which could circumvent the acuity/field of view/bandwidth
tradeoffs that exists in remote viewing to provide a nearly eye
limited display in both field of view (160 deg) and resolution
(2 min arc) while utilizing conventional TV sensing,
transmission, and display equipment. The modifications for
flight demonstration consisted of modifying the sensor so it
could be installed and flow in a Piper PA20 aircraft, equipped
for remote control and modifying the display equipment so it
could be integrated with the NASA Research RPB (RPRV)
remote control cockpit.
*McDonnell Aircraft Co., St. Louis, Missouri.
155. *Hoffman, J. A.; and *Sandlin, D. R.: A Preliminary
Investigation of the Drag and Ventilation Characteristics
of Livestock Haulers. NASA CR-170408, NAS
1.26:170408, December 1983,84N14990, #.
A wind tunnel evaluation of the drag and ventilation
characteristics of a conventional (unmodified) and five
modified subscale model livestock haulers at 0 deg yaw angle
has been made. The unmodified livestock hauler has a
relatively high drag coefficient, and a low velocity
recirculation region exists in the forward portion of the
hauler. The use of a streamlined forebody and enclosed gap
reduced the drag coefficient of one model by 42% and
improved the rate at which contaminants can be flushed from
the cargo compartment by a factor of 2.5. From the limited
data obtained, any increase in the fraction of open area of the
trailer sides was found to improve the trailer ventilation. The
use of a ram air inlet can improve the ventilation within the
hauler and remove the low velocity recirculation region at the
expense of a modest increase in the truck's drag coefficient.
A mathematical model for vehicles with ram air or NACA
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submergedinletswasdevelopedandappearstoadequately
predicttheventilationcharacteristicsoflivestockhaulers.
*CaliforniaPolytechnicStateUniversity,SanLuisObispo,
California.
156. *Myers, T. T.; *Johnston, D. E.; and *McRuer, D. T.:
Space Shuttle Flying Qualities and Flight Control System
Assessment Study, Phase 2. NASA CR-170406, REPT-
1187-1R, December 1983, 84N14158, #.
A program of flying qualities experiments as part of the
Orbiter Experiments Program (OEX) is defined. Phase 1,
published as CR-170391, reviewed flying qualities criteria
and shuttle data. The review of applicable experimental and
shuttle data to further define the OEX plan is continued. An
unconventional feature of this approach is the use of pilot
strategy model identification to relate flight and simulator
results. Instrumentation, software, and data analysis
techniques for pilot model measurements are examined. The
relationship between shuttle characteristics and
superaugmented aircraft is established. STS flights 1 through
4 are reviewed from the point of view of flying qualities. A
preliminary plan for a coordinated program of inflight and
simulator research is presented.
*Systems Technology, Inc., Hawthorne, California.
157. *Wykes, J. H.; *Kelpl, M. J.; and *Brosnan, M. J.:
Flight Test and Analyses of the B-1 Structural Mode
Control System at Supersonic Flight Conditions. NASA
CR-170405, December 1983, 84N13197, #.
A practical structural mode control system (SMCS) that
could be turned on at takeoff and be left on for the entire flight
was demonstrated. The SMCS appears to be more effective in
damping the key fuselage bending modes at supersonic
speeds than at the design point of Mach 0.85 (for fixed gains).
The SMCS has an adverse effect on high frequency
symmetric modes; however, this adverse effect did not make
the system unstable and does not appear to affect ride quality
performance. The vertical ride quality analyses indicate that
the basic configuration without active systems is satisfactory
for long term exposure. If clear air turbulence were to be
encountered, indications are that the SMCS would be very
effective in reducing the adverse accelerations. On the other
hand, lateral ride quality analyses indicate that the aircraft
with the SMCS on does not quite meet the long term exposure
criteria, but would be satisfactory for shot term exposure at
altitude. Again, the lateral SMCS was shown to be very
effective in reducing peak lateral accelerations.
*NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California.
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158. *Schmidt, D. K.; and *Innocenti, M.: Optimal
Cooperative Control Synthesis Applied to a Control-
Configured Aircraft. NASA CR-170411, January. 1984,
84N24593, #.
A multivariable control augmentation synthesis method is
presented that is intended to enable the designer to directly
optimize pilot opinion rating of the augmented system. The
approach involves the simultaneous solution for the
augmentation and predicted pilot's compensation via optimal
control techniques. The methodology is applied to the control
law synthesis for a vehicle similar to the AFTI F- 16 control-
configured aircraft. The resulting dynamics, expressed in
terms of eigenstructure and time/frequency responses, are
presented with analytical predictions of closed loop tracking
performance, pilot compensation, and other predictors of
pilot acceptance.
*Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana.
159. *Lameris, J.: Development of a Thermal and
Structural Model for a Nastran Finite-Element Analysis
of a Hypersonic Wing Test Structure. NASA CR- 170413,
H-1219, _I_anuary 1984, 84N17620, #.
The development of a thermal and structural model for a
hypersonic wing test structure using the NASTRAN finite-
element method as its primary analytical tool is described. A
detailed analysis was defined to obtain the temperature and
thermal stress distribution in the whole wing as well as the
five upper and lower root panels. During the development of
the models, it was found that the thermal application of
NASTRAN and the VIEW program, used for the generation
of the radiation exchange coefficients, were deficient.
Although for most of these deficiencies solutions could be
found, the existence of one particular deficiency in the
current thermal model prevented the final computation of the
temperature distributions. A SPAR analysis of a single bay of
the wing, using data converted from the original NASTRAN
model, indicates that local temperature-time distributions can
be obtained with good agreement with the test data. The
conversion of the NASTRAN thermal model into a SPAR
model is recommended to meet the immediate goal of
obtaining an accurate thermal stress distribution.
*University of Kansas, Center for Research, Inc., Lawrence,
Kansas.
160. *Bartlett, M. D.; *Feltz, T. F.; *Olsen, A. D., Jr.;
*Smith, D. B.; and *Wildermuth, P. F.: Airioads Research
Study. Volume 2: Airioad Coefficients Derived From
Wind Tunnel Data. NASA CR-170410, NA-76-563,
January. 1984, 84N17174,#.
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Thedevelopmentof B-1aircraftrigidwindtunneldatafor
usein subsequenttasksof theAirloadsResearchStudyis
described.DatafromtheRockwellInternationalexternal
structuralloadsdatabankwereusedtogeneratecoefficients
of rigid airloadshear,bendingmoment,andtorsionat
specificomponentreferencestationsorbothsymmetricand
asymmetricloadings.Componentstationsincludethe
movablewing, horizontaland verticalstabilizers,and
forwardandaftfuselages.ThecoefficientdatacoveraMach
numberrangefrom0.7to 2.2forawingsweepositionof
67.5degree.
*RockwellInternationalCorp.,LosAngeles,California.
161. *Bartlett,M. D.; *Feltz,T. F.; *Olsen,A. D., Jr.;
*Smith,D.B.; and *Wildermuth, P. F.: Airloads Research
Study. Volume 1: Flight Test Loads Acquisition. NASA
CR-170409, NA-76-562, January 1984, 84N17173, #.
The acquisition of B-1 aircraft flight loads data for use in
subsequent tasks of the Airloads Research Study is described.
The basic intent is to utilize data acquired during B- I aircraft
tests, analyze these data beyond the scope of Air Force
requirements, and prepare research reports that will add to the
technology base for future large flexible aircraft. Flight test
data obtained during the airloads survey program included
condition-describing parameters, surface pressures, strain
gage outputs, and loads derived from pressure and strain
gauges. Descriptions of the instrumentation, data processing,
and flight load survey program are included. Data from
windup-turn and steady yaw maneuvers cover a Mach
number range from 0.7 to 2.0 for a wing sweep position of
67.5 deg.
*Rockwell International Corp., Los Angeles, California.
162. *Myers, T. T.; *Johnston, D. E.; and *McRuer, D. T.:
Space Shuttle Flying Qualities Criteria Assessment,
Phase 3. NASA CR-170407, TR-1197-1, February_ 1984,
84N20565, #.
The crucial flight data measurement and reduction techniques
required for the experimental approach are explored. An
overview of available flight data is presented, identification
of the effective augmented vehicle and pilot models
determined, a summary of flight data problems compiled, and
further recommendations for the Orbiter Flying Qualities
(OFQ) experiment provided.
*Systems Technology, Inc., Hawthorne, California.
163. *Walker, R.; and *Gupta, N.: Real-Time Flutter
Analysis. NASA CR-170412, NAS 1.26:170012, ISI-24,
March 1984, 84N20512.
The important algorithm issues necessary to achieve a real
time flutter monitoring system; namely, the guidelines for
choosing appropriate model forms, reduction of the
parameter convergence transient, handling multiple modes,
the effect of over parameterization, and estimate accuracy
predictions, both online and for experiment design are
addressed. An approach for efficiently computing
continuous-time flutter parameter Cramer-Rao estimate error
bounds were developed. This enables a convincing
comparison of theoretical and simulation results, as well as
offline studies in preparation for a flight test. Theoretical
predictions, simulation and flight test results from the NASA
Drones for Aerodynamic and Structural Test (DAST)
Program are compared.
*Integrated Systems, Inc., Palo Alto, California.
164. *Yechout, T. R.; and *Braman, K. B.: Development
and Evaluation of a Performance Modeling Flight Test
Approach Based on Quasi Steady-State Maneuvers.
NASA CR-170414, April 1984, 84N27724, #.
The development, implementation and flight test evaluation
of a performance modeling technique which required a
limited amount of quasisteady state flight test data to predict
the overall one g performance characteristics of an aircraft.
The concept definition phase of the program include
development of: (1) the relationship for defining
aerodynamic characteristics from quasi steady state
maneuvers; (2) a simplified in flight thrust and airflow
prediction technique; (3) a flight test maneuvering sequence
which efficiently provided definition of baseline
aerodynamic and engine characteristics including power
effects on lift and drag; and (4) the algorithms necessary for
cruise and flight trajectory predictions. Implementation of the
concept include design of the overall flight test data flow,
definition of instrumentation system and ground test
requirements, development and verification of all applicable
software and consolidation of the overall requirements in a
flight test plan.
*University of Kansas, Center for Research, Inc., Lawrence,
Kansas.
165. *Bacon, B. J.; and *Schmidt, D. K.: An Optimal
Control Approach to Pilot/Vehicle Analysis and Neal-
Smith Criteria. NASA CR-170016, April 1984, 84N21551,
#.
The approach of Neal and Smith was merged with the
advances in pilot modeling by means of optimal control
techniques. While confirming the findings of Neal and Smith,
a methodology that explicitly includes the pilot's objective in
attitude tracking was developed. More importantly, the
method yields the required system bandwidth along with a
better pilot model directly applicable to closed-loop analysis
of systems in any order.
*Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana.
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166. *Bowers,A.H.;and*Sandlin,D.R.:A Comparison
of Computer-Generated Lift and Drag Polars for a
Wortmann Airfoil to Flight and Wind Tunnel Results.
NASA CR-176963, NAS 1.26:176963, June 1984,
86N28919, #.
Computations of drag polars for a low-speed Wortmann
sailplane airfoil are compared to both wind tunnel and flight
results. Excellent correlation is shown to exist between
computations and flight results except when separated flow
regimes were encountered. Wind tunnel transition locations
are shown to agree with computed predictions. Smoothness
of the input coordinates to the PROFILE airfoil analysis
computer program was found to be essential to obtain
accurate comparisons of drag polars or transition location to
either the flight or wind tunnel results.
*California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo,
California.
167. *Myers, T. T.; *McRuer, D. T.; and *Johnston, D. E.:
Flying Qualities and Control System Characteristics for
Superaugmented Aircraft. NASA CR- 170419,
STI-TR-1202-1, December 1984, 85N13800, #.
Aircraft-alone dynamics and superaugmented control system
fundamental regulatory properties including stability and
regulatory responses of the basic closed-loop systems;
fundamental high and low frequency margins and governing
factors; and sensitivity to aircraft and controller parameters
are addressed. Alternative FCS mechanizations, and
mechanizational side effects are also discussed. An overview
of flying qualities considerations encompasses general pilot
operations as a controller in unattended, intermittent and trim,
and full-attention regulatory or command control; effective
vehicle primary and secondary response properties to pilot
inputs and disturbances; pilot control architectural
possibilities; and comparison of superaugmented and
conventional aircraft path responses for different forms of
pilot control. Results of a simple experimental investigation
into pilot dynamic behavior in attitude control of
superaugmented aircraft configurations with high frequency
time laps and time delays are presented.
*Systems Technology, Inc., Hawthorne, California.
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168. *Enns, D. F.: Model Reduction for Control System
Design. NASA CR-170417, NAS 1.26:170417, March 1985,
85N22398.
An approach and a technique for effectively obtaining
reduced order mathematical models of a given large order
model for the purposes of synthesis, analysis and
implementation of control systems is developed. This
approach involves the use of an error criterion which is the
H-infinity norm of a frequency weighted error between the
full and reduced order models. The weightings are chosen to
take into account the purpose for which the reduced order
model is intended. A previously unknown error bound in the
H-infinity norm for reduced order models obtained from
internally balanced realizations was obtained. This motivated
further development of the balancing technique to include the
frequency dependent weightings. This resulted in the
frequency weighted balanced realization and a new model
reduction technique. Two approaches to designing reduced
order controllers were developed. The first involves reducing
the order of a high order controller with an appropriate
weighting. The second involves linear quadratic Gaussian
synthesis based on a reduced order model obtained with an
appropriate weighting.
*Stanford University, Stanford, California.
169. *James, R.; and *Brownlow, J. D.: Mathematical
Analysis Study for Radar Data Processing and
Enhancement. Part 1: Radar Data Analysis. NASA
CR-166616-PT-1, H-1287-PT-1, August 1985, 86N13353.
A study is performed under NASA contract to evaluate data
from an AN/FPS-16 radar installed for support of flight
programs at Dryden Flight Research Facility of NASA Ames
Research Center. The purpose of this study is to provide
information necessary for improving post-flight data
reduction and knowledge of accuracy of derived radar
quantities. Tracking data from six flights are analyzed. Noise
and bias errors in raw tracking data are determined for each
of the flights. A discussion of an altitude bias error during all
of the tracking missions is included. This bias error is defined
by utilizing pressure altitude measurements made during
survey flights. Four separate filtering methods, representative
of the most widely used optimal estimation techniques for
enhancement of radar tracking data, are analyzed for
suitability in processing both real-time and post-mission data.
Additional information regarding the radar and its
measurements, including typical noise and bias errors in the
range and angle measurements, is also presented. This is in
two parts. This is part 1, an analysis of radar data.
*GMD Systems, Inc., Lancaster, California.
170, *James, R.; and *Brownlow, J. D.: Mathematical
Analysis Study for Radar Data Processing and
Enhancement. Part 2: Modeling of Propagation Path
Errors. NASA CR-166616-PT-2, H-1287-PT-2,
1985, 86N13354.
A study is performed under NASA contract to evaluate data
from an AN/FPS-16 radar installed for support of flight
programs at Dryden Flight Research Facility of NASA Ames
Research Center. The purpose of this study is to provide
information necessary for improving post-flight data
reduction and knowledge of accuracy of derived radar
quantities. Tracking data from six flights are analyzed. Noise
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andbiaserrorsinrawtrackingdataaredeterminedforeach
oftheflights.A discussionfanaltitudebiaserrorduringall
ofthetrackingmissionsi included.Thisbiaserrorisdefined
by utilizingpressurealtitudemeasurementsmadeduring
surveyflights.Fourseparatefilteringmethods,representative
of themostwidelyusedoptimalestimationtechniquesfor
enhancementof radartrackingdata,areanalyzedfor
suitabilityinprocessingbothreal-timeandpost-missiondata.
Additionalinformationregardingthe radar and its
measurements,includingtypicalnoiseandbiaserrorsinthe
rangeandanglemeasurements,isalsopresented.Thisreport
is intwoparts.Thisispart2,adiscussionfthemodelingof
propagationpatherrors.
*GMDSystems,Inc.,Lancaster,California.
171. *Vaillard,A.H.;*Paduano,J.; and *Downing, D. R.:
Development of a Sensitivity Control Systems. NASA
CR-166619, October 1985, 86N17358, #.
This report presents the development and application of a
sensitivity analysis technique for multiloop flight control
systems. This analysis yields very useful information on the
sensitivity of the relative-stability criteria of the control
system, with variations or uncertainties in the system and
controller elements. The sensitivity analysis technique
developed is based on the computation of the singular values
and singular-value gradients of a feedback-control system.
The method is applicable to single-input/single-output as
well as multiloop continuous-control systems. Application to
sampled-data systems is also explored. The sensitivity
analysis technique was applied to a continuous yaw/roll
damper stability augmentation system of a typical business
jet, and the results show that the analysis is very useful in
determining the system elements which have the largest
effect on the relative stability of the closed-loop system. As a
secondary product of the research reported here, the relative
stability criteria based on the concept of singular values were
explored.
*University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas.
172. *Cousineau, R. D.; *Crook, R., Jr.; and *Leeds, D. J.:
Investigation of Seismieity and Related Effects at NASA
Ames-Dryden Flight Research Facility, Computer
Center, Edwards, California. NASA CR- 170415,
November 1985, 86N14706, #.
This report discusses a geological and seismological
investigation of the NASA Ames-Dryden Flight Research
Facility site at Edwards, California. Results are presented as
seismic design criteria, with design values of the pertinent
ground motion parameters, probability of recurrence, and
recommended analogous time-history accelerograms with
their corresponding spectra. The recommendations apply
specifically to the Dryden site and should not be extrapolated
to other sites with varying foundation and geologic
conditions or different seismic environments.
*Soils International, San Gabriel, California.
173. *Schmidt, D. K.; and *Duke, E. L.: Multi-Input,
Multi-Output System Control for Experimental Aircraft.
NASA CR-177017, NAS 1.26:177017, December 1985,
86N28955, #.
Two techniques, direct eigenspace assignment (DEA) and
explicit model following (EMF), are used initially to
synthesize control laws for the longitudinal dynamics model
of a Short Takeoff and Landing (STOL) vehicle in the
landing configuration. The vehicle model and the flight
control design are presented. The two synthesis techniques
are briefly discussed and the handling qualities specifications
mapped into the algorithm formulations. The control laws
resulting from exercising the algorithms are evaluated in
terms of achieved performance and robustness. Since the
synthesized control laws involve full state feedback,
methodologies were implemented for the control laws using
output feedback without adversely affecting performance and
robustness. Finally, the salient features o f the two design
techniques are summarized and the areas that require further
investigation are suggested.
*Purdue University, School of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
West Lafayette, Indiana.
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174. *Myers, T. T.; *Johnston, D. E.; and *McRuer, D. T.:
Space Shuttle Flying Qualities Criteria Assessment.
Phase 5: Data Acquisition and Analysis. NASA
CR-166618, NAS 1.26:166618, STI-TR-1206-1, May 1986.
86N24704.
The development of flying qualities experiments (OFQ) as a
part of the Orbiter Experiments Program (OEX) was
continued. The data base was extended to use the ground
based cinetheodolite measurements of orbiter approach and
landing. Onboard the cinetheodolite data were analyzed from
flights STS 2 through 7 to identify the effective augmented
vehicle dynamics, the control strategy employed by the pilot
during preflare, shallow glide, and final flare segments of the
landing, and the key approach and touchdown performance
measures. A plan for an OFQ flying qualities data archive and
processing is presented.
*Systems Technology, Inc., Hawthorne, California.
175. *Cruz, R. E.: An Application of Adaptive Learning
to Malfunction Recovery. NASA CR- 166620, H-1325, AD-
A158129, AFIT/CI/NR-85-85T, May 1986, 86N25169, #.
A self-organizing controller is developed for a simplified
two-dimensional aircraft model. The Controller learns how to
pilot the aircraft through a navigational mission without
exceeding pre-established position and velocity limits. The
controller pilots the aircraft by activating one of eight
directional actuators at all times. By continually monitoring
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theaircraft'spositionandvelocitywithrespecttothemission,
thecontrollerprogressivelymodifiesits decisionrulesto
improvetheaircraft'sperformance.Whenthecontrollerhas
learnedhow to pilot the aircraft,two actuatorsfail
permanently.Despitethismalfunction,thecontrollerregains
proficiencyat its originaltask.Theexperimentalresults
reportedshowthecontroller'scapabilitiesforself-organizing
control,earning,andmalfunctionrecovery.
*UniversityofCalifornia,LosAngeles,California.
176. *Myers, T. T.; *Dimarco, R.; *Magdaleno, R. E.; and
*Aponso, B. L.: Archive Data Base and Handling System
for the Orbiter Flying Qualifies Experiment Program.
NASA CR-166622, H-1353, October 1986, 87N14351, #.
The OFQ archives data base and handling system assembled
as part of the Orbiter Flying Qualities (OFQ) research of the
Orbiter Experiments Program (EOX) are described. The
purpose of the OFQ archives is to preserve and document
shuttle flight data relevant to vehicle dynamics, flight control,
and flying qualities in a form that permits maximum use for
qualified users. In their complete form, the OFQ archives
contain descriptive text (general information about the flight,
signal descriptions and units) as well as numerical time
history data. Since the shuttle program is so complex, the
official data base contains thousands of signals and very
complex entries are required to obtain data. The OFQ
archives are intended to provide flight phase oriented data
subsets with relevant signals which are easily identified for
flying qualities research.
*Systems Technology, Inc., Hawthorne, California.
1987 Contractor Reports
177. *Paduano, James D.; and *Downing, David R.:
Application of a Sensitivity Analysis Technique to High-
Order Digital Flight Control Systems. NASA CR-179429,
January_ 1987. 87N28565, #.
A sensitivity analysis technique for multiloop flight control
systems is studied. This technique uses the scaled singular
values of the return difference matrix as a measure of the
relative stability of a control system. It then uses the gradients
of these singular values with respect to system and controller
parameters to judge sensitivity. The sensitivity analysis
technique is first reviewed; then it is extended to include
digital systems, through the derivation of singular-value
gradient equations. Gradients with respect to parameters
which do not appear explicitly as control-system matrix
elements are also derived, so that high-order systems can be
studied. A complete review of the integrated technique is
given by way of a simple example: the inverted pendulum
problem. The technique is then demonstrated on the X-29
control laws. Results show linear models of real systems can
be analyzed by this sensitivity technique, if it is applied with
care. A computer program called SVA was written to
accomplish the singular-value sensitivity analysis techniques.
Thus computational methods and considerations form an
integral part of many of the discussions. A user's guide to the
program is included. The SVA is a fully public domain
program, running on the NASA/Dryden Elxsi computer.
*University of Kansas, Center for Research, Inc., Lawrence,
Kansas.
178. *Lan, C. Edward; and *Lee, I. G.: Investigation of
Empennage Buffeting. NASA CR-179426, H-1393, March
1987, 87N19754, #.
Theoretical methods of predicting aircraft buffeting are
reviewed. For the buffeting due to leading-edge vortex
breakdown, a method is developed to convert test data of
mean square values of fluctuating normal force to buffeting
vortex strength through an unsteady lifting-surface theory
and unsteady suction analogy. The resulting buffeting vortex
from the leading-edge extension of an F-18 configuration is
used to generate a fluctuating flow field which produces
unsteady pressure distribution on the vertical tails. The root
mean square values of root bending moment on the vertical
tails are calculated for a rigid configuration. Results from a
flow visualization and hot films study in a water tunnel
facility using a 1/48 scale model of an F-18 are included in an
appendix. The results confirm that the LEX vortex is the
dominant forcing function of fin buffet at high angles of
attack.
*University of Kansas, Center for Research, Inc., Lawrence,
Kansas.
179. *Nelson, Lawrence H.: Measured and Predicted
Structural Behavior of the HiMAT Tailored Composite
Wing. NASA CR-166617, H-1376, March 1987, 89N18530,
#.
A series of load tests was conducted on the HiMAT tailored
composite wing. Coupon tests were also run on a series of
unbalanced laminates, including the ply configuration of the
wing, the purpose of which was to compare the measured and
predicted behavior of unbalanced laminates, including - in the
case of the wing - a comparison between the behavior of the
full scale structure and coupon tests. Both linear and
nonlinear finite element (NASTRAN) analyses were carried
out on the wing. Both linear and nonlinear point-stress
analyses were performed on the coupons. All test articles
were instrumented with strain gages, and wing deflections
measured. The leading and trailing edges were found to have
no effect on the response of the wing to applied loads. A
decrease in the stiffness of the wing box was evident over the
27-test program. The measured load-strain behavior of the
wing was found to be linear, in contrast to coupon tests of the
same laminate, which were nonlinear. A linear NASTRAN
analysis of the wing generally correlated more favorably with
measurements than did a nonlinear analysis. An examination
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ofthepredicteddeflectionsin thewingrootregionrevealed
ananomalousbehaviorofthestructuralmodelthatcannotbe
explained.Bothhysteresisandcreepappearto be less
significantin the wingteststhanin thecorresponding
laminatecoupontests.
*CaliforniaPolytechnicStateUniversity,SanLuisObispo,
California.
180. *Coe, Charles F.: An Investigation of the Causes of
Failure of Flexible Thermal Protection Materials in an
Aerodynamic Environment. NASA CR- 166624, H- 1389,
March 1987, 89N19214, #.
Tests of small panels of advanced flexible reusable surface
insulation (AFRSI) were conducted using a small wind tunnel
that was designed to simulate Space Shuttle Orbiter entry
mean-flow and pulsating aerodynamic loads. The wind
tunnel, with a 3 inch wide by 1.75 inch high by 7.5 inch long
test section, proved to be capable of continuous flow at
dynamic pressures q near 580 psf with fluctuating pressures
over 2 psi RMS at an excitation frequency f sub E of 200 Hz.
For this investigation, however, the wind tunnel was used to
test entry-temperature preconditioned and heat-cleaned
AFRSI at q = 280 psf, Prms was nearly equal to 1.2 psi and
f sub E = 200 Hz. The objective of these tests was to
determine the mechanism of failure of AFRSI at Orbiter entry
conditions. Details of the test apparatus and test results are
presented.
*Coe Engineering, Inc., Los Altos, California.
181. *Goforth, E. A.; *Murphy, R. C.; *Beranek, J. A.; and
*Davis, R. A.: Flight and Analytical Investigations of a
Structural Mode Excitation System on the YF-12A
Airplane. NASA CR-166623, H-1361, April 1987,
87N22685, #.
A structural excitation system, using an oscillating canard
vane to generate force, was mounted on the forebody of the
YF-12A airplane. The canard vane was used to excite the
airframe structural modes during flight in the subsonic,
transonic, and supersonic regimes. Structural modal
responses generated by the canard vane forces were
measured at the flight test conditions by airframe-mounted
accelerometers. Correlations of analytical and experimental
aeroelastic results were made. Doublet lattice, steady state
double lattice with uniform lag, Mach box, and piston theory
all produced acceptable analytical aerodynamic results within
the restrictions that apply to each. In general, the
aerodynamic theory methods, carefully applied, were found
to predict the dynamic behavior of the YF-12A aircraft
adequately.
*Lockheed-California Co., Burbank, California.
182. *Childs, William I.: Low Cost Tooling Material and
Process for Graphite and Kevlar Composites. NASA
CR-179427, H-1407, June 1987, 90N17834.
An Extruded Sheet Tooling Compound (ESTC) was
developed for use in quickly building low cost molds for
fabricating composites. The ESTC is a very highly mineral-
filled resin system formed into a 6 mm thick sheet. The sheet
is laid on the pattern, vacuum (bag) is applied to remove air
from the pattern surface, and the assembly is heat cured. The
formed ESTC is then backed and/or framed and ready for use.
The cured ESTC exhibits low coefficient of thermal
expansion and maintains strength at temperatures of 180 to
200 C. Tools were made and used successfully for:
Compression molding of high strength epoxy sheet molding
compound, stamping of aluminum, resin transfer molding of
polyester, and liquid resin molding of polyester. Several
variations of ESTC can be made for specific requirements.
Higher thermal conductivity can be achieved by using an
aluminum particle filler. Room temperature gel is possible to
allow use of foam patterns.
*Quantum Composites, Inc., Midland, Michigan.
1988 Contractor Reports
183. *Menon, P. K. A.; and *Walker, R. A.: Aircraft Flight
Test Trajectory Control. NASA CR-179428, H-1345, AD-
A269273, January_ 1988, 88N16707, #.
Two design techniques for linear flight test trajectory
controllers (FFrCs) are described: Eigenstructure
assignment and the minimum error excitation technique. The
two techniques are used to design FTTCs for an F-15 aircraft
model for eight different maneuvers at thirty different flight
conditions. An evaluation of the FTrCs is presented.
*Integrated Systems, Inc., Palo Alto, California.
184. *Redner, Alex S.; and *Voloshin, Arkady S.: Spectral
Contents Readout of Birefringent Sensors. NASA
CR-179430, H-1444, April 1988, 88N20673, #.
The objective of the research performed was to establish the
feasibility of using spectral contents analysis to measure
accurately, strains and retardation in birefringent sensors, and
more generally, on transparent materials.
*Strainoptic Technologies, Inc., Norristown, Pennsylvania.
185. *Myers, Thomas T.; *Parseghian, Zareh; and *Hogue,
Jeffrey R.: Orbiter Flying Qualities (OFQ) Workstation
User's Guide. NASA CR-179440, H-1537, June 1988,
89N22612, #.
This project was devoted to the development of a software
package, called the Orbiter Flying Qualities (OFQ)
Workstation, for working with the OFQ Archives which are
specially selected sets of space shuttle entry flight data
relevant to flight control and flying qualities. The basic
approach to creation of the workstation software was to
federate and extend commercial software products to create a
low cost package that operates on personal computers.
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Provisionwasmadeto link the workstationto large
computers,buttheOFQArchivefileswerealsoconvertedto
personalcomputerdiskettesandcanbestoredonworkstation
harddiskdrives.Theprimaryelementof theworkstation
developedintheprojectistheInteractiveDataHandler(IDH)
whichallowstheusertoselectdatasubsetsfromthearchives
andpassthemtospecializedanalysisprograms.TheIDHwas
developedas an applicationin a relationaldatabase
managementsystemproduct.The specializedanalysis
programslinkedto theworkstationi cludea spreadsheet
program,FREDAfor spectralnalysis,MFPforfrequency
domainsystemidentification,andNIPIPfor pilot-vehicle
systemparameteridentification.The workstationalso
includescapabilityfor ensembleanalysisovergroupsof
missions.
*SystemsTechnology,Inc.,Hawthorne,California.
186. *Richi, Glen A.: Debris Prevention Analysis for
DFI/OFI/OEI (STS-26 Configuration Only). NASA
CR-179421, TWR-18091, WBS-4B102-10-08, August 1988,
89N13453, #.
The first 3 shuttle flights to use the Redesigned Solid Rocket
Motors (RSRMs) will utilize Development Flight
Instrumentation (DFI), as well as Operational Flight
Instrumentation (OFI), and Operational Environment
Instrumentation (OEI). The OFI consists of high pressure
transducers used on both RSRMs to monitor the igniter and
motor chamber pressure. DFI consists of assorted strain
gages, temperature sensors, accelerometers, girth gages, and
low level pressure transducers. The latter are installed on the
left hand booster to measure post-separation aerodynamic
loading. OEI consists of temperature sensors. After Flight 3,
all DFI gages are to be deleted, and only OFI and OEI will be
used for subsequent flights. This report deals specifically
with debris prevention and hazards concerning the STS-26
flight DFI configuration only. Continued analysis is being
done that will adequately address the debris hazards
associated with the STS-27 and subsequent flight DFI
configurations.
*Morton Thiokol, Brigham City, Utah.
187. *Yeh, Hsien-Yang: Stress Concentration Around
Circular Hole in a Composite Material Specimen
Representative of the X-29A Forward-Swept Wing
Aircraft. NASA CR-179435, H-1435, August 1988,
88N26694, #.
The theory of anisotropic elasticity was used to evaluate the
anisotropic stress concentration factors of a composite
laminated plate containing a small circular hole. This
advanced composite material was used to manufacture the
X-29A forward swept wing. Observe that the usual isotropic
material stress concentration factor is three. However, for
composite material, it was found that the anisotropic stress
concentration factor is no longer constant, and that the
locations of maximum tangential stress points could shift by
changing the fiber orientation with respect to the loading axis.
The analysis showed that through the lamination process, the
stress concentration factor could be drastically reduced, and
therefore the structural performance could be improved. Both
the mixture rule approach and the constant strain approach
were used to calculate the stress concentration factor. The
results predicted by the mixture rule approach were about 20
percent deviate from the experimental data. However, the
results predicted by the constant strain approach matched the
testing data very well. This showed the importance of the
inplane shear effect on the evaluation of stress concentration
factor for the X-29A composite plate.
*California State University, Long Beach, California.
188. *Yeh, Hsien-Yang: Temperature Effect on Stress
Concentration Around Circular Hole in a Composite
Material Specimen Representative of X-29A Forward-
Swept Wing Aircraft. NASA CR-179439, H-1514,
NAS 1.26:179439, August 1988, 89N14456, #.
The theory of anisotropic elasticity was used to evaluate the
anisotropic stress concentration factors of a composite
laminated plate containing a small circular hole. This
advanced composite was used to manufacture the X-29A
forward-swept wing. It was found for composite material,
that the anisotropic stress concentration is no longer a
constant, and that the locations of maximum tangential stress
points could shift by changing the fiber orientation with
respect to the loading axis. The analysis showed that through
the lamination process, the stress concentration factor could
be reduced drastically, and therefore the structural
performance could be improved. Both the mixture rule
approach and the constant strain approach were used to
calculate the stress concentration factor of room temperature.
The results predicted by the mixture rule approach were about
twenty percent deviate from the experimental data. However,
the results predicted by the constant strain approach matched
the testing data very well. This showed the importance of the
inplane shear effect on the evaluation of the stress
concentration factor for the X-29A composite plate.
*California State University, Long Beach, California.
189. *Dunipace, K. R.: Model Reduction Methods for
Control Design. NASA CR-179434, H-1499, August 1988,
88N26144, #.
Several different model reduction methods are developed and
detailed implementation information is provided for those
methods. Command files to implement the model reduction
methods in a proprietary control law analysis and design
package are presented. A comparison and discussion of the
various reduction techniques is included.
*Indiana University-Purdue University, West Lafayette,
Indiana.
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190. *Agarwal, A. K.: Automation Tools for
Demonstration of Goal Directed and Self-Repairing
Flight Control Systems. NASA CR-179433, H-1498,
August 1988.88N26121, #.
system (ATMS) that uses expert system technology for flight
test planning, scheduling, and execution is documented.
*Sparta, Inc., Laguna Hills, California.
The coupling of expert systems and control design and
analysis techniques are documented to provide a realizable
self repairing flight control system. Key features of such a
flight control system are identified and a limited set of rules
for a simple aircraft model are presented.
*Integrated Systems, Inc., Santa Clara, California.
1989 Contractor Reports
191. *Edwards, S. J.; and *Caglayan, A. K.: Expert
Systems for Real-Time Monitoring and Fault Diagnosis.
NASA CR-179441, H-1540, April 1989, 89N23209, #.
Methods for building real-time onboard expert systems were
investigated, and the use of expert systems technology was
demonstrated in improving the performance of current real-
time onboard monitoring and fault diagnosis applications.
The potential applications of the proposed research include
an expert system environment allowing the integration of
expert systems into conventional time-critical application
solutions, a grammar for describing the discrete event
behavior of monitoring and fault diagnosis systems, and their
applications to new real-time hardware fault diagnosis and
monitoring systems for aircraft.
*Charles River Analytics, Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts.
192. *Menon, P. K. A.; *Badgett, M. E.; and *Walker, R.
A.: Nonlinear Maneuver Autopilot for the F-15 Aircraft.
NASA CR-179442, H-1541, J_ne 1989, 90N11487, #.
A methodology is described for the development of flight test
trajectory control laws based on singular perturbation
methodology and nonlinear dynamic modeling. The control
design methodology is applied to a detailed nonlinear
six degree-of-freedom simulation of the F-15 and results for
a level accelerations, pushover/pullup maneuver, zoom and
pushover maneuver, excess thrust windup turn, constant
thrust windup turn, and a constant dynamic pressure/constant
load factor trajectory are presented.
*Integrated Systems, Inc., Palo Alto, California.
193. *Rediess, Herman A.: National Remote
Computational Flight Research Facility. NASA
CR-179432, H-1489, September 1989, 91N24210, #.
The extension of the NASA Ames-Dryden remotely
augmented vehicle (RAV) facility to accommodate flight
testing of a hypersonic aircraft utilizing the continental
United States as a test range is investigated. The development
and demonstration of an automated flight test management
194. *Redner, Alex S.: Spectral Contents Readout of
Birefringent Sensor. NASA CR- 179444, H- 1581,
REPT-87-955, October 1989, 90N14905, #.
The technical objective of this research program was to
develop a birefringent sensor, capable of measuring strain/
stress up to 2000 °F and a readout system based on Spectral
Contents analysis. As a result of the research work, a data
acquisition system was developed, capable of measuring
strain birefringence in a sensor at 2000 °F, with multi-point
static and dynamic capabilities. The system uses a dedicated
spectral analyzer for evaluation of stress-birefringence and a
PC-based readout. Several sensor methods were evaluated.
Fused silica was found most satisfactory. In the final
evaluation, measurements were performed up to 2000 °F and
the system performance exceeded expectations.
*Strainoptic Technologies, Inc., North Wales, Pennsylvania.
195. *Carlson, Leland A.:Development of Direct-Inverse
3-D Methods for Applied Transonic Aerodynamic Wing
Design and Analysis. NASA CR- 186036, NAS
1.26:186036, TAMRF-5373-8903, October 1989,
90N11733, #.
An inverse wing design method was developed around an
existing transonic wing analysis code. The original analysis
code, TAWFIVE, has as its core the numerical potential flow
solver, FLO30, developed by Jameson and Caughey.
Features of the analysis code include a finite-volume
formulation; wing and fuselage fitted, curvilinear grid mesh;
and a viscous boundary layer correction that also accounts for
viscous wake thickness and curvature. The development of
the inverse methods as an extension of previous methods
existing for design in Cartesian coordinates is presented.
Results are shown for inviscid wing design cases in super-
critical flow regimes. The test cases selected also demonstrate
the versatility of the design method in designing an entire
wing or discontinuous sections of a wing.
*Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas.
196. *Srivastava, R.; and *Sankar, L. N.: Numerical
Simulation of Unsteady Rotational Flow Over Propfan
Configurations: May 1 to November 30, 1989. NASA
CR- 186037, November 1989, 90N 12500, #.
The objective is to develop efficient numerical techniques for
the study of aeroelastic response of a propfan in an unsteady
transonic flow. A three dimensional unsteady Euler solver is
being modified to address this problem.
*Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia.
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197. *Bailey, R. E.; and *Knotts, L. H.: Interaction of Feel
System and Flight Control System Dynamics on Lateral
Flying Qualities. NASA CR- 179445, H- 1584, CALSPAN-
7205-26, December 1990, 91N14353, #.
An experimental investigation of the influence of lateral feel
system characteristics on fighter aircraft roll flying qualities
was conducted using the variable stability USAF NT-33.
Forty-two evaluation flights were flown by three engineering
test pilots. The investigation utilized the power approach,
visual landing task and up-and-away tasks including
formation, gun tracking, and computer-generated
compensatory attitude tracking tasks displayed on the
Head-Up Display. Experimental variations included the feel
system frequency, force-deflection gradient, control system
command type (force or position input command), aircraft
roll mode time constant, control system prefiiter frequency,
and control system time delay. The primary data were task
performance records and evaluation pilot comments and
ratings using the Cooper-Harper scale. The data highlight the
unique and powerful effect of the feel system of flying
qualities. The data show that the feel system is not
'equivalent' in flying qualities influence to analogous control
system elements. A lower limit of allowable feel system
frequency appears warranted to ensure good lateral flying
qualities. Flying qualities criteria should most properly treat
the feel system dynamic influence separately from the control
system, since the input and output of this dynamic element is
apparent to the pilot and thus, does not produce a 'hidden'
effect.
*Calspan-State University of New York Joint Venture,
Buffalo, New York.
1991 Contractor Reports
198. *Evans, Alison B.: The Effects of Compressor
Seventh-Stage Bleed Air Extraction on Performance of
the F100-PW-220 Afterburning Turbofan Engine. NASA
CR-179447, H-1679, February_ 1991,91N20085, #.
A study was conducted to determine the effects of seventh-
stage compressor bleed on the performance of the F100
afterburning turbofan engine. The effects of bleed on thrust,
specific fuel consumption, fan turbine inlet temperature,
bleed total pressure, and bleed total temperature were
obtained from the engine manufacturer's status deck
computer simulation. These effects were determined for
power settings of intermediate, partial afterburning, and
maximum afterburning for Mach numbers between 0.6 and
2.2 and for altitudes of 30,000, 40,000, and 50,000 ft. It was
found that thrust loss and specific fuel consumption increase
were approximately linear functions of bleed flow and, based
on a percent-thrust change basis, were approximately
independent of power setting.
*San Jose State University, San Jose, California.
199. *Freudinger, Lawrence C.: Analysis of Structural
Response Data Using Discrete Modal Filters. NASA
CR-179448, H-1693, NAS 1.26:179448, May 1991,
91N22116, #.
The application of reciprocal modal vectors to the analysis of
structural response data is described. Reciprocal modal
vectors are constructed using an existing experimental modal
model and an existing frequency response matrix of a
structure, and can be assembled into a matrix that effectively
transforms the data from the physical space to a modal space
within a particular frequency range. In other words, the
weighting matrix necessary for modal vector orthogonality
(typically the mass matrix) is contained within the reciprocal
model matrix. The underlying goal of this work is mostly
directed toward observing the modal state responses in the
presence of unknown, possibly closed loop forcing functions,
thus having an impact on both operating data analysis
techniques and independent modal space control techniques.
This study investigates the behavior of reciprocal modal
vectors as modal filters with respect to certain calculation
parameters and their performance with perturbed system
frequency response data.
*University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio
200. *Rediess, Herman A.; *Ramnath, Rudrapatna V.;
*Vrable, Daniel L.; *Hirvo, David H.; *McMillen, Lowell
D.; and *Osofsky, Irving B.: Hypersonic Research Vehicle
(HRV) Real-Time Flight Test Support Feasibility and
Requirements Study. Part 1: Real-Time Flight
Experiment Support. NASA CR-179449, H-1677-PT-1,
May 1991, 91N24193, #.
The results are presented of a study to identify potential real
time remote computational applications to support
monitoring HRV flight test experiments along with
definitions of preliminary requirements. A major expansion
of the support capability available at Ames-Dryden was
considered. The focus is on the use of extensive computation
and data bases together with real time flight data to generate
and present high level information to those monitoring the
flight. Six examples were considered: (1) boundary layer
transition location; (2) shock wave position estimation;
(3) performance estimation; (4) surface temperature
estimation; (5) critical structural stress estimation; and
(6) stability estimation.
*Sparta, Inc., Laguna Hills, California.
201. *Rediess, Herman A.; and *Hewett, M. D.:
Hypersonic Research Vehicle (HRV) Real-Time Flight
Test Support Feasibility and Requirements Study. Part 2:
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Remote Computation Support for Flight Systems
Functions. NASA CR-179450, H-1700-PT-2, May 1991,
91N24194.
The requirements are assessed for the use of remote
computation to support HRV flight testing. First, remote
computational requirements were developed to support
functions that will eventually be performed onboard
operational vehicles of this type. These functions which
either cannot be performed onboard in the time frame of
initial HRV flight test programs because the technology of
airborne computers will not be sufficiently advanced to
support the computational loads required, or it is not desirable
to perform the functions onboard in the flight test program for
other reasons. Second, remote computational support either
required or highly desirable to conduct flight testing itself
was addressed. The use is proposed of an Automated Flight
Management System which is described in conceptual detail.
Third, autonomous operations is discussed and finally,
unmanned operations.
*Sparta, Inc., Laguna Hills, California.
202. *Hewett, M. D.; *Tartt, D. M.; and **Agarwal, A.:
Automated Flight Test Management System. NASA
CR-186011, H-1699, May 1991, 91N22117, #.
The Phase 1 development of an automated flight test
management system (ATMS) as a component of a rapid
prototyping flight research facility for artificial intelligence
(AI) based flight concepts is discussed. The ATMS provides
a flight engineer with a set of tools that assist in flight test
planning, monitoring, and simulation. The system is also
capable of controlling an aircraft during flight test by
performing closed loop guidance functions, range
management, and maneuver-quality monitoring. The ATMS
is being used as a prototypical system to develop a flight
research facility for AI based flight systems concepts at
NASA Ames Dryden.
*Sparta, Inc., Laguna Hills, California.
**Integrated Systems, Inc., Santa Clara, California.
203. *Hewett, Marie D.: Autonomous Aircraft Initiative
Study. NASA CR-186013, H-1609, NAS 1.26:186013,
1991, 91N26140, #.
The results of a consulting effort to aid NASA Ames-Dryden
in defining a new initiative in aircraft automation are
described. The initiative described is a multi-year, multi-
center technology development and flight demonstration
program. The initiative features the further development of
technologies in aircraft automation already being pursued at
multiple NASA centers and Department of Defense (DOD)
research and Development (R and D) facilities. The proposed
initiative involves the development of technologies in
intelligent systems, guidance, control, software development,
airborne computing, navigation, communications, sensors,
unmanned vehicles, and air traffic control. It involves the
integration and implementation of these technologies to the
extent necessary to conduct selected and incremental flight
demonstrations.
*G and C Systems, Inc., San Juan Capistrano, California.
204. *Hanna, Gregory J.; and **Stephens, Craig A.:
Predicted Thermal Response of a Cryogenic Fuel Tank
Exposed to Simulated Aerodynamic Heating Profiles
With Different Cryogens and Fill Levels. NASA CR-4395,
H-1738, NAS 1.26:4395, AIAA PAPER 91-4007. AIAA
Session of the ASME/AICHE National Heat Transfer
Conference, Minneapolis, Minnesota., July 28-31, 1991,
September 1991,91N31470, #. (See also 1869.)
A two dimensional finite difference thermal model was
developed to predict the effects of heating profile, fill level,
and cryogen type prior to experimental testing the Generic
Research Cryogenic Tank (GRCT). These numerical
predictions will assist in defining test scenarios, sensor
locations, and venting requirements for the GRCT
experimental tests. Boiloff rates, tank-wall and fluid
temperatures, and wall heat fluxes were determined for
20 computational test cases. The test cases spanned three
discrete fill levels and three heating profiles for hydrogen and
nitrogen.
*Hanna Technology Resources, Boulder, Colorado.
**Planning Research Corp., Edwards, California.
205. *Brumbaugh, Randal W.: An Aircraft Model for the
AIAA Controls Design Challenge. NASA CR-186019,
H-1777, NAS 1.26:186019, AIAA PAPER 91-2631.
Presented at the AIAA GNC Conference, New Orleans,
Louisiana, August 12, 1991, December 1991.92N13064, #.
A generic, state-of-the-art, high-performance aircraft model,
including detailed, full-envelope, nonlinear aerodynamics,
and full-envelope thrust and first-order engine response data
is described. While this model was primarily developed
Controls Design Challenge, the availability of such a model
provides a common focus for research in aeronautical control
theory and methodology. An implementation of this model
using the FORTRAN computer language, associated routines
furnished with the aircraft model, and techniques for
interfacing these routines to external procedures is also
described. Figures showing vehicle geometry, surfaces, and
sign conventions are included.
*PRC Systems Services Co., Edwards, California.
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206. *Kuhn, Gary D.._, Postflight Aerothermodynamic
Analysis of Pegasus _ Using Computational Fluid
Dynamic Techniques. NASA CR- 186017, H- 1765, March
199___22,9 N21188, #.
The objective was to validate the computational capability of
the NASA Ames Navier-Stokes code, F3D, for flows at high
Mach numbers using comparison flight test data from the
TM
Pegasus air launched, winged space booster. Comparisons
were made with temperature and heat fluxes estimated from
measurements on the wing surfaces and wing-fuselage
fairings. Tests were conducted for solution convergence,
sensitivity to grid density, and effects of distributing grid
points to provide high density near temperature and heat flux
sensors. The measured temperatures were from sensors
embedded in the ablating thermal protection system. Surface
heat fluxes were from plugs fabricated of highly insulative,
nonablating material, and mounted level with the surface of
the surrounding ablative material. As a preflight design tool,
the F3D code produces accurate predictions of heat transfer
and other aerodynamic properties, and it can provide detailed
data for assessment of boundary layer separation, shock
waves, and vortex formation. As a postflight analysis tool, the
code provides a way to clarify and interpret the measured
results.
*Nielsen Engineering and Research, Inc., Mountain View,
California.
207. *Peron, Lee R.; and *Carpenter, Thomas: Thrust
Vectoring for Lateral-Directional Stability. NASA
CR-186016, H-1645, NAS 1.26:186016, March 1992,
92N21357, #.
The advantages and disadvantages of using thrust vectoring
for lateral-directional control and the effects of reducing the
tail size of a single-engine aircraft were investigated. The
aerodynamic characteristics of the F-16 aircraft were
generated by using the Aerodynamic Preliminary Analysis
System 1I panel code. The resulting lateral-directional linear
perturbation analysis of a modified F-16 aircraft with various
tail sizes and yaw vectoring was performed at several speeds
and altitudes to determine the stability and control trends for
the aircraft compared to these trends for a baseline aircraft. A
study of the paddle-type turning vane thrust vectoring control
system as used on the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration F/A-18 High Alpha Research Vehicle is also
presented.
*California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo,
California.
208. *Ray, J. K.; *Carlin, C. M.; and *Lambregts, A. A.:
High-Speed Civil Transport Flight- and Propulsion-
Control Technological Issues. NASA CR-186015, H-1794,
NAS 1.26:186015, March 1992, 92N21253, #.
Technology advances required in the flight and propulsion
control system disciplines to develop a high speed civil
transport (HSCT) are identified. The mission and
requirements of the transport and major flight and propulsion
control technology issues are discussed. Each issue is ranked
and, for each issue, a plan for technology readiness is given.
Certain features are unique and dominate control system
design. These features include the high temperature
environment, large flexible aircraft, control-configured
empennage, minimizing control margins, and high
availability and excellent maintainability. The failure to
resolve most high-priority issues can prevent the transport
from achieving its goals. The flow-time for hardware may
require stimulus, since market forces may be insufficient to
ensure timely production. Flight and propulsion control
technology will contribute to takeoff gross weight reduction.
Similar technology advances are necessary also to ensure
flight safety for the transport. The certification basis of the
HSCT must be negotiated between airplane manufacturers
and government regulators. Efficient, quality design of the
transport will require an integrated set of design tools that
support the entire engineering design team.
*Boeing Commercial Airplane, Co., Seattle, Washington.
209. *Azzano, Christopher P.: A Preliminary Look at an
Optimal Multivariable Design for Propulsion-Only Flight
Control of Jet-Transport Aircraft. NASA CR-186014,
H-1729, NAS 1.26:186014, April 1992, 92N25734, #.
Control of a large jet transport aircraft without the use of
conventional control surfaces was studied. Engine commands
were used to attempt to recreate the forces and moments
typically provided by the elevator, ailerons, and rudder.
Necessary conditions for aircraft controllability were
developed pertaining to aircraft configuration such as the
number of engines and engine placement. An optimal linear
quadratic regulator controller was developed for the Boeing
707-720, in particular, for regulation of its natural dynamic
modes. The design used a method of assigning relative
weights to the natural modes, i.e., phugoid and dutch roll, for
a more intuitive selection of the cost function. A prototype
pilot command interface was then integrated into the loop
based on pseudorate command of both pitch and roll. Closed
loop dynamics were evaluated first with a batch linear
simulation and then with a real time high fidelity piloted
simulation. The NASA research pilots assisted in evaluation
of closed loop handling qualities for typical cruise and
landing tasks. Recommendations for improvement on this
preliminary study of optimal propulsion only flight control
are provided.
*San Jose State University, San Jose, California.
210. *McCarty, Craig A.; *Feather, John B.; *Dykman,
John R.; *Page, Mark A.; and *Hodgkinson, John: Design
and Analysis Issues of Integrated Control Systems for
High-Speed Civil Transports. NASA CR- 186022, H- 1787,
NAS 1.26:186022, May 1992, 92N31656, #.
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A studywasconductedto identify,rank,anddefine
developmentplansfor thecriticalguidanceandcontrol
designandanalysisi suesas related to economically viable
and environmentally acceptable high-speed civil transport.
The issues were identified in a multistep process. First,
pertinent literature on supersonic cruise aircraft was
reviewed, and experts were consulted to establish the
fundamental characteristics and problems inherent to
supersonic cruise aircraft. Next, the advanced technologies
and strategies being pursued for the high-speed civil transport
were considered to determine any additional unique control
problems the transport may have. Finally, existing
technologies and methods were examined to determine their
capabilities for the design and analysis of high-speed civil
transport control systems and to identify the shortcomings
and issues. Three priority levels mandatory, highly
beneficial, and desirable - were established. Within each of
these levels, the issues were further ranked. Technology
development plans for each issue were defined. Each plan
contains a task breakdown and schedule.
*Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc., Long Beach, California.
211. *Hewett, Marie D.: High-Speed Civil Transport
Issues and Technology Program. NASA CR-186020,
H-1795, NAS 1.26:186020, May 1992, 92N31208, #.
A strawman program plan is presented, consisting of
technology developments and demonstrations required to
support the construction of a high-speed civil transport. The
plan includes a compilation of technology issues related to
the development of a transport. The issues represent technical
areas in which research and development are required to
allow airframe manufacturers to pursue an HSCT
development. The vast majority of technical issues presented
require flight demonstrated and validated solutions before a
transport development will be undertaken by the industry.
The author believes that NASA is the agency best suited to
address flight demonstration issues in a concentrated effort.
The new Integrated Test Facility at NASA Dryden Flight
Research Facility is considered ideally suited to the task of
supporting ground validations of proof-of-concept and
prototype system demonstrations before night
demonstrations. An elaborate ground hardware-in-the-loop
(iron bird) simulation supported in this facility provides a
viable alternative to developing an expensive fill-scale
prototype transport technology demonstrator. Dryden's
SR-71 assets, modified appropriately, are a suitable test-bed
for supporting flight demonstrations and validations of
certain transport technology solutions. A subscale, manned or
unmanned flight demonstrator is suitable for flight validation
of transport technology solutions, if appropriate structural
similarity relationships can be established. The author
contends that developing a full-scale prototype transport
technology demonstrator is the best alternative to ensuring
that a positive decision to develop a transport is reached by
the United States aerospace industry.
*G and C Systems, Inc., San Juan Capistrano, California.
212. *McRuer, Duane T.; *Myers, Thomas T.; *Hoh, Roger
H.; *Ashkenas, Irving L.; and *Johnston, Donald E.:
Assessment of Flying-Quality Criteria for Air-Breathing
Aerospacecraft. NASA CR-4442, H-1758, June 1992.
A study of flying quality requirements for air-breathing
aerospacecraft gives special emphasis to the unusual
operational requirements and characteristics of these aircraft,
including operation at hypersonic speeds. The report
considers distinguishing characteristics of these vehicles,
including dynamic deficiencies and their implications for
control. Particular emphasis is given to the interaction of the
airframe and propulsion system, and the requirements for
dynamic systems integration. Past operational missions are
reviewed to define tasks and maneuvers to be considered for
this class of aircraft. Areas of special concern with respect to
vehicle dynamics and control are identified. Experience with
the space shuttle orbiter is reviewed with respect to flight
control system mechanization and flight experience in
approach and landing flying qualities for the National Aero-
Space Plane (NASP).
*Systems Technology, Inc., Hawthorne, California.
213. *Johnston, Richard P.: A Preliminary Design and
Analysis of an Advanced Heat-Rejection System for an
Extreme Altitude Advanced Variable Cycle Diesel Engine
Installed in a High-Altitude Advanced Research
Platform. NASA CR-186021, H-1775, NAS 1.26:186021,
July 1992, 92N29427.
Satellite surveillance in such areas as the Antarctic indicates
that from time to time concentration of ozone grows and
shrinks. An effort to obtain useful atmospheric data for
determining the causes of ozone depletion would require a
flight capable of reaching altitudes of at least 100,000 fi and
flying subsonically during the sampling portion of the
mission. A study of a heat rejection system for an advanced
variable cycle diesel (AVCD) engine was conducted. The
engine was installed in an extreme altitude, high altitude
advanced research platform. Results indicate that the waste
heat from an AVCD engine propulsion system can be rejected
at the maximum cruise altitude of 120,000 ft. Fifteen
performance points, reflecting the behavior of the engine as
the vehicle proceeded through the mission, were used to
characterize the heat exchanger operation. That portion of the
study is described in a appendix titled, 'A Detailed Study of
the Heat Rejection System for an Extreme Altitude
Atmospheric Sampling Aircraft,' by a consultant, Mr. James
Bourne, Lytron, Incorporated.
*DieselDyne Corp., Morrow, Ohio.
214. *Peron, Lee R.; and *Carpenter, Thomas: Thrust
Vectoring for Lateral-Directional Stability. NASA
CR-186016, H-1645, NAS 1.26:186016, March 1992,
92N21357, #.
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Theadvantagesanddisadvantagesof usingthrustvectoring
forlateral-directionalcontrolandtheeffectsofreducingthe
tail sizeof asingle-engineaircraftwereinvestigated.The
aerodynamiccharacteristicsof the F-16aircraftwere
generatedbyusingtheAerodynamicPreliminaryAnalysis
SystemUpanelcode.Theresultinglateral-directionallinear
perturbationa alysisofamodifiedF-16aircraftwithvarious
tailsizesandyawvectoringwasperformedatseveralspeeds
andaltitudestodeterminethestabilityandcontroltrendsfor
theaircraftcomparedtothesetrendsforabaselineaircraft.A
studyofthepaddle-typeturningvanethrustvectoringcontrol
systemasusedon theNationalAeronauticsandSpace
AdministrationF/A-18HighAlphaResearchVehicleisalso
presented.
*CaliforniaPolytechnicStateUniversity,SanLuisObispo,
California.
215. Ray, J. K.; Carlin, C. M.; and Lambregts, A. A.: High-
Speed Civil Transport Flight- and Propulsion-Control
Technological Issues. NASA CR-186015, H-1794, NAS
1.26:186015, March 1992. 92N21253, #.
Technology advances required in the flight and propulsion
control system disciplines to develop a high speed civil
transport (HSCT) are identified. The mission and
requirements of the transport and major flight and propulsion
control technology issues are discussed. Each issue is ranked
and, for each issue, a plan for technology readiness is given.
Certain features are unique and dominate control system
design. These features include the high temperature
environment, large flexible aircraft, control-configured
empennage, minimizing control margins, and high
availability and excellent maintainability. The failure to
resolve most high-priority issues can prevent the transport
from achieving its goals. The flow-time for hardware may
require stimulus, since market forces may be insufficient to
ensure timely production. Flight and propulsion control
technology will contribute to takeoff gross weight reduction.
Similar technology advances are necessary also to ensure
flight safety for the transport. The certification basis of the
HSCT must be negotiated between airplane manufacturers
and government regulators. Efficient, quality design of the
transport will require an integrated set of design tools that
support the entire engineering design team.
potential for measuring extremely high temperatures, using
fluid oscillator techniques, stems from the fact that the
measuring element is the fluid itself. The containing structure
of the oscillator need not be brought to equilibrium
temperature with the fluid for temperature measurement,
provided that a suitable calibration can be arranged. This
program concentrated on review of high-temperature
material developments since the original program was
completed. Other areas of limited study included related
pressure instrumentation requirements, dissociation, rarefied
gas effects, and analysis of sensor time response.
*Cuyuna Corp., Austin, Texas.
217. *Ward, Donald T.; and *Myatt, James H.:
Preliminary Design of an Intermittent Smoke Flow
Visualization System. NASA CR-186027, H-1917,
TEES-AERO-TR-91-1, June 1993.93N28693, #.
A prototype intermittent flow visualization system that was
designed to study vortex flow field dynamics has been
constructed and tested through its ground test phase. It
produces discrete pulses of dense white smoke consisting of
particles of terephthalic acid by the pulsing action of a fast-
acting three-way valve. The trajectories of the smoke pulses
can be tracked by a video imaging system without intruding
in the flow around in flight. Two methods of pulsing the
smoke were examined. The simplest and safest approach is to
simply divert the smoke between the two outlet ports on the
valve; this approach should be particularly effective if it were
desired to inject smoke at two locations during the same test
event. The second approach involves closing off one of the
outlet ports to momentarily block the flow. The second
approach requires careful control of valve dwell times to
avoid excessive pressure buildup within the cartridge
container. This method also increases the velocity of the
smoke injected into the flow. The flow of the smoke has been
blocked for periods ranging from 30 to 80 milliseconds,
depending on the system volume and the length of time the
valve is allowed to remain open between valve closings.
*Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas.
218. *Ward, Donald T.; and *Dorsett, Kenneth M.: Flight
Validation of a Pulsed Smoke Flow Visualization System.
NASA CR-186026, H-1914, September 1993, 94N14106, #.
1993 Contractor Reports
216. *Reilly, Richard J.: Program for an Improved
Hypersonic Temperature-Sensing Probe. NASA
CR- 186025, H- 1893, June 1993.93N29066, #.
Under a NASA Dryden-sponsored contract in the mid 1960s,
temperatures of up to 2200 C were successfully measured
using a fluid oscillator. The current program, although
limited in scope, explores the problem areas which must be
solved if this technique is to be extended to 10,000 R. The
A flow visualization scheme, designed to measure vortex
fluid dynamics on research aircraft, was validated in flight.
Strake vortex trajectories and axial core velocities were
determined using pulsed smoke, high-speed video images,
and semiautomated image edge detection hardware and
software. Smoke was pulsed by using a fast-acting three-way
valve. After being redesigned because of repeatedly jamming
in flight, the valve shuttle operated flawlessly during the last
two tests. A 25-percent scale, Gothic strake was used to
generate vortex over the wing of a GA-7 Cougar and was
operated at a local angle of attack of 22 degrees and Reynolds
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numberofapproximately7.8x 10(exp5)/ft.Maximumaxial
velocitiesmeasuredinthevortexcorewerebetween1.75and
1.95timesthefreestreamvelocity.Analysisof thepulsed
smokesystem'saffectonforebodyvorticesindicatesthathe
systemmayreorienttheforebodyvortexsystem;however,
blowingmomentumcoefficientsnormallyusedwill haveno
appreciableaffecton the leading-edgeextensionvortex
system.It is recommendedthata similarpulsedsmoke
systembe installedon theF/A-18HighAngleResearch
Vehicleandthathisapproachbeusedtoanalyzevortexcore
dynamicsduringtheremainderof its high-angle-of-attack
researchflights.
*TexasA&MUniversity,CollegeStation,Texas.
1994 Contractor Reports
219. *Wells, Edward A.; and *Urnes, James M., Sr.: Design
and Flight Test of the Propulsion Controlled Aircraft
(PCA) Flight Control System on the NASA F-15 Test
Aircraft. NASA CR-186028, H-1965, NAS 1.26:186028,
REPT-94B0005, February_ 1994, 94N27432, #.
This report describes the design, development and flight
testing of the Propulsion Controlled Aircraft (PCA) flight
control system performed at McDonnell Douglas Aerospace
(MDA), St. Louis, Missouri and at the NASA Dryden Flight
Research Facility, Edwards Air Force Base, California. This
research and development program was conducted by MDA
and directed by NASA through the Dryden Flight Research
Facility for the period beginning January 1991 and ending
December 1993. A propulsion steering backup to the aircraft
conventional flight control system has been developed and
flight demonstrated on a NASA F-15 test aircraft. The
Propulsion Controlled Aircraft (PCA) flight system utilizes
collective and differential thrust changes to steer an aircraft
that experiences partial or complete failure of the
hydraulically actuated control surfaces. The PCA flight
control research has shown that propulsion steering is a viable
backup flight control mode and can assist the pilot in safe
landing recovery of a fighter aircraft that has damage to or
loss of the flight control surfaces. NASA, USAF and Navy
evaluation test pilots stated that the F-15 PCA design
provided the control necessary to land the aircraft. Moreover,
the feasibility study showed that PCA technology can be
directly applied to transport aircraft and provide a major
improvement in the survivability of passengers and crew of
controls damaged aircraft.
*McDonnell-Douglas Aerospace Information Services Co.,
St. Louis, Missouri.
220. *Deppe, P. R.; *Chalk, C. R.; and Shafer, M.: Flight
Evaluation of an Aircraft With Side and Centerstick
Controllers and Rate-Limited Ailerons. Calspan Final
Report No. 8091-2, April 1994. (See also A-235.)
*Calspan Corp., Buffalo, New York.
221. *Cobleigh, Brent R.: High-Angle-of-Attack Yawing
Moment Asymmetry of the X-31 Aircraft From Flight
Test. NASA CR- 186030, H-2015, NAS 1.26:186030, AIAA
PAPER 94-1803. Presented at the Applied Aerodynamics
Conference, Colorado Springs, Colorado, June 20-23, 1994,
September 1994, 95N11410, #.
Significant yawing moment asymmetries were encountered
during the high-angle-of-attack envelope expansion of the
two X-31 aircraft. These asymmetries led to position
saturations of the thrust vector vanes and trailing-edge flaps
during some of the dynamic stability axis rolling maneuvers
at high angles of attack. This slowed the high-angle-of-attack
envelope expansion and resulted in maneuver restrictions.
Several aerodynamic modifications were made to the X-31
forebody with the goal of minimizing the asymmetry. A
method for determining the yawing moment asymmetry from
flight data was developed and an analysis of the various
configuration changes completed. The baseline aircraft were
found to have significant asymmetries above 45 deg angle of
attack with the largest asymmetry typically occurring around
60 deg angle of attack. Applying symmetrical boundary layer
transition strips along the forebody sides increased the
magnitude of the asymmetry and widened the angle-of-attack
range over which the largest asymmetry acted. Installing
longitudinal forebody strakes and rounding the sharp nose of
the aircraft caused the yawing moment asymmetry magnitude
to be reduced. The transition strips and strakes made the
asymmetry characteristic of the aircraft more repeatable than
the clean forebody configuration. Although no geometric
differences between the aircraft were known, ship 2
consistently had larger yawing moment asymmetries than
ship 1.
*PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
222. *Wang, Kon-Sheng Charles: In-Flight Imaging of
Transverse Gas Jets Injected into Transonic and
Supersonic Crossflows: Design and Development. NASA
CR-186031, H-2027, NAS 1.26:186031, November 1994.
95N17418, #.
The design and development of an airborne flight-test
experiment to study nonreacting gas jets injected transversely
into transonic and supersonic crossflows is presented. Free-
stream/crossflow Mach numbers range from 0.8 to 2.0. Planar
laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) of an iodine-seeded
nitrogen jet is used to visualize the jet flow. Time-dependent
images are obtained with a high-speed intensified video
camera synchronized to the laser pulse rate. The entire
experimental assembly is configured compactly inside a
unique flight-test-fixture (F'IT) mounted under the fuselage
of the Fol04G research aircraft, which serves as a 'flying wind
tunnel' at NASA Dryden Flight Research Center. The aircraft
is flown at predetermined speeds and altitudes to permit a
perfectly expanded (or slightly underexpanded) gas jet to
form just outside the FTF at each free-stream Mach number.
Recorded gas jet images are then digitized to allow analysis
of jet trajectory, spreading, and mixing characteristics.
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Comparisonswill bemadewithanalyticalandnumerical
predictions.Thisstudyshowstheviabilityofapplyinghighly
sophisticatedgroundbasedflow diagnostictechniquesto
flight-testvehicleplatformsthatcanachieveawiderangeof
thermo/fluid dynamic conditions. Realistic flow
environments,highenthalpies,unconstrainedflowfields,and
moderateoperatingcostsarealsorealized,in contrastto
traditionalwind-tunneltesting.
*PRCInc.,Edwards,California.
223. *Suarez,CarlosJ.; *Malcolm,GeraldN.; *Kramer,
Brian R.; *Smith,BrookeC.; and *Ayers,Bert F.:
Development of a Multicomponent Force and Moment
Balance for Water Tunnel Applications, Volume 1. NASA
CR-4642-VOL- I, H-2030-VOL- 1, December 1994,
95N18955, #.
rotating rates required in a low-speed water tunnel and can,
therefore, be ignored. Oscillations in pitch, yaw and roll
showed hysteresis loops that compared favorably to data
from dynamic wind tunnel experiments. Pitch-up and hold
maneuvers revealed the long persistence, or time-lags, of
some of the force components in response to the motion.
Rotary-balance experiments were also successfully
performed. The good results obtained in these dynamic
experiments bring a whole new dimension to water tunnel
testing and emphasize the importance of having the capability
to perform simultaneous flow visualization and force/
moment measurements during dynamic situations.
*Eidetics International, Inc., Torrance, California.
1995 Contractor Reports
The principal objective of this research effort was to develop
a multicomponent strain gauge balance to measure forces and
moments on models tested in flow visualization water
tunnels. An internal balance was designed that allows
measuring normal and side forces, and pitching, yawing and
rolling moments (no axial force). The five-components to
applied loads, low interactions between the sections and no
hysteresis. Static experiments (which are discussed in this
Volume) were conducted in the Eidetics water tunnel with
delta wings and a model of the F/A- 18. Experiments with the
F/A-18 model included a thorough baseline study and
investigations of the effect of control surface deflections and
of several Forebody Vortex Control (FVC) techniques.
Results were compared to wind tunnel data and, in general,
the agreement is very satisfactory. The results of the static
tests provide confidence that loads can be measured
accurately in the water tunnel with a relatively simple
multicomponent internal balance. Dynamic experiments
were also performed using the balance, and the results are
discussed in detail in Volume 2 of this report.
*Eidetics International, Inc., Torrance, California.
224. *Suarez, Carlos J.; *Malcolm, Gerald N.; *Kramer,
Brian R.; *Smith, Brooke C.; and *Ayers, Bert F.:
Development of a Multicomponent Force and Moment
Balance for Water Tunnel Applications, Volume 2. NASA
CR-4642-VOL-2, H-2030-VOL-2, December 1994,
95N18956, #.
The principal objective of this research effort was to develop
a multicomponent strain gauge balance to measure forces and
moments on models tested in flow visualization water
tunnels. Static experiments (which are discussed in Volume 1
of this report) were conducted, and the results showed good
agreement with wind tunnel data on similar configurations.
Dynamic experiments, which are the main topic of this
Volume, were also performed using the balance. Delta wing
models and two F/A-18 models were utilized in a variety of
dynamic tests. This investigation showed that, as expected,
the values of the inertial tares are very small due to the low
225. *Hallett, John; *Queen, Brian; **Teets, Edward; and
*Fahey, James: Nucleation and Growth of Crystals Under
Cirrus and Polar Stratospheric Cloud Conditions. NASA
CR-197991, NAS 1.26:197991, March 1995.95N24478, #.
Laboratory studies examine phase changes of hygroscopic
substances which occur as aerosol in stratosphere and
troposphere (sodium chloride, ammonium sulfate,
ammonium bisulfate, nitric acid, sulfuric acid), under
controlled conditions, in samples volume 1 to 10 (exp -4) ml.
Crystallization of salts from supersaturated solutions is
examined by slowly evaporating a solution drop on a
substrate, under controlled relative humidity, until self
nucleation occurs; controlled nucleation of ice in a mm
capillary U-tube gives a measured ice crystallization velocity
at known supercooling. Two states of crystallization occur for
regions where hydrates exist. It is inferred that all of the
materials readily exist as supersaturated/supercooled
solutions; the degree of metastability appears to be slightly
enhanced by inclusion of aircraft produced soot. The
crystallization velocity is taken as a measure of viscosity.
Results suggest an approach to a glass transition at high
molality, supersaturation and/or supercooling within the
range of atmospheric interest. It is hypothesized that surface
reactions occur more readily on solidified particles - either
crystalline or glass, whereas volume reactions are more
important on droplets with sufficiently low viscosity and
volume diffusivity. Implications are examined for optical
properties of such particles in the atmosphere. In a separate
experiment, crystal growth was examined in a modified
thermal vapor diffusion chamber over the range of cirrus
temperature (-30 to -70 C) and under controlled
supersaturation and air pressure. The crystals grew at a
velocity of 1-2 microns/s, thickness 60-70 micron, in the
form of thin column crystals. Design criteria are given for a
system to investigate particle growth down to -I00 °C,
(PSC temperatures) where nitric acid particles can be grown
under similar control and in the form of hydrate crystals.
*Prodata, Inc., Burlingame, California.
**PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
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226. *McRuer, Duane T.: Pilot-Induced Oscillations and
Human Dynamic Behavior. NASA CR-186032, H-2042,
TR-2494-1, NAS 1.26:4683, March 1995. (Republished as
NASA CR-4683, July 1995.)
This is an in-depth survey and study of Pilot-Induced
Oscillations (PIOs) as interactions between human pilot and
vehicle dynamics; it includes a broad and comprehensive
theory of PIOs. A historical perspective provides examples of
the diversity of PIOs in terms of control axes and oscillation
frequencies. The constituents involved in PIO phenomena,
including effective aircraft dynamics, human pilot dynamic
behavior patterns, and triggering precursor events, are
examined in detail as the structural elements interacting to
produce severe pilot-induced oscillations. The great diversity
of human pilot response patterns, excessive lags and/or
inappropriate gain in effective aircraft dynamics, and
transitions in either the human or effective aircraft dynamics
axe among the key sources implicated as factors in severe
PIOs. The great variety of interactions which may result in
severe PIOs is illustrated by examples drawn from famous
PIOs. These are generalized under a pilot-behavior-theory-
based set of categories proposed as a classification scheme
pertinent to a theory of PIOs. Finally, a series of interim
prescriptions to avoid PIO is provided.
* Systems Technology, Inc., Hawthorne, California.
227. *Ryan, George W., IH: A Genetic Search Technique
for Identification of Aircraft Departures. NASA CR-4688,
H-2063, NAS 1.26:4688, AIAA Paper 95-3453, NIPS-96-
44492. Presented at the AIAA Atmospheric Flight Mechanics
Conference, Baltimore, Maryland, August 7-9, 1995, u_A_qg_q_
1995, 96N24938, #.
Methods of testing aircraft for departures range from simple,
single-parameter criteria to complex, in-flight departure
resistance maneuvers. These methods are useful for
predicting departure characteristics, but single-parameter
methods may be limited in accuracy because of simplifying
assumptions made in their derivation. Also, in-flight or
simulation testing of departure resistance maneuvers can be
limited by the small number of conditions tested. These
limitations increase at high angles of attack where the
dynamics of the aircraft are more complex. This paper
presents a method for using genetic algorithms to augment
traditional evaluation criteria. Quasi-random control inputs
are generated by a genetic algorithm for a high fidelity X-31
simulation. Each input is evaluated to determine if it causes a
departure. The result of the genetic-algorithm-based search is
a population, or set, of control input combinations that lead to
uncontrolled flight conditions in the simulation. Recognizing
possible differences and simplifications between simulation
models and the real aircraft, the results show that the method
used is effective for finding possible departures caused by
inertial coupling and aerodynamic asymmetries. Simulation
data are used to show the results of the genetic algorithm
search.
*PRC Inc., Edwards, California.
228. *Gerren, Donna S.: Design, Analysis, and Control of
a Large Transport Aircraft Utilizing Selective Engine
Thrust as a Backup System for the Primary Flight
Control, Ph.D. Thesis. NASA CR-186035, NAS
1.26:186035, H-2073, NIPS-95-05901, September 1995,
96N13544, #.
A study has been conducted to determine the capability to
control a very large transport airplane with engine thrust. This
study consisted of the design of an 800-passenger airplane
with a range of 5000 nautical miles design and evaluation of
a flight control system, and design and piloted simulation
evaluation of a thrust-only backup flight control system.
Location of the four wing-mounted engines was varied to
optimize the propulsive control capability, and the time
constant of the engine response was studied. The goal was to
provide level 1 flying qualities. The engine location and
engine time constant did not have a large effect on the control
capability. The airplane design did meet level 1 flying
qualities based on frequencies, damping ratios, and time
constants in the longitudinal and lateral-directional modes.
Project pilots consistently rated the flying qualities as either
level 1 or level 2 based on Cooper-Harper ratings. However,
because of the limited control forces and moments, the
airplane design fell short of meeting the time required to
achieve a 30 deg bank and the time required to respond a
control input.
*University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas.
229. *Jackson, Michael R.; and *Enns, Dale F.: A Concept
for Adaptive Performance Optimization on Commercial
Transport Aircraft. NASA CR-186034, NAS 1.26:186034,
H-2072, NIPS-95-05905, September 1995, 96N14083, #.
An adaptive control method is presented for the minimization
of drag during flight for transport aircraft. The minimization
of drag is achieved by taking advantage of the redundant
control capability available in the pitch axis, with the
horizontal tail used as the primary surface and symmetric
deflection of the ailerons and cruise flaps used as additional
controls. The additional control surfaces are excited with
sinusoidal signals, while the altitude and velocity loops are
closed with guidance and control laws. A model of the
throttle response as a function of the additional control
surfaces is formulated and the parameters in the model are
estimated from the sensor measurements using a least squares
estimation method. The estimated model is used to determine
the minimum drag positions of the control surfaces. The
method is presented for the optimization of one and two
additional control surfaces. The adaptive control method is
extended to optimize rate of climb with the throttle fixed.
Simulations that include realistic disturbances are presented,
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aswellastheresultsof aMonteCarlosimulationanalysis
that showsthe effectsof changingthe disturbance
environmentandtheexcitationsignalparameters.
*HoneywellTechnologyCenter,Minneapolis,Minnesota.
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230. Brenner, Marty; *Paduano, James D.; and *Feron,
Eric: Methods for In-Flight Robustness Evaluation.
NASA CR-201886, NAS 1.26:201886, NIPS-96-68177,
September 1996, 96N31260, #.
The goal of this program was to combine modem control
concepts with new identification techniques to develop a
comprehensive package for estimation of 'robust flutter
boundaries' based on experimental data. The goal was to use
flight data, combined with a fundamental physical
understanding of flutter dynamics, to generate a prediction of
flutter speed and an estimate of the accuracy of the prediction.
This report is organized as follows: the specific contributions
of this project will be listed first. Then, the problem under
study will be stated and the general approach will be outlined.
Third, the specific system under study (F-18 SRA) will be
described and a preliminary data analysis will be performed.
Then, the various steps of the flutter boundary determination
will be outlined and applied to tile F- 18 SRA data and others.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
Massachusetts.
231. *Williams, J. G.; *Steenken, W. G.; and **Yuhas, A.
J.: Estimating Engine Airflow in Gas-Turbine Powered
Aircraft With Clean and Distorted Inlet Flows. NASA
CR-198052, NAS 1.26:198052, H-2127, September 1996,
97N26355, #.
The P404-GF-400 Powered F/A-18A High Alpha Research
Vehicle (HARV) was used to examine the impact of inlet-
generated total-pressure distortion on estimating levels of
engine airflow. Five airflow estimation methods were
studied. The Reference Method was a fan corrected airflow to
fan corrected speed calibration from an uninstalled engine
test. In-flight airflow estimation methods utilized the
average, or individual, inlet duct static- to total-pressure
ratios, and the average fan-discharge static-pressure to
average inlet total-pressure ratio. Correlations were
established at low distortion conditions for each method
relative to the Reference Method. A range of distorted inlet
flow conditions were obtained from -10 deg. to +60 deg.
angle of attack and -7 deg. to +11 deg. angle of sideslip. The
individual inlet duct pressure ratio correlation resulted in a
2.3 percent airflow spread for all distorted flow levels with a
bias error of -0.7 percent. The fan discharge pressure ratio
correlation gave results with a 0.6 percent airflow spread with
essentially no systematic error. Inlet-generated total-pressure
distortion and turbulence had no significant impact on the
P404-GE400 engine airflow pumping. Therefore, a speed-
flow relationship may provide the best airflow estimate for a
specific engine under all flight conditions.
*General Electric Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
**Analytical Services and Materials, Inc., Edwards AFB,
California.
232. *Norby, W. P.; *Ladd, J. A.; and **Yuhas, A. J.:
Dynamic Inlet Distortion Prediction With a Combined
Computational Fluid Dynamics and Distortion Synthesis
Approach. NASA CR-198053, NAS 1.26:198053, H-2129,
NIPS-96-98519, September 1996, 97N11706, #.
A procedure has been developed for predicting peak dynamic
inlet distortion. This procedure combines Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and distortion synthesis analysis to
obtain a prediction of peak dynamic distortion intensity and
the associated instantaneous total pressure pattern. A
prediction of the steady state total pressure pattern at the
Aerodynamic Interface Plane is first obtained using an
appropriate CFD flow solver. A corresponding inlet
turbulence pattern is obtained from the CFD solution via a
correlation linking root mean square (RMS) inlet turbulence
to a formulation of several CFD parameters representative of
flow turbulence intensity. This correlation was derived using
flight data obtained from the NASA High Alpha Research
Vehicle flight test program and several CFD solutions at
conditions matching the flight test data. A distortion
synthesis analysis is then performed on the predicted steady
state total pressure and RMS turbulence patterns to yield a
predicted value of dynamic distortion intensity and the
associated instantaneous total pressure pattern.
*McDonnell-Douglas Aerospace, St. Louis, Missouri.
**Analytical Services and Materials, Inc., Edwards AFB,
California.
233. *Thomas, Flint O.; *Nelson, Robert C.; and Fisher,
David: Key Topics for High-Lift Research: a Joint Wind
Tunnel/Flight Test Approach. NASA CR-202525,
September 1996. 97N11782.
Future high-lift systems must achieve improved aerodynamic
performance with simpler designs that involve fewer
elements and reduced maintenance costs. To expeditiously
achieve this, reliable CFD design tools are required. The
development of useful CFD-based design tools for high lift
systems requires increased attention to unresolved flow
physics issues. The complex flow field over any multi-
element airfoil may be broken down into certain generic
component flows which are termed high-lift building block
flows. In this report a broad spectrum of key flow field
physics issues relevant to the design of improved high lift
systems are considered. It is demonstrated that in-flight
experiments utilizing the NASA Dryden Flight Test Fixture
(which is essentially an instrumented ventral fin) carried on
an F-15B support aircraft can provide a novel and cost
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effectivemethodbywhichbothReynoldsandMachnumber
effectsassociatedwithspecifichighlift buildingblockflows
canbeinvestigated.Thesein-flighthighlift buildingblock
flow experimentsaremosteffectivewhenperformedin
conjunctionwithcoordinatedgroundbasedwindtunnel
experimentsin lowspeedfacilities.Forillustrativepurposes
threespecificexamplesof in-flighthighlift buildingblock
flowexperimentscapableof yieldinga highpayoffare
described.Thereportconcludeswithadescriptionofajoint
windtunnel/flighttestapproachto highlift aerodynamics
research.
*NotreDameUniversity,NotreDame,Indiana.
234. *Yeh, Hsien-Yang; and Richards, W. Lance: Yeh-
Stratton Criterion for Stress Concentrations on Fiber-
Reinforced Composite Materials. NASA CR-198054,
H-2141, Nqvember 1996, 97N 12242, #.
This study investigated the Yeh-Stratton Failure Criterion
with the stress concentrations on fiber-reinforced composites
materials under tensile stresses. The Yeh-Stratton Failure
Criterion was developed from the initial yielding of materials
based on macromechanics. To investigate this criterion, the
influence of the materials anisotropic properties and far field
loading on the composite materials with central hole and
normal crack were studied. Special emphasis was placed on
defining the crack tip stress fields and their applications. The
study of Yeh-Stratton criterion for damage zone stress fields
on fiber-reinforced composites under tensile loading was
compared with several fracture criteria; Tsai-Wu Theory,
Hoffman Theory, Fischer Theory, and Cowin Theory.
Theoretical predictions from these criteria are examined
using experimental results.
*California State University, Long Beach, California.
235. *Deppe, P. R.; *Chalk, C. R.; and Shafer, M. F.: Flight
Evaluation of an Aircraft With Side and Center Stick
Controllers and Rate-Limited Ailerons. NASA
CR-198055 (also Calspan Final Report No. 8091-2, April
1994), November 1996, 97N12596, #.
As part of an ongoing government and industry effort to study
the flying qualities of aircraft with rate-limited control
surface actuators, two studies were previously flown to
examine an algorithm developed to reduce the tendency for
pilot-induced oscillation when rate limiting occurs. This
algorithm, when working properly, greatly improved the
performance of the aircraft in the first study. In the second
study, however, the algorithm did not initially offer as much
improvement. The differences between the two studies
caused concern. The study detailed in this paper was
performed to determine whether the performance of the
algorithm was affected by the characteristics of the cockpit
controllers. Time delay and flight control system noise were
also briefly evaluated. An in-flight simulator, the Calspan
Learjet 25, was programmed with a low roll actuator rate
limit, and the algorithm was programmed into the flight
control system. Side- and center-stick controllers, force and
position command signals, a rate-limited feel system, a low-
frequency feel system, and a feel system damper were
evaluated. The flight program consisted of four flights and
38 evaluations of test configurations. Performance of the
algorithm was determined to be unaffected by using side- or
center-stick controllers or force or position command signals.
The rate-limited feel system performed as well as the rate-
limiting algorithm but was disliked by the pilots. The low-
frequency feel system and the feel system damper were
ineffective. Time delay and noise were determined to degrade
the performance of the algorithm.
*Calspan Advanced Technology Center, Buffalo, New York.
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Appendix B. UCLA Flight Systems
Research Center Publications
The following papers were published under NASA Dryden
Flight Research Center Grant NCC2-374 by the Flight
Systems Research Center (FSRC) at the University of
California at Los Angeles (UCLA). This program is run
under the direction of Dr. Kenneth W. Iliff of NASA Dryden
Flight Research Center. The publications listed were written
by students or faculty of UCLA unless otherwise noted.
UCLA FSRC 1988 Publications
1. Catton, Ivan; Issacci, Farrokh; and Heiss, Anton: Use
of Optical Methods for Study of the Dynamic Behavior of
Heat Pipes. Experimental Heat Transfer, Fluid Mechanics,
and Thermodynamics, 1988, New York, Elsevier Science
Publishing Co., Inc., pp. 1656-1661, 91A19821.
Methods for noninvasive study of the dynamic characteristics
of the internal behavior of a heat pipe are proposed. The
application of twin beam holographic interferometry to
simultaneously measure temperature and concentration of a
noncondensible is described. Laser Doppler anemometry is
recommended for measurement of the local instantaneous
velocities in the vapor phase.
2. Gillis, J. T.: Multidimensional Point Processes and
Random Sampling. Ph.D. dissertation, UCLA, 1988.
3. Lincoln, R. A.; and Yao, K.: Efficient Systolic
Kalman Filtering Design by Dependence Graph
Mapping. VLSI Signal Processing III, ed. R.W. Brodersen
and H.S. Moscovitz, IEEE Press, 1988, Chapter 37,
pp. 396-407.
4. Heister, S. D.; Nguyen, T. T.; and Karagozian, A. R.:
Modeling of Liquid Jets Injected Transversely Into a
Supersonic Crossflow. AIAA Paper 88-0100. Presented at
the 26th AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Rent, Nevada,
January_ 11-14. 1988, 88A22071, #.
Analytical/numerical modeling of the behavior of a single
nonreacting liquid jet in compressible (high subsonic and
supersonic) crossflows is described here. Inviscid,
compressible flow about the elliptical cross-section of the jet
is solved numerically, using a procedure modeled after that of
Godunov. External boundary layer analysis along the surface
of the elliptical cross-section allows determination of an
effective drag associated with the jet, which balances
centripetal forces resulting from jet deflection. Mass and
momentum balances performed along the jet, with and
without the inclusion of mass loss due to droplet shedding,
are then incorporated so that liquid jet trajectories and bow
shock penetration may be calculated. Comparisons of the
predictions are made with experimental results.
5. Chen, M. J.; and Yao, K.: Comparison of QR
Least-Squares Algorithms for Systolic Array Processing.
Proceedings, 22nd Conference on Information Sciences and
Systems, March 1988, pp. 683-688.
6. Lei, S. M.; and Yao, K.: Proper Scalings in Recursive
Lattice Digital Filters for Minimum Round-Off Noises.
Proceedings, IEEE Conference on ICASSP, April 1988,
pp. 1810-1813.
7. Chen, M. J.; and Yao, K.: Linear Systolic Array for
Least-Squares Estimation. Proceedings, International
Conference on Systolic Arrays, May 1988, pp. 83-92.
8. Sharman, R. D.; Keller, T. L.; and Wurtele, M. G.:
Incompressible and Anelastic Flow Simulations on
Numerically Generated Grids. Monthly Weather Review
(ISSN 0027-0644), Vol. 116, May 1988. pp. 1124-1136,
88A45520.
In the numerical simulation of incompressible and anelastic
flows, it is necessary to solve an elliptic equation at each time
step. When the boundaries of such flows are nonrectangular,
it may be advantageous to solve the equations on a new,
numerically generated coordinate grid, in which the property
of orthogonality has been preserved. Flow equations in
general curvilinear coordinates maintaining the conservative
form are given for both anelastic models using the
momentum equations, and for incompressible models, using
the vorticity equation. The general problem of
grid-generation in two dimensions is presented, and a
quasi-conformal transformation technique is discussed in
detail. Some examples of grids generated by this technique
are exhibited. Three examples of the flow of a stratified fluid
over obstacles are presented, in which the grid-generation
permits some new results to be obtained.
9. Heister, S. D.; and Karagozian, A. R.: Vortex
Modeling of Gaseous Jets in a Compressible Crossflow.
AIAA Paper 88-3270. Presented at the 24th AIAA, ASME,
SAIE, and ASEE, Joint Propulsion Conference, Boston,
Massachusetts, July 11-13, 1988, 88A44815, #.
This paper discusses an analytical/numerical model
developed to describe the behavior of gaseous jets injected
transversely into a subsonic (but compressible) crossflow.
The cross-section of the jet is modeled as an inviscid
compressible vortex pair, consistent with experimental
observations of the transversejet cross-section. The
numerically computed behavior of the vortex pair is used as
an input to mass and momentum balances along the jet,
forming a model which describes the trajectory, entrainment,
and mixing of jets injected into subsonic compressible
crossflows.
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10. Lincoln, R. A.; and Yao, K.: Kalman Filtering
Systolic Array Design Using Dependence Graph
Mapping.: Proceedings, 1988 International Conference on
Advances in Communication and Control @stems, October
1988, pp. 654-665.
UCLA FSRC 1989 Publications
11. Cataltepe, Tayfun.: A Study of Strong Stability of
Distributed Systems. Ph.D. dissertation, UCLA, 1989.
12. Marn, Jure: The Use of Holographic Interferometry
for Measurements of Temperature in a Rectangular Heat
Pipe. NASA CR-187424, NAS 1.26:187424, 1989,
91N17349, #. Also M.Sc. thesis, UCLA, 1989.
Holographic interferometry is a nonintrusive method and as
such possesses considerable advantages such as not
disturbing the velocity and temperature field by creating
obstacles which would alter the flow field. These optical
methods have disadvantages as well. Holography, as one of
the interferometry methods, retains the accuracy of older
methods, and at the same time eliminates the system error of
participating components. The holographic interferometry
consists of comparing the objective beam with the reference
beam and observing the difference in lengths of optical paths,
which can be observed during the propagation of the light
through a medium with locally varying refractive index.
Thus, change in refractive index can be observed as a family
of nonintersecting surfaces in space (wave fronts). The object
of the investigation was a rectangular heat pipe. The goal was
to measure temperatures in the heat pipe, which yields data
for computer code or model assessment. The results were
obtained by calculating the temperatures by means of finite
fringes.
13. Nguyen, T. T.: Liquid Transverse Jets in
Compressible Crossflows. Ph.D. dissertation, UCLA, 1989.
14. *Chang, Chi-Yung; and Yao, Kung: Systolic Array
Processing of the Viterbi Algorithm. IEEE Transactions on
Information Theory (ISSN 0018-9448), Vol. 35,
January 1989, pp. 76-86, 89A39601.
Results on efficient forms of decoding convolutional codes
based on the Viterbi algorithm by using systolic arrays are
presented. Various properties of convolutional codes are
discussed. A technique called strongly connected trellis
decoding is introduced to increase the efficient utilization of
all the systolic array processors. Issues dealing with the
composite branch metric generation, survivor updating,
overall system architecture, throughput rate, and
computational overhead ratio also investigated. The scheme
is applicable to both hard and soft decoding of any rate b/n
convolutional code. It is shown that as the length of the code
becomes large, the systolic Viterbi decoder maintains a
regular and general interconnection structure as well as
moderate throughput rate gain over the sequential Viterbi
decoder.
*California Institute of Technology, and Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, California.
15. Lei, S. M.; and Yao, K.: Efficient Systolic Array
Implementations of Digital Filtering. Proceedings, IEEE
International Symposium on Circuits and Systems,
1989, pp. 1183-1186.
16. Heister, S. D.; and Karagozian, A. R.: The Gaseous
Jet in Supersonic Crossflow. AIAA Paper 89-2547.
Presented at the 25th AJAA, ASME, SAE, and ASEE, Joint
Propulsion Conference, Monterey, California, July 10--13,
1989, 89A46916, #.
An analytical/numerical model for the deflection and mixing
of a single gaseous jet in a supersonic crossflow is presented.
The jet cross-section is described in terms of the compressible
vortex pair resulting from viscous and impulsive forces
acting at the jet periphery, and the vortex pair data are
combined with data for the mass and momentum balance
along the jet axis in order to model the trajectory and mixing
of the injected fluid. A numerical technique is employed to
solve for the inviscid outer flow and the position of the bow
shock which envelopes the jet. The model is shown to be
capable of predicting overall jet penetration (for perfectly or
slightly underexpanded jets) to within 10 percent of
experimental findings, while requiting only a few seconds of
computer time.
17. Karagozian, A. R.: Fuel Injection and Flame Holding
in High Speed Combustion Systems. Proceedings of the
ICASE High Speed Combustion Workshop, NASA Langley,
October 1989. (Also in Major Topics in Combustion, ed.
Hussaini, M.Y., Kumar, A. and Voigt, R.G. SpringerVerlag,
1992.)
18. Madooglu, K.; and Karagozian, A. R.: Burning of a
Spherical Fuel Droplet in a Uniform Subsonic Flowfield.
Paper No. 89-65. Proceedings of the Western States
Section/The Combustion Institute Fall Meeting, Livermore,
California, October 1989.
19. Heister, S. D.; Nguyen, T. T.; and Karagozian, A. R.:
Modding of Liquid Jets Injected Transversely Into a
Supersonic Crossflow. AIAA Journal (ISSN 0001-1452),
Vol. 27, (see A88-22071), December 1989, pp. 1727-1734,
90A17985, #. (See also B 4.)
UCLA FSRC 1990 Publications
20. Han, Kuoruey: Randomly Sampled-Data Control
Systems. NASA CR-187425, NAS 1.26:187425, 1990,
91N14734, #. Ph.D. thesis, UCLA, 1990.
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Thepurposeis to solvetheLinearQuadraticRegulator(LQR)problemwithrandomtimesampling.Suchasampling
schememayarisefromimperfectinstrumentationasin the
caseof samplingjitter. It canalsomodelthestochastic
informationexchangeamongdecentralizedcontrollersto
namejust a few. A practicalsuboptimalcontrolleris
proposedwiththenicepropertyofmeansquarestability.The
proposedcontrollerissuboptimalinthesensethathecontrol
structureislimitedtobelinear.Becauseofi. i.d.assumption,
thisdoesnotseemunreasonable.Oncethecontrolstructureis
fixed,thestochasticdiscreteoptimalcontrolproblemis
transformedintoanequivalentdeterministicoptimalcontrol
problemwithdynamicsdescribedbythematrixdifference
equation.TheN-horizoncontrolproblemissolvedusingthe
Lagrange'smultipliermethod.Theinfinitehorizoncontrol
problemisformulatedasaclassicalminimizationproblem.
Assumingexistenceofsolutiontotheminimizationproblem,
thetotalsystemis shownto bemeansquarestableunder
certainobservabilityconditions.Computersimulationsare
performedtoillustratetheseconditions.
21. Hsieh, S. F.: On Recursive Least-Squares Filtering
Algorithms and Implementations. Ph.D. dissertation,
UCLA, 1990.
22. Jenkins, D. W.; Karagozian, A. R.; and Heister, S. D.:
The Gaseous Fuel Jet in Compressible Crossflow. Abstract
published in Bulletin of the American Physical Society,
Vol. 35, No. 10, 199._____00,p. 2298.
23. Kogan, B. Y.; Karplus, W. J.; and Pang, A. T.:
Simulation of Nonlinear Distributed Parameter Systems
on the Connection Machine. Simulation, Journal of the
Society for Computer Simulation, 1990, pp. 271-281.
24. Li, Hsi-Shang: Transverse Liquid Fuel Jet Breakup,
Burning, and Ignition. NASA CR-187423,
NAS 1.26:187423, 1990, 91N13510, #. Also M.Sc. thesis,
UCLA, 1990.
An analytical study of the breakup, burning, and ignition of
liquid fuels injected transversely into a hot air stream is
conducted. The non-reacting liquid jet breakup location is
determined by the local sonic point criterion. Two models,
one employing analysis of an elliptical jet cross-section and
the other employing a two-dimensional blunt body to
represent the transverse jet, were used for sonic point
calculations. An auxiliary criterion based on surface tension
stability is used as a separate means of determining the
breakup location. For the reacting liquid jet problem, a
diffusion flame supported by a one-step chemical reaction
within the gaseous boundary layer is solved along the ellipse
surface in subsonic cross flow. Typical flame structures and
concentration profiles were calculated for various locations
along the jet cross-section as a function of upstream Mach
numbers. The integration reaction rate along the jet
cross-section is used to predict ignition position, which is
found to be situated near the stagnation point. While a
multi-step reaction is needed to represent the ignition process
more accurately, the present calculation does yield
reasonable predictions concerning ignition along a curved
surface.
25. Liu, Kuojuey Ray: Reliable and Efficient Parallel
Processing Algorithms and Architectures for Modern
Signal Processing. NASA CR-191969, NAS 1.26:191969,
1990, 93N16723, #. Also Ph.D. thesis, UCLA, 1990.
Least-squares (LS) estimations and spectral decomposition
algorithms constitute the heart of modern signal processing
and communication problems. Implementations of recursive
LS and spectral decomposition algorithms onto parallel
processing architectures such as systolic arrays with efficient
fault-tolerant schemes are the major concerns of this
dissertation. There are four major results in this dissertation.
First, we propose the systolic block Householder
transformation with application to the recursive least-squares
minimization. It is successfully implemented on a systolic
array with a two-level pipelined implementation at the vector
level as well as at the word level. Second, a real-time
algorithm-based concurrent error detection scheme based on
the residual method is proposed for the QRD RLS systolic
array. The fault diagnosis, order degraded reconfiguration,
and performance analysis are also considered. Third, the
dynamic range, stability, error detection capability under
finite-precision implementation, order degraded
performance, and residual estimation under faulty situations
for the QRD RLS systolic array are studied in details. Finally,
we propose the use of multi-phase systolic algorithms for
spectral decomposition based on the QR algorithm. Two
systolic architectures, one based on triangular array and
another based on rectangular array, are presented for the
multiphase operations with fault-tolerant considerations.
Eigenvectors and singular vectors can be easily obtained by
using the multi-pase operations. Performance issues are also
considered.
26. Zhang, W.: Nonlinear Damping Model for Flexible
Structures. Ph.D. dissertation, UCLA, 1990.
27. Issacci, F.; Catton, I.; and Ghoniem, N. M.: Vapor
Dynamics of Heat Pipe Startup. Proceedings, 7th
Symposium on Space Nuclear Power Systems, Albuquerque,
New Mexico, January_ 1990, pp. 1002-1007.
28. Marn, J.; Issacci, F.; and Catton, I.: The Use of Single
Beam Holographic Interferometry in Temperature
Measurements in Rectangular Heat Pipe. Proceedings, 7th
Symposium on Space Nuclear Power Systems, Albuquerque,
New Mexico, January 1990, pp. 995-1001.
29. Nguyen, T. T.; and Karagozian, A. R.: Liquid Fuel Jet
in Subsonic Crossflow. AIAA Paper 90-0445. Presented at
the 28th AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Reno, Nevada,
January_ 8-11, 1990, 90A19848, #.
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An analytical/numericalmodelisdescribedwhichpredicts
thebehaviorof nonreactingandreactingliquidjetsinjected
transverselyinto subsonicrossflow.Thecompressible
flowfieldaboutheellipticaljet crosssectionis solvedat
variouslocationsalongthejet trajectorybyanalyticalmeans
forfree-streamlocalMachnumberperpendiculartojetcross
sectionsmallerthan0.3 andby numericalmeansfor
free-streamlocalMachnumberperpendicularto jet cross
sectionin therange0.3-1.0.Externalandinternalboundary
layersalongthejet crossectionaresolvedbyintegraland
numericalmethods,andthemasslossesdueto boundary
layershedding,evaporation,andcombustionarecalculated
andincorporatedintothetrajectorycalculation.Comparison
of predictedtrajectoriesi madewithlimitedexperimental
observations.
30. Roche,GregoryL.;Issacci,Farrokh;andCatton,Ivan:
Liquid Phase Transient Behavior of a High Temperature
Heat Pipe. Presented at the 7th University of New Mexico,
NASA, DOE, and USAF, Symposium on Space Nuclear
Power Systems, Albuquerque, New Mexico, January 7-10,
1990, pp. 875-882, 91A19793, #.
The purpose of the study is to develop an analytical model of
the transient dynamics of the liquid phase in a including
boundary conditions, required to solve the liquid-phases,
heat-pipe problem are considered. A simplified solution is
formulated by using certain assumptions and integrating the
liquid-dynamics equations. A kinetic-theory approach is used
to model the phase change. It is pointed out that the model
requires a small time step for stability even with the
simplifications used in the analysis. At the same time, the
study indicates that the transient heat-pipe problem is not
amenable to a straightforward simplification such as is used
for the vapor phase and requires a full solution of the liquid
and vapor phases.
31. Stroes, G.; Fricker, D.; Issacci, F.; and Catton, I.:
Studies of Wick Dryout and Rewet. Proceedings, 7th
Symposium on Nuclear Space Power Systems, Albuquerque,
New Mexico, January 1990, pp. 1008-1010.
32. Heister, S. D.; and Karagozian, A. R.: Vortex
Modeling of Gaseous Jets in a Compressible Crossflow.
Journal of Propulsion and Power (ISSN 0748-4658), Vol. 6,
January-February 1990, February_ 1990, pp. 85-92,
90A21229, #. Translated into Russian as "Vekhrevaya model
vzaumodeystvea gazovekh ctooe cbokoviem cnocyshcheem
potokom cshemaemoe jedkosti," Aerokosmecheskaya
Technika, Vol. 8, August 1990, pp. 76-86. (See also B 9.)
33. Balakrishnan, A. V.: Modeling and Control of Large
Space Structures. Presented at the International Federation
for Information Processing, International Conference
on Modeling the Innovation, Rome, Italy, March 21-23,
1990, 91A33201, #. Also Modeling the Innovation:
Communications, Automation and Information Systems, ed.
M. Carnevale, M. Lucertini and S. Nicosia, Elsevier Science
Publishers, 1990, pp. 461-469.
Currently NASA, USA, has under active study and
development several large structures for deployment in
space. These include for instance beam-like trusses to serve
as antenna masts and/or basic building blocks for Space
Station construction. An important design consideration is
that of assuring adequate stability of the structure in the space
environment and in addition in the case of antennas, meeting
stringent pointing accuracy requirements. This paper
addresses some of the basic design considerations involved
such as: (1) modeling flexible multibody dynamics, including
sensors and actuators, (2) identifying/monitoring model
parameters in orbit, and (3) integrated controls-structures
optimization with emphasis on novel concepts and
techniques.
34. Hsieh, S. F.; Liu, K. J. R.; and Yao, K.: Applications
of Truncated QR Methods to Sinusoidal Frequency
Estimation. Proceedings, ICASSP 90 - 1990 International
Conference on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, April 3-6, 1990, 1990,
pp. 2571-2574, 91A19813.
Three truncated QR methods are proposed for sinusoidal
frequency estimation: (1) truncated QR without column
pivoting (TQR), (2) truncated QR with preordered columns,
and (3) truncated QR with column pivoting. It is
demonstrated that the benefit of truncated SVD for high
frequency resolution is achievable under the truncated QR
approach with much lower computational cost. Other
attractive features of the proposed methods include the ease
of updating, which is difficult for the SVD method, and
numerical stability. TQR methods thus offer efficient ways to
identify sinusoidals closely clustered in frequencies under
stationary and nonstationary conditions.
35. Hadidi, Kh.; Temes, G. C.; and Martin, K.W.: Error
Analysis and Digital Correction Algorithms for Pipelined
A/D Converters. Proceedings, IEEE International
Symposium on Circuits Systems, May 1990, pp. 1709-1712.
36. Hadidi, Kh.; Tso, V. S.; and Temes, G. C.: Fact
Successive-Approximation A/D Converters. Proceedings,
IEEE International Symposium on Circuits Systems,
May 1990.
37. Ki, W. H.; and Temes, G. C.: Offset-Compensated
Switched-Capacitor Integrators. Proceedings, IEEE
International Symposium on Circuits Systems, May 1990,
pp. 2829-2832.
38. Heister, S. D.; and Karagozian, A. R.: The Gaseous
Jet in Supersonic Crossflow. A/AA Journal (ISSN
0001-1452), Vol. 28, (see A89-46916), May 1990,
pp. 819-827, 90A32459, #. (See also 2283.)
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39. Hadidi,Kh.;Tso,VincentS.;andTemes,GaborC.:An
8-bit1.3-MHzSuccessive-ApproximationA/DConverter.
IEEE Journal of Solid-State Circuits (ISSN 0018-9200),
Voi. 25, June 1990, pp. 880-885, 91A19598.
A new successive-approximation A/D converter is described.
It combines a string of equal-valued polysilicon resistors and
a set of ratioed capacitors in a unique circuit configuration so
that a high sampling rate is achieved. The comparator is
realized by a chopper-stabilized amplifier to reduce the effect
of the offset voltages of MOS amplifiers. The converter
performs an 8-b monotonic conversion with a differential
nonlinearity less than 1 LSB in 770 nsec. The die area is
3750 sq mil. This new conversion technique can also be
utilized in a pipelined A/D converter (Temes, 1985) and
enables it to achieve high speed.
40. Issacci, F.; Ghoniem, N. M.; and Catton, I.: Vapor
Flow Patterns During a Start-Up Transient in Heat Pipes.
Heat Transfer in Space Systems. Proceedings of the AIAA
and ASME Thermophysics and Heat Transfer Conference,
Seattle, Washington, June 18-20, 1990, (see A91-38780
16-34), 1990, pp. 41-47, 91A38786.
The vapor flow patterns in heat pipes are examined during the
start-up transient phase. The vapor core is modeled as a
channel flow using a two dimensional compressible flow
model. A nonlinear filtering technique is used as a post
process to eliminate the nonphysical oscillations of the flow
variables. For high-input heat flux, multiple shock reflections
are observed in the evaporation region. The reflections cause
a reverse flow in the evaporation and circulations in the
adiabatic region. Furthermore, each shock reflection causes a
significant increase in the local pressure and a large pressure
drop along the heat pipe.
41. Ki, W.-H.; and Temes, G. C.: Low.Phase-Error
Offset-Compensated Switched-Capacitor Integrator.
Electronics Letters (ISSN 0013-5194), Vol. 26, June 21.
1990, pp. 957-959, 90A43400.
A modification of the offset-compensated switched-capacitor
integrator is described. The resulting circuit has a reduced
delay and low gain distortion. It also retains the simplicity
and low phase errors of earlier schemes.
42. Mare, J., Issacci, F.; and Catton, I.: Measurements of
Temperature and Concentration Fields in aRectangular
Heat Pipe. Heat Transfer in Space Systems. Proceedings of
the Symposium, AIAA/ASME Thermophysics and Heat
Transfer Conference, Seattle, Washington, June 18-20, 1990,
(see A91-38780 16-34), 1990, pp. 33-39, 91A38785.
Measurements of the temperature and noncondensible gas
fields found in a heat pipe are reported. The heat pipe is
rectangular in cross section to facilitate measurements using
twin beams interferometry. The heat pipe operating fluid is
Freon 113, and air the noncondensible gas constituent. The
experimental technique is described, and results are in the
form of graphs of temperatures and molar concentration
fractions for different regions of the heat pipe. Some
interferograms showing the actual flow field under different
laser lights are included.
43. Issacci, Farrokh; Catton, Ivan; and Ghoniem, Nasr M.:
Startup Transient Modeling of Vapor Flow in Heat Pipes.
Presented at the 9th ASME, International Heat Transfer
Conference, Jerusalem, Israel, August 19-24, 1990,
pp. 33-38, 91A19796, #.
The transient behavior of vapor flow during the startup mode
of heat pipe operation is analyzed numerically. The vapor
core is modeled as a channel flow using a two-dimensional
compressible flow model. The centered difference scheme
along with a nonlinear filtering technique is employed to
overcome non-physical oscillations in flow variables. It is
shown that Multiple shockwave reflections are obtained near
the evaporation region during the early stage of startup
transient. Shock reflections induce time dependent flow
reversals which are only transient and disappear as the
dynamics approach steady state.
44. Stroes, Gustave; Fricker, Darren; Issacci, Farrokh; and
Catton, Ivan: Heat Flux Induced Dryout and Rewet in
Thin Films. Presented at the 9th ASME International Heat
Transfer Conference, Jerusalem, Israel, August 19-24, 1990,
91A19797, #.
Heat flux induced dryout of thin liquid films on an inclined
copper plate was studied. Rewet of the dried out area is also
considered. The four fluids used to form the thin films
exhibited very different dryout and rewet characteristics. The
contact angle and hysteresis effects were found to be
important, but they must be considered in context with other
parameters. No single variable was found to independently
determine the pattern of dryout and rewet.
45. *Zhang, W.: Transition Density of One-Dimensional
Diffusion With Discontinuous Drift. IEEE Transactions on
Automatic Control, Vol. 35, No. 8, (ISSN 0018-9286),
August 1990, pp. 980-985.
The transition density of a one-dimensional diffusion process
with a discontinuous drift coefficient is studied. A
probabilistic representation of the transition density is given,
illustrating the close connections between discontinuities of
the drift and Brownian local times. In addition, some explicit
results are obtained based upon the trivariate density of
Brownian motion, its occupation, and local times.
*University of California, Los Angeles, California.
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46. *Lei, Shaw-Min; and Yao, Kung: A Class of
Systolizable IIR Digital Filters and Its Design for Proper
Scaling and Minimum Output Roundoff Noise. IEEE
Transactions on Circuits and Systems (ISSN 0098-4094),
Vol. 37, October 1990, pp. 1217-1230, 91A17916.
A class of infinite impulse response (IIR) digital filters with
a systolizable structure is proposed and its synthesis is
investigated. The systolizable structure consists of
pipelineable regular modules with local connections and is
suitable for VLSI implementation. It is capable of achieving
high performance as well as high throughput. This class of
filter structure provides certain degrees of freedom that can
be used to obtain some desirable properties for the filter.
Techniques of evaluating the internal signal powers and the
output roundoff noise of the proposed filter structure are
developed. Based upon these techniques, a well-scaled IIR
digital filter with minimum output roundoff noise is designed
using a local optimization approach. The internal signals of
all the modes of this filter are scaled to unity in the 12-norm
sense. Compared to the Rao-Kailath (1984) orthogonal
digital filter and the Gray-Markel (1973) normalized-lattice
digital filter, this filter has better scaling properties and lower
output roundoff noise.
*Bell Communications Research, Inc., Red Bank, New
Jersey.
47. Heister, S. D.; McDonough, J. M.; Karagozian, A. R.;
and Jenkins, D. W.: The Compressible Vortex Pair. Journal
of Fluid Mechanics (ISSN 0022-1120), Vol. 220, November
1990, pp. 339-354, 91A17658.
A numerical solution for the flow field associated with a
compressible pair of counter-rotating vortices is developed.
The compressible, two-dimensional potential equation is
solved utilizing the numerical method of Osher et al. (1985)
for flow regions in which a non-zero density exists. Close to
the vortex centers, vacuum 'cores' develop owing to the
existence of a maximum achievable flow speed in a
compressible flow field. A special treatment is required to
represent these vacuum cores. Typical streamline patterns
and core boundaries are obtained for upstream Mach numbers
as high as 0.3, and the formation of weak shocks, predicted
by Moore and Pullin (1987), is observed.
48. Issacci, F.; and Catton, I.: Transient Flow Patterns
and Heat Transfer in Heat Pipes. NASA CR-200184,
NAS 1.26:200184, FED-VOL-102, PVP-VOL-204,
NIPS-96-08353. Presented at the Winter Annual Meeting of
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Dallas,
Texas, November 25-30, 1990, 1990, 96N70900, #.
The transient behavior of heat pipes during the start-up mode
of operation is studied using a 2D transient model to represent
the vapor core as well as other regions of the heat pipe. An
implicit finite difference scheme is used with different time
scales for the vapor region and the solid regions of the heat
pipe to save significant computational time. The transient
characteristics of the solid and the liquid phases effect the
vapor flow transient behavior. If the working fluid is highly
conductive (liquid metals), the compressible waves are
generated in the vapor space, which cause flow circulations.
The vapor flow transient behavior was found to be two
dimensional which cannot simply be modeled as a
one-dimensional flow.
49. Landau, D. M.; and Wurtele, M. G.: Backscattering of
Gravity Waves From a Critical Level. Proceedings,
American Geophysical Union, San Francisco, December
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117. Hsieh, S. F.; Liu, K. J. R.; and Yao, K.: Estimation of
Multiple Sinusoidal Frequencies Using Truncated
Least-Square Methods. IEEE Trans. on Signal Processing,
Vol. 41, No. 2, February_ 1993, pp. 990-994.
118. Bein, T.; Friedmann, P.; Zbong, X.; and Nydick, I.:
Hypersonic Flutter of a Curved Shallow Panel With
Aerodynamic Heating. AIAA Paper 93-1318. Presented at
the 34th AIAA, ASME, ASCE, AHS, and ASC, Structures,
Structural Dynamics and Materials Conference, La Jolla,
California, April 19-22, 1993, 93A37428, #.
The general equations describing the nonlinear fluttering
oscillations of shallow, curved, heated orthotropic panels
have been derived. The formulation takes into account the
location of the panel on the surface of a generic hypersonic
vehicle, when calculating the aerodynamic loads. It is also
shown that third order piston theory produces unsteady
aerodynamic loading which is in close agreement with that
based upon direct solution of the Euler equations. Results, for
simply supported panels, are obtained using Galerkin's
method combined with direct numerical integration in time to
compute stable limit cycle amplitudes. These results illustrate
the sensitivity of the aeroelastic behavior to the unsteady
aerodynamic assumptions, temperature, orthotropicity and
flow orientation.
119. Bendiksen, Oddvar O.: Nonclassical Aileron Buzz in
Transonic Flow. AIAA Paper 93-1479. Presented at the 34th
AIAA, ASME, ASCE, AHS, and ASC, Structures, Structural
Dynamics and Materials Conference, La Jolla, California,
April 19-22, 1993, 93A37439, #.
A computational study of inviscid, transonic aileron and
trailing-edge buzz instabilities is presented. A mixed
Eulerian-Lagrangian formulation is used to model the
fluid-structure system and to obtain a system of
space-discretized equations that is time-marched to simulate
the aeroelastic behavior of the wing-aileron system. Results
obtained suggest that shock-induced separation may not be an
essential driving force behind all buzz phenomena. Several
examples are shown where the shock motion interacts with
the aileron motion to extract energy from the flow. If the
trailing-edge region is sufficiently flexible and the shocks are
at the trailing edge, a trailing-edge buzz instability appears
possible.
120. Chang, B. H.; and Mills, A. F.: Turbulent Flow in a
Channel With Transverse Rib Heat Transfer
Augmentation. International Journal of Heat and Mass
Transfer (ISSN 0017-9310), Vol. 36, No. 6, April 1993,
pp. 1459-1469, 93A34674.
Turbulent flow in a 2D channel with repeated rectangular rib
roughness was numerically simulated using a low Reynolds
number form of the k-epsilon turbulence model. Friction
factors and average Stanton numbers were calculated for
various pitch to rib height ratios and bulk Reynolds numbers.
Comparisons with experiment were generally adequate, with
the predictions of friction superior to those for heat transfer.
The effect of variable properties for channel flow was
investigated, and the results showed a greater effect for
friction than for heat transfer. Comparison with experiment
yielded no clear conclusions. The turbulence model was also
validated for a related problem, that of flow downstream of an
abrupt pipe expansion.
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Panel Flutter. ALAA Paper 93-1476. Presented at the 34th
AIAA, ASME, ASCE, AHS, and ASC, Structures, Structural
Dynamics and Materials Conference, La Jolla, California,
April 19-22. 1993, 93A37438, #.
FEM is here used to ascertain the stability and aeroelastic
response of thin, 2D panels subjected to Mach 0.8-2.5 flows.
In the absence of shocks, it is found that the Euler equations
used to represent the unsteady flow field dynamics predict
response behaviors resembling those obtained via potential
flow methods. Where shocks do play a significant role in the
overall motion of the panel, divergence and limit cycle flutter
are observed. In the Mach 1.4-1.5 range, flutter involved the
higher modes of the panel, tending toward possible chaotic
motion.
122. Chang, B. H.; and Mills, A. F.: Computation of Heat
Transfer From Turbulent Impinging Jets. H-2291.
Proceedings of 6th International Symposium on Transport
Phenomena (ISTP-6) in Thermal Engineering, Seoul, Korea,
Vol. IV, May 1993. pp. 245-250.
123. Datta, A.; Wurtele, M. G.; and Sharman, R. D.: Effect
of Singular Levels on Flow of a Stratified Rotating Fluid
Over an Isolated Obstacle. Proceedings of the Ninth
Conference on Atmospheric and Oceanic Waves and
Stability, San Antonio, Texas, May 1993, pp. 199-202.
124. Landau, D. M.; and Wurtele, M. G.: A Simple Model
for the Explosive Growth of Harmonics Reflected From
the Incidence of a Gravity Wave on a Critical Level.
Proceedings of the Ninth Conference on Atmospheric and
Oceanic Waves and Stability, San Antonio, Texas, May 1993,
pp. 181-184.
125. Li, Hsi-Shang; and Kelly, Robert E.: On the Transfer
of Energy to an Unstable Liquid Jet in a Coflowing
Compressible Airstream. Physics of Fluids (ISSN
0899-8213), Vol. 5, No. 5, May 1993, pp. 1273-1274,
93A39396.
The transfer of energy from a compressible airstream to a
coflowing unstable liquid jet via the pressure perturbation at
the interface is studied as the Mach number varies
continuously from subsonic to supersonic values. The 'lift'
component of the pressure perturbation has been
demonstrated to predominate up to slightly supersonic
free-stream Mach numbers, after which the 'drag' component
predominates.
126. Wurtele, M. G.; Datta, A.; and Sharman, R. D.:
Downsiope Windstorms Under a Critical Level.
Proceedings of the Ninth Conference on Atmospheric and
Oceanic Waves and Stability', San Antonio, Texas, May 1993,
pp. 189-192.
127. Wurtele, M. G.; Datta, A.; and Sharman, R. D.: Lee
Waves: Benign and Malignant. NASA CR-186024,
H-1890, NAS 1.26:186024, June 1993, 94N10725, #.
The flow of an incompressible fluid over an obstacle will
produce an oscillation in which buoyancy is the restoring
force, called a gravity wave. For disturbances of this scale,
the atmosphere may be treated as dynamically
incompressible, even though there exists a mean static
upward density gradient. Even in the linear approximation -
i.e., for small disturbances - this model explains a great many
of the flow phenomena observed in the lee of mountains.
However, nonlinearities do arise importantly, in three ways:
(1) through amplification due to the decrease of mean density
with height; (2) through the large (scaled) size of the obstacle,
such as a mountain range; and (3) from dynamically singular
levels in the fluid field. These effects produce a complicated
array of phenomena - large departure of the streamlines from
their equilibrium levels, high winds, generation of small
scales, turbulence, etc. - that present hazards to aircraft and to
lee surface areas. The nonlinear disturbances also interact
with the larger-scale flow in such a manner as to impact
global weather forecasts and the climatological momentum
balance. If there is no dynamic barrier, these waves can
penetrate vertically into the middle atmosphere (30-100 km),
where recent observations show them to be of a length scale
that must involve the coriolis force in any modeling. At these
altitudes, the amplitude of the waves is very large, and the
phenomena associated with these wave dynamics are being
studied with a view to their potential impact on high
performance aircraft, including the projected National
Aerospace Plane (NASP). The presentation shows the results
of analysis and of state-of-the-art numerical simulations,
validated where possible by observational data, and
illustrated with photographs from nature.
128. Madooglu, K.; and Karagozian, A. R.: Burning of a
Spherical Fuel Droplet in a Uniform Flowfidd With
Exact Property Variation. Combustion and Flame (ISSN
0010-2180), Vol. 94, No. 3, August 1993. pp. 321-329,
93A53705.
An analytical/numerical model is developed for single
droplet evaporation and burning in a convective flowfield.
The model is based on the boundary-layer approach, and
chemical reaction kinetics are represented by a one-step,
finite-rate reaction mechanism, while variation of gas
properties with temperature and gas composition is based on
the kinetic theory of gases. Four droplet models differing in
the degree of complexity concerning property variation and
chemistry are compared. Comparisons are also provided with
existing empirical correlations for convective droplet
evaporation and burning.
129. Wurtele, M. G.; Datta, A.; and Sharman, R. D.: Lee
Waves: Benign and Malignant. Proceedings, Fifth
International Conference on Aviation Weather Systems,
Vienna, Virginia, August 2--6, 1993.
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Karpoukhin,M.G.:ExcitationWaveFrontTransients:A
ComputerSimulationStudy.Proceedings of the 15th
Annual International Conference of the IEE Engineering in
Medicine and Biology Society, San Diego, California,
October 28-31, 1993, pp. 1-2.
131. Garrett, C. J.; Guarro, S. B.; and Apostolakis, G. E.:
Assessing Digital Control System Dependability Using the
Dynamic Flowgraph Methodology. Proceedings, of the
American Nuclear Society, Winter Meeting, San Francisco,
California, November 1993.
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132. Ton, V. T.; Karagozian, A. R.; Marble, F. E.; Osher, S.
J.; and Engquist, B. E.: Numerical Simulations of
High-Speed Chemically Reacting Flow. NASA
CR-203703, NAS 1.26:203703, NIPS-97-27703, 1994,
97N72166, #. (Also in Theoretical and Computational Fluid
Dynamics, Vol. 6, 1994, pp. 161-179.)
The essentially nonoscillatory (ENO) shock-capturing
scheme for the solution of hyperbolic equations is extended
to solve a system of coupled conservation equations
governing two-dimensional, time-dependent, compressible
chemically reacting flow with full chemistry. The
thermodynamic properties of the mixture are modeled
accurately, and stiff kinetic terms are separated from the fluid
motion by a fractional step algorithm. The methodology is
used to study the concept of shock-induced mixing and
combustion, a process by which the interaction of a shock
wave with a jet of low-density hydrogen fuel enhances
mixing through streamwise vorticity generation. Test cases
with and without chemical reaction are explored here. Our
results indicate that, in the temperature range examined,
vorticity generation as well as the distribution of atomic
species do not change significantly with the introduction of a
chemical reaction and subsequent heat release. The actual
diffusion of hydrogen is also relatively unaffected by the
reaction process. This suggests that the fluid mechanics of
this problem may be successfully decoupled from the
combustion processes, and that computation of the mixing
problem (without combustion chemistry) can elucidate much
of the important physical features of the flow.
133. Ton, V. T.; Karagozian, A. R.; Marble, F. E.; Osher, S.
J.; and Engquist, B. E.: Numerical Simulations of
High-Speed Chemically Reacting Flow. NASA
CR-203141, NAS 1.26:203141, NIPS-97-06256, 1994,
97N70825, #. (Also Paper No. 93-068. Proceedings of the
Western States Section/The Combustion Institute Fall
Meeting, October 1993.)
The Essentially NonOscillatory (ENO) shock-capturing
scheme for the solution of hyperbolic equations is extended
to solve a system of coupled conservation equations
governing two-dimensional, time-dependent, compressible
chemically reacting flow with full chemistry. The
thermodynamic properties of the mixture are modeled
accurately, and stiff kinetic terms are separated from the fluid
motion by a fractional step algorithm. The methodology is
used to study the concept of shock-induced mixing and
combustion, a process by which the interaction of a shock
wave with a jet of low-density hydrogen fuel enhances
mixing through streamwise vorticity generation. Test cases
with and without chemical reaction are explored here. Our
results indicate that, in the temperature range examined,
vorticity generation as well as the distribution of atomic
species do not change significantly with the introduction of a
chemical reaction and subsequent heat release. The actual
diffusion of hydrogen is also relatively unaffected by the
reaction process. This suggests that the fluid mechanics of
this problem may be successfully decoupled from the
combustion processes, and that computation of the mixing
problem (without combustion chemistry) can elucidate much
of the important physical features of the flow.
134. Balakrishnan, A. V.: Shape Control of Plates With
Piezo Actuators and Collocated Position/Rate Sensors.
NASA CR-204423, NAS 1.26:204423, NIPS-97-27630,
Elsevier Science, Inc., New York, New York, 1994,
97N72074, #. (Also Paper No. 93-068. Proceedings of the
Western States Section/The Combustion Institute Fall
Meeting, October 1993.)
This paper treats the control problem of shaping the surface
deformation of a circular plate using embedded piezo-electric
actuators and collocated rate sensors. An explicit Linear
Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) optimizer stability augmentation
compensator is derived as well as the optimal feed-forward
control. Corresponding performance evaluation formulas are
also derived.
135. Balakrishnan, A. V.: Shape Control of Plates With
Piezo Actuators and Collocated Position/Rate Sensors.
NASA CR-203142, NAS 1.26:203142, NIPS-97-07898,
Elsevier Science, Inc., New York, New York, 1994,
97N70844, #.
This paper treats the control problem of shaping the surface
deformation of a circular plate using embedded piezo-electric
actuator and collocated rate sensors. An explicit Linear
Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) optimizer stability augmentation
compensator is derived as well as the optimal feed-forward
control. Corresponding performance evaluation formulas are
also derived.
136. Dillon, C. H.; and Speyer, J. L.: Parameter Robust
Game Theoretical Synthesis for the F-18 HARV.
AIAA 94-3679. A/AA Guidance, Navigation and Control
Conference, 1994,_pp. 1242-1249.
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137.Kong, Jeffrey: The Accuracy of Parameter
Estimation in System Identification of Noisy Aircraft
Load Measurement. NASA CR- 197516, NAS 1.26:197516,
1994, 95N19130, #. (Also Ph.D. thesis, UCLA, 1994.)
This thesis focuses on the subject of the accuracy of
parameter estimation and system identification techniques.
Motivated by a complicated load measurement from NASA
Dryden Flight Research Center, advanced system
identification techniques are needed. The objective of this
problem is to accurately predict the load experienced by the
aircraft wing structure during flight determined from a set of
calibrated load and gage response relationship. We can then
model the problem as a black box input-output system
identification from which the system parameter has to be
estimated. Traditional LS (Least Square) techniques and the
issues of noisy data and model accuracy are addressed. A
statistical bound reflecting the change in residual is derived in
order to understand the effects of the perturbations on the
data. Due to the intrinsic nature of the LS problem, LS
solution faces the dilemma of the trade off between model
accuracy and noise sensitivity. A method of conflicting
performance indices is presented, thus allowing us to improve
the noise sensitivity while at the same time configuring the
degradation of the model accuracy. SVD techniques for data
reduction are studied and the equivalence of the
Correspondence Analysis (CA) and Total Least Squares
Criteria are proved. We also looked at nonlinear LS problems
with NASA F-111 data set as an example. Conventional
methods are neither easily applicable nor suitable for the
specific load problem since the exact model of the system is
unknown. Neural Network (NN) does not require prior
information on the model of the system. This robustness
motivated us to apply the NN techniques on our load
problem. Simulation results for the NN methods used in both
the single load and the 'warning signal' problems are both
useful and encouraging. The performance of the NN (for
single load estimate) is better than the LS approach, whereas
no conventional approach was tried for the 'warning signals'
problems. The NN design methodology is also presented. The
use of SVD, California and Collinearity Index methods are
used to reduce the number of neurons in a layer.
138. Lay, J. H.: Experimental Study in Enhanced Design
of Boiling Surface Used in Jet Impingement Cooling and
a Complimentary Theoretical Analysis for Fully
Developed Nucleate Boiling. Ph.D. dissertation, UCLA,
1994.
139. Li, H. -S.: Numerical Simulation of the Instability of
an Inviscid Liquid Jet in a Coflowing Compressible
Airstream. NASA CR-203155, NAS 1.26:203155,
NIPS-97-09946, Elsevier Science, Ltd., United Kingdom,
1994, 97N70658, #. (Also Computers Fluids, Vol. 23, No. 6,
1994, pp. 853--880.)
The nonlinear interfacial instability of a liquid jet in a
coflowing compressible airstream is studied numerically. A
high-resolution scheme which has second-order accuracy in
space and time is coupled with a Lagrangian marker particle
algorithm to visualize the large-scale motion of the interfaces
in compressible flow. A numerical algorithm based on an
approximate equation of state of a compressible liquid is
developed to allow this two-fluid system to be governed by
the nonlinear unsteady Euler equations in conservative form.
The initial growth of small disturbances given by the
simulations agrees well with linear theory. The process of jet
disruption in compressible flow is demonstrated to consist of
the formation of liquid spikes, interweaving of the gas and
liquid and stretching and detachment of the liquid main center
core.
140. Madooglu, K.; and Karagozian, A. R.: Brief
Communication: A Simplified Approach to Transient
Convective Droplet Evaporation and Burning. NASA
CR-203140, NAS 1.26:203140, NIPS-97-06225, Elsevier
Science Publishers, the Netherlands, 1994, 97N70835, #.
(Also Combustion and Flame, Vol. 98, 1994, pp. 170--174.)
Empirical correlations for evaporation rates from single fuel
droplets have existed since the 1930s. These correlations,
which will be referred to in this article as
Froessling/Ranz-Marshall types of correlations, are
appropriate to the special cases of steady-state evaporation in
the absence of chemical reaction. In a previous article by the
authors, the quasi-steady evaporation and burning processes
associated with a fuel drop in a convective environment are
examined through a droplet model based on the boundary
layer approach. For droplet Reynolds numbers of practical
interest, this model produces very reasonable steady state as
well as quasi-time-dependent droplet simulations, requiring
relatively short computational times and yielding good
agreement with the above-mentioned empirical correlations.
The steady-state case, however, is usually relevant to
practical combustor situations only when the drop has
reached a nearly uniform temperature since the heating
process of the drop cannot be considered to be quasi-steady.
In the present study, the transient heating process of the
droplet interior during evaporation and/or burning is taken
into account, and thus calculations pertaining to the entire
life-time of the droplet are carried out. It is of particular
interest here to obtain simplified correlations to describe the
transient behavior of evaporating and burning droplets; these
may be incorporated with greater ease into spray calculations.
Accordingly, we have chosen to use stagnation conditions in
the present model in a modification of the
Froessling/Ranz-Marshall correlations. These modified
correlations, incorporating an effective transfer number,
produce a fairy accurate representation of droplet
evaporation and burning, while requiring only one tenth the
computational effort used in a full boundary layer solution.
141. Padgett, M. L.; Karplus, W. J.; Deiss, S.; and Shelton,
R.: Computational Intelligence Standards: Motivations,
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Interfaces, Vol. 16, 1994, pp. 185-203.
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Application to Flight Systems. Ph.D. dissertation, UCLA,
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143. Yao, K.: SVD-Based Data Reduction and
Classification Techniques. Advances in Statistical Signal
Processing, JAI Press, Stamford, Connecticut, 1994,
pp. 411-431.
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for Flow in Rectangular Ducts With One Side
Rib-Roughened. Journal of Fluids Engineering, Vol. 116,
1994, pp. 488-493.
145. Kim, Sungwan: Minimal Time Change Detection
Algorithm for Reconfigurable Control System and
Application to Aerospace. CR-199529, NIPS-95-05569,
H-2294, NASA NAS 1.26:199529, 1994, 96N13234, #.
System parameters should be tracked on-line to build a
reconfigurable control system even though there exists an
abrupt change. For this purpose, a new performance index
that we are studying is the speed of adaptation- how quickly
does the system determine that a change has occurred? In this
paper, a new, robust algorithm that is optimized to minimize
the time delay in detecting a change for fixed false alarm
probability is proposed. Simulation results for the aircraft
lateral motion with a known or unknown change in control
gain matrices, in the presence of doublet input, indicate that
the algorithm works fairly well. One of its distinguishing
properties is that detection delay of this algorithm is superior
to that of Whiteness Test.
146. Garrett, C. J.; Yau, M.; Guarro, S. B.; and Apostolakis,
G. E.: Assessing the Dependability of Embedded Software
Systems Using the Dynamic Flowgraph Methodology.
Proceedings of the 4th International Conference on
Dependable Computing for Critical Applications, San Diego,
California, January_ 1994.
147. Garrett, C. J.; Yau, M.; Guarro, S. B.; and Apostolakis,
G. E.: The Dynamic Flowgraph Methodology: A
Methodology for Assessing Embedded System Software
Safety. Proceedings of PSAM-1I, San Diego, California,
March 1994.
148. Kogan, B. Y.; Karplus, W. J.; and Karpoukhin, M. G.:
The Effect of Boundary Conditions and Geometry of 2D
Excitable Media on Properties of Wave Propagation.
Fourth NIMC Forum: International Workshop on Dynamism
and Regulation in Non-Linear Chemical Systems,
NIMC-AIST, Tsukuba, Japan, March 22-25. 1994,
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149. Bendiksen, O. O.: Transonic Flutter Suppression by
a Passive Flap. AIAA Paper 94-1423. Proceedings, 35th
AIAA, ASME, ASCE, AHS, and ASC Structures, Structural
Dynamics and Materials Conference, Hilton Head, South
Carolina, April 18-20, 1994.
150. Friedmann, P.; Guillot, and Damien, M.: A
Fundamental Aeroservoelastic Study Combining
Unsteady CFD With Adaptive Control. NASA
CR-201434, NAS 1.26:201434, AIAA Paper 94-1721,
NIPS-96-61052. Presented at the AIAA Dynamics
Specialists Conference, Hilton Head, South Carolina,
April 21-22, 1994, 96N72357, #.
This paper describes a two-dimensional aeroservoelastic
study in the time domain. The model, which is based on exact
inviscid aerodynamics, correctly represents the large
amplitude motions and the associated strong shock dynamics
in the transonic regime. The aeroservoelastic system consists
of a two degree-of-freedom airfoil with a trailing edge control
surface. Using first-order actuator dynamics, a digital
adaptive controller is applied to provide active flutter
suppression. Comparisons between time-responses of the
open-loop and closed loop systems show the ability of the
trailing edge control surface to suppress non-linear transonic
aeroelastic phenomena. A relation between actuator
dynamics, sampling time-step and limits on the flap
deflection angle to guarantee the effectiveness of the adaptive
controller was demonstrated by the results generated.
151. Lorenzelli, F.; and Yao, K.: On Updating Rate of
Jacobi SVD Arrays and Data Nonstationarity.
Proceedings, SPIE, Vol. 2296, July 1994, pp. 414-425.
152. Lay, J. H.; and Dhir, V. K.: A Nearly Theoretical
Model for Fully Developed Nucleate Boiling of Saturated
Liquids. Proceedings of the l Oth International Heat Transfer
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153. Lorenzelli, F.; Hansen, P. C.; Chart, T. F.; and Yao, K.:
A Systolic Implementation of the Chan/Foster RRQR
Algorithm. IEEE Trans. on Signal Processing, Vol. 42,
August 1994, pp. 2205-2208.
154. Karplus, W. J.; and Harreld, M. R.: The Role of
Virtual Environments in Clinical Medicine. Proceedings
of the First Joint Conference of International Simulation
Societies (CISS), September 1994, pp. 13-17.
155. Baiakrishnan, A. V.: Laser Beam Log Amplitude
Temporal Scintillation Spectrum Due to Crosswind. Part
1: Theory. TR-1-FSRC-1994-PT-1. Proceedings of the
NASA-UCLA Workshop on Laser Propagation in
Atmospheric Turbulence, September 1994, 95N24371, #.
We derive the temporal spectral density of the log-amplitude
scintillation of a laser beam due to cross wind. The
dependence on the velocity distribution along the
propagation axis - magnitude and direction - in relation to the
detector position vector in the plane normal to the axis is of
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maininterestinadditionto theusualturbulenceparameters
suchastheinnerandouterscales.Alsostudiedarethe
momentsof the(normalized)spectraldensity,whichwould
appeartobelesssensitivetotheseparameters,a providing
possiblemeansformonitoringchangesinthewindvelocity.
Webeginin Section2 witha briefreviewof propagation
theoryessentialforourpurposes.Thetreatmentisdifferent
fromthestandardtextbookinthatwemakesystematicuseof
theparabolicapproximationftheHelmholtzequationrather
thanadhocargumentsforsimplificationi sidethesolution
integral.Themainresults,includingthespectraldensity
derivation,areinSection3.Someapproximations- which
helpavoidpurelynumericalcomputerevaluationof the
integralsandprovidesomeanalyticalinsight- arestudiedin
Section4.
156.Bendiksen,O. O.: Eulerian-Lagrangian Simulation
of Transonic Flutter Instabilities. H-2293. Presented at the
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Transverse Gas Jets Injected Into Transonic and
Supersonic Crossfiows: Design and Development. NASA
CR-186031, H-2027, NAS 1.26:186031, N0vemlper 1994,
95N17418, #. (Also M.S. thesis, UCLA, 1993.)
The design and development of an airborne flight-test
experiment to study nonreacting gas jets injected transversely
into transonic and supersonic crossflows is presented.
Free-stream/crossflow Mach numbers range from 0.8 to 2.0.
Planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) of an iodine-seeded
nitrogen jet is used to visualize the jet flow. Time-dependent
images are obtained with a high-speed intensified video
camera synchronized to the laser pulse rate. The entire
experimental assembly is configured compactly inside a
unique flight-test-fixture (FrF) mounted under the fuselage
of the F-104G research aircraft, which serves as a 'flying
wind tunnel' at NASA Dryden Flight Research Center. The
aircraft is flown at predetermined speeds and altitudes to
permit a perfectly expanded (or slightly underexpanded) gas
jet to form just outside the FTF at each free-stream Mach
number. Recorded gas jet images are then digitized to allow
analysis of jet trajectory, spreading, and mixing
characteristics. Comparisons will be made with analytical
and numerical predictions. This study shows the viability of
applying highly sophisticated groundbased flow diagnostic
techniques to flight-test vehicle platforms that can achieve a
wide range of thermo/fluid dynamic conditions. Realistic
flow environments, high enthalpies, unconstrained
flowfields, and moderate operating costs are also realized, in
contrast to traditional wind-tunnel testing.
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96N15989, #. (Also IEEE 1994 Aerospace Applications
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An aerospace vehicle may operate throughout a wide range of
flight environmental conditions that affect its dynamic
characteristics. Even when the control design incorporates a
degree of robustness, system parameters may drift enough to
cause its performance to degrade below an acceptable level.
The object of this paper is to develop a change detection
algorithm so that we can build a highly adaptive control
system applicable to aircraft systems. The idea is to detect
system changes with minimal time delay. The algorithm
developed is called Minimal Time-Change Detection
Algorithm (MT-CDA) which detects the instant of change as
quickly as possible with false-alarm probability below a
certain specified level. Simulation results for the aircraft
lateral motion with a known or unknown change in control
gain matrices, in the presence of doublet input, indicate that
the algorithm works fairly well as theory indicates though
there is a difficulty in deciding the exact amount of change in
some situations. One of MT-CDA distinguishing properties is
that detection delay of MT-CDA is superior to that of
Whiteness Test.
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Appendix C. Videotapes
1. Anon.: The Western Aeronautical Test Range.
NASA TM-100301, NONP-NASA-VT-94-23646,
1988, 95N10746, Videotape.
An overview of the Western Aeronautical Test Range
(WATR) and its connection to NASA Dryden is presented.
2. Anon.: HL-10 Dedication Ceremony. NASA
TM-104295, NONP-NASA-VT-94-23640, April 1990.
95N 10740, Videotape.
This dedication of NASA's HL-10 lifting body, being put on
display at NASA Dryden Flight Research Center, is shown.
3. Anon.: NACA/NASA History at Dryden, Part 1
and 2. NASA TM-104287, NONP-NASA-VT-94-23633,
May 1990, 95N10713, Videotape.
Two video tapes of raw material show examples of research
activity at the center from the 1950's to the 1980's.
4. Anon.: The Crash of Flight 232. NASA
TM-104279, NONP-NASA-VT-94-23627, May 1991,
95N10737, Videotape.
Captain A1 Haynes of United Airlines gives a presentation
about the DC-10 he captained that crash landed in Sioux City,
Iowa in 1989.
5. Anon.: NASA and the SR-71: Back to the Future.
NASA TM-104290, NONP-NASA-VT-94-23636,
September 1991, 95N10716, Videotape.
A musical video salute to NASA's delivery of three SR-71
aircraft for use in flight research.
6. Anon.: Dryden Overview for Schools. NASA
TM- 104282, NONP-NASA-VT-94-23630, February 1992,
95N 10710, Videotape.
This video provides educators an overview of Dryden for
students from late elementary through high school.
7. Anon.: Research Excitation System Flight
Testing. NASA TM- 100289, NONP-NASA-VT-94-23635,
March 1992, 95N10715, Videotape.
Excitation system research at Dryden with an F- 16XL aircraft
is presented.
8. Anon.: Dryden and Transonic Research. NASA
TM-104281, NONP-NASA-VT-94-23629, May 1992,
95N10709, Videotape.
This video on transonic research is given by Dryden engineer
Ed Saltzman as part of the 20th Anniversary F-8 Digital Fly-
By-Wire (DFBW) and Supercritical Wing (SCW)
Symposium.
9. Anon.: The Desert Tortoise: A Delicate Balance.
NASA TM-104294, NONP-NASA-VT-94-23639, Au_0_g_u_oust
1992, 95N 10719, Videotape.
This award winning program looks at the efforts to preserve
the desert tortoise in and around the Edwards Air Force Base,
California area. It also explains what people should do if they
come in contact with a tortoise. This video was produced in
cooperation with Edwards Air Force Base.
10. Anon.: F-18 High Alpha Research Vehicle
Resource Tape. NASA TM- 104299,
NONP-NASA-VT-94-23644, August 1992. 95N10744,
Videotape.
This video presents raw, unedited material of Dryden's F-18
High Alpha Research Vehicle (HARV) aircraft.
11. Anon.: Building the Integrated Test Facility: A
Foundation for the Future. NASA TM-104280, NONP-
NASA-VT-94-23628, October 1992, 95N10738, Videotape.
A look at the construction and resources of Dryden's
Integrated Test Facility is given.
12. Anon.: F-104 Resource Tape. NASA TM- 104296,
NONP-NASA-VT-94-23641, October 1992, 95N10741,
Videotape.
This video presents raw, unedited material of Dryden's F- 104
aircraft.
13. Anon.: Dryden Year in Review: 1992. NASA
TM-104285, NONP-NASA-VT-94-23632, January 1993,
95N 10712, Videotape.
This video reviews the research work done at Dryden for the
year 1992.
14. Anon.: F-16XL Resource Tape. NASA
TM-104298, NONP-NASA-VT-94-23643, January_ 1993,
95N 10743, Videotape.
This video presents raw, unedited material of Dryden's
F- 16XL aircraft.
15. Anon.: F-15 835 (H/DEC) Resource Tape. NASA
TM-104297, NONP-NASA-VT-94-23642, February_ 1993,
95N10742, Videotape.
This video presents raw, unedited material of Dryden's F-15
Highly Integrated Digital Electronic Control (HIDEC)
aircraft.
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16. Anon.:F-18 HARV Presentation for Industry.
NASA TM-104283, NONP-NASA-VT-94-23631,
1993, 95N10711, Videotape.
This video provides a look at some work done by Dryden's
F-18 High Alpha Research Vehicle (HARV) in cooperation
with the United States Navy and industry.
17. Anon.: F-15 Propulsion Controlled Aircraft
(PCA). NASA TM-104303, NONP-NASA-VT-94-23648,
July 1993.95N10748, Videotape.
This video presentation is a news release highlighting the
F-15 Highly Integrated Digital Electronic Controls (HIDEC)
Propulsion Controlled Aircraft (PCA) software through June
1993 at Dryden.
18. Anon.: X-31 Resource Tape. NASA TM-104300,
NONP-NASA-VT-94-23645, August 1993, 95N10745,
Videotape.
This video presents raw, unedited material of Dryden's X-31
aircraft.
19. Anon.: Dryden Tour Tape, 1994. NASA
TM-104288, NONP-NASA-VT-94-23634, February_ 1994,
95N 10714, Videotape.
This video provides an overview of NASA's Dryden Flight
Research Center. This is the program shown to visitors during
the tour at Dryden.
20. Anon.: Dryden Overview for Schools. NASA
TM- 104302, NONP-NASA-VT-94-23647, February 1994,
95N 10747, Videotape.
This video presentation gives a narrated, quick look at the
Dryden Flight Research Center and the Center's various
projects. The presentation is directed toward a 6th-grade
audience and emphasizes staying in school to learn the vital
skills needed to succeed today.
21. Anon.: NACA/NASA: X-1 Through X-31. NASA
TM-104304, NONP-NASA-VT-94-23649, April 1994,
95N 10749, Videotape.
This video presents clips (in-flight, ground crew, pilots, etc.)
of almost everything from X-1 through X-31.
22. Anon.: Radio Controlled for Research. NASA
TM-104292, NONP-NASA-VT-94-23637, July 1994,
95N 10717, Videotape.
This video presents how Dryden engineers use radio-
controlled aircraft such as the 1/8-scale model F-18 High
Alpha Research Vehicle (HARV) featured to conduct flight
research.
23. Anon.: LLRV/Apoilo 11 25th Anniversary.
NASA TM-104293, NONP-NASA-VT-94-23638, L__
1994, 95N10718, Videotape.
This video salutes the 25th anniversary of the Apollo ll's
landing on the moon and Dryden's contributions with the
Lunar Landing Research Vehicle (LLRV) program.
24. Anon.: Dryden Summer 1994 Update. NASA
TM-104305, NONP-NASA-VT-94-23650, July 1994,
95N10750, Videotape.
This video presents a complete, technically detailed report on
all Dryden projects, achievements, and employee activities
for 1994.
25. Anon.: X-31 Tailless Testing. NASA TM-104306,
NONP-NASA-VT-94-23651, September 1994, 95N10751,
Videotape.
This video addresses the NASA Dryden and X-31
International Test Organization (ITO) testbed provided for
the Pentagon's 'tailless' and quasi-tailless vehicle
configuration testing.
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